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MOI^E ABOUT CUSHIOIM TVRES.
'"™«*°«~—

Pnrcliasers v^rlio do not practically compare tlie CUSHIOK

^vvritli tlie Solid Tyre before deciding v^rliicli to buy, are not prop-

erly protecting tlieir o^v^rn interest, and may be mal<:ing a

mistake. ^W^e afford customers an opportunity of testing both.

tyres tlirongli ovlt road rental department in Ke^^^ York and

Cliicago. Ride and be convinced.

GEO. R. BIDWELL,
Q70 and Q72 Wabash Avenue, 308 and 310 West 59th Street,

OHIOAGO, ILL. NEW YORK.

-H QUAD RANTS t^-

If you are wise you will place your orders for Quadrants at once, as the

demand is sure to be far beyond the supply.

Our line for this season includes all kinds of wheels from $100. to $145.

The QUADRAKT Cushion Tires, which were in use all last season,

have proved themselves to be what they were represented.

Dealers please communicate with our wholesale agents and you will

receive every information and attention.

THE QUADRANT TRICYCLE COMPANY,
•

BIR7V\:ilN[GHM7V\:, ENGI-KND.
Wholesale Agents for New England, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, West Yirginia, and District of Columbia

:

THE STRONG S GREEN CYCLE M'FG CO..
707 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

For all other States East of the Mississippi,

ALFRED FIELD S COMPANY,
93 CHAmBERS STREET, NEW YORK-
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NION«^
" Be Pleased to bear in mind
That we linger not behind,
But propogate improvements with

Success
and

Though our object is not sordid Vim.
We expect to be rew^arded,
And w^e leave it here recorded that we're

In
the

Swim."

Tlie highest point of excellence is seldom reached at a single leap, but is attained

through close application and a growth toward the object sought.

Starting from Stephenson's " Rocket," weighing 7J4 tons, and with a maximum speed

of 24 miles per hour, we can see improvement following improvement, until to-day we have

a locomotive, which though weighing ten times more than the " Rocket " is capable of

traveling at three times the speed.

In bicycles so long as human muscle is the motive power we cannot calculate on any

very great addition to the speed already attained ; still on comparing an 1891 Union with

safeties of three years back, the observer will be astonished at the perfection to which Union

wheels have been brought.

iiiii iiiii Mi, it. 5

HIGHIvANDVIIvIvE;, IVIASS

MR. STOKES, OF CHICAGO, ATTENDS TO OUR BUSINESS IN THE WILD AND WOOLLY WEST.

p_ s_ Our address from March 2d until March 7th will be Nos. 24 and 26, A. C. C. Cycle Show, Philadelphia, Pa.

¥ 510,000.00 TO p YELLOW DOG-^^

That J~. I^. StcurLey ^ Co. {^Starley ^ SixttoTL), Coirentry,

England., m^cide tKe first Jlov^er type Safety.

Tlxat all AjneTtcaTL Safeties are tinitatioTLS,

That the Tto-ver heads the list of high-grade Safeties

in AjneTica to-day.

That Cycle dealers of the Ijest j-adginent are selling

Ro'vens.

That riders of the l)est judgment are riding Tlo-vers.

That the Ho^rers are fitted -with jpnezunatic and
cixshion tires, j^hich originated iix England
and Ireland.

That THE JOHN WILKINSON CO., 269-271 State Street, Chicago, are the

sole TT. S. Importers, c^et our catai^ogue .
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HCEKTS, HERE «f£ HRE PCPlH!
With as complete assortment of Wheels as one could wish^ comprising many of our own special

manufacture. It is with pleasure that we announce our acceptance of the New York State Agency for

the celebrated

Si/N£I

which are known throughout the WORLD. The following mentioned machines we present to the

trade, although at retail we handle all makes

:

Dandy, 24 inch, Cone Bearing,

King of Boad, 27 " " "

Pathfinder, 30 ((

Lightning, 24 Ball

Rapid, 26 <(

Manhattan, 28 (<

Greyhound, 30 <<

Ideal Rambler, 26 "

$25.00
33.00
45.00
35.00
42.00
50.00
60.00
65.00

Lone Star,

Outing, No. 1,

<( <( 2, 28 " "

« *« 3, 30 " "

Gentlemen's Swift, 28 " 40 lbs.,

« « 30 « 60 "

Ladies' Swift, 58 *'

27 inch, Ball Bearing, . $45.00

26 " Full Ball Bea'g.Cush. Tires 65.00
*' " 87.50

« " 100.00

135.00

- 135.00

40 " - - 135.00

The Swifts we have with cushion or pneumatic tires. Our Bicycle Catalogue will be issued

shortly with full additional information.

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.,
Prices to the Trade quoted on application. 26 WEST 23d STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

" Every Improvement in means of lAOComotion

Benefits Mankind Morally and Intellectually."

—

Macaulay.

We have taken some liberties with mythology and represent

y JASON as he would have appeared when starting on his cele-

brated chase after the golden fleece ; had he been possessed of a

PARAGON instead of the Argo, and it is undoubtedly a fact

) that he would have accomplished his errand much sooner, as the

^ myth alludes to a search after HEALTH.

STOVER BICYCLE MFG. CO.,
^^^A^'^mww

We Want to Send You the Finest Catalogue ever
issued by a Cycle Firm. FREEPORT, ILL,
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FeallierslDiiii's PqeiinialiGS.
^

FOR the convenience of our Eastern trade we have established distributing depots for our

Pneumatic Tires in the following cities to which all correspondence for the respective

districts should be addressed :—Boston, New York, Philadelphia and Newark. The New
England trade will be supplied through Wright & Ditson, of Boston. New York City,

Brooklyn, Eastern and Southern New York State through Messrs. Schoverling, Daly & Gales

of New York City. Central and Eastern Pennsylvania and Maryland with the exception of

Baltimore City through the Sweeting Cycle Co., of Philadelphia. The State of New Jersey

through Messrs. Howard A. Smith & Co. , of Newark. Baltimore City through Messrs. Cline

Bros, of Baltimore.

These distributing depots will carry in stock a large supply of Pneumatic Wheels from

which the Eastern trade in their respective territories will be supplied. By drawing your

supply from these depots near at hand you will be at all times able to get them promptly as

you may need them instead of waiting until they could be shipped from here.

You will recognize it was late in the season when these Pneumatic patents were trans-

ferred to us and it has been impossible to get out a supply of these Pneumatic Machines before,

as great skill and care is required to make these machines second to none in the market in

point of grade and finish.

The cycle trade have too much intelligence to believe that the mechanical skill and

capital of this country can be controlled by any two or three bicycle makers, and they,

whose ignorance or personal interest may persuade them to say that our bicycles will not be

strictly high grade and equal to any now made had better wait until they see them. It is

impossible to know what they are talking about until they have.

We have now about 1200 men working on these Pneumatics, having made a contract

with the Ames Mfg. Co., (the well-known bicycle makers of Chicopee, Mass.,) to run nearly

their entire plant on a part of our work.

We shall be able to deliver 500 finished Pneumatic Bicycles a week both for men and

women beginning March 1 5th, and can increase this output if the trade should demand it.

All manufacturers will tell you their particular machines are the best, we say nothing

about ours, it will speak for itself. We simply refer you to the record of the Pneumatic and

to the riders of it.

You may put it down that the Pneumatic Tire has passed through all its stages of

experiment and is now a success, that it is the tire of the future, and that some riders already

know, and all others will find that they will not be in it without the Pneumatic.

A. FEATHERSTONE, 1 6th and Clark Sts., Chicago.
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SXARRETT & PEOPLE CYCLE CO.

WE have increased our stock and handle a full assortment of the best wheels in the
market ; shall have them in light, medium and heavy weights, with diamond,

straight and drop frames, with spring and stiff forks, with solid and cushion tires, or both

;

in fact, any way you want them, showing many new features and improvements, which will

enable us to satisfy any and all tastes. We have added a fine line of renting wheels (no
"boneshakers"), fitted up an enameling oven, and enlarged our repair shop, where we
have tools and facilities to repair any wheel manufactured. We have the only riding
school in Brooklyn (under the personal supervision of Prof. Louis People, the favorite in-

;tructor of many hundreds of lady and geiitleman cyclists), space 150x100 feet, track being
nade like an ordinary road, therefore enabling our patrons to ride anywhere v/hen through
earning. Thus we claim of having the best equipped bicycle establishment, away ahead
)f any other concern in Brooklyn.

Thanking you for your past favors and support, and hoping our pleasant relations

will continue, we are, very truly yours.

The Stamtt & People Cycle Co., 1171 Bedford Mt, Near Putnam Ave., BrooklyD, K. Y.

Warwick Perfection Cycles.
Built on Honor.

ABSOLUTELY FREE FROM CAST METAL OF ANY DESCRIPTION.

Weight, 50 lbs. Special Cushion Tires.

ADOPTED BY THB V. S. GOVERXHIBB^T.

WARWICK CYCLE flFQ. CO.,
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

=^.^^§S^ SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

REFEREE CYCLES!!
Now the leading machines of England and America. We

are ready to talk agencies for 1891.

BbbIz & OuBtis Manu!actpin| Co.,

MANUFACTURING IMPORTERS,

PHILADELPHIA, - - U.S.A.
THE REFEREE.

^75,000
Given to the Bicyclists of the United States. For some weeks
past we have been advertising "THE SWEETING DIAMOND,"
price $135.00.

We have met with so much success, being able to see sales

of about 3,000 of this wheel, that we have arranged with the

manufacturers to reduce the list of this wheel to $110.00, thus

giving the bicyclists of the country $75,000. A liberal discount

to the trade. , ^ ^ ^
SPECIFICATIONS—30-inch wheels, direct spokes, Credenda

cold-drawn weldless steel tube, drop forgings throughout ; ball

bearings all over, including the head ; Garford saddle, tool bag,

wrench and oiler, and the celebrated "Bates" cushion, 1}£ inch

tires. Guaranteed in every respect for one year.

SWEETING CYCLE CO.,
Sole Importers, PHII.ADEI.PHIA, Pa,

Sole Agents for New England :

W. W. STALL, Boston, Mass.
Sole Agents for West and North-West

:

THOS. KANE A CO., Chicago, III.
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THE ECLIPSE SADDLE.
^<N

WE now offer this saddle to the trade for the first time, and are pre-

pared to fill orders with reasonable promptness. Every dealer in

bicycles will do well to place a small order for these saddles, as

they are acknowledged by experienced riders to be the best on the

market. The springs have a double action, and make riding easy over

the roughest roads. The tension can be changed to suit the rider ; any
slack in the leather after use can be taken up without trouble, and the

saddles are made to fit any cycle. The springs are made from the best

crucible steel, oil tempered. Our patent adjustment for raising or lower-

ing the front of the saddle is a neat device, and one that every rider will

appreciate.

PRice S6.00.
In placing your orders for saddles, don't forget that we make the best BICYCL,E for the money on the market. The

ECL«IPS£ BICYCLE is strictly first class,' high grade in every respect. Price ^lOO.

STEEL PULLEY AND MACHINE WORKS, Indianapolis, Ind.

i i » »
Mk

GENTS 40 POUNDS.

r;:^. #
LADIES 37 POUNDS.

WEBB-CUSHION TYRES ON ALL,
SOLID TYRES TO ORDER ONLY,

Send for Catalogue, also description of Cushion Tyres.

Bj^Isr:K:B:R c^ CjA.MFBEI>L go., Ltd.,

1786-8 BROAD^WAY, NE^V YORK.

Factory, ROCKAWAY, NEW JERSEY. Brancli House, 13U Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. \.

AND STILL THE ORDERS ROLL IN.

In our last we announced that our booked orders amounted to over

7,000 QriA.N'a:" SjA.e^b>ty bicyclers
for 1 89 1 delivery. This number has been greatly increased in the past two weeks.

Don't wait for our travelers, but write us at once if you desire the agency for the best wheels of

their grade, and the only ones on which thorough protection against cutting prices is assured.

H. A. LOZIER & CO., GleveU, Ohio.
Catalog^ue ready tliis month. File your application for one.

The Buffalo Safety Bicycle Stand,

FRIOE, ^1.00.
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT OR ADDRESS

BOWEN BROS., - - - Buffalo, N. Y.

SIGNAL CYCLOMETER
Strikes at the completion o£ every mile. Many ne\\

features in the '91 pattern. Send for Circular to

J. A. LAKII9 & CO.,
WESTFIELD, MASS.

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEND TO

^ ^ ^ A. ^W. GUMP & CO., Oayton, Ohio, ^
FOR PRICES ON TYPEWRITERS AND BICYCLES. TYPEWRITERS RENTED.

BICYCLES, TYPEWRITERS AND GUNS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

-5<$- -^$-
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. " THE * ORMONDE." *̂

LiaHT I STRONa I SER y^ICEJ^BLE !

Cushion, Solid and Pneumatic Tyres .

If you live in New England, Netv York, New Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, West

Virginia, District of Columbia, Ohio or Michigan, send for Catalogue and Terms to

AQUILA B. RICH & CO., 1790 BROADWAY, NEW York .

If your home is in any other State or Territory send to ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., Peoria, 111,

FOB THE EAST : FOR THE WEST :

Aquila B. Rich & Co., 1790 Broadway, N. Y. Rouse, Hazard & Co., Peoria, III.

^ SOLE UNITED STATES IMPORTERS. ^

-# LARGEST JOB LOT IN AMERICA.^
JOB I,OT LIST NOW RE^ADir.

Wheels now in store and prices way down. Orders filled promptly. Our Job Lots do not mean shop worn and old style wheels, but brand new ones
of late patterns and finish. Note a few of the following :

Regular Price. Our Price.
Speedwells, Full Ball $115.00 $85.00
Mercury Diamond, Full Ball, not a Job Lot lOO.OO 75.00
'90 Regular Crescents, Balls to both Wheels 75.00 60.00
'90 Regular Juno, for Lady or light Gentleman 60.00 50.00

Ordinaries reduced in the same proportion, ranging in price from fio.oo up according to size and finish. We sell on easy payments without extra
charge. Spring is almost here and by the time you get your wheel it will be good riding. Our second hand list offers many rare bargains and is constantly
changing. Send for new list, just out. Second hand machines taken as part payment for new ones, and highest prices allowed.

ROUSK, HAZARD & CO.,
13 G. Street, Peoria, 111.

Bicycle Sundries and Job Lots a Specialty. Discounts to the Trade.

-^1' TRY ' MNP ' BUY t^

"^ writer's ideas should stand out like rabbit's ears, so that the reader can get hold of them."—Beecher.

Just so ; and a cycle's good points should stand out like porcupine quills, so tliat a rider can both see and
feel them. This is just what happens on the " SYL,PH." The three part frame stands out in three directions

so boldly that even the casual observer may see that no vibration can reach the rider from either wheel. But
when the rider goes over a brick, and with nerves alert and muscles taut awaits a shock that comes not, then

does he fully feel that " Of a truth this is what I have been seeking for." A trial will convince.

-A-O-EITTS "W.A.NTEID.

HOUSE-DUHYEA CYCLE CO., 13 G Street, Peoria, 111.
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V^.^'^CYSIIN©
243 B'w*»,

N. V.

PUBLISHED EVERT PRrDAY MORNtNG.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

Single Copies,

Poreign Subscriptions,

$1.00 a year

5 Cents

- 10s. a year

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

COPT 8H0CLD BE BECBITED BT TDESDlt aOBIUNS.

LATE COPT BBCEITED CNTII. WEDNESDAY MOBMNG.

CHAIieES rOB ADTEBTISKKENTS IDST BE BECEITED BY

TDE8DAT KOBNING TO IN8CBK INSEBTION.

SPECIAL ADTEBTISINe HATTEB BBCBIVBD UNTIL TUOBS-

OAY NOOK.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

FOREIGN BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE,
W. S. SMITH,

31 Alkham Road, Stamford Hill, London, N. W.

F. P. PRIAU
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,

P. O. Box 444, 243 BROADWAY,

New York.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

respectfully requested to examine its contents and

give us their patronage and as far as is convenient,

aid in circulating the journal, and extend its in-

fluence in the cause which it so faithfully serves.

Subscription price, %J.oo per year.

JUST a word to New York cyclists on the asphalt

riding question. Many cyclists will, during

the riding season of 1891, take frequent trips

on the asphalt on Eighth and Madison Avenues,

which extends into the heart of the city. That
small proportion of pin-head cyclists who run to yel-

low ribbons and vanity will be sure to affect those

thoroughfares on fine Sunday afternoons, for dress

parade purposes.

Madison Avenue is now the most fashionable ave-

nue in New York. Our " four hundred " airs itself

there on Sunday afternoons. Therefore, don't race

there ; don't shout, cavort and show off before our

best people. Don't run down rich old capitalists, the

meek and lowly and the unsuspecting. Ride leisurely,

quietly and gentlemanly, and at the street corners

ride with care.

With Eighth Avenue the case is different. This

avenue is the great west side shopping artery. Its

sidewalks are crowded with people, its pavements
with business and pleasure vehicles. It is pe^lous to

race here. The men who gviide the vehicles have a

habit of taking the law into their own hands. They
are capable of no very fine distinctions of right or

wrong, are not up in argument, and do not appreciate

apology. Their forte is physical combativeness

;

that IS not all, but the majority and the beribboned
cyclists who frighten the horses of.the driving men or

who bark the shins of the pedestrians, are liable to

be used as mops. Racing should not be indulged in

on Eighth Avenue under any circumstances. All cy-

clists have a common interest in this matter, and they
would not be without the lines of politeness and pro-

tection in giving a word of advice to amateur scorch-

ers and fool-riders.

A MOVEMENT FOR BETTER ROADS.

Messrs. Henry C. Baird & Co., of 810 Walnut Street,
Philadelphia, have just issued in book form the vari-
ous essays on road making and maintenance and
road laws which were recently presented in a compe-
tition for prizes awarded through the University of
Pennsylvania by a committee of Philadelphia citizens.
In addition to the essays published is a synopsis of
other contributions ; also a review by Prof. Lewis M.

Haupt, Professor of Civil Engineering- of the Uni-
versity ; also an introduction by Mr. William H.
Rhaun, Chairman of the committee. The prizes were
offered in November, 1889, by Mr. Rhaun. There
were three prizes of $400, §200 and $100. The board of
adjudicators was composed of Messrs. A. J. Cassatt,
William Sellers, Joseph M. Wilson, William H. Wahl,
James N. Cleeman, Hon. Wayne MacVeagh and Prof.
L. M. Haupt. The first prize was awarded to Henry
Irwin, assistant engineer of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, of Montreal, Canada ; the second prize to David
H. Bergey, of North Wales, Pa.

;
the third prize to

James P. Olcott, of South Manchester, Conn. Alto-
gether this volume is an extremely important one to
all individuals or organizations who take an interest
in highway improvement.

Prizes for Essays on Boads Improvement.

The great importance of improved highways has
attracted so much interest of late as to have caused
the offering of a series of prizes for information bear-
ing upon this subject. The latest of these ig by Col.
Albert A. Pope, of Boston, Mass., who has already
contributed much toward the movement, in the past,
and now offers $500 in two amounts of $300 and $200
respectively for the first and second best essays on
country roads and city streets, through the American
Economic Association. The essays should treat of
the economic and social importance of good roads,
the causes of the poor roads existing in much of our
country, the best systems of road making, recon-
struction and maintenance, including cheaper
methods suited to dirt roads as well as methods for
permanent roadways, the best systems of street im-
provement, the systems of taxation that should be
employed in both country and city to distribute
justly the burden of road and street improvement
and the legislation that is required to meet these ends.
In general the essays should be as directly helpful as
possi^l" t.jward the improvement of our roads and
o.. -ets if scattered widely among our people. The
competition is open to all. The essays should not ex-
ceed 25,000 words and must be in the hands of the
Secretary of the Association not later than Novem-
ber 15, 1892. Address all inquiries to Richard S. Ely,
Secretary of the American Economic Association,
Baltimore, Md.

FIXTURES.

MARCH.
2-7.—Cycling Exhibition at Horticultural Hall,

Philadelphia. Address R. H. Kain, Secre-
tary, 21 South Seventh Street.

MAY.
30.—Tournament at Worcester, Mass.
31.—Chicago—Pullman Road Race.

JUNE.
I.—Elwell's European Tour. Departure from New

York.
8.—Annual -Spring Meet of Connecticut Division

and New Haven Bicycle Club Tournament.
Address E.

J.
Perkins, Secretary.

26-27.—Kentucky Division meet.
28.—Kentucky Division's excursion from Louisville

to Mammoth Cave and return.

JULY.

2-3-4.—Race meet of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club
and Maryland Division's annual meet,
Hagerstown.

3-4-5.—Annual meet of the Missouri Division at Carth-
age.

4.—Columbia Cycle Club's tournament at Charter
Oak Park, Hartford, Conn.

4.—The Poorman Road Race at Cincinnati.
16-17-18.—Annual Meet, Detroit, Mich.

29.—Departure from New York of Smith's European
Tour.

AUGUST.
4.—Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha

Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

SEPTEMBER.
8-9.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn.

THE BOWLING LEAGUE.

The last game in the Wheelmen's Bowling
League for the season of iSgo-'gi will be played
to-night, and it will bring to a close a series of

games that have proved to be productive of a
great amount of sport, rivalry and good-fellow-
ship. The New York Bicycle Club are the
champions of this season, and the Atalanta
Wheelmen are in second place. The Manhattan
Bicycle Club and the Riverside Wheelmen,
clubs which were connected with the League
for the first this season, have not succeeded in

scoring many victories, but it is thought that
the experience gained will enable them to make
a better showing next season. The Hudson
County Wheelmen this year did not uphold
their previous high reputation as bowlers, and
the Harlem Wheelmen and Brooklyn Bicycle
Club are apparently very evenly matched. A
meeting of the officers of the League will be
held on Thursday of next week, when action
upon the game under protest will be taken, and
other important business transacted.
On February 20 the Harlem Wheelmen and

Brooklyn Bicycle Club met at the alleys of the
latter club, and the home team secured a victo-

ry by three pins. The total score was: Brook-
lyn Bicycle Club, 1026; Harlem Wheelmen,
1023.

On February 27 the Harlem Wheelmen visit-

ed Newark and were defeated by the Atalanta
Wheelmen by 158. The game was in the hands
of the home team from the start. The full

score follows

:

ATALANTA WHEELMEN. 1 HARLEM WHEELMEN.

G.H.Miller.... 5
Terbell o
Hornfeck 2

Peal I

Snow 2

E. Halsey 4
E. Millar 2

C. Halsey i

s. s. b. Scr.

146

Potal 122:

i83!Braden i

i35iBosse i

i59JKittle I

135IH. Byram 4
i68;Mainhart i

165I W. Byram o

137 Macy o
' Emanuel 2

s. s. b. Scr.

147
131
140

139
106

132
127

Total 1070

FRAMES.

Atalanta W 142 275 402 517 612 734 862 918 1097 '228

HarlemW 98 180 288 408 510 614 732 829 955 1070

Umpire, F. S. Harrison ; Scorers, F. L. Kittle, W. S.
Leonard.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club and the River-
side Wheelmen tried conclusions on the former
club's alleys Thursday evening, February 26,

and the Manhattans won by 81 pins. The score

follows

:

Riverside.
s. s. b. Scr.

Robinson o
Miller o
Boughton 2

Doncourt i

Powers o
Macoy i

Burr o
Cossitt o

106

99
118
116
108
106

117
131

The Lynn Wheel Club have elected the following
officers for the ensuing year : President, W. W. Griffin;
Vice-President, G. M. Babb ; Secretary, J. B. Earp

;

Treasurer, C. E. Whitten ; Captain, A. E. Wiswell

;

First Lieutenant, W. Wiley ; Second Lieutenant, W.
E. Wiswell ; Club Committee, W. W. Griffin, J. B.

Earp, C. E. Whitten, G. M. Babb, V. C. Achorn ; Color
Bearer, M. C. Paul.

"Good Roads: How can they be had in Rhode
Island?" a paper read before the Brown University
Historical and Economical Association, Providence,
by Alfred Stone, has been published in pamphlet
form, and is a valuable treatise and one that should
be secured by all persons interested in highway im-
provements. It is published by the Brown University,
Providence, R. I.

E. A. Powers, Captain of the Riverside Wheelmen,
writes :

" In answer to the challenge of the New
York Bicycle Club to a series of pool tournaments,
we beg to accept same and would be pleased to meet
their representative and arrange details."

The New York Bicycle Club's bowling team will

contest three games with the Jersey City Athletic
Club's team in March.

Messrs. J. A. Hunt & Co., of Westboro, Mass., are
supplying the trade with a balancing toe-clip, which
is retailed at 75 to 90 cents.

Total..

Manhattan B. C.

Pelin 3
Washt)urne ...i

McFarland 2

Pederson i

Connor i

Hahn o
Post 2

Ford I

s. s. b. Scr.
157
lOI

129
127
112

89
144
123

Total.

Riverside W 108 207 290 3S8 487 566 639 743 815 901
Manhattan B.C 87 169 261 368 478 600 703 804 899 982

Umpire, Geo. M. Nisbett ; Scorers, L. Terwilliger,
R. W.; S. B. D« Yongh, M. B. C.

The standing of the various clubs in the

League to date is as follows:

To Highest Average
Won. Lost. Play. Score. Score.

New York B. C n i o 1328 1153 1-6

Atalanta Wh'lmen 10 2 o 1350 1210
Harlem Wh'lmen. 651 1162 1073 S-ii

Brooklyn B.C 660 1190 1072 1-2

Hudson Co. W 4 7 i 1153 1074 3-'

^

Manhattan B. C... 3 9 o 1072 974 5-6

RiversideWh'lmen i 11 o 1062 963 1-4

The results of the games that have been
played are as follows

:

Nov. 17—Hudson County vs. Harlem. Result, H. C.

W., io8i ; Harlem, 1074.
Nov. 17—N. Y. B. C. vs. Atalanta. Result, N. Y. B.

C., 1173; A. W., 1145.
'

Nov. 21—Brooklyn B. C. vs. Riverside W. Result,

B. B. C, 1138; R. W., 879.
Nov. 24—Riverside W. vs. Hudson Co. W. Result,

H. C. W., 1084; R. W., 989.
Nov. 28—Harlem vs. Atalanta. Result, A. W., 1218

;

H. W., 1195 (eleven frames.)
Nov. 28—Brooklyn vs. Manhattan. Result, B. B. C,

1092 ; M. B. C, 940.
Dec. 4—Atalanta vs. Riverside. Result, A. W., 1335 ;

R. W., 793.
Dec. 4—Manhattan vs. New York. Result, N. Y. B.

C, 1149; M. B. C, 1042.

Dec. 8—New York Bicycle Club vs. Harlem Wheel-
men. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1108 ; H. W., 1029.
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Dec. 8—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Manhattan
B. C. Result, H. C. W., 1080 ; 11. B. C, 855.

Dec. 8—Riverside Wheelmen vs. B. B. C. Resvtlt,

B. B. C, 1130; R. W., 1062.

Dec. 12—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn Bicycle
Club. Result, H. W., 1040; B. B. C, 1027.

Dec. 15—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. New York
Bicycle Club. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1226; H. C. W., 1066.

Dec. 15—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Harlem Wheel-
men. Result, H. W., 1148; R. W., 989.

Dec. i8—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Atalanta
Wheelmen. Result, A. W., iioi ; M. B. C, 937.
Dec. 22—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicy-

. cle Club. Result, R. W., 1012 ; M. B. C, 981.

Dec. 26—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Atalanta Wheel-
men. Result, A. W., 1 132; B. B. C, 1073.

Deo. 29—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn
Bicycle Club. Result, B. B. C, ngoj H. C. W., 1153.

Jan. 2—Harlem Wheelmen vs. ISfew York Bicvcle
Club. Result, H. W., 1137 : N. Y. B. C, 1120.

Jan. 5—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Riverside
Wheelmen. Result, H. C. W., 1126 ; R. W., 1052.

Jan. 8—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn Bicycle
Club. Result, A. W., 1350; B. B. C, 1122. ,

Jan. 9—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicycle
•Club. " Result, H. W., 1162 ; M, B. C, 937.

• Jan. 12—New York Bicycle Club vs. Riverside
Wheelmen. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1003 ; R. W., 920.

Jan. is—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Brooklyn Bicy-
cle Club. Result, M. B. C, 976 ; B. B. C, 910.

• Jan. IS—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Hudson County
Wheelmen. Result, A. W., 1322; H. C. W., 1150.

Jan. 16—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Riverside Wheel-
men. . Result, H. W., 1080; R. W., 891.

. Jan. 19—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Atalanta Wheel-
men." Result, A. W., 1166; R. W., 1027.

Jan. 19—New York Bicycle Club vs. Hudson County
Wheelmen.' Result, N. Y. B. C, 1135 ; H. C. W., 941.

Jan. 22—Manhattan Bicvcle Club vs. Harlem Wheel-
men. Result, H. W., 960

;" M. B. C, 957.

Jan. 23—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. New York Bicy-
cle Club. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1090; B. B. C, 1035.

Jan. 29—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. New York Bicycle
Club. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1328 ; A. W., 1285.

Jan. 29—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Hudson County
Wheelmen. Result, M. B. C, 997; H. C. W., 926.

Feb. 2—New York Bicycle Club vs. Manhattan Bi-
cycle Club. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1142; M. B. C, 1022.

Feb. 6—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Hudson County
Wheelmen. Result, B. B. C, 1081; H. C. W., 1028.

Feb. 9—Riverside Wheelmen vs. New York Bicycle
Club. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1196; R W., 1044.

Feb. 9—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Atalanta
Wheelmen. Result, A. W., 1192; H. C. W., 1082.

Feb. 16—New York Bicycle Club vs. Brooklyn Bicy-
cle Club. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1168 ; B. B. C, 1046.

Feb. ig—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicycle
Club. Result, A. W., 1186; M. B. C, 1072.

Feb. 20—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Harlem Wheel-
men. Result, B. B. C, 1026; H. W., 1023.

Feb. 26—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Riverside
Wheelmen. Result, M. B. C, 982 ; R. W., 901.

Feb. 26—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Harlem Wheelmen.
Result, A. W., 1228; H. W., 1070.

THE PHILADELPHIA EXPOSITION.

The following game remains to be played:

Feb. 27—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Hudson County
Wheelmen, at New York.

SERCOMBE'S SPRING SEAT-POSTS.

The latest specialty manufactured by P. H. Ser-
combe is his spring seat-posts. Mr. Sercombe writes
as follows concerning his latest specialty: "This
spring seat-post can be used with any make of saddle
on any kind of safety bicycle, but any one purchasing
our A style saddle has one of them included with the
saddle. We have adopted this special shape for our
spring seat-post, as we find it is most effective in tak-
ing off the vibration of the rear wheel. From actual
experiments and from large experience we have
found it impossible to reduce the rear wheel vibration
by simple saddle springs. The upper springing rod
which carries the saddle in our seat-post is so made
as to act with the same tremulous, quick motion that
the wheel causes in passing over obstacles, therefore
it stands to reason that as the rear wheel vibrates the
action of the seat-post counterbalances the vibration,
giving the easiest motion possible. Any slow-acting
spring will not accomplish the desired results."

A NEW AGENCY IN CLEVELAND.

C. S. Merrill, the well-known traveling representa-
tive of the John Wilkinson Co., of Chicago, has just
opened a store in Cleveland, Ohio, under the firm
name of C. S. Merrill & Co., the Co. being merely
nominal. The store is to be under the direct manage-
ment of Mr. Fred. W. Colson, a well-known Cleve-
land man, and one of the pioneer wheelmen of the city.

They will carry a full line of sporting goods, com-
prising Spaldings', Horsman's, Wright & Ditson's,
Peck & Snyder's and Wilkmson's, and will, of course,
make quite a leader in the bicycle line, puling the
Rover as a high-grade wheel.
There seems to be a very good opening there, as no

concern in Cleveland makes a specialty of sporting
goods.
Mr. Merrill has also been very fortunate in his selec-

tion of a store, having secured one at No. 52, in
the new Arcade Building, which has more people
through it daily than pass through any street in the
city.

HUMBER'S AGENTS IN AMERICA.

Mr. S. Golder, who has been traveling about in the
interest of Humber & Co., has thus far appointed the
following agents tor the Humber cycles: New York
State will be covered by Schoverling, Daly & Gales,
and New York City by Amos Shirley; the District of
Columbia will be covered by Phil. S. Brown ; the
Sweeting Cycle Co. will handle Humbers in Pennsyl-
vania, Maryland, Delaware and New Jersey.

This Exposition, which will be opened on
Monday evening next, at 7,30 p. m., at Horti-
cultural Hall, Philadelphia, attracts increased
attention as the time grows near. The Hall
will be open for the reception and preparations
of exhibits on Saturday, February 28, after 12
a. m. The affair is in charge of the Associated
Cycling Clubs of Philadelphia, with Thomas
Hare acting as chairman of the special commit-
tee, and R. H. Kain acting as secretary. Mr.
Kain, whose address is 21 South Seventh Street,
will supply all information.
A special feature of the show will be the ex-

hibition of antiquities and curiosities, which
will be ;shown in the foyer of the main hall.

The following ' programme for the week has
been arranged: .

.

Monday evening, March 2—Opening exer-
cises. Address by Wm. R. Tucker, President
Associated Cycling Clubs of Philadelphia.
Tuesday evening, March 3—Special music

and fancy riding by the world-renowned cham-
pion, W. S. Maltby.
Wednesday evening, March 4—Athletic

sports, fencing, wrestling, etc.

Thursday evening, March 5—Fancy riding by
W. S. Maltby.
Friday evening, March 6^Exhibition mili-

tary drill, Silver Spring Rifles and Gatling Co.
B, of Camden, N. J.
Saturday evening, March 7—Finals of Home

Trainer Races, the preliminary contests of
which will be held on the stage each evening
during the exhibition.

In addition to the above, there will also be a
specially selected musical programme through-
out the afternoon and evening, and the first

heats of the home trainer races, open to all

amateur riders, will be run off.

The show opens Monday evening at 7.30
o'clock, and during the remainder of the week
will be open from 2 to 10 p. m. daily.

The management has sent invitations to the

different wheel clubs, to the members, who will

be admitted free by wearing the club uniform
and club colors. The clubs are invited as fol-

lows: Tuesday, March 3, Philadelphia Bicycle
Clubs, Pennsylvania B. C. and Tioga Wheel-
men ; Wednesday, March 4, Century Wheel-
men and South End Wheelmen ; Thursday,
March 5, Quaker City, Columbia ana Wissa-
hickon Wheelmen, and Friday, March 6, Mt.
Vernon, Oxford and Park Avenue Wheelmen.
The home trainer contests are open to all

Philadelphia amateur wheelmen, and the en-
tries will close with Secretary R. H. Kain, 21

South Seventh Street, on Monday, March 2, at

6 o'clock p. m. , the drawings ;for 'the evening
taking place Jat 8 o'clock the same evening.
Entrance free.

From a diagram of the exhibits we find that
the following firms have taken space in the
main hall : Wall & Boyer ; Singer & Co. ; David
Pettit & Co. ; Sweeting Cycle Co. ; Warwick
Cycle Co. ; Bretz & Curtis Mfg. Co. ; William
Read & Sons ; Lovell Arms Co. ; Union Cycle
Mfg. Co.; Kirk Brown Co., Ltd.; Overman
Wheel Co. ; A. G. Spalding & Bros. ; Pope Mfg.
Co, ; Hart Cycle Co. ; Hartford Cycle Co. ; H.
A. Lozier & Co. ; Banker & Campbell ; Strong
& Green Cycle Mfg. Co. ; McDaniel & Merri-
hew Cycle Co. ; Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co. ; Cov-
entry Machinists' Co.

; John Wilkinson Co. ; R.
L. Coleman & Co. ; A. B. Rich & Co. ; Keefe &
Becannon; Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. In
the upper hall: Rich & Sager; H. B. Smith
Machine Co. ; United States Mfg. Co. It is ex-
pected that a number of other applications will

be received, and the cycling press will also be
represented.

A New Sut^DRY.—The attention of agents is called
to the Lyon Bicycle Support, which is a simple, cheap
and effective bicycle stand invented and sold by
Frank Lyon, of Washington, D. C. The price of the
stand is but 35 cents, and the weight but three ounces.
Mr. Lyon's card appears in our columns.

Messrs. Banker & Campbell will remove their
wholesale business to No. 12 Murray Street on March
ist. The firm have long felt the disadvantage of their
uptown position in handling their wholesale trade, as
it is a great inconvenience to agents to go uptown to
call on the firm. They will also be much better able
to receive and deliver their goods from the down-
town depot. Of course their uptown store is main-
tained as of old. They will also do a retail business
at their down-town store.

EDW. K. TYRON, JR., & CO.'S 1891

WHEELS.

Mr. Frank G. Silvers, who has for some time been
connected with the above well-known Philadelphia
house, informs us that arrangements have been made
to meet the increased demand for New Mail and
Lovell safety bicycles, for which they are agents. He
is of the opinion that the bicycle trade for 1891 will be
something unprecedented, as inquiries are being re-
ceived from all over the country.
About March i the firm will issue their illustrated

athletic catalogue, which will cover all goods and of
the best styles that can be enumerated under this
heading. Mr. Silvers informs us that their first style
of high grade wheel will be the New Mail, diamond
frame, of a special handsome design, made of crei
denda tubing, with direct acting spring fork, with
rear axle band brake, tangent spokes, half nickel,
straight fork and fine curved handle-bars, low and
well backed to the rider. These wheels will have the
Garford saddle, which is very easy riding. They will
have reinforced, hollow rims, and either solid or
cushioned tires, as may be preferred. This style wiU
sell for'$i35, and will be equal, if not superibr,' to"any
high grade wheel offered to the public. The No. 2-

New Mail will be the sensation of 1891 ; it will have
the handsome model diamond frame, brazed at all
points, tangent spokes, half nickel, straight

, front
fork, low handle-bars, ball bearing, plunger brake
and the favorite Garford saddle, all parts inter-
changeable

; fitted with cushion tires. This wheel
will sell at $100.
The next wheel they will push is a beautiful lady's-

machine, which will fill a long-felt want. It is fitted
with tangent spokes, handle-bars, curved back to the
side, cushion tires, all ball bearing, and will have the
lady's Garford saddle

;
price, $100. They will also-

handle the well-known Lovell Diamond safety. Dur^
ing last year the sales of this wheel were beyond the
capacity of the manufacturer to meet, and the indica-
tions are that this condition of affairs will continue
throughout 1891.

In addition to the above they will also have the
Eclipse Safety bicycle, which is one of the curiosities
of the bicycle world, being made entirely of a new
material, not previously used in the manufacture of
bicycles—aluminum bronze and Bessemer steel. Both
front and rear wheels have tangent spokes, ball bear-
ing all over, plunger brake, all drawn Bessemer steel
rods, nickel-plated frame with enameled mud guards,,
etc. This wheel will sell for $100.
Mr. Silvers further informs us that in addition to.

the above wheels, they will have a large line of
juvenile wheels, ranging in price from the best
quality ball bearing at $35 each down to $15 each
according to the size and quality. Their stock will
also include tricycles and velocipedes. The bicycle
sundry line will be largely increased to cover every
want.

KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN NOTES.

M. L. Bridgman is spending a week in town. On
Wednesday evening he took his third degree ir»
Masonry.
The members are very much shaken up by the acci-

dent which happened to Ike Bowdish on Sunday last.
Bowdish was climbing Cobblestone Hill on an ordi-
nary when he slipped a pedal and took a header, the
result being a badly broken arm.
The club elections will shortly be held. Mr. Edward

Smith will be the candidate for President, John Ben-
singer the candidate for Captain, and Mr. Walter
Steves the candidate for Treasurer.

The club held a ladies' reception on Thursday even-
ing, when the members and their guests had a most
enjoyable time.

The annual club reception will be held on March
12, at Avon Hall.

W. C. Marion has written from the Pacific coasts
where he is at present representing the Hartford
Cycle Co.

An Important Rearrangement of the Quadrant
Agencies.

Mr. Henry G. Priest, who has been for two weeks,
in this, country representing the Quadrant Tricycle
Co., has rearranged the business of his firm so that in
future all States west of the Mississippi will be
handled as before by T. D. Humphreys & Co., of
Topeka, Kan. All States east of the Mississippi will
be covered by Alfred Field & Co., of New York, with
the exception that the Strong & Green Cycle Mfg. Co.
have exclusive control of New England, New York,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland,
West Virginia and District of Columbia.
Alfred Field & Co. is an old and very wealthy hard-

ware house, they being among the largest importers-
into this country. They have offices at 93 Chambers
Street, New York, and their main office is in Birming-
ham. They have a number of travelers on the road,
and will devote considerable attention to working up-
their bicycle business.

F. J. Osmond, the English amateur, will shortly
enter the employ of Buckingham & Adams, Ltd. Os-
mond lost his position for taking a half-holiday to ride
at the Royal handicap, held in July last. Sad, indeed^
is the lot of the English champion.

The Asbury Park Wheelmen held a shooting match
on Monday of this week, for a handsome gold meda]>
which was won bj' Chas. A. Atkinson. There were
twenty-seven contestants.

Mr. George T. Wilson, toast master of the Citizens
Banquet, writes: "I read The WHEEL each week
with a great deal of interest and pleasure."
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HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

Give me my bicycle of quiet,
My horse of health to walk upon,
Enough of not pultaceous diet.

My tin of lubrication
;

My hose and breeches (leg's true gauge)
And thus I'll take my pilgrimage.
Then every happy day, I beg,
More peaceful pilgrims 1 may see
That have cast off their nags of leg
And ride awheel back just like me.

Before the League gets through with that expense
question she will feel like the old lady who got a
firm grip on the bear's tail and wanted somebody to

help her let go. There seems to be any number of
interests which it is claimed are in favor of keeping
up the high tariff form of prize giving. I only wish I

occupied the position of the bear in this play and the
high-tariffites that of the old lady above referred to,

and I don't think she would have time nor life enough
left to call for any help. Unfortunately this cannot
be, and we must watch the farce played to its usual
ending.

He must have weighed not an ounce less than 250
pounds, and he wasn't over five teet six inches in

height, so that he and a barrel were not entirely dis-

similar in architectural structure. He was contem-
plating buying a bicycle, and was consulting with a
friend as to the advisability of doing so. " Do you
think I am built for cycling? "he asked. The friend
replied: "Yes, indeed. You are just the figure for

an all-round athlete." Now he wants to know if his

fiiend was not being a little bit ironical with him.

Formerly we had poor amateurs but few amateurs
who were poor, but if they cut prizes down to the

$20 limit I much fear that next season's crop of racing-

men will be poor in quality, quantity and pocket.

"Are you the feller they call Don Salarabo ?" "I
am. What can I do for you?" Well, I thought I'd

step up to see how you are. My wife and I are going
on a tandem tour to Tarrytown to-morrow. "In-
deed?" "Yes, but I don't want anything said about
it in print, of course. My name's Wobbles—William
Wobbles." "Glad to meet you, Mr. Wobbles, I'm
sure." "Now don't go to puttin' anything into THE
Wheel about our tour. We start to-morrow morn-
ing, and I reckon we will get there in time for dinner.

Of course, I know how anxious you ne%vspaper men
always are for an item but we are plain people who
ride for pleasure and not for notoriety. My wife al-

ways likes to see 'Wobbles' spelt with two 'bs' but
the old-fashioned way is good enough for me. Well,

I know a newspaper man's time is valuable, so I won't
take up any more of yours. Now, remember, don't

put our names in print. So long." And I had gone
through an old, old experience once more.

Several summers ago I spent a few weeks with a
friend of mine out on a country place belonging to a

relative of his. As a rule, I am not fond of the coun-

try or of its bucollic pleasures; there is too much
nature and not enough electric light and excitement
about it to suit me; but my friend had lured me up to

where he was rusticating by his gorgeous pen-pictures

of perfect roads, pure milk, fresh eggs, and all the

rest of the bait usually employed to induce a man to

forsake the comforts of the city for the debatable
pleasures of life in the country. Well, at any rate, I

had allowed myself to be induced to do all of this, and
for once I found the roads were good, and that the

eggs and milk were i-eally home produce, and did not
come from Fulton Market, as they usually do, when
you go to the country to enjoy them. Many a mile

did we ride over those roads, but the pace was ever
slow, because of my well-known objection to scorch-

ing, which same dislike, my enemies are wont to say,

is due to the fact that to save my soul I cannot ride a

mile in less than eight minutes, and then only one
consecutive one at that. Be all of this as it may, we
went leisurely and sensibly about our riding, arid

much amusement found some of the local riders in

rushing by us whenever they found us upon their

route. Now, my friend had a hatfuU of medals at

home which he had gained by rushing past other fel-

lows upon race tracks for several years, and he did

not relish this performance on the part of the country-

men a little bit, and once or twice he really set m to

beat them at their own game, but I dissuaded him,

telling him that we who were city and club men
should not allow the countrymen to see that they
annoyed us by their rushing tactics, etc., etc. Fourth
of July came, and among the other attractions of the

day was a road-race for the local championship.

Now, this was considered a regular gift for one of the

wheelmen who had been most persistent in his efforts

to get us to scorch with him upon the road, and the

medal reposing in the window of the local jeweler had
been made after designs he himself furnished. It

showed it, as it was, a $6 affair, which my friend desig-

nated as " a floater," implying that it was so light that

it would float on water To make a long story short,

my friend was invited to compete in the race and
accepted. The reason he was invited was, I am
sure because the local man felt certain he could

di^fe'at him, and that by doing so new laurels and
glory would be his. The local paper boomed the

affair, and abottt 3 o'clock on a hot afternoon we
faced the starter. There were six contestants lined

up across the road, down and back over two miles

of which the race was to be run, but in the six only

one man was thought to have any chance, and he was
the local light. I had forgotten to state that the

racing costume of all of the racers, except that of

my friend, consisted of long trousers tied at the feet,

and the removal of coats and hats. He, however
wore the conventional black racing suit, which ex-

cited an unusual amount of derision from the assem-
bled crowd of rustics. The derision of the suit finally

extended to the wearer of it, and a few of those

deriders who boasted of having what they called

"sporting blood" in their veins, offered to bet that

the local man would win hands down. Now all of

their (jeering I had stood—not calmly, but at best

silently—but when it comes to backing my opinion

with my money I have never been slow, so I shortly

found myself booked to win probably $25 upon the
chances of my friend defeating the local crack, which
I was positive he would do, barring accidents. Finally
they started, and a bend in the road soon hid them
from sight, the local man leading, the rest strung out,
with my friend dead last as they disappeared. A
faint shout growing louder told us that the men were
again in sight riding for the finish. The positions
had not changed ; the local racer still led and my
friend was still last, only the distance between them
was less, and the remaining four entries had dropped
out, the pace being too killing for them. Never was
man met by more vociferous admiration than that
which the countrymen shouted at their man. There
was yet perhaps fifty yards to be ridden, when he
would win the race and his friends do the same with
my $25, when something seemed to happen. He rode
just as hard and went just as fast as he had been do-
ing, but what had got into the other man ? He didn't
seem to work any harder than before, but his legs
moved faster and faster still and his wheel bounded
ahead like it was shot out of a gun. Silence succeeded
tumultuous joy, and my friend won the race by at
least ten feet, and as I looked at his face I saw there a
smile which told me he could have done so just as
well by ten times that distance. There was a silence
like a funeral upon the crowd which but a few mo-
ments before loudly lauded and encouraged its
champion, and I strolled over towards the stake-
holder to draw down the money I knew was mine,
when suddenly the cheers broke out anew, louder
and more triumphant than ever, and looking to see
what the cause of all the joy was, imagine my sur-
prise when I saw the judge pinning the medal upon
the sweat-stained shirt of the defeated localite. I

forced my way to the horse-block upon which the
judge was standing, I asked him why he gave the
medal to the rider who was ten feet behind my friend
at the finish. Looking at me over his glasses, as
though pitying my ignorance, he said: "I allow as
how Jim has won this here race because he rode
dressed like a gentleman, and not like one of the
bally-girls in a circus, and so I give him the medal
and the race. Jim, you're the champion." In vain I

protested that no such decision could be made ; that
costume had nought to do with who won. I threat-
ened the terrible vengeance I would take through the
L. A. W. and its Racing Board, but all in vain. In
closing my tirade I said : "Judge, surely you don't
mean this in any way but as a joke. I don't see how
any sane man can give such a decision as you have."
" Yer don't, eh ? Well, see here, young man, if you'll
watch me close I'll do it over again and show you
how. Jim, you're the champion." Now I no longer
back my judgment of men so readily as I used to do,
until I know who and what the judge is going to be.

" Everything comes to the man who waits, " said the
racing man who was an example of head work instead
of speed, and he gazed fondly at a lot of tickets which
looked to one, as if the man who had issued them, wore
the three golden pills of the Medici as a trade mark
over the door of his shop. "Perhaps it does," Ire-
plied, "when the 'everything' means prizes, pot-
hunts and championships ; but how about records, do
they come to the man who waits .or to the one who
rides?"

St. Peter stood at the pearly gates looking down the
long, straight and narrow path that led thereto, up
which toiled many pilgrims, leading all of whom was
a prosperous, ruddy-complexioned spirit, who did not
seem entirely delighted with having exchanged the
pleasures earthly for those celestial. Finally, puffing
somewhat from the exertion, he reached the gates and
loudly rapped, and St. Peter answering, asked, "Who
are you and what want you here?" "I want to get in,

of course," replied the spirit. "Well, who are you,
where are you from, how old were you, and what pro-
fession followed you in the world below?" asked St.

Peter, as the celestial recorder opened the book in
which is entered the earthly account of all mortals.
The answers seemed to be all satisfactory until the
one of profession was reached, when the spirit said,
" I was a manufacturer of bicycle lamps. " " Enough !"

broke in St. Peter, as the great book and the pearly
gates both were tightly closed, " get thee hence

;

know you not that you have caused more men to be
rejected from here for the expletives they have been
caused to use through your lamps going out than all

the teachings of every heretic since Adam's time?
Seek lodgings elsewhere, and there perhaps long
study of ever-burning fires may aid you to discover
the secret you never learned on earth regarding bicy-
cle lamps." Down to the abode over whose gates
Dante tells us is written, "Abandon hope, all ye who
enter here," went that doomed spirit, and as the gates
swung open for him, a million devils howled welcome
to their greatest ally. DON Salambo.

MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB.

THE TALK AT THE CLUBS.

The regular monthly meeting of the club, held on
Tuesday evening of this week, was well attended, and
a large amount of business was transacted. It was
decided to inform Chief Consul Bull that the club
was prepared to co-operate with any other club
in New York City or Brooklyn in the inaugura-
tion of a race meet in accordance with his cir-

cuit plans, and it was also agreed to accept the New
York Bicycle Club's challenge to a series of billiard

and pool games. A number of bowling challenges
were accepted, including one from the Union County
(N. J.) Roadsters. On March 12 another ladies' night
at the bowling alleys will be held, and a committee
has been appointed to make arrangements for a
Spring reception. The annual meeting of the club
will be held on March 16, at which time the election of
officers will take place.

Messrs. Ford and Post, captain and lieutenant, re-

spectively, of the bowling team, challenge the captain
and lieutenant of any other team in the Wheelmen's
Bowling League, to bowl a series of three games, one
on each of the home alleys, the third to be rolled on
neutral alleys, at any time that may be agreed upon.

If the weather is favorable on Sunday next, a club
run will be taken to Yonkers, starting from the club-
house at g.30 a. m. In case of inclement weather, the
run will be postponed until the first fair Sunday.

The members of cycling clubs in this section of the
country who seek enjoyment in the rural districts
awheel on Sunday, are beginning to long for the
balmy breezes and sunny skies of Spring. Although
the Winter has not been severe and snow extremely
scarce,road riding has been almost an impossibility for
eight or ten weeks, except on the Sunday before last,
owing to a superabundant rainfall and the consequent
muddy condition of the highways. Those riders who
hold sedentary positions m their business connec-
tions, pin great faith on their weekly jaunts awheel
as a health-giving recreation. Their once hardened
muscles are becoming flabby, and the lack of their
day's outing is painfully apparent in other ways.
There are many riders of wheels who affirm—and
rightly, toa—that the physical exercise gained by
means of that bicycle trip on Sunday supplies them
with a sufficient quantity of pure air and exercise to
strengthen them and keep their health at par through-
out the entire season of rideable weather. In the
minds of these riders Spring cannot arrive too early.

This is the time of year when the members of wheel
clubs delight in gathering around the festive board
at the annual banquet and create sad havoc with the
dainty dishes with the alien titles. They recall the
incidents of the departed season with mirth and un-
bounded enthusiasm ; they sing and recite the praises
of the club and of cycling ; they drink to the long life

of the officers, and for the time being forget that
there is anything else but pleasure in life. If there is
any class of humanity who can enjoy themselves to a
greater extent than can a gathering of wheelmen at
their annual "feed," they must be a jovial set in
every sense of the word. But there is an end to
everything, and particularly to banquets. The morn-
ing after the repast those who were participants look
at life through less rosy-colored spectacles, and for
awhile are meek and low of spirit.

The paramount question among cycling club men
at present is " What wheel are you going to ride this
year?" The query is heard on every hand, and al-
most invariably the answer is "I don't know." Those
who are desirous of changing their mounts are unable
to arrive at any satisfactory conclusion, and like the
ever-broke Micawber, are waiting for something to
turn up. There has ever been a large class of wheel-
men, the vacillating followers of the sport, who de-
light in impressing upon the minds of their compan-
ions the fact that they have never ridden the same
machine for two consecutive seasons. They have a
penchant for securing the latest novelties and designs
in wheels, and it may be said to their credit that they
generally know a good thing when they see it. This
year, however, they are all at sea, for, between spring
frames, cushion and pneumatic tires and new makes,
they know not which way to turn. In direct contrast
to these men is the class of riders who cling to a
wheel that is suited to their requirements through
thick and thin, and become as strongly attached to
their trusty machine as does an equestrian of a favor-
ite horse. They ride the same wheel each succeeding
year, and are always ready to express their satisfac-
tion over its durability and its many commendable
qualities. As a rule, they look with stolid indiffer-
ence on all new ideas and inventions. The upheaval
over the tire question has very little effect on these
riders, and, until they are thoroughly convin ;ed by
actual proof of the superiority of the pneumatic,
cushion or other new devices, they will cling to their
faithful hard-tired wheel and be content.

* *

How diverse are the whims and fancies of the in-
habitants of this world ! In a certain State of the
Union, which is sometimes considered as not being
in it, a rather amusing incident recently occurred in
club life. An enthusiastic member of a cycling club,
who was wont to while away the evening hours at the
house of the club, suddenly failed to put in an ap-
pearance and in a short time his resignation was re-
ceived. Thereupon a committee of one was appointed
to investigate the matter and he found that domestic
troubles were at the bottom of it all. In fact, it

was ascertained that his wife had entered a protest
against his fond devotion to the club and it was made
necessary for him either to forsake the club or his
better half. In direct contrast to this is the case of
another prominent cyclist of the same State, who is

urged to frequent his'club as often as possible by an
appreciative wife on the ground that he needs all the
recreation that he can secure evenings, being con-
fined indoors during the day by- his business. Both
of these devoted wives are to be congratulated for
their action, but it is left to the reader to decide which
course is preferable.

There is a marked peculiarity about a cycling trade
paper that is quite unknown to most of other class
journals, and it is strikingly advantageous to those
who advertise. It lies in the fact that a wheel paper
not only circulates among those engaged in the busi-
ness, the manufacturers, retail dealers and agents, in

a similar manner as does the average trade journal,
but reaches as well the consumers, the great army of
men and women for whom the machines and accesso-
ries are made. As an illustration, the carriage trade
organs may be taken as an example, which in one
respect are somewhat akin to the cycle papers. But
how many owners of carriages ever peruse the jour-
nals devoted to the craft? Another point in the ad-
vertisers favor lies in the fact that a wheelman is

always deeply interested in the output of the various
cycle factories, and all new styles and designs of
wheels receive his consideration, as does also
any innovation in the standard mounts. It is a
peculiarity of many cyclists to peruse the adver-
tisement pages of a cycle paper when he picks it up
at his club, before looking at the reading matter.
The average all-'round wheelman is a walking ency-
clopedia in regard to bicycles, and can discern the
merits and demerits of a machine with ability almost
equal to that of an experienced salesman. When on
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the road he makes a mental inventory of the wheels
ridden by passing riders, and is able to tell the name
of almost every wheel in the market by a glance.

* * * * * * *

In perusing the well-thumbed pages of classic
authors one often meets with expressions that are
suggestive of cycling. In Hamlet, for instance,
when the ghost in the silent midnight hour exclaims:
"O Hamlet! what a falling off was there," one would
imagine that the seeming virtuous queen had been
endeavoring to ride a bicycle.***:(:***
"Did you ever notice the odd types of characters

that abound in a large gathering of wheelmen, as for
instance at a Division meet or important road race?"
said an old-time cyclist to a group of riders at a cer-
tain club recently. "At the Irvington-Milburn race
last year, for example, any one desiring to study hu-
man nature when astride a bicycle could find a rich
field, especially among the throng of unattached
riders. Some persons appear to be unable to get ac-
customed to the bicycle costume, and look and act as
though they were uncomfortable, while others are as
spruce and dapper in their uniforms as a Frenchman
at a ball. You are apt to see riding beside a long-
limbed, round-shouldered six-footer on an ordinary
a corpulent cyclist on a safety puffing along with a
red face from which the perspiration is freely running,
or a slim, sallow-faced youth, leaning awkwardly
forward, pedaling along with an anxious look on his
face, while in close proximity an erect, neatly-uni-
formed club man is riding his high wheel with a non-
chalant air, and apparently as happy as a clam out of

water. Then there's the safety man who rides knock-
kneed, and the man whose lower limbs resemble the
arch -of the rainbow ; the rider who has bulging calves
and the man who has no calves at all ; the slovenly
rider who by his clothes resembles a tramp, and the
disciple of Berry Wall who sports a linen collar, cuffs
and unsullied garments ; the young fellows with bud-
ding moustaches and the full-bearded men

;
the nov-

ice with an uneasy look and the rider who is just able
to feel at home in the saddle ; the man with long
trousers and the fellow with a torn and oil-stained
uniform ; the agent who is continually harping on the
merits ot his wheels and the would-be racer who
makes life miserable for every one within earshot.
But it takes all sorts of people to make up the world,
and the cycling world is no exception, and it is well
that it isn't."

BALTIMORE.

The indications are that there will be more bicycles
sold and ridden in this city this year than ever
before, and as a consequence the dealers are happy.
Unusual preparations to handle this trade have been
made, and with the warmer and sunshiny days soon
sure to come, the rush will begin.
The failure of the Clark Cycle Company some time

ago was not, it is said, caused by lack of business,
but by inability on the part of the management to
collect outstanding accounts with sufficient speed to
meet current obligations. It is hoped also, by Mr. S.

T. Clark, that by a judicious handling of the stock of
wheels turned over to the assignee, enough money
will be realized to pay each creditor one hnndred
cents on the dollar. It is understood Mr. Clark will
continue the business, but in exactly what shape the
writer has not learned. The line of wheels to be
carried will be led by the New Rapid, which has an
established reputation in Baltimore.

The Eisenbrandt Cycle Company, on East Baltimore
Street, will again handle the Columbia machines.
The stock of this company is partly owned, as is gen-
erally known, by the Pope Company. The Eisen-
brandt Cycle Company do considerable trading in
second-hand wheels, and claim that it pays better
than the business of selling new machines only.

Cline Brothers, on West Baltimore Street, will not
only push the Victors this year, but intend reaching
out energetically for a share of juvenile trade, and
one of the leaders in this respect is the Western
Wheel Company's dashing seller, "Rob Roy."
N. Tip Slee, the repairsman and hustling cycle

seller, on Madison Avenue, is the G. & J. representa-
tive and will say an occasional good word also for the
other Chicago concern, Western Wheel Works. Mr.
Slee, by the way, has been gathering in a number of
dollars, twenty-five at a time, by substituting
cushions for solid tires. He claims the cushion tires
and new rim for a 30-inch safety cost him $19.89, and
that the remaining I5.11 goes for labor.
Sure enough, there is a cushion tire craze on here,

and while it does not extend to the medium price
machines the man who owns a $135 or $140 safety with
solid tires isn't in it at all.

Baltimore dealers pride themselves in the claim that
more gentlemen ride bicycles in this city in propor-
tion to its population than in any other city in the
Union You will note the word gentlemen. It is even
said that little time has elapsed since certain dealers
here did not encourage the sale of machines to the
general public. By having the sport favored by the
best people it was believed would give it a better foot-
hold, and there is reason for saying that this senti-
ment was doubtless correct.

Monthly meeting:s are held by our dealers, and all
agree not to cut prices. Clever dodges are allowed,
however, by which one fellow beats the other. In this
respect enterprise is not restricted.

The Wheel is acknowledged by competent critics
in this city to be the best cycling paper. They say it

contains the most cycling news, is the best edited, and
that the trade advertisements show it to be appre-
ciated by the manufacturers and dealers.

William.

A correspondent of Spoi-tingLife states that cycling
is on the decline at Harvard College, and that it would
not be at all surprising if the Harvard University
Cycling Association forgot all about its usual Spring
meet this season. As a matter of fact, however, the
H. U. C. A. intend to hold a race meet in May, which
is expected to eclipse last year's event, as was an-
nounced in The Wheel last week.

CHICAGO,

Meeting Mr. Peatherstone on the street, recentlj;, I

took the opportunity to interview him again in the in-

terests of The Wheel, but he got in the first word
this time. "See here," said he, "you made a mis-
statement in regard to my suing Wilkinson for royalty
on those wheels. Now, I'm not going to on that first

shipment, because he was innocent in the matter, but
he won't bring any more into this country without
either paying royalty or having them put on by me."
" How soon, Mr. Feathprstone, are you going to be

in a position to put on tires ?"

" Right away. Oh! you bet we're hustlers. Our
foreman will be here in three days, and we have five

hundred tires in transit. Why! do you know I have
the Ames Company under contract to supply us
weekly with five hundred finished frames, and that
contract is iron bound, too. I have two stenographers
at work, and I keep one at the hotel going constantly
also. Why! you come down to our office and see the
piles of letters that are rolled up daily and expressed
—yes, expressed—to our various depots throughout
the country. Why, our business is enormous."
Mr. Featherstone looks healthy and not at all pulled

down by overwork, the excitement seeming to agree
with him.
"Mr. Featherstone," inquired your correspondent,

" do you not know that by knocking down the price
on pneumatic-tired machines you are literally knock-
ing the props out from under concerns that have large
orders in England for pneumatic-tired machines."
" Oh, no! I'm not, by any means; they can sell their

wheels; everyone can sell wheels this year. Why, my
friend, I can't half fill orders."

" But there's a report that you will make a high-
grade machine to list at $165 or $175. How is that ?"

"Well, we may, butthat willnot be the list, although
it will be somewhere near it, pexhaps $150. Had the
Eastern manufacturers taken hold of this thing as
they should have done, I would willingly have listed

my wheels at $175, or anything else they might have
said. Do you suppose I was coming into this market
late in the season to be crowded out by older con-
cerns ? Not by a hanged sight. I'm in it, and in it to
stay."

The Spooner & Peterson Co. have made a move in
the right direction, and that is in establishing a day
storage house for wheels. A competent man will be
in charge of the storage room, located at 15 and 17
Madison Street. The location is central, and will no
doubt prove of great convenience to north and south
side wheelmen who ride to and from work. As many
of the big office buildings have forbidden the storage
of wheels in the building, this will prove a bonanza
to them. A first-class repair shop and full line of
sundries will be carried. Wheels will be cleaned,
oiled and repaired for a certain sum per month, if de-
sired, and lockers and dressing rooms will be pro-
vided.

The Chicago Club's pool tournament is drawing to
a close. Anderson now leads, as he has right along,
with four games won out of five played, and the other
players stand in the following order : Hodges, Buck-
ley, Bingham, Bode, Davis and McNeil.

The Cook County Wheelmen's first run since their
organization occurred last Sunday, to the classic
shades of that Godly town along the lake, Evanston.
Twenty-two of the members started and twenty-two
returned safely to the club-house. Wheelmen jour-
neying to that town are held to sidewalk, conversa-
tional, actional and so many other restrictions that a
roll call is necessary upon the return. Fines have
been paid and will be paid until those land roads are
improved, and wheelmen may pass through the town
without walking in the road or riding the sidewalk.
There does not a Sunday go by in the Summer riding
season that a wheelman is not arrested and forced to
pay a fine.

The wheel room of the Cook County Wheelmen's
club-house will be finished by March i. Accommo-
dations for one hundred wheels will be provided, and
a small gymnasium put in.

There are fifteen lady members of the L. A. W. in
this city.

Grounds for the west side bicycle track will prob-
ably be secured on Fullerton and Kimball Avenues,
where a field of seven acres, bordering on a small
mineral water lake, where no 'doubt bathing privi-
leges can be gained, is located.

Ashland Avenue and Fifteenth Street will be the
location of the Victor Cycling Club's house. The
committee, after a thorough canvas, have about
fixed on this as the most convenient location.

Paul Buckley, a well-known Chicago Cycling Club
member, is now snowed in up in the Rocky Mountains.

Sam Thrall, Jno. Turrill and Wm. C. Thorne, mem-
bers of the Chicago Cycling Club, are members of
and represent the Kenwood Club in the inter-club
pool tournament.

,

At last one tire has been discovered that will not
show a tendency, and what is worse carry out that
same tendency, to slip on our down-town granite
block pavement, and that tire is the cushion. In prob-
ably over a hundred miles of down-town pavement
riding, my cushion tire has proved reliable and trust-
worthy at all times and at any crisis, whether it was
crossing tracks or turning short around.

Sunday last was one of those days when wheelmen
think twice before starting out for a ride. The wind
blew great guns from the south, and those with fore-
thought went south and reserved their enjoyment for
the homeward ride.

The Ravenswood track scheme is attacked by an
unknown writer in this week's Bearings^ but he has
got things a little mixed. The Ravenswood track,
with the present men behind it, will be open on Sun-
day for practicing only, and by no means for tourna-
ments or such. The men that originally started the
ball a rolling started it with the idea of having a pure-
ly local athletic grounds at Ravenswood. At the
solicitations of a number of prominent wheelmen a
bicycle track was included and plans were enlarged
all around. Wheelmen in large numbers from the

Lincoln and Lake View Clubs attended that first

meeting and went away no wiser than when they
came, except that the track under no conditions was
to be open to them even for a few hours practice on
Sunday. Thereupon the wheelmen resolved that
there was nothing in the scheme for them, and the
whole thing dropped with a dull thud for having
soared so high. Ihe originators seemed unable to
cope with even the project they first contemplated.
For one month, perhaps more, matters stood still,

when Salter, Peterson, Dreyfoos and Spooner took up
the broken thread, reunited it, ousted the so-called
prudes and applied for the proper papers from the
State to go ahead and organize the Ravenswood Cy-
cling and Athletic Club. These four being liberal
minded, and knowing the popular wants of the wheel-
men, resolved to open the track and grounds for prac-
tice on Sunday. The gentlemen that made the largest
former subscription did so on condition that the
grounds be closed on the Sabbath, and one said his
reasons in part were because it would bring the wheel-
men riding through the streets of the town on that
day. And yet the next Sabbath he himself was seen
wending his way through the self-same streets on a
safety. Indications are favorable to a consummation
of the North_ Side Wheelmen's wish for a track, and
it's not very far off either.

John Foster Bacon and Miss Mamie Page, of Austin,
were joined in the holy bonds of wedlock last week.
John was formerly the Color Bearer of the Lincoln
Cycling Club. Both he and his wife are active riders
of the wheel. He once made a century run and his
experience on that trip has since been the theme on
many a lip. His friends wish him joy and happiness.

The Rockford Wheelmen held a meeting last Sun-
day for the purpose of discussing the project of hold-
ing the Illinois Division meet at Rockford this year.
Two committees were appointed, one to correspond
with Mr. Barnes in regard to ascertaining what was
expected of them and what the expense would be
should they hold the meet, the other to call upon the
business men of the town and ascertain to what ex-
tent they would assist in the raising of funds to carry
it through. Rockford is a handsome city, located
on the Rock River in the midst of pretty scenery. It is

the second largest manufacturing city in the State, has
two fine race tracks, many paved streets, good hotel
accommodations. Pretty picnic grounds line either
side of the river and a steamer plies to and from
these grounds. The roads surrounding Rockford are
excellent, and it is located in the midst of a number
of lively 'League towns. It is but two hours' trip by
rail from Chicago and the fare is moderate. Rock-
ford will make a strong bid.

Lent was probably the cause of the small number
present at the Englewood Cycling Club reception and
dance at Masonic Hall, Englewood, last Tuesday
evening. Fifty couples nevertheless braved the ele-
ments and were well rewarded. Forest's orchestra
discoursed its sweetest music, and the hall not being
crowed all had a good time. F. H. Gere and Miss
Carrie Underwood led the grand march. Fourteen
numbers and four extras kept nimble feet going until,
well, until too late if the riders were in training.

The old style of lettering the O. P. C. C. caps in
small white letters is to be abolished, and Captain
Stimpson has designed for the top of the caps an old-
gold oak leaf trimmed with red and with O. P. C. C.
on the leaf in blue letters makes a very pretty com-
bination of the club colors and a suggestive design
for a club from that pretty suburb located in the
centre of an oak forest.

Western wheelmen will be represented at the Phila
delphia Cycle Exhibit, and Chicago manufacturers
also.

Mr. A. Featherstone was the donator of a weather
vane, a gilded wheel, which was mounted last Wed-
nesday on the .i35olus Club's new club-house.

Charles Wittenberg has withdrawn from the race
and Frank Bodach will undoubtedly be elected Cap-
tain of the ..^olus Club.

One header taken by an intimate friend of mine
resulted so curiously that I tell the story here. At
the time he was a student in a dental college, and was
head over heels in—well, with a very pretty young
lady. Becoming impatient, these young people started
out one morning in the carriage for a drive. From a
near-by station the train was taken to Waukesha, and
there the knot was tied. Along at dusk they returned,
and nothing was said or was to be said until he grad-
uated. But a few days after that my friend and others
from the dental college hied themselves to the Pope
Co. 's store and there hired wheels. Like jay riders
they rode in long pants and no fasteners, and P. while
scorching was thrown violently to the ground out on
Drexel Boulevard, caused by his pants catching in
the spokes. He fell sixteen feet from the wheel, and
when his friends reached him his head and heels
were on the ground and his body was arched and
stiff as a poker. Three doctors worked on him for
hours and were unable to bring him to consciousness.
He was at last hustled into a carriage and carried
down to the college. Periods of consciousness only
came to him for over six days. His memory had
failed him entirely except one thing, and that was his
marriage. That he told to everybody, thinking each
of them a chum, and a pretty storm it rajsed at home,
too. To-day the doctor is as fond of riding as ever,
and loves to tell the above story of how he was fooled .

on being married a second time. One side of his face
is numb and without feeling and six days of his life

are blank, as the only results of that terrible fall.

One thing more, and that is, he never even touches a
wheel now without his regulation cycling costume.

Work is advancing rapidly on the jiEolus Club's
new house. The roof is on and the outside is about
completed. Inside the work is going on rapidly.
Orders were given this week for over $1,200 worth of
fixtures for the billiard room and bowling alleys.
The billiard room will contain four tables and be
fitted up elegantly. There will be two regulation
length bowling alleys.

The floor has been cleared in the Exposition build-
ing, so that a four-lap track could be placed in there
very easily. But just as this has been done we shall
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no doubt lose the Exposition building, where so many-
races have been lost and won. I should greatly love
to see the old building stand until Summer, as there
has been some talk o£ giving another big tournament
there thi% Spring for the purpose of raising funds for
a scheme now under way. With a good four-lap
track, banked well, what is the reason flyers could
not be attracted in large numbers to a meet?

Does the bicycle pay? Well, yes; it has paid the
Chicago Eveni7ig Post. Since starting, this paper has
received over 82,000 subscriptions alone from boys
and girls, who received as a reward for each 140 sub-
scribers a bicycle.

F. Howard Tuttle mourns the loss of his father, who
died last Wednesday of pneumonia, having been sick
but a week. He was 42 years of age, and so young in
appearance was he as to have been taken for How-
ard's bEpther. He was a member of the Illinois Cy-
cling Club, known and respected by all. He attended
all the race meets possible with his son, and by his
presence spurred him on to victory. How often I

think of the pride which shone in Mr. Tuttle's face
when his son crossed the tape first in the Illinois-Chi-
cago road-race. The sympathies of Howard's many
friends are with him in his sad bereavement.
Wednesday evening the Chicago Cycling Club gave

a progressive combination party. Much amusement
is afforded at these entertainments. Cards, bean-
bags, fiddle de winks and other games are played,
the players progressing, as they do in progressive
euchre, from one game to another. First may be
cards, then bean-bags, followed by the other games.
The winners receive some little trophy.

"I wouldn't ride a solid-tired wheel now if you'd
give it to me," said a prominent rider to me. "I've
ridden a pneumatic, and I tell you they're 'out of
sight.' Why, they are the acme of comfort over
rough, smooth, or any kind of roads (except muddy).
They glide along; you hardly feel any vibration. I'd
rather have 'em break two or three times a year than
ride a solid again. The pneumatic is the wheel for
me." Still others say the cushion suits them, and let

others try the balloon tire. New riders won't have
either, but take the solid. But after awhile we will
speak of the g. o. s.—the good old solid.

jEolus Club members are at work preparing for a
literary and musical entertainment, to be given
March 18, at Central Turner Hall. This entertain-
ment will be followed by a reception and dance, the
proceeds to be devoted to the library in the new club-
house. The programme alone will yield a nice little

sum from the advertising, covering several pages as
it does.

A musical and literary entertainment was given by
the Oak Park Cycling Club, last Thursday evening.
The night was stormy, and but forty were there to
enjoy the excellent entertainment arranged by
Messrs. Vincent, Gale, Emerson, Ingalls and San-
burg, the committee. Miss Knowlton, elocutionist,
entertained the members in such style as to receive
encore after encore. Mr. Thomas Gale gave a read-
ing with piano accompaniment, "The Story of a
Waltz." The event of the evening was the reading of
a paper by Ed L. Burnigton, secretary of the club,
entitled " A Few Happenings," and references to those
who were responsible for them. The paper dealt with
the past and future of the club, and referred in comi-
cal, sometimes quite witty way,'to the various mem-
bers of the club. A guessing contest on the number
of beans in a jar created much fun, F. O. Ludlow cap-
turing the gentlemen's prize.

While all these cycling correspondents are talking
and blowing about the largest wheel made, they for-
get the wheel which was ridden some years ago by a
performer in Barnum's circus. This wheel was fully
twelve feet in diameter, had a rod fastened to the
pedals which extended upwards with a second pedal
on the upper end. On the backbone he had six or
seven steps and mounted independently. The pedals
were kept npright by a band around tlie forks. This
man rode in Barnum's procession on the streets and
was a great attraction. No doubt many readers of
this article will remember him. The wheel was rub-
ber-tired and all steel.

Lake View Cycling Club receptions may have been
more successful in the past, but it's Lent now and
there are many who do not dance. For a' that the
third was a success, Lent or no. Forty couples were
present, and forty couples never enjoyed a pleasanter
evening. Freidberg's orchestra supplied the music
and the members' mothers spread the lunch, and
such a lunch too as only our mothers know how to
spread. Twenty dances made a long programme, but
when it was all over they wanted more. This was the
third reception of the Winter series. The Lenten
season being on diminished the number that are ordi-
narily present. Telling, Dyrenforth and Harrison,
the committee on arrangements, feel elated at their
success, and rightly, too.

Ralph Temple has located at the i'emple Cycle Ex-
change, at 2.82 Wabash Avenue, in the block between
Van Buren Street and the Auditorium, and almost
directly across from the Pope Co. and Stokes.

George R. Bidwell & Co. have added one wheel
more to the large line which they will handle—the
Referee safety, with the down town agency.
Washington's Birthday the new flag was hoisted on

the -Siolus Club's new home.
Albert Schock started for Detroit Monday, February

23. He will compete in the six-day eight-hours-a-day
race at that place. With one week's training on the
ground Schock feels sure he will stand a fair show.
The Dramatic and Sporting Journal made its ap-

pearance in this city the past week. This paper is

the successor of the SportingJournal, and is already
meeting with flattering success. Mr. Geo. H. Jenney,
one of Chicago's many wheelmen, is the editor. The
paper is sixteen pages, and contains dramatic and
sporting matters gathered from all quarters of the
United States. Cycling will be one feature. The
paper is issued every Wednesday.
Cycling clubs have given masquerade balls, and

the .lEolus Cycling Club have given five, but none
were more successful than the -SSolus' last attempt.
Central Turner Hall, on Friday evening, was

thronged with the cyclists and their lady friends, all
in gay costumes, original many of them, and others
expensive and elegant. Two hundred couples
marched gayly to the inspiring strains of Forest's
orchestra. 'The grand march was led by Al Christen-
sen and lady. Refreshments were served during the
evening, and what is more to the point, the club's
treasury was enriched by a tidy little sum. Previous
to the dance a burlesque game of indoor base ball was
played between the Never Sweats and Afraid of the
Umpires. All the contestants were in some fancy
costume and masked. The crowd went crazy when
the umpire stepped to the plate and, with a stentorian
voice, yelled "play ball," and, breaking the seal of
the foot square box supposed to contain an extraor-
dinary size ball, and unwrapping from sundry tissue
and silver papers a pair of old worn out trousers.
Roth recognized in the trick the work of his fellow-
clerks at Wilkinsons. The game resulted 2 to i in
favor of the Never Sweats. Three innings only were
played, the game ending in a row with the umpires.
Twenty numbers on the programme carried the party
away into the early morning hours. FIRENZI.

GOTHAM WHEELMEN.

Captain Wiener gave notice of a run Washington's
Birthday and no less than twenty-three members
responded. The trip was, to Coney Island, but there
was nothing to attract the riders at the seashore, and,
after a short rest, they started for home. Supper was
served at the club-house and the evening spent in a
quiet way.

It is learned on good authority that 900 tickets were
sold for the entertainment and ball on Friday even-
ing, February 27. From the very first every member
took an active part in the event with a determination
to make this affair one of the biggest receptions of its

kind this season. Secretary Smith received letters
from the President of the Columbia Cyclers and the
Harlem Wheelmen assuring him that their respective
clubs would attend the ball.
The race which was to have taken place on Sunday

last between George C. Smith and Louis Goldsmith
was forfeited by tlie latter, as was expected, as he
failed to put in an appearance. Mr. Smith made the
run alone, however, in the fast time of 2h. 15m. con-
sidering the bad condition of the roads, many of them
being almost impassable. Mr. Smith will ignore
future challenges by this rider.
At the last meeting, on February 18, the club be-

came tired of the dilatory tactics practiced lately by
the entertainment committee and discharged them
with thanks (?). Mr. J. Franklin Forrested was there-
upon appointed as Chairman of this committee with
power to choose two other members to act with him

;

Messrs. William F. Smith, Jr., and A. E. Miller were
selected. This committee now consists of hustlers,
and the members made known their approval by
hearty and continued cheers whpn the committee
was announced.
The first thing the new entertainment committee

did was to engage talent for the stag, Saturday even-
ing, February 21. That it was a great success is using
a mild expression, The club-house was literally
packed despite the inclemency of the weather. Prof.
Edward G. Brown was present and pleased the boys
to a great extent, as also did the Columbia Student's
Mandolin and Guitar Club, Fred Cruchly and Albert
Bause.

ALBANY.

If my wishing was efficacious cycling interests here
would be more than a hundred per cent, greater than
they are. True, we are not as dull, or dead to the
wheel, as Troy, but we are entirely too slow. I am a
little encouraged, however, by the thought that the
advent of Spring will reveal more wheel life than Al-
bany has ever previously shown. This feeling is

shared by all the local dealers, who are preparing for
an increased trade by ordering stock liberally.
The Victor agency has changed hands, and E. W.

Vine will hold it, in place of Mr. Miller.
Edward Paddock, sporting goods dealer, will en-

gage more extensively in the wheel business than he
did last year, and will sell an English machine in
addition to the line made by the Western Wheel
Works of Chicago.
James Bradley, a repairs man, who last season in-

troduced the James safety, will make extra efforts in

the selling line this year.
M. E. Viele and S. & P. Templeton are merchants

who also handle bicycles.
The harm. Stock and Home, a good paper, by the

way, told the whole story of good roads* recently in

this way: "Poor roads: small loads: exhausted
horses ; lost time ; wretched wagons. Good roads

;

big loads; happy horses; time to spare; solid
wagons." Would that every farmer could read and
digest those twenty-one words. Smith.

RIVERSIDE WHEELMEN.

The Riverside Wheelmen gave their monthly stag
entertainment on Saturday evening last, at their
club-house, 138 West One Hundred and Fourth Street.
The principal event of the evening was boxing, which
consisted of eighteen three-minute rounds. The first

three were between "Tommy" Russell and his pupil,
P. Crooks. The second three bouts were between
Messrs. W. H. Carroll and W. Hannings, and the last

three were between "Kid " Jackson and C. Becker.
After the boxing the orchestra gave one or two fine
selections. In addition, Mr. Leo Franklin, of the Har-
lem Wheelmen, sang a couple of comic songs ; Mr. F.

Becker played some difficult pieces on the piano, ac-
companied on the flute by Mr. Golding and on the
banjo by Mr. C. Driggs. Mr. S. E. Flake also sang
one or two comic songs, and Messrs. L. Doncourt, T.
Ward and H. Foster then gave an exhibition of French
wrestling. The first two gentlemen also rendered
several songs. Duringthe evening, when the refresh-
ments were being served by the Riverside caterers,
there were at least 150 wheelmen present.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB,

The Harlem Wheelmen came over and we beat them
by three pins !

Our last stag was an unqualified success. It was a
topical song effort, and the visitors played as an im-
portant a part as the performers themselves, joining
in the chorus of all the songs with a vim. It was so
democratic that before the entertainment was half
concluded everybody' knew each other better than
they would had we taken special pains to introduce
them all personally. March will bring the social
season to a close. Our last stag will be held the latter
part of the month, and the pool match between our
club and the Kings County Wheelmen will fill in very
nicely to help bring the good times indoors to an end,
to be taken up awheel for the balance of the year.

Considerable riding was done on Monday, the holi-
day presenting an opportunity which those who are
shsrt a few miles of the required 1,000 necessary to re-
ceive a medal were not slow to take advantage of.

"Poor Jonathan" will be the recipient of a visit
from our club on March 13. A notice on the bulletin
proclaims this fact, and the names are going down
fast, which assures the success of this theatre party.
The boys were disappointed when the large affair fell

through, so not to be denied the pleasure altogether,
it was decided to give one anyhow for the Brooklyn's
alone.

The arrangements for the pool match are as fol-
lows : Four men on each team, si.xteen games to be
played, each man playing a fifty point game with the
four men from the opposing club. The points will
count in the total ; the prize will be a silver cup. The
schedule is as follows : March 4, at Kings Couniy
Wheelmen's club-house ; March u, at Brooklyn Bicy-
cle Club ; March 18, Kings County Wheelmen ; March
25, Brooklyn Bicycle Club. ' Atol.

ST. LOUIS.

The Missouri Club is not exactly split up the back
and tore down the front over its election of officers,

but there is some tall electioneering being done. One
ticket is headed by Robt. Holm for president, and the
other is headed by Will Brown for the same position.
Without saying anything against Mr. Brown, who
would doubtless make a good president, as he is a
good lawyer and business man, still the most superfi-
cial thought would remind one that Mr. Holms'
monumental hustling for the club deserves solid
recognition.

The fine games of the association football are just
the thing to keep the boys in good condition. They
are playing close and hard games.
The cycling club have pretty nearly concluded to

lease the ten-room house on the S. E. corner of Locust
and Twenty-ninth Streets. It only costs $5 more per
month than where they are now, and it is a first-class
location.

Billy Arthur, captain of the Illinois Cycling Club,
of Chicago,- was down to take part in the boxing
tournament, but the authorities would not allow it to
come off.

At least a week has passed without a bicycle drum-
mer illuminating our city.

Trade is opening up in a way that portends well for
the season.

The Knight Cycle Co. have secured the agency of
the New Mail cycles. FUTURE Great.

THE MASSACHUSETTS BICYCLE
CLUB'S ANNUAL BANQUET.

Thirty-five veteran wheelmen gathered around the
festive board at the Hotel Thorndike, Boston, on
Tuesday evening of this week, to pay their annual
tribute to the memory of the once famous Massachu-
setts Bicycle Club. This famous old organization,
which, a few years ago, was one of the most promi-
nent in the country, having a membership of 350 and
well-appointed quarters, is now entirely extinct, ex-
cept for this annual reunion, when the spirit of the
early cycling days is revived and the events of the
past discussed. Among the prominent cyclists pres-
ent on this occasion were President E. G. Emory, Chief
Consul Arthur W. Robinson, Vice-Consul G. A. Per-
kins, Secretary-Treasurer Charles S Howard, Massa-
chusetts Division; Col. A. A. Pope. Abbott Bassett,
Henry W. Robinson, C. W. Fourdrinier, E. W. Pope,
A. A. Peck and C. C. Ryder.
When the excellent bill of fare had been discussed,

and cigars lighted. President Emory called upon
Chief Consul Robinson to open the post-prandial exer-
cises.
Mr. Robinson, after expressing himself as heartily

well pleased with the manner in which he had been
entertained, sounded the keynote of the exercises
when he suggested that the remaining members of
the club form the nucleus of an active cycling organi-
zation, to be known as the Massachusetts Bicycle
Club of Boston, with headquarters in Boston proper.
He was of the opinion that such an organization could
be organized to fill the vacancy caused by the with-
drawal from active cycling of the Massachusetts and
Boston bicycle clubs. Messrs. Perkins, Pope, Four-
drinier and other gentlemen all expressed themselves
as in favor of placing the club upon a strong founda-
tion and giving it a new lease of life, and it was evi-
dent that every man around the table was anxious to
aid in assisting the club to rise Phcenix-like from its

ashes. The orchestra rendered many pleasing musi-
cal selections during the evening, and singing was
also indulged in.

The Peoria Bicycle Club formally opened their new
club-house on Wednesday evening of last week, and
between four and five hundred ladies and gentlemen,
including many of the city officials, took advantage
of the opportunity to be shown through the club's
quarters.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Hudson, N. Y., has a rider named Tough—evidently
a bad man to tackle on the road.

The Gotham Wheelmen held their entertainment
and reception at the Lyceum Opera House on Friday
evening, the 27th.

It is announced that Stillman G. Whittaker v^ill

endeavor to lower all the records up to twenty-five
miles during the coming season.

Charles E. Pelton, a bicycle agent o£ Lowville, N. Y.,
writes: "I take five cycling papers, and think The
Wheel is the best one of the lot."

There is a disposition to call the Philadelphia show
the Philadelphia Stanley. Let us not use the English
name in this connection, l^et us call it .the Philadel-
phia show.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen are preparing for a
ball which is to be given, on March 3, at the city
armory. Messrs. Farnum and Seagrave have the
affair m charge.

The Atalanta Wheelmen, of Baltimore, Md., have
secured a new club-house at 439 East First Street,
which is now being furnished and overhauled for
their accomodation.

President Heath, of the Oxford Wheelmen, Phila-
delphia, intends to conduct a number of the members
of the club on a wheeling trip through the South dur-
ing the coming season.

Messrs. Graves & Green, the Boston wood engravers
who have made a specialty of preparing bicycle cuts,

write :
" We have been more than pleased at the

results of our advertisement."

The wheelmen of Omaha intend to inaugurate in

March an amateur six days race, each contestant to
ride three hours per day, and it is expected that a
large number of riders will compete.

The Binghamton Wheel Club held a special meet-
ing on Wednesday evening, at which they arranged
the details of a theatre party and reception, which
were held on Thursday evening, February 26.

The Riverside Wheelmen are at present deeply in-

terested in their pool tournament, in which twenty-
six members are participating. The games that have
been played, as a rule, were close and exciting.

The Poughkeepsie Bicycle Club held an entertain-
ment and collation at their club-rooms on Catherine
Street on Thursday evening. The committee were
E. V. Sidell, Andrew Fraleigh and U. D. Caulkins.

Asphalt pavement will be laid this year on the
Boulevard from Seventy-ninth to Ninety-third Street,

and also on parts of Fifth Avenue, Mount Morris
Avenue, Madison Avenue and a score or more of side
streets.

The Union County Roadsters held a smoker at their
club-house at Linden, N. J., on Saturday evening
last. Boxing, recitations and singing were the chief
attractions, and refreshments were served during the
evening.

Philadelphia has another cycle organization, the
Keystone Cycling and Athletic Association, which
was organized a fortnight ago. W. R. Bell is Presi-
dent ; R. H. -Kain, Secretary, and Chas. Hoffman,
Treasurer.

The Clover Cycling Club, of Philadelphia, had a re-
ception at their quarters, on Tuesday of this week, in
honor of the completion of the first year of the club's
existence. A sumptuous banquet was served during
the evening.

The Philadelphia Cycle and Field Club held their
first anniversary entertainment on Monday evening
of this week, at their country house on the Lancaster
Pike, near Ardmore. About 100 members and guests
were present.

The Wanderers' Bicycle Club, of Buffalo, intend to
offer several prizes this year for the members, ex-
cluding the officers, who attend the greatest number
of club runs. A list of club runs for April has already
been prepared.

The St. Louis Cycling Club and the Missouri Bicycle
Club are engaged in a series of foot-ball contests.
Three games have thus far been played, two of which
were won by the Cycling Club, and the other proved
to be a tie game.

Kaufman, the trick rider, has a new trick, accord-
ing to British Sport. He rides inside of the wheel,
but the wheel has no spokes. Placing his head and
feet against opposite sides of the rim, he rides around
the stage in that position.

Cycle clubs in need of new or second-hand billiard
or pool tables will do well to write to the Schulen-
burg Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich. They have a large
stock of tables on hand and will be pleased to send a
catalogue to any address.

Jacksonville, 111., is one of the most prominent
cycling towns in the West. It possesses at present
about 300 riders and several clubs, while the town has
many miles of streets paved with fire brick, and a
fine riding district surrounds the place.

The Long Island Wheelmen will hold a stag racket
to-morrow evening. An interesting programme has
been prepared, consisting of humorous recitations,
musical attractions, pastel drawing, ventriloquism
and shadowgraphs. A pie-eating match between four
amateurs will conclude the entertainment.

A Fall River, Mass., correspondent writes that the
Ramblers Club, of that city, has more active wheel-
men, fast riders and League members than the Pall
River Bicycle Club, and that the Ramblers have now
and always have had the largest number of active
wheelmen ever banded together in that city.

The Douglass Cycling Club, of Chicago, will hold
their first concert and hop at Apollo Hall, Blue Island
Avenue and West Twelfth Street, on March 20. The
committee having the affair in charge consists ot
Messrs. Lobstein, chairman, De Proft, Blettner, Kopf
and Wendell.
The Orange Wheelmen are making extensive prep-

arations for their ball, which is to be held at Music
Hall, on March 4. Over 200 invitations have been
issued and all the cycling clubs in^the vicinity will
be represented.

The meet at Hagerstown, Md., on July 2, 3 and 4, is

taking on huge proportions. The Maryland Division
meet is to be held in conjunction with it and
also the races of District No. 3, which includes Penn-
sylvania, Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia,
Virginia and West Virginia.

The Harrisburg (Pa.) Wheel Club held their second
musicale and reception on Friday evening of last
week, and some of the best talent of the city was in
attendance. After the programme had been rendered
refreshments were served, after which dancing was
indulged in until a late hour.

Six of Philadelphia's most prominent cycle organi-
zations, the Century, Quaker City, Park Avenue,
South End, Philadelphia and Pennsylvania Clubs, are
interested in an inter-club pool tournament which
was opened on February 20. The games are for 100

points, championship rules to govern. '

One of the latest English novelties is a lever attach-
ment to be fixed on a safety machine in place of the
handle-bars, and being connected with the crank
axle it can be worked by the hands of the rider, and
thus supplement the power produced by the feet. It

is intended to be used for heavy or uphill riding.

The Maryland Bicycle Club, of Baltimore, is having
its constitution revised in order to fit the articles of
incorporation recently filed. There is considerable
opposition in regard to retaining the clause which
makes it necessary for the club to retain its League
membership each year. The annual election will take
place on March 9.

The Rockland County Wheelmen, of Spring Valley,
N. Y., bad a successful entertainment on Wednesday
evening of this week, in which were combined gym-
nastic, musical and literary specialties. A farce en-
titled " Scenes in a Court Room " was enacted by the
members of the club, and dancing completed the
evening's enjoyment.

Will Pendleton had a narrow escape from drowning
on Washington's Birthday. While walking across
the ice on Lake Hopatcong he fell through an air-
hole, and only saved himself through the fortunate
circumstance that a log of wood was imbedded in the
ice, which he managed to reach with some difficulty
and thus helped himself out of the lake.

The most successful and extensive smoker ever
held in St. Louis took place on Saturday evening,
February 14, at the club-house of the Missouri Bicycle
Club. Recitations, vocal and instrumental music,
sparring, boxing, parallel bar exhibitions, fancy rid-
ing, club swinging and a stag dance were the chief
attractions. Refreshments were also served.

The Centaur Cycle Club, of Baltimore, celebrated
the fourth anniversary of its existence on Thursday
of last week. Open house was kept all the evening,
and the throng of visitors found an abundance to eat,
drink and smoke. In addition to this, an enjoyable
entertainment was furnished, and Chief Consul Mott
embraced the opportunity to put in a good word for
the League.
The Overman Wheel Co. held an opening at their

Boston store, 182 Columbus Avenue, on February 23,

and the throngs of riders and those interested in bi-
cycles who stopped at the store during the day, were
well paid for the time expended. The invitations
issued by the company attracted much attention on
account of the novel manner in which they were
written.

About 100 persons were present at the annual din-
ner of the Citizens' Bicycle Club, at the Grand Union
Hotel, on Saturday evening last. G. T. Wilson acted
as toastmaster, and responses were made by Judge
Gildersleeve, James R. Dunn and Geo. R. Bidwell.
Among the other guests present were W. S. Bull, J.
R. Williams, H. Raymond and Drs. Wells and Ham-
mond. The $250 championship cup, to be contested
for in a series of races this season, was on exhibition.

An Eastern paper states that Miss Kirkwood, of
Boston, holds the record for the longest journeys
made by a lady rider. She has often done 100 miles a
day and sometimes exceeds even that, the smooth
roads around Boston being a constant temptation to
her to extend her tours. 'The usual run for the wheel-
women of Boston is out to Brookline and around the
reservoir. The roads are all macadamized and kept
in perfect order and Miss Kirkwood has the right of
way with every wheel she comes across.

A recent newspaper dispatch from Kenosha, Wis.,
informed the reading public of a thrilling and at the
same time phenomenal accident that occurred at the
railroad station in that town. Just as a train was
rolling into the depot, a young man who was amus-
ing himself by riding a bicycle on the platform, ap-
proached too near the incoming locomotive. His
wheel was caught by the iron horse, but in what man-
ner is not stated, and the cyclist was towed the entire
length of the platform before the train came to a stop.
Although the bicycle was badly damaged, the rider
escaped without a scratch.

Money prizes are now offered almost exclusively
in Australia. The amateur definition as adopted by
the Melbourne Bicycle Club is as follows : An ama-
teur is one who does not make his living by riding a
cycle or engaging in any other athletic pursuit for
the same purpose. Engaging in cycle riding or any
other athletic exercise, or training or coaching any
person therein as a means of obtaining a livelihood
disqualifies; also, accepting directly or indirectly,
any remuneration, compensation or expenses what-
ever from a cycle manufacturer, agent, sports pro-
moter, or other person interested in the trade or
sport, for cycle riding.

"Bob" Canda, Chicago's pet, has been spending
several days at The Hub.

Horseback riding is very good in its way, says an
exchange, but it is exceedingly expensive in the first
place, and the effect is not half so good as bicycle
riding, for, while horseback riding reduces the flesh
through jouncing and bouncing that the rider gets,
the bicycle not only takes off the superfluous flesh,
but builds up the strength by giving women, as well
as men, firm and powerful muscles. It is not "hard
to learn to ride." It is not an extravagant luxury
when it is considered that little expense attaches to it

after the first cost; and that compared as a vehicle
for both pleasure and business to "shank's mare,"
the horse car, saddle horse, buggy or the railroad
train itself, it has its share of the advantages.

James E. Wilkinson, a Baltimore cyclist, who was a
member of the El well European party of 1890, has just
had a book published by Messrs. Hanzsche & Co., of
Baltimore, entitled "Wheel Tracksin Foreign Lands."
We have to thank Mr. Wilkinson for a copy of the
volume, which we shall always treasure as a notable
contribution to cycling literature. The frontispiece
of the book is a portrait of the Elwell tourists. The
book is dedicated as follows: " To the last to wish us
God speed, and first to welcome us home, our Mothers,
this little book is affectionately inscribed." The
press matter of the book is given up to a graphic and
pleasing description of the party's journeying through
Europe awheel.

Cycling has but one year's hold in Cairo, Mich., yet
there are twenty-five riders in the town, and a pros-
pect of the number being doubled during the coming
season. A correspondent writes: " We boast of one of
the oldest riders in the United States, a man nearly
seventy years of age, with beard and hair as white as
snow. But very few of the riders here can go more
miles in a day, or are more devoted to the sport than
he. He rides a $135 steed, and takes as good care of it

as if it were a $500 dollar horse. Nearly every wheel
owned here is a high grade; in fact, we think we have
no use for anything else. We also claim some heavy-
weight riders. I weigh 225, and another of our riders
weighs about the same. Wheeling is going to be the
rage here during the coming Summer, and a host of
us are going to be " in it."

The second meeting of the New York State Roads
Improvement Association was held at Syracuse, on
Tuesday of this week, and a large number of repre-
sentative men from all sections of the State were in
attendance. An address was made by President
Sweet, and Treasurer Wood read his annual report,
which gave a graphic and lengthy account of the
year's work in the interest of good roads which con-
tained many new suggestions. State Senator W. P.
Richardson, of Goshen, the framer of the Richardson
bill, made an interesting speech in favor of better
highways, and maintained that in order to keep them
in proper condition it was necessary to have the tires
of wagons made at least thirty-three per cent, wider
than they are manufactured at present. The Rich-
ardson bill was unanimously endorsed.

W. M. Brewster has been traveling through the
larger Eastern cities in the interests of his railroad
business. Mr. Brewster tells of a most pleasant time
spent at Boston, and also at the Overman Wheel Co.'s
factory. He has a high admiration for the wonderful
system of President Overman, with whom he enjoyed
a bird and a bottle. Mr. Brewster also visited Hart-
ford, and was in New York on Tuesday and Wednes-
day, leaving for Philadelphia, Pittsburg and the West
on Wednesday evening. Mr. Miles accompanied him
on his trip down East. " Pop " permits us to glance
into his domestic life; that is, he was proudly display-
ing a letter from his little daughter Alice, aged seven,
from which we steal a few sentences: " Dear papa,
are you well ?" " We are all well." "I got six valen-
tines and you got a comic one called a pin-head."
" Charlie Jones sent me a valentine." " I am head of
my class and Charlie is third." "Ain't that nice?"
" I know a piece about George Washington." "Please
hurry home as we are lonely without you."

Monday ot this week, the day on which Washing-
ton's Birthday was celebrated, was highly enjoyed by
many wheelmen in this vicinity, who took advantage
of the holiday and the sunny sky to secure an outing
awheel. But for a chilling wind the weather was ad-
mirably suited for cycling, and all the macadam
roads were generally in excellent condition. The
Tarrytown trip was enjoyed by [many members of
the various clubs of this city, and many others se-
cured satisfaction in being able to ride through the
park and along the Riverside drive. A number of
New York as well as Brooklyn riders pedaled to
Coney Island, while others patronized the Orange
roads. The Orange Wheelmen held an official club
run to Paterson, and the East Orange Cyclers rode to
Belleville. Eight of the riders participated in an im-
promptu race for a distance of five and a half miles.
H. C. Wheeler came in first. The new macadam
roads of Union County, N. J., also received their share
of patronage.

KEEP Your Eyes Peeled.—If any person sights a
very small boy, with very large eyes, wandering
aweeping along the upper boulevards of New York
City know that it is little Joey Sheehan. The poor
boy is inconsolable because he has lost his "Dandy."
The machine was stolen by a rude boy, evening of
February 24, place. Fifty-eighth Street and Eighth
Avenue. The machine has been used about a year,
being somewhat worn, and one of the foot rests on
the front forks being missing. The frame was black
enameled and the spokes of the real wheel nickeled,
while the handle-bar was very rusty, having attached
a new nickeled bell which can be' rung continually.
The handles are made of black rubber, which has
been repaired with brown sealing wax. On the top
of the leather saddles was scratched "J. G. S.," but
under the saddle appeared the name of the owner,
J. G. Sheehan.
We presented that " Dandy " to little Joe and we

want all cyclists to keep an optic open for it. Ad-
dress or wire C. A. Sheehan, 5 Vanderbilt Avenue,
N. Y. City.
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\J/E8TERN * WHEEL * WORKS.
Catalogues will not be. ready before MARCH 1st, on account of experiments we are now making with

Cushion Tires, but we will be there, and in great shape. In the mean time we again

call the attention of the trade to our splendid line of wheels.

From March 2d to 7th, inclusive, the Associated Cycling Clubs of Philadelphia will hold an exhibition of cycles in

Horticultural Hall, that city. Our machines, as shown below, will be on exhibition there, and will occupy Space No. 7. Mr.

A. M. Scheffey will be in charge and will receive customers, friends and strangers alike. In addition to machines we will also,

exhibit every part used in their manufacture, and the trade will have an opportunity of judging whether our claim that nothing

but Imported Steel Tubing and Forgings are used is true.

BOYS' JUNIOR, \

24 Inch. List $25.

Same as last year.

DROP FRAME JUNIOR.

24 Incb, ball bearings. List $35.

RUSH.

Specially strong and graceful, S diamond
frame, 30 inch wheels, ball bearings all over,

including head, finest steel tubing and drop

forgings, tangent spokes ; weight 48 pounds.

Price $100, with cushion tires $115.

CRESCENT.

Diamond frame, 30 inch wheels, finest steel

tubing, drop forgings, patent adjustment of

chain, simple and strong ; balls all over, in-

cluding head ; weight 48 pounds.

Price $85.

ROJB ROY.

26 Inch, Steel Tubing, Drop Forgings, Ball

Bearings, weight 40 pounds. List $50.

JUNO.

28 Inch. Steel tubing, drop forgings, ball

bearings, weight 47 pounds. List $75.

R. L. CDLEMAH & GO., 33 Mzhj St., and 4n Pa^k PlacE, New Xm%
AGENTS,-EASTERN, miDDI^E AND SOUTHERN STATES.
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Here They Are ! The Leaders for 1891

!

PRICE $85.00. CUSHION TIKES, PRICE $95.00.

LOVKLL DIAMOND CYCLKS.
High Grade Only. All Ball Bearing, Steel Tubing and Drop Forgings.

1891 Models. -MANUFACTURED BY- 1891 Models.

JOHN P. LQYELL ARMS CO.,

MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS IN

FIRE ARMS, BICYCLES, FISHING TACKLE AND SPORTING GOODS,

T47 IVASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

BICYCLE CATALOGUE FREE. Agents wanted in all unoccupied territory.

FOB LADIES', PRICE $85.00. COMBINATION, PRICE $85.00.
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ISIOYOr^ES * TTOPt * 1891
VICTORS. CREDENDAS. NONPAREII.S.

VICTOR SAFETY A.

$135.
Diamond Frame, 30-inch Wheels, Direct Spokes,

Improved Spring Fork, Cushion Tire to Rear
Wheel, Solid Tire to Front.

VICTOR SAFETY B.

$135.
New Diamond Frame, 30-inch Wheels, Stiff

Fork, Tangent Spokes, Cushion Tires to Both
Wheels.

VICTOR SAFETY B.

$135.
Combination Frame, 28-inch Wheels, Spring

Fork, Cushion Tire to Ba k Wheel, Solid Tire to
Front Wheel.

CREDENDA SAFETY.
$90.

All Steel, Diamond Frame, Credenda Steel
Tubing, 30-inch Wheels, Tangent Spokes, Cushion
Tires, Ball Bearings and All Improvements.

LADIES' CREDENDA SAFETY.
$90.

All Steel, Straight Drop Frame, Credenda Steel
Tubing, 28-inch Wheels, Tangent Spokes, Cushion
Tires, Ball Bearings and All Improvements.

NONPAREIL SAFETY.
Straight Steel Tube Frame, 26-inch Wheels,

Tangent Spokes, Solid Tires. Substantial and
Handsome. Adjustable Cone Bearings to all Rui -

ning Parts. Price, $40; with Full Ball Bear-
ings. $50.

•>1- SeND • F=OF2 • sicvoi-e • CyCTT^I-OGWe -K-

-A-o C3r.
CHICAGO. NEW YORK.

Sz BPiOS
PHILADELPHIA.

IT IS A WELL
ESTABLISHED FACT I^REMIER SAFETIES

EAD ™- PROCESSION
IN POINT OF STRENGTH, BEAUTY OF

OUTLINE AND WEARING QUALITIES.

FIFTEEN STYLES FOR 1891 , SUITED TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF ALL WHEELMEN, AND EVERY SECTION
OF THIS BROAD LAND. CUSHION, PNEUMATIC AND SOLID TIRES. THE WIDE-AWAKE DEALERS WHO
HAVE PLACED LARGE ORDERS FOR THIS POPULAR LINE HAVE SHOWN GREAT WISDOM. AN ENLIGHT-
ENED PUBLIC DEMAND THE BEST OF EVERYTHING. THEIR DEMANDS WILL BE SATISFIED ONLY WHEN
SUPPLIED WITH

LUCAS' CYCLEALITIES AND PREMIER SAFETIES.

IF NOT REPRjiSENTED IN YOUR VICINITY, APPLY AT ONCE FOR ACBNCY.

PREMIER CYCLE COMPANY,

846 EIGHTH AVE., cor. 51st St., NEW YORK.
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THE CITIZENS' BANQUET.

The Citizens' Bicvcle Club held their annual ban-
quet at the Grand Union Hotel on Saturday evening
last. The banquet has been held each year on Wash-
ington's Birthday. The Grand Union main dining-
room was decorated and brilliantly lighted, and JVIr.

Ford, who is a member of the club and proprietor of
the hotel, called to the service of his guests all the
resources of his house. The result was an emphatic
success, gastronomically and otherwise, the menu
being elegant in selection and service. About one
hundred men enjoyed the banquet. JMr. George T.
Wilson acted as toastmaster, and on his right were
seated Judge Gildersleeve, and on his left Gen. Egbert
G. 'Viele ; Mr. Gildersleeve representing the New
York Athletic Club, and Mr. Viele being an honored
guest of the evening on account of his services in the
cause of cycling. Other guests were President Dunn,
Chief Consul Bull, W. H. DeGraaf, H. E. Raymond
and W. R. Pitman ; also Messrs. Williams and Sum-
ner, of the old Massachusetts Bicycle Club.
Among the speakers who responded to toasts were

the following : Judge Gildersleeve, Gen. Viele, Presi-
dent Dunn and M-essrs. Ford, Bidwell and Jones. Mr.
Burdett also entertained with some stories, and the
Manhattan Quartette with some choice selections.

During the evening an orchestra rendered most de=
light'ful music. Altogether the banquet was among
the most successful the Citizens have ever had. A
feature of the evening was the exhibition of the mag-
nificent silver cup which the members will compete for

this year. It is one of the handsomest trophies ever
offered in cycling. The members look forward to ah
early union wi^h the New York Athletic Club.

A CHANCE FOR THE PASSAGE OF
THE RICHARDSON BILL.

Mr. Isaac B. Potter, representing the New York
State Highway Improvement Association, was in

Albany on Wednesday, when a hearing of the State
Committee on the Richardson bill was held. The
Committee were in session all the afternoon, during
which time Mr. Potter presented a number of argu-
ments in favor of the passage of the bill. In the even-
ing they went into executive session, and afterwards
notified Mr. Potter that they would unanimously re-
port favorably of the bill.

The Richardson bill authorizes the State to make a
loan of §10,000,000, giving exchange State bonds bear-
ing their present interest, payable in eighteen years.
This entire amount is to be spent on the building of

new roads. A section of the bill also provides that
the county authorities may employ convicts, tramps
and paupers to maintain the work on the roads.
Should the bi-11 pass the Legislature it will be voted
upon at the November elections of this year, as it

must go before the people for final adoption.

THE JOHN WILKINSON AENTS.

The John Wilkinson Company have appointed the
followmg "Rover" agents:

Boston, H. G. Huston & Co., 23 Berkeley Street.
New York, The Banker & Campbell Co., L't'd, 1786

Broadway.
Philadelphia, The McDanfel & Mernhew Cycle Co.,

23 N. Thirteenth Street, for down-town.
C. W. Dalsen, corner Oxford and Merwin Streets,

for up-town.
Wilmington, Del., B. P. McDaniel & Co.
Washington, D. C, Wm. T. Robertson-
Reading, Pa., Chas. G. Willson.
Harrisburg, Pa., Chas. P. Lusk & Co.
Pittsburg, Pa., Lafferty & Obey.
Cleveland, Ohio, C. S. Merrni & Co.
Toledo, Ohio, Colton & Hickox.
Detroit, Mich., Huber & Metzger.
Buffalo, N. Y., J. F. Doll & Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Chas. Hanauer.
Indianapolis, Ind., Hay & Willitts.
Louisville, Ky., G. M. Allison & Co.
Nashville, Tenn., Combs & Roler Wheel Co.
Memphis, Tenn., C. J. Scherer.
St. Louis, Mo., A. L. Jordan.
General Missouri Agents, St. Louis Wheel Co.
Denver, Col., Austin Banks.
Omaha, Neb., M. O. Daxon.

TRADE NOTES.

Secretary George P. Wetmore, of the Bay City
Wheelmen, San Francisco, is executing an idea that
is well worth cop>;ing. By aid of specially prepared
stencils he is printing on the telegraph poles alongthe
country roads the distance by miles from the Bay City
Wheelmen's club-house. He expects to have all the
poles on the country roads within a radius of 100 miles
decorated in this manner before the season is over.
It would be a good plan for some dealer in this vicinity
to place signposts along the country roads patronized
by wheelmen in this vicinity in connection with his
advertisement.

The members of the bicycle department of the Man-
hattan Athletic Club will probably be supplied with a
house on Forty-fifth Street this season for their exclu-
sive use, as it has been found that satisfactory quar-
ters cannot be secured in the main building. The
wheelmen of the club will be furnished with all the
advantages secured in other cycle organizations.

Among the men who expect to gather trophies on
the racing path this year is a rider well-known on the
English path. The man is said to be strongly built,

and to possess considerable speed. At present he is

the valet of a rich New Yorker.

Among the handsomest wheels of the year are the
Psychos. New York riders may see a fine specimen
at Bidwell's store.

Mr. Golder experienced his first cycle ride in

America this week; only eight miles above Riverside
drive, but quite far enough, he found. He now stands
aghast in admiration of the pluck and enthusiasm of

American riders.

Among the recent purchases of cycles is Mr. W.
Fearing Gill. Mr. Gill is well known among the
society people of New York, and is a gentleman who
has always upheld outdoor sport. Mr. Gill has
ordered from Amos W. Shirley a pair of rubber-tired
bicycle wheels which he will fit to his road wagon.

English cyclists and midland riders in particular
will be pleased to hear that T. Mallison, late of
Coventry, is in New York, and is doing well. Mr.
Mallison hopes to figure upon the path this year.

Anew flying machine was recently exhibited with
some success at Coventry, England.

- Amos Shirley, of- 978 Eighth Avenue, will shortly
have a supply of Humber cycles on sale.

The next Wisconsin Division meet is likely to be
held in Madison, the wheelmen pt that town being
anxious to entertain the cyclists of the State.

Messrs. Perkins, Richmond &.G.O., of Grand Rapids,
Mich., haye been appointed agents for Keefe' &Be-
cannon's Comet.

Mr. T. Henry Sweeting expects, if there is no delay
at the Custom House, to have a Humber suspension
wheel at the Philadelphia show. This wheel is built
on a unique principle, and the'^tvlieel is practically
suspended inside of a cushion tire.

Messrs. Campbell & Co., the Providence cycle
dealers, have secured quarters, at Westerly, R. I.,

for a branch store which will be opened early in
March, and Messrs. Rankin & Bruce, of Providence,
intend to open a branch at Taunton, Mass.

The Associated Cycling Clubs of Chicago will hold
a twenty-five mile road race on July 4. The course
will be laid over the finest of Chicago's boulevards, it

being the intention to have the record broken.

The Pope Mfg. Co. are giving out little Russia
leather card-cases and memorandum books with the
personal cards of President Albert A. Pope. It is. a
neat little complimentary advertisement.

A cyclist writes : "Send sample of The Wheel. I

saw your paper mentioned in the catalogue of the
Charles F. Stokes Mfg. Co." We thank this,company
not only for their kindness, but for their enterprise
in thus helping the cycling press, and we hope other
agents who have yet to print their catalogues will
give a place to the list of cycling papers.

The Banker & Campbell Co. will postpone the open-
ing of their Murray Street store until after the Phila-
delphia Show, as they will have all their fine samples
at the exhibition at Horticultural Hall.

Rumor hath it that Charles Marston, who was over
here for three months placing the Sunbeam cycles,
will shortly leave Birmingham and make America his
permanent home. Mr. Marston, so rumor further
states, has succumbed to the attractions of a New
York lady.

A trade paper says that from the large number of
sporting goods dealers engaged in the bicycle busi-
ness, it must be evident to outsiders that there is

something in it. It further says: " The oldest, most
careful and conservative business houses have taken
hold of the goods. We have repeatedly shown that
manufacturers of wheels thoroughly protect the trade
and all first-class makers will not knowingly allow
their goods to be cut in price. It is a good business,
and we expect to see bicycles form a part of every
stock of sporting goods."

The Boston business of the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg.
Co. is far ahead of last year. When the store was
opened, two years ago, the Rambler was not so well
known in New England, but it is now very popular. '

The Banker & Campbell Co. are showing the new
Rover wheels which they received on Thursday of
this week.

Lester W. Beasley has had patented an embroc;a''
tion which will come into favor, we think, with cyclists
and athletes. Mr. Beasley has named it Afhletirip,
and it will shortly be placed on the market; ' ''

'

Over one thousand season tickets to the A.C^C,
Cycle Show have been sold among the Philadelpliia.
clubs. The siiccess of the exhibition is assured, ;

'

The New York Bicycle Club's bowling team w"ill

meet the Palisade Club's bowling team on March 6,

to play the first of a series of three games, : '.'.

The racing team for the Riverside Wheelmen for
'01 will consist of J, W. Judge, A. E. Stilger, A-.

Barker, J. Miller, J. W. Powers and Warner Miller.

Things "cyclistular " are beginning to move, says
Cycling. We see no reason why Cycling should go out
of its way to produce face-ache.

O''^'^''".?' states that Mr. V. J. Webbef, one- of the best
men England ever had, will again compete this year,

Mr. A. J. Marrett, who has come over to represen
the Coventry Machinists' Co., is at present in Chicago
with the intention of locating a store there.

Geo. R. Bidwell & Co. will be able to occupy their
Chicago store on March i. We have had a look at the
diagrams of the main store and of the riding school in
the basement, and we believe that this store will take
rank with the best in Chicago. The store will be
almost as large as Bidwell's New York salesroom, and
it has been handsomely decorated and arranged for a
cycle business. The store is managed by Mr. Art.
Taylor.

A writer makes much of the fact that 400 riders
were taught at a Chicago riding school last season.
As a matter of fact, 4,000 different people took lessons
at Bidwell's riding school last year.

It is announced that a large English maker will
start a factory at St. Etienne, France, to supply the
French trade and escape the duty.

Messrs. A. L. Jordan & Co., of St. Louis, announce
that their business has increased beyond the propor-
tions of their old stand, and that they have removed
to 1324 Washington Avenue, where they will handle
Rovers, Columbias, Ormondes, Kenwoods and Worth
safeties. They also repair, etc.

THE METEOR.

Among the new safeties that will put in a bid for public approval this season is the

Meteor, manufactured by the Banker & Campbell Co. It will be on exhibition for the

first time at the Philadelphia A. C. C. Cycle Show, which opens on Monday next. It is strongly

built for American roads, and with cushion tires weighs but forty pounds. The important

specifications of the wheel are as follows : Weldless steel tubing throughout the entire frame
and handle-bars

;
joints are made by lapping and brazing, thus doing away with considerable

solid material and reducing the weight ; ball socket head ; direct twin spokes, butted at both
ends, 40 to front and 48 to rear wheels ; Webb cushion tires : beaded edge rims ; chain wheel
between the bearings and immediately inside the cranks.
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TRADE NOTES.

HMessrs. Wright & Ditson inform us that they are
simply deluged with applications in their territory
for agencies for Featherstone's pneumatic safeties.
Agents should at once place orders if they wish to
handle pneumatics through Wright & Ditson.

The McDaniel & Merrihew Co., of Philadelphia,
have issued a circular announcing that they have
opened a filrst-class repair shop, and that they are
now ready for work.

The John Wilkinson Co. ask us to contradict certain
paragraphs which have appeared in the wheel press,
to the effect that they were being sued by Mr. A.
Peatherstone for royalty on pneumatic tires. Tbe
John Wilkinson Co. state that they have purchased
their pneumatic wheels through J. K. Starley & Co.,
and that J. K. Starley & Co. have purchased from the
l)unlop Tire Co. with the understanding that they
cjtn export to any other agents, and that they are
therefore not liable.

Mr. T. Henry Sweeting made a flying trip to New
York on Monday. It is said that he sold a large bill

of safeties to a new York clothing firm who intend to
offer them as premiums.

A new house in the cycle trade in Chicago is that of
White & Wills, whose store, corner of State and
Quincy Streets, is one of the best in the city. They
will handle Premier safeties exclusively, issue a
handsome catalogue of their own, and take care of
the jobbing trade in adjoining territory.

DI/inONb i JMIQE.
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I
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«CK O^^MOND EN-m

Gilbert, Calkins 8c White,
III BROAD SXRKET,

Elizatoetli, - - - N"©-w Jerse^r.

It is reported that Mr. A. G. Spalding recently sold
a piece of Chicago property, getting, says rumor, a
profit of §4cx3,ooo out of it.

Harry G. Priest, who has been in America two
weeks representing the Quadrant Tricycle Co., sailed
for home on Wednesday. Mr. Priest will marry a
Miss Curzon, of Birmingham, in June next.

President L. H. Johnson, of the Premier Cycle
Company, who has just returned from a trip through
the West, reports an immense demand for high grade
wheels and an increasing appreciation among riders
of light machines. The cushion and pneumatic tires
are the "open sesame" to good business this year in
all sections of the country.

Mr. W. C. Boak is making an extended trip in the
interests of W. C. Boak & Co., the cycle sundry house
in Buflfalo, N. Y. Mr. Boak drummed New York City
on Tuesday, and Philadelphia on Wednesday. The
firm is composed of Mr. Boak and Mr. J. H. Isham.
They have a store on Main Street, but they have
secured the lease of a four-story building on the same
thoroughfare in Buffalo, which they will completely
store with cycling sundries and parts. Their cata-
logue is of interest to agents.

A. B. Richmond is in the East representing the
Grand Rapids Cycle Co. Mr. Richmond was in New
York on Monday and Tuesday of this week.

O LADY RIDERS.

A EUROPEAN TOUR.
TLIAVING received many inquiries from lady riders
-"--L anent the Elwell European Tours, I would be
pleased to communicate with those who would con-
sider such a tour, planned expressly for lady riders,
limited as to number, and with day s runs adapted to
the strength of the ladies. To all sending their ad-
dress, I will forward outline of a tour that I am pre-
pared to carry out the coming summer if sufficient
encouragement is given.

Very truly yours,

F. A. ELWELL, Portland, Maine.

THE - LYON * PICTCLE * SyPFORT.
Patent Applied For. —

^

SIMPLE, CHEAP and EFFECTIVE.
Weight, 3 ounces.

» PRICE 33 CBNTS «
For Sale by Dealers generally. Address,

FRANK L,VON,
1317 F Street, N. W., - - - Washington, D. C.

WE HAVE GOT THERE !

Tie BEAUTY BDNDLE CARRIER

AND CHILD'S SEAT,

Adapted for Ladies' and Gentlemen's
Safety Bicycles.

RICH St SKGER.
210 W. Main St., Rochester, N. Y.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

I. j^. -w^EJSTOisr «& 00.,
J AME SVIt,i:,E, N.Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAFETY EIGYGLE WHEELS,
MADE WITH

Parallel Coned or BALL BEARINGS, Solid or Cnshion Tire.

THE BEST MATERIAL, and THE FINEST FINISH.

INTERESTING TO JERSEY RIDERS.
We are sole agents for Newark and the Oranges, for the complete line of COLUMBIA Safeties, Ordinaries, and Tricycles, the Hartford,

and the Lovell Diamond. We also carr}' the Western Wheel Works' line of medium priced, and Boys' and Girls' Safeties, and a full stock of

parts, sundries and jersey goods. NEW COIvUMBIAS XO HIRE to responsible and experienced riders. Repairs done reasonably
and well. Wheels bought, exchanged, and sold on instalments or commission.

.A.G-!EjN"TS wanted in all Northern New Jersey towns, for the Lovell Diamond, Premium, and Boys' and Girls' Wheels. They
outsell anything at their prices.

"W. E. EI_iIDK,IIDOE, 499 Broad Street (near D. L. & W. Depot), JSTe-wark:, IST. J".

SCHOVERLING, DALY ^ GALES,
302 BROADWAY AND 84 DUANE ST.,

SOLE AGENT FOR NEW YORK STATE
>I € 'FOR THE-—-W-

—

•

CELEBRATED NUMBER CYCLES.
BICYCLE CATALOGUE NOW READY.
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THE VICTOR WRENCH.
Oyerman Wheel Co., Makers, ChicoiDee Falls, Mass.

THE STRONGEST
Wrench of its Class.

A LITTLE QmNT
Price, Nickel Plated,

$1.00.

^ YOUR • BICYCLE.
Do not wait until we are rushed, but send

your wheel now

We have the Largest REPAIR SHOP in the East.

IVE^W YORK BICYCLE CO.,
Nos. 4 and 6 E. 60th Street, N. Y. near Fifth Ave. Entrance to Central Park.

^& :^Jk PKKUMATIC.

Sole Agents in Ne^v York. Xerritory tlie Kartli.

Will be on the market on or before March ist. We are booking orders. Will be filled in

rotation as ordered.

i^A

QUflRflNTEEb HIQHE5T QR/IbE IN EVERT RESPECT.

SCHOVERLIITG, DALY & GALES, 302 Broadway, IT.Y.

NEW MAIL
HANDSOMEST AND BEST

!

DIAMOND

FRAME

SAFETIES.

HAVE YOU SEEN THE

NE^V 1891 PATTERN AT

$100.00

3135.00
Band Brake specially of advantage for Cushion Tires.

English reports mention Band Brake as best for Cushion
Tires. ,

•WIXH ClTSHIOPi TIRES AI«{D

TANGENT S.:*OKES.

THE SENSATION O.' THE YEAR.

SEND FOR CATAI,OGVE.

MANUFACTURERS,
3100.00

Best Medium Priced Safety. Look at it

!

Wm. Read & Sons, 1 07 Washington St., Boston,Mass.
H. C. SQUIRES, 178 BROADWAY, NEW YORK AGENT.
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CLUB PIN BICYCLE HANDLE.
Patented.

Gold Filled Bar Pin, Solid Silver Letters,
any Initials, $ 1 .50.

No. iig.

Gold Filled Watch Charm
Parts all work, $2.50.

No. 144A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

No. 144B. ,

League Pin, Solid Gold
with top for letter-

ing, $5.00.

No. 144C.

Same as 144B, except
top.

No. 144D. No. 144E.

Same as 144B, except top.

No. 140.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $2.00.

No. 196.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $1.75.

No. 140B.

Solid Gold, Enameled
top for engraving,
$3.00.

No. 199.

Solid Gold, Enameled
bottom plate for en-

graving, $1.75.

In ordering League Pins or Badges which all have
stone in center of wheel, state whether you want
Garnet, Rutiy, Sapphire or Emerald Doublet. Use
NUMBER of article wanted (no further description

necessary). Will quote special price for 144 pins

with GENUINE DIAMOND or other stones.

P. H. ca]»ipbe;l,i<,

243 Broadway, Room as. New York.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
85 Words 25 cents
Two Insertions 40 "

.,/®^ X*";jF
Bicycle Company, Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th

Street, «. Y. New and Second-Hand Machines. Choice
assortment. Prices reas«np,ble. Wheels to rent. Cycllns
Accessories of all kinds. List of Bargains and Sundries
free upon application. 0J<1 mounts takan In part nay-
mentforNew. *^ '

p^XCHANGE a new double Hagedorn Magic Lan-
-'--' tern, with hand painted views, achromatic glass-
es, 3% inches diameter, worth $75, for a safety bicycle
in good condition. Care The Wheel, P.O. Box, 444. 2-27

A BARGAIN.—" Ivel" Tandem Bicycle; nearly
new ; for lady and gent or two gents ; best made,;

cost $200 ; best offer over $100 takes it. N. Rogers,
466 State St., Brooklyn. 3-27
"POR SALE.—s2-inch Eagle, cost $143, in good condi-
• tion, $95. Rover Safety, good as new, $110. Light
Roadster Safety, used six months, $90. Young &
Son, Braceville, 111. 2-27
tj^OR SALE—1890 Columbia Safety in first-class con-
^ dition, hardly used ; spring forks : cost $135.00

;

will sell for $100. Address Secretary, P. O. Box 444,
N. Y. City. 2-27

"POR SALE—Cheap; Columbia Light Roadster; 53
•- inch ; can be seen at 26 West 60th Street. For
particulars see F. Thayer, 123 West ssth St. 2-27

FOR SALE—One i8go Hickory, used only two
months; in perfect order, $60.00. One 56 Victor

Rational, used three months
;
good condition, $75. T.

J. Dupree: Memphis, Tenn. 2-27

pUSHION-TYRED COLUMBIA SAFETY, 1890
'-' pattern ; never ridden and brand new

;
$120. W.

E. Eldridge, 499 Broad Street, Newark, N. J. t. f. c

T^ANTED.—Position as Manager or Partner by an
* * Experienced Mechanical Engineer and Machin-

ist with 10 years' commercial and practical knowledge
of Cycle trade. Write first. R. Clarke, 118 W. 12th
Street, New York City. 3-6-c

FOR SALE.—Safety bicycle, hardly used
;
practical-

ly new. P. H. C., P. O. B0X444, N. Y. City.
CTOLEN—Light Rambler Safety No. 2288; nearly^ new. Address L. A. W. 9937, Box 305, Hornells-
ville, N. Y. 2-27
t <pYCLING ART, ENERGY AND LOCOMOTION"^ $2 post-paid. J. B. Lippincott Co. Phila., or R.
P. Scott, care of Sinclair-Scott Mfg. Co., 233 Hamburg
St., Baltimore.
"POR SALE.—Splendid high-class Coventry Rover
-•- pattern safety, new, faultless, ball bearings
throughout. Cost, I150. Price, $75. Norman, 10%
Geneva Street, Brannan Street, San Francisco. 2-27

T-HE MEMORY OF MAN RUNNETH NOT BACK
• to the time when ordinaries could be bought for

the prices we sell them at now. Full ball, good con-
dition, only I25 ; first-class mounts at $40, and practi-
cally new ones at |6o,and all prices between standard
wheels capable of good service. Write for lists and
state just what you would like. KNIGHT CYCLE
CO., 217 North Tenth St., St. Louis, Mo. tf

Weldless Steel Tabes,
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

Imported and kept in stock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,
4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

THEATRES.
"DIJOU THEATRE, Broadway, near 30th St., N. Y.
-'-'

J. Wesley Rosenquest, Sole Manager.
NAT. C. GOODWIN IN "THE NOMINEE."

Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

T5ROADWAY THEATRE, Cor. 41st St., N. Y.
-'-' Frank W. Sanger, Manager.
EDWIN BOOTH AND LAWRENCE BARRETT.

Matinee Sat, at 2. Evenings at 8.

TJAMMERSTEIN'S HARLEM OPERA HOUSE,
'-'- New York

HUSBANDS AND WIVES.
Matinee Saturday. Evenings at 8:15.

lyADISON SQUARE THEATRE, New York.
-'-*-'- A. M. Palmer, Manager. 24th St., nr. Broadway,

" SUNLIGHT AND SHADOW."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.30.

MINER'S PEOPLES' THEATRE, New York.

"THE INSPECTOR."
Matinee Wed. and Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

NEW PARK THEATRE, Broadway and 3sth St.,

New York.
James T. Powers in "A STRAIGHT TIP."

Matinees Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

pROCTOR'S TWENTY-THIRD ST. THEATRE,
•'- Proctor and Turner, Proprietors and Managers.
Chas. Frohman'sCo. in "MEN AND WOMEN.''

Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2.15. Evenings at 8.15.

STANDARD THEATRE, 33d St. and 6th Ave., N. Y.^
J. M. Hill, Manager.
THE FAKIR.

Matinee Sat, at 2. Evenings at 8.

TTNION SQUARE THEATRE,^ New York.
THE COUNTY FAIR.

Matinee Saturday. Evenings 8:15.

There is no better wbeel, at any price, in tlie ^ide,
wide world. We say it, and we know^ it.

THE CUSHION-TIBED COMET—Price $115.00.

"We will exhibit this wheel at the Philadelphia A. C. C.
Cycle Show.

> » *>—

KIEEFE c& BEO.A.3Sr2iT02Sr,
157 BROADVSTAY, N. Y.

'l-f~-.S SPECIAI^ PRICES TO THE TRADE &—* •'
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NBARLY 4,00 SOIvD DURINQ JANUARY.

OUR * SPECIML- * LINE

1
g^^^

1
TANGENT SPOKES.

IMPORTED STEEL TUBING.

PARA TIRES.

GRACEFUL DESIGN.

BALL BEARINGS.

PATENT GARFORD SADDLE.

FORGED CHAIN.

SUPERIOR CONSTRUCTION.

i§
fS^sr-

i=~i,iH=i\;H:;sb5^ 1^^^^^^^^H ^m
n/IDE IN THREE SIZES

THE XYPHOON,-THE IMPROVED E1,ASH,
XHE IMPROVED t,EAI»ER,

30 incli,
28 Incti,
24 incb.

80.00
65.00
40.00

"Pipr A T TTTPCi-lF YOU WANT TO HANDLE THE BEST AND QUICKEST SELLING LINE OF
:*:-^:^<f^-*-^-'-Vxvv:3 medium grades, let us hear from you at once, we can quote= SATISPAOTOBY PRICES EVERY TIME.

CKTKI-.OGUE REHDV FEBR\JH:RV ISi VQ\/ TtRB :^BLCQ7UyE TO ONE.

CHAS. F. STOKKS MFG. CO.,
293 and 295 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, II^I..

FEATHERSTONE'S * PNEUMATIC. *

DIAMOND

FRAME

$135.

DROP

FRAME

$135.

WRIGHT 5t DITSON,
SOLE AGENTS, 578 & 580 WASHIMGTON ST., BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.
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a >»Now IS THE TIME.
HERE ARE A FEW BARGAINS.

Columbia Ladies' and Gents' Safeties, . $90.00

1890 Victor Safety, shopworn only, . . 115.00

1889 Victor Safety, ... . . 75.00

1889 Ladies' Swift, . . ... 75.00

1890 Diamonds, . . . $60 00 and 65.00

I Hollow Frame Star, 51x24, perfect in every

point, . . . ... 65.00

« AND MANY OTHER BARGAINS.

S£I«n FOR DESCRIPXIOMS.

HOLLAMD & HAVENER, Worcester, Mass.

SCH^WAI^BACH CYCI.E CO.,
BROOKLYN AGENTS FOR

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND GALES CYCLES
)

9tll Ave. & Union St., (Prospect Park Plaza).

Brancb Stores, X2i6 & X2x8 Bedford Ave.,

TELEPHONE 126 SOUTH.

Brooklyn, B(. V.

Most complete repair shop in the country. Nickel Plating plant and Enameling Oven
on the premises.

List of second-hand wheels mailed on application. We always have bargains. No wrecks.

Every wheel a good mount. Columbias and Hartfords to rent for any period. All parts and sundries

or sale. Full line of Jersey goods. Send for Catalogue.

I don't take up as much space as some of my competitors, but I keep better goods.

lArsr OYOLES J^-R^ "BXJI3L.T CDl^ KOITOK,."
"Write for Particulars. Dealers -wanted all over this great country. Catalogues free.

J. E. POORMAN, Agent, - - Eighth and Race Streets, Cincinnati, Ohio.

PNEUMATIC
A FEW MORE AGENTS WANTED FOR NEW JERSEY,

Also Agents for Victor*, Ramblers, Kclipse, Swifts, Ormondes, B. & A.,
(a light wheel 36 lb., Highest Grade). New Mails, Sylphs, and a full line

of Boys' and Grirls' Macliines.

518 BROAD ST., «"'*^ ^«^"-*^
^?i;»r„nJUit%"a^fl?t'er"*^"'^***""'" NEWARK, N. J.

CALL OR SEND POSTAL FOR NEW EDITION OF "ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CYCLERS' WANTS."

The Hartford Safety. * Price $100. + The Hartford Ladies' Safety.

Hartford Cycle Co.

HARTFORD, CONN.

MANUFACTURERS.

4-Strong,

Durable,

-^ Easy Running.

Send for 1891 Catalogue.

FOR

1891.

Nothing Lighter, Stronger or More Elegant

THAN

PA1A»E GYGLES.

FOR

Safeties, Tandems, Ordinaries, with solid, cushion or pneumatic tires,

built on sound mechanical principles, on the interchangeable system

of best materials only, and first-class workmanship employed in their

construction. Prizes won on Parades in various parts of Europe.

Records held by Parade Safeties.

PULLINGER & CO. ,

Parade Cycle Works, Hereford Place, New Cross, London, S. E. Eng.

'ibe;x.'
Agents of sound financial position should note above.
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" P E E R L E 5^

Special Steel Forgings, Credenda Weldless Steel Tubing, Tangent Spokes, Hollow Fellows, Balls all over, including Head, SPRING FORK,
Cushion and solid Tires. What more do you want ? LIVE AGENTS wanted everywhere. Apply to

[ROCHESTER CrCLE MFG. CO.,
No. 75 South St. Paul St., - ROCHESTER, N. Y.

THOS. WARWICK S SONS,
.

,^ ^—

ALMA STREET, BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND,

ManufaniuBBBs d! Hi|li-Clas& nyck Materials n! Eybp^ DascBiptian.

Patentee and Makers of Xlie Celebrated l^Varivick: Holloiv Rims, as

used by all the principal cycle makers throughout the World.

Among our specialties for 1891 season are the following Hollow Rims for Cushion and

Pneumatic Tyres, no weight and of extraordinary strength, never cut the Tyres or Buckle.

Solid Rims for Cushion and Pneumatic Tyres, various sections.

Hollow and Solid Rims for Solid Tyres.

Finished wheels with (or without) above Tyres.

Finished Frames of latest design and best quality.

Weldless Fork Sides, Brazed Fork Sides, Weldless Steel Tubes.

Stampings, Ball Bearing Hubs and Pedals.

FUI^I. PARXICUI.ARS AND ILLUSTRATED LISTS FREE ON APPLICATION.
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COMPLETE BALL BEARINGS
FOR THE MILLION.

You can buy Ball Bearings cheaper than you can make
plain ones. Write for particulars.

1I1AGSR4 IHACHIBE CO., Bnlalo, «. T.

The I UniYersal I Whistle.

--A^THE TRADE SUPPLIED BY-w^v—

WHITTEN, GODDING S CO.,
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

The Vulcan Safety Bicycles,Cycle Parts, Sittings
and Accessories,

118 and 120 So. Main St., Providence, R. I.

^eyr Catalo8:ue fioyv Ready.

SECTION OF CUSHION TYRE.

We carry a full line of Cusblon
Tyres, Solid Tyres, Safety Bicycle
Handles, all sizes to iit any machine,
Spade Grips, Safety Handles, all sizes.
Bicycle Balls, Bicycle Spokes, Tyre
Cement, Pedal Rubbers, Adhesive
Tape for holdmg on tyres. Cement for
repairing cuts in tyres, etc. Also a

LULL line of Rubber Goods of every description.
Mould work of any kind solicited. Send for cata-
logue and prices.

ELASTIC TIP CO.,
Patentees and Manufactorers of Rubber Specialties,

Cor. Cornhill & Washington Street,
BOSTON, Mass, U. S. A.

IMPROVED ACME STEEL WRENCH.
FOB POCKET AND BICYCLE USB.

The Strongest and Best. Made of the Best Quality Steel.

(Weight 614 oz.) Every Wrench is thoroughly hardened.
Awarded First Prize Medal at the Paris Exposition.

Nickeled and Bright

Finished.

EVEEY
WRENCH
WAREANTED.

* "HKRCULKS"
BLACK FINISH

THK

STEEL BICYCLE WRENCH.
4% in. long; weight, 6 oz.

THE "HERCULES"
All Cast Steel.

BIOTCLE SOEEW DRIYEE.
(Patent pending). Length over all, 4M in. Warranted.

For sale by all cycle manufacturers and dealers.

CAPITOL MANUFACTURING CO.,185 to 137 Rees St., Cbicago, HI. '

(s^GRAVES & GREEN.

MIVH
A SPECIALTX

302 WASHINGTON ST. B0STC)N,MASS.

Tool J

1

ifotfCi %RirM.

Suts onc *r si<;HT.

fba SALS By 1t\p TmoE
OR SENT By MAIU i

ON RECEIPT Of ffllCf

-

-Wl TRADf SUPniED.

LiTTlE f^ocK.

ARK.

WRITE f«R

TO THE TRADE
>

BICYCLE BELLS
We are

Headquarters for

and can furnish the best at tlie lovirest possible price.

LATEST AND BEST. Get our quotations and sam-
ples before placing orders elsewhere.

THS JOHN WILmSON CO., ImMmi
269 & 271 State St.,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

)

CHICAGO-

Baltimore and Ohio R. R.

COMPLETE SERVICE OF

Fast Express Trains

NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
BALTIMORE,

WASHINGTON,
CINCINNATI, CHICAGO

and ST. LOUIS.
Pullman's Cars on all Trains.

OFFICES

:

New York—21, 261, 415, 1140 Broadway and
Station foot of Liberty Street.

Boston—2ir Washington Street.

Philadelphia—833 Chestnut Street and Station

24th and ' Chestnut Street.

lilliari^i

>fpi

LPool Tables

kUiixthg World
^•rrALOGjJEjFREC

The Barber Asphalt Paving Company,
The oldest and largest company in the United States, has
laid pavements in 27 cities, an area of 3,916,574 square yards,
or 255 miles of streets. It has laid more asphalt pavements
in 12 years than all other companies in Europe and America
combined have laid m 30 years.

No. 1 Broadway, New York.

Le Droit Building, 'VTasIilngton, D. C.

Spgcial Inducgmgnts

IN THE WAY OF PRICES

Hmgll m kB|g Lnts.

WE ARE PROMPT,
CAN FILL ORDERS AT ONCE.

AGENTS WANTED. '

OLIVE ST., ST. LOUIS,

Ir VECE7J
25c, PER Box. Sold by Druggists.

WESTERN WHEEL WORKS,
Manufacturers of all kinds of

Bicycles, Safeties,etc.

CHICAGO : 495 to 505 Wells Street. #

NEW YORK: 35 Barclay St. ; 40 Park Place.

H. E. RAYMOND. I, B. POTTER.

245 FLATBUSH AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

GET YOUR BICYCLE
REPAIRED AT

BROWN BROS. MFG. CO., CHICAGO,
LARGEST REPAIR SHOP IN THE WEST.

PATENTS
Procured in the United
States and Foreign
Countries. Trade-
marks, designs, labels
and copyrights. Send

description, with model, photograph, or sketch, and 1

will let you know whether you can obtain a patent.
All information free.

W. E. AUGHINBAUGH,
Baltic Building, "Washington, D. C.

(< PERFECT POCKET OILER.'

ONE-HALF SIZE.

For BloydeS) Guns, etc. Throws only small quantity of oil ai
a stroke. Handsomely nickel plated. No leakage. For sale every-
where, or sent by mail on receipt of price, &0c. each. CUSHMAN &
DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue. New York.
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BILIOTT'S STEEL
ARE THE MOST
» • PERFECT.

EACHAM
HIGH-aRADE

DIAMOND FRAME

Ball Bearings to Both Wheels.
g!'i^^J*'^'nf\

Both Pedals and Crank Shaft. X 1 1 R
1

Selling Price,

$75.00
Bemit by Post Office

Honey Order.

Ball Bearings to Head.

Hollow Steel Tubing.

COMBIlViTIOlf WHEEL
FOR EITHEK

eENTLGIlM Oa UDY.

WILL SUSTAIN A PERSON WEIGHING 225 LBS.

BY REMOVING TOP CROSS-BAR, CAN BE RIDDEN BY A LADY.

E. G. MEACHAM ARMS GO.
ST. LOUIS,

MO.

"THE DART"
THE LEADER OF

ALL COMBINATION

SAFETIES.

SMITH'S WHEEL MFG. CO..

liiIa,n.u.fa,Gtu.r©rs,

Importers and
Oenera-l Cycle Dealers.

DART'S, Psycho's,

Victors.
BOYS' and GIRLS'

IHEELERIES, CYCLING

RINK & OFFICE,

92B H St., N,W.,
IWashincton, D, C.

' Experience of X-weiity Years in Cycle Construction. Patentees and
Pioneers of tbe L,adles< Safety.

QUEEN CITY LUGGAGE CARRIER.
These carriers we manufacture ourselves and can recommend them as the

simplest, strongest, neatest and most convenient made. They attach to the head
of the machine (see cut). These carriers will not mar the nickel of wheel as there
is a rubber tubing covering all parts that come in contact with the wheel. We
make them in three styles :

No. I will fit any safety made.
No. 2 is a larger carrier and is intended for wheels where the lamp bracket is

low enough to permit of its use.
No. 3 is for wheels that have the brake rod on side.

Price, Mickel-Plated, 4|x.oo.

LOCKS.—We have a fine assortment from jsc. to $1.50.
Send for catalogue of Cycle Sundries.

^isL. C. BOyCK St CO.,
301 Main Street, BIJKKAI,0, P*. Y.

Manafactui-ers, Importers and Joblbers.

! SADDLES

!

For Manufacturers or for the Trade.

ORDER NOW.

BOLTE SPRING FORK SADDLI
ADJUSTABLE TO ANY POSITION.

Special I^ADIBS' Styles
no^v ready.

We are out of sight."

P. H. SERCOMBE,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

STYLE A.

With Seat Post complete $6.00

Spring Seat Post (only) $1.50

Raisbeck Electrotype Company
- NOS. 24 k 26 YAMWATER STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassau 245. NSW YORK.

Stereotyping at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Em-
bossing Plates in extra hard metal. Nickel and SteeJ
Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

VvTEBB^S

Ainj COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OF TURPBKTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. , New York.

p/mjED
iMARCHSSJSsJ

lUfiRCHiillBml

£J
Is intended for a permanent as well as for a temporary binder. The

>apers are bound as firmly as a book. THE WHEEL AND CVCLWO
rftADE Review printed in gilt letters.

Price, ?5 cents. If ordered with subscrlttlon, 6© cent*.

HINTS ON CYCLING
By A. B. Barkman, Tour-Master L.A.W.

LEARNING, TRAINING, RACING, TOURING.
The most concise and complete little volume

ever written.

7J P^^S^^i cloth cover. Price, postpaid, jo cents,

TSE WHEEIi, P. O. Box 444.

Send for Catalogue of the

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.
Complete list of everything needed by wheelmen at lowest

possible prices. Second-hand Ordinaries taken in
exchange for Safeties. We need you in

our business, so don't fail to write.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL, CO.,
811 N. 11th Street, St. Louis, Mo.

Smith's Bicycle Tour through Europe
England, France, Switzerland, Germany and

Belgium, from July 29th to October
12th, 1891. Total cost, $3oo.cK3.

ADDRESS —
C. H. SMITH, 211 Putnam Ave., Detroit, Mich.
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NEW FEATURES WORTH STUDYING, ^
^

DOUBLE DIAMOND FRAME.
strong and inflexible, will permit no twisting, ensures even and true steering, which is also contributed to by the increased

length of the steering head. Light and handsome In appearance.

WHEEL CONSTRUCTION.
Light, drop-forged hubs, with detachable rear gear wheel. Double butt-ended spokes, drawn tangent without tying, elastic

noiseless and easily cleaned. " These seem to possess all the good elements of direct and tangent systems. There is

elasticity promised in these, and more strength than in any direct spoke."

SEAT ROD AND ADJUSTMENT.
Tubular straight rod, or tubular and solid loop rod if desired. Ample vertical and horizontal adjustment permitted by the new

bridge carried on the parallel upper frame tubes .

SELP-OILING CHAIN.
A very quiet, smooth running and strong chain, packed with an absorbent carrying sufficient oil for a thousand miles

ensuring complete lubrication, and freedom from grit.

PEDAL DUST-CAP.
A small point but an important one ; it prevents the entrance of dust and sand into the pedal bearing, a contingency

to which any safety pedal is particularly liable.

SPRING PORK JOINTS.
A new joint shaft and cones afford a positive take-up for wear, positive action, and cannot work loose.

ALL STEEL FORGINGS.
The 1891 Columbia Light Roadster Safety contains no castings, but steel drop-forgings throughout.

POPE 7V^r=G. CO..
BRANCH HOUSES;

12 Warren Street, - - NEW YORK.

291 Wabash Avenue, - - CHICAGO.

Factory, HARTFORD, CONN.

PBKS8 or Nkumaiim BMg., aio FUI.TOII St., N. T

77 FRANKUX ST.,

BOSTON) MASS.
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p. O, BOX 44* CiSlG'
N. Y.

243 B'WAr,

N. V.

rrBLISHEl) EVERY FKIDAT MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

- $1.00 a year

5 Cents

-
.

- 10s. a year

Newsdealers can order through AM, NEWS CO.

Subscription Price,

Single Copies,

Foreign Subscriptions,

COPY SHOULD BE BECEIYED BY TDKSDA^ HORNING.

LATE COPY KECBIVED CSTIL WEDNESDAY 910BMN6.

CHANGES FOB ABTERTISEHENT3 HUST BE BECEIVED BY

TDESDAT HORNING TO IN8CBE INSERTION.

SPECIAL AOYERTISISG MATTER RECBITED CSTIL THGR8-

DAT NOON.

AD VERTJSING RA TES ON APPLICA TION.

FOREIGN BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE,
W. S. SMITH,

31 Alkham Road, Stamford Hill, London, N. W.

F. P. PRIAL,
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,

P. O. Box 444, 243 BROADWAY,
New York.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

respectfully requested to examine itf contents and

give us their patronage, and as far as is convenient,

aid in circulating the journal, and extend its in-

fluence in the cause which it so faithfully serves.

Subscription price, %i.oo per year.

A
FRIEND o£ The Wheel, a clear and logical

thinker on cycling subjects, sends us regrets

that two of our contemporaries charge us -srith

being on the -wrong side in the recent League elec-

tions. This reminds us that THE Wheel published

the best inside political forecast on the event in ques-

tion, and at the time the paper went to press, two
days before the Washington meeting, we published

an unbiased review of the situation, drawing upon
inside information which no other cycling pressman
possessed.

It is not our fault if the men who came to knife

Dunn turned tail and fawned upon him in hope of

future reward, which some of them received and
which others did not.

Of our sneering contemporaries nothing' can be
said. It is but too well known that one of them dare

not have opinions and is always perched aloft on the

fence, a spectacle for gods and men, while the edi-

torial head of the other is ever on a chopping block,

since his paper is largely owned and controlled by a

bicycle corporation. It is still true that he laughs

best who laughs last.

THE appointment of Mr. C. E. Randall, President of

the Chicago Club, as Chairman of the Racing
Board, is regarded by the intimates of Mr. Dunn

as a political mistake. It is the general opinion that

the Chairmanship of the Board should have been
retained East, so that, as many men say, he will be

near the "scene of action." We think this view is

entertained through a misapprehension of two facts.

In the first place the scene of action is no longer cen-

tered in the East, but over the entire country, and we
will readily grant that Chicago may be as good a seat

as any for the head of the Racing Board. Again, the

Board was dominated and managed last year by Mr.

Davol's ability and individuality. This year, how-
ever, we hope to see men on the Board who are ac-

quainted with the spirit and the details of the racing

rules, so that any member of the Board may be able

to handle any question as well as the chairman him-
self. Should men of ability and with a thorough
knowledge of athletic equity be appointed in the

various sections of the country, the Chairman of the

Board will be very properly shorn of much of the
importance which Mr. Davol enjoyed last year. Dur-
ing the past racing season clubs and chairmen of

racing committees were in the habit of telegraphing

and writing ex-Chairman Davol on the slightest pre-

text. This year such inquiries should be directed to

the chairmen of the various districts.

THE BOWLING LEAGUE.

The third season of the Wheelmen's Bowling League
has drawn to a close, and it has proved to be as

successful and interesting as any preceding one.

Ever since November 17, when the first games were
played, the clubs attached to the League have found

bowling a fascinating theme of conversation, and the

many pleasant relations that have been formed dur-

ing the season, and the little spreads that have been
given at the houses of all the clubs after the games,

will long be remembered. From the start the wheel-

men entered the contest with energy, and in no in-

stance, except one, was a game forfeited for lack of

attendance or for any other reason. The best of good
fellowship has existed throughout the series of games,

and barring one misunderstanding no dissensions

have arisen. The plan of placing eight men on a

team instead of ten, as in previous years, was well

received, produced excellent results and allowed a

greater amount of time for social intercourse after

the games.
The average individual bowling of the members of

the teams this season has been better than heretofore.

The bowling of the clubs, as a whole, however, has

differed radically from former years. The greatest

improvement has been shown by the New York Bicy-

cle Club, which lost but one game out of twelve, while

last year it won five and lost five. The Hudson Co.

Wheelmen which gained second place last season are

this year fifth, having lost eight games. The Atalantas

won first place last season with eight games won and
two lost, but this year they step down to second posi-

tion with ten games won and two lost. The Brooklyn
Bicycle Club lost seven games during the previous

tournament and six this season. The Harlem Wheel-
men, who are tie for third place this season, did

not enter the contest last year. This has been the

first season of the Manhattan Bicycle Club and River-

side Wheelmen, and that they occupy humble posi-

tions in the final result is not surprising. Both clubs
possess some good material in their teams, and will
undoubtedly make a better showing in the next series
of games. Although the New York Bicycle Club
secured first place, the Atalanta Wheelmen have
made th6 best average score, the highest team score,
the highest individual score, and possesses the great-
est number of bowlers who have made an average of
over 150. The highest score last year was made by
the Kings Co. Wheelmen, 1627, with ten men ; this
year 1350, by the Atalanta Wheelmen, is the best.
Last season there were six clubs in the League while
seven took part this year, and eighty-four games were
played durmg the present tournament against sixty
last season.
The postponed game, the last of the season, sched-

uled for February 27, between the Harlem Wheelmen
and the Hudson Co. Wheelmen, was forfeited by the
latter club, as the result would make no material dif-
ference in the standing of either. The result of the
season's playing follows

:

FINAL RESULT.
Highest Average

Won. Lost. Score. Score.
New York B.C 11 i 1328 11531-6
Atalanta Wh'lmen 10 2 1350 1210
Harlem Wh'lmen. 6 6 1162 1C73 8-11
Brooklyn B. C 6 6 1190 1072 1-2
Hudson Co. W 4 8 1153 1074 3-1

1

Manhattan B.C... 4. 8 1072 9745-6
RiversideWh'lmen i 11 io6z 963 1-4

The individual averages of those who bowled in ten
or more games, over 130, are as follows

:

Name. Club.
Hornfeck Atalanta Wheelmen
Rossire New York Bicycle Club.,
Millar Atalanta Wheelmen
Terbell " "

Edwards " "

G.Miller " "

E. Halsey " "

Findley New York Bicycle Club.,
Schaeffer " " "

...

Peal Atalanta Wheelmen
Heydecker New York Bicycle Club.

,

Emanuel Harlem Wheelmen
Nisbett New York Bicycle Club.
Lewis Brooklyn Bicycle Club. .

,

Stott New York Bicycle Club .

,

Burr Riverside Wheelmen
Braden Harlem Wheelmen,

,

Huson Hudson Co. Wheelmen..
Kittle Harlem Wheelmen
Post Manhattan Bicycle Club.
Cossitt Riverside Wheelmen. . ..

Odell New York Bicycle Club.
Christian Hudson Co. Wheelmen..
Tuthill " " ..

Boise Harlem Wheelmen

Average
Score.

. 168.3
164.2

157.2
156.

I53-S
IS2,I»
152.4
152.1

148.1

144.4

143-7
142.2

139-8

139-6
138.11

138-9
138.8

137.4
137-

136.2

'35-

'34.3
J33-

1

132.2

131.

6

THE PRIZE WINNERS.

First trophy. New York Bicycle Club.
Second trophy, Atalanta Wheelmen.
Prize for highest individual score, H. G. Hornfeck,

Atalanta Wheelmen, 168.3.1

The results of all the games that have been played
are as follows :

Nov. 17—Hudson County vs. Harlem. Result, H. C.
W., 1081; Harlem, 1074.
Nov. 17—N. Y. B. C. vs. Atalanta. Result, N. Y. B.

C, 1173; A. W., 1T45.

Nov. 21—Brooklyn B. C. vs. Riverside W. Result,
B. B. C, 1 138 J R. W., 879.
Nov. 24—Riverside W. vs. Hudson Co. W. Result,

H. C. W., 1084; R. W., 989.
Nov. 28—Harlem vs. Atalanta. Result, A. W., 1218

;

H. W., 1195 (eleven frames.)
Nov. 28—Brooklyn vs. Manhattan. Result, B. B. C,

1002 ; M. B. C, 940.
Dec. 4—Atalanta vs. Riverside. Result, A. W., 1335 ;

R. W., 793.
Dec. 4—Manhattan vs. New York. Result, N. Y. B.

C, 1149; M. B. C., 1042.

Dec. 8—New York Bicycle Club vs. Harlem Wheel-
men. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1108 ; H. W., 1029.

Dec. 8—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Manhattan
B. C. Result, H. C. VV., 1080 ; M. B. C-., 855.
Dec. 8—Riverside Wheelmen vs. B. B. C. Result,

B. B. C, 1130; R. W., 1062.

Dec. 12—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn Bicycle
Club. Result, H. W., 1040; B. B. C, 1027.

Dec. IS—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. New York
Bicycle Club. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1226; H. C. W., 1066.

Dec. 15—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Harlem Wheel-
men. Result, H. W., 1148; R. W., 989.
Dec. 18—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Atalanta

Wheelmen. Result, A. W., iioi ; M. B. C, 937.
Dec. 22—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicj'-

cle Club. Result, R. W., 1012: M. B. C, 981.

Dec. 26—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Atalanta Wheel-
men. Result, A. W., 1132; B. B. C, 1073.
Dec. 29—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn

Bicycle Club. Result, B. B. C, 1190: H. C. W., 1153.

Jan. 2—Harlem Wheelmen vs. New York Bicvcle
Club. Result, H. W., 1137 : N. Y. B. C, 1120.

Jan. 5—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Riverside
Wheelmen. Result, H. C. W., 1126; R. W., 1052.

Jan. 8—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Brooklyn Bicycle
Club. Result, A. W., 1350; B. B. C, 1122.

Jan. 9—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicycle
Club. Result, H. W., 1162 ; M. B. C, 037.

Jan. 12—New York Bicycle Club (ts. Riverside
Wheelmen. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1003 ; S.. W., 920.

Jan. 15—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Brooklyn Bicy- -.

cle Club. Result, M. B. C., 976; B. B. C, 910.
*

Jan. 15—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Hudson County
Wheelmen. Result, A. W., 1322 ; H. C^W.,.ii5o.
Jan. 16—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Ri^rside Wheel-

men. Result, H. W., 1080; R. W., 891. -j

Jan. 19—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Atalanta Wh#^l-
men. Result, A. W., 1166; R. W., 1027. . •, ,*
Jan. 19—New York Bicycle Club vs. Hudson Countyti • '»

I

Wheelmen. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1135 ; H. C. W., 941.^"^- -mf

Jan. 22—Manhattan Bicvcle Club vs. Harlem wheel-
men. Result, H. W., 960; M. B. C, 957.

Jan. 23—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. New York Bicy-
cle Club. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1090; B. B. C, 1035.

Jan. 29—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. New York Bicycle
Club. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1328 : A. W., 1285.

Jan. 29—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Hudson County
Wheelmen. Result, M. B. C, 997 ; H. C. W., 926.

Feb. 2—New York Bicycle Club vs. Manhattan Bi-
cycle Club. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1142; M. B. C, 1021.

Feb. 6—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Hudson County
Wheelmen. Result, B. B. C, 1081; H. C. W., 1028.

Feb. 9—Riverside Wheelmen vs. New York Bicycle
Club. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1196; R W., 1044.
Feb. 9—Hudson County Wheelmen vs. Atalanta

Wheelmen. Result, A. W., 1192; H. C. W., 1082.

Feb. 16—New York Bicycle Club vs. Brooklyn Bicy-
cle Club. Result, N. Y. B. C, 1168 : B. B. C, 1046.

Feb. 19—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicycle
Club. Result, A. W., 1186; M. B. C, 1072.

Feb. 90—Brooklyn Bicycle Club vs. Harlem Wheel-
men. Result, B. B. C, 1026; H. W., 1023.
Feb. 26—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Riverside

Wheelmen. Result, M. B. C, 982 ; R. W., 901.
Feb. 26—Atalanta Wheelmen vs. Harlem Wheelmen.

Result, A. W., 1228; H. W., 1070.
Feb. 27—Harlem Wheelmen vs. Hudson County

Wheelmen, atNew York. Result, forfeited by H. C. W.

The Board of Managers of the Wheelmen's Bowling
League, consisting of two delegates from each club,
met at the quarters of the New York Bicycle Club,
on Thursday evening of this week. The game pro-
tested by the Manhattan Bicycle Club played with the
Harlem Wheelmen January 22, was decided in the
former club's favor. It was proven to everyone's sat-
isfaction that a mistake in scoring had been made,
and that instead of the Harlem club winning by three
pins, the Manhattans had really won by two pins.

AN ORIGINAL ACCOUNT OF A RE-
MARKABLE INVENTION.

EVANSVILLE, IND., February 11, iSgr.

Mr. F. p. Prial.
Sir—I have been a reader of THE WHEEL for the

last three or four months, and the more I study the
bicycle the more interesting it becomes. I bought a
Courier safety last March, and after I learned to ride
it I began to study how I could remedy the vibration
(or, rather, bumping) of the front wheel and not pat-
tern after anyone else's invention, which I sooa
accomplished at a cost of less than a dollar. Then I

found that the gearing was too slow, causing the feet
to move so fast that it became tiresome to me, and I

soon overcame that trouble, and now I use my wheel
geared to 72 or 9ohere in the city ; can gear it also to
36 or 54, the latter being the original gearing. Patent
applied for on gearing. We are going to have sev-
eral miles of brick streets put down this year, which
will greatly favor the using of cycles in the city.
Hoping that your subscription list will continue te
lengthen, I am, respectfully yours, A READER.
[We regret the writer did not send his name.—Ed.]

The Rockland County Wheelmen entertainment at
Spring Valley, N. Y., on February 25, was highly suc-
cessful in every way. The feature of the evening
was a well-conceived tableau representing the race
at Peoria, in which Zimmerman defeated Windle.
The parts were taken- by the president, secretary and
a few other members of the club.
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THE PHILADELPHIA CYCLE SHOW

The laurels belong' to Philadelphia and to the Asso-
ciated Cycling Clubs of that city.
No representative cycle exhibit had been held in

America since 1885, when Jo. Dean and other Boston
Isicycle club men engineered a fine show at the Me-
chanics' Building in Boston.
In five years the cycle trade, root and branch,

wholesale and retail, in manufacture and import, has
developed in America with the strength and rapidity
of the weeds in an unattended garden, like an Aus-
tralian rabbit plague, like the inestimable and ruin-
ous march of one of those insect armies which some
5'ears back threw our far Western States into crop
famines.

It remained for Philadelphia and its clubs to break
the ice, to take vip the tangled skein and arrange and
exhibit it at Horticultural Hall.
The exhibit opened doubtfully, gathered strength

with each day, and will close with a flourish of trum-
pets, with profit to the exhibitors, with glorj' and a
big bag of shekels for the " A. C. Cs."
The exhibition is not universal—not national—but

it is representative. Those who are represented are
on good terms with themselves ; those who are out
are not in it, but that stands to reason.

Philadelphia.
Philadelphia holds a unique position among those

cities on the old globe, which number over a million
people. It is a dear, dead, delightful city—a city of
Houses. There is no romance clinging to its name.
It is a staid, event-moved old town. It has no
"boodle aldermen;" no "tenderloin;" a bank don't
fail there every day, and vice don't crowd the prome-
naders off the sidewalks. The "saloons" close at
twelve, and the police department is not for sale at a
reasonable figure. It costs ten cents to ride on the
horse-cars after twelve, and every Philadelphian is a
nickel to the good by getting home before midnight,
and thus the horse-car lines do as much good work as
our Bible and tract societies.
From a cycling standpoint she has also earned a

wreath. She gave us the earliest of the great cycling
tournaments ; one of her citizens conceived and car-
ried out the project of publishing an official paper for
the League of American Wheelmen ; another of her
citizens, Gideon by name, held the national amateur
championship for a series of seasons. To Philadel-
phia also belongs the honor of associating the clubs
of a large city into one organization, with common
interests and a common purpose, the advancement
and protection of the sport.
The Associated Clubs of Philadelphia, under whose

auspices the show is being held, include in member-
ship these organizations : Philadelphia B. C, Penn-
sylvania B. C, Century Wheelmen, Tioga C. C, South
End Wheelmen, Mount Vernon Wheelmen, Oxford
Wheelmen, Wissahickon Wheelmen, Columbia Cy-
clers, Quaker City Wheelmen and Avenue Wheelmen.
From the Souvenir of the Show we glean some in-

formation of interest. The " A. C. C." idea was sug-
gested by four members of the Philadelphia Club in
January, 1888, and regularly organized in March,
1888, with W. A. Tucker, President ; W. D. Supplee,
Vice-President, and J. R. Lincoln Edwards, Treas-
urer. In January, 1889, Messrs. Tucker and Edwards
were re-elected, and P. S. Collins was elected vice-
president. Much of the success of the organization is

due to the energy and intelligence of President
Tucker, and Messrs. Tucker and Hare also did yeo-
inan work in making the show a success.

The Opening Night.
The show was opened on Monday last, at eight

o'clock, with an address by W. R. Tucker. At that
hour the main exhibit hall was fairly well filled, and
the spectators crowded toward the stage from which
the addresses were made.
Mr. Tucker made a modest, vigorous speech, which

he called a "talk." He covered, in a topical fashion,
the introduction of cycling into this country and into
the city of Philadelphia ; referred to the hardships of
the "pioneers;" tucked in a word on highway
improvement and the dawn of the asphalt era; con-
cluded with a brief summary of some of the delights
of cj'cling, and was heartily applauded.
The second speaker was Colonel Pope. The Colonel

was warmly greeted, and lulled the crowd into a sol
emn silence of interest by his easy manner, his flow-
ing periods and his anecdotes.
The Colonel didn't know why he had been invited

to address the audience, but he was invited and was
honored, and at the same time glad to say a few words
to the people of Philadelphia. The Colonel intro-
duced his speech with a story:
"Says the judge, in stern, judicial manner to the

witness:
"'So you are quite sure th,e distance was seven

teet, eleven and a half inches?

'

" 'Yes, your honor.'
"'Now,' queried the judge, 'how do j^ou know

that?'
" 'Well, your honor, I thought some consarned fool

might ask me and I measured the distance at the
time.'
"So," said the Colonel, straightening himself up,

drawing a manuscript from his pocket, and speaking
with suggestive intonation, and sending a thought-
glance to a little manufacturing town in Massachu-
setts, "I thought some consarned fool might ask
questions, so I came prepared. I have my facts right
here." [Editorial Note—The Colonel used a stronger
word than consarned, but the interests of the lady
readers of The Wheel demand the diluted form.]
The Colonel then read the following from the manu-

script:

The History of the American Bicycle.
"The American bicycle dates from the time when

Lallemont made his wooden velocipede at Ansonia,
Conn., in 1866.

Then in the winter of 1869 and '70 came the great
furore for velocipede rinks, which) had; such a short
life, for as soon as the spring opened and these clumsy
wheels were put upon the road they were found to be
worthless.
Then at your great exhibition in 1876 a few bicycles

were shown there, and as I looked at them I won-
dered how it were possible for anyone to balance
himself on the top of such a high wheel, except, pos-
sibly, an expert on a smooth tloor, and while the de-
sire came over me that I might ride one I thought it

would be impossible.
The exhibition ending these machines were turned

over to Timms & Lawford, of Baltimore, who took a
few orders, among which was one for Alfred Chandler,
of Boston, he receiving his in May, 1877, and that was
the first one seen upon the road in New England. I

remember oftentimes chasing him with a pretty good
horse and watching his skillful riding with admira-
tion.
There have been several attempts in this country to

give bicycle shows similar to what the Stanley Club
has done for so many years. They began in a small
way in their club-room in 1S77 and as a public show in
1884, each year a number of exhibitors increasing,
until now the Stanley Show is one of the things
looked forward to by the makers and bicj^clers of
England.

It may be interesting to you to know something of
the growth of bicycle manufacturing in this country.
Timms & Lawford, afterwards T. W. Lawford, of

Baltimore, were the first importers, beginning in 1876
and going oitt of business in 1881.

Buzzell, of Lynn, made a single bicj'cle about 1869.
The Pope Manufacturing Company, of Boston, in

connection with John Harrington, finished a bicycle
made principally of wood in August, 1877, and then
John Harrington returning to England early in Sep-
tember took with him an order for eight bicycles
from that company, but there was so much delay in
his shipping them that the company became provoked
and ordered elsewhere, receiving their first shipment
early in January, 1878.

Cunningham, Heath & Co had gone into the busi-
ness in the Fall of 1877, and received a few machines
late in that year.
The Pope Manufacturing Company commenced the

manufacture of bicycles early in 1878.

R. H. Hodgson, of Newton, began later in the year,
going out of busmess in 1880.

Stoddard, Lovering & Co. commenced the importa-
tion of bicycles in 1878 as forwarding agents of the
Pope Manufacturing Co.
Hill & Tolman, of Worcester, made a few in 1878,

retiring in 1879.
A. J. Philbrick, of Salem, made a tew in 1878, going

out of business in 1881.

A. M. Gooch, of Newton, commenced manufactur-
ing in a small way in 1879, stopping in 1885.

•The St. Nicholas Toy Co., of Chicago, began the
manufacture of boys' machines in 1879.

T. B. Jeffrey, of Chicago, began in 1879 and stopped
in 1882, as per his sworn testimony in 1877.
The Western Toy Co commenced the manufacture

in 1879 of wooden wheels.
In 1878 Schuyler & Duane, in New York, began the

importation and ceased in 1884.

The Overman Wheel Co. began the manufacture of
tricycles in 1882, and in the year 1885 they began the
manufacture of bicycles.
Of the three importers, Timms & Lawford, Pope

Mfg. Co. and Cunningham, Heath & Co, who began
business in 1877 as importers of English bicycles, but
one remains to-day, T. W. Lawford having continued
in business only until 1881, and Cunningham, Heath
& Co. until 1885.

Of the five firms who began business as makers
and importers in 1878 the Pope Mfg. Co. alone con-
tinue in the business.
In 1879, 1880 and 1881 eight others came in, and of

these six are no longer to be found among the bicycle
concerns of 1891.

The year 1882 was marked by the entrance into busi-
ness of six new concerns, of whom five, the H.B.Smith
Machine Co., Overman Wheel Co. as .a maker of tri-

cycles, R. P. Gormully, A. G. Spalding & Bros, and
S. T. Clark, of Baltimore, are to-day well known
among the makers or importers of bicycles.
During the next four years still fourteen more con-

cerns came upon the field only four of whom survive.
During the first ten years then of the bicycle busi-

ness, as it began in 1877, thirty-six makers and im-
porters entered upon the business, of whom but thir-
teen remain. The greatest increase in the number of
firms and individuals engaged in making and import-
ing bicycles has come within the last three years, and
it was so great that in 1890 at least seventy-five can be
counted.
This statement of the beginning and growth of the

bicycle business shows how difficult the way was, and
how hard it was to get an established foot-hold in this
new business, for there was no demand for the
machine and no nieans of making it. With one hand
one had to create the demand and with the other the
supply. And now it has grown so that it is an estab-
lished fact, and it is one of the great and growing in-
dustries of the United States. The demand and sup-
ply have kept pace with one another, and there is no
difficulty in the most fastidious being able to find what
he wants in the way of a cycle. All sorts of styles,
sizes and qualities can be had, and are to be found in
this exhibition, from the velocipede at $3 to the high-
grade safety bicycle of $135, or the tandem tricycle of
$250. And now that there are seventy-five makers
and importers, the competition in business is such
that one in order to sell his product must give full
value received.
While there are many patents on the various forms

of bicycles, one can make a bicycle without infring-
ing on anybody's patent, and if he chooses to use the
devices that are patented he can obtain licenses from
the owners on fair and etjuitable terms or he can in-
fringe them and take his chances of long litigation
and defeat in the courts.
Bicycling is to-day the most important of all out-

door athletic sports, and has in its ranks the best class
of our citizens. The safety bicycle has brought a
large class into the ranks of bicyclers who would not
have been attracted with the high machine, and the
safety has attracted to the ranks of the bicycler a
large and growing class of the ladies of out country.
One of the first men to start in the retail business of

bicycles in the country was H. B. Hart. He was
rather doubtful about its being in his line, or about
the success of the new venture, but he consented to
have a wheel consigned to him in 1878. He left it

standing on the sidewalk in front of his place in Arch
Street, and the crowd gathered around it all day long,
blocking the sidewalk so that finally the policeman
had to order it taken into the store. He put it in his
show window, and for days the sidewalk was blocked
with people gazing into the window at this wonderful
vehicle, and that was the .beginning of Mr. Hart's
business

; his is now the oldest and largest retail con-
cern in the United States.
Such a bicycle exhibition as this was not possible

during the first ten years of the business in this coun-
try, and perhaps it was not possible until this year. I

trust that this is only the beginning of the annual ex-
hibition of bicycles under your auspices, until it shall
become so popular and as much an established fact as
the famous Stanley Show in England.

I believe that this exhibition will be the means of
doing much good in showing to the people of your
city and its visitors the importance and the magni-
tude of the bicycle industry, and giving to the riders-
an opportunity of examining, without loss of time,
the various points of the machines exhibited.
The growth of the business in your city has been

wonderful, considering your poorly paved streets,
and had your streets been paved as well as Washing-
ton or Buffalo you would have had many times the
devotees of the wheel that you now have. I congrat-
ulate you that you have public-spirited men besides
bicyclers, who realize the necessity of good streets
and their influence nn a city's prosperity, and that
they are doing what they can toward giving your city
a clean and good pavement. When you have that you
will have one of the most attractive cities in the
world, for it has long justly had the reputation of
being the best laid out city in the United States.
The Associated Cycle Clubs of Philadelphia have

my best wishes for the financial success of this cycle
exhibition."
President Dunn and Col. McClure, editor of the

Philadelphia Times, were on the cards for speeches^
but neither was at the hall.

The entertainment was varied by a small but brave
boy who wrestled with a cornet in solo fashion. The
Philadelphia public, being discriminate, applauded
him, but the poor boy got no encore. They applauded
him as a phenomenon but dismissed him as an artist.
In the way of entertainment something is arranged

for each afternoon and evening. On Tuesday the
boy had a second bout with the cornet, the cornet hav-
ing easily the best of it. Maltby also gave a fine ex-
hibition of fancy riding. He performed on the stage
in a half light, and, perched aloft on an ordinary, he
circled here and there as a bat circles in mid-air at
twilight, and his black ballet costume gave adda|i
interest to his performance. Maltby's work is quite
the most graceful riding we have seen, although
Canary's light and graceful build always rendered
his work difficult to equal and yet more "So to excel.
On Wednesday night there was an athletic enter

tainment, wrestling, sparring, etc. ; on Thursday
night fan#y riding. On Friday night there are to be
drills by some local military companies. There are
also some training contests each night, and, be it

noted to the credit of the committee, there is a superb
band and the halls are filled with delightful music
several hours each day.

THE ROUNDS OF THE STANDS.
The exhibits are placed in the foyer and in the

main exhibition hall, the foyer being largely devoted
to the back numbers and the main hall to the regular
exhibits. At twelve o'clock on Monday the main hall
was bare and empty, but before seven o'clock the
stands had been put up and things were going with a
merry swing.
The spaces are arranged along the sides of the main,

hall with the double run of booths down the centre,
each exhibit being separated by heavy scarlet
ropings.

But little has been attempted in the way of decora-
tion. The stands, as a rule, have a groundwork of
red cloth, generally with a background of parti-
colored muslins. Palms and flowers and flags are
used by some of the firms, but sparingly. The gen-
eral story appears to be that many of the firms took
space, but regard the show as a doubtful experiment.
The affair grew upon the trade, however, and at the
last minute the wires were freely used, a deal of
hurrying and scurrying was done, and machines
were gathered from all quarters.
There is little or nothing of what might be called

novelties, although some of the concerns are .showing
their 1891 mounts publicly for the first time. The-
principal value of the show is that one may pass-
through it and get a glimpse of all the new mounts of
the year, and that is certainly a valuable feature.
It is of value not only to the Philadelphia public

—

for it is safe to say that nearly all the non-trade vis-
itors are residents of the city—but there are many
retail agents present, men who have placed orders
for the year for their leaders, but this exhibit enables
them to e-xamine and compare mounts which they
have heard of only through catalogues and the
cycling press.

THE EXHIBITS IN DETAIL.
The "Back Xiinihers."

These are arranged in the foyer, and are duly
labeled for the benefit of the public. There is the
"First Eagle Bicycle Ever Built." The Pope Co.
loan "The first bicycle ever fitted with pedals, made
and exhibited in Paris in 1863 bj^ Pierre Lallemont."
This wheel, a wooden one, of course, is notable from
the fact that Lallemont took the pedals, cranks and
other metal parts to America in 1864, built a machine
in 1S65, ^nd rode it from Ansonia to New Haven.
The card on the wheel further states that the first

bicycle patent in the world was taken out on this
wheel.
The Pope Company also loan the first rubber-tired

bicycle ever ridden in Boston. The date was May,
1877, and the rider and owner Mr. Alfred D. Chandler,
of Brookline, Mass.
The first bicycle ever ridden in Fairmount Park is

also shown, a Singer Special Challenge, No. 5, owned
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by Mr. Thomas K. Longstreet, first president of the
Philadelphia B. C. The Stevens around-the-world,
and the venerated 243, Karl Kron's wheel, are also in
the group.
The Juniata Wheelmen send a crude mount,«iade

by a blacksmith of Huntington, Pa. It is a 46-inch
ordmary, wooden wheels, flat iron tires, iron handle-
bars and spoon brake, with iron back-bone and forks,
and a saddle, hard as Gibraltar rock, and a regular
penance seat.
W. 1. Wilhelm sends his famous spider wheel, a

wheel he made and inserted into his racing Star. The
spokes are of fine wire, and the wheel is very light
and surprisingly rigid.
The Overman Wheel Co. send a Parisian velocipede

of 1868. Mr. H. B. Hart sends an old French veloci-
pede. Mr. H. C. Lamser, of the Columbia Cyclers,
Philadelphia, sends a Dandy Horse. The Strong and
Green Cycle Co. send a velocipede of 1865. The Park
Avenue Wheelmen send their "Club Goat, vintage
1876," a wooden wheel with narrow-chested handle-
bars. The poor animal is gaily decorated with yellow
and black ribbons. " Pennsy " also sends the club
goat.

A Quaint Engraving:.
In the foyer is a fine collection of photos of racing

men of the past and present. The most interesting
object is a reproduction of an old engraving, signed
by Jules Duvaux. The scene shows-a number of gay
young bucks, with Beau Brummel top hats, getting
ready for a race on velocipedes. The scene is the
Garden of Louxembourg, Paris, 1818. The picture is
a fac-simile of an engraving of that period
On the back of the frame is pasted this written in-

scription :
" When I was a lad of about eight years of

age, I was the proud possessor of one of these vehi-
cles. They were then the rage ; as much so as the
present style are now. They got out of fashion be-
cause of Government prohibition, being much used
by young officers of the army, and were the causes of
very many cases of hernia." Signed E. Neumeyr
Penn. B. C.

Bretz & Curtis Mfg. Co.
Show eight wheels, the leader, the Referee for 1891,
the first Referee ever made in America, the wheel
being sent from the factory to the show on Monday
night. They also show the three Warwicks, the Dia-
mond, Ladies', and the Combination, the Ladies'
wheel being nickeled, the others enameled. The
parts of the Warwick are also shown, and the work-
manship and fine finish of the wheels are commended
W. C. Jones' 18-pound Referee racer; the pneumatic-
tired Referee, 42 pounds; Ladies' Referee, 32 pounds
with cushions. Their leader for 1891 is also on view'
a 37-pound roadster, listed at $140; with cushions'
$150. Stand in charge of W.

J. Greer, with the genial
Curtis and the busy Bretz doing the honors.

Philadelphia Drop-Forge Co.

This company have a frame of drop-forgings, cast-
ings, etc. It appears that this firm have already
manufactured a number of pieces for prominent
firftis in the trade, and they are ready to figure on any
and all cycle parts. The company have a plant at
American and York Streets, Philadelphia.

Sweeting Cycle Co.

This firm make a splendid show, having a very
large stand nicely arranged and well stocked, with
Mr. Sweeting, W. D. Banker, Wm. Wanamaker and
L. M. Conklmg in charge. The novelty of the stand
is Sterling Elliott's Hickory, mounted by a skeleton
who is made to pedal by an electric battery, the idea
being startling and novel to Philadelphia people
The company show twenty-four wheels, including an
old dandy horse of pre-Adamite ancestry, properly
named "Suicide ;" most of the men who endeavored
to ride it afterwards regretted that they had "tried
the experiment." The wheels on view are as follows-
The seven styles of the Indiana Bicycle Co. the El-
liott, $100 Hickory, the "Twins," two safeties' joined
listed at $300; Coventry Rival No. i, Coventry Rival
No. 2 and Spring Frame Rival, the R. & P Psychos
Sunbeams, Criterions, Paragons, Irwells, Feather-
stone's pneumatics and others. Mr. Sweeting repre-
sents Warman & Hazlewood, Robinson & Price Hum-
ber & Co., Manchester Cycle Co., Stover Bicycle CoSunbeam Cycle Co., the Minnehaha, Indiana Bicycle
Co., A. Featherstone and Sterling Elliott. Mr Sweet-
ing shows the wheels of all these companies, and his
stand has been an object of interest all the week

David Pettit & Co.
This firm, represented by A. G. Powell and A W

Potter, show two samples of their "Common Sense ''

hickory
;
a drop-frame safety, with roller bearings

ball-bearing pedals, steel tubing and drop fortrinK
for frame, forks, hubs, etc., fitted with solid tires
$75 ; with cushion, $80; weight, 41 lbs. The otherCommon Sense on view is a racing bicycle

; a hickory
wheel, with steel tubings to frame and drop-forged
parts

;
weight, 25 lbs.; price, $100. This is a handsome

mount. An unfinished wheel to show workmanship
is also on exhibition.

Wall & Boyer.

This stand is the headquarters of the Singer wheels
and in style and finish they easily rank with the
best lines at the show. The special Singer pneu-
matic, '91, $195, is a beautiful wheel. There are also
the ladies' Singer, $135, miniature Singer, a hig-h-
grade youth's wheel at $80, and the Singer tandem
safety $225 ; Singer Apollo, '90 pattern, $105. The new
91 Light Roadster is worthy of special attention It
is a Diamond, weight 39 lbs.; fitted with solids, $14= •

wrth cushion, $155 ;
the cushions being of special de-

sign to avoid rim-cutting and with many minor im-
provements, notably a head-locking device whereby
on the turn of a screw, the front wheel becomes set'and the wheel may be leaned against a wall without
danger of falling. The "Intermediate," a 28-inch
wheel, $95, and the "Semi-Diamond," made with 28 or
30-inch wheels, price $140, is also shown. The special
Apollo, a stanch roadster, $130, and a Singer tricycle
complete the Singer exhibit. The firm also show the
Captain, an $85 Diamond ; the La Belle, a detachable
stay-bar combination safety, $100, and the Climax a
34-inch juvenile, made by the firm, price, $20, a total

of fourteen wheels. A line of luggage carriers, which
is a specialty of this firm, is also shown.' Both mem-
bers of the firm are at the stand.

"IVilliam Trafford.
Mr. Trafford, a local dealer, has Whitten, Godding& Co. s Vulcan, a diamond frame cushion, 3c lbs

J,i25, on view, a nicely finished wheel. Also the
Popular, a stanch roadster, cushions, $100, made byCooper, Kitchen & Co., and the Popular, a diamond

frame, solid tired wheel, 44 lbs., §85, fitted with aBrooks long-distance saddle. Mr. Trafford alsoshows a Columbia, for which he has a sub-agency.

^u c
Stjong & Green Cycle Mfg. Co.

,„i- '^ "^ "^^^ ^ ^""^ exhibit, in charge of Mr W AWhitmore Their exhibit is roped off with coiled andconvoluted cushion tires. They show the Ouadrants
as leaders, the Thomas tire and a great red pyramid
of sporting gooas. In detail. Quadrant, 34lbs, ^ and
ijf cushions, 4,140; a pneumatic Quadrant, 4olbs., $170
^'i*^,^

long-seated new design of suspension spring
saddle. No. ly Quadrant, full roadster, two ,o-inch
wheels, dust-proof bearings, rear brake, tangent
spokes, solids, $135 ; cushions, §,45 ; pneumatic, |,7o.Also a tandem Quadrant, Ladies' pneumatic Quad-
rant, 4olbs., $170, and 1890 pattern of Quadrant full
roadster. The firm also show the Clyde, 4dbs $8?with a new pattern saddle much like the Kirkpatrick!They also show a Rambler, for which they are local

Smith, Watson & Co.
This is one of the most promising concerns in the

city, and all three of the members of tlie concern are
at their stand showing the Giants, for which they areagents. They are showing the Little Giant, §« ; withballs all over $45. -The No. 4, a well-appeafilig ball-bearing wheel, $85 The Giantess, $75

j"^ the Giantesshaving a band brake to the rear wheel. The cushionGiant, with Referee frame, a strictly high grade
wheel, 42 lbs., fitted with cushions, $135 ; with nneu-
matics, $160. This firm also have the agency for ?heKeefe & Becannon Diamond. The members of thefirm are Messrs Smith, Watson & Maloney, of whom
Mr. Smith has had a long experience in the sewino-machine business, an experience that seems of valuS
to a firm m the bicycle trade, judging from the suc-cess of Messrs. Stokes, Lozier, McCune, Snitier Vervand others. j ', y ^i y

Gorniully & Jeftery Mfg Co
This firm have a well arranged exhibit, showingeight Ramblers, with Mr. Bridgman on the spot toshow the special features. The wheels shown are theAmerican Rambler, Light Rambler, Cushioned Ram!

bier, Ladies Rambler, Ideal, also the new spring-forkRambler The company do not fit pneumatics, but fitthe Light Rambler and the Ladies' Rambler withcushions or solids. Two frames of parts are shown
also the lanterns and saddles, of which this firm makea specialty.

The United States Cycle Mfg Co
This firm will be new to most of our readers Thevhave a large plant in Philadelphia, and have made areally handsome safety on Referee lines, and of excel-

lent appearance and workmanship. The comnanvshow two wheels The Ajax weighs 3. lbs., is fitted

Zu
solid tires, $135, cushions, $140, pne'umatics, ,Si6,The wheel has balls all over, a dust-proof bearingand a chain of special design. The wheels are 28 ot

30 as ordered. S. G. Whittaker, who superintended
the modelling and building of the Ajax, is talking upthe good points of the wheel.. ,

^ ^
K. L. Coleman & Co.

+1, ^S°ll'^^^r^ ^°- ^'^"^^ the seven styles made forthem by the Western Wheel Works, whose outputthey control for the eastern half of the States, andwhose line, by the way, is a vast improvement over
It c^r""- ^^t S'''^'''/ ^''S^" ^^«= ^^'^ I-^"sh, cushion
tires, $115 ;

Rob Roy, $50 ; Pet, $20
; Junior, $25 ; drop-frame Junior, $35 ; Juno, $75 ; Crescent! §8= The

w?P^^?r 1^° ^^°'" ''^'"^^ photos of the WesternWheel Works' great works at Chicago. One of thephotos which are examined with interest by the visi
tors includes a group of 600 erhployees. Mr R IScheffey is in charge of this stand, with Mr T c'Coleman as an able accomplice.

Union Cycle Mfg. Co.
This firm is regarded bv many as having the oret

tiest stand in the show. The firm have inclosed theirspace with heavy walnut rails resting on safetv
wheels, giving a unique effect. The companv show
ten wheels, including their No. 9, a straight-frame
$115 satety; No. lo, a drop-frame, detachable barcombination, $115; Union No. 11, same stvle as No
9, with addition of spring frame, $125; Union No 12'
Diamond safety, spring frame, ball head, hollow rims
$135; Union No. 13, drop frame, 28-inch wheels, same
general style as No. 12, $135. This firm will fit cush-
ions to any of their styles at $10 extra. The stand islooked after by Messrs. J. B. McCune, Kirk Brownwho has the company's agency for eastern Pennsvl-^
vania, Delaware, and southern New Jersey.

Rich & Sager.
This Rochester firm have a large exhibit of theirBeauty" child's seat and bundle carrier, Mr Sagerbeing in charge. The Beauty carriers liave' manyexcellent points. A cut in our advertising columns

will give an idea of the carrier, which is sold at S6 00and $7 00.^ The firm are working earnestly to intro-duce their carrier, and report several wholesaleorders taken at the show.
T^iuicsaic

H. B. Smith Machine Co.
This company show three Stars, one a safetv of

1891 of which we give cut and specifications onanother page.

Keefe & Becannon.
The exhibit of this firm, in charge of George Mac-Donald, is neatly arranged. They show; The'Cometdiamond frame, with cushions, 42lbs., $rr— in plainenamel or striped in fancy colors and gild, $120-

with pneumatic tires, 39lbs., $135. The Comet has
28-inch wheels and 1% cushions of special design. A
special feature is the double spoke, with 48 spokes to

IT^.^K^^- ,An unfinished frame is also shownAlso the K and B. diamond, 30-inch -wheel, 42lbs., iSioo,
fitted with solid but so constructed that cushionsmay be used, Garford saddle, balls all over includ-
ing head. An old style of the K & B diamond isalso shown.

The Balance Bar.
Messrs. Guttenbach & Hampp, of Philadelohia areshowing a "balance bar." This balance bar is Iround bar of hickory about four feet loni, made inthree sections, so that it can be unscrewed, much likea pushing rod, and strapped to the wheel It weighleighteen ounces. To each end of the bar is affixed across-piece, curved to fit the shoulder. The bar itused by two riders, the shoulder pieces being placedon the mside shoulders, and each rider grrspl the blrnear the centre, thus Unking each other ^togetherThe inventors state that two riders, with the aid ofthe bar, can ride horse tracks with' ease, each onetaking a track and the bar maintaining a balance^they may also ride a country road in the same way

ar"e"ll;r.ged.''?ricer$3i""'"'^'-
°' otheradvantage^

The McDaniel & Merrihew Cycle Co.

f.V^^.lV%?- ^''^'' '^'^ exhibit which will comparefavorably with any stand at the show. Their stand
F=,c,'r\?

arranged, and the four lines they rSpresent-^Eagle, Rover Premier and Swift-are fully exhibitedIhey have three nickled full roadster Eagles, twolight roadsters and a racer. The racer Weighs 22

.
The John Williiuson Co.

=^I;h '/• "^^I^-""^^
'^^ special road racer, 35 pounds,solid tires, strips to 34 pounds; solid, $1,5- withpneumatic tires, $165. Special semi-racer, 28 poundswith pneumatic tire, $165. Ladies' Rover 38 pouSdl'cushion tires, $135 ;
this wheel will' also be feed with

InrsoHd'';irE°'"W°^"°°c^°-^"^' >= P°"°^«' ^"St^onand solid t^ies. Rover Sociable, 60 pounds, $2toUniversal Rover, diamond frame, solid tires .=pounds, S83. The Universal will be fitted with guar-anteed pneumatic tires and listed at $135. ThijnoWilkinson Co will guarantee their cushions indpneumatics. They are using the Dunlop Theirnine Rovers are shown and talked up by C. S. Merrill.
Coventry Machinists' Co.

fit^TI'if
.5°'"?''"^ ,^!'°'''. '=*°'''^ Swifts, all handsomelyfinished and making indeed a fine appearance The

ZlSnX°"T^^''y''/- T^^^
spring-frame Swift, whichIS worthy of special note as a valuable novelty Thereare two springs on the front forks and a spring deviceconnects the arch of the rear fork and the seat-posttaking up the vibration right under the rider. Thisshould be a good seller. Model A, in two Styles 28-

H,fil' l"*
pounds

;
30-inch, 40 pounds ; with either solidtues, ?>i35

;
cushion, $140; pneumatic, $175. Four pat-terns of Mode^ A are shown, three culhions andCepneumatic. One of the cushions has been ridden

2,000 miles, yet scarcely shows a scratch. The rub-bers are ot special design, and the company will
f>"''i"'',"4'"?

against inside or outside cutting. TheModel B IS a 48-pound, cushi<Mis, $140 ; Ladief' ModelB, cushions, $140. Model D, a medium grade, Sio^-with cushions, $110. ^ - '
«"°° >

The Premier Cycle Co.

.'^''f
Pj;?™VS/ .Company have a fine exhibit at theirstand
.

The Urn versal Premier, with pneumatic tires,

ratVord I'lhtp'.'- \' Catford, 4olbs., cushions, $145

wtth hnn i^^'-?i"''l"'"''
35 'bs-, S145; Ladies' Premier,with band brake, .Ji.tj
; pneumatic Catford, $175cushioned Premier, Sioo; Popular Premier, solids

$100; Iandem,,S,oo; youth's Premier, $65, the ma-chines being shown The Premier Company havedecided to use band brakes on all their cushion andpneumatic tired wheels.
="ioii dnu

•Ihe McDaniel & Merrihew Cycle Co. show besidesthe above hnes the Sylph, $140, a high grade wheelspring frame drop frame, solid or*" culhion liresBuckingham & Adams' special drop framei 35lbs
, $1,7special spring frame. ' ^ "'

The firm have adopted as a trade mark a haindsomedesign ot an Eagle poised on a wheer reckmbent.
I hey also show a case of parts, sundries, etc., and are

wheeh^'
°"' ^ "^ printed matter to advertise their

Pope Mfg. Co.
The exhibit of the Pope Mfg. Co. occupies the south-ern half ot the middle aisle and is very elaborately

fitted up, having potted plants artistically scatteredabout amon.g the wheels, of which there a/e eighteen
different styles exhibited. The Columbia people areamong the tew who exhibit ordinary machinesTshow-mg three different styles. The stand is in charge of
^^? ^."J'lP ^ °P'= ''"'^ H. B. Hart, assisted by MessrsWright, Booz, Crawford and Gruendler. Among thewheels shown are the Columbia Light- Roadster Safe-
ty, CoUimbia Ladies' Safety, Columbia Tandem,Columbia Racer, and several others.

Overman Wheel Co.
The Overman Wheel Co. exhibit their productsthrough A. G. Spalding & Bros.' Philadelphia branchand show thirteen wheels, among which are five diflterent styles of Victors fitted with cushion and solid

tires
;
also two Credendas and two Nonpareils Thev

also show the Barkman Luggage Carrier, and a full
line of sundries, including the Victor wrench Victor
cyclometer, lanterns, etc. This stand is right at theentrance ot the hall, and attracts considerable atten-tion It IS fitted up in elegant style, and comes in fora tull share of the patronage.

Edward K. Xryon, Jr., & Co.
Spaces 28 and D centre aisle, mam hall, facing the

stage, were occupied by the many variety ot novel-
ties for which this firm are agents. The New Mailhigh and medium grade and the ladies' pattern at-tracted the attention of the visitors, as did also'thehne line of Lovell Diamond safeties, the latestdesigns
being on exhibition in each instance. They alsoshowed the Eclipse safety, manufactured by the SteelPulley & Machine Works, Indianapolis, Ind., which
tliey handle in Philadelphia, the Raglan safety the'Feathcr.stonc 3 pneumatic safety, and several otherinakes. In addition to this, thev displayed a fine lineof sundries and Jersey goods. Mr. Frank G. Silves ismanager of the firm's cycle department.

Banker & Camphell Co., tiunted.
Messrs. Banker & Campbell Co., Limited, weresomewhat delayedin getting their wheels to thebhow, but they now have on exhibition two new styles

ot Meteors, which are receiving considerable atten-
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NOTES OF THE SHOW.

The press has given but little attention to the affair.

The committee have done v^ell, however, and no doubt
will lenrn many lessons from this year's experience.
They will want a larger hall next year, and should
make a special effort to attract the non-cycling
public.

The sparring and wrestling features, while they
appeared to amuse the crowd, are not germane to the
sport, and should be dropped at future shows.

Saddle a?id Cycle is the name of a new weekly paper
which will shortly be started by Mr. R. Kain, cyclmg
editor of the Philadelphia Mercury and secretary of
the show. It will be devoted to horse and cycle.

VISITORS AT THE SHOW.
Colonel A. A. Pope, Col. George Pope, Messrs. R.

Philip GormuUy, John Read, A. Kennedy Childe,
George D. Chamberlain, Alec. S. Hill, T. C. Coleman.
Howard A. Smith, H. A. Lozier, Mr. Banker, father 01
the Banker brothers, Samuel T. Clark, L. H. Johnson,
Will R. Pitman, the Messrs. Smith, of Dart fame, of
Washington, D. C; Mr. and Miss Raisbeck, of New
York : George H. Day, L. W. Hickok, of the Pope Co.;
Aquila B. Rich, L. B. Whymper, S. A. Miles, of Ref-
eree; George K. Barrett, of Bearings : F. P. Prial, of
The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review ; Mr.
Stansbury and several clubmates, of the Baltimore
Club; Mr. Jos. N. McPadden, New York Club ; Ster-
ling Elliott, Charles Schwalbach, J. B. McCune, C. H.
Metz, of the Union Co.; R. D. Garden, W. J. Calkins,
of the L. D. Mix Oil & Naphtha Co.

Messrs. Simons Bros, of 6i8 Chestnut Street, show a
fine collection of trophies in the way of cups, silver-
ware, etc., suitable for cycle events.

William Zindell, of 1242 Poplar Street, a popular
uniformer with many Philadelphia cyclists, shows a
cyclist's uniform.

We almost forgot one of Col. Pope's stories, which
we republish to escape the wrath of Sterling Elliott.
Says the Colonel: "Bill Nye, while traveling in
Wayback, Ohio, being served at a hotel with a
measly breakfast at a cost of $2, bridling in his
wrath, thus accosted the landlord :

' And why doth
though charge me $2 for this breakfast when I can
get the finest breakfast in the country at New York
for $1?' 'Well,' quoth the landlord, 'I need the
money,' " and," added the Colonel, " that is why Ster-
ling Elliott asks $150 for that hickory bicycle you see
over there, he needs the money," and the crowd ap-
plauded, while Elliott parted his face in the centre
with a broad-gauge grin.

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF "WAITING"
AND "PACEMAKING" IN SPEED

COMPETITIONS.
HAVING ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO CYCLE

RACING.

By E. B. Turner, P. R. C. S., Eng.

ARTICLE VII.

In our last article we treated of "waiting" and
"pacemaking " on the racing path, and of the theory
we had formed and of the experiments on which we
founded that theory. We now pass on to discuss the
same question as it obtains in cycle racing on the
road, and in foot racing under all circumstances. The
same physical conditions affect the result inroad rac-
ing as in path racing. There is the same obstruction
from windage, the same extra brain strain and worry
and the same advantage derived from " automatism
to be reckoned with, but there is one important differ-
ence. The actual physical labor involved in driving
a cycle at high speed on the road is greater than in
propelling one the same distance on the path. There
are two reasons for this—one that the machine used is
somewhat heavier. The other that the surface is
rougher and unequal gradients are met with even on
the North Road. The result of this is that the general
amount of tissue burnt up, and consequent vibration
of the blood by waste products is considerably
greater, mile for mile, than when the same distance
is ridden on a smooth banked track on a feather
weight machine. And this is shown by the fact that
the time which stands as record for each class of ma-
chine on the road is a good deal slower than that to
the credit of the same machine on the path. (In
making this statement, we wish it to be distinctly
understood that we refer only to those performances
on the road which can fairly be compared with those
on the path, namely, those accomplished over an out
and home course. We do not know what time might
be done on a race track one hundred miles long, and
with a gale behind the rider). This is the reason why
" waiting " in a road race, though still an enormous
benefit, is not the overwhelming advantage it is in
path racing. We hear of men in road races being
"drawn'away by their pacemakers" from their com-
petitors. We have never seen that on the path when
the men are at all equal. It is hard to express in fig-
ures what we consider the difference, but should give
as an opinion that, if " waiting " on the path be worth
fifty, on the road it is only worth thirty yards per
mile.* The reason of this is as follows : We have
found from numerous investigations that, though the
quantity of urea, uric acid and phosphoric acid ex-
creted after riding at a racing pace on the road is

*We found this opinion on experiments with solid-
tired machines. We intend to pursue the subject
next year, and the superior speed and ease of pro-
pulsion on the road due to pneumatic tires may cause
us to modify or alter it, and we may find that this new
development has rendered the advantage due to
"waiting" identical on the path and on the road.
Our reasons for this will be apparent in the course of
tbis article.

more after pacemaking than after waiting, still the
difference is not so marked as on the path, and the
extra amount of uric and phosphoric acid does not so
greatly out-balance (in proportion) the urea or—sup-
plying the cause from the effects—the purely muscu-
lar work on the road is so much greater than on the
path that the brain is, so to say, too much absorbed in
giving the necessary powerful stimuli to the motor
organs to notice, in full intensity, the more intellec-
tual part of the work. The "waiter" reaps the full
benefit of shelter from wind, but a smaller advantage
from his opponent's nerve strain than in a path race,
while, though he rides "automatically " to a certain
extent, the calls made on the nervous system to sup-
ply the more energetic impulse needed to overcome
the effects of the extra friction and extra weight de-
mand from the brain itself an increased activity,
which tells its tale in the amount of waste produced.
Therefore, when the "spurt" comes, the "waiter"
wins, but not so easily as on the track ; and if the pace
be made very hot by a superior man he may be " left

"

and run out. The harder work on the road will find
out a weak spot much sooner than the path. We
found this by experience last spring. We commenced
riding with the muscles of the left leg two inches less
in circumference than those of the right, the effect of
an accident necessitating rest, and consequent wast-
ing. Riding back one day from Turnbridge Wells we
"hung on " to a tandem bicycle for some distance at
a very fast pace ; after about two miles our weak leg
"found us out," and we had to ease up, while fresh in
every other respect. On the path at that time we
hardly noticed the weak spot, although our speed, of
course, was greater. The hard, muscular exertion
necessary to drive a machine on the road soon
brought the weakened muscles to the end of their
tether in a way the easier work at Paddington could
never accomplish, and this is a practical illustration
on a machine of what chemical analysis teaches us in
the laboratory. We here subjoin a table of analyses
made after fast riding on the road during the past
three years

:

Average amount excreted
(omitting decimals) of

After 9 rides of from 10 to 20
miles behind pacemakers,
average distance on each oc-
casion 145^ miles

After II rides of from 10 to 25
miles making our own pace,
average distance on each oc-
casion i6J^ miles

Urea.

igrs.

907 grs.

Uric
Acid.

igrs.

31 grs.

Phos-
phoric
Acid.

93 grs.

107 grs.

We may with advantage compare the results set
forth in this table with those obtained after riding
ten miles with and without pacemakers and fifteen
miles unpaced all on the track, which we tabulated
last week, and which for convenience of reference we
reproduce here :

10 miles with pacemakers..
10 miles without p a c e -

makers
IS miles without p a c e -

makers

Urea.

697-33 grs

782 grs

817-91 grs

Uric
Acid.

21-07 gi^s

28-29 grs

27-71 grs

Phos-
phoric
Acid.

469igrs

73 3 grs

85 grs

We may, however, announce that, as far as we have
been able to go, we find that the extra mental strain
and responsibility involved in steering the machine
and choosing the course causes a very much greater
exertion of waste material in the case of the rider who
steers than in the case of the rider who has (as tandem
riders say) only got to "shove." And this obtains
whether the "coxswain" be in front as in a front-
steering tandem, or behind as in an Olympia or num-
ber pattern. If we are. able to establish these facts to
our own satisfaction next year they will explain the
reason why a tandem can make its own pace so much
better than any single machine, and why (as has been
known practically to riders for some time) the steers-
man of a tandem, even though he be the better and
fitter rider, is always more exhausted than his col-

league, much more exhausted than can be explained
by the small extra exertion necessary actually to
guide the machine. We hope also to be able to inves-
tigate the effect on pacemaking on the road of the
Pneumatic tire, and shall not be at all surprised to find
that this labor-saving appliance makes the advantage
of waiting on the road equal to that which is experi-
enced on the path. In our next article we treat of
pacemaking in running and walking, and hope to be
able to make clear the reason why runners and walk-
ers are able to "go all the way," and yet win their
races.

—

The Cyclist.

J,
(To be con tin ued. )

[Parts I.,- II,, III., IV. V. and VI. were published in

The Wheel of December 5, 12, 19, January 2, Feb-
ruary 13, and 2o.]

GOTHAM WHEELMEN.

First of all, comparing 15 miles unpaced on the path
with an average i6J^ miles unpaced on the road, we
find that after the road ride 90 grs. more of urea, 4 grs.
more of uric acid and 22 grs. more of phosphoric acid
are eliminated. This shows that the exertion, both
mental and muscular, necessary to drive a machine
on the road, is considerably greater than that required
to drive it on the path. Then on comparing the re-
sults after riding 10 miles on the path, we find that the
urea is (about) J^, the uric acid J^ and the phosphoric
acid rather less than half as much again of the total
quantity excreted when there were no pacemakers.
Comparing the results obtained after road riding, we
find the urea is about 1-48, the uric acid about 1-9 and
the phosphoric acid about 1-7, as much again of the
total quantity excreted when the distance was cov-
ered unpaced. So we may conclude from these exam-
ples that pacemaking on the path, speaking roughly,
causes an increase of urea six times, and of uric and
phosphoric acids three times as much as pacemaking
on the road. This appears clearer when tabulated
thus:

TT_„. Uric Phosphor-
^^"^^^ Acid. ic Acid.

Path pacemaking causes an
increase of the total
amount excreted of % /i K

Road pacemaking 1-48 1-9 1-7

Therefore, on the road, the pacemaker is not at quite
such a disadvantage as he is on the path, because the
amount of waste products thrown into his system
more nearly equals the quantity which is produced in
that of the waiter, and consequently the carbonic acid
he has to get rid ot is more nearly equal to the quan-
tity which has to be disposed of by the man waiting
on him. The "waiter" wins, but he must be more
nearly equal to the pacemaker than is necessary on
the track. We may conclude from these experiments
that the worse and rougher the track, the heavier and
harder to drive the machine ridden, and the greater
the physical exertion necessary to attain speed, and
the slower that speed when attained, the less is the
advantage ofa lead; and, vice versa, the more favor-
able the circumstances, and the greater the speed
ar-ived at, the more does the value of a pacemaker
become ajjparent. One fact more before we leave
cycle racing and proceed to discuss foot racing. We
have made a certain number of experiments with re-
gard to the effect on body and brain waste of the two
places on a tandem tricycle when ridden at racing
speed, and are convinced in our own minds that the
rider who steers the machine is to all intents and pur-
poses a "pacemaker." We have not been able as yet
to make such a number of experiments as would be
sufficient to eliminate all chances of error, and so shall
not at present publish the results of our researches.

the club's first .annual ball.

A large gathering of wheelmen and their friends
assembled at the Lyceum Opera House on Friday
evening, February 27, when the Gotham Wheelmen
held their first annual ball. It was certainly a very
enjoyable occasion, and the members of the club ex-
erted themselves to the utmost in entertaining their
friends. Lyceum Hall is a very pretty place, and
never looked prettier than on this occasion. Bril-

liantly lighted, with an abundance of exotics scat-
tered about promiscuously, the effect was very fine.

Previous to the opening of the dance visitors were
entertained with a concert, every number of which
was thoroughly enjoyed. Messrs. Witmark Bros.,
the singing prodigies, sang as only the Witmarks
can. Mr. A. M. Taylor, the humorist, made a wonder-
fully good impression, and gave the boys some
good "raps" on the wheel, while the Columbia Stu-
dents' Mandolin and Guitar Club pleased everybody,
especially their rendition of "II Trovatore'' and
"Triumph of Love." Miss Lillie Heckler, the child
wonder in songs and skirt dances, was very enter-
taining. Mr. B. Russell Throckmorton, in his dramatic
recitations, was both instructing and amusing, while
Oscar Thirsky made his first appearance before the
boys as a prestidigitator since joining the club.

A feature of the evening was the drawing for a
bicycle valued at $135. The coffers of thS club were
enriched by many dollars through the plan.

The Floor and Reception Committees acted their
part with credit to themselves and profit to the club.
They lost no time and never missed a trick in per-
suading timid members to join in the merry waltz or
make up a "square." It was Pope who said, "They
move easiest who learn to dance," and if the mem-
bers ride as well as they danced they will surely
come out at the end of the season as champions.
At the conclusion of Part I. of the programme the

march for supper was in order, and at the banquet
hall a mostenjoyabletimewas experienced. Dancing
was soon again resumed, and Old Sol was peeping
over the housetops ere the last guesthad departed. The
first ball of the Gotham Wheelmen will live long in

the memory of those fortunate enough to be present.
At the banquet Mr. I. Franklin Forrest spoke as

follows: "It is sometimes said of partially demented
persons that they don't know whether they stand on
their heads' or their heels. Now, that's the predica-
ment I'm in. I'm capable of the worst oratorical
somersaults. We hold that recreation is one of the
needs of humanity, and that as the sport of cycling is

one of the most healthful and exhilarating of all ex-
ercises, it ought to be practiced and encouraged.
However, it is indeed with a feeling of gratification
that I. look upon this representative gathering to-
night, larger in numbers than the most sanguine of
us predicted, signifving, as it does, the noble work
and untiring energy of our members in making this,

the initial reception of the Gotham Wheelmen, a
gratifying success. That we have succeeded is fully
demonstrated by your appearance here to-night.
Although the Gotham Wheelmen has been one of the
last of its kind to organize in this city^ it stands to-
day in bas-relief second to none in populatity and
increasing membership. Beginning seven months
ago with but a few members, it has made such rapid
strides towards the goal of prominence and conspic-
uity that at the present time there are well nigh sev-
enty-five sheep in the fold—and a pretty comfortable
fold it is, as those members present can amply testify
to. The many ladies' receptions given by the club at
their club-house have a tendency to create a furore in
wheeling circles, while the many and enjoyable stags
and smokers are unparalleled for sociability and
good-fellowship. I cannot bestow too much praise
upon the very efficient officers of the club, particular-
ly our estimable treasurer, who guards the coffers of
the club in such a satisfactory manner, and to whom
much of the success of the club is due. I trust that
to-night's reception is but the forerunner of larger
and more successful ones. Let us rise and drink to
the toast of the Gotham Wheelmen—their future suc-
cess and prosperity." W. F. S., Jr.

Dai Lewis, one of Buffalo's most prominent wheel
men, has been declared a professional by Chairman
Davol for violating the League amateur rule. Ama-
teurs are warned not to compete with him.

The Century Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, have cre-
ated a fund for meeting the legitimate expenses of
members who contest in races under the club's
colors.
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HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

What a severe and overworked committee our
Racing- Board is, and what great results it has accom-
plished ! Last year it decided that twenty-three men
had forfeited their amateur status, while twenty-two
had regained thatprecious commodity. What a study
of percentage this aflfords the student

!

Intellectual analysis is very interesting, no doubt

;

but I never knew it to serve in the least to solve the
prosaic difficulties of cycling life. You cannot gov-
ern circumstances with theories.

I once had a friend whose father was a Bucks
County, Pennsylvania, farmer, and who, aside from
his labors as a husbandman, found time to indulge in
an aptitude for inventing. My friend was the owner
of a bicycle, and, when the manifold duties of farm
life did not demand his attention, he was often found
as a starter in the local races in his vicinity. Winter
time is naturally the dull season with farmers, and so,
finding time hanging heavily upon his hands, he
thought he would put it in in training for some races
which were to take place near his home at an early
date in the Spring. Acting upon this idea he pro-
cured one of those patent home-trainers, which are
so arranged that you set your wheei upon them and
are then enabled to pedal away as fast as you have a
mind to. For several days he worked as though his
life depended upon it, while his father stood by an
interested witness of the performance, endeavoring
probably to find out just where the sport or the pleas-
ure of the affair came in. Presently he began to take
copious notes of the whole thing, and for several days
thereafter locked himself in his room and covered
numerous sheets of paper with queer diagrams and
figures. Still grinding away, covering imaginary
miles of space and winning phantom prizes at myth-
ical race meets, continued the training racer, till one
day his father produced the results of his observations
and labors. Upon the paper he spread out before his
son was a diagram of a machine he proposed to sub-
stitute for the home-trainer which, instead of allow-
ing the muscular exertion to be wasted, would em-
ploy it to drive a large rotary churn, within which
the lacteal product of some fifty cows was converted
into butter. But, some way or another, after that my
friend lost his love for home-trainer exercise

;
proba-

bly because it came too near being work instead of
play for him.

Mr. Slowcoatch—Because it reduces vibration so
much, I presume ?

-

Miss Whele—Oh,' no; merely because one always
has -^ chance when riding it to hear something pop.
Now the cards for that wedding are out.

" Ask the farmer what he wants more than anything
else, and he will tell you a good road, so that he can
haul the product of his fields to the railway station."
Thus writes one who knows whereof he speaks, but
he don't carry out the story to its natural end. Ask
the farmer to give you the money to build this road
with and you will find him close up on his wail for
improved roads like a suspended bank. He wants
good roads for his benefit, like he wants many other
improvements, but he wants them built by some one
else, with any one's money but his. Hamlet says
"there are no ancient gentlemen but gardners', ditch-
ers and grave-makers: they hold up Adam's profes-
sion." The farmer thus asserts his claim to being the
most ancient of gentry, and upon it demands the
privileges of gentlemen of the olden time—to let some
one else work and pay for his comforts. As a factor
in the construction and maintainance of first-class
roads the farmer is not to be considered, but as an in-
jury and destruction of them, through carelessness
and ignorance in their use, he ranks first and foremost.

Don Salambo.

TOPICS OF THE TIMES.

MEETING OF THE NEW JERSEY DI-

VISION BOARD OF OFFICERS.

Aside from cushion tires one of the most marked
features of this year's trade is the very general im-
provement in the appearance and construction of the
cheaper grades of safeties, iSgt finding a most respect-
able appearing lot of low-priced wheels indeed. The
number of new ladios' safeties and the general reduc-
tion in weight is also a notable feature, while the very
distinct improvement in the makeup and appearance
of this year's catalogue cannot but be remarked. A
tendency to nickeled spokes, which the writer first

noted at last year's Chicago show, is also discernible,
the wisdom and benefit of which he is, however, in-

clined to question.

It was a class of small boys, and their teacher had
been trying to beat'into their heads some of the won-
ders of ancient history. The task wasn't an easy
one, -but the teacher persevered, and in an endeavor
to discover how far he had succeeded he asked one of
the juveniles what was the meaning of the letters B.
C. after some of the earlier historical dates. " Before
cycling," came the answer from the urchin, whose
father had that day presented him with a juvenile
safety.

There are only two positions possible in athletics :

the amateur or the professional ; the door to the
right or the door to the left. All must choose, and
when once chosen, if it be the one opening upon the
path of the professional, the chooser should find that
the door swings inward only, that once it closes be-
hind him there is no returning through it or any
other, in the same condition which he entered. Re-
instatement is but the effort to replace upon the
peach of amateurship the bloom that professionalism
has robbed it of. It cannot be done. An amateur
and a reinstated professional are as different as a
horse chestnut and a chestnut horse. When the little

velvet-hided calf has been branded in the corral with
the cruel iron, never more (though turned loose again)
will it frolic the same in the prarie grass, unwitting
of pain or ill, nor will its glossy sides ever again be
free from the mark that man has placed there,
come what may. So it is in my mind with a profes-
sional ; reinstate, whitewash arid legislate favorably
as you may for him, you cannot remove the mark of
the branding iron.

Two little street arabs, dirty, hungry and ill-

clothed, stood in front of one of the up-town clubs
greedily eyeing the long rows of glittering machines,
standing each in its rack, in the brightly-lighted wheel
room.
" Say, Jimmie, don't yer wish yer had one of dem ?

"

quoth'the elder of the two.
"Golly! I should say so, and wouldn't I just make

her fly round der Park, too !
" answered the other.

Standing in the club-room window above were sev-
eral club-men, in all the glory of their uniforms, who
seemed more bent on indulging in that mysterious
pastime thev termed " mashing," than in going out
and enjoying the perfect roads and weather upon
their wheels. Looking up at them, and then at the
female causers of their amusement, who were passing
upon the opposite side of the street, a disgusted look
came over the faces of both of the urchins, and the
elder one turned to his comrade and said :

"If I was one of them blokes, Jimmie, I wouldn't be
standing in none of yer club-house winders trying ter

mash chips, but I'd be out on one of dem bysickles
just seeing how fast I could make her go. Come on,

less go down to der dock," and they disappeared from
view around the corner. How like life this all is!

That the man who can command all the indulgence
of the appetites may not care to so indulge them, al-

ways seems to the man who cannot command such
indulgence the most inexplicable of mysteries. The
poor man drinks all day long when he has a chance,
and he wonders why the rich man only takes a few
glasses of claret when he could be^drunk the whole
year if he chose. To those two poor'children the idea
that a man, rich enough to own a bicycle, should not
constantly use it was beyond their comprehension.

Mr. Slowcoatch—Are you fond of bicycling:, Miss
Whele?
Miss Whele—Somewhat; but what I most admire

about a bicycle is this new pneumatic tire.

A meeting of the Board of Officers, New Jersey Di-
vision, L. A. W., was held on Wednesday evening
last, at the Elizabeth Wheelmen's club-house. Chief
Consul Brown gave outlines of the circulars that he
intends sending to League members advising their
prompt renewal ne.xt month, and which will also
be sent to wheelmen who are not members of the
League, setting forth the advantages of being one of
that body. As an incentive for cycle organizations to
become League clubs, and with a view to increasing
the Division membership, the New Jersey Division
will refund 50 per cent, of the amount of the initiation
fees to all clubs who send in the names of twenty or
more new members to the L. A. W., providing that
the club becomes a League club. The same reduc-
tion will be made to any League club that sends in
twenty or more new members. This offer will stand
from April i to June i.

The Chief Consul is considering the advisability of
instituting a new feature this season in the way of
short tours. A tour-master will be appointed, and
runs will be taken every Saturday afternoon in dif-
ferent sections of the State, under the guidance of the
tour-master and the local consul. This will give an
opportunity for wheelmen to acquaint themselves
with the many new roads constructed during the
past year, besides the enjoyment of the Saturday
afternoon runs.
The Road Improvement Committee are compiling

a pamphlet for distribution containing a list and de-
scription of the new roads that have been recentU'
built and such other information as may be desirable.
Local Consuls throughout the State are requested
to send in to their Chief Consul any information that
they may possess regarding new roads in their terri-
tory, or give the name of some party in their locality
of whom this information may be obtained.
The most important business transacted was the

selection of a site for the annual State meet. Vine-
land, Englewood and Elizabeth had put in bids for
the convention, but a later communication from the
Vineland Wheelmen stated that they deemed it ex-
pedient to withdraw their application. This left the
competition between the Union County and Bergen
County men. The Englewood bidders, through
Messrs. Bennett and Hinners, stated that their town
was "geographically situated on the west bank of
the Hudson, midway between Jersey City and
Nyack." The main roads were e.xceptionally good.
They had hotel accommodations for 150 as well as a
number of boarding houses. It was proposed to have
a camping-out party, the tents to be placed on the
top of the Palisades. A new $80,000 Lyceum would
accommodate the theatre party, while a new armory
would be suitable for the banquet hall. The Bergen
County and the Englewood Wheelmen having a com-
bined membership of loo, would work together in the
matter.
Messrs. Gilbert, Bellinger and Pennell espoused

the cause of the Elizabeth Wheelmen. They stated
that their club was the third oldest in the State ; that
they had the best system of roads in the State, which
would attract many wheelmen outside of New Jersey

;

that hotel accommodations were limited in Elizabeth,
but there were good hostelries at Roselle, Cranford,
Westfield, Plainfield, Newark and Orange ; that
wheels would be taken care of over night for mem-
bers who were compelled to stay out of town ; that
the attractions were their fine club-house, fine roads,
fine theatre and fine railroad centre. The vote, when
taken, resulted in favor of Elizabeth, and the meet
will be held in that city on Friday and Saturday,
May 29 and 30. The Elizabeth Wheelmen offered to

bear all the expense of the meet, and to stand the loss

or reap the profits, as the case might be. As League
meets in New Jersey have always been a failure
financially, this offer was seemingly magnanimous,
but it was the general opinion of the Board that to
adopt this course would be to establish an undesira-
ble precedent, in that only large clubs with good
financial backing would ever be able to bid for the
annual meet, and that if the Division did not lend its

aid to its own affair it would entirely shut out the
smaller clubs The Chief Consul appointed as the
General Committee Messrs. Pennell (Chairman), Gil-

bert, Bennett, Fulper, Stauffer and Merseles.

In earlier days when I knew and cared less about
trade matters than at present the very disastrous re-
sults that must attend the introduction of such a
large volume of cheap safeties used, at times, to ap-
pear to me a frightful bugaboo, as I have no doubt it

has to many another. In point of fact, however, the
cheap grade is one of the greatest factors in spread-
ing the gospel of the wheel and a most material aid
to the sale of high grades, for once the rider of a
cheap wheel learns the difference, or is thrown much
in contact with riders of the higher class machines,
in (nine cases out of ten he is never satisfied until he
possesses one. And so the leaven worketh.

The Bay City Wheelmen, of San Francisco, intend
to inaugurate a series of road races for the novices of

the club, beginning at ten miles and ending at fifty.

They are designed to familiarize the new riders with
long-distance riding.

An article on the safety bicj^cle, written by a part5'

who claimed to be "a practical mechanic and wheel-
man of thirteen years' standing," and the Lord only
knows how many years' lying, recently appeared in

a hardware trade journal with something of a denun-
ciation of spring frames, based upon the fact that
every time the spring j-ields it causes the chain to
slacken and the wheel base to change. I have since
been trying to ascertain where such a frame exists,

and whether the author's practical knowledge of
mechanics and wheel construction was secured in a
barn yard or a tile factory.

It is dimes to doughnuts that two-thirds of the
wheelmen who use the well-known putz pomade for
brightening the nickeled parts of their wheels, have
always thought putz the name of the maker. I was
amongst the two-thirds until a day or two since, when
it was knocked into me that "putz" was the German
for " wipe."

Revivalist Mills, who is said to be second only to
Moody, is one of the most consistent of wheelmen.
He carries his safety from place to place, as his re-

ligious tasks render necessary, and reckons it a poor
day, indeed, when he cannot ride. It is his sole
means of exercise and recreation, and he depends on
it entirely for a "bracing up." When the weather
prevents an outdoor spin, whenever possible, as an
acquaintance tells me he recently did in Omaha, he
hunts up a building large enough for him to indulge
in a blood-circulating spurt indoors.

The bicycle trade is a long way ahead of all others
in one respect, i. c, in the frequency and the many
different positions in which it has obligingly permit-
ted its limb to be yanked. The yanking—"genteel
blackmail" it is termed by some—began with race
promoters, and has been continued in some form or
other ever since. The very latest wrinkle in this line

is for clubs all over the country which are, perchance, ,

promoting a raffle or a most select reading of " Jomeo
and Ruliet " by the talented Jlrs. Smith, or a perform-
ance in the Town Hall of the intensely dramatic
" Rocks and Sox " by the very best talent in the club,

tickets fifty cents, to forward to all of leading makers
and dealers a bunch of tickets with the "modest
hope " that they " may be able to make use of them."
This lias been practiced on a modified scale in purely
local trade circles, but now that it is in danger of

spreading, it should be nipped while in its short

pants and the " modest hope " deferred until the liver

becometh torpid. Bettsy B.

IiKloor Gaines of the Twelfth Begiuient A. A.

The Twelfth Regiment A. A. are already making
arrangements for their second series of games, which
will be held at the Armory, Sixty-second Street and
Ninth Avenue, on Wednesday evening, April 15. A
two mile handicap safety race is among the events,
and as a handsomely engraved gold open-face watch
is offered for first prize, and a nickel stop watch as
second prize, a large list of entries will doubtless be
received. After the games a reception with dancing
will be held. The entrance fee is fifty cents, and
must be sent to Chas. J. Leach, P. O. box 3201, New
York, or can be made at the Armory. Entries close
April 6. The track is twelve laps to the mile.
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CHICAGO.

A second meeting will be held on Saturday evening,
March 7, at the Illinois Cycling Club's house, to fur-
ther consider the subject of a track on the west side.
A subscription list started on last Sunday has a con-
siderable amount of money already signed for. The
committee have been faithfully at work and have
secured a refusal on seven acres of ground on Fuller-
ton Avenue corner of Kimball. For the paying of the
taxes they can have this piece. It is expected that
such pledges of support and information as to
grounds, etc., will be submitted at this meeting so as
to enable the committee to go ahead without delay.
The ultimate success of the project is assured.

Mr. Merritt, representing the Coventry Machinists'
Co. has rented the store at No. 11 Madison Street,
next door to the Spooner-Peterson Co., and will imme-
diately fit the place up for a first-class cycle store.
The Swift safeties will be purchased energetically in
this city the coming season.
Thomas Kane & Co.'s new store is being rapidly

fitted up and promises to be a beauty when com-
pleted.

At A. G. Spalding & Bros.' store E. F. LeCato and
O. C. H. Rellihan are kept busy showing the new Vic-
tors, and a large number of sales are already re-
ported.

Albert Schock has not as yet challenged Jack
Prince to a six-day twelve-hours-a-day race to take
place at Minneapolis, but informs me that he will do
so at the close of the Detroit six-day race, in which
he intends to compete.
Two pool tournaments are being played at the

Englewood Cycling Club's house. Both are handi-
caps, and much interest is being taken in the results.
Entries and handicaps in tournament No. i are F. H.
Wagner, 50 (scratch man) ; T. E. Rees. 40 ; H. A. Stod-
dard, 35 ; W. A. Sample. 35 ; W. O. Carr, 35 ; F. T.
Wise, 35 ; S. W. Allen, 30; J. Tredwell, 22 ; W. S. Far-
rant, 22. In tournament No. 2 are the following

:

William Poovaart, 45 ; P. F.'CaiiErey, 40 ; F. J. Tansey,
35 ; W. C. Holbrook, 35 ; W. F. Fitch, 30 ; G. W. Den-
nison, 25 ; Geo. M. Kerr, 25 ; J. W. Entwistle, 25 ; J. L.
Holbrook, 20. The first night's playing resulted as
follows : Wagner defeated Tredwell, Poovaart de-
feated J. L. Holbrook and Kerr defeated Tansey.
Englewood cyclers are rehearsing twice a week for

an amateur minstrel show, to be given this next
month. J. L. Holbrook has charge of the musical
programme.
Perkins and Gale, of the Chicago Cycling Club,

wrestled at that club's smoker last Saturday evening.
The former won.
Thirteen members of the Victor Cycling Club, all

mounted on Victor wheels, took a pleasant little run
of some thirty miles on Sunday last.

Captain Roberts, of the Illinois Cycling Club^ led
fourteen of his club men to Pullman through the mud
last Sunday. Mr. Roberts, when elected, declared he
would conduct a run somewhere every Sunday, and
he has done so, too, through all kinds of weather.

Anderson beat Buckley 75 to 25, last Friday even-
ing, in the Chicago Club's pool tournament. Satur-
day evening's playing resulted: Anderson, 75;
McNeil, 65 ; Hodges, 75 ; Bingham, 74. Next Saturday
evening closes the tournament. Anderson still holds
the lead.

A universal surprise was the announcement of the
wedding of John Palmer, of the Illinois Cycling Club,
to Miss Porter, of Riverside, last Monday evening, at
the home of the bride's parents. His clubmates wish
him well.

Two hundred and twenty men attended the smoker
given by the Cook County Wheelmen last Saturday
evening, and an elaborate programme of much merit
was rendered. Instrumental solos by Mr. Davenport
and comic selections by Mr. Wilson, with mandolin
accompaniment were both excellent. A vocal solo by
Mr. Saunders, recitations by Mr. Davenport and selec-
tions by a mouth organ quartette closed an excel-
lently prepared and excellently rendered programme.
A supper followed. The club have close on to a hun-
dred applications on the board and bid fair before
Spring to rival our older organizations in point of
membership.
Tuesday evening's playing in the Englewood pool

tournament resulted ; Poovaart, 50 ; Caffrey, 25

;

Sample, 50 ; Wagner, 48 ; Sample, 50 ; Stoddard, 43 ;

Stoddard, 50; Tredwell, 35.

Washington's Birthday was fittingly celebratted by
the Washington Cycling Club on the preceding Satur-
day evening. An excellent programme was carried
through. Addresses by President White and Vice-
President Conkling, music by a mandolin orchestra,
a number of selections by W. L. Bush, the comedian,
and a chalk talk by Merrick Day. A neat little sup-
per was served by Eckhart, and cards occupied the
balance of the evening. One hundred persons were
present.

Some time ago an edict went forth from the realms
of that little bicycle club over on the southwest side,
called the Douglas Cycling Club, that news pertain-
ing to their club must be first inspected by the Presi-
dent and seconded by another. Now these same
persons promised on their word of honor that the
readers of THE WHEEL should not suffer for want of
news, but nary a word has been heard at this office.

Are we suffering ?

The Chicago Bicycle Co., of which firm "Birdie"
Munger is a member, have improved greatly their
last year's wheels, and have a couple of new ones on
the market this year. Their specialty is a 28-inch
drop U frame safety, with direct spokes, all ball, and
constructed of the best Credenda steel tubing, weigh-
ing all on but 38 pounds, and selling for $100, They
will manufacture but 500 of these wheels and a like
number of a drop U frame safety, with tangent
spokes, crossed five times and tied twice, hollow
rims, constructed of Credenda steel tubing, and with
springs fore and aft. This wheel will sell for $115.
" The company will try hard to get out 1,000 of our

detachable tandems," said " Birdie." " These wheels

weigh but 56 pounds all on, and but 47 pounds with
the rear seat and all detached. This wheel cannot
tip ; a man can ride on the rear seat. How are the
rear pedals fixed? Why, the rear wheel has a hollow
hub, through which the axle passes, and connecting
by chain direct to main sprocket wheel on opposite
side from regular sprocket wheel, thus transmitting
the power over one chain, as in the regular tandem."
•'Our pedals," said he, "are made of four pieces,

the rubber is all in one piece, the frame, the adjusting
cone and one nut. These we screw into the hub, pre-
venting all chances of a loose pedal and enabling us
to make a much lighter crank. The Worth safety of
this year is a large improvement over last year's
make, and is a handsome wheel."
" Our chain and frame we will only have samples of

for this year's trade, and will turn none out in quan-
tities until next year."
"A specialty of our manufacture," continu.ed ,Mr.

Munger, "are our wheels. These, as I have told you,
are crossed five times and tied twice, and are light
and durable. At our office we often throw a wheel on
the floor and walk all around it, four men on at a time,
and we never knew one to fail. There are twenty-
five riders of the Worth safety employed by the Con-
solidated Cycling Co. of this city.''

BUFFALO.

The "caucuses " of the Press Cycling Club will be
held on Tuesday next, and it is expected that a pretty
warm time will result. As I have before indicated,
there is q^uite a strong feeling between the various
factions m the club, and it is likely that a strong
party fight will take place. The "lay men" have
made more than one endeavor to rule the roost, and
it has only been due to the indominable energy and
clever diplomacy of such men as President G. W.
Schooley and ex-Secretary Eben P. Dorr that they
have not succeeded. I am most heartily in favor of
giving full support to the P. C. C, but I do object to
allowing any more power than the constitution per-
mits to the members who do not belong to the mystic
circle in which the "pencil pusher" moves. What-
ever opinions I express here come directly from
members—I am not a member myself—and I can as-
sure you that I hear some pretty warm things said re-
garding the kicking policy of the lay men. My idea
is that every officer of the club should be an active
newspaper man.

I am told that there are only about thirty regular
newspaper men in the club. The others who belong
to the fourth estate have been made honorary mem-
bers. Why? Well, nobody can tell. It occurs to me
that it is slightly peculiar that a Press Cycling Club,
with between 70 and 100 members, has so few press
men within its ranks. Oh, but there are some splendid
men in the club—men whom to know is to respect
and admire, and the club should—aye and will boom
up as one of the first bicycling organizations in the
city.

By the way whole-souled, genial ex-Secretary E. P.

Dorr, has been promoted to the sporting editorship
of the Evening Times. Vice-President Griffiths has
been elected a member of the A. A. U. Board of
Managers. He was also nominated for the office of
vice-president of the board. He declined.

The track question is being agitated again, and it is

likely that a stock company will shortly be formed to
perfect the idea. Nothing has, however, been done
to obtain a track at the Park. It occurs to me that
some of the wheelmen should get on the same ener-
getic gait as is identified with some of the athletes.
We hear wonderful things of what the City League of
A. A. U. clubs is doing—or going to do,—but why does
not that body cater to the wheelmen and take up the
track question ?

There was quite a little breeze in the Roamers
at their last meeting. It appears that heretofore a
committee has signed all bills and ordered all goods.
A few of the officers and members object to this pro-
ceeding, and want all supplies to be ordered by the
club as a whole at an open meeting. This matter is

submitted as an amendment to the present constitu-
tion and by laws. The older members object. The
question was debated at the last meeting of the club,
and some very warm language was used. Lieutenant
Frank admitted that he had written an article to a
local paper on the matter, and he was promptly told
that he " ought to be ashamed of himself ."

After that a committee was appointed to consider
whether it was "right and politic" for a private
member of the club to abuse an officer. The Roamers
are a splendid little organization, healthy and boom-
ing, and it is more than a pity that such troubles
should disturb the harmony of its circles.

The Buffalo bicycle world was astonished the other
day by the announcement that D. H. Lewis, of the
of the Ramblers, had been suspended by Chairman
Davol for violation of Clause D, Section 9, Article HI.
of the L. A. W. racing rules. No explanation has
been given out yet, and of course public judgment
has gone against the Referee's accredited correspond-
ent. The rumor is that C. E. Gates, who writes for
the Bi. World, is at the bottom of the matter. Lewis
a short time ago made a somewhat severe attack
upon Gates. Perhaps "Charley" is retaliating in
this way. If my memory serves me rightly. Gates
was instrumental in having Houck, of the Ramblers,
adjudged a professional.

Indoor bicycling is largely on the increase here.
There is always two or three races at the Arsenal
games.
March 21 the Iroquois A. C. and Sixty-fifth Regi-

ment A. A. have joint indoor games. It is expected
that Dorntge, of the I. A. C, and Frank Brinker, the
B. A. C. sprinter and tandem rider, will try conclu-
sion. There will be a pot of money on the race.
There is no end of interest displayed in the meeting.

I understand that President Schooley, of the Press
Cycling Club, will refuse the office again. The elec-
tion takes place next month. I trust Mr. Schooley
will reconsider his decision. It is he, and he almost
alone, who has made the club the success it has been.
He is always a warm-hearted genial fellow, and fills

the bill well. CHICOTT.

DENVER.

With the advent of Spring weather considerable
silent training, such as gymnastic exercise, hard
walking, etc., is being indulged in by many of the
Rarnblers and Socials m order to get in trim for the
Spring road race, and the club that wins this time will
certainly earn every dollar's worth of silver there is
in the Geo. F. Higgins cup. Captain Brown will
engineer the Social's crew, while at the last meeting
of the Ramblers, Gerwing was elected the racing cap-
tain; Captain Stauffer having suggested the selection-
of a more experienced man than himself to train the
team.
George Hamilton, an old member of the Ramblers,

writes from Anaconda, Mont., where he has been re-
siding for the last six months, that he misses his old
associates considerably, and that he might as well be
living in the interior of Africa as where he is now, so
far as the pleasures of cycling are concerned.
George E. Hannan, the Sixteenth Street dealer, is

not satisfied with having brought the first cushion-
tired wheel to Colorado, and must also have the first
pneumatic. He has ordered a 45-pound Rover, fitted
with balloon tires, which he expects to receive soon.
J. C. Epeneter is another enthusiast of the pneumatic,
but prefers to wait a little longer before ordering.
The Social Wheel Club gave their annual ball, at

Marline's Dancing Academy, last Wednesday even-
ing, and a most enjoyable and congenial one it was.
Forty couples participated in the grand march, and
dancing was continued until long after midnight.
Jack Prince's beaming countenance is missed at the

club-rooms nowadays, but, then. Candy is an accepta-
ble substitute, and our cup of mirth is never empty.
Candy, however, will soon be leaving us, and then we
will have to fall back on either Ed. Hartwell or Hod
Kennedy to furnish humorous material for the
evenings' enjoyment.
The Ramblers have added a wheel-room to their

new apartments in the Chamber of Commerce build-
ing, and have a committee out looking up a billiard
table. The club has instituted a series of monthly
races, which will be run on the 15th of each month.
The race for March 13 will be run on the Brighton
road, near Sand Creek; distance, five miles. Suitable
prizes will be offered, and a lively time is expected,
inasmuch as there has been a large number of new
members admitted recently who have a very good
opinion of their respective ability as fast riders.
David G. Meek and George E. Mayer were admitted
at the last meeting, and there are already a few appli-
cations on the book to be acted on at the next.
The Overman Wheel Co., in charge of Mr. W. E.

Miles, is receiving marked attention from all pros-
pective buyers who have a leaning toward the
cushion. Gerwing has already ordered a '91 Victor,
and most everyone interested in cushions seem to
favor the Overman tire. The company should be
patronized by local riders for bringing such a com-
plete stock to Colorado.
The last issue of Sports Afield, our bright local jour-

nal, contains an excellent likeness of Mr. J. L. Blacka-
dore, the recently-elected president of the Social
Wheel Club. I understand that it is the intention ot
the paper to enlarge its cycling department.
An item in a recent number of The Wheel stated

that " the riders of Denver have no use for the safety,
as a rule." Correct. As a rule, we haven't, and for
very good reasons, too. Club runs that are composed
of say twenty wheelmen seldom have more than one
or two safeties in line. And why? Well, simply on
general principles, I guess ; at least that's my reason,
combined with the safety's utter unreliability when
brought in contact with sand—so much of which at
certain seasons of the year adorns our Colorado
roads. I was one day last Fall on a club run over to
Platte Canon, to reach which one must almost dive
through two or three sand-beds (but otherwise the
road is fair), and to see a couple of safety men that
were among the party fiounder and scramble with
terrafirma, would shame a contortionist. I am not
prejudiced against the safety. On the contrary, it is
a good around-town and track machine, and, I am
sorry to admit, is more popular now in the East and
across the water than the ordinary. But for a good,
steady, all-day, rough-and-ready Colorado ride, the
G. O. O. stands pre-eminent. Pedaller.

ANNISTON, ALA.

Justly has Anniston been called the "Young Her-
cules of the South." With gigantic strides, swift
and sure, its killing pace has distanced all other
booms m the South, both in a manufacturing and
commercial way. He was a wise man who said:
"Show me a city's streets and I will tell you of the
intelligence of such a populace." On such founda-
tion his opinion would certainly favor the residents
of this popular and progressive little city, for no
town in my travels presents the surfaces possessed
by the streets of Anniston. Macadamized with the
slag or refuse from the iron blast furnaces, and
covered with sand and fine gravel, it is not to be
equalled by other methods of artificial street build-
ing, however scientific. And the young men of the
city, which is a city of young men, realizing this fact,
are taking to the wheel as a Kentuckian takes to
water. The wide avenues surrounding parks and
flower beds offer inducements for an evening ride
awheel which are generally accepted to the extent of
of some ten or twelve riders led by Mr. Talbot Ford
President of the Anniston Arms Co. and agent for
the Columbia. To Dr. John W. Overton, formerly of
Louisville, I am indebted for an introduction to the
wheelmen of Anniston, and through the kindness of
Mr. Ford I was enabled to enjoy a spin over the sand-
papered streets. Safeties are all the rage. There
are 25 safeties to the 15,000 population, and the num-
ber is rapidly increasing. Several riders from here
will probably take in the " Big Ky." meet June 26-27
It is expected that there will be sixty or seventy-
five riders here before the coming season is over.

White Burley.
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JERSEY CITY.

If all the year were playing holiday
To sport would be as tedious as to work.—Shakespeare.

I cannot allow "Atol" to longer enjoy the distinc-
tion of being the only writer for The Wheel that
quotes William in introducing his weekly effusion.

If I do not mention something about our new club-
house the Hudson County boys would think I was ail-

ing, so, incidentally, I will say that we are beginning
to feel that we own property. The new janitor, with
his enameled face, and his new wife, with her excel-
sior, moth-eaten hair, have taken up their abode on
the top floor of the new house; and, while the lease of
our old quarters does not expire until May ist, it is

probable that we will deser'' it before that date.
Already the board of trustees have deemed it "wise
and expedient" to sub-let our ground floor, formerly
used as the wheel-room and amphitheatre, to "Mr.
Ryan, the butcher," and the rapidity with which the
change from a select wheel-room has been converted
into a sausage distributory would make Tony Pas-
tor's female lightning change artist grind her teeth
with envy. 'Tis a sad experience for our older mem-
bers to stand at the open door of the butchery and
notice what little respect is paid to the room that once
we reverenced. Where Captain Henry Steffens was
wont to clean his wheel now hangs a hind quarter of
beef; the spots on the floor caused by the perspira-
tion dripping from the face of Boily Doyle, when he
wore that over-heated expression, has been hid under
the clotures of blood from the proboscis of a piglet

;

the place where ex-Captain Day used to stand and
whistle his whistle with strong implications to the
boys to hurry, preparatory to the Sunday morning
club run, is covered by the chopping block, and that
piece of white wall on which Billy Eldridge has so
many times figured out his mileage at the end of a run
in the attempt to subtract 17-100 from %, is now cov-
ered by a sign reading:

" Steak off the round
9 cents per pound."

In the windows where hung our lace curtains pur-
chased at Macy's bargain counter, are now displayed
meat and link sausages, and the double-twist, back-
action, automatic stage constructed by our stage car-
penter. Doc. Benedict, has been replaced by a large
refrigerator and meat deposit vault. Ah, 'tis a sight
to bring tears to the eyes of a potato to look at those
dirty hogs hanging in the very places so long occu-
pied by our Eagles, our Bronchos and our other birds.
Curse the spirit of economy that caused our Board of
Trustees to sell out our wheel room ! To be sure we
still have our second floor, but of what use is the
second floor when you haven't the first? It was
through the first floor we had to go in order to reach
the second, and now since our entrance has been cut
off it is necessary to use a fourteen foot ladder lead-
ing from our back lawn to the rear windows of our
parlor. Considering these inconveniences, is it any
wonder that we will probably leave for our new home
before our lease expires?

Captain Steffens is unhappy. There is a clause in
our constitution which positively prohibits the call-
ing of club runs on Sunday, although ninety per cent,
of the riders of the club usually steal away on their
steel steeds on the Sabbath day. He states that to
live up to the letter of the law he will be able to call
runs on holidays only, in which event road officers
are not a necessity. The captain feels that he is now
in the frying pan, but if he should disregard the law
he would surely be in the fire. It is possible that the
matter will be brought up at the March meeting and
amended so that the law will be observed only on
Sundays when the weather is unpleasant, otherwise
it will be necessary for Captain Steffens to send out
a personal invitation to the Sunday riders "to take a
ride with the captain." Of course it goes without
saying that should his invitation be accepted by the
herd, it is only proper that he should set up the din-
ner and refreshments.

Bob McAra, who is one of the elders of our club, is
a direct descendant from Bobby Burns the poet, and
like his ancestor has nothing but original ideas. Bob
believes in the old remark, that "Cleanliness is next
to Coney Island," and he has suggested that on the
first day of April of every year the H. C. W. shall
proceed in a body to the Mermaid Baths and partake
of what shall be known as the A. T. B. (Annual Turk-
ish Bath). Just how this idea forced itself in Robert's
thinker is not known, but ever since he fell in the
canal he has been buying his twelve tickets for $10.

Coaster.

SYRACUSE.

George Harris has returned from his orange grove
where he has been spending five or six \yeeis. He
did not forget his fellow club members while in the
South, as was shown at the regular monthly meeting
on the evening of the 2d, when he presented them
with a box of oranges which he himself had picked.

Some of the club members are asking what is the
" capital stock " of the relief committee which has
been formed. Can anyone tell?

Every member of S. C. C. is entered in the mileage
contest for this season. Captain " Bob " says he will
issue the cards April i, and then for blood. The ap-
pointment of Mr. H. Peck to the position of Second
Lieutenant meets with the approval of all. He is a
strong rider, and, mounted on his Bird, great things
are expected of him this season.

The club members were pleased to see Messrs.
Brown and Spalding at the meeting held on March 2.
This is as it should be. The members should not
leave everything to be run by a few, but every one
oughtio attend and, particularly, the older members.
They should get around and show themselves a little
more. It does the boys good.

Editor Knickerbocker, of the Sunday Tim(f. is the
latest addition to the club membership roll.

KINGSTON, N. Y, NEWARK.

It is a little singular that so little interest is mani-
fested in outdoor sports in this city, but the fact is

the young men who are interested in athletics do not
strive to keep up the interest. A short time ago it

was given out that the Kingston City Wheelmen were
contemplating the leasing of the Union Avenue
grounds and intended to build a quarter mile track
and fix up the grand stand, fences, etc., so as to be
able to hold a bicycle meet in the near future. The
grounds are centrally located, and %vould be just the
place for such an enterprise. I had a conversation
with Mr. Edinger, president of the club, the other
day, and he informed me that owing to the indiffer-
ence of the club members the project had fallen
through. He said he had done all in his power to
make them understand that the interest of athletics
in this city was involved, but to no purpose. "The
truth is," said he, "the members have not the time
to devote to the scheme, and all the work would fall

on one or two members. Then, again, we could not
get a contract for any definite time. If we placed
the grounds in proper shape it would require an out-
lay of at least $300 or $400, and the chances are that
before the year expired the parties having the leas-
ing of the grounds would sell off a lot for building
purposes, and thus you see we would lose all we had.

"

" I have heard," I said, " that the Houck Gymnasium
Club had expressed the intention of uniting with
your club and taking the risk of the enterprise."
"No," he replied ; "if we undertake anything of the
kind rest assured it will be alone. Nothing has been
said to me officially by the members of the club as
yet, although I have heard fronii other sources of the
combine."

Harry Hudler, one of the most genial members of
the K. C. W., left this city last week for New York
City, where he has secured a position as a traveling
salesman. Harry leaves a host of friends here who
all wish him success in his new venture.

Reuben Howk, another member of the K. C. W., left
recently for Oaklandj Cal., where he enters the em-
ploy of a firm as private secretary. He took his
Eagle bicycle with hiih. Mr. Howk will join one of
the cycle clubs of Oakland. He is a genial gentle-
man, and has many friends here.

Messrs. Edinger & Van Benschotenhave invented a
saddle for a safety cycle that is an ingenious affair.
It can be made of any length, is adjustable, and can
be made ridged or the reverse. They have the good
opinions of many leading dealers and bicycle riders
on the merits of the saddle.

Mr. Edinger is looking out for the interests of the
Warwick cycle in this city. He sold more wheels
here last season than all the other agencies combined.
To him is largely due the success of the recent enter-
tainments given under the auspices of the Kingston
City Wheelmen. He is a newspaper man, and knows
the virtue of printers' ink.

The boys are at present riding in the State Armory,
as the streets are unfit for such pleasure.

Mr. P. V. B. Fowler, the secretary of the Young
Men's Christian Association, will this season be seen
mounted on a Star bicycle.

It is whispered that a number of ladies will ride
cycles this year. Stump.

LANCASTER, PA.

Cycledom here has been interested in the fate of
Martin Rudy, a man. who was not only one of the first
riders in this part of the country but a dealer of ten
years' experience. This man was quite recently ac-
quitted in the courts of Philadelphia of charges of
fraudulent transactions, and, while it may have sur-
prised those not present at the trial, anyone who wit-
nessed the proceedings could not but be prepared at
the jury's verdict. Rudy had perhaps two dozen wit-
nesses, and their testimony was very valuable to him..
It is said that he intends to abandon the cycle trade.

Frank Gorrecht, a newspaper man and agent tor the
Victor wheels, is one of the popular wheelmen of this
city, and C. H. O'Brieter, who assumed charge of the
Pope Company's interests m 1890, will continue to
keep one eye open for Columbia machines.

Reilly Bros. & Raub, W. D. Sprecher, Son & Co.
and Flynn & Brenaman are hardware merchants who
also handle bicycles.

John B. Albright, 132 East Chestnut Street, is one of
the best posted gentlemen in cycle matters to be
found anywhere. He reads all the wheel papers, and,
while not a catalogue fiend, is ever ready to study up
the points of new machines, not only as they are de-
scribed by the makers but by actual test and observa-
tion.

We have had many wheel salesmen here during the
months of January and February, and the cycling
trade for the approaching season bids fair to be good.

Johnson.

Henry George sailed for Bermuda in December last
for the benefit of his health, having had an attack of
nervous prostration, and while sojourning there was
induced to learn to ride a safety. After a few trials
he acquired the art of self-propulsion and became
enthusiastic over the sport, and embraced every op-
portunit}' for a ride over Bermuda's smooth roads
with the result that he soon took on a healthy look
and gained hardened muscles. At the farewell din-
ner of the Elwell tourists, before sailing for New York,
Mr. George was cheered to the echo and the following
resolution inscribed: " Henry George : We congrat-
ulate you upon your entrance into the wheeling fra-
ternity. We believe it will be of great physical ad-
vantage to yourself, and we hope that your example
will do good to thousands of our public men who, de-
terred by a foolish prejudice or a fear of public ridi-
cule, now migs the benefits an<^ delights of cycling."

That the Atalanta Wheelmen are in a healthy and
progressive state was amply testified at the annual
meeting of the club on Monday evening of this week,
when the election for officers in several instances was
hotly contested. When the members of a club are so
apathetic that they have to be fairly begged to accept
an office, it is a sign that an organization is not in an
entirely sound position, and that its members have
not enough interest in its welfare to work for its suc-
cess. Strife for office, when backed by the utmost
good nature, illustrates plainer than anything else
that the organization's best interests are being ad-
vanced by the club's entire constituency; that its

future prosperity is at the heart of every member,
and that they are willing to work tor its success in
every way necessary. The Atalantas' meeting was
both amusing and exciting. The positions of presi-
dent, vice-president, recording and corresponding
secretaries, were filled without much delay, the old
officers being re-elected unanimously in each in-
stance. For the treasuryship two candidates were
nominated. The first ballot was thrown out on the
charge of fraud, and in the next two ballots 52 votes
were cast, while but 51 members were present at the
time. The fourth ballot resulted in an election by a
very small majority. Three men were nominated for
the captaincy, and the positions of first and second
lieutenant and color bearer had a half dozen or so
nominees respectively.
The most lengthy contest took place in the election

of three additional members to the Board of Trus-
tees. Each new trustee had to be elected separately,
and, owing to the multiplicity of candidates, a ma-
jority vote was only secured after several ballots had
been taken, the two nominees receiving the least
number of votes being dropped each time. After two
hours of electioneering the following officers were
elected : President, Wm. A. Drabble ; Vice-President,
Ernest F. Millar ; Treasurer, Geo. H. Miller; Rec.
Sec, A. N. Terbell; Cor. Sec, W. V. Belknap ; Cap-
tain, L. N. Thorne ; First Lieutenant, Chas. S. Swain

;

Second Lieutenant, S. R, Pridham : Color Bearer: W.
S. Leonard, Jr.; Bugler, Leo A. Struck ; Additional
Members Board of Trustees, Sam'l Drabble, D. C.
Clarke and Chas. Edge.
This election resulted in securing an entire new

body of road officers, and the racing and riding inter-
ests of the club ought to boom this year. Captain
Thorne is one of the club's most diligent riders, a
wheelman of seven or eight years' experience, and
one who possesses a large circle of acquaintances
among the cyclists outside of the city. He is also a
hard worker m the interest of the club. The new
lieutenants are two of the club's speediest riders, and
will fill their positions to every one's satisfaction be-
yond the peradventure of a doubt. "The retiring road
officers, particularly Captain Rummell, deserve the
hearty thanks of the club for their year's work. It
was decided at this meeting to inaugurate a whist
tournament, and to hold the annual banquet on
March u. The following members will respond to
toasts or contribute in some manner to the entertain-
ment of those present: Messrs. Clymer, Millar,
Holmes, Eldridge, Gregory, Pridham, Belknap and
Pickering.

From the reports of the various oiScers read at the
annual meeting it was shown that the club was finan-
cially sound, and that it had more than doubled its
membership in the past year, the roll now containing
about ninety names. In its three story and basement
house the club's members now enjoy all the privileges
possessed by other cycling organizations. It was
demonstrated, in short, that the club had experienced
the banner year of its existence.

The Business Men's Cycling League has rented a
one-room structure at No. 82 Park Place, adjoining
the Park House, which will be fitted up for the
future home of the club. Arrangements have been
made for the use of the billiard-room of the Park
House at reduced rates. The dues of the club have
been raised to $1 per month. The annual election of
officers will take place on March 26.

While the Atalantas have not secured first prize
this season in the Bowling League, they have cap-
tured all the other honors. It was decided at the be-
ginning of the season that two years of victory was
sufficient, and that second place would be satisfactory
this time, so that the club would not be frozen out of
the League's next tournament. The weekly practice
games will be continued until May. The averages of
those who have participated regularly in the book
games are as follows : Terbell, 161 4-9 ; E. Halsey,
157 4-9; Price, 153 3-5; Berry, 152 7-8; G. Miller, 151;
Thorne. 150 4-9; A. Peal, 148 1-6; E. Millar, 146 2-7;
Hornfeck, 1461-6; Struck, 143 1-6; Leonard, 141; Ha-
zen, 140K ; Belknap, 137% ; Rummell, 135^^ ; Beards-
lev, 126 5-9 ; Crowell, 125 4-5 ; Jones, 121 4-7 ; H. Peal,
io8's- The gold medal, which is weekly awarded to
the man making the highest score, will probably be-
come the property of A. N. Terbell, who has the
highest average at present.
Newark was represented at the Philadelphia Cycle

Show by Howard A. Smith.
W. H. Kirkpatrick, captain of the Business Men's

Cycling League, who is in the employ of H. A. Smith
& Co., was elected a member of the Atalanta Wheel-
men at the last meeting. Spark.

The Manhattan Athletic Club's bicycling contingent
has selected the following officers: Captain, C. O.
Perry; First Lieutenant, G. F. Haynes; Second Lieu-
tenant, J. C. Miller ; Bugler, W. S. Walsh ; Color Bear-
er, J. B. Anderson ; Surgeon, Dr. J. A. Booth. A large
number of runs have been scheduled for the latter
part of March and all of April by the tour committee,
which consists of the captain and two lieutenants.
All members of the club possessing wheels have been
requested to participate and aid in making cycling a
branch of sport second to none encouraged by the
club. In May a handicap road race will be inaugur-
ated for the club championship for which handsome
prizes will be given. A dark-blue uniform has been
adopted with gold initials M. A. C. on the coat collar.
The bicycle department is now ready, and wheels can
be stored free by all members pf tbe Clul),
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OMAHA.

"WHEEL" CORRESPONDENT
TELLS ALL ABOUT THE SPORT
IN THIS WILD AND WOOLLY
CITY. ITS CLUBS, ITS TRADE.

What's the matter with Omaha?
Echo answers, "S/ie's all 7-iglit

!"

Of course she's all right, and that is why your cor-
respondent is writing this letter—to let the readers of
THE Wheel know that she is a fixed star in the cy-
cling constellation.
Omaha is the metropolis of the great and prosper-

ous State of Nebraska, away out on the banks of the
"Big Muddy," and with her miles \ipon miles of
smooth asphalt pavements, shady drives and balmy
atmosphere is, or should be, a veritable paradise for
the "Biker."
As it is, the "fraternity" is only represented by

about four himdred. Prospects are good, however,
and this time next year that number will be increased
considerably. Every make and style of machine in
the wide world almost is used, from the old-fashioned
bone-shaker of twenty years ago to the latest cushion-
tired roadster of to-day. Much could be said about
wheeling in this place, but time and space will not
permit. Your correspondent is no historian, and the
notes he will gather will concern the present alone.
In skimming over the past, however, we might say

that up to within a very few years cycling has been
very backward and stagnant. It would probably
have remained so if that old-time professional, John
S. Prince, had not started a boom by introducing the
"American Champion " to the rising generation of
Omaha wheelmen. He did more to encourage wheel-
ing than any one man at that time. The Omaha
Wheel Club, organized ten years ago, kept the health-
ful sport alive, and although its membership did not
increase to any great extent, it managed to imbue the
fascination into the hearts of a few who had not, as
yet, plucked up courage enough to try the rubber-
shod steed.
After a time Prince started a sort of riding school

in the old Exposition Building, and turned out sever-
al fairly good riders. Bicycles became quite common
upon our streets. From a dozen or two the number
swelled to a round one hundred. Another club was
organized and was christened the "Omaha Ram-
blers," the members of which were all " young blood."
Both clubs now went to work with a will recruiting
their ranks, and the friendly rivalry thus established
only tended to increase the number of whe -Iraen.
Then the enterprising Jack built the Coliseum, one

of the best ten-lap indoor tracks in the United States.
Race's, tournaments and bicycle exhibitions followed
each other with mai-velous rapidity. The "young
blood " began to tell, and racing men were as common
as umbrellas on a wet day. The Ramblers disbanded
for some unknown i-eason, and another club arose.
Phoenix-like from the ashes; this was the Apollo
Cycling Club, which stands to-day as one of the
strongest riding clubs in Nebraska. Just at the right
time A. H. Perrigo arrived from the East and located
his bicycle store here. Mr. Perrigo proved to be a
hustler, and his trade soon became a feature.
Then like a blizzard came the safetj' craze, and

struck the West with great force. The ordinary
gracefully took a back seat before its popular rival,
who had so unceremoniously wrested its place from
the hearts of the "enthusiasts."
Things were now shaping themselves for a great

•oom in cycling. The season of 1890 came to a close
and left about four hundred active wheelmen pedal-
ing along over the streets of our city, the result of
untiring efforts on the part of the wheel clubs and the
men whom we have given mention, bet us hope that
i8qi will do as well for us.

TUe Omaha AVheel Club.
One year ago in March the Omaha Wheel Club

vacated its stuffy little quarters on lower Dodge
Street, and moved into the elegant cUib-house on the
corner of Seventeenth and CJiicago, having literally
outgrown the Dodge Street club-rooms. This house
is a model of elegance and adaptability, with its
thousands of dollars worth of furnishings and spa-
cious rooms. Let us make a tour of the establish-
ment and form a better idea of the "quarters."
Crossing a well-kept lawn we enter the house and
find ourselves in the vestibule, where we may doff
our coats and hats. Turning to the right we lift the
heavy curtains and enter the parlors and reception
rooms, both elegantly furnished and tastefully deco-
rated. The soft tones of the piano strike our ear

—

some of the clubmen giving a voluntary musicale.
Prom the parlors we enter the reading rooms to the
left, and find them well stocked with the latest peri-
odicals, novels and cycling literature. Here the
wheelman with a literary turn of mind may throw
himself into a big easy chair and read to his heart's
content.
We now pass, up the broad flight of stairs to the

billiard rooms, two in niimber, well appointed and
tastefully decorated. From these we enter the card
room and its innumerable little green cloth covered
tables. The office, a cozy little lair, is located on this

' floor, as are the bath rooms and janitor's sleeping
apartments.
Descending the stairs again and passing along the

vestibule, we pause before-a little door which leads
down into the boiler rooms, wheel rooms and lockers.
The floors of these rooms are made of asphalt, and
are always dry and warm.
We have now made a tour of the house from top to

bottom, unless you care to climb the tall flag-staff
which surmounts the conservatory and take a peep at
the club colors, black and red, which are flying to the
breeze at all seasons. The house is fitted out com-
plete, with electric bells, telephone, hot and cold
water and steam heat.
The club at present has a membership of about 120,

the majority being on the active list. The elective
OfRces are filled by the following' g-entlemen ; Perry

Badolet, President; H. H. Rhodes, Vice-President;
Tames E. Ebersole, Secretary ; B. F. Porterfield,
Treasurer ; Wm. Emerson, Captain. Their terms of
office expire the coming month.
The club's racing team for 1891 will include some of

their fastest "cracks," prominent among whom are
Peabody, Rhodes, Holton, Morris, Porterfield and
Schnell, men who have crossed the tape first in many
an exciting speed contest.

The Apollo Bicycle Club.
The Apollos, a young club, have very "pleasant

quarters in the Sheely Block, and, while they do not
pay much attention to social events, they are decid-
edly " in it " when it conies to racing and road riding.
This club's membership reaches probably into the
forties, and the majority are active wheelmen. For
the short time they have been in existence their suc-
cess has been phenomenal. A few years more and
the A. C. C. will be one ot the best organized clubs in
this section.
Their racing team for '91 includes the cream of

their "flyers"—Flesher, Denman, Wertz, Pixley, Tag-
gar and Dickey, "huskey " young fellows, every one,
who will make their competitors ride to win.

The Three Man Club.
Another organization is the "Three Man Club,"

whose special object and duty seems to be to enter-
tain visiting wheelmen and mutually admire each
other. Each year its roll is increased by one member,
who is known by the dignified title of "The Office
Cat " for the balance of his initial year. The officers
for 1891, as elected at a recent meeting, are A. H. Per-
rigo, President; E. B. Smith, Secretary-Treasurer;
J. H. Kastman, Captain, and E. G. Gyger, Office Cat.
We understand this club will give a grand reception
to its friends at an early date in celebration of its sec-
ond birthday.

The Tourist "Wheelnaen.
Last, but not least, as an organized club is the

"Tourist Wheelmen," dating its existence from the
first of the year. Its object is to promote "touring "

among its members. To be eligible to membership
the applicant must be a member of the L. A. "W. and
ride a "safety." The officers for the ensuing year
are Richard Belt, President and Captain ; Harry
Smith, Secretary-Treasurer.
The fair sex have not taken as kindly to the wheel

as have their Eastern sisters, only a few having mus-
tered up enough courage to appear in public as cy-
clists. The interest is growing, however, now that
some have made the start, and we predict a gain in
lady riders ere the season of '91 closes. Dame Rumor
has it that a ladies' cycling club will be formed in the
Spring.

The Trade.
The trade has a good representative in A. H. Per-

rigo & Co., who handles a large and exclusive line of
bicycles and sundries both of English and American
manufacture. These gentlemen have built up a very
nice trade and the outlook for sales with them is quite
promising.
L. A. 'W. business is in its infancy here. Ne-

braska has only been a Division since January, 'gi,

and the membership does not exceed 100, although
there are at least 2,000 wheelmen in the State to recruit
from. A. H. Perrigo has been appointed Chief Con-
sul and is working hard to perfect the organization
of the Division.
As this letter is merely a summary of cycling affairs

in and around Omaha, and is written to acquaint the
readers of The Wheel with the conditions and facts,
your correspondent would beg to defer any further
notes until next issue. CRank.

ST. LOUIS.

The Missouri's pool tournament closed with the
wildest excitement. 'It was a tie until E. L. Piatt won
with a score of 182 points to Otto Ludwick's 180 points.
It was the most interesting series of games ever held,
and reflects much credit on the moving spirit, Doug.
Robartj who presented, with appropriate speeches,
an inlaid cue to the first man and an ivory-tipped cue
to the second.
The last of the foot-ball series will be played next

Sunday. The Cycling Club is ahead so far, although
the contest does not show the relative strength of the
two clubs, for neither have succeeded in putting on
full teams without drawing on outsiders.
The Cycling Club's annual election occurred March

2, They have a person of strong convictions and a
man with a good level head in their present president,
E. N. Sanders, He is one in whom the boys have full

confidence, and whose opinion goes a long way. He
is probably the oldest rider in the city. 'When there
is any track or road racing to be done he can do his
share, and when hustling is necessary for the good of
the club in any way, he is one of the foremost to ex-
tend his aid. Another good, hard, quiet worker for
the club is H. G. Wolzendorf, better known as Wolze.
The clitb can scarcely find a better secretary. The
other officers have all done well in their positions, and
their re-election is only proper.
The Missouri Club's annual election occurred March

3, and developed into a red-hot scorch for the presi-
dent's chair.
An association is being formed by the dealers here

to protect each other against bicycle thieves, and also
against dead beats. It will conduct a series of races
in Forest Park, which is one mile wide and two miles
long, with drives the whole length. Park Commis-
sioner Klemm has given the required permission. It

will be better surface than the old Manchester-to-the-
pump course, and there will be less dan'ger from
teams. The talk of a first-class track seems to have
resulted in nothing.
The Knight Cycle Co. received a New Mail of the

$100 style, with cushion tires, last week, and sold it

almost immediately. They are preparing for the de-
mand for spring frame wheels, as they have the
Sylph agency, and now have just secured the agency
for the Union spring frame safeties from Harry Til-
lotson, representing C. F. Stokes Mfg. Co. He was in

town last week, but has now gone West.
' Future Great.

THE ATLANTIC CITY RACES.

The first Spring meet of the Atlantic City Wheel-
men, on February 23, resulted in the renewing of rac-

ing interests, and was highly successful. The road
race in the morning was won by J. R. Hackney,
Q. C. W., 3 min. 30 sec; time, 23 min. 43 sec; John H.
Draper, A. C. S. N., i minute behind scratch, second

;

time, 23 min. 56 sec; 'V. J. Kelly, A. C. S. N., 45 sec.

behind scratch, third ; time, 24 min. 40 sec; A. J. Par-
ker, Q. C. W., 3 min. 30 sec, fourth

; W. C. Seeds,
W. A. C, 45 sec. behind scratch, fifth ; B. F. McDaniel,
Pa. B. C, I min., sixth ; H. Linton, P. A. W.,3min.,
seventh ; R. J. Wilson, Mt. Carmel, Pa., 2 min.,

eighth. Kelly and Draper rode pneumatics, and were
penalized 2 minutes, bringing them behind scratch.

Draper's excellent riding was the feature of the day.
In the afternoon the series of events were decided

on a board walk course, and resulted as follows :

One Mile Safety, Scratch—J. H. Draper, A. C.
S. N., first; A. A. Zimmerman, N. J. A. C, second.
Draper rode a pneumatic.
One Mile Scratch, Atlantic City Champion-

shir— W. T. Smith, first; J. R. Hachner, second; W.
H. Edwards; third.
One-mile Ordinary, Scratch.—a. A. Zimmer-

man, N. J. A. C, first; W. C. Seeds, W. A. C, second;
B. F. McDaniel, P. B. C, third.
Half-mile, 3.30 Class.—W. F. Smith, A. C. W., first;

R. J. Wilson, Mount Carmel, Pa., second : W. Owens,
C. C, third.
Quarter-mile Dash, Safety.—J. H. Draper, A. C.

S. W., first; W. C. Seeds, second.
One-mile Tandem, Scratch.—Draper and Melley,

A. C. S. N., first; Zimmerman and Seeds, second.
This was the prettiest race of the day and was won
by two feet.
Half-mile Atlantic City Wheelmen Champion-

ship.—Thomas Newall, first ; W. .F. Smith, second.
OnE-mile Safety, 3.10 Class.—Fred Garrigues,

C. W., first; W. C. Seeds, W. A. C, second.
One-mile Safety, Handicap.—W. W. Owens, C. C,

175 yards, first; J. H. Draper, A. C. S. N., 65 yards,
second ; V. J. Kelly, A. C. S. N., 45 yards, third

;
F. H.

Garrigues, C. W., 70 yards, fourth ; H. W. Schhchter,
A. C. S. N., 125 yards, fifth ; W. C Seeds, W. A. C, 60
yards, and B. F. McDaniel, no yards, did not finish.
The officers were as follows : Referee, O. S. Bun-

nell, P. A. W.; Judges, J. T. Greany, S. E. W., C. W.
Crammer, A. C. S. N., C. H. Crammer, A. C. W., and
George A. Bilyew, P. A. W.; Timers, Herman F.
Wolff, A. C. S. N., H. W. Schlichter, A. C. S. N., and
W. M. Perrett, A. C. S. N., Starter, L. G. Barsuegtia,
C. W.

HARRISBURG.

Has the capital city of Pennsylvania a bicycle
club ? It would not appear so from reading the col-
umns of the cycling press. But let the writer assure
all who have any doubts about it that it has, and
that in the future notes from our quiet quarters will
appear. I will be pleased to inform such as are unin-
formed, and enlighten those who desire enlighten-
ment, of the existence of the Harrisburg Wheel Club,
and without any reservation will find great delight in
telling of its members and its rooms. Our club is

composed of all sorts, kind and classes of men, num-
bering in all about sixty. They are of that sort who
are intended for the organization which they repre-
sent, and point with pride to the proud distinction
which it has attained and its stability. They are of
that kind who are accustomed to the familiar cry of
"Ring yer bell, mister?" Extremes figure quite
prominently. "Comrade," our "old war horse," has
been known to stand on a chair while some one ad-
justed his scarf, and Poffenberger, who was recently
introduced to the "Royal Bumper," was reported to
have recently lit a cigar from a street lamp while
standing on the sidewalk. The extremes in weight
are to be found in Christ, the feather-weight, and
Jones, the man who had an old arm-chair remodeled
for his comfort. All classes are represented, from
the society man to the honest iron-worker.
The boys are all right, but listen until we tell our

tale of woe. The club has several rooms. Shake-
speare says: " All the world's a stage, and all the men
and women merely players; they have their e.xits and
their entrances." Members of our club have an exit
and an entrance to their rooms at No. 3^^ South Third
Street, and those who may search for it will find no
difficulty in locating the particular, door. You will
find that it will respond to your shoving efforts with a
screeching noise, caused by its unoiled hinges. Prop
yourself firmly against the door, lest it fly back with
a fatal result, and look ahead of you. If you see be-
fcre you a flight of stairs reaching- beyond the vision
of the eye, you can then feel confident that you have
found the entrance to the club-rooms. By the time
you find j^ourself exhausted and utterly fatigued you
will give a most hearty sigh of relief at having
reached the first landing. This is a sufficient test of
your strength, and you can now rest assured that you
will be able to reach the top. After having rested
sufficiently to insure another landing, j'ou again mus-
ter courage for a second siege. As you ascend, dark-
ness enshrouds you, and to your satisfaction and re-
lief you feel (for it is too dark to see) that you have
reached a second landing. By this time you are
gasping for breath, but with a short halt anda deter-
mination to reach the rooms, you make another des-
perate and final effort to reach the door, which is but
one flight of stairs distant. There! you have reached
it, and at some other time you shall hear what is

within. B. I. CYCLE.

J. B. Fontaine has been elected captain of the Co-
lumbia Cyclers, Philadelphia, in place of Lewis Gil-
man, who was forced to resign owing to lack of time
to properly fill the position.
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FIXTURES.

MAY.

29-30.—Eighth annijal Meet, N. J. Division, Elizabeth,
N.J.

30.—Tournament at Worcester, Mass.
30.—Annual Tournament of the Rome (N. Y.)

Cyclers.
31.—Chicago—Pullman Road Race.

JUNE.

I.—Elwell's European Tour. Departure from New
York.

8.—Annual Spring Meet of Connecticut Division
and New Haven Bicycle Club Tournament.
Address E.

J.
Perkins, Secretary.

26-27.—Kentucky Division meet.
28.—Kentucky Division's excursion from Louisville

to Mammoth Cave and return.

JULY.

2-3-4.—Race meet of the Hagerstown Bicycle dub
and Maryland Division's annual meet,
Hagerstown.

3-4-5.—Annual meet of the Missouri Division at Carth-
age.

4.—Columbia Cycle Club's tournament at Charter
Oak Park, Hartford, Conn.

4.—The Poorman Road Race at Cincinnati.
9.—Start of the Detroit Wheelmen's League Meet

Tour from Niagara to Detroit. Address for
particulars, C. H. Smith.

13-14-15—Annual Meet, Ohio Division, Columbus.
16-17-18.—L. A. W. Annual Meet, Detroit, Mich.

29.—Departure from New York ot Smith's European
Tour.

AUGUST.
4.—Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha

Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

SEPTEMBER.
8-Q.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

The Ohio Division will hold their annual meet at
Columbus, July 13, 14 and 15.

P. M. Kilroy, captain of the Fort Madison (Iowa
Cycling Club, has removed to Pine Bluff, Ark.

The American Rambler safety raffled by the Louis-
iana Cycling Club was won by R. Nathan.

Mr. Geo. T. Warwick, of the Warwick Cycle Mfg.
Co., returned from Europe on Wednesday of this
week.

There are about twenty-five riders at Aurora, Mo.,
and the probabilities are that the number will be
doubled before another year rolls by.

The Montclair Bicycle Club will hold an entertain-
ment on March 17, with Maltby and Mile. Emilia, a
French lady cyclist, as the chief attractions.

At the indoor games of the Sixty-fifth Regiment A.
A., Buffalo, on Saturday last, the bicycle events re-
sulted as follows :

One Mile Safety—Wm. Fisher, first ; Rudolph
Inderbitzen, second ; Edwd. Giesser, third.

Two Mile Safety-Wm. Fisher, first ; Edwd. Gies-
ser, second ; R. Inderbitzen, third.

The Rome (N. Y.) cyclers will hold their annual
tournament on Decoration Day,. at Riverside Park.
All the fast riders of Central New York are expected
to be present.

C. H. Smith intends to take a party from Niagara
Falls to Detroit, starting July 9, reaching Detroit in
time for the meet. The tour will be under the aus-
pices of the Detroit Wheelmen.

The Press Cycling Club, of Buffalo, has gained
considerable of its reputation by its name

;
j'-et out

of the hundred or more members on its roll, scarcely
a score of them are active newspaper men.

Dr. George E. Blackham, the sage of Dunkirk, and,
seriously, a thinking and conservative man, has given
the G . & J. Co. a glowing testimonial on their Rambler,
which is published ou the front page of this issue.

The Yonkers Wheelmen have recently placed a new
billiard table in their club-house, and a tournament
will shortly be inaugurated. A series of progressive
euchi-e games have been held during the Winter.

The Bridgeport Wheel Club has decided to hold
its annual banquet on April 7. The annual election
will also be held next month, when a committee will
be appointed to make arraggements for the coming
road race.

The last ladies' reception of the season given by
the Harlem Wheelmen occiirred on Tuesday evening
of this week, and was conducted on a larger scale
than any of the previous ones. The final stag enter-
tainment of the season will be held on Saturday
evening, March 7.

Over one hundred couples attended the Kings
County Wheelmen's annual reception at Avon Hall,
Brooklyn, on Tuesday evening of this week. The
hall was handsomely decorated, and the trophies that
have been won by the club were displayed. Dancing
was continued until an earlj' morning hour.

At a meeting of the Intercollegiate Athletic Asso-
ciation, on Saturday last, a motion made to admit
safety races either separately or with high grade
wheels was lost, and college athletes will be obliged
to race on the ordinary. Both Harvard andCornell
fought hard for the safety but they could not gain
their point.

The road race of the Citizens' Bicycle Club, which
is to take place this Spring for a $250 cup, will be for
a distance not greater than fifteen miles. The mile-
age of forty-five members of the club, as reported by
Captain King, is 50,000 miles. W. S. French leads,
with 6,000 miles; Philip Fontaine is next, with 3,100
miles.

In Sheffield, England, an experiment in street pav-
ing has recently been made in the use of wrought
steel in combination with wood on a concrete founda--
tion. A section of one street has been paved with
combined iron and wood paving for three years,
and shows little or no wear, although it is on a main
thoroughfare.

Chicago riders took a peculiar interest in Mr. Tat-
tle, father of P. Howard Tuttle the racing man, whose
death occurred on February 18. Mr. Tuttle was well
known to Chicago riders on account of his remarka-
bly youthful appearance, which was so notable that
one could scarcely believe that he was the father of
Howard Tuttle. He was an active rider and a pleas-
ing and genial man.

The challenge issued by the New York Bicycle
Club to play any of the city cycle organizations a
series of pool games, has been accepted by both the
Riverside Wheelmen and the Manhattan Bicycle
Club. The banquet in honor of winning first prize
in the Bowling League will be held to-morrow even-
ing at the club-house. The annual election of the
club will be held on April i.

At the annual election of the Gotham Wheelmen, on
Wednesday of this week, the following officers were
elected : President, J. Franklin Forrester ; Vice-
President, Melvin M'oritz

j
Secretary, William B.

Smith, Jr.; Treasurer, William H. Lord; Captain,
Benjamin Wiener ; First Lieutenant, Daniel Levy

;

Second Lieutenant, Verne Freistadt ; Bugler, Louis
Lahnitter ; Color Bearer, D. Aaron.

The Louisiana Cycling Club, of New Orleans, is

making preparations for a handicap road race which
will be run on Sunday, April 12, open to all. The first

prize is a gold medal, and six other prizes, consisting
of articles of use to cyclists, are offered. If twenty-
five entries are secured the first prize will be a dia-
mond medal. The race will be in charge of the club's
racing board consisting of Messrs. Fenner, Fairchild,
Newman, Barn and Dodge.

The New Jersey Division meet will be held at Eliza-
beth this year, on May 29 and 30, and it will probably
result in the largest gathering of wheelmen ever
brought together in the history of the Division. It
has been decided to do away with the racing events
on this occasion, and parades, runs over the finest
roads in the country, entertainments and other feat-
ures not fully determined upon as yet will be the
attractions.

The Mount Vernon Wheelmen, ot Philadelphia,
elected the following officers for the ensuing year on
Monday of this week: President, James H. Glenn;
Vice-President, H. F. I'oy; Treasurer, Benj. Ricketts;
Financial Secretary, John N. Hines; Recording Sec-
retary, T. A. James; Captain, R. A. French; First
Lieutenant, R. W. King; Second Lieutenant, M. F.
Travello; Directors, J. N. Wilkins, F. B. Wood, Win-
field Kates, M. F. Travello, P. T. Stucke.

By selecting the dates of July 16, 17 and 18 for the
National Meet, Detroit forfeits its rights to the
National Championship races, as according to the
L. A. W. by-laws they cannot be run until after
August 15. Therefore these events are open to what-
ever race meet the Racing Board decides upon. This
will greatly detract from the interest in the Detroit
meet, particularly with the racing men, and the con-
tests are likely to be tame in comparison with the
Niagara meet.

The Frederick (Md.) Bicycle Club is the name of a
new League organization, with twenty-six members,
many of vfhom are prominent citizens of the town.
The officers are: President, A. S. McDaniels; Vice-
President, Dr. Thomas Eader ; Secretary, E. E.
Steiner; Treasurer, Charles B. Hendrickson; Captain,
V. M. Marken; Lieutenant, J. A. Kennedy; Bugler,
Col. E. B. Ramsburg; Executive Committee, A. S.
McDaniels, C. B. Hendrickson, V. M. Marken, B. F.
Reich and S. G. Duvall.

The pool tournament arranged between the Brook-
lyn Bicycle Club and the Kings County Wheelmen
was opened on Wednesday evening of this week at
the latter club's house. The first game was between
C. B. Snediker, B. B. C, and Harry Boerum, K. C. W.
It was won by the latter, 50 to 38 points. The second
game was won by H. Matthews, B. B. C, playing
against A. Smith, K. C. W. The score was 50 to 47.

The third game between Matthews, B. B. C, and
Boerum, K. C. W., was won by the former, the score
being 50 to 24.

In the employ of the Lincoln (Neb.) Gas Company
is a "trimmer" of electric lights who makes his daily
roundson a safety. It is common to see him speeding
along the paved streets with a bag full of carbons
slung over his shoulder, a twelve-foot step-ladder
held firmly under one arm and a large coil of rope or
a bundle of tools strapped on the handle-bar. His
skillful management of the wheel and load with one
hand is quite a surprise to strangers, and is an excel-
lent illustration of the capabilities and usefulness of
the bicycle.

At the regular monthly meeting of the Bergen
County Wheelmen, held at Ridgefield, N. J., March 3,
ten new members were elected. The club has se-
lected a site for their proposed new club-house, which
is to be built by issuing three hundred sharesof stock
at $To per share, bearing interest at 5 per cent. The
committee having the matter m charge consist of P.
A. Meserole, chairman, W. E. Manning, John H. Hin-
ners, W. A. Williamson and Fred S. Bennett.

At a meeting of the N. Y. A. C, on March 10, an
amendment to the constitution will be presented
providing that the number of resident members ot
the club shall not exceed 2,400, and that the Board of
Governors shall have power forthwith to elect as
resident members desirable members of the Citizen's
Bicycle Club to a number not exceeding 100.

In addition to the foregoing amendments the fol-
lowing resolutions will be offered :

IV/iereas, It is desirable to obtain facilities for the
proper establishment of a bicycling department for
this club ; and

Whereas, Such facilities are offered by the Citizens'
Bicycle Club of this city, whose members are desirous
of disbanding said clubs and joining this club ; there-
fore
Resolved, That the Board of Governors be empow-

ered to purchase, on behalf of this club, from the
Citizen's Bicycle Club all their right, title an interest
in and to all their property and assets at 26 West Six-
tieth Street, New York City, and elsewhere, including
the lease of said premises, at and for a sum not to ex-
ceed §5,000 ; and also to assume, on behalf of this club,
the liabilities of said bicycle club, not to exceed, how-
ever, the sum of ;$3,8oo.

Over 200 wheelmen and their friends assembled at
Music Hall, Orange, on Wednesday evening of this
week, to take part in the Orange Wheelmen's first re-
ception. The hall was appropriately decorated with
articles emblematic of cycling, and the club's colors
were everywhere conspicuous. A supper was served
on the stage, and the parquet was floored over for
dancing. The arraTigement committee was T. N.
Gray, M. D., T. G. Barber, Jr., C. Mortimer Dally, Jr.,
David Oakes, Charles Barber, Hanford Ayers, Fred
R. M. Knowles and J. D. Racey.

From the sentiment e.xpressed at the reunion ban-
quet of the old Massachusetts Bicycle Club last week,
it is highly probable that definite action will shortly
be taken towards reorganizing the club on a perma-
nent basis. Boston has been without a club or club-
house for several years, partially owing to a dissen-
tion among some of the leading cyclists. There is

scarcely a city in the United States that does not
possess a club with comfortable quarters, and it is

beyond the understanding of many wheelmen why
Boston, the home of American cycling and one of the
largest cities in the country, is without even one
cycling organization.

The 300 patients at the insane asylum, Milwaukee,
watched with amazement the antics of Chas. G. Kil-
patrick, the well-known one-legged trick rider, last
week, and it is stated that the exhibition did them
more good than their regular treatment. His feats
were heartily applauded. Kilpatrick is at present
traveling in the West in the interest of different
wheel manufacturers, the P. H. Sercombe Bicycle
Agency, of Milwaukee, and the Bolte spring fork
promoters. He is also giving exhibitions of fancy
riding, and although possessing but one leg, he per-
forms many marvelous tricks on both high and low
wheels.

The pastimes ot the wheelmen throughout the coun-
try during the Winter months are many and varied,
and each locality appears to have a favorite sport.
The cyclists of New York and vicinity prefer bowling,
billiard and pool ;' Chicago riders think only of indo< ^r

baseball ; the wheelmen of St. Louis take delight in
kicking a football; Philadelphia bicycle men are
fond of organizing theatre parties, pool tournaments
and "ladies'" nights; the wheelmen of the Nutmeg
State pin their faith on polo, while all the clubs
throughout the country are fond of whist, billiard
and pool tournaments.

The Milwaukee Wheelmen are now settled in their
new quarters in the Loan and Trust building, where
they are comfortably and conveniently located. They
occupy three rooms on the second floor, Which are
furnished in a rich and most substantial manner. The
first of their suite of rooms contains a combination
billiard and pool table; the second is used as a read-
ing, smoking and general meeting room, and the last
is fitted up as a reception room, and contains a piano
and a handsome collection of paintings and photo-
graphic reproductions from celebrated works of art.

The club is composed of ninety-five members, and
formerly possessed but a single room over Andrae's
cycle store. The officers are : President, A. C. Morri-
son ; First Vice-President, T. E. Hutchings ; Second
Vice-President, O. E. Binner ; Treasurer, Andrew
Steel ; Secretary, M. C. Rptier ; Captain, H. J. Rotier ;

First Lieutenant, Charles Kilroy ; Second Lieutenant,
Aug. Reitz ; Board of Directors, William L. Simonds,
A. Steel, H. P. Andrae, O. E. Binner.

One of the attractive sights of Prospect Park, accord-
ing to a Brooklyn paper, is the large number of bi-

cyclists of the gentler sex- out for a spin on pleasant
afternoons. The young ladies are all bright-eyed
and healthy-looking as a result of the exercise on "the
wheel. Lately several clubs have been organized
by them with the result that they can always
secure a party to take an outing, instead of being
obliged to depend on their brothers or male friends.
The members of the different clubs are distinguished
by some piece of ribbon or flower which they wear
on their breast. The consideration shown the lady
bicyclists speaks well for the chivalry of the males
of the city. Drivers give them a free road and pedes-
trians never complain when the machines are run on
the walks, and they are obliged to give way to the
young ladies out for exercise. It has been noticed
that when a couple of men are taking a stroll and a
man came along with his bicycle the pedestrians re-
fuse to take a step out of their way to accommodate
the rider, but let a young lady come along and the
same men would gracefully yield to her the road.
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THE WHEELMEN'S POLO LEAGUE.

The last game of the Connecticut Wheelmen's Polo
League was played on Monday evening, Maich 3, be-
tween the Meriden and New Haven teams, and result-
ed in the defeat of the latter. Had the New Haven
Club won it would have tied the Bridgeport team for
first place. As it is the Bridgeport Wheel Club has
won the championship. The successful team is com-
posed as follows : Sidney R. Lockwood and Ben Miller,
rushers ; Fred M. Halligan, center

; Geo. H. Judson,
half back

; Harvey B. Morris, goal. Following is the
result of each game and the final standings of the
various clubs in the League :

Dec. II—Hartford W. C. at Meriden. H. W. C, 3
M. W. C, I.

Dec. 17—New Haven B. C. at Hartford. N. H. B. C.

7; H. W. C, 2.

Dec. 18—Bridgeport W. C. at New Haven. B. W. C.

7; N. H. B. C.,4.
Dec. 22—Meriden W. C. at Bridgeport. B. W. C, 11

M. W. C, 7.

Jan I—Meriden W. C. at Hartford. H. W. C, 8
M. W. C, 2.

Jan. 6—Meriden W. C. at New Haven. N. H. B. C.

3 ; M. W. C, 2.

Jan. 9—Hartford W. C. at Bridgeport. H. W. C, 4
B. W. C., 3.

Jan 13—Hartford W. C. at New Haven. N. H. B. C,
3; H. W. C, I.

Jan. 14—Bridgeport W. C. at Hartford—H. W. C, 7
B. W. C, I.

Jan. 14—New Haven B. C. at Meriden. N. H. B. C.
4; M. W. C, 2.

Jan. 20—Bridgeport W. C. at New Haven. N. H. B,

C, 3; B. W. C, 1.

Jan. 20—Hartford W. C. at Meriden. M. W. C, 4
H. W. C, 2.

Jan. 23—New Haven B. C. at Bridgeport. B. W. C.
S; N. h:*B. C, 5.

Jan. 24—Bridgeport W. C. at Meriden. B. W. C, 5
M. W. C, 4.

Jan. 28—New Haven B. C. at Hartford. N. H. B. C.

9; H. W. C, 4-

Jan. 30—Meriden W. C. at Bridgeport. B. W. C, 8

M. W. C, 6.

Feb. 3—Hertford W. C. at New Haven. H. W. C, 3

N. H. B. C, I.

Feb. 3—Bridgeport W. C. at Meriden. B. W. C, 5
M. W. C. 4.

Feb. Ii—Meriden W. C. at Hartford. M. W. C, 7
H. W. C, o.

Feb. 13—New Haven B. C. at Bridgeport. B. W. C
q; N. H. B. C, o.

Feb. 18—Bridgeport W. C. at Hartford. H. W. C, 4
B. W. C, 3.

Feb. 24—Meriden W. C. at New Haven. N. H. B. C
3; M. W. C, 1.

Feb. 27—Hartford W. C. at Bridgeport. B. W. C, 6:

H. W. C, 3.

March 3—New Haven B. C. at Meriden. M. W. C, 5
N. H. B. C, 3.

FINAL RESULTS.
Won. Lost. Pctge.

Bridgeport Wheel Club 8 4 667
New Haven Bicycle Club 7 =; 583
Hartford Wheel Club 6 6 500
Meriden Wheel Club 3 9 250

HARLEM WHEELMEN,

The last of the monthly receptions of the Harlem
Wheelmen was held on Tuesday evening last. -The
members turned out strong', and brought with them
many friends including young ladies. Fourteen
dances were on the cards, and refreshments were
served during an intermission when several songs
were sung by Mrs. Edward Lamb and Miss Mary
J. Franklin. A very witty recitation by Miss F. M.
Brockway, of Brooklyn, caused much merriment.
The affair was in charge of the Entertainment

Committee, Messrs. Leo A. Franklin and Secretary
Geo. Cook. Among those present were Mr. M. A.
Smith and Miss M. A. Place, Mr. Sam'I Brown and
Mrs. Esther Goldberg, Mr. B. Goldberg and Miss Ida
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lamb, Mr. S. Thomas
and M4ss K. S. Brockway, Mr. T. A Raisbeck and
Miss A. Raisbeck, Mr. H. P. Boese and Miss L. Quack-
enbush, Mr. J. C. Boese and Miss E. Quackenbush,
Mr. G. W. Burt and Miss May Brockway, Mr. and
Mrs. V. A. Siggerman, Commodore J. H. Tooker, Mr.
and Mrs. C. J. Queckberner, Mr. C. A. Sheehan and
Miss H. G. Kennedy.

A "Wheelman's Fatal Fall.

It is a rare occurrence for a person when thrown
from a bicycle to receive fatal injuries, but such an
accident took place at Canton, Ohio, last week. A
party of wheelmen were scorching along on the main
thoroughfares of the town at about a three-minute
gait when one of the riders, A. L. Keller, a foreman of
the Hampden Watch Works, attempted to obliquely
cross the street-car track. Owing to the high rate of
speed at which he was traveling or for some unknown
reason the front wheel slipped when the rail was
struck and he was thrown violently to the ground.
He landed heavily on his right side and did not move
after the fall. His companions picked him up and
carried him into a neighboring house, but before a
physician could be summoned he died. An examina-
tion showed that his head had struck the brick pave-
ment, and that a piece of the temporal bone had
been broken off and forced into the brain. Keller
was twenty-five years of age, leaves a wife and one
child, and formerly lived in Springfield, Mass. He
was a member of the Dueber-Hampden Bicycle Club,
in which organization he was one of the prime
movers.

Owing to a certain unpleasant occurrence, several
of the lady members of the Quaker City Wheelmen,
Philadelphia, have resigned, and a resolution limit-
ing the lady membership to fifteen is soon to be acted
upon.

THE VERTICAL OIL CAN CARRIER.

A new device that will undoubtedly be given a
•wjarm welcome by all

riders who have suffered
from leaky oil-cans or
experienced the bother
of carrying one in a tool
bag, is the Cycle Vertical
Oil Can Carrier, man-
ufactured by L. H. Ban-
nister & Co., Youngs-
town, Ohio. As will be
seen by the accompany-
ing illustration, it can be
attached to any conven-
ient part of a bicycle in a
vertical position, and
can be used at a moment's
notice, doing away with
the necessity of unbuck-
eling a tool bag when
wanted. The article
weighs but one ounce
and cannot work loose
or rattle, nor can the oil

can drop from the clasp.
It will be greatly appre-
ciated by those who
carry their oil cans in

the pocket, in order to
have it convenient, but
by which practice they
obtain soiled and oil

stained clothes. It is

made in different forms
to suit any style of wheel
and is usually attached
to the seat rod of safeties
or to the handle bar.
The firm also manufac-

ture a new spiral, flexible toe-clip which will shortly
be placed on the market.

HUNT'S BALANCING TOE CLIP,

C—
Reports prove that very nearly one-half of the num-

ber of accidents that happen to cjrclists result from
slipping the pedal. A cheap and simple toe clip, and
one that will overcome this difficulty, is manufactured
by J. A. Hunt & Co., Westboro, Mass. This clip is

made entirely of wire, and is as light as it is durable.
One of its features is the lock A (see cut), which can-
not be moved by the finger, except with the aid of a

little wrench. The arched wire (B) swings up into

this lock, the looped wires (D) push down inside the
pedal frame, and also prevent the under wire (C).from
slipping outward under the pedal frame. The wire
continues under the pedal and ends in a loop fC)
where the little balance is adjusted which will always
keep the pedal in the position represented in this cut.
It is therefore always in the right position for mount-
ing. The clip can also be used without the balance.
The device has been patented in all its parts, and is
luade by a specially designed machine made by the
inventor, who has had twelve years' experience with
all kinds of fancy wire work. Each machine will turn
out two gross pairs every ten hours. The toe clip is
already meeting with a ready sale, giving satisfaction
everywhere, and the discounts are such that it will
pay agents to handle them.

TRADE ITMES.

Prince Wells, who is permanently established in
the cycle business at Louisville, Ky., has issued a new
and handsome catalogue for 1891, and from it we
should judge he is able to supply all Kentvicky with
wheels and accessories. His chief mounts are the
Kenwood, GormuUy & Jeffery Mfg. Co.'s, Ramblers,
Lozier & Yost's, Giants and the Warwick safeties..
He also handles the Singer, Apollo, Featherstone's
pneumatics. Crescent, Highflyer, Juno, Speed, Per-
fection, Rob Roy and juvenile tricycles. He also
carries an extensive stock of all articles pertainiag
to cycling, from oil cans to uniforms, and has a large
repair and storage department.

W. D. Banker has been engaged to travel for the
Sweeting Cycle Co. The writer saw him in New York
last week, and was surprised to note that he had put
on twenty-seven pounds over the Winter, and could
scarcely be identified as the well-trained man of last
season. Banker is not certain now whether he will
race this year or not. He states that his brother,
George Banker, who showed such remarkable prom-
ise, and who was seen at Buffalo and Niagara Falls
last September, will probably do only local racing this
year, as he has opened a store at Allegheny, Pa., the
care of which, in connection with his Pittsburg store,
will leave him no time for sport.

Mr. A. Featherstone writes as follows : "It is true
we have not begun suit against the John Wilkinson
Co. or anyone else, but you may state that we shall
commence suit against every one who hereafter
brings into this country or makes the Dunlop pneu-
matic tire. The absolute United Ststes right to this
tire was transferred to us January 2d last, and no
foreign manufacturer can obtain the right to send
these tires into this country. We have offered it to
all manufacturers and importers at a most reason-
able price, and if instead of taking advantage of this
offer they wish to follow other methods they must be
prepared to take the conseejuences. We have noticed
in one or two of your issues that we intend to make a
high grade wheel. We want to say right here that
the wheel we are now putting up is as high grade a
wheel as can be put up by any one, and we could not
nor could any one else improve upon it in point of
material, grade or finish. The only reason we can
see why rumors should get out of this kind is some
one interested would like to make the trade believe
that we are not putting up a high grade wheel. The
only change that will be made upon our wheel at all
the coming year will be that we will supply tangent
spokes and hollow rims for customers who may de-
sire them."

THE ROVER-STAR.

The above cut illustrates the H. B. Smith Machine Co.'s new 1891 wheel, the Rover-Star, so-called
because it is a combination of those two machines. The steering wheel is 30 inches in diameter, and ball-
bearings and steel-tubing are used throughout.
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ATTENTION, DEALERS!

Bicycle dealers are cautioned not to make, import
or sell wheels, bicycles or tricycles infringing either
of the following patents :

Patent No. 18,820, covering all drop frames or ladies
machines of the Psycho type.
Patent No. 398,745, covering drop frame of the Psy-

chette type, improvements in saddles, brakes, rear
forks, etc.
Patent No. 18,746, covering ladies frame of the Dart

type.
Patent No. 403,153, covering all forms of the detach-

able or moveable brace rods on drop frame or ladies
machines.
Patent No. 392,973, covering ball head, rear chain

adjustment, rocking saddle post and solid case over
crank axle bearing.
' Patent No. 330,346, covering front wheel locking
device.
Patent No. 585,074, covering improved pedal and

rubber.
Patent No. 391,490, covering bicycle tandem and

parts.
Patent No. 365,091, covering hollow rims and cushion

tires.
Patent No. 16,702, covering Psycho trade-mark.
Patent No. 415,072, covering bicycle tandem and de-

tailed parts.
Patent No. 392,523, covering spring frame, front

forks and improvements in saddles and saddle posts.

Several other patents are now pending ot which due
notice will be given.

It is my intention to proceed rigorously against all

persons who make, sell or use machines containing
the above patented features unless licensed by me.

H. S. Owen, Washington, D. C.

The Washington branch of the Gormully & Jefifery
Mfg. Co., which is managed by L. B. Graves, will
handle an e.Ktensive line of wheels in addition to the
firm's own make. Among them will be the Lovell
Diamond safeties, the Auxiliary, Guide, Electric,
Eureka, Cresent, Juno and the Junior. The store is

being altered and improved, and preparations are
being made for a bvis'y season.

One of the best lubricating oils on the market for
bicycles is Manning's Cycleine, which will not gum
or harden in the bearings of a wheel. Manning's il-

luminating oil gives a clear, bright light and will not
extinguish by jarring. The oils are put up in cans
with a patent faucet attachment. Attention is called
to Manning's Cycleine announcement in another
column.

O LADY RIDERS.

A EUROPEAN TOUR.
HAVING received many inquiries from lady riders

anent the Elwell European Tours, I would be
pleased to communicate with those who would con-
sider such a tour, planned expressly for lady riders,
limited as to number, and with day's runs adapted to
the strength of the ladies. To all sending their ad-
dress, I will forward outline of a tour that I am pre-
pared to carry out the coming summer if sufficient
encouragement is given.

Very truly yours,

F. A. ELWELL, Portland, Maine.

WE HAVE GOT THERE !

The BEAUTY BUNDLE CARRIER

AND CHILD'S SEAT,

Adapted for Ladies' and Gentlemen's
Safety Bicycles.

RICH St SMGER,
210 W. Main St., Rochester, N. Y,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Arthur Preyer, of the Lozier & Yost Mfg. Co., ha»
returned to New York and will remain in this
vicinity for several weeks.
Howard A. Smith & Co., of Newark, have a riding

school under construction in the rear of their store.
A clear space covering forty-five square feet is about
to be paved with asphalt and otherwise arranged for
the benefit of those who desire to learn the rudiments
of cycling free from public gaze.

Messrs. Whitten, Godding & Co., Providence, Mass.
have secured the entire contract of the Carroll bell,
which consists of two gongs and two hammers, pro-
ducing a chime both loud and musical. The bell will
ring continuously for over one and a half minutes
with a slight touch and requires no pushing or pulling.
It is sold for 15)2.50.

THE CARROLL BELL.

This is the Bell j/ok have long been looking for. It
is light, handsome, compact. It has /wo g-ongs, two
hamviers, dust-proof band surrounding opening
between domes, perfect mechanism within, produ-
cing a rapia succession of strokes, blending into a.

chime both pleasant and musical. Will ring com-
tinuouslv over one and one-half minutes, and sound
over 500 alarms with the slightest touch, without
pushing or pulling.

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED.

PRICE, $2.50.

Whitten, Godding & Co.,
Sole Manufacturers' Agents,

FROVUDElSrOE, K.. I.

LOVELL DIAMOND CYCLES
HIGH-GRADE

ONLY.

— ALL —
BALL-BEARING,
STEEL TUBING,

AND

DROP FORGINGS.

NO BETTER
MACHINE AT ANY

PRICE.

LOYELL DIAMOND, -

WITH CUSHION TYRE,

FOR LADIES', -

CONYERTIBLE,

96.00

85.00

AGENTS 1?VANtEI).

Bicycle Catalogtie Free.

MANUFACTURED BY

JOHN P. LOVKLL ARMS CO.,

BOSTON, 1/C-A.SS.
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W. E. Aughinbaugh, the Washington patent attorn-
ey, writes :

" Let me add ray testimonial to your list.

The Wheel is a dandy."

Says Wheeling, referring to The Wheel, "Tlie
foremost cycle paper in America."

WE republish from The Forum, a summary of Mr.

Paul Benjamin's paper on patent rights.

The writer sets forth in lucid and logical terms
the quality and property of a patent, and certain

fundamental principles of patent law are outlined,

which many members of the trade will read with
interest.

SOME time since we were informed that many
English firms were compelled, by a refinement

of blackmail, to advertise in some of the more
important English cycling papers. In payment for

the many sneers which the foreign press has launched
at American cycling and the American cycling press,

and in an exuberance of patriotism over the fact that

no American paper resorted to any such scheme, we
published the information given us.

We have but recently learned, and our authority

this time is what is called excellent and high, that we
were misinformed ; that the statements made to us
and published in The Wheel were unfounded. So
we gladly and with free will make the amende. Eh !

IVheeling.

IN
street paving there appears to be three stages,

the cobblestone, the trap block and the asphalt.

The great city of New York bore a mighty
incubus of cobblestone and trap-block. Tradition
was in favor of those two types of pavement; the

people no doubt had grown used to the stagnantpools
which the uneven cobbles made possible, and had
become enamoured of the rattle and noise of the

Belgian.

Happily, the Board of Aldermen had the eyelids of

reason literally pried open to the value of the smooth
and noiseless asphalt. The Wheel putting a stronger
hand to the lever than any other factor in the city.

Last year a few streets were asphalted, notably
Eighth Avenue, the great west side thoroughfare of

the metropolis. And now the good work goes on
;

the asphalt wave will not be stopped, and we are

pleased to note that the Board of Aldermen, at a late

meeting, appropriated $200,000 for asphalt pavements
;

and so New York will shortly take her place as the

leading riding and purchasing centre in this country.

THE Executive Committee of the League will

hold a meeting at the Murray Hill Hotel on

-Monday evening. We trust some important

action will be taken in the way of progressing the

highway improvement movement. The Executive

Committee should be able to raise at least $10,000 to

push the educational movement, and we will look

forward with interest to their meeting.

THE New York daily papers of Monday last, with

one exception, printed more or less extended
accounts of Henry George's conversion to cy-

cling. Among the intimates of Mr. George are Mr.

E. J. Shriver, of the New York Club, and Mr. W. E.

Hicks, and it was doubtless due to their influence

that the great reformer took to our sport. At this

late day cycling does not need the advertisement of

the " prominent personages who ride wheels,"
which was used to great advantage in its earlier

days. Yet, at the same time, we are glad to number
Henry George among us. If he does not do the sport

any good, and that he can scarcely fail to do, he will

at least benefit his own health and extend his span of

usefulness; for, leaving out of the account his views
on taxes, we believe him to be an unselfish man, in-

terested in the education and elevation of labor and
the laborer, and as such the world can ill afford to

spare him.

THE Bermuda tourists, and among them Mr. W.
E. Hicks, inaugurated a campaign during their

recent tour which may be productive of results

for which cyclists may bless them foi a long time to

come. On entering the island a duty of five per cent,

on wheel values is collected, and is not returned when
the cyclist leaves behind the "coral reefs and shell

roads." It is understood that this tariff was adopted
partly at the suggestion of the hackmen of Bermuda,
and partly in retaliation on Mr. Bill McKinley, who
paid special attention to Bermuda onions in his recent

communication to the Legislature.

The Bermuda tourists regarded this tax as a reluc-

tant donation to the English government, and they
heartily seconded the motion of Mr. Hicks to get up a
memorial to the Governor. This same Hicks is the

well-known ex-St. Louis man who first came into

prominence through his use of the wheel to collect

news for the St. Louis Post-Despatch. Then he grad-
uated into "Flying Start" Hicks, afterwards went
abroad for over a year, and is at present absorbed in

the promotion of the free tax or Henry George doc-

trine. So that Mr. Hicks brought to his memorial a

deal of ability and enthusiasm, which so impressed
the Governor that he informed the party that he would
recommend to the Bermuda Legislature, which meets
in May next, the removal of the tax on all wheels
which are but temporarily brought to the island. In

this connection a word of praise is due Mr. F. Lennock
Godet, Secretary of the Bermuda Council, who worked
hard to defeat the enactment of the five per cent, tax,

when it came;before the legislature last Fall.

AND now Cometh Spring. We stand expectant
with well-polished and well-lubricated wheels
close at hand waiting for the dry roads, the

balmy breezes, the reawakening of nature—waiting
'till the Winter of our discontent is made glorious

Summer. This is the season of danger. We preach
an annual sermon on over-exertion and carelessness

just about this time and it loses nothing in value by
the repetition.

Our English exchanges contain a notice of the death
of a rider from over-exertion. A man over-dances or
over-dines all Winter ; he has had a good time so-

cially but his condition has been let down. He has
lost the muscular quality of last September and Octo-
ber. Yet the temptation to scorch on his first ride of

the season is a strong one and few attempt to resist it.

Nature is merciless and will exact payment to the
last farthing. Get out on the road ; scorch and exult

;

you will probably not drop, but your poor heart gets

it, your nervous system is " jangled " out of tune
;
you

won't mind it a bit, for in youth nature is recupera-
tive ; she is also sly ; she gives a man all the rope he
wants and cashes his check with a smile every time
he steps up to the paying-teller's window. But you
have seen the sunshine and softness of an April day
chased away into invisibility by tempestuous winds,

by the roll of thunder and the downpour and so we
are April days. We gambol on the green in youth,

we caper in the warmth and the sunshine. But we
gambol too much and the avenger demands payment.
Cycling is a great sport, but too many thoughtless
boys, the scorchers of to-day, the boys who fly in the

face of common sense care of themselves, will look
back years hence and curse it. So take care.

FIXTURES.

MARCH.

29-30.

30.
30.-

16-17.-

26-27.-

27.-

28.-

-Two mile handicap safety race at the indoor
games Eighth Regiment A. A. Entries close
March 24.

APRIL.

-Two mile handicap safety race at the indoor
games Twelfth Regiment A. A. Entries close
April 6 with Charles J. Leach, P. O. box 3201,
New York.

MAY.
-Annual Race Meet of the Rockland County

Wheelmen, Spring Valley, N. Y. Address
V. A. Johnson, Spring Valley, N. Y.

-Eighth annual Meet, N. J. Division, Elizabeth.
-Tournament at Worcester, Mass.
-Annual Tournament of the Rome (N. Y.)

Cyclers.
-Chicago—Pullman Road Race.

. JUNE.
-Elwell's European Tour. Departure from New

York.
-Annual Spring Meet of Connecticut Division

and New Haven Bicycle Club Tournament.
Address E. J. Perkins, Secretary.

-Annual Meet Iowa Division at Newton.
-Kentucky Division meet.
-Kings County Wheelmen's Annual Race Meet.
-Kentucky Division's excursion from Louisville

to Mammoth Cave and return.

JULY.
2-3-4.—Race meet of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club

and Maryland Division's annual meet,
Hagerstown.

3-4-5.—Annual meet of the Missouri Division at Carth-
age.

4.—Columbia Cycle Club's tournament at Charter
Oak Park, Hartford, Conn.

4.—The Poorman Road Race at Cincinnati.
9.—Start of the Detroit Wheelmen's League Meet

Tour from Niagara to Detroit. Address for
particulars, C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Avenue,
Detroit.

13-14-15—Annual Meet, Ohio Division, Columbus.
16-17-18.—L. A. W. Annual Meet, Detroit, Mich.

29.—Departure from New York of Smith's European
Tour.

AUGUST.
4.—Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha

Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

SEPTEMBER.
8-9.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn.

RACING IN AUSTRALIA.

The Victorian Cyclists' Union's championship meet
was held at Melbourne, Australia, on December 6,

and racing took place during both the afternoon and
evening, electric lights supplying illumination at
night. The principal event was the one mile safetv
championship of Victoria, the prizes being the Union
gold medals. It was won by E. A. Rudd in 2m. 29s.,
E. W. Cox being second, and F. G. Tilly third. On
December 13 the second day's events were run, and a
parade also took place. "The principal race of the
afternoon was the one mile championship of Aus-
tralia, in which nine men started. It was hotly con-
tested, and won by W. H. Lewis in 2m. 45;-2S. He
defeated Hall, the New Zealand champion

; Isles, of
Queensland; Sampson, of South. Australia, and
Whetmore, of New South Wales. Seven contestants
started in the five mile championship of Victoria in
the evening. The race was exciting throughout. On
the homestretch J. J. Campion and W. H. Lewis were
side by side and the crowd yelled for five minutes
after the finish. Campion won by three inches in
14m. 37S. During the evening E. W. Rudd lowered
the safety mile record to 2m. 48s. on a pneumatic tired
wheel.

The Melbourne Bicycle Clxxb's meet, on December
13, was well attended, and owing to the club's system
of offering cash prizes many fast riders were present.
The principal events resulted as follows :

One Mile Open—K. Lewis, 100 yards, first ; R. Ran-
kin, 130 yards, second ; C. Greenwood, 70 yards, third.
Busst, who won the Austral wheel race, Mullins and
Mills were scratch. Time, 2m. 44s. The first prize
was 12 sovereigns.

One Mile Safety-First prize, 15 sovs.; second, 6
sovs.; third, 3 sovs. L. Herman, 75 yards, first; D. J.
Walker, 130 yards, second

; W. Rees, 100 yards, third.
Time, 2m. 55 4-5S.

Melbourne B. C. Stakes—Distance one mile and
a half. First prize, 38;^ sovs.; second, 10 sovs. ; third,
5 sovs. T. W. Busst, 30 yards behind scratch, first

; J.
Hagan, 45 yards, second ; L. Herman, 135 yards, third.
Fifteen started. Time, 4m. ii%s.

Invitation Scratch Race (Five Miles)—First
prize, 25 sovs.; second, 10 sovs. ; third, s sovs. Half a
sov. to the first rider past the post each lap. T. W.
Busst, first ; G. W. Crisp, second ; F. Mills, third.
There were nine runners. Time, 15m. 27 1-5S.

At the suggestion of I. B. Potter, Chairman of the
Roads Improvement Committee, Secretary Blaine
has advised the foreign consuls to give a detailed ac-
count in their annual reports of the roads and of their
construction in their respective countries. Mr. Pot-
ter has received personal communications from the
various consuls assuring him tliat they will attend to
the matter. These reports will be valuable guides in
carrying on the work of roads improvement legisla-
tion, and also in suggesting a system for the construc-
tion of highways.
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

J. A. Holmes, Milwaukee, Wis.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for
The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Law-
yer, Washington, D. C]

447,331. Tricycle. D. L. Klahr, Shelbyville, 111.

Filed September i6, 1890.

447,341. Bicycle. V. Z. M. Moore, Milwaukee, Wis.
Filed September 29, 1890.

447,382. Bicycle. W. E. Thompson, Milwaukee,
Wis. Filed November i, 1890.

447,434. Bicycle. E. G. Latta, Friendship, N. Y.
Filed August 25, 1890.

447,542. Bicycle.
Filed December 13,

447'74i- Bicycle. H. Semple, Steubenville, Ohio,
assignor to J. H. Flood, same place. Filed July 5, 1890.

447,822. Wheel. J. W. Hall, Whitehaven, England.
Filed October 3, i8go. Patented in England.

4471835. Bicycle. G. D. Leechman, London, Eng-
land. Piled September 8, 1890. Patented in England.

447,993. Bicycle. F. H. Bolte, Milwaukee, Wis.,
assignor to P. H. Sercombe, same place. Filed Sep-
tember 29, 1890.

447,935. Railroad bicycle. F. H. Brady, Chicago,
111., assignor to American R. R. Co., Portland, Me.
Filed September 17, 1890.

447i933- Bicycle tire. J. D. Wittmore, Jr., Boston,
Mass. Filed December 15, 1890.

STATISTICS OF THE STANLEY
SHOW.

The Cyclist publishes some valuable statistics of the
recent show, compiled by Harry Hewitt Griffin. In
taking into consideration the value of these statistics
it must be remembered that twenty-one of the exhib-
itors of 1890, who showed 430 bicycles and 187 tricy-
cles, total 640 cycles at the 1890 show, did not have any
wheels on view this year. Altogether out of the 112
firms who exhibited in 1890 eighty-one were absent,
and last year they were represented by 924 bicycles
and 271 tricycles, or 1,191 cycles. Leaving out the
forty-nine small firms who showed less than five
wheels, or altogether 123 cycles last year, we find that
the total exhibit of 1890 would have been but 246 cy-
cles, while this year there are 138 exhibitors with a
total of 1,052 cycles. The heaviest exhibitor was Goy
& Co. who showed fifty machines, of which thirty-
nine were safeties. In tires Goy showed ten pneu-
matics, twenty-seven cushions and ten solid. The
next firm was the Ivel Cycle Co., who showed thirty-
one wheels, and the third, George Townsend & Co.,
who showed twenty-five wheels.

STATISTICS OF PAST SHOWS.

Our final tables are in the form of a condensed
chronological chart, which may fairly be termed
"history in a nutshell." Sundays are not, of course,
included in "Days Open." * Signifies "Estimated."
We have not yet been able to discover a reliable
count, but the figures cannot be far off the correct
figures.

Days
Open.

Bicycles. Tricycles. Total.

1878 2

4

4

4

9
5
6

6

7

9
7
8

8

8

70
100

125

183

275
233
140
105

*28o
320

449
82b
1238

955

4
12

21

67
158
289
225
182

*340
313
321

326
98

74
I87Q
1880.:::::;;: 146

250

433
522

365
287

*620

I88I
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887 633

7701888 .'

1889
iQqo 1564

10521801

THE PERCENTAGE OF POPULARITY,

Mere figures fail to convey exact comparative re-
sults unless the rule of percentage is called into help.
In this table is shown the number of the leading types
in each 100 machines in the whole show. Nothing
could more forcibly prove the overwhelming and
well-nigh universal use of the rear-driving—dwarf

—

safety, to give it its full title, curtly called in the con-
versation of cyclist.s "safety," than the fact that out
of each 100 machines nearly 87 were "safeties," and
only one in eleven tricycles, while almost exactly one
in 33 only an ordinary or rational. Other forms of
safety and tricycles (besides the direct steerer) are
practically extinct.

In each 100 of <?// machines

.

Patterns. 1889. 1890. 1891.

53.622
3-580
"•574
31.224

69.113
1-473
8.569
20.845

86.704
.665

3.325
9.306

Other Safeties
Ordinaries & Rationals..

100.000 100.000 100.000

of the tire question, next year's abstract will be still
more interesting.

SHORT SYNOPSIS. '»

Bicycles.

Dwarf Safeties
High, etc
Tandem
Rationals
Ordinaries

644
10

33
52

87

1238

9'3
4

3

955

Tires.

Solid
Cushion
Pneumatic
Inflated

Percentage oftires in i

Cushion
Solid
Pneumatic
Inflated

Abstract—
Hollow
Solid

1564

307
571

1503

54.226
29-155
14.055
2.564

29.155
70.845

1889—Grand total, 132 firms, 1,201 cycles. 1890—Grand
total, 161 firms, 1,564 cycles. 1891—Grand total, 138
firms, 1,053 cycles.

THE BOWN BALL BEARING PATENT.

In close connection with the above is the return of
the actual total numbers of types of cycles present.
To this table we have added an all important analysis

It is old news by this time that this suit has been
compromised. The parties were the Centaur Cycle
Co., representing themselves and several prominent
English makers, and the firm of William Bown. The
case was decided against William Bown, but the case
was appealed ; but Justice Kekewich expressed him-
self as unable to decide. Further investigation was
stopped, however, on February 18, each party agree-
ing to pay their own costs, while the Centaur Com-
pany and others agree to take out licenses from Mr.
Bown. What the basis of this agreement was, or
what the causes which led to the compromise, does
not appear, but important interests were involved
and financial diplomacy won the day, probably to the
benefit of all concerned.
The patents cover the Bown ball bearing, the Amer-

ican rights of which are owned by the Overman Wheel
Co. The company also make a line of wheels. Their
representative, Mr. Sanders, recently visited this
country, but took a large special order from an Amer-
ican agent, which he at once hastened home to exe-
cute, abandoning all idea of placing his own machines
in this country. Mr. Bown, the founder of the com-
pany, has great belief in the future of America, and
has been contemplating a trip over here for the past
four years.
In this action, brought to restrain an illeged infrin-

gement of the plaintiff's patent for adjustable ball
bearings to be used in connection with bicycles,
tricycles, and other similar machines, the plaintiff's
appeal from the judgment of Justice Kekewich
was mentioned February 17, before Lord Justice
Lindley, Lopes, and Kay, the hearing having stood
over upon a statement that the parties were negotia-
ting with a view to a settlement. The Court below,
after a trial which extended over several days, came
to the conclusion that the patent had been anticipated
a few months before its date by a machine manufac-
tured by Messrs. Humber, and the appeal of the
plaintiff from that decision was being opened when
the probability of an arrangement was suggested.
Mr. Chadwyck Healey, Q. C, on the part of the
appellant, now said : "I am happy to be in a position
to relieve your lordships of the further consideration
of this protracted litigation. The parties have
adjusted their difference between themselves, and
have exchanged copies of an agreement setting forth
the terms on which the action is to be stayed. It is

not necessary for me, nor would your lordships, I am
sure, desire that I should state what the terms are.
Lord Justice Lindley : It is quite unnecessary, as you
are proposing to take an order by consent. Mr.
Chadwyck Healey : What we ask your lordships to
do is to discharge the judgment of the Court below
by consent, except so far as it affected the counter
claim, upon which no order was made by Justice
Kekewich. Inasmuch as the defendants and the com-
bination behind them have agreed to take licenses
for the future, it will not be necessary to ask your
lordships to make any substituted order except to
stay all proceedings with a view to giving effect to
to the arrangement. Each party bears his own
costs. Mr. Bousfield, Q. C, assenting on behalf of the
defendants, their lordships made the order asked
for.

A Pointer on Pneumatics.

Many riders of pneumatics will continue to keep
their driving wheel tires too soft. It is better to err
on the hard side, for a too soft tire will puncture,
whereas a too hard one is safe. The best way to test
the degree of hardness is to place the fingers of both
hands under the rim and press the thumbs forcibly
into the tire. Under no circumstances should it be
possible to depress the tire thus to the extent of half
its diameter. A quarter or a trifle more will do even
for rough roads. Attention te this point will save
many a disaster.

—

Irish Cyclist.

CYCLING SHOW RECOLLECTIONS.

The Cycling Show is a thing of the past. Its wind-
up occurred on Monday morning, when the express
company hauled away the exhibition by portions, to
be shipped in accordance with the orders of the ex-
hibitors. In recalling the events of last week, when
everything and everybody was at Horticultural Hall,
I am led to think of the visitors, among whom Col.
Pope was conspicuous. In mentioning his name I am
reminded of the wonderful power and influence that
the Pope Manufacturing Company has over its 1000 or
more agents. There is a fraternal feeling, a unity of
purposes, a singleness of thought and an unwavering
faith among this army of agents that is admirable to
behold. This faith is in the omnipotency of the Pope
Company, whose acts, business plans and machines,
the agents think, are as near perfection as can be.
Col. Pope is at the head of this great cycling force,
and his thoughts are apt to be considered orders.
You can talk to a Columbia agent in far away Wis-
consin, chat with one down in Florida, or compare
notes with a Massachusetts seller of Columbias, and
they all show the same training, using the same
Columbia arguments and following the same plan of
campaign. And I cannot but admire all this, and
congratulate the Pope Company upon such a desira-
ble state of affairs.

E. W. Pope, also of the Pope Company, noted for his
excellent business qualifications, was also a visitor.
He is a good listener and gives the other fellow a
chance to say something. I saw him in conversation
with R. Philip GormuUy, of Gormully & Jeffery Mfg.
Co., and it was a pretty sight. The meeting was
casual, but the opportunity was presented and doubt-
less embraced for an interchange of thoughts as
only two such prominent men in the cycling trade
could indulge in. I am not a woman, but my inquis-
itiveness is such that I believe that that Pope-Gor-
mully conversation would have been as interesting
to me as anything I saw or heard at the show.
And there sat H. A. Lozier and R. L. Coleman chat-

ting together, the former perhaps saying something
about the Bolte spring fork used on the Giant ma-
chines, and the latter referring to the great improve-
ments in the wheels made by the Western Wheel
Works.
Across the hall gossiped Mr. Sweeting, of Phila-

delphia, with some friends, and though his accession
to the cycling trade is not yet aged, he is pretty well
known and enjoys a fair business.
Rosy-cheeked Merrill, of Chicago ; talkative Mc-

Daniel, of Wilmington; the ever-smiling Hart, of
Philadelphia ; Mr. Banker, of Pittsburg, father of the
racing B;inkers; gentlemanly Mr. Curtis, of Bretz,
Curtis Mfg. Co.; S. T. Clark, of Baltimore; Frank M.
Darapman, the little racing man from Honeybrook,
Pa ; Geo. S. Atwater, of Washington, and Kirk Brown,
of Philadelphia, are other visitors or exhibitors, the
remembrance of whom I pleasantly recall. Nor can
I forget W. W. Stall', of Boston, who was noticed to
deliver one sentence in which he forgot himself and
omitted all the adjectives he handles so deftly.
Among the traveling men present I might mention

Messrs. Hickok, who was here, there and everywhere
for the Pope Company ; Scheffey, who very seldom
gets beyond the business line, for R. L. Coleman &
Co.; Bridgman, the basso-voiced Gormully & Jeffery
man, and MacDonald, of Keefe & Becannon.
The show itself has been fully described in the cy-

cling press, some of the writers telling not only all

about wheels that were on exhibition, but about some
that were not, although one of thelatter, Mr.;Crowther
says, was the centre of attraction. Well, all goes for
what it is worth. In the opinion of a number of visi-
tors, the boxing and wrestling exhibitions were out
of place, and it is freely granted that these features
will not again appear at a cycling exhibition in Phila-
delphia. The matter of charging five cents each for
souvenirs at the opening was wrong, but the error
was corrected when the management found sentiment
against it. A third mistake was the request on Sat-
urday night, of some one in authority, asking exhibi-
tors for an extra contribution towards paying for
e.Ktra souvenirs. But these errors, slight by the way,
were largely overbalanced by the complete arrange-
ments and elaborate details provided by the commit-
tee. SIMPSON.

Thomas Inflatable Tire Co»
The tires which this Company are about to place on

the market were exhibited at the Philadelphia Show
at the stand of the Strong & Green Cycle Mfg. Co.
A section of the tire as well as a pneumatic-tired
wheel were seen. The firm was represented by Mr.
Sullivan who is president of the Stong & Green Cycle
Mfg. Co.
A writer of THE Wheel had some conversation

with both Mr. Sullivan and Mr. Thomas, and both
report that the company are now ready to sell their
tires. Already two orders have been placed for about
a thousand tires by the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co.,
and by Messrs. Keefe & Becannon, and it is under-
stood that the Company will at once execute these
orders. The tires are made by the Goodrich Mfg. Co.,
and it is understood that the purchasers are protected
from litigation by the Thomas Co.

Trouser-Guard Patent Infringers.

It having come to our knowledge that our patented
Ostergren's Trouser-Guards are being manufactured
and sold by infringers, we hereby give notice that we
have authorized our legal adviser and patent attor-
ney, W. E. Aughinbaugh, of Washington, D. C, to
proceed against any and all who infringe said patent
(dated February 17, 1891). Under the said statute,
persons who use the illegally manufactured guards
are liable as well as those who manufacture and sell.

A. K. &. C. E. SCHAAP, Richmond, Va.

Mr. A. M. Scheffey, of the R. L. Coleman Co., was in

New York on Wednesday. Mr. Scheffey was highly
complimented for the fine display he had arranged at
the Philadelphia Cycling Show of the Rush, Crescent,
Juno, Rob Roy and other machines made by the
Western Wheel Works. From the manner in which
he was booking orders at the show we imagine it was
a paying investment for his people.
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ABOUT PATENT RIGHTS.

The following extracts from an article by Park
Benjamin, on " Our Bargain with the Inventor " in

The Forum, for March, 1891, present an interesting

and instructive statement of the nature of patent

rights, and the protection afforded to the inventor

and the public thereby.

The value of this protection has been seen in no

case more clearly than in the development of the

bicycle, upon the improvements of which hundreds of

patents have been issued.

It is safe to say, that without the issuance of patent

rights, and without the judicious and fair use of them
when granted, the bicycle would not have reached its

perfected condition of to-day.

A United States patent is a contract. The parties
to it are the inventor on the one hand and the people
of the United States on the other. The inventor, by a
public record, informs the people concerning a useful
discovery which he has made, which must be original
with him and new in the United States. In return
the people, by their letters patent, secure to him the
exclusive right to make, to usfe and to sell his inven-
tion for a limited number of years. At the end of
that period the contract terminates and the discovery
belongs to all the people forever.
A patent * * * belongs to the inventor by right.

It comes into existence in consequence of the legal
establishment of a certain state of facts—namely, that
the invention is new, useful and original with the
claimant. This disclosure is the consideration on the
part of the inventor, who therefore gives to the com-
munity something of value which it did not before
possess. The community gives to the inventor, not
something of value which it already had, as where a
part of the public domain is patented to a settler, but
simply protection. If the invention is valuable, so is

the protection ; if the invention is worthless, the pro-
tection is without benefit ; thus the contract is recip-
rocal and evenly balanced. * * * *

The patent contract secures to the inventor his right
for a fixed period of time, absolutely and without
limitation, save by the obligations which every man
owes to society.
During the protected term he may restrict or pro-

hibit its use as he pleases. The measure of his reward
is what he can get, that is, what the public chooses to
pay. A man is not compelled by law to use a new
invention, he probably did not feel the need of it

before it came, and if he does not wish to pay the
price asked he is perfectly at liberty to let it alone.
Thisis the way in which most people in large cities

deal with the telephone. It is necessary only to wait
until the patent expires, and then the patented thing
may be enjoyed for all time without let or hindrance.
On the other hand, there is nothing to compel the
inventor to reveal his secret knowledge. He has a
perfect right to keep it to himself, and to use it solely
for his individual advantage ; and the law will pro-
tect him in that right. He never need obtain a patent
unless he chooses, no matter how greatly beneficial
the new idea might be to the community. If the
public wants the benefit of his discovery it must offer

a sufficient inducement to make the inventor tell what
he has found out.
A patent grant Is therefore not made in payment

for an invention, in the sense that one is a measure of
value for the other, but in return for its disclosure.
No one can assess the value of a new discovery to the
human race for all time. The more important it is,

however, the more incommensurate become the
returns obtainable during the patent period. The
millions made from the patents on the sewing
machine, or the reaper and mower, or the telegraph,
or the telephone, are utterly inconsiderable beside
the enormous benefits which the public acquires
through all futurity from these inventions. Whether
the thing contrived is to underlie a great industry or
whether it is merely an improved pin, the inventor to
be entitled to his patent, must disclose it fully, and
without restriction or reservation, so that, when the
patent term shall be finished, the public may be able
to make and use the thing as well as he himself can
make and use it. He is entitled in return to equally
full, unreserved and unrestricted protection.
On May 6, 1646, the General Court of Massachusetts,

under the system of law called " The Body of Liber-
ties," gave to Joseph Jenckes, of Lynn, the first patent
ever granted in America. It was for a scythe, and he
prayed for protection for " fowerteen yeeres, without
disturbance by any others setting up the like inven-
tions, so that his study and cost may not be in vayne
or lo,st." Jenckes' scythe is in the hands of the farm-
er of to-day, and it cut all the grain of this country
for many years. It did not open to the world the
great granary of the West, that was the work of an-
other patented invention—the reaper and mower.
The inventor of that machine made the same prayer,
and so did the inventors of all the 450,000 patented de-
vices which appear on our national record. And the
inventor of to-day asks—and surely his is the right to
ask, for he pays. for it—that we shall maintain in all

its efficiency that system which is for him as it was
for his forefathers, the sole safeguard and security
"that his study and cost may not be in vayne or
lost."

H. A, LOZIER & CO.'S 1891 LIST.

H. A. Lozier & Co. send out a neat catalogue from
their offices at Cleveland. The company are well-
known as controlling the entire output of the Lozier
& Yost Mfg. Co. The wheels illustrated are the Giant,
the Giantess and the Little Giant, besides a list of
cycling sundries. A feature of the catalogue is an
illustration of the Yost saddle, which the company are
fitting to all their wheels,

GRACE AND STRENGTH IN SAFETY
BICYCLES.

HOW TO GET IT, AND WHY.
Thomas Kane & Co., general Western agents for

the Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co., and the Grand Rapids
Cycle Mfg. Co., publish a most unique catalogue.
The cover is of pale greenish hue, with a safety
bicycle traced in white, upon which various lillipu-
tian figures are riding in grotesque positions, with
the old moon smiling at the whole performance. On
the front cover is printed in gold the following

:

" Grace and Strength in Safety Bicycles." " How to
get it, and why." "Read and Ponder." "Perennial
Spring for lovely women and gentle men." The
peculiarity of this catalogue is that it is divided in
half ; the pages of the latter half are printed upside
down, and the back cover is also printed in this
manner, so that no matter which way you take the
catalogue up, you can always read one half of it

straight away. It is a neat little trick, and will
attract much attention. The rear cover of this cata-
logue is of handsome design, and agents will find
pleasure and profit in studying it out. On the upper
right hand corner, a section of the hub and pedals of
a bike are shown in the centre of the face of a dark
lantern and this throws out rays all over the cover.
This cover bears the following imprint : "Hear ye!
Light on Safety Cycle Construction. The Newly
Risen Broncho Chainless Light Roadster. Bathe
thou in its cheering rays."

The catalogue is well written, finely printed and
handsomely illustrated, and must be examined to be
appreciated. The catalogue contains illustrations of
the Stover Co. 's wheels, and of the Broncho, as well
as the usual list of parts, sundries, etc. We select
from this catalogue the following verses :

"All to pieces at once it went.
Just like the Deacon's One Hoss Shay,"

We are speaking now of some other Bike
;

The Broncho, you know, isn't built that way.
Some make of " Bike "is doubtless " best "

For any one, but makers jest
Who claim their wheel will " manifest "

.

The points desired by ALL the rest.
"Ask riders " North, South, East and West

;

A varied tale you'll hear, and lest
Confusion worse confound, you'd best
Stop where you are, and put the test
Of common sense, and then invest
Where YOU decide you'll get the best

;

You then will ride with added zest.
And did we ship at your behest
A "Paragon," you'd soon attest
Its nearness to perfection's crest.
No jar to make your soul distressed,
Bearings that run the easiest,
A chain where oil is not a pest,
Our brake does not the eye arrest.
Yet always "gets there" when 'tis pressed.
All this you'll grant without protest
If you decide WE have the best.

THE BOSS" BOOK AND BUNDLE
CARRIER.

We publish a cut of the " Boss " Book and Bundle
Carrier, a sundry patented and owned by William
Dabbs, of Little Rock, Ark. The patent is No. 436,403,
dated September 16, i8go, and the following claims
are made :

This is an attachment for handle bars, consisting
of a spring clamp to embrace the standard and a
holder having its ends in said clamp, and formed with
curved bars to embrace the handle bars, as shown in
the cut. A number of other specifications are made
based on the principle of the " Boss " Bundle Carrier.

THE GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.

Notice of suit for infringement of patents has been
served on several firms by the GormuUy & Jeffery
Mfg. Co.

Mr. Irvine Miller, a son of the late Justice Miller,
of the U. S. Supreme Court, and a rising patent
attorney of the Windy City, has assumed charge of
the GormuUy & Jeffery Co.'s legal department.
Messrs. Wall & Boyer write to say that the prices

given on Singer wheels in our review of their exhibit
at the Philadelphia Show are not final or fixed. The
prices Mr. Boyer quoted THE WHEEL'S representa-
tive were quoted from an advance list, but were not
positively settled. The prices now quoted by Wall &
Boyer on Singer cycles are as follows, and they add
that they are not yet postively settled: Special Singer,
$140; Royal Singer (28-inch wheels), $140; Ladies'
Singer, $140; Singer, $135; Special Apollo, .'$125; Apollo,
$110; "Intermediate," $85; ''Miniature," $75; Singer
Tandem Safety, $220; Royal Singer (28-inch wheels),
fitted with pneumatic tires, 1177.50,

FILINGS AND FORGINGS.

SomeHillman, Herbert & Cooper ;£5. shares recently
changed- hands at £\^. The company paid a 30 per
cent, dividend last year.

The American papers had little favorable to say-of
the pneumatic till A. Featherstone, of Chicago, took
it up and gave them page advertisements. Now they
are full of it, and record the wonderful orders Ralph
Temple is booking for his employer, Featherstone.

—

Irish Cyclist.

How very nasty 1 The "great" Mecredy is wrong,
detidedly so. THE WHEEL published pages on both
cushion and pneumatic before Mr. Featherstone came
into the cycling business, and yet we hold no stock in
the Featherstone Company, while Mecredy holds a
block of pneumatic stock, and a good dividend may it
pay him.

The Cyclist writes a most favorable notice of the
Garford saddle. Messrs. Franklin & Co., of Coventry,
control the English rights and will manufactnre the
Garford for the foreign trade.

Messrs. Starley Bros, have procured a temporary
injunction against Pollard Bros, to prevent the latter
from using the name and trade mark of Psyche or
Psycho. The trial has not yet come off. Messrs. Pol-
lard Bros, claim that they used the name several
years before the Starley Brothers employed it as a
trade mark.

Frank L. C. Martin, local consul for Plainfield, N. J.,who has recently been re-elected captain of the Plain-
field Bicycle Club for the fourth terra is making ex-
tensive additions to his bicycle business in that town
owing to the fast growing demand for wheels. He is
one of the most popular wheelmen in that section of
the state, and cyclists passing through Plainfield will
always receive a hearty welcome at his place of busi-
ness. No. 75 Park Avenue. He was one of the many
interested spectators at the Philadelphia Cycle Show
last week.

George R. Bidwell is in Chicago this week.

THE FIRST FEATHERSTONE PNEUMATIC IN NEW
JERSEY.

At 4 p. m. on Wednesday of this week, Messrs.
Howard A. Smith & Co., of 518 Broad Street, Newark,
received a sample Featherstone pneumatic safety, for
which machine they are the sole New Jersey agents.
Many of the most prominent wheelmen of the city
had been waiting for a sight of the wheel for weeks,
and the news of its arrival was rapidly circulated.
By 9 o'clock in the evening it had been tested on the
Belgian Block and cobblestone-paved streets by
about twenty-five different riders, all of whom ex-
pressed themselves as well pleased with the new tire.
The firm can justly claim the credit of possessing
and introducing the first pneumatic in the city, and a
big demand for them is expected.

'V\i^ Bicycling News va3.\LQ% the following ridiculous
statement: "An American inventor who anticipated
the Dunlop patent, Mr. A. Featherstone, has of late
been exacting a royalty of ten dollars on the Irish
tires entering America. The chairman of the Irish
company having visited him, Mr. Featherstone has
acquired sole control of the tire in America." Our
contemporary is wrong. Mr. Featherstone antici-
pated no patents of any kind on inflated tires ; he
simply purchased from the Irish company the right
to manufacture the Dunlop tire in America.

Mr. M. L. Bridgman, representing the G. &. J. Mfg.
Co., has been spending a week in New York and
vicinity. He recently appointed a Rambler agent in
Staten Island, where he expects to do an excellent
business this year.

John Green, who has been engaged to travel for
Alfred Field & Co. in a number of States appointing
Quadrant agents, will start on the road in a few days.
Mr. Green, late with the Strong & Green Cycle Co.,
has an interest in agencies in New Haven, Conn., and
Atlantic City, N. J.

Messrs. Collins and Nuttall, 418 and 420 West
Twenty-seventh Street, N. Y., make a specialty of
nickel plating bicycle parts, and as they are practical
electro-platers, their work is above the average.

The bicycle catalogue of Schoverling, Daly & Gales
for 1891 contains a comprehensive description of the
Featherstone pneumatic and the '91 Gales Diamond
safety, together with illustrations, both of which
wheels are in great demand. Full particulars are
also given of the Gales Ladies' Convertible, the Gales
'90 pattern and the Daisy and Gazelle, two juvenile
wheels. They also handle the Fish saddle, horns,
bells, cyclometers, wrenches, and a great variety of
lanterns and sundries of every description. The firm
is prepared to handle a large trade this year.

The Overman Wheel Co. have on exhibition in their
Denver store a s2-inch ordinary fitted with cushion
tires. The machine has been tested by Gerwing, the
professional racing man, on both road and track and
he states that it is from two to three miles per hour
faster than the solid tire.

A wise concern looks a long way ahead, and this
appears to have been the case with the St. George's
Engineering Co., since they have arranged with
Alfred Field & Co., of New York, to handle their
goods in 1892 throughout the United States.

Messrs. Harber Bros.j of Bloomington, III., appear
to have gone into the bicycle business in an excellent
way. The firm liave a finely established business of
the style conducted by Rouse, Hazard & Co., of
Peoria, that is, they deal in farm machinery, viragons.
buggies, etc. They have recently issued a circular
letter, annovincing that tliey have made connections
witli a number of bicycle concerns, and they are pre-
pared to quote rates on all styles of wheels. At pres-
ent they are making leaders of the Giants.

Mr. S. Colder, representing Humber & Co., has
apuointed the Standard Cycle Co., of Buffalo, agents
for Humbers in a large district throughont Ohio.
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THE PHYSIOLOGY OF "WAITING"
AND "PACEMAKING" IN SPEED

COMPETITIONS.
HAVING ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO CYCLE

RACING.

ByE. B. Turner, F. R. C. S., Eng.

ARTICLE VIII.

Between cycle racing and foot racing there are
several fundamental differences which at once occur
to us, so soon as we commence to compare them for
the purpose of scientific investigation, and these dif-
ferences have a most important bearing _on our sub-
ject, and must be very carefully considered. The
first and most obvious one is that to run, say, one mile
involves a very much greater muscular effort than to
cycle the same distance. The reason for this is ap-
parent. In running, at each stride, the whole weight,
of the body has to be lifted from the ground and pro-
jected forward seven feet or more bj' the energetic
contraction ot the large muscular manes of the legs
and thighs. In riding a machine the whole body is

supported on the saddle and pedals, and though the
poundage of the machine ridden has to be added to
that of the rider in order that we may calculate with
accuracy the total weight to be propelled, still both
are driven at a much faster pace with a much smaller
expenditure of muscular effort. A very siinple ex-
periment will convince anyone of this fact. Let him
take an eleven stone man on his back and carry him
4^o yards against the watch, and the next day mount
him on a tricycle, with his feet off the pedals, and
push him the same distance comparing afterwards
the times accomplished and his own sensations on the
two occasions. The leg muscles notice the same dif-
ference if they have to carry their owner a mile on
foot or propel him a mile on a cycle. But the legs are
not the only portions of the economy from which
more labor is exacted in running than in cycling. A
man who runs in good form swings his arms rhythmi-
cally, and throws each shoulder forward in turn, so
as to increase the length of his stride. This brings
into play not only the muscles of the arms, but those
of the back, chest and loins. As a matter of fact, as
we have often experienced ourselves in the days
when we used to run races, a man commencing train-
ing for distance running for a few days "feels it in
his arms" sooner than in his legs, and is stopped in
his early runs more by muscular fatigue in his upper
than in his lower extremities. We should expect,
therefore, that the amount of waste products found
after running a mile would considerably exceed those
obtained after cycling the same distance. We here
tabulate some results of our investigations :

Time. Urea. ^^^ P-^.-P?--

m. s. Grains. Grains. Grains.
One mile ridden on
tricycle 2-492-5 643-7 ^4-45 37-97

One mile on foot 5.081-5 676.5 27.7 46.3
Two miles ridden. . . 5.442-5 665.01 25. 41-36
Two miles on foot.. .11.17 2-5 7S3i9 34-i7 57-6

On all these occasions we made our own running.
The difference in exertion shown here chemically is

quite in accord with our own sensations. After riding
the tricycle we were fairly fresh, after the runs
(although we were in splendid condition) we were
quite exhausted.
The next difference between running and cycle rac-

ing is this: A cyclist can win championships at all

distances. The same men are champions at one mile
and at 50; the same man can hold the record at }(
mile and at 50 miles; the same man can hold every
record from 3^ mile to 50 miles ; or, in other words, a
man can win races and hold records at the longest
and at the shortest distances at which competitions
are held on the racing path. In running this is im-
possible, and there are several good reasons why it

should be so. (1) The actual physical conformation
of body necessary to make a good "sprinter" differs
in several particulars from that necessary for a good
distance runner. It is requisite that the movements
of a sprinter be very quick and sharp. To effect this,
we find the muscles of locomotion set to act upon
short levers, and, therefore, the muscles of the front
of the thigh, and of the calf of a 100 yard runner, are
developed to a much greater extent than the same
muscles in a mile runner. The shorter the lever the
greater the power necessary to work it, and, there-
fore, the greater the bulk of the muscles which act on
it. In a distance runner the strides are not so fre-
quent, and the movement is more deliberate, there-
fore the muscles, acting on longer levers, which do
not move so rapidly, are in consequence more slender.
If we examine the leg of a first-class sprinter we find
that the heel bone is short, and projects but a small
distance behind the ankle bone. Thus the muscles
of the calf, acting on this short lever, to move the foot
very rapidly, but they have to sustain the whole
weight of the body when it is thrown on the toes at
full speed, and project it forward at the next stride.
They act at a great disadvantage through the short
heel bone, and, therefore, are very powerful. The
same obtains with the great muscle in front of the
thigh. It has to bring the whole leg very quickly
forward at each stride, so it is inserted into the shin
bone very close to the knee joint, and, for the reasons
stated above, is largely developed. The leg of a dis-
tance runner is exactly the opposite of this. The
levers are longer, as the movements are more delib-
ate, and consequently the power or muscular devel-
opment is less. We took great interest in this fact
eighteen years ago, and have now the measure-
ments of some twenty of the best runners of
that day. We find from these that the heel
bone of a distance runner is from J^ to J^
of an inch longer than that of a sprinter, and
that the insertion of the great muscle of the thigh is
from 5^in. to lin. lower down in the "miler" than in
the 100 yards runner, and that the muscular develop-
ment is in proportion. Men, like horses, run in all
shapes, and the above is the general rule, and, of
course, exceptions are to be found, but they are not
numerous. Itj addition t-Q this, the chest capacity of

the distance runner has to exceed that of the sprinter,
because the long continuance of the great exertion
necessary to run a distance throws an enormous
amount of carbonic acid into the system which has
to be eliminated during the race itself. The sprinter
during the 10 1-5 seconds in which he runs his 100
yards forms much more carbonic acid than the miler
covering his 66 yards in the same time, but his work
is over at once, and he can regain his "wind " at his
leisure, while tha other has to go on for about twenty-
five times as long, and get quit of his poison
as he goes. Therefore the heart and lungs of the
"miler "are larger, and we shall find on measuring
the lower part of his chest (where the heart and bases
of the lungs lie) that it is several inches more in cir-
cumference. (2) The practice necessary to run a short
distance is quite different to that requisite to cover a
mile or more. If a sprinter ran a long distance slowly,
several times he would soon become "slow," and
lose all his dash ; and conversely, a miler who prac-
tised nothing but sprinting would never "stay" home
over any distance beyond 440 yards. (3) The "form"
of running is entirely different in each case. An ex-
pert can tell at once, as soon as a man comes out on
the path, before he has run twenty yards, if he goes
in for distance or sprint running. 'The movements of
the sprinter's arms and legs are much more energetic,
and much more exhausting, than those of the dis-
tance man. Ease is sacrificed to speed, and it is im-
possible to sustain the excessive strain for long. On
the other hand, a man who has to cover a mile or
more "keeps himself together," and gets over the
ground with the least possible exertion. This is not
the case in cycle racing. The action is the same
whether a man be going for one mile or tor fifty, and
the difference in pace is not so marked. One mile in
the fifty miles safety championship this year was
covered in 2.36.

For these reasons running men fall naturally into
three classes—sprinters, some of whom can stay as
far as 440 or 600 yards ; middle distance and long-dis-
tance runners. A middle-distance man can run out a
sprinter, and is himself left by a long-distance man.
For instance, Myers some years ago was a first-class
medium-distance man, but was beaten in the 100
yards. He could beat George at 880 and 1,000 yards,
but George left him at a mile. Felling could beat
Tindall up to 300 yards, but had to play second fiddle
to him at 440 and 600 yards. Kibblewhite and Fowler
can smother Thomas and Morton at one mile, but
would hardly see the way they went at twenty. No
man in the present day could hope to be first-class at
100 yards and ten miles. Very nearly all we have
written above applies to walking as well as running,
except that a man can win at one mile and also a
longer distance. Fast race-walking is the most
fatiguing of all the sports we have at present treated
of. Every muscle in the body is used, and to get
properly " fit " for it takes more and harder work than
for any other land exercise. We here tabulate the re-
sults of fast walking :

Time. Urea. Uric Acid. Phosphoric
Acid.

1 mile.... 7.39 724.7 grs. 28.2 grs. 53.9 grs.
2 miles. ..16. 17 809.16 " 31-5^" 68.1 "

Compare these results with the running and cycling
ones above and note the great increase, showing the
enormous muscular strain, though, of course, the
time accomplished is much slower. Now, it is a fact
that a runner or walker a few yards faster Over any
given distance than an opponent can take the lead,
make fast pace all the way, and win. We got very fit

for foot racing several times in the Autumns of the
last few years, and we here tabulate the average re-
sults obtained after running and walking at a racing
pace, making our own pace and waiting, under the
same conditions as we did on the tricycle. For con-
venience the decimals are omitted :

Average Am't Excreted of.. Urea. Uric Acid. Phos.
Acid.

Grains. Grains. Grains
5 runs of I mile (paced) 678 28 45
5 runs of I mile (unpaced). .. 683 29 47
5 runs of 2 miles (paced) 752 35 54
5 runs of 2 miles (unpaced).. 763 37 58
5 walks of I mile (paced) 719 27 48
5 walks of I mile (unpaced).. 725 28 52
5 walks of 2 miles (paced) . . . 797 29 63
5 walks of 2 miles (unpaced). 810 32 69

For easy reference we here repeat the results of

Urea. Uric Acid. Phos.
Acid.

Grains. Grains. Grains
One mile ridden on tricycle
(paced) 621.59 19-7 32.63

One mile (unpaced) 643.7 24.45 37-97

We see from this that the quantity of each of these
substances excreted differs very much less, whether
adistance'be covered paced or unpaced on foot, than
is ridden under the same circumstances. Thus (omit-
ting decimals) the difference in the amounts excreted
after riding a mile unpaced is: Urea, 22 gfrs., uric
acid, 5 grs.; phosphoric acid, 5 grs. On foot after
running a mile : Urea, 5 grs.; uric acid, i gr.

;
phos-

phoric acid, 2 grs. After walking a mile ; Urea, 6 grs.

;

uric acid, i gr.
;
phosphoric acid, 4 grs.

These are the differences on the average of five
trials. On several occasions a greater excretion took
place after the " waited " mile than after the mile in
which we made the running, which difference would
be accounted for by the weather or the state of the
track, but the whole series of trials go to prove the
same thing, namely, that in running or walking the
exertion is much the same, whether the competitor
wait or make his own pace. In this respect, as we
have previously shown, cycle racing differs very
essentially. The cause of this difference we consider
is two-fold

—

(a) The effects of the resistance
of the air are less, partly on account of the
smaller surface presented by a man on foot,
and partly on account of the speed attained
being less ; and (6) the actual work to be accomplished
being so much greater, the brain has to occupy
itself mainly with giving the energetic stimuli
necessary to carry on the mere physical process of
muscular contraction, and, as we mentioned in a
former article, under these circumstances is for a
time dulled in its intellectual perception, and there-

fore the effects of nerve strain, etc., in pace-forcing
are less appreciated,- and less waste products thereof
are thrown into the system. The practical result of
this is that the " pacemaker " and the " waiter " com-
mence their final efforts under more equal conditions
than those which obtain in a cycle race, and a much
smaller degree of superiority in the leading man
enables him to " run the spurt out " of his opponent,
and win, even though that opponent be the speedier
at a short distance.

—

T/ic Cyclist.

(To be continued.)

[Parts I., II„ III., IV., v., VI. and VIL, were pub-
lished in The Wheel of December 5, 12, January 2,

February 13, 20, and March 6.]

BUFFALO.

Wheeling circles in Buffalo are not just now partic-
ularly prolific.in news. A sudden stagnation appears
to have struck this section. The weather has been
too bad for out-door work, and indoors has been kept
fairly quiet, as we are all good Christians and observe
the Lenten dictum of the church to the letter.
The manufacturers are, however, kept busy, and

from all reports expect one of the biggest seasons
that has ever been experienced in this city. " Billy "

Schack is making great preparations for Spring, and
tells me he has booked orders enough to keep him
going for some time to come. He is making quite a
feature of the Wilfruna wheel, which is being special-
ly manufactured for him in Wolverhampton, Stafford-
shire, Eng.
The nominations are out for the Press Cycling

Club's annual election, and I pause to smile. So far
as I can see, there is not a single newspaper man on
the ticket. The president is to be Mr. George Wil-
liams, of the Thnes, a rattling good fellow, but no ink-
slinger. He is a cashier. For recording secretary,
Mr. W. A. Mickle, of the Express^ is mentioned, but
he is a commercial man and not a reporter. There
will be elected some eighteen or twenty officers. A
big majority of these will be in no way connected
with the press, and as I indicated in my last letter
there are but few members of the club who belong to
the "pencil pushing" crowd. Now what sort of a
Press Cycling Club is it? The present president, G.
W. Schooley, has positively asserted that he will take
no office, and I do not think a single newspaper man at
present in office would fill any vacancy, even at a
salary.

The outlook for the three days' championship meet
under the auspices of the City League of A. A. U.
Clubs is exceedingly bright. As I have befote
indicated, the second day of the tournament will be
devoted to cycling. There will be thirty events on
that day. Fifteen will be devoted to the settlement
of the local championship question and fifteen will be
open to the world. Entries are expected from the
East and West, and if enthusiasm indicates anything,
the grandest meets that have ever taken place in Buf-
falo will be on June 8, 9, 10. The prizes will be of
value and beauty, and run as near to the value pre-
scribed by the Union as possible. Of course, it is

expected by the time of the meet that Mr. Matthew-
son's resolutions now before the A. A. U. limiting the
value of prizes will have become a law. The Reamer's
have gotten over their spasm. The " boiling within "

has been cooled down, and matters are now in statu
quo. The "power to purchase" question has been
left with a committee as heretofore, and the kickers
have been sent back to their old seats. At the last
meeting genial Lieut. H. Frank resigned. His resig-
nation was at first refused, but he insisted and the
club was bound to accept. Since then he has been
prevailed upon to reconsider his action, and his
"paper" has been withdrawn. The genial Harry
still remains a pillar in the State.

On Saturday last the Ramblers gave a well ordered
and arranged entertainment for the benefit of In-
structor Scotty Sherman. There was a crowded
house, and a nice little purse was handed to " Scotty."

A bicycle store has been opened in Niagara Falls.
A company which will be known as the Cataract
Wheel and Supply Co. has been formed, and will
shortly start business at 103 Palls Street. News Agent
Joe Doherty, a member of the Niagara Falls Wheel-
men, will manage the place.

The Buffalo Bicycle Club held a meeting on Monday
night. Only routine business was transacted. Messrs.
Vivian Spencer and O. M. Legate were admitted to
membership.
There is a rumor that Charley Dorntge, the Iroquois

A. C. crack bicycle rider, will shortly go into the bi-
cycle business. 'Tis ever thus.

The popularity of bicycling in this city has not gone
down a whit but athletics have come up with a sur-
prising boom. Everybody appears to be athletic
mad, so to speak. There is a nice, healthy feeling
existing between the wheelmen and the athletes, and
everybody appears to be anxious to help the other.
The local officials of the League do all they can to

help the sprinters, and the latter have pledged them-
selves to reciprocate when the opportunity occurs.

Charles J. Griffiths, Vice-President of the Press
Cycling Club, has been accorded the rights and privi-

leges of the programme of the City League champion-
ship meeting. I understand that the programme will

be a volume and contain a complete history of all the
local athletic and cycling clubs as well as portraits of

all the local athletes and wheelmen. Records of ama-
teur and professional will find a place in the souvenir.

Chicott.

The benefit derived from macadam country roads,
from a cycling stand-point is admirably illustrated in

Union County, N. J. Before Rahway was connected
with Elizabeth and Plainfield by hard, solid roads a
bic5rcle in the town was almost a curiosity, but now
cycling is exceedingly popular there. In fact all

through the county wheels abound in great numbers.
A great boom in cycling is felt in Plainfield and vicin-

ity as the outcome of new county roads, and cycling
in Elizabeth has also been greatly benefitted by the
net work of macadam roads of easy access to its in-

habitants.
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The English cracks will commence training at Pad-
dington within a fortnight.

Mr. Henry Holland, a versatile actor of the Madison
Square Company, is a devotee of the wheel.

White Pigeon, Mich., is a record town in its way,
there being but four bicycle riders, and the entire
four are ladies.

The Arlington Wheelmen, of Washington, are
working assiduously for the construction of a track
in the baseball grounds.

The Kings Co. Wheelmen have set June 27 as the
date for their next annual race meet, but it has not as
yet been settled what track will be utilized.

The Springfield (Mass.) Bicycle Club has moved
into temporary new quarters. The club intends to
secure a house especially adapted to its needs before
next Winter.

At the recent meeting of the National Cyclists'
Union, London Centre, Harry Hewitt Griffin was
elected official handicapper and G. Pembroke Cole-
man, official timer.

According to a St. Louis paper Thomas Brackett
Reed rides a 56-inch ordinary and is an enthusiastic
wheelman. He does all his riding however, at night,
in order to avoid notoriety.

A fine bicycle track is being laid in the amphithea-
tre of the Auditorium, Louisville. It will be six laps
to the mile, and will be built with a rock foundation
and a fine macadam surface.

The Iowa Division's annual meet will be held this
year at Newton on June 16 and 17. There is a fine
half-mile track in the town, and the local wheelmen
are noted for their hospitality.

The Lockport Wheelmen have elected the following
officers for the ensuing year : President, F. B. King;
Vice-President, H. J. Fenton ; Secretary-Treasurer,
Amos H. Gardner; Captain, C. H. Cornes.

An amateur six days' tournament at the Coliseum,
Omaha, opened on Monday of this week and will
come to a close on Saturday night. Five prizes will
be awarded to the successful contestants ranging in
value from $100 to $10.

The six-days' eight-hours-per-day professional race
at Detroit, last week, inaugurated by Jack Prince, re-
sulted as follows: Ashinger, 733 miles and one lap

;

Reading, 733 miles ; Martin, 659 miles ; Shock, 605
miles

; Clark, 420 miles.

The invention of the pneumatic has been a boon to
the paragraphist. Here is one of many: "Why is the
pneumatic tire a good temperance advocate? Be-
cause it does away with the jar on the road and the
glass is its greatest enemy."

A new road book of Maine is being prepared by
Bates Torrey, Secretary-Treasurer of the Division.
In addition to all the principal runs it will contain
through routes to Moosehead Lake, Rangeley Lakes,
St John and the White Mountains.

The annual spring games of the Eighth Regiment
A. A. will be held, on March 31, at their armory, and
among the events will be a two-mile handicap safety
race. A gold medal will be awarded to the winner
and a silver medal to the second man. Entries close
March 24.

We thought Philadelphia was putting its foot in it

in the way of lady club membership, a good thing
when great care and circumspection are exercised.
And now one of the clubs desires to limit its lady club
membership to fifteen. By the way, the man that told
it was a sneak, wasn't he?

The one mile amateur championship of Australia
was run off on New Year's day at Adelaide. The
winner was Richard Davis; time, 2m. 44s. Davis also
won the mile handicap, doing 2m. 33Ks- from scratch,
a performance surpassed but once, we think, in the
whole history of the sport.

The Ramblers Bicycle Club of Rochester, elected
the following new officers on Friday of last week:
President, John S. Groh; Vice-President, J. H. Dutton;
Secretary, W. J. O'Berien ; Treasurer, M. H. Joslin;
Captain, Peter J. Dukelow ; E.xecutive Committee,
Chas. E. Mayer, T. W. Treueman, Albert Dolbier.

From the present outlook the tour from Niagara
Falls to Detroit under the management of Clarence
H. Smith, will be the largest one on record. The
start will be made from Niagara Falls on July 9, and
Detroit will be reached on July 15. Arrangements
will be made, if possible, to accommodate 200 cy-
clists.

The wheelmen of Sandusky, Ohio, are planning to
entertain the cyclists who pass through that city on
their way to the Detroit meet in July next, and a ban-
quet at Cedar Point will be one of the features. San-
dusky has unequaled Summer attractions, and the
lake trip from that city to Detroit is described as
grand.

Juvenile safeties have become the favorite premium
offer with scores of newspapers in this country, which
are given to those who secure a certain number of
subscribers. Hundreds of machines are now being
distributed in this manner, and the plan gives satis-
faction to every one concerned, particularly the
manufacturers.

Captain Smith, of the Rhode Island Wheelmen is
making arrangements for a morning ride in and
around the suburbs of Providence on May i. His
plan is to get together a large party of cyclists for a
short but exhilarating ride at an early hour, termin-
ating at Roger Williams' cottage, where breakfast
can be secured.

Messrs. Power, Stilger, Miller and Judge, of the
Riverside Wheelmen, have joined the Manhattan
Athletic Club in order to secure the advantages of
the track that is to be built on the Polo Grounds. The
Riverside wheelmen will hold their final stag of the
season on March 28.

Forty odd scholars of the Buffalo High School have
formed a cycling club. They intend to encourage
road racing and will inaugurate a contest from Buffalo
to Batavia, as soon as the roads will permit. The
officers are: President, B. D. Jackson ; Secretary-
Treasurer, Preston Smith; Captain, Samuel Weil;
Bugler, Clarence McMichael.

A Wheeling Endorsement.—F. p. Prial, editor of
The Wheel, speaks pronouncedly in favor of the
cushion tire, and his remark that on sandy roads it

runs over and not through the sand, exactly sums up
the great advantage of the cushion over the solid, an
advantage which we think will make the big surfaced
tire a permanency.— Wheeling.

The Bay City Wheelmen, of San Francisco, have
admitted over forty new members during the past
mouth, four-fifths of whom are between twenty-five
and forty years of age, and the membership roll now
contains eighty-five names. A whist tournament has
just been concluded, and arrangements are being
made for the opening of a billiard contest.

A paragraph has been going the rounds of the press
to the effect that the New Jersey Division would soon
lose the services of Chief Consul Brown owing to
being elected second vice-president of the League.
The holding of this honor will in no way interfere
with his position as Chief Consul, and he will con-
tinue his work for the New Jersey Division.

The Cyclist states that The Wheel showed good
literary taste in publishing its introduction to the
Stanley Show report. Certainly. And no doubt Mr.
Sturmey feels the compliment as keenly as did the
writer, when Mr. Sturmey bodily clipped his report of
the Hartford tournament of 1885, the first great meet
he ever attended and wrote up for a cycling paper.

The Rockland County Wheelmen, of Spring Valley,
N. Y., held a race meet in September of last year that
was quite successful, although a drenching rain was
falling at the time. This year their meet will be held
much earlier in the season. May 23, with the hopes
that a more propitious day will be allotted to them.
Entries should be sent to V. A. Johnson, Spring Val-
ley, N. Y.

The annual election of the Missouri Bicycle Club
on Thursday of last week was the most exciting one
in the histor>^ of the club. The successful candidates
follow : President, Robert Holm; Vice-President, Dr.
Keith ; Treasurer, A. Hildebrand ; Secretary, J. W.
Bowman; Captain, Roy Tidd; First Lieutenant, S. C.
Pratt ; Second Lieutenant, J. W. Stockett; Color
Bearer, Edgar F. Jones.

This is an excellent pointer on the pneumatic.
Speaking of the riding at Ditton, on a recent fine Sun-
day, Wheeling says: " Blair, on arriving at Ditton,
found a large horseshoe nail embedded about ij^

inches in the outer rubber. The nail had evidently
entered the rim in contact with the ground and pro-
ceeded vertically towards the rim. On removing the
nail the rim tube was found intact."

At the annual meeting of the New York Athletic
Club on Tuesday evening of this week, it was reported
that the total number of prizes won by their repre-
sentatives during last season was 548, which far
exceeds any previous year in the history of the club.
This number consists of 250 first prizes, 175 seconds
and 123 thirds. It was also reported that four United
States records and six world records had been created
by members of the club.

A Louisville paper states that W. A. Meeks, of the
Louisville Cycle Club, who recently graduated from
the Louisville College of Pharmacy with the highest
honors in every branch of study, admits that the
wheel had much to do with his success. When
wearied in mind over some hard problem he would
close his books, take his bicycle and go for a spin in
the fresh air, returning refreshed in body and brain,
ready to tackle and solve almost anything.

The annual meet of the Kentucky Division, at
Louisville, June 26 and 27, will be the largest and
most interesting in the history of the State. The
Division has about 200 members, and it is expected
that they will all be present, and, in addition, a large
number of wheelmen from all the neighboring States,
making a total ot about 500 riders. The principal
features will be the races by electric light on the
new track, a banquet, a trip to Mammoth Cave and
a tour through Central Kentucky.

Cycling is to be fostered by the Manhattan Athletic
Club to an unprecedented degree this year. In addi-
tion to the inducements offered by the auxiliary
wheel club which possesses its own road officers and
apartments in the club-house, a first-class track is to
be built in tlie Polo Grounds for the encouragement
of cycle racing. The committee having the matter in
charge intend to have it constructed of the best
material and in the most approved style, and it will
probably be patterned after the Peoria track.

The two cycling clubs of Louisville have completed
arrangements with the proprietor of the Auditorium
whereby a first-class track will be immediately built,
twenty-one feet wide and one-si.xth of a mile in
length, in the amphitheatre of that building,
at a cost of $1,800. The foundation of the track will
be of slate with a top dressing of limestone screen-
ings and will be ready by the middle of April. To
consummate the transaction it was necessary for the
committee from the two clubs to guarantee the sale of
a specified number of season tickets at $3 each. The
track insures a successful series of races for the State
meet in June and will unquestionably greatly boom
racing interests and the sport generally in Louis-
ville,

AIN'T this nice, MR. DAVOL

!

Our maker's amateur agitation which raged so
fiercely some three or four years ago, is to be as a
storm in a tea cup to the row now on in connection
with the League of American Wheelmen and their
late list of suspends. In the interests of pure ama-
teur sport- our entire sympathies are with Charlie S.
Davol and the Racing Board, and we are pleased to
see that the Board rejoices in so strong and deter-
mined a leader. Mr. Davol does not mince his words
when combating his critics through the columns of
the press. He hits straight from the shoulder, with
just enough movement from the hips to get every
blow right home.— The Cvclist.

Henry George arrived in this city from Bermuda,
on Sunday last, looking rugged, strong and as bright
as he did when he fought for the Mayoralty.
When he left this city on February 2 his constitution
was run down and he was suffering from nervous
prostration. While in Bermuda he took up cycling,
and he attributes his restoration to health to the
exercise thus gained. He intends to continue using
the wheel in this city. He is reported to have said :

" I have not felt as well as I feel to-day in years, and
I attribute it to the absolute abstinence from every
sort of work and to outdoor exercise. I am now a
bicyclist. I have learned to ride fairly well, after ex-
periencing a few headers, and it has helped make me
feel as I do now. I think bicycle riding is a good
remedy for public men whose health is in danger
from overwork."

The Elizabeth Wheelmen are enthusiastic over the
coming meet of the New Jersey Division, to be held
in Elizabeth, on May 29 and 30, and already commit-
tees are being appointed and various plans discussed
for the entertainment of the guests. On the first day
of the meet there will be a business meeting of the
Board of Officers, several short runs, a theatre party
and other forms of amusement. The business meet-
ing of the Division will be held on the second day,
and a parade through the principal streets will follow.
The wheelmen will also be photographed. A lunch
will be served in the club-house at noon, and in the
afternoon runs will be taken in all directions. An-
other probable attraction is a steamboat excursion to
Staten Island, where a fish dinner will be served. It
is intended to devise other attractive features, so that
the omission of racing will not be noticed. I'he pro-
gramme of entertainment will end with a grand ban-
quet.

The bill that the Massachusetts Wheelmen have
been agitating for several years, asking that a com-
mittee be appointed to have charge of the State's
roads and highways and to see that all roads are
built on purely scientific principles, will probably be
passed before the close of another Legislature. An-
other bill will also be introduced which relates to the
construction of a road from Boston to New York,
which was referred to at the recent League meeting
at Washington. The plan is to use the present main
highway from New York to Fairfield. At the road
house in Fairfield a new road will be started to con-
tinue along the old "King's highway," or Boston
road, as far as Newport, where it will follow a new
line to Boston. At an early date delegates from each
city through which the proposed road will run will
meet in New York and appoint committees to appear
before the Legislatures of the interested States and
ask for appropriations to construct the road.

The most nauseating mass of rot that has been writ-
ten in regard to lady riders, appeared last week in
the Buffalo News and other papers using syndicate
matter. The article relates in flowery and sickening
language how Mrs. Grover Cleveland rides a tandem
in her Redfern tailor-made suit, and how Mrs. Henry
Clews mounts her iron horse on the cobble stones,
and " whips up her cycle so fast that pedestrians fear
for her precious neck." It tells how Mrs. George
Gould and her three beautiful sons make a perfect
picture of an American family when they ride side
by side through Central Park, and states that Lillian
Russell rides a silver-plated safety with a Japanese
pug dog sitting in a seat on the handle-bar, and that
the canine barks whenever anyone gets in the way

;

that Ada Rehan rides a black and yellow striped
quadricycle, and Miss Helen Dauvray a "three-
wheeled Eagle brand with brass fixings." Miss
Marie Burroughs is reported to get the bracing air by
riding "a four-in-hand tandem," and some other
famous New York woman is announced to have rid-
den all through the Adirondacks last Summer on a
safety, wearing a green English-cut habit, with a
white shirt front and natty necktie. It seems strange
that any editor could make use of such a conglomera-
tion ot frothy nothingness, mis-statements and lies.

The Stenographer, of Philadelphia, says editorially
that exercise is absolutely essential to all short-hand
writers who by close confinement or overwork become
nervously exhausted and incur insomnia, taking on a
feeling of lassitude with which so many in the pro-
fession are too familiar, and the editor states further
that after a careful examination of the various forms
of out-door sports he decided on bicycling, and that
the result was both marvelous and satisfactory. He
describes his experience in the following enthusiastic
manner :

" It was a balmy afternoon of early Autumn,
the road was as level as a floor—and mostly down hill.

Flying is the only thing to which we can compare it.

Day after day we kept it up. We began to sleep as
when a child, without dreams; all cares dropped off,

like the leaves from the trees after a hard trost ; the
digestive powers seemed capable of taking care ot

anything that came in their way ; the muscles grew
hard and tense ; the brain seemed able to carry any
kind of load, and no office or professional labor was
tiring as of yore. All this at the trifling outlay of less
than a hundred and fifty dollars for a wheel (and we
got the best in the market) whose grooming is a rub
down with a bit of rag, and whose hay and oats are
kept in a small oil can. Ladies and gentlemen : broth-
ers and sisters of the mystic art! It you would feel

strong and young again ; if you would live long and
be happy ; if you would continue to be what you are

—

fast and accurate writers, let us strongly recommend
you to procure a bicycle and proceed at once to make
yourselves fast and good riders, as well."
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CHICAGO.

At a meeting held at Ravenswood last week, action
was taken toward the formation of an athletic club
to be known as the Ravenswood Cycle and Athletic
Club. Some days ago four of Ravenswood's citizens

received from Sprinfield license to incorporate the
above club. This meeting was held to determine
whether the young men of Ravenswood would co-

operate with the committee appointed some time ago
to solicit subscriptions for the proposed athletic asso-
ciation, or whether they would solicit subscriptions
for the Ravenswood Cycle and athletic Club. The
latter organization is to be run under a more liberal

policy than the former. A committee of seven was
appointed to report to the original committee con-
sisting of the following: Harrington, chairman;
Peterson, Dreyfoos, Tracy, Whiting, Sadler, Pollock,

Jos. Miles and Spooner.

The Original Cycling Indoor Ball team defeated the
All Star organization of the Oak Park Cycling Club
before 400 people by a score of 14 to 12.

Owing to the small attendance at the weekly enter-
tainments given by the Chicago Cycling Club, the
committee have decided to discontinue the same and
substitute instead a monthly entertainment to be
given at Rosalie Music Hall.

J. G. Lobstein, chairman; L. C. DeProft, Chas.
Kopf and Ed. Blettner form the committee on
arrangements for the Douglas Cycling Clubs first

grand concert and hop to be given at Apollo Hall,
Twelfth and Blue Island Avenue, March 20.

A pneumatic-tired safety will be raffled by the
Chicago Club the latter part of this month.

Thos. F. Sheridan, Secretary-Treasurer of the Illi-

nois Division, L. A. W., was in this city Monday last.

He is having prepared to mail to over 1,500 non-mem-
bers of the League in this State, a personal letter

enumerating to them the many advantages of joining
the League.
Six new members were admitted to the Ladies'

Douglas Cycling Club at a meeting held last Friday
evening. Dr. Vera A. Brockway was elected Presi-
dent; Mrs. Nellie Cargill, Vice-President; Miss Tillie

Jahn, Secretary, and Mrs. Swander, Treasurer.

Last Saturday evening's playing in the Englewood
Club pool tournament resulted as follows : Entwistle
defeated Denison ; Kerr defeated J. L. Holbrook, 50-

46; Wise defeated Carr, 50-34; Wagner defeated
Carr, 50-48.

The Lincoln Cycling Club indoor team has dis-
banded for the season.

J. V. Wilson entered the employ of A. G. Spalding
& Bros, last Monday. Mr. Wilson was one of the old-
est members of the Lincoln Cycling Club until a year
ago, when he resigned. For the last year he has been
in the East. His old-time friends will welcome him
back with open arms. He will again become a mem-
ber of the L. C. C.

Bob Ehlert and Bodach will ride pneumatic-tired
safeties in the Pullman road race.

Long distance competition started March i among
the members of the Victor Cycling Club for an elegant
gold medal. Rillihan started out with thirty-seven
miles, ridden on a bleak, miserable day. We wish
them success, but some of uis have been there, and
how many do you find who will say that they will do
it again? It's too much like work.

Chas. Mayo and J. Weed, of the Englewood Cycling
Club, are home from an extended trip through old
Mexico, taking pictures by the way.
The iEolus Cycling Club members are preparing to

give an entertainment on an elaborate scale at Cen-
tral Turner Hall, March 18. The programme is as
follows: Prof. Goldman, prestidigitator; H. Krinker,
cornet solo; H. A. Kohler, vocalist and comedian;
Brown and EUingson, sketch, Flannigan & Flannigan

;

Cameron Bros., sailor's horn-pipe ; Miss Minnie Sher-
man, recitation, "The Last Hymn ;" F. Millar, bari-
tone solo ;

Royal Quartette ; Little Gertrude Barnes,
fancy dances ; Miss Edith Freeman, soprano solo

;

Cameron Family, Scotch dances; Prof. Goldman,
juggling, and a one act comedy entitled, "Wanted

—

a Confidential Clerk," by W. E. Bond, T. J. Swenie,
R. H. Ehlert, H. Brown, H. A. Kohler, C. Ellingson.

Another successful athletic entertainment was
given at the Illinois Club last Saturday evening, un-
der the supervision of Prof. C. O. Du Plessis. The
programme was well carried out.

The .^olus Cycling club-house was well filled last
Monday evening, over ninety of the club members
being present to cast their vote for officers for the
coming year. The election was close in many in-
stances. Following are the oflficers elected : Presi-
dent, R. H. Ehlert ; Vice-President, A W. Roth ; Sec-
retary, Joseph T. Delfosse ; Corresponding Secretary,
Grant Wilson ; Treasurer, R. Beygeh ; Captain, Frank
Bodach ; First Lieutenant, Leonard Bodach ; Second
Lieutenant, J. D, Roth ; Color Bearer, L. Hoepe

;

Bugler, H. Freeman ;
Quartermaster, C. H. La Moine

;

Board of Directors, H. Keats, J. Claney, C. C. Dose
and H. Nieman.
In the Englewood Club's pool tournament, Tuesday

evening. Fitch defeated Caffrey 50-35, and Poovaart
defeated Kerr 50-36. The last game was protested,
and the committee will have to decide.

Illinois Club's ladies' nights are the qth and 23d of
this month, Friday evening, March 13, they give the
fourth and last of their Winter receptions at Mar-
tine's, and Saturday evening, March 28, they give
another athletic entertainment.

A social nut crack and smoker was held by the
Pezen Cycling Club, last Saturday evening. This
was one of the most successful affairs given by
this club. A large supply of nuts were provided, and
the forty men present sat around cracking nuts and
jokes for the igreater part of the evening. Later a
blackboard was brought out, and the members blind-
folded contested in drawing for a prize. The club's
membership is now forty, all hardy riders, "They ex-
pect to be located permanently in a club-house by
Spring.

Captain A. W. Miller, of the Douglas Cycling Club,
has his season's run card completed and in the press.
A number of long runs are a feature, one being to
Rockford to the Division meet.

A much larger success was achieved at the Douglas
Club's mask ball than was anticipated, as over one
hundred dollars was added to the treasury.

L. W. Conkling (Conk) leaves Chicago this week
for Philadelphia, where he will enter the employ of
the Sweeting Cycle Co., probably going on the road.
Chicago loses one of her oldest riders and Philadel-
phia cyclers receive into their midst a most con-
genial wheelman. Conk has numerous friends all

over this city, who will be very sorry to learn that he
has left Chicago. What will the Pullman road race do
without Conk to start it? He was a prominent man
whenever anything cycling was going on, a member
of the Chicagos, Lincolns, and Vice-President of the
Washington Cycling Club, as well as Treasurer of
the Associated Cycling Clubs.

The many friends of E. C. and W. F. Bode will sym-
pathize with them in the loss of their mother. Mrs.
Bode died very suddenly of pneumonia, having been
sick but two days.

Harry Gotthelp and his wife are probably the heavi-
est couple riding wheels in this district. Harry
weighs now 257 pounds, while his wife weighs 217.

"Birdie Brewster has the grippe," said Billie Her-
rick, while I innocently answered, "Is that possible?"
"Yes," said he, "the same little black grippe that
was carried those many weary miles bumpety bump
from Melvin to Elliott." Oh, yes, we all remember
how "Birdie" bestraddeled his wheel early in the
day and rode those many weary miles with a heavy
valise supposed to contain a pair of Sunday trousers
only to find after reaching the journey's end that he had
hauled over those many miles of rough roads a " load
of coal." The festive Billie had removed those Sun-
day pants and in their place put chunk upon chunk of
bituminous coal. What a lark, and didn't he swear.
We all remember that little (?) black grip.

Thos. Kane & Co., will have a repair shop, the
basement in front has been elegantly fitted up and at
the front is the repair'shop, and in the rear away in a
dark corner stands a few of the good old ordinaries
relegated to oblivion, solitude and deep meditation.

The Ladies' Englewood Cycling Club gave a
farewell reception last Tuesday afternoon at the
Englewood Cycling Club house to Miss Sadie
Lawrence, who starts upon the road this week with a
prominent ladies quartette.

The Chicago Cycling club in-door baseball team
have arranged a series of games with the Idlewild
team of Evanston for the championship of the city.

The Idlewilds have won one and lost two games with
the Chicagos. Three games will be played the first

at Evanston, the second at Rosalie, and the third, if

necessary at some large down-town hall. A large
amount of interest will be taken in these games. The
first will be played at Evanston, Thursday Evening:,
March 12th.

C. F. Stokes Mfg. Co. will handle the Swift safeties
as before.

Walter J. Bray, for many -years with the John
Wilkinson Co., left their employ last Saturday even-
ing. He starts with Geo. R. Bidwell & Co. immedi-
ately. Walter announces that he will do no racing at
all this season.

At a meeting of the Oak Park Cycling Club Indoor
Team, the team disbanded and reorganized immedi-
ately, electing Milton Miles manager and C. P.
Randall captain. A few changes were made in the
personal of the the team. The officers' banquet of the
club, postponed from last Saturday evening, will be
held Saturday evening at a -large Oak Park hall.

Baseball matters having claimed so much attention,
the Oak Park's handicap billiard tournament will
probably be dropped altogether.

An amateur dramatic entertainment will be given
by the Oak Park Cycling Club at Steiner's Hall. This
is entitled " Our Boys," and the parts are largely
taken by members of the club. Previoijs to this the
Beloit Glee Club have beeh engaged for a concert.

Last Sunday, miserable weather as it was, four of
the members of the Illinois Cj'cling Club reached
Evanston under the guidance of Captain Roberts.
After a good dinner they scorched back. The route
taken was up the Sheridan drive almost the entire
distance, it being necessary to ride one block west
and two north and back again to the drive on the side-
walk in Edgewater. Captain Roberts declared he
would conduct a run of some kind every Sunday, and
he has kept his word so far.

Playing in the Englewood Cycling Club's pool tour-
nament continues nightly. Following is the players
up to date:

Tournament No. i.

Won. Lost.
Wagner i 2

Stoddard 3 2

T. Rees i 2

Sample 2 o
Carr i 2

Wise I 2

Allen I I

Tredwell 2 i

Farrant i i

TOURNAMENT NO. 2.

Won. Lost.
Poovaart 3 o
Caffrey o 2

Tansey o 2
Fitch 2 2

Denison i 2

W. Holbrook... 2 2

Kerr 2 o
Entwistle 2 o

J. Holbrook i 3

A stag reception will be given at the Cook County
Wheelmen's club house, Saturday Evening, March
7th. A feature of the stag will be a cycle exhibit, the
reason of which lies in the fact that the club has over
one hundred associate members whom they wish to
initiate and educate into the popular pastime of the
age. All the prominent Wheel manufacturers and
dealers agreed to have a representative present.
At the regular monthlj' meeting the C. C. W.
elected seventy-seven applicants to membership,
giving the club a membership of two hundred and
thirty-seven. So marvelous has been the growth of
this club that it has surprised everyone.

Rockford wheelmen number two hundred, and with
one accord the entire two hundred have been work-
ing, and the result is that thev have made a formal
request to the powers that be for the annual meet of
the Illinois Division, L. A. W., on July 3, 4 and 5, i8gi.

Rockford is finely situated on the banks of the Rock
River, about two hours' ride from Chicago, has a
number of fine hotels and many miles of nicely paved
streets. Seven miles below the town is a fine picnic
ground, reached either by steamer or by good roads
awheel. The largest hall in the town has already
been secured for the meeting. The race track, simi-
lar in construction to the one at Peoria, has been
rented, and the Rockford band will, po doubt, proffer
their services. One merchant alone promises to raise
$500 toward the expense fund, while the club members
guarantee $300 prizes, and good ones, too, have been
proffered for the race meet. The I. C. C. R. R. will
run a special train in two hours to Rockford for a fare
of $2.50 the round trip. Springfield promises to send
a special car to Chicago to go out on the same train.
Webb, of Aurora, says fifty will go from there.
Peoria, no doubt, will send a car full of riders, and
Rockford itself is situated in the midst of a number
of league towns. Barnes, of Springfield, intends to
make this the banner meet of the Illinois Division. A
vote of the representatives will be taken next month,
and as soon as it is officially settled Rockford will go
at it systematically.

ST. LOUIS.

The "cruel war is over" in the Missouri Club"s
presidential campaign, and Robert Holm has been
elected to the highest position by a vote of 27 to 13.

His opponent was Willie Brown. Holm has worked
like a Trojan for the club, and it was time that he re-
ceived recognition. The club should prosper now.
Dr. Keith was elected vice-president. M. P. Ring was
well liked as secretary, but J. W. Bowman, by a close
vote, got the office for the present year. C. C. Hilde-
brandt, one of the old stand-by's of the club, was re-
elected treasurer. Roy Tidd secured the captaincy.
S. C. Pratt was elected first lieutenant; J. M. Stockett,
second lieutenant. The election was intensely excit-
ing.

The Cycling Club's election resulted in few changes,
last year's board of officers being as good as could be
desired. The club has moved into their fine new
quarters at 216 Ewing Avenue, opposite the St. Louis
club-house, fronting on the asphalt-paved streets
Pme and Locust. It is three blocks from the Missouri
Club's house. There are twelve rooms in the house.
Fine double parlors are on the first floor, with new
Brussels carpets and furniture, and in the rear is a
small library room. The second floor has double
rooms for card playing, fencing and lounging. The
third floor is one long room of double size, and will
hold the billiard tables. The house is well situated
and arranged, and with live hustlers and good square
fellows, things should go swimmingly.
The inter-club foot-ball game was postponed on

Sunday last, owing to the sickness of Percy Fletcher,
captain of the Missouri's team. The Cycling Club
magnanimously gave up the date, and the game will
be played next Sunday. If won by the Cyclers it will
finish the series. Kicking the ball will soon give place
to kicking the pedals.

The Missouris' have adopted a new brown uniform.

The Y. M. C. A. are getting up an outing club for
cyclers.

The Pastime Athletic Club's fine new house has the
roof on, and it is being finished inside. It will cost
$75,000. The club are looking for grounds, and as
many riders belong, they may put down a cycle track.
After all the work put on the old track we find out we
cannot get a lease on it for this season. Steps should
be taken to secure it for ten years, and a permanent
track should then be built. It would be cheaper in the
end. We now have an almost straightaway course
from Fourteenth and Locust streets to the Skinker
Road atthe northwest corner of Forest Park. This
would make a good course for the talked-of-race.

The appearances indicate that about double the
number of bicycles will be sold this year to any
previous one. FUTURE GREAT.

DETROIT.

The Detroit Wheelmen will meet on Thursday
evening to endorse the committees appointed and
elect their different chairmen. These committees
will have charge of the National L. A. W. meet, and
by the start that has already been made they will
find the work well laid out and waiting for them.
After this week every letter sent out will contain the
names of the proper persons to whom those wanting
information should write. Among other arrange-
ments will be the Detroit Wheelmen's tour through
Canada, under the management of C. H. Smith. This
tour will start from Niagara Falls, leading over de-
lightful roads for a distance of 290 miles, ending at
Windsor, opposite Detroit. Many wheelmen coming
from the East will find it an excellent way to travel
if they can spare the time.

The first tablet put up by the D. W. will be to mark
the old homestead of Gen. Hugh Brady. This will be
done this week. Others will follow in rapid suc-
cession.

The six-day race finished on Saturday night, con-
ducted by Jack Prince, was a great success, and the
closing hours found nearly three thousand people
watching with intense interest the efforts of Reading
to get away from Ashinger. The whole affair was
conducted with the greatest good judgment, and
nothing occurred to ipar the good opinion of the
public. It has created a good feeling towards cycling
m general.

Though we shall not have the championship races
at the meet, it is thought that we shall be able to give
some that will be of as much interest to the public in
general and bring out the fast men, as well as secur-
ing the best work of «ach. G.
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HENRY GEORGE CYCLING.

WHEELMEN WELCOME HIM TO
THE FRATERNITY.

On the Edge of the Blue Sea of the

Bermudas He Daily Rides.

His Ainvising Adventures While Pusliing the

Safety Wheel.

WHAT'S the matter with Henry George ?"

"He's all right!"
The cyclers' favorite cry of approval floated

on the Summer-like breeze, through the corridors of
the Princess Hotel, the other evening. It issued from
the room where the Elwell cycling party from the
States was giving its farewell dinner before sailing
the next day for New York.

It seemed strange, those cheers away off in that
little lone spot in the Atlantic Ocean ; cheers for the
man who had given big New York city only five years
before the greatest political upheaval it has ever had

;

who had drawn enthusiastic audiences in every city
of the United Kingdom, and who but recently in Aus-
tralia's metropolis had been listened to by an audi-
ence of 7,000 people.

It seemed stranger still to one who knew that three-
quarters of the party were Republicans and Protec-
tionists, chief of whom was Mr. Junius E. Beal, of
Ann Arbor, President of the Michijjan Republican
League. Could it be possible that the Bermudians'
retaliatory tariff of five per cent, on their wheels had
converted them to free trade?
The name of the American free-trader was still on

their lips when they filed out of the dining-room.
Mr. H. S. Higgins, presiding officer of the gathering,
was at once asked by the correspondent for an ex-
planation of this apparent apostacy.
"We are as good Republicans as ever," he said.

"I belong to the Young Men's Republican Club, of
Portland, Me., but I can cheer for Henry George as a
cyclist, for he is now one of the great wheeling fra-

ternity. He is the first man of international celebrity
to take to the wheel, and, besides, four or five years
ago, when we made the fight to get wheelmen ad-
mitted to Central Park, he signed our petition. So I

feel this is a time for cheering."
It was true enough. Henry George had been wel-

comed to the cyclists' ranks by a resolution of con-
gratulation couched in these words :

"Henry George : We congratulate you upon your
entrance into the wheeling fraternity. We believe it

will be of great physical advantage to yourself, and
we hope that your example will do good to thousands
of our public men, who, deterred by a foolish preju-
dice or a fear of public ridicule, now miss the benefits
and delights of cycling."

Henry George, who was struck by nervous prostra-
tion in December, sailed for the Bermudas. With his
usual determination he applied himself assiduously
to the task of recovering his old-time vigor. Among
the cyclists who visited the islands about that time
was William E. Hicks, a well-known single-tax man
of New York, and a wheel man of experience, who
had scoured Europe on a cycle. Alter much persuasion
he induced Mr. George to essay the bicycle.
"I am fifty-two years old, and you can't teach an

old dog new tricks," was

Mr. George's Forcible Way
of warding off persuasion.

A good substantial wheel of the safety pattern was
secured, and a secluded road back of the town of
Hamilton was visited for three or four days, till the
rudiments were learned. Once the motion of self-
propulsion was acquired, Mr. George became enthu-
siastic. He embraced every occasion for practice,
and soon did the mount and dismount with ease. All
the roads in Bermuda are capital for cycling, being
hard and smooth, and it was not long befcJre the
American philosopher who had been describediin the
American press a few days before as having left New
York "a physical wreck," was; seen gayly:bowling
over the white roads in a healiC'ful glow of perspira-
tion or vvith muscles hard set surmounting some par-
ticularly sharp hill. *

The next day after his enthusiastic reception by his
wandering co-wheelers I challenged Mr. George to
make the longest straight-away ride on the islands

—

from Ireland island to Hamilton.
Every cyclist who has ever visited the Bermudas

remembers this ride—a charming succession of hills
and valleys sweeps around unexpected points on the
very edge of the blue sea; sudden dips into the fra-
grant interior, where you would imagine yourself loo
miles from sea; great long stretches of sun-checkered
road, overhung by palms and oleanders, where the
wheel glides along as if on cushions of air; quiet,
sequestered dales, where fields of Raster lilies cover
the landscape with fragrant beds of white; the gradual
approach to the town of Hamilton, and the rush down
Front Street, with its stores on one hand arid the big
steamer at the wharf on the other. It was getting late
in the afternoon when the steam tender Intrepid put
us two ashore near where this beautiful road com-
mences, on the extreme northwestern extremity of
tho Bermuda group of islands.
We made ready the machines, both safeties, for the

ride to dinner. Mr. George wore a velveteen jacket,
long trousers, flannel shirt and a soft single-peaked
cap.
" You ought to have made the plunge into knicker-

bockers right on this ride, Mr. George."
" It doesn't seem to me they are necesssry. I'm a

little skittish yet about appearing in shorts."
Mr. George was realizing what a great many bicy-

clists are surprised to learn, that it requires more

nerve to appear in public with uncovered calf than it

does to ride the wheel itself.
' Take off your jacket and let me have it," was the

next command Mr. George received.
"What for?" he asked.
" Give it to me and you'll see."
The jacket was laid on the ground and carefully

folded. Then it was strapped on to the wheel by
means of the luggage carrier.
"You won't use this jacket again till we get to

Hamilton. We're touring now, and that's

The Way They AH Do
in touring."
Mr. George was looking off over the hills that rose

and fell around the sound and the bay. Then he said,
rather dubiously : "Is all that between us and din-
ner?"
"Yes, and more you cannot see."
" Do you know this road never seemed so long be-

fore. How f^r is it, do you think ?
"

"About fourteen or 'fifteen miles, and this little,

machine must take us over all of it."
"Well, all right. All aboard," he shouted, and

climbed into the saddle.
In a few minutes we were at the rowboat ferry run-

ning from Boaz Island to Somerset. On board the
ferry was a man who eyed us curiously;.

" Ain't you the same man I saw learning a few days
ago back of Hamilton's ? " he asked Mr. George.
"Yes, I suppose so."
"And you're going to ride to Hamilton this even-

ing ? " he went on.
"We must get there or miss dinner."
"I'll be blowed," said the man as he relapsed into

silence, "if you ain't learned faster than my boy
Bill."
The first turned around from the ferry and a hill

that arose about one foot in eleven jumped right up
in front of vis, and Mr. George looked at it sadly and
said: "This is a bigger one than I have yet struck.
What shall I do?"
"Get off and walk it."
" But that isn't bicycling."
Mr. George had promptly sung for him a verse of

that popular cycling song :

Is this then Corey hill.

Sit still, my heart, sit still.

If this is the grade of which you talk
I rather think we'll walk.
Yes, yes, yes,

I rather think we'll walk.
"Well, I'll imagine this is Corey hill," he said, as

he dismounted.
About two miles further came the descent of Scaur

hill. There is no steeper hill on the islands. A sharp
turn half-way down makes it a little risky.
"Hadn't you better walk this?" Mr. George was

asked. "If your brake shouldn't hold, where'd you
be at the bottom? "

Mr. George got off and deliberately examined his
brake. Just then a black native came up.

" Any bicyclers ever killed on this hill ? " asked Mr.
George.

" None I knows of boss, but they de tell that a

Gyost on a Wheeler
am sometimes seen here'bouts."

" Must be a pretty fine ride or he wouldn't be com-
ing back to try it again," was the single-tax philoso-
pher's observation as he swung into the saddle again.
" Besides," he called out just before the pitch be-

gan, "I'm learning a new beatitude. It goes like
this :

' Blessed is the cyclist who climbs a hill, for
he'll have the fun of going down the other si

—
'

"

The sentence wasn't finished till some minutes
later. The curve in the road was reached sooner
than expected. The philosopher's companion was
coasting faster, and got around the turn ahead. As
he flashed into sight two horses hitched to a large
carriage at the foot leaped into the air, and then
swung half across the roads. Two ladies, about to
climb in, gave yells of terror, and fled back behind a
gate.
The horses gave another plunge.
" Get off, get off," screamed the driver.
"Breaks hard!" was the next thing Mr. George

heard in the tumult.
His companion got dangerously near the horses be-

fore he could dismount. Then he ran. back to see
about Mr. George. He found him leaning up against
a wall, still in the saddle.
"Have a hard time stopping 'er?"
"Oh, no, no. Very easy. Just leaned up here to

rest."
Just then a colored auntie stuck her head over the

wall and shouted : "See heah, boss, I done see you
tear dat vine off de wall. It's all gone for 20 foot back
dar. Ain't you goin' do 'nuthin' 'bout it?"
Farther down the six-foot colored coachman was

glaring up the hill, with a firm grip on the whip and
evidently waiting for somebody. The black woman
and the man seemed to be in a conspiracy.
"Well," said Mr. George," this a mighty sudden

combination. Have these oftenin touring ?"

A sixpence whirred through the air and one dark
face bobbed out of the conspiracy.
"We're losing time here," said Mr. George, "and

dinner lies a long way on the other side of that whip-
stock." The wisdom of welcoming him the night be-
fore was very plain. The triumph of appetite in such
a situation was his complete indorsement as a cycler.
The horses were very near now on the off side of

the road. The driver shifted over to the near side of
the seat, dropped the lines and was preparing for an
active campaign, when Mr. George's hand went into
his pocket and came out with a good cigar.
"My friend, try this. I think you'll find it prettv

fair."
The second head disappeared from the conspiracy

in a cloud of smoke. A few rods down the road

One of the Cyclers Said:

"Lucky I didn't have on that jacket when I struck
the wall. There wouldn't have been much left of the
sleeve."
"By the way," he went on, "I'm learning lots to-

day. Just found out it doesn't pay to quote Scripture
going down hill. Why, I never felt so much like
swearing in my life as I did when the brake wouldn't

hold, and I had to choose between auntie's vine-
veneered wall and the horses' feet.

"Now, you see the value of learning to mount
quickly," said the other. "If we could have got op-
posite the driver, and then sprung into the saddle, we
would now be a mile down the road, you would be a
cigar ahead and the driver would be doing the swear-
ing."
"Ah, I see, I see," observed Mr. George. "That

driver was much like the landlord. He got some-
thing for nothing. He sat in his wagon, caused other
people lots of trouble, and then collected toll or rent
or a tax, whichever of these my cigar would be called
by political economy. Oh, Shakespeare, Shakespeare,
what a head you had when you wrote :

Tongues in the trees, books in the running brooks.

The sun was sinking fast now, and no time was lost
in philosophizing after the ne.xt mount, for a beauti-
ful four mile stretch of road lay ahead. Banana groves,
through which pickaninnies' faces stared to see the
wheels go "wound;" white cottages, door blocked
by big, jolly black women, with arms akimbo, who
chuckled out, " Better hurry up dar, boss, or you won't
get no supper—ha, ha, ha;" great dogs that uncoil
themselves from the path, and, too lazy to bark, lay
open-eyed while a wheel whizzed by on either side

;

Uncle Tom's innumerable, who made up a procession
of heads half bowed and hats lifted ; cute little

darkey girls, in neat and comely dress, who came out
of hidden paths, only to flee away, part in fear and
part to show their nimble feet ; a nun, pale faced and
calm, who looked strangely white, encircled by a
happy throng of children, black as night, who all fell

back and looked up at her as the wheels went spin-
ning by. All th^e rolled past like a panorama.
The exhilaration of the ride was too much for Mr.

George. The night before he had been out to a
Kickapoo Indian patent medicine camp. The visit to
the wigwam must have been fresh in his mind when,
coming to a sharp grade which he surmounted after
a colored boy in a neighboring onion patch had told
him to "keep on a kickin," he remarked : "If I keep
on learning to kick these pedals I'll have to join the
Kickapoos."
When this remark was later on conveyed to one of

his best friends, he said : "I never thought the wheel
could so thoroughly wean Mr. George from his old
habits. Two weeks ago I would have believed that
remark impossible coming from him."
Gibbs-hill lighthouse rising 262 feet above the

sea that almost washed the spinning pedals threw a
great shadow down over the road.
"Half-way home!" was the cry as we dashed

through it to take

The Grade on the <»tlier tjide.

From there in the way was over the beautiful
"middle" road. We said good-bye to the sea at the
next turn and plunged into the twilight of the silent
woods. In a few minutes the moon had come out,
turning the road into a lane of silver. We sped over
the shadows, unmindful whether they were header-
giving substances, yielding only to the inspiration
that came from ;the whiffs of supper that, mingled
with the dew-laden perfumes of fruit blossoms, stole
over the low walls in front of the little houses. It
was gently down hill and then up all the way to the
famous "Royal Palms," the tall sentries that guard
the approach to Front street, Hamilton Though it

was not long after six o'clock, the stores had long
been closed and the sidewalk on one side in front
of the shops and the long-covered wharf on the other
were deserted and silent save when a big steamer let
off steam. To roll thus noiselessly along the smooth,
hard street was to "the prophet of San Francisco " so
novel a way of entering a city that he was fain to ex-
claim, " This pays for all the hills we've climbed and
all the scares we've had."
As we entered the Princess Hotel a memorial to his

excellency, the Governor, requesting the Legislature
to extend a drawback of the duty on bicycles to visit-
ing cyclists was in course of preparation, and signa-
tures of Americans were being solicited.

" Of course, you'll sign this Mr. George, now that
you are a wheelmen," said one of the signers.
"No, I don't think that I would have the impudence

to ask these people to change their tariff when we
maintain the McKinley act. But I'll tell you how to
settle this matter easily. Double the tariff on the
protectionists and let the frea-traders in free."
A boy comes in with a cablegram for Mr. George

from England, which says ; "Alarming reports here
of your health. Wire the facts.
Some one suggests, "Answer that you have just

come in from a fifteen-mile bicycle spin."
Mr. George smiles, puts on his glasses and writes

the answer. In a few minutes he is eating a big
dinner.
So a philosopher rode to his dinner on a wheel.—W.

E. Hicks, in Boston Globe.

A NEW METHOD OF TRANSPORTATION.
An inventive genius proposes to revolutionize rail-

way travel in sparsely settled sections and overcome
the perplexities of muddy country roads by the use
of cars to be swung by pulleys on steel cables which
can be elevated or depressed so as to cause the cars
to run by gravity. His project has not startled the
world, but it does look feasible for use on country
roads. Bridges will be done away with, and floods
and snow storms would have no terror for the
traveler.— i?.v.

The Plainfield Bicycle Club will give attention to
general athletics this season, for since the completion
of a gymnasium the members have taken interest in

other branches of sport besides wheeling. A base-
ball nine and a rowing crew will go into training
next month, and on March ig the club will play a
game of indoor baseball with a local team. At the
annual meeting of the club on Tuesday evening of
this week the following officers were elected : Presi-
dent, Thomas S. Burr ; Vice-President, Dr. Daniel C.
Adams ; Secretary, David H. Lenox ; Treasurer,
Roger F. Murray ; Captain, Frank L. C. Martin

;

Trustees, Dr. Justus H. Cooley, Robinson Pound,
Tames H. Hallock, A. L. C. Marsh and Townsend
Rushmore,
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HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

The man who could build a bicycle to suit every
wheelman went to heaven long ago.

' Some scientists figure out that the earth will be
habitable only ten million years more for organic
beings. It's a comfort to know that the tire discussion
now going on in the wheel papers must cease some
time.

" What a nice, easy-going fellow Wobbles is ?"

" Do you think so ? Well, just watch him trying to
ride up a hill and you will change your opinion."

I saw two girls meet on the avenue recently, one of
them well known to me through her graceful cycling,
and the other a stranger. The wheelwoman, erect,
healthful, bright eyed and rosy-cheeked from the
exercise she took upon the wheel, was trying to con-
vince the other, an aggravated example of the modish
girl, of the benefits in health and appearance the exer-
cise would bring her, but she could not succeed, and
as I passed I heard the fragile, fashionable one say to
the winsome wheelwoman: "Oh, yes; I have no doubt
you are right, it would be a benefit to me, but then
what would the world say if it saw me riding a bicy-
cle ?" The world ? What is her world to her, or what
is she to it? What is this world, which is mighty
enough to keep this girl from the exercise she needed ?

If it is anythmg, it consists of a score of men and
women who chance to be spending their allotted time
on earth in that corner of the globe in which this girl

lived, who saw her grow to womanhood, and who
most inconsequently arrogated to themselves the
privilege of criticising her actions as they criticise

each other's; who say loudly that this is right and
that is wrong, and who will be garnered in due time
to their insignificant fathers, with their own insig-
nificance thick upon them, as is meet and just. This
is the world, this girl so feared that she dare not
risk even giving it a chance to talk about her, just as
though it would wait for a chance, or was not as likely
to talk of her for not riding as for doing so, and yet so
great is the power it possesses over most women that
they would as soon think of going bare-footed to a
ball as of following their own ideas until they had
first consulted the world as to the advisability of
doing so.

Earl Russell, an English nobleman, has made his
appearance in the divorce court, following in the
footsteps of many other of his titled countryman, and
his friends are explaining away the disagreeable
charges made by his wife by saving that he is eccen-
tric to the verge of insanity. Among other proofs of

this, a prominent paper calls attention to the fact that
the young Earl preferred to ride a bicycle to a horse.
It seems funny to see this idea brought forth in Eng-
land as an example of mental weakness, and if I was
on a jury where such evidence was submitted, it

would take an awful lot of testimony to convince me
that any man who preferred a bicycle to a horse was
crazy. "It would prove just the reverse to me, but
then I am not English.

For every effect there must exist a cause, though
often it is difficult to discover it. I have, I think,
found out the reason for some wheelmen being so
addicted to the clothing of their forms in tights. It is

purely because they are scholars, and believe in doing
things according to the strict letter of the law. They
have learned that the word " gymnastic " is formed
from two Greek ones, meaning to exercise naked,
hence they have, in their nay, endeavored to take
their exercise in clothing as near approaching naked-
ness as is possible in this day of civilization and
stringent law. I make this explanation for the ballet
brigade, because their own great modesty, so well
recognized as a feature of their composition, will, I

know, not admit of their making it for themselves,
but at the same time, I would advise them to give up
the attempt to imitiate the gladiators of ancient
Greece in their paucity of clothing, as in this unro-
mantic age I am afraid the public do not appreciate
their efforts as they would have them do.

in no wise repairs the loss which cycling suffers.
Among the other possessions of the Citizens, which
will now pass into the hands of what I am afraid will

prove unappreciative owners, is the finest library of
American cycling literature in this country. Begun
nearly ten years ago, every periodical issued during
that time, devoted to wheeling, has been kept and
bound, and the result is a collection of literature of

the wheel simply invaluable. All this, with a host of
other trophies dear to the hearts of wheelmen, pass
into the hands of aliens who, I much fear, will not, or
rather cannot, appreciate them as they should be.

To my, perhaps prejudiced eyes, I can see nothing to

rejoice at in this passing away, and can say nought
in its favor from any point of view, save that the
burial of the Citizens will be as splendid as its life

was illustrious. A fitting end to a glorious career.

So I am to be a witness, not only of the birth, but
also of the death of the Citizens' Bicycle Club ! Well,
I never believed that I should have the misfortune to
mourn at its burial, and I am sorry that I am com-
pelled to do so. Call it what you may, amalgama-
tion, merging, or what not, it still means that one of
the staunchest and most progressive clubs that ever
upheld the cause of wheeling is to pass away, and to
leave no one to occupy the unique niche which it has
for nearly ten years so creditably filled in the history
of American cycling. Formed from the graduates of
Elliott Mason's old riding academy, in Thirty-fourth
Street, it sprang into existence at a time when wheel-
ing in general, and here in New York in particular,
needed men to place it properly before the public, and
to convince those who were wont to deride the sport
as being not child's play, that they were wrong in their
assertions, at least so far as this club was concerned.
Making it obligatory that all members should be at
least twenty-one years of age, it was at once the rally-
ing point around which all of the cycling interests m
this city centered. The record of its achievements
are many, of its failures nought. The first club in
America to build and own its club-house, it gathered
members slowly, so as not to deteriorate quality with
quantity. Through its influence Central Park was
first opened to wheelmen, who were allowed to ride
there on permits issued by the Citizens' Club. In the
League and in the general cycling circles of the coun-
try its has ever been an important factor, and the loss
to cycling by its ceasing to exist is by no means a local
one. When one thinks over the names of Beckwith,
Jenkins, Alley, Gulick, Mason, Bidwell, Nelson,
Ford, Blue, Fontaine and a host of others who have
worn the winged badge of the Citizens, and whose
names and deeds are famous wherever wheelmen
speak of good men and true, it is a sad burial that we
witness, and even though the tomb which is to en-
shrine it is a fitting one for the illustrious remains, it

I wonder how many wheelmen have ever thought
of what the principles were, mechanical or otherwise,
that enabled them to maintain their equilibrium. In
an endeavor to understand the subject I have just
finished reading an article in "Johnson's Encyclo-
poedia," written by General J. G. Barnard, U. S. A.,

who says: "Few things are more puzzling to the
ordinary observer than the self-ljalancing of the
bicycle velocipede. If he makes the experiment he
finds his forebodings founded upon the absence of
base for stable equilibrium in the two wheels in the
same fore-and-aft plane but too well verified. The
principle by which the skilled rider sustains himself
is perhaps best illustrated by the familiar experiment
of balancing a pole in a vertical position on the chin
or end of the finger. Its equilibrium thus balanced
(supposing it to be perfectly so, which it never is) is

unstable, but in its almost vertical position the mo-
tion off all is extremely slow, the holder is easily able
to detect it and move himself so as to counteract it.

The process of the bicycle is not identical but anala-
gous ; the experienced rider feels such incipient ten-
dency of the vehicle to fall, and, by an acquired habit
which becomes instinctive, checks it by the guiding-
wheel, slightly varying his direction, the centrifugal
force, due to the deflection of his moving velocity,
thus brought into action counteracts the falling ten-
dency. Perhaps it would be more proper to say that
what is in statics (or motionless) a position of unstable
equilibrium is made kinetically (f. ^., through motion)
stable."
After reading this although it was as clear as mud,

I must confess I did not understand the problem
much better than I did before, in fact I do not think
the General himself thoroughly understood it. His
explanation would seem to apply chiefly to a rider
doing the "stand still" act on a wheel. But the
moment into is put in rapid motion I think that little, if

any, balancing is required, but that a new law at
once comes into operation and mainly supports
machine and rider against the general tendency to
fall. That law must be the same that obtains in the
instrument called, in its several forms, the Gyroscope,
and Rotascope or "Mechanical Paradox." This was
made famous by Foucault and others, as a means of

making obvious to the senses the rotation of the
earth, and the same principle was used to the same
effect in the celebrated pendulum experiment. It is

also involved in the earth's axis which causes the
Equinoxes, and in the flight of the boomerang, in
projectiles from rifled guns, and in the more familiar
examples of a rolling hoop and the spining top. The
law, as affecting a revolving wheel, tends powerfully
to maintain it in its plane of rotation. General
Barnard's statement does not seem even to suggest
the principle, much less to clearly state it, as one
should expect, particularly since he wrote also the
article on the Gyroscope in the same work. It seems
quite certain that that law must principally govern
the bicycle itself, when in motion, but that it is com-
plicated with other principles of equilibrium by the
preponderating weight and position of the rider. I

know I am not competent to discuss the matter
thoroughly, but throw out these remarks chiefly with
a view of bringing to my aid some of my readers
who can do it. It is probably not a very difficult

question to those who are familiar with such inquir-
ies, though to me the solution seems not easy to
arrive at. I am, however, convinced that the
Gyroscope principle, or whatever may be the more
exact scientific name for it, is the cause of that pecul-
iar life-like quality in the bicycle which makes a large
part of its facination for the rider, and which vanishes
as soon as there is a tertium quid of support.

MUSHING ON STRENGTH AND
WEIGHT, VIBRATION AND
NERVOUS EXHAUSTION.

" Since the time of horse-consuls, now long out of date,
No nags ever made so much noise in the state."— ToTn Moore.
Commenting upon which an irreverent versifier

says :

" Bully bard, you do me proud

—

Cycle's fast, but isn't loud."
Don Salambo.

A. Gracey, of the Columbia Cyclers, Philadelphia,
rode 219 miles in February, despite the bad weather
and poor condition of the roads.

Those interested in the management of the Hagers-
town meet, which will be held July 2, 3 and 4, intend
to promote the largest tournament of the season, the
national meet at Detroit not excepted. The reputation
for hospitality that Hagerstown gained in 1889, when
it invited and entertained the national body, will go a
great way toward assuring success, and the Hagers-
town Bicycle Club has given ample evidence that it

possesses the required amouut of energy and push to
make the affair a great event. The managers an-
nounce that they intend to offer the most handsome
ami costly prizes ever placed at a cycle contest and a
circular invitation will shortly be sent out to every
prominent racing man, soliciting his attendance. The
Pennsylvania Division has officially accepted the in-
vitation to participate in the meet and the entire third
racing district will also join in making it a success.

A Milford (Mass.) rider states that Milford has a
wheel club of thirty-five members.

Mr. E. Mushing, of the Centaur Cycle Co., has pub-
lished an interesting chapter in the company's cata-

logue, which we republish because of the general

value of some of his conclusions :

" We may say that we have from the first been op-
posed to the cutting down of weight at the sacrifice
of necessary strength j at the same time, we have
always striven to eliminate unnecessary weight, not
only by the paring down of parts where possible, but
have made further reductions by improved structural
arrangements. Yet there is a limit even to this, and
if exceeded, not only a loss of power, but undue
weakening is the result. It is an axiom in mechanics
'that power cannot be fully conveyed beyond the
point at which deflection commences,' and if a cycle
is so constructed, that it will not convey the power
applied at one point and transmit it to another with-
out deflection ; there must inevitably be a waste of
force. Further, the deflection arising from the lateral
pedal pressure causes the working parts to be thrown
out of true line with each other and sets up additional
friction. It is not to the pecuniary interest of manu-
facturers to fight against light machines, because the
cost of the material is less. If they do so, it is from
conviction and in the interest of the trade. Other
makers, besides ourselves, find it difficult to resist
the pressure brought to bear upon them by agents
and riders, to protect them from themselves. After all,

what is the life of one of these feather-weights com-
pared with that of a roadster of nicely-balanced con-
struction and reasonable weight ?

" So far, we have dwelt with mechanical construc-
tion only, and have tried to show how it affects safety,
rigidity, and economy of force. The advent of the
cushion and pneumatic tires has opened up an un-
explored field in this direction, and strongly demon-
strates Vac great conservation offeree obtained by the
diminution of rolling resistance. It is true this has
been partially obtained with spring frames, but
under such disadvantages that in many cases the
cure was worse than the disease. With the cushion
tire the vibration, instead ot being reduced by a
complicated series of springs and joints, is absorbed
at the source. It may be asked, how is the advantage
obtained in speed and ease in propulsion to be ac-
counted 'for by this? The explanation is simple:
vibration consists of a series of small shocks that
follow each other in rapid succession, and which vary
in intensity according to the variations of the road
surface. Each shock offers a certain check to the
momentum of the machine. It therefore follows that
by whatever means vibration is reduced a propor-
tionate relief is obtained in rolling resistance.

" Whether this is obtained by mechanical means,
or by a change in the construction of the tires, the
advantages derived far outweigh the slight advan-
tage gained from mere reduction in weight ; but this
is not all. There is additional safety, with comfort
to the rider, and an absence of nervous exhaustion
felt in the riding of light machines with springy
frames and light tires.

EUROPEAN INKLINGS.

Anton von Goedrich, a German wheelman of note,
has not been murdered, as reported, while wheeling
through Greece.

The Touring Club of France has 500 members at
present, although it has been in existence but ten
months.
Spain can boast of two cycling papers, Bicicleta and

El Velocipedo.

The French society for encouraging cycling has
taken steps to construct a Velodrome in Paris, which
will contain a quarter-mile track.

"The improvements made from year to year are
conducive to make a perfect wheel at the end,"
says a writer in Le Veloce-Sport. "That means a
wheel with running capacity almost equal to the force
of propulsion."

An important newspaper of Rotterdam for a long
time has used men mounted on bicycles to carry the
papers to the different agencies and the railway sta-
tions.

News has been scarce lately in the European cycling
Eapers about our countrymen, Messrs. Allen and
achtleben, who are en route around the v7orld on

bicycles. "The Veloce Club, of Rome, banqueted them
when they passed through that city. Signor Bene-
detti's toast was as follows: " My toast, gentlemen, is

to your health and to your country, the great
America, the land which in this country of progress is

the country of velocity. My toast is to you, who, as
glorious champions of the wheel, have distinguished
yourselves in your own country. I drink this, gentle-
men, to the union of the two banners, which I see on
this table; to the union of the American flag—the
youngest of the world—with the flag of Italy, the lat-

est country of Europe." Mr. Allen answered in Eng-
lish, thanking them for the hearty reception tendered,

A safety has been patented in Germany that has a
new feature. It is provided with an appliance so
arranged that supplementary power may be supplied
by the upper part of the legs.

" Something quite new has been seen at the Stanley
Show," says the Stahlrad. The American wheelman
will smile when he learns that the novelty referred
to is a Hammock saddle.

" The latest comer in wheels in the United States
is a lever safety made in Smithville, N. J.," says the
same paper. It takes news a long while to reach
Germany. A. R.

E. S. Hartwell, for a long time Chief Consul ot the
Colorado Division has tendered his resignation.
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KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN.

The club pool tournament is finished, and the score
shows McLaren to be the winner from scratch with no
games lost. A. H. Smith, also scratch, is second,
with two games lost, and J. R. Bedford, six balls,

third, having lost three games. The manner in
which "Old Reliable " Jack Bedford adhered to the
rules during the tourney was a surprise to the various
contestants, and the number of forfeits was really
greater than the number of games played. In former
contests of this kind forfeited games were played off

at will, and consequently it took three managers
eleven months to get our billiard tourney out of the
way. When Bedford became the sole surviving
member of the K. C. W. Entertainment Committee,
he decided to have a pool tournament providing the
schedule was agreed upon. It was, and the result
can be seen. There were no delays, games not
played on the evenings designated were forfeited
forever, and consequently "Jack"—who practically
lived at the club-house—won most of his games
through the non-appearance of the opponent
scheduled.
Thinking of "Old Reliable" brings to mind the

fact that since Bedford took hold of the social man-
agement of the K. C. W. the members have been
literally feasted on good things. Stags, ladies' nights
and tournaments have followed each other in rapid
succession and now he has joined forces with George
Tonkin in the arrangement of a grand social windup
on April 7. On this occasion the ladies will receive
more than the usual attention.

I am exceedingly pleased to see the evidence of
good feeling existing between the Brooklyns and
K. C. W. Our neighbors turned out a good healthy
crowd at our club-house Wednesday of last week,
and, after hard fought battles at the pool-tables, they
carried home a heavy weight of nine points in their
favor as a result of the first four games in the inter-
club tourney.

There will undoubtedly be considerable inter-club
riding during the coming season, as Bensinger, the
coming captain, is heartily in favor of club inter-
course, and it is his intention to confer with the cap-
tains of the various cycle organizations of this city as
soon as possible after his election, which is assured.
There is no opposition to the ticket except for mem-
bership on the board of trustees, for which Whymper
and Ward have crossed swords. Otherwise the elec-
tion will be exceedingly quiet, and the usual man on
the fence has lost his vocation and must purchase his
own cigars and cream.
The eleventh annual race meet will occur on June

27, and the committee will probably be appointed on
March 19 to take charge of the affair, which is a task
of no mean scope. Several flat races will be run, and
everything possible will be done to induce the public
to crowd the grand stand.

What is being done in regard to the annual twenty-
five mile handicap road race? I hear faint rumorg
that if there is one it will be over a more level course
than the great and only I.-M. As these rumors have
caused considerable howling among K. C. W. scorch-
ers, what would be the result if this became a posi-
tive statement? Come Mr. Barkman, declare your-
self, and give the racing man a chance to prepare
himself. Some of them will need fully ten weeks to
get into trim after unstinted indulgence with the
deadly cigarette and late hours. A few of the " burn-
ers" are taking advantage of the favorable weather
and daily kick out a few miles in order to limber up
a little and be prepared to start training as soon as
Father Barkman gives the word.
Bowdish is getting along famously, and plays better

billiards with a broken forearm than he did when
uninjured. Ike is a philosoper, and takes his twenty-
five " bones " a week from the United States Mutual
without a tremor. As soon as Auby Mills heard that
that Ike was to get $25 per week for breaking an arm,
he at once mounted a loose-tired wheel and tried to
break his neck in front of the Union League, but
while investigating the delights of aeriel navigation,
he remembered he had no policy and came to a stand-
still at " laydowns." He only scraped off about two
and a half pounds of hide. The poor wheel was a
greater sufferer, as he sat down on it. No explana-
tion is necessary.

On Wednesday evening the second series of games
in the Brooklyn-Kings County pool tournament, took
place at the latter club's house. In the first game
McLaren, of the K. C. W., defeated Skinner, of the
B. B. C, by 45 to 40 points. In the second game
Horley, of the Brooklyn Clnb, defeated Miles, of ths
K. C. W., by 50 to 46 points. The score is now 25
points in favor of the K. C. W. McLaren made a bril-
liant play in his game, pocketing 15 balls without a
break, and holds the record for the tournament at
present. The next series of games will be played at
the Brooklyn Bicycle Club's house on March 18.

Straddle.

JERSEY CITY.

SCRANTON, PA.

As The Wheel is always glad to learn where
cycling interests are stirring, I write that our city
is fully awake, and with weather suitable for the
sport, all our wheelmen will straddle their machines
and enter upon a season promising much pleasure.
We are promised some additional asphalt pavements
by our City Fathers, which will .certainly create
additional demand for machines.
F. C. Hand, of the Heat and Light Company, will

continue to handle Columbias in addition to R. L.
Coleman & Co.'s (W. W. W.) machines.
E. R. Parker will look after the Overman Wheel

Company's interests.
Coursen, Clemens & Co., china men, and the origi-

nal agents for the Star machines, will represent that
line again, and I understand handle also the W. W.
W. line.

J. D. Williams & Bros, sell velocipedes and tri-
cycles,
W. W. Berry, an old wheelman from Pittston, is in

the jewelry business here. Smithers.

The plans and specifications for our new house
were carefully examined by our trustees last Monday
evening, and a few slight alterations were made.
The contract will be awarded next week, so that the
building will be ready for occupancy about May i.

The plans provide for a wheel room on the first floor
in which ropes will be hung from the ceiling to sup-
port the wheels, making it convenient to completely
clear whenever necessary. This room will be 25 feet
wide and 40 feet deep, with a cemented floor. In
the front portion of the same floor will be located
four shower baths and the locker room. The second
floor will contain the general assembly room, which
will be 25 by 71 feet, provisions being made to divide
the room by the use of curtains or sliding doors, so
that the front portion can be used as a parlor or
Ladies' room when occasion requires, or it can be
thrown when desirable into one very large room.
The third floor will contain in the forward part the
officers' room, one committee room, a dining room,
and in the rear the billiard parlor, large enough to
accommodate four tables. The dining room is a
pleasant, well-ventilated room 11 by r8 feet ; a dumb-
waiter will run from this room to the kitchen above.
Our janitor has proved himself an excellent chef, and
this new departure will doubtless be well patronized
by a majority of the members. On the fourth floor
are the janitor's apartments, consisting of four rooms.
Alongside the building we have a plot 25 by 161 feet,
which will be graded and rolled preparatory for use
as a lawn tennis ground. The total expense of the
alterations, additions and other improvements, in-
cluding the purchase money already expended will
exceed $10,000. The credit for promoting this scheme
is due Messrs. Appleby, Eveland and Earl, and the
success in obtaining the necessary subscriptions
proves the soundness of their plan. The matter has
been so thoroughly ventilated in the local press that
applications for membership have been coming in
lively for the past six or seven weeks, while there has
been an entire absence of resignations since the pro-
mulgation of the project. Truly, cycling is on the
boom in the "Mud Hole City."
In connection with the much-talked-of fourteen-

mile boulevard to extend the entire length of Hudson
County, it is now proposed to construct four parks
to be connected by the boulevard. West View Park
will stretch from the boulevard west to the Hacken-
sack River, covering a large barren section of the
city and will be located about three hundred yards
from the new club-house of the H. C. W. I might add
that this plot for West View Park was not selected
until after we had purchased our new property, al-
though it must not be inferred that we bribed the
Park Commissioners. The west side of Jersey City
resembles the east side of Sahara Desert and is in
much the same shape as was Harlem some thirty
years ago. I don't know of my own knowledge just
how Harlem looked three decades since, but from
what I have read in " Marsh's Geography " and Cen-
tury war stories I am convinced that the upper sec-
tion of New York City possessed the same prairie-like,
forsaken appearance as does our wild and woolly
western slope to-day. Of course, the New York Cen-
tral Railroad and the Harlem Wheelmen, with the aid
of Pop DeGraaf, have done much for Harlem, while
improvements in our territory have been necessarily
nil owing to the difficulty experienced in getting la-
borers to work there for fifteen minutes on a stretch
on account of the odor from the East Newark Bone
Fertilizer Scent Works and the microbes in general
which are wafted from Newark toward the rising
sun. Down on the site of West' View Park nothing
ever breaks the stillness of its graveyard solemnity
except the ker-chug of the cow-frogs and club yell of
the Atalanta Wheelmen. There is no thoroughfare
whatever over the narrow plank road which serves as
a. connecting link between Jersey City and Newark
except the beer conveyances from Newark's brewer-
ies and the mileage fiends from the H. C. W. with
their fog horns. Still with the expenditure of $300,-
000, as proposed, we will have a park that will entitle
us to the next State meet, providing the Elizabeth
Wheelmen don't put another story on their club-
house. COASTER.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

CINCINNATL

The Columbus Cycling Club, of Columbus, Ohio,
are making great preparations for the coming State
meet. A fine racing programme will constitute part
of the entertainment and it is probable that wheel-
men from all parts of the country will stop over at
Columbus on their way to Detroit to attend the Na-
tional Meet. One of the special features of the occa-
sion will be the appearance of the Ladies' Cycling
Club, several members of which are on some impor-
tant committees. Visitors, therefore, should bring
their wives or sweethearts and swell the number and
thus make it the most memorable meet held in
the Buckeye State. The Cincinnati Wheelmen will
go by special train.

Ed. Hinckley, an old cyclist, is back again from the
Pacific Coast. He is glad to return as he did not fall
in love with the 'Frisco climate.

Estus T. Plynn, Local Consul, at Plainville, O., is

now chief civil engineer of the Chesapeake & Ohio
Railroad, with headquarters in this city. His hobbies
are his bicycle and his camera.

T. H.Kelly, attorney for the Ohio Division, L. A.W.,
will soon be seen in knickerbockers. He will ride a
Coventry wheel.

Frank L. Dickinson, a local photographer, has
joined the wheeling ranks and is a full-iledged mem-
ber of the Porkopolis Wheelmen. Photographers are
becoming very numerous in cycling circles.

CINCINNATL

The Dutch champion amateur of 1890 ordinary and
safety, M. Roosdorp, is but seventeen years of age.

I thought I had a "lead-pipe cinch " on the immor-
tal William. No matter, generosity is my failing,
and hand in hand, my dear Coaster, we will tread the
mazy realms of the bard's brainy reserves and cull
sweet verse, as most fits our needs. True it is that
you have swept away with that resistless "Wander-
ing Jew " wind of Jersey all my hopes as a star in the
literary firmament, still there are plums enough for
all. Have a bite ?

The question of the last few weeks among the clubs,
and particularly with our own members, has been in
reference to the amendment to do away with all road
officers. Discussion, both long and profound, has
been given to the subject, and the feeling against
such an innovation at first gradually turned in its

favor, and at a meeting on Tuesday night the infant
was launched forth subject to the cold criticism of all
wheelmen. It was taken to the hearts of the mem-
bers of this club, warmed into active life and made a
part of the B. B. C. by adoption. Hereafter men will
serve on the road committees because they have the
club's best interests at heart; they will not be men
tempted by the allurements of the gold trapping of
officership. We look for renewed activity among the
riding men ; we believe the new order of things will
bring them out, and count much on that portion of
the scheme which makes the committee's term of
office exist for only three months. The time of ser-
vice for each committee will, therefore, not be irk-
some, and an enthusiasm which might wane during a
longer time will not have time to cool under this sys-
tem. That the success of this venture will be watched
by the other clubs closely there can be no doubt, as
it will depend upon our experience whether others
follow suit. Every club's experience has been the
same as ours, if a club of more than five years' stand-
ing, and it is fair to presume that they are almost
ready foT something new. We think we have found
that something, but we may be wrong. Time alone
will tell the tale.
Tbe interest in the pool match between the Kings

County and this club is strongly manifested. The
playing of the men indicate that they are in dead
earnest, and thus far the contest has been decidedly
close. The schedule has been changed, making the
last two nights of playing at one club-house instead
of the alternate nights. This was necessary, owing to
an error in the first schedule, which would have given
some of the men all of their games on one table. This
would have been unfair to the players and to their
club.
Walter L. Sinn, of the Park Theatre, and a member

of the club, has presented us with the finest set of
scenery, to fit our back parlor, imaginable. There
are two sets, an interior and a wood scene, and they
will be used at our last stag for this season on March-
30. A vote of thanks to the donor was passed at the
last meeting. Atol.

CITIZENS' BICYCLE CLUB.

The annual meeting ot the Citizens' Club will be
held at the club-house on Monday evening, March 16,

at eight o'clock. The following gentlemen will be
voted upon for office; President,BrooksH.Wells; Vice-
President,W.G.Conklin: Treasurer, E.A.Paillard; Sec-
retary, J. T. Francis ; Trustees, William C. Frazee,
Richard Nelson, George T. Wilson, William H. Hook,
Simeon Ford, John Acken and John C. Gulick.
The candidates for road officers are as follows

:

Captain, H. G. S. Noble ; First Lieutenant, George W.
French ; Second Lieutenant, Dr. E. R. DeWolfe. Six
applications are up for membership.
At the meeting of the New York Athletic Club, held

on Monday evening, an amendment to the constitu-
tion was passed providing for consolidation with the
Citizens' Bicycle Club, and a hundred members of
that organization will at once be elected to full mem-
bership in the New York Athletic Club. "There are
already about thirty members of the Citizen's Club
who have memberships in the Athletic Club.

FALL RIVER, MASS.

Frank C. Nichols, the Union agent, has opened a
riding school at 88 Bedford Street.

The president of the Detroit Wheelmen was ex-
pected here last week, and the Fall Rivers were pre-
paring a reception for him, when word was received
announcing his detention elsewhere.
The Ramblers have begun the publication of a small

sheet called the Weekly Humbug and Ramblers' Ga-
zelle, which contains the club news. It is understood
that Charles Dean is the editor.

Considerable dissatisfaction is being expressed
here by League members with the local consul. They
think that the city ought to have a live man in the
office and one more socially inclined.

I wish to contradict a statement made by an un-
known Fall River correspondent in THE Wheel of
February 27, in which he claimed all the honors for
the Ramblers. The Fall River Cycle Club have about
twice as many active wheelmen in the club as the
Ramblers, and will cause them to work hard this
season in order to hold the honors secured by their
racing men. The Pall Rivers being organized late in
the Fall were not able to enter the field last season.
A rider named Thornton slipped on some ice while

riding here recently, and a broken collar bone was
the result.

Chas. Nothrope, a prominent local wheelman, left
for San Francisco on Thursday night last, where he
5xpects to reside in the future.

The Fall Rivers, at their last meeting, voted to ad-
mit lady cyclists as honorary members.

QUEQUECHAN.

Henry George was taught to ride on a Warwick,
and he will probably make that staunch machine his
regular mount. Mr. George is already inquiring the
nearest route to Tarrytown and similar questions,
which show that he has a continuous interest in the
sport.
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DENVER, COL.

The cycling- season in Denver this year promises
great activity. The spring tournament of the Denver
Cyclists' Union is already being discussed, and with
the advent of balmy weatlier there will appear on the
avenues a great number of tyros of either sex. Paved
streets are conducive to genuine sport for those who
cannot venture on the all-day club runs, and ladies
in particular will appreciate the smooth sailing made
easy by the "only" paving, asphalt.

The Social Wheel Club is looking up more conveni-
ent and commodious quarters, and it will not be
many moons before they will be in a better condition
to entertain their friends than heretofore, their apart-
ments in the Charles Block being entirely inadequate
to meet the growing demand.

The Denver Ramblers' handsome quarters in the
Chamber of Commerce building are a perfect ren-
dezvous for the wheelmen. The rooms embrace a
reception room, billiard room, pool room, wheel room
and training room—all separate—and do credit to the
organization. The Committee on Rooms, of which
Mr. W. E. Perkins is chairman, is to be congratulated
on the location of the new quarters, as the Chamber
of Commerce building is very centrally located, be-
sides affording in Fourteenth Street a thoroughfare
perfectly free from cable or electric-car traffic.

Mr. N. T. Fisk, a prominent racing mati of Lexing-
ton, Neb., has located in the city and joined the Ram-
blers. George E. Hannan, the popular Sixteenth
Street bicycle dealer, has also put in Tiis application
to this club.

Jack Prince, the world's long-distance professional,
writes to one of his Denver friends that he is having
great success in completing arrangements for his six-
day race in Detroit, and thinks the hall he has secured
will be inadequate to hold the throng that will flock
to see the races. Jack does not forget " good old
Denver," as he terms it, and says he will be on hand
here about June i to resume business connected with
building the Coliseum.
Captain Stauffier, of the Ramblers, has offered a

prize in the shape of a box of genuine Havana cigars
to the man in his club who makes the largest mileage
before July i. For the purpose of ascertaining the
mileage of each rider an immense framed card has
been posted up in the rooms, containing the names of
all the members, and opposite their names will be
kept a complete record of the number of miles made
by each. Now there is a chance for someone to come
forward and offer a prize for a yearly mileage record,
so that those who do not smoke or who " hav Annas "

can go for the latter prize.

Both clubs have began active training for the
Spring road race. It will in all probability be a pro-
fessional one, and, if so, will draw several riders
from the confines of amateurism. This is impossible
to avert as the best riders will be picked out of each
regardless of what his calling may be. J. O. Butcher,
of the Socials, is naturally in favor of an amateur
contest. "Butch" showed the unsuspecting ones
what he could do at the recent tournament and his
services in the road race are consequently in great
demand. B. J. Sylvester is another rider who will
prove an eye-opener to those who are in ignorance
of his road-riding abilities.

C. C. Candy's semi-comatose, yet welcome counten-
ance, has not been seen at the club-rooms for several
days. He has presumably taken to the road once
more for the Overman Company.
The Ramblers are jubilant over the arrival of a new

billiard table, which is now being put up. The pool
table will now receive an extended vacation, as there
are many expert billiard players in the club.

First Wheelman—Quit riding your wheel on Sun-
day, have you?
Second Wheelman—Yes, it is "Lent."

Pedaller.

OMAHA.

GOTHAM WHEELMEN.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

The annual meeting for election of officers was set
down for Wednesday evening, March 3, and was the
means of bringing every member of the club together,
and a lively interest was manifested. After the elec-
tion was over it was found that in accordance with
the letter and meaning of the new constitution of the
club, the election was illegal and could not stand, on
which account the men elected were deprived of their
new honors. Thus the opposition ticket was com-
pletelyannihilated. The Board of Trustees immediate-
ly called a special meeting for Saturday evening,
March 7, when nominations were again in order, and
another ticket was placed in the field. The present
incumbents are practically elected, there being no
opposition to them. There may be one or two changes
in the road officers and in the Board of Trustees.

A vote of thanks was extended to Wm. F. Smith,
Jr., secretary of the club, for the letter he sent out
out calling for renewed vigor on the part of all mem-
bers for increasing the membership of the club.

Five applicants to membership were elected at the
last meeting, and the Secretary is in receipt of three
more which will be acted upon at the next meeting.
The report of the Treasurer as rendered at the last

meeting was very gratifying to the members, to say
the least. It showed that the club was in a good
financial condition, and that the recent entertainment
and ball had proved a pecuniary success.

The meeting Saturday evening last terminated in a
most satisfactory manner. Everybody seemed ex-
uberant over the future success of the club, and it

was not until late in the evening that the fun ceased.
Speeches, a collation and punch were the order of
the evening, and it was undoubtedly the best time
that the members have yet experienced in the club-
house.

Captain Wiener is preparing, with the assistance of
his lieutenants, a pamphlet which will contain a com-
plete list of runs for the riding season of 1891.

Six degrees below zero and no indication of leniency
from Boreas. Clubmen huddle about the club-room
radiators and talk of warmer days, when the Summer
sun smiles down upon sweltering humanity and the
active cyclist mounts his wheel and hies himself to

some quiet country thoroughfare. Alas ! 'tis only
talk, and the wheel will remain in the attic or store-
room for another month at least.

L. A. W. business does not move ahead at the rapid
strides with which it should, although Chief Consul
Perrigo and his worthy assistants are laboring like

good fellows. Nothing has been done as yet to
increase the membership to any great extent. The
Omaha Wheel Club took action at its last regular
meeting to pay the dues of all members who wished
to join the League. This is a worthy movement and
the Omaha's will find that its membership will

increase thereby,

The Apollo's threaten to leave the League on ac-
count of the strict racing rules laid down by the
Racing Board quite recently, but they are on the
wrong side of the fence. Stick to the League and the
League will stick to you. This is a bad move for any
club of wheelmen, but more especially in this Division
where we need every member that we can get. We
must pull together, and as the result of our united
labors you will find that the West will be a factor in
making the rules of the L. A. W., and not at a far dis-
tant date either.

Chief Consul Perrigo has published under date of
February 27 a letter to all wheelmen in Nebraska, as
follows: "There is a large balance in the Division
treasury, the accumulation of our share of initiation
fees for the last ten years, and there being no imme-
diate use for this money I have, under the advice of
the national officers, concluded to pay all the renew-
als of the present members in this State and all who
join between now and April i. All Division officers,
local consuls and League of American Wheelmen
members are earnestly requested to send as many
new members as they can before March 25, 1891."

C. E. Nicodemus, local Consul at Fremont, Neb.,
was a frequent visitor at the O. W. C. Club-house last
week.

J. Miller, Brooklyn Bi. Club, New York, and Wm.
J. Miller, New York City, were callers at the club-
house one evening last week.
H. C. Pennell, Davenport, Iowa, spent the evening

of the 25th ult., at the O. W. C. Club-house, and spoke
highly of the entertaining qualities of the club.

W. A. Gramdjean, a prominent member of the O.
W. C, left the fore part of this week for Denver, Col.,
where he will reside in the future. Mr. Grandjean
will be greatly missed by the riding element of the
club, and they wish him the best of success.

M. Bowbeer, of Chicago, 111., and a member of the
Illinois Cycling Club, was a caller at the club-rooms
last Sunday. Mr. Bowbeer had on exhibition at the
club-house and A. H. Perrigo & Co.'s store a machine
fitted with the Featherstone pneumatic tire. Several
of the boys tried it, and all expressed their opinion
that it was a "stayer."

W. E. Coombe, one of the oldest members of the
Omaha Wheel Club, departed for San Francisco, Cal.,

on the 3d Inst. Mr. Coombe leaves behind him a host
of friends who wish him worlds of success in his new
home.
Fred. Mathews, who will undoubtedly manage the

O. W. C. Baseball Team, has as yet to learn whether
the club will accept the proposition he has to offer
concerning the expenses of the team. Mr. Mathews,
if he secures the approval of the club, will proceed at
once to get his team into active training for the com-
ing season. Some of the club's best athletes will
form the nucleus for the team.
Willie Search, the youngest entry in the amateur

six day tournament commencing March 9, at the
Coliseum, is training daily on the indoor track and
has developed a .spurt truly marvelous for a rider of
his years. With proper training he will make some
of the cracks of to-day watch corners pretty sharply
if they do not want the lad to slip by them into first

place.

Among the notes in a Chicago paper last week your
correspondent noticed that a bicycle union is agitated
in Omaha. Upon inquiry he found that such a move-
ment was a myth.
Billy Schnell, one of the Omaha's fast men, is train-

ing like a beaver at the Coliseum track and is riding
like a bird. He is an entry in the coming tournament,
and his friends place a great deal of confidence in his
ability to finish a winner.

The committee in charge of the Omaha Wheel Club
birthday party are busy preparing a programme for
the proper celebration of the event, which will go
down in the club's history as a grand gala day pro-
gramme of music and feasting. Invitations will be
sent to the club's intimate friends, and every member
is expected to be present.

It is "hearts" which w'ill hold the attention of the
club men for the next five weeks. The prize will be
a handsome and complete poker set donated by the
club. The games will commence on the evening of
March 9, and will be played in sets of ten games each
night until fifty games have been played in all, when
the percentage of each contestant will be announced.
The contests are always carried on in the most
friendly spirit, and everyone highly enjoys them.

Crank.

At a recent meeting of the Arlington Wheelmen of
the District, I was elected correspondent to THE
Wheel, vice Red Cap, resigned ;as correspond-
ent against the protest of that club, on account of a
modest self-depreciation of his abilities. Having
more nerve if less ability than Red Cap, I have ac-
cepted the position, for the present at least, if only
for the purpose of clearing up a misapprehension on
the part of the correspondent, "Eyetalian" of the

, in which paper contributions by "X-Bones"
first appeared.
No, my inquisitive brother, it is not the new tandem

that has distracted X-Bones from his duties as cor-
respondent. In fact, had you kept your "eye" as dili-

gently on the meetings of the club which elected me
correspondent to that paper upon no choice of my
own, as you apparently have upon the private life of

X-Bones, you would have learned that he neglected
no duties due from a correspondent, but resigned his
office as such for the following reasons, among others,
to wit : Having twice requested the management of
the to send that paper to the address fur-

nished in full, in order that it might be received in

time to note anything contained in one issue before
writing for the next. They failed to do this, and the
paper was seldom received before Tuesday, and
sometimes not till Thursday; also correspondence
never appeared in that paper less than ten days after
it was mailed, whatever time in the week that was,
and on one occasion was published as news without
credit to the correspondent, although he had been
informed that it was received too late to be printed
as correspondence, and, in the meanwhile, part of it,

mailed subsequently by Red Cap, had already ap-
peared in The Wheel. These things are discourag-
ing to correspondents who have other duties perhaps
as important, even if not associated with tandem
riding, which "Eyetalian" is advised to try if he can
get the tandem and girl, which X-Bones will not lend.
Another reason which X-Bones feels some delicacy

about mentioning for resigning as correspondent for
the , was the fact that in his last communi-
cation he jumped on the wrong man. It may be re-
membered that he promised some character sketches
of members of the Arlington Wheelmen. Well,
counting on his legs to keep him out of reach, and on
his self-reliance as a journalist to protect his face if

taken unaware, he incautiously stepped on the " fight-

ing man" of the club. After this X-Bones prudently
kept to side streets and back alleys for a month. But
alas ! one evening he accidentally met the enemy in the
alley at the rear of Robertson's wheel place. Shades
of Homer! Spirit of Haggard! inspire my pen to
describe the scene that followed. The " fighting man's
seconds in the matter were Robertson and Bowen.
On the part of X-Bones every second was a week—or
seemed so. He now understands why the fighting
periods are called "rounds." It's because they don't
seem a " square thing " to the man who gets the worst
of it. After much desperate fighting and prolonged
anguish, X-Bones was conveyed in a blinded condi-
tion to an expert machinist for repairs. As, however,
he could do nothing for him, an expert optician was
called in who cleverly supplied a pair of glass eyes,
by the aid of which X-Bones now writes these lines.

He will, if not prevented by due process of law, at
some time resume his character sketches, but is going
to pick out the victims a little more judiciously in the
future.
By the way, X-Bones would like to clear up the im-

pression existing among some sadly misinformed
people that he is, or claims to be, or has ever been or
claimed to be, a correspondent to any paper " for the
District of Columbia.'' While he would naturally
communicate any wheel news he might become pos-
sessed of, and would be glad to receive any for that
purpose while occupying the office of correspondent,
he regards his allegiance as such to be due to the club
that selected him and not to the general public, and
he has not the time, and cannot undertake to " gun "

around for news, nor will he feel at all aggrieved if

any be sent to any paper other than through his
hands.
The last meeting of the Arlingtons was held at the

residence of Mr. Grimes, and was well attended and a
great success, the talented Captain, Mr. Bowen, filling

the chair in the absence of the President to the satis-

faction of all concerned. (Don't put a comma after
"President." He was "absent to the satisfaction of
all concerned," particularly, to himself, for he had
X-Bones' tandem for that evening.) Mr. Grimes,
after the business proceedings, invited the boys to
partake of a "light refreshment," consisting of the
Esquimaux delicacy candles lighted. Having "fired
off this joke with pronounced effect, a fine supper
was served and greatly enjoyed. The usual speech-
making followed, but as X-Bones was unfortunately
absent he doesn't remember what was said.

X-BONES.

At a meeting of the Philadelphia Outing Club on
Saturday of last week, the following officers were
elected : President, T. Henry Sweeting ; Secretary
and Captain, J. G. Crawford ; Assistant Secretary,
Clark V. Westcott.

The Chief of Police of Cincinnati has laid a request
before the Police Commissioners -for the introduction
of bicycles in the department. His idea is to supply
them to the officers in the outskirts of the town who
are now mounted on horses.

IN PRESS. IN PRESS.

THE LAWRENCE RECITER.

The Lawrence Reciter is a simple yet comprehen-
sive system of elocution, consisting of exercises for
the developing and cultivation of the voice, and
grace and power of gesture. Rules for breathing,
articulation, and modulation.
Selections for exercises for voice, gesture, dramatic

action and facial expression.
Designed for the special use of Teachers, Students,

Colleges, Schools and all those who wish to perfect
themselves in the noble arts of elocution and acting.
Being a thorough and practical text book of elocu-

tion.
By Ed-win Gordon Lawrence.

(Son of Prof. Philip Lawrence.)
Teacher of Elocution, and Director of " The Lawrence

?; School of Acting," of New York City, N. Y.
To which is added a collection of gems in poetry

and prose, carefully compiled and edited by the late
Prof. Philip Lawrence.

Handsomely bound in Vellum, and Black. Price, $1.00.
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The Medford (Mass.) Cycle Club has elected the
following officers : President, J.

L. Blackmer; Vice-
President, R. O. Evans ; Captain, G. H. Perry ;

Lieu-
tenant, W. M. Telford; Color Bearer, R. L. Hall;
Treasurer, W. S. Barker. Jr.; Secretary, E. L. Cope-
land ; Bugler, F. A. Tucker ; Directors, J. L. Black-
mer, R. O. Evans, G. H. Perry, W. S. Barker, Jr., C.

B. Shannon, A. J. Cushing, P. A. Tucker, W. J. Howe.

The Manhattan Athletic Club are making great
preparations to increase the comforts of their cycling
members. In addition to the grounds at Fifty-sixth

Street and Eighth Avenue the club have leased the

Polo Grounds, and. as before stated in these columns,
they intend to build a bicycle track. Mr. Haines, of

the Manhattan Bicycle Club, who has charge of the

track, told a representative of The Wheel that the

club intended to have their Polo Grounds track rank
with the best racing paths in this country, and he
has been collecting information as to the make-up of

the various tracks. The Manhattan'strack will proba-
bly be modeled after the Peoria track. A number of

wheelmen were at the Manhattan Club on Wednes-
day evening. Among them were Messrs. Powers,
Stilger, Judge and Miller, all of whom are members of

the club. The first cycling interest in the Manhattan
Club was due to the efforts of Mr. B . S. Sanford.

Ormonde Agents Wanted

In Iowa.

Apply at once to

ROBERT L. THOMPSON,

1 22 West Second St.,

MUSCATINE, IOWA.

Sole Agent for Iowa except Seven-

teen Counties on the Missouri

River.

Mr. William H. Amory, of Detroit, and well known
to meirkbers of the Manhattan Bicycle Club of New
York, has been spending two weeks in town, making
his headquarters at the Manhattan Athletic Club,
where he entertained several wheelmen during the
week.

We credit our Boston contemporary with a valua-
ble "scoop." Its representative was the only press
man present who could write a half column notice on
the Featherstone Pneumatic—which was not at the
exhibition; and yet the Wor/d awards us the laurels
for imaginative writing. They belong to " Ariel."

ATHLETINE.

To Cure or Prevent Soreness or Stifiiiess

in Joints. Used by all Atliletes with great

success. Also for Sprains, Bruises, Rheumati.'-m

and Chapped Hands.

L. W. BtASLEY & CO., 85 BEAVER STREET,

NEIV YORK) U. S. A.

SCH^WAI^BACH CYCI.E CO.,
BROOKLYN AGENTS FOR

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND GALES CYCLES,
9tll Ave. & XJniOJl St., (Prospect Park Plaza). TELEPHONE 126 SOUTH.

Brancli Stores, 1216 & 1218 Bedford Ave., ... Brooklyn, N. Y.

Most complete repair shop in the country. Nickel Plating plant and Enameling Oven
on the premises.

List of second-hand wheels mailed on application. We always have bargains. No wrecks.
Every wheel a good mount. Columbias and Hartfords to rent for any period. All parts and sundries
or sale. Full line of Jersey goods. Send for Catalogue.

I don't take up as much space as some of my competitors, but I keep better goods.

'Write for Particulars. Dealers ^wanted all over tliis s:reat countr^r. Catalog^ues free.

J. E. POORMAN, Agent, - - Eighth and Race Streets, Cincinnati, Ohio.

^1 YOUR • BICYCLE. ^
Do not wait until we are rushed but send

your wheel now

We have the Largest REPAIR SHOP in the East.

NEliV YORK BICYCI.E CO.,
Nos. 4: and 6 E. 60tli Street, N. Y. near Fifth Ave. Entrance to Central raik.

IT IS F=REei-Y MCKINOiAZLEDGED XHMT OUR

MEDIUM * GRADE • BICYCLES
J^RE THE BEST IIT EVEK."Y K.ESFECT.

The largest and best informed dealers in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Brooklyn, Washington, Baltimore, Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago, St. Louis, Denver, San Francisco, etc., etc., have arranged with us to push their sale.

Our Medium Grade Bicycles are Far Superior to Many So-Called " High-Grade Machines."

IMPORTED STEEL TUBING, DROP FORCINGS, TANGENT SPOKES, FORGED STEEL
CHAIN, GARFORD SADDLES.

FULL 8ALL BEARING. FINE FINISH. ALL INTERCHANGEAUE AND CONVERTIBLE MACHINES.
FIVE SI25ES:—24, 26, 27, 28 and 30 incli. Priced from ^25 up to $100.

SAVE MONEY BY BUYING BICYCLES FROM US. DONT DELAY—D's ARE DANGEROUS—BE SAFE. OUR NEW

SELF-EXPLAINING CATALOGUE SENT FREE ANYWHERE ON EARTH.

ChaS. F. Stokes Mfg. Co., 293 & 295 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

UNION CYCLE MFG. CO., HIGHLANDYILLE, MASS. Western Brancli for Union Cycles, Highest Grade Only.
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TO TPIB TI^.A-OB

BALL BEARINGS

ALL OVER,

$60.00.
FISH SADDLE.

BALL BEARINGS

ALL OVER,

$eo-oo.
FISH SADDLE.

GAZELLE No. 6.

A very fine LADIES' CONVERTIBLE WHEEL. A neat dropped frame of WELDLESS STEEL TUBING, with a removable bar,

and 'Wbeels 30 front x 28 rear, form an outline that is very hard to beat. Direct spokes ^ x ^ in., rims, adjustable suspension saddle,

adjustable handle bars, direct plunger brake, fine dress guard, mud guards to bothw heels, and case hardened BALL BEARINGS ALL OVER,
complete the description of this excellent wheel. Finished in baked enamel, with usual bright parts nickeled. Tool bag and tools. Geared to

54 inch. PRICE, ^6o.OO.

Catalogue Now EeadyNew York State Agents for HUMBER CYCLES and FEATHERSTONE PNEUMATIC.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES,
302 BROADWAY, NEW YOBK.

LOVELL DIAMOND CYCLES
HIGH-GRADE

ONLY.

— ALL —
BALL-BEARING,
STEEL TUBING,

AND

DROP FORGINGS.

NO BETTER
MACHINE AT ANY

PRICE.

LOYELL DIAMOND, - $85.00

WITH CUSHION TYRE, - 95.00

FOR LADIES', - 85.00

CONYERTIBLE, - - 85.00

AGENTS ^VANTED.

Bicycle Catalogue Free.

MANtTFACTlJRED ©Y

JOHN P. LOVKLL ARMS CO.,

BOSTON", ls^-A.SS.
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NEWARK.

Amid the aroma of fragrant flowers, and a continu-
ous babble of voices, laughter and music, over fifty

members of the Atalanta Wheelmen sat around two
large tables at Davis' parlors, on Wednesday evening
of this week, to properly commemorate the fifth anni-
versary of the club and enjoy their annual banquet.
Every one present was m his happiest mood, which
resulted in a general effervescence of good-fellowship
and joviality, and it was unanimously pronounced the
most enjoyable dinner in the history of the club. For
three hours the wheelmen discussed the elaborate
repast that was served to them with almost as much
zeal as they would had they but just completed a long
run. When the cigars were finally passed around.
President Drabble presented to H. G. Hornfeck
a diamond scarf-pin, which was won by him
in the Wheelmen's Bowling League for making
the highest individual average score, and L. A.
Edwards, captain of the bowling contingent, pre-
sented the club with a highly polished ten pin,

mounted upon a stand and suitably inscribed. It was
won by the bowling team in the Wheelmen's Leagiie,
being the second prize. The pin was accepted in be-
half of the club by the president. "Why are we
here?" the first toast, was then responded to by J. S.

Holmes, Jr., and W. E. Eldridge next spoke in a
bright and witty manner about the trade. E. H. Col-
yer responded very appropriately to "The Ladies,"
and "Cranks and Levers" were talked of by W. S.

Gregory. E. F. Millar next expounded on "Club
Life," while the "Humors of Cycling" were related
by G. E. Clymer in a pleasing vein. W. V. Belknap
then read an imaginative tale entitled "Looking For-
ward," in which the celebration of the club's twenty-
first birthday was prematurely described. The hit
of the evening was made by D. B. Pickering in an
original song with a banjo accompaniment, in which
many of the members were humorously described.
Songs were then sung and jokes cracked for an hour
or more, and the milk wagons were beginning to rat-
tle along the streets when the party dispersed.

When the Business Men's Cycling League decided
to increase their dues to $i per month, in order to be
able to secure permanent quarters and offer some at-
tractions for the members, considerable dissatisfac-
tion arose over the step. It is now rumored that the
men who were opposed to the progressiveness of the
League intend to resign and organize a new club. It

is highly'probable that each member of the new or-
ganization will be mulcted twenty-five cents per
month, and that they will be satisfied to meet in some
hall on a side street once a month. The peculiar
ideas of a cycling club that some of the riders of this
city possess are deplorable. There are enough wheel-
men in this city to support three or four prosperous
organizations if they were only of the right calibre.

There is not a possibility of a doubt but what New-
ark will do its share toward making the Division
meet at Elizabeth in May a success, although this city
has no League clubs and not an over-abundant sup-
ply of League members in proportion to the number
of riders. The Atalanta Wheelmen will undoubted-
ly be much better represented at Elizabeth than they
were at Plainfield last year, and the Business Men's
Cycling League will also take an active interest in
the meet. In addition there are many League riders
in the city who are not attached to any club, and a
large number of club men who are not attached to
the League, to say nothing of the great army of "un-
washed " who care nothing for either the League or
for club life. Newark would prove a pretty rich field

to a League missionary. Of these riders there will
probably be a fair sprinkling at the Elizabeth meet,
and as it will be necessary to show a League member-
ship ticket to enjoy the pleasure of the festival, many
new recruits ought therefore to be gained by the Di-
vision.

Arrangements are being made for a match bowling
game between-two teams consisting of Messrs. Horn-
feck and Millar, and Terbell and Miller, who are iowr
of the Atalantas best sphere-tossers. 'The prize will
be a first-class bowling ball. SPARK.

THE GEORGE R. BIDWELL CYCLE CO.'S '91 WHEELS.

AN ENGLISH RACING MAN STRAND-
ED IN AMERICA.

A steamer which landed at Philadelphia on Tuesday
last brought from Cape Town, Africa, after a twenty-
seven days' voyage, a light-haired, blue-eyed, fresh-
colored, altogether pretty boy. He was William
Wood, one of the fastest English "pros" England
ever had.
He came into the sanctum and—but let us quote

him, first remarking that the reader must imagine
the most delightful drawl, as, " weally " for really,
etc., etc.
"I am William Wood, of North Shields, nine miles

from Newcastle-on-Tyne. I rode with Howell and
defeated him. I also defeated Rowe and others."
"How did I get here? Well, I went to Australia,

then returned and left England last October for Cape
Town, Africa. I went out with a theatrical company.
We played in the "Still Alarm " and "Held by the
Enemy."
" In the latter play I was Bean^ the correspondent.

They say I was very funny—light comedy is my forte,
you know,—notwithstanding which we had a hard
time, the manager bolted and we were left stranded."
"I worked my passage to Philadelphia. Seasick?

Ough! I had to help the cook, and I can now cook a
joint of beef to a turn. At Oxford I took several im-
portant parts in amateur theatricals, and know Dick
Mansfield and Henry Irving.
"I am through with the stage and will go back to

North Shields and go into business with my father."
" Furnival, yes, a fine fellow. Oh, do you know Mc-

Candlish ? He's a splendid fellow. Yes, indeed, your
Americans were a scaly lot, but Ralph Temple could
pedal. Hillier was one of our best."
Thus the talk ran on, through theatricals, racing,

etc. Mr. Wood, if he is Mr. Wood—one never can tell

till, youknow, who's who nowadays—has been taught
a good lesson, and no doubt after he once sets foot
on English soil it will take a big Tpot to induce him

The Tourist Safeties.

The Tourist Light Roadster Safetv which is herewith illustrated is specially designed, made of seamless
steel tubmg, and has a true diamond frame. Its specifications are : 30-inch wheels ;

i^-inch cushion tiies
;

tangent spokes
; brass nipples to prevent rusting ; forged hubs ;

adjustable crank and chain driving gear ,

detachable cranks, dy., to 7 inch throw ; tubular steel half circle handle bar; adjustable foot rests; ball heaa
socket steering

; improved saddle ; fine enamel finish
;
54-inch gear, and weighs 42 pounds all on. The wheel

IS guaranteed for one year.

The Tourist Ladies Liglit Roadster Safety is substantial!}' the same as the gentleman's machine, except
that it has 28-inch wheels and a_ dropped frame. It also weighs 42 pounds. The Tourists are of the very
highest grade.

to quit home again. He is a pleasant chap, strongly
inoculated with the "I," but his egotism is diluted
with ingenuousness and the semblance of utter inno-
cence so that one forgives it. We wish Mr. Wood,
if he is Mr. Wood, a safe journey home.

P. S.—We have since found out from a resident
Englishman in New York, an old racing man, by the
way, Mr. T. Malhnson, of Coventry, that the blue-
eyed, curly-haired one is William Wood, of North
Shields.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.'S

1891 LIST.

A bright red cover, with "Rover " stamped in gold
upon it, encloses the John Wilkinson Co.'s list for
1891. The company show a view of the wheel-room in

their Chicago store. The John Wilkinson Co. are
well known in the sporting goods trade of this coun-
try, in which line they are a leading house, and their
bicycle business, under the management of Mr. Rich-
ardson, has grown to such proportions that they are
now among the leaders in the cycling trade. The
firm have handled Rovers, a machine of the highest
reputation, made by J. K. Starley & Co., of Coventry.
From the list we glean a few interesting facts. The
company pride themselves on the lightness of their
wheels, claiming that they furnish less material in a
bicycle than any other manufacturer or dealer in the
United States and save riders carrying fifteen or
twenty pounds extra material which is not needed for
strength.
The bicycle salesroom and repair shop of the com-

pany is 40 by 140 feet, with a riding school of the same
size on the floor above. They make special mention
of their Rover Special, a 36-lb. wheel; stripping to

30 lbs. and geared to 60 inches, fitted with solid tires,

making a fine road racing mount. All Rovers are
fitted with Garford saddles.
Among the wheels illustrated in the catalogue are

the following: The Rover Special, 36 lbs.; geared to
60 in., stripping to 30 lbs.; listed, with solid tires, $135,
cushion tires, $140, pneumatic, $165 ;

the Rover Light
Roadster, 44 lbs., $135 and $140; the Rover Roadster,
48 lbs,, $135, $140 and $165 ; the Ladies' Rover, a hand-
some drop-frame wheel, 38 lbs., $135 and $140; the
Combination Rover, suitable for lady and gentleman,
and strengthened by detachable bar, $135 and $140;
the Universal Rover, a medium grade wheel, 47 lbs.,

$83 with solids, $100 with cushions, $125 with pneu-
matics. The firm expect to have a great run on this
machine in its pneumatic form, as it is ten dollars
cheaper than any other pneumatic on the market.
The Rover Racer; this is a light diamond frame,
weighing 28 lbs., geared to 63 inches, fitted with pneu-
matics, and with rat-trap pedals; price, $165. The
company also handle the Rush, the Crescent, the
Princess and a number of other medium grade, low
grade and juvenile wheels. They also handle a long
line of sundries in the way of lamps, stands, etc.

Several pages of their catalogue are devoted to the
cuts and descriptions of a complete line of cycling
sundries.

The regular monthly meeting of the Brooklyn Bi-
cycle Club, held on Tuesday evening of this week,
was attended by over one hundred members. The
motion of H. E. Raymond, to do away with the road
officers, was unanimously adopted, although the
movement had met with strong opposition at the start.
Instead of the usual road officers, a committee of
three will be appointed to govern all runs and races,
to serve for a period of three months. The annual
election will take place on April 14.

The English championships of '91 will be contested
at the provincial town of Bristol, where the best
modeled track in England is located. It is four laps
to the mile, with a 4 foot 6 inch raise on the corners.

Mr. G. Brown Good, Assistant Secretary of the
Smithsonian Institution, has written for a copy of -

The Wheel which, with other trade papers, will be
forwarded to Tewfik Bey Eb-uz-zia, Directeur de
I'Ecole des Arts et Metiers, Constantinople.

THEATRES.
"DIJOU THEATRE, Broadway, near 30th St., N. Y.
-'-'

J. Wesley Rosenquest, Sole Manager.
NAT. C. GOODWIN IN "THE NOMINEE."

Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

BROADWAY THEATRE, Cor. 41st St., N. Y.
Frank W. Sanger, Manager.

EDWIN BOOTH AND LAWRENCE BARRETT.
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

HAMMERSTEIN'S HARLEM OPERA HOUSE,
New York.

HUSBANDS AND WIVES.
Matinee Saturday. Evenings at 8:15.

MADISON SQUARE THEATRE, New York.
A. M. Palmer, Manager. 24th St., nr. Broadway,

"THE PHARISEE."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.30.

A/riNER'S PEOPLES' THEATRE, New York.

KATE CLAXTON and MRS. McKEE RANKIN.
Matinee Wed. and Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

1\.TEW PARK THEATRE, Broadway and 35th St.,
IN New York.

James T. Powers in "A STRAIGHT TIP."
Matinees Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

PROCTOR'S TWENTY-THIRD ST. THEATRE,
'^ Proctor and Turner, Proprietors and Managers.
Chas. Frohman'S CO. IN "MEN AND WOMEN.'-

Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2.15. Evenings atS.i';.

STANDARD THEATRE, 33d St. and 6th Ave., N. Y.
^J

J. M. Hill, Manager.
J. M. HILL'S VAUDEVILLES.

Matinee Sat. at a. Evenings at 8.
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N. T. Fisk, Secretary-Treasurer of the Nebraska
Division, and the founder of the Vikin|< Bicycle Club,
of Lexington, Neb., has taken up his residence at
Denver and resigned from his position in the League.

Although the Harvard University Cycling Associa-
tion has announced that it will hold a race meet this

spring the athletic committee of the college is likely
to interfere with the cycling men's arrangements as
the association at present is $300 in debt.

Both the Riverside Wheelmen and the Brooklyn
Bicycle Club are evincing much interest in their pool
tournaments at present. Twenty-four men are en-
gaged in the former club's contest and sixteen in the
latter club's competition.

The Manhattan Athletic Club will hold their Winter
games at Madison Square Garden on Saturday night.
A splendid programme of sport has been prepared
and an interesting meeting is sure to be held.

There are 2,000 cyclists in Victoria, i,ooo in New
South Wales, and about 500 each in Queensland, South
Australia, Tasmania and New Zealand. This makes
Australia boast a total of about 5,000 riders.

Among the latest converts to cycling is Oscar
Wilde. Oscar has grown very stout lately, and is no
longer the picturesque figure he was in his sunflower
days. No doubt he takes to the wheel to reduce his
proportions, for according to the latest reports he is

becoming vtncouth.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen are makiug arrangements
for several improvements to their chib-house, and
will add a first-class bowling alley. Since the club
secured the State meet, applications for membership
have been received in large numbers, and it is ex-
pected that the membership roll will contain 150
names by May.

The prizes of the Wheelmen's Bowling League
were awarded this season, with promptness quite
commendable while the delay of last year is remera-
bered. The New York Bicycle Club have received
a handsome silver pitcher, the Atalanta Wheelmen
an ornamental ten-pin, and the winner of the indi-
vidual score prize, a diamond scarf pin.

The Citizens' Bicycle Club held a prize bowling
match on Wednesday evening of this week. The first
prize, a fine umbrella, was won by Richard Nelson,
and the second was captured by W. C. Frazee. It is

highly probable that Philip Fontaine, of this club, will
do considerable racing this year on a safety.

The Greenville, N. J., Wheelmen, is the name of a
new organization composed of riders residing in that
town. The officers are : President, A. G. Armstrong ;

Vice-president, C. Mclntyre ; Treasurer, J. M. Dilla-
way ; Secretary, E. M. Kyte ; Captain, J. Livingston

;

First Lieutenant, L. Kreiser.

The East Orange Cyclers have decided to incor-
porate the club and contracts for the new club house
have been awarded. As soon as the weather will
permit work will be begun. The house as planned
will have two long rooms and a bath room on the first
floor, and billiard, locker and card rooms on the sec-
ond floor, which will open out on a balcony.

The Orange Wheelmen have elected Thomas G
Barber, Jr., as First Lieutenant in place of Everett
Townsend, resigned, and Walter Varndell as Ser
geant in place of T. G. Barber, Jr. W. F. Rockwell
has been elected a member of the Board of Trustees

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 Words 35 cents
Two Insertions 40 "

New Tork Bicycle Company, Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th
btreet, S. ¥. New and Second-Hand Macliiues. Choice
assortment. Prices reasonI^blp. Wheels to rent. Cycline
Accessories of all kinds. 1 1st of Bargains and Sundrlfs
free upon application. OM mounts takon In part pay-ment for Noiv. *^ "^ •*

A BARGAIN.—"Ivel " Tandem Bicycle; nearly
-^^ new

;
for lady and gent or two gents ; best made

;

cost $200 ; best offer over |ioo takes it. N. Rogers,
466 State St., Brooklyn. 3-27

pUSHION-TYRED COLUMBIA SAFETY, 1890^ pattern ; never ridden and brand new
; $120. W.

E. Eldridge, 499 Broad Street, Newark, N. J. t. f. c

FOR SALE.—Safety bicycle, hardly used
;
practical-

ly new. F. H. C, P. O. Box 444, N. Y. City.

< <pYCLING ART, ENERGY AND LOCOMOTION"^ $2 post-paid.
J. B. Lippincott Co. Phila., or R.

P. Scott, care of Sinclair-Scott Mfg. Co., 233 Hamburg
St., Baltimore.

-rHE MEMORY OF MAN RUNNETH NOT BACK
to the time when ordinaries could be bought for

the prices we sell them at now. Full ball, good con-
dition, only $25 ; first-class mounts at $40, and practi-
cally new ones at $6o,and all prices between standard
wheels capable of good service. Write for lists and
state just what you would like. KNIGHT CYCLE
CO., 217 North Tenth St., St. Louis, Mo. tf

pOR Sale or Exchange—55-inch Semi-Racer, new,
-- weight, 28 lbs. Built sufficiently strong for road
use. A. J. Street Cycle Co., 599 Madison Street,
Chicago. 3.12

"LTIGH-GRADE Cushion Tired Humber Safety
"-J- latest English wheel, weight, 36 lbs., ridden 300
miles. Two 48 inch special stars. Perfect condition.
Address H. S. L., Box 2772, N. Y. C. 3-13

ytT"ANTED.—Manufacturers of and dealers in cycle
» ^ sundries to send catalogues and prices to H
Mitman, Bethlehem, Pa. Agent for bicycles and
cyclers' supplies, 3.20

SAFETY wanted, suitable for boy of sixteen, which
manufacturer Standard make piano will take in

part payment for one of his instruments. Could also
supply violins. Address C. L. B., 81 Fifth Avenue,
New York. 3-13

WHO has "soured on" a Tandem tricycle and
wants to sell it " dirt cheap " ? Address, giving

condition and price, and stating when and where to
be seen. Frank, Box 2826, City. 3-13

BARGAINS.—Cushion tired Olympia Tandem Tri-
cycle, Marriott & Cooper, Coventry, England,

hollow throughout, rat trap pedals, wheels, 28 inch,
gear, 57, will pass 28 inch doorway, weight, 76 lbs.

Handsome machine. King of Road lamp
;
bells, tools.

Price, $140. Light Tricycle, Surrey Machinist Co.,

London, England. 28 inch side wheels, 26 inch front
wheel, Warwick patent, hollow rims, hollow through-
out, trap pedals. Brooks semi-racing saddle, Har-
rington's spring ; weight, 37 lbs.

;
tools and bell.

Price, $45. F. Ceely, Hotel Boswyck, Cor. Bedford
Avenue and South Fifth St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 3-13

BARGAINS.—Two New Mails, new, at $117.00. One
Warwick, shopworn, $115. One Swift Spring

Frame, shopworn, $110. One New Mail, good condi-
tion, $roo. One Swift Tandem, shopworn, $i6o. One
Little Giant, shopworn, $28, all safeties. Also 50 inch
Victor Light Roadster, fair condition, with cyclo-
meter, $65. One 53 inch Victor Light Roadster, full
nickel. $80. One Columbia Light Roadster, $80.
Sent for examination on receipt of $5 for ex. charges.
A. B White, Fort Wayne, Indiana. 3-13

"VAT"ANTED.—45 or 48 Special Star in good condition,
^'' with balls and rollers. Must be cheap. Ad-
dress Box 612, Geneseo, 111. 3-13

'T^WO Columbia Safeties, '90 pattern. Ladies', $100,
-1- and Gentlemen's, $110; both almost new. To

>anyone sending us five dollars we will ship the
wheels C. O. D. to allow examination. Should you
take one or both after six days trial we will take one
or both back, paying within ten dollars of what you
paid for them, and this offer is made simply to show
that they are bargains. Address Wilson Bros.,
Jewelers, 15 Tremont Road, Boston. t. f. c.

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor.

243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Herewith I hand yoil %i.oo in payment for one year s

sitbscription, to begin with the iss2ce of.

Name -

Address... : „

Town or City „

County. State. ^.

Tliere is no better ^vheel, at any price, in the ^wide,
^vide world. We say it, and we know^ it.

THE CUSHION-TIRED COMET—Price $115.00.

'We will exhibit tbis wbeel at tbe Pbiladelphia A. C C
Cycle Sbow^.

1> o «i

SOLe 7yt7?N\JF=KCT\^ReRS:

KIEEFE C& BEO^fti-IbTISrOlSr,
ISr SROADlfl^AY, N. Y.

•' I'—

a

SPBCIA.lv PRICES TO THE TRADE S.—

>
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PrBLISHED EVERY FRIBAY MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

Sing'le Copies,

Foreig-n Subscriptions,

$1.00 a year
5 Cents

- 10s. a year

in spurting or in hill-climbing, causes the tire to flat-

ten and spread over the rim edge.
The flattening not only slows the wheel, but much

of the applied power is eaten up and lost in the tire,

and the lite of the rubber itself is also destroyed, as it

will cut both outside and inside. As the season of

selection and purchase is now upon us, ^ye republish
the Scottish Cyclist's note so that the points made may
be deeply impressed upon the minds of buyers.

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

COPT SHOULD BB RECEIVED BY TUESDAY aORRlNG.

LATE COPY RECEIVED UNTIL WEDNESDAY MORMSG.
CHANGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS DUST BE RECEIVED BY

TUESDAY HORNING TO INSURE INSERTION.

SPECIAi ADVERTISING MATTER RECEIVED UNTIL THURS-

DAY NOON.

ADVERTJSING RATES ON APPLJCATJON.

FOREIGN BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE,
W. S. SMITH,

31 Alkhani Road, Stamford Hill, London, N. W
F. P. PRIAL,

EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,

P. O. Box 444, 243 BROADWAY,
New YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

respectfully requested to examine its contents ana
give us their patronage, and as far as is convenietil,

aid in circulating the journal, and extend its in-

fluence in the cause which it so faithfully serves

Subscription price, %i.oo per year.

Mr. AVilliam Breckenridge, manager of the Breck-
enridge Mercantile Agency Co., of Milwaukee, writes
as follows: "After examination of a sample copy of
The Wheel you sent me a few days ago, I have
quickly come to the conclusion that your paper is, by
far, the best cycling paper that I have ever examined,
and I beg to enclose my subscription."

WE are anxious to purchase rare, old or odd cyc-
ling literature, photographs, etc. Parties hav-
ing material of this kind to dispose of should

communicate with us.

WE call the attention of those of our readers
who are fond of touring to the clever little

sketch by Auphnwalk in this issue of The
Wheel. His description of the pastoral beauties of
Lebanon Springs and neighborhood will be of inter-

est to all cyclists who delight in wheeling through
picturesque regions and rural retreats.

WHEN the Prince comes on in comic opera there
is always red fire and music ; so we, in the
same way, send up a few rockets and bid the

band play to welcome our Baltimore correspondent,
who will, in future, keep readers of The Wheel
informed of cycle on-goings in the Monumental City,

in which there are important cycle interests.

WE republish, from the Cyclist a sketch of an-
other pneumatic tire, invented by R. Scott, of

Newcastle. This tire has just been patented,
so that it has had as yet no practical indorsement. It

is on simpler lines than either the Dunlop or Thomas,
and may prove to have commercial value.
The more types of pneumatics the merrier. Out of

a multitude of tires (with an i) cometh perfection.

WE HAVE a new Philadelphia correspondent;
his name is "Telemachus," and we ask you
give him welcome, for old "Tele" was a

hero; mouldy, but still a hero. The trade will find

some interesting notes in "Tele's" letter; riders
who are on the ragged edge of cushion or pneumatic,
will find a paragraph to their taste, and the road-
racing men will also find a toothsome morsel in our
Philadelphia letter.

THE Scottish Cyclist publishes a note on cushion
tires, pointing out, as we did some time ago,
that the benefits of the cushion are altogether

nullified if the tire of the rear wheel is so soft that the
weight of the rider and the application of power, as

OLD TIME keeps aflying, notching off the years
and not in the slightest concerned as to the

maker of the first bicycle or the maker of the
last one. On March 17 many Brooklyn old-timers
were brought up sharply face to face with the sad
swiftness of the scythe-bearer, for that day marked
ten years of life for the Kings County Wheelmen.
Ten years of life, and the club is still among the

most prosperous in the country. How the old faces
throng upon us—Pettus, Harry Hall, Hibson, Bridg-
man, Crichton, the Loucks family, Schwalbach, Aus-
tin and the others. What memories of the pleasant
race meets, the still pleasanter last laps at the old

house in Clymer Street ! Success to the good old K.
C. W., and may it have the fate of a green bay tree in

store for it.

ONE branch of the trade not yet developed to any
considerable extent in this country, and which
has been profitably engaged in abroad, is the

stamping business.

In England several large and many small firms
make a specialty of getting out wheels to special

order. The models and specifications are submitted
by a dealer, the dies all made, and the stamper "does
the rest." The dies are always the property of the
dealer, so that he can transfer them to any stamper
or embark in manufacture on his own account, while
his work remains uniform, and the style and general
make up of his wheels do not suffer in the change.
In this country this form of the cycle business has

not yet developed to large proportions, but if the
season of 1S91 comes up to the expectations of the
trade, many of the larger agents will have wheels
made up on their own account, and firms which
make a specialty of stamping will realize a handsome
profit.

At the present time the Ames Sword Company are
leaders at this style of work, but they could scarcely

take on many more contracts than those which they
hold at present. The Lamb Knitting Co. have lately

embarked in this business ; Thomas Smith & Sons
have a representative over here, and contracts are

being worked out at a Rockaway, N. J., plant.

using, a director of thought, to confer the title of
"chief patron" on the Earl of Albemarle or upon
anyone else. The patrons of the sport are the men
who direct the sport, the pressmen of the sport, the
men who make good wheels, the men who invent
practical devices which increase the life of the rider
and the life of the wheel.

Here are a few patrons for you : Sturme}', McCand-
lish, Hillier, Keen, Cortis, Keith-Falconer, Lallement,
Starley, Dunlop, Thomas, Pope and Karl Kron.
Then there are numberless other patrons of the

sport. The men who organize clubs, the men who ac-
cept office in organizations, the honorary chairmen
and members of committees who care for legislation,

racing or roads improvement ; the gentlemen who
race for sport's sake, and the men who write for

sport's sake. Before this aggregation of men, who
are truly patrons of sport, the scribe's applied title of
" chief patron " dwindles to the microscopic propor-
tions of an atom. We are sure that Albemarle himself
wants no such title as " chief patron."

WE republish from the Cyclist some information
on pneumatics which will be of interest at this

stage of the game. The degree of success that

the pneumatic may meet with in America is an en-

tirely unknown quantity, as the position of the pneu-
matic can only be fixed by the riding public.

The testimony of the Cyclist is of special value to

Americans, not only because we must for the imme-
diate present rely upon hearsay testimony, but be-

cause the English have paid more attention to the

pneumatic form. A number of English riders have
used and are usingpneumatics, and our trans-Atlantic

cousins have therefore had a better chance of valuing

the pneumatic at something like its proper figure.

The points made by the Cyclist are, that while the

'91 pneumatic is more durable and an improvement
over the tire of last year, punctures are sure to

happen, which even the leading spirits of the pneu-
matic company do not deny. '

The Cyclist further states that the repair of a punc-
tured pneumatic may be simple to the initiated, but

that it is a "task, tiresome and temper-trying," and
requires a mechanical bent.

But by far the most interesting point of the Cyclist's

comment is the statement that a patent has been ap-

plied for, covering an air tube, so that an injured air

tube can be withdrawn and replaced by a new tube
in less than ten minutes, and that by a novice. The
Cyclist claims that a simplification of the repairing

process would give an enormous fillit to the sale of

pneumatics.

SAYS the Scottish Cyclist : " Cycling's chief patron,

Viscount Bury, is now Earl of Albemarle."
Why cycling's " chief patron?" What has Mr.

Bury done for the sport? Aided at the compilation of

a book, sat in the chair at an N. C. U. meeting, opened
a track, distributed a few prizes ! What more ? A
chief patron, because he is the son of an Earl

!

We don't blame Bury ; a good fellow, .a sportsman
and a gentleman no doubt. But we censure the class

worship which inspires a penman, an adept in word-

WE learn with considerable pleasure that Mr.
R. D. Garden has passed into the hands of the
Associated Cycling Clubs of Chicago the en-

tire management of the Pullman road race. This
event was conceived and managed by Mr. Garden
with conspicuous success for three or four seasons
past, and it is due to his influence that the prizes have
been so valuable, that the interest has been so great
and that the affair has generally been so well man-
aged. Cycling in Chicago has much to thank him
for, as the genial Bob made this race one of national
importance. In passing it over to the control of the

Associated Cycling Clubs, however, we think Mr.
Garden has raised himself in line with the times.
While Mr. Garden is a representative of the Pope Mfg.
Co., we are personally convinced that the race was
above the suspicion ot any trade influence or inter-

ference.

Yet at the same time a cry of this sort is but to be
expected

; the same cry has been sent up from the
Irvington-Milburn event, and neither West nor Mur-
phy have ever received the credit for their victories

which is their due. In the earlier days, the assist-

ance of the trade was of vital importance to the suc-

cess of any undertaking of this sort, and that assist-

ance is indeed valuable to-day ; but as cycling has so
broadened it is best, in justice to themselves, that

trade representatives should pass over to proper
authorities, such as in this case the Associated Cycling
Clubs of Chicago, the management of events of this

kind. We suggest, out of courtesy to the man who
founded the race, that it be called the Garden Road
Race, not the Pullman Road Race.

A^
T the National Cyclists' Union meeting recentli'

held in London, the status of road racing and
the advisability of interfering with or legislat-

ing for it came up in the form of a motion, which
brought out much valuable discussion, and which
resulted in the Union's non-interference with that

branch of the sport.

The motion was made that the N. C. U., which
controls racing in England, should condemn road
racing, and that the general committee should pre-

pare some plan for the suppression of such races as

far as was possible. The motion brought out con-

siderable debate of such a lucid and convincing

character that the motion was defeated.

The principal points made were that the Union
could do but little to suppress the sport of road rac-

ing ;
that if the Union recognized road racing in

anyway it could not afford to go to court to defend
a man arrested for fast driving on the road caused by
a runaway down hill, when it could be proved that

they encouraged furious riding for medals, etc.

Messrs. Green and Turner, who made the most
forcible speeches, made these points. That the

Union discourage road racing and not to allow their

officials to take part in it in any form. That road
races should be run with care, be not too widely
advertised, and should be run where they would not

gather too large a crowd, where the roads were not

much used by vehicles, and On roads which did not

run through populous districts.

Thus the Union, by deciding to discountenance

road racing, is in the same negative position as the

League, and it is a wise position we think. Should

the League in any way countenance the illegal use of

the highways, it could not go into court in cases of

cyclists vs. drivers with as good grace as it now
can. Yet, while the League does nothing to legislate

for this growing branch of the sport, we hope that

promoters of these events will bear in mind that they

are using the roads illegally and upon the suffrance
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of the local inhabitants, who permit them to race on

the highways out of sheer good will. They should

be located and managed so that no crowds shall

collect, and so that the danger to cyclists, pedestrians

and vehicles will be reduced to the smallest propor-

tions.

AT the meeting of the A. A. U. Board of Managers,

held on Wednesday evening last, a detailed re-

port of which is published in our reading col-

umns, some legislative business of great importance to

cyclists and athletes was transacted.

The board first considered the value of trophies to

be awarded at the A. A. U. meetings. Since the

formation of some of the richer athletic clubs, like the

New York, Manhattan and others, the cost of prizes

had greatly increased, the result being that even the

larger clubs were compelled to offer trophies of

greater value than they could afford. A professional

spirit was encouraged among the competitors, while

the valuable club trophies oifered by the larger or-

ganizations made it impossible for any of the smaller

clubs to retain their members as soon as they showed
any sort of good form. Several motions were made
on the question of the cost of trophies, ranging from a

$60 value for the first prize to a $20 value. The repre-

sentatives of the larger clubs were, of course, in favor

of the more costly trophies, with the exception of

Mr. Matthewson, of the Berkeley Athletic Club, who
took a commendable position throughout the meet-

ing, and argued in favor of such prizes as would mini-

mize the system of pot-hunting. After considerable

discussion it was moved and carried that the value

of prizes offered at A. A. U. meetings, or at meetings

governed by A. A. U. rules, should not be greater

than $35, $20 and $10 for first, second and third prizes

respectively.

By limiting the value of prizes, cycling clubs will

be greatly benefited, since in the past, many cyclists

have been drawn to the A. A. U. meetings by the

greater value of the prizes offered. We, of course,

refer to races principally held in large cities like New-

York, Philadelphia, Buffalo, Washington, etc. Under
the new rule the prizes at all athletic meetings will

be limited, while the cycling clubs are not limited to

any value.

The next important business was the expense pay-

ment question. As many of the readers of The
Wheel know, several athletic clubs paid the expenses

of their competitors last year. These expenses cov-

ered not only the cost of traveling to and from
places of competiton, but the board at such places,

and many athletes were also boarded throughout the

entire training season at the expense of their clubs.

After considerable discussion a motion to limit the

expenses of competitors was laid upon the table by a

vote of 28 to 16, thus showing that the controlling

power of the A. A. U. Board is in favor of permit-

ting the clubs to do as they please.

While the payment of expenses was not limited, it

will be noted that under the alliance agreement be-

tween the A. A. U. and the L. A. W., the expenses of

any cyclist who is a member of an A. A. U. club will

be limited to actual necessary traveling expenses, m
accordance with the L. A. W. rules, for the alliance

conditions place cyclists, no matter to which organi-

zation they belong, under the jurisdiction of the

L. A. W. rules.

We have to congratulate both the representatives

of the A. A. U. and L. A. W. upon the excellent plan
of alliance which has been promoted by their joint

committee. The alliance concedes to the L. A. W.
the right to govern cycle racing. It also applies to

every cyclist the L. A. W. amateur definition. In

the case of offence against the rules, the agree-

ment calls for an investigation of the offender's case

by a committee of three, one of whom shall be named
by the A. A. U., one by the L. A. W., and the other

member to be chosen by the two named. This pro-

vision, of course, applies to cyclists who are members
of A. A. U. clubs. The Alliance agreement also gives

the League power to have a representative on the

A. A. U. Board, which will enable the League to have
a supervisor over proposed athletic legislation. The
value of this is obvious, since legislation hurtful to

cyclists may thus be nipped in the bud, and there will

be less chance of collision between the organizations.

MEETING OF THE AMATEUR ATH-
LETIC UNION.

Legislation of Iraportance to Cyclists.

The Board of Managers of the A. A. U. met on
Wednesday at the New York A. C. Gymnasium, there
being two sessions, one in the afternoon and one in
the evening, and between was sandwiched a compli-
mentary dinner given by A. G. Mills, President of the
New York Athletic Club, to the retiring members of
the Board.

The Value of Prizes.

One of the most important motions of the meeting
was a proposition limiting the prices of trophies to
be given at athletic meets controlled by the A. A. U.
After considerable discussion, the amounts were
placed as follows : Trophies offered at meetings of
athletic clubs controlled by the A. A. U. rules, shall
not exceed the following prices : $35 for first prize,
$20 for second, and $10 for third.

The ^Expense Payment Question.
The question of the payment of expenses next came

up. A motion was made to limit expenses, which
would considerably aid the smaller clubs in holding
their good men, as the inducements for joining the
larger clubs would be largely diminished. Mr. Mat-
thewson supported this motion. Mr. Sullivan op-
posed it ; Mr. Mills also opposed. A delegate from
one of the smaller clubs stated that the amendment
would be a good thing ; that it protected the smaller
clubs, who could not now compete with the larger
clubs, and who lost all their best men because the
richer organizations were able to care for them and
pay their board. Mr. Carr, of the Manhattan A. C,
denied that any Manhattan A. C. athlete was paid by
the club, and he did not believe it was true of any
large club. Mr. Mills moved to lay the entire matter
of expenses on the table, and the motion was carried
by a vote of 28 to 16.

The Alliance With the L. A. "W.

1. All cycling events in the championship or other
meetings of the A. A. U., or of its associations or
clubs, shall be given under the rules of the L. A. W.

2. Every cyclist shall be subject to test as to his
amateur standing exclusively by the provisions of the
constitution of the L. A. W., now in force defining an
amateur.

3. Charges against any cyclist for which he might
be disciplined (except in case of a cyclist exclusively a
member of the L. A. W. competing at an L. A. W.
meet) shall be considered and acted upon by a com-
mittee of three, one of whom shall be named by the
A. A. U. one by the L. A. W., and the third member
by the two so chosen.

4. No change shall be made by either the A. A. U. or
the L. A. W. from the above conditions so as in any
way to affect the test of amateur standing or eligi-
bility to competition of any cyclist a member of an
A. A. U. club without the consent and approval of
both organizations.

5. The League of American Wheelmen shall an-
nually, or at any such time and for such periods as it

may deem advisable, appoint a delegate, who shall
act with and constitute one of the Board of Governors
of the A. A. U., and shall have a vote upon all ques-
tions coming before said board, and a right to sit upon
committees and take part in all the actions thereof as
fully as members of said board elected from the sev-
eral associations of the A. A. U., and to the same ex-
tent and in like manner as the delegates from the
North American Turner Bund.

6. These articles of alliance shall be terminable by
either party upon thirty days' notice to the other,
and in case of disagreement between theL. A. W. and
the A. A. U. upon any point covered thereby, the
same shall first be submitted for decision to the
Board of Governors of the A. A. U., including the
members of the said board appointed by the L. A. W.
Turner Bund and any other associations in alliance
with the A. A. U. and having a delegate thereon.

FIXTURES.

MARCH.
31.—Two mile handicap safety race at the indoor

games Eighth Regiment A. A. Entries close
March 24 with G. H. Ridabock, 141 Grand
Street, New York. Fee, 50 cents.

APRIL.

15.—Two mile handicap safety race at the indoor
games Twelfth Regiment A. A. Entries close
April 6 with Charles J. Leach, P. O. box 3201,
New York.

MAY.
23.—Annual Race Meet of the Rockland County

Wheelmen, Spring Valley, N. Y. Address
V. A. Johnson, Spring Valley, N. Y.

29-30.—Eighth annual Meet, N. J. Division, Elizabeth.
30.—Tournament at Worcester, Mass.
30.—Annual Tournament of the Rome (N. Y.)

Cyclers. Address J. L. Esselstyn, Rome, N.Y.
30.—Annual Decoration Day Handicap Road Race.
31.—Chicago—Pullman Road Race.

JUNE.
I.—Elwell's European Tour. Departure from New

York.
8.—Annual Spring Meet of Connecticut Division

and New Haven Bicycle Club Tournament.
Address E. J. Perkins, Secretary.

8-9-10.—Meet of the City League of A. A. U. Clubs,
Buffalo.

16-17.—Annual Meet Iowa Division at Newton.
18.—Annual Meet New Hampshire Division, Con-

cord.
26-27.—Kentucky Division meet.

27.—Kings County Wheelmen's Annual Race Meet.
28.—Kentucky Division's excursion from Louisville

to Mammoth Cave and return.

JULY.
2-3-4.—Race meet of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club

and Maryland Division's annual meet,
Hagerstown.

3-4-5.—Annual meet of the Missouri Division at Carth-
age.

4.—Columbia Cycle Club's tournament at Charter
Oak Park, Hartford, Conn. Address C. F.
Tucker, Secretary, Box 54, Hartford, Conn.

4.—The Poorman Road Race at Cincinnati.
4.—Annual Meet California Division, Stockton.
9.—Start of the Detroit Wheelmen's League Meet

Tour from Niagara to Detroit. Address for
particulars, C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Avenue,
Detroit.

13-14-15—Annual Meet, Ohio Division, Columbus.
16-17-18.—L. A. W. Annual Meet, Detroit, Mich.

29.—Departure from New York of Smith's European
Tour.

AUGUST.
4.—Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha

Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y. Ad-
dress Fred Bronner, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

24-25.—Chicago Cricket Club's Annual Meet. Address
J. G. Davis, Park Side, Chicago.

SEPTEMBER.
8-q.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn.

MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB.

"There are twenty-iseven applicants for the editor-
ship of the C. 7\ C. Gazette" says one of our latest ex-
changes.

On April 25 the Outing Wheelmen will hold a five-
mile road race over the Century course. Fifteen
mem.bers have already entered.

The "great" Mecredy recently ran up against a
lunatic asylum. The asylum escaped, so did Me-
credy—that is, he did not get into fhe asylum but he
4id get a "punctured " ankle.

C. E. Fenner, of Milbury, Mass., who was trained
by Windle last year and who showed remarkably
good form at Hartford, will probably not train this
year.

The fourth annual banquet of the Chelsea (Mass.)
Ramblers was held on Wednesday evening of this
week, at the Quincy House. An excellent menu was
served, and after the cloth had been removed toasts
were responded to by Alderman Bassett, Captain
Atkins, of the Chelsea Rifles, Secretary Farrell, Cap-
tain Fenton, Benedict Pratt and other gentlemen.

C. M. Murphy sailed on Wednesday for Brazil,
bound on a pleasure trip which will last until close
upon June 1st. "Charl " was much benefitted by his
cycle racing, growing from a shy, awkward lad into
a lively and well-built youth, with a clear knowledge
of his rights and a ready tongue to give expression to
them. "Charl" will put up a lot of muscle on his
ocean trip, and should be among the best of this year's
lot.

Revenge is sweet. An English cyclist, who had oc-
casion to dismiss a domestic, was astonished to find
that she signalled her departure by prodding the tire
of his pneumatic wheel with a carving fork.

The Passaic County Wheeling and Athletic Asso-
ciation elected the following officers : Samuel Mul-
loy. Captain; Charles Spiegl, First Lieutenant: Charles
Stuart, Second Lieutenant ; Charles Frick, Color
Bearer; B. Spencer, Bugler. The club have adopted
a dark blue uniform.

Osmond will ride a pneumatic ordinary in the
Surrey cup race on April 18. The event is run over
a grass course, and it is the classic event of the first
half of the English racing season. The new challenge
cup weighs 140 ounces of solid silver.

The Freehold Cyclers have a membership of fifty
and will shortly become a League club. There are
several good athletes in the organization, and it will
be well represented on the path this season.

The last ladies' night at the bowling alleys was
largely attended. 'The following are the highest
scores: Mrs. J. De Yongh, 85; Miss M. A. Thistle, 90;
Miss R. Bonover, 76; Miss E. Andrews, 84 ; Miss M C.
Thistle, 98; Miss M. G. Foy. 74 ; Miss D. Elliott, 82

;

Miss A. G. Foy, 63.

The third annual spring reception of the club will
be held at Vienna Hall, Fifty-eighth Street corner
Lexington Avenue, on April 17. The committee in
charge of the affair are Messrs. Ford, Hahn, Shire,
Friedenberger and McFarland.
The annual election of the club will be held on

Monday next. The following ticket has been pre-
pared by the nominating committee, and will prob-
ably be elected, although there may be an opposition
ticket in the field : President, J. A. Clairmonte ; Vice-
President, Sanford Friedberger; Secretary, Chas. A.
Sheehan ; Treasurer, J. H. Ford ; Captain, Arthur
Brogan ; First Lieutenant, W. J. Monahan ; Second
Lieutenant, R. L. MacFarland ; Color Bearer, E. J.
Keane ; Bugler, M. Thuriot; Additional Trustees,
William Halpin and Geo. T. Stem.

A Wheelmen's Pool League has been organized in
this city, consisting of the New York Bicycle Club,
Manhattan Bicycle Club and the Riverside Wheel-
men. The games are to be played by teams of five
men, continuous pool, at 150 points. The victorious
club will receive a handsome prize. Following is the
schedule :

March 21—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. Riverside
Wheelmen.
March 28—New York Bicycle Club vs. Manhattan

Bicycle Club.
April 4—New York Bicycle Club vs. Riverside

Wheelmen.
April II—Riverside Wheelmen vs. Manhattan Bicy-

cle Club.
April 18—New York Bicycle Club vs. Riverside

Wheelmen.
April 25—Manhattan Bicycle Club vs. New York

Bicycle Club.

At the meeting of the Board of Governors of the
Manhattan Athletic Club, held on Monday evening, a
sufficient sum was appropriated to construct a cycling
track at the Manhattan Oval, late the Polo Grounds.
A representative of THE Wheel has obtained speci-
fications, and it is probable that this will be the fast-

est cycling track ever built in New York. It will be
three laps to the mile, and the corners will be banked,
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A HINT TO TOURISTS.

THE CHARMS OF LEBANON SPRINGS AND VICINITY.

Seven miles west from Pittsfield, Mass., nestling: in
the morning shadow of the Taghconic Mountains and
paying its taxes to the authorities of New York State,
is a sweet little village, with even so soothing a name
as Lebanon Springs. It has long passed the days of
its pompous distinction when Washington and Lafay-
ette and other notables of the land came there,
before the springs or ever trunks were made for
Sara's toga, or trains of steam cars on which to haul
them (the trunks)—this little hamlet is now a modern
York State country cluster. High on the hill over
the village like Heidelberg Castle stands what once
gave character to the place, and in the hotel yard is
a remarkable spring.
But the glory of the days when fashion opened its

10 o'clock a. m. eyes and looked out of the 4x6 glass in
the original hotel and took in the pride of Columbia
County farms, has departed. While everything is in
excellent order about Columbia Hall favoring the
guests who resort hither every Summer, yet there is
a sweet decay in the air about the place reminding
you of the past.
In The Wheel not long since the writer of the Ber-

muda trip notes opened his story in the rain in front
of the little post office in Lebanon Springs, inquiring
for a hotel, and you will remember that he was
directed to the less pretentious hostlery across the
way as a place where comfort and good food could be
had.
In the four years since my first visit to the place, I

have never before seen in any cycling paper mention
of the village's name, although it is on the direct
route froin Hudson to North Adams via Lebanon and
Hancock valleys, or by the Kinderhook creek road,
viz.: Kinderhook, Calatie, Maiden, Brainerd, New
Lebanon and Lebanon Springs. I have traced the
account of several tours directly through the place.

It is not at all probable that there are only two or
three of us who know of this beautiful little spot, and
of the hospitality dispensed at the Field Hotel

j
but I

want to relieve myself of the responsibity of withold-
ing what may serve a number of touring wheelmen in
the Berkshires the coming Summer.
From North Adams to Lebanon Springs via Wil-

liamstown and South Williamstown, is a beautiful
road of blue gravel, seventeen miles up grade and ten
down. The surface of this road is fine, but the up
grade reminds you of its whereabouts. At Lebanon
Springs you take a bath in the big plunge up at Co-
lumbia Hall (water 70 deg. all the year round), and at
the hotel in the village eat a iine dinner ; or, if you
wish'to stay over night, be introduced to large rooms
and beds that are dreams in themselves.
On the morrow you have a choice of routes to Pitts-

fiiild, directly by the hotel, over the mountain, six
miles; or via Hancock and Potter mountain, twelve
miles; or via the Shakers of Mount Lebanon, about
eight miles. Then there is the creek road to Kinder-
hook and Hudson and the Hudson river riding; or
connection with the Chatham and Ghent route can be
made by keeping down the valley, bearing to the left
at New Lebanon.
The roads in all this region are too well known to

need any song; but the features of good hotel and
such a glorious chance for the bath are not to be
sneezed at; and then such sleep. I stopped over night
in North Adams, and directly back of the hotel a loco-
motive was shifting cars all night long, while the
deafening noise reverberated between the hills like
the stampede of gigantic torn cats on a tin roof. I did
not sleep a wink; but the next night, at Lebanon
Springs, I sought the pillows with my eyes resting on
the sheep peacefully feeding on the hillside, so near
the house that the tinkle of their bells lulled me to
sleep, and when I awoke in the morning the sheep
were still feeding and their bells were jingling as
merrily as ever. Auphnwalk.

THE ELWELL TOURISTS.

Below is a partial list of those who will participate
in the Elwell European tour this Summer.
The number booked is remarkable for so early in

the season, and but five vacancies remain. All those
that have the tour in contemplation should notify the
managers at once if they wish to have a place held
for them.
E. B. Mabbett, Baltimore Md.; Wm. W. Collins,

Germantown, Penn.; C. C. Earl, Germantown, Penn.;
Geo. R. Linn, Chicago, 111.; Max Loescher, Chicago,
111.; E. J. Gilbert, Mansfield, Ohio; Edwin Z. Smith,
Pittsburg, Penn.; A. C. Burnham, Champaign, 111.;

F. R. Perry, Danbury, Conn.; F. W. Peaks, Rosindale,
Mass.; Fred R. Swan, Springfield, Mass. ; B. B. Mc-
Creight, DuBois, Penn., W. A. Shockley, Candalaria,
Nev.; Chas. Mason, Wheeling, W. Va.; F. N. Requa,
Chicago, 111.; H. W. Chapin, Syracuse, N. Y.; C. H.
Sylvestre, White Water, Wis.; R. E. Corrigan, Chi-
cago, 111.; F. J. McVoy, Chicago, 111.; A. L. Davidson,
Lockport, N. Y.; W. W. Baker, Washington, D. C;
R. C. Fowler, Phoenix, Ariz.; D. W, Lea, Richmond,
Va. ; F. A. Spielman, Fairfield, Iowa ; E. B. Pilsbury,
Boston, Mass.; T. M. McFadden, Philadelphia, Penn.;
C. B. Hoffman, Red Hook, N. Y.; W. H. Grant, Cen-
tral Palls, R. I.; F. C. Halden, Stromsburg, Neb.; J.
E. Wilkinson, Baltimore, Md.; T. C. Brinsmade,
Cleveland, Ohio; Chas. Baltzell, Parsons, Kansas.

George R. Bidwell returned to Gotham on Monday
evening last after a week's stay in Chicago, during
which he and Manager Art. Taylor practically com-
pleted the fit'ting up of the new Chicago store. The
teacher at the Chicago riding school is "Ike," the
paragon of teachers, and with his ability, persever-
ance and politeness he will make Bidwell's school a
feature of Chicago.

Captain Fuller, of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club, is

about to issue a notice to the various cycle clubs in
this vicinity, calling for a representation at a meeting
shortly to be held, when arrangements will be made
for the next century run. It will be held in June.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for
The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Law-
yer, Washington, D. C]

448,204. Bicycle. Henry Briggs, Philadelphia, Pa.
Filed June 13, 1890.

448,358. Bicycle. T. L. Moore, Hamersville, Ohio.
Filed June 16, 1890.

448,442. Bicycle. E. G. Latta, Friendship, N. Y.
January 25, 1889.

448,469. Saddle for bicycle. J. L. Yost and C. L.
Moore, assignors to Yost and Lozier, Cleveland, Ohio.
Filed Decemqer 2, 1890.

448,580. Velocipede. W. E. G. Hurrell, London,
England, assignor to P. H. Sercombe, Milwaukee,
Wis. Filed September 1, 1890.

LOVELL CYCLES.

The 1891 catalogue of the John P. Lovell Arms Co.
is a model of neatness. The cover is of a dark green
tint, with the matter printed in gold. On the back
of the catalogue is a cut of the house also worked in
gold, with the date of its establishment, "1840,"
printed under it. From the catalogue we glean these
facts: The company, which is among the leading
firms in the United States in the firearms business,
came into the bicycle business last year, submitting
to the public their Lovell Diamond at $85. The ma-
chine met with remarkable success, so much so that
the company were unable to fill orders during the
best part of the year. This year, besides improving
their Diamond of 1890, they have placed on the market
the Lovell Diamond Safety, for ladies, and the Lovell
Diamond Convertible; they are also fitting cushions
or solids, as ordered. This year they are also hand-
ling the Lovell Boys' Safety at $35, or with ball bear-
ings, §45 ; also the Little Beauty Safety at $28.50, and
the Lovell Prize Safety, suitable for either lady or
gentleman, with 28 and 30 inch wheels, $50, or with
ball bearings, $60.
Besides their own line specified above, the Lovell

Company are New England agents for the Gendron
Wheel Co., and in their sundry department they
carry the usual line. The machines mentioned are
completely illustrated and described in the catalogue
under consideration.

The Standard Cycle Co.'s New Catalogue.
An elongated catalogue of thirty-two pages, with

an attractive cover printed in colors, has just been
issued by the Standard Cycle Co., 588 Main Street,
Buffalo, N. Y. The company announce on the first
page that they do not believe in stereotyped intro-
ductions, and so plunge into a description of their
wares without any delay. They have added to their
line of wheels this year such additions as the public
demand from a dealer ambitious of holding the fore-
most position in the trade. They state that they have
carefully tested and experimented with the various
types of new tires, and that while they are fully
conscious of the advantages possessed for speed
purposes solely of the more exaggerated pattern,
they have definitely adopted a cushion tire made
from pure Para gum on their own peculiar plan,
which they are convinced will secure all the essen-
tial qualities of ease and comfort for the rider.
The Standard Company make a specialty of the
Warwick wheels, having a large supply of the Dia-
mond-frame, Combination, Ladies' Safety and War-
wick ordinary. All these wheels are warranted to be
free from imperfections in material and workman-
ship, and will replace any machine that is found to be
defective if notified within a year. The famous
Featherstone pneumatic wheels are handled by this
company in Buffalo, and a brisk demand for them is
anticipated. The Invincible, a high grade wheel, the
parts of which are made by Humber & Co., of Coven-
try, Eng., is another of their specialties which is in-
tended to meet the demand for a strong high-grade
wheel. It is made in two qualities. No. i and No. 2,

the former selling for $135 and the latter for §115. The
company also handle the Paragon and Iroquois safe-
ties, manufactured by the Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co.;
three styles of Standard safeties, four varieties of
Climax safeties, the Reliance, Eclipse and Dandy. It
will be seen that they can meet the demands of all.
In addition to this they handle sundries of every de-
scription, of which they carry a heavy stock.

The Fraud of Fergus Falls.

Fergus Falls, Minn., runs Lancaster, Pa., a close
race for honors, since her inhabitants point with pride
to their fraud, whom they claim is the cleverest of all
the younger frauds in the cycle trade. There is a
peculiar Swedish jingle to this man's back name,
while his front name is Harry, and rightly so, for he
plays his old namesake with anyone who sells him.
Dealers should remember to take care in selling this
agent at Fergus Falls. He has not yet attained his
majority, and his name on a note or contract is as
worthless as his nerve is colossal.

Willie Windle and Hoyland Smith paid quite an
extended visit to Gotham, Smith returning to his
home in New Bedford on Wednesday, while Windle
will remain over until Sunday. Hoyland is as stout
as when we last saw him and proudly boasts of his
weight, 132 pounds, all on. Willie Windle looks tough
as nails, has a ruddy color, a bright eye and tips the
beam something over 170. He don't know whether he
will race this year or not. We fancy we heard him
murmur something about matrimony, but have not a
well enough defined impression to charge him with,
to crack the old adage, "contemplating matrimony."
Willie is bookkeeper and manager for his father at Mil-
bury. In the Spring Hoyland Smith and H- B. Arnold,
the fast New Britain man, who is now a resident of
New York City, by the way, will train at Windle's
five-lap track at the Windle homestead.

FILINGS AND FORCINGS.

Samuel,Mulloy is handling Victors in Passaic, N. J •

They want agents! Who? Bretz, Curtis & Co., to
push Warwicks in Southern New Jersey, Delaware
and Eastern Pennsylvania.

S. Colder, representing Humber & Co., is in Chi-
cago. John Green, representing Alfred Field & Co.,
is also at the Auditorium Hotel.

G. M. Worden, who has been traveling down East
for Wright & Ditson, writes that he has sold $34,000
worth of Featherstone pneumatics in four days.
Mr. John Green started on the road on Tuesday last

for Alfred Field & Co. Mr. Green will cover the en-
tire territory from the Mississippi to the Atlantic
coast.

The principal agent in Deer Lodge, Montana, is W.
F. Gillette, a young man employed by Larabee Bros.,
bankers. Mr. Gillette sold fifty wheels in 1890, mostly
Ramblers.
Many of the prominent English press men have

noted the neat card case and note book with which
Col. A. A. Pope recently favored his friends and
acquaintances.

The Scottisli Cyclist makes no bones over the state-
rnent that the valve at present fitted to the Dunlop
tire is neither as serviceable or as simple as that
fitted to the Clincher Pneumatic Tire, the latter made
by the North British Rubber Co.

The force of the St. Louis Wheel Co. has been in-
creased by the addition of E. M. Knapp, a well-known
cyclist of St. Louis, who leaves the drug business
and goes on the road for the St. Louis Co. This firm
make leaders of Paragons, Iroquois, Rovers and
Hickory wheels.

W. C. Marion, Jr., who is traveling in the interest of
the Hartford Cycle Co., has placed the agency for
Springfield, 111., with Messrs. Smith, Hahn & Johnson.
While in that city Mr. Marion, by his prompt action
in pulling down a blazing awning, prevented what
otherwise might have been a serious fire.

The North British Rubber Company are making
quite a splurge in Great Britain and on the Continent
with their several types of cushion and pneumatic
tires. If the company are not tied up with orders and
such is probably the case, and the duty on rubber
permitting, there should be profit in handling their
goods in America.
W. Schumacher states that he will no longer be seen

on the racing path. Schumacher was an excellent
racing man, but was never able to show the best form
of which he was capable, owing to a train of unfor-
tunate circumstances and his inability to give much
time to training last year. His partner, J. W.
Schoefer, will, however, race this year, after a year's
retirement.

Mr. Samuel Snell, of the firm of Samuel Snell & Co.,
who was in this country three months ago taking
orders for lamps and other sundries ofwhich his firm
make a specialty, arrived in New York on Wednesday
night by the Majestic. Mr. Snell has with him an
assortment of lamps which he intends to market in
this country. The firm have a large plant at Birm-
ingham, England. Mr. Snell's headquarters for sev-
eral days wilUbe the Union Square Hotel, New York.
Prince Wells, the Louisville agent, has gotten up one

of the neatest catalogues of the year. The Prince was
always spic and span, even in his old fancy riding
days, and it will be a long time before we forget the
impression his broad expanse of shirt-front and hotel-
clerk diamond made on us when we first met him.
This neatness has apparently crept into his work, as
his catalogue is handsomely printed, the cover being
done in gold. The Prince handles all grades of wheels,
from a $135 safety down to a child's velocipede.

Geo. C. Pyle, the inventor of the electric headlight
and Local Consul of Indianapolis, one of the best
posted cyclists in that city, has used an Eclipse
Safety for several months over rough roads without
experiencing the slightest trouble or break, although
he weighs 195 pounds. The Eclipse weighs 53 pounds,
and is of superior workmanship and of strong and ex-
cellent material. The machine is manufactured by
the Steel Pulley and Machine Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

At the annual meeting of the Kings County Wheel-
men on Thursday evening of this week, the following
officers were elected: President, Arthur H. Smith;
Vice-President, Isaac S. Bowdish; Recording Secre-
tary, Willard C.' Nellis; Corresponding Secretary,
John R. Bedford ; Treasurer, B. Walter Steves

;

Assistant Treasurer, Charles McLaren; Captain
John Bensinger; First Lieutenant,Frank G. McDonald;
Second Lieutenant, Harry C. Sherner ; Buglers,
Arthur H. Miles and Walter Bonner; Color Bearers,
William J. Finn and Frank Kenny; Trustee, Louis
Whymper.
One would scarcely think that W. F. Murphy, the

well-known racing man, had taken a degree in author-
ship ; but such appears to be the fact from his annual
report as captain of the Kings County Wheelmen
which he submitted to the clnb members on Thurs-
day night. The report covered innumerable pages of
foolscap, and besides the usual statistics the captain
patted each individual member and officer on the
back in the most approved fashion, thanking the
members for their cordial support and all that sort of
thing. From the report we quote some interesting
figures : In the twenty-five mile road race the club
gained seventeen prizes, and on twenty-six runs held
during the year 382 men participated, the largest run
being held on May 30, sixty-two men taking part.
The mileage of the club for the year was as follows :

March, 1,496; April, 7,715 ; May, 11,829; June, 10,100;

July, 10,263 ; August, 9,143 -September, 5,586 ;
October,

5,087 ; November, 5,056; December, 1,398; January,
386 ;

JFebruary, 724 ; total, 68,707. R. L. Jones was pre-
sented with the captain's club trophy for having at-

tended 77 per cent, of the club runs. Among the
largest mileages for the year were T. J. Hall, 5,036;
H. S. Wiegand, 4,290 ; C. F. Murphy, 4,009 ; F. G. Mc-
Donald, 3,129 ;

John Bensinger, 3,105.
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SOME PLAIN TALK ON THE PNEU-
MATIC TIRE.

AN IMPROVED METHOD OF REPAIRING—A NEW AND
VALUABLE DEVICE.

The Cyclist makes an important statement with re-
gard to the Dunlop pneumatic tire, which we con-
dense :

" No one, not even the leading spirits of the Pneu-
matic Tire Co., has ever denied the possibility of im-
proving the pneumatic tire as placed on the market
last year. Tnis year's pattern possesses greater dura-
bility, but accidents such as punctures are sure to
happen, and the fear of such a catastrophe will
always deter a touring cyclist from taking a pneu-
matic-tired machine on a tour. It is stated, however,
that a repair of a punctured pneumatic tire is a com-
paratively simple matter to the initiated, and may be
acquired bv half an hour's tuition. So it may, but the
pupil must'be apt and gifted with slight turn for me-
chanics, and even then the task is tiresome and tem-
per-trying and one that the cyclist would not care to
contemplate on a tour. If some perfectly easy and
simple means could be devised whereby the merest
tyro could repair and reinstate a punctured tube an
enormous fillip would be given to the sale and use of
pneumatic tires."

A NEW METHOD OF REPAIRING PUNCTURED PNEU-
MATICS.

"At the moment of writing we have before us a
drawing of an invention which seems to us to meet the
above-mentioned want. As the patent has only just
been applied for, and as the notion is at present in
statu experiinenti^ we do not give details, but the
claim made on its behalf is that in the case of a pneu-
matic tire an injured air tube can be withdrawn and
another- put into its place by the merest tyro in less
than ten minutes. The stripping off of the canvas
coverings, the cutting of the internal canvas tube,
the hunt for the puncture and all the rest of the tedi-
ous operation will be no longer necessary, and with a
spare tube or two in his pocket the Continental tour-
ing cyclist may wheel up and down the highway and
byways of Europe in pneumatic joy and comfort.
Th's autumn we propose exploring and crossing a
portion of the Pyrenees, and, if this invention proves
the success we hope and believe it will be, we take a
pneumatic-tired safety along. The invention is ca-
pable of being fitted to any existing pneumatic-tired
machine. But more of this anon."

ANOTHER NEW PNEUMATIC TIRE.

Yet another new pneumatic tire for cycles ! Mr. R.
Scott, 168 Croydon Road, Newcastle, has invented
and protected what he claims to be a new and im-
proved pneumatic tire. The rim is nearly flat, but in
practice Mr. Scott intends to make it absolutely flat,

thus securing the maximum of resilience. The in-
vention consists of a simple device by which the
under portion of the tire is attached to the tube con-
taining the air. This attachment is "secured by its

connection with the rim. A small strip of steel plate
is encased in each end of the rubber which forms the
under portion of the tire. The plate passes along the
circumference of the rim at each side, and is connect-
ed with the rim by a number of small screws. In case
of puncture it is necessary to unfasten the screws of
one side, and the whole of the inner tube is exposed,
and also the under portion of the tire. By this method
the tire may be taken o'S. and replaced. When pneu-
matic tires were first introduced, the resisting medi-
um was too weak, hence the liability of bursting. Mr.
Scott intends to make his tires with two-ply canvas,
and this evil will be obviated. The inventor has a
simple device which makes a thoroughly air-tight
chamber of the outer rubber and the rim without
using an air-tube at all. This will very much simplify
the tire. Mr. Scott's tires will be made of the best
rubber, and sold at 35s. to 40s. per pair. Mr. Scott has
invented three different methods of securing the tire
to the rim ; in all cases one side is connected with the
rim. By one method the rim has a recess or groove
into which fits a clutch. The device is locked by the
pressure. By this method the tire may be taken to
pieces and replaced in a few seconds. The other
method consists of a number of projections upon the
side of the rim

;
they are about three inches long and

slightly oval in shape. In the end of the tire there
are an equal number of eyelets ; one side of the tire
is buttoned to the rim, and it can be taken olT and re-
placed in a few minutes. When the tire is inflated
there is no jerking or movement of this portion, the
pressure being constant, consequently it will last a
practically indefinite period. The valve is simple in

construction. The nozzle of the inflater is secured
into the side of the valve. When the tire is inflated
and the nozzle withdrawn, the pressure closes the
valve. A cap with a washer seat is then screwed into
the inlet, thus making two air-tight joints. The air
can also be liberated by the valve.

—

Tlie Cyclist.

W. E. Eldridge, who opened a retail establishment
in Newark a few months ago, has met with flatter-

ing success, and his prospects for a prosperous career
in the cycle business are bright. He has a greater
demand for the 1891 Columbia safeties, for which he
is sole agent, than he can supply, and he has also
done well with the Hartford machines. In addition
he is northern New Jersey agent for the Lovell Dia-
mond safeties, and he has placed many agencies in

towns throughout the State.

Messrs. Browning Bros, have developed a large
cycle trade in Salt Lake City and in Ogden, Utah.
The firm have a large trade in fire-arms. One of the
brothers has patented most of the improvements in
Winchester rifles, which he has sold to the company
at good round figures.

A NEW VALVE FOR PNEUMATIC
TIRES.

A new valve for pneumatic tires has recently been
patented by Messrs. B. Blount and W. J. Butterfield,
two English riders. An experience of woes entailed
by the imperfect valve fitted last year led riders to
consider how its weaknesses might be cured. They
at once recognized the futility of attempting to make
a valve calculated to withstand the inroads of dust
entirely of metal or other inflexible material. They
decided still to use an ebonite or metal plug within a
flexible rubber tube, a device depending for its effi-

ciency on the pressure of the air in the tire forcing
the rubber tube close against the plug and thus fur-
nishing an air-tight joint. But since, if the tube is

throughout its length at right angles to the rim, the
plug must be of small dimensions, and even then be
liable to injury when the tire is compressed, as in
ordinary riding, immediately over it, thev decided to
bend the tube at right angles, and thus have the
internal portion running parallel to the wheel. The
plug can thus be made sufficiently long to ensure a
perfectly tight joint with the rubber tube. Further,
the patentees recognized the deleterious effects of
particles of grit, and have provided against the access
of such to the valve. They encase the external limb
of the rubber tube with a metal tube, and the end of
this is closed by a screw cap. From this cap pro-
trudes a plug, which forms with the rubber tube an
air-tight joint. Thus, even if the valve itself be de-
ranged, the screwed cap and plug will effectually
prevent the escape of air. Other minor improve-
ments are covered by the patent.

—

Cyclist.

RICH & SAGER'S BUNDLE CARRIER.

This bundle carrier, which will be found advertised
in our regular columns, has been named the " Beauty"
by its inventors and makers. The company write as
follows: "The Beauty Bundle Carrier and Child's
Seat Attachment is just the thing for carrying pack-
ages, school books, cameras, medical cases, etc., with-
out tying or strapping them on. It may be attached
or detatched in a moment, and is applicable to either
ladies' or gentlemen's wheels. It is the only bundle
carrier we know of in which may be carried loose
articles such as packages, etc. By an ingenious ar-
rangement of the cloth covering the outer cover opens
from the back so as to expand, revealing a pocket of
great capacity, as will be seen by the dotted lines in
the cut. As a child's seat it is perfection, and it is as
easy as a cradle. It is finished in cloth, $6, or with
mackintosh, $7. The dotted lines show the capacity
of the carrier when the pocket is distended.

WORD OF ADVICE ON THE SE-
LECTION OF CUSHION-TIRED

WHEELS.

There are cushion tires and " cushion " tires. There
are cushion tires really worthy the name, so made as
to act as a buffer of more or less effectiveness between
the rider and the rubbly road. And there are cushion
tires which "go squash" under the weight of an
average man. For the sake of the trade—which will
really benefit by pleasing the young man in his
novitiate, by gaining his confidence in his green and
tender years, by making a " customer " of him—and
for the sake of the rider, we would strongly urge dis-
crimination and care in the selection of a cushion-
tired mount. So much of the rider's weight is thrown
upon the rear wheel of the present-day safety, that it

is sheer folly to Overtax the front wheel by an inordi-
nately heavy tire while leaving the whole burden to
be borne by an inadequate tire on the rear wheel. In
short, what is too much for the front wheel is too little

for the rear. See to it, then, when purchasing, that
the tires have not so suffered in lightening—that the
hole, sectionally, is not too large—as to be incapable
of fairly sustaining the rider's weight without undue
compression. If they are too flabby, too easily com-
pressed, the rider will find his work greatly increased
—uphill the drag will be terribly apparent. And not
only that. The probability is that he won't ride fifty

miles before he finds that his tire is well nigh cut into
shreds. His next visit to the cycle agent will be less
pleasant than was his first, and both will have learned
the wisdom of these few words of caution. Happily,
manufacturers are now well acquainted with the facts
which we have just referred to, so that, generally
speaking, machines of the higher grades are tired
with a due consideration to weight-carrying porpor-
tions. But that notwithstanding the tire suitable for
a nine stone rider is out of the question for a thirteen
stoner, and vice versa. It is necessary, therefore, to
keep such considerations in view, even if the proposed
purchase be of the highest class.

—

Scottish Cyclist.

TRADE NOTES.

Seattle, Washington, has five agents.

The Cyclist makes a call for English makers to
apply for space at the World's Fair of 1893.

Will Pixley, an agent at Omaha, is known locally as
the " boy wonder," so skillful is he awheel.

One of the principal agents at Seattle is Hardy &
Hall, who have the largest sporting goods house on
the slope.

Messrs. Foster, Stevens & Co., of Grand Rapids, are
adding a bicycle and sporting goods department to
their business.

G. B. Starrett, of the Starrett & People Cycle Co.,
Brooklyn, left on March 16 for a trip through South
Virginia awheel.

Kalamazoo, Mich., has an agent named JoUie Allen.
We have met a " Jolly " Allen, but he was a member
of the Century Wheelmen of Philadelphia.

Now did you ever hear a name like this, Oscar St.
ChrysostomChenery, an agent at Jamestown, Dakota.
That is what they call an interest-bearing name.

O. W. Swift, the Danbury, Conn., agent, and a
sometime competitor on the path, was recently mar-
ried, spending his honeymoon in Philadelphia at the
time of the show.

Howard L. Oberlin, the Victor agent at Columbia,
Pa., writes: "I enclose my subscription. I regard
The Wheel as the best wheel paper published in this
or any other country."

The Harrisburg Cycle Co. expect to do an excellent
business in cycles this year. They will open a new
store at 116 Market Street on March 23, with a full
line of wheels and sundries, making a leader of the
Swift.

Percival Tattersfield, of Twelfth and Oxford Streets,
Philadelphia, is handling the Popular safety for the
United States. The Popular is a diamond-framed,
ball-bearing safety, of the best weldless steel tubing
and drop forgings. It is listed at $85.

The Irish Cyclist warns the British trade that in fu-
ture all pneumatic tires fitted in America must be
sent to Mr. A. Featherstone. The Cyclist further
adds :

" Cycle makers should bear this in mind, and
save the American agents litigation."

There is every reason to believe that cycling will
be more popular than ever in Toronto and vicinity
this year. Over a dozen firms are engaged in the
wheel business in that city at present, yet American
cycles are entirely overlooked by the trade.

Wm. O. Worth, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, has patented
an elastic foot-pad for the frame of bicycle pedals, to
fit on the sides and outer end, which has a central en-
largement of rubber on the outside to prevent bend-
ing and jarring in case of a fall. The device also
serves to exclude the entrance of dust and dirt into
the bearings.

Mr. J. Harry Sager, representing Rich & Sager,
manufacturers of the Beauty Bundle Carrier, was in
New York on Thursday and Friday of last week. Mr.
Sager reports that he sold to almost the entire Phila-
delphia and Washington trade. He also placed orders
with large firms such as Gormully & Jeflfery, and
other makers of that class, who have promised to
catalogue his carrier. Mr. Sager expects that three
or four thousand of these carriers will be sold this
year.

We regret to announce that the Lancaster Fraud
escaped justice, the suits against him having been
dismissed. We understand that a round dozen of
grey-beards were brought to Philadelphia from the
Fraud's native city to swear to his good character.
The spectacle of this hoary-headed galaxy swearing
on the Fraud's good character, represented by X,
since that letter always represents the unknown
quantity, must have made the Blind Goddess peep
over the top of her head-band.

The Cyclist of March 11 refers to our American
cycle show and wonders which city, New York, Chi-
cago, San Francisco or Philadelphia, will have "the
honor and glory of being the first city in the States
to hold a big cycle show." Good old Cyclist .' You
are a bit in arrears. No other city talked up a show
and Philadelphia now wears the laurels, a successful
show having been held there from March 2 to 7, and
it was not the first show, either, ever held in America,
for really excellent and representative exhibits were
made at Boston, in 1885, and at Buffalo, in 1888.

Very nearly two hundred riders have tested the
Featherstone pneumatic belonging to Howard A.
Smith & Co., Newark, and although they have all

done their best to puncture or burst it by riding over
gutters, gullies and rough roads, it is still in prime
condition. On Sunday last Frank Brock, of the Ata-
lanta Wheelmen, rode the machine up Eagle Rock
hill twice without the slightest difficulty. He asserts
that the pneumatic will utterly banish all hill climb-
ing records, as it would be possible for one to ride
up and down the hill all day long.

M. L. Bridgman, who has recently been out to the
coast for "G. & J.," tells of a most delightful even-
ing spent with Irv. Halsted, at Tacoma. Of course,
all the world knows "Irv. ;" fast on the road, faster
on the path and fastest in the armory. Few of us
who saw it will soon forget his last race at the
"Twelfth's" Armory,, when he won from scratch,
giving away handicaps of 225 yards. That was the
night when good old "Schu" knocked W. E. Findley
into a cocked hat. "Irv." is doing well at Tacoma;
is getting along well in business, is prominent in the
athletic club, and finds time for society and theatrical
matters. By the way, I hope no one will tell him
he is a good actor and spoil a good man.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

The Long Island Wheelmen held a ladies' reception
on Saturday evening last, which was well attended.

Irish racing is going ahead. .Even this early in the
year it is announced that four new tracks will be
built.

There are seven dentists, three physicians, and one
minister who are enthusiasts of wheeling in Louis-
ville, Ky.

Tnere is a probability of the Springfield (Mass.) Bi-
cycle Club and the Springfield Amateur Athletic Club
consolidating.

At the Kentucky Division meet at Louisville, June
26 and 27, seven races will be decided on the first day
and nine on the second.

The Citizens' Club men are rampant on cushions,
and many bargains in solid-tired wheels are posted
on the club bulletin board.

Another six-day, four hours per day, professional
contest will be managed by Jack Prince at Denver
during the week beginning March 23.

L. A. Clarke, formerly of Flushing, L. I., and latterly
of Philadelphia, will shortly leave for the West. He
expects to establish himself at Tacoma.

Chief Consul Boyle, of the Pennsylvania Division,
will arrange for an excursion to the Detroit meet.
The Delaware Division will also be invited to join
the party.

The Radfahr-Clironik, of Munchen, the leading
German cycle journal, contains in each issue an
accurate record nf American races and events com-
piled from the columns of The Wheel.

The handicap pool tournament of the Riverside
Wheelmen is progressing finely. At present Messrs.
Becker and Smith are in the lead. Twenty-four
members are participating in the contest.

The Brooklyn Ramblers have just moved into new
quarters on Flatbush Avenue, opposite their old club-
rooms, which are better adapted to their use. The
club has over fifty members, and is rapidly growing.

The Medford Cycle Club held what they styled a
beer and pipe night on Monday evening last, and
members of all the neighboring clubs were in attend-
ance. The visiting cyclists were most royally enter-
tained.

In Barcelona, Spain, there are three clubs with a
total membership of 200. A number of ladies also
ride in the Spanish city, and a race track is being
planned. Altogether the sport goes ahead in Bar-
celona.

Montague Holbein, the holder of the world's twen-
ty-four hour safety road record, prophecies that the
following times will be accomplished this year: 50
miles, 2h. 25m.; 100 miles, 4h. 55m ; 12 hours, 200 miles

;

24 hours, 370 miles.

The Dorchester, Mass., Bicycle Club has elected
the following officers for the ensuing year : President,
W. F. Shallenbach ; Vice-President, H. W. Burr ; Sec-
retary, S. A. Eastman ; Treasurer, F. L. Bailey ; Cap-
tain, Geo. W. Hayward.

The ofificers of the St. Louis Cycling Club for the
ensuing year, which were recently elected, are as
follows: President, A. J. Emery; Vice-President,
Wm. M. Rosbrough ;

Secretary, O. L. Rule ; Treasurer,
Eli Silverberg ; Captain, Richard Milford.

A club has been organized at Superior, Wis., under
the name of the Superior Bicycle Club. The officers
are : President, J. G. Murphy ; Vice-President, F. J.
Matchete ; Secretary, H. A. Burgess ; Treasurer,
Geo. D. Moulton ; Captain, W. A. Lingham.

The Flint (Mich.) Wheelmen elected the following
officers on March 2: President, Helen W. Ober; Vice-
President, B. E. Vellerman; Secretary-Treasurer,
Robert W. Selleck; Captain, W. B. Phillips; First
Lieutenant, C. H. Wolverton; Second Lieutenant,
J. B. E. Castree.

The Propice Wheel Club is the name of a compara-
tively new organization located at Springfield, Mass.,
with fifty members. The officers are: President, A.
G. Pease; Vice-President, F. A. Farley; Correspond-
ing Secretary, R. A. Grant; Recording Secretary,
George B. Jackson.

At the recent election of the Quincy Bicycle Club,
"Pop" Brewster was elected president. The other
officers are as follows : Vice-President and Captain,
Frank W. Osborne ; Secretary-Treasurer, R. B. White;
First Lieutenant, Chas. Henderson ; Second Lieu-
tenant, Roy Brown.

President Dunn has appointed Albert A. Mott
chairman of the National Committee on Transporta-
tion. Joseph T. Chism, of Baltimore, who was instru-
mental in securing the privilege of free transporta-
tion for wheels, will be associated with Mr. Mott on
the committee at the latter's request.

The Plwtografliic Titnes of February 20 publishes
the text of the offer of one hundred dollars in gold to
be paid in prizes for photographs of bad roads, which
was recently published by Messrs. Potter and Bur-
dett, in behalf of the New York State and Connecti-
cut Highway Improvement Association.

The State Capital Wheelmen, of Concord, will
manage the New Hampshire Division's annual meet
on June 19 and 20. The principal event on the first

day will be a parade. On the second day the State
championships will be run on the track at Tilton.
The division has very nearly 200 members.

A five mile race for the championship of the city
will be inaugurated by the bicycle department of the
Manhattan Athletic Club this Spring. A race meet
will also be held at the Polo Grounds when the new
track is completed. It is also proposed to hold a
tournament in the club gymnasium in April.

The Croton Co. Wheelmen is the name of a cycle
club organized at Katonah, N. Y., on March 5. The
officers are: President, A. A. Weldie; Vice-President,
D. R. Merritt; Secretary-Treasurer, F. B. Wescott;
Captain, Ernest Tousand ; First Lieutenant, F. B.
Wescott; Second Lieutenant, D. L. Cassleman.

At a recent meeting of the board of officers of the
Rhode Island Division it was decided to issue a hand-
book and also a colored map compiled according to
the latest U. S. survey of the State roads. It will in-
dicate especially the good roads as distinguished from
the bad, and will be published in a convenient form.

Philadelphia intends to inaugurate a big tourna-
ment on Labor Day, and has formally applied for the
national championship races which Detroit so unfeel-
ingly cast to one side. Chicago also lays claim to
them, and Peoria, Hartford or Providence would be
only too pleased to secure the honor of conducting
them.

The Ladies' National Bicycle Club, of Rochester,
N. Y., elected the following officers last week : Presi-
dent, Miss Elizabeth Dransfield ; Vice-President, Miss
Nellie A. Wilder

;
Secretary, Miss Anna Baxendale

;

Treasurer, Mrs. Chas. R. Webster. The club has
been in existence six months, and is in a very pros-
perous condition.

At the exhibition of the Bay City Wheelmen, at the
Mechanic's Pavilion, San Francisco, March 9, D. J.
Canary caused great astonishment among the specta-
tors by riding down a flight of fifty-six steps on a
safety and also on a unicycle. He received many
highly complimentary notices from the daily press in
regard to his difficult feat.

Madison, Oshkosh and Green Bay were all anxious
to secure the Wisconsin State meet, but Green Bay
presented the best claim and was awarded the meet.
The annual race meet of the Green Bay Cycle Club
will be held in conjunction with the League meet,
and a great success is anticipated. The dates have
not yet been decided upon.

On Friday evening of last week an interesting
entertainment was given by the Freehold Cyclers
which was largely attended. A parade and drill, lead
by Jos. McDermott, was the opening attraction, which
was followed by W. S. Maltby in his ballet girl and
dude impersonation and trick riding. Feats in jug-
gling and club swinging were also well received.

The prizes which will be awarded at the games of the
Twelfth Regiment A. A., on April 15, are now on ex-
hibition at the store of Peck & Snyder, 126 Nassau
Street. All wheelmen who enter the two mile safety
event will have the exclusive use of the armory on
Wednesday evenings for practice. Entries close
April 6 with Chas. J. Leach, P. O. box 3201, N. Y. Fee
50 cents.

At the anpual meet of the Houston (Tex.) Bicycle
Club on March i, it was decided to have the club
incorporated and a committee was also appointed to
make arrangements with the Galveston Bicycle Club
for the holding of several inter-club race meets. The
officers elected are : President, N. S. Shaw ; Secre-
tary-Treasurer, G. W. Sims ; Captain, Joseph Taylor

;

Lieutenant, E. Dargler.

The annual meeting of the Citizens' Bicycle Club
was held on Monday evening of this week. The elec-
tion of officers resulted as follows : President, Brooks
H. Wells, M. D.; Vice-President, William G. Conklin

;

Treasurer, A. E. Paillard ; Secretary, J. T. Francis
;

Captain, H. G. Noble ; First Lieutenant, G. W. French
;

Second Lieutenant, E. R. DeWolfe ; Trustees, Simeon
Ford, J. C. Gulick, W. C. Frazee, R. Nelson, G. T. Wil-
son, W. H. Koop and John Aitkin.

The net result of a lantern parade recently held at
Cardiff. Wales, was ^^303, odd shillings and odd pence.
Will someone tell us how money can be made on lan-
tern parades. In this country the result of such an
illumination is much weariness and vexation of spirit,

a series of nasty slips on the greasy pavements, tallow
here, tallow there, tallow, tallow everywhere, and
not a few of the ladies dresses torn.

Fourteen lady riders of Minneapolis, Minn., who are
pupils of Snow's bicycle school, organized a cycle
club last week. The purposes of the club are of a
social nature, and a name and constitution will be
adopted at the next meeting. The officers elected are
as follows: President, Miss B. Lucy; Secretary and
Treasurer, L Louise Hauke; Captain, Mrs. Florence
Lewis; First Lieutenant, Winnie Snow; Second Lieu-
tenant, Jessie M. Ellis.

The Century Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, have de-
cided to build a first-class gymnasium, and an appro-
priation of $5,000 has been made for that purpose.
Bonds to cover the amount have been issued and sub-
scribed for, and the dues of active members raised to
eighteen dollars per year. The limit of active mem-
bership has been removed, and applicants will be
admitted to membership without delay. The club
will hold a race meet this Spring.

Both the Bay State Bicycle Club, of Worcester, and
the Lynn Wheel Club want the Massachusetts Division
meet this year. The Worcester Club intend to hold
a race meet on Decoration Day, and desire the State
meet in order to add to the attractions of that occa-
sion. If the Lynn Wheelmen secure the meet the
famous Glenmore track will be put in good condition
and a fine race programme prepared. The question
will be decided at a meeting of the Division officers
to-morrow night.

At the annual Spring games and reception of the
Eighth Regiment A. A., which are to be held at the
Armory, Park Avenue, Ninety-fourth and Ninety-fifth
Streets, on Tuesday evening, March 31, a two-mile
safety handicap will be run. The prizes are a gold
medal to the winner and silver medal to the second
man. Entries close March 24 with Henry G. Rida-
bock, 141 Grand Street, New York ; fee, 50 cents.
Wheelmen who enter the contest will be permitted to

practice in the armory.

An amusing attraction at the Philadelphia Cycle
Show was the performance given bj'' W. S. Maltby,
the trick rider. His impersonation of a female
ballet cyclist, " Mile. Emilia," was remarkably
clever, and his makeup was marvelous. When he
burlesqued Oscar Wilde's first attempt to ride a bicy-
cle, in a natty costume, he provoked roars of laughter
from the spectators. Cycling or athletic clubs desir-
ing a first-class evening's entertainment should write
him for open dates at Wallingford, Conn.

The South End Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, have
purchased the property at the northeast corner of
Broad and Morris Streets, a three-story building
with a basement, and will shortly have it altered and
adapted for their uses as a club-house. The base-
ment will be used as a wheel-room, with accommo-
dations for ISO machines. The second floor will con-
tain the meeting, billiard and board of directors'
rooms, and on the third floor will be the dressing and
bath rooms and a gymnasium. A veranda runs en-
tirely around the house. The club will move into the
new quarters about the middle of May.

The Wanderers' Bicycle Club, of Toronto, has
elected the following officers for 1891 : Hon. President,
E. Havelock Walsh ; President, Frank McCausland

;

Vice-President, A. P. Taylor ;
Secretary, W. J. Darby ;

Treasurer, W. A. Hunter; Captain, J. H. Gerrie

;

First and Second Lieutenants, ordinaries, W. A.
Harston, G. M. Wells, H. T. Wilson, F. Brimer, K. G.
Galbraith, P. Till ; First and Second Lieutenants,
safeties, W. J. Moodey, N. Read, J. H. Nash, T. A.
Brown, H. B. Brownlee ; Standard Bearers, H. S.
Scott, Frank Till : Buglers, A. D. Brown, Victor Lee,
A. B; Brownlee; House Committee, F. J. Murphy, F.
Brimer, G. M. Wells, James Hay, P. L. Bailey, Bert
Thompson.

An interesting feat was accomplished by Lord Lons-
dale last week by driving over a five mile stretch be-
tween Reigate and Crawley, single harness course, in
13m. 39 1-5S. On the double harness course the dis-
tance was made in 12m. i 2-5S., and on the four-in-hand
course the five miles were made in ism. 9 2-ss, The
time on the postillion courst-, same distance, was 13m.

55 4-5S. The full time, driving and riding, was 55m.
35 4-5S., the changes requiring im. 20s. The total time
for the twenty miles was s6m. 55 4-5S. A comparison
of these times with the cycling records show that they
are a shade better than the best amateur or profes-
ional times, although Rowe made twenty miles on a
track in S4m. 25 2-53., and Mecredy, five miles in 13m.
16 2-5S.

At a meeting of the Maryland Bicycle Club last
week, it was decided to continue the clause in the
constitution requiring the club to be a League
organization. There was but one dissenting vote.
The captain's report showed the total mileage of the
members from March 12, 1890 to March 9, 1891 to be
100,000 miles. The highest individual record was
made by Chief Consul Mott. During the time
mentioned he rode on 326 days and scored 6,400}^
miles, which exceeds his previous years' record.
The members of the Maryland Club take especial
pains to keep their records, and also to do as much
riding as possible, because the records thus made
confer upon the makers the choice of wheel-racks in
the order of distances covered.

The citizens of Memphis, Tenn., are rejoiced over
the fact that $1,000,000 is to be raised for street paving,
and from the report made at the citizens' mass meet-
ing recently held to devise means and ways for pro-
viding the otherwise most beautiful city of the South
with what it needs more than anything else, well-
paved streets, excellent results will undoubtedly
follow. "The approxiinate cost of paving many of the
streets with hard gravel and stone gutters, and other
thoroughfares with granite and brick pavement, has
already been estimated. Judge J. M. Heiskell puts
in a strong plea through a local paper for the use of
asphalt or brick pavement in place of granite, in

which he sets forth many sound and logical argu-
ments. The wheelmen of the city now think that
their hopes, long deferred, are about to be realized.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen have conceived a
scheme by which they will promote an enthusiasm in

riding and at the same time secure a good attendance
at club runs, says the Providence JouriiaL Six
medals are the prizes which, on November i ne.xt, will

be awarded to the six members who attain the high-
est average in the number of miles ridden and the
number of runs attended. The idea, though simple,
is somewhat perplexing at first thought. The standard
for the club runs will be the number called, so that if

there are ten runs held during the season and a mem-
ber attends eight, he secures 80 per cent, in that divis-

ion. The standard of the mileage is 4000 miles, and a
member whose cyclometer shows those figures will

be awarded 100 per cent, in that division. With 80 per
cent, secured in one branch and 100 per cent, in the
other, the average would be 90 per cent, for the whole
completion. The lowest rating that can take a medal
has been fixed at 75 per cent. The competition will

begin on May i.

After all, life in a small town or village has its ad-
vantages, and particularly so if one is a member of

the local wheel club. The doings of a rural cycling
club and its members are chronicled so faithfully by
the local papers that the club and its constituency are

known to fame for miles around, and herein is where
an advantage is gained over the city rider. If the

club purchases anything, from a window shade to a

new stove or second-hand pool table, it is duly noted,
and if an entertainment or race is held, the papers will

contain a column or more about it. A small New
England club recently secured a billiard table, and
the exhaustive and highly complimentary notice in

the town paper concluded as follows: "Their billiard

table is one of Blank's combination tables, of the lat-

est improved pattern; one of the best, if not the very
best manufactured, and just the thing for a club-room
where only one table can be put up and where few or

many may desire to use it at one time. The Wheel
Club are to be congratulated on their inviting Winter
quarters, where, while their cycles are laid under the

table, so to speak, or hibernating, they can meet and
pleasantly pass their spare hours in harmless recrea-

tion."
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HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

Asken : " Were you ever in a race ?"

Slowcoach: " I started and finished in one once,
but I '"asn't in it at all."

And the young men o£ the city are taking to the
wheel as a Kentuckian takes to water. Well, if
" White Burley " ever dares to go back to Kentucky-
after making such a statement as this about the citi-

zens of that State, the Kentuckians have changed their
drinking and their fighting habits very, very much
in the last few years.

The Milwaukee Wheelmen have moved into their
new (juarters in the Loan and Trust Building, and I

predict that in consequence they will experience a
boom in membership, as any club naturally would
that thus allies itself so closfily with those charming
words "loan " and "trust."

Not long ago I was looking at the wheel Tom
Stevens road round the world on,and my attention was
drawn to a placard attached to it. Going closer and
examining it I found that some admirer had orna-
mented the wheel with one of those cocoa signs which
bear the legend "best and goes farthest."

I wonder what chance George Washington would
havehadifhehad been a racing man. If George had
had the speed and inclination to turn pot-hunter, un-
less he gave up that can't-tell-a-lie trick of his, the
handicapper would have been obliged to put him
about ten yards back of scratch in every race, since
that official, I suppose, always multiplies the racing
man's opinion of his abilities by two, so as to get a
fair idea of his speed to be able in consequence to get
him upon his proper mark. That certainly would
have been rough on George, but among the many
misfortunes that G. W. avoided by leaving us when
he did this one is included.

In the programme of the cycling show just held in
Philadelphia was a story without words—two pictures
side by side, a Chicago boulevard and a Philadelphia
street. It needed no reading to tell the story of the
perfections and pleasure of the one, or the nerve-de-
stroying possibilities of the other. I really believe
that if William Penn was to come back to life and be
set down in Philadelphia that the only thing in it that
he would recognize would be the identical roads he
used to travel over when he was engaged in swapping
copper kettles and glass beads for a State or two. Of
course time has had some effect on the roads since he
built them, and they may be a little bit the worse for
wear, but practically they are unchanged from when
he ceased to be a mortal and became condemned to
stand upon the top of public buildings, and from that
lofty perch forever gaze upon those horrible streets
below. Truly, I know not which to pity most, Penn
or Philadelphia, both are equal sufferers.

The Pope Manufacturing Company have their check
ornamented with a lithograph of a very handsome
boy, whose face would demand for him attention at
any time, especially when it ornaments a check still

further beautified by the signature of the above-
named company. To many it is the figure, not the
face, upon a check that attracts, and of those who
have seen this boy's face upon the order it ornaments,
but few know that it is a likeness of Col. Albert A.
Pope's son, who is himself named Albert. A short
time ago the youngster had occasion to go to the bank
to have one of the Pope Company's checks cashed,
and the cashier declined doing so until Master Albert
was identified, when the young gentleman very soon
removed any doubts about his identity by asking the
cashier to look at the face upon the check and then at
his own. The proof was sufficient, the likeness was
perfect, and the young gentleman got his money. I

wish some one would put my picture on a check so I

could repeat this experiment.

Mr. H. E. Laurie, I understand, intends coming to
America again next season. Come right along, Her-
bert, dear, and we will do all in our power to make
it pleasant for you, so you can go back home again
and grind out a few more score of your truthful re-
ports of Americans, a performance you so far excel
m that steps have already been taken to have your
name inserted in any future revision in place of that
of Ananias. He was good enough in his day, I sup-
pose, but since you went in for the championship
honors in his specialty he is out of the race entirely.
You were too much for him.

They are original, are Paris wheelmen. Imagine
the sight it must have been when one of them rode
through the streets upon his wheel wearing a placard
attached to his collar with the announcement upon it

"For Sale," leaving the reader thereof in ignorance
as to whether a purchaser was sought for the wheel or
for the rider or for both of them. Another instance
of their peculiar ideas, this time in regard to geo-
graphical and proprietary matters. Two wheelmen
hire from a dealer a couple of wheels and are not again
seen. The dealer instituted a search for them and
found that one of them had written a letter to his
parents bidding them farewell, saying he was off on a
wheel tour to Brazil, but somehow the interference of
parents, police and proprietor brought this novel tour
to an abrupt termination, and we are, in consequence,
unable to determine just how successful a vehicle the
bicycle would be when it came to be ridden over some
10,000 miles of ocean. It is the boast of all Frenchmen
that they originate, but never imitate, and if I had any
doubts upon the subject, these two examples would at
once eliminate them.

A club in England having the name of Atalanta has
recently adopted a rule which will cause its members
to be very careful as to whom they propose for mem-
bership, as the new rule makes the introducer respon-
sible for any debts that the new member may incur

for one year after he is elected. I guess that the Ata-
lantas don't want members very badly, as. this cer-
tainly won't encourage recruiting on the part of any
member already in the club.

All hail to the Brooklyn Bicycle Club! They have
placed the gold-braided epaulet upon the shelf along-
side of the boneshaker, to which era it owes its intro-
duction, and whose passageintohistory it should have
accompanied. In a movement of this kind the Brook-
lyns have gained an honor that all wheel clubs may
well envy. Nothing stands still in this world of ours,
the procession moves, and those who would keep up
with it must move too, or else become but moss-cov-
ered monuments upon the highway of time. The
bicycle occupies to-day as different position in the
affairs of life from what it did ten years ago as the
trans-Atlantic liner does from Fulton's first steam-
boat, and the surroundings and accessories of it de-
mand as much change as the wheel itself has under-
gone in the last decade. The era that gave birth to
the bugler, the color-bearer, the club surgeon and the
gold-braided road officer has long since gone, and
been buried in the musty archives of the past, and yet
for some reason these absurdities have remained, un-
til the Brooklyns were progressive enough to turn
idol smashers and destroy this begilded old antique.
Were cycling blessed with more progressive clubs
like this one it would not be long before the term of
"toy" would cease to be applied to the wheel and
" boy " to the rider of it.

Verily, the corner-stone of road improvement is

not laid in the occupation of husbandry, though the
stumbling block thereto flourishes in the realm of
the granger. The flower of progress seems ever to
conceal some stinging bug whose most cherished foe
is the farmer. In his forefather's time the convivial-
ist, who, imbibing freely of rural ambrosia, betook
himself home over the sinuous track of country road,
no problem engaging his swimming wits more dis-
tressing than a count of the moon's horns, the path he
trod mattered not. If his deceitful legs betrayed him
he would sit in the mud's innocuous bed, smiling
blandly at the luminary, unmindful of the woeful
condition of a thoroughfare so wretched as to offer
him soft Jodgement upon its boggy surface. All this
the farmer of to-day recalls, and when he does he
puts aside the offer of any form of betterment the
roads through which his straining cattle trod their
way as disdainfully as ever Caesar did the thrice
proffered crown. He wants nothing better in " his'n "

than had his fathers before him.

He was only a little boy, but he was the pride of the
home. All diiring the week he raced up and down the
smooth sidewalks on a miniature safety, caring
little how often he risked breaking his precious little

neck, or barked the skins of unsuspecting and gouty
old gentlemen. "Six days shalt thou labor" was
retranslated by the child into six days shalt thou
play, and on the seventh cease, since his parents put
a veto upon his riding on Sunday, and all that day
must he deprive himself of his usual pastime. " The
saddest day in all the " week had come, and the child
looked out of the window at the crowds of church-
going pedestrians, and in his childish way reasoned
that he was imposed upon because he was young and
weak, and mentally determined that when years had
brought him stature, and he had become a " bigman,"
that he would have a bicycle like his papa's and go
out riding Sunday or any other day, just as he
pleased, unhampered by the rulings of any parents.
Finally, he tired of thinking about such pleasures,
and casting round for some more satisfactory means
of amusement, his eyes tell upon the slate which for
the remaining six days in the week he had to devote
a few hours daily in ornamenting with pot hooks,
etc., at a neighboring kindergarten. Taking up his
pencil he began to draw upon the ebon surface before
him and soon the chubby little fingers began attempt-
ing to picture some of the thoughts that flitted through
his brain, a safety mounted by a rider such as man
never saw began nobly to be drawn. Interested in
making the picture lifelike, all of the exaggerations
of the juvenile artist were indulged in until the rider
was seemingly trying his best either to make his
nose and his toes reach, so far over the handles did
he bend, or he was endeavoring to drive that queer-
looking machine at the rate of sixty miles an hour.
Mamma had come in unnoticed by the young limner,
and softly approaching him gazed at the result of his
labors. " Willie, don't you know it is wicked to draw
such pictures on Sunday?" "Not this kind, mamma,
this is a picture of me riding to church." Now the
fond parents are sure that the future president is

already born in their son.

The daily papers say ex-Speaker Thomas B. Reed
is a devoted admirer and adherent of the wheel.
If this is so he is just the man we want for chairman
of the League Racing Board. There won't be any
doubt about his rulings standing, if we believe one-
half what the Democratic press of the country have
been saying about him for the past two years.

I knew it would have to come to it, the public would
have to do some to protect themselves against the
display of the ballet brigaded Minnesota is the first

in line with a law making it a criminal offence to dis-

play the "nether limbs " in tights in that State, pun-
ishing each offender who breaks the law with a fine

of not less than $ioo. The law is an excellent one, in

some respects, but I would like to offer an amend-
ment to it, and then it will have my unqualified sup-
port. Let the punishment be visited

'
upon male

offenders only, and let it be increased from a paltry
$100 fine to hanging, and then I am sure it will meet
the hearty commendation of every decent person. In
the case of female offenders I am not so positive as to
what ought to be done, but perhaps a good idea would
be to fine them say $50, which fine mustbe paid by
every man with a bald head who witnesses the
offence from any seat nearer to the stage than five

rows from the rear of the house, Don Salambo.

CHAFF BY THE "COASTER."

There may have been some question in the past as
to Henry George's future, but the thing is settled now.
He has hit upon a novel plan of advertising—that of
making affidavit that he has gained several hundred
ounces of flesh by becoming accustomed to the bicycle
on his recent trip to Bermuda. It may be just pos-
sible that he will have a machine named after him, or
failing in this he will have his "opinion" quoted in
some sporting calendar for 1892. The great labor agi-
tator struck the lost chord when he hit upon the bi-
cycle as an advertisement, and his name will decorate
the big panel for some time to come. Success then to
Henry George as a wheelman.

—

Exchange.
Here is a tip to some inventor of a screw-driver,

rnonkey-wrench, oil-can, etc. I would not advise any
'bicycle manufacturer to name a new brand of wheel
after Henry, whose name is synonymous with
"labor," as novices would at once infer that it re-
quired more power to propel

THE HENRY GEORGE SAFETY
than any other wheel in the market, so that the sale
of the wheel would be somewhat affected wholly on
account of its name. It mi^ht go all right in Ber-
muda but not here; or it might perhaps be well to
advertise a new style of hill-climbing attachments as
the "Bermuda George Power Traps," the name Ber-
muda, from its long connection with a certain type of-
onions, being indicative of strength.

A good story is told of a certain local agent for a
high grade wheel who endeavored to induce a
stranger whose hearing was sadly defective to pur-
chase his style of mount. The agent (whose name I

will not divulge on account of his family connections,
being a nephew of Patsy N. Doody) was returning
from Central Park and was on a ferryboat en route
to Jersey City. He was standing alongside his wheel
in the vehicle passage way, the usual number of in-
quisitors being on hand, or rather on deck. As the
ferryboat started, and just after its whistle had given
the usual

TWO TOOTS AND A PIP,

a middle-aged gentleman approached, and evidently
became very much interested in the wheel. Here was
the agent's chance. He began spouting his little
speech that he had worked off time and again, in
much the same style of delivery as does the fakir in-
troducing the Indian Sagwa medicine, explaining the
specialties possessed by that particular wheel. He
convinced him that the tires were composed of

"QUEEN BEE GUTTA PERCHA,"
and that the handle bars, rims, spokes, nuts, bolts,
screws and the tire itself were as hollow as a Dutch
restaurant chocolate eclaire, that there was abso-
lutely no possibility of falling from this safety and
so on, continuing at the rate of two hundred and
thirty-seven words a minute in one continuous stream
with no, let up, until the boat reached the Jersey
shore. His spasmodic, gymnastic, Carmencita style
of delivery caused the deaf man to smile, and so the
agent continued :

" Oh, you can smile ; I've had every
style wheel in the market to-day. This is the only
wheel for a man of your build. You'll never hear
this wheel rattle, and you can ride at night with per-
fect safety. I tell you if you miss this chance you'll
weep. Let me call on you. Here's my card; just
put your address on this piece of paper ; here's a pen-
cil." The deaf man took the pencil and wrote on the
back : "Is that wheel what they call a safety ? I am
deaf and dumb." The man never found out whether
that wheel was a safety or otherwise, for the agent
did a contortion act, grabbed his wheel, and the deaf
man saw his lips move. He should congratulate him-
self that he was deaf, otherwise he would have heard
"Oh! what beautiful language."

There is a certain officer of a Jersey City club,
whom I will call William. Ever since the League
meet at Niagara William gets off his war cry, which
he howls on every occasion of joy or sorrow. Con-
tinually while he is in the club-honse you will hear
that everlasting " La, La, Z-c, La," with the accent on
the "Le." (William Is Raising a Beard.) It is not
necessary for William to cultivate a hirsute append-
age to add to his manliness, but ever since he has
been an officer of the club he has avoided the razor.
There is nothing new in beards ; they have been
known since the days of Adam. Of course, Adam was
compelled to wear a beard, as razors and barber
shops were scarce in his neighborhood ; tradition says
that Adam was created with a beard, but William
wasn't. In the earlier days the beard was a cherished
and sacred thing ; it is a thing yet but not so sacred.
Israel brought it safe out of the bondage of universal
shaven Egypt, at which time the beard was the visi-
ble sign of a true man. William is a true man, but
this isn't Egypt." " When Joab went in to Amasa he
took his beard to the latter to kiss him, saying the
while ' Art thou in health, my brother? '

" William is

healthy ; he never pays a doctor's bill, not liecause he
is dishonest, but because he never has cause to em-
ploy a physician. Therefore, it is a mystery to his
cliib-mates just why he should apply the household
oil to his face as a fertilizer and lubricator. Still his
beard continues to thrive, and we are left in ignor-
ance the while. COASTER.

The Orauk Inventor.
"Don Salambo," of THE WHEEL, says that cycling

has in its day had several types of the crank inventor,
and the Yankee hidalgo is "right at home " in his
statement. The curious part of it is that the crank
inventor is generally delivered of a still-born inven-
tion in connection with cranks or their appurten-
ances. No dead centre fakements, swing-weights
and fly-wheels are the consummation of his earthly
happiness. Void of the average amount of common
sense, and ignorant alike of all mechanical axioms
and truths, he is a hardy annual, which the keen frost
of practical criticism seldom disheartens and never
destroys. He is at one and the same time a source of
amusement to his fellows and revenue to his coun-
try.— The Cyclist.
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CHICAGO.

The Beloit Glee Club has been engaged by the Oak
Park Cycling Club for a concert, which will be held
on April 3.

Saturday evening, March 28, the Illinois Cycling
Club will give another athletic entertainment.

Friday evening, April 10, a number of amateur per-
formers of the Oak Park Cycling Club will present a
drama, at Steiner's Park, entitled "Our Boys." Fol-
lowing this an excellent musical programme will be
rendered.

Captain Roberts, of the Illinois Cycling Club, pro-
poses to conduct a century run to Elgin, Aurora and
return. This run is to take place sometime in June,
and each man finishing will receive a souvenir.

Seventy-seven applicants were admitted to mem-
bership in the Cook County Wheelmen at their last
meeting. Their membership is now 237.

Fourteen applicants were admitted by the .^olus
Cycling Club at their last meeting, and ten by the
Columbia Wheelmen. The latter have now 100 mem-
bers.

Captain A. W. Miller, of the Douglas Cycling Club,
has completed the season's run card. One of the
principal trips scheduled is to Rockford at the time of
the Illinois Division L. A. W. meet.

Anderson still leads in the Chicago pool tourna-
ment.
One thousand tickets have been issued for the com-

ing ^olus Club entertainment, at Central Turner
Hall, March 18, and more are demanded.
The Farragut Cycling Club have forty members.

This is an L. A. W. club, and to become a member one
must join also the Farra'gut Boat Club. The initia-

tion fee is $50. Their annual meeting and election of
officers will occur Saturday, March 21.

Games played in the Englewood pool tournament,
Saturday evening, March 14, resulted as follows

:

Roovaart, 50; Denison, 30; T. Rees, 50; Sample, 44;
Roovaart, 50; Tansey, 37; Tredwell, 50; Sample, 40.

R. G. Betts, L. C. C, E. J. Roberts, I. C. C, and
G. K. Barrett, C. C. C, propose to conduct an inter-
club century run of huge proportions some time dur-
ing the coming summer. The course will be to Elgin
to Aurora and return. This is an idea of Mr. Betts,
and a good one, too.

Last Monday evening's meeting of the Lincoln Cy-
cling Club was well attended. The main matter for
discussion was the future location of the club-house,
as the present lease expires May i. By an almost
unanimous vote of the club it was decided to locate at
some point north of Garfield Avenue and as near
the Park as possible. Eighty per cent, of the club
members reside north of North Avenue.
At the meeting m regard to the west side track,

held at the Illinois Club, last Saturday evening, rejj-

resentatives from all the principal west side organi-
zations w^ere present. It w^as finally decided that the
presidents of the various clubs should appoint a com-
mittee of three from each club, these to meet and de-
cide on matters pertaining to the track. Each com
mittee will also receive bids on the work to be done.
The option on the five or seven acre tracts at Kimball
and Fullerton Avenues is still held, as these are un-
doubtedly the grounds which will be accepted.

The Columbia Wheelmen boast of no board of
directors, and attribute much of their success and
the large attendance at their meetings to this fact, as
all matters of business are brought up before the
meeting. The rulings of their excellent president
are always judicious and fair. The attendance at
their meetings has been so large as to cause incon-
venience, and so they are looking for new quarters.
The Entertainment Committee has arranged for two
parties, one a private party, to be held March 27, and
the other a May party, to be given at Central Turner
Hall, May 15.

Captain Stirapson, of the Oak Park Cycling Club,
has adopted the following method for getting out his
season's run card. He asks the members to submit
in writing places they would like to visit on the runs,
such information as they can of the runs they men-
tion and e.xpenses. From these he makes up his run
card.

The officers of the Oak Park Cycling Club gave a
banquet to the club members Saturday evening,
March 14, at Hoard's Hall. One hundred plates were
laid. Speeches were made and toasts were given
until a late hour.

Pneumatic tire safeties are going to be ridden in
the Chicago Club if nowhere else. Barrett, Van
Sicklen, Winship, Githeus, W. C. and Charlie Thorne,
Horsford, Becker, Charlie Palmer, Jokum, and many
others, have already received or ordered wheels
with these tires.

A few of Chicago's many riders propose to organize
a century club. To become eligible to membership
one must ride the circuit of Elgin-Aurora and return
in one day, a distance of one hundred miles. This is

no easy task, as many know who have tried it, so that
a membership in the century club can only be gained
by the sweat on one's brow.
Wednesday evening, April i, the Lincoln Cycling

Club will give a grand novelty concert at Chicicering
Hall, Wabash Avenue and Jackson Street. The pro-
gramme will include Prof. Steinbach, W. L. Bush,
Miss Jennie Schumacher and many other select
artists.

The ^olus Cycling Club indoor team is winning
distinction in the Northwest League. They are now
tie with the Arions for first place. The game on Mon-
day evening, March 23, between these teams is looked
forward to by baseball enthusiasts in the Northwest
Division with no little interest. The cyclists are
anxious to win, their opponents being all non-riders,
members of the Royal League.

If the present sale of pneumatics continues two
runs will necessarily be called in each club On Sun-
day, one for the pneumatic riders and the other for
the solid tire. The pneumatic riders will not have

time to wait for their slower comrades on the solid
tire machines. A metnber of the Chicago Club bor-
rowed a pneumatic that was standing in front of the
club-house and gaily rode out into the night. Down
a side street he went, and he never stopped nor let up
on the pace. After riding a considerable distance he
thought of turning back, and to his surprise found he
had ridden over soft lake sand and never felt the
difference. When running at full speed this is likely
to occur, but when one rides slowly it is noticed that
the wheel runs less easily.

Rockford has made formal application for the an-
nual meet of the Illinois Division L. A. W. The mat-
ter will come to a vote this week, and Chicago wheel-
men are an-^iously awaiting the results. Mr. Barnes
says this year's m£et will be the banner meet of this
division. Rockford is hustling, and has already
raised one thousand dollars to defray expenses and a
long list of good prizes for the meet.

A challenge pool tournament is in progress at the
Lincoln Club between President Gerould, Vice-Presi-
dent Servoss and C. P. Whitney. J. McErwin acts as
referee of this interesting contest. In the first night's
playing Whitney defeated Servoss three games out of
five, but the spectators, tiring of the play and of wait-
ing for the end, went home. As none of them are ex-
pert nor have played over a half dozen games in their
lives, this contest will naturally be one of grit and
determination.

Grip has laid a number of our prominent wheelmen
out for a few days. Tom Rees, secretary of the Engle-
wood Cycling Club, is down with it.

Miss Ella Mcintosh, vice-president of the Ladies'
Englewood Cycling Club, died last Wednesday of
typhoid fever. The E. C. C. members drafted a set of
resolutions of sympathy for her family and for her
club, and sent a handsome floral offering. She was
very popular with all.

Pennington, of air-ship fame, is an enthusiastic cy-
clist, and has with him at the E.^position building
where he is exhibiting his model five wheels. He has
taken quite a liking to Roy Keator, our unicycle rider,
and has laid out for him a track on which to practice.
Keator is now getting into condition for his ride from
Chicago to New York on one wheel, and feels reason-
ably confident of success. FIRENZI.

HARRISBURG.

There is no doubt in our minds but that Harrisburg
is the most completely represented citj' of its size in
this country as far as agents for bicycles are con-
cerned. All manner of styles and sizes of men and
boys' wheels are for sale, and almost every style of
business firm in the town has an agency for some ma-
chine, and every mother's son of them have the best
and only wheel made. Of the "Two Dromios," one
wears the floor out behind a cigar case editing news
stand accounts and selling dried straw done up in
wire and "twofers" for a nickle, and will tell you
that he is the only authorized agent for the great and
only Roper bicycle. The other dwarf is getting
wealthy selling window-glass diamonds and Water
buried watches, and knows all about the Dutchman's
one per cent. He is agent for the Otherman Wheel
Co., and will do his utmost to convince you that a
wheel will run up hill easier than it will down. Next
comes the fellow that bottles up gas and canal water.
It is whispered around that he is (not) the only author-
ized agent for the Peacewick (cart; wheel. This man
does a rushing business. He has sold two and got
cost out of one and a letter from the other fellow
dated in Brazil. Kind of a water haul with a mixture
of gas. Next in order is the man with the moquette
overcoat, who you will find in the top story of a four-
by-nine frame shanty busy as a duke. It is said that
this man has worn out several car loads of lead pencils
as well as all the hair above his right ear. He is agent
for the Roper wheel, and it is said is a partner with
the cigar midget mentioned above. Right close by is

Mr. Otter, who shoves things and other stuff in general
for the R. R. Co.'s freight house, and who, if ques-
tioned closely, will admit that he is partner to the
man that bottles gas and water. He talks wheel be-
tween shoves, and does it well. He gets two per
cent, for his talk, that is, if the money talks. We
next take a blind leap up in the social circle, and
strike the bank. This is Mr. Otter, but not the shover
Otter. This Mr. Otter sells, or tries to sell, the female
wheel, and can tell you more about the advantage of
a yard of leather as a brake than you care to listen to.
Mr. Otter is wealthy, and is in the business for his
health and the benefit of his friends. Next door
comes Billcox ; he is also in the business for his health
and his friends. Mr. Billcox is the agent for the
Camel-back, and the gas bottler has been heard to
remark that Mr. Billcox is a pirate. But this was only
in fun, as they are the closest of friends. Next comes
Mr. Coffa, who is a barber and tells you all about why
a cone bearing runs better than ball bearing, and
why knotty wood is stronger than steel. He is agent
for the Chestnut, and has worked some of the boys so
hard between scrapes that they are ungenerous
enough to apply the wheel's name to the man. Al-
though we have mentioned but few of the agents
here, we will close with Mr. Gutenberger, who pounds
leather for a living, and is agent for the Buzzard, and
expects to sell a whole flock of them this season.
None of the above bicycle companies carry wheels

in stock, but they will no doubt do a thriving business.
N. B. Log Lover, the chief cook and bottle washer,

duster off and proprietor of the Harrisburg Cycle
Co., is about to open up a new lay-out at n6 Market
Street. Lover handles a number of makes, among
which are the "Snail," the "Tramp" and "Free-
mont." Mr. Lover, unlike any of the others, is not in
business for accommodation but simply for his health.
Martin Luther, agent for the Pope Rome (r) and

proprietor of junk shop "n Jlarkct Square, president
of the Harrisburg Wheel Club, etc., can be found any
place but at his place of business or the rooms of the
club he presides over. Mud.

The Earl of Albemarle, late Viscount Bury, has
been re-elected president of the N. C. U.

OMAHA.

Mud! Mud!! Mud!!! It is totally unnecessary to
go into a long essay on mud. Everyone knows that
after rain comes riiud, and after three feet of con-
gealed rain has succumbed to the warm smiles of
" Old Sol," mud must naturally follow. Well, it has,
and the roads are a sight to behold. We, of the fra-
ternity, must sit around the club-rooms and wait
until " Old Sol's " smiles grow warm enough to dry
up the country roads befoie we can commence to
take headers and pile up mileage. It will probably
be several weeks before we can enjoy ourselves
awheel. Crank "dropped in at Perrigo's the other
day and interviewed him on the subject of the Spring
outlook." He said: "The outlook for sales in the
coming Spring is good. I shall sell more wheels this
year than ever before, as orders are coming in thick
and fast, and a large number of them are for ladies'
wheels."" That is the kind of talk we get from the
dealers, and to back it up we have expressions from
men all over the city who have never ridden a bicycle
to the effect that " we will join the boys this year."
Cushion tires, "balloon" tires and fine makes of
safeties have brought about this change.

The Omaha Wheel Club's tenth annual smoker,
which occurred on the evening of March 8, was a grand
success. The club rooms were thrown open to about
250 of the club's members and their particular friends,
who enjoyed themselves therein until the clock struck
two the following morning. The committee in charge
of the affair "did themselves proud " in preparing the
programme of entertainment, and deserve a great
deal of credit. The programme consisted of vocal
and instrumental musi.c, rendered by members and
guests, and each performer received his share of the
applause. Refreshments were served in abundance
in the wheel rooms and reading room, and the cele-
brated Omaha Wheel Club punch bowl was conspicu-
ous for its presence in the reception room. After the
musical part of the programme came billiards, cards
and club yarns, in which everyone present took a
hand, and helped to close one of the best entertain-
ments ever held in the Omaha Wheel Club's house.

The Apollos are working up a High Five Tourna-
ment, to start immediately after the races which are
now in progress at the Coliseum. The games will be
played off in regular order, ten games each week, and
will be open to the membership only. The prize has
not been decided upon yet, but will be quite handsome
and expensive.

Lou Flesher, of the A. C. C. '91 racing team, broke
the lap record at the Coliseum track one night this
week, making the lap in 15 2-5 sec, the previous rec-
ord being isK sec. "This track is a ten lap, and has
raised ends with an incline toward the centre.

The six-day amateur races now in progress at the
Coliseum track, are drawing only fairly well, as peo-
ple out here have not become educated to straight,
square amateur races as yet, Fakey, professional
races always draw well in this city, and people seem
to have a preference for them. In our next letter will
be found full particulars as to winners, time and
prizes, as the races do not close until Saturday,
March 15.

Grand Island, Neb., has joined the ranks of the
"fraternity " with a bran new club of twenty-five
members. Kearney follows with a club of twenty-
three, and the Chief Consul of this division smiles
broadly.

Geo. Sanchea, the A. C. C "hill climber," departed
for Colorado last week, where he will mount hills in
the future. His friends wish him "good luck"
The O. W. C. baseball enthusiasts are going into

active training as soon as the weather will permit;
and their manager, Mr. Mathews, has fostered a feel-

ing that they will prove great baseballists. The ma-
jority of them are first-class cyclists, and with proper
training " Crank " sees no reason why they should not
become expert "tossers."

The annual elections of the O. W. C. and A. C. C.
occur the first of the coming month, when order will
be forthcoming from the chaos now prevailing.

L. A. W. affairs are still inactive, although Chief
Consul Perrigo is nursing a boom which he says will
startle the cycling world when he springs it. At
present we can only "wait and reflect." Crank.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

Spring is almost here in spite of the four inches of
snow that fell yesterday, and the active riders who
have not disposed of their last year's mounts are hav-
ing their machines put in shape forthe coming season.
Those who have sold their wheels are discussing the
tire question thoroughly before buying. We haven't
seen a pneumatic yet, but Mr. Baird, agent for the
Featherstone wheel, promises to have one here by
March 25. This he is going to turn over to the wheel-
men to try.

Memphis has promised to give us a twenty-five mile
road race on our own course.

We will have a good track here by Jfay, It is to be
a half-mile oval, dead level, with banked corners and
a cinder surface. If the owners of the park give us as
good a course as they promise it will be by far the
best in the South. We are anxious to have a meet
here not later than June 1st.

At Pine Bluff, Ark., on Monday, March g, there was
organized a bicycle club with twelve charter mem-
bers. The following officers were elected: John
Quitt, President; H. S. Dukes, Secretary and Treas-
urer, and Porter Calhouer, Captain. This is the sec-
ond club in Arkansas, and we wish it success.

ARK. Traveler.

An endeavor is being made to reorganize the Cleve-
land Wheel Club, which has of late been in a comatose
condition. There are over one thousand riders in the
city, but enthusiasm has been at a low ebb, and as a
cycling city Cleveland ranks very low.
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LOUISVILLE.

With considerable enterprise the Tiincs^ oli this city,

devoted very nearly two pages to cycling in its issue
of March 14, and the city dealers took advantage of

the edition to well advertise their respective lines of

wheels. Jefferis Bros, made a big display, their an-
nouncement occupying a half page, as they illustrated
all of the many wheels that they handle. It is undoubt-
edly one of the most extensive advertisements in a
newspaper that has ever been made by a cycle dealer.
Prince Wells was also represented, and G. M. Allison
& Co., R. C. Whayne, Louisville Cycle and Typewriter
Co. and the Albion Co, all made creditable display
announcements. The paper presented cuts of Dr.
H. B. Tileston, W. E. Castle and M. J. Fleck.
Says the Times : "Socially the cycle is a factor.

Riders are notoriously clannish. They delight in

getting together and telling of wonderful rides, fear-
ful falls hairbreadth escapes from disaster. They
talk "wheel" when they meet until the non-nding
listener is compelled to move out of hearing. This
fellow feeling is fostered by the formation of clubs
for riding and other purposes. In the East the bicycle
clubs are among the wealthiest of all athletic organi-
zations."
" In this city there are two bicycle clubs— the

Louisville Cycle and the Independent Cyclers. The
Louisville (L. C. C.) is the oldest and largest of the
two. It was organized in August, 1888, with fifty

charter members. For several months meetings
were held at Alexander's (now the Willard) Hotel,
and at homes of members; then the present head-
quarters of the club, 716 Second Street, were secured
and furnished. During the past year an addition to

the building has been made, and a gymnasium and
pool room fitted up. The gymnasium hall is also
used as a dancing floor. In addition, the club has
double parlors, smoking rooms, reading room, a
wheel room, bath room, and janitor's quarters. Every
convenience and comfort to make club life pleasant
may be found at the L. C. C. On its membership
rolls may be found the names of doctors, lawryers,
artists, journalists, bankers and business men.
Among the best riders in the club may be named

;

A. J. Lamb, safety champion of the State ; Ed.
Hergert, ordinary champion of the city; Tom Jeflferis,

whose five-mile road record is 40m.; Jake Bauer, who
has gone a mile on the track in about 3.05 ; Ed.
Mathey and others. Dr. H. B. Tileson is president
and lilr. Lee Hamersley secretary of the L.

"

C. C. The club has now almost fifty members.
"The Independent Cyclers organized in February,

1B90, with ten members. Their rooms are at Third
and Main, but recently they have secured the front
and back parlors of the Macauley building, on Wal-
nut, near Fourth, and have fitted the rooms luxuri-
ously. They also have a reading-room, bath-room
and wheelhouse. Their membership is now about
thirty-five. They have some of the best riders m the
city on their roll, among them Howard Jefferis,
George and Phil Laib, W. C. Young, Gus Castle, Ben
Humphrey and Prince Wells. The officers of the club
are : W. E. Castle, President ; D. L. Sauer, Vice-Pres-
ident ;Benj. Humphrey, Corresponding Secretary;
M. J. Fleck, Financial Secretary, and Howard Jeflferis,

Treasurer."
"Both clubs are noted for their hospitality not only

in this city, but all over the State. Visiting wheel-
men are at all times welcomed, and are accorded
every privilege of the clubs."

ALTOONA, PA.

It will soon be two years since a cycling tourist, in

passing through our city, was the cause of a runaway
and collision, for which he was very sorry. The
wheelman was riding a 54-inch ordinary, and in going
eastward on the principal street, was compelled to
ride on the left-hand side. In doing so his machine
passed very closely to a horse and wagon, and being
untied, the animal dashed away, while the owner, who
stood several yards distant, talking to a friend, started
in hot pursuit. In looking over his shoulder the
wheelman saw the runaway collide with another
vehicle. Great excitement followed. The stranger,
of course, expected a policeman would soon be on his
tracks, and pictures of an arrest, a hearing, a demand
for bail, and perhaps a night in the police station,
filled his mind, and he was quite unhappy. Fortu-
nately, he was in citizen's dress, and riding down to
the railroad company's property, he dismounted and
leaned his wheel against the fence. Deeming his
presence in that locality not desirable, at least to him-
self, he essayed a secluded thoroughfare, and turning
a corner, came immediately upon a cluster of excited
men, one of whom was leading that runaway horse,
with sections of harness clinging to his body. No one
thought, as the wheelman walked by, that he it was
who innocently caused the trouble. He returned to
the station in time to take the first train East, and was
very glad when he and his wheel were on board. The
stranger in question was the writer of this letter, but
he is not so strange here now as he was then.

Our people are awakening to the fact that cycling
is not only a pleasant pastime, but a healthy exer-
cise, and the indications are that more wheels will
be ridden here this year than ever before.
Ake & Co., with Mr. A. B. Norton as their manager,

will handle the well-known Columbia machines in
addition to the Rob Roy, a popular safety, made by
the Western Wheel Works, of Chicago.

E. A. Goetz & Co., clothiers, were the pioneer cycle
agents here: selling the Star and one or two other
makes.
The Altoona Hardware and Supply Company pro-

pose carrying a full line of the W. W. W. wheels.
Gormuily & JefTery Manufacturing Company's

Rambler was introduced here by Doctors Davis and
Price several j'ears ago, and on account of its hinge
joint attracted great attention. By the way, I learn
these people have built a machine with a spring also
on the front fork. Isn't it just a little amusing to
follow up the changes made each season by the dif-
ferent manufacturers? I still like to, even though I

don't ride. ORDINARY.

ST. LOUIS.

Already there is more to-business-and-back riding
on account of the asphalt streets being left dry. If

they stay so it will boom riding sure enough. Trade
is looking bright already, although the weather is no
better as yet than it has been all Winter.

The much-postponed last game of foot-ball of the
series is scheduled to be played to-day, but as Percy
Fletcher is still sick it may be put off again.

The good players of the Missouris are playing a
pool tournament.
The Cycling Club's rooms are cosy enough for any

one. The house is large and roomy, and visitors are
always welcome.
Bob Garner is at Carthage, Mo., booming the State

meet. I have seen the cuts which go in the catalogue
of the meet. They will set riders on edge to attend.
The frontispiece is a fine view of a lady and gentle-
man looking at the placard, "To Carthage." The
hill-climbing contest shows an old man trying to climb
a hill while another with his back to the saddle is

shoving him up. The page on the banquet shows a
large punch-bowl with pipes, cigars and glasses
around. They were designed by Charley Westlake,
whose fertile mind is as good at originating ideas as
his hand is in reducing them to paper. He used to be
way up in front at riding too, but cupid caught him,
and now cards announce that he is a father. West-
lake formerly belonged to the Carondelet Wanderers
when they were one of the best riding clubs.

As might be expected. Bob Holm is booming his
club for all it is worth now that he is president.

Mr. Ernisy's election as president of the Cycling
Club is a well-deserved compliment to his hard and
efficient work done for the club and the Race Track
Association.

A. L. Jordan's new store shows up splendidly. Large
show window, show room, office, second-hand apart-
ment and repair shop, and good light for all.

The Knight Cycle Co. has taken the agency ot the
Hartford cycles. Future Great.

NEW ORLEANS.

Cycling in this city for the last three or four months
has been dead, very dead. The weather has been the
chief cause for this state of affairs, but now as jflori-
ous Spring is upon us, the enthusiasm revives like
the budding out of the orange blossom. The L. C. C.
to start the ball a-rolling, have posted on the bulletin
the announcement of a gigantic road race over the
West End course for a distance of ten miles. There
will be about ten prizes awarded, the first one being a
diamond medal, and a gold watch for the best time is

also offered. The entire list now numbers about
forty-five of the best riders, and as the city is fairly
alive with novices it is expected that nearly fifty

more men will enter.

The L. C. C. programme for the summer is spicy
and varied, and they expect to keep things moving
for the next six months.
The excursion Committee is now working on a

plan for a representation at the World's Fair, and if

all goes well we shall have fifty members at the
windy city in '93.

The N. O. B. C. have nearly completed arrange-
ments for their new home and as pictured, it will be
one of the finest of its kind in the country.

There never was such a road and street boom in
this city as there is at present. The gravel compan-
ies are doing a thriving business, and one after
another our streets assume that genteel air that only
gravel and macadam pavements can command. We
expect to be able, at no distant day, to travel from
one end of the city to the other upon a network of
gravel and asphalt. We have now the West End cir-
cuit, which consists of twenty-five miles of gravel
and shell roads, as smooth as a floor, and St. Charles
Avenue, which extends twelve miles through the
heart of the city. The L. & N. R. R. are contemplat-
ing the graveling of the road from New Orleans to
Biloxi, iSiss., which would give us an almost straight-
away course of 100 miles. Grevy.

SYRACUSE.

The members of the Syracuse Cycling Club are
wondering where their corresponding secretary has
gone. He has not been seen at the club-house since
the last meeting, and some are asking why "Salina"
has had nothing to say for the past two or three
weeks. Some say he got lost in the "Wood's."
Lost, strayed or stolen! Some time Saturday night

my $15 cue vanished. A liberal reward for its return
"Mac."

Messrs. Dobson, Best and Devine, of Utica, gave us
a call last Sunday.
A few days ago one of the local wheel agents was

surprised to find the following note on his door when
he returned from lunch: " Gone for a hair-cut. Back
in a few minutes." He is wondering who could have
put it there.

The wheel agents are all busy. There are only
about a dozen in the club, so the members are kept
well posted in regard to the best wheels made. But
the boys are getting a little tired of hearing cushions,
pneumatics and solids every day.

Chairman Laass says the arrangements are almost
complete for the "cotton party" which is to be given
very soon. The members who were so fortunate as
to receive bids to the "calico party" of the Oneida
Club wish to thank them for their kind remembrance.
One of the club members, who spends a great many

of his evenings in East Syracuse, was waiting for the
train a few nights ago, and, as it was very cold, he sat
on the stove in the depot. Although he did not
" Milt," he burnt his coat very badly; in fact, so badly
that he will have to go to a " weaver " with it.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

A CHARACTER SKETCH.
In accordance with the intimation contained in my

last, X-Bones cautiously resumes his character-
sketches, and proposes to be so liberal in "giving
away " the characters of the members of the Arling-
tons that perhaps when he gets through that member
will be lucky who has any character left—always, of
course, excepting our "fighting Bob," who never was
known to have any. It is appropriate that the first

"character" to be described should be that of the
first president of the Arlington Wheelmen. Perhaps
that gentleman will now learn for the first time that
he has anything of the sort, and lest he begin to
repudiate carrying anything of the kind concealed
about him, 1 will state in advance that I never heard
him accused of possessing anything of this nature

—

and mean nothing personal whatever in thus infer-
entially implying that he had or has, and that if I

have said anything that I am sorry for, I hope he is

glad of it.

Although, however, I have started out for obvious
reasons with this gentleman, there are other reasons
why I would sooner let him alone. For instance,
since "serving his term"—how apt that expression
seems—he has gone and got married, and has now
doubtless fully repented the errors of his youth. In
fact, his absenc_e from the last half-dozen meetings of
the club may, it~is thought, be regarded as conclusive
evidence upon this point. But, doubtless, lest this
unwonted sanctity should result in early death—"for
the good die young "—he also, about the time of his
retirement from the public life of the club, went into
the cycle trade. "What a fall was there, my coun-
trymen." From the honest, honorable, best cream-
laid, white-paper lying of the stationery trade, he fell

into the depths of full enameled depravity with
nickeled trimmings of the cycle dealer. A curious
fact observed by the writer during the term of office

of the unfortunate victim now under discussion is

that a taste was developed by the club for expressions
of opinion by the chair. As I remember, every ruling
of the chair during his incumbency produced a rap-
turous, not to say noisy or violent call from the mem-
iDers of the club'for him to "speak or .-read " some-
thing upon the matter. In fact, so great became the
enthusiasm in some cases, that those who did not
articulate clearly appeared to resolve the cry into
two words of two syllables and of one syllable re-
spectively, instead of three words of one syllable
each, causing it to seem as if they said, "Speaker
Reed' Speaker Reed!" whatever that might mean.
I noticed, however, that although the chair always
acknowledged the compliment with a gracious smile,
he was never overwhelmed by the incense thus offered
at his shrine, and I never remember to have heard
him "Speaker Reed"—I mean speak or read—any-
thing further upon the matter presented, so I did not
get a chance to observe his choice of authorities
upon the difficult questions broached.
Several of the Arlingtons have expressed a regret

that if their ex-president was going to be bad enough
to deal in bicycles, for of course they would not other-
wise expect him to so demoralize himself after enter-
ing wedded life, that he should not occasionally get
around just a little bit to runs and meets. X-Bones
has really been deterred from seriously contemplat-
ing matrimony by the fact, among others, that he has
been cautioned that if getting married is going to
make him too good for the Arlingtons, he had better
get his through ticket to the best place for good
people with a sleeping-car berth in the cemeterj' re-
served in advance of the ceremeny ot the wedding.
Without meaning to slight the subject of thissketch

by unduly abbreviating his "character," X-Bones
will plead that, like other members of the club, he
has not seen enough of the gentleman recently to be
able to tell as much about him as he would like, and
so, in the homely old phrase, he will give this sketch
" a hit and a lick " and let it go.
X-Bones has been informed since his last letter that

the last meeting of the Arlington Wheelmen was not
presided over as satisfactorily as was at first repre-
sented to him. This, however, was due to no fault of
Mr. Bowen, but was merely due to his having left his
bull dog outside and to having forgotten to load up
his fire-arms, as the dissatisfaction arises from the
fact that two characters of "Egyptian" lineage and
" Robber " tendencies escaped from the meeting with
their lives, and still more unfortunately, it is surmised,
with more than their share of the spread. The latter
is thought to be due to the absence of the president
and X-BONES.

OSWEGO, N. Y.

A cycling drummer who visited Oswego recently
thought it was the worst place for cycling that he had
struck for a long while. He worked his level best to
arouse some enthusiasm, but without success. He
believes, however, that an energetic bicycle business
man could, in course of time (perhaps a long time),
sell some machines. He was so disheartened, how-
ever, that he was sorely tempted to abandon his call-
ing, go down to the lake and jump in. But this digres-
sion would only have opened up a hole in the water
and a vacant bicycle drummership, for which there
are plenty of aspirants. So he didn't commit suicide
but lives to write this stor3^ He is firm, though, in
the conviction that Oswego has no cycling attractions
for him. But why are things thusly in Oswego? Is
human nature different in that place? Shouldn't the
cycle have as much charm for the young man or
maiden there as elsewhere? He does not propose to
answer these queries—asking them is enough.

John V. Schilling, a journeyman jeweler and wheel-
man of considerable experience, represents the Pope
Company, and gets in an occasional order for the
Western Wheel Works line.

McCarthy Bros., chinawaremen, located near the
Doolittle House, sell juvenile wheels every now and
then, and Jacob Snyder, harness dealer, a good fel-

low by the way, has been considering the advisability
of tackling aline of machines.

W. P. Wallace, a bookstore man, has a kindly feel-

ing for the silent wheel. BICYCLE DRUMMER.
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BUFFALO.

THE COMING THREE DAYS' MEET.

The arrangements for the local three days' cham-
pionship meeting are about as complete as an ener-
getic and intelligent committee can make them.
There is plenty of money forthcoming, and prizes
galore are offered for competition. The bicycle
events on the second day are expected to be far more
interesting and closely contested than any part of
the programme. Nobody knows yet how many races
will take place, but the Finance Committee, who have
the entire work in hand, will announce particulars
shortly. By way of getting at the cost of the tourna-
ment, the committee put down twenty-four events
for the day. The probability is that there will be but
fourteen or at most sixteen. As there will bi as many
open as closed events, it is hoped that many of the
Eastern flyers will be on hand to show their shape
and speed. I am warranted in saying that the L. A.W.
officials, who have residences m Buffalo, are fully in
accord with the idea of the meet. Every meet of the
kind has hitherto been a financial failure—but this
will not be. It has—outside the 7,000 wheelmen we
boast of—the full and registered support of 6,700 ath-
letes, and the ticket-selling capacity of that crowd
will be 15,000 at least. Every newspaper in the city,

with the exception of one, has proffered its genuine
support, and, as the City League intends to spend
anywhere up to $5,000 in advertising and printing, a
reasonable amount of success may be expected, this
one print notwithstanding. So far as the prizes are
concerned they will be of exceptional value. The
JVeius, of Buffalo, and the Sporting Review, of Chicago,
have offered beauties. D. H. Lewis, of the Ramblers,
made an announcement at the last meeting that he
had valuable prizes offered by nearly every one of
the bicycle dealers in the city.

Charles J. Griffiths, vice-president of the Press
Cycling Club, has been nominated for secretary of
that club. Byron H. Newton—a splendid fellow,—of
the Times, is his opponent, but the betting is five to
one that Griffiths wins.

Lieutenant Klipfel, of the Ramblers, and Mike
Brunner, the instructor of that club, essayed the cen-
tury run last Sunday. If human ability could have
accomplished it, the two gentlemen named could.
But slush and mud formed the barrier, and after
traversing forty-five miles they had to give it up and
take the train. This was the first attempt of the
season.

D. H. Lewis is out for a record again. A year or
two ago he got the mileage score, and I understand
that he intends in 1891 to get the blue ribbon again.
He is a good rider, and everybody wishes him suc-
cess. If he would only use his pen with knowledge
what a favorite he would be !

Dorntge, of the I. A. C, has an idea of keeping out
of a number of the races this season. This is to be re-
gretted. He has made his mark, and in competitions
lapped and re-lapped his men. But then it should be
remembered he has—like all crack riders—decided to
go into the wheel business.

Everybody in Buffalo is sick, saddened and dis-
gusted at the action of the racing board in withhold-
ing its decision regarding the suspensions.

The Roamers elect officers in three weeks from
now.
Joseph Goodman, of the Hartford, Conn., Cyclist,

was in Buffalo a few days ago.

The Wanderers are hustling and have commenced
their city runs.

The High School have formed a bicycle club and
started with forty-nine members. The membership
is expected to reach the century within a month.
Marie Jansen is here April 2. The Ramblers will

have a theatre party in her honor. This will make
the fifth they have had by way of compliment to
plump and winsome Marie, who is a member of their
organization.

Dealers state that more ladies are going in for bi-
cycling than ever were before. This fact is largely
due to the influence of the Women's Wheel and Ath-
letic Club.

E. Bowen, the bicycle dealer, of this town, had a
narrow escape from being burned out the other day.
Weyand's Brewery caught fire and the blaze cost
$150,000. Bowen's shop is nearly under the brewery.
There was a general hustle to get wheels and machin-
ery out of the building. Every moment it was ex-
pected that the flames would burst through the rear
of the store. Happily danger was averted by the
prompt action of the fire department.

" Billy " Schack announces his intention of going on
the track this season.

J. J. Kane will enter all the local races this year.
He now owns the one-mile ordinary championship of
Buffalo. He is a brave and hard racer and will make
his mark. Chicott.

CINCINNATI.

The Athletic Cycle Club will soon have new head-
quarters.

The wheelmen of Madisonville have organized a
club with twenty names on the roster, and all will
become League members. Their constitution and
by-laws will be somewhat similar to that of the Pork-
opolis Wheelmen.
The Bennett annual road race will be held this

Spring. Decoration Day will, in all probability, be
the the time. Particulars will soon be ready.

The Porkopolis Wheelmen's banquet at palace Ho-
tel was indeed a magnificent affair and an event of
local prominence long to be remembered. The boys
were out in full force and did ample justice to the fine
collation. The menu cards were beautifully illus-

trated and gotten up by mine host Maxwell especially
for the occasion. Oskamp said it was perfection.

Leslie.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

The theatre party, as expected, was a grand suc-
cess. About fifty members -turned out, and the four
rows, completely filled with the white shirt fronts,
presented a fine appearance from a bird's-eye view
taken from a box. The actions of the party were
commendable, not a cry or uproar, so common to stag
theatre parties, was heard. The men contented them-
selves with showing their appreciation of the jokes
flung over the footlights by clapping of hands—noth-
ing more—and consequently earned the gratitude of
all in the house. It should not be forgotten that others
in a theatre may not like the undue noise that is so
prevalent at affairs of this kind, and they are not to
blame. We should not expect the general public to
take that interest in the jokes that are patent only to
the club members, and therefore they should be left

to the quiet enjoyment of the performance, if they
must put up with jokes in disguise, and not have any
additional annoyance put upon them. I repeat that
this was a model affair, and we should have many
more like it. Afterward a dinner was had at the
Clarendon, served in the private dining room, and a
good time generally was had until earl5' morning.

We shall soon be in the midst of such slight election
fever as remains after cutting down the number of
men to be voted for. The Nominating Committee
meet this week and will name the regular ticket for
house officers, and then we will quietly drift along to
election time. Captain Fuller is preparing his annual
report, and I judge it will be a good one. It ought to
be, as it will be the last on record.

As racing seems to be the all-important topic among
wheelmen, and its importance as an adjunct to wheel
club life is increasing each year, it would be a good
thing if the clubs of this city were to join with the
clubs across the water and form a New York and
Brooklyn team road racing association and revive
the good times of the New Jersey and New York
team association. Contests could be held twice a
year, as formerly, and it would serve to bring the
clubs out once again in the old style. At least thus
often we should have a good assemblage and all shake
hands again. It would be necessary to have some-
thing in which all the clubs would have a personal
interest to do this, and while the twenty-five mile
contest has a strong measure of interest for all who
watch the sport, it lacks that individual club enthusi-
asm which would accrue to an inter-club affair. Let
the men who most affect the racing element ponder
over this, and mayhap, who knows, we may yet wit-
ness, as in days of yore, our club-mates striving for
points to glorify their club and not themselves alone.

ATOL.

GOTHAM WHEELMEN.

Following is part of a letter sent to members last
week by the secretary, Mr. Wm. F. Smith, Jr., and
demonstrates the fact that the officers are all active
and "in for it" :

" It is gratifying to note the vigor and zeal which
characterizes the work of a few of our members of
late. No leas than five members were elected at the
last meeting and four applications received. The
good work continues, and the prospects of the club
never looked more bright or encouraging. Those of
our members who have worked diligently and con-
scientiously for the best interests of all concerned, it

is to be hoped will double their energy and work
harder. Those who have not, and been resting on the
laurels already won, should let out another link and
hustle as they never did before. The success of the
Gotham Wheelmen is no longer a matter of conjecture.
The riding season is near at hand, and we want our
runs to be the largest of any that leave the city.
Captain Benj. Wiener, that popular and pleasing
conglomeration of good nature, is doing his utmost
to select only such runs as will prove both beneficial
and exhilarating to all who participate. Give him a
good hand and increase the ranks."

Mr. L. Goldsmith certainly shows a lack of appre-
ciativeness in refusing to give Mr. Geo. C. Smith the
gold badge which he won in a twenty-five mile race
last month. The race was fairly contested, and Mr.
Goldsmith cannot honorably do otherwise than sur-
render the medal.
What promises to be the best and last smoker of the

season will take place Saturday evening, March 21.

Among the talent engaged for the season are : Messrs.
Otto Cramer and Henry Smith, boxing, at 135 lbs.;
Messrs. Cramer and Henry Smith will also give an
exhibition of tumbling and other gymnastic tricks;
Prof. Edward G. Brown, pianist; Mr. Wm. McMara,
comedian ; the Witmark Brothers, the singing prodi-
gies ; Mr. J. Franklin Forrester, reading ; Mr. Emil
Camerer, elocutionist; Mr. Fred Cruchley, clog danc-
ing and singing. An elaborate collation will be
served at the club-house as soon as this programme
is finished. All the wheelmen are cordially invited
to attend.

The election of the Gotham Wheelmen on Wednes-
day of this week resulted as follows: President, J.
F. ForresterJ Vice-President, R. A. Brunjes; Treas-
urer, W. H. Lord; Secretary, W. F. Smith, Jr.; Cap-
tain, Benj. Wiener; First Lieutenant, D. Levy;
Second Lieutenant, A. E. Miller ; Color Bearer, S.

Levy; Bugler, Wm. Phelan ; Board of Trustees, J.
L. Walker, A. E. Miller, M. Lopez ; Press Committee,
W. F. Smith, R. A. Brunjes, J. F. Forrester.

Many of the members took a run on Sunday last to
Prospect Park. The weather was bracing, the roads
good, and an e-xcellent time was enjoyed.

The petition sent to the Street Department by the
wheelmen of St. Louis, asking that the hours of
sprinkling the asphalt streets be changed, has re-
ceived favorable consideration, The sprinkling de-
partment has been instructed to water the asphalt
streets but once a day. Formerly they were kept so
wet and slippery that riding was absolutely unsafe.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The annual business meeting of the California
Division was held in this city Saturday evening last.
A large number of members were present, and much
iuterest was shown in the work of the division. The
treasury contains about §50, sufficient to 'tide the
division over until the renewal season again. The
Secretary-Treasurer was voted $5 per month as com-
pensation. It was decided to have the annual meet
at Stockton on July 4. The meet will be managed by
the Oak Leaf Wheelmen, of Stockton, and the Bay
City Wheelmen of this city. They assume all risks
and responsibilities and divide the profits if any.
The track is a quarter mile one of excellent shape
and surface, and it will be placed in perfect condi-
tion. It is possible that the coast records will get a
shaking up. It was on this track in 'SS-'Sg that the
majority of the present records were made.
A committee was appointed to arrange a century

run to HoUister tor May 30.

During the evening the intimate friends of the last
Divisicn Administration introduced, and had ac-
cepted, a set of resolutions recommending its work
and depreciating the comments that have at various
times appeared in the official organ.

On Monday evening Dan Canary gave an exhibition
of fancy riding at the Skating Rink in the Mechanics'
Pavilion. He rode on one wheel down a flight of
stairs built from the gallery to the floor.

The Victor people are thoroughly advertising their
wheels and new headquarters, and e.xpect to have
some good men riding their productions this year.

As no race meeting is announced for May 30, the
Alameda Bicycle Club has appointed F. G. 'vVhite, R.
A. Smyth and J. F. Ives a committee to arrange a
twenty-five mile handicap road race on the San
Leandro Triangle for that day. It will be good pre-
paration for the men who intend to race at Stockton,
as the time between May 30 and July 4 will give them
an opportunity to practice sprinting, and the road
work should leave them strong and rugged.

Californi.\.

HUNTINGDON, PA.

This city, somewhat famous for having located
within its precincts the J. C. Blair manufacturing
stationer's big industry, which gives profitable em-
ployment to hundreds of willing workers, is noted
also for its poor streets. They are rough in Winter,
muddy in the Spring, and dusty in the Summer. This
condition of our thoroughfares would not exist were
it in the power of D. S. Drake to have it otherwise.
Mr. Drake is the efficient manager of our telephone
system, a cyclist of many years experience, and not
only the central figure of the Juniata Wheelmen, but
a general whooper-up ot everything that tends or
belongs to cycledom. He is by no means a crank,
but rather an enthusiast, and while he is the happy
possessor of much cycling knowledge, does not claim
to know it all. He is willing, nay anxious to learn
more, and does not for a moment hesitate to ask
questions from any one whom he thinks has more
wheel education than himself. Mr. Drake's acquaint-
ance with cyclers extends to every man, woman or
child who has ever straddled a bicycle during the last
ten years within a radius of a hundred miles of Hunt-
ingdon, and while he lives cycling interests in this
vicinity are in no danger of declining.
And for all this Mr. Drake is to be commended. I

wish he could control our Council for a short while,
we would have better streets beyond a doubt. Would
that he could infiuence the Legislature ot this State,
our broad commonwealth would then be blessed with
good roads ; our farmers would be benefited, and all

our wheelmen would be happy.
In addition to Mr. Drake, Huntingdon has a num-

ber of prominent wheelmen in the persons of Hugh
Lindsay, editor of the Local News ; Rev. Mr. Anstadt,
of the Lutheran Church; L. B. Baldwin, superintend-
ent of the chair factory at the Reformatory, and who,
by the way, is quite a fancy rider

; J. A. Greenleaf,
chief clerk in the office of the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company here ; Frank Bolinger, who still sticks to
to the g. o. o. ; S. R. Wilson, traveling salesman for a
Philadelphia grocery house, and Warren Simpson, a
young limb of the law.
D. S. Drake is about the only dealer here, and as he

represents a number of agencies he can supply almost
any machine desired. Huntingdon.

HARLEM WHEELMEN.

On Saturday evening last the Harlem Wheelmen
held their last stag reception of the season, and the
Entertainment Committee consisted of Mr. Leo.
Franklin, Chairman, and Messrs. Cooke, Thomas,
Schultz and Brockway carry the honors of having suc-
cessfully managed one of the best entertainments of
this class given in New York in some time. Fully 150
gentlemen were present, and the house, large as it is,

was a bit crowded, but a more cheerful, happy-go-
lucky set of fellows it would have been hard to have
found. The programme consisted of Tom Ballantine,
humorist ; P. D. Johnston, banjo and songs

;
James

Schultz, violin and piano
;
Gustave Holmes, recita-

tions; Stanley Rignolds, comic songs; Sam Dearin,
Peter Quinn and Young Nash with funny sayings.
The Harlem Wheelmen Quartette, consistiiig of
Messrs. Morris, Brockway, Schultz and Franklin, was
on hand, and also Harry Tooker and Dave Reed, of
Tony Pastor's.
Following this part of the entertainment the party

adjourned upstairs to witness'a boxing match of three
rounds, two minutes each. The result was decided a
draw. The contestants were members of the Alpha
Club.
The programme was divided into two parts, refresh-

ments being served in the interval.
On Sunday last Pop De Graaf, Moore and Putney

took a run to Tarrytown, bxit they became so awfully
weary that they had to train it back.

Harlemite.
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HOLBEIN ON LONG-DISTANCE
RIDING.

M. A. Holbein, the champion English long-distance
rider, has always had a mania for feats requiring the
most remarkable powers of endurance in the way of
long-distince performances, and he is a perfect pic-
ture of an athlete. When perfectly trained he is a
model of symmetry, an athlete every inch. He has
been a cyclist since 1878, and for many years a cross
country runner. In writing of him, T. A. Edge says
\r\ British Sport: " It is to men like Holbein that cy-
cling holds much of its present popularity. The long-
distance road rider has done more to popularize
cycling than any other man. He has shown what can
be done on the modern cycle. The knowledge gained
from constant riding has given him ideas in cycle
construction—ideas which have been listened to by
manufacturers with the result that the machine of to-
day has attained that perfection which is the admira-
tion of the world."
" On the subject of training, Holbein considers that

no two riders should follow out the same idgas. A
rider should endeavor to find out what suitshim best,
and follow out the results of his experiences. Hol-
bein has hitherto relied greatly on walking, as much
as twenty to thirty miles a day having been covered
by him previous to competing for records or in races.
This year, however, he intends to do much more of
his work on the machine, but the great thing which
he endeavors to obtain by his course of training is

power of endurance. It is through the way in which
he can plug along for twenty-four hours practically
without a stoppage that has placed Holbein in the
proud position which he occupies as long-distance
champion. The care and trouble he takes to come
to the post in perfect condition is truly marvelous;
and to this Holbein attributes many of his successes.
"In questioning him on the subject of riding in

twenty-four-hour races, after thinking for a few
moments, he replied that "so far as was possible all
spasmodic sprints and extra efforts should be avoided.
Try to save yourself in every; way. Find out what
food suits you when undergoing great exertion and
stick to that food. If you can ride long journeys on
liquids alone, do so ; take little at a time, but take it

often. I need hardly point out that all stoppages
waste time, and it is desirable to avoid them so far
as possible."
Having put a question to Mr. Holbein respecting the

records which might be made during the coming
season—that is, what he anticipated they would stand
at the end of 1891,—he replied that "any estimate
must be pure conjecture on his part, as he had no idea
how much faster a pneumatic vras than a cushion, but
would hazard the following:

Miles. Miles. Hours. Hours.
50 TOO 12 24
H.M. H.M. Miles. Miles.

Safety 2.25 4.55 200 370
Tricycle 2.35 5.45 175 330

"Yes! Riding has decidedly improved me. I feel
stronger every year, and so far as improving my
stamina, I have done better every time I have ridden
in endurance competitions; my 24 hours' races being
better each time. I have won four consecutive North
Road 24 Hours' Races, doing 266^ (in mud), 2925^, 324,
33614. On the other hand, there are several instances
of riders who have done themselves harm with 24
hours' rides, but I think this is because they have un-
derrated the preparation necessary to go through a
severe 24 hours' competition."
"Although, out of sheer force of will, a rider may

do a very fair performance without special prepara-
tion, it is.at the expense of his constitution. Given a
good constitution, and a good preparation, no one
need fear a 34 hours' ride ; but no matter how good a
man is, if he has not a great deal of time to devote to
very severe training, he had better leave 24 hours'
races alone. He will not be able to do justice to him-
self."

" In my opinion races should be ridden with pace-
makers, as otherwise you will have much poorer
times, and you will not be at all sure that the best
man will win. You will never induce a man who is
essentially a sprinter to throw away his chance by
going in front and doing his fair share of pacemaking.
On the other hand, the stayer if unassisted must be a
very great deal superior to run another rider oi? his
legs."
"There cannot be the slightest doubt but that the

fairest way in which to arrive at the respective mer-
its of competitors in a long distance road race is to
allow pacemakers."
Holbein will ride a pneumatic Swift this season.

The Result of the A. K. XJ. 1890 Prize Contests.
Our German correspondent writes that the Allge-

meine Radfahrer Union has issued their report for
1B90, and that the many prizes offered by the associa-
tion last year created a lively competition. The
twenty-four-hour championship was won by Anton
Edler von Gaedrich, of Athens, Greece, who rode 507
kilometers or 317^ miles. No Continental rider has
exceeded this distance. The twelve-hour record was
won by A. Reumann, of Lonneberg, with 230 kilo-
meters or about 140 miles. This, however, does not
equal the 1889 record, 266 kilometers.
The prize championship of the A. R. U. for the

greatest vearly mileage on the ordinary was won by
John Wittmann, Fuerth, having ridden 15,801.6
kilometers. On the tricycle Fritz Noak, Berlin, with
3,570.2 kilometers, captured the prize, and the safety
championship was won by Herman Bischoff, Wetz,
19,456.9 kilometers. Prizes are also awarded to those
who make the largest mileage on Sundays, and they
were won last year by the following: Tricycle, A.
Hahmann, Cassel, 1,089.6 kilometers; Ordinary, A.
Schaeuheur, Nuernburg, 4,358; Safety, G. Steidturn,
Fuerth, 4,479.7 kilometers.
These are merely the names of the best riders of

each class. About 250 other members of the Union
also received prizes. It is owing principally to the
series of prize competitions that the A. R. U. has
grown into importance and popularity. It was
organized in 1886 and now extends throughout the
entire continent of Europe.

THE PASSING OF SHIPTON,

They are hunting all over England, in a Diogenes
dark-lantern fashion, hunting for some "bright
young man, anxious to distinguish himself."
They would take this bright young man, an.xious to

bask in the refulgent glare which bathes the editorial
throne on Fleet Street, and make him secretary-
editor of the C. T. C. and its Gazette^ vice Ernest R.
Shipton, resigned.
But the bright young men are foxish. They know

that the Shipton mantle is a shroud; that the C. T. C.
Gazette is a dead waste; that the quintessence of all

the journalism and all the diplomacy that ever ex-
isted, concentrated and ensouled in a human being
could not live in peace with the small army ©f cranks
who are numbered among the C. T. C's twenty
thousand and odd membership. And so they are still

searching. Where is Arthur Pendennis, Tommy
Moore and Charles J. Fox ?

Under the rose, and now that Shipton has passed,
we are ready to believe that Shipton entered the Fleet
Street sanctum a fair specimen of intellectual and
social manhood. We are ready further to believe that
the milliard of inane questions, idiotic opinions and
exasperating old-fogy croakings fired at him from
the ranks of the twenty thousand, rusted the hinges
of his mind and dried up the oil of his heart.
We know that he was gruff, grouty, pompous, pig-

headed, impatientjand imperious. We have cribbed,
poked, quipped, jibed and pin-pointed him; we have
impaled him on a pen-point for editorial mendacity,
for pipping the L. A. W. pin design, for mutilating
that letter. But when we think of that crank army

—

and the cycle crank is an incorrigible specimen—we
almost forgive him; yes, we do forgive him.
Wonder if he intends to turn commercial traveler

again?

THE VEILED MYSTERY OF LONDON.

Brooklyn had its gold-band fiend. New York had a
heavily-veiled, yellow-haired lady who perambulated
Riverside Drive every fine evening last Summer, and
the modern Babylon, not to be outdone by us Yankees,
as Hillier would say, has bobbed up serenely with a
veiled lady on wheels.

The Veiled Lady of London is seen in all the quar-
ters of the city ; her clothes are old and musty, and
there is a general air of genteel decay about her which
adds to our curiosity in her whence? why? and
whither?
She might be a "Jane the Ripper " were it not cer-

tain that the black bag shown in the picture is apo-
plectically stuffed with tracts as: "Who was the first

man to make a safety bicycle?" "Why did he make
it?" etcetera. Long may she pedal.

AN ARDENT CYCLIST.

This term is frequently used in the sense of enthu-
siasic, but it has no such meaning. We have always
had the impression that the term as generally used
was a misnomer, and our examination of the diction-
ary meaning of the word confirms that impression.
We are all ardent cyclists, but not all enthusi-

astic cyclists. Ardent means hot or burning, fierce,
intense, vehement, eager, zealous, keen, fervid, pas-
sionate, affectionate.
We reiterate that we are all ardent cyclists. We

are hot and burning on a sandy road in August ; we
wish the cycle in Jericho, and feel like drowning our-
selves in a lake of ice cream or a sea of iced lemon
and seltzer, dashed with claret, with a straw for
clutching purposes ; we are fierce when a jay-hawk
in a buggy runs over our collar button and rips us up
the back ; we are intense when we are trying to prove
to the handicapper that we can't ride as well as he
thinks ; we are vehement when our club-mate scoops
the cup, as when Maggie Bailey won the time-trainer
cup at Philadelphia ; we are eager when we start at
scratch and the other fellow at 275 yards start; we
are zealous, keen, fervid, passionate and affectionate
under various conditions and circumstances, but we
may experience all of the conditions named and yet
not be enthusiastic cyclists.
So let the term " ardent cyclist " go overboard along

with tyre with a y, Harry Smith can ride his mile in
three minutes and other antique forms and species of
putz pomade journalism.

A DEFENCE OF PHILADELPHIA.

BY STERLING ELLIOTT.

I had read the New York papers and was prepared
to find Philadelphia a very slow place, so when I got
off the train I hurried to get out of the station before

it should be closed, but on asking a policeman I

learned that the place is now kept opened from one
train to the next. I had not stopped in Philadelphia
before since 1847, ^^^ ^f that time got off the rear of a

train and walked as fast as possible only to find that

the station was locked up, and I had to go back out of

the train shed and climb over a fence to get on to the

street. Who shall say that there was anything slow
about that ?

Of course, my principal excuse for being in Phila-

delphia at this time (aside from getting away from
home) wastoattend the A. C. C's show, beingnotonly
present in the flesh but also contributed the use of

my bones. I had a particular horror of hotels (for

reasons which can be learned by inquiring of the

Newton National Bank) and so I accepted the kind
invitation of a friend to "lodge" at his house. I

don't remember the number (or street) but I could

easily find the house again because I noticed that the

front doorsteps were white marble. The Philadel-

phia horse car system is worthy of special notice, as

it furnishes the key to all this New York talk about
the "Quaker City." A little experience of my own
will serve as an illustration. I wanted to call on a

certain man. (I refer to him as a " certain " man so as

to distinguish him from other Philadelphians, that is

all.) A friend " steered " me until I found the loca-

tion, and then gave me elaborate instructions how to

come on alone to his office. At 9.15 a. m., on Tuesday,
March 3, 1891, I took "an orange-colored car with a

red stomach " and asked the conductor to transfer

me at Street. (I had all these instructions

written down on a paper which I afterward filed with
the Secretary of State.) He transferred me (the con-

ductor did) on to a something or other " avenue car,"

and in this I passed the time very comfortably until

ten o'clock, when I was notified to "change cars,"

which I did without any special regret, paying my
fare this time with a small pink ticket which I had
gotten from one of the former conductors.

After asking to "be let out at Arch Street," I

settled down in the wet straw and proceeded to read
The Wheel, which as usual was not dry. We met
another car, one of the horses of which was ill, and
drivers agread to "swap" so as to get the invalid

back to the stable sooner. At 11. 10 I asked the con-

ductor how much farther it was to Arch Street, and
he said "sixteen blocks back"; then I made a

few remarks "not orthodox in their purport quite."

The conductor said he had "called out" at Arch
Street, but I was so absorbed in reading that I didn't

hear him (I tell you THE WHEEL is a great paper.)

There was no nearer way back, and so I stayed on
the same car and went "around," don't ask me
"around where?" and at 12.15 I got out at Arch
Street. If that conductor ever sees me again he will

know me, at least he said so when we parted. In

exchanging confidences he told me he was only wait-

ing to get some other job so that he could get around
to see his family oftener.

The Philadelphia man isn't slow. No indeed. He
is the fastest man on earth or he couldn't do the busi-

ness he does during the short interval when he isn't

riding on the horse cars. When a Philadelphia man
is in trouble he takes a ride in one of those two-story

and basement stages on Broad Street, and immedi-
ately he forgets his trouble (and his name.) I found

a restaurant there where they have all the roast beef

rare on one side and well done on the other, and serve

it, of course, which ever side up it is ordered. The
waiter told me that although they had been doing it

for several months I was the first customer that had
looked at the other side.

I accepted no credit for shrewdness, however, as he

had "changed" my order without leaving the room.

I also visited the mint, but am in no mood just now
to talk about money.

The Bedford Cycling Club of Brooklyn, has been
incorporated under the laws of the United States,
and shares of stock are to be issued within a few
days. M. Page, the bugler of the club, was suspended
for riding the wheels of other members without per-
mission.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen expect to entertain about
600 visiting cyclists at the Division meet. May 29, 30,

and the programme as at present arranged is as fol-

lows: First day, 1.30 p. m., reception at the club-
house ; 2. 30 p. m., various short runs about the city and
vicinity

;
4.30 p. m., meeting of the Board of Officers

;

8 p. m., theatre party at Temple Opera House. Sec-
ond day, 9.30 a. m., grand parade and photograph:
12.30 p. m., lunch at the club-house ; 1.30 p. m., numer-
ous runs over the new roads

; 5 p. m., grand banquet.
Other attractions will be added. The chairmen of the
various committees are as follows : Executive, George
C. Pennell; Reception, A. F. Bellinger; Parade and
Runs, F. C. Gilbert ; Banquet, T. P. Merseles, Jr.

\

Theatre, George C. Pennell ; Transportation, Amzi
T. Dodd ;

Programme, F. S. Bennett.
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THE POPE MFG. CO. PURCHASES THE RICHWINE TIRE.

It is announced that the Pope Mfg. Co. have pur-
chased the Richwine Ball Tire outright, and, in con-
sequence, a number of Philadelphia riders who had
proposed to settle the tire question, as far as they
were concerned, by a trial of the Richwine'tire are
out in the cold. How true is the adage that "nothing
succeeds like success." Richwine worked on his ball
tire until he got it in something like the shape he
wanted it, receiving meanwhile some little encour-
agement from club-mates and others, and then he
tried to impress upon outsiders the confidence he felt

in the tire. A round of the manufacturers and im-
porters was made, but all pooh-poohed it, told him in

pretty plain terms that his tire was no good, was
mechanically wrong, would never be adopted by any
one, and would never succeed if it were adopted, and
that he was a fool for his pains.
But when he went to England with his tire a change

came over the spirit of the dream. A prominent firm
telegraphed him to do nothing definite there, but to
come back to America and talk the matter over with
them—ag-ai'n. Then came the return of the Pilgrim
with a line of " Puritans," followed in rapid succes-
sion by the withholding of the tire from the Cycle
Show, the dickerings with the Pope Co., the cancella-
tion of all contracts for English wheels, and, finally,

the swallowing of the ball tire, English wheels, Rich-
wine and all by the Pope Co. Richwine sells his
whole American rights, receiving therefor a very
handsome compensation and a good position with the
Pope Co. for the purpose of experimenting with the
tire, u>Ui7 it is put out, and he says he does not care a
continental whether it is put out this year or whether
it is put out at all.

THE TIRE QUESTION—CUSHION OR PNEUMATIC?
The cycle show is over, but instead of settling the

much vexed tire question it seems but to have left us
more at sea than ever. It was thought that the cush-
ion would be the tire used on the great majority of
wheels, riders generally being content to wait until
next year for the pneumatic. But now the opinion is

gaining ground that the pneumatic is, to a very great
extent, the tire of the present as well as of the future.
The cushion is undoubtedly a great advance over the
solid, but riders with a little spare cash (as well as
some riders without the spare cash) have been doing
some thinking, and they reason in this way ; "If the
cushion is such an improvement over the solid, and
the pneumatic is so much greater an improvement
over the cushion, and is universally admitted to be
the coming tire, why shouldn't I enjoy its advantages
now? It may cause some trouble and annoyance^ it

may even puncture "and burst, or require tinkering
occasionally- but what then? lean have it repaired,
and at comparatively small cost, and I see plenty of
riders who use it constantly and get more pleasure
and service out of it than they ever did before out of
any bicycle. Therefore will I hie me to headquarters
and get me a pneumatic." This train of reasoning is

strengthened by the fact that some firms guarantee
pneumatic tires just as they do the wheels.

WORDS OF WISDOM ON RACING.
Detroit seems to be catching it all around for what

is deemed its unwise selection ot dates for the League
meet and its indifference to the League champion-
ships. This section has the kindest feelings towards
the, perhaps, too-much-lauded "Griff " [No! No!!

—

Ed.], and a large delegation would probably have
gone from here in spite of the distance, and there is

room for a difference of opinion as to the best dates
upon which to hold the meet, but when the Detroit
men come out and say that they don't want the cham-
pionships and that they can make more money out of
their other races than out of the championships, it

seems to me that the time has come to rebuke them
and to at least try to show them what a National Meet
is. To my mind the races have always been the
most interesting part of the whole meet and the one
thing which no one ever misses. One gets tired of
sight seeing even at its best, and who would not
shrink from three days of it unrelieved by races?
"Yes, but," say the Detroiters, " we will have races,
and better races than we would have if they were
championships." They may think so, but surely they
are not racing men or men who know anything about
racing, or they would know that the true racing man
would rather have the plain gold championship medal
given to the winner of, say, the one mile L. A. W.
championship, than all the pianos, diamond studs,
bicycles, etc., ever given for the "Championship of
America," China or the Fiji Islands. Especially is

this the case now that there is a preliminary sifting
out of the poor material in the district championships,
which insures the meeting of the really first-class
men.
This feeling is not confined to the racing man alone

by any means, however. When was more interest
taken in races than in those in which Windle and
Lumsden were expected to meet at Niagara last Sum-
mer, except, indeed, the international races at Spring-
field, in the old days when England was arrayed
against America and came out best ? What could be
more incongruous than the spectacle of the National
Meet being held at one place, with races for—big
prizes (?) and the National Championship at another
place, and this on the eve of a possible (or probable)
bitter fight with the A. A. U. ? What an example to
set to the latter body, whose clubs and individual
members prize its championships above everything
else. These remarks are actuated by no ill-feeling
towards Detroit, but by the feeling that she has made
a serious mistake which she should be brought to
realize.
A Western contemporary learns " since the elec-

tion " that Mr. Dunn will not resume his residence in
Ohio as was stated. We hold our breath as we read
this ; surely there has not been a misunderstanding on
this point? And, by the way, has not Mr. Randall, of
Chicago, been appointed Chairman of the Racing
Board yet? Surely that contract will be carried out?

It is announced that Bob Garden will turn the man-
agement of the next Pullman race over to the Chicago
clubs, he being too busy to attend to it. It is rumored
also that A. B. Barkman has some idea of doing the

same thing with his Irvington-Milburn race. To
what dimensions have these affairs grown, and what
an interest is taken in them by all classes of riders !

But it is a question whether the Irvington races at-
tracted as much attention, taking into consideration
the difference in the number of riders, as did the old
Alphabetical Association races. There is nothing
like putting one club or locality against another to
get the best riding. Then each man will ride till he
drops, knowing that his points may be of vital im-
portance to his club. The Pullman race bears more
resemblance to a team race, as it is limited to Chicago
men (except that outsiders may start on scratch), and
there is great rivalry as to which club will make the
best showing.
Ward Case will, about April i, open a bicycle store

at Thirty-ninth Street and Lancaster Avenue, this
being, I believe, the only bicycle store in West
Philadelphia. He will handle the Quadrant and pos
sibly other wheels.

There are so many conflicting rumors floating
around concerning the little plea.sure ride indulged
in in the rain last Sunday week, at Wilmington, by
Messrs. Barrett, .of Chicago, Merrill, formerly of Bos-
ton now of Chicago, and Seeds and McDaniel, of Wil-
mington, that an authoritative statement is badly
needed. It is said that the route as laid out by the
wily McDaniel took in one or two hills which the
foreign contingent walked in order to get a better
view of the scenery. Then it is said for Barrett that
he had things his own way on the level and down hill,

but he had to take a back seat on the up grades. Mer-
rill is said to have gone so fast down some long
grades that he was afraid to look back untli he got to
Brandywine Bridge, when he was surprised to find
himself alone, and was beginning to fear there had
been an accident to the rest of the party, when he
was relieved to see them come up five, ten or fifteen
minutes behind him. They tried to persuade
Merrill that they had stopped some distance back to
wait for McDaniel, the only one not on pneumatics,
but he showed an inclination to believe that they
were romancing. Seeds was under the impression
that he had been the star of the occasion, showing
the way up and down hill and on the level when he
wanted to. McDaniel, the only one competent to
judge fairly between the disputants, was left hope-
lessly in the rear (except on the hills), he being on a
solid-tired wheel, and is, therefore, unable to give his
version of the affair. Telemachus.

BALTIMORE.

The undersigned have undertaken to supply local
news from Baltimore, and trust that the readers of
these lines will not criticise the work from a literary
point, but will regard us simply as two inexperienced
enthusiasts.

Cycling has been very quiet in this city of late, owing
to recent bad weather and roads, but the fine weather
of the past few days has brought out the club men in
full force.

No one regretted the inability of Chief Consul Mott
to attend the A. C. C. Show more than he did himself,
and it was nothing but severe sickness which kept
him at home. It may not be generally known outside
of Maryland, but Mr. Mott rides his machine every
day, regardless of weather, and it was while riding in
one of our recent snow storms that he contracted the
illness which prevented him from "taking in" the
show. While speaking of Mr. Mott's persistent riding,
we might mention in connection with it that his total
mileage for 1890 was 6,400;^ miles, against 6,177 i'' 1889.

However, all the riding abilities of the family are not
confined to Mr. Mott, as his daughter started at the
beginning of the current month to record 1,000 miles
prior to April ist, and judging by the way she has
been seen pedaling, her efforts are very likely to be
crowned with success, notwithstanding the inclement
weather.
The only "MacFadden" (of the N. Y. B. C), in com-

pany with ditto Phil Brown (Washington), paid Balti-
more and the Maryland Club a visit last week. If

our "Ned" had only been here one could not have
wished for a better illustration of the three (scape)
graces.

At a recent meeting of the M. B. C. a laughable in-
cident occurred in connection with the election of
officers and committees. Some wag beautified the
bulletin board with a striking burlesque on the House
Committee. This artistic piece of work consisted of
a diminutive dog labeled "Josh" (who was elected
chairman), and a tremendous tail labeled " S. T. ' and
"Pete," and under it this inscription: "The power
behind the throne, or the cat's paw and the monkey

;

by No Awl."
There is no lack of clubs in this city, as we have

the Maryland, Baltimore, Chesapeake, Centaur,
Crescent, Atalanta and Riverside, and although they
may lack enthusiasm, we at least have more cycle
organizations than a certain capitol city which we
could name. When we have the material to work
upon, it only takes a little energetic work to get up
the required amount of interest, and as this energetic
action is now being exerted, we hope soon to see fine

fruits brought forth.

Al Andre, of the Riverside Wheelmen, is considered
the most daring rider in the State. He seems to pre-
fer car tracks and cable slots to our shell roads. His
latest achievement was a most daring ride over the
railroad bridge at Steelton. This is a single track
bridge, with ties at least ten inches apart, and is one
mile long.

On a recent cross-country run we ran across " Bert "

Morrison, a young sprinter and trick rider, who used
to travel (and ably, too,) in such fast company as
Prince, Reading, Knapp and those other Western
flyers, who have been centering in and around
Omaha for some time past. He informed us that he
injured himself in the latter part of 1890, and is now
keeping a hotel in West Virginia. He has been doing
no riding of any consequence of late.

The M. B. C. has recently been incorporated into
the M. B. C. stock company and has elected officers

for the ensuing year. The Country Club, organized
last year in connection with this club, has elected
new officers, and they have with the usual vim char-
acteristic of this club's movements appointed a
special committee of three to go on an immediate
hunt for a new site, the old one being in a measure
unsatisfactory. The club members seem to have
taken more interest in the Country Club's welfare
this year than they did heretofore. Judging from the
way applications have been rolling in we think it

safe to state that the success of this organization is
an assured fact.

The affairs of the Clark Cycle Co. are still in the
hands of a trustee, but they shortly expect to make
satisfactory arrangements with their creditors, and
it is reported that after the affairs of the company
have been settled Mr. Samuel T. Clark will be at
the head of a new stock company. We have no doubt
but that he will exhibit the same push and energy
which was characteristic of him as an officer of the
old firm. U AND I.

KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN.

It is at any time unfortunate to be called upon to
do anything unpleasant, but "when duty calls, etc.,"
so here goes for a slap at the men who get their road
race training in Prospect Park by tagging on to the
wheels of the K. C. W. scorchers while they are
taking their customary spin in the park.
Last Sunday morning, while walking through the

flower garden, I noticed two of our best riders hum-
ming along and directly in their trail two of the fast
men ot the Brooklyn Ramblers. As they rode out of
sight around the bend I cut across lots at the head of
the lake and reached the middle of the West Drive
Hill just as the four came along. As the top of the
hill was approached the Ramblers, who had the
benefit ot being paced all the way round tried to
spurt ahead of the K. C. W. boys, but were not equal
to the task.
Now I am usually of a very generous turn of mind,

but when I see members of another club reap the
benefit of "pace " and then try to win a little doubtful
glory by endeavoring to "best" the "donkey"
at the end of the trip my spirit revolts and I cry halt.
It is not justice to the Kings County Wheelmen,
gentlemen, and even at the risk of being considered
unsocial, it ought to be stopped.
There is no question but that pace making in train-

ing is just as valuable as in actual racing, and while
courtesy to our brothers of the wheel would call for
all the help we can give them, justice to our own
individual club demands that our experienced riders
devote their efforts at pacemaking to the improve-
ment of our new riders.
While on this subject of benefit, etc., I wish to call

attention to a subject which has t.'ir some time been
food tor reflection. The question is, why has Brooklyn
so many separate wheeling organizations? I have for a
long time nursed the hope that before the season of
'91 had passed there would be but two or three wheel
clubs in the city. This would give each club a suffi-

cient number of members to warrant a fine club-
house, extensive gymnasium, plunge baths in the
cellar, etc., etc., and make club membership in the
larger organizations so valuable that the possibility
of anyone forming a minor association would be pre-
cluded, owing to the fact that the advantages would
not be there as an inducement to join.
The pool tournament is progressing smoothly, and

the score still stands 23 points in our favor. This is a
pretty good lead, and with Arthur Smith and Harry
Boerum on deck next Wednesday, we ought to at
least win by the number of points already to our
credit. The probabilities are that the lead will be in-
creased. I hope so ; not from any malicious feeling,
but simply because I always like to see the K. C. W.
men keep the club colors in front, no matter what
kind of a competition it is.

By the way, some one of the Brooklyn members
remarked recently that there was " not a gentleman
in the Kings County Wheelmen." This statement is

a base slander. I have canvassed the question care-
fully, and I find that there is not a member in the club
who has so little of the instinct of a gentleman as to
make such a remark regarding the membership of
the Brooklyns. If some one of the members crossed
one of the Brooklyn ooys it could hardly have been
with such utter recklessness as to warrant his making
any such statement. Don't condemn the club because
of the thoughtless conduct of even two or three.
There will in all probability be no organized

"blowout" by the elected officers, and I am very
glad indeed to learn that such is the case. The
" blow out " last year was a pleasure to no one, and a
dead loss of a watch and chain and hat for one man
in particular. As I understand it, arrangements are
being made to take a good-sized crowd down to the
bay some Sunday morning in the near future ;nid

then the "new regime" will "do their prettiest " in

the way of oysters, clams and tacks—hard tack. If

that is true, I will be there with both feet.

If the decision reached at the A. A. U. meeting re-
garding the limitation of prizes applies to cycle
racingit is a long step in the right direction, and as
such I applaud it. An amateur cares but little for

the intrinsic value of a prize, all he wants is some-
thing to show for his work and vi tory. The man
who won't compete except for a prize of a certain
money value will sooner or later find his level, and
that level will be among the "pros." STRADDLE.

The Colonel, we say "the," for there is only one
Colonel, showed his pride, bis good taste and his
patriotism in investing in rich wine and the puritan.

When we say there is but one Colonel in cycling, as
we do elsewhere in this paper, we are certain that
neither Col. George Pope nor Col. Larry Overman
will object, for both are very fine and large gentle-
men, princes in hospitality, peers in good manners,
and hail fellows well to meet if you know them. Ry
the way, did you ever notice the kinship between
Col. Larry and the Massachusetts State house. Both
have shining domes.
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dD
No. 147 O,

Lapel Button,

Solid Gold, $3.00.

Bar Pat. April 15, 1

No. 144 F.

Solid Gold, $6.00.

Pine Stone Centre.

No. 140 O.
Solid Gold and En-
amel Lapel Button,
$2.00, can be used for

cuff button.
Any initials desired.

All goods warranted as represented, send tor
estimates on club pins, prizes and medals.

F. H. CAMPBELL,
243 Broadway, New York.

Ormonde Agents Wanted

In Iowa.

Apply at once to

ROBERT L THOMPSON,

1 22 West Second St.,

MUSCATINE, IOWA.

Sole Agent for Iowa except Seven-

teen Counties on the Missouri
Kiver.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 Words 35 cents
Two Insertions 40 "

New lork Bicycle Company, Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th
Street, N. Y. New and Second-Hand Machines. Choice
assortment. Prices reasnny,ble. Wheels to rent. Cycliuf?
Accessories of all kinds. I ist of Bargains and Sundries
free upon applicati<>u. CM mounts takjn In part pay-
ment for New.

NEW 1891 high grade safety, only $80; must be
sold. Address W. D. Cloyes, Cortland, N. Y.

6-20

WANTED—A second-hand wheel ; American make
preferred. Address, giving description and

price, M., care The Wheel, Box 444 New York City.
3-20

ABARGAIN.—"Ivel" Tandem Bicycle; nearly
new ; for lady and gent or two gents ; best made;

cost $200 ; best offer over $100 takes it. N.Rogers,
466 State St., Brooklyn. 3-27
pUSHION-TIRED COLUMBIA SAFETY, 1890^ pattern ; never ridden and brand new

; $115. W.
E. Eldridge, 499 Broad Street, Newark, N. J. t. f. c

FOR SALE.—Safety bicycle, hardly used
;
practical-

ly new. F. H. C, P. O. Box 444, N. Y. City.
< <pYCLING ART, ENERGY AND LOCOMOTION"^ $2 post-paid. J. B. Lippincott Co. Phila., or R.
P. Scott, care of Sinclair-Scott Mfg. Co., 233 Hamburg
St., Baltimore.
'PHE MEMORY OF MAN RUNNETH NOT BACK
* to the time when ordinaries could be bought for

the prices we sell them at now. Full ball, good con-
dition, only $25; first-class mounts at $40, and practi-
cally new ones at $6o,and all prices between standard
wheels capable of good service. Write for lists and
state just what you would like. KNIGHT CYCLE
CO., 217 North Tenth St., St. Louis, Mo. tf

"IXrANTED.—Manufacturers of and dealers in cycle
* * sundries to send catalogues and prices to H.
Mitman, Bethlehem, Pa. Agent for bicycles and
cyclers' supplies. 3-20

TWO Columbia Safeties, '90 pattern. Ladies', $110,

and Gentlemen's, $ioo; both almost new. To
anyone sending us five dollars we will ship the
wheels C. O. D. to allow examination. Should you
take one or both after six days trial we will take one
or both back, paying within ten dollars of what you
paid for them, this offer is made simply to show that
they are bargains. Address Wilson Bros., Jewelers,
15 Tremont Row, Boston. t. f. c.

THEATRES.
"DIJOU THEATRE, Broadway, near 30th St., N
-D

J. Wesley Rosenquest, Sole Manager.
XT AT n n.nnnMrT\r tm "TWP. NOMINEE."NAT. C. GOODWIN IN

Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2.

THE NOMINEE.'
Evenings at 8.

BROADWAY THEATRE, Cor. 41st St., N. Y.
Frank W. Sanger, Manager.

EDWIN BOOTH and LAWRENCE BARRETT.
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

HAMMERSTEIN'S HARLEM OPERA HOUSE,
New York.

Matinee Saturday. Evenings at 8:15.

MADISON SQUARE THEATRE, New Yori.
A. M. Palmer, Manager. 24th St., nr. Broadway,

"THE PHARISEE."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.30.

lyriNER'S PEOPLES' THEATRE, New York.

THE BURGLAR.
Matinee,Wed. and Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

NEW PARK THEATRE, Broadway and 35th St.,

New York.
James T. Powers in "A STRAIGHT TIP."

Matinees Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

pROCTOR'S TWENTY-THIRD ST. THEATRE,^ Proctor and Turner, Proprietors and Managers. •

Chas. Frohman'S CO. IN "MEN AND WOMEN.'-
Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2.15. Evenings at 8.15.

OTANDARD THEATRE, 33d St. and 6th Ave., N. Y.^
J. M. Hill, Manager.

U and I.

Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

I. j^. "WESTOnsr & (O^o.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAEETY BICYCLE WHEELS,
MADE WITH

Parallel Coned or BALL BEABINGS, Solid or Cushion Tire.

THE BEST MATERIAL, and THE FINEST FINISH.

SCH^WAI^BACH CYCI.E CO.,
BROOKLYN AGENTS FOR

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND GALES CYCLES
9tll Ave. & Union St., (Prospect Park Plaza).

Brand! Stores, 1216 & 1218 Bedford Ave.,

TELEPHONE 125 SOUTH.

Brooklyn, K. V.

Most complete repair shop in the country. Nickel Plating plant and Enameling Oven
on the premises.

List of second-hand wheels mailed on application. We always have bargains. No wrecks.
Every wheel a good mount. Columbias and Hartfords to rent for any period. All parts and sundries
or sale. Full line of Jersey goods. Send for Catalogue.

There is no better wheel, at any price, in the "wide,
wide w^orld. l^e say it, and we know it.

THE CUSHION-TIRED COMET—Price $115.00.

^We will exhibit this wheel at the Philadelphia A. C. C.

Cycle Show.

SOL© TUVKNVFSKCTUReRS:

KZEBFE & BEO.A.2Sr3Sr02Sr,
157 SROADW^AY, N. Y.

•» r—a SPECIAI^ PRICES TO THE TRADE a—'
•
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THE DAINTIEST LADIES' SAFETY YET PRODUCED,
WEIGHT 45 POUNDS.

PRICE, ^'''"" EITHER CUSHIONED OR SOLID TIRESr$|25,'^^^

HIGH GRADE IN EVERY PARTICULAR.
EVERY PART AND DETAIL DESIGNED WITH A VIEW TO GRACE, DURABILITY AND COMFORT. SEND FOR CATALOGUE,

GORMULLY &. JEFFERY MFG. CO.,
MAKERS OF "THE AMERICAJt CYCl,E8t"

2S2-228 N- FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

133S 14tu STREET, N. IV., 178 COLllMBtTS AVENtlE,
'WASHIKGXOM, ». C. BOSXOM, MASS.

Chicago Retail Store: 85 Madison Street, and E. I. Horsman, 80 and 82 William St., New York.
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SIMPLICITY IN CONSTRUCTION.
STEADY STEEEING-.

CUSHION TIRES.

EASE IN RUNNING.
BOWN BALL BEARINGS.

NO MALLEABLE.
FULLY GUARANTEED.

Manufactured for us by WM. BOWN, Birmingliam, England. Good Agents Desired.

GEO. R. BIDiAiELL- CYCL-E CO.,
270 TO 272 Wabash Ave. 308 & 310 West 59th St., New York.*

-H QUAD RANTS H'
If you are wise you will place your orders for Quadrants at once, as the

demand is sure to be far beyond the supply.

Our line for this season includes all kinds of wheels from $ioo. to $145.

The QUADRAHT Cushion Tires, which were in use all last season,

have proved themselves to be what they were represented.

Dealers please communicate with our wholesale agents and you will

receive every information and attention.

THE (jDADRAW TRICYCLE COMPANY,
BIRTV^INGHKTV^, ENGL-KND.

Wholesale Agents for New England, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia, and District of Columbia

:

THE STRONG S GREEN CYCLE M'F'G CO..
707 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

For all other States East of the Mississippi,

ALFRED FIELD S COMPANY,
93 CHAMBERS STREET. NEW YORK-
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11^)101) ^yel^s Will) [\}2 l^ae^.

In consequence ol' Ihe great deinaiul lor our Spring Framed Bicycles, necessitating all the oHici' hands

hi ruing out to make crates, we have l^een unable to prejiare our usual dose Tor this space. We are therefore,

obliged to resort to ju-inting a letter wliicli is a fair sample of the kind which we get from our Western friends.

For the first lialf of this letter, see this weeks Bicycling World and Bulletin.

vatlon, not being educated up to that point yet, but remembering: that we had a lew outHtandinp accounts,

we changred our mind, also our boots, and reaching down our pet Winchester, which we call Specific No. 3,

we started out to collect.

Farmer Schlobenhelmer was the first debtor we struck ; he owed forty-flve cents for printing his late

wife's " In Memorlam " cards. He Is a mean man and liad his present wife's wedding Invitatlon.s printed on
the reverse side, to save money he said. He didn't pay us, which saved him some more money. We knocked
at his door with our feet, and drew on him at sight c«uslng him to ballance the account In great shape.

Horse Power Tebblne was next honored by our presence. He had omitted the collateral on a purchase
of salt beef and a tooth brush. It Is entirely out of charity to his friends that wo say that when we showed
up his senses could have proved an alibi, he poured boiling water on us irom his hay loft when we material-

ized, the heat of the water unfortunately set our gun off ; his friends have burled him and are now fighting

over his estate. Our claim has gone in too. This occurrence disconcerted us somewhat and collections

being so hard and our lace a trifle raw from the effects of the water, we decided to raise the necessary by a
surer plan and have accordingly mortgaged our entire estate for $1 13.27 and we expect to be able to make
up the entire $135.00 before Xmas, on which date you will hear from us. provided we pull through the
cyclones and difficulties which predominate to a considerable extent In this latitude. "

Yours respectfully,

"ARIZONA KICKER." .

f-«L-^^ "-^i»—

J

tipiOP GYGIrB eMFg. G0.,

Mr. Stokes, of Chicago, looks after onr Western business. HIGHLANDVILLE, MASS.

TO THE TRKDE.
GET OUR QUOTATIONS ON BICYCLE SUNDRIES, ILLUSTRATED, AND YOUR ORDERS WILL FOLLOW,

AS OUR PRICES ARE BELOW THE LOWEST.

IT WILL CX)aT YOU ONLY A POSTAL CARD TO KNOW WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU. WE ABB
HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL BICYCLE ACCESSORIES.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.,
2Git-271 STATE STREET, CHICAGO.
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PGEIITS, HERE WE PRE RCjilK!
With as complete assortment of Wheels as one could wish^ comprising many of our own special

manufacture. It is with pleasure that we announce our acceptance of the New York State Agency for

the celebrated

^^ SiA£IFT ST^FETIES. ,^
which are known throughout the WORLD. The following mentioned machines we present to the

trade, although at retail we handle all makes

:

Dandy, 24 inch. Cone Bearing,

King of Road, 27 " " "

Pathfinder,

Lightning,

Bapid,

Manhattan,
Greyhound,

30
24
26
28
30

" Ball

Ideal Rambler, 26

$25.00
33.00
45.00
35.00
42.00
50.00
60.00
65.00

lione Star, 27 inch. Ball Bearing, - $45.OO

Outing, No. 1, 26 " Full Ball Bea'g,Cush. Tires 65.00

" « 2, 28 (( <( <. << " 87.50

" " 3, 30 << t< .« « " 100.00

Gentlemen's Swift, 28 " 40 lbs.. - 135.00
« « 30 « 50 " - - 135.00

Ladies' Swift, 28 (< 40 " - 135.00

The Swifts we have with cushion or pneumatic tires. Our Bicycle Catalogue will be issued

shortly with full additional information.

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.,
Prices to the Trade quoted on application. 26 WEST 23d STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

"WE HAYE CHANGED ALL THIS."-«o".

^E notice that our competitors are bandying words

(empty words in most cases we fear,) back,

across and lengthwise at each other. Each claiming

for his own various obsolete devices. And we wish to

call attention to some little things that we have done,

as it seems to be in the fashion. We have given to

cyclists the best Spring Frame ever devised. We gave

them the Center Brake, far and away the best device

of its kind. We gave them Raw Hide lacing, and we

gave them the very first bicycle of safety pattern,

guaranteed to be made of Drop Forgings and Credenda

Tube, and in all these things we have been followed and

copied after by the best makers. Once more look at

the advertising columns of this seasons cycle papers and

see the difference in the add's, go back eight months and read our advertisements and then note those of others to-day, and

you will notice a very marked resemblance to our methods.

MORAI.—" BUY A PARAGON AND BE HAPPY."

•— -s<^

Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co.
Send For Catalogfue. FREEPORT, ILL.
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Highest Grade Throughout.
Price $135.00.

"
FeatlieFsloiie's PqeoiqaliGS

ff

Are beginning to come out and judging from the letters that are coming in to us they
certainly will take the lead over all others the coming year. We are just in receipt of
the following letter which is but one of the hundreds we have received.

Newark, N. J., March i6th, 1891.

A. Featherstone,

Dear Sir :—Allow me to congratulate you on the biggest thing on wheels you ever turned
out. After a couple of miles riding over " Jersey Cobble Stone Pavements" (and they are beastly

poor), at a ten mile gate, I am prepared to back the "Pneumatic" every time. Will they stand it?

Well if any machine has had the test that the one H. A. Smith & Co. have on trial, they will stand

through eternity ridden by reckless riders. Yours truly,

WILLIAM L. FISH, D. D. S.

We are pleased to know from many others that the trade at large is beginning to realize

what the Pneumatic is, and are holding their orders until they can have an opportunity to

judge for themselves the merits of this tire. W^e will not disappoint you, you will all be able
to get one before the season is well open. We know $135.00 is a good price to pay for a
machine but we are glad to see that you want to get the best thing out and will wait a little

while longer to get it, knowing that when you get your Pneumatic you will have fun with the
boys who may be on solid or cushion tires.

For the convenience of our Eastern trade we have established the following depots to

which all correspondence for the following territories should be addressed :

Mess, WRIOHT & DITSON, of Boston, Mass., for New England.

Mess. SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, of New York City, for Eastern and Southern New York State and City.

Mess. HOWARD A. SMITH & CO., of Newark, N. J., for New Jersey.

SWEETING CYCLE CO., of Philadelphia, Fa., for Central and Eastern Pennsylvania, Delaware and Maryland,
excluding Baltimore.

Mess. CLINE BROS., Baltimore City.

CAPITAL CYCLE CO., of Washington, D. C, for the District of Columbia.

Mess. SPAULDING & CO., Syracuse, N. Y
Mr. FRANCIS L. HUGHES, Rochester, N. Y.

Mess. MARTIN & STEVENS, of Buffalo, for Niagara, Orleans, Genesee, Erie, Wyoming, Cattaraugus and
Chautauqua Counties.

NOTE.—We want a few more agents in the Western and Southern States.

A. FEATHERSTONE.
Clark and i6th. Sts., and Armour Ave., CHICAGO.
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THE t- GHRFORD
WRITE FOR PRICES.

Harford Ufg. Co.

KLYRIA, O.
FOR LADIES. FOR GENTLEMEN.

^' WAKWttiE liliiifMl- iliiii ''

ARE ELEGANT ^STHEELS ,

til ^^Mii, til ©iiifadMin, til MMiiiia

HOLLOW RIMS.
ALL WEIGHTS.

CUSHION TIRES.
ALL GUARANTEED.

A
i§M t®5 itMilEia iff^^ii]^&®5

In Soutlierii New Jersey, Delaware and Bastern Pennsylvania,
for thie Perfection of Cycles, the

WARWICK OXJSHIOilSr TIPIES,
PRICE, $135.

Bretz & Curtis Manufacturing Co.,

SEND FOR CATAIvOGUE. 1702-1704 N. BROAD ST., Philadelphia, Pa.

^T5,000
Given to the Bicyclists of the United States. For some weeks
past we have been advertising "THE SWEETING DIAMOND,"
price $135.00.

We have met with so much success, being able to see sales
of about 3,000 of this wheel, that we have arranged with the
manufacturers to reduce the list of this wheel to $110.00, thus
giving the bicyclists of the country $75,000. A liberal discount
to the trade.

SPECIFICATIONS—30-inch wheels, direct spokes, Credenda
cold-drawn weldless steel tube, drop forgings throughout ; ball
bearings all over, including the head ; Garford saddle, tool bag,
wrench and oiler, and the celebrated "Bates" cushion, 1]£ inch
tires. Guaranteed in every respect for one year.

SWEETING CYCLE CO.,
Sole Importers, Pmi^ADEI^PniA, Pa.

Sole Agents for New England :

W. W. STALL, Boston, Mass-
Sole Agents for West and North-West

:

THOS. KANE &. CO., Chicago, III.
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THF FPI IP^F ^^ coming right to the front as one
IIIU LULU OUq£

(.jjg favorite wheels on the market.

There is no wheel made on which a rider can make long

trips over rough roads with greater ease than the

ECLIPSE.

The SPRING FORK and the ECLIPSE SADDLE
practically remove all jar, and give the rider one of the

best riding wheels now made.

You positively wiU make a mistake if you purchase

before examining the ECLIPSE. Ball bearing through-

out, tangent spokes and elegantly nickel plated.

PRICE $100.

Steel Pulley & Machine Works,

. mmiii m sole umi
INDIMNKROI-IS, IND.;

i i

WEB-CUSHION TIRES.

Ladies' 37 pounds.
Gent's 40 pounds.

Catalogue Ready. Send !

9 9 CYCLES.
DEALERS AND RIDERS

A close inspection of the wheels we
have to offer Is what we

want of you.

SOLID TIRES.
Ladies' 34 pounds.
Gent's 37 pounds.

Catalogue Beady. Send !

BANKER & CAMPBELI. CO., Limited,

12 lUURRAY ST., KE"W YORK.

X786 BROADMTAV, T9E\V VORK. X3IX BBDFORD AVE., BROOKI^VPI.

AND STILL THE ORDERS ROLL IN.

In our last we announced that our booked orders amounted to over

7,000 Grl^Na^ SjA.irKa:^Y BICYCLES
for 1 89 1 delivery. This number has been greatly increased in the past two weeks.

Don't wait for our travelers, but write us at once if you desire the agency for the best wheels of

their grade, and the only ones on which thorough protection against cutting prices is assured.

H. A. LOZIER & CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
Catalogue readj tbis tnontli. File your application for one.

INTERESTING TO JERSEY RIDERS.
We are sole agents for Newark and the Oranges, for the complete line of COLUHIBIA Safeties, Ordinaries, and Tricj^cles, the Hartford,

and the Lovell Diamond. We also carry the Western Wheel Works' line of medium priced, and Boys' and Girls' Safeties, and a full stock of

parts, sundries and jersey goods. NEW CO]L,XJ9IBIAS TO HIRE to responsible and experienced riders. Repairs done reasonably
and well. Wheels bought, exchanged, and sold on instalments or commission.

.A-CSrlElTTS wanted in all Northern New Jersey towns, for the Lovell Diamond, Premium, and Boys' and Girls' Wheels. They
outsell anything at their prices.

"W. E. EI_ilDK.IIDGS-E, 499 Broad Street (near D. L. & W. Depot). Ne-wark., IST. J.

MR. AGENT, TVE W^ANT YOUR SCALP.
And to get it we have special inducements to ofifer you. Send for our JOB LOT list with

discounts to the trade and see if we don't capture you. Many dealers and agents are already
buying from us, but we want all the rest. Correspondence solicited.

A. W. GUJttP & CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
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n ••• WORLD ••• BBMTER.

The Nonpapeil ShIbIy

26 INCH WHEELS.

DOUBLE TANGENT SPOKES.

CRANKS THREE THROW, KEYED ON.

STEEL TUBE BACKBONE.

HANDSOMELY FINISHED IN BEST ENAMEL
WITH NICKEL TRIMMINGS.

BALL BEARINGS.
$40. BALL PEDALS.

KlJUrY 'WARRAI'iTED.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,
lOa MADISON STREET,

CHICAGO.

241 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

1032 CHESTNUT STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

HUTV^BER Sl CO
(I^IMITCD.)

The Following Agents have been appointed in the United States to

represent the celebrated

PHIL. BBOWNf 17th and K Sts., Washington, for District of Columbia,

SWEETING CYCLE CO., Philadelphia, for Pennsylvaniay Delawa/re, New Jersey and Maryland,

SCHOVEBLING, DALY & GALES, 302 Broadway, for New YorJe City and New York State.

AMOS SBOCBLEY, 987 Eighth Avenue, for New YorJe City.

WRIGHT & DITSON, 578 and 580 Washington Street, Boston, for New England,

STANDARD CYCLE CO., 588 Main Street, Buffalo, for Counties Jefferson, Harrison, Tuscar-
was, Coshocton , Licking, Franklin, Union, Champaign, Miatni. Darke, and all Coun-
ties North of these in Ohio.

CHARLES STARCK CO., Ltd., Toronto, for Canada.

Applications for unoccupied territory should be addressed to STEPHEN GOLDER, P. O. Box
2225, New York City.

AGENTS ALSO WANTED FOR THE SIGNAL CYCLOMETER.
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CUSHION #" PNEDMATIC
STAMPINGS, PARTS, BEADED RIMS AND FITTINGS, ALSO ALL PARTS INCLUDING FRAMES COMPLETE

FOR BUILDING SAFETY BICYCLES.

404
403

lifiinK

405

407

409

'^.

411

410

r'lilllHllllf .1

RIfflS, HOBS, CRANKS, SPOKES, NIPPLES, TIRES, CEMENT, PEDALS.

New trade list for 1891 ready and is the LARGEST, most COMPLETE and

CONVENIENT in the WORLD for use of dealers and repairers.

THE RATHBUN PATENT HEAD LOCK.

Better than any support or device for holding a safety Bicycle from being jarred or

knocked down, thereby bending a crank, marring the finish or otherwise injuring the machine.

Can be thrown off or on instantly, is remarkably neat and can be attached to any machine by
mechanic.

PRICE $1.50 ; ATTATOHED $2.00.

Ask your dealer to show one in operation.

Owned and Manufactured by WRITTEN, GODDING & CO,

Our No. 504 Locks
ARE THE BEST FOR THE MONEY,

PRICE 78 CENTS,

See Illustration and Description of the

CARROLL BELL."

EVERYONE KNOWS THIS WHISTLE,

If you have none in'stock send for i dozen

and see how fast they go.

Every dealer will be suprised when he sees our new list. Send name and address,

if an agent, and we will mail one at once.

WHITTEN, GODDING & CO,, PROVIDENCE, R, I.
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SWEET REPOSE
" Only the tired man knows the sweetness of repose."

—HANDFORD.
Very true, but the average cycler does not care to

ride a hard running cycle. If that is the condition on
which sweet reposemay be had, he is willing to go with-
out "sugar in his'n." Give him a "Sylph" cycle that
rides like a "couch of down" or a "load of hay," and he
is willing to labor along under the delusion that his
repose is sweet enough. If you don't beheve it, try it.

We've tried it. We don't ask you to believe it nor us.

We would not believe a total stranger ourselves. We
do ask you to try the "Sylph." Our agents will be glad
to show it to you and you can decide for yourself.

Address,

COBBESPONDENCK SOLICITED.

ROUSE-DURYEA CYCLE CO.,

No. 13 C STREET, PEORIA, ILL.

Moral.—" The proof of the pudding."

HEADQUARTERS FOR WESTERN WHEEL WORKS' GOODS,
ALSO GARFORD SADDLES AND SUNDRIES AT WHOLESALE.

We are one of five firms taking the entire product of the Western Wheel Works for 1891,

and will supply the trade on the most favorable terms obtainable. We now have a large stock,

can ship promptly, and are in a position to guarantee prompt delivery all through the season.

We are general agents for the Garford Saddle, can ship quick and name favorable terms.

We are making a specialty of wholesale sundries of all kinds, and as we manufacture or put

up a large proportion of these goods we are in position to supply the largest dealers. Send

for catalogue, discount sheets and terms.

ROUSE, HAZARD 4& CO.,

No. 13 C STREET, PEORIA, ILL.

" THE * ORMONDE."
LIGhHT ! STRONa I SER ^^ICEJlBLE !

Cushion, Solid and PneumatJG Tyres.

If you live in Neiv England, Neiv York, New Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, West

Virginia, District of Columbia, Ohio or Michigan, send for Catalogue and Terms to

AQUILA B. RICH & CO., 1790 Broadway, New York .

If your home is in any other State or Territory send to MOUSE, HAZARD d> CO., Peoria, III,

FOR THE BAST :

Aquila B. Rich & Co., 1790 Broadway, N. Y.

FOB THE WEST :

Rouse, Hazard & Co., Peoria, ILL.

^ SOLE UNITED STATES IMPORTERS. ^
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TO THE TRADE!

J
f you WANT F YOU WANT

l^amps
)

^^
Bells,

Cement,
PREPARE TO GET THEM NOW.

There's no necessity of sending abroad for them. You

can get them cheaper and better, and after your own plans

right here at home. If you have not seen our own line—$1.50

to $5.50. We should .be pleased to send samples. If you 4.

have seen them and they do not strike your fancy, we can ^
submit special designs both in bodies and fastenings, or if

you have a lamp of your own pattern, or an idea of your own,

which you would have worked up, send them to us, and we

will make a sample thereof and submit prices that will tickle

you. We have the most complete and extensive Tricycle

Lamp Manufacturing Department in America, and can afford

to do this.

Saddles,

ELims.

^^^WbHb us hlnBB planinj b1sbw1ibi?e.-^i

Saddle Covers,

Fedals,

Spokes,

Repairers' T^^ools,

OR IN FACT ANYTHING

IN THE

Sundry Ivine,

YOU WILL CONSULT YOUR OWN INTERESTS

BY WRITING US.

WE ARE ALSO AMERICAN REPRESENTATIVES OF THE BIRMINGHAM, (ENG.) CLIMAX STEEL TUBE
CO., AND CAN FURNISH THEIR CELEBRATED

orvi]Vj:j^:x: • ^te^e^i^ • 'rxj:BiTsj:c;^

FROM STOCK IN LENGTHS AND GAUGES TO SUIT THE PURCHASER.

(ior/T)ully 9 Jeffery /T\[^. (^o.

2!!!! to 228 N. FRANKLIN STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
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f^OUERS in SHE L6AD!
AGENTS GET IN LINE.

Seven Distinct Styles. Weight, 30 to 48 lbs.

*;*•
•?»«•LIGHT,

STAUNCH,

BEAUTIFUL,

SOLID,

CUSHION,

PNEUMATIC.

Rover Special.

Rover Liaht Roadste-^

Rover Roadster.

Ladies' Rover.

Combination Rover.

Universal Rover.

Rover Racer.

THE LADIES' ROVER, 38 lbs. THE UNIVERSAL ROVER, Solid Tire, $85.00; Pneumatic Tire, $125.00

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.,
269-271 STATE STREET, CHICAGO.

Headquarters for all Bicyoling Accessories. Send for Catalogue.
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w E shall be pleased to publish the opinions of

experienced riders on cushion and pneuraatic-
tired wheels.

BICYCLJNG NEWS adds a bright star to an
already dazzling constellation of assininity

every time it discusses an American racing
topic. Our American Racing Board handled our rac-

ing men last year with ability, firmness and compe-
tence, and ex-Chairman Davol will rank along with
Todd, Hillier or any of the gentlemen who have fig-

ured on the N. C. U. executive. Our country is a big
country. Just ask any of your Englishmen who have
come over here. The Racing Board allows cyclists to

accept from their clubs actual necessary traveling
expenses to competitions. Zimmerman was sus-

pended because the Board had "reasonable suspi-

cion " that his expenses were paid at Peoria for two
days after the conclusion of the meet. Finding that
they were in error as to facts the Board promptly re-

instated him. Zimmerman is "all right," and Bicy-
cling News'^iW please permit us to run our own show
over here without its persistent and impertinent
interference.

THE publisher and proprietor of THE WHEEL
have prevailed upon the editor to forego his

well-known and widely-advertised modesty
and permits them to publish his photo, which recently

appeared in the new English cycling paper called

Cycling. The editor insists that it is not a good photo
of him, but the publisher and proprietor are agreed
that the artist has caught that something indefinable

which is called the "expression."

M'
R. CHARLES F. COSSUM, of Poughkeepsie,
well known for his L. A. W. highway im-
provement and legislative work, sends us a

copy of a charge to a jury, made by Judge Barnard
in the case of damages against a wheelman. The
judge's charge is sweeping, logical and lucid

; it is

valuable to wheelmen in that it clearly outlines their

rights on the road
; it is valuable to lawyers, since it

can be transposed into valuable summing-up material
in a similar case. The judge's charge will be found
in our reading columns.

THE card published in another column, and it is

but a sample of frequent communications of the

same tenor, indicates a substantial growth of

the influence of the cycling press.

A
FRIEND sends us some delightful lines, entitled

"Green Reigns," which we have carefully

pigeon-holed until the chippies chirp once more,
until the life-sap is coaxed up out of the heart of vege-
tation, when every tendril will tremble with revoca-
tion.

On Monday last, here in New York at least, the ele-

ments grew gentle for the first time this year, the sun
was warmer, the air had the faintest touch of that

languor which heralds Spring, and, to get down to

hard pan, the heart ot the agent did much rejoice, for

his store was filled with the wishful school-boy, the

sedate adult, the blithesome maid, all pinching tires

and asking multitudinous questions. And so the

metropolitan trade has opened.

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF "WRITING"
AND "PEACEMAKING" IN ADVER-

TISING COMPETITIONS.

AS the English cycle season opens and -the vari-

ous pneumatic-tired wheels are tested and ex-

perimented with, some interesting facts come
to light. That the pneumatic is much faster than the

hard tire over rough roads, is generally conceded,
but on the hard surface of a race track there is still

some doubt expressed as to its superiority. Accord-
ing to one authority the true conception of the matter
lies in the pneumatic rule : The faster the surface the

harder the tire. The desideratum is reached by pump-
ing a pneumatic for rough riding just sufKciently to

keep the valve from injuring the outer side of the air

tube, as too great inflation both strains the frame of

the machine and interferes with the comfort of the

rider. For a hard track or smooth road the tire

should be blown to its greatest distension. The front

wheel can be kept at a lesser degree of inflation than
the rear wheel, except when riding through mud,
when greater steerage power can be gained by a well-

pumped tire. These facts apply to the Dunlop tire

and have been ascertained by practical tests. There-
fore there is need of a valve attachment that will

admit of altering the, distension of the tire, on the

stop-cock pattern. What is needed in the Dunlop
tire in the minds of those who know whereof they
speak is a valve which will permit of easy inflation

and air escapement, which will in no way weaken it.

M-
ANY Americans will be surprised to note that

among the earliest patentees of cushion tires

was Mr. Fred D. Owen, at present manager of

the Washington Cycle Co. at Washington, D. C. Mr.

Owen has repeatedly promised The Wheel the draw-
ings and specifications of his early tire inventions,

and he made a special effort to prepare them for this

special edition. We are sure the trade will be most
interested in the drawings and descriptions published

in our news columns.

THE HIT BIRD FLUTTERS.

Two contemporary editors recently sneered at the

opinions, which they inaptly termed prophecies, which
appear in The Wheel's editorial columns.

Of one, said we: " He is on the fence and don't dare
have opinions," and nary a croak did the bird give.

Ot the other we said, in effect, that he and his paper
were controlled by a cycle corporation.

Now, we mentioned no names; the hook was not

concealed by any sort of fancy fry. Yet an editorial

fish comes along, swallows bait, hook and all, flies to

his ink-pot, squirms and squalls the while, protests

that he is not the fellow, which is the best proof that

he is. Oh! Erudition, thy name is—well, never mind.

A WORD TO AGENTS.

SOME men succeed in spite of themselves. They
stumble over gold mines, strike oil wells or in-

vent a blood purifier.

But the majority of men who succeed earn it by
watchfulness and wakefulness and effort.

The successful man has a mind like a net, which
catches all the facts that drift his way which can be
converted into advancement.
No cycle agent can afford to be without a really good

cycle paper, which will come each week as a welcome
freshener, and keep him well up on what goes on in

the swim.

The venerable Mr. Coupon Clipper, growing loqua-

cious after dinner, told this story. " I well remember
the failure of Getup and Glideaway. They went
overboard dishonorably and then bankruptcy brought
them a fair return for their trouble. Their failure

was a well managed and profitable affair. They
owed me ,$300 and it cost me several thousand to jail

them, tor they were sharp birds. My trade knew
that I had nailed them, and while I continued in

business firms which were anxious to fail made it a

point to first pay Coupon Clipper." And there is

much meat in the story.

HAVING ESSPECIAL reference TO
CYCI,E AD VERXISIPJG.

By S. ELLIOTT, P.H.D., F.R.S.

We have endeavored to conduct a series of experi-
ments under such conditions as e.xist in actual work
to ascertain if possible the various degrees of ' brain
fog" which are apt to result from over exertion in

the line of advertisement writing, the object being to

learn, if we can, which method causes the most fatigue
to the zuriter. It being generally understood that
t\\e reader hecomes equally tired from either style if

it be too long persisted in.

The first experiment was tried with a very honest
young man of about 22 years, slightly bald, " so pious
that he wouldn't eat deviled crab," and a very strik-

ing example of all around morality. He started in to

write fifty-two advertisements of the kind most in

vogue three years ago. A sort of a " thanking-yoti-
for-past-favors-and-hoping-to-merit-a-continuance-
of-the-same," style of advertising. At the end of the
tenth ad. his temperature was found to be normal,
pulse sluggish, liver slightly torpid, and respiration

"about the same," except with a slight' flavor of

onions (not unions). The attending physician thought
it safe to allow him to finish the task which he 'did in

three hours and fourteen minutes.
It was then found he had lost the following excreta:

Phosphoric Acid %, of a drachm.
Grey Matter none.
Uric Acid '^ pint.

The next experiment could not be tried with the
same man, so we selected a middle-aged man, quite
bald and adfficted to the use of glasses (the kind worn
on the nose). Not so pious as the first, but still pious
enough for advertising purposes. He had a slight

tendency to corpulency and was a great friend to the
"nobler animals." His was the " come-now-you-
know-that-ours-is-the-oldest- and-most- reliable-con-

cern-in-the-business " style of advertising. At the
end of fifty-two advertisements he was analyzed and
found to have lost the following "excreta :"

Urea 780 grains.

Citric Acid i Hectometer,
Jack Acid .* None.
Grey Matter ^ oz.

The third man to "try the experiment" was small
of stature, rather nervous, partially bald and very
pious. Just why baldness and piety should go hand
in hand, I never cotild make out, though I am begin-
ning to lose my hair. This third victim started in on
the " we-siraply-lead " style, with " you-all-know-it "

variations, and at the end of the test it was found that

he had lost the following " excreta :

"

.Sulphuric Acid Some.
Lucre $ 1000.

Ui"ea ' y^ of a drachm.
Ureanother i page.

These tests were made under the conditions of ordi-

nary business strains.

It was found that when these men met on a grass
track at Niagara Falls they were much more evenly
matched and that the excreta was more uniform.

We are trying to get these men together at Detroit
ne.xtjuly, and shall hope to make some tests that

will demonstrate the relative capacity of each as well

as to show which of them contains the largest number
of ingredients.

MR. RANDALL ACCEPTS THE CHAIR-
MANSHIP OF THE BOARD.

Despite rumors to the contrary, Mr. Charles E. Ran-
dall, president of the Chicago Cycling Club, has ac-
cepted the chairmanship of the racing board. It is

also probable that Messrs. CoUister and Atwater will
also be members of the board.

It appears that there was some talk of Mr. Randall
refusing the appointment, but this disappeared in
smoke. At the present time it is reported that Mr.
Randall has the appearance ol a man who is carrying
an atlas on his shoulders, that his air is studious, and
his countenance perplexed and careworn and consid-
ering the present puzzle, we cannot well blame him.
We doubt if Mr. Randall has much practical racing
experience, but we should judge that he has a deal of
executive ability and backbone, and that he will
quickly catch the spirit of the League racing rules
and prove an excellent chief executive.

W. S. Maltby is a truly wonderful performer on the
wheel, and as a globe-trotter has undoubtedly gained
much valuable experience as to the most expedient
means of getting about, but we doubt it he possesses
the ability to perform in Montclair and Freehold, N.

J.,—places many miles apart—on one and the same
night. Yet this is what our Boston contemporary
claims for him.
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COL. POPE'S SPEECH BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON ROADS AND

BRIDGES.

Colonel Albert A. Poi^e, who is indefatigable in his

abor for the betterment of the country roads, and

who has done yeoman's service in the cause of roads

improvement by his many intelligent and masterly

speeches in various sections of the country, was

among the delegation that approved and spoke before

the Committee on Roads and Bridges of the Massa

chusetts Legislature at the public hearing at the State

House March 17. The remarks of Col. Pope are nota-

ble for their sound logic, and as he is right at home
when speaking on matters pertaining to the broad

question of better roads, his speeches are always of

interest, and his address on this occasion was no ex-

ception. We publish it entire.

To the Committee on Roads and Bridges :

All admit the need of better roads ; for all, poor and
rich, countrymen and citizens, use and depend for
their business and their recreation upon the existence
of roads for travel. All by looking at them can see
the defects in the roads, the wastefulness in maintain-
ing them under the present lack of system. Almost
every one is equally aware that the sentiment in favor
of better roads is swelling and growing every year,
and finding expression not only in the public press,
but in the halls of legislation.
The strength of the movement in favor of better

roads- is not so well understood. In the majority of
States of this Union legislation is either enacted or
in progress providing for improvements in the meth-
ods of construction and repair of highways and in
the methods of providing for the future in regard to
to them. The first thing that we, in iVIassachusetts,
need to realize, is the prevalence and force of this
movement for better roads in the various States.
We cannot afford to ignore this movement. It is

not a movement for greater e.'cpense. It costs little

to maintain a road that is built well, and a poorly
constructed road is a reservoir for wastS*ful expendi-
ture.

In our State, with its 3,808,429 acres of land, only
939,260 acres are cultivated. The cultivated land
varies in value—disregarding Nantucket and Suffolk
Counties—from $38.87 per acre in Berkshire, to §112.60
in Middlesex, a difference of more than $72 an acre.
With more than 75 per cent, of our land unimproved,
and a difference in value of the improved land of §73
an acre, owing principally to difference in location,
there is a large margin of practical interest to the
farmer, and the manufacturer, and the carrier and
the merchant in the improvement of highways and in
the economical expenditure of the rnoneys appropri-
ated for their construction and.maintenance.
We have by the census in this State 77,661 people

engaged in agriculture. Every one of these people
is directly interested in the care and maintenance of
good macadam and gravel roads. I am not now urg-
ing city streets, which are wasteful enough, too. We
have 32,000 of our people engaged in transporting
freight on our roads, besides those engaged in agri-
culture, manufacture, professional and all other busi-
ness requiringthe useof roads. Surely the magnitude
and the universality of the interest in highway im-
provements to the people of this State is sufficient to
demand the most strenuous attention.
So far I have been speaking of the dwellers in the

country and omitted the consideration of city streets.
It may not be generally appreciated, however, that
the mileage of paved streets—that is, stone or asphalt
streets— is comparatively small. Of the 404 miles of
public streets in the city of Boston, for example, 321
miles or about 90 per cent, are macadam or gravel.
The cities, therefore, have substantially the same
interest in the better highwaj' question that the
country districts have.
Our State should not be behind any of the others in

this movement for better roads. Nearly all the
freight that is carried on the railroads has to be
brought to them over some kind of a road; all the
freight that is brought into the State by the railroads
has- to be distributed to the citizens over some kind
of a road. The value of farm lands, the value of mill
privileges, the value of factory locations, all depend
largely upon means of transportation, that is to say,
on local roads.

I am strongly of the opinion that this State should,
by legislative act, do at once two or three things in
the direction of this movement and keep abreast of
the times. First, it should have a Bureau of Infor-
mation, where the facts relating to the expense, me-
chanical construction, care, durabilit}', use and ex-
tent of the different kinds of roads should be known
and ascertained ; we are met at the outset now with
a difficulty in obtaining sufficient facts, sufficient col-
lation of experience and experiments of others. Sec-
ond, we should have some kind of State supervision
and advisory assistance by competent engineer or
engineers, appointed by the State in aid of the build-
ing and repairing upon scientific principles and upon
a comprehensive and economic plan for the whole
State, its roads and bridges. And third, I think that
the State should either own or control and maintain
some through highways of the State, where they are
most needed, either for great public exigencies or for
the greatest general use, and that it should aid or in
some way contribute to the eqal ization of the expense
of building and maintaining roads, so that in localities
where the expense is great and the inhabitants are
few, the roads should have the benefit of the fact that
they are also made for the people who live in locali-
ties where the roads are good and the inhabitants are
many.
This movement for better roads has been started

and cannot be stopped, and sooner or later we shall
have good roads all over our State. What we want
is to have the benefit of some of them while we live
ourselves.

THE HEARING FOR BETTER ROADS
AT THE MASSACHUSETTS

STATE HOUSE.

Chief Consul Arthur W. Robinson, of the Massachu-
setts Division, and a number of other gentlemen,
appeared before the committee on roads and bridges
at the State House, Boston, on Tuesday of last week,
at a public hearing in the interest of improved roads.
Mr. Robinson read a long paper showing the benefit
derived from well-made highways, and presented a
petition asking for the appointment of a commissioner
to have general supervision of the roads throughout
the State, to collect statistics bearing on the science
and to give advice free to all town officials who may
desire it.

Mr. Robinson read a letter from a resident of Eliza-
beth, N. J., telling of the great benefit of the introduc-
tion of the Telford road, and of the popularity it had
attained. The increase in the value of property
owing to improved roads was estimated at 8 per cent.
Building has greatly increased on the line of the im-
proved roads, and there is a general demand for an
extension of the system.
Other testimony to the same effect was produced

from other parts of the State, showing how the build-
ing of stone-paved country roads had increased the
value of the abutting farms.
John W. Porter, of Danvers, said that his town kept

increasing its road appropriations, but the roads
continuallj' grew poorer. He urged that there be a
head to the highway department of the State. This
is done in European countries, and they have far
better roads at less expense than we in this country.
Few people here know that gravel is unfit for a road.
Scientific investigation in England has proved that a
horse can do twice the work on a good road as on a
poor one.
John A. Coleman, late Commissioner of Public

Works, of Providence, said he knew of no European
country where there were not good roads, but they
were far worse in this country. If roads were better
farmers' boys would not leave the farms, as they do
now. If mechanics were as wasteful as farmers thej'
could not live.

To start a ton on an ideal, perfect granite road may
be represented by the number 12. To start the same
on an ideal macadam road would be represented by
45 ; on the common six inch macadam, 65; but on the
common country highway by 200. So the farmer's
transportation is enormously extravagant and waste-
ful. It uses up horses, harness, wagons and time.
Mr. Robinson then presented a bill asking for the

appointment of a State highway commissioner. James
Russell, of Winchester, approved the bill, and be-
lieved it was a move in the right direction. Col. Al-
bert A. Pope next made a plea for better roads, which
is published in another column.
George W. Kimball, of Danvers, followed in the

line of the other speakers, and condemned the present
town mismanagement.
Representative Carpenter, of Foxboro, presented a

bill of his own, different from Mr. Robinson's, and
his testimony was given to the need of scientific
construction and of State aid.

On Tuesday of this week the hearing was contin-
ued. Representative Carpenter supported with an
elaborate speech the bill he had presented the week
before. He said that no improvement had been made
in the condition of the country roads since railroads
were first built, and that we are literally following
in the footsteps of our ancestors. The roads of the
State are important for many reasons; for they
actually exceed in value, annual cost to the public,
public use, and in other ways, the entire railroad
system. The expense of road transportation is twenty
times as much as that on the cars. While the entire
railroad system of the commonwealth represents an
vestment of about $262,000,000, the 19,252 miles of roads
in the State, with the 178,000 horses, and double that
number of carriages, and the appurtenances thereto,
must far exceed in value the amount invested in rail-
roads. The average amount of money expended an-
nually on the roads of this State is $3,500,000, of which
at least one-third is injudiciously expended or actu-
ally wasted. Competent engineers have estimated
the waste at fifty per cent., owing to the incapacity,
inexperience or wilful carelessness of the officials
having charge of the expenditure, or lack of knowl-
edge and proper facilities to utilize labor and mate-
rials to the best advantage.
Mr. Carpenter said that his bill provided for a work

of about ten years, at the expiration of which term
it is believed the State roads will have been placed
in proper condition, so that a small annual expendi-
ture will keep them in such a condition—in fact, that
at that time the expense of maintaining them in
proper condition will be far less than that now wasted
on inferior ways. He explained the financial features
of his bill for a State loan of $10,000,000,- arguing that
it would be sound policy to enact it.

A CYCLE TOUR THROUGH THE HARZ
MOUNTAINS.

Wm. Heyny, Jr., 301 Sixth Street, N. Y., is out
with the announcement of another personally con-
ducted European tour. His party will leave New
York, June 30, by the Hamburg Line, and the ronte
selected will lead through the Harz Mountains. The
tour will be completed by the end of August, and
will cost about $200. The beauties of the Harz
Mountains are known to comparatively few. They
are described as a spot where the charms of nature
and work of man have united to make a little earthly
paradise, and as Mr. Heyny has been over the ground
many times, none of the attractions will be missed.
The route leads through Celle, Braunschweig, Victor-
shohe. Bode Valley, Wernigerode, Ilsenburg, Harz-
burg and Nordhausen. Many historical castles and
scenes will also be visited. The rate of speed will be
twenty-five or thirty miles per day, and the roads
are all smooth and hard.

THE LAST OF THE CITS.

The Citizens' Bicycle Club petered out, died away,
wound up, whatever you will, on Tuesday last, upon
which date the members met officially for the last
tiiTie in the history of the club. On Tuesday next its

members will be elected to membership in the New
York Athletic Club, the premier organization of the
kind in this country, and the Citizens' Club will cease
to exist.
The Citizens' Club has left a record which few cycle

clubs can hope to equal, and which may serve as a
shining mark for younger organizations. The club
was organized on June t, 1882. It occupied at first

rooms in East Sixtieth Street, then removed to a house
specially built for it in Fifty-eighth Street, near
Eighth Avenue, at present occupied by Mr. Bidwell,
aijd their last home was a house in Sixtieth Street,
near Eighth Avenue.
The club has held race meets, notably the famous

meet held at the American Institute; has promoted
road races, given public entertainments, has often
extended its hospitality both to individuals and to
organizations visiting the city, and has aided, finan-
cially and otherwise, many projects and plans for the
advancement of the sport.
Within its own body it has given many entertain-

ments to its members and has always, by the award
of suitable trophies, encouraged its active riding mem-
bers, the latest encouragement of the kind being the
presentation of a beautiful perpetual challenge cup
for competition among its road racing members.
Membership in this club, and the same can be said

of the Boston Bicycle Club, the Capital Club and a
very few others, practically conferred a certain dis-
tinction and position, so careful were the officers of
the club recommending candidates for membership.
The affairs of the club have always been conducted
with rare and admirable harmony

; there have been
no cliques, and "club kickers" always lost caste
among the members.
Among the men who founded the club, who pro-

moted its growth and prosperity, we call to mind
Doctor Beckwith, Messrs. Fred G. Bourne, John C.
Gulick, Richard Nelson, Frank J. Pool, W. C. Frazee,
Simeon Ford, George R. Bidwell, George T. Wilson,
Elliott Mason. J. T. Francis, Brooks H. Wells, A. E.
Paillard, W. B. Krug, Rev. Thomas McKee Brown,
Knight L. Clapp, Philip Fontaine, Thomas C. Smith
and W. H. McCormack.

A BOULEVARD SYSTEM FOR
ST. LOUIS.

The bill recently passed by the Missouri Legislature
providing for the construction of boulevards in all
cities of the State having a population of 300,000 in-
habitants or more, while it does not mean much with-
out the passage of a suitable city ordinance, is likely
to supply St. Louis with a splendid system of boule-
vards, as it is expected that the necessary ordinance
will be passed at the ne.xt municipal Assembly. The
matter is already being discussed by the Board, and
Street Commissioner Murphy is especially interested
in the matter. His proposed system is as follows :

A boulevard will begin at Calvary Cemetery, and,
running southwestwardly, will pass Bellefontaine
Cemetery and O'Fallon Park. Two miles and a
quarter from the starting point it turns southwardly
on Grand Avenue, passing the Fair Grounds. The
Grand Avenue boulevard is to be seven and three-
quarter miles long, connecting with Loughborough
Avenue at Carondelet Park, and then runs west-
wardly to Kings Highway, passing Tower Grove
Park, Shaw's Botanical Garden and Forest Park,
connecting with the Florissant Avenue boulevard in
front of Bellefontaine Cemetery. This is the mam
boulevard. It makes a circuit around the city of 2ii5:'

miles. The boulevard system, if properly estab-
lished, would rival that of any city in the world it is
thought.
Besides this grand boulevard two boulevards one

mile and three-quarters each in length are to be con-
structed, running from the entrance of Forest Park
at Kings highway, eastwardly to Grand Avenue!
Lindell Avenue is to be used as one of the boulevards,
and Forest Park boulevard will be opened and estab-^
lished. Branches of the boulevard system will extend
eastwardly on Pine Street, from Grand to Twelfth, a
distance of two and seven-eighths miles, and on Park
Avenue, from Lafayette Park, at Mississippi Avenue
westwardly to Shaw's Garden and Tower Grove
Park.
Tower Grove Park will connect the boulevards on

the west and east, as it will be possible to enter the
park on Grand Avenue and drive through to Kings
highway.
Maj. Murphy's plans are warm-ly indorsed by all

the citizens who have seen them, and it is probable
that the bill to be presented to the Municipal Assem-
bly by the Board of Public Improvements will be
made out according to the idea outlined here.
The cost of these driveways will be $2,250,000.

Chief Consul G. Carleton Brown, of the New Jersey
Division, is sending circulars and letters broadcast
throughout the State in the hopes of gaining recruits.
The Division has advanced wonderfully during the
past year, both in prosperity and membership, and
chiefly through the untiring efforts of the Chief
Consul and Secretary-Treasurer Pennell. In 1890 the
Division had 600 members, now it possesses 1059, and
Dr. Brown expects to pass the 1500 mark by JVIay
From the great number of persons who take advan-
tage of the State's unexcelled facilities for wheeling
the required number of recruits ought to be secured
without difficulty if the unattached riders possess a
spark of loyalty. For what has been accomplished
in the way of road improvements the Division points
to the splendid system of roads in Union Co., the
result of the New Jersey road law, enacted through
the efforts of the Division. The S5'stem comprises
about forty miles of macadam connecting with the
Orange and Morristown districts.
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FIXTURES.

MARCH.
31.—Two mile handicap safety race at the indoor

games Eighth Regiment A. A.

APRIL.

4.—Meeting at the Plainfield (N. J.) Bicycle Club's
house for arranging the Century Run.

4.—Bicycle races at the games of the Seventh
Regiment A. A.

15.—Two mile handicap safety race at the indoor
games Twelfth Regiment A. A. Entries close
April 6 with Charles J. Leach, P. O. box 3201,
New York.

17.—Manhattan Bicycle Club's Third Annual Spring
Reception at Vienna Hall.

MAY.

-Annual Race Meet of the Rockland County
Wheelmen, Spring Valley, N. Y. Address
V. A. Johnson, Spring Valley, N. Y.

-Eighth annual Meet, N. J. Division, Elizabeth.
-Tournament of the Bay State Bicycle Club and

Massachusetts Division Annual Meet.
-Annual Tournament of the Rome (N. Y.)

Cyclers. Address J. L. Esselstyn, Rome, N.Y.
-Annual Decoration Day Handicap Road Race.
-Chicago—Pullman Road Race.
-Twenty-five mile handicap road race of the

Alameda (Cal.) Bicycle Club, San Leandro
triangle.

JUNE.

29-30.

30-

—Elwell's European Tour. Departure from New
York.

—Departure from New York of the Heyny Harz
Mountain Tourists.

—Annual Spring Meet of Connecticut Division
and New Haven Bicycle Club Tournament.
Address E. J. Perkins, Secretary.

,—Meet of the City League of A. A. U. Clubs,
Buffalo.

—Annual Meet Iowa Division at Newton.
—Annual Meet New Hampshire Division, Con-

cord.
—Kentucky Division meet.
—Kings County Wheelmen's Annual Race Meet.
—Kentucky Division's excursion from Louisville

to Mammoth Cave and return.

JULY.

-Race meet of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club
and the Third Racing District, Hagerstown,
Maryland.

—Annual meet of the Missouri Division at Carth-
age.

—Columbia Cycle Club's tournament at Charter
Oak Park, Hartford, Conn. Address C. P.
Tucker, Secretary, Box 54, Hartford, Conn.

—The Poorman Road Race at Cincinnati.
—Annual Meet California Division, Stockton.
—Start of the Detroit Wheelmen's League Meet

Tour from Niagara to Detroit. Address for
Particulars, C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Avenue,
letroit.

15—Annual Meet, Ohio Division, Columbus.
18.—L. A. W. Annual Meet, Detroit, Mich.
—Chicago Cricket Club's Annual Meet. Address

J. G. Davis, Park Side, Chicago.
—Departure from New York of Smith's European

Tour.

AUGUST.
-Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha

Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y. Ad-
dress Fred Bronner, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

SEPTEMBER.

S-g.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn.

8-g-io.

16-17.-

26-27.

27.

28.

3-4-

4-

13-14-
16-17-

24-25.-

29.

THE IRVINGTON-MILBURN ROAD
RACE.

The annual handicap road race will be run on Sat-
urday, May 30. As most of our readers know, the
distance is twenty-five miles and has been over the
Irvington-Milburn stretch. The details of this year's
event have not as yet been even considered. It is

probable that a new cottrse has been selected which
will not present as many hills as the Irvington-Mil-
burn stretch. It is also probable that there will be a
new system devised for arranging the handicaps and
for awarding the prizes, so that only the men who
finished inside the first five or ten receive prizes, but
the men who make the best five or ten net times will
also probably receive prizes. A call will be issued in

the next issue of The Wheel, for a committee
meeting to take charge of the race. The event is

bound to be the classic Summer event in the eastern
half of the United States, and we might even say of
the whole country, but courtesy demands that the
Pullman road race be considered of at least as much
importance as the Irvington-Milburn race. Mr.
Barkman states that he would gladly follow the ex-
ample of Mr. Garden and pass the race over to the
hands of a proper organization, but as there is no as-
sociated cycling club organization in New York, he
will ask the various clubs to send a representative to
the committee meeting. As a matter of fact, a com-
mittee was recently appointed by the King County
Wheelmen, who asked to take charge of the race, and
there has been a slight breeze of opposition and con-
siderable gossip passing round concerning the event,
but riders who really wi.sh to race tor honor and
trophies on the road will have ample opportunity on
May 30, as the race will be managed as intelligently
as it has in the past, and the list of prizes will be
eqtial to that off'ered at any other contest.

INDOOR RACING AT BUFFALO.

The bicycle events at the indoor games of the
Sixty-fifth Regiment A. A. and the Iroquis A. C, on
Saturday night of last week, resulted as follows :

One Mile Safety, Novice—E. C. Bald, Roamers
B. C, first; J. M. Schulz, Q. C. A. C, second ; W. O.
Ottenot, R. B. C, third. Time, 3.08 1-5.

Half Mile Safety—R. W. Conn, Press C. C, first

;

W. ConoUy, W. E. B. C, second ; W. J. Fisher, third.
Time, 1.36.

One MILE Safety, 3.30 Class—E. C. Bald, R. B. C,
first ; C. H. Callahan, Press C. C, second ; W. Conolly,
W. E. B. C. third. Time, 3.07.

Three Mile Safety—Chas. Dorntge, first; R. W.
Conn, Press C. C, second. Time, 9.28 2-5.

AN- AMERICAN EDITOR.

F. P. Prial is an American, and a young one, too
but his energy and business tact have been the means
of bringing The Wheel—of which he is editor and
proprietor—right in front in the world of cycling jour-
nalism across the Atlantic; and even if a trifle heavy
reading, it has the merit of being the most reliable
journal devoted to the sport in America.

—

Cycling-.

FOR AN INTER-CLUB ROAD RACING
ASSOCIATION,

Editor of the Wheel :

It is with much pleasure that I discern through
The Wheel signs of an awakening and revival of
the old-time interest in the inter-club team contests.
Born of a spirit of friendly rivalry, when there were
no athletic clubs grasping for all our speedy men;
when every man was willing for the occasion to sub-
ordinate personal ambition to the good and glory of
his club, the old Alphabetical Association developed
an intense interest in road racing and record break-
ing Which still lives in the "25-mile handicap," while
the good old "Alphabetical" has been slumbering.
Let us hope tor the dawn of an awakening. No prize
in the shape of bicycles, cameras, et aL, were then
offered. The fiVst and second men only received
medals. No prizes were solicted from the trade, with
the result that there were no suspicions of the enter-
ing or existing of trade influences.

It seems to me that now, if ever, is an appropriate
opportunity to re-establish an annual or semi-annual
inter-club competition on the road . Have it composed
of three or four men from each of the clubs of the
metropolitan district, including New Jersey, or of the
State, if you will, or of several of the Eastern States

—

the first would be preferable, I think. I say now is

the time. The athletic club element is well defined.
Allow no man who races under athletic club colors a
position on the purely cycle club team. This restric-
tion will eliminate from the contests those who by
choice gain superior advantages by casting their lot
with the athletic clubs. Alpha.

OF INTEREST TO CYCLIST AND
THE LEGAL PROFESSION.

A Model Track.

A number of racing men recently visited the new
track built at Heme Hill, which, we understand, is

situated on the outskirts of London. It is expected
that this will be the model cycling path of England.
The track measures 1% laps to the mile, and the bank-
ing at the sides is referred to as "something fright-
ful." The curves may be taken at top speed.

The Brookline (Mass.) Bicycle Club has followed
the example set by the Brooklyn Bicycle Club and
has abolished all road officers from the captain down.

A suit brought by George M. Armstrong against
Edgar .S. Lockwood, was tried before Justice J. F.
Barnard and a jury, in the Supreme Court, in and for
Dutchess County, New York, at Poughkeepsie, on
March 11, 1891. The action was brought by the plain-
tiff to recover damages for injuries, alleged to have
been sustained by him, by reason of his being run
into by the defendant, a wheelman. Justice Barnard,
in charging the jtiry, said ;

"Gentlemen of the jury, this occurrence happened
in a public street, a public highway in the city of
Poughkeepsie. Both these parties had a right there

—

make no mistake about it, gentlemen—the bicycle
man had as much right in the highway as the man in
a wagon or a man on foot, and don't be carried away
with any idea that you can regulate the particular
vehicles that shall use the road, when the law don't
justify you. They both had a right in the road

; one
was on the sidewalk, where he had a right to be, and
the other had a right to be in the road. In cities and
villages, where there are special charters, more or
less power is given to the city or village authorities
to make sidewalks and to make regulations concern-
ing them. This city has done that ; it has said that
the bicycle man must keep in the middle of the road
—keep off the sidewalk. But I say to you that this
suit does not depend upon that. You cannot find a
verdict against this man because he was in the wrong
place. This case goes to you as one of personal neg-
ligence upon the part of this bicycle driver, and while
the city law is given in evidence to you, so that you
may consider it in determining whether the defend-
ant is guilty of negligence and whether the plaintiff
is free from it

;
you have no right to say ' you were in

the wrong place and I will beat you anyhow.' That
is not what you are to say. The bicycle man was
in a place where the city said he must not go,
but you have no right to consider that. You
have to find the principle on which this action rests
violated before you can give a verdict against the
bicycle man. Now, what is the principle? The prin-
ciple of travel upon the highway is that everybody is
bound to anticipate possible danger and to guard
against it, and any violation of that principle, either
upon the part of the plaintiff or of the defendant is of
vital importance in these suits. If the bicycle man
was in the wrong place and didn't hit this man, no
action, because no injury was inflicted. If he was in
the wrong place and acted wisely and prudently,
guarding against possible danger to the extent that a
wise man should, there is no action, although he was
in the wrong place. You are to say whether this
bicycle man, being in the wrong place, was guilty of
neglect of duty. Any omission to foresee danger
and any omission to-do what a prudent man would
do to prevent this accident or guard against it would
be negligence on his part, and that is where he is to
be held liable, if at all. This plaintiff says he was
looking down the sidewalk—was upon the sidewalk
counting his lumber, and that this bicycle man ran
into him. If that is the fact you will not have much
difficulty in finding that the man upon the bicycle
had no right there, and the man upon the sidewalk
had a right and was busy about his business, and
was run into without notice and without warning.
The bicycle man says, " I turned out, off the sidewalk
entirely, and I didn't touch him, and he shoved me
and was injured thereby." If that is true this
bicycle man is not liable, because the plaintiff
was in the wrong. He had no right to push the
bicycle man off the sidewalk if that is the fact.
The plaintiff says ' No, I didn't hear him, I didn't see
him,' and he was sustained by the boy, more or less,
as you shall say. You are to say, first, whether that
bicycle driver acted prudently in the management of
his machine, being in the wrong place under the law,
under the circumstances in which he was placed.
You have got to go a step farther; you have got to
find the bicycle man guilty of negligence if you find
the plaintiff was free from it. If he was there about
his business he had a right to expect upon the side-
walk only those people who were legally there. I do
not understand there is any issue made upon this
because the driver of the bicycle says the man looked
straight at him, and says that after he passed by him
he shoved him from the walk. The plaintiff says ' I

did not see him at all.' If he was busy about his
business and was struck by the machine coming
noiselessly upon him it is difficult to say whether you
can find him guilty of any negligence whatever."
"Gentlemen, take this case, both of these gentle-

men having a right in the street, and the bicycle
man not having a right upon the sidewalk and judge
these people according to the degree of care proven
by the circumstances under which this action arose.
If the plaintiff was free from any negligence he is

entitled to recover. What? Simply damages. The
loss of time is limited. Damages include pain, and
that you can't see ;

it has got to come to you from the
mouth of the witnesses, and the plaintiff has a right
to it if he suffered any, and when you get through
with that the action ends. You will confind this
action entirely to the evidence, and if it is proven,
what are the exact damages as such, without any
element of punishment in your verdict."

A number of Philadelphia men have started train-
ing in the gymnasium, among whom are Taxis,
Draper and Kelly.

W.S. Maltby, the far-famed trick rider, -who is known
by the sobriquet of the " Wizard of the Wheel,"
spent most of last week in New York State giving his
marvelous and highly-interesting entertainment.
In speaking of his performance at Utica the Y. M.
C. A., the Press of that city says: " Mr. Maltby is a
complete master of the wheel, many of hfs tricks
never having been attempted by others. This one
feature was worth many times the price of admis-
sion." Early in April he will leave for a tour through
Pennsylvania. Clubs wishing a first-class and novel
entertainment should write him at once for an open
date. His address is W. S, Maltby, Wallingford,
Conn.
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for
THE WHEEL, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Law-
yer, Washington, D. C]

448,739. Bicycle saddle. W. J. Edwards, Chicago,
111. Filed May 19, 1890.

448,750. Bicycle. W. J. Kenfield, Rochester^assign-
or the Rochester Cycle Co. Filed Oct. 17, 1890.

448,739. Wheel tire. W. A. Bartlett, Edinburgh,
Scotland. Filed Nov. 18, 1890.

448,850. Steering device for Safeties. R. W. Reiss,
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Dec. 17, 1890.

448,960. Bicycle. F. J, Hazard, Toronto, Canada.
Filed, Sept. 6, 1890.

449,000. Bicycle spoke wrench. A. K. Schaap, Rich-
mond, Va. Filed Jan. 15, 1891.

Re-issue. Wheel tire. J. B. Dunlop, Belfast, Ire-
land. Filed Jan. 26, 1891. Patented in England, No.
4,116, March 8, 1889.

OWEN'S ORIGINAL CUSHION TIRE-

A WORD ON CUSHION AND PNEU-
MATIC TIRES.

We ahvays like to publish both sides of every ques-

tion. We have much respect for the man who will

brave the drift of public opinion, and, standing like a

snag in a swift stream, will shout out his belief, will

make his cry of warning heard in the buzz of dis-

cussion and the hum of contention. In accordance
with this policy we publish an extract from a private

letter, in which the writer sets forth his personal ex-

perience with cushion and pneumatic shod wheels,and
in which he appears to have little belief:

"Cushion tires are perhaps agitating the public
mind more than any others. Will they last, are they
fast, and othersimilarquestionsare beingasked ? To
these queries only time can give adecfuate and truthful
reply. There can be no question but that Edge's
Brighton and back ride was accomplished on a cush-
ion, thus proving that it cannot be so extra slow, but
at the same time it is not proved thereby to be so extra
fast, especiall}' considering that C. A. ("Bath Road")
Smith, on a pneumatic, fairly knocked the corners off

Edge's time, and in comparatively easy fashion. It

has never been proved that Edge would not have done
as well on a good solid tire: by "good" I mean a
sensible one, not a rubber about as thick as a boot-
lace and as elastic as wood. Latterly I have been rid-
ing a good deal on all kinds of tires, from one-half
inch solids up to big pneumatics, and my experience
points to the fact that large solids of best quality are
to be preferred to cushions for several reasons. There
is none of the drag up-hill that is the cushion's boon
companion, but dire enemy; the weight is very much
less; the cost is according to the weight, and the com-
fort is about the same. Therefore why cushions?
They are the fashion, that is all. (I would remark
here that I am taking as my basis the wheels of safe-
ties—cushions being ij^ and 1%; solids, % and one
inch). I have been ridiculed because of this opinion
of mine by some of the know-alls, but one by one they
are climbing into the fence, and the same thing is

being given off in more or less guarded fashion by
one after another of the detractors, after the fashion
of Mr. Facing Bothways of unrespected memory.
Why cushions should drag up hill I cannot tell, nor

do I seek to inquire ; they do drag and that is all I

know. The way I arrived at this was thus : A friend,
who is nearly as possible my match (or I am his,
which comes to about the same thing), and myself
went off one day mounted on machines similar in
weight, crank-throw and gear, but one with best
quality cushions and one with solids of the sizes re-
spectively aforementioned. Hov7ever we might
change about the machines, which ever of us rode the
solid would be the one to be first up the hills, the gain
being, as nearly as I can estimate it, about 50 to 60
yards in the half mile. On the level ground, at ordi-
nary speed, there was little to choose between the two
machines till it came to sprinting, and then the solids
were always quicker away. In down-hill sprints
sometimes one was first, sometimes the other ; so on
this count I judge them to be about equal.
With regard to pneumatics

; they are much in front
of other tires ; not only as regards speed and cost, but
also unreliability and difficulty of repair. They may
behave admirably for weeks, and then, just when the
thing is least expected, they will fail. And they al-w lys seem to choose a time for this interesting oper-
ation when the rider is about ten miles from no
where; Besides, the cost is against them, adding, as
they do, about £4 ($20) to the cost of a safety and
about £6 ($30) to that of a tricycle, while if they get
damaged (and they seem to put in all their spare time
to this end), there is the devil's own fun, and the man
who was a few minutes before envied his possession
is only pitied by his lucky companions, for whom,
however, grim fate is waiting round the corner sing-
ing "Won't you come out to-night" to the air in his
tire."

To Prevent the Side Slip of Pneximatics.
R.J. Mecredy, who has had more experience with

pneumatic tires than any other rider, gives the fol-
lowing tip on the prevention; of side slipping •

Always carry one or two penny lengths of ordinary
tape. Should the roads become particularly slippy
from whatever cause, in a few moments you can
increase the stability of your machine by looping the
tape round the tire and in and out th^-ough the
spokes, tying it every third or fourth loop. Should
you be the possessor of last year's tires, and
should one of them grow a boil, don't await develop-
ments, but wind the tape tightly round and round
the affected spot m the form of a bandage. This will
bring the tire to its normal dimensions, and prevent
all chance of a burst.

PATENTED IN 1887 BY FRED. D. OWEN, OF WASHINGTON, D. C.

This invention consists inmaking a tire of two separate pieces of rubber, each running longitudinally
through the rim, with about the same amount of weight of rubber as the ordinary solid rubber tire, but sep-
arated into two parts for distinctively different kinds of work, an outer and inner section of rubber as will
be seen by the drawings.

Let us suppose the ordinary tire to possess 100 parts of good quality of rubber, and let 75 parts with
ingredients be used for the outer, or harder more refractory covering, " A," and let 25 parts remaining be
made of a pure soft more elastic rubber, and moulded so as to serve as a longitudinal seat or cushion " B "

for the outer shell "A" to rest against, when compressed as in riding.
The outer portion of rubber must be made hard and refractory to take the wear, and separate from the

inner more delicate rubber, and when cemented properlv in the felloe or rim of the wheel the soft virgin
rubber is almost hermetically sealed by the outer hard shell from the elements. The advantages of making
a tire thus are both great and obvious. The proportion of the hard and soft rubber being properly distrib-
uted together with an inner air space between the same will. afford ease and comfort in riding, and in case of
wear or damage the outer coat or covering can be removed and a new one substituted at a much less cost
than in any other tire now used

; as the inner rubber, owing to it not being exposed to the elements and
wear, and owing to its pure qualities will outlast several outer coverings,
thereby effecting a saving to the owner, besides making when ridden the
most perfect tire of the cushion type.

Inasmuch as the rubber is so separated into distinctive working parts,
the quality of the one makes the quality of the other much more efficient and
useful, and admits of the inner to be of any desired shape for either the
hollow or the solid rim.

The inner section, " B," or core may also be any degree of elasticity of
rvibber and of any size, even so that if it fills the air chamber entirely, when
the outer jacket or shell is cemented in place in the rim, as long as they are
moulded separately and put together when needed.

In this case (as shown in the side bearing) the outer shell may be moulded
like any hose pipe or present common cushion tire, but cut at the bottom
longitudinally for the reception of the inner core or cushion, and likewise
for the change of the outer shell fora new jacket or covering when found
necessary.

The raised center in a rim, "also shown by Mr. Owen's patent is recom-
mended for this double section tire and hollow rim as the cushion is nearer
the center Of the tire, where it meets and yields more healthfully than other
wise to outside impressions, as in riding.

These sections and points claimed by Mr. Owen tend to keep the outer
tire or covering more in shape and not allow it to flatten out side wise and
cut by use as some hollow tires are apt to do, which are left unsupported
from within.

Likewise the outer shell may be of any desired shape in connection with the inner cushion of both air and
rubber, as shown by the accompanying drawings.

This tire of Mr. Owens is really the originator of a portion of the present craze, for large tires m England,
and that which has just reached this country. Messrs. Starley Brothers, of Coventry, Eng., m perfecting

this tire of Mr. Owens made and exhibited for the Stanley Show in the Winter of '89 and '90, the first cushion
tire of large diameter in England on their Psycho Cycles, the reputation of which has spread so universally

as to be of more or less interest to every cyclist both home and abroad.

THE POPULAR DIAMOND SAFETY.

Percival Tattersfield, corner Twe'lfth and Oxford Streets, Philadelphia, the importer of this machine, is

by no means new to the cycling business, having been a rider for some years and one ot the first to introduce
a safety into the country. He has been im-
porting for three or four years, but- only now
puts himself and his machines prominently
before the cycling public. He has spent the

best part of this Winter in England in order
to have manufactured for him a superior and
therefore, " POPULAR" wheel. He has visited

many of the largest and best factories in Eng-
land, gone thoroughly into the process of

/y\ www I I / '//' xx w M ///^ « \ \ I I / / ' x\ manufacture, studied carefully all the best
/^ VWlIf;'/^ WW Jr /'//W^\\\ 1/ // /V known designs, and now offers this wheel as

the result of his labors. The machine is high
grade in every respect, the only thing low be-

ing the price, which is put at a moderate figure

only because the manufacturer and importer
believe in large sales,, moderate profits and
quick returns.

It is made of the best weldless steel tubing
and drop steel forgings, and the details of con-
struction are mechanically accurate in every
part. The steering-fork has centres nine— ^^=- ~

' - inches long fitted with ball bearings, which

are readilv adiustable and there is plenty of handle-bar adjustment. The handle-bar is one piece K-inch

weldfesssLeXbing^S inches long" and bent well backwards to be convemently reached by the rider
;
the

spokefare direct 40 to rear and 32 to the front wheel (direct spokes have been selected as being more econ-

om^ca1 for repIfrVand living lesl vibration than tangent spokes),; the cranks are^detachable forged steel
'^- ''----, of the "Abingdon-Humber pattern, and IS

ive manner; the ball bearings are all adjus
" pattern, and the rubber tires are of the bes

be furnished Attend with z% inch cushion tii,-- -- — ,^

tern"that is withVhe°hole pUced on the under side of the tire or within the rim. This gi-ves a more durable

tire and e<^i;aUy as good a Cushion. Weight, 46 lbs., or with cushion tire, 48 lbs. Price, $85, cushion tire, $100.
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i JHE QUESTION OF TIRES

IS NOT
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WHICH FLOATS BEST

BUT IT IS

WHICH WEARS BEST.

IT
is laughable to note ths attempts of certain maiiafacturers to beguile the uninitiated into the

belief that they are offering a superior article in bicycle tires SIMPLY BECAUSE THEY
FLOAT when put in water.

Ivory soap floats, but is hardly suitable for bicycle tires, neither is rubber which floats. We
make our tires to stand the wear and tear of bicycle riders, and not to be used as life-preservers.

Our tires are red rubber. All red rubber tires in which the life of the rubber is preserved by

the use of antimony will sink, but they will out wear grey rubber two to one.

Grey rubber will float ; it will also dry up, chip and break in a short time. To illustrate, take

two rubber bands such as are used for doing up bundles of paper for filing. Have one of red rubber

and one of grey rubber. After these bands have been used for the above purpose for about six

months, examine them. The red rubber band will be as soft, pliable and full of life as ever. The
grey rubber band will have dried up, lost its life, become hard, and will break if stretched.

We have used the grey rubber in bicycle tires, and it is our experience that it is unsuitable for

this purpose for the above reasons.

Again we must repeat,

WE TRY THE EXPERIMENTS.

r^-f^--

m CHICAGO.

^^:?

OVERMAK ^?7HEEL CO., i|

CHICOPEK KAIvIvS, MASS.
A. G. SPALDING &. BROS., Special Agents.

NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA.
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ESTERN
WHEEL

WORKS.
CATALOGUES NOW READY!

SEND FOR ONE

!

The Best LiDM[ Wheek EveijI^^ the Money.

LIGHT ! STRONG !

GRAGEFUL

!

NIGELY FINISHED ! PERFEGTLY FITTED !

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

R. L COLEMAN & CO.
35 Barclay Street, and 40 Park Place,
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KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN.

When I decided to " fill a long felt want " by regu-
larly supplying K. C. W. notes I knew I was under-
taking a heavy contract, being very well aware that
one cannot satisfy everybody. But I was hardly
prepared for the storm which broke over my poor
unknown head last Sunday ; and all because my par-
agraph regarding "Gentlemen or no Gentlemen"
was not properly understood. I said nothing reflect-

ing on the Brooklyns as a club, nor anything which
could in any way change the existing feeling of friend-
liness between the two clubs. In any event, 1 am not
the K. C. W., and what I write is not passed on by the
club before it is printed. I simply express my own
sentiments. I know this statement will satisfy tne
Brooklyns, even if it fails of its purpose with some of

our prettiest "kickers." The "pace '' paragraph only
stirred up the non-riders, and they are forgiven.

While sitting in a corner of the parlor at 12.55 last

Thursday night waiting for the gavel to sound the
call to order on the occasion of the club's tenth annu-
al election of officers, my thoughts vmconsciously
drifted back several years, and I lived again through
the excitement of former elections. As election after
election passed before my mind, I could not but real-
ize that a wonderful change had come over the club.

The spirit of opposition has evidently died out; only
one ticket right through the list, where formerly there
were at least two candidates for each office. This
freedom from strife is not caused by a scarcity of
ambitious members, but because the feeling of friend-
ship has taken a firm hold in our little community,
This is as it should be, and so long as it endures suc-
cess cannot fail to be the result of all our efforts.

" Of all the sad words, etc., etc.," applies very nicely
to ex-Captain Murphy's report. The showing of al-

most four hundred points won during the season
" might have been " creditable to the K. C. W. had
they been won under our colors, but as the case now
stands the most of them properly belongs to the
N. Y. A. C, and should not have been embodied in
his report as K. C. W. points. We want what is due
us, but do not desire to belittle the N. Y. A. C. by
crediting ourselves with points won by a member o£
their stable.

Atol touched the keynote in his remarks about re-
viving team-road racing, and the possibility that the
good old times may come again has caused consider-
able talk at headquarters. This, in connection with
the probability that the K. C. W. will undertake the
arrangement of the annual I.-M. race, is keeping
every one on the anxious seat. No one would be
more pleased than I to see the K. C. W. take charge of
this I. M. race, but there should be no rash procedure.
Nothing should be done without careful considera-
tion. The former manager, of course, has no legal
rights in the matter, but if he has decided to run a
race we should not, under any circumstances, oppose
him. Two Eastern races on that day could not be a
success. One of them would undoubtedly be a
failure. However, the committee in charge of the
affair is intelligent, and can be relied on to follow the
proper course.

Perhaps a little timely warning will save consider-
able trouble and expense later on, so I want to give
the cue to " Shorty " Graham, " Stump " Koerner and
" Half Fare " Steves that the mounted guardians of
Prospect Park are "onto " their pace, and, as the cap-
tain of the " guards " remarked, "if they don't hold
'thimselves' back they'll git jugged." That would
cost $5.

The " Reunion," on the 3jst inst, for which we have
all received invitations, promises to be a very pleas-
ant affair, and if each member, past and present,
sends his photo as requested it will undoubtedly be
the finest collection of counterfeits extant. I hope on
that night to shake hands with quite a number of the
old-timers who have not held on as long as I have,
and if they get as much pleasure otit of that form of
"grip" they will long for nothing further, as their
cup of happiness will be full.

The ladies' night for the 7th prox. is an assured
success, and will be a fitting wind-up of the most
successful social season the K. C. W. has ever known.
Our thanks are due you, Jack, and I am sure you have
them.
Did you ever hear about fifty well-regulated hearts

"beat out loud?" No? Then you were not at the
Brooklyn's club-house on Wednesday night, when
the last of the games in the inter-club pool tourna-
ment were played, for if you had been you could
have distinctly heard every heart beat nervously.
The only man who had a heart chock full of grit for
the time being and nerves made of the best credenda
steel tubing was out only Arthur H. Smith. He
snatched "victory from defeat," and the K. C. W.
cannot express their appreciation of the efficient

services of their new President in too forcible a
manner. I know the sentiment is hurrrah for the
team, but three times three for Arthur.

If the first paragraph of these notes had not been
written before Mr. Raymond's and Mr. Smith's
remarks, I would have felt quite small for having so
thoughtlessly kicked up such a rumpiis, but having
eased my mind I could look at both and say—mentally—"Philopena." Straddle.

BROOKLYN RAMBLERS.

The advent of Spring already shows its good effects,

and the present activity among the members carries
with it undeniable evidence of a successful season
for 1891. The club's new quarters are being suitably
furnished, etc., by the House Committee, and it will
doubtless tend to help the ever-increasing member-
ship of the club.
The Captain's card of fixtures for the first quarter

is on record, and the new feature of the semi-monthly
runs will doubtless meet with popular favor, and con-
sequently pave the way to larger attendance on club

runs. The mileage prizes also seem to do their work,
for the mileage for the month of February, as
recorded by the committee in charge, is excellent,
when the weather is taken into consideration. The
mileage record of the club for the year will doubtless
be one of the largest for an organization of its size.

The racing element must not be forgotten; such
men as Holland, Feldmeier, McCue, Miller, etc., al-

ready show good form, and, as club races will be held
at frequent intervals, we hope to be able to launch a
few men in this direction.
A house-warming and stag will be held on the 31st

inst., and the committee .promise a good time for
those who attend.

GOTHAM WHEELMEN.

THE SMOKER.
The inclement weather Saturday evening last in no

way dampened the ardor or spirit of those who par-
ticipated in the "smoker." The building was well
nigh packed with members and their friends, for it

was the final one of the season, and perhaps the most
enjoyable one in the history of the club. The an-
nouncement that Messrs. Otto Cramer, of the Central
Turn Verein, and George Bothner, of the Pastime
Athletic Club, would wrestle catch-as-catch-can, was
the occasion of hearty and long-continued applause,
which made the two contestants blush all the way
down to their kid shoes. The contest ended in a
draw.
Mr. Joe McGrath, champion light weight collar and

elbow wrestler of the world, and Garry Meade then
had a bout, which resulted in favor of Mr. McGrath,
he having secured two out of three falls. Prof. Ed
ward G. Brown then livened up the gathering with his
song;s followed by Hugh H. Mara, the comedian.
His jokes, recitations and sentimental songs took the
house and convulsed the company with laughter.
Mr. Fred Cruchley also distinguished himself and
never clogged better in his life. Among others who
did a turn were Prof. Matyne, facial artist ; the cele-
brated Witmark Brothers, the singing prodigies;
Otto Cramer, C. V. T., and George C. Smith, G. W.,
boxing exhibition ; Mr. B. Russell Throckmorton, of
the Knickerbocker Conservatory, dramatic reciter

;

Mr. A. M. Taylor, humorist ; Otto Cramer, club
swinging and tumbling ; Mr. Robert A. Brunjes,
plantation songs.
At the conclusion of the programme, and when the

parlors and reception rooms were well filled with
smoke, the party repaired to "Room 22, 2d Floor,"
where a cold lunch was served. The hours wore on,
the crowd grew merrier, and daylight had made its

appearance when the last guest departed. The oc-
casion was one of enjoyment, and well calculated to
cement the social feeling between the members of the
club.
Secretary Wm. F. Smith, Jr., in his annual report

payed Mr. Dan Levy, ex-President of the Board of
Trustees, a high tribute regarding the conduct of
this member in the discharge of his duties.

W. F. S., Jr.

THE ARLINGTON LEAGUE WHEEL-
MEN.

The Arlington League Wheelmen is the name of
the latest accession to New York's list of cycling
organizations. The club has been started with a
charter membership of thirteen, the majority of
whom are shining lights in the Arlington League,
which is a purely social club. Having recognized
the value of cycling however, it has arranged for the
accommodation of cycling contingent. On Tuesday
night the charter members of the cycle auxiliary
held a meeting at their club-room, 240 West Four-
teenth Street and elected officers as follows: Presi-
dent, George W. Esser; Secretary-Treasurer, George
J. Allen; Captain, William A. Clevenger: A com-
mittee was appointed to draft a constitution and
bj'-Iaws. The club will very probably join the L. A.
W. in a body. The following circular has been issued
with the object of increasing the membership of the
bicycling department, and will be sent to all wheel-
men in the neighborhood of their headquarters. "As
you are a resident of the immediate neighborhood,
we respectfully call your attentiou to the above-
named social organization, and take this method of
asking you to call and inspect our quarters, which
consist of two large and handsomely-furnished
parlors, billiard, pool and reading rooms, and a
bowling alley that cannot be surpassed an the west
side, having been recently built according to the
latest regulation rules. Eighth Avenue having been
recently repaved with asphalt, we have organized
an Arlington League Wheelmen's Association, which
is meeting with great success, having already four-
teen active wheelmen on the roll, and a number of
applications awaiiling action at the next meeting.
We have ample room and facilities for the storing of
wheels, private lockers, etc., and the excellent loca-
tion, being within a few doors of the avenue, we can
see no reason why the A. L. W. will not, in a short
time, become one of the leading bicycle clubs in the
city.

If you are interested in bowling, billiards, wheeling
or literary pursuits, or think you could enjoy the
benefits of a purely social club, we feel assured that
after a call upon us you will be pleased to become a
member of the Arlington League. A welcoming
committee will always be in special attendance on
Saturday evenings. Trusting you will take advan-
tage of this invitation, we are, respectfully yours,
Geo. L. Gilham, president ; E. J. Demarest, secre-
tary." Information regarding rules, tfy-laws, consti-
tution and dues can be obtained by applying to the
secretary.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

The Irvington (N. J.) Wheelmen, an organization
that never doffed its swaddling clothes, has become
amemory of the past. There is a possibilityof a new
club being started.

I must most emphatically question the good taste
or friendly spirit that animates correspondent
" Straddle '' when he gives publicity to a statement
calculated to ferment ill-feeling and strained rela-
tions between two clubs heretofore always friendly.
Remarks of all kinds are ever being made which
have no foundation in truth and are best ignored. It

can do no good to hold them up to the light. That
the Kings County Wheelmen are not destitute of gen-
tlemen needs no denial from its exponent of news,
therefore a remark so ill-advised shovild have been
forgotten as soon as heard, for with the very same
reasoning of yourarticle, "Don't condemn the club
because of the thoughtless conduct of even two or
three," you should have smoothed down the fur and
not have rubbed it the wrong way. An occurrence
of this kind is always a matter of regret, doubly so
when, as in this case, you have made it possible for
your entire membership to know of an unfortunate
remark, whereas it might have remained the property
of a few individuals, who perchance might have been
more charitable and have seen the fact clearly that
this club could not possibly be held to account for all
that emanated from the tongues of its members. You
have done this club at large an incalculable injury,
my dear " Straddle," and have not, that I can see,
helped your own to any great extent. When we stop
to consider that our two clubs were being drawn into
the most friendly relations through the pool match
just concluded, it makes me feel like the cow that
kicked over its own milk, it didn't do itself any good
and harmed others. At the same time it is no use
crying over the same spilt milk, the harm has been
done ; but I believe that the membership in both our
clubs will calmly view the matter through the spec-
tacles of justice and not allow this to disturb our
future friendly intercourse.

The wheel press has been very cornplimentary on
the question of abolishing the road officers as done
by this club, and we consequently feel that our de-
parture has marked one era in wheel club history
that will bear fruit. It will not be long before others
will fall into line, and the road system will undergo a
change which will, I am convinced, be beneficial to
the sport in general. I look for renewed interest in
the riding done this year, and our success will be
watched closely by other clubs.

The abbreviated ticket has been announced by our
nominating committee, which is as follows : For Pres-
ident, I. B. Potter ; Vice-President, T. C. Snedeker;
Secretary, C. H. Rahming: Treasurer, H. E. Ray-
mond ; Trustees, W. E. Fuller, G. F. Stebbins, A. B.
Barkman and B. M. Cole. Everything points to a
quiet election, and it is not probable that any opposi-
tion will develop, although several weeks must
elapse before election, and one never can tell what
will come up.

Our inter-club pool match with the Kings County
Wheelmen has proved a great success. The good
feeling existing between the clubs was still further
cemented by a glorious wind-up, and "Straddle" got
it in the neck, if I may be allowed to drop into the
vulgar vernacular. "The Kings County Wheelmen
came off victors by four points, the totals being
Brooklyn, 712; Kings County, 71U. A wonderfully
close tournament, considering the number of points
played. Mr. Potter states that he firmly believes
that he will have to step into the breach and break
the "hoo-doo" which evidently surrounds this club in
a contest of any kind, and challenge the K. C. W. to a
duck shoot. Don't do it. Potter, we might lose a
president. And yet we are happy, and we hope to
share some of it with the K. C. W. this season if their
road officers and our road committee will get together
and inaugurate a few joint runs.

We are having four more pockets put in our pool
table

!

ATOL.

DETROIT.

There seems to be an attraction about this city for
wheelmen. Just the other day Fred Donle, of the
Rhode Island Wheelmen, left Providence to take a
position in St. Paul, Minn. On his way he stopped off
to see a friend in Detroit, fell in love with the city, and
is now in the store of the Michigan Cycle Co. He is
the third Yankee to become a member of the Detroit
Wheelmen.
All the committees and chairmen are at work with

plans for the National L. A. W. meet, July 16, 17, 18,
and wheelmen may rest assured that any information
desired can be had upon application. When you see
their invitation you will say it is a "screamer." You
will have to come to the meet to get a programme, but
everybody will know what is to be done and in good
time. Among other plans a Detroit wheelmen's tour
will start from Niagara through Canada for Detroit.
This will be under the management of C. H. Smith,
and any one who joins it will have a fine trip.

Next Sunday Fred A. Ballin, the manager and
architect of the Detroit Boat Works, will give an
illustrated talk on how they build boats.

More than a year ago the police of this city found a
handsome watch charm. It is a Knight Templar cross
with a bicycle on one side, very elegant in design,
and supposed, by the inscription on it, to have been a
gift. Who lost it?

Jack Prince is still with us, and is talking another
race.

. Look for the open letter from the Detroit Wheelmen.
Griff.

The 1891 handbook of the Catford Cycling Club,
England, is a well-bound, handy little book, which is

compiled annually for the use of the members. It
contains, in addition to the list of patrons, officers,
members and rules of the club, the fixtures, runs and
races of the year, and a list of the club championships
on both road and path. There is also found within its

covers a list of the present road records and other in-
teresting cycling information.
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SAN FRANCISCO.

From what I learned by a visit to three of the local
dealers, I am inclined to believe that the bicycle
business in this city is in a healthy state at the pres-
ent time. Edwin Mohrig was the first dealer called
upon, and it was found that he had recently increased
his premises by more than one-half, having secured
the adjoining store, together witli a wide, covered
driveway, which he had converted into a private
ofifice. Besides this he has a large barn that makes a
splendid place tor beginners to ride in. The floor is

smooth, and the entire building is redolent of fresh
paint. The repair shop has been doubled in size, and
three men are kept constantly busy. Mohrig has
two of the best bicycle mechanics in the State, and
gets the, cream of the repair business. Besides these
he employs five other men, two of whom run his
establishment in San Jose. He showed an ingeniovis
arrangement of sample bells on a handle bar, the bar
being mounted on a block of oak. This, together with
an arrangement of sample lamps, he claimed as orig-
inal ; but when he rolled out two safeties connected
by a bar his respect for truth asserted itself, and he
had to acknowledge that the bar was an idea he had
copied from the East. It is a genuine pleasure to see
Mohrig's business build up from what was a small
beginning. The agency for the Rudge came to him
totally unsolicited some six years ago, and he has
steadily improved his hold on the cycling business
since then.

The elegant office and salesroom of the Overman
Wheel Company was next visited. The company is

located on the ground floor of the new Supreme Court
building, just across from the new city hall, and
within one-half block of Golden Gate Avenue, the
main driveway to Golden Gate Park. Mr. Bernays
was engaged, so S. G. Spier showed me about. The
rooms are elegantly and tastefully fitted up in antique
oak, and when the stock of wheels arrive they will
make a brave show. At present they have but two of
this year's wheels on hand, one a solid and the othera
spring frame, both fitted with cushion tires.

It will please the company to know that the three
scratch men in the Alameda Bicycle Club's last road
race rode Victors and finished in one, two, three
order. If Ives, Hebard and Foster decide to ride Vic-
tors in the coming big road races and the Division
championships it will be the best advertised wheel on
the coast, as there are not three other riders who can
lower the colors of these men.
The next place visited was Devaney, Hopkins & Co.,

near Golden Gate Park. The changes which were
begun here some time since are now completed, and
the place has a cleanly, well-to-do appearance. Mr.
Devaney had the usual complaint of non-arrival of
this year's wheels, and all he can exhibit are photo-
graphs of the different types and improvements.
Time did not permit of a visit to Osborn & Alexan-

der, the representatives of the Pope Company, nor to
T. H. B. Varney, the agent for the Warwick and Gor-
mully & Jeffery wheels.

The condition of the bicycle business can be sur-
mised when it is said that some local riders cannot
procure the particular wheel they desire for any con-
sideration. One company said to a prominent rider:
" We have so many orders booked ahead that we can
do nothing for you until April ist, when we will be
pleased to receive your order." " And," my inform-
ant adds, " that probably means I would get the wheel
in June or July."

The first club road race of the Alameda Bicycle
Club was run quite successfully a few days ago. The
club members left Alameda at 7.45, and rode quietly
to the Triangle at San Leandro. A stop was not made
until a level stretch about a mile from the latter town
was reached. As the affair was purposely kept rather
quiet there were no outside riders present, only some
half dozen brown-skinned boys were at the starting
point. The riders were soon ready, and nine of the
fourteen entries were sent on their journey. The
handicaps were as follows : Williams and Snow, three
minutes; Boyle, White and Bradford, two minutes;
Brown, one minute ; Ives, Hebard and Foster, scratch.
From the way the limit men started it was thought

that the scratch men would never see them during
the race ; but before four miles were ridden they
were passed. The result was: Foster, first, 30m. 15s.;

Ives, second, 30m. i8s., and Hebard, third, 30m. 30s.
The distance is a shade over eight and one-third
miles.
Foster rode well, but when Ives and Hebard see fit

they can give him a start, and a beating. These
three riders form the strongest safety team on the
coast at present.
The prizes consisted of bicycle sundries, together

with a medal for the fastest time. Foster secured
first prize and the time medal.
Frank Hewlett acted as judge, and R. A. Smyth

started and timed.

W. S. Knapp, the professional, who is equally as
well known at Long Eaton and Coventry as he is at
Omaha and Chicago, has started a bicycle school in
the gallery of the Mechanics' Pavilion, and will hold
forth there until the skating rink closes in August.
His many friends—and I do not think any professor
has more friends than the genial " Knappy "—will be
surprised to learn that he has settled down to a hard-
working man of business. One occasionally hears
that soft, musical laugh with which he has embell-
ished so many stories of his racing life, but he seems
intent on business now and works hard. Dan Canary
is of the same jolly nature as Knapp, and care seems
to rest lightly on his shoulders. California.

ST, LOUIS.

The much put-off last of the series game of foot
ball is due to-morrow, but Jupiter Pluvius is not
making weather to order just now, so it may be post-
poned again.
The club runs called for Sunday will probably

meet the same fate.
Captains Tedd and Milford are getting up a

schedule of club runs to suit all tastes from the
chronicle scorcher to the Park Pet. New places will
be visited if any can be found, and the old haunts
remembered.

I opine that there will be fully twice as much down
town riding as in previous years. We have had
sprinkled streets for so long that dry ones will look
strange, and we shall only know how they have been
missed when we see the number of people who will
use them this Summer.
Several wheelmen tell me that they intend to take a

tour this season, and I take it that i f a good route and
time could be selected a good number would spend
their vacations in this way. There is no better way
to recuperate, as those who have tried it testify. The
three St. Louis riders who wheeled to Philadelphia
last Fall gained steadily in weight, although they
had to climb the AUeghenies and ride through mud.
If touring is not common out West it is from one rea-
son only : Because the scientific mud trails are of the
farmers, by the farmers and for the farmers.
Will Harding is about to enter the employ of the

John C. Meyers Sporting Goods Co. They handled
the Hartford last year.
The Knight Cycle Co. have made several sales in

St. Charles, Mo., this Spring. It is a slow German
town, but is taking quite an interest in cycling lately.

East St. Louis, too, is looming up as a cycling town.
The former company's line now include the agency of

the New Mail, Union, Sylph, Hartford, Broncho, Joliet
and a full line of medium grade wheels.
Despite the wet weather business at the agencies is

good, so when it gets settled trade should fairly boom.
The local press is doing well for the cycling inter-

ests. Half a dozen papers now devote a column or so
to cycling news. Future Great.

LINCOLN, NEB.

Featherstone's pneumatic is the first inflated tire

that has been seen in Lincoln. His traveling man sold
six here last week, and twenty-five in Omaha. Mr.
Featherstone's enterprise is to be commended and he
deserves the success that he is having.

C. C. Candy, representing the Victors, is the only
other representative of a bicycle firm who have been
in Lincoln. Mr. Candy is meeting with splendid suc-
cess this year in selling the fine line offered by the
Overman Co.

Lincoln has secured the vice-consulship of Nebraska
for M. F. Van Horn, who is undoubtedly the proper
man for the place. Chief Consul Perrigo declares
that Nebraska's membership will be increased to 200
this year. Let the good work go on !

Grand Island has recently organized a wheel club,
with Arthur C. Mayer as president.

Ed Righter, the Eagle man, has ordered a light
roadster Eagle. Milmine is expecting his Singer's
Apollo every day, and Walton has discarded his
safety for a 56-inch Victor ordinary. The g. o. o.'s

are returning.

The snow is fast disappearing here, so good riding
can soon be expected. THE Twins, No. 2.

The name of the Elkhart (Ind.) Bicycle Agency has
been changed to the D. N. Weaver Bicycle Co., but
the pers07inel of the firm remains the same. This con-
cern handles a number of makes, the Rambler being
their leader. They conduct a riding school and are
hustlers, Mr. Weaver being reputed one of the best-
posted cycle men in his section.

Rankin & Bruce, of Providence, have recently added
the Rambler to their other lines.

M. O. Daxon is the latest comer in Omaha, Neb., cy-
cle trade world. He handles Ramblers and Rovers.

Mr. Henry G. Priest sends us a copy of Le Quadrant
of March i. Le Quadrant is published by one of the
Quadrant Cycle Co.'s large agents in Paris.

The corners at the new London track at Heme Hill

are raised five feet on the outside.

The Social Wheel Club, of Denver, has secured a
commodious house at No. 1^19 Glenarm Street, which
is being handsomely furnished and altered for the
club's headquarters.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

At a meeting of the Rochester Wheelmen's League
last week, officers were elected to take charge of the
State meet, as follows : President, G. D. Montgomery;
Vice-President, James H. Brown

; Secretary, M. B.
Fox ; Treasurer, F. D. Morgan. Complaints of vio-
lations of the city ordinance in regard to sidewalk
riding were considered and steps will be taken to
abate the nuisance. Copies of the League rules, con-
taining a list of the streets on which sidewalk riding
is allowed, will be distributed. The League is doing
commendable work in endeavoring to have all wheel-
men conform with the city ordinance.

RIVERSIDE WHEELMEN.

The final stag of the season will take place on Sat-
urday evening of this week, at the club-house, 138

West One Hundred and Fourth Street. The club ex-
pects to have an extensive programme rendered, as
this is not only the last entertainment of the season,
but it is also, very probably, the last one thai will be
held in the present quarters. A much larger and
more handsome house has been secured, which will

be occupied by next May. This move has become
necessary on account of the large increase of the
membership roll. Although the Riverside Wheelmen
are one of the few cycling clubs that are charging an
initiation fee, their application list for membership is

as large as ever, if not actually on the increase. Any
wheelman of good standing, over eighteen years of

age, who is thinKing of joining a wheel club, would
do well to write to the secretary of the Riverside
Wheelmen for full particulars.

Among the prizes to be offered at the Division meet
at Louisville, in June, are two high grade wheels, a
diamond wheel, gold watch, stop watch, bronze vases,

a large silver cup, and gold and silver medals.

In view of the fact that the Arlington Wheelmen are
developing a marked taste for social meetings, in ad-
dition to the enthusiasm for riding which they have
exhibited from their earliest organization, and that
those members of the Washington Cycle Club who
still maintain an active interest in wheeling may be
e-xpected to sympathize with the same spirit among
the wheelmen, it would seem probable that a move-
ment now on foot to consolidate the two clubs has a
fair prospect of success. The Arlingtons would gain
thereby all the advantages of the e.xcellently fur-
nished club-rooms, centrally located and in every
way most desirable, so long occupied by and so
favorably known in connection with the Cycle Club,
as well as an advantageous increase of membership
by th& union of forces, while the Cycle Club would
not only get increase of socially desirable club men,,
but also, it may be expected, an awakening influence-
in the direction of the sport which ought to be of
advantage to them. It would also seem that the join-
ing of the clubs ought to develop their financial re-
sources, which are a particularly important itemi
where a club desires to maintain attractive quarters.
The points which the "wheelmen" are said to in-

sist upon as a basis for consolidation are a mutual
revision and approval of the membership rolls, a
limitation of the scale of dues, and the retention in
the name of the- joint club of the distinctive title
"Arlington." In connection with their name, the
Arlingtons are rather desirous of also retaining the
distinctive title " Washington " of the cycle club, and
a combination of the two is strongly favored. The
Washington Cycle Club has not yet definitely ex-
pressed their ideas on the subject, although commit-
tees have been appointed by both clubs, and have
already met and discussed the subject. As the Ar-
lingtons are not disposed to stand on any other con-
siderations than those named, it would seem that the
Washingtons might be expected to accede thereto,
and that an early uniting of the clubs may be antici-
pated.
With this bit of news, X-Bones proceeds to his next

character sketch.
This time the unfortunate is the first captain, the

"robber"-captain of the Arlingtons. To do justice to
his character, more time and space are necessary
than X-Bones or The Wheel can afford. Still, to
those who have some general idea of the total deprav-
ity of man, much may appropriately be said in a few
words. For instance, it is to be noted that he was
elected for but one term as captain, and before the
end of that time on every run were heard exclama-
tions such as :

" Election of officers in July. Have a
new cappie then. Thank heavens !" and sighs of an-
ticipated relief. But alas! for the Arlingtons. When
July came they leaped from the frying-pan into the
fire, for this unnatural monster, unacquainted with
the emotion of compassion, was then elected "trainer"
to the club. Among the many instances of heartless
discipline and unsympathetic enforcement of author-
ity may be mentioned the facts graven with an irr n
pen in the hearts of certain of the club, in connection
with a run to " Frederick." On this occasion, although
tearfully implored by all the other participants in the
run, he cruelly refused to permit a single glass of
beer to be drunk or to permit any dallying with the
femininity of Frederick. As he was the only married
man of the lot, it might be imagined that this blow to
the gallantry of the club was the "most unkindest
cut of all," but it was not. The last straw was heaped
upon his unfortunate victims when they turned in for
the night, hoping to forget their trials and disap-
pointments in balmy sleep, when the ruthless de-
stroyer of their peace called upon them at fifteen-
minute intervals "to get up and smoke a cigarette."
Piteously did the poor wretches beseech that their
hard lots might not thus be made worse, but in vain.
By a brutal blow with a pillow, or a chilly splash of
cold water, the captain would enforce implicit obedi-
ence to his rigorous enactions. But if as captain, as
thus instanced, this individual evinced a tyrannical
disposition, as trainer he has more than fulfilled the
fearful promise of his earlier youth. Were it not that
he could hardly hope to be believed, X-Bones would
tell how several members of the club, selected at the
caprice of this creature, have gone for months with-
out the cheering solace of the "weed," have almost
forgotten how sounds the bubbling gurgle from the
tuneful throat of a beer-bottle. Sad, sad, their case.
Lucky the one poor wight, who, escaping from tha

thralls of this insatiate embodiment of misplaced
authority, fled to the wilds of Peoria, 111., from
whence come ever and anon "tidings of comfort and
joy," for him; but "that is another story," as soijie
one has said before several times.
Since writing the above, X. Bones' attention has

been called to the fact that the Baltimore correspond-
ent mentions that Baltimore has a greater number
of wheel clubs than has a certain capital city. X.
Bones had surmised as much from the fact that three
or more Baltimore clubs were quite largely repre-
sented at the races at the Frederick fair last year.
As, however, these three clubs only carried home one
prize to divide between them, and one other club—
the only one from a certain capital city—took home
thirteen prizes. X. Bones.

Broadway has been paved but twice since 1849, and
probably but three times since it was opened. Prior
to that time cobblestones adorned the thoroughfare,
but in that year the Russ pavement was laid down,
consisting of large, square trap-blocks. The pave-
ment speedily wore smooth and slippery, but was
endured until 1869, when Belgian trap-blocks replaced
it, which are still in existence. Thej' will be changed
this summer, however, for new trap-blocks. Refer-
ring to street pavements leads the Evening- Sun to
express the following good words for asphalt: "The
introduction of asphalt a few years ago threatened
to supersede the Belgian trap-block method. But
the practical difficulties, including the expense, in-
volved in laying down this form of pavement pre-
cluded its use on a 1 arge scale for many years. These
impediments are now in a fair way to be removed,
and in a few years we may hope to see the principal
residence streets of the city clothed with this cleajj
noiseless pavement."
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NEWARK.

The cycle trade in this city this season gives prom-
ise of being- unprecedented for activity in its some
what brief but prosperous history. Although there
has scarcely been a day this year of the kind that in-

spires one with a desire to part with his sbekels for a
new mount, or dicker for an exchange of wheels in

order to be able to gambol on the green, the dealers
have all been selling wheels in quantiti»« that sur-
prised even themselves. To what propoftions their
sales will reach when continuous rideable weather sets

in, is a matter of much speculation. Cycl»« have been
disposed of to an unusually large number of novi-
ces, and it is plain to see that the whseling frater-

nity of this city is destined to receive a big increase
in the way of number. Cycling among the ladies has
never been received with as much favor in this city

as elsewhere, notwithstanding the fact that there are
miles of smooth roads where they could ride unan-
noyed. However, there are grounds to believe that it

will be taken up more extensively by the ladies' con-
tingent this season, as several drop-frame machines
have already been sold or ordered. The old riders
are exchanging their mounts rapidly for cushion-
tired machines, and many are waiting for pneu-
matics. New riders care for neither *nd purchase
hard-tired safeties. High wheels are at a discount,
and many of those who clung to them last season
have succumbed to the influence of the cushion or in-

flated safety. There are also a large number of con-
servative riders who announce their intention .of

clinging to their hard-rubber shod steeds until the
superiority of the new ideas in tires are evinced by
acttial proof. So incredulotis are some wheelmen,
that the good qualities of the present new devices
will just begin to percolate through their craniums
when the enterprising riders are looking; around for
the next revolution in wheels.

Chief Consul Brown, of the New Jersey Division,
is anxious to secure 1,500 members by Ma.j. Tha Di-
vision now has about 1,060 coherents. From the fact
that the gain in one year has been less than 500, it

would seem incredulous to think it possible to secure
440 members in two months or so. Yet if the unat-
tached men would join the League, as they ought to
in consideration of the rights and benefit* secured by
that organization which they now enjoy, the required
number could be secured easily. The Chief Consul
is sending recruiting circulars throvighout the State
which should bear good fruit, and a long letter has
been received from him by the Atalanfe Wheelmen
relating to the League which will be reafl at the next
meeting. There is no possibility of the club joining
that organization as a club, however, as it is a mem-
ber of the A. A. U.
When the wheelmen of the New York and Brooklyn

clubs become weary of the Riverside drive, Central
Park, Coney Island and the Tarrytown road, they
should turn their faces toward Jersey and enjoy an
all-day's trip in the land of mosquitoes on perfect
macadam roads, amid pastures new. Last year sev-
eral outside clubs visited Morristown under the guid-
ance of local wheel organizations, and Captain Thorne,
of the Atalanta Wheelmen, has already received over-
tures from one metropolitan club to pilot a number
of the members through the wilds of New Jersey this
year. There are any number of attractire spots to
visit, where a good dinner can be. secured after a
twenty to thirty mile run or more. The most familiar
run to outsiders is the Morristown trip, which can
now be made without a dismount. The Pompton run
is also a favorite, stopping en route at Little Falls,
where the waters of the Passaic River can be seen
lashing themselves into foam as they rush over huge
boulders. Little Falls is also on the road to Boonton,
a picturesque and somewhat mountainous trip. There
are also several other attractive points that can be
reached handily from this little town, especially Echo
Lake, and the return trip to Newark via Paterson
and Passaic is one that always pleas»s strangers.
Then there are the many new macadam roads in the
more level Union County, where one can spend an en-
joyable day. From Newark to Rahway via Elizabeth
and then to Plainfield, Milburn, back to Newark
through the Oranges, .makes an interesting forty-
odd mile, run, or he can return from Plainfield via
Westfield and Elizabeth. These, however, are only
the more popular routes.

W. E. Eldridge has made arrangements to secure
the Comet pneumatic, which is shod with tires of the
Thomas pattern. He expects a shipment early in
April.

The Business Men's Cycle League formally took
possession of their new house on Thursday evening
of this week, on the occasion of the regular meeting
for the election of officers. The new quarters of the
organization, which adjoin the Park House, consists
of a good-sized one-story building. The main room
is tastefully furnished and presents a cheerful appear-
ance, and gives ample room for the members' needs.
In the rear is a wheel-room. An entrance has been
made into the billiard-room of the Park Heuse, tor the
use of which an a.greement has been made. The meet-
ing was an enthusiastic one, and refreshments were
served at its conclusion. About forty members were
present. All the officers were elected by an unani-
mous vote. The result follows:
President, J. S. Holmes, Jr.; Vice-President, John

Herman ; Recording Secretary, W. H. Peck
; Corre-

sponding Secretary, G. C. Bartow; Treasurer, C.

Ingraham ; Captain, W. H. Kirkpatrick ; First Lieu-
tenant, E. J. Decker; Second Lieutenant, L. C. Hof-
man ; Color Bearer, O. E. Leib; First Bugler, John
Richards; Second Bugler,

J.
E. Harris; Council,

Herbert W. Knight; Board of Governors, E. F. Hig-
gins, Peter Murray, C. Maillard, Dr. Richards, W. E.
Fish, H. L. Keepers, E. O. Chase.

The bowling match between Millar and Hornfeck
vs. Terbell and Miller, four of the best sphere tossers
of the Atalanta Wheelmen, for a prize of a bowling
ball, on Thursday evening of this week, resulted in
the favor of the two first mentioned bowlers. All
four men were more or less excited or rattled, and
the scores, with two three exceptions, were not up to
the average. The games were witnessed by a large
crowd and resulted as follows : First game—Millar
i6i, Hornfeck 16S, total 339; Terbell 159, Miller 182;

total 341. Second game—Millar 185, Hornfeck 148,

total 333; Terbell 142, Miller 146, total 288. Third game
—Millar 147, Hornfeck 184, total 331; Terbell 148, Miller
149, total 297. Spark.

MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB.

The annual meeting of the Manhattan Bicycle Club,
which was postponed from March 16, was held on
Wednesday evening of this week. A number of re-
ports were read and accepted from the officers and
committees. The treasurer's report showed a cash
balance on hand of over $500, besides several hundred
dollars in outstanding accounts, being mostly in
membership dues. Owing to the unavoidable ab-
sence of the secretary, no report was rendered by that
officer. Action was taken on the resignations of sev-
eral members. A motion to change the constitution,
so as to waive the yearly dues of the treasurer while
in office, as slight compensation for his arduous du-
ties, met with considerable opposition from the old
meinbers of the organization, and was the cause of a
warm discussion, but was finally carried by a bare
majority.
The election of officers for 1891 created much inter-

est on account of an opposition ticket being put in the
field at the eleventh hour. The result was as follows ;

President, J. A. Clairmonte (reg.), elected by 19 votes
over A. Hahn ; Vice-President, Sanford Friedberger,
by unanimous vote ; Secretary, Chas. A. Sheehan
(reg.), over D. H. Thistle; Treasurer, J. H. Ford,
unanimous; Captain, Arthur Brogan, unanimous;
additional Trustees, Geo. Stem (reg.) by 16 votes
over A. Shire, and j. R. Post (opp.) by 6 votes over
Wm. Halpin (reg.) ; First Lieutenant, W. J. Monahan ;

Second Lieutenant, R. L. McFarland, both receiving
unanimous ballots. Color Bearer, E. J. Keane (reg.),

19 majority ; Bugler, M. A. Thuriot, unanimous.

.

On learning the result of the election, Charles A.
Sheehan respectfully declined to accept the secretary-
ship, stating that he had repeatedly refused the nom-
ination and would not serve. This caused considera-
ble discussion, during which the members tried to
induce Mr. Sheehan to take the office, but without
avail. It will be necessary to hold an election for
secretary at the next meeting.

Prom the present outlook the third annual Spring re-
ception will be a grand success. Nearly all the build-
ing bonds have been distributed, and the new club-
house is! likely to be started in the very near future.

The second game of the challenge bowling series
between the Manhattan Bicycle Club and the River-
side Wheelmen was rolled on the Manhattan's alley
on Thursday night, resulting in favor of the Manhat-
tans by 70 pins. The third and final game will be
rolled on the alleys of the Riversides, April 27. The
score was : Manhattans, 983 ; Riversides, 913. After
the game both clubs adjourned to the Manhattan's
club-house, where a lavish spread of refreshments
was partaken of.

Arrangements are being made for the consolida-
tion of the Springfield (Mass.) Bicycle and Athletic
Clubs, and when the plans of the two clubs are con-
summated a finely appointed club-house will be built
in a central location.

The Chairman of the National Meet Comnvittees.

The following have been appointed chairmen of the
various committees to arrange for the National Meet
at Detroit, on July 16, 17 and 18 : Races and Transport-
ation, James Bresler ; Reception, C. H. Smith and B.

J. Holcomb; Hotels, Jacob Hoftner ; Souvenir, L.
Coquard ; Printing, Robt. T. Deacon ; Entertainment,
C. H. Brown ;

Rink and Exhibit, A. F. Peed ; Decora-
tions, L. W. Schimmel ; Parade and Music, F. L.

Abel ;
General Chairman, A. H. Griffith. The motto

of the Detroit Wheelmen is " The greatest amount of
pleasure to the largest number of wheelmen for the
least possible amount of money."

TtiLEATRES.

"DIJOU THEATRE, Broadway, near 30th St., N. Y.
-D

J. Wesley Rosenquest, Sole Manager.
NAT. C. GOODWIN in "THE NOMINEE."

Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

BROADWAY THEATRE, Cor. 41st St., N. Y.
Frank W. Sanger, Manager.

Fanny Davenport in Sardou's "CLEOPATRA."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

MADISON SQUARE THEATRE, New York.
A. M. Palmer, Manager. 24th St., nr. Broadway,

"THE PHARISEE."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.30.

MINER'S PEOPLES' THEATRE, New York.

ROBERT MA.NTELL.
Matinee Wed. and Sat. at 2. Evenmgs at 8.

NEW PARK THEATRE, Broadway and 35th St.,

New York.
James T. Powers in "A STRAIGHT TIP."

Matinees Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

pROCTOR'S TWENTY-THIRD ST. THEATRE,
^ Proctor and Turner, Proprietors and Managers.

"Mr. Wilkinson's Widows."
Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2.15. Evenings at 8.15.

STANDARD THEATRE, 33d St. and 6th Ave., N. Y.^
J. M. Hill, Manager.

U and I.

Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

A MILE IN 2.28
is rapid riding. For rapid

polishing Prestoline

is the winner

every time.

Send
10 Cts,

in stamps for a

sample Can to

polishyourWheel
GASTON, WESTON & LADD^
46 BEEKMAN ST., NEW YORK,

Manufacturers of

PRESTOLINE

eilLllTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
» • PERFECT.

Indispensable to Bicyclists, Athletes and the Gymnasium.
Call's No. 5 Supporters (jock strap) with elastic back, lace front and adjustable
back straps. A sure fit. Bicyclists who know the value of a light, easy and dur-
able supporter which opens back and front, will see the great advantage of this
supporter. There is nothing in the back to interfere with the saddle, and no
chance of chafing the wearer. No. 5, 75c. No. 6, with pockets on each side of
lacing, $1.00. No. 7, with hose supporter attached to sides (no pocket), $1.GO.
No. 8, with pockets and hose supporter, $1 .25. Order by number and give tight
measure top of hips. Post-paid on receipt of price.

S. B. CA.I-i3Li, 353 Ik^ain Street, SpringfleXd, l^Iass.

THE> GcK.EYHOXJIsI'D Sj^FEG?Y.
PRICE, $100.

SCPUD FOR 1891 CAXAl,OGrE No, II.

BROiA^N BROS.
Jackson and Clinton Streets,

7V^I=G. CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

AGENTS •WANTED.
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 Words 35 cents
Two Insertions 40 "

New York Bicycle Company, Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th
Street, K. Y. New and Stcond-Hand Machines. Choice
assortment. Prices reasnnJ^ble. WhcelHlorent. Cycliuc
Accessories of all liiuds, I ist of Bargalhs and Sundrit-s
free upon applicatii?n. OM mounts takon in part pay.
ment for New. '

SAFETIES, $35 to $90; big bargains; also wanted
safeties and ordinaries ; will buy spot cash if

cheap ; all grades. L. C. Jandorf, 211 West 130th St.

3-27

WANTED—A CoUunbia Light Roadster Safety.
Address Safety, P. O. Box 22, Brooklyn, N. Y.

3-27

WILL sell Rudge Crescent Tandem Tricycle, good
order, for $100, or exchange for typewriter,

same value. D. Hamilton, 1,845 Vanderbilt Avenue,
N. Y. C. 3-27

FOR SALE—Scoville '76 Camera Tripod, Darlot
Lense, two double holders, instantaneousshutter

and carrying case; §40, or exchange for typewriters.
D. Hamilton, 1,845 Vanderbilt Avenue, N. Y. C. 3-27

THLS co>ci!;k>"s rs.
And it will benefit you. We offer the New Mail,
Union, Sylph, Broncho, Hartford, Joliet and cheaper
machines at easy monthly papments, and take your
old fossil at a fair price. Describe it and state what
you wish to buy. Knight Cycle Co., 207 West Tenth
Street, St. Louis, Mo. t. f.

WANTED—Position as manager or foreman, by an
experienced bic5a-le saddler and novelty maker-

six years' practical knowledge with Lamplugh and
Brown, England. Address 531 Monroe Street W.,
Chicago, 111. 4-3

TS/ ANTED—An experienced bicycle machinist;
'^ one who can sell as well as repair, and take the

general management of shop. White Cycle Co., 118

N. Broad Street, Trenton, N. J. t. f. c.

"POR SALE—New 52 inch full nickel Eagle Bicycle;
^ ridden less than twenty miles; guaranteed in
perfect condition; $no. Address Lock, Box 72,
Middletown, New York. 4-3

A BARGAIN.—"I vel " Tandem Bicycle; nearly
-^~^ new ; for lady and gent or two .gents ; best made;
cost $200 ; best offer over $100 takes it. N.Rogers,
466 State St., Brooklyn. 3-27

pUSHION-TIRED COLUMBIA SAFETY, 1890^ pattern; never ridden and brand new; $115. W.
E. Eldridge, 499 Broad Street, Newark, N. J. t.f. c

FOR SALE.—Safety bicycle, hardly used : practical-
ly new. F. H. C, P. O. Box 444. N. Y. City.

< ipYCLING ART, ENERGY AND LOCOMOTION"^ $2 post-paid. J. B. Lippincott Co. Phila., or R.
P. Scott, care of Sinclair-Scott Mfg. Co., 233 Hamburg
St., Baltimore.

'T^WO Columbia Safeties, '90 pattern. Ladies', $110,
-L and Gentlemen's, $100; both almost new. To
anyone sending us five dollars we will ship the
wheels C. O. D. to allow examination. Should you
take one or both after six days trial we will take one
or both back, paying within ten dollars of what you
paid for them, this offer is made simply to show that
they are bargains. Address Wilson Bros., Jewelers,
15 Tremont Row, Boston. t. f. c.

THE - LTON - PKYCLE * 5MFF0RT.
Patent Applied For.

SIMPLE, CHEAP and EFFECTIVE,
Weight, 3 ounces.

* PRICE 35 CENTS. •«

For Sale by Dealers generally. Address,

FRANK I^YOBt,
1327 F Street, N. W., - - - Washington, D. C.

[SADDLES!
For Manufacturers or for the Trade.

ORDER NOW.

BOLTE SPRING FORK SADDLE
ADJUSTABLE TO ANY POSITION.

Special LADIES' Styles
no-w ready.

IFe (ive oat of sight."

P. H. SERCOMBE,
3IILWAUKEE, WIS.

STYLE

With Seat Post CO

Spring Seat Post

"THE DART"
THE LEADER OF

ALL COMBINATION

SAFETIES.

SMITH'S WHEEL MFG. CO.,

liia:a,n.u.f"a,ctu.rers,

Importers aiid
C3-eneral Oycl© IDealers.

DART'S, Psycho's,

ViCTCRS.
BOYS' and GIRLS'

WflEELERIES, CYCLING

RINK k OFFICE,

929 H St., N.W.,
iWASHINCTON, D, C.

Experience of X-weiity Years in Cycle Construction. Patentees and
Pioneers of the I^adies' Safety.

CHAS. HANAUER,
258 and 260 Walnut Street,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Victor, Referee, Rover, Vulcan, Broncho,

Eagle, Juno and Juvenile Bicycles.

^LL STYLES OF

ITew and Second-Hand Machines

ON HAND.

f BASE BALL, ATHLETIC k LAWN TENNIS GOODS.

large:riding:school on premises.
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24 in. Boys' Safety $15.00
20 " " " 12.00
20 " " " .... 6.00
Giant, No. 4 " 50.00
Swift Safety, 70.00
Crescent Improved Safety, . . 50.00
Quadrant Safety 70.00
1 890 Columbia Light Roadster Safety, 90.00
Buffalo Tricycle for Lady or Gent, 25.0O

Send for Catalogue and List to

WHITE CYCLE CO., Trenton, N. J.

Windlass Luggage Carrier

Neatest article on the market.

Price, $ 1 .50
Made by

WALL, & BOYER,
1714 N. Broad St.,

PHILADELPHIA, - PA.

First class discounts to the trade. Send for

circular and terms.

ATHLETINE.

To Cure or Prevent Soreness or Stiffness
in Joints. Used by all Athletes with great

success. Also for Sprains, Bruises. Rheumatism

and Chapped Hands.

L. W. BEASLEY & CO,, 85 BEAVER STREET,
NEIV YORK, V. S. A. '

PRINCESS No. 1, 30 inch, balls all over,
" 2, 28 "

" 3, 26 " " " "

CLIMAX " 1 , 30 " Ball Bearing,

Agents W^anted all over tlie World.

$85.00
75.00

60.00
65.00

CLIMAX No. 2, 28 inch, Ball Bearing, .... $60.00
PRINCE " 1, 26 " " "

. . . 45.00
" 2, 24 " " " .... 35.00

THESE "WHEELS AR^ BUILT ESPECIALLY FOR US.

J. B. POORMAN, Agent,
CI3SrCIN-3SrA.TI, o.

^1 YOUR • BICYCLE, v
Do not wait until we are rushed but send

your wheel novw

We have the Largest REPAIR SHOP in the East.

]?^EW YORK BICYCI.E CO.,
No.s. 4 and 6 E. 60tli Street, N. Y, near Fiflli Ave. Entrance to Central Park.

m^
5tou^r

7?fi^

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE STOVER CYCLES

IN NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY.

G. A. LITCHHULT,
352 LENOX AYE., N. Y. CITY.

Our Sporting'Goods Headquarters,

37 WEST 125th STREET, Open April 1st.

RENTING AND REPAIRING.

^m^

U/apted.

-ym^

IT IS i=REEL-Y 7^CK:N01a£I_EDGED THMX OUR

MEDIUM * GRADE • BICYCLES
-A.K.E THE BEST IKT EVEK-Y K.ESFEOT.

The largest and best informed dealers in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Brooklyn, Washington, Baltimore, Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago, St. Louis, Denver, San Francisco, etc., etc., have arranged with us to push their sale.

Our Medium Grade Bicycles are Far Superior to Many So-Called "High-Grade Machines."

IMPORTED STEEL TUBING, DROP FORCINGS, TANGENT SPOKES, FORGED STEEL
CHAIN, GARFORD SADDLES.

FULL BALL BEARING. FINE FINISH. ALL INTERCHANGEABLE AND CONVERTIBLE lYIliCHINES.

FIVE SIZES :—24, 26, 27, 28 and 30 inch. Priced from $25 up to $100.

SAVE MONEY BY BUYINa BICYCLES FROM US. DONT DELAY—D's ARE DANGEROUS—BE SAFE. OUR NEW

SELF-EXPLAINING CATALOGUE SENT FREE ANYWHERE ON EARTH.

ChaS. F. Stokes Mfg. Co., 293 & 295 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

UNION CYCLE MFG. CO., HIGHLANDVILLE, MASS. Western Branch for Union Cycles, Highest Grade Only.
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ATTENTION AGENTS!
/

Do you want an easy ma-

chine to sell ? Then handle

the

"POPULAR."

Do you want to feel that

you are giving good value

to your customers? Then

handle the .

"POPULAU."

Do you want PROTECTION
in prices and territory? Then

handle the

"POPULAR."

Full Ball Bearings.

Dust Proof Ball Socket Head.

Weldless Steel Ming.

99

safe:ty.

We have the best seller in

the market, because it is the

BEST VALUE.

The undoubted High
Grade of the "POPULAR/'

coupled with its price,

makes it an exceptionally

desirable cycle to handle.

We give absolute protec-

tion to agents in prices and

territory.

Drop Steel Forgings.

high grade,

MODERATE PRICE.

RELIABLE AGENTS WANTED.' WRITE FOR TERMS «T0

PERCIVAL TATTERSFIELD,
S. E. Cor. 12th and OXFORD STREETS, PHIIvADKIvPHIA, PA.

THE "DMISY. 5?

90.

TESTIMONIALS.
Boston Sept. 3,

" Eureka" Door Bell Co., Boston, Mass.

:

Gentlemen—In answer to your inquiry, "What do you think
of our ' Daisy Bell,' will say that it has no equal and no rival.

Respectfully yours,
JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.

L
Boston, Oct. 29, '90.

"Eureka" Door Bell Co., 86 Beverly Street, Boston,
Mass.

:

Gentlemen—With regard to your inquiry as to the success
of the " Daisy" Bicycle Bell with us, we will say that it has a
Jiafipyfaculty o/^^ getting therfC' tvery time !

We expect under your liberal policy to handle a great quan-
tity of them the coming season.
Wishing you success, I remain,

Yours, W. W. STALL.

TESTIMONIALS.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 10, '90.

Messrs. " Evireiia" Door Bell Co.,

86 BeT»rly Street, Boston, Mass.

:

Gentlemen—1« reply to your inquiry of the 9th, regarding
our handling y»¥ir goods for next season, we have no hesita-

tion in saying we desire to do so. Your bells are the best we
have had, and give perfect satisfaction to our patrons. Your
policy in the matter of repairs is such that we never hesitate to

recommend your goods without reserve.
Very truly yours,

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.

Boston, Sept. 3, '90.

"Eureka" Door Bell Co.:
^

Gentlemen—In reply to your inquiry, " What do you think
of the ' Daisy Bicycle Bell?' " we are pleased to say it is the

handsomest and best selling bell we ever had, and the fact that

we sell no others is enough to show we appreciate it.

Yoars truly, WM. S, READ & SONS.

It has NO EQUAL in DESIGN, WORKMANSHIP or DURABILITY. Its SALES
OUTNUMBER ALL OTHERS. Many testimonials we could give of its POPULARITY.
The few we publish are all from well-known houses and will sufSce. All EXPERT C3^clists

join us in saying "IT'S A DAISY."
This Bell YOU DO NOT WIND. It has a PERPETUAL or POSITIVE MOVEMENT.

EVERY BELL WARRANTED. -^^^ imperfection will he made good at our Factory, F<REE OF COST.

WESTERN DEPOT,
Messrs. Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett 6c Co

Lake and Wabash, CHICAGO, ILL.

Messrs. Schoverling, Daly & Gales,
302 Broadway, New York City.

Messrs. Overnian Wheel Co.,
715 Thirteenth Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Messrs. Wm. Read & Sons,
107 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

Messrs. John P. Lovell Arms Co

,

147 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

W. W. stall,
509 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.

EASTERN DEPOT, "EUREKA" EOOE EELL CO., EOSTOF, MASS.
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5/lFETT CYCLE HOIST.
Indispensable to all who have a Safety especially a

"PNEUMATIC."

KEEP THE WEIGHT OFF THE TIRES.
RETAIL. POST PAID, $I.OO.

Dealers, send for Sample and Discounts.

HOLLAND & HAVENER, Manufacturers,
"WOK-CESTEK., M:A.SS.

BOWEN BROS.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

ACCBSSORIBS.
Safety Stands,
Jock Straps,

Ordinary Stands,
Home Trainers.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

FOR-

BICYCLES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION IN IRON, STEEL, COPPER AND ALUMINUM.

SPBCIAI^ ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE MANUEACTURE OE

SPECIAL FORCINGS.

PHILADELPHIA DROP FORGE COMPANY,
Office and Works, S. E. Corner American and York Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE REPUTATION OF THE HUMBER WHEELS IS OF THE HIGHEST. WE ARE SHOWING
SEVERAL STYLES FOR LADIES', GENTLEMEN AND JUVENILES.

fhm ^triiitiffiM to BiitM^ m
-Q^ek'^'^^

REjlTING AND REPAIRING.

97'S EIOHTK -A.VE1TXJE, 1TET7V YORK:.

AGENTS SHOULD HAVE IT,

F^"^ RIDERS WANT IT.
Ask your local dealer for

Cycle-
Chain^^

.,^. Graphite.

JAMES P. DOtJUnS,
243 BROAD^WAY,

NEW YORK.

The attention of agents is called to the GRAPHITE (Plumbago) prepar-

ation for lubricating cycle chains.

There is no other preparation in the market equal to it. Various cycle-

sundry dealers have bought the coarser and cheaper grades of graphite, and
mixed with oil, lard, or vaseline, for use on cycle chains. The result has been

most unsatisfactory. The mixture has been so greasy as to catch and hold the
Safety BicycJe or Tricycle CHAIN,

dirt, and the graphice has been coarse and gritty.

The preparation hereby presented to notice is specially made for the purpose from carefully selected C. P. graphite, and "CYCLE-CHAIN"
GRAPHITE best fulfils all the necessary conditions for a perfect cycle lubricant.

The steady increase in sales since the article was put on the market evidences its appreciation by cyclists and the trade, and its growth in popular
favor marks it as a staple among cycle sundries.

It is put up in convenient and easily portable self-sealing screw-top cans, and well adapted for filling mail orders. Retails at 25 cents a can.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO DEALERS. Show cards and two hundred " HINTS ON THE CARE OF CYCLE-CHAINS " packed with each gross.

Sample can sent on receipt of twenty-five cents.
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Say Whiskers !

Did I hear you say that MR. STOKES of Chicago did

not have the Finest Line of "MEDIUM GRADE
WHEELS in America?"

" No, sir. I have just received

his Catalogue, and said he has the

BEST WHEELS for the money

on earth."

" Dealers who have not sent for

his Catalogue and prices will be

sorry."

" Good ! Your life is saved

—

now sneak."

And the rabbit " snuk."

CHAS. F. STOKES MANUFACTURING CO.,

293 and 295 "Wabasli Avenue, CHICAGO, II^L.

Western Branch for the Celebrated "UNIOS^' Spring Frame Cycles.

ROT^L 5FRiNq FORK.
It is the only spring that can be appHed to any wheel by any one.

The only spring that makes a wheel steer better.

The only spring fork that won't pitch.

The only spring that can be attached without altering the forks.

The only spring that has double action.

SHAKE NO MORE. Get a Royal Spring which will take up the vibration better than

cushion tires. Price all nickeled $10.00. We have the best patent cushion tires in the

market, and warrant them as durable as solid tires. Catalogue free. Agents Wanted.

K.OSS CYCIvE) CO.,
IBXPORXERS OK HOVAl, CYC1,ES,

36 nmn street, holtoke, mass.

-^^. SAFKXY RIDKR, THIS IS FOR YOU,
MANUFACTURER, AND DEALER TOO.

The INDISPENSABLE Safety Bicycle Support is just what you have been looking for. It can be

attached to either side of the pedal. Can be opened or closed in three seconds. Always ready for use.

Never in the way. Folds on the under side of pedal. Cannot unlatch and drop down. Will not rattle.

Is of sufficient weight to keep the pedal right side up. Fits any pedal by trimming off the fork end to

a length corresponding to the width of pedal used.

Finished in two sizes, for s% and 4 inch pedals.

Wheelmen, buy an INDISPENSABLE Support, and carry your own curb-stone; weights, 2 and

2^ ounces.

Ask your dealer for one; iise it, and you will say it is rightly named.
Dealers, send in your orders NOW, even if they are small, yonr second orders are sure to be

large. You may be sure of receiving a very liberal discount.

Manufactured by ff ^

No. 114 DORRANCE Street, Providence R. I.
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As a child's seat on a gent's wheel.

Answers to some ?
Will carry a child from 1 to 7 years of age, or any not

over 60 lbs. in weight. Can be placed on any safety wheel

we know of. The leg does not strike it, neither do you have

to straddle. It does not interfere with steering, as the handle

bars cramp over the arms of the seat. The foot-rests can be-

removed when it is used simply as a carrier. It weighs 4|

lbs. The mackintosh protects the contents of the carrier

from dampness. It is handsomer than its picture. Your

competitor will handle it if you don't. As applied to a ladies' wheel.

THE BEAUTY BUNDLE CARRIER
JLISriD OHIIX-iID'S SB.A.T.

" Fond mothers see in tliis an opportunity of utilizing a husband's hobby so that baby may take a part in the healthful and invigorating

exercise."—ALBANY, N. Y., ARGUS.
" The only proper thing to carry a child with on a wheel."—A PHYSICIAN,
It is not confined to one degree of usefulness. It beats the world as a carrier.

IF yonr Agent or Jobber has not got them, send to us.

RICH & SAGER,

210 W. Main street,

ROCHESTER, - NEW YORK

Cloth seat, - $6.00
Mackintosh, 7.00

As a Bundle Carrier. By Itself.

AGENTS WANTED.
SCHACK'S

Wulfiuna, Rajlan, New Mail, Quadrant, Eajle and Centani

REPAIRING A SPECIALTY.

Full Line of Medium Grade Wheels, Sundries, and National Typewriters.

\Sb0lesale and Retail Gyelcs, ^ui^dries ai^d JHatienal TypewFiteFs,

875 MAIN STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.
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wnnEL5
Sole New York State Agents for the

FEATHERSTONE PNEUMATIC.

The Gales Diamond.
Solid Tire $85.00.

Cushion Tire 95.00.

Featherstone Pneumatic, $135.00. The Ladies' Pneumatic, $135.00.

The Gazelle No. 4.

The Best 24 inch Boy's Wheel, $25.00.

OET OXJR QTJOTA.TIOITS OlST BIOYOLE SXJnSTIDRIES.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 302 Broadway, & 84 Duane St„ New York.

LOVELL DIAMOND CYCLES
HIGH-GRADE

ONLY.

— ALL —
BALL-BEARING,
STEEL TUBING,

AND

DROP FORGINGS.

NO BETTER
MACHINE AT ANY

PRICE.

LOYELL DIAMOND, -

WITH CUSHION TYRE,

FOR LADIES', -

CONYERTIBLE,

$85.00

95.00

85.00

- 85.00

AGENTS "BVANTED.

-'ii'iii.

Bicycle Catalogue Free.

MANUFACTURED BY

JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

BosToiT. :m:-a.ss.
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GB N DRON
TH^ GIBNDRON

No. 1—$40.00.
No. 2-$50.00.
No. 3-$75.00.
No. 4-$90.00.
No. 5$ 110.00.

HIGHEST
GRADE
AT

MEDIUM
PRICES.

TH^ GKNDRON

No. 6-$100.00

THB G^NDRON

No. 7-$115.00

SEND ^O'R CA.TJLLOaUJE:

TO THE

Gendron ^ Iron *Wheel * Co.,
eSSTERN OFFICE AND WIREROOM

;

m CbamkES St., HEW YORK.

FACTORY ABD HOME OFFICE :

TflliEDO, OHIO.
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PEERLESS•CYCLES
PEERLESS No. 1,

PEEELESS No. 2,
$135-

PEERLESS No. 3,
$135"

Peerless Diamond Combination,

AGENTS WANTED.

Every Machine Fully Warranted.

Highest Grade.

PEERLESS PATENT SPRING FORK.

Send for Catalogue.

ROCHESTER * CYCLE -^ MFG. ^ CO.,
No. 75 South St. Paul Street, ROCHESTER, 3V. Y.

THO S. WARW ICK 5 SONS,
ALMA STREET, BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND,

ManufactuBEcs o! Hi|hClas& G|c1e Matasials o! Eybb^ DaacBiptmn.

Patentee and Makers of Xlie Celebrated 'Wari^ick Hollo^fv R-iins, as

used by all the principal cycle makers throughout the World.

Among our specialties for 1891 season are the following Hollow Rims for Cushion and

Pneumaiic T3'^res, no weight and of extraordinary strength, never cut the Tyres or Buckle.

Solid Rims for Cushion and Pneumatic Tyres, various sections.

Hollow and Solid Rims for Solid Tyres.

Finished wheels with (or without) above Tyres.

Finished Frames of latest design and best quality.

Weldless Fork Sides, Brazed Fork Sides, Weldless Steel Tubes.

Stampings, Ball Bearing Hubs and Pedals.

FUI.I. PARTICUI.ARS AND II.LXJSTRATED I.ISTS FREE ON APPEICATION.
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NEW MAIL
HANDSOMEST AND BEST

!

DIAMOND

FRAME

'id'
SAFETIES.

HAVE YOU SEEN THE

NEIJV 1891 PATTERN AT

$100.00

^135.00
Band Brake specially of advantage for Cushion Tires.

English reports mention Band Brake as best for Cushion
Tires.

"WTITH CVSHIOBi TIRES AIVO
TANGENT SPOKES.

THE SENSATION OF THE YEAR.

SEND FOR CATAt,OGUE.

MANUFACTURERS,
3100.00

Best Medium Priced Safety. Look at it

'

Wm. Read & Sons, 107 Washington St., Boston,Mass.
H. C. SQUIRES, 178 BROADWAY, NEW YOf?K AGENT.

FEATHERSTONES PN
HIGHEST GRADE.

S13S.
Catalogue Now Ready.

AGENTS WANTED.

ATIOS.
PNEUMATIC DIAMOND,

PNEUMATIC DROP,

^135-

CUSHION DIAMOND,

CUSHION DROP,

CYCLONE TANGENT,

CYCLONE DIRECT,

^90.

W. & D. DIAMOND,

^85.

W. & D. DROP,

^85.

JUVENILE WHEELS,

^15 to $45.

- Sole Agents for A. FEATHERSTONE, and HUMBER & CO.

578 & 580 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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THK CKNTAUR.
A FULL LINE OF

~^

Light Weight, High-Grade Wheels,
PRICES. 4|tioo to $140.

WITH CUSHION OR SOLID TIRES.

DIAMOND FRAMES, LOOP FRAMES, AND CROSS FRAMES.

The Strongest, Lightest and most Graceful Wheel on the Mar-
ket. The trade will please write for Catalogues, Terms, etc.

New York,
SOLE IMPORTERS FOR
New Hampshire,

[

Virginia,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, West Virginia,
New Jersey, Maine, North Carolina,
Dist. of Columbia, Vermont, South Carolina,
Massachusetts, Maryland, Georgia,
Connecticut, Delaware, Florida.

BREWSTER BROS.,
OXPORD,

CHEISAP^GO CO.,
NE'W YORK.

For balance of U. S., write Michigan Cycle Co., Detroit, Mich.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,
518 BROAD STREET, NEWARK, N. J.,

SOLE NEW JERSEY DEPOT FOR

FE/ITHER5T0NE PNEyn/ITIC 5/irETY
ALSO, AGENTS IN NORTHERN NEW JERSEY FOR THE

Ramblers, Yictors, Ormondes, Swifts, Buckingham & Adams (a splendid 36 lb. machine),

Eclipse, New Mail and Sylph. Agents Wanted.

Manufacturers and Wholesale Importers of CYCLING SUPPLIES.
Send Postal for "Encyclopedia of Cyclers' Wants," Ready for Mailing.

T?ftT^Q1T^ C!V/S^ -^"^ ^^^ Lighted by Electricity. We have the shop, we have skilled workmen, and now
JtWwXJSlll WXIU^ is the time to have your machine repaired. Remember the place,

51S BPLO^ID ST., ithi^w^-a.r.k:, N*. J.

The Hartford Safety. + Price $100. 4- The Hartford Ladies' Safety.

Hartford Cycle Co.

HARXFORD, COISPf.

MANUFACTURERS.

Strong, 4^

Durable,

-^ Easy Running.

Send for 1891 Catalogue.

'IBSX."

FOR

1891,

Nothing Lighter, Stronger or More Elegant

THAN

PAEABE GYGIES.

FOR

Safeties, Tandems, Ordinaries, with solid, cushion or pneumatic tires,

built on sound mechanical principles, on the interchangeable system

of best materials only, and first-class workmanship employed in their

construction. Prizes won on Parades in various parts of Europe.

Records held by Parade Safeties.

PUI.I.INGER & CO.
,

Parade Cycle Works, Hereford Place, New Cross, London, S. E. Eng.

Agents of sound financial position should note above.
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EACHAM
HIGH-GEADE

Diamond Safety
1891 PATTERN.

TANGENT SPOKES.
Ball Bearings to Both Wheels

"-'st Price,

Both Pedals and Crank Shaft

Ball Bearings to Head.

Hollow Steel Tubing.

COMBUiTIOIf WHEEL
FOR EITHRK

6ENTLEMS OE LADY.

$115.00
Selling Price,

S76.00
Bcmit by Post Office

Money Order.

WILL SUSTAIN A PERSON WEIGHlNa 225 LBS.

BY REMOVING TOP CROSSBAR, CAN BE RIDDEN BY A LADY.

E. G. MEACHAM ARMS GO.
ST. LOUIS,

MO.

QUEEN CITY LUGGAGE CARRIER.
These carriers we manufacture ourselves and can recommend them as the

simplest, strongest, neatest and most convenient made. They attach to the head
of the machine (see cut). These carriers will not mar the nickel of wheel as there
is a rubber tubing covering all parts th.t come in contact with the wheel. We
make them in three styles ;

No. I will fit any safety made.
No. 2 is a larger carrier and is intended for wheels where the lamp bracket is

low enough to permit of its use.

No. 3 is for wheels that have the brake rod on side.

Price, ?(ickel-Plated, ^x.oo,

LOCKS.^We have a fine assortment from 35c. to $1.50.
Send for catalogue of Cycle Sundries.

iAi. O. BOKK St 00.,
301 9Iaiu Street, BITFKACO, N. Y.

Blanufacturers, Importers and Jobbers.

BOLTE CUSHION GIRE.

Are fitted by us to all kinds ( t^

SAFETIES EITHER HOLLOW OR SOLID RIMS WITHOUT CHANGING MUDGUARDS.

Price $15.00 per pair.

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor.

243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Herewith I hand you %i.oo in payment for one year s

subscription, to begin with the issue of.

Name

Address

Town or City

County State

TO THE TRADE,
>

We are

Headquarters for

and can furnish the best at the lowest possible price.

BICYCLE BELLS

LATEST AND BEST. Get our quotations and sam-
ples before placing orders elsewhere.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO., Manufacturers,

269 & 271 State St., CHICAGO.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Weldless Steel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

Imported and kept in stock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

All American Wheelmen who desire to keep them-
selves posted upon matters concerning the Cycle
Trade and Sport of Europe should subscribe to

THE CVCLIST
AND Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.

The only recognized authority of English trade and
manufacture. 84 pages weekly. Sent post free to
any part of America for one year $2.50. (To save pos-
tage subscriptions may be booked at office of The
Wheel.)

^o^

American manufacturers having new ideas to intro
duce in machines or sundries should

advertise in

THE CVCLIST
Terms on application to

ILIFFE & STURMEY, 19 Hertford Street,

Coventry, England.

\o\

Subscription Price, $2.50 per year. American Sub-
scription Agent, F. P. Prial, 243 Broadway, N. Y. City.

SAMPLE CAN
BY MAIL,

25 CENTS.

LIBERAL TRADE
DISCO CTNT.

J. P. DO'WXES,
P. O. BOX 1202,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

E
LWELL. 'CYCLE

UROPEflN, TOURS
Personally conducted. England, France,

Switzerland, Germany and Holland. First-

class. Tour No. I leaves New York June 6th.

No. 2, July 8th. For particulars address,

ELWELL & HIGGINS, Portland, Me.
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n
JONES-HE PAY THE FREIGHT.'

so DO WE (TO ST. LOUIS.)

If you live in this vicinity and want a

Warwick or a Columbia, we can fill

order the day received.

AVOID DELAY ! SAVE lOHEY !

D. SNITJER

OI^IVE ST., St. I^ouis, Mo.

JBilliard&Pool Tables*^ ^prRT CUSHIONS.

;BgUii\ the World -

italogueJFree
PPLICATtON.

Ormonde Agents Wanted

In Iowa.

Apply at ouce to

ROBERT L. THOMPSON,

1 22 West Second St.,

MUSCATINE, IOWA.

Sole Agent for Iowa except Seven-

teen Counties on the Missouri

River.

BICYCLE OILS
Lubricating and Illuminating.

zoop

-it

J to uiJi
o<Q.O':

UOQ.COU

T3 2: > N

n

52

- t TJ m
0) 33 3J (fi

r PI -

I 0)0
DISCOUNTS TO DEALERS.

4-oz. Bottle by Mail, post-paid, 40 cents
OUR CANS ARE THE BEST ON THE MAR-

KET. EACH CAN IS FITTED WITH
BANKER'S PATENT REFILL-

ING FAUCET.
Put tip and For Sale by W. E. MANNING.

EDGEWATER, N. J.

H. E. RAYMOND. 1, B. POTTER.

RAY1»I0:ND & POTTER,

24S FLATBUSH AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

IMPROVED ACME STEEL WRENCH.
FOR POCKET AND BICYCLE USE.

The Strongest and Best. Made of the Best Quality Steel.

iWeight 6K oz.) Every Wrench is thoroughly hardened.
Awarded First Prize Medal at the Paris Exposition.

Nickeled and Bright

Finished.

EVERT
WRENCH

WARRANTED.

HERCULES "

The Cheapest and Best Steel
Wrench on the Market.

STEEL BICYCLE WKENCH.
^'/i in. long; weight, 6 oz.

THE "HERCULES"
All Cast Steel,

BICYCLE SCEEW DRIVER.
Patent pending). Length over all, 4}^ in. Warranted

For sale by all cycle manufacturers and dealers.

CAPITOL MANUFACTURING CO.,
135 to 137 Bees St., Chicago, 111.

'

Annual European Cycle Tours
Conducted by Wm. Heyny, Jr.

imm THE IIAE2 FOUNTAINS, CERMNV.
60 days, total cost $200.

First cabin ocean passage—Sail June 30.

Address, Mr. Heyny; Jr., 30 1 Sixth St., N.Y, City.

t
fe'd
as

No. 147 O,

Lapel Button,

Solid Gold, $3.cx).

Bar Pat. April 15, i

No. 144 F.

Solid Gold, $6.00.

Fine Stone Centre.

No. 140 O.
Solid Gold and En-
amel Lapel Button,
$2.oo, can be used for

cuff button.
Any initials desired.

All goods warranted as represented, send tor
estimates on club pins, prizes and medals.

F. H. CAMPBELL,
243 Broadway, New York.

I. j^. ^w^ESTOisr & 00..

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAEETT BICYCLE WHEELS,
MADE WITH

Parallel Coned or BAtli BEARINGS, Solid or Cushion Tire.

THE BEST MATERIAL, and THE FINEST FINISH.

Bny Yonr Wheel Where Yon Can learn to Ride Free of Charge.

THE ONLY RIDING SCHOOL IN BROOKLYN
We handle a fnll assortment of the Best

Wheels in the Market.

MACHINES RENTED and STORES,
Ladies' and Gent's Dressing Rooms on Premises.

High Grade Bepalring, Enameling and Kickel-PIating
a Specialty.

Send for Catalogue and
BaTgain List.

Fifteen Years' Experience in the
Cycle Trade.

Telephone Call, 677 Bedford.

The Starrett & People Cycle Co.,

XX71 Bedford Avenue,
Near Putnam Avenue, BROOKL.'VN.

( (

WELL I DO DECLARE !

That's what they all say when the usefulness and
utility of our

BEAUTY BUNDLE CARRIER
AND CHII^DS SEAT

penetrate the inner recesses of the mind. Last
week it was shown as a bundle carrier, now you
see the same article as a child's seat, applied to a
ladies' wheel. It will "open up" just the same, or
can be placed in front of the saddle if papa wants
to ride the baby. Cloth, $6.00 ; Macintosh, $7.00.

We will gladly answer any communication or
send circular.

AS APPLIED TO A LADIES' WHEEL.

RICH & SAGER,
2 1 W. Main St., Rochester, N, Y.
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^^OVAYSP/^5

LY VECtri
25c, PER Box. Sold by Druggists.

"vk: fessf Am'

•free fifem Jrlh.dust'and oil'rti?

Cycle.Brush Jool = 5o/
- IS the. ffiin^=for sale by ^pJm

_>^>siD -THE -rR>Q.p> e:--/

lll ll l "" TWe TRADF tuDPIiCn , rll

ifficHasjassf

Is intended for a permanent as well as for a temporary binder. The
japers are bound as firmly as a book. THE Wheel AND CTCtlNO
1"RADE REVIEW printed in gilt letters.

Price, T5 cents. If ordered with subscrli/tton, 60 centh

The Barber Asphalt Paving Company,
The oldest and largest company in the United States, has
laid pavements in 27 cities, an area of 3,916,574 square yards,
or 255 miles of streets. It has laid more asphalt pavements
in 12 years than all other companies in Europe and America
combined have laid in 30 years.

No. 1 Broadway, New lork.

Le Droit Building, Washington, D. C.

COLLINS &N

BICYCLE REPAIR NG

1^ I CKEL- PL/0-1 NG
A SPECIALTY.

^O \U <:i^

8 YEARS EXPERIENCE,
FIRST CLASS FACILITIES.
418 ^^^420 W.27IiJST N.Y

a
.S

a
a
<

a
o

That last tumble of yours might have been pre-
vented if you had used Hunt's Patent Balancing
Toe Clip. Cut shows just the position vrhen you have
use for it. Made of best Steel Wire and Tempered.
Every virire braces another and prevents the foot from
catching or pushing off the pedal. The pedal can be
used other side up, with or without balances. Even
without the balance it is safer than any other clip.
Made in two sizes. No. i, for size of boot up to No.
8. No. 2, for size from No. 8 to n. A bonanza for
agents. Send price at once. Clips Nickeled, 75 cents
per pair. Nickeled, with upper parts of wire coated
with vulcanized rubber, 90 cents. Nickeled Balances,
75 cents extra. J. A. HITNX & CO., IHfrs.,
No. 7 Soutb Street, MTestboro, Mass.

New Catalogfue Now Ready.

SECTION OF CUSHION TYRE.

We carry a full line of Cusliion
Xyres, Solid Tyres, Safety Bicycle
Handles, all sizes to fit any machine.
Spade Grips, Safety Handles, all sizes,
Bicycle Balls, Bicj^cle Spokes, Tyre
Cement, Pedal Rubbers, Adhesive
Tape for holdmg on tyres, Cement for
repairing cuts in tyres, etc. Also a

full line of Rubber Goods of every description.
Mould work- of any kind solicited. Send for cata-
logue and prices.

ELASTIC TIP CO.,
Patentees and Maiiufactarers of Rubber Specialties,

Cor. Cornhill & Washington Street,
Boston, Mass, U. S. A.

Baltimore and Ohio R. R.

COMPLETE SERVICE OF

Fast Express Trains
BETWEEN

NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
BALTIMORE,

WASHINGTON,
CINCINNATI, CHICAGO

and ST. LOUIS.
Pullman's Cars on all Trains.

OFFICES:
New York—21, 261, 415, 1140 Broadway and

Station foot of Liberty Street.

Boston—211 Washington Street.

Philadelphia—833 Chestnut Street and Station

24th and ' Ihestnut Street.

A-

laisbeck Electrotype Gampany
- NOS, 24 k 26 YAMWATER STREET,

Betweeft Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassau 24S. NEW YORK.

Stereotyping at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Em-
bossing Plates in extra hard metal. Nickel and Steel
Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

ANi>COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. , New York.

COMPLETE BALL BEARINGS
FOR THE MILLION.

You can buy Ball Bearings cheaper than you can make

plain ones. Write for particulars.

NIAGARA MACHINE CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

PERFECT POCKET OILER."

ONE-HALF SIZE.

For Bicycles, Gnns, etc. Throws only small quantity of oil a^

a strode. Handsomely nickel plated. No leakage For sa'e (-ver -

where, or sent by mail on receipt of price, 50e. each. CUSHMAN &
DENISOS, 172 Ninth Avenue. New York.

HINTS ON CYCLING
By A. B. Barkman, Tour-Master L.A.W.

LEARNING, TRAINING, RACING, TOURING.
The most concise and complete little volume

ever written.

7S pf'-S^^t cloth cover. Price, postpaid, jo cents.

THE WHEEIi, F. O. Box 444.

Send for Catalogue c.f the

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.
Complete list of everything needed liy wheelmen at lowest

possible prices. Second-hand Ordinaries taken in
exchange for Safeties. We need you i.i

our business, so don't fail lo wriie

ST. LOUIS WHEEL, CO.,
311 H. 14th Street, St. Louis. Mo.

Smith's Bicycle Tour through Europe
England, France, Switzerland, Germany and

Belgium, from July 29th to October
12th, 1891. Total cost, $300.00.

— ADDRESS —

C. H. SMITH, 211 Putnam Ave., Detroit, Mich.

PATENTS
Procured in the United
States and Foreign
Countries. Trade-
marks, designs, labels
and copyrights. Send

description, with model, photograph, or sketch, and 1

will let you know whether you can obtain a patent.
All information free.

W. B. AUGHINBAUGH,
Baltic Building, Washington, D. C.

SIGNAL GYGLOMETER
Strikes at the completion of every mile. Many neM
features m the '91 pattern. Send for Circular to

J. A. LAKIX & CO.,
WESTFIELD, MASS.

GET YOUR BICYCLE
REPAIRED AT

3R0WN BROS. MFG. CO., CHICAGO,
LARGEST REPAIR SHOP IN THE WEST.
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H. E. RAYMOND.

"I_ RAYMONr

]"l7e * U/l7eel
«
Jl7at * U/09 !

The place—Detroit. Time—the week ending March 7. The race

—

a six-day, eight-hour race. The winner—Charles Ashinger. The distance

—733 miles, 5 laps, (previous record, 717 miles.) The wheel—

a

(^olu/T)bia IJ^l^t I^oad5ter,

in competition with a number of racers.

Edward Reading came in a good second. His own wheel failed, but

during the latter part of the week he used a CDLflMBIA HEMI-RACER, finishing

within one lap of Ashinger.

• f

BRANCH HOUSES r

12 Warren Street, - - NEW YORK.
201 Wabash Avenue, - - CHICAQO.

Factory, HARTFORD, OONN.

Pbiss or NCUK41IM Bbo*., 310 FuiiTOX St., N. T

77 FRANKUN ST.

BOSTON, MASS.
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A GREAT BICYCLE PLANT AND ITS FOUNDER.
A really great fire, called a conflagration, is a sublime tragedy, with

not a little comedy. In these days of press evolution, a big fire goes down
into history through the media of the newspapers, who think they have
done well if they can get up a striking headline, an over-estimate of the

losses and the lost, the whole embellished by a streaky wood-cut showing
various india-rubber firemen pointing several fat hose at the flaming pile.

The Chicago fire is an instance of the case in point. It entailed a train

of disaster of such immensity that the reader pales before a mere recapi-

tulation of the incidents.

We shall not pause to note the thousands made homeless, the millions

of losses, the buried hopes and ruined enterprises and the wrecked lives, but
passing swiftly over this ocean of misery we pick out one incident on which
to base our story.

When the flames were whirled upward with a seemingly mad ambition
to scorch the Vault itself, twisting and squirming and mounting under
the directive influence of the breath of Lake Michigan, a little toy factory
on North Wells Street went up in smoke, and the same flames which de-

voured this factory served to give light to a party, camped out on the

prairie. The group consisted of Mr. Adolph Schoeninger and his personal
friends. Early in the day he came to his factory and found it in the hands
of the red enemy, with his men gone. He then quickly went to his home,
but found his house burned to the ground and with no trace of his family.

Then, after hours of tortuous search, he found them out on the prairie in

the hands of his friends. So great was his joy that he would listen to no
sympathy over the loss of his factory. '

' Let the world burn ; I care not if

my family is left me," and in the enthusiastic exuberance of happiness over
his recovered treasure he proposed a game of scot, and with burning Chi-
cago for a torchlight, they played cards all night long.

On the spot where the toy shop stood is now a mammoth bicycle fac-

tory, covering not only the original plot |but the entire square block, and
the master spirit of this bee-hive is the man who played at cards on the
prairie, a man of so unique a
character that we take an unfair
advantage of the thousand miles
between him and The Wheel
sanctum, and write up a few
lines in the way of a lesson, at

the risk of being roundly bowled
over the next time we meet.

Adolph Schoeninger is among
the pioneers, if not the pioneer,
maker of juvenile cycles in

America. Mr. Schoeninger came
to America from Germany just

before the war, and started in

the furniture business in Phila-

delphia. The outbreak of the
war ruined his business so he
went to serve his country, and,
at the end of four years, he
came out the commander of a
company. He next made Chi-

cago his home, where he started

in the crudest fashion imagin-
able to manufacture toys, etc.,

which he marketed in a small
way. At the time he occupied
a small wooden building in what
was probably in those days a
German settlement, for his pres-

ent factory faces partly on
Schiller Street, with Goethe
Street not far oflf, while his

home was on Siegel Street.

It was this little toy shop which was burned out in the Chicago fire, leaving
Mr. Schoeninger an insurance claim of five dollars, which was paid to him
long after he had any use for it.

After the fire he secured enough capital from some German friends to

launch into the manufacturing business on a larger scale than his first at-

tempt. He first made hobby-horses, baby carriages, and goods of that
description, and the style of the firm was the Western Toy Company. This
company was organized with $50,000 capital, the founder having the privi-

lege of retiring the stock at its face value out of the earnings of the com-
pany after paying a heavy dividend. His business prospered from the
start ; he paid his dividends regularly, and within a few years he had pur-
chased the entire capital stock. Each year his goods were improved, and
the business showed a corresponding increase.

The Company soon commenced to make boys' ordinary bicycles, making
wheels up as large as fifty-four inch. When the safety craze of '89 struck
the country, Mr. Shoninger dropped the manufacture of his wooden wares
and turned his entire force to the making of cycles. The firm was reorgan-
ized with $200,000 capital, and the name was changed to the Western Wheel
Works. Twice the firm were compelled to increase their plant, and at the
present time their place occupies an entire square block of four story build-
ings, of which the cut presented here will give an idea.

The main building is 225 feet in length, go feet in width atone end and
60 at the other. There are also other buildings, one 100 by 25 feet; one 36
by 66 feet; and still another 75 by 125 feet, all of which are four stories in
height. The firm also intend to increase their plant by the erection next
fall of two other buildings, one 20 by 70 feet and one 25 by 50 feet, each
three stories in height. The first floor of each building is used as a machine
shop, the second floors are occupied by the bencli hands and nickel platers,

and for sundry other purposes; while on the third, japanning, setting up,
enameling and finishing is done ; the top floor is used entirely as stock and
storerooms, and here thousands of wheels are kept on hand, and a great
deal of raw material is also stored here.

The members of the firm are as follows : President, Adolph Schoeninger,
Secreta,ry, L. A. Schoeninger ; Superintendent, Joseph Schlachter ; Treas-
urer ; R. H. Boericke ; Master Mechanic, Otto Unzicker.

The plant is run lay a six hundred horse power engine with twelve hun-
dred steam power boilers. There are 800 employees on the pay-roll, which
amounts to $6, 500 a week. The business of the firm has been built up by
systematic work, by honorable dealing and by enterprise, which are the
basis of all great successes. President Schoeninger looks after all the import-
ant work of the concern, and every complaint made by an agent is given
his personal attention, and no customer can ever say that a just claim has
not been allowed, or at least satisfactorily adjusted.

With the year i8go the firm made great improvements in their lines,

increasing their line as to numbers and style. In May, i8go, they placed a
fifty thousand dollar order for English steel tubing, which was delivered
during the Summer and Fall of '90; they also made contracts for drop forg-
ings ahead of many other cycling concerns, so that they are not tied up for

raw material, which is now the case with a number of makers. This year
their wheels are made entirely of steel tubing, with the exception of their

boys' cheaper machines. Their wheels are also fitted with ball bearing and
a finish and general style that is a vast improvement over any of their pro-
duct ot previous years. October 31 they closed their books, having taken
all-the orders they could fill during i8gi.

The firm's Eastern representatives, R. L. Coleman & Co., are well
known in the cycling trade. This firm who have four lofts on Park Place
and Barclay Street, New York, are agents for the Eastern, Middle and
Southern States, and they have contracted for 12,000 of the 25,000 safeties

which the firm will deliver this year. The other half of the firm's output is

marketed among four large
Western jobbers. The firm
have been so beforehand in

their work that they are now
promptly filling orders. The
Eastern agents alone have'
over $100,000 worth ot bicycles
in stock at their New York
storerooms. They have already
shipped a number of goods this

year, and have not yet received
a single complaint. This year
R. L. Coleman & Co. are selling

only to their special agents, and
the conditions of the sale are
that all agents are required to

sell at list prices, which will pre-
vent the disastrous cutting of

last year.

The Chicago factory is an
interesting sight to anybody
interested in the cycle trade,
and a visit to the plant will re-

pay one, as an inspection of
the premises is open to all who
call on the firm. Visitors are
taken care of by representa-
tives of the company, who ex-
plain the various processes,
showing the raw material on the
ground floor and the bicycles
ready for shipment on the top
floor.

President Schoeninger is now about fifty-five years of age. He is tall

and of powerful physique. He has a rare quality of intellect, quick to see,

ready in debate, with a peculiar system of philosophic argument rather dif-

ficult to refute. Besides his business, of which he still remains the master
spirit, he devotes much time to the higher sort of reading, and finds much
amusement in the cultivation of flowers, which is quite a hobby with him.
He is stern in character, rather unyielding, yet kindly.

Some men are extraordinarily fortunate in natural endowment. They
meet disaster with calmness and defeat seems only to toughen them. At
every setback they increase the pace, and seem to put to shame the doctrine
of fate, and make a burlesque of the poetic fancy of good fortune. They
do not wait and waste for something to turn up. They are not creatures
of chance, opportunity and what not. They create the issue, the oppor-
tunity. They do not wait npon Dame Fortune, but rather do they command
the jade.

The men who are called "self-made" are almost always killed in the
effort. They are burned by the flame of their own energy. But there are
some sort of men who are stamped with a vitality and endurance rarely
found among cultured peoples ; they se»m to have the hardihood of a vaga-
bond plant, not the weakness of the hot house flower ; it is the heritage of

a rude ancestry of generations ago, which sometimes reappears in the nine-

teenth century man to remind us of some of the sterling qualities of a ruder
and stronger people than our own.

It is only men of this sort who can live through a stormy life and have
enough alertness left to survey with keen satisfaction from their pros-

perous heights the valleys they have left behind, S"ch a rnan is Mr,
Schoeninger,
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SINGER # CYCLES
16TH YEAR IN AMERICA.

SPECIFICATION.— 80 incli wlieels si)eeded to 57

inch (or 54 indi) patent 1 incli wired tires, Singer- ball

steering, Singer ball bearings to all running parts, in-

cluding pedals, Singer patent steering lock, Singer

patent detachable crank bracket, weldless steel tube

frame, handle-bar and forks, guard to both wheels and

to chain, brake, foot rests, lamp-holder, best combined

saddle and spring, spanner, etc. , etc. Enamelled, and

with parts plated.

Price ^l-iO.

CusWon or Pneumatic Tires to order, extra.

SINGKR & COMPANY,
6 and 8 BERKELEY ST., BOSTOK, MASS.

H ^^^^T^T^ h
^Ŝ « :jyi-^ ii>»B-^ M^

TFe carry all tJxe different styles of Lite Tvell-

'kriowTL SVw^I^B^T Cycles.

'We ccLTL iixcikLe qizicT^ deZtv^eries and. liberaL d.is-

coixnts to tlxe trade.

'We T^ant Jxve agents tit all parts of tlxe coizntry.

- IWe sell J3icycle sixndrtes as clxeajp as tlxe cKeapest.

WRITE-: FOR^ TERMS AND '91 CATALOGUE.

THE nnVEHTRY MACHilSTH' nOMPAHY, LimitBd,

239 ColumbUvS Aye,, Boston, MaSvsV 11=13 Madison St., Chicago, IIU
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VIOLET LORNE ON THE CONSTRUC-
TION FAULTS OF LADIES'

SAFETIES.

In Bicycling- iXews, Violet Lome, than whom no

writer on cycling, from a feminine standpoint, is

clearer, makes some good points on the construction

of drop-frame safeties, which we republish :

A lady recently suggested that women would con-

tinue to look askance at the safety as long as it was
..exhibited in show windows with a detachable stay in

place, a thing which caused the impression that a

woman must ride her bicycle after the style and
fashion of her fellow-man. But even though the ma-
jority of women may be too well informed to stray

into such an error, they must see, in many maker's
rooms, machines which strike them as too full of

faults to induce them to throw over the tricycle for

the sake of the bicycle.
Chief among these faults is a badly-dropped frame.

Now, to induce a lady to mount a safety, it is neces-
sary to convince her that she will not look awkward
or unwomanly upon it. If she sees a frame con-
structed, as it is in many cases, so that her skirt can-
not possibly be made to'hang properly when she is in

-the saddle, the temptation to make that machine her
•own is small. In many ladies' safeties the frame is

not brought nearly low enough at present, and the

.distance between it and the pedals at their lowest is

great enough to make the effect very bad in the eyes
.of the critical observer.

Imperfect guarding is another crying sin in a safe-

.ty. The machine cannot merit its name if there is

the very faintest chance of a woman's draperies
catching in either driving gear or wheel. Some of

ihe new tricycles are so beautifully provided for in

Tthis respect that there is not the possibility of any
.such accidents happening. And yet, under all condi-

iions, there is far more risk to the lady bicyclist than
io her tricycling sister, and any catching of the drap-

-eries is sure to have far more serious consequences.
Yet more th^n one so-called safety that I could men-
tion—if I would—has a mere airy trifle round the

^hain which politeness might call a guard, but which
.common sense would soon prove to have no right

whatever to the name.
Surely, the brake is one of the most omnipotent fac-

itors in a safety, and yet nine out of every ten ma-
chines I have ever examined or tested have a brake
which may be all that is excellent when it is once
.-applied, but which is so constructed that the ordinary
hand of woman can only jamb it down with her finger

itips; and if woman's hand is not endowed with the

power of mans, wny on earth should she be deprived
-of even her feeble force? Nobody would think of

giving a man such a break-reach that he could only
use his finger tips to it.

Of course, the root of the whole matter is that cycle
constructors are men, and have only slowly and im-
-perfectly come to understand what are a woman's
requirements in a machine. I would advise them, at

least, to take women into their councils, or it will be

long before the demand for ladies' safeties equals the

-.generous supply.

A dark green habit, with a shoulder cape and hat

;to match, was recently described as the perfection of

-cycling costume, while some degree of favor was
.accorded to a checked skirt, a blue jacket, and a

-sailor hat, which accompanied it. The good or bad
•efffect of cycling, like other frocks—generally depends
a. good deal on the way they are worn, and also on
-the wearer.

At a certain ladies' college a debate took place,

lately, as to whether the bicycle was a proper and
.correct form of exercise for women. Out of the fifty-

three femine voices that voted on the subject after-

wards thirty-two were in favor of it, fourteen were
-strongly against it, five confessed to knowing nothing
-about it, and two cautiously refused to commit them-
selves over the matter.

There is a novel thing in the way of advertisement
over in the land of new ideas. A St. Louis cycle dealer,

who has written a pamphlet on "The Cycle for

Women," has also devised a plan for increasing its

circulation. Each copy of the book contains a coupon,
for which the lady reader can obtain a cycle whistle

-on presenting it at the dealer's depot. How the land
-must shiver under the shriek of all those unearthly
T,vhistles.

Mr. Lucas, in his little book, "Wrinkles for Riders,"
•devotes a chapter to cycling for ladies, in which he
remarks that one of the reasons for ladies taking to

-the two-wheeler is that they can, with so much more
ease, keep pace on that machine with a bicycling
escort. Certainly, the introductton of the popular
..safety has lost to woman many a male companion
who once gladly strolled along beside her on the
sauntering tricycle ; and if she wants to have him for

an escort again she must needs take the swifter
safety herself. Violet Lorne.

.

THE COVENTRY MACHINISTS' CO.'S

CHICAGO BRANCH.

The Coventry Machinists' Co , a concern which en-
joys a reputation which is held by a few of the leading
English concerns, shows its belief in the future of
American trade by opening a branch house at 11 and
13 Madison Street, Chicago. The line of Swifts for
ihis year is very handsome, the spring frame machine
being equal in style, durability, finish and utility to

.any wheel on the American market. Mr. A. J. Menett
is in charge.

THE WESTERN WHEEL WORK'S
NEW CATALOGUE.

The catalogue for 1891 of the Western Wheel
Works, Chicago, represented in the East by R. L.

Coleman & Co., 35 Barclay Street, New York, is of

elongated shape, and typographically is exceedingly
neat. On the cover, printed in red, is an attractive
rural scene, with a party of happy-looking cyclists

riding along the highway or ;crossing a rustic
bridge. The safeties of the Western Wheel Works
manufacture are almost too well known to need a de-
tailed description here, as they will be found wher-
ever a wheel of any description is used. For this

year their specialty is the cushion-tired Rush, which
sells for $115. This splendid machine gave such ex-
cellent satisfaction last season that with the new im-
provements it will have great demand. The frame
is a modification of the diamond shape, of novel de-
sign, possessing all the rigidness of the diamond
with enough elasticity to make riding easy and pleas-

ant. It is made entirely of imported steel tubing and
drop forgings. It has 30-inch wheels, i-Ki"- cushion
tires, tangent spokes, geared to 54 inches and weighs
46 pounds.
The 1891 Crescent is full ball bearing, diamond

frame, made of imported steel tubmg and drop forg-
ings. The machine is well made throughout and of

attractive appearance. It is geared to 54 inelies and
weighs 47 pounds. Price, $85. The Juno is a medium-
sized safety, for either lady or gentleman rider, which
sells for $75, and has always had a large demand.
The Rob Roy for 1891 has ball bearing to both

wheels. Diamond frame, and weighs 40 pounds ;
price,

$50. This machine is widely known, having enjoyed
an exceedingly large patronage last season. The
Girls' Junior is also a machine that meets with a
ready sale and admirably fills all the work required
of it. It is a prime favorite with those for whom it is

intended, and sells at $33. The Boys' Junior, a $25
safety, is a juvenile machine that had an enormous
run last year. It presents a graceful appearance, is

strongly made, and has an unusually easy riding
saddle. The firm also make a safety, which sells at

$20, which has 20-inch wheels and is called the Pet.

In addition to this they manufacture iron and rubber
tired bicycles and velocipedes by the thousand, which
sell from $24 to $4. These wheels owe their great
popularity in the East to the energetic and progressive
manner in which R. L. Coleman & Co. have handled
them, who, by their energy and business ability,
have built up an enormous trade. Their wareroom,
which extends through one entire floor from Barclay
Street to Park Place, is constantly packed with crated
machines, stacked up to the ceiling.

OVERMAN WHEEL COMPANY'S
CATALOGUE.

There have been a number of sound, business-like
catalogues this year ; we have also had catalogues
odd, artistic, ornate, unique, poetic, pathetic and enig-
matic ; but we think for absolute beauty the laurels
belong to the Overman Wheel Co.

It may be argued that the value of a catalogue is

not increased because the cover carries the dream of
an artist worked out in faint and delicate boudoir
blue and white.
The design used on the front cover is that familiar

tracery which was embossed on their bronze and gold
and silver catalogues of the past two years. On the
'91 catalogues the design is of light blue, raised on a
cover a few shades darker. The upper half of the
front cover contains in raised letters of a whitish
blue tint, each letter being of beautiful form and
with faint trace-work terminals, the names Victor
Bicycles, Overman Wheel Co., office and factory,
Chicopee Falls ; Boston, Washington, Denver and
San Francisco.
The frontispiece of the catalogue is of fine design,

and printed, like all of the inside pages, in black and
light bluish tints. In fact, the feature of the descrip-
tive pages are the beautiful designs worked on them
in blue tint.

The catalogue contains full-page cuts of the six
styles of Victors, the two Credendas and the Nonpa-
reil. The various important features and special
devices are taken up and illustrated and described
all in very fine and complete fashion, and it is not
necessary to mine a bottomless pit of technical terms
to extract the idea that is being written upon.
There is something on cushion tires, spring-forks,

spring-fork rocking beams, safety heads, safety front
hubs, safety rear dittos, hollow rims, spoke nipples,
the special tapered and butt ended Victor spokes, the
Victor sprocket wheel and the Victor chain, all of
which are special features of the Victor cycles.
Cuts and descriptions are also shown of the Victor

Rational Ordinary, with cushion tires, the Victor
wrench, the O. W. Co. cycle lamps, also the usual
sundries, including the Victor cyclometer.

L. W. Beasley visited the Philadelphia trade on
3Iarch 19, placing his new Athletine.

THE ROYAL SPRING FORK.

The Ross Cycle Co., of Holyoke, Mass., are sole
owners of the Royal Spring Fork, a device that can
be attached to any wheel for the purpose of absorb-
ing the vibration. The advantages claimed for it are
as follows : It places the fork in a straight line with
point where the wheel rests on the ground, thus steer-
ing direct ; it does not pitch, but takes Only half the
plunge, and there is only half thf recoil, on account
of the motion on the spring being double action.
When the fork plunges downward the lever arm goes
up, thus causing a double pressure at both ends of
the spring at the same time. It is adjustable to all

weights, and can be very simply attached to any
wheel. The company are the importers of the Roval
Diamond Safety, a S130 wheel ; the Half Diamond No.
2, a $60 safety ; the Ladies' Royal, an $85 wheel ; and
also handle juTenile machines Their spring fork is

sold for $ro, nickel-plated, warranted all steel.

THE GENDRON IRON WHEEL CO.

We have for inspection the 1891 list of this firm, who
have a factory and home office at Toledo, Ohio, and
an Eastern office and wareroom at 107 Chambers
Street, New York. The firm have a long time been
engaged in the manufacture of children's carriages
and velocipedes, miniature sulkies, express wagons,
doll cabs, reed chairs and bamboo novelties. These
materials were made at the firm's plant at Toledo.
A year since, however, they commenced the manu-

facture of cycles, and they are out this season with a
line of safety bicycles and cycle supplies which they
offer to the trade. The wheels they are manufactur-
ing are: The Gendron No. i, $40; Gendron No. 2,

S50 ; No. 3, $75 ; 'No. 3 C, S90 ; No. 4, $90; No. 4 C, $tio.

From the catalogue we present brief specifications of

their various wheels.
Gendron No. i—Frame ot imported weldless steel

tubing, front and rear forks of special steel, con-
caved, curved bars with space handles, front and
rear axles of steel, drop forgings; the frame of the
the wheel is an irregular diamond : the wheel is also
fitted with ball centre and anti-friction head ; the
saddle is of special design ; the wheels are 24 inch
front and rear, the tires ii inch with a special fasten-
ing process; hubs are nickel plated; the wheel is

well finished in nickel and enamel ; of course, the
brace rod is detachable, making the wheel suitable
for either boy or girl.

Gendron No. 2 and 3 are designed specially for
youths and ladies ; the frame is similar in construc-
tion to the No. I. The wheels are 26 inch ; the No. 2,

price $50, has adjustable cone bearings on front and
rear axles ; the No. 3. price $75, has ball bearings
throughout; both are fitted with a ball centre head

;

both No. 2 and 3 have steel chains and are geared to

55 inches. 'The firm claim that the finish of both of
these wheels is unexcelled by any other make on the
market. Their No. 3 cushion is listed at $90.

The No. 4 is a wheel designed for ladies and gentle-
men ; the rear wheel is 30 inch and the front 28 ;

the
tires are % inch of best quality Para rubber

; the
spokes are tangent and secured to the frames by ad-
justable nipples ; the hubs are heavily nickle plated,
as are the spokes at the points of crossing

;
axles are

of the finest quality of steel forgings, case-hardened
;

ball bearings are of the most approved pattern, and
adjustable; the front forks are stamped from a
special grade of steel ; the frame is of the best quality
of imported weldless steel tubing ; the rear fork is of
stamped steel, and the brace rod is of nickel. The
No. 4 is listed at $90, or fitted with cushions $110.

The Gendron No. 5 is similar to No. 4 in design and
construction, except that it has hollow steel forks and
is fitted with 1% inch cushion tires and solid rims, or
J^ inch solid tires and hollow rims

;
price, $110.

The Gendron No. 7 is a diamond-framed safety of
the Referee pattern, with the front forks and seat post
at a graceful and rakish angle ; the wheels are 28 inch
front and 30 inch rear, with i '^ inch cushion tires with
solid rims, or % inch solid tires with hollow rims;
the spokes are tangent; the frame of weldless steel
tubing ; the forks of hollow steel with drop forgings
throughout, and ball centre head ; crank axle and
pedals finished in enamel and nickle

;
price, $115.

Gendron No. 6 ; the frame is similar to the No. 7 ex-
cept that the No. 6 has semi-hollow steel fork, and is

fitted with % inch rubber tires over solid rim
;
price,

$100.

HICKORY" EXPLAINS HOW YOU
BALANCE A WHEEL.

I was much interested to read in a recent copy of
The Wheel an attempted explanation of how it is

that a bicycle rider keeps his balance. I think the
balancing is accomplished in the same manner that a
stick is balanced when supported by the end on the
finger. When the rider feels himself falling to one
side he turns the wheel toward that side (instinctively
by practice), and the bicycle runs under his balance,
as it were, just as with the stick the hand is moved
from side to side in order to bring the support under
the centre of gravity. In riding "hands off" the
bicycle does its own steering, as the front wheel will
always (if properly constructed) run in the direction
in which the bicycle leans.

It is because the front wheel must necessarily be
turned in order to keep the balance that the various
devices for locking the steering wheel have been
proved more than useless. Hickory.
Boston, March 17, 1891.

Tlie 1891 Catalogue of the Union Cycle Co.

The LTnion Cycle Co., of Highlandville, Mass., have
issued an advanced catalogue for 1891, which contains
a complete description of their wheels for this year,
and illustrates and describes thoroughly all the vari-
ous special parts peculiar to their machines. Their
particular specialties for this season are safeties Nos.
12 and 13. No. 12 has a diamond shape main frame,
front forks of weldless steel tubing, fitted with semi-
tubular steel non-vibratory auxiliary forks and
springs to both front and rear. It weighs 45 pounds,
and is geared to 55 inches. Its chief specialty lies in
the spring device attached to both front and rear
jorks for the purpose of relieving the vibration of the
rear wheel as well as the front one. It also possesses
a long, closed steering-head, with adjustable ball
bearing, making the guidance of the wheel very free
and easy. The No. 13 is a ladies' wheel of the same
material and workmanship as No. 12. Both of these
machines are fitted with cushion tires for $145 The
company also manufacture Union No. 9, a most excel-
lent wheel, which sells for $115; No. 10, a ladies' wheel
of the same class, and No. 11, which is the same as No.
Q, excepting that it is supplied with their patent spring-
frame, and sells tor $125. \\\ the Union wheels are
finished in the best possible style, and, as their name
implies, are a union of strength, beauty, comfort and
speed.
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF BALANCING
AS RELATING TO BICYCLES.

Don Salambo, in a recent letter, introduces a most
interesting subject, one in which wheelmen, as a rule,
do not take nearly enough interest. I mean the phi-
losophy uf balancing the wheel.

I shall premise my remarks on the subject by say-
ing that 1 do not at all pretend to understand it very
well myself, and following the example of the Don
write more for the purpose of drawing out informa-
tion from those more capable of giving it than for any
other reason.
Don Salambo quotes General Barnard, and then

confesses that he does not quite understand him. I

also make the same confession. It appears to me that
the general needlessly complicates the question by
using language which probably is very learned, but
(to me, at least) rather abstruse. If he had stopped
when he gave that very capital illustration of balanc-
ing a pole on one's finger, we could all have under-
stood him, but when he goes on to talk about generat-
ing centrifugal force, etc., etc., he not only becomes
vague, but, I think, incorrect, for it appears to me
that a force which tended to counteract the falling
tendency must have existed before the falling com-
menced, and this force could not have been centrif-
ugal because, according to the general, the centrif-
ngal force which he speaks of was generated by
changing the direction of the bicycle after the rider
found that he was falling. One might as well say (for
instance) that a horse when running away generates
a force which tends to prevent him running away.
The main principle brought into play in balancing

a bicycle is, so far as I can understand it, exactly the
same as that of balancing a pole on the finger. When
the pole begins to fall in any direction the finger is
immediately moved in the same direction, thus bring-
ing the point of support again directly under the

• weight of the pole. It would of course be more
scientifically correct to say, bringing the point of
support under the centre of gravity of the pole, but
this involves the use of a term which may not be gen-
erally understood by wheelmen. I quote from Has-
well's Engineers' Pocket Book : "The centre of grav-
ity of a body, or any system of bodies connected
together, is the point about which, if suspended, all

the parts will beinequilibrium." Now thisdefinition,
to a person who already knows what the centre of
gravity is, is perfectly plain, but to a person who
does not already understand it, it is, to qiiote the
Don, about as clear as mud. I shall, therefor^, in the
explanation I am about to attempt, keep to the more
popular expression of " the weight " of the body.

It must be remembered, in making a comparison
between the balancing of a pole and the balancing of
a bicycle, that the former being supported on only
one point can fall in any direction, while the latter
being supported on two poirjts can fall only in two
directions— that is, to one side or the other. An
imaginary line drawn between these two points of
support—that is, between the two points where the
two wheels touch the ground—bears the same rela-
tion to the stability of the bicycle that the point does
to the stability of the pole. When, therefore, the
rider of a bicycle instinctively feels that he is falling
to one or the other side, he instinctively pulls on the
handle on that side ; this causes the bicycle to run
towards the same side, thus again bringing the point
or line of support under the combined weight of rider
and machine. In the practiced rider these instinctive
feelings are more highly developed than in the be-
ginner, consequently the former can ride practically
in a straight line, while the latter goes wobbling
about.

I have said practically, because, as a matter of fact,
the track made by the best rider must be more or less
sinuous, if it were not so, then a bicycle could be
ridden in a groove the width of the tire, which is

known to be impossible. In addition to this law, that
of keeping the line of support as directly as possible
under the weight, there is another natural law which
assists in the balancing of the machine, and which is

probably of very considerable assistance at high
speeds, it is the disinclination (if I may use the ex-
pression) which a body moving in any direction has
to being defected from its course. Now the combined
weight of rider and machine is going in a certain
direction, but when they begin to fall over to one
side or the other, this combined weight, instead of
being allowed to go on in that direction, is pulled out
of it and forced to move in a curve, this curve is

formed by the combination of the side or falling
motion with that of the forward, the attraction of
gravitation, which causes the man and bicycle to fall
to one side or the other is resisted by this law. which
objects to the combined weight of rider and wheel,
which is going in one direction being pulled into any
other. Consequently the attraction of gravitation
acts more slowly than it would if not resisted

; this,
of course, assists in the balancing and enables the
rider to make a more direct course than he otherwise
could. Probably this latter law is akin to the law
which governs the action of the Gyroscope to which
Don Salambo refers, but then, the Gyroscope is "one
of those things no fellow can understand."

I cannot agree with the Don when he thinks that in
rapid riding "little balancing is required," it appears
to me that whether riding fast or slow, the proper
manipulation of the handlebar, and the consequent
keeping of the line of support as nearly as possible
directliy under the weight, is in conjunction with the
swaying of the body. The main thing, and the fact
that a bicycle can be ridden so slowly that the laws
depending on momentum can hardly be said to be
acting, is, I think, in some measure a proof of it.

L. A. W. 6623.

The George R. Bidwell Cycle Co. are showing the
Tourist wheels, a shipment of eighty of these mounts
having just been received from England. The
machines are beauties to look at, and should wear
well, as William Bown has a reputation among the
best for cycle work. Cuts of these machines were
published in the issue of March 13 of The Wheel.

" How goes the wheel, Tom ?"

"When I push it, uncle."

—

B.\:

An English firm, recently organized, Aspinwall,
Aspinwall & Co., have capitalized at ^125,000.

Rudolph Meiser, of the Louisville Cycle Co., has
invented what he terms an electric dog paralyzer.

The store of Merwin, Hulbert & Co. was slightly
damaged by fire on Thursdry night of this week.
The damage will not exceed $250.

The D. N. Weaver Bicycle Co. have built up an
excellent business in Elkhart, Ind. The company
have a store at 220 South Main Street.

A cycle exhibit is to be held at Paris, at which only
French makers may show. A quantity of English
parts will be on dress parade, none the less.

Mr. E. S. Brewer, President of the Warwick Cycle'
Co., was in New York on Friday last, returning to
Springfield after a month's hunting in Canada.

Dealers would do well to read Gormully & Jeffery's
advertisement relative to lamps in this issue. Noth-
ing like it—that is, offering such latitude—has yet
appeared in this country.

The Springfield Union of March 19 presents almost
a page of descriptive matter of the Overman Wheel
Co.'s plant at Chicopee Falls. There is also a cut giv-
ing the best view of the building that we have seen.

J. G. Wallace has just opened a cycle store in
Bridgeport. He claims to have the finest store in the
city. He makes a leader of Psychos ; he also handles
the Comet, the Gales, the Sweeting Diamond and the
Indiana Bicycle Co.'s line.

The novelty and originality of the Union Cycle
Co.'s advertisement in this issue of The Wheel is

worthy of more than a passing notice. The preced-
ing part of the Arizona Kicker's story is pub-
lished in this week's issue of the Bicycling World.

THE ELLIOTT HICKORY CYCLE CO.

Sterling Elliott writes that he is very busy, and that
within a few days the world will be startled by the
announcement of his new corporation, which is enti-
tled the Elliott Hickory Cycle Co.

E. T. Worthington, saddler and bicycle agent at
Doylestown, Pa., predicts the sale of more machines
in that city in 1891 than in 1890. Doylestown is fre-

quently made the end of a run by various Philadel-
phia clubs.

Mr. G. A. Litchhult has decided to extend his busi-
ness, and in addition to his bicycle store at 352 Lenox
Avenue, he will conduct a sporting goods store which
he will open on April i at 37 West One Hundred and
Twenty-fifth Street.

Messrs. Rudge & Co. have built a multicycle, con-
sisting of a triplet and three tandems, for the Na-
tional Institute for Blind Boys, at Paris. The machine
will carry eight passengers and a pilot who has sight,

the greatest of all the senses.

Huntingdon, West Virginia, wheelmen are happy
in the expectation of improved streets, and a cycling
boom is promised. About the only agent in that
place at present is Lon H. Hutchison, who represents
the Pope Mfg. Company and Western Wheel Works.

H. F. Schmitz, of Main Street, Orange, who is pro-
prietor of the largest stationery store in that town,
has opened a bicycle department and will handle W.
E. Eldridge's lines of wheels, which includes the
Columbia, Hartford and Lovell Safeties. He will

also deal in sundries.

Pottstown, Pa., one of the prettiest towns in the
Keystone State, has a new bicycle agency in the per-
sons of Cassel & Fretz, 209 High Street, successors to

A. C. Buckwalter. These gentlemen will push the
Crescent, Juno and Rob Roy wheels, made by the
Western Wheel Works of Chicago.

P. H. Bernays, manager of the Victor agency at
San Francisco, is working up a number of clever
schemes to push Victors on the slope. He recently
organized an exhibition and .distributed tickets over
the city, announcing that Mr. Dan J. Canary, the
world-renowned fancy and trick bicyclist, woulj j-ide

in exhibition down a flight of stairs extending from
the top gallery to the main floor of the Mechanics'
Pavilion. The exhibition took place on March 9.

Messrs. Rich & Sager seem to have struck tlie pro-
verbial oil with their Beauty Bundle Carrier. When
the carrier first came on the market many accepted it

as a fad, but it has grown into such proportions that
the company have been compelled to increase their
productive power to fill orders. In our advertising
columns will be found four cuts of the carrier, with a
few questions answered, which will give agents all

the information they may desire on this very popular
device.

AGENTS, ATTENTION.
The steady increase in the sale of the cycle chain

graphite (plumbago), manufactured by Jas. P. Downs,
243 Broadway, N. Y., prepared for lubricating the
chains of safeties or tricycles, evinces its superior
qualities. It is specially made from carefully-pre-
pared graphite, fulfilling all the necessary conditions
for a perfect cycle lubricant, and is entirely free from
oil, lard or vaseline. It retails for 25 cents per can.
The attention of dealers is called to this preparation.

We call the attention of agents throughout the
United States to the advertisement of W. G. Schack,
the enterprising Buffalo dealer. Mr. Schack handles
a number of cycles in both a wholesale and retail way,
besides a line of sundries and the National Type-
writers. He has local territory for some high-grade
American wheels and for various lines of medium
grade wheels, but he has a number of States, and in

some instances the whole United States, for the
Wulfruna, Raglan and other high grade imported
wheels.

The cyclist who recently called ait the office of The
Wheel and purported to be \Vm. Wood, the English
racing man, was not that individual after all, but an,
imposter. By impersonating that famous English
racing man he succeeded in swindling several per-
sons connected with the cycle trade in this city.

E. I. Horsman, dealer in sporting goods and agent
for the Gormully & Jefifery Mfg. Co.'s wheels, who has-
been for so many jfears established at 80 and 82 Wil-
liam Street, finds his business inci easing so rapidly-
that he has been compelled to seek larger quarters,-
and has leased the large double store at 343 Broadway,,
formerly occupied by L. Delmonico. The store is 180
feet deep, with an L opening on Leonard Street. The
bicycle department will receive special attention, as-
a large business is anticipated in this line during the
coming season. It will be pushed energetically by-
Mr. J. L. Chapman, who is in charge.

D. Snitjep has just issued a pocket edition cata-
logue. Mr. Snitjer is the well-known St. Louis agent.
He was formerly connected with the sewing machine-
business, and at present handles the Household and
Standard, but the largest part of his attention and
his plant are now devoted to cycles. Mr. Snitjer
has a large store on Olive Street, and has also a riding-
school. The wheels he handles, some of them local
and others for large Western territory, are as follows-
Columbia, Warwick, the Giant and a line of cheap
wheels, also the usual line of sundries. He makes a.
specialty of teaching, renting and selling wheels on
installments.

Mr. Samuel Snell, of Messrs. Snell & Co., of Bir-
mingham, who arrived in this country on Wednesday
last, returned home on the Majestic on Wednesday of
this week, after less than one week in the country-
Mr. Snell sent a short note toTHE Wheel before sail-
ing, from which we quote: " I settled the business for
which I came over, the placing of a large order for a
number of my lamps on highly satisfactory terms, sc
I sail to-morrow (Wednesday) on the Majestic. On
S.inday I had the pleasure—thanks to the hospitality^
of Mr. Sweeting—of going over three of Philadelphia's.
clubs, and I must say I have never seen anv such-
clubs in any other country."

HOW CYCLING CAME TO COV-
ENTRY.

Mr. R. B. Turner writes to IV/wdling from Brussels,
in relation as to how Coventry became the metropolis-
of the cycle trade, as follows: "In 1866, when a stu-
dent in Paris, a Michaux bicycle, then called a veloc-
ipede, and now designated disrespectfulh- a 'bone-
shaker'— I say disrespectfully, for I love it still when
I dream of the happy hours" of undiluted pleasure I
have ground out of it—was introduced into our gym-
nasiun-i. In 1867 we were experts, and the cycling-
fever may be said to have fairly set in. In 1868 I put-
capital into the velocipede, and, with the late M. L,
Pascaud, the proprietor of the before-mentioned
gymnasium in the Rue Vaugirard, and a M. Cuissard,.
established a firm in my name. We built a large
riding school, stores and workshops in the Rue Bona-
parte. We soon found that it was impossible to com-
plete the orders that came to us from all paitsof
Europe, so I left for London with a 36-in. machine.-
My selection of Coventry was simply from the fact
of that town being the residence of my uncle, the late
Mr. Josiah Turner, and 1 hoped to persuade him to-

manufacture for us this last new Parisian toy, for so
it was then considered by most of the newspapers of
the day. Now special correspondents report the cy-
clists' doings. Much credit is due to Mr. J. Turner^
for most of the directors of the company were opposed
to the introduction of this novelty into their business^
but an order for 300 machines from my firm and Mr.
Turner's determination gained the day, and so Cov-
entry became the hub of the cycle wheel with a rub-
ber tire, ever stretching to adrhit within its bounds,
new cvcle factories."

A NEW DESIGN IN SEAT RODS.

Mr. W. A. Thompson, of Savannah, Ga., sends us a
drawing and description of a new spring seat rod
which he has invented, and for the sale of which he is
now negotiating with a prominent cycling concern.
The features of the seat rod, according to Mr. Thomp-
son's claims, are as follows: "Since the introduction

of the safetv bicycle there has been no change in tlie-

construction of the seat rods until up to the present
year. The bulk of the saddles now on the market;
have no canting device of any kind. The seat rod
which I have invented can, on the removal of a screw,.

be tilted up or down at pleasure to suit the comfort of
the rider, and the degree of spring can also be regu-
lated by a simple adjustment."
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The George R. Bidwell Cycle Company,

' PRESENTS TO THE TR/lbE •

THE TWO TOURISTS.
«^

We have been In the cycle business since 1879, have sold some cycles and learned the needs of American riders. We have tried to
embody these requirements in the TOURIST CYCLES, which are specially built to our order by Wm. Bown, of Birmingham, England, maker
of the Aeolus Ball Bearings, a large stamper, a maker of the highest reputation, and proprietor of one of the best equipped factories abroad.

CUSHION TIRE

GDARAMTEED.

HARMONY IN

OUTLINE.

EASY RUNNING.

SUPERIOR

FINISH.

BEAUTY.

LIGHTNESS.

THE MEN'S TOURIST LIGHT ROADSTER.

SPECIFICATIONS.—A True Diamond Frame of Seamless Steel Tubing; 30 inch Wheels ; I X Cushion Tires, guaranteed for one year ;

Wheels 30 inch ; Ball Head Socket Steering ; Improved Saddle ; B. & S. Wrench ; Tires Protected from Cutting by Beaded Felloes ; Bown's
famous Aeolus Ball Beartnga ; Improved Saddle, gear 54 Inches ; Weight all on, 42 pounds.

THE TOURISTS ARE

MODELS OF

STRENGTH and

SIMPLICITY.

ALL TOURIST

PARTS ARE

INTERCHANGEABLE

AND NO

CAST METAL IS USED

THE LADIES* TOURIST LIGHT ROADSTER.

The Ladles' Light Roadster is of the same high grade as the Men's Light Roadster. Wlieels, 28 inch. Tires guaranteed. Weight 42 lbs
Beautiful in outline. A Model Ladles' Wheel.

CATALOGUES NOW READY.

NE^V VORK :

308-310 WEST 69th STREET. mm I BMEU Cjcle Cobf';.

AVHEELS NOW READY.

CHICAGO:

270-272 WABASH AVENUE.
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H.WJOR. GEORGE H. BIDWELL CYCLE COMPANY, «^
OYOLE ACCESSORIES, SUNDRIES, SPECIALTIES.

PERFECTION BICYCLE ALARM.

PRICE, Ha.so-

The only auto-

matic alarm on the

market; more de-

sirable and satis-

factory than the

cheaper hells. A
bell is a necessary

adjunct to your

outfit, as ordin-

ances in most all

cities require their

use.

The perfection

alarm can be at-

tached to any make of cycle.

on the ordinary bicycle itmay be fastened

to the brake spoon, and on safeties and tri-

cycles it is attached to the handle bar. The

spring to operate the alarm is contained

within the bell, and is woundup by a button

on the outside ot the gong. The alarm Is

given by a sUght forward pressure on the

projecting lever, which releases the sprmg

movement. ,

A simple alarm stroke, a succession of

strokes, or a continuous alarm, at pleasure

of rider.

PERFECTIOS TIRE HEATER. THE BIDWELL CYCLOMETER.

PRICE, ^10.00.

BIDWELL.

This article is indispensable to every

wheelman. Designed to carry in the tool

bag. The fluid used is alcohol. In case of

a loose tire the heater can be quickly affixed

to the spokes, directly under the tire (see

illustration), and in a few seconds will melt

the oldcementin the rim, thereby recement-

ing the tire. The Tire Heater can be pro-

cured of any dealer in bicycles or bicycle

sundries, or will be mailed, postpaid, to any

part of the United States. Price, $1 .00

KIKG OF THE ROAD.

PATENTED.

Since the bicycle was first introduced

to the American public, manufacturers,

rifiaiers and riders have adopted, tested,

and d^sca^ded numberless instruments for

"^^c^ySL^'^ampTbells. and other cycling

accesS's have been perfected and accep-

ted by all.but cyclometers have rem^ained. to

annoy the dealer and deceive the rider.

We present this season a cyclometer

which we confidently believe an exception

^ all plst rules. Designed and Perfected

after many months' careful study and the

sad experience of the past as a S^\^^-

The Bidwell Cyclometer is Positive In its

actlon.free from springs or cams, la eafily ^•
tached can be read fVom the saddle, and

win accurately record the distance to the

999th mile. This we guarantee.

P

REFEREE.

Head Lamp for safeties. Has non-vibrat-

ing attachment, outside V7ick regulator,

sliding side-Ught. The best medium-priced

lamp on the market.

The standard lamp for years, both in Eng-

land and America. Best material and finish.

Oil capacity tor ten hours, non-vibrating

attachment, outside wick regulator, sUdmg

side-door. The cheapest and best.

No. 250. Japanned , - $6.00.

Head Lamp, especially adapted for safe-

ties, fitted with non-vibrating attachment.

Will not jar out.

Japanned. - - $2.75.

*q ^o No. 250, Nickeled, - - "
^.50

Japanned. - -
*rf.ou.

---1 .r^ -1- ttO
PEDALS.-BOWN'S ^OLUS.

Tourist Ball Pedal, with tri-

angular rubbers. Very light

and strong.

Price, per pair. $10.00.

PLUMBAGO.
Our Plumbago is made of the best Ceylon

Tourist Bat Trap Pedal.
^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ p,,,, ^ell Lead, ground vy^ne.^an^^^

Weight. 18 ounces: strength
^fj«ntacte we provide an economical, con-

made and adjusted.
^^nientaAHhorough mode of applying to

guaranteed. th^ctatos Cycll chains should be perfectly

Price per pair, $10.00. Price, per pair..$9.00. ,1,,, before applying the Lubricant.

.1.1. PARX« OE A30VE ARE
-^^^l^^^^^^^^^[.^^^^^^

aeaeral ..ents tor WABWICK, PS. CHO an. B.FBH.., a.o
^-'^rsl^e^.

Good Agents de.ired all over tlie United States.

NEVtr YORK I

808-310 WEST 59th STREET.

GinRGE R. BinWELL Cxnle nflmp'x.

CHICAGO!

SEND EOR CATAI.OGVE
270-272 YJABASH AYEMUE.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

The officers elected by the Portland (Me.), Wheel
Club for the ensuing year are as follows: President,
Bates Torrey ; Vice President and Captain, G. H.
Lawton ; Secretary, S. B. Phillips. Treasurer, H. W.
Causland ; First Lieutenant, Warren G. West ; Sec-
ond Lieutenant, Frank M. Brown ; Bugler, Fred D.
Swoaey.

The following officers have been elected by the
Keystone Bicycle Club, of Pittsburg: President, F.
F. "Sneathen; Secretary and Treasurer, J. W. McGo-
win ; Captain, W. II. Myler ; Directors, F. F. Myler,
A. M. Sorg, W. H. Robinson, Joseph S. Mahon and I.

F. Bailey ; First and Second Lieutenants, A. R. Dar-
ragh and F. E. Gaither ; Buglers, J. K. Ewing and L
F.. Bailey : Color Bearers, J. P. Barr and Joseph
Walker.

At the last meeting of the Toledo Bicycle Club it

was decided to erect an addition to their club-house,
•which will be fitted up as a gymnasium.

At the sixth annual games of the Athletic Associa-
tion of the First Regiment, of Philadelphia, on April
25, a one mile safety handicap race and two mile or-
dinary handicap race will be decided. Entries close
April 18 with Nelson C. Seymour, Secretary, Broad
and Callowhill Streets, Philadelphia.

The Pacific Bell Telephone Co. have given the Bay
City Wheelmen the privilege of stenciling all their
poles in California with road directions and mile
signs, and will protect them from being defaced.
Geo. P. Wetmure, S. H. Knapp and R. M. Thompson,
members of the above club, are at present engaged
in stenciling these poles in the various roads at every
mile, and in less than a month it is expected that all

the highways within a radius of loo miles of San
Francisco will be well supplied with them. The idea
could well be emulkted by wheelmen in other sec-
tions of the country.

Ex-Speaker Reed, the Maine statesman, ridas a
56-inch ordinary. The Ex-Speaker weighs 276 pounds
and it is a matter of fact that he has never been seen
on a wheel by any but members of his family, as he
always rides near his own home, and scarcely or
ever uses the public highways.

At the Manhattan Athletic Club on Saturday
evening last, Messrs. Muller and Rauchfuss, two
well-known New York cyclists, gave a clever exhibi-
tion of wrestling, in which Mr. Muller, although the
lighter man, won.

The North End Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, elected
the following officers last week: President, J. S.

Reeser ; Vice-President, Charles Miller; Secretary,
George H. McDowell

;
Treasurer, George Platten-

berger ; Captam, J. Harry Gibson ; First Lieutenant,
Jcseph Lukens Kayan ; Sec >nd Lieutenant, James T.
Bevan ; Banner Bearer, J. S. Reeser ; Bugler, George
McDowell.

The Riverside Wheelmen are making arrangements
to secure a more commodious house, owing to the
rapid growth of the membership roll.

The Brooklyn Ramblers have issued a handy run
card, which contains the fixtures of the club up to
July I and other matter of interest to the members.
They have nine day runs scheduled and the same
number of moonlight trips. The first run will be
held on April 5 to Coney Island.

Another attempt is to be made in Baltimore to
organize a big athletic club, modeled after the large
organizations of this city, which will encourage all

branches of sport, including cycling.

The Catford Cycling Club, of London, which has
•ver 300 members, is agitating the question of secur-
ing a club-house, to be located in the neighborhood
of New Cross Gate. At present the members meet at
specified places when a run is called, and meetings
are held in the parlor of some road house, a plan in
vogue generally with English cycle organizations.

Miss " Vi " Lome gives " Psyche " a quiet little pen-
dig in a recent letter to Bicycling News. Say we to
Messrs. Fourdrinier, et al : When the lady correspond-
ents make mince-meat of each other our double-
leaded editorials are not a marker on their quiet little

paragraphs.

The Dutch Union is erecting sign-boards at danger-
ous spots on hill roads.

Saragossa, in Spain, has a luxurious cyclist's club-
house.

THE CENTURY RUN, 1801.

W. E. Fuller, of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club, and F.
L. C. Martin, of the Plainfield Bicycle Club, have
issued a notice to the various cycle clubs in this
vicinity calling for a meeting at tlie quarters of the
Plainfield Club on Saturday evening, April 4, for the
purpose of electing a committee to take charge of the
century run for iSgi. These runs have always pro-
duced a great amount of sport, and this year's event
will probably be the greatest one on record, if the day
selected proves propitious. This season it will be
possible to avoid a part of the bad riding encountered
last year before reaching Plainfield, owing to the new
macadam roads in Union County, N. J.

Scheltema-Beduin and Roosdorp will represent
Holland at the English championships of 1891.

The East Orange Cyclers is the latest New Jersey
wheel club to become incorporated. Articles of in-
corporation were filed on Monday of this week. The
officers are: President, Harry W. Smith; Secretary,
A. S. Meeker; Treasurer, William Booth.

The new officers of the Wilkesbarre (Pa.) Bicycle
Club are as follows: President, Dr. H. N. Young;
Vice-President, Burton Voorhis; Secretary, W. H.
Fregans; Treasurer, C. H. Barlow; Lieutenants, H. B.
Hamlin, G. G. Brader.

The Ansonia (Conn.) Bicycle Club held their annual
banquet last week, and elected the following officers:
President, Dr. M. C. Hitchcock; Vice-President, E. H.
Lyman; Secretary, L. V. Coch; Treasurer, C. E.
Rener. The club hassixty-five members.

There are two bills before the Legislature, one ap-
propriating $100,000 for the improvement of highways
in the annexed district and the other appropriating
$200,000 for the same purpose. The bills have been
launched by one of New York's political parties in
order to secure patronage for its followers, and they
are being pushed in a half-hearted way. A little work
on the part of our proper highway improvement com-
mittees, however, might secure the passage of one of
these bills.

The Medford (Mass.), Cycle Club elected the follow-
ing officers at their annual election : President, J. L.
Blackmer; Vice-President, R. O. Evans; Treasurer,
W. S. Barker, Jr.; Clerk, E. L. Copeland ; Captain,
George H. Perry ; Lieutenant, W. M. Tolford ; Color
Bearer, Louis R. Hall ; Bugler, F. A. Tucker ; Direc-
tors, Messrs. Blackmer, Evans, Perry, Parker, Howe,
Shannon, Tucker and A. J. Cushing.

The Alameda (Cal.), Bicycle Club will hold an open
twenty-five mile road run on the triangle course at
San Leandro, on Decoration Day. On April 10 the
club will give a grand entertainment at their
club-house. The roads in the vicinity of San Fran-
cisco have been in perfect condition during the past
fortnight, and riding is being extensively indulged in.

The Waiontha Bicycle Club will hold a reception
on Thursday evening, April 2, at Union Hall, Rich-
field Springs, N. Y.

W. P. Burbridge, W. Gettinger and E. C. Rowe, of
the Arlington Bicycle Club, Washington, intend to
start early this Spring on an extended tour awheel
through the Southern States. They will afterwards
work their way northward and end their trip at Cin-
cinnati.

Jack Prince started another six-day race at Detroit
on Monday of this week. The contestants ride four
hours each night.

The board of officers of the Massachusetts Division
held a meeting on Monday evening of this week and
accepted the invitation of the Bay State Bicycle Club
to hold the annual Division meet at Worcester on
May 30, Decoration Day. A committee consisting of
Chief Consul Robinson, J. S. Dean, A. C. Copeland
and L. Banker was appointed to make the necessary
arrangements.

The West End School Athletic Association held a
series of games in the Twenty- second Regiment
armory on Thursday afternoon of this week. The
bicycle races proved unusually brilliant for juvenile
events. The half mile event was won by A. Hagedom
in im. 59S.; the one mile scratch, open to New York
City schools, by J. W. Hall, in 3m. 37s , and the one
mile handicap by W. L. Sawyer in 3m. ii,\%s. In the
half mile race one of the contestants received a severe
fall and was severely' cut.

The pool tournament between the Kings County
Wheelmen and the Brooklyn Bicycle Club resulted in
favor of the former club by four points, and they
secured a handsome silver cup.

A member of the Arlington League Wheelmen
named Frank Le Perley ran into a woman while
riding on Eighth Avenue on Tuesday evening of this
week and knocked her down. The woman attempted
to cross the street in front of an approaching horse
car and stepped directly in the path of the wheelman,
who was riding alongside of the car. A policeman
who witnessed the accident arrested the cyclist. At
the Sixteenth Precinct station house the woman
was found to be more frightened than hurt and
refused to make a charge. The wheelman was dis-
charged with a warning to be more careful in the
future.

Boston appears to be thoroughly alive to the im-
portance of having at least one well-housed and pro-
gressive cycle organization, and the agitation to re-
vive the old Massachusetts Bicycle Club bids fair to
be productive of good results. A request has been
made for all wheelmen of the Hub and vicinity desir-
ing to join the reorganized club to send their address
to Secretary C. C. Ryder, P. O. Box 2966, Boston.
Care will be taken, however, to admit only wheelmen
of good repute, and the social element will very prop-
erly receive no overtures.

The Rutherford Wheelmen have leased Union Hall
and will fit it up as a gymnasium and club rooms,
taking possession May ist. The club has a member-
ship of ninety and will become a League club. There
is talk of holding a 100-mile road race over the fine

macadamized roads between Passaic and Newark.

A fine and large tribute to the easy running quali-
ties of the Columbia is the following paragraph from
the Scottish Cyclist : " The Columbia wheels are beau-
tifully easy runner.s. We remember a few years ago
coming off a light, well-made English wheel on to a
Columbia owned by an American tourist, whom we
were taking a short distance on his road, and the dif-

ference surprised us. We took his heavy wheel to

assist him, as he was aweary, but very soon he
' called us back again,' for the exchange had given us
a benefit."

"The Lawrence Reciter," referred to in a recent
issue of The WHEEL, was published by T. B. Peter-
son & Bros., 306 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

There is joy in the Sheehan household. Our readers
will remember that some time since we chronicled
the fact that a sad-faced boy might be seen any after-
noon after school prowling along the park roadways
and up the Boulevard, his eyes bent intensely on
every juvenile safety which passed him. This pros-
pecting juvenile was Joey Sheehan, who had lost his
Dandy safety and who could know no happiness
until he recovered his little wheel. We understand
that he organized a corps of scouters among his school
companions, and that each boy covered a certain dis-
trict. At any rate, a sharp-eyed ten year older, named
Waldo Smith, recently saw a juvenile boy pedaling a
juvenile machine along Eighth Avenue, and the cute
Waldo fancied a resemblance between this machine
and the one Joey had lost. Some diplomatic conver-
sation and some well-put inquiries gave Waldo an
opportunity to discover that this was the identical
machine, so he followed the boy home in his careless
juvenile manner, and noted that the wheel was stored
in an Eighth Avenue basement, from which place it

was rescued that evening by a policeman and Ex-
Captain Bill)' Sheehan. The boy will probably be
arrested. A good feature of the event is that the
thief had the wheel entirely fixed up, re-tired, etc.

The Kenton Wheel Club, of Covington, Ky., has
been reorganized with about twenty members.

The annual election of the Zigzag Cycle Club, of
Indianapolis, resulted as follows: President, W. G.
Hunter; Vice-President, C. C. Tuttle; Treasurer,
Ed. T. Eads; Secretar)-, M. Fletcher; Captain, F. E.
Hunter; Lieutenants, D. C. York and H. T. Hearsey.
The constitution has been changed so as to admit lady
riders as associate members.

The first run of the season inaugurated by the
Rhode Island Wheelmen will take place on Thursday
evening, ApriL 2, if the weather is favorable, the
destination is Pawtuxet. A supper will be served
upon returning at What Cheer Cottage, Roger Will-
iam's Park.

An attempt is being made to establish a cycling
division in the New Jersey Athletic Club, which will
be made a League organization if twenty members
are secured.

The Kingston (Ont.), Bicycle Club have eleected the
following officers for 1891: President, James Mimies ;

Vice-President, J. Gill; Secretary-Treasurer, E. C.
Hill ; Captain, E. Rees ; First Lieutenant, Safeties, W-
Shea; Second Lieutenant, Safeties, F. Raney ; First
Lieutenant, Ordinaries, J. McKay ; Second Lieuten-
ant, Ordinaries, S. McBride ; Corresponding Secre-
tary, Chas. Greaza.

The Harvard University Cycling Association state
that they intend to make their Spring race meet,
which will be held on May 23, "the meet of the season
for Boston." It will take place at Holmes' Field,
Cambridge. Entries close May 13 with F. L. Olmsted,
Jr., 1 3 Wadsworth House, Cambridge, Mass.

THE SEVENTH REGIMENT A. A.'S WHEEL R.'iCES.

The Seventh Regiment A. A. will hold a series of
games in their armory, Si.xty-sixth and Si-xty-seventh
Streets and Park Avenue on Saturday evening, April
4, at 8 o'clock.' Twenty-one events are on the pro-
gramme, including a one-mile safety scratch race for
those who have never won a prize in any bicycle
race at any regimental games and a two-mile handi-
cap event.

Entries for the two-mile handicap safety race at the
TwelfthRegiment A. A. gameson April 15, close April
6, with Chas. J. Leach, P. O. Box 3201, N. Y. K\\
riders entering this race are allowed to practice in the
armory. The track is twelve laps to the mile.
Entrance fee, 50 cents.

The New York Athletic Club have appointed the
following committee on cycling: Dr. Hammond,
John C. Gulick and A. B. Rich.

A. B. Rich announces that he will positively retire
from the path, and will not be seen on either an ordi-
nary or safety this year.

The Cranford (N. J.) Cycling Club offers medals this
year to each member riding 1,000 miles, and also to
those making a century run inside of seventeen
hours. The club will inaugurate many club runs
during the coming season, and will promote road
riding and touring as much as possible.

The Kings County Wheelmen will hold a reunion
at their club-house on Tuesday evening next, in com-
memoration of the club's tenth birthday, and the
prizes and trophies won by the racing men of the
club will be placed on exhibition.

The Denver Ramblers held a five-mile handicap
road race on March 14, which was witnessed by
a large crowd of wheelmen. Fourteen men started".

The winners were as follows : F. O. Delson, 15s., first,

time, 19m.; C. F. White, 50s., second, time, 19m. us.;
T. F. Lyon, 15s., third, time, 19m. 12s.; H. Salmon, im.,
fourth, time, 19m. 17s. G. D. Brazee and W. E. Per-
kins were scratch.

Chief Consul Mott has invited the Long Island
Wheelmen to attend the Hagerstown meet, which is

looming up as one of the most prominent meets of
the year. The club have accepted the invitation, and
a large number of the Old Guard will visit Hagers-
town in July.

E. W. Stuart, Local Consul at Los Angeles, Cal.,
writes that cycling is very dull in that section of Cali-
fornia, from a League standpoint. Mr. Stuart writes
that as soon as the State is divided, and all Los
Angeles cyclists are hoping for that time, there will
be a great deal more of League activity.

W. S. Maltby writes that, in his opinion. New Zea-
land possesses about 1,000 riders, as there are 500 in

Christ Church alone. New South Wales, he thinks,,

has 1,500 wheelmen, making a total of 6,000 in the
colonies instead of 5,000, as previously stated.

A professional six days' race is in progress in

Detroit this week. On Tuesday night, Martin, one of
the contestants, fell and broke his leg.
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THE BANKER & CAMPBELL CO.'S

NEW STORE.

The family of the Metropolitan trade continues to

grow. The latest addition is the Banker & Campbell
Co.'s new store at 12 Murraj' Street.

The firm will hereafter conduct their wholesale
business at" their down town store, looking after their

retail business, as before, at their Central Park
branch, Fifty-eighth Street and Broadway, and at

their Bedford Avenue branch.
Messrs. Neil Campbell, A. L. Banker and Hector

Campbell will be at the wholesale store. Hector is

the latest addition to the firm's force. " Hec " has a

long and valuable road experienc-e.and will take care

of the firm's customers in a gilt-edged, polished, saga-

cious and diplomatic manner.
We almost forgot to say that the new store is well

located and nicely arranged for wholesale trade, and
will attract the attention of New Jersey and Brook-
lyn riders, and will get considerable trade from the

very large number of people who are employed down-
town all day, and who make their purchases down-
town usually at the lunch hour. One of the features

of the store will be the new signs, which will be-
well, we intended to say "out of sight," but that is

slang, and besides signs which are "out of sighi " are
not particularly valuable.

A JACK TAR'S CRUISE ON A BICYCLE.

An English paper contains an amusing yarn related

by an old sea-dog about a cruise he had ashore on a
-bicycle. He had just returned from a long voyage,
and was, consequently, well supplied with money, so
when he spied a wheel in front of a store he immedi-
ately purchased one. " As I'd never ridden one afore,

I got the man what sold it to help me sail the vessel,"

he stated, when telling his experience to a crowd of
sea-mates. " All the morning we kept at it, and after
ripping my breeches and falling overboard on to the
man scores of times I learned how to steer the craft
myself. Well, I takes her home, and after dinner
starts on a cruise. Getting a couple of land lubbers
to steady the craft on an even keel, I claps my feet on
the india rubber handles in the middle of the big
wheel and sets sail. It was a prosperous voyage for a
couple of mile, when I comes to the top of a long hill.

Cocking my legs over the steering bar like two bow-
sprits, and sitting well aft the mainmast, I lets her
drift. With the wind fair astarn she drove on quicker
and quicker till I was ripping along at twenty knots
an hour. All of a sudden, half way down the hill, a
wagon of hay with three bosses all in a string began
t.o cross the course. The captain of the vessel was
walking alongside, so I roars out to him, ' Ahoy,
there! breakers ahead! Clap on all sail or I'll be
aboard ye in a minute !' He looked round, rushed to
the bosses and dragged the wagon across Just as I

went sailing by close astarn, like a flash of lightning.
As I whirled along round a bend in the hill I spied the
top sails of a drove of pigs near the bottom, and they
were sailing slower than me straight ahead. I hailed
the driver: 'Hold on, ye lubber! come to anchor one
side of the channel. Furl your sails. Har'r'd a port'
He made desperate efforts to drive the swine to one
side, but as fast as he drove one aside two more run
in the road. In a second I was amongst them ripping
along at full sail. The enemy heard me coming along
and about five of the biggest scampered on ahead in
front as hard as they could go. Suddenly I remem-
bered the brake which the man said was to stop head-
way. Marlin-spikes and jib-booms! shiver my tim-
bers! it was the right name. I pulled hard on the
brake handle, and shot up into the air like a rocket,
and came down heavy on the back of the biggest pig.
He let out a shriek like a steam engine in a fit. I

rolled of on to the ground, got up, and went back to
the wreck. The brake had done its work well, for
there was not a blessed atom unbroken. I felt mighty
savage, and to relieve my feelings I knocked down
the pig driver, told him to make an arm chair for his
granny out of the wreck, and clapping a little squealer
under each arm I bolted home. For the rest of that
week we feasted on pork at Pollie's, and jolly good
pork it was, too."

The Superiority of JBrick Pavement over
Granite.

"Memphis, Tenn., is at present in the throes of the
paving question, and the superiority of the various
forms of pavement are all being considered. Geo. B.
Fleece contributed an able article to the Appcal-Ava-
lanchc of recent date in which he clearly shows the
relative merits of brick and granite pavements by
facts and figures, which results decidedly advan-
tageous to the first-mentioned paving. By his calcu-
lations there will be a saving in the use of brick over
granite of $96,000 in forty years. Mr. Fleecestates
many reasons why brick is superior to granite, and
says in conclusion that if the latter is used $1,000,000
in bonds proposed to be issued for street paving will
be exhausted with the building of ten miles of pave-
ment, which if brick, gravel and macadam are used
that sum would build forty miles of new pavement.
"Upon this question Mr. Fleece says in a book recently
published under the auspices of the University of
Pennsylvania, "Brick and asphalt make the smooth-
est surface and best footing for teams. But what is

the value of these elements? It must be admitted
that they are of very great value The wearing and
disruption of surfaces are largely due to violent im-
pact of wheels moving rapidly under heavy loads. So
when a wagon passes over a rough surface the dy-
namic force, /. e., the impact of wheels, is at its maxi-
mum, but when passing over a smooth surface is at
its minimum, and so greatly is this destructive force
—the impact of wheels—reduced that there remains
theoretically only the force of gravitation, the statical,
which of itself cannot abrade the surface, and, if

oroperly distributed, passes into the foundation with
no effect upon the surface."

A Tour Around the Worltl.

Eugene E. Stevens and Geo. D. Mitchell, two young
attorneys of Washington, D. C, intend to start about
May 15 on a bicycle tour around the world. They
spent four months on a similar excursion through
seven countries of Western Europe in i88u,

and were so well pleased with this method of
seeing the country, that they intend to extend
their trip around the world. No strict itinerary
has been laid out, but the bicycle tour proper will be-
gin at Cork and extend through Ireland, Wales, Eng-
land, France, Switzerland, The Tyrol, Turkey,
Greece, Asia Minor and Palestine, to Egypt, From
this point their plans are purposely left indefinite, but
the tour will probably include also India, Ceylon and

Australia, and will occupy a year or more altogether.
The young men will be provided with a camera, and
will furnish correspondence to a syndicate of Ameri-
can papers. Ihey do not intend to start with the in-
tention of wheeling every inch of the distance, but
will use the usualmeans of conveyance wherever
riding is only to be attained with difficulty and dan-
ger. It will be about twelve months before they will
get across the Pacific and then across the American
continent, and they will then have encircled the
world. A bet has been made, however, that it can be
done in six months. The two wheelmen are both
about twenty-five years of age. Mr. SteVens is a
member of the Capital Bicycle Club and the Cyclers'
Touring Club of England. Mr. Mitchell is a son of
ex-Senator Mitchell, of Pennsvlvania.

BREWSTER BROS. PROSPECTUS FOR 1891.

Messrs. Brewster Bros., of Oxford, Chenango Co., New York, are sole importers of the Centaur cycles
for all of the New England, Middle and Southern States, a high grade wheel with all the latest American
and English improvements. The Centaur Ball Steering Diamond, which is illustrated above, is a strictly
high grade safety and every part of the machine has stood the tests of severe and long use. It has thirty
inch wheels; direct butt-ended spokes of best drawn steel wire; a frame of best weldless cold-drawn steel
tubing, with dr,)p-Eorgjd steel connectioiis. There is not a casting on the mxchine. It possesses ball bearing
worked from solid steel, to all parts, and is finished with hardened steel cases. LLalso has^detachable_w}ieels
and chain guards, sprocket wheels of finest steel forgings, ball pedals and is eleganTlyTin"TsEea~with enamel'
and nickel. "With solid tires it sells for $135, and with cushion tires, $140.

The Ladies' Centaur in workmanship and quality of material is the same as the B. S. Diamond. The
lines of the wheel are perfect, and the adjustment complete. It is built tor ladies throughout.

The firm also handle the Centaur Centre Steering Sharpshooter, No. 2, which is made to stand the wear
and tear of every day use. Nothing but the best materials are used and the fitting of all wearing parts is

as good as can be mide. This wheel is sold for $1x1. The Garford saddles are used on all these wheels in

place of the one shown in the cut, and russet leather telescope tool bags and American tools are also furnished.

NS 1.

CushionedTire.
$115

Pneumatic.
(TO ORDER ONLY)

$135

^WE CONXROI. FOR E.4SXERN NE'W YORK
aiANT, i 1 LITTLE -^ GIANT, i : BRONCHO.

SCH^WALBACH CYCLE CO.,
BROOKLYN AGENTS FOR

COLOMBIA, HARTFORD AND GALES CYCLES,
9tll Ave. & Union St., (Prospect Park Plaza). TEIiEPHONE 126 SOUTH.

Brancli Stores, 1216 & 1218 Bedford Ave., ... Brooklyn, N. Y.

Most complete repair shop in the country. Nickel Plating plant and Enameling Oven
on the premises.

List of second-hand wheels mailed on application. We always have bargains. No wrecks.

Every wheel a good mount. Columbias and Hartfords to rent for any period. All parts and sundries

or sale. Full line of Jersey goods. Send for Catalogue.
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CHICAGO.

On Wednesday evening, April i, the Lincoln Cycling
Club intend to give a grand novelty concert at Chick-
ering Hall. The programme will include such artists
as Prof. Steinbach (to appreciate zither playing one
needs to hear him), W. L. Bush, Denzets, Miss Schoe-
maker, the Imperial Banjo Quartet, and others equal-
ly as good.

Applicants for membership in the Washington Club
are coming in slow but sure, enthusiasm in the new
club-house scheme holds sway. At an impromptu
meeting last week one thousand dollars was easily
raised.

The story that a twenty-iive mile race would be
promulgated by the Associated Cycling Clubs of this
city for the Fourth of July is denied. The Illinois Di-
vision meet will attract all of the Chicago riders who
can get away.
W. C. Thorne, Van Sicklen and Winship of the 2.50

Club started out last Sunday, poor day though it was,
and rode to Hammond, Ind., and return. To Hedg-
wish they rode with but one dismount over the old
Indian Ridge road. They were mounted on pneumat-
ic-tired machines, which accounts for their not having
to walk a mile as of yore. Returning from Hammond
to Windsor Park, they accomplished the distance in
one hour and ten minutes, much better time than ever
before.

A novel sign greets the eye on entering the Spooner
Peterson Co.'s store. "Repairing done according to
Hoyle." This is literally true, as they have in their
shop as repairer Mr. J. Hoyle, an expert English re-
pairer and an artist at his profession.

Victor Cycling Club members are anxiously look-
ing to their house committee, Rillihan, Smith and
Justis, for new quarters. They have several houses
m view, but nothing definite to report. This club's
long distance medal will be well won, for competition
is already strong, and as a number of the competitors
are yet at school a large number of miles will be rid-
den by the winner. For all that inay be said against
it, there is sport in riding for these medals for those
who like it. You have an idea that your competitor
is close upon you, and day after day strive to hold
your lead, and then when the month ends and a report
is handed in you are apt to think you are leading by
a couple of hundred miles. Two or three seasons
ago there was a hot competition for the second medal
of the Lincoln Cycling Club. Luce had the first by
2,000 miles to the good, but Fernald wanted the second
and Smith was leading. Fernald rode 168 miles while
pacing Spooner in a twenty-four hour ride, and find-
ing he had a show was out early the next day. The
competition closed that night at 12 o'clock. Smith
had finished his riding and was laying around the
club-house at 11 o'clockj when in come Jimmie Curtin
and shouted, " Fernald is on Dearborn Avenue riding
like mad." Smith jumped on his wheel and trailed
Fernald until midnight and gained the medal by
eleven miles. Fernald and Curtin have hardly been
good friends to this day.

Mrs. H. F. Akin, of Maywood, is undoubtedly the
pluckiest lady rider of the West. She is the wife of
a prominent member of the Illinois and Oak Park Cy-
cling Clubs. Last August Mr. Akin and his wife rode
to Joliet and return in a day, and when Mrs. Akin
reached home she insisted on continuing the ride to
complete a century, and the next morning at four was
off for Hinsdale and back by eight. She rode very
near to 3,000 miles last season, and expects to surpass
even this the coming season.

One of our Chicago clubs is issuing a road book,
and in gaining their advertising matter claim to have
175 members, and even go so far as giving a list of the
175 to the advertiser. This list includes many of the
former members who have long since drawn out, and
they have received personal letters from these adver-
tisers referring to them as members of this club.
They are not exactly doing as their namesake did.

Fifty Rovers have been ordered by the John Wilkin
son Co. fitted with the Cliiicher pneumatic tire.

Rockford has a sufficient number of representatives
pledged to insure this pretty town the Illinois Divi-
sion meet. For much of this, if not all, Mr. R. C.
Lennie is responsible. From the first he has worked
hard ; it was his idea of holding the meet at Rock-
ford, and that idea he has striven to accomplish with
splendid results. About the advantages of Rockford
we have heard before, now for something about the
entertainment. At 8.30 Friday morning, July 3, a spe-
cial train will leave for Rockford on the Illinois Cen-
tral. This will be under the charge of Mr. R. C.
Lennie himself. Baggage cars properly fitted for
wheels will be provided. The distance is eighty-six
miles, and the trip will be made without a stop in
very near to two hours. At n o'clock the business
meeting will be held, and in the afternoon a picnic
will be held at a point nine miles above Rockford on
the banks of the beautiful Rock River. Field sports
for prizes will be on the programme, and several
of our Chicago clubs should form foot-ball and base-
ball teams as prizes will be awarded. Friday even-
ing a dance and banquet will be held for the society
members, and a stag party and smoker for the others
who are not willing to mingle with the ladies society.
The Rockford boys say they will agree to furnish
every man present with a partner, and she will be a
good dancer too. Saturday morning (the 4th) a run
will be taken to a neighboring town for breakfast,
and immediately upon the return of this party a pa-
rade of all the cyclers present will be held. Possibly
an elegant prize may be awarded to the visiting club
showing up the most and best appearing men. The
races will take place in the afternoon on a good mile
track and very fast. This is built of clay similar to
the Peoria track. On the evening of the fourth a
theatre party will probably be given, either that or
another dance and also a stag party. Rockford has a
minister who rides to church every Sunday on his
wheel and who is a most ardent wheelman. He will
try to entertain the boys with an L. A. W. sermon.
Irains leave for Chicago all day Sunday, and the
special train will leave just when the cyclers vote.
Fare for the round trip 12,50 for this trip, and tickets

are good on any train over the I. C. C. The Spring-
field boys will arrive in a sleeper early Friday morn-
ing, and travel from Chicago attached to the special.
A Chicago wheelman who does not go to Rockford on
the fourth will miss a jolly good time. It won't be
another Bloomington trip.

The Cook County Wheelmen's road book will be in
the hands of all the members of the Illinois Division
by May i.

At a meeting of the Associated Cycling Clubs held
lastThursday evening, fifteen delegates were present.
Mr. Garden formally tendered the management of the
Pullman road race to the Association. This was ac-
cepted, and committees were appointed as follows
by President Gerould : Rules Committe, G. K. Bar-
rett, of the Chicagos ; R. G. Betts, of the Lincolns ; E.

J. Roberts, of the Illinois •

J. M. Stimpson, of the Oak
Parks, and F. H. Geer, of the Englewoods. A prize
committee was appointed consisting of one delegate
from each club. A committee on transportation to
arrange for special trains, etc. A committee to make
arrangements with the Park Commissioners, etc., and
a handicap committee consisting of Street, I. C. C;
Miles, C. C. C, and Cram, L. V. C. C. This committee
will decide only as to what extent pneumatics should
be penalized. The Associated Cycling Clubs will
take hold of the Pullman road race with a vim, and
this year's contest will, no doubt, surpass anything
of previous years.

The Board of Directors of the j35o1us Cycling Club
have passed upon twenty-one applications at this
early day, more than was ever admitted to the club
at one time before since its existence.

The Chicago Cycling Club's indoor team was de-
feated last Wednesday night in the second game of
its series with the Idlewilds, the best team of the
Midwinter League. Each club has now won a game.

Economy has been practiced by the Lake View Cy-
cling Club through the last Winter, and now this
enterprising little club has money enough in the
treasury to furnish their new club-house, which they
declare will positively be located by May i. On the
Fourth of July of each year this club holds its race
for the McConnell medal, which has to be won three
times to become the property of the winner. The
third week in June they will hold a race for the safety
championship of the club over a five-mile course.
This club has rescinded its clause in the constitution
which prohibited Sunday runs, but is still oppospd to
Sunday racing.

A musical and literary entertainment was given by
the j33o1us Cycling Club last Wednesday evening at
Central Turner Hall. Eight hundred aud fifty tickets
were taken in at the door, and as all expenses were
cleared by the advertisements in the programme, the
club managed to clear quite a neat little sum by their
venture. An excellent programme was rendered.

Capt. Roberts, of the Illinois Club, again conducted
a very successful run last Sunday ; ne.xt Sunday a
party of Chicago Club men will join with the Illinois
men on their run. The hatchet is at last buried.

The Lake View Cycling Club have appointed a Rac-
ing Board consisting of the captain, F. R. McDonald,
who is chairman, and W. J. Goodenough, C. A. Wes-
cott, W. B. Machargh and Le Roy T. Cram. This
Board will organize and conduct all races participated
in by the club or its members. They will fix the
handicaps and buy and award all the prizes, expenses
of which will be limited by the Board of Directors.

The newly-elected officers of the jEoIus Cycling
Club gave a smoker and entertainment to the club
members last Saturday evening. An excellent enter-
tainment was provided for the large number of mem-
bers present.

The Chas. F. Stokes Mfg. Co. have opened a branch
house on Third Street, Milwaukee, in charge of J. E.
Rider, formerly a traveling man in Iowa and Nebras-
ka for this enterprising house. He will handle the
surrounding territory.

Saturday evening, March 14, the newly-elected of-
ficers of the Oak Park Cycling Club gave a banquet
to their clubmates. Previous to the banquet a most
excellent entertainment took place.

Tuesday evening, April 2, the Cook County Wheel-
men will give a grand reception and ball at the spa-
cious hall of the West Chicago Club. It is intended
to make this one of the leading society events of the
Winter in west side social circles.

An important deal was closed here last week. Mr.
Stephen Golder, representing the Humber & Co. lim-
ited, closed a bargain with a stock company recently
formed, of which Mr. Horace Bell, formerly with the
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., is manager. Mr. Golder
has been besieged with inquiries for this territory.
Besides the above company Mr. Ralph Temple was
the principal bidder. The new company will be
known as the Humber Cycle Importing Co., and will
no doubt be located at 310 Wabash Avenue (the Audi-
torium). Their territory includes Michigan, Indiana,
Southern Ohio, Kentucky, Wisconsin, Missouri and
Illinois. Their first order for wheels places the pro-
portion of tires at two-thirds pneumatics, and the
balance 90 per cent, cushion. The Humber Suspen-
sion tire will be used, and the wheel will be pushed
energetically in this city. Mr. Golder will go from
here to New Orleans, Albuquerque, Omaha, Denver,
San Francisco, and from there to Yokahama, Hong
Kong, Christchurch, New Zealand, Australia, India,
the Cape and home, Mr, Golder will return to Amer-
ica in December to arrange for next year's American
trade.

The Chicago Bicycle Co. are literally rushed to
death with inquiries and orders for their new con-
vertible tandem. They have stopped the manufac-
ture of one of their wheels almost entirely, and will
try to turn out one thousand of them instead of five
hundred as originally intended.

At the Western Wheel Works seven hundred men
are now employed and they are all working over-
time, yet the factory is unable to turn out wheels as
fast as they would like. One luindred wheels a day
are now being placed on the market, but they expect
to increase this number very materially within fi few

days. Orders are now booked for more wheels than
they can make, and increase of orders from large
jobbers have been refused. The factorv has more
orders than they can possibly fill. It's a'busy place,
is this factory.

We learn since writing the above that the location
of the Humber Cycle Importing Co. will be at 285 Wa-
bash Avenue, corner Van Buren, A fine glass-front
store is now being fitted up, which will be ready
April 12, FIRENZI.

DENVER.

On Sunday of last week the first road race of the
monthly series recently inaugurated by the Ramblers
was run on the Brighton Road, and brought out be-
tween sixty and seventy-five wheelmen. It was
strictly an amateur contest, five miles, handicap.
Considering that the best riders were barred on ac-
count of their standing, and also that most of the con-
testants were new riders, the times herewith appended
are very good, W, W, White, a lad of fifteen, an em-
ployee of the Overman Wheel Co., and mounted on one
of their cushioned Victors, was, as will be seen, first
over the tape. Following will be found the times
made, handicaps allowed and positions at finish :

Position at Finish Handi-
caps,

Actual
Time.

I. W. W. White 2.45
1,00

0,50
" 0,50
0,15
0,15
0-45
1 ,00

1 ,00

1.45
0.45
sen.
sch.

20,42
19,17
19, 11

19,24

2. Hedley Salmon
3. C. F. White
4. Al Yardley
5, F. 0. Dolson
6. F. T, Lvon
7. John Hamilton 19.33

20,50
20,57
20,47
21,30
20.42
20,23

8, L, I. Pollay
9, C, E, Mclntyre

10. Elmer Anderson
11. David G, Meek
12. A. J, Davies
13. George Brazee
14. W. E, Perkins

The Overman Wheel Company's reception last Fri-
day will be remembered by Denver wheelmen as one
of the most enjoyable events of the past year. From
early in the morning until 11 p, m. a constant string
of wheelmen and friends was seen going in and out,
and Messrs. Miles, Candy, Gerwing and Block were
kept busy showing customers and on-Iookers the
merits of the cushioned Victors, both safety and ordi-
nary. Luncheon was served from n a, m. until 2p, m,,
and the rear of the capacious storeroom was con-
verted into a veritable restaurant to accommodate
the throng. In the evening Hod Kennedy was on
hand to amuse the spectators by a fine performance
of fancy riding, and it must be stated that he ac-
quitted himself excellently.

Next Sunday the Socials go to Brighton. On .Sun-
day, the 29th, the Ramblers are billed for the first
century run of the season, to Palmer Lake.
At the Ramblers' rooms, the other evening, I ran

across a very pleasant-mannered gentleman in Mr.
W. A. Grandgean, recently of Omaha and a member
of the Omaha Wheel Club. Mr. Grandgean has set-
tled in Denver, and is much pleased with our roads
and wheelmen, but greatly deplores the existiin;'
state of affairs with regard to our position with the
national organization.

Among our most promising young lawyers is to be
found an active and enthusiastic wheelman. Charles
Worden is his name, and he has applied for active
membership to the Ramblers.
The Social Wheel Club has just got comfortably

located at their new quarters. No. 1719 Glenarm Street.

The Ramblers elected five members at their meet-
ing this week—namely, Harry O. Landers, W. T.
Black, H. Ranenberg, Frank .Southerland and Fred
Allers—making a total already for March of fourteen.

Mr. N, T, Fisk, of the Ramblers, has taken up his
residence in Ouray, this State, for a few months. His
friends here hope it will only be for a "few months,"
as he will very likely have some bear stories to relate
inside of that time, Pedaller,

CINCINNATI.

Avondale will have five miles of newly-paved
streets this year, Madisonville Pike will soon Vie

completed, and if Newport and Covington would
wake up, inany miles of fine driveways would be
added to our city and we would have entrances to
our berg of which we would be proud. The Chesa-
peake and Ohio bridge people always welcome wheel-
men.
The annual dinners of clubs serve to bring a full

force of members together as a starter of the riding
season. The Athletic Cycling Club have several fine
suits of club-rooms in view, but they are not enough
< entrally located. We notice, in the last issue ofthe
official organ, an attack made on "Our Famous
Teddy's" record, signed "Non Contestant," Teddy
has been seen in regard to this article, and says if

Mr, "Non Contestant" will put up a handsome medal
he will make the same record again and under the
same conditions.
Professor Hyde, of the Cincinnati University, is

one of our oldest and best riders. The rain of the
.Spring, heat of the .Summer, blustering weather of
Autumn, nor the cold, ice and snow of Winter deters
him from his daily rides,
E, O. Winterrowd is now a full-fledged Columbus,

Ind,, wheelman. He has, through his energy, organ-
ized a League club of twenty-two members. Winti r

is a hustler, because ho is an old Porkopolis wheel-
man,
A fixture—Ohio Division L, A, W, Meet, Columbus,

Ohio, July 13, 14, 15. Cincinnati.
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PHILADELPHIA.

THE EDGE SOME RACING MEN PUT ON.

"Once in a great while The Bearings \& compelled,
for the sake of appearance if for nothing else, to
speak in flattering terms of the city of its birth, Chi-
cago. There was a time, and not many years ago,
when the 'Windy City' was 'not in it' so far as
cycling went ; but now where is the single municipal-
ty that will rank with it in this respect?" etc., etc.,

etc. What a pity it is that Chicago is not a little older
or a little younger than it is, or that its riders are not
a little faster or a little slower than they are ! In the
one case their good opinion of themselves would be
justified, and in the other they probably would not
talk so much.

It is true that the cycling population of Chicago is

very large, that its prominent clubs are many and
that its riders are speedy ; but would it not be better
to let some one else say all this, especially as all its

claims are disputed.' To be sure it is refreshing to
see that that these claims are made against one city.,

and not, as in former cases, against the whole coun-
try. Judging from this, we may hope that in a few
years Chicago will learn to let others blow its trum-
pet, and perhaps by that time she will have some
really first-class men. At present she has a grand
aggregation of riders, some one of whom almost
reaches the top in every department of riding.
All Chicago men are not boasters (although the

proportion is rather large), but even the modest ones
have the most decided conviction that there is no one
who can quite touch them at their different special-
ties, or at least they used to have this opinion before
the race meets last Summer and Fall. Even now
they think, and some say, that if they had only had
the advantages the Eastern men had they would not
have come out second best. It is sad that this feeling
should possess even the quietest and most modest of
the Chicago men, and that even when they don't say
anything one has an instinctive feeling that they
differ only in degree from their more outspoken
fellows. Let us hope that with advancing years this
feeling will disappear, unless their riding should im-
prove so as to place the two on a par.

I wonder if this feeling that the Eastern men had an
advantage over the Chicago men because of their
supposed better facilities for training, has anything
to do with the hostile feeling entertained by Chicago
towards the A. A. U.? They may reason this way :

"We had the best riders in this (or any other?) coun-
try, as was plainly shown by the Peoria meet of 1889,

and it was only because the rich A. A. U. clubs were
able to give their men advantages for training that
we could not get that enabled them to beat us last

year ; ergo, get up a fight with the A. A. U.; keep out
the suspended men and force the best of those re-
maining into the A. A. U. ranks, and we will regain
our lost supremacy (?)" How easy this looks in

theory! It is just i)ossible, however, that in prac-
tice it won't work quite so well.

WHERE IS THAT RACING BOARD?
The bargain between President Dunn and the West

for the appointment of a Racing Board, controlled by
the West, has not yet been carried out. What is the
trouble ? Surely there is no lack of good men to take
the positions ? Or, if there is a dearth of good men in

the East, let them take Western men alone. There is

no lack of them there — as they measure them.
Seriously, however, it is time that a Racing Board
was appointed, and that it should get to work and do
some'thmg-towards settling the questions in dispute
between the L. A. W. and the A. A. U. The racing
season is rapidly approaching and there is no Racing
Board and no handicappers. There is an indoor rac^
here next week, and the managers are at their wit's
end to know who will handicap it. Such a state of
aiiairs should not be permitted to exist any longer.
The dispute with the A. A. U. will be much more dif-

ficult to adjust during the racing season than before
it begins.

It is stated on very good authority that Mr. George
D. Gideon will positively not serve on the racing
board this year, in spite of repeated requests to do so.

Mr. Gideon proposes to do his riding this year on a
Common Sense, the new wooden bicycle made under
the superintendence of the old-timer, Abe Powell.

THE L. A. W.-A. A. U. ALLIANCE.

I am curious to see what reception the plan offered
by the A. A. U. for the regulation of racing will meet
with. If the L. A. W. wishes to control cycle racing
as it has done in the past it certainly cannot do so and
accept this plan. If it does not wish to retain this

control, and it is a mooted question whether they
should, the plan seems fair and equitable. There is a
great deal to be said in favor of the L. A. W. keeping
control, but it has so much other business, notably
road improvement, to attend to, that there is much
force in the arguments advanced that the A. A. U.
should have a say It is to be feared, however, tha"t

as the West is to control the Racing Board, the merits
of the case will not receive the consideration they
should.

A NOVEL CONTEST.

A novel wager will be decided some time in April.

A residentof Wilmington named Speakman has wag-
ered a prize valued at $15 that he can leave Ninth and
Washington Streets, Wilmington, drive to the steam-
boat landing, go to Philadelphia on the steamboatand
drive to the store of the McDaniel & Merrihew Cycle
Co., at Thirteenth and Market streets, in less time
than B. F. McDaniel can cover the distance between
the two points on a bicycle. The distance by water is

nearly thirty miles, and under favorable circum-
stances the run can be made in two hours, while it

will probably take fifteen or twenty minutes to cover
the remainder of the distance. The distance between
the two cities by the route McDaniel will take is

twenty-seven or twenty-eight miles, over a varying
road. Two-and-a-half hours is considered very good
time, and ah. 20m. is the best time that has been made
over it. McDaniel will ride a pneumatic-tired safety
(unless his pneumatic Eagle arrives in time) and can
do the course in close to two hours if he can get
through the city without much detention, so there is

promise of an exciting race, with the chances in favor
of the cyclist, unless his pneumatic should " bust,"

QUAKER CITY QUIPS.

The South End Wheelmen have passed a resolution
authorizing the captain to enter members of the club
at race meets and pay their entrance fees. This
liberal policy might be a good one for other clubs to
follow, as it is a heavy drain on a racing man to pay
his entrance fees as well as his other expenses, and
the club reaps much benefit from a moderate outlay.

The Century Wheelmen will repeat their minstrel
show on April 8, to be followed by a dance. The
proceeds are to go to the gymnasium fund.

It is rumored that the Park Avenue Wheelmen arc
negotiating for the purchase of a property in a
prominent location on Broad Street not very far from
their present quarters. The acciuisition of this prop-
erty would give them some much needed room.
On Good Friday the South End Wheelmen will hold

a four and a half mile handicap road race on roads
near their club-house. The handicaps are not yet
announced.
The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club will give another

musicale at an early date, and few of those who had
the good fortune to be present at the last one will
miss it. The next one will probably be even more
popular, though there is hardly room for anymore
popularity or audience.

Mr. C. F. Cope, of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club,
is anxiously waiting for good weather in order to
have a chance to use his new 52 inch full nickeled
Eagle, on which he proposed to show his admiring
club-mates how easy it is to do some of Maltby's
tricks for an expert.

The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club has the reputation
next to the Philadelphia Club, of being very sober
arid sedate and much addicted to the lowly safety.
Yet it now has seven Eagle r'ders, viz.: Nelms,
Nichols, Cope, Watson, Merrihew, McDaniel and
Draper, which is about the largest number in any
one club here.

Cycling promises to have quite a boom in Atlantic
City this year. Two bicycle firms have started
there, the Draper & Smith Cycle Co., composed of
John H. Draper (of the Wilmington Wheel Club,
Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, Park Avenue Wheelmen,
Atlantic City Wheelmen, Philadelphia Outing Club,
The Birds, and Athletic Club of the Schuylkill Navy),
and W. F. Smith, of Atlantic City; and the John A.
Green Cycle Co., composed of John A. Green, late of
the Strong & Green Cycle Co., and W. M. Perrett, the
well-known ex-sprinter, and the intending purchaser
who escapes their joint eyes will have to leave At-
lantic City to do so.

James Albert, the old-time pedestrian, is building a
five-lap track at the baseball grounds at the Inlet,

and it is promised that the track will be the finest
that money and skill can make. No expense will be
spared in its construction, and the turns will be
banked so high that they can be taken at full speed.
A race meet will be given when it is completed,
about the last of May or first of June, by Messrs. Dra-
per and Smith, and it is proposed to try the experi-
ment of holding a race meet every Saturday through-
out the season. The scheme will probably be a suc-
cess, as the population is constantly fluctuating and
in search of amusement.
Philadelphia, too, is promised a first-class track.

The Keystone bicycle track, at the grounds of the
Philadelphia Baseball Club, is to be a four-lap track,
and, like the Atlantic City track, is to be as near per-
fect as money can make it, the work being under the
direction of the veteran SttUman G. Whittaker, who
has had experience enough on tracks to build one, if

that kind of knowledge counts. The track will be
opened by a tournament under the auspices of
Messrs. Kain and Boardman, of "Saddle and Cycle,"
and we are promised racing in the evenings by elec-
tric light. If the track is a good one and is well
lighted, there is no reason why they should not prove
a success, at least as far as the riders go, as the ex-
periment was tried in 1884 at the old Jumbo Park, as
is well known to old cyclers. - Updegraff spent a for-
tune on the Jumbo Park races, but was far in advance
of the times, as with a magnificent track and some of
the best men on the track, in those days, the meet was
a financial failure. Such men as Frazier, Asa Dolph,
(ieo. Weber, Kolb, Dampman and Kohler were among
the competitors, and some right good finishes there
were, too ; among them a dead heat between Weber
and Kolb, with Dampman but a few inches away.
May the year 1891 see this tournament equalled, and
even improved upon.

The annual fair of the Morris Guards will take
place in Atlantic City from April 9 to 18, and among
the exhibitors will be the Draper & Smith Cycle Co.
and the John A. Green Cycle Co., both of whom will
make exhibits of bicycles.

The concert and entertainment of the Time Wheel-
men, proceeds to go to the building fund, will be
given on Thursday, April 16, at St. George's Hall,
and promises to be a great success.

The cut of a Boston firm's imported wheel, the name
name of which is best suited to a clear day, bears a
remarkable resemblance to the cut of a wheel im-
ported by a Philadelphia firm, the name of the last
mentioned suggesting the early inhabitants of Amer-
ica. Is this merely an accidental resemblance, or
were the cuts mixed?
The racing season is rapidly approaching, and

Philadelphia's speedy men are selecting their 1891
mounts. Taxis will probably stick to his Columbias,
both safety and ordinary. Hazleton has so many
safeties to choose from that it is, perhaps, harder to
do so than if he only had one. He says he wants to
ride the Eagle, too, and will do so if permitted by the
powers that be. Draper will probably ride a pneu-
matic Swift and pneumatic Eagle, Merrihew a pneu-
matic Eagle, McDaniel a pneumatic Swift and pneu-
matic or cushioned Eagle, Greer a pneumatic Referee,
Van Deusen a Common Sense, Dalsen, Geyler and
(jarrigues Rovers or Swifts, and Kelley a solid, cush-
ioned or pneumatic Victor safety and a solid, cush-
ioned or pneumatic Columbia ordinary, zi'/iic/ieve?-

tire lie can get.

The Hagerstown meet, on July 2, 3 and 4, is daily
growing in favor among the wheelmen of this section.

partly in consequence of the action of the Detroit
people in declaring that they do not want the L. A. W.
championships and partly because Hagerstown is so
much more accessible than Detroit. All cyclers who
attended the Baltimore or Hagerstown meets in 1888
and 1889, or who have partaken of the hospitality of
the Maryland men anywhere, will attend the Hagers-
town meet this year if it is at all possible to do so. It
can scarcely be that these Maryland men undertake
the care and worry inevitably incident to these meets
from pure love of their fellow men, but the enjoy-
ment they get out out of them seems to fully repay
them for everything. But the hospitality of the
Marylanders is not the only thing drawing us to
Hagerstown, the 'Shenandoah Valley riding district
has been so thoroughly written up that it is super-
fluous to more than mention it. The district cham-
pionships will be a fitting close to the meet and will
prove one of the chief attractions, Detroit to the con-
trary nothwithstanding.
A Brooklyn correspondent deplores the conduct of

two wheelmen, who used two Kings County men as
pacemakers in Prospect Park and then tried to run
away from them on the last hill, and thinks the action
unsportsmanlike. So it was, friend " Straddle," but
don't you think the action was its own punishment,
as the K. C. W. men came out ahead anyhow? Pace-
making is a thankless task enough, but no harm was
ever done to a man by a beating before a race if the
beating was taken in the proper spirit, and in the
present case I have confidence enough in the K. C. W.
to think that they can make a pace and yet get up
the hill first. There is nothing brings a man up like
being in fast company, and if a man has to both make
pace and then run away he will ride fast, and fast
riding eventually on the part of one or two men
means fast riding eventually on the part of all his
clubmates. It should be considered an honor to have
others take advantage ot one's pace-making.

It has been rumored that the authorities have
stopped, or are about to stop, fast riding, even in that
part of Prospect Park where the fast men have been
accustomed to do their training. If true, this is bad
news. It is sincerely to be hoped that this is not the
case, as.it would probably lower the standard of rid-
ing in the Brooklyn clubs, unless another accessible
place could be found to take its place.

" The rosy-ch'eeked Adonis," as he has been termed,
Mr. C. S. Merrill, is very hospitable, but he does not
invite every one to visit his new castle on the Dela-
ware. But then he has a reputation for wisdom which
might be lost did he do otherwise.
There are seventeen entries for the South End

Wheelmen's road race on Good Friday. Cushions are
penalized one minute and pneumatics two minutes,
while the handicap limit is five minutes. Greer will
ride a pneumatic Referee and Marriott a pneumatic
Swift. .L. J. Kolb and B. F. McDaniel, who have lately
joined the South End, have mutually agreed to enter
this race, although neither has made anv preparation
for it.

A local paper states "that Taxis never received the
famous full dress suit which he won at the Q. C. W.-
P. A. W. races here last Fall. Wonder if it will suit
him to enter suit for this suit? The case might be
non-suited, but even then he would be no worse off,

as he is non-suited now. Telemachus.

MILWAUKEE,

The coming Summer promises to be a most active
one in cycling, and the trade ip wheels is reported by
the Julius Andrae Company as being much better
than ever before. There is no doubt that before the
season is over at least one thousand wheels will be
spinning through beautiful Milwaukee.
Terry Andrae, otherwise known as the " Flying

Badger," will endeavor to win more laurels by lower-
ing the present 25-miie road record. Should business
not interfere, so that he can get more training than
heretofore, there is no doubt as to his ability of doing
so. Terry is expected to enter the Pullman race, and
we are pretty certain that he will finish in the front
rank. When we say that Terry is one of the best—if

not the best—road racers in the country, we are not
bragging. If any of the racing men doubt this state-
ment, letthem go to the Green Bay meet this Summer.
He proved his ability last season at this place by
beating some of the crack riders from the East.

Another of Wisconsin's foremost racing men is

Fred W. Schmitz, champion safety rider of this State,
who will appear on a pneumatic this season. He has
a fine record and will probably keep it, although a
number of new men have signified their intention of
making him hustle. Among these new men are
Messrs. Price, Wagner, Kasten and Bolte.

Messrs. Henry Andrae and Seaword are going into
active training, and will be seen scorching on a tan-
dem safety.
Page, of Wavikesha, has come down to the safety,

like a good many others, and will ride a Featherstone
pneumatic.
The writer had the pleasure, some few days ago, of

inspecting the Milwaukee Wheelmen's new head-
quarters in the Loan and Trust Building, and found
that they were indeed very tastefully furnished and
fitted up—quite a contrast from their old ones. The
club is in good shape, having now about 125 active
members and is increasing very rapidly. The " cinch
fiends " have taken advantage of the cosy rooms and
are found there at all times.

The road officers of this club have hit on a new idea
of managing club runs. They propose to publish a
schedule of them monthly as the season advances.
This plan will enable them to take advantage of ex-
cursions and important events, thereby offering in-
ducements to members to attend the runs, which have
heretofore been very slimly attended.

The Cream City Cycling Club is the name of a new
organization which, after a long winter's sleep, will
come to the front with about twenty-five members
and good prospects.

We understand that the Victor Cycling Club has
" thrown up the sponge." Too bad. There surely is
enough beer in this town to warrant half a dozen
club.s, Vernon,
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THROUGH a technicality in the mailing

laws, the issue of The Wheel and Cy-

cling Trade Review of March 27 was delayed

forty-eight hours at the post office.

WHEN Greek meets Greek, then comes the tug
of war; and when the hard road rider, the

Greek of the first part, takes out the new
wheel, the Greek of the second part, for a good, all-

round road-tester, the maker stands with bated
breath—a brand of breath found only in expectant in-

dividuals—awaiting results.

During the dank and darksome days of Winter the

maker has been hard on the job. He has gotten his

capital, has collected his ideas, has drawn his specifi-

cations, has made his first model. Then he has passed
through the tinkering age, until finally he has deliv-

ered the child of his brain to his workmen; has
launched his lamp on the stream.

Then the bees commence ; the sparks fly, the lathes

buzz, laughing over their own ingenuity, as their

sharp blades turn out the curious shapes.

Anon the snows clear away ; the agent commences
a fusilade by mail and wire, for the energetic cycling
traveler has sold five times as many wheels as the

maker can possibly get out. Finally, the wheel gets

into the hand of the rider, and now comes the

critical time. There are a hundred parts to the

wheel ; will they all stand ? Has the raw material

been as guaranteed ; has some unmechanical idea

gotten into the thing? Will that pet idea introduced

by the hopeful inventor prove all his fancy painted
it? In short, is it success or failure ?

This year more hope - laden barks have been
launched than in any previous season. Already some
of the new wheels have been tested; and, alas, some
are found to be sadly lacking ; and even some of the

old concerns, who have made important changes, are

hearing but ill reports. Of course, the failures are

but few, and the trade has taken a great stride for-

ward. But there are a few wheels not up to the

mark, nevertheless.

IN
reply to a correspondent's remarks in a recent
issue of The Wheel on the momentum question,

Mr. R. P. Scott, the author of "Cycling Art,

Energy and Locomotion," discusses the subject in

another column.

THE cycle trade has been a generous trade. It is

doubtful whether there is another which has
so good-humoredly permitted itself to be

"worked," for it is a fact that it has long been the

legitimate game of every one with a cycling hand-
book, road-book, mileage book, programme, rafile,

entertainment, race meet and everything else in the

category, and the sum spent in this manner must
amount well up in the thousands in the course of a

season. But there is danger of working the lode out,

for during the past season we have heard of several

well-authenticated cases where cycling clubs have
permitted the use of their name by some entertain-

ment-promoting parties or lowly organizations out-

side the pale of cycledom, a privilege which has re-

sulted in the cycling club's name being used as a

lever with which to "work" the cycle trade for ad-

vertisements and other benefits. This, it seems clear,

is imposing on good nature, and can hardly be the

result of mature forethought. A free horse can be
ridden to death. A generous trade deserves generous
treatment.

FOR A NEW JERSEY TEAM ROAD
RACING ASSOCIATION.

Editor of the Wheel :

Shall we have a New Jersey Team Road Racing
Association? I say yes, by all means. And to start
the ball a-rolling I would respectfully offer the fol-
lowing suggestions to the captains of the wheel clubs
of the State : Have teams of say four men, with two
substitutes; distance, ten miles; have first race on
May 29 or 30, during the New Jersey Division meet,
on the new road between Milburn and Elizabeth, or
on the good old Irvington-Milburn course ; have
three prizes for first, second and third team (would
suggest banners), and a special prize for first man,
each club to pay say $5. To make this scheme an
assured fact it will only be necessary to have the
captains of the various clubs come together at some
central point and organize. The house ot the Ata-
lanta Wheelmen, for instance, would be of easy
access to all. Here is a chance for Captain Thorne
to call a meeting and distinguish himself.
From the papers one would think that the following

clubs were full of record breakers, and would be
willing to join: Elizabeth Wheelmen, Union County
Roadsters, Atalanta Wheelmen, Orange Wheelmen,
Hudson County Wheelmen, East Orange Wheelmen,
Business Men's League of Newark, Palisade Wheel-
men, Asbury Park Wheelmen, Freehold Cyclers, En-
glewood Wheelmen and Bergen County Wheelmen

;

and, not forgetting South Jersey, the Vineland Wheel-
men, Camden Wheelmen and Mercer County Wheel-
men. Let us have an annual race and know who is

who, and have it a State affair. Hudson.

A RIDER'S OPINION OF THE PNEU-
MATIC.

Editor of the Wheel:
In answer to your request for opinions on pneumatic

and cushion-tired wheels, I will try and give you my
experience with a pneumatic. About two months
ago I bought a pneumatic racer weighing 28 pounds

;

I weigh 150 pounds. It is without a doubt the best
riding wheel that I ever was on. Vibration is reduced
to a minimum, and I can get up a grade with much
less exertion than on a solid-tired safety, although it

'is geared up to 60 inches, with short cranks, against a
57-inch gear and long cranks on the solid-tired ma-
chine. The tires as made at present cannot burst,
but they are apt to puncture, and those who ride
them have to carry rubber solution, thin rubber
sheeting, a little piece of canvas covering, needle
and thread and scissors. Besides, it is necessary to
understand how to eflfect a repair in order to travel
safely any distance away from home. Then, if the
tire is punctured, after a delay of about an hour the
wheel can be ridden again.
As far as I have tested the cushion tire I think it is

preferable to the pneumatic for either touring or
country riding, as there is not so much vibration on
the average country road as there is on macadamized
roads in a city, unless the macadam is new. For
riding on pavements the pneumatic is fine ; but in
the end, beyond the luxury of riding a pneumatic, I

prefer a cushion for the immunity from accidents.
Taunton, Mass. P. L. Hassenforder.

CONCERNING MOMENTUM.

Editor of The Wheel :

A man who has learned some sense—not "horse
sense," but bicycle sense—can ride a machine ten or
even fifteen pounds lighter, with less danger and
breakage, than one who blunders along in an idiotic
manner. It is not the general, but the exceptional
strain that ruins a bicycle. In other words, a man
may run a thousand miles safely and then break
down his machine in one little rut or against one
small stone. To save the machine in emergencies is

the art of safe riding. Hence I would say that if your
correspondent is a man of experience and good judg-
ment let him try the lighter wheel.
As to that momentum business, I really thought

that we were well rid of those insane guestions. If
the momentum of a heavy wheel is of any use, you
had better advise your correspondent to tie on a
couple of anvils to his handle bars. These momentum
fellows could carry a little extra heft of brains with-
out objection. There is no more speed or power in
momentum than you put into it. That is to say, if

?'Our heavy machine had more momentum than a
ighter one, you put that momentum in there by your
legs in the first place; and then you have all the fric-

tion against air and earth, which is a total loss.

This question is about on a par with the fly-wheel

controversy, which was again rehashed at the last
Stanley Show. Most men are born with more inate
sense on these physical problems than they show in
after-life in their discussions and inquiries. If they
would only let nature alone they would arrive at
safer conclusions than they generally reach by dis-
cussion when they have never learned to put techni-
cal differences into words. Advise your inquiring
friend to put in fifteen minutes a day on some good
text book on physics and at the end of the year he will
not ask such foolish questions. R. P. SCOTT.
Cadiz, O., March 20.

FIXTURES.

APRIL.

4.—Meeting at the Plainfield (N. J.) Bicycle Club's
house for arranging the Century Run.

4.—Bicycle races at the games of the Seventh
Regiment A. A.

15.—Two mile handicap safety race at the indoor
games Twelfth Regiment A. A. Entries close
April 6 with Charles J. Leach, P. O. box 3201,
New York.

17.—Manhattan Bicycle Club's Third Annual Spring
Reception at Vienna Hall.

25.— Outing Wheelmen Five-mile Road Race, Phila-
delphia.

MAY.

23.—Harvard XTniversity Cycling Association's
Race Meet on Holme's Field. Entries close
May 13, with F. L. Olmsted, Jr., 13 Wads-
worth House, Cambridge, Mass.

23.—Annual Race Meet of the Rockland County
Wheelmen, Spring Valley, N. Y. Address
V. A. Johnson, Spring Valley, N. Y.

29-30.—Eighth annual Meet, N. J. Division, Elizabeth.
30.—Tournament of the Bay State Bioycle Club and

Massachusetts Division Annual Meet.
30.—Annual Tournament of the Rome (N. Y.)

Cyclers. Address J. L. Esselstyn, Rome. N.Y.
30. —Annual Decoration Day Handicap Road Race.
30. —Chicago—Pullman Road Race.
30.—Twenty-five mile handicap road race of the

Alameda (Cal.) Bicycle Club, San Leandro
triangle.

30.—Annual Spring Meet Maine Division at Bangor.

JUNE.

I.—Elwell's European Tour. Departure from New
York.

3.—Departure from New York of the Heyny Harz
Mountain Tourists.

8.—Annual Spring Meet of Connecticut Division
and New Haven Bicycle Club Tournament.
Address E. J. Perkins, Secretary.

8-9-10.—Meet of the City League of A. A. U. Clubs,
Buffalo.

16-17.—Annual Meet Iowa Division at Newton.
18.—Annual Meet New Hampshire Division, Con-

cord.
26-27.—Kentucky Division meet.

27.—Kings County Wheelmen's Annual Race Meet.
28.—Kentucky Division's excursion from Louisville

to Mammoth Cave and return.

TULY.

2-3-4.—Race meet of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club
and the Third Racing District, Hagerstown,
Maryland.

3-4.—Annual meet of the Missouri Division at Carth-
age.

4.—Columbia Cycle Club's tournament at Charter
Oak Park, Hartford, Conn. Address C. F.
Tucker, Secretary, Box 54, Hartford, Conn.

4.—The Poorman Road Race at Cincinnati.
4.—Annual Meet California Division, Stockton.
9.—Start of the Detroit Wheelmen's League Meet

Tour from Niagara to Detroit. Address for
particulars, C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Avenue,
Detroit.

13-14-15—Annual Meet, Ohio Division, Columbus.
16-17-18.—L. A. W. Annual Meet, Detroit, Mich.
22-23.—Tournament of the Green Bay Cycling Club

and Annual Meet of the Wisconsin Division.
Address F. S. Fox, Green Bay, Wis.

24-25.—Chicago Cricket Club's Annual Meet. Address
J. G. Davis, Park Side, Chicago.

29.—Departure from New York ot Smith's European
Tour.

AUGUST.

4.—Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha
Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y. Ad-
dress Fred Bronner, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

SEPTEMBER.

8-Q.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn.

" The wheel phenomenon," Maltby, is at present as-
tonishing the good people of his native State, "the
land of wooden nut-megs and steady habits." In
speaking of his recent performance at Birmingham,
the Transcript ?,3.y&: "As an artistic rider he stands
alone. He performs the most astonishing feats, be it

on one wheel or two, with the same ease apparently
as a boy spins a top." As before stated, he is about
to make atrip through Pennsylvania. Clubs wishing a
novel entertainment should write at once for open
dates, addressing W. S. Maltby, Wallingford, Conn.

R. L. McFarland, Second Lieutenant of the Manhat-
tan Bicycle Club, intends to issue a map of New York
City's streets, having those paved with asphalt dis-

tinctly marked. He also contemplates getting up a
petition to have Twenty-third Street paved with as-
phalt from the ferry to Eighth Avenue. This would
greatly benefit the wheelmen of this city desiring to
take the ferry when en route for New Jersey,
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The road ofificers' circular is out, and while it prom-
ises nothing it gives ample inducement to all to keep
in form during the entire season. The short road
races are just the things to keep up enthusiasm, and
as the final trophies will be valuable, it behooves the
scorchers to get up and hustle. The first of the series
will, from what I can learn, be ridden about the 6th
of June, and the second a week later. This is a good
plan, as it will give our men the proper amount of
road work to fit them for the track events of the 27th
of June, the occasion of the K. C. W. race week. The
cutting down of the number of runs and making
some of them two day outings is an excellent scheme,
and those who have never indulged in one of the long
rides have not as yet enjoyed the delights of the
wheel.
The initial run of the season to Yonkers ought to

"bring 'em all out." Excellent roads, good service
at the Getty House and an early return—all desirable
features.

If Tom Hall goes on this trip he had better give the
Central Park police a wide berth, for since his last
trip through it they have decided to arrest any one
who rides more than one half mile on one wheel.
In my last I entirely forgot to give Geo. Tonkin

due credit for his untiring zeal as a member of the
Entertainment Committee. However, as he has per-
sonally "seen" every member of the club and secured
his "bone," we are all cognizant of his work.
Atol's "duck shooting" paragraph reminds me

that our expert "poolist," President Arthur Smith,
is also ail fait as a "duckist," and if President Potter
throws down the gauntlet it may be "yanked" into
space without hesitation. Of course, this is only my
private opinion.
Traveling still further into the subject of club

intercourse, of which I am most emphatically in
favor—expressed doubts to the contrary notwith-
standing—I reach the baseball station. "AH out for
the Polo Grounds." It is barely possible that we
have in our club a few men who understand the
game, but it is doubtful. At the same time we have
the bone and sinew, and all we need is some one to
bet Jack Bedford two to one that he cannot organize
a winning team and then see the fur fly. By the way,
"Jack the Lengthy" is down with the grip and his
absence from the club-house is very noticeable.
The team road racing question is being pushed by

the paragraphers of the local press, but I don't see
any signs of activity among the clubs. Alpha's
article is good. As he says, now is the time, and I

heartily agree with him as to keeping the athletic
club element out of any such contests. There is no
doubt but that by using athletic club talent we could
win " hands off," but that is not what we want. The
teams should be composed of men who ride under
cycle club colors, and under such conditions each
club would be on an equal footing.
Mr. Barkman has declared himself very positively

in regard to the Decoration Day race, and his propo-
sition that the race be managed by a committee
formed of delegates from the various clubs, practi-
cally ends the usefulness of the K. C. W. Committee
appointed for the purpose of investigating the matter.

I would like to say a word or two on the reunion,
but am not equal to the task. Bridgman, Austin,
Loucks and others of the old-timers were there, and
were up to their usual brilliancy. Suffice it to say,
that the affair was immensely enjoyed, and I wish it

were proper to have one each month.
I would suggest to the House Committee that some-

thing be done immediately in regard to securing
efficient janitor service. The branch is, and has been,
neglected, and a slight murmur is already noticeable.
Smother, the murmur before it develops into a large
rectangular howl. Straddle.

SYRACUSE.

During the past two weeks a brass band has been
formed by eighteen or twenty members of the Syra-
cuse Cycling Club. ' At a recent meeting the follow-
ing officers were elected : President, G. Howard
Avery; Treasurer, Fred Penn ; Secretary, "Billy"
Johnson. The band meet twice a week, and hope to
be able to kill the inhabitants of Rome on May 30.
Bottle pool is the game that is now attracting the

attention of the "sharks."
George Penn had a " pressing engagement " in the

western part of the State, and the members missed
him on Sunday.
Herb. Peck, Hod Doxsee and Ray Gere were the

first wheelmen to make the trip around the lake this
season. They say that the road in some places is
" out of sight."

It has always seemed queer to your correspondent
how o^uickly some "things" change. Last Fall one of
the members of the S. C. C. could hardly say enough
against three of the "Big Four" who were expelled
from the club. Yet in a few months that same mem-
ber is found acting as a sub-ag:ent for one of the
three he was so hot against. Will some one please
inform the correspondent the cause of this sudden
conversion ?

The correspondent of this paper has been a "dark
horse" up to a week ago, when " Salina " took upon
his shoulders the responsibility of informing the
public that it was the "Member from Canada" who
was responsible for the past notes of this paper. Now
just why "Judas" should betray your correspondent
at this time he does not know. However, he is " still

on earth," and will perhaps be heard from again.
This is no " Blind-man's buff."

Commencing this week, the Overman Wheel Co.
will run both factories day and night, stopping only
for Sunday. Two sets of hands will be employed,
probably over a thousand total. It was thought that
the erection of their new five-story addition would be
ample to enable the company to keep up with orders
without all night work. A few weeks' occupancy of
the new building proves that even now the plant is

inadequate to the denjands of the busy season,

GOTHAM WHEELMEN.

The first run of the season will be to Yonkers. The
start will be made from the club-house on Sunday,
April 5, at g a. m. sharp, and it is expected every
member in the club will turn out. Capt. Benj. Wiener,
First Lieut. Dan. Levy and A. E. Miller had several
secret conclaves during the past week concerning
the run, and are doing everything in their power to
make the trip a grand success.

Secretary William P. Smith, Jr., and Treasurer
William H. Lord are perhaps the happiest and best
contented members of the club at the present day.
"The Board of Trustees at their last meeting author-
ized the purchase of a handsome roll top desk for the
exclusive use of these two officials. It will give the
secretary's room a business-like appearance, besides'
furnishing a secure place for the storage of club
books, papers, etc.

Fifty new lockers have just been put in the side
room on the second floor of the club-house, which are
complete in every sense of the term. No sooner had
the carpenter finished his work Saturday night than
twenty members laid claim to the locker nearest the
door, but Mr. A. E. Miller, the heavy weight, secured
possession of the locker. Further comment is un-
necessarv.

The following gentlemen were elected to member-
ship at the last meeting: Dr. Van Nostrand, T.J.
Gerehardt, E. M. Boemheim, E. A. Roldenburg, A. A.
F. Nasse, L. S. Barnard. The applications of three
more were received and will be acted upon at the
next meeting.

Every member of the club must be a member of the
L. A. W. before May i. Treasurer Lord, who is a
L. A. W. member, has the matter in charge, and will
hand dues and necessary particulars over to the sec-
retary, who will in turn make formal application for
membership as a League club.

Henry George Wins His First Bicycle Race.

According to a New York newspaper man, Henry
George and W. E. Hicks stopped at the Windsor Hotel
on Saturday last, flushed with the exercise of a fifteen
mile ride up the Hudson, to pay their respects to Jerry
Simpson, the farmer Congressman. The Farmers'
Alliance exponent, who is reported to be ".sockless,"
was taken by surprise to see the single tax re-
former in a bicycle g;arb, and after shaking hands,
he kept looking furtively at the feet of Mr. George.
Noticing this, the Reformer said:

" Do you think I don't wear socks, Mr. Simpson ?"

"No, it tain't that," said sockless Jerry; "I was just
wondering where you got all that dust on your feet."

" Come with me and I will show you," said Mr.
George, and catching him by the arm he led the aston-
ished Simpson out to the sidewalk where the shining
steeds were glistening in the sun.
"I thought you were a sick man," said Simpson,

looking wonderingly at the robust figure beside him.
" I half believe you can't ride that thing after all."

"You take the quickest car down to Twenty-sixth
Street and Lexington Avenue to the Manhattan Sin-
gle-Tax Club, and see if I don't beat you down there
by ten minutes," said Mr. George, accepting the chal-
lenge to show his ability to ride. He swung into the
saddle and shot around the corner into Madison
Avenue.
He won the race with Congressman Simpson, and

later on the three lunched together.

The result of the Buffalo Press Cycling Club elec-
tion, on Tuesday of this week, is as follows : Presi-
dent, Geo. M. Williams; Vice-President, J. C. Flint;
Recording Secretary, W. A. Mickle ; Financial Secre-
tary, F. C. Fox, Jr.; Corresponding Secretary, C. W.
Comerford ; Treasurer, W. W. Wilson; Captain, C
F. Alward ; First Lieutenant, Ordinaries, W. H. Pen-
seyres; Second Lieutenant, Ordinaries, F. M. Sulli-
van ; First Lieutenant, Safeties, W. H. Newell ; Sec-
ond Lieutenant, Safeties, R. W. Conn ; First Bugler,
A. E. Hubbard ; Second Bugler, H. L. Beck ; First
Color Bearer, Don Blood ; Second Color Bearer, J.
Earl Finley ; Board of Directors, G. M. Williams, H.
P. Thompson, George W. Schooley, F. W. Stoddart,
F. C. Fox, Jr.

On Wednesday of this week the Staten Island Wheel-
men elected the following officers: President, Charles
Anderson; Vice-President and Color-bearer, R. Mer-
sereau; Secretary and Treasurer, Wallace Cornell;
Captain, Isaac Brill; Lieutenant, Harry Howden;
Bugler, J. H. Dudley.

A. A. Zimmerman has resigned from the N. J. A. C,
and will become a member of the athletic club of the
Schuylkill Navy, of Philadelphia. He will probably
ride a tandem with W. W. Taxis.

The Lowville (N. Y.) Cycle Club have elected the
following officers: President, C. Fred Myers; Treas-
urer, J. Leonard Bush; Secretary, Ernest A. Agens

;

Captain, Chas. E. Pelton ; Sub-Captain, Fay C. Sny-
der. The club this year will award medals for best
attendance on runs, to those who make 5 miles in 25
minutes or less, and to those who succeed in making
a century run. The club has sixteen charter
members.

HARLEM WHEELMEN.

Captain Morrison has called a run to Yonkers for
Sunday next, leaving the club-house at 9.30 a. m.

At the close of last season Fred Olmsted challenged
Captain Morrison to a ten mile road race for a medal.
The club is anxious to see this race come off, but no
preparations have been made as yet.

The Harlems expect to have six entries in the com-
ing century run, and fully ag many iji th? IJecoration
Day road race.

IN SLEEP.

Hark to the bells in the tower,
Striking the midnight hour.

Clang-cling-clang-cling,
How solemnly they ring.
The lights about
Are all gone out.

Poised on my wheel mid silence deep
I pause. The world lies fast asleep.

A wall of black
Is at my back.

In front, the towers and church spires loom
Weirdly and dark from out the gloom.

Only a moment more I stay,
Then, feet on rests, I coast away.

* ** * * * * *

A steep, a curve, a brink.
And little chance to think.

I strive to grasp the brake
When lo ! I wake
With startled scream

—

It was a dream !

C. S. W. for The Wheel.

THE CYCLING FLIRT.

Dress, dress, dress ! from her shoes to her fancy
skirt.

We must confess
'Tis chiefly dress

That governs the cycling flirt.

Her cycle is fleet, and hard to beat ; but demands a
scanty skirt.

While the ankles and feet
Are very neat

That adorn the cycling flirt.

She smiles like a witch, as skirting the ditch she
splashes through mire and dirt

;

Be it ever so wet,
'Tis hard to get

Quite clear of the cycling flirt.

For torn or tattered or mud bespattered, she is always
alive and pert.

She has plenty of pity
Because she is pretty,

This charming cycling flirt.

{Editor''s Verse.)

It can't be wrong to stop this song with a facer a little

curt

—

" I'm doubting much
If there's really such

A thing as a cycling flirt
!"

—AN Outsider, in Cycling.

CYCLING AT THE ANTIPODES.

A Melbourne correspondent writes us as follows

:

" I have often wondered that no American firms have
started operations here. There should be some room
for them. A distinctively new wheel of the ordinary
lines like the Eagle would take considerably, inas-
much as there are many riders here who do not like
the dwarf machine. We have some of every type of
English-made wheels, but the only American cycle I

have ever seen out here—barring the machine used
by Maltby—is an old ordinary of the Pope Co.'s man-
ufacture- There are also colonial-made ordinaries
and safeties ; in fact, I possess a high wheel of home
manufacture which has been in use three and a half
years, and is still in splendid condition. It once held
the 100-mile road record in 8 hrs. i m., and now holds
the 24-hour record of 203 miles."
There is a total lack of interest in club runs in Mel-

bourne at present, the genuine enthusiasm that used
to manifest itself in the eighties being totally absent.
The riders now are all for racing, and scarcely think
of taking a run, and club-houses are entirely un-
known.
Two cycle events were conspicuous features of the

St. Patrick Day's sport at Melbourne. The Hiber-
nian wheel race was run for a prize of forty
sovereigns.
New Zealand cyclists are anxious to go in for cash

prizes. The leading club has written to the Mel-
bourne Bicycle Club for information on the subject.
Cycle racing has become a favorite form of ainuse-

ment in Melbourne and vicinity, and during the
season now on the wane contests have been pro-
moted in great numbers, and have all been attended
by vast crowds of spectators.
Tom Busst, the crack rider of the Melbourne Bi-

cycle Club, is considered the fastest man in the
Southern Hemisphere. He is a man of splendid
physique, standing six feet high, gifted with Her-
culean strength and the heart of a Trojan which has
carried him to victory in many a hard fought contest.
In a recent important race he generously consented
to start forty-five yards behind scratch in order to
save a lot of trouble and won. He also won the
Austral wheel race from scratch, and the great five-

mile scratch invitation race.

At the recent five-mile scratch invitation race a
plan was instituted to do away with loafing that met
with great success. The leader of each lap was
awarded a half sovereign. Chrisp and Mills won the
most of this money and strove their best to defeat
Busst in the final lap, but he won by a length.

A hundred-mile road race has been arranged by
the Racing Board of the Rutherford Wheelmen, which
will take place on Decoration Day. A $25 gold medal
is the first prize, offered by Lieutenant Miers, and the
second and third men will also receive gold medals.
Each contestant making the distance in twelve hours
will receive a silver medal.
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CORRECT, AFTER ALL.

It was in 1888 that I was assigned a trip through
Pennsylvania, and after working the larger cities I

plunged into the coal regions. The map from which
I detailed my route gave railroads, towns and creeks,
but skipped rough roads and mountains. I was fol-

lowing a certain railroad line, and though it ended at
a certain town on the map it began again a short dis-
tance away. I imagined it a misprint, and fully be-
lieved that the railroad connected the two points,
even though it was not so shown on the chart. 1 was
mistaken, however, as the map was correct, and as 1

had some baggage, together with a s4-inch ordinary,
my choice was to retrace my route by train or take
passage in a stage, which proved to be the only con-
necting link between the two railroad points. "Trav-
elers, on general principles, object to " doubling up,"
as passing over the same route is designated, and I

am no exception. I therefore decided to stage it, and
it was one of the worst decisions I ever made. A por-
tion of the contract I had imposed upon myself was
to hold erect between a double row of passengers
that s4-inch ordinary, and the road was rough.
Rough

!

It is many days since then, but my memory recalls
that trip over seven miles of the most abominable
country roads and up a mountain that seemed to have
no top, with a vividness marked beyond comparison.
The passengers thinned out gradually, and before the
trip was over I was alone—excepting that bicycle.
Seven miles and nine taverns en route ! As I didn't
drink the driver drank for me, so that in addition to
drinking for himself and several absent friends, he
was in a j)eculiarly happy condition before we
reached a village where he said we would rest. It
was raining all the while, and getting colder. The
two hours I waited there for that stage driver to rest
were probably the longest two hours I ever lived.
Butat last he called out " Bored," for " all aboard,"
and I climbed in and again placed my machine in an
upright position. This was the steep part of the
mountain, and he drove so near the edge of the road-
side sometimes as to make me shudder with fear lest
the whole party, mules, driver, stage, that ordinary
and myself would go down into the gorge. I think he
trusted somewhat to the intelligence of the mules. A
noteworthy feature of the journey was that those
mules would turn in the direction of the taverns with-
out any effort on the part of the driver to have them
go that way. I suppose it was from the force of
habit. The entrance of the fellow into the tavern
gave me an opportunity to rest my arms and stretch
my limbs, and I followed him in several times. He
would invariably throw dice with the bartender as to
who should pay for the drinks. Indeed, I don't think
that he paid for any, whether he lost or won.
Although we started in the morning we reached

our destination late in the afternoon, and just in time
for me to catch a train. I was nearly starved, and
really sick from the cold and hunger. 1 suppose it

was wrong to forget, but I never paid for the holes in
the roof of that stage put there by the head of that
machine when it would bounce up, the result of the
rough roads. I paid for my own passage, however,
as well as for the bicycle.

I only want to add that I am a little more careful
now in making out my trip routes.

Bicycle Drummer.

EASTER ON THE ROAD.

Easter Sunday has become to be generally consid-
ered as the opening day of the riding season by the
wheelmen of New York and vicinity. It is supposed
to be the day on which the roads, after several months'
rest from the hum of the wheel, take on their wonted
appearance in a cycling way, and in England it is a
great day for touring. While there are some enthu-
siastic riders who make use of their mounts through-
out the entire Winter, the great army of wheelmen in
general do not dust off their machines for the season's
sport until the breath of Spring is apparent. Easter
this year was apparently not balmy enough to induce
as many riders as usual to unkink "their muscles and
ascertain how their "wind" had stood the Winter's
confinement and dissipation, for while there were
many riders abroad, the number was nothing un-
usual. The early morning was rather overcast and
slightly chilly, but the afternoon was all that could
be desired in regard to the weather.
The road most extensively patronized on Easter

was the Kingsbridge course to Yonkers, and club
men were particularly conspicuous. The Long Island
and Staten Island roads, and the favorite resorts in
the city limits, were also visited by many riders who
merely desired to see if they could still ride. The
roads in New Jersey were all in the best condition,
barring dust, but were not overcrowded with cyclists.
Easter Sunday was also a great day for testing the

respective merits of the new patterns of the various
makes of wheels on long distance runs. Cushion tires
came in for their share of experimenting, too, and
many riders of hard-tired wheels were led a hard and
fatiguing chase by their companions on cushion
machines. As far as came under the observation of a
Wheel representative, the cushion scored a great
success on Sunday. A dozen riders who had tested
this style of tire during the day were seen, allot whom
were unanimous in their favorable expressions of the
tire's action. The verdict was that the cushion tire
surpasses the solid in every way. One of these riders
said in substance :

" On granite blocks the disagreea-
ble jar is shorn of its sharpness, although it does not
disappear by any means. Still it eases the jolting to
such an extent that the granite-paved street can be
ridden with comfort. On macadam I find no percepti-
ble drag, the wheel running easier, if anything, and
the vibration is as nothing. Coasting, it outruns
solids, with even start, by fifty to seventy-five feet,
and I was able to climb hills where equally as strong
riders on solids walked. On the country roads a
machine with cushion tires runs finely, and mud, sand
or cracked stones can all be ridden through with it,

while a hard-tired machine would floor the rider."

DOWN THE OHIO.

The traveling man gets experience and a mass of
information, some of which he feels justified in giving
to the public. I have, as such a character, just had
some experience in coming down the Ohio River
Railroad quite different from any other, so far as my
recollection serves me. This railroad extends from
Wheeling, in the extreme northwest of West Virginia,
a distance of 215 miles, to Huntingdon, in the extreme
southwest. Throughout its entire length it hugs the
Ohio River, and much of its income is spent annually
in repairing its road-bed after each recurring Spring
freshet. The last high water was specially severe on
the company, its road being literally wiped out at a
number of places. The road consists of one track
and one telegraph wire, because it does not need any
more. I traveled on it from Parkersburg to Hunting-
don, 121 miles, in six hours. I counted three freight
wrecks within that distance. I might have counted
the telegraph poles also, but didn't. The company
advertises two through trains a day, and they are
both limited—limited to reach their destination in
time to return the next day. Recently one of these
trains was a half hour late in leaving Wheeling, and
an indignant passenger asked the brakeman the
cause. He said the porter at the hotel had forgotten
to call the conductor in time. During my recent ride
I occupied the observation end of the car a portion of
the distance, and noticed the road-bed and style bf
ballast the company uses. This ballast varies. Some
places it is sand, elsewhere stone, then again gravel
or cinder, or mud, or coal ashes, or bituminous coal.
Some places there is no ballast at all, being all ties
and rails. Sometimes I would forget myself and
think I was riding a pneumatic-tired bicycle so
smooth and buoyant it would appear (this was seldom
though), and then I would imagine myself on a ma-
chine with a Victor light grade front spring, and I

would bob up and down delightfully ; or on a Ram-
bler, and I would think the hinge-joint was playing
see-saw with me ; or else on a Columbia, and I would
think I heard the front wheel strike the fork in turn-
ing a corner. In fact, I imagined lots of things dur-
ing that six-hour ride. The train was scheduled to
make thirty-two stops between Parkersburg and
Huntingdon, but I guess it stopped fifty times. It not
only stopped at all the stations, but frequently at
cross-roads and water plugs, and whenever the engi-
neer saw a person standing along the road wearing
his or her Sunday clothes he would stop. The train
was over an hour late in starting and two hours late
in arriving. The engineer in trying to make up lost
time would " let her out " (this was when I thought I

was riding a pneumatic), and the thing would get
under such headway that he would run past the next
station, then he had to go back, and the result was
more lost time. Just as we reached "Mason City"
(named probably after the Pope Company's manager
in New York) I noticed a sign, "City Limits. Reduce
speed to four miles an hour." We had been running
at a five-mile gait, but the engineer reduced the pace
the required hour. Near "Ben Lomond" we used
our engine for switching purposes, pulled a freight
train off a siding so a north bound passenger train
could pass, then we pushed the freight train back
where we got it and resumed our way.
At Guyandotte, four miles out from Huntingdon,

we were held to await the pleasure of a freight train,
the engine of which was trying to pull forty cars,
although it was only built to pull about half that
number. Here a brakemen entered our car, opened
a grip and abstracted therefrom a bottle of some-
thing ; but he said to a powder drummer from Pitts-
burg, another fellow and myself, the only persons
who survived the long ride, that he had a permit for
the entry, which we did not dispute. When we
arrived at Huntingdon we had to lug ourselves and
traps to the hotel. The porter, in explanation of his
absence from the station, said he had forgotten all

about the train.

A railroad man who has a conscience is worthy of
being written up. I found the ticket agent at Parkers-
burg to be such a man. When I bought my ticket he
said the train was an hour late. This hour I proposed
to spend viewing the improved streets of that city,

looking at its buildings and walking past its many
saloons, free, and easies and drinkeries of every de-
scription, as I couldn't walk anywhere without either
walking into one or past one. Upon my return to the
station the baggage man said the ticket agent was
awfully worried because he had told me the train
was an hour late, but neglected to say it might possi-
bly make up some of the lost time and start earlier,

in which case I might miss it, and he yj'ould feel him-
self responsible. This railroad man has a conscience,
and I fear if the company knew it he would be asked
to resign.

I saw from the car window a type of the genuine
West Virginian. It was perhaps half way between
Parkersburg and Huntingdon. He stood just outside
his log cabin door, with a Winchester in his hand,
broad brim hat pulled down over his eyes, shabby
clothing and trousers in his boot tops. It wasn't a
picture : it was the real article. From the same point
I saw a West Virginia lady who was returning from
a shopping tour. She rode a bay horse, with bag,
probably filled with oats, thrown over the animars
back, holding in one hand two or three small parcels
and reins in the other. She was very pretty, with
cheeks as rosy as are Mr. Merrill's (the Rover man
from Chicago), and presented a very graceful atti-

tude. Neither was this a picture. It was the real
article.

I saw farmers plowing, girls playing croquet, cow»
grazing, and other evidences of Spring. I saw roads
so deep with mud that vehicle travel was almost im-
possible. One man claimed that West Virginia had
the worst roads in the country, and I think he was
right. Even in Huntingdon the streets can be found
beneath twelve inches of mud, but this will soon be
remedied, as the city has just voted to spend a big
pile of money paving' the principal thoroughfares and
constructing sewers.
At Parkersburg t^ey have a number of well-paved

streets, the result of four months' effort on the part of

a bicycle man, who says the night the council voted to

improve the streets, a majority could only be secured

by first filling up to the brim with strong lemonade
four or five of the members, who, after sobering up

—

or down,—declined to change their votes.
Bituminous coal is abundant in this State. It seems

to lay around loose in some places, and is given a
toboggan-slide start at the top of a mountain and
drops into a boat down on the Ohio river.

Traveler.

CINCINNATI.

The Athletic Cycling Club held its annual election
on March 25, with the following result : President, C.
Workum ; Secretary-Treasurer, W. J. Straus ; Cap-
tain, Max Kleeman ; First Lieutenant, Adolph Low-
enstein ; Second Lieutenant, Benjamin Bing ; Club
Committee, L. Dooh and A. A. Bennett.
A pedestrian on Race Street, any clear evening,

will behold a scene which reminds him greatly of
Washington City. All kinds of wheels are to be seen
—from the little tricycle to the sixty-four inch bicycle

;

from the old velocipede to the swan-like safety. The
riding season has truly opened in our city, and prom-
ises to be a lively one.

We are indebted to A. A. Bennett for the following
new route to Plainville and Red Bank : Take the
granite to Leadercliff, then the cinder path between
the railway tracks (Miami Railroad). Dinner can be
had at either Clancy's or Captain Peter Eichel's, at
Red Bank.
The Porkopolis Wheelmen will soon have a shower

bath in their dressing-rooms.
Spaeth, of the Dayton (Ky.) Bicycle Club, will soon

tour from Dayton to Newport. Although a rough
and rugged road he expects to accomplish the task in
five days.

The State meet at Columbus promises to be a howl-
ing success. A special feature will be the racing.
Fast meUj from all parts of the country, on their way
to Detroit, promise to stop over and give the Ohio
racers a tussle on the famous track. The committee
in charge intend that no one shall be slighted.

Captain Otto Barth is the possessor of a great many
good qualities. He is an expert photographer, a very
fine type setter, a dog setter, a skillful player on the
harp, a lover of the ladies, a light fantastic tripper,
and, above all, he is one who knows no fear.

Cards with schedules for weekly runs will be used
by some clubs this season. Leslie.

Trenton, N. J., is well to the front in the bicycle
business. The principal trade there is handled by
the White Cycle Co., of which Mr. Harry White is the
live man. This company represents the Columbia
wheels, R. L. Coleman & Co., of this city, and several
other lines. Last year their trade was very large, but
indications now point toward 1891 being the banner
year.

Emporium, Pa., a lumber town of the Keystone
State, claims to be one of the best in the country for
bicycles in proportion to its size. J. B. Schreiver,
photographer, agent for the Pope Company and West-
ern Wheel Works, is the leading agent. He is quite
an enthusiast.

A new cycling monthly, the Wheelmen's Lantern, it

is announced, will make its initial bow from East
Palestine, Ohio, about the 15th of this month.
A League club, the West Branch Wheelmen, has

been organized in Williamsport, Pa. It succeeds to
the effects, and will occupy the old quarters of the
defunct Williamsport Bicycle Club.

A. C. Wilmot, of Counterbury, won the one, five and
ten-mile championship races of New Zealand, which
were held at Aukland, on February 6 and 7. The 25-
mile race was won by W. J. P. Haywood, with Wilmot
second. The championship times now stands as fol-
lows : One mile, 2 m, 58 s.; five miles, 14 m. 58 2-5 s.;

ten miles, 33 m. 21}^ s.; twenty-five miles, j h. 27 m.
45 s.

W. W. Taxis, the Philadelphia racing man, intends
to compete in all the large race meets this season. He
will not, however, take part in events which offer
dress suits or laundry prizes.

The Vineland Wheelmen have decided to become a
League club.

Plans for the New Jersey Division meet are pro-
gressing finely, and from the present outlook it will
surpass all previous gatherings of the kind, in regard
to the number of participants, at least. The pro-
gramme has already been compiled, A humorous
play at the city theatre is secured for one of the even-
ing s enjoyment, the banquet, parade and runs are ar-
ranged and hotel accommodations provided for.
Nothing, however, has been devised to make up for
the loss of the races, which, in the eyes of some, robs
it of the chief attraction. There is a possibility, how-
ever, of a team road race being held for the cham-
pionship of the State. The steamboat excursion has
fallen through.
Dan

J.
Canary, the world-renowned fancy and trick

bicyclist, will soon return from an extended Western
tour and take charge of the Overman Wheel Co.'s
riding school at Chicopee Palls, Mass. It is intended
to make a grand success of the school, particularly
for ladies.

The new officers of the Rutherford Wheelmen are
as follows ; President, J. L. Chapman ; Vice-Presi-
dent, S. C. Kipp ; Treasurer, J. L. Bowers ; Financial
Secretary, R. R. Leeds ; Corresponding Secretary, H.
A. Howland ; Captain, R. R. Leeds ; First Lieutenant,
G. D. W. Brown

;
Second Lieutenant, L. Meirs

; Color
Bearer, R. W. Meyers; Bugler, J. T. Holden.
The annual meeting of the New York Bicycle Club

was held on Wednesday evening of this week, and
the reports of the various officers showed that a pros-
perous year had been passed by the club. Nomina-
tions for officers for the ensuing year have been
made, and the election will take place May 6. E. S.
Terry will probably be re-elected President, and Geo.
M. Nisbett Captain.
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Were t'other dear charmer away."

—

Exchange.
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HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

If the League wants to remove, once for all, any-
lingering idea which the benighted public may have
that it is an association of boys, not men, let them
scatter broadcast throughout the land photographs of
the board of officers recently taken in Washington.
That will do the whole thing, for a finer looking, more
intellectual and less boyish collection of American citi-

zens I never saw. They are a credit to the sport, to
themselves and to the country, and as long as cycling
is controlled and m:inaged by such as they, just so
long will it lead all other sports and pastimes.

Down, into ages not yet formed in the void womb of
the future, cycling shall extend, widening as it goes,
till men shall no longer walk or be drawn by suffering
beasts, but upon the steel back of the wheel another
age shall put many of its burdens. There is the true
winged horse of some other time that shall mock the
slow patter of our laggard feet and knit together the
most distant corners of the earth.

I often wonder how the lines I write are accepted
by those who read them. The thought comes to me
as it must have come even to those who have written
things worth keeping, that my work is, if read by
many at all, read cursorily, is, perchance, the interest
of a day or the occupation of an idle moment, and
then is tossed aside and forgotten. The writer stands
in the same position to the creations of his brain as
the parent to the child. He alone can quite under-
stand them, because he alone has lived ever with
them, and he alone knows all they have oost. 'Tis
this feeling of parent and child that ever makes him
desire that he may write something which, bearing
his name, may live after him, but to the seeker after
fame no road is more crowded than the one where
those who struggle for the prize are armed in their
battle for survival with but the steel tipped point of
the pen.

Wheelmen all know the danger they run from their
liability to catch cold through imprudence, when in
a perspiration from riding. I say that they all know
this danger, but perhaps it would be more correct to
claim that they all ought to know it, for the writers
of the wheel press have dinged it into their ears for
ten years to my knowledge. Granted then that possi-
bilities of catching a cold exist in connection with
cycling, it is well to know that the homoepathic
principle oi siiui/i'a curantuj- sitnilibus exists in this
case, and the cold that is contracted through cycling
may be cured by it as may be one which does not
owe its inception to the wheel. When you find your-
self the possessor of an elaborate and symmetrical
cold, don't neglect it. Get out your wheel, and before
you mount it put on your heavy woolens, and be-sure
they are wool, no cotton under any circumstances.
Have your neck well protected, and keep it so during
the taking of this prescription. When thus prepared,
mount and away. Don't dawdle, but ride until you
start a perspiration. This is the beginning of the
cure, finish it with a sharp spurt, the end of which
will bring you home, or to your club-house. Get to a
warm room, or at least one removed from any
danger of draughts, and put on some extra clothing
over your uniform and sit down and keep quiet.
When quite cool remove your clothing, sponge your-
self with alcohol, take a good rub down, not sparing
the use of the bath towel, the harsher it is the better,
then put on fresh warm clothes, and get early to bed.
If your body treats you as well as you have treated
it, you will find, when you awake in the morning,
that you haven't any cold, and you won't have a good
sized doctor's bill to pay for the curing of it either.
This prescription costs the reader nothing, and like
the patent medicine advertisement it is a. " sure cure.

"

The laps of the racers are measured by the lapse of
time. The one who crosses the tape first is the best
Lap-lander.

When I was a boy I could always tell the approach
of Spring, and I did not have to read the almanac or
watch for budding trees to inform me that the balmy
season was near at hand. I had a surer way than
that. I was always sent to the drug store to get a
package of sulphur, which my mother put carefully
away until she thought I had forgotten its purchase,
and then it was brought forth and surreptitiousl_v
mi.xed with molasses into a decoction that the very-
thought of it, even after these years, makes m-e shud-
der. Then began a seriesof performances beginning
with vague hints how in the early Spring something
should be taken by all little boys for the good of their
health. When this failed, bribery was brought up as
a reinforcement to logic, and when this combination
did not succeed the old guard, in the shape of a peach-
tree sprout, was sent to the front. That always won,
and I appreciated the advantages of sulphur and
molasses as a medicinal compound. The position of
many wheelmen in their attitude towards the L. A. W.
is very similar to all the foregoing. Logic has for
ten years been uselessly employed to induce them to
enter into the shelter of the fold, but in vain, and now
the maternal body of cycling is going to bring up
the bribery reinforcement, to see what effect that
will have upon these individuals who are willing that
to others may fall the burden of labor and expense in
League work, so long as they reap the benefit of it

without any worriment or expense. The N. J. Divis-
ion allows a rebate of one-half the initiation fees to
any club who joins -with not less than twenty mem-
bers. Connecticut gives a gold L. A. W. badge to
any individual who can influence a like number of
applicants. Illinois aims higher and pays larger, as
I understand they intend giving a $135 wheel to all
who can induce two hundred of the benighted to seek
shelter beneath the purple banner of the League. On
the part of the donors all the propositions are com-
mendable, but on the part of those thus brought into
thefold I am not so positive that they are worth the
price. They are like the patriots who refrained from
enlisting during the late war until their States and

private individuals raised -bounties sufficiently large
enough to arouse their patriotism. Who ever heard
of such recruits being ot any value to the side they
served? I never heard of one who ever became
famous other than as a bounty jumper. So, I am
afraid, it will be with those who are tempted to join
the L. A. W. by any other means than the possession
of a sufficient appreciation of its benefits, and a laud-
able desire to shoulder their share of the burden and
expense which must attend this, like all other forms
of fraternity and protection.

"What's the matter with your scales, Mr. Sands?
I find that they are about ten pounds out of the way."
"You don't say sol How did you find it out?" "Well,
I just put a forty-pound bicycle on them, and they
registered fifty-one pounds." "Oh, that's it, is it?

Then don't worry about the scales; they're all right.
I often have that thing happen with bicycles. It is a
weigh the manufacturers have in cataloguing them
for the purchaser."

"Though clear
To outward view of blemish or of spot.
Bereft of sight, their seeing have forgot."

—Milton. -^

Science has discovered that there are many people
who cannot distinguish one color- from another, or,
that having done so, are unable to properly classify
them, and this defect of vision has been termed
"color blindness." During the past ten years an-
other form of this disease has made its appearance
among wheelmen, and though their eyes be put to
every scientific test it is beyond the power of any one
to detect their blindness; they are V cycle blind,'-
and as the man who can see and will not is the one'
most blind, so these poor unfortunates are plunged
into the deepest darkness beyond the hope of recov-
ery, and must merit the pity of all those less unfor-
tunate than they. Briefly stated, the symptoms of
this disease are the swelling of the victim's head
from a very small normal size to one that requires, in
the imagination of the afflicted one, a number four-
teen hat to properly cover, and as the sight of water
acts upon the victim of ralDies, so does the mere men-
tion of any other than a foreign built wheel produce
convulsions in the victim of "cj-cle blindness." To
his diseased eyes the sight of an American built
wheel is absolute torture. Offer him one made in
Norway, Africa or Alaska, and note the effect. His
eyes brighten, his tongue unlimbers, and forth from
his gaping mouth flows a ceaseless torrent of admir-
ing adjectives. Useless is it to point out that the
frame may be gas-pipe, that it weighs a ton, that
it is a cheap article dear at any price ; he cannot
understand you, eyes have fallen upon the stamp of
its foreign maker. He is blind, his eyes

"Bereft of sight, their seeing have forgot."

It is a pitiful but a helpless case; cure there is none.
I am thus positive concerning the horrors and symp-
toms of this fearful complaint because I have had it

myself, and had it mighty bad, too; but as one always
finds some excuse for the errors he himself is guilty
of, so do I offer in apology for my misfortune the sur-
roundings I lived among at the tim^ contracted my
case of "cycle blindness." Ten or eleven years ago,
when I became enamored of cycling, it was but in its

infancy, an importation from a foreign shore, and it

was an impossibility for riders to get a first-class
high grade wheel from any other source, and I, like
most other riders, wanting the best that money could
buy, sent abroad for all my mounts. Starting this
way, with what was at the time a correct idea, I be-
carne far-sighted, /. f., I could see improvements and
perfections in wheels built 3,000 miles away for me,
but I could not see the rapid advance in design and
manufacture ot those at my very door. I was
"cycling blind." Finally there came a class of men
who were free from this disease, and whose eyesight
being healthy and unbiased, dared to say that right
here in America the manufacturers were making
wheels as good as any rider wanted, and the equal in
every respect to any that had ever crossed salt water,
and I in my wisdom laughed at them. I actually felt

sorry at seeing men whose opinions I valued and re-
spected in everything else be so foolish as to make
such absurd statements, and to really believe them,
too. In vain I argued with them, to convince them of
the error of their ways. Useless was it to beg them
to look at the fact that foreign makers had been years
and years manufacturing bicycles while our concerns
had been only months. They answered me that it did
not take years and years to learn to make good
wheels, at least not in this country, and as an evidence
of it pointed to the wheels they rode. All of this was
years ago, and as an excuse for my ignorance then I

claim the rebate of censure due to me for my youth
and inexperience, nothing more. I am cured. To-
day my only difficulty is to make a selection among
the many first-class mounts that manufacturers are
turning out for me right here in America. No wheel
is perfect, and no first-class one has a great amount
of advantage over any other one of the same grade;
but let the rider not assume that becaiise a machine is

made under his very eyes that in consequence it is
inferior to one made thousands of miles away, be-
cause it is not. Don't be "cycle blind."

DON S.\LAMBO.

At the annual meeting of the Farragut Bicycle
Club last Saturday evening, March 21, the election
resulted as follows: President, W. I. Neely ; Vice-
President, F. T. Dickey ; Secretary and Treasurer,
Geo. J. Adam ; Captain, Dr. W. F. Fowler ; First Lieu-
tenant, F. H.' Babcock ; Second Lieutenant, F. M.
Sproehle. The reports showed the club to be in a
splendid financial condition, owning all of its club-
room furniture. A pleasant season of club runs is

looked forward to, and also a l.-irge increase of mem-
bership. The club now numbers forty members, and
is a L. A. W. club. The iniation fee of the Farragut
Boat Club, to which organization a man must belong-
to become a member of the cycling club, will lower
its initiation fee this Spring to $25, it is now S50, and
to be a member of both of the.se organizations many
will apply at this rate.

CHAFF, BY THE "COASTER."

,
In the current issue of the Popular Science Monthly

appears an article on "What Keeps the Bicycler Up-
right?" Any man _w.ho can write an exhaustive arti-
cle on this subject is a dandy. He is either way up in
composition, or else he don't know wheelmen as a
race, or both.
There are two kinds of uprights, perpendicular and

moral. The safety bicycle has done more to keep the
cyclist perpendicularly upright than any other style
Df wheel ; on an ordinary he is very apt to take a
header—downright. If the writer refers to moral up-
rightness, I would say that as far as the wheelmen
hereabouts are concerned, perhaps the cause is the
golden text published daily in the New York Snail in
Distress.

I don't think there is any other body of athletes so
famous for their general adherence to moral princi-
ples as the American bicycler of to-day. Look at our
semi-professional-amateur racers of last season.

THOSE NOBLE NINETEEN WHO WERE LAID ON THE
SHELF

by Charley Davol. Did you ever know of a more up-
right lot of cyclers than those gentlemen? There is
hardly a speck on any of them, and "Zimmy " was so
immaculate, his purity so dazzling that he was put
back in the angel class, while all Kluge is waiting for
is a pair of wings to be sent above C. O. D.

If our friend, the -writer, will only hang close to the
circuit this year, he will have his query answered a
dozen times a day. Let him wait until some competi-
tor gets run dow.n or put in a "pocket," and he will
find out that there are one or two bicyclers who are
not strictly upright ; let him listen to the scratch man
talk to the handicapper. There are 3,034 languages
spoken in this wicked world of ours, and the men who
are defeated in a bicycle race can speak all but four
of them.

* * * * * * •»

In last week's WHEEL appeared the following note
in the editorial column: " We are anxious to purchase
rare, old or odd cj'cling literature, photographs, etc.
Parties having material of this kind to dispose of
should communicate with us." Let me hold up both
hands, Mr. Editor; I have a very rare cycling photo-
graph that can be purchased, but only at a sum that
will let me loaf in ease the rest of my stay in this
world.
Several summers ago I was spending a few weeks

with friends residing on the banks of the Hudson near
Albany, who had recently taken up cycling, and were
anxious to have their photograph taken awheel.
Hearing of an amateur tin type artist in the neighbor-
hood, we hied ourselves to his gallery and engaged
him. As had been stated, we found that he was a
pure amateur in the art of photography, but a deep-
dyed professional in the art of charges. We engaged
him, however, to shoot his camera at us the following
day at 9 a. m.
The next morning we rose early. 'Twas a fine sun-

lit horizon that met our gaze; numberless chippies
were sweetly twitting in the treetops, while others
were flitting in and out of the only dry goods store in
town and promenading the main street in the village.
Promptly at '8.30 we started; the "we" consisted of
my host and his sister, riding tricycles, and "yours
truly," on a mowing machine.
We had selected for the assault a shady nook about

half a mile out of town, where the tinkling of the cow
bell could be heard, and the plaintive cry of the cat-
bird fell upon the ear; 'twas truly one of Nature's
turn ti turn ti spots. .(Please fill in some nice words
here, Mr. Editor).- :.[;"Tum ti tum ti " is a good, sharp,
vibrant Chinese term.

—

Ed.]
Mr. DryTlate was on hand when we arrived, and

by his extreme nervousness we were quickly con-
vinced that he had but recently gone in the business.
He selected several different spots for us to stand in
as many seconds, and when he had us placed accord-
ing to his desire, we found ourselves "grouped"
somewhat scattering, something like a trio of China-
men going to Sunday-school, and we were directed
to look at "this tomato can, that pump handle and
the sky " respectively.

HE TREMULOUSLY REMOVED THE TIN CAP FROM THE
MUZZLE OF HIS MACHINE

and counted ten with a' shaky, vox human'a stop in
his voice. The "group" then dissolved, and an im-
pression of my beaming countenance was next asked
for. Those two shots used up one frame containing
two plates. The presence of the lady was then
requested by Mr. Tripod, and after he had placed her
tricycle in what he deemed the proper position, he
bid the lady mount and to fasten her gaze on a blue
bird in a neighboring tree

;
just as he removed the

cap from the camera, the blue bird twitted and flew
away, so that the lady had nothing to look at, giving
her a sort of a vacant stare. The photographer
finally reached the " ten," and then asked the gentle-
man tricycler to mount the same wheel as he had
managed to get the trike within the focus of the
camera after losing much time and perspiration.
The gentleman did so. The tin type crayonist turned
the frame around for the purpose of using the other
plate, told the gentleman to look pleasant, and worked
off the same old "ten," as the gentleman's flowing
side whiskers whisked in the gentle zephyrs of that
August morning.
We were told that he would have the proofs for us

the next day; he knew they would be excellent, etc.
Of course, the proofs didn't come the next day. ('Tis
strange how stingy photographers are of the truth)
and the following afternoon my host any myself
meandered to his studio. The artist was absent, but
the servant bade us go to his room and perhaps we
would find the proofs. We did so; we first ran across
what purported to be a map of myself; we guessed at
it, however, as the face was in a sort of a intaglio,
and had

A SOOTY, OVERDONE, TWO-FOR-FIVE-CENTS
EXPRESSION.

I realized for the first time that I had thought so
much about the expression I was wearing on my face
that 1 forgot about Toy feet, and fiUowed piy legs to
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hang straight down from the saddle, and that in the
over-exposed proof before me they strongly resem-
bled a bird's eye view of Italy and lower California,
and not at all my nether limbs which I had specially
prepared for the occasion. I grabbed it. We
searched for the groop picture and those of the lady
and gentleman who were perched on the trike, but
were unable to find it for some time. Finally we
struck a—a thing. It was not exactly a photographic
reproduction, butrather amedley, z. pot pourri, a sort
of a composite photograph, combining or amalgamat-
ing as it were, the gentleman and his sister who had
been seated on the trike. That was the lady's face
truly, her brother recognized it, but it was positively
the gentleman's cap, his mustache and ilowing side
whiskers ; but surely that was her " basque " with the
L. A. W. buttons, but. Oh, Harlem and the Obelisk !

how can I describe the pangs of combined grief and
mirth and mortification we experienced when we dis-
covered that the knickerbockers were his, and his
stockings, and his calves and his feet. It was a try-
ing moment.
We pondered, and at last it dimmed on our befud-

dled thinker that that triple-extract amateur camera
artist had, in his extreme nervousness exposed the
same plate to view twice, instead of reversing the
frame as intended, and that, as the position of the
tricycle had not been changed, the lady and her
brother had been daguerreotyped on the same spot
on the same plate. No wonder the artist was absent.
Curse him ! Doubtless his body would soon be found
i n the saltless Hudson, or in the depths of a neighbor-
i ng well. While the brother's back was turned I stole
that proof, and have it to-day, but I will pass it over
to you, Mr. Editor, if you are willing to pay the price.

Coaster.

BUY BICYCLES FOR YOUR BOYS.

CHICAGO.

A STRONG APPEAL TO PAPAS WHO HAVE BOYS.

Not long since, on a beautiful, balmy afternoon,
more like a day in May than in February, while
quietly pedaling through the Scalp, we came on a,

scene which struck a responsive chord, and brought
us back to our happy school days. There, in a little

angle of the rocks, were two youngsters leaning over
a crackling fire, while their juvenile safeties stood
hard by. There was something irresistibly attract-
ive in the eager, business-like way they were bustling
about, and we drew nearer to inspect the proceedings.
They were making tea in a rusty tin, w/iich they
had picked up amongst the rocks, and from their
satchels they took good things of various krads which
disappeared with startling rapidity. We almost felt
inclined to crave a draught of that tea, in the hope
that like some magic elixir it would waft us back to
days of long ago, when the sun shone brighter, and
the earth seemed fairer, and such an experience as
that of our little friends would have caused a keen-
ness of exquisite pleasure which the full-grown man
rarely experiences.

" Whither is fled the visionary gleam.
Where is it now, the glory and the dream?"

Discretion, however, suggested that the magic elixir
in the rusty tin, which brought unmixed joy to the
boys before us, might cause a serious insurrection in
the internal economy of the "full-grown man," and
with Spartan-like firmness we repressed the craving.
Presently the youths arose, and shaking out their
satchels with unfeigned joy, they proudly proclaimed
that they had not one scrap left to carry home ; they
had "eaten every bit." So natural was their pleas-
ure, and so characteristic of joyous boyhood, that the
bitterest cynic could not but have smiled. Shortly
afterwards, on our return from a walk up the moun-
tain, we saw them riding home happy and contented
through the gathering gloom, and joyous in the
knowledge of a good time experienced.*******
Happy Boyhood, and happy boys to have relatives

kind enough to purchase them cycles, and sensible
enough to approve of their riding them out in the
country. Boyhood is the time of life when simple
pleasures produce the keenest, healthiest and most
heartfelt joys, and if grown people only realized
that boyhood is but a brief period, and that fast on
its footsteps come the cares and worries of manhood,
when the hard realities of the world wear off the
glamor and glint of pastime and pleasure and kill
the buoyant spirits which make all things seem

" Apparel'd in celestial light.
The glory and the freshness of a dream,"

they would lay themselves out to make boyhood as
happy and joyous a time as possible, consistent with
proper discipline. And what could appeal more
strongly to the genuine, manly boy than the joys to
be derived from a bicycle, on which he can move
rapidly hither and thither, and the delights of being
allowed to wander forth into the country and picnic
there with chosen companions. The love of locomo-
tion is firmly implanted in the human breast, and we
well remember the longing desire for a velocipede
which sprang up in our youthful breast when, at the
age of seven, a gentleman who had returned from
London told us of the wonderful iron horses. Fathers,
mothers, relatives, the health and happiness of your
children, your brothers and your sisters is worth a
small expenditure. Get them cycles and make them
happy and healthful.— Wheeling.

A wager that is somewhat out of the ordinary run
has recently been made between B. F. McDaniel of
Wilmington, Del., and a resident of that city. Mc-
Daniel claims that he can ride on his wheel from Wil-
mington to the Public Buildings, Philadelphia, in less
time than his opponent can ride in a carriage from his
house to the steamboat landing in that city and then
reach the same point in Philadelphia by taking a boat.
The event will take place as soon as the roads become
in good condition.

The annual dinner of the Massachusetts Bicycle
Club will be held on April 7, when plans for the reor-
ganization of the club will be considered. The present
idea is to lease a house in the suburbs of Boston, New-
ton being favorably considered, and it is thought that
300 desirable members can rej^dilv be secured.

Frank McDonald has tendered his resignation as
captain of the Lake View Cycling Club, and C. Arnold
Wescott will undoubtedly be his successor.

Working plans of the Oak Park Cycling Club's new
house have been accepted, and work will be pushed
forward as rapidly as possible. The club will shortly
vacate their present house and occupy temporary
quarters until July, when it is expected that the house
will be finished.

The Cook County Wheelmen's road book will be in
the hands of the members of the club and also of the
Illinois Division L._ A. W. by May i. A feature of the
runs laid out in this book will be one for each day of
the first two weeks in August, from the time of the
club's first annual camp at Nagowicka Lake, Wau-
kesha County, Wis. The club hope to have other
cycling organizations of this city hold camps at the
same time. Some are already talking of the matter.

Before Summer the Oak Park Cycling Club will be-
come a L. A. W. organization. But a few members
remain who are not members of the League, and these
Captain Stimpson hopes to ultimately bring into the
fold.

Money for the new west side track scheme is being
subscribed liberally, and its final success is practi-
cally assured.

Rockford, 111., has a minister who rides to and from
church Sundays on his wheel.

The Englewood Club's two handicap pool tourna-
ments are drawing to a close. Tred well leads in one
tournament with six games won and one lost.

Preparations for the Englewood Club's amateur
minstrel show are progressing slowly. Rehearsals
are held two evenings each week, and it is now
thought that everything will be ready for its presen-
tation in two weeks at the latest.

Jno. Erickson, O. Schultz, H. A. E. Franks and Felix
Weinberger form the Columbia Wheelmen's commit-
tee on new quarters. A number of houses have been
inspected, but that most likely to be accepted stands
on a prominent knoll surrounded by six acres of nice-
ly wooded land. The structure itself could hardly be
more suitable had it been specially built for a club-
house.

A smoker was given by the Lincoln Cycling Club
last Saturday evening. J. M. Erwin addressed the
fifty persons present in a humorous strain, recalling
in his remarks incidents of last season's club runs.
Cigars were passed round freely.

Said a friend of mine : "As I come down a promi-
nent Chicago avenue, frequented most by cycle stores,
I am forcibly reminded of the cheap clothing stores.
Why? Because as I passed one of the newly-opened
stores to-day I was suddenly grabbed by the arm and
requested to enter and inspect the wheels. I did so,
for he would not take no for an answer."
Remarked another friend some days since: "The

dry-goods stores are gradually tending toward the
general merchandise trade, and I should not wonder
were I to see the announcement that some of our lead-
ing dry-goods houses had opened up a bicycle depart-
ment." Later, opening one of the local cycle papers,
what was his surprise to see among the trade items
one to the effect that Thorsen & Cassady had booked
an order for a full line of safeties for one of the very
houses he had enumerated.
Decisive action has been taken by the Board of

Directors of the Illinois Cycling Club, and two mem-
bers have been suspended for boisterous conduct in
the club-house. Said a prominent member: "We
are tired of warning and have taken this decisive
action. Boisterous conduct will not be tolerated in
the I. C. C. club-house and these members knew it;

if they didn't they know it now. They are both liable
to be expelled altogether from the club. Action will
be taken this week, just what I cannot say."

Sunday last the roads in this city, even the boule-
vards, were in execrable shape, as on Friday and
Saturday it rained very copiously. The 2.50 Club
had arranged a run to Pullman, with Mr. S. Colder,
of Coventry, England, as guest, and when this club
arranges a run it comes off no matter what are the
condition of roads or the weather. Those of the club
who lived far south journeyed to the city on the
train, and a friend of mine overheard remarks which
led him to believe that some kind of a prize fight was
in the wind, because " Do him up " occurred so often.
W. C. Thorne, G. K. Barrett, N. H. Van Sicklen and
Mr. Golder were mounted on safeties, and Charlie
Thorne, "Birdie" Munger, C. P. Root and Cy. Davis
on ordinaries. Two other ordinary riders were in the
party. Mr. Golder's opinions of American roads, as
expressed on that trip, can better be imagined than
described. "They weren't roads, but mud holes,"
was one of his declarations. Van met with hard luck
from the start, as in turning a corner his pneumatic
skated, which resulted in a bent crank and pedal, and
to crown all there was one tack in the road, and its

business end was upward. Van struck that tack and
carried it in the tire until home was reached, when
the tire collapsed. Into Pullman Van Sicklen and
Munger ran a dead heat and Golder was tourth, an
ordinary man being first. Mr. Golder's visit to this
city is being made very pleasant to him by Messrs.
Munger, Thorne, Van Sicklen and Barrett.

La Grippe is a favorite malady in this city at pres-
ent, and if a man is sick it's sure to be the "grip."
Warren Howe and Ed Winter, of the Illinois Club,
are the latest victims.

The colors of the Lincoln Cycling Club will be ably
carried on the Elwell tour by three as jolly fellows as
one wants to meet, F. J. McVoy, Geo. Linn and Max
Loesher.

Thus far fifteen gentlemen have been eligible to
membership in the Century Wheelmen, having suc-
cessfully ridden the circuit of Elgin, Aurora and re-
turn to this city in a day.

Since the withdrawal of the younger element from
the vEolus Cycling Club, they have accepted seventy-
six applicants for membership. The dlub has placed
an order for two bowling alleys in the new clijb.

house. Three hundred dollars was cleared on the
club's musicale and literary entertainment at Central
Turner Hall. Taken altogether, the ^olus Club is

playing in great luck and is on the high road to pros-
perity. ~

Saturday evening, April 4, the Washington Cycling
Club give a stag party. An entertainment and sup-
per will be provided. The new club-house scheme
still hangs fire, but will eventually become a cer-
tainty.

Laurence Elkers, of the Manhattan Wheelmen, was
a guest of the Washington Club Sunday, March 22.

In the addition contemplated to the Illinois Club's
house bachelor apartments may be provided for the
club members.
>Mr. Marrett, of the Coventry Machinists' Co., lies

very sick with pneumonia at the Palace Hotel.

That west side track committee propose forming a
syndicate to secure the land for their track. Ten
acres are in the piece. This they propose to lease for
five years with an option at a stated price of buying
at the end ot that time. Each share will represent a
lot and these shares will be disposed of now, payment
of same to be graduated so as to have them entirely
paid for before the five years are up. The choice of
location will then be decided by auction. The first

payment will pay for the fencing and building of the
track and training quarters, and the balance as called
in will be placed at interest. They are at present
waiting for the valuations to be fixed on the property
so that figures cannot be given. Wherever the sub-
ject has been broached the committee have met with
flattering success.

Wednesday eve, April i, the Lincoln Cycling Club
gave agrand novelty concert at Chickering Hall.
Representatives of all the principal cycling clubs
were present.

A successful party was given by the Columbia
Wheelmen, Thursday evening, at Sokup's Hall.
Dancing to Forrest's orchestra was indulged into a
late hour.

Roovaart has a sure thing for first place in the
Englewood Cycling Club's handicap pool tournament
No. 2, having won every game he has played and
having but two inore to plaj'.

Captain Stimpson, of the Oak Park Cycling Club,
intends to work up the old-time enthusiasm in his
club for club runs. Last year all the enthusiasm was
killed by a few of the would-be fast men, who
scorched away by themselves and discouraged the
others who enjoyed a pleasant little ride for pleasure.
This Captain Stimpson proposes to stop, and he will
take prompt action toward those who try it.

No monthly meetings are held by the Englewood
Cycling Club, all business being transacted by the
Board of Directors, who also pass upon all applica-
tions for membership. The members have the right
at any time to call a special meeting should the
Board's action not meet with their approval. An an-
nual meeting is the only regular meeting called.

Mr. Stephen Golder's visit in this city has been
made as agreeable to him as possible. He has made
a host of friends among the wheelmen, and who that
have met him could do ought but like him. Perhaps
his ride to Pullman was meant to be made enjoyable,
but then when those 2.50 men go out they try their
best to make 2.50. Tuesday evening a party of thir-
teen took Mr. Golder through the Illinois Steel Com-
pany's plant, and the next morning he was shown
through the Union stock yards, where he witnessed
the slaughtering of pigs and all that, and upon his re-
turn was unable to stomach meat for dinner.

C. P. Whitney defeated P. W. Gerould three games
out of five in the challenge pool tournament at the
Lincoln Club. Mr. Servoss, the third contestant, was
absent from the city.

THE TRADE.

A short review of the Chicago trade, as it was found
this week, follows:

Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Company reported
good biisiness, and a probability that orders had been
received which they would not be able to fill, for lack
of wheels.

Illinois Cycle Co. will make only 250 wheels, and are
rushed to death with inquiries. They are making a
stiff-framed cushion-tired wheel, which is selling so
well as to preclude.their placing many of the Halli-
day cushion-framed safeties on the market this year.

Thorsen & Cassady had just received a fine large
order for Singer safeties from P. H. Serconibe, of Mil-
waukee, and had all the wheels they could get this
season sold. Thos. Kane & Co. reported a bright out-
look for trade in Bronchos and Stover Mfg. Co. 's make.

Bidwell Cycle Co.'s riding school was in full

blast, and the store, well stocked with wheels, had
more customers in than any other store we visited.

Pope Company and Stokes both quiet, but report
big sales. Ralph Temple doing well and confident of
a large season's sale of Featherstone Pneumatics.
Jno. Wilkinson Co. are anxiously waiting for a large
shipment of pneumatics; expected in ten days. They
have a large number of orders in for them. White &
Wells expect a large retail trade for the Premier safe-
ties. Gormully & Jeffery retail store very busy, doing
large local jobbing business in sundries. Jenney &
Graham Gun Co. are undecided as to what they will

do in wheel business this season. A. G. Spalding &
Bros, are booking orders rapidlv for Victor safeties.

Brown Bros. Mfg. Co. are receiving large orders for

the Greyhound safeties, especially for the $100 wheel,
which is hard to equal. George E. Lloyd & Co. have
samples of the Excelsior safeties in stock and are
waiting for a large shipment now under way. Ken-
wood Mfg. Co. report business booming, and a large
demand for their wheels. Their down-town and Chi-
cago retail stores are doing well, and the factory is

hustling to fill orders. Western Wheel Works are
working 700 men overtime, but are not turning out as
many wheels as they should like. More orders are in

for the Rob Roy than thev can fill, FlRENJ^n
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"GRIFF" IS ALL RIGHT!
Week before last I said that the Detroit men should

be made to understand that the national champion-
ships meant something', and that the national meet
was the place at which to run them. Judging from
the hub-bub that is being raised, they are beginning
to understand it. Of course there always are people
who will insist on making—well, on being foolish

—

and, naturally, these people come to the front in the
Detroit trouble, one specimen threatening to with-
draw advertising patronage from a Western paper in
consequence of some remarks reflecting on the judg-
ment of the Detroiters in doing; without the champi-
onships. One man, however, viz., "Griff," has kept
his head, and writes a very temperate letter giving
his side of the affair, and stating it ably. His reasons
for holding the meet in July are good so far as they
go, and if Detroit could not have a successful meet in
August after the G. A. R. encampment, there were
but two ways open to them—one to hold the meet in

July and the other to let somebody else have it and
wait for another year. They chose the former, and if

they had been content to let the matter rest there and
stand their ground on the theory that it was their
misfortune and not their fault that caused them to
have a July meet or none at all, they would probably
have pulled through without any very pronounced
row. But here "Griff " made his mistake ; he was not
a racing man (as he did nothesitate to say); had never
seen but one race, that at Niagara last Summer, hav-
ing never felt enough interest in racing to go. Con-
sequently he judged others by himself, or took
the expressed opinion of others on the subject,
thought the members of the L. A. W. took as
little interest in racing as himself, would not go
out of their way to see races, and, in fact would
rather see plain races than championships. He was
led to believe this by others no wiser or less honest
than himself, and by the mass of silly talk that has
been going the rounds of the press about "loafing
tactics " in championship races, and being perfectly
honest in his convictions did not hesitate to express
them. The storm of disapprobation that has burst
over his head must be rather bewildering to him, and
there can be little doubt that he is at a complete loss
to understand why there should be such a row raised
at this late date. And I must say that I sympathize
with his bewilderment, and think that he is being
made quite too much of a scapegoat, and that at least
some of the blame should rest on the heads of those
who permitted this mistake to be made, and permit-
ted it without a word of disapproval. "Griff" claims
that the matter was thoroughly canvassed before the
meeting of the National Assembly at Washington
last February, that letters were written to prominent
members of the League all over the country asking
their opinion of the plan of holding the Meet without
the championships, and that stacks of replies were
received, and that these replies and verbal answers
at personal interviews were all of the same tenor,
telling him to go ahead and hold the Meet and to
never mind the championships. Fortified with these
"Griff "and the Detroiters did go ahead, the July
dates were proposed and accepted by the Assembly,
and in spite of the warning that if those dates were
taken the championships could not be run at the Na-
tional Meet, the whole thing was rushed through with
but one dissenting vote, or at least but one audible
one. To my mind a very large share of the blame
rests on the officers of the League and the many in-
fluential delegates present, not one of whom raised
his voice to protest against what is so loudly de-
nounced now that it is done. And among those
delegates were the new Chairman of the Rac-
ing Board and the editor of the Chicago paper
whose columns teem with complaints of the
dates selected, and who has the face to state edito-
rially that "we become more and more convinced
every day that the Detroit Wheelmen have made a
mistake which they will sooner or later deeply re-
gret." Is it any wonder that "Griff" is astonished?
" Griff," who did not know that it was the custom to
run the championships at the national meets, and
when told that some had always been run then was
willing to wager that his informant was mistaken,
basing his knowledge on information given him by
" influential men of the League," as he knew nothing
about it himself. No, gentlemen, don't jump on a
man when he is down. A serious mistake has been
made, and the fault lies largely with the men who
knew better than "Griff," but who, for some reason
or other, failed to enlighten him. There is no use
making a fuss now ; the mischief has been done, and
instead of making a bad matter worse, be content
with the lesson that has been taught Detroit, being
assured that no other city will repeat the mistake,
and make up your mind either to stay at home or to
go to Detroit,enjoy the hospitality which "Griff" and
his people will heartily extend to you, and be pre-
pared for what you will have, a very pleasant and
enjoyable tiine, in spite of the fact that the League
championships will not be run there.

A WORD FOR THE HIGH WHEEL.
The coming season will probably determine finally

whether the high wheel is really a thing of the past,
or at least as far as racing is concerned. If the pneu-
matic tire has put the finishing touches to it it is much
to be regretted. As I am no poet I cannot sing its

praises in verse, as was recently done by our friend
" Wheeler B.," yet I can cheerfully say that while cir-
cumstances have compelled me to take to the lowly
safety at times, yet my warmest feelings have always
been' for the high wheel. What a heart-felt delight it

is to get off of the crawling safety, to get up in the
fresh, pure air, above the dustand dirt, to look around
without one's view being interfered with by every
object over three or four feet high, and to glide along
with ease, with the knowledge that one's work is not
being added to by chains and sprocket wheels; that is

bliss indeed. No one acknowledges more freely than
I do that it is the safety that has brought about the
present wonderful development of cycling and will
bring about the still more wonderful one yet to come;
that for many; things it is superior to the high wheel;
or even that it may be faster under some circum-
stances (although even there it is probably because

more attention has been paid to safety races and the
bulk of the good men have ridden them); yet the man
who has ridden the high wheel and has never lost his
nerve through fear of falling will never become
thoroughly satisfied with his safety. In this connec-
tion the result of Osmond's trial of a pneumatic ordi-
nary will be watched with interest. On this side of
the water, the Overman Wheel Co. have already un-
der way some Victor ordinaries with ij^-inch cushion
tires, while the Eagle Bicycle Mfg. Co. and the Mc-
Daniel & Merrihew Cycle Co. are jointly experiment-
ing with pneumatic-tired Eagles, having placed an
order with the Thomas people for some tires for test-
ing purposes. The opinion is freely expressed that
the pneumatic will not stand the strain of a large
wheel, and the test on the Eagles will prove conclu-
sively (if successful) that they are practicable, as the
strain will be much more severe than on an ordinary,
owing to the fact of almost the entire weight being on
one wheel.

THE COMING MEET AT HAGERSTOWN.
The Hagerstown meet on July 2, 3 and 4 promises

to be as well attended as the national meet of 1889.

Clubs and individual riders from all over this section
are announcing their intention of attending it. The
Hagerstown boys (headed by Geo. Updegraff, who,
we understand, is now serving his eleventh term as
captain of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club) will keep
up their reputation as entertainers, and will be ably
backed up by Chief Consul Mott and the Maryland
boys, and anyone who comes away dissatisfied with
the meet will be very hard to please. It is to be
hoped that we won't have as " wet " a time as we did
in 1889. The delegation from Philadelphia will prob-
ably exceed even that to Niagara last year, and that
is saying a great deal. How the Hagerstown men
must have chuckled themselves when they heard the
Detroit meet would be held without the champion-
ships.

MORE ON THE SUBJECT OF TIRES.
The tire question has, to a great many people, been

settled suddenly and summarily by the discovery
that they cannot get pneumatic tires with any reason-
able degree of promptness, and that, consequently,
they will have to fall back on cushions; as far as
solids are concerned, they seem to have about dis-
appeared, at least on high grade wheels. Even
cushions cannot be had in any great quantities, but
it is only a question of time, and presumably a very
short time, when the makers will catch up on them.
But the pneumatic question is a much more serious
one ; even the importers who made, as they thought,
ample provision for pneumatics, are as badly
swamped as those who did not make preparations,
and are unable to say when they will be able to supply
them in quantities. Of course, they are all promis-
ing to do this very shortly, but they know, and the
average rider is beginning to find out, that matters
are apt to grow worse instead of better. The demand
for these tires has been so great that it is impossible
to fill orders, and judging from the fact that ample
time has elapsed to get supplies without their putting
in an appearance, the rush is just as great at head-
quarters. There is scarcely a doubt that pneumatics
in some improved form will be used ultimately on all
high grade wheels, and some method must be found
of increasing the supply. The Thomas tire, if a
success, will do a great deal for this country, but
something more than this is needed. It seems to me
that the proper way to do would be to have the tire
made at the tire factories, just as rubber tires are
now, and then shipped to the different makers to be
put on the wheels by them, and each manufacturer,
importer or large dealer should be able to put on a
tire or do the most difficult repairing to it. In the
meantime, until this good time comes, we must be
content with the cushion, which, with all its dis-
advantages, is a big improvement over the solid.

THE SCRAMBLE FOR THE NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS.
Well, the Racing Board, or rather its chairman and

some of the other members, have been appointed at
last, and Mr. Randall is, as was expected, the fortu-
nate (?) recipient of the chairmanship. The Board
will have two large jobs to attend to at once—viz., the
settlement of the dispute with the A. A. U. and the
apportionment of the national championships. The
latter is not the most important, but it will call for a
lot of diplomacy to settle it satisfactorily. Philadel-
phia has the first claim, but whether we will carry off
the prize from Peoria and Hartford is a disputed
question. There was some talk of Chicago putting in
a bid, but she has not yet done so, or at least the fact
has not been made public. I give Mr. Randall credit
tor being actuated by the best motives and disposed
to be just, but if he withstands the pressure to keep
these championships West he will surprise us and
get credit for his impartiality. Peoria makes a strong
bid for them and gives many good reasons why they
should be favored, but we think (perhaps we are not
modest enough) that we have even better claims, as
well as having put in the first bid.

THE LOAFING QUESTION.
It makes me very tired to see the mass of "rot"

that is written about the loafing question, most of it

written, to fill up space, by men who have never raced
and who know nothing about racing. The question,
from the racing man's standpoint, has been ably dis-
cussed by Dr. Turner, who has shown plainly that,
otherthings being any way'near equal, the pacemaker
is always beaten, and that it is, therefore, suicidal to
make pace. As far as the spectators are concerned, I

think their feeling of disgust is grossly exaggerated.
What man standing near the homestretch can tell
(unless the track is a very small one) whether the
men on the backstretch are loafing or are going fast?
Not the best judge of racing or a racing man himself
could. Of course, such a farce as the two-mile race
at Niagara last year cannot be defended. But a mile
race run in 3 minutes, or even in 3.10, is just as enjoy-
able as one in 2.50 if the spurt is fine. Nearly all the
spectator cares for is the final spurt on the home-
stretch. What could be finer than the sight on the
Niagara track as the men came into the stretch and
cut out for home ? The sight of those flying legs was
enough to last a man a life time. Aside from the in-
terest displayed, to see whether trne man overtakes
another, is not a scratch race, even if a two-thirds
loaf, more interesting than a handicap, unless the

handicap should happen to bring the men on the
homestretch in a bunch, and even then is it not more
interesting to see a spurt of fresh men than of men
who have been going hard all the way?

THE CUSHION VS. THE SOLID TIRE.
How Strange it is that two men starting out from

the same premises and traversing the same ground
can reach conclusions directly opposite. Every one
knows that it is always possible to find one expert in
any branch to contradict the evidence of another
equally eminent expert. These remarks passed
through my mind when reading "A Word on Cushion
and Pneumatic Tires" in the last issue of The WHEEL,
wherein the writer finds no good in the cushion tire,
and I was reminded of an experience coming under
ray notice: Tvvo friends started out one day for a
point distant about fifteen or twenty miles, one riding
a solid-tired wheel weighing 40 lbs., and the other a
cushion-tired wheel of the same make weighing 48
lbs. The first half the road was pike, hilly and rougli
in some places, but fairly good riding; the last half
was an ordinary country dirt road, frozen. The rider
of the solid, whom we shall call A, was loud in, his
expressions of disbelief in the superiority claimed
for the cushion by his friend B, a recent convert to
the cushion. After a while A suggested that they
trade wheels for a while, "just to let me try the
blamed thing," and this was done. The two riders
were equally matched for a ride of this description,
and a good steady pace was kept up for a few miles,
B finding it hard work to keep up. Finally an idea
occurred to him, and he proposed to change back for
a litt'e while, which was done. Then A found that he
had to "dig" to keep up, but being still incredulous,
changed again and found that it was as before; when
he had the cushion it was easy work, but let him get
on the solid and he was riding a losing race. The
further they went the worse the roads became and
the more decided became the advantage possessed by
the cushion. When A reached home he countermand-
ed an order he had given- for a solid-tired wheel,
changing it to a cushion. Compare this with the ex-
perience of the writer referred to, and then wonder
why it is that manufacturers, dealers and riders are
all at sea as to what to make.

QUAKER CITY QUIPS.
On Friday last the South End Wheelmen upheld

their reputation as hard road riders by running their
4!4-mile club handicap road race in the midst of a
snowstorm. The weather was so abominably bad
that such a mud-and-water veteran as McDaniel failed
to show up, thinking, probably, that the race would
not be run.
In giving the iBgr mounts of prominent wheelmen

of Philadelphia I neglected to say that Frank M.
Dampman, the little flyer from Honey Brook, will
ride a pneumatic-tired Eagle and a cushion-tired
Common Sense. Dampman is a firm believer in the
wooden wheel, the fact that his first safety race was
run on one possibly having something todo with this.
The race occurred at Wilmington last Summer, and
the wheel was a Hickory Elliott, as Sterling would
say. It was a handicap race, and one man after
another caught Dampman and passed him, but still he
kept on. Further and further he fell behind, until it

was hard to tell whether he was ahead or behind the
leaders, but no thought of stopping entered his mind.
Finally it became a question whether he would be
lapped, and becoming conscious of this he worked
still harder, bending over the handle bars and work-
ing in his well-known style. At last they crossed the
tape with a rush, and it was a toss-up whether Damp-
man or Seeds had crossed first, but the hard-hearted
judges gave the decision to Seeds. Dampman said
after the race that he did not know whether to stop or
not, but finally concluded that he would get more
applause if he kept on. Later in the season, however,
he had his revenge on his opponents in this race.

It is said that the Park Avenue Wheelmen will this
year pay the expenses of its racing men to race meets,
and that Draper may represent them at Louisville in
July.
A few weeks ago a well-known bicycle man of this

city was traveling in South Jersey, and arrived at a
certain town not a hundred miles from here, which is

so fortunate as to possess some very enthusiastic
wheelwomen. Naturally the arrival of the stranger
excited their curiosity, but their disgust was ex-
pressed in the remark :

" He must bean awful 'gump';
he got in a hack at the station and drove to the hotel,
taking his wheel in the hack with him instead of
riding it."

It is rumored that Mr. W. M. Perrett has bought
out John A. Green's interest in the John A. Green
Cycle Co., Atlantic City, and will conduct the busi-
ness himself hereafter.
The Park Avenue Wheelmen will not give a race

meet in connection with the Quaker City Wheelmen,
as has been stated, but will give one under their own
management. The date is not yet selected, but it will
be an early one, and the race meet will probably be
the first of the season.
The Century Wheelmen have selected June 20 as

the date for their race meet. The Pennsylvania
Bicycle Club are waiting for a settlement of the e.x-

pense question and other matters in connection with
racing before selecting their date.
On Monday evening the Park Avenue Wheelmen

placed in nomination the following gentlemen lor
officers to serve for the ensuing year : President, O.
S. Bunnell; Vice-President, E. Taulane. Recording
Secretary, Walter B. Develin ; Financial Secretary,
Mark Beeves; Treasurer, C. E. Develin; Captain,
Geo. Bilyeau ; First Lieutenant, H. D. Simmons;
Second Lieutenant, C. W. Oakwood.
The annual election of officers of the Wilmington

Wheel Club will take place Thursday night. The
present captain, W. J. Gibbons, will be re-elecled
without opposition, as will most of the offirers, Ihe
only contests being for President and Hoard of Di-
rectors. For the presidency the present incumbent.
Chas. S. Wilson, is opposed by W. D. Blackburn.
The Century Wheelmen are discussing the quesl ion

whether a man can lose his amateur standing and yet
retain his membership in the club. At latest reports
the question had not been decided.
W. F. West, the well known road rider and track

racer, is seriously ill with typhoid pneumonia.
TBI.F.MACllUS,
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LOUISVILLE.

On Saturday, March 21, an informal smoker was on
the boards in honor of Dr. Chas. G. Lucas, who goes
sliortly to Europe for a completion of his studies in
medicine and surgerj'. A large and enthusiastic
gathering wished him much profitable learning in his
chosen profession and lots of pleasure mixed with it.

There was no sign of reserve among the visitors, and
all went smoothly as a marriage bell. It is rumored
Uiat tlie Doctor will make a well-known Philadelphia
lady Mrs. Dr. Lucas, who will accompany him across
the water.

Back agam, Mr. Editor, in God's country, and ap-
pearances indicate a lively season approaching. The
mass meetings of wheelmen held during my absence
were productive of much good. Names have been
added to the League membership, a scheme has rip-
ened whereby the track is a delightful certainty, and
its appointments will be a positive lu.xury in the way
of bath, dressing rooms and lockers. Verily, Fortune
smiles on the "dark and bloody ground."
The Kentucky Division programme has been

pushed to a finish through the earnest efl^orts of Phil.
Allison. Copy is all in, and with the exception of
part of the programme proper it is ready to go to
press. Mr. Allison has certainly given a deal of his
time to the work, and, ordinarily speaking, the com-
pilation of such a book is a thankless task. The dates
are July 26, 27.

A great many wheelmen have written to know if

good riding may be had between Louisville and Cin-
cinnati. They want to get to the Poorman road race
on July 4. In reply I would say, yes, a week may
profitably and comfortably be spent between Louis-
ville, on the date of the Kentucky Division meet, and
Cincinnati, at the time of the Poorman event. No
finer riding exists than between Louisville and Mays-
ville, about 150 miles, via Lexington. Side visits
may be made to High Bridge and Shakertown. Henry
Clay's old homestead is in the suburbs of Lexington.
His inonument and that of Senator Beck guard the
"Bivouac of the Dead" in the beautiful Lexington
cemetery. Joel T. Hart, the famous sculptor, never
showed his art to a better advantage than when his
" Woman Triumphant " was completed. This statue
stands in the court house at Lexington. Near Louis-
ville General Zachary Taylor's burial place may be
seen with but little trouble. Come, brother, to the
Kentucky metropolis for a two days' stay or longer.
Visit on Sunday, the 28th of June, Nature's greatest
wonder, the Maminoth Cave ; then for five days cir-
culate among the blooded aristocracy of the horse
world in the Blue Grass region, and end it up with a
stay in the Queen City, taking in the July 4th road
race. Can you put in a week to a better advantage?
Walter Meek takes first honor in all branches at the

closing term of the School of Pharmacy. Congratu-
lations are falling thick upon him, and they could
come to no one more deserving than " Walt."
Capt. Bauer has about decided the rain will pre-

vent all riding during the coming season. Ten calls
to Middletown have found each Sunday a wet one.
Last Sunday the call was changed,. but the weather
clerk thought it was a blufl^ and played out his hand.
The I. C.'s new quarters are nicely arranged and

very complete. The change was a good one.

"Doc" Tileston is the best story teller among the
Louisvilles. His entrance at the club-house is always
a signal for a shout of welcome. Jake Bauer has a
hesitating mode of delivery, but the point is always
there. No one ever delivered a story among an in-
tently listening audience that, when the point was
reached, G. E. Johnson could not embellish it with
good effect.

And "Don Salambo" thought I would return to my
native heath with fear and trembling ? I came, and in
open day. And, unlike Minstrel Wilson's "brother,"
I had more than just—a hat. In fact, I had several.
Does the "Don" think the colonels treasure up
"slams " on their frailties? Does he think that with
their 400 square miles of water they should object to
a remark concerning their great appreciation of a
proper use of this article? With a little figuring it

may be seen that no State in all this broad land—either
north, south, east or west—furnishes the quantity of
navigable streams as does this one. Isn't navigation
one of the proper uses of water? Fires must be put
out—another use for some of our streams ! The kings
and queens of the turf find that the blue grass and
limestone water are beneficial in retaining their
supremacy. And to mix the succulent mint julip !

Where do you brethren of the East get your ice ? We
make ours. It is our only chance. And water is an
ingredient in its manufacture.
The value of water is being found out, and with a

little time water as well as platinum will be put to
good uses. At the close, Mr. Editor, allow me to offer
to yourself and the "Don" the privileges of the
metropolis—of the whole State—next June, and no one
will give you a heartier welcome than will

White Burley.

MEADVILLE, PA.

Cycling interests are awakening, and the enthu-
siasm of last year will doubtless he duplicated this
season. Frank C. Baker, Columbia' agent, who will
also represent R. L. Coleman & Co., of New York,
(Western Wheel Works) has already sold several
new machines. It is stated that he will make a dis-
play of machines in a new building about to be
opened near the Post office. H. S. Robinson, repre-
senting Gormully & Jeffery Manufacturing Company
and Lozier & Yost, will continue in his old head-
quarters, also near the Post Ofifice. A. L. Boynton, a
music dealer, looks after the Singer interests. Several
other machines are represented by agents who carry
no stock.

Business has not been very brisk here, the result
doubtless of the large bank failure; by which a great
number of people lost money, but there are cheering
prospects. Cyclist.

BUFFALO.

Buffalo feels the effects of the "between seasons'
period, and there is no particular interest just now
for anybody on the track, path or road. Now and
again we have had gleams of sunshine and fairly dry
streets, and at such periods the enthusiastic wheel-
man who takes no thought of seasons has donned his
abbreviated costume and mounted his steel steed.
But he has been on such occasion an animal of inter-
est and comment. The bravest of the crowd —except
for record and exhibition purposes—have not dared
to do more than ride to the office and return.

We have ai^pointed committees, held club meetings,
talked through the press, held secret conclaves of
brightness, intelligence and enthusiasm, with the one
set idea of getting for our wheelmen a track. But
we do not appear to be any nearer the stated purpose
than we were months and months, if not years, ago.
One and a half years ago I attended twenty or thirty
meetings held in the mysterious depths of Tiphanes'
gloomy parlors. "Track" was the sole idea of the
members of the cabinet council, and track we talked
week in and week out. But it was all talk, and noth-
ing practical resulted. That committee, J)/-o tern.

(which iisually means self-elected), held mountainous
ideas of what we might do, but the wheeling history
of Buffalo shows that not even a cinder was turned to
make that mythical track a reality. Then came soine
sort of a joint committee, composed of representa-
tives of a few of the leading organizations of the city.
Ideas were trotted out which, in numbers, surpassing
those of Cleopatra ; but the result was the same.
And to-day Buffalo, with its boasted 7,000 or 8,000
wheelmen, positively hasn't a track fit to trundle a
costermonger's cart over.

There can only be one reason for this. Numbers
are in existence, clubs are multiplying, banking
accounts are not diminishing, ability (from which
vegetates enthusiasm) is daily demonstrated, social
spirit is at its zenith, but what is wanted is complete
co-operation and enterprise.

Co-operation is needed just on the same basis as
the athletic clubs have undertaken—nay have
brought about. If the bicycle clubs had an energetic
leader, such co-operation would exist in a week, and
especially if some of the petty jealousies which are
rampant in wheeling circles could be smothered. I

say "petty" advisedly as the insane "kicks" of
which we hear now and again, only come for atomic
organization. The Ramblers' and the Buffalos' are
big and strong and generous in their might. There
is no "kick" there. Now the proposition is, we
want a track. The season is opening, and without a
track our wheelmen have got to train and practice
on the roads. Suppose the Buffalos' or for better
still the Ramblers' call a meet of all the clubs and
see what can be done. By all the clubs I do not
inerely mean the wheeling clubs. Enlist the sympa-
thies of the athletic clubs in the cause. At such a
meeting formulate a scheme for a stock company
with a fixed rate of shares. Let the shares be put
upon the market at say %\o each. Follow this arrange-
ment with a proposition to hold a series of local and
general races. With proper management such could
be made to pay, and even if the scheme did not
materialize into an El Dorado, it is reasonable to
suppose, facing as we may do the very propitious
circumstances that exist, that no loss would result.
Then our 7,000 wheelmen would have a track.

I know what I am talking about when I say that
there are hundreds of gentlemen in the city, outside
wheeling fraternities, who would subscribe to such a
stock company. I have been quietly talking the mat-
ter up and have heard such statements made by mon-
ied gentlemen willing to countenance the proposi-
tion. " But where is the land to come from ?" queries
a sceptic. There is plenty in existence. North Buffalo
proper, or, better still, Buffalo Plains (which is, in a
way, North Buffalo), are the districts to be viewed by
the committee, if ever formed. The land is there.
Now, Ramblers and Buffalos, what can or will you do
in the matter ?

One of the hustling clubs in this city just now is the
Roamers. They have not the merit (?) of antiquity,
but they have enterprise. But yesterday the Roamers
were patronized, to-day they are looked up to as one
of the coming clubs in Buffalo. Their membership is

rapidly increasing, and while they belong neither to
the L. A. W. or A. A. U., it is probable that they will
enlist in one of the national bodies at an early date.
Their election of officers takes place April 14. There
is no end of spirit infused into the great event, and
who will head the polls is a question of great interest
just now.
The Press Cycling Club still holds on to the even

tenor of its way, but no particular splash is being
made at present. Conn, one of the club's flyers, won
prizes at the Arsenal games a week ago, and that fact
created something of a stir, but since -it has been
more than clearly demonstrated that the Press
Cycling Club is Press Cycling Club only in name, the
organization has not attracted so much attention.
The election took place on Tuesday, and, to
quote my friend Louis Bruch, who is known as
"Biff," "there is only one newspaper man on the
ticket." If my memory serves me rightly, however,
the constitution does or vised to say that the news-
paper men should have a controlling number of votes
on the board of officers. Perhaps the constitution has
been altered while the press men slept.

One of the biggest treats in cycling circles just now
is to see Dorntge, of the Iroquois Athletic Club, race.
He starts in a three-mile race like a veteran and never
"lets up" for a second. He never fails to lap his
men, and now and again appears to have an idea that
he would re-lap them, and he does it. He catches
and passes his men with the greatest of ease, and by
so doing creates no end of amusement. You w^ill

hear of him as one of the coming champions ere long
D. H. Lewis, of the Ramblers, the other day accom-

plished the century run. It was a hard strviggle but
Lewis was victorious. This was the first run of the
kind. in this district, others having tried and failed.
The roads were In a terrible condition, and the time

made was over sixteen hours. Lewis rode a pneu-
matic.

There will be thirteen closed and thirteen open
events on the second day of the City League tourna-
ment. The prizes have been donated or purchased,
and are more than ordinarily handsome.^ CHICpTT.

HOUSTON, TEXAS.

At a meeting of the Houston Bicycle Club on March
I, the following were elected officers for the ensuing
year : President, Hon. W. N. Shaw ; Captain, J. H.
Taylor; Secretary and Treasurer, G. W. Sims;
Lieutenant, Major E. Dargon. All are hard workers
in the cause.

The club has decided to charter under the State
laws and issue $5000 worth of stock in shares of $io
each. The proceeds of this stock will be expended
in a club-house and fine race track. The track will
be all ready for the first annual meet of the Texas
Division to be held here in May. Five new members
were admitted at the last meeting.
Nine months ago the Houston Bicycle Club was

OT'ganized with a membership of eight—five officers
and three privates. But they were all "workers,"
and they needed to be. Cycling was a novelty here
and the natives were prejudiced as usual. Drivers
of all classes, from the dude with his best girl behind
a livery-stable horse to the draymen and hack drivers,
were dead against us and looked upon us as usurpers
and "horse scarers," crowded us into street car rails,
run us down and tried their best to exterminate us.
But we would not be exterminated. We held our
peace and frequent meetings, joined the L. A. W.,
enlisted new members and stuck to our wheels.
When out riding and a horse got frightened we dis-
mounted until it went by. We got the good ear of
the press, and what was better, its powerful voice
was heard in our behalf. A few months went by and
soon the boy began to tease his father for a safety.
And then the Houston Bicycle Club advertised a
lantern parade. This, too, was a novelty, and excited
the curiosity of the populace. Ten thousand people
lined the route of the procession and enjoyed the
beautiful sight of fifty bicycles illuminated and
decorated with hundreds ot Chinese lanterns. It was
a dark night and the effect was grand. The people
were pleased and cycling began to "look up." There
are now about 150 bicycles ridden over our streets
and the natives do not "wonder" when they see a
man on two wheels.

The Houston Bicycle Club has a League member-
ship of thirty, and is in a prosperous condition.
Business men and clerks are beginning to realize the
fact that a safety is just the thing for them to exer-
cise upon, and then they can ride it to and from
home and it doesn't "eat anything." Now if we
could get the ladies to riding we would be " right in
the heart of the city." The girls themselves are
delighted with the idea, but they have big brothers
and fathers and mothers who put in a protest. But
these same big brothers and fathers and mothers
think it all right for their fair daughters to occupy a
side saddle on a horse. Put the two side by side and
any fair and unprejudiced mind can not but say that
a young lady looks much more modest and lady like,
dressed properly and mounted on a safety than she
does on a thoroughbred horse. But we must be
patient. Maintain the respectability of the wheel
and it will all come right. The big brothers and
fathers and mothers will recognize the value and
health giving qualities of a "whirl on the wheel"
before breakfast. There will be fewer delicate girls
and invalid women. The bicycle and open air will
supersede the doctor and the tonic. Relmar.

KINGSTON, N. Y.

The literary contingent of the wheelmen of this
city, Messrs. McDonald, Van Wagoner and Howard
Hendricks, are sharpening their tubes and oiling
their machines in anticipation of a long season of
wheeling and a good crop of news items for their re-
spective newspapers.
Mr. James Bruyn, one of the pioneer wheelmen of

this vicinity, was united in marriage to Miss Mary
Hall recently. He will not be active in cycling this
season, having sold his safety. We hope he will
change his mind on the subject, however.
Captain Hogan, of the K. C. W., exhibits with pride

a handsome cornet, a gift from his musical friends.

Professor Barnum, it is said, will dispose of his or-
dinary and ride a safety this season. He will start
about, June i for California in the interest of a bicvcle
house, combining business with pleasure. I under-
stand that he will represent a New York newspaper
also.

The lady cyclers of this city are out every pleasant
day on their wheels.

Floyd G. Edinger, son of W. G. Edinger, of Warwick
cycle fame, has compiled a scrap book which con-
tains a cut of almost every bicycle, etc., that has yet
been put upon the market.

Mr. Peoli, of George R. Bidwell's New York house,
was in the city last week. He exhibited the new
Warwick wheels. Mr. Peoli has had constructed
three trunks in which he carries his wheels. The
trunks are lined with plush and the bicycles fit in

them as snug as a bug in a rug.

P. B. V. Fowler has in contemplation a trip awheel
to Montreal, Canada. There he will be joined by a
gentleman who will escort him through the city, and
on his return he will write a book telling of his adven-
tures and the notable people (bank cashiers, etc.) that
he met. At least that is what is said over in Sleights-
burg.
• William Anderson will ride a safety this season
having disposed of his Star. He has been one ot the
extremely hard ones to convince that the safety has
come to stay, W.-VRWICK,
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Holland will have two important meets on May 7
and Tune 7.

The cycling club of the Brown University has a
membership of thirty. At a recent meeting an Eton
cap with a white "B " in front was adopted.

Belgium will have a national meet at Brussels on
May 16, 17 and 18. The programme of entertainment
is much like that provided at L. A. W. meets.

Arrangements are being made for a tour from
Grand Rapids to Detroit in time for the National
meet. The party will leave Grand Rapids July 12.

George H. Schenck, of Elsie, Mich., writes that he
intends to start for Europe for a leisurely bicycle tour
about June ist, and would like to have a companion.

On April 12 the wheelmen of New Orleans will hold
another ten-mile road race from Carrollton to West
End, and on April 19 a State Division run will be held.

Nelson A. Brandt, of Johnstown, N. Y., intends to
start from New York about April 10 on a tour to San
Francisco. He expects to be three months on the
road.

The famous Irvington-Milburn course has never
been in better condition than it is at present, as it

has been newly macadamized almost from beginning
to end.

The Columbia Cycle Club of North Attleboro, Mass.,
held a supper and social on Tuesday evening last in
commemoration of the tenth anniversary of the organ-
ization.

Henry George is so well pleased with cycling that
he is anticipating a tour through parts of Europe this
Summer, as he has been forbidden to do any severe
mental work.

Although the Oshkosh Wheelmen failed to secure
the Wisconsin State meet, they have decided to hold
a tournament, nevertheless, which will probably be
held the last of June.

Pneumatic-tired wheels are meeting with much
success in Buffalo. Dio Lewis recently rode from that
city to Erie, Pa., on a Featherstone machine and
speaks highly in its praise.

A. J. Wilson, a well-known English rider and a re-
putable and authorative writer over the pen name of
"Faedi" has tried a 54-inch pneumatic-tired ordinary
and makes a most favorable report.

The Long Island Wheelmen held their final "stag"
of the season on Saturday evening last, and provided
an excellent musical and literary entertainment. A
large number of visiting wheelmen were present.

The Outing Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, have elect-

ed the following officers for this year ; President, R.
Winsmore; Vice-President, F. Farrar; Secretary, A.
Mac Mullen; Treasurer, E. Horn ; Captain, J. O'Neil.

The managers of the Wisconsin Division meet, at
Green Bay, have decided upon July 22 and 23 as the
dates for the jubilee. There will be over twenty rac-
ing events, and handsome and costly prizes will be
offered.

The first competition for the Citizens' cup will take
place some Saturday afternoon in June. The distance
will be fifteen miles, and the event will be a handicap
open to men of the Citizens' Club before it joined the
N. Y. A. C.

Mont. Scott, the popular Providence racing man,
has challenged Edward Buflfum, of Newport fame, to
race for any distance from half a mile up on ordmary
or safety machines, at any place or time, for a gold
medal valued at ij^s-

The Canadian Wheelmen's Association have ap-
pointed a committee to confer with the Minister of
Customs with a view of arranging for the passage of
wheelmen to and fro across the border line, without
the payment of custom duties each time.

The Zig-Zag Bicycle Club of Buffalo have thirty-
five applications for membership to be acted upon at
the next meeting. New officers for the year will be
elected April 3, and a new uniform adopted. The
club is considering the question of building a gym-
nasium.

Chairman H. Crowther, of the Pennsylvania Di-
vision Road Book Committee, is anxious to receive
information concerning the necessary corrections of
routes in the present road book for adoption in the
new edition. His address is 1032 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The officers of the Philadelphia Cycle and Field
Club for the present year are as follows: President,
Wm. Uller ; Vice-President, Frank S. Harris; Secre-
tary-Treasurer, Horace S. Blackiston ; Trustees,
Harold R. Lewis, Wm. Morris, Thos. A. Pierce and
Edward W. Burt.

The Century Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, captured
the trophy awarded to the club having the greatest
number of survivors in the last century run, and are
confident of securing the banner again this year. The
Kings County Wheelmen, however, intend to make
them work hard for it.

All League memberships expire April 30 and must
be renewed bofore July i to retain a membership.
The renewal books have been opened, and Secretary
Bassett expects soon to be fairly swamped with dollar
bills, postal notes, etc. An early remittance will save
a "drumming-up" ciicular.

The reunion at the Kings County Wheelmen's club-
house, on Tuesday, evening of this- week, in com-
memoration of the tenth anniversary of the club's
existence, was largely attended. At the conclusion
of the entertainment, consisting of music and recita-
tions, refreshments vvere served.

At the meeting of the Buffalo Ramblers, to be held
on April 7, the question as to the advisability of re-
maining a League club will be decided. The chief
objection to retaining their membership lies in the
expense, as the club has a membership of 150, which
necessitates an outlay of $150.

The St. Louis Cycling Club formally opened their
new house on Thursday evening of last week, and
their new quarters were fairly overrun with visitors
and guests. A long and interesting programme of a
musical and literary nature was given, which was fol-

lowed by refreshments and dancing.

The writer was pleased to learn a few days ago that
Colonel George A. Jessup, of Scranton, has discharged
in most honorable fashion the liabilities incurred by
his failure of two years ago. The cycling papers
record this event at the time, and we take pleasure
in noting the brighter side of the story.

We have received notice that the Referee Publish-
lishing Company, of Boston, will on Saturday next
issue an outdoor and dramatic paper entitled the
Referee. We are glad to see the growth of sporting
literature; but at the same time there is already one
Referee and one Referee Publishing Company.

A Sioux City, Iowa, rider who has tested a pneu-
matic machine, states that he thinks the continual rid-
ing of one will become monotonous, owing to the
entire loss of vibration. "For," says he, "persons
need to have their 'livers and sich ' jarred a little,

particularly after staying in an office or store all day."

Chicago has the latest club which requires its mem-
bers to run a gauntlet, so to speak, before being ad-
mitted to membership. It is known as the Century
Wheelmen, and to have one's name placed on the roll
it is necessary to make the Elgin-Aurora circuit in a
day, a distance of 102 miles over roads of all descrip-
tions.

The Associated Cycling Clubs of Philadelphia have
appointed a committee to secure the whole or part of
the national championships, and if obtained a big
tournament will be held in that city on Labor Da3^
The Association expects that about five or six hun-
dred dollars will be realized from the recent cycle
show.

The two-mile handicap safety race at the indoor
games of the Eighth Regiment A. A., on Tuesday
evening of this week, was unusually free from falls.

The result was as follows: Fred Sternberg, Pastime
A. C, 100 yards, first; A. B. Skidmore, Prospect Har-
riers, 100 yards, second; Paul Grosch, Orange Wheel-
men, third. Time, Bm. 25 1-5.

The tournament at Green Bay, Wis., on July 22 and
23, will be an interesting event to the wheelmen of
that section of the country, as the State meet will be
held at the same time. The wheelmen will have the
benefit of one of the best half-mile tracks in the West,
and there are numerous fine runs around the town
and ample hotel accommodations.

On March 25 the first annual election of the Wolver-
ine Cyclers of Ann Harbor took place, which resulted
as follows : President, Chas. H. Allmand ; Vice-Presi-
dent, Geo. Wright ; Secretary ,Wm. Arnold, Jr. ; Treas-
urer, Jno. Walz, Jr.; Captain, Wm. Stiegelmayer

;

First Lieutenant, Samuel Heune ; Second Lieutenant,
Henry Ridley ; Bugler, Robt. E. Christinaner.

While coasting a hill on Bloomfield Avenue, between
Montclair and Bloomfield, N. J., on Monday of this
week, two wheelmen from Elizabeth met with a severe
accident. The wheel of the foremost one struck a
stone, which threw the rider to the ground, breaking
his nose and otherwise injuring him. The second
man ran into his fallen companion and was also hurt.

The six-day amateur race at Omaha, although not
largely attended, was in every other way a success.
The diamond medal and the championship of
Nebraska was won by Louis Flesher, his best time for
a heat of two miles being 6m. los. The fastest time
for a mile was 2m. ssJXs. The result was : Flesher,
first; Pixley, second; Mears, third; Wertz, fourth;
Gross, fifth.

The new wheel club recently formedat West Super-
ior, Wisconsin, is known as the Superior Cycle Club.
The officers are as follows : President, C. H. Thornton;
First Vice-President, F. J. Matchette ; Second Vice-
President, L. A. Baker ; Secretary, H. A. Biirgess

;

Treasurer, Geo. D. Moulton
;
Captain W. A. Lingham;

First Lieutenant, Guy E. Pame ; Second Lieutenant,
C. E. Lozier.

At a recent meeting of the Peoria Bicycle Club it

was decided to hold another tournament this yearthat
will outshine any previous effort of the club in that
direction. It has put in a strong bid for the national
championship races, and being one of the oldest
League clubs and having one of the fastest tracks in
America, it thinks it has reasonable grounds for ask-
ing for them.

The Referee Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, have re-
cently entirely renovated their club-house and fur-
nished it with new carpets from top to bottom. New
furniture has also been secured, and a wheel room is

to be built in the rear. At the last meeting Captain
Stafford offered a handsome silver cup to the mem-
ber making the greatest mileage from April i to
December i, 1S91.

A bicycle club, to be called the Lincoln Wheelmen,
was organized at Saylesville, R. I., on Tuesday even-
ing, March 24. The following are the officers : Presi-
dent, F. L. Hibbard ; Vice-President, C. R. Aldrich

;

Secretary, H. W. Harman ; Treasurer, A, W. JoUie
;

Captain, W. B. Gardiner; Vice-Captain, W. H. JoUie.
The Executive Committee consists of the president,
captain and secretary.

The annual banquet of the Louisiana Cycling Club
of New Orleans, will be held on April 6. The mem-
bers of the club have been notified to enter active
training for the feast as it will be a scratch affair,

handicaps positively not being allowed. It is an-
nounced also that it will surpass last year's dinner
-" at a cost per capita of one .ind one-h.alf simoleons,
good coin of the realm."

C. H. Smith's European tour is going to be a big
success. Over half of the number t;o. which it is lim-
ited has been booked. His Canadian tour to the
Detroit meet will be limited to 150. The start will be
made from Niagara Falls at noon, July o, riding direct
to Port Huron, passing under the river through the
St. Clair tunnel. The American shore will then be
followed to Detroit. Accommodations will be made
for fifty ladies. The total expense for the seven daj's
will be $16.

The first of the series of games in the New York
Wheelmen's Pool League, between the Riverside
Wheelmen and the Manhattan Bicycle Club, resulted
in the favor of the first-mentioned club by a score of
100 to 66. On Saturday last the second game took
place between the New York Bicycle Club and the
Manhattan Bicycle Club. The Manhattans took the
lead at the start but were unable to maintain it, and
the New Yorks won by 100 to 44.

The Crescent Cycle Club of Rochester, N. Y ., held
a musical and literary entertainment on Tuesday
evening of this week. The programme consisted of
recitations by Mr. and Mrs. Losey, selections by a
mandolin orchestra and vocal music. Although less
than a year old the club has over sixty members, and
occupies a fine three-story brick club house. Lady
members are admitted to membership, who have the
privileges of the house on Tuesday evenings.

Mr. T. J. Kirkpatrick, who was for five years one of
the three members of the executive committee of the
L. A. W., and for two years president of that organ-
ization, is the Republican nominee for mayor of
Springfield, Ohio-. The Republican papers of that
city contain many glowing tributes to his sterling
qualities and fitness for the position, and his former
successful connection with the League is brought
forward as a testimonial of his executive ability. He
is managing editor of Parm and Fireside, published
that city.

A regular organized run through St. Louis County,
Missouri, will take place on April 5, under the man-
agement of the local League ofiic^ers. Complete ar-
rangements have been made for the success of the
tour, and every wheelman in St. Louis has been in-
vited. In 1886 seventy men took part in a run through
this region, which is described as beautiful, and it is

expected that double this number will participate in
the coming trip. Both the Missouri Bicycle Club and
the St. Louis Cycling Club will take part in a body
under the command of their respective road officers,
and the unattended men will be in charge of A. A.
Knight. On Maly 3 a tour will be arranged through
Pikes County.

Saturday evening last the Illinois Cycling Club
gave another athletic entertainment of the kind
which have proved so successful with this club the
past season. Two hundred and fifty gentlemen en-
joyed the well-arranged athletic programme. Two
tug-of-war teams from the club pulled for three min-
utes. Chas. Smith and Lonnie Wignall contested at
hitch and kick, the latter doing 8 foot. The gymna-
sium class gave an exhibition of horizontal bar work
and tumbling, and Charlie Krieseley won a chicken
contest. The programme concluded with a three-
round setto between Prof. Du Plessis and Doctor
Barnum. A nice little supper was set in the cafe, and
the party scattered to engage in cards, billiards, pool
and bowling nntil a late hour.

Some time ago a physician advised the Rev. W. S.

Collins, pastor of a Methodist church in Wilmington,
Del., to ride a bicycle for his health, and because the
dominie followed the medical man's advice and be-
came somewhat e.xpert in the handling of a wheel his
congregation came to the conclusion that he was too
worldly in his ideas and that his actions were not in
keeping with his calling. Therefore at the next con-
ference the congregation will ask that this bicycle-
riding minister be supplied with a new charge. In
direct contrast to this is the action of many of the
prominent members of a Plainfield, N. I., church, who
recently took Up a subscription for the purpose of
purchasing a safety for the use of their pastor. How
a minister lowers' his clerical dignity by riding a
bicycle as a means of securing a little healthy recrea-
tion will probably be beyond the understanding of
many.

AN IDLE CYCLIST'S IDYLL.

(A Vision of tlie Approaching Summer.)

Purple fltjshes in the West
Slow the sun has gone to rest

;

Star-gems in the eastern sky
Mark that night is drawing nigh;
Sound of tinkling cycle-bells
On the air of ev'ning swells;
Swinging lights are gleaming pale.
Flashing far adown the vale.

Ev'ning zephyrs thro' the air
Cool the heat of daylight's glare;
Soon the moon with silver light
Brightens all the summer night;
Then, what pleasure cyclists feel

On the silent, flying wheel.
Fleeting over plain and lea.

By the vast and solemn sea.

Near the lapping, rippling tide.

By the winding shore they glide;
Swift and vision-like they sweep
Past lone liamlets wrapped in sleeji;

Till, Time speeding fast its flight,

Bids each cyclist say "Good-Night";
And the echoes inurm'ring light.

Softly whispei-—" Night, Good-Night."—Cycling;.
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THE ELLIOTT HICKORY CYCLE
COMPANY.

This is the name of the concern which Sterling
Elliott has organized to further push and extend the
manufacture of his hickory bicycles. We have re-

cently met Mr. Elliott with some frequency, and have
noticed that he had a preoccupied air, like a man
who intended to make a break of some kind. We are
glad to know that he is now placed in a better way
financially, as he will be able to conduct his business
on a larger and better scale. Sterling Elliott en-
countered the derision, adverse comment, condemna-
tion, and perhaps the impecuniosity which is the lot

of all pioneers; but his persistency and the ready
recognition which his iine work called forth, have
already placed his hickory bicycles on a somewhat
substantial basis, and there is now a good demand
for them throughout the country. A visit to Mr.
Elliott's factory would convince anyone that at his
own game Mr. Elliott is a master and knows as much
about wood and is as full of mechanical devices and
ingenuity as any man on the foot-stool. We produce
the Elliott announcement, which is in the usual
hickory vein.
To MY FRIENDS:

(I will send out a circular to my enemies a little

later.)
"The business heretofore carried on by me in a

more or less (generally more) precarious fashion is

this day turned over to a corporation to be known as
the Elliott Hickory Cycle Company.
" All claims against me, which are not already out-

lawed, should be presented at once. No matter if

you have been sending statements monthly for the
last two years please send just one more to include
everything to March 25, 1891, and I will thereupon let

you know how many cents on the dollar you may
expect, and when to call for it.

" Should my name be signed hereafter to any order
except it be for food or raiment, please regard it as a
mistake arising from force of habit, and send the bill

to above named company. It is quite within the
possibilities that the new concern will be in shape
to pay its bills before they get mouldy. I shall still

be here in the capacity of a hired man and will cer-

tainly do all I can to keep the company in a condition
to pay my salary.
"The 'company' wanted to add a little 'intro-

ductory overture ' to this, but I have talked 'it ' out

of the idea on the ground that it is not well to make
too many promises, although at present the new
company is in a very promising state of mind.
" Please write soon. Hopefully yours,

" Sterling Elliott."
"P. S.—Hickory is the stuff."

THE NEW BOLTE CUSHION TIRE.

The newBolte cushion tire manufactured by P. H.
Sercombe, of Milwaukee, which is illustrated in this

issue of THE Wheel, can be applied to any size rim,

either hollow or solid. Mr. Sercombe claims that

there is more cushion or springiness to it even when
only i^/li-inch rubber is used than can possibly be got
out of a ij^-inchtire when the rim extends around its

outside surface in the usual way. He also states that

he will soon be able to apply both i^-inch and ij^-

inch tires to safety machines sent for that purpose at

a uniform price of $15 for both wheels, or $9 for the

rear wheel only. The tire has been thoroughly tested

and has been found to possess great durability.

It is cemented to the rim by a process peculiar to

the inventor. The tire has an unusually large ce-

menting surface, the rubber being lapped over the

outside of the rim as well as the entire surface of the

inside, and only the best quality of rubber is used.

The New Bolte pneumatic tire is also well under way
and will soon be described in THE Wheel. To some
extent it follows the design of the cushion tire, both

of which are creating a great deal of interest, and let-

ters of inquiry are being received by Mr. Sercombe
in great numbers.

Decision in a Patent Case.

. In the Circuit Court of the United States, District

of Maryland, Judge Morris on the 2sth of March ren-

dered a discision "in favor of the Pope Mfg. Co. in its

suit against Samuel T. Clark, of Baltimore, for in-

fringements of bicycle patents. •

They "Will Handle the Totirist in Philadelphia.

The Smith & Watson Cycle Co. have made an excel-

lent deal with the George R. Bidwell Cycle Co., the

matter having been handled by Mr. Frank White,

who is now representing the Bidwell Cycle Co. on the

road. The company have arranged to handle the two
Tourists in Philadelphia and the immediate vicinity.

They have placed a large order, and will push these

wheels. The Smith & Watson Cycle Co. have fine

cycle headquarters at 1738 North Broad Street, right

in the heart of the riding district, and they are well

equipped, so far as room, location, capital, energy
and management are concerned, to make a big suc-

cess of the cycle business.

The decision in the case of the Pope Mfg. Co. and
the Clark Cycle Co., of Baltimore, were announced
last week. The suit has been pending for about four

years and involved six patents, including one clause

of the Peters patent on ball bearings, three clauses

of the Veeder patent on a saddle, two of the Latta

patents on hollow rims, two of the Overman patent

on pedals, one on the Latta patent on true tangent
spokes, and all of the Moran patent on handles. Sorne

of the claims were decided in favor of the plaintiff

and some in favor of the defendant, and several were
abandoned.

Messrs. Hillman, Herbert & Cooper, who recently

declared a dividend of 30 per cent, on their last year s

business, made and sold 14,000 machines during the

business year.

FILINGS AND FORCINGS.

It is reported that Singer & Co., the great sewing
machine makers, will turn their attention to the man-
ufacture of bicycles this Fall. One of the chief men
in this company is Mr. Fred R. Bourne, of the Citi
zens' Bicycle Club. Should the company go into the
manufacture of wheels, Mr. Bourne could readily
gather around him men of the right type to not only
design a marketable wheel, but to put a such wheel
together in good shape. The company have an enor-
mous plant at Elizabeth, N. J., but their principal
strength would lie in their enormous selling capacity,
as they have thousands of agents all over the country.

The George R. Bidwell Cycle Co. have engaged
Mr. Frank White to represent them on the road. Mr.
White is known all over the country through his con-
nection with the Spaldings, which was but recently
severed. Frank should be among the best bicycle
salesman in the country.

Harber Bros., of Bloomington, 111., who are large
dealers in farm machinery and vehicles, have added
a bicycle department to their extensive business.
They will handle the wheels of the Lozier & Yost
Mfg. Co., a line of high grade machines, and will also
import wheels direct from England. Their illus-
trated catalogue of cycles is now ready for distribu-
tion.

The clincher tire and rim (Bartlett's patent), is

spoken very highly of by the English cyclists who have
tested it. The great advantage claimed for this tire
is that no cement is required for fastening. The ac-
tion of inflating the tube clinches the band to the rim.
If the tube becomes deflated, owing to an accident, it

virtually becomes a cushiontire and doesnot collapse
and become useless.

The Overman Wheel Co. will have ready this
Spring a rational light roadster, fitted with cushion
tires. In England several firms are manufacturing
ordinaries fitted with pneumatics, and they will make
their appearance in this country very soon.

H. T. Hearsey & Co. send out an advance circular
for 1891, which reminds us that Harry Hearsey is, in
the words of the old song, getting to be a big boy in
the bicycle trade. His plant is at ii5 and 118 North
Pennsylvania Street, Indianapolis, where he has "new
and enlarged cycle salesrooms," and where he han-
dles in a wholesale and retail way Columbia, Referee,
Eclipse, Union, Hartford, Giant and Western Wheel
Works cycles. He also has a riding school with a
competent instructor, a renting department, repairs,
and carries the usual sundry stock.

Rouse, Hazard & Co. will have an "opening" on
Saturday, April n. They have invited all the Peo-
rians to visit their new place of business at 328 and
330 South Adams Street, from 9 a. m. to 11 p. m., to
note their "attractive display of fine carriages, bicy-
cles, farm machinery," etc. There will also be a
programme of entertainment. In the morning Bert
Myers will do some fancy riding in the riding school.
In the afternoon and evening Spencer's orchestra
will discourse operatic music.

A cablegram from Birmingham informs us that
Mr. James Sanders sailed from England on April i,

on the Britannic. Mr. Sanders will arrive here by
the 8th, and will stop at the Imperial Hotel, Thirty-
second Street and Broadway, New York. Mr. San-
ders was here a few months ago and sold a large bill

of goods for William Bown & Co. to the George R.
Bidwell Cycle Co. He will probably travel through-
out the country with a view of learning the American
trade, and, if his firm is not already tied up, he will
probably take a few special orders.

The Overman Wheel Co. have sent out paper
knives made of pure aluminium. The company say :

"This new metal is very interesting, owing to its low
specific gravity, and power to resist corrosion."

The Schwalbach Cycle Co. have just issued their '91

catalogue, the feature of which is the cover, on which
is shown a picture of their new building that will be.
The Schwalbach Co. make a specialty of Columbias,
and handle the Hartford, the Western Wheel Works
cycles and a line of sundries.

Mr. W. C. Marion, of the Hartford Cycle Co., ar-
rived in New York on Friday last after an extended
trip West. Mr. Marion will devote a week to looking
up Long Island trade.

Messrs. Jefferis Brothers, of Louisville, Ky., have
produced a most ambitious catalogue, the covers
being black and gold. The company make a special-
ty of Victors and carry other lines, besides a large
stock of sundries. Their catalogue is handsomely
printed.

One hundred and fifty dollars was cleared on the
Douglas Club's first annual concert and hop. Capt.
A. W. Miller and Mr. DeProft, together with a third
party, intend to purchase a suitable piece of land,
and through a society to which they belong erect a
club-house for the Douglas Club. The D. C. C, boys
are to be congratulated on having such generous
members, and also so estimable a captain. It is such
men who do world's of good to cycling and cycling
interests.

J. C. F. Jackson had his New Mail safety, No. 1934,
stolen some time ago, and he still hopes to hear of its

turning up somewhere. Will the wheelmen who read
this kindly keep this in mind and claim the twenty-
five dollars reward offered should they recover it.

Probably no paragraph relating to cycling has had
a more extensive circulation than the one referring to

the harmony existing between the Pope Mfg. Co. and
their agents which appeared in THE WHEEL of March
13. The company have had it published in the great-

er portion of the papers in which they advertise.

Chief Consul G. Carleton Brown, of the New Jersey
Division, has taken the agency for Elizabeth and vi-

cinity for the Featherstone pneumatic, Victor, Gor-
muUy & Jeffery wheel, B. & A. and other makes.

Chief Consul Mott's Experience irith a Cushion

Tire.

Chief Consul Albert A. Mott, of the Maryland Div-
ision, has had an interesting experience with the
cushion tire. He purchased a machine possessing
these tires early in September last, and since then
has ridden on it over 3,000 miles, riding daily over
the roughest city streets, for wherever he goes in the
city he rides on his wheel. It has only just become
necessary for him to discard this pair of tires for new
ones. In relation to this matter a Baltimore paper
says: "That the Chief Consul's experience shows
that cushion tires do not wear out in the same
way that solid ones do. The bearing surface of his
after having been ridden 3,000 miles showed scarcely
a scratch. The wear is on the sides, where the pres-
silre of the rim makes a cut which eventually extends
through the wall of the tire. This would seem to
suggest the advisability of giving the rim somewhat
the outline of the section of a bell, which would
reduce its cutting jjower to a minimum. The tires
described were ij^ inches in diameter, with a hole
one-third of that size. For the benefit of the un-
initiated it may be said in this connection that if easy
riding is to be the only consideration large tires
should be used, as the larger the cushion the greater
the ease obtained snd at the same time the longer
the life of the machine.

It may be mentioned that the tires worn out by the
Chief Consul were used throughout the Winter. A
week's riding in wet weather, it has been shown by
experts, will do more harm to a pair of tires than a
month's riding in dry weather, and it is fair to
assume tires that will last Mr. Mott six months will
serve an ordinary rider a much longer time."

A CHAPTER OF ACCIDENTS.

The "scorcher" writes much clever sizz-water stuff
for his paper, the Jr/s/i W/ieelvian. From his notes
we scissors-and-mucilage-pot a sketch of street riding
in Dublin

:

" I make it a rule never to ride fast—firstly, because
it is fatiguing ; secondly, because it is dang'erous, and
thirdly, because I can't. But even I, going like a sci-
entific head-work crawler, cannot always avoid acci-
dents. A few days ago I was riding through Abbey
Street, when an old man crossed the road with a jug
of milk in his hand. I eased a little, and swerved to
pass behind him, and just as I did so he turned round
and saw me. He then conceived the idea of stepping
back in front of my machine instead of going on, with
the result that it was only by a supreme effort I

avoided crashing into him. The handles touched the
jug and spilled most of the milk, which touched him,
for he invoked the curses of all the saints in the calen-
dar on my devoted head. I pointed out to him that it

was all his own fault, and that at his time of life strong
language was mosfunbecoming. I said :

' There is

no use crying over spilt milk, and your own care-
lessness accounts for the milk in the cocoa—I mean
on the street.' It was in vain. He swore terribly,
and as I rode off into space I could hear him blasting
my eyes and consigning myself and machine into
the lowest pit."

" I should add that while we were arguing a crowd
had collected, which, by an almost unanimous vote,
decided that the very least I could give the swearing
man for getting in my way was five bob. Another
enterprising individual wanted the price of a pint
for mindingmy machine, which, I suppose, he thought
might run away but for his kind offices. A third said
that it was blanky lucky for me that I didn't kill the
man, whose wife had now arrived on the scene, and
was solemnly assuring the assemblage that it would
be his death, as he had suffered from heart disease
'for goin' onseven year.' Finally a policeman came
up and wanted to know what I meant by collecting a
crowd in the middle of the street, winding up his dis-
course by hinting disinterestedly that the sooner I

took myself off the better. I took myself off with the
utmost celerity. Here is a case for the Road Com-
mittee, which is supposed to protect the rights of
cyclists."

'
' I am most unlucky. Not long ago in Marlborough

Street a cab horse that could hardly stir became im-
bued with the most astounding vitality when he saw
me, and by a clever movement he got one of his hind
legs into my hind wheel. He kicked the spokes out
of it, and would have kicked the spokes out of me if I

hadn't sought refuge in flight from the neighborhood
of his hooves. Some time before that a boy threw his
cap into my wheel. I dismounted and threw the cap
into' a haberdashery shop where it hit a 'walker'
on the shirt front, which so infuriated him that when
the boy ran into the shop for his cap the walker
kicked the boy into the street for revenge. The boy
howled with an almighty howl, and a French Revolu-
tion sort of mob gathered around me as the cause of
the howling in the boy. I had a very narrow escape
on that occasion, and I can tell you when I got
into the saddle I broke all my records, including the
flying ones. Yes, even the most innocent and best-
intentioned cyclist has a bumpy passage in this world
of bumpiness."

Frank Brock has left the employ of Howard A.
Smith & Co.

Mr. A. Kennedy Child was in town on Monday, pass-
ing through from Springfield to Philadelphia, Balti-
more and Washington. Later Mr. Child will visit
Cincinnati in the interest of the Warwick Co.

It is reported that a large manufacturing concern
is being organized at Hartford under the name of the
National Cycle Mfg. Co.

Rallya & Griffen, booksellers, have arranged to
handle the W. W. W. line of safeties at Franklin, Pa.
This town, by the way, has a large number of lady
riders, who think no more of taking a bicycle ride
than others do a walk.
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WE are pleased to see such an old hand as Abbott
Bassett on the Racing Board. Abbott has the

experience, the athletic insight, and is clear-

heiided and conservative. He wrestled with the

amateur rule in the early days, has been a chairman
of the Board, a compiler of records, a judge, a referee,

and, lived through the promateur period. One thing

is certain, he will stand no monkey-shines. He has a

keen scent for the racing man who is out for his

board and lodging and his penny bun.

FROM time to time, with almost astronomical reg-

ularity, some muff whoj has sprained a finger

or bent a thumb, raises up a cry about forming

an L. A. W. Accident Insurance Company. Why
brand the sport as dangerous when it is not so. Peo-

ple don't go into foot-ball games, go off in yachts, on

the skating pond, into the hunting field, into polo,

cricket and bas#-ball, plastered all over with accident

anJ life insurance policies. We recall the statement

of a great merchant, a maker of bicycles and an

observer and excellent judge of men and things:
" There is a good deal of veal in cycling." Any sen-

sible man knows that, if he has any responsibility, if

his death or incapacity for work would bring upon
those dear to him the pain and pinch of poverty, he

should take out proper policies in sound companies.

WE have reason to believe that they still have
sleighing in Maine, that the flowers are bloom-

ing in the California garden. But there is

no comfort in these facts and we can't help wailing

over the disgraceful manner in which Spring still

lingers in the lap of Winter, a new version of the

Antony and Cleopatra story over again. Jack Frost

would fain depart but the wanton still detains him,

and where we should find green fields and roads re-

newed we have naught but the soggy and rain-

soaked. ,

To agents who have wheels to rent and sell this

lovemaking means losses ; to those who cannot fill

orders the delay is a boon
;
to riders who want to

go abroad on the roads the rainy days and marrow

searching winds are disappointing and disgusting.

Perhaps the League can do something with thp

weather bureau. At any rate, a committee might be
appointed.

AT a recent meeting of a prominent metropoli-

tan cycling organization a man who once held

an important position in the cycling world, who
has been frequently heard in debate in Parlor A of

the Grand Union, who is also presumably rich, was
expelled from the club for non-payment of dues. He
was over a year in arrears, and the treasurer proved
that he had been repeatedly notified.

The man who shirks, without some cause beyond
his Control, his financial responsibility to his club,

is in a fair way to fit himself for shadier transactions.

From material of that kind are developed the society

beat, the social bankrupt, the peculating clerk and the

swindler. We do not say th.at such is the inevitable

fate of men who fail to pay their club dues, but we do

wish to accentuate tho fact that the practice of petty

fraud prepares the way for graver offence.

WE note that our esteemed contemporary, Bicy-

cling World, comes out in an entire new gown
of nonpareil type. Nonpareil type is not good

for the eyes, but the next larger type is so large that

no cycling publisher can afford the requisite number
of pages needed to properly record the news. We
have been using nonpareil type for over a year. We
found it necessary, to cover the field properly. The
sport has grown so much that we must continue the

use of the fine type, which permits us to crowd into

one page as much matter as other papers get into

two pages of the brevier style.

And this reminds us that some people claim that we
print too much. We don't think so. We believe in

furnishing food for all, and we think that old riders

and young riders, makers, buyers and sellers, the

man of fairly good attainments as well as the man
or woman of good literary taste, can find pleasure

and instruction in a perusal of the paper.

IN
the recent Massachusetts Legislative Committee
an old Solon (save the mark !), a law-maker (that

such people should make laws !), remarked with

the asperity and querulousness of testy old age, that

Chiet Consul Robinson was "one of them bicycle

fellers," the phrase presumably carrying with it ex-

asperation, condemnation, and a general invitation

to the Chief Consul and all other cyclists to "get off

the earth." This phrase has caused Mr. Fourdrinier,

our always esteemed contemporary, " a sickly smile."

We should not smile, "sickly" or otherwise, at this

aged melon—no, not melon, we mean Solon. Many
men go through life ever looking to where the

perspective of their future reaches the vanishing

point ; and there they see death, and that with fear.

It seems infinitely more fearful that a man should

survive the fire and fever of manhood, should pass

into the age of ashes and burnt embers, to grow peev-

ish narrow and old-fogyish, sneering and stamping

at the ongoings of a world in which he has ceased to

be a factor.

We have nothing but pity for this Massachusetts

Senator, whoever he may be. We now believe what
the comedian recently told us: "He knew less than

any man in his district, so the people sent him to

Washington."

JUST a few benighted souls, after much mouthing

of the cud of cogitation, have come to the con-

clusion that the "amateur rule " needs revision,

so that in future, as it was in the dark ages of English

sport, an amateur must be a " gentleman."

A difficulty at once crops up. We want to ask these

ruminants who is to judge whether a man is a "gen-

tleman " or not. In the old days this distinction was
allowed to men who did no work and wore good
clothes. This law would work but badly in America,

however. We Americans are a working people, and
no matter how rich papa may be he still takes time

to visit his ofiice everyday and to keep his sons out of

the way of him who finds work for idle hands, he in.

sists that they shall also devote more or less time to

business. In any large American city the majority

of the men who do no work and wear good clothes

properly belong in the catalogue of unfortunate and

often unmentionable occupations.

And, furthermore, no man could set himself as a

judge of "gentlemen." A "gentleman" is his own
judge, jury and executioner. He is a gentleman by
instinct no matter what his state or fortune. He
can't conceal the fact that he is a gentleman, and,

whether you are an adept or not, you can't help

knowing that he is a gentleman.

THE Bicycling World states of the handicappers :

"The fee barely pays the postage." The writer
has been a handicapper for three years. Dur-

ing the first two years the fee was too small, then the
Board jumped to the opposite extreme and made a
rate of twenty-five cents an entry, which we consider
entirely too much. There should be a graduated
scale of rates, as a matter of justice to the smaller
cycle clubs.

The Twelfth Regiment cycle event, to be run next
Wednesday, has an entry list of thirty-one men. The
fee would properly amount to more than seven dol-

lars, whereas the work is worth about four dollars.

We suggest to the Racing Board that the handicap-
pers' fees be.revised for this year. As a working scale

and quoting experience we suggest the following:
For one event with ten entries or less, $2.00. For one
event having more than ten entries and less than
twenty, $3.00. For twenty to thirty entries, $4.00. For
thirty to forty, §5.00.

We make these suggestions purely in the interest of

clubs holding sports. The handicapper's fee is of

little consequence to such as the Hartford, Peoria,
Chicago, Rochester and New Haven Clubs, which
draw enormous gates, but it is a matter of importance
to the smaller clubs, whose tournaments are not al-

ways an assured financial success.

WE PUBLISHED THE PHOTO, THE
OTHERS DID THE REST.

IT had just the effect intended—republishing from
the English paper, Cycling, the alleged photo-
graph of the writer and the good words which

Cycling was pleased to say of him.
Of course, we all know that for an editor to get up

a really fine cut of his own features and publish the
same in his own paper, in all seriousness, is the
gravest of all the grave offences against the code of
journalism, the code of good manners and the un-
written and unwriteable code of common sense.

But we wanted to confess that a spirit of mischief
possessed us. We wanted to see them all—all the
cycling pressmen ; all? no, not all, but many—dance
and prance and brandish and write nasty paragraphs.
We expected that all the jacks-in-boxes would pop
out thirsting for gore, and they did pop ; and there
was a regular circus.

Many of them are mossy with dry-rot, rusty and
crusty for want of a lubricator in the way of a breath
of fresh thought, and "jumping on Prial" seems to

be a most valuable, satisfactory and refreshing ex-

ercise—in fact, about the only recreation left to them.
So all the little penmen dipped their nasty blades

and spread their sea of soured ink. It was a regular
hornets' nest o'erturned ; the red rag and the bull

was not a circumstance to this flarent.

As a matter of fact, we fancy we could give some
of our neighbors points on the thing called egotism,
though we are ready to believe, and do in fact be-

lieve, that in knavish trades and viperous arts, and
in the offering up of perpetual prayer for the down-
fall of all who are above them, of all who shut out the

flood of light in which they would bask, they can give
us points, can teach us not only the rudiments, but
even the finer arts of fakery.

We will not sermonize longer at this time, but will

only mark down the fact that the measure of egotism
is the measure of success ; though men who have the

art to conceal their ego are rightly held high by their

fellows. For egotism is the affront which success

offers to failure.

Yet a little bit of ego is as necessary to the welfare

and happiness of the individual as the gift of gray
matter. For egotism is pride, self-esteem; it includes
a dozen elements of character which hold us up from
the gutter, which perpetually goad us forward.

The men who succeed best are the men who think

they can do the thing and do if zvell. This is called

the sanguine temperament, but it appears to us to be
a merely physical egotism.

The more successful the man the more clearly de-

fined the lines of self-esteem in the features.

There a?-f men who are not egotistical—those men
wlio, whatever ability or quality or good fortune they

may have, can never go proud over themselves, for

they know, inwardly, that they are without honestj'

or honor, as characterless as the artists' unpainted
canvas, and when they would swell over their achieve-

ments the consciousness of their utter rottenness

pricks the bubble and Jekyll cowers before Hyde.
Such are the Uriah Heeps of nature, those serpentine

characters found less often in fiction than in real life.

It is to be expected that a man who indulges in
untruthful personal abuse should climb up to the
roof of tlie Auditorium building and bray to- the four
winds about egotism and such like.
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THERE is a certain club in Gotham, a young club'

with lots of push and energy, but it is said the

members are taking big chances with their young
lives by wearing enormous club badges calculated to

sap their vitality, to produce depression of the chest

and an unsightly curvature of spinal column. Another
thing which will soon deplete the membership of the

club and fill many a green grave is the habit the mem-
bers have—some of the members I should say—of

throwing back their coats even on the coldest and
grippiest days, so that he who bounds along the side-

walk may see the club pie plates which adorn their

manly chests. In these soft April, influenza days, the

open coat-flap is injudicious. Many of the members
of this club are in the chrysalis state, nice boys, but
they need to repress themselves ; they are too

ubiquitous and wear too much gold braid and gold

buttons, and all this in the way of kind criticism.

WHY BALL BEARINGS ARE NOT
USED IN MACHINERY.

BY STERLING ELLIOTT.

The plain, unadorned reason is that such bearings
are much inferior to what are termed parallel bear-

ings for all horizontal shafts.

A shaft or journal being true, properly finished and
running within, or having run upon it a cylindrical
" box " or "quill," which is also true and correctly

fitted, and having between the two surfaces some
oleaginous substance as oil, plumbago or grease uni-

formly supplied is, so far as the world's experience to

date, the ideal form of bearing.

It is important in such bearings that the two sur-

faces should be of dissimilar material. To obtain the

highest results one of them (preferably the shaft),

should be as hard as is consistent with strength, and
the other should be of a somewhat softer material,

though some of the best bearings ever made have had
both surfaces hardened. This, however, calls for

better workmanship and more thorough lubrication.

There are a few cases apart from cycles where the

ball bearing may be said to have advantages, as, for

instance, heavy turrets or domes for astronomical
observatories. In such cases the plane of rotation

being horizontal, the weight is taken by all of the

balls at once, while in the case of a horizontal shaft

the load is borne by only a small portion of the balls

at one time, and even then if one ball is larger than
the others, that one will have all of the responsibility

while it is passing the "tight " side.

In these large slow-moving vertical bearings the

balls may be so placed as not to rub against each
other, which- is a matter of no small importance.
Again there are cases where the weight of a vertical

shaft is supported by a "collar," so that the bearing
Surface must be at a distance from the centre. This
may sometimes be best accomplished by means of a

properly proportioned ball bearing, especially if the

weight and speed are not excessive.

In bearings requiring rigidity and accuracy, as

lathe spindles, the balls have been often tried, but
such lathes are not in favor with the " horny handed."
This state of things could be helped materially if it

were possible to make absolutely round balls, but
that has never been done, though the manufacture of

balls has been very much improved within the last

few years.

Much more would no doubt be done toward over-

coming the weaknesses of the ball bearing for ma-
chinery if there were any advantages in it, even in a
more nearly perfect form.

'The excuse that exists for the ball bearing in

bicycles is not valid anywhere else, and it is not an
unmixed blessing even there. But two claims are
made for it, viz., ease of running and the quality of

being adjustable. As to the first, it simply isn't true,

as any practical man knows if he has investigated the

subject (and if he hasn't his opinion doesn't count.)

In making this statement I am assuming that the

bearings are clean and properly oiled, for I readily

admit that a ball bearing will run with more dirt and
less oil than will the other kind, and when you have
allowed the dirt to supersede the oil for a certain

length of time, you may get a new bearing in either
" case."

Except in some special cases, the ball bearing is a
decided disadvantage in machinery to say nothing of

its first cost. The parallel bearing being neater,

stronger, smaller, cheaper, safer and infinitely more
durable, it naturally stands as a monument to that

great and ungetoverable fact, "the survival of the

fittest," and I am willing to go on record as saying
that it WILL STAND.

FIXTURES.

APRIL.

29-30.

3°-

-Two mile handicap safety race at the indoor
games Twelfth Regiment A. A.

-Manhattan Bicycle Club's Third Annual Spring
Reception at Vienna Hall.

-Outing Wheelmen Five-mile Road Race, Phila-
delphia.

MAY.

-Second Annual Handicap Club Road Race of
the Rome (N. Y.) Cyclers.

-Harvard University Cycling Association's
Race Meet on Holme's Field. Entries close
May 13, with F. L. Olmsted, Jr., 13 Wads-
worth House, Cambridge, Mass.

-Annual Race Meet of the Rockland County
Wheelmen, Spring Valley, N. Y. Address
V. A. Johnson, Spring Valley, N. Y.

-Eighth annual Meet, N. J. Division, Elizabeth.
-Tournament of the Bay State Bicycle Club and

Massachusetts Division Annual Meet.
30.—Annual Tournament of the Rome (N. Y.)

Cyclers. Address J. L. Esselstyn, Rome, N.Y.
30. —Annual Decoration Day Handicap Road Race.
30.—Chicago—Pullman Road Race.
'30.—Twenty-five mile handicap road race of the

Alameda (Cal.) Bicycle Club, San Leandro
triangle.

30.—Annual Spring Meet Maine Division at Bangor.
30.—One Hundred Mile Club Handicap Road Race

of the Rutherford Wheelmen.

JUNE.

I.—Elwell's European Tour. Departure from New
York.

3.—Departure from New York of the Heyny Harz
Mountain Tourists.

8.—Annual Spring Meet of Connecticut Division
and New Haven Bicycle Club Tournament.
Address E. J. Perkins, Secretary.

13.—Century Run—Newark to Philadelphia.
16-17.—Annual Meet Iowa Division at Newton.

18.—Annual Meet New Hampshire Division, Con-
cord.

26-27.—Kentucky DiviS'ion meet.
27.—Kings County Wheelmen's Cycling and Ath-

letic Meet at Eastern Park.
28.—Kentucky Division's excursion from Louisville

to Mammoth Cave and return.

lULY.

2-3-4.—Race meet of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club
and the Third Racing District, Hagerstown,
Maryland.

3-4.—Annual meet of the Missouri Division at Carth-
age.

4.—Columbia Cycle Club's tournament at Charter
Oak Park, Hartford, Conn. Address C. P.
Tucker, Secretary, Box 54, Hartford, Conn.

4.—The Poorman Road Race at Cincinnati.
4.—Annual Meet California Division, Stockton.
9.—Start of the Detroit Wheelmen's League Meet

Tour from Niagara to Detroit. Address for
particulars, C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Avenue,
Detroit.

13-14-15—Annual Meet, Ohio Division, Columbus.
16-17-18.—L. A. W. Annual Meet, Detroit, Mich.
22-23.—Tournament of the Green Bay Cycling Club

and Annual Meet of the Wisconsin Division.
Address F. S. Fox, Green Bay, Wis.

24-25.—Chicago Cricket Club's Annual Meet. Address
J. G. Davis, Park Side, Chicago.

29.—Departure from New York ot Smith's European
Tour.

AUGUST.

4.—Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha
Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y. Ad-
dress Fred Bronner, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

20-21.—New York State Division Meet at Roche.ster.

SEPTEMBER.

8-9.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn.

A cycling editor, returning home after the Phila-
delphia meet, states in his paper, of one of the
gentlemen whom he met socially, that he uses hairdye.

THE PEORIA TRACKS.

Mr. R. R. Bourland, the civil engineer who had
charge of the construction of the two fast tracks at
Peoria, has upon request sent us the following de-
scription of them, as there has been a general desire
expressed for this information from those contem-
plating the erection of tracks for cycle racing.
The "pole " of the main half-mile track is 18 inches

inside of the line on which the 2,640 feet is measured.
The "stretches" along the measured half-mile are
each 600 feet long, leaving the radius of curve on
measured half mile 229.15 feet, or for the pole 227.65
feet. The width of track is 60 feet, and the elevation
of the outside curve is at the ratio of ^ inch to i foot
of width or on this track 45 inches. The composition
of the track is the natural soil, almost entirely com-
posed of yellow clay, which becomes very hard when
dry and very soft when wet. It is mixed with a
small portion of sand and block loam, but the com-
position to a great extent is natural. I am not pre-
pared to give you the proportions. The quality of
track, which is of great advantage to the bicyclist, is
derived from the clay. It is that which causes the
smooth surface and makes little friction or resistance
when in condition and dry. The track is well drained
by means of tile along the inside, of the "Polo,"
which enables it to recover quickly from the bad
effects of rain. This main track is used for horse
racing during the season, and it takes ten days
previous to a bicycle meet to get it free from the
roughness caused by horse tracks and sulky ruts.
For the wheelman's use exclusively there is a train-
ing track which is 17 feet wide and so shaped as to fit

just inside one end of the main track as illustrated.
The composition curve and "throw up" are practi-
cally the same as for the main track, and when in
condition is almost as fast as the half-mile track.
The radius of the curve for setting the pole on this
track is 211 feet (leaving i8.i5*total width from pole
to pole). The stretches are 216.8 feet each.

A SYNDICATE TO START A
RUMOR BUREAU.

It is on the cards that a rumor bureau is shortly to
be started to supply cycling paragraphs to those edi-
tors who are knocked noii compos every time a couple
of new advertisements are published in The Wheel.
The prospectus of the syndicate promises the follow-
ing in the way of subjects, with other live end burn-
ing topics to be added from time to time: Willie Win-
dle: The Biggest Bicycle Factory; The Missing Link,
or John Wilkinson's Monkey; The First, Youngest,
Oldest, Shortest, Tallest, Thinnest and Meanest Bicy-
cle Riders; Will Mr. Golder Climb Pike's Peak ? The
Financial State of the California Division; Which is

the "Cycling Authority " of America? Who Stole the
First Bicycle? Whether Any of us Knows as Much as
Charlie Pratt? Will the Men be Reinstated, and, if

Not, Why Not? Whether the World is a Paying In-
vestment? Who Does Own the ? Whether Bid-
well's Place is or is not the Finest Cycle Salesroom in
the World? Whether Mr. Sercombe has yet Made that
Big Strike? Which is the Wheel of the Future? I )o

Some Cushions Cut? Whether Sam and Pop and Bob
Love Bettsy B.? Whether Jo. Goodman Did Any Cam-
paign Work at Washington or Not? When the Broncho
Factory Will Start Again? etc., etc.

An enthusiastic boomer of the Hagerstown meet
writes in a Baltimore paper : "Very many club par-
ties are being worked up, not a few of which have al-

ready grown to most encouraging proportions, and
the calling of club runs to Hagerstown on July 2, 3
and 4 by the ofiicers of organizations within reason-
able reach is now the order of the day. It is already
known that several parties which had been made up
to go to the national meet at Detroit have faced about
and are now booked solid for Hagerstown. Altogeth-
er there is every indication that we are to have the
biggest, the most enjoyable and the most successful
meet of the year. Detroit has Maryland's sympathy,
but a national meet without the national champion-
ships recalls the order of a youth at a well-known
cafe some time since. He asked for an 'absence
frappe,' being evidently not quite clear on the proper
name of what the French call ' diable vert.' " The
same paper also says :

" A gentleman thoroughly
familiar with bicycle matters writes from Chicago :

' I am afraid the annual national meet is drawing
down to a fizzle, and that at "Detroit will be the worst
yet.'"
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for

The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Law-
yer, Washington, D. C."|

450,001. Tricycle. J. Carter, Eureka, Ohio. Filed,

May 8, 1890.

449,111. Bicycle. J. Edlestein, N. Y. City. Filed,

Dec. 26, 1890.

449,220. Bicycle. T. B. Jeffrey, Chicago, 111. Filed,

May 6, 1890.

449,502. Rubber Bicycle Tire. A. Straus, N.Y.City,
assignor to N. Y. Belting and Packing Co. Filed,
Oct. 22, 1890.

449,581. J. B. Evans, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to

Henry Swartz, same place. Filed, July 8, 1890.

AN AMERICAN'S PNEUMATIC TIRE
IMPROVEMENTS.

Responding to our editorial regarding the need of

an improved pump and relief valve for pneumatic
tires, Mr. P. W. Tillinghast, of Providence, R. I., who
is already known to the trade through his safety
bicycle support, writes us as follows :

"I beg to inform you that I have patented in Eng-
land an arrangement that just fills the bill, and I ex-

pect that United States patents will be issued me this

month for the same invention. These patents will

also cover the use of metal as a protection against
puncture.
" Another patent I have applied for covers a new

method of fastening the tire to the rim, and also an
arrangement to give the rider full control of the air

pressure while riding."

MR. SWEETING HAS A LARGE STOCK
OF PNEUMATICS AND CUSHIONS.

Editor of The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review:
The last issue of your paper contains an article from

which we dissent, and in justice to ourselves we must
request you to contradict the remarks in the para-
graph headed " More on the Subject of Tires," as it is

very evident that the writer has not been round
among the trade for which he assumes to write. Had
he been around, he would have found that we have a
large stock on hand ready for immediate delivery of

both pneumatic and cushion tired safeties. We be-
lieve that we are within bounds in saying that we
have at the present time of writing in the city of
Philadelphia, ready for immediate delivery, more
pneumatic safeties than can be found in the whole of

the United States outside of ourselves. We feel sure
that in your desire to do justice to the trade, which
your paper so ably represents, you will give this con-
tradiction as wide a publicity as you gave the original
misstatement. We remain

Yours very truly,
The Sweeting Cycle Co.

Philadelphia, April 8, 1891.

[We take pleasure in publishing Mr. Sweeting's
letter. At the same time we make this point. In his

very able discussion of the tire question, Telemachus,
writing of the general American trade, stated that
pneumatics were scarce, and that even cushions
could not be had with promptness. Mr. Sweeting
himself states that he has more pneumatics in stock
than can be found elsewhere in the entire States, and
we take it, that when the cycle stock of one indi-

vidual, no matter how large it may be, is alleged to
be greater than all the rest of the same stock in the
United States, it may be safely claimed that that
stock is generally scarce, even though one dealer has
the good fortune to be well supplied. We think that
Mr. Sweeting indirectly corroborates "Telemachus'"
statement, and we are doubly pleased that Mr.
Sweeting is fully equipped for hollow and pneumatic-
tired trade and that "Telemachus" was right.—/?</.]

H. B. Smith iUachine Co's Catalogue.

This company have just sent out their tenth annual
catalogue, in which they show their various styles,

viz.: The American Star, the semi-racing Star, the
Special Star, the Star Racer, the Pony Star, and the
new 39x30 Rover Star. The company also show their
new rim and tire, and also print illustrations and de-
scriptions of the various parts of the Star wheels,
besiJes a list of records made on the Star, and a num-
ber of testimonials, together with the usual line of
sundries. Among the table of records we notice that
Arthur A. Zimmerman is credited with a mile in

2.33 1-3 ; the correct time of this event was 2.34 4-5.

William Heyny, Jr., wefl-known in connection with
his European cycle tours, will shortly take out a
patent on a new luggage carrier.

On April 18, the Surrey Bicycle Club's ten-mile
scratch race will be run. This event is one of the
classic events of the year, and has been won in past
seasons by Cortis, Hillier, Liles, Speechley, Furni-
val, F. P. Wood, Adams and Osmond who won the
challenge cup last year. In this race a new cup is

offered, and the event is open to both safety and or-

dinary riders.

The "Cycling Authority of America" says that it

is possible that the Roseville track will again be used,

as the Orange Wheelmen are discussing the idea of

holding a tournament. If that club or any other is

financially strong enough to demolish two or three
newly erected houses, fill in the sunken ground not
built upon and construct a new track, after purchas-
ing the property, it may, but we doubt it. The Rose-
ville track is a thing of the past

;
and the relic of a

blighted hope: but the pocket of many a cyclist here-
abouts knows only too well that it ever existed.

We have discovered the fact that every meet
announced so far this year " is an assured success,"
and "promises to be the largest meet held this year."
Let us work up some new forms of puff. The phrases
quoted are like a pair of old gloves, full of holes and
threadbare.

The American Cyclist does itself proud in illustrat-

ing so good a subject as Ritchie Betts, Bettsy B, a
man of remarkable maturity and clarity of vision, in

years a youth, in foresight a man and more than an
average man, an enthusiastic and much-loved club
man, a clear, forcible and pleasing writer, of so rare
a character that he is one of the few men who ivould
rather be right than be President. Altogether a ster-
ling young man of much promise, an ornament to the
cycling press and a valuable member of the cycling
community.

The Duquesne Cyclers of Pittsburgh, have elected
the following officers for the ensuing year: President,
Dr. C. C. Lange ; Captain, A. S. Banker ; Secretary-
Treasurer, R. M. Rogers ; Lieutenants, H. F. Acker
and C. J. Isler; Color-Bearer, Geo. A. Banker.

The wheelmen of Des Moines, la., are preparing for
a ten-mile road race, which will be held during the
middle of May, six prizes will be offered including a
safety and a camera.

New and handsomely furnished quarters have re-

cently been secured by the Flower City Cj'clists, of
Minneapolis, where every convenience can be enjoy-
ed. The club which contains many lady members, is

somewhat disturbed over the announcement of a six
days race for professional female riders which takes
place in May. Cycling among ladies is extensively
engaged in at present, and it is feared that this ex-
hibition will have a tendency to injure the sport as a
recreation for ladies.

THE cycle lunch BOX.

The attention of riders and the trade is called to the
cycle lunch box, which Mr. A. E. Swift advertises in
our regular columns. This box would seem to be an
excellent thing for wheelmen going off on a tour who
wish to take lunch with them. Mr. Swift advises us
that the retail trade report many sales of the lunch
box.

The Banker Bros. Cycle Co. have recently refitted
their store at Highland and Centre Avenues, Pitts-
burg. They report that trade has already opened up,
and that they have a fine line of wheels of various
styles, including the Union, Victor, Eclipse, Giant,
Western Wheel Works goods, Beferee and Meteor.
They have also just opened up a branch house at
Allegheny City, Pa., wnich is under the management
of George A. Banker, who was seen on the race path
at some of the large meets last year.

Rouse, Hazard & Co., Peoria, 111., report a great
many inquiries for bicycles, considering that it is yet
so early in the season. This would indicate there will
be a much larger demand this season than last. By
pursuing a plan of square and straightforward deaf-
ing and doing by their customers as they would wish
to be done by they have worked up an immense busi-
ness in this line. Their new s2-page catalogue con-
tains a description of a large variety of wheels.

A meeting is to be held this week at Campbell &
Co.'s branch store at Westerly, R. I., for the purpose
of organizing a local cycle club of the wheelmen of
that town.

Colie Bell, the former well-known Minneapolis rac-
ing man, is now located at Montesano, Wash., where
he has been appointed superintendent of the Tacoma,
Olympia, Gray's Harbor Electric Co. Colie says that
wheeling matters are very quiet in the Northwest
just now.

Violet Lome states, "American lady cyclists are
increasing fast this season." But this is wondrous

A club has been formed at Rheims, France, to which
only riders of ordinaries are admitted. The founders
should call their organization the Rip Van Winkle
C. C.

Exchange.—"In France it is the custom for the presi-
dents of clubs to stand champagne to the members."
In America it is the custom for club presidents to
stand abuse from the members.

L. M. Josephthal, an ex-member of the Manhattan
B. C., has been training at Dr. Savage's gymnasium
all Winter. He will row with the S. I. A. C. " eight "

this Summer.

One of the most popular of foreign cushion tires is

the Clincher. This tire, in several forms, is made by
the North British Rubber Co., who have been manu-
facturing India rubber goods at Edingburgh since
1855-

A. A. Bennett and Silas T. Jennings, of Cincinnati,
are both riders who have dwelled for over fifty j'ears
on this mundane sphere without losing their youthful
spirits, even if they no longer have the banners of
early life,yet they have mutually agreed to participate
in a race in order to find which is the faster rider.
The contest will take place on Race street.

George H. Harris who has just started a cycling
business at 121 West Jefferson Street, Syracuse,
writes that the outlook for his business is promising
this year. He handles Warwicks, Rovers, Psychos,
Tourists, and the St. Nicholas goods. Mr. Harris
also repairs and rents.

A cycle club has been organized at the Y. M. C. A.,
Saginaw, Mich., with eighteen members. TThe officers
are : L. A. Burrows ; Secretary-Treasurer, H. A.
Whipple ; Lieutenant, H. F. Beamont.
The case of Lord Lonsdale, who was recently

indicted for furious driving on the public highways
in his recent attempt to ride "twenty in the hour,"
was dismissed on the ground that the public safety
was not endangered. The Cyclist thinks this will
give road racing a new lease of life, and that cyclists
may now, with good grace, hold their contests on un-
frequented roads. The Cyclist points out, however,
that the law, as applied to a cyclist and to a Lord,
may have two interpretations,

THE CENTURY RUN.

For three consecutive years a combined run has
been held from Newark to Philadelphia by the wheel-
men of New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania,
and on each occasion the riders have been forced to
combat with disagreeable weather and muddy roads.
Despite this drawback, however, the great century
run has gained distinction and has become gen-
erally popular. This year, in the face of the prevailing
superstition that clings to the number thirteen as an
omen of ill luck, June 13 has been selected as the date
for the next run, and the wheelmen have hopes of
being able to prove the fallacy of the popular belief
that the number is synonymous with ill luck. At all

events the day cannot prove much more disagreeable
than the one on which the event took place last year.
In order to make all the necessary arrangements

for this year's century a meeting was held at the
house of the Plainfield Bicycle Club, on Saturday
evening last, by the request of Messrs. Fuller and
Martin, at which the following delegates were pres-
ent : W. E. Fuller, Brooklyn Bicycle Club ; F. L. C.
Martin, Plainfield Bicycle Club ;

Captain C. W. Dal-
sen and A. H. Allen, Century Wheelmen ; Charles H.
Zimmerman, L. F. Jones, C. E. Fine, H. D. Lewett and
J. C. Tattersall, Mercer County Wheelmen ; Robert
Whitehead, Trenton Wheelmen ; Captain Robert R.
Leeds, Rutherford Wheelmen ; Captain J. H. Reiss
and F. C. Guren, Brooklyn Ramblers; W.V.Belk-
nap and S. A. Brown, Atalanta Wheelmen

; Captain
J. H. Brunner, Westfield Wheelmen ; Captain A. P.
Faulk, Cranford Cyclers; J. A. Bennett, Bergen
County Wheelmen.
W. E. Fuller was elected chairman, and after stat-

ing the object of the meeting, he read the result of
the previous run from a financial standpoint. The
business in connection with this year's run was then
brought up and discussed in detail. After setting
the date as above mentioned, the question of route
was given attention. A letter was read from the
Captain of the Flemington Club urging that the men
should be conducted through that town, but it was
deemed not advisable. Many suggestions of a change
of route were considered, but it was finally decided
to follow the roads with which they were more fa-
miliar, and so last year's route will be adhered to.

The start will be made from the Continental Hotel,
Newark, at 4 a. m. Saturday, June 13. At Plainfield a
photograph of the entire party will be taken and din-
ner will be served at Trenton. Refreshments will
also be served at other points. It was decided to
offer two trophies this year, one to each of the two
clubs having the largest number of survivors, and
the fee per man was placed at fifty cents. It was
also agreed to permit the Orange Wheelmen to start
from Orange and meet the main body at Plainfield in
order to avoid the necessity of securing hotel accom-
modations at Newark, which are limited and some-
what unsatisfactory. From the present indications
there will be between 400 and 500 participants in the
run this year. The Philadelphia clubs promise about
200 and the Orange clubs about 75. The following
committee was appointed to make all the necessary
arrangements: W. E. Fuller, B. B. C, Chairman;
Captain Dalsen, C. W.; L. F. Jones, M. C. W.; F. L. C.
Martin, P. B. C; Captain L.N. Thome, A. W.; Cap-
tain F. C. Gilbert, E. W.; Captain J. D. Racey, O. W.
The run will take place rain or shine.

An exchange says that Baltimore dealers pride
themselves in the claim that more gentlemen ride
bicycles in that city in proportion to its population
than in any other city in the Union. You will note
the word gentlemen. It is even said that little time
has elapsed since certain dealers there did not en-
courage the sale of machines to the general public.

A meeting of the Massachusetts Bicycle Club was
held at the Hotel Thorndike, Boston, on Tuesdaj' last
to take action upon the question of reorganization,
but nothing definite was accomplished although it

was the best attended meeting since the palmy days
of the club. The majority of the members seemed to
be in favor of increasing the membership to 350, and
renting a club-house in one of the suburban cities,
but rather than do anything in haste the question
was referred to a committee consisting of Capt. H. D.
Peck, Jr., Lieut. J. M. Sprague, Representative E. B.
Pillsbury, and Messrs. W. M. Farrington and J. E.
Tippett,'who will make a report on April 21.

The Dorchester Bicycle Club intends to take an
active part in cycling events this year, and will prob-
ably possess a club-house before the season has
passed. At the last meeting of the club a committee
was appointed to devise a means of securing a larger
attendance of members at club runs.

The Bergen Co. Wheelmen held their regular an-
nual meet at Englewood, N. J., on Tuesday of this
week, and the following officers were elected : Presi-
dent, W. E. Manning ; Vice-president,

J.
H. Clark;

Secretary, F. S. Bennet ; Captain, John Hinners;
First Lieutenant, Frank Bennett ; Second Lieutenant,
Louis Pettilon ; Color Bearer, Lester Coyte ; Bugler,
John Cooper ; Trustees, Gustave Hauseman, W. E.
Manning, F. S. Bennet, J. H. Clark, J. H. Hinners, P.
A. Meserole, M. Frank Tancerbeek, H. F. Ahrens and
George M. Brinckerhoff. The club intends to erect a
club house at Ridgefield during the Spring.

A contemporary publishes this item, "The Kings
County Wheelmen, being a member of the A. A. U.,
will be compelled to abide by their laws in running
off their race me^t this Summer. The move of the
Union in the adoption of a rule stipulating the value
of prizes will compel them to offer trophies within
the bearing of the law. The result is awaited with
anxiety." There need be no anxiety. The first clause
of the A. A. U. alliance agreement declares that all
cycling events given by A. A. U. organizations shall
be held under L. A. W. racing rules. As L. A. W.
racing rules do not limit the value of prizes, there
would be no limit to the value of prizes offered at the
K. C. W. meet. The athletic lawyers may, however,
interpret their laws so as to apply the prize limit
clause to cycling organizations ^vllich are A, A, U.
clubs,
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PHILADELPHIA.

PHILADELPHIA VS. CHICAGO.

And SO the Bearings thinks that Telemachus under-
takes to criticise Chicago for having such a good
opinion o£ itself, and thinks that we staid Philadel-
phians would be better off if we thought more of our-
selves and were not afraid to air our views in season
and out. Well, it does seem queer to be told that we
are modest to a hurtful degree, as we have frequently
been told that the contrary was the case, but perhaps
the key to the situation is the point of view taken.
Perhaps if we rode well and talked more than we
rode, we would b>, nearer the Chicago ideal, but un-
fortunately we in the East have been taught (I say
taught, and don't mean to say that we all do as we
are taught) that it is better to let somebody else blow
our own trumpet; unless we feel sure no one will

dO|it for us. But this is not the case with Chicago,
for some one could be found to blow their trumpet
—if Chicago would only give some one a chance.
How prone Chicago is to spring these challenges on
an unsuspecting public ; one challenge is fresh in

many people's memory, which was flung broadcast
over the country, and might be likened to a net cast
for a whale, or a whole school of whales for the mat-
ter of that, and when a little minnow was Caught the
fishermen were so frightened (perhaps fearful that
the tiny bones of said minnow would choke them)
that they dropped net and all and ran home. Or
another challenge to the racing men of the East, and
a meet where Chicago came as to a feast and found a
funeral. There was no assertion in my letter that
Philadelphia possessed more good men than Chicago,
and the Bearings must be hard pushed to try and
twist it that way. As to a.rranging a race between
the two cities, who would be insane enough to take
seriously the idle vaporings of the man or men who
have once made such a fizzle of a challenge and been
repudiated by their fellows ? There must surely be
some truth in the assertion made recently that the
editor of the Chicago paper had had " his leg pulled "

while East, or he would not be so ready to see a chal-
lenge where none was meant, and I should think they
had had enough without tackling Philadelphia and
running the risk of getting another beating. As to
the charge that Chicago was hostile to the A. A. U.
that fact is patent to everybody, and evasions will

not alter the fact. What the reason is they best know.

FOR THE USE OF TIGHTS AND RIBBONS.

Knowing well the storm of disapproval that will

fall upon my devoted head, I feel impelled to say a
word for the devotees of tights and ribbons. On the
theory that evil is only goodness perverted, I believe
that it is only the abuse of both that renders them so
noxious and that in their proper places both are com-
mendable. For the man who will wear tights where
he is liable to be seen by ladies I have nothing but
censure, but for he who wears them only on roads
little frec[uented and has the wit to keep as far from
the public view as possible, and carries an extra pair
of breeches to put on when making stops or other-
wise rendered necessary, I have ample charity. As
well might one say that it is indecent to ride in one's
shirt sleeves as to prescribe tights. They are, without
doubt, the most comfortable garment a cycler can
put on, and are to be considered part of a neglige
uniform, just as bare arms and legs of an athlete are
looked upon as the proper thing, even in the presence
of ladies. As to colors borne upon handle-bars or
elsewhere, they are, when not carried to excess,
equally unobjectionable. No one can condemn more
strongly than I do the cycler who strives to render
himself so conspicuous by combining most of the colors
of the rainbow in his costume and makes a huge mass
of flaunting ribbon his crowning glory ; but this is

the abuse of the custom. What prettier sight can be
seen than a cycler, male or female, quietly, neatly
and becomingly dressed with a little knot of ribbon
on handle-bar, cap or coat? Why should the two
classes be confounded? I fearthat some writers have
written so much about these thiflgs that it has be-
come a mania with them, and they are no longer able
to distinguish between proper use and abuse.

SOME INCIDENTS OF TANDEM RIDING.

What an object lesson for young cyclists was the
e.'chibition of early cycles at the recent cycle show
here, and what reminiscences were brought up to the
older cyclers by the sight of these old-timers. Imag-
ine a delicate woman pushing around a 96-lb. tricycle
with 50-inch wheels, or the massive sociable, weighing
goodness knows how much, propelled by two persons,
each thinking perhaps that the other was shirking.
A story is told of one young man who thought it

would be nice to give his best girl a ride on a tandem
tricycle, and who, when he was nearly dead with
fatigue and heat and was pushing for dear life up a
slight grade, was almost "paralyzed" to hear the
fair one remark, "how easy it does run ; why, I am
scarcely pushing at all," upon which he also stopped
pushing when the m.achine began to run backwards
down hill. And speaking of tandems, friends of Mc-
Daniel, the Wilmington rider, tell a story about the
first ride Dampman took with him on a tandem. It

seems that "Mac" has the reputation of doing the
head work on the rear seat of a tandem, letting the
front man do most of the foot work, and it is also
proper to record that he strenuously denies this tale.
At any rate, he and Dampman were riding along a
country road, rather narrow and rather dusty. Mac
did the steering, and they had not gone far before he
wanted to go from one side of the road to another, to
which proceeding Dampman objected, thinking the
side they were on was good enough, Khd there was a
little struggle for the mastery, Mac winning on ac-
count of his superior knowledge of the tandem. This
was repeated several times, and Dampman seems at
last to have made up his mind to stop that " monkey
business," so the next time they disagreed he sudden-
ly stopped pushing, when, to h'is surprise, the tandem
stopped so suddenly that they both went over side-
ways. Mac tried to explain it by saying that he was
trying the same experiment, but they say he could
not convince Dampman, and the tWQ h'lVf! done yery
little tfindern riding since,

THE REVIVAL OF TEAM ROAD RACING.

The signs of renewed interest in road racing and
team racing by the Brooklyn, New York and New
Jersey clubs are very encouraging to the lovers of
the sport. Whatever objections may be urged
against some road races do not hold good against
such as these. A safe guide in road racing is to avoid
holding races where public opinion is against them,
but in such races as the Irvington-Milburn, the Pull-
man (wonder if I had better reverse these), the Wil-
mington, the Reading and others, public opinion is

with the riders, and the events are looked forward to
with much interest. It is a pity that Philadelphia has
no course on which such races could be run ; the best
roads are used to such a g -eat extent by the driving
public that races have to be run on the quiet for fear
of the authorities stepping in and puttmg a stop to
them. The memories clinging to the historic old
Irvington-Milburn course are such that it would be a
source of regret to see a new course selected and the
old one given the go-by. It may be, however, that in

time we would get used to it and like it better than
the I.-M., but it won't be the course on which the
heroes of the old Alphabetical Association—Harry
Hall, Eugene Valentine, Charley Stenken, Kluge,
Baggott, Bradley, Wilson (how the old names come
up), fought their battles.

THE FUTURE OF THE ORDINARY.

In this same line Bicycling News bewails the fact
that the old Surrey cup will no m ore be battled for by
England's foremost riders, a new cup being given to
be contested for in a lo-mile mixed scratch race. It

also thinks that the high wheel (or the "straight"
wheel, as Ned Le Cato and the Baltimore boys call it,)

is not dead by any means, but that the pneumatic tire
will give it a new lease of life, a consummation de-
voutly to be hoped for. The "mixed" race for this
cup on April 18 will be watched anxiously by inany a
lover of the high wheel anxious to see it regain some
of its lost supremacy, as in that race Osmond is ex-
pected to ride his pneumatic-tired ordinary. It seems
certain that a desperate attempt will be made this
year by the ordinary men to retrieve their laurels,
and I for one can see no reason why they should not
do so. If the pneumatic tire is such an advantage on
a safety (and I do not believe that its limit has been
reached yet) it should be an even greater advantage
on the high wheel. That a man can pedal 'way under
a two-minute gait has been proved conclusively, and,
given the additional ease of running and freedom
from vibration afforded by the pneumatic tire, it is

quite probable that the high wheel may once more
take the lead. For several years the safety has been
steadily gaining on the ordinary on the path, and last
year it overtook and passed it, but this was mainly
because the great mass of riders had turned to the
safety and left comparatively few men on the high
wheel. At least, this was true as far as England was
concerned, and, in a less measure, in the latter part
of the season m this country. Of one thing we may
rest assured: this year will finally settle the question.
If the ordinary loses it will go out of sig-ht, at least on
the path. It is rather singular that while in England
on both road and track (first and most decidedly on
the road) the safety is ahead; and in this country the
safety got ahead last year; although on the road the
high wheel is still king. Yet this is the case,
as will be seen by reference to the mounts of
the prominent riders in the big races. True, the
safeties are getting more numerous and their rid-
ers better every year; yet it would be a strange
sight to see a scratch man in a big race mounted on
a safety, unless, indeed, we see it done this year by
Murphy. How are we to explain this anomaly ? In
England all road records are held and almost all road
riding done on safeties, and this has been the case
for years, while here it is just the contrary.
The man who started for a record in Eng-
land on an ordinary or in this country on a safety
would be looked upon as almost "daft." And yet the
times on the other side are very, very fast. I have
often puzzled my brains for a solution of this enigma,
and would like to have it explained. A partial ex-
planation lies in the fact that nearly all Englishmen
ride safeties, and that their roads are good enough to
allow them to ride very light safeties geared high,
while our roads are opposite : the men naturally
take to ordinaries, and safeties have to be heavier—
or at least they used to be. For several years we
have been getting safeties lighter and still lighter,
and this year will probably see them as light as thei
average English road safety.

QUAKER CITY QUIPS.

Last Sunday was a day to make the heart of the
Philadelphia cycler glad, it being about the first
Sunday this year when both roads and weather were
good, and it was improved to the utmost. Norristown
seemed to be the Mecca for most of the riders

;

Pennsylvania, Century, Park Avenue, Mount Vernon,
Oxford, and last but not least, Fairmount Lady
Cyclers, all had delegations there. It was no mean
ride for the two ladies, Mrs. Captain Dalsen and her
sister, to take this run so early in the season and in
the face of a rather sharp wind, but they bore up
bravely and seemed none the worse for the ride.
The Oxford Wheelmen had thirteen men, and all but
one met with some mishap. The Time Wheelmen
went to Merion, having thirty-two out of a mem-
bership of fifty on the run, a number of ladies being
among them. In the Time Wheelmen ladies are
given all the privileges of the club, the right to vote,
to hold ofBce, etc.

The Referee Wheelmen decided at their meeting on
April 7, after a very spirited contest and close vote,
to admit lady members.
The annual election of officers of the Wilmington

Wheel Club took place on Thursday, April 2, and re-
sulted in the election of the following ticket : Presi-
dent, W. D. Blackburn; Vice-President, P. L. Buck-
master; Financial Secretary, Wm. G. Taylor; Re-
cording Secretary, W. A. Mode ; Treasurer, C.
Frederick

;
Captain, W. J. Gibbons ; Bugler, W. R.

Bowman ; Color Bearer, W. C. Seeds ; Board of Di-
rectors, C. G. Guyer, W. J Gibbons and S. W. Merri-
hew. The announcement is made that the club has
obtaine4 itfj charter, in spite of there liaving- been

some opposition to the bill on the part of the Dela-
ware farmers, who suspected some scheme on the
part of "them bisickle fellers" by which they were
to have control of the roads.

The Athletic Club of the Schuylkill Navy has de-
cided not to permit its athletes to compete at the
games of the First Regiment, as they do not want to
risk their being injured.

The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club has, of late years,
had the reputation of looking down on road racing,
and "scorching," and is, consequently, regarded by
some of the regular element as rather slow, in spite
of the fact that the club contains the material to make
any club "hustle" if they wanted to. But, if reports
are true, they do indulge on some occasions. The
story is that coming home from Norristown last Sun-
day a few of the men got ahead and some one started
to go a little faster. Coming down Belmont Avenue
in the Park the pace got hotter, Mayer leading, with
Richard Nelms on a safety, and Frank Nelms, Cope
and Merrihew "laying" for him. About a quarter of
a mile from the club-house Cope and Merrihew shook
the others off and got down to business, and the re-
sult was rather surprising to at least one person, and
perhaps to the clubmen in the house, as Cope not only
held his own in the final sprint, but even increased
his lead over the rather crestfallen Merrihew, who
was somewhat disgusted to be handled this way by a
"greeny" on the Eagle.

The Park Avenue Wheelmen, with their usual go-
ahead manner, have gotten up a genuine novelty in
the shape of a decalcomania with the club emblem—

a

lion's head in a wheel—which is to be placed on the
wheels of members after the fashion so much in
vogue at present among manufacturers and dealers.
The design is neat and tasty, and the idea is a very
good one.

On Friday evening, April .s, Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Douglass entertained the Park Avenues at their
residence at Elm, thj occasion being the birth-
day of their son. The party went awheel, and
the ride was much enjoyed, although the mud was
rather heavy in places, rendering it necessary to
extend a helping hand to a pair of tandemites in the
party who were not very familiar with the handling
of their wheel. The usual routine of pleasure was
gone through with, notably musical solos by Messrs.
W. B. Develin and H. Douglass, f<n exhibition of mind
reading and sleight of hand work bv the club pres-
tidigitateur, W. P. Thompson, all of the P. A. W.
At the games given by the Y. M. C. A., at Warner

Hall, on the 2d, the home trainor contests were very
exciting, ending in what is said to be the breaking of
the mile record, Povard, of the Century Wheelmen,
making a mile in 1.24. The final was between Povard
and Baily, both of the Century, and the race was nip
and tuck for the first three quarters. On the last
quarter, however, Pavord gradually drew away and
won by three seconds in 1.24, which is said to be the
world's record. The record will not be allowed to
stand, however, as there were only two timers. W.
W. Taxis acted as referee, starter and timer.

Bailey, who has been regarded as the best man in
the city on the home trainer, seems very anxious to
have another go at Pavord, so when they meet at the
entertainment of the Gymnasium Association of the
Memorial Church of the Advocate, on April 16, there
will probably be fun and the record may go again.

Mr. H. R. Kain is taking a series of photographs of
some of the cycle clubs, last Sunday being given to
the South End Wheelmen, who had their phizes taken
in the most approved style. The photo will adorn
the pages of Saddle a?td Cycle.

One of the most successful smokers ever given in
Philadelphia was that of the Park Avenues, on Thurs-
day, April 2, at the riding school of Strong & Green's
uptown store. It was well attended and a varied and
interesting programme was gone through with in the
most approved manner. Telemachus.

NOON.

High noon. The yellow sun
One-half his course has run.
The low-bent, withered grasses
And flowers in rocky passes

Attempt to hide.
Until the tide

Of heat shall pass them by
;

While herds from meadows dry
Seek out the winding brooks.
And there, with grateful looks.

By chance winds fanned.
Knee-deep they stand.

And where is my wheel and I

At the heat of the noon-time sky?
Well, now.
The cow

By instinct sought the brook
;

And if you'd come, and look
Upon a neighboring bank.
Stretched in the grasses dank,

'Mid lunch and orange peel,
You'd find me—and my wheel.

C. S. W., for The Wheel.

Team road racing seems to be in the ascendant at
present. A plan is on foot to organize an association
for the encouragement of this branch of the sport by
the New York City and Long Island clubs, and the
Northern New Jersey clubs have also agitate{i the
question. A correspondent in the last issue of THE
Wheel suggests a plan for the formation of a New
Jersey State Road Racing Association, which is in

every way practical. There is not the least doubt but
what team racing will create much club enthusiasm
and general interest, and will greatly boom road
racing in general.

The rumor of the death of Victor L. Emerson in
Florida, a former Baltimore wheelman, who owns a
track at Emerson, Florida, upon which some marvel-
ous times were reported to have been made last

Spring, is denied on escellent authority,
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HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

The farmer in his conservatism reminds me of the
man who was so upright that he fell over backward.
He will cheerfully pay to a lightening rod agent or
patent hay rake pedlar for a worthless machine or set
of rods twice what he will grudgingly pay the tax
collector, for the reason that the former offer him
what purports to be a chance to get a dollar for fifty

cents, while the latter wants a dollar for a dollar's
worth. It is small wonder, then, that he does not look
with favor upon any bill which seeks to give him good
roads, and asks him to pajr what they cost to build.
There should be no such thing as a bad public road in
the more densely populated part of any State ; there
should be good ones or none at all. No thoroughfare
in a thickly settled State should be a half disorgan-
ized series of ruts, hummocks and sloughs at the
breaking up of Winter. The broad, smooth roads
seen abroad, pleasant to travel on in all weather, are
as possible here as they are there, and they are not
costly. It is a matter merely of constant supervision
after the first cost of constructing the highway in a
proper manner. It would increase the wealth of the
farming population, improve the trade of the interior
cities and have a great influence on the commerce of
every large city, if the farmer could put twenty-five
or even ten per cent, more of a load on his wagon
when he hauled his produce to a town or to a railroad
station, and this he would do if roads everywhere had
hard, smooth surfaces, if heavy grades were cut
down and long curves flattened. It seems strange,
that this is all admitted by the farmer, and yet when-
ever a plan is proposed to accomplish it that he should
put both of his hands into his pockets and yell •' Mur-
der ! Watch!" at the top of his voice. Verily, the
farmer is a mystery.

I am in receipt of a complaint from one of the read-
ers of this column, saying that I should not judge a
man by the clothes he wears, as the writer thinks I

have done in passing upon the propriety of tights as
a proper raiment for wheelmen. My kind critic evi-
dently misunderstands my position in the matter. I

am judging more by the clothes that the ballet
brigade don't wear than by those they do. Sabe.'

It has been said and often quoted that "a little learn-
ing is a dangerous thing." Perhaps this is true, but
in some cases too much learning is even a more dan-
gerous accomplishment. Ever since the close of the
ridmg season last year the wheel press has harped
upon the tire question, building up theories regarding
it one week only to demolish them the next. Readers
have become saturated with tire lore until now tbey
know so much that they don't know anything. All of
them are dissatisfied with what they have and yet
know not what to replace it with. 'The abundance of
this tire treat has tired them even before they have
sampled it. Blessed is the man who has not attempted
to decide from reading just which is the best, for he
can go to a dealer, purchase a wheel, no matter what
kind of tire it has, and ride happy and contented until
misfortune brings across his path some person who
poses as an expert, after which he too must join the
army of discontents who are aimlessly wandering
they know not where in search of they know not what,
driven into a wilderness of doubt bj' the machinations
of the rival theologians of the tire. Woe is unto the
would-be purchaser of a wheel this season, and great
is the pity which should be meted out to him in his
affliction.

There comes a period in a rider's life when he does
not fall off his wheel with the same satisfaction and
freedom from soil results as he did when he was
younger. Instead of getting up and smiling he looks
rather rueful, and retires to his couch rather to medi-
tate upon the folly he has committed than the skill he
has exhibited, and yet if his best friend dares to say
that he is getting too old to continue riding awheel,
see how quickly he gets off of that couch and convinces
the friend that he knows nothing about the subject.

Thackeray says: " A man who carries a musical box
is always a good-natured man." I know not what was
the fashion in Thackeray's day, but now it is not con-
sidered good form for any one to become an amateur
hand-organ proprietor, so I will have to accept the
great novelist's word for the foregoing, but I can add
that almost every man who rides a wheel is a cheerful
one. Now, why could not these two contrivances be
combined by passing a musical attachment to the
wheel? Not that the cyclic cheerful man needs it to
make him a good-natured one also, whi h is much the
same thing, but he would then be able to delight the
ear with the bicycle as well as the eye. As it is now,
the music of its harp-like wheels, like that of "the
spheres," is too fine for human senses. Think how
grand it would be to ride along to music of yovir own
rendering and choice, and how it could be "varied to
suit each and every occasion. For instance, would it

not make things easier for the rider if over a rough
and rocky road the laboring wheel should grind out
"Jordan am a Hard Road to Trabel, I Believe," or when
pursued by policemen for riding on forbidden paths
could he not go faster under the inspiration of the
wheel's rendition of "They're After Me." At race
meets, too, how nice it would be if the wheels, as they
slowly revolved under the head-work of their riders,
ground out "The Dead March, from Saul," "Wait-
ing," " Don't Get Weary," etc., etc. Really, there is a
fortune in this scheme for some one smart enough to
take advantage of the tip I give him.

Strong mental and moral qualities will seldom ex-
hibit a diseased body, and when they do it is the
exceptional case of the preponderance of mind over
matter. We are all free-will beings, and if from
want of care we kill our bodies we are just as respon-
sible for the deed as the common suicide; in fact,
more responsible, for in almost every case of suicide
it may be taken for granted that life was crushed out
by some sorrow or care which the poor heart could

no longer battle with. There is no question but that
the quality of blood in our veins, and the condition of
every tissue of the body, are influenced by the exer-
cise we take. There is no middle ground ; we must
exercise if we would be well. We cannot have good
digestion, sound nerves or pure blood if we do not
cultivate them through some proper form of exercise
like cycling. All other conditions of health may be
fulfilled, but if we do not do this our bodies must be
unsovind, and sooner or later they will cease to labor
and our brains to think. At best life is too short, and
none of us should be anxious to have its length dimin-
ished through sheer laziness.

I have to decline an invitation, lately received, to
resurrect the old tirade against Sunday riding. I

am, I suppose, too inuch of a " Canopist," one of that
large and growing sect who prefer the canopy of
heaven to a cathedral roof for their devotional exer-
cises, for me to support, any anti-Sabbath riding
crusade at this late date. I am always for reform
when it means progress, but when it is iDut retro-
gression, I must decline giving my aid.

Life is like the road over which one wheels, it is not
measured by milestones, but by the kind of road that
lies between them ; for some of us it is macadamized,
and for a very few there is even an asphalt pavement
laid down without as much as a bump in it ; but for
the generality there are some awfully "rocky" bits.

We feel these more as we grow old, which is the
reason why so many of us are seen "to age" sud-
denly, but we feel them even in youth.

Nathan Washburn, of Allston, Mass., is destined to
be the foremost figure in the pantheon of metal
workers until somebody solves the elusive problem
of producing cheap aluminium. From a cycling
point of view Mr. 'JVashburn has perfected a process
which may have an important bearing upon wheel
construction in the future. The United States Gov-
ernment requires a tensile strength of 65,000 pounds
in the steel plates it uses, while by Mr. Washburn's
process they have resisted a strain of 135,000 pounds,
while samples of commercialsteel herewith stood a
test of 200,000 pounds. According to reports of tests
recently made with this invention the indications are
that it will supersede all previous methods of pro-
ducing steel. This new process makes the metal so
tenacious that it can be broken only by bending
backward and forward a number of times, and when
it is broken the fractured surfaces instead of show-
ing a clean break are drawn out into fibres, showing
that the structure of the metal is entirely changed
by the process. It also takes an adamantine temper
without losing any of its extraordinary tenacity.
Here at least seems a basis in actual fact for the con-
struction of the feather-weight wheel of the future.
It will revolutionize the building of machines for it

promises increased strength in conjunction with re-
duced quantities of metal. This discovery will prove
a complete knock out for the time-worn aluminium
theory, and it will be a God-send if it accomplishes
nothing else.

" Ouida," that paragon of women writers, thus in-
troduces a reference to the wheel in one of her late
novels :

" Public life is not a recipe for happiness—it

is worry, nothing else but worry from morning to
night, and nobody does any good in it. They are
flies on the wheel of a bicycle of democracy; the bi-
cycle is rushing down hill as fast as it can go ; no
fly will stop it, * * * * but when it falls over at
the bottom of fihe hill the man will be there to pick it

up and get into the saddle and be the master of itand
of the situation. It has only just started from the
top of the hill in England, and the man who will wait
at the bottom will be some soldier who will stand no
nonsense but will set it going with a bang of his
sword. It is always so." While the lady does not
show a very intimate knowledge of the wheel her
ideas of triumphant democracy are sound, and her
comparison of the attempts to stay its progress is a
pat one, while at the same time she accords to the
wheeJ a notice •which becomes valuable when it is

from the pen of such a brilliant writer.

The offer of an exchange to give $50 for a satisfac-
tory means of preventing last season's loafing tactics
should be classed with the offer of a premium to the
discoverer of some means to enable the leopard to
change his spots. Both are miracles and neither
possible of accomplishment by other that divine in-
tervention. Don Salambo.

THE DANIELSONVILLE
MEMORIES OF THE

TAL'S ROADS.

SCRIBE'S
CAPI-

Everybody who was at Washington attending the
National Assembly meeting, and has been lucky
enough to escape the hospitality of Washington cy-
cling clubs and cycling men and get home again, has
either spoken or written his " impressions of Wash-
ington." I would be backward about writing my
impression, were it not that it seems the season was
particularly propitious for the taking of impressions;
and not onlj' the season, but the outlying country
about the District was in a plastic state. If I could
appoint a National Meeting of the L. A. W. in Wash-
ington, it occurs to me that a season when the roads
out of the District were in but a single State would be
preferable—the State of Maryland or the State of Vir-
ginia. Even so auspicious occasions as these would
not have ventured me, I think, were it not that most
all the impressions as yet were bad ; that is, every-
body is banging at the horrible condition of the roads
out of the District of Columbia. Now, I bring back
from Washington one of the most pleasant memories
of a road that was ever mine to bring; and it don't
just suit me to have the whole outfit of Washington
country riding disparaged, and so long as I give it a
boost I may not fear being particularly wearisome to

those who live on the ground,

In my cycling papers I have read of a certain Cabin
John Bridge, and of a Cabin John Bridge Road. This
road, I was told, was builded on the conduit which
brings water from Gieat Falls to the distributing
reservoirs just out of Georgetown. They told me
also that this road was macadamized to within about
three miles of the falls.

Accordingly, of Mr. Atwater I borrowed a wheel on
Thursday morning (I.didn't know the wheel was bor-
rowed until that evening when I called to settle), and
betook me out Pennsylvania Avenue, through George-
town, down the little strip of road beside the canal,
where were huddled in the extremities of doleful
neglect and forlornness a few of those most unpoetic
of all crafts, the canal boat ; here more than ever for-
lorn, because the tide had gone out and left them
stranded.
But I will leave this soliloquizing and turn to the

right up the sharp hill. Now we are on the hard con-
duit road, by the distributing reservoirs

; we meet a
big load of hay which two horses are trotting merrily
along with, while their jingling and slackening har-
nesses preach highway improvements. Away yonder
on the left are the Little Falls. Soon we are up with
Glen Echo, and then after a while comes Cabin John
Bridge and hotel, which latter, I und(!rstand, is

famous for its chicken. There is the "Astor House
steak," and what else ? Why, " Cabin John chicken !"

But we don't stop for five miles yet ; but when we do
stop, we stop ! At a guess, about twelve miles from
Washington this conduit goes into its hole, and as
Robinson Crusoe pulled in his ladder and in extreme
cases of danger, the hole also; so here the conduit
pulls itself, the road and, so far as we could see,
everything else into the hole ; and then, as a sort of
blind, has built a club-house over the spot. We were
told the conduit here bores through the hill or ledge
for about a mile. The "overland route," which we
were forced to take from here to the falls, suggested
to us that the digging would have been softer by our
route than it was through the rock, but we must also
admit that the grades were not suited to aqueduct
work. Whatever the distance was from that club-
house to Great Falls we walked every step of the
way, up hill and down. The road had been muddy,
and had dried with its features all distorted and
every bump on the alert.
At the Falls, however, we were received into the

genial keeping room of the ancient inn, which stands
hard by the lock. A pleasant-face, prosperous-look-
ing woman of about forty-five Maryland Winters
called a servant who took my order for dinner.
There was a regular dinner of roast beef, boiled ham
and vegetables, which could be had at once, but if 1

wanted something to eat they would cook a chicken
for me. Hear this, you New England gruff-mannered
tavern keepers, "We will cook you a chicken if you
wish." The chick was no', called upon to doff his
head and feathers for me, however, and they brought
forth the roast beef and the boiled ham, and the
sweet potato baked, and the boiled cabbage and the
beats, and the turnips and the onions. Then there
were dried currants, stewed and home-preserved
quince and white bread, brown bread and Maryland
corn cake, custard pie, after-famine coffee and plain
pump water. As we are but recently come from Mt.
Vernon, where we exposed for sale certain trinkets
made of the famous cherry tree, or at any event a
cherry tree ; and, as the memory of these things are
still green, I swear it; such was the dinner set before
me at Great Falls.
With you, dear reader, we would like to hover

about this old inn on the lock, flit here and there
through its rooms and history, on the wings of imagi-
nation ; but, alas, we fear for the wings after that re-
past. No, no wings of fancy could sustain a man
loaded with turnips, cabbage and Maryland corn
cake. So we will cross the lock to a store, which is

also hard by the lock, and I surmise it is a great deal
harder for this emporium to "keep" by the lock
than it was three years ago.
Now I have heard of country stores, but this par-

ticular store was a regular Noah's Ark, in that it

contained about two of every kind. There were
eight men, three boys, a baby, and, if you will excuse
the chronology, the baby's mother. The men were
exchanging some good-natured badinage about a
recent fox hunt. I hardly think they were there to
trade because when I tried to negotiate for a small
blank book and handed out a dollar bill there wasn't
in the store or in the whole crowd the requisite hard
money. They may turn in fox skins in trade.

Securing a guide from the group in the store I was
conducted across a sort of a spider-web structure to
a rocky island, where, after scrambling aboutamong
the rocks and prostrate trees for a while, the Great
Fall was making an exhibition for our particular
benefit. There are many reasons why Great Falls is

superior to Niagara. There is more of wild nature.
The air is free ; there is no rumble of hacks

;
you can

sit on a jagged rock and gaze as long as you wish.
This is what I like

;
the people don't live so close to

(human) nature about here that they are polite to
you in fifty-cent installments. I would willingly
ride twice as far in a day, all alone, as I was this
time, to see so grand a sight and such genuine
people.

Coming back to the main land, my guide showed
me where the solution starts on its way to the Capi-
tal ; there is a dam built across the Potomac, which
turns the water into the aqueduct. I think I rather
envied it its first mile through the hill ; it had what
you would call a broken stone road. In about an
hour I worried up and down to the aforesaid club-
house ; took a nice long breath at reaching the good
road again, and was soon at Cabin John. Here I de-
scended to the creek and looked up a! the wonderful
structure ;

wondered how a fellow would look falling
from the coping of the bridge in company with a
bicycle, and then roughly computed the blight to

vegetation which the spatter of the crank would
cause when he jellied himself on the rocks. Four
o'clock found me in the city again.

In May or in the Autumn months this road must be
enchanting, on account of the scenery being enhanced
by the verdure. The road itself could not be any bet-
ter than it was this day in middle February when
nearly all the other roads were vile.

AUl'llNWALK,
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CHAFF, BY THE "COASTER."

A writer in All the Year Round, espousing the cause
of pedestrianisra, starts in by stating that "walking
is a real pleasure, though, perhaps, not of the very
acute kind," and follows on in an attempt to explain
the delights of this kind of exercise above all others,
and then by way of comparison he mentions cycling.
Judging from its want of "the facts in the premises,"
this paragraph on wheeling was evidently written by
n person who had once seen a brand new wheelman
on his first ride—certainly by no cyclist. Here it is;
read and ponder

:

THE DELIGHTS OF PEDESTRIANISM.
" Some think that cycling is a substitute for the use

of one's legs in the way most natural. It is certainly
a faster method of getting over the ground ; in other
respects it is vastly inferior to the old orig:inal form
of exercise. Even the accomplished cyclist cannot
help letting his thoughts centre upon his machine,
and the various hazards to which he and it are ex-
posed. Is the hill in front too steep to ride up? Is the
hill below steep enough to permit of an abandonment
of the treadles, and a surrender to that voluptuous
pleasure of brisk motion through space, which has
something more than humanly agreeable about it.'

Will those children there get out of the way in time,
or is he—the rider—to have the burden of boyslaugh-
ter upon his soul? And so on. In truth, the cyclist
is not half the man that the pedestrian is at the time
of their respective exercise. The pedestrian can
whistle and swing his stick, and look to the right and
left of him, and peep with sweet deliberation into the
cottage by the way, where he sees a smooth cheek
and a glad blue eye, which to the cyclist, urged on by
his fate, are a mere flash of possibilities, and the next
moment nothing at all. The cyclist sees too much
and too little. He may have a fair general knowledge
of the country he has sped through ; but of the details
he can recount little. It is no such immense achieve-
ment to watch the scurrying of the yellowhammer
from one point of the hedge to another five yards
further on, then another five yards on, until at length,
as if it were out of patience with the harmlessness of
the advancing biped, it whistles off obliquely toward
a turnip field. Still the man afoot may take an inter-
est in birds ; or if he be a lover of plants, he may see
a score of kinds amid the undergrowth of the hedge
at a single protracted look ; ay, and without any fuss
stoop down and examine them. The cyclist, on the
other hand, has a confused vision of greenery and
ploughed fields of ripening grain. It is as if he had
eaten his dinner in one uncomely heap; soup, joint,
the wing of a fowl and a tart or two, all being jum^
bled horribly together."

WH.\T DO YOU THINK OF IT ?

After thus unloading all his knowledge on that sub-
ject, he states that he has been over a considerable
portion of our old earth "by steamer, sailing ship,
express train and slow train, on horse-back, mule-
back and donkey-back," but he don't mention wheel-
back.

It is certainly sad to read a paragraph like the
above and then realize how much you, as a wheel-
man, are missing every time j^ou mount your bicycle.
Your entire mind or brain-pan is centered on your

wheel
;
you haven't even time to wonder if you are in

arrears of your dues to your club, or to think about
the sausage and the butter, the three-and-a-half
pounds of light brown sugar, the No. 40 spool of cot-
ton, the rochelle salts, the shoes for the children, the
paper of hairpins and the many other articles needed
at home, and which your wife or mother has warned
you not to forget, and to assist your memory has tied
strings around your fingers until thej'' resemble a
clothes line after a blizzard. No, your mind is ab-
sorbed, as it were. If you are invited to have some
spirits of frumenti, you go thirsty, simply because
you are engrossed in the study of your equilibrium.
For that writer's information I would state that

children in these parts never get in the way of a
cyclist; they always stand respectfully by the way-
side

WITH THEIR HAT IN ONE HAND (AND A STONE IN
THE OTHER)

and politely ask you to "Ring the bell, mister," and
then acknowledge your acquaintance by shouting
after you "Monkey on a wheel." The trouble is that
they cannot be induced to get in your way, so that we
might enjoy the ecstacy of " boyslaughter on our
soul," bless their dear hearts.
Observe, dear reader, that the writer above referred

to makes the assertion that " a cyclist is not half the
man a pedestrian is at the time of their respective
exercise." I think if he had ever run across Dr.
Beckwith when he used to take his sixty-inch wheel
out for an airing, he would be apt to reverse the
statement; the pedestrian isn't in it. (Excuse my
anti-Boston expression, but evidences of my cattle-
ranch life will crop out.)
Brother pedal pushers, did you ever before realize

that the smooth-cheeked, glad-blue-eyed, pretty-
mouthed (with her own teeth) damsel, standing in the
doorway of her father's domicile was simply a "mere
flash of possibility, and the next moment nothing at
all?" Well, she was, for that writer says so. (One
" flash," please !) Why, I have known wheelmen to
go down on Staten Island, over some of the vilest
roads in that territory, to a church strawberry festi-
val and caper around the wormy berry, evening
after evening, to the tune of three dollars per capita,
for the sole purpose of visiting these " mere flashes,"
that they might breathe the same atmosphere and
eat cream off the same plate.
What would the League of American Wheelmen

have been to-day if Adam hadn't caught Eve's eye as
he was wheeling past her father's residence on his
Eden safety? Eva was a "mere flash," but they be-
came firm friends from that moment.
The only time that a cyclist has "a confused vision

of greenery and ploughed fields of ripening grain"
is when, as he is spinning on at the rate of ten or
twelve miles per hour, he suddenly strikes a brick or
applies his brake ; then, and only then, does he plow
the ripening gram with his confused greenery. At
such time he is apt to continue his "spin" on the

pivot of his cranium until he is aflfected with an im-
promptu attack of vertigo, and it is only natural that
it would appear "as if he had eaten his dinner in one
uncomely heap," but I will wager the heap that if

that enthusiastic pedestrian should slide down his
back stoop on a cold winter's morning, when the
steps were beautifully enameled with a layer of ice,

he wouldn't be able to state positively whether he
eat the tart or the fowl wing first ; butthen it doesn't
necessarily follow that every wheelman has his stom-
ach twisted.
The apostle of walking then goes on to tell the

pleasures of a ten day's tramp, and remarks in-

cidentally :
" Every morning I woke in a new village

or a new market town. There was a different cham-
bermaid with her sweet

'IF YOU PLEASE, SIR, THE HOT WATER'S AT THE
DOOR.'"

I've been on a ten days' bicycle tour but I never had
hot water served in any such exquisite, graceful
manner as that. I remember one morning thrusting
my head out ot my bedroom window and asking a
gentleman in the yard below if he would bring me
some water that I might bathe my pedal and my
digital extremities, and he replied with his Fall-
River-Line-steamboat-whistle voice "Wot's de mat-
ter wid yez comin' down an' washin' out 'n the dipper
at the pump." I at once withdrew my head and
sidled down to the pump. Oh, how, at that time I

would have appreciated "a different chambermaid
with her sweet ' if you please, sir.' " It is so soothing
when among strangers to have such little favors
shown you, even by a chambermaid ; but that was
my punishment for touring awheel. I presume if I

had been tripping along on foot for ten days under
"a gay sky, with its motley blue and white, amid
which the sun seemed to frolic," a chambermaid
would have supplied me with some bloom of youth
and a manicure set besides the hot water.
Perhaps the walker was good-looking, that would

go a long ways with a " mere flash " at an open door
as well as with a chambermaid, but no one ever ac-
cused me of being handsome and that may account
for my being neglected by the /emiiie de chambre.

COASTER.

SYRACUSE.

MILWAUKEE.

The Milwaukee Athletic Society, which has quite a
number of wheelmen in its ranks, has organized under
the name of the " Athletic Building Co.," for the pur-
pose of erecting new quarters. The building as con-
templated will be six stories in height, with a hand-
some brown stone front. The first floor will be used for

stores, lodge and club rooms on the third and fourth
floors, and one of the best-appointed gymnasiums in

the Northwest, with large bath and club rooms for
use of the members on the fifth and sixth floors. The
second floor will probably be fitted up for a ladies'
gymnasium.
Green Bay has decided to hold its tournament on

July 22 and 23, and it is to be hoped that there will be
a larger turn out than last year. Oshkosh also pro-
poses to hold a race meet in June, which will give
the racing men a chance to reap a harvest of medals,
trophies, etc.

Mr. H. P. Andrae, of the Jul. Andrae Co., has just
returned from Chicago. He says :

" The Feather-
stone Pneumatics are in such great demand that the
output is comparatively small to the amount of
orders."

In response to invitations sent out by the Milwaukee
Wheelmen for Saturday evening, March 28, nearly
one hundred of the members responded. The enter-
tainment, which proved highly enjoyable, demon-
strated the fact that it was not necessary to go out-
side for aid, the members themselves having an
unusual amount of musical and theatrical talent.

Leo Dorsch, who has been spending a three weeks'
trip on the Pacific slope, has just returned.

F. W. Hunt, of the Oshkosh Wheelmen, has the
honor of owning the first Pneumatic in this State.

The Chas. F. Stokes Mfg. Co., of Chicago, are open-
ing a branch store at 337-339 Third Street. Mr. J. E.
Reiter, who has been with the company for years will

be at the helm. Things are not yet quite in shape,
but will be before the season opens. They will have
one of the finest show windows in the citj', which,
together with their spacious cycle rooms, will make
a very handsome and complete establishment.
Mr. Reiter will handle the Union, Swift and War-

wick. He will also carry the C. F. Stokes special line

of high and medium grade wheels. Type writers
and sewing machines will also be among their spe-
cialties. A fine riding school is being fitted up in the
basement, which will prove quite an addition.

Mr. Sercombe's "Cycle Surprise" is causing a
good deal of sport amongst the wheelmen.

Vernon.

BROOKLYN RAMBLERS.

The housewarming held on March 31 was a decid-
edly successful entertainment. The programme of
music, recitations, etc., arranged by the committee
was favorably received, and especially the original
club song, entitled " The Captain's Lot is not a Happy
One." After refreshments were served, Mr. Parsons
favored the assemblage with several of his inimitable
yarns. The success of this affair has prompted a
series of "Saturday night smokers," which will

shortly be inaugurated.

The first club run was held on Sunday last to Coney
Island, and was well attended. A photograph of the
club was taken on the Park common.
From the present outlook the attendance on the

century run will be large, and, of course, all are posi-

tive of reaching the goal in good season. Let us hope
for the best, at all events.

Riders desiring schedules of runs, etc., can secure
same by addressing the secretary. Fountain House,
Platbush Avenue, Brooklyn.

The regular monthly meeting of the Syracuse
Cycling Club was held on the evening of the 6th, when
four members were elected. A committee of five was
appointed to act as a reception committee for this
month. It is the intention to always have some mem-
ber at the club-house, whose duties it shall be to see
to the entertaining of strangers. Now that the riding
season h^s opened, the S. C. C's want all wheelmen
passing through Syracuse to call on them at their
house. No. 222 East Onondaga Street, where they will
be made welcome.

It is the intention of the members of the Y. M. C. A.
who have wheels to form a club.

, Messrs. Lounsberry and Loomis, of Oneida, were
the first out-of-town wheelmen to register at the club-
house this season. They reported the roads to be in
a fair condition.

The "Indians" are still on earth, and at their last
meeting admitted two members.
For the past week or so some great pool matches

have been in progress at the club-house, and although
they are not quite up to the standard of the profes-
sional matches, still as regards fun they are far ahead.

The S. C. C. Band are "getting there " in fine shape;
in fact, they are a surprise to themselves. The first

dress parade is eagerly awaited.

The Canadian Wheelmen's Association of Canada
have a representative in this city in the person of W.
H. Johnson, of the Syracuse Cycling Club. He has
just received his appointment through the Chief Con-
sul of the Kingston, Ontario, district, a Mr. E. C. Hill,

who will be pleased to have any L. A. W. man call on
him when in Kingston.

HARRISBURG.

The removal of the Harrisburg Wheel Club into its

nevif quarters which was a most commendable move,
is destined to mark a new^ epoch in the history of our
organization.
The club rather expected an upheaval, instituted

by some "mugwump", that would contain all the
disagreeable features of a condemned egg, and the
older it grows the worse it became; but the deter-
mined didn't care for their rather unwholesome odor,
which continues to vanish, leaving the condition of
things around the club-room none the worse for its

utterance.
While contemplating the advisability of the move,

which was vehemently condemned by this order of
kickers, previously called "mugwumps," an increase
in rent at the old quarters was the decisive step for

action, and then and there it was decided that, with
their earthly possessions, they proceed to and from
henceforth occupy the beautiful mansion on North
Second Street.
Very many inducements are now offered which will

aid and make a largely increased membership, and
ere long each individual member will boa.st of pride
similar to that which caused the ideal democrat to
evince every possible manifestation of enthusiasm
and hilarity on the result of the gubernational can-
vass.
There's your kitchen and dining-room, by far the

most necessary of all rooms to many, storage-rooms
for wheels, bath-rooms and a parlor—no more a mere
dream existing in contemplation and ideal fancy, but
such is now the proud "hanging-up plan" of the
Harrisburg Wheel Club.
There is no reason why Harrisburg should nothave

more cyclists than any other city of equal size. The
fact that it should is evident from the number of
agents in the place. To say that every rider is agent
for some make or other is putting it rather strongly,
but ask the different riders as you chance to meet
them and the big majoritv are willing to sell you " the
best wheel in the market." B. J. Cycle.

CINCINNATL

The Queen City Full Mile Driving Club Park has
passed into new hands, and the present management
propose to give trotting exhibitions and bicycle races
every Saturday afternoon. The track is the be~t in

the surrounding country. Madisonville Pike is to be
widened twenty feet, and a double-track electric road
will run to the grovinds. The grand stand and res-

taurant, with parlors all newly furnished, will be
special features of attraction. ' Membership fee is

placed at $10 per annum.
Clarence Smith, the veteran tour master from De-

troit, dropped in on us last week, and a very pleasant
time was spent. Chief Consul High says he could
scarcely get in a word, owing to the fact that Smith
was talffing Niagara tour and Smith's touring party
in Europe almost constantly, and being so wrapped
up in the subjects, he didn't give his friends a chance.

The Young Men's Christian Association Bicycle
Club is ago. Charlie Hannauer can give any informa-
tion on the subject.

It is the universal opinion among our local wheel-
men that a new road book should be issued. Our first

and only road book was published in the early
eighties, and since then thousands of new roads have
been built in our State. It would be well for the State

Board of Officers to take the matter in hand.

The bridges over the Big Miami at Venice and
Miamitown will soon be a thing of the past. Elegant
new iron structures will soon take their places, and
this will be joy in the wheelman's heart.

The wheelmen's theatrical party at the Pike Opera,
Wednesday evening, was a complete success.

"Faust's "Mephisto was the centre of attraction.
CINCINNATI.

The Somerville, Mass., Cycle Club has decided to

become a League club and will take an active interest

in the Massachusetts Division ineet at Worcester.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

An ordinary machine fitted with pneumatic tires is

daily expected across th-e pond by A. B. Rich.

The first pneumatic ladies' safety to enter New
Jersey is owned by the wife of Chief Consul G. Carle-
ton Brown.

A bicycle club is about to be added to the Y. M. C.
A. at Baltimore, the chief aim of which is to dis-
courage Sunday riding.

T, J. Kirkpatrick, ex-President of the League, was
defeated at the election for Mayor of Springfield,
Ohio, on Monday last by the Democratic candidate.

The Rutherford Wheelmen's loo mile club handicap
road race on Decoration Day will take place over the
Washington Avenue course between Newark and
Passaic.

At the recent annual report of the Citizens' Club,
the Treasurer reported an item of $7.50 for soap.
Good, old Cits.; they always did look so spick and
span on the road.

U. J. Fleck, of the Independent Cyclers, one of the
most popular wheelmen of Louisville, was united in
marriage last week, as was also Dr. C. G. Lucas, of
the Louisville Cycle Club.

A meeting will be held at the house of the New
York Bicycle Club on Saturday evening of this week
to arrange for a series of team road races among the
city cycling organizations.

The new athletic grounds of Columbia College,
near the Williamsbridge station of the Harlem Rail-
road, will contain a well made sifted cinder quarter-
mile track in the shape of a perfect oval.

The chairman of the Detroit meet entertainment
committee is Mr. C. H. Brown. They should have
Clarence Smith on that committee. No one can give
Clarence pointers on entertainment for wheelmen.

R. G. Burbridge, mentioned in last week's Wheel
in connection with the tour of Messrs. Gettinger and
Kowe, writes that he is not amem.ber of the Arlington
Club, but is captain of the Washington Cycle Club.

One of the incidents in the park on Sunday last was
a beautiful young lady scouting about the casino
inquiring for a member of the Gotham Wheeelmen,
who had the misfortune to be off on the club run to
Yo-nkers.

The editor of the Bicycling News has taken up the
study of infant psychology. Wonder if he will dis-
pute the statement simply because it is American,
that " Babies cry for Castoria," or that "Mrs. Wins-
low's Soothing Syrup is the best."

Brooklyn's new organization, the South Brooklyn
Wheelmen, which has been started with a charter
membership of 16, elected the following road officers
on Friday last : Captain, H. H. Nash ; Lieutenant, B.
A. Curtis ; Color Bearer, R. L. Smith.

Although the Rhode Island Wheelmen's meet at
Narragansett Park last August was a financial suc-
cess, the club this year has shown no disposition to
promote a tournament, and Providence is therefore
likely to be absent from the circuit this season.

An English exchange states that Holbein, after
riding a certain machine expressed ^o/a't'« opinions of
it. We have seen many of these "golden opinions"
of late. The term is at least suggestive. Is it a case
of: drop a guinea in the slot, the road champions do
the rest.

According to the Boston Herald Messrs. Merrill and
Worden are two men of great promise who never
rode faster than they do this year, and it expresses the
opinion that if ihey continue to improve they will be
able to cope with the best of them, even with some
of the suspended men.

Lyman C Bagg (Karl Kron) still rides a high wheel
and looks with disdain upon those who prefer the
safety. He celebrated his forty-fifth birthday on
Tuesday of last week, by riding 117 4-5 miles. He is

certain of this fraction as he still calculates his mile-
age as accurately as of yore.

Captain Geo. F. Updegraff, of the Hagerstown
Bicycle Club, has received a letter from President
Dunn in which he accepts the club's invitation to be
present at the meet on July 4 at that town. Many
other prominent League officials have also expressed
their intention of being present.

The Bedford Wheelmen, of Brooklyn, held their
quarterly election on April 2, with the following re-
sult : President, D. H. Judson ; Financial Secretary,
Geo. Hill; Recording Secretary, Clarence Lersuer.
The racing team this season will consist of Messrs.
Lersuer, Seibert, Chevalier and O'Reilly.

A Louisville paper says that the youngest rider in
Kentucky is the three-year-old son of H. C. Hall, of
Pleasureville, who can ride a safety "almost any
way," and that his proud father is having an ordinary
built for him. This youthful prodigy must have been
brought up on Kentucky whiskey from his e'^rliest
infancy. -''-..

The Roxbury (Mass.) Bicycle Club has elected the
following officers for the ensuing year: President,
J.J. Fecitt; Vice-President, J. B. Smith; Secretary,
A. M. Lloyd; Treasurer, A. Keltic; First Lieutenant,
J.J. Young; Second Lieutenant, Hon. Frederick F.
Scholl; Bugler, R. Pinksohn ; Color Bearer, E. M.
Spencer.

Mont. Scott, the speedy rider of Providence, has
been asked to join the New York Athletic Club, with'
the assurance that he would be placed under a course
of training at the expense of the club. He intends to
enter the Harvard University Cycling Association's
race on May 23, ;vnd will ride a pneuniatic-tired
niachine,

The Ramblers Bic\'cle Club, of Buffalo, held a com-
plimentary theatre party last week, when Marie Jan-
sen appeared in that city with the "Merry Monarch "

company. A wheel trimmed with flowers adorned
the stage, and all the principal characters wore the
club colors, and were presented with bouquets and
applauded to the echo.

THE LAST CLUB DANCE OF THE SEASON.

" Meanwhile the day sinks fast, the sun is set.

And in the lighted hall the guests are met

—

The beautiful looked lovelier in the light
Of love, and admiration, and delight
Reflected from a thousand hearts and eyes.
Kindling a momentary paradise."

—

Shelley.

Burley B. Ayers, of the Transportation Committee,
L. A. W., is apprehensive of the future attitude of

certain Trunk lines toward wheelmen, and thinks it

would be wise Lor Chairman Mott to open corre-
spondence with these companies with a view of
receiving early advice of any intentions on the part
of railroad officials which may be to the disadvantage
of cyclers.

It is estimated that there will be ten persons
attending the Wisconsin Division's meet this season
to every one at last year's celebration. The business
men and Mayor of Green Bay, where the tournament
is to be held, are working with the wheelmen for the
success of the affair. There will be twenty-two
racing events, and the prizes, consisting of wheels,
watches, cups, medals, etc., will be valued at $1,500.

On Tuesday of this week, a five day, eight hours
per day professional race was started at Rochester,
under the management of the ubiquitous Jack Prince,
with six starters, and another new record will un-
doubtedly be announced at the end of the week. A
five-mile amateur race will be held each evening
after the professionals have left the track, the win-
ners to compete in a final heat on Saturday evening.

Contracts will shortly be issued for paving with
asphalt the following streets : The Boulevard, from
Seventy-ninth Street to Ninety-second Street; Fifth
Avenue, from One Hundred and Twenty-fourth Street
to One Hundred and Thirty-fifth Street; Mt. Morris
Avenue, from One Hundred and Twentieth Street to
One Hundred and Twenty-fourth Street; Madison
Avenue, from Sixtieth Street to Sixty-sixth Street;
Fifty-seventh Street, from Madison Avenue to Fifth
Avenue.

On Saturday evening last eighteen wheelmen, who
in August last toured from Boston to Niagara, to at-
tend the Detroit meet held dinner at Hotel Thorn-
dike. It was an entirely informal affair, there being
no toasts but the reminiscences of the trip were
laughed and joked over until midnight. The guests
present were Chief Consul Robinson, C. P. Cubberly
and Dr. W. G. Kendall. The menu card contained a
fine reproduction of a photograph of the party taken
at Niagara.

A recent paragraph in The Wheel, referring to
Irv. Halsted's last race in the East, the memorable
two mile handicap at the Twelfth Regiment Armory,
has brought a pleasant letter from the Harlem
Wheelmen's ex-captain, who is now in business in
Tacoma. Mr. Halsted sends regards to all inquiring
friends. At present he is interested in the Tacoma
Athletic CUib, and is arranging for a field day on the
first Saturday in June, at which two bicycle races
will be run.

The wheelmen of Boston turned out in large num-
bers on Friday last (fast day) as the atmospheric con-
ditionsand roads were admirably suited for wheeling.
Chestnut Hill Reservoir was visited all day long by
racers and non-racers. Messrs. Berlo, Worden and
Merrill exhibited the pneumatic and cushion tires
and enjoyed several lively brushes. All the clubs
held runs, and according to the newspapers' glowing
accounts, business" must have been almost entirely
suspended at the Hub.

At a meeting of the Zigzag Bicycle Club, of Buffalo,
on Friday last, thirty-eight new members were
elected and a revised constitution and dark blue
uniform adopted. Arrangements were made for an
entertainment for a social to be held April 16 in honor
of the club's fourth anniversary, and the following
officers were elected for the ensuing year : President,
George J. Hearne ; Vice-President, R. P. Wallace;
Corresponding Secretary, E. D. Steins; Financial
Secretary, W. G. Shark ; Treasurer, W. G. White

;

Executive Committee, J. N. Weig, T. Gemmer, R. E.
Judd, H. D. Gates and S. Waterbury.

The Orange Wheelmen have adopted the plans for
anew club-house prepared by W. S. Knowles, which
will be erected on the ground recently purchased on
Park Avenue. The building is to be two-story and a
basement of modified colonial architecture, with a
ground plan of 30x110. The first floor will consistof
a large hallway, gymnasium, reception room and the
locker and bath rooms. A large assembly room
and a ladies' apartment will occupy the second floor,

together with an open balcony overlooking the gym-
nasium. The basement will be used for a wheel
room and the bowling alleys. A porch will run
around three sides of the building.

the fostoria club's annual party.

The third annual party of the Fostoria Club was
held on March 30. The affair was announced and
enclosed in two of the most beautiful invitation
cards we have ever seen. The invitation is of heavy
white cardboard, finished off in white and gold. The
order of dancing is also a handsome specimen of the
printers' art. The affair was a success, and the com-
mittee were : W. C. Brown, G. W. Cunningham, D. R.
Ballmer, A. E. Mergenthaler, W. S. Jackson, P. W.
.Shepard and F. E Robblns We fancy that the artis-
tic invitation cards were the work of President
Mergenthaler, as he is good at that sort.of work.

The promoters of the Hagerstown meet on July 2,

3 and 4 evidently have a deep-seated desire to excel
the National Meet at Detroit in every way possible.
They are working with energy to secure the presence
of all the fast racing men of the country, as well as
all the prominent officials of the League, and in their
zeal they give prominence to statements disparaging
to the National Meet. The wide-awake activity of
the Maryland Wheelmen is praiseworthy, and a spirit
of emulation is d' sirable, but we trust they will not
endeavor to build up their tournament by belittling
the National one. It should be remembered that the
Detroit meet represents the League, and anything
partaking of mediocrity from that point will reflect
on the National body, and tend to throw a blanket
over its present fame and power.

Volapuk is not a marker on the names of Scotch
towns. Here are a few of the riding cities as stated
in a recent Scottish Cyclist, in which reference is made
to the state of the roads :

Glamis to Meigle—Rough.
Kirriemuir to Glamis—Excellent.
Larbert to Stirling—Very good.
Falkirk to Longcroft—Very good.
Greenock to Largs—In fair order.
Glasgow to Kilmarnock—Very good.
Meigle to Coupar-Angus—Very good.
Coupar-Angus to Blairgowrie—Good.
Edinburgh to Dalkeith—In good condition.
Blairgowrie to Kirriemuir via Ruthven—Fair.
Blairgowrie to Dunkeld via Caputh—Very good.
Helensburgh to Garelochhead—In fine condition.

Thomas Stevens, of 'round the world fame, is en-
gaged at present in finishing his book describing his
recent trips on horseback from Moscow to Crimea.
The New York correspondent of Sporting Life says
that Mr. Stevens is still a wheelman in every sense
of the word. He rides and attributes to the wheel
all of the fame he has so rapidly acquired in the past
few years. He intends taking a wheel and going off
to Europe this year on a pureiy personal trip, so that
he may enjoy the pleasure of visiting leisurely the
countries he was forced to rush through on his record
trip around the world. Mr. Stevens is an example of
what the wheel can do for a man and what the man
can do for a wheel. His ride round the world made
him famous, and the machine as well. He says he
never wants to again repeat the experiment, as " once
was enough for him," as the song goes.

A story comes from Philadelphia to the effect that
if pneumatic tires are left unmolested in a house for
a month Or so they are liable to be totally destroyed
by a small insect, resembling a mosquito, imported
from Africa. A resident of the Quaker City named
Jones, recently left his air-inflated wheel at his home
while he was off on a three weeks' trip, and when he
attempted to use the machine upon his return he
found the tire completely severed from the rim.
While he was away the hungry insects had traveled
around both wheels on each side ot the tire, and had
done their work almost as well as could a man with a
knife. These insects breed with great rapidity it is
reported, and owners of pneumatic machines in
Philadelphia are thinking of covering their wheels
with mosquito netting or coating them with camphor.
These are hard lines for the pneumatic exponent.

From an article on bicycle riding by D. S. M. in the
South Bend li'nies we extract the following: "Few
who have experienced the real delights tasted by the
bicycler will again willingly forego them. The
bicycler attains a speed of four times that of walking,
with about one-naif the expenditure of force required
fiir walking, avoiding, moreover, all of the backache
and weariness experienced by one who walks anj'
considerable distance, or stands on his feet for any
length of time. Then the exhilaration of spirits re-
sulting from this method of propulsion, and by reason
of the quick transition of scenes, affords a great ton ic
to the mind. The bicycle rider has an immediate
and certain panacea for the blues. In this respect
the bicycle is peculiarly a boon to woman—as a
restorer of mind tone. Mounting her winged steed
of steel, in a half hour's spin she easily makes a run
of four or five miles, and returns buoyant, clastic,
ruddy, hopeful, courageous and strong."

Dear! Dear!! There has been a flutter in London
society, according to London Truth. Mrs. Behrens
has invented a cycling costume which will certainly
meet a want. The date and place of the clandestine
meeting are not given The costume was recently
exhibited at Mrs. Cooper Oakley's, when it excited
the admiration of Lady Harburton, who will have it

exhibited at the forthcoming Rational Dress Exhibit.
Here is a description of the wonderful garment, a
description which our readers will find as simple as
an astronomical demonstration :

" The principle of
the garment can scarcely be expressed on paper; it

is, as it were,' divided and yet undivided, a sort of
duality in unity, if logic will sanction the combina-
tion. Both Mrs. Behrens and her sister are devotees
of tricycling, and it was the exigencies of that pas-
time which led them to devise a costume which is
warranted not to catch in the machinerv." " Duality
in unity " is good : quite on a par with the vanishing-
lady and sword-swallowing business.

The capable manner in which Chief Consul Arthur
W. Robinson and Vice-Consul George A. Perkins
worked to secure the passage of the wheelmen's road
improvement bill has won a great number of con-
verts to the cause. Their conscientious efforts, says
the Boston //eruM, has been so heartilv supported by
other league officials and clubs that if "the bill is de"
feated tt will be a great surprise. There seems to be
but one reason why the State Committee has failed
to report on the matter, and that, in the opinion of
many, is the $10,000 improvement bill now before the
committee. If this were withdrawn, it would be all
plain sailing for the wheelmen, and they would prob-
ably come out of the battle victorious. But as the
father ot the latter bill is himself very anxious to
have the wheelmen withdraw their bill, so that he
will have a better opportunity to secure the enactment
of his, it is hardly likely that he will withdraw in
favor of the cyclists. Thev propose, bv all niea s. to
remain in the fight for better ro.-\d legislation in this
State,
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CHICAGO.

Englewood lady cyclists have increased in number
in spite of the poor weather. Miss Clara
Gov, captain of tho Ladies' Englewood Cycling Club,
will shortly issue the season's run card. A committee
appointed by the club have of late been diligently at
work seeking for a proper club riding costume, and
think they have discovered about the right thing.

Pneumatic-tired ordinaries for racing will be rid-
den by a number of our Chicago racing men, so that
"ordinary" racing will hardly be given the go-by in
this city. I have heard opinions expressed time and
time again tending to show that the spectators enjoy
far more an "ordinary" race than a safety. Every
scorcher in Chicago, be he an ordinary or a safety
rider, is to-day endeavoring to convince his con-
science and also his pocketbook that he can afiford

one of those high-priced pneumatics, or even a pneu-
matic of the ordinary price, $135. The riders of the
good old ordinary look longingly on their high ma-
chine, and in most cases decide it must go, or perhaps
to keep it and get a pneumatic in addition. But we
all can't do that, you know.
April 14 has been fixed upon as the date for the

Englewood Club's minstr- 1 show. Ralph Temple has
been engaged to give a trick riding exhibition.

Stephen Golder, of Coventry, spent last Sunday in-
specting Chicago's many club-houses. F. Howard
Tuttle and Birdie Munger have done all in their
power to make Mr. Golder's visit to this city an
agreeable one.

Roovaart met his first defeat in the Englewood
Club's handicap pool tournament last Fri lay night.
Roovart is scratch man and previous to this had won
seven straight games.
The opening run of the Englewood Cycling Club

was to Pullman, Sunday, April 5.

A set of handsome and most expensive portiers was
presented to the Englewood Cj'cling Club by the
C ilies' E i^le .vood Cyjlin^ Club this last week.

An even dozen houses are in view for a new home
for the Lincoln Cycling Club, but as yet no sight has
been selected. The new house will probably be as
far north as Diversey Avenue.

All obstacles but one have been removed, and the
boulevard connecting Lincoln Park with the West
Side Park system by way of Diversey Avenue and
Western Avenue to Humboldt Park is now an assured
thing. This will be a big thing for west and north
side cyclists, as it wid enable the west siders to reach
the Siieridan Drive over good roads, and will open
up likewise the west side boulevards to the Lincolns.
Now the wheelmen have to ride through one of the
worst districts to go from the west to the north side,
or vice versa, a region where but a year ago a base-
ball team was organized called the Erie Street Bi-
cycle Wreckers. Conkling tells a good story of this
region. While riding through with a friend one day
he was caused at times to dodge tin cans, stray cats
(dead), barrels rolled maliciously in the way and
small pebbles thrown by the ever present small boy.
This at least got to be too much of a good thing, so
he was on the alert, and when a stone struck his
friend, Conkling, who had seen who threw it, jumped
off his wheel, chased that small boy right into his
own house, upstairs and into a closet. Yanking forth
the culprit he administered to him a much sounder
drubbing probably than his mother had ever given
him. On coming down stairs a howling mob of kids
and some men were found thirsting for Conk's blood.
Hastily mounting they made tracks. I never heard
who the next cyclist was to pass through thisdistrict.

At a meeting of the Chicago Cycling Club,held last
Saturday evening, a proposition of wealthy gentle-
men to build the club a §30,000 club-house was dis-
cussed. It was decided to accept this proposition :

$2j,ooo to build the house and $to,ooo for the land. To
do this, however, the club had to raise $6,000; $j,ooo
was raised on the spot. The Chicagos have needed a
new club-house for some time. The growth of the
club was unexpected, and the present quarters have
all along been too small for the proper accommoda-
tion of the three hundred members. A committee
was appointed, of which W. F. Bode is chairman, to
select suitable ground for building. The new sight
will be near Forty-third Street and the lake shore,
nearer the city by about one-third of the distance to
their present club-house. Rosalie Music Hall has
hien rented during the last season by the club for
entertainments, ball games and the like, and the ex-
pense has been $400, or nearly S35 per month. This
expense will be entirely dcme away with at the new
house, which will contain a large hall. The dues are
now $20 per year

;
these may be doubled or maybe

made $25 after the club is located in its new home.

Five hundred people turned out Monday evening in

the rain to attend the O^ik Park Club's entertainment.
The Beloit Glee and Banjo Clubs entertained the
audience in splendid style. The programme attracted
a great amount of attention. Printed on heavy paper
and including in it a short history of the club and
front elevation view of the new club-hjuse. I clip
the following from the programme :

"Beginning with a membership of eleven In Febru-
ary, 1888, the Oak Park Cycling Club has steadily
grown in numbers until to-day the roster shows about
one hundred.
From a small room in the basement of Scoville In-

stitute to a larger one in Steiner's Hall, thence to a
one-and-a-half story cottage on Marion Street chroni-
cles the changes made necessary in two years by in-

creased membership
In Mav, 1890, the forty " good and true " selected the

two-story dwelling 248 Home Avenue as their abode
for the following year. This change permitted an in-

crease in membership which the young men in Oak
Park and vicinity availed themselves of, for over fifty

became identified with the club during that year.
Like the boy who objects to having his. father's

clothes made over for him because he has grown to

be a little taller and heavier than his father, the club
has long been of the opinion that a house built for a
dwelling wasnojjlace for club purposes, being inade-
quate both as to size and convenience.

Acting upon this idea, the members have purchased
the l3t—6S.X141 feet—on the southeast corner of Boule-
vard and' Prairie Avenue, and will, early in April,
begin the erection of what is to be their future home.
The building (a cut of which appears on the first in-
side page of this programme) will be 40x80 feet in size
with two stories and basement. The basement will
be used for wheelrooms, lockers, living rooms for
servants, kitchen, steam-heating apparatus, and two
full length bowling alleys. The main entrance to
first floor is on Prairie Avenue, and opens up into a
large reception parlor with an old-fashioned fire-
place at one end and a "cozy nook " or alcove adja-
cent where exaggerated stories regarding fast riding
will be frequently heard. Opening off this parlor at
one side is the billiard room, accommodating five
tables, and at the other side and running parallel to
the billiard room is the dining room, card rooms, but-
ler's pantry, etc.
The second story is to be used exclusively for a

gymnasium, dancing and reception hall. At the east
end of this room will be built a stage of ample pro-
portions, having 20x20 feet of available working space
and an audience room 40x50 feet, which will accom-
modate about two hundred and fifty.

To sum the matter up, our new club-house will be
handsome in appearance and complete in detail.
Although cycling is the main idea of the organiza-
tion, the other athletic features will form a prominent
part in the club's make-up which should attract
others than active wheelmen."

Five doctors are members of the Douglas Cycling
Club, and they are all ^vorkers, always having the
best interests of the club at heart. They are Doctors
Spintel, C. H. and J. C. Wachter, Brockway and
Wendell,

April 17 the Douglas Cycling Club will surpass all
their former efforts in the dance and reception way.
A committee of four has been appointed, consisting
of Dr. Spintel, Dr. C. H. Wachter, O. C. H. Rellihan
and L. C. De Proft.

The Victor Ladies' Cvcling Club will be formed at
once. The gentlemen's committee, who have been
recruiting the organization, have been discharged
and the ladies have taken charge. This club is aux-
iliary to the Victor Cycling Club.

O. C. H. Rellihan leads in the Victor Cycling Club
long-distance contest by 300 miles. The Victor Club
will undoubtedly rent a seven-roomflat at Eighteenth
Street and Blue Island Avenue. It is on the second
story and above a store in a new stone front building
fitted with all modern conveniences.

The opening run of the the Lincoln Cycling Club is

to Evanston, April ic.

Harry Angle, of Evanston, is building a safety this
season which is pronounced by many to be the acme
of perfection. He is taking orders rapidlv. The
wheel is a diamond frame, the lower part of the
frame being two bars which come down to the out-
side of the sprocket wheel and back to the rear hub.
A spring fork, which is a combination of the good
qualities of all styles at present on the market, is

used. Only the very best Credenda steel tubing is

used and all parts are drop-forged steel. Cuts and
specifications will be obtained later.

r. W. Gerould won three out of five games in the
challenge pool tournament at the Lincoln Club, Mon-
day night. Servoss and Whitney were the other con-
testants.

A. Featherstone is preparing to take the natives by
storm. He owns a particularly fast horse which has
already done all the horses on the road, and now Mr.
F. is going to have a light-speeding buggy made,
fitted with pneumatic-tired wheels.

At the Allen Academy, on Calumet Avenue, a cy-
cling club was formed last week. They will give a
race early in May to Pullman, for a handsome gold
medal.
Pennington, of air ship fame, is the patentee of a

safety bicycle which he also expects will fly—on the
road.

Chief Consul Davis and C. L. Steen will spend sev-
eral days of April in Rockford arranging for the
Illinois Division meet. From present indications
Chicago will be better represented at the Division
meet this year than ever before.

The Pezen Cycling Club have decided not to join in
the west side track, but to devote their entire time to
the obtaining of a suitable club-house, and the ad-
vancement "f their club generally. They have a house
•n view at Eighteenth Street and Centre Avenue, and
are arranging for entire new black uniforms for the
club.

Geo. Skeer and Fred Arnold, of the Illinois Cycling
Club, contemplate a trip through the East this
Summer.
Harry Winn, of the Illinois Cycling Club, and of the

.A.. J. Street Cycle Co., is but a ghost of his former
self, having been laid up for five weeks with sciatica.
He expects to be out as soon as warm vireather ar-
rives.
At this writing Bob Garden is still at home very

sick with the prevailing grip. J. O. Blake is also a
victim of the disease.

Roy Keator, the unicycle rider, rode 320 miles last
week in training ai the E.xposition Building. Every
mile of this was done ona measured six-laptrack and
on one wheel.

Vice-President A. W. Roth and Al. Christenson, of
the ^olus Cycling Club, started Monday last for a
month's trip for pleasure through the South. Hot
Springs was the first stopping place.

The Lincoln Cycling Club will issue this month a
mileage book which will be sent to every League
member in Illinois and Indiana. This is provided
with a space to jot down your day's mileage and any
little note of the day you mav want to make.
Willis L. Hall, for some time a member of the Lin-

coln Cycling Club, is now residing in Denver, Col.

Saturday evening a smoker was given at the Lin-
coln Cycling Club house. The Imperial Banjo Quar-
tet entertained the members.

A note published in this letter last week in regard
to the soliciting of advertisements by a prominent
club for their road book is misleading. In fact, is
wrong, we may say. The solicitor went to an insur-
ance firm for an advertisement and got it without
any inquiry being made as to the number of members
in the club. What cared he; the book was to be
mailed to all Leagne and club members in this State.
He did ask, however, for a list of wheelmen, without
regard to club, to whom he could send advertising
matter, and the club secretary drew off a list of all
the names on his books for him. These letters sent
out were not addressed as members of this club, but
as wheelmen.
For three years and a half the Lincoln Cycling Club

have been organized, and last Wednesday was the
first time in the club's history that they have been
called upon to chronicle the death of one of their
members. Mr. Roswell P. Hayes, a wheelman and an
athlete, died Wednesday of apoplexy. Mr. Hayes
was North Town Assessor. Last year at this time
Billie Herrick and about forty others canvassed the
entire North Side, and it was largely through their
efforts that Mr. Hayes was elected.

A committee has been appointed, and the Douglas
Club's new club-house scheme will be pushed as rap-
idly as possible. J. G. Loebstein, Jr., Chas. Kopf,
Doctor Spurtel and L. C De Proft are the committee.
The Jno. Wilkinson Co. report that the sales of

Rovers have more than doubled what they were last
season, FIRENZI.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

Owing to the delay explained in The Wheel last
week, nobody here got a copy of that paper till late
Tuesday or Wednesday, so "X-Bones" had no chance
to read up in preparation for his letter, hence none
appeared from him in the last number of The Wheel.
Also, "X-Bones " notes with regret that owing doubt-
less to some wile of the devil—the printer's devil is
meant, of course—"X-Bones" is made to have com-
pleted his last letter with a grammatically incomplete
.entence. "X-Bones" does not speak of this by way
of fault-finding with the editor, who would doubtless
tell him to "goto the devil," but merely to explain
that he is not responsible for grammatical errors
made by the . (There comes that word again.)
Well, we'll say satan, and thus beat the we mean
satan, around the traditional stump.
Resuming his sketching, "X-Bones" wants to say

in parenthesis that he does not feel as if he had done
full justice to his last subject, the first captain of the
Arlington Wheelmen, but will ever and anon, as the
spirit moves him, return to that subject, and touch
him up again, and thus bring out his prominent char-
acteristics in bolder relief.

The theme for the pressnt photograph is " Birdie,"
the first secretary of the Arlingtons. Oh! what an
excellent incipient clergyman has been lost in
"Birdie." In all the membership of the Arlingtons
none can discourse so sweetly upon the sins of this
generation, none could paint in more glowing colors
to young ladies and tender boarding-school misses
the'delights of strict obediencr to the scriptural pre-
cept, "Love ye one another" and your pastor particu-
larly. And as to the aforesaid young ladies and
misses none could more closely assimilate with the
precept quoted the further one of " Do as you would
be done by." This latter fact is so true that, In busi-
ness matters, he is often "done " by the merest tyro
in commercial depravitj-. He however consoles him-
self by the reflection " All is fair in love and war," for
if not, there could be no war-fare. Eh? "Birdie" is
such a rara avis that a slight reference to a certain
peculiarity of his appearance may be found instruc-
tive. During the winter season he turns out a scanty
crop of coarse, stiff whisker-grass—which he calls a
beard—of a hue impossible to define, somewhere be-
tween a red, auburn and chestnut—principallya chest-
nut. Were he not the sweetest-tempered fellow in the
world he might have had a fashionable cemeterv col-
lection of those who make giddy and thoughtless
reference to the pneumatic permeation of this vege-
table garden by the agitated atmosphere. As there
is nothing particularly bird-like about " Birdie," he is

often greatly embarrassed by being asked whence he
derives his poetic title. If the questioner is an inti-
mate friend, " Birdie " has been known to beguile him
to some secluded spot, and there, undt r strict promise
of secrecy, convulse the framp of the enquirer with an
uncontrolable agitation by a harrowing recital of the
d tails of his baptism in the club. If, however, the
question is put in public by an unsympathetic seeker
after curious information, and particularly if it be a
lady, the timid " Birdie" is in the habit of referring
the interlocutor to his sponsor in baptism, one "Lo,"
now of Peoria, 111., an off-shoot of the famous " High
Low, Jack in the Box " family, so well and favorably
known in connection with early Western communi-
ties.

Of the official career of "Birdie" as secretary for
the Arlingtons little can be said. He set the example
—fortunatelv not followed by the present secretary

—

of doing as little and saying as much at the club meet-
ings as was possibly consistent with the preservation
of his life, limbs and liberty.

In consequence of these tactics, and probablv with
a view to closing his mouth in debate, " Birdie " -was
elected president; but alas, the fondest hopes of his
supporters have been disappointed, for he can alwavs
find someone with small enough regard for the mem-
bers of the club to take the chair and so let " Birdie"
loose upon them to harangue at his pleasure. It i«

said that " Birdie" is sure of a re-election if the club
can onlv pass a constitutional amendment forbidding
the president to address the club on anv subject, but
those who know him best think he would decline re-
election on these terms, as does X-BONES.

Chief Consul Perrigo, of the Nebraska Division, has
been increasing that division's membership very rap-
idlv of late. It now possesses about 150 members.
The Division had less than loo supporters the first of
the vear.
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GOTHAM WHEELMEN.
Sunday, April 5, was a day that will long be remem-

bered as a pleasant one, inasmuch as the club had its

initial run of the season, and a glorious success it was.
No less than twenty-eight members participated. A
game of base ball was indulged in upon reaching
Yonkers. The run this Sunday will be to Orange, and
Captain Wiener is letting out every link to again have
as many members take this outing as accompanied
him to Yonkers. The start will be made from the
club-house at nine o'clock sharp, and a cordial invita-
tion is extended to all wheelmen to join in the trip.

Treasurer William H. Lord is very an.xious to get
the members into training and do some good cinder
path work this year. At the last meeting he offered
to present two valuable gold medals, one for a three
mile handicap race for members only, and the other
for a hundred yard slow race.
Messrs. George C. Smith, Dan Levy and Harry King

were appointed a racing committee at the last meeting.
Secretary Smith has received four applications to

membership, which will be acted upon at the next
meeting.
A reception will be given at the club-house Friday

evening, April 24.

THE K. C. W.'S TENTH ANNI-
VERSARY.

The organization of the Kings County Wheelmen,
which took place March 17, 1881, was commemorated
by a reunion of its active and veteran members at
the club-house on Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn, on
Tuesday evening, March 31. About a hundred mem-
bers were present, the proportion of "old-timers"
being very large, and three of the six organizers and
all of its six full-term presidents attended. Among
the faces well known in earlier days were those of
Geo. T. Brown, the club's tirst president ; A. C. D.
Loucks, the secretary of many terms ; Chas. Schwal-
bach, the treasurer for a long term ; Ed. Fisk, Rob.
J. Knox, and John Knox, of round-racing fame, and
Eugene Valentine, Eph. Johnson. Letters of regret
were received from several who were unable to be
present, among them being a telegram of regret and
congratulation, dated San Diego, California, from
W. D. Bloddgood, whose grace and skill as a fancy
rider long kept him at the head of the few amateurs
in that specialty. He was one of the earliest mem-
bers of the club.
Mr. Loucks, in his paper on club history, in speak-

ing of the changes in membership, said :
" Of the six

members who organized the club, two have remained
constantly with us—F. H. Douglas and Chas. Schwal-
bach—while a third, E. K. Austin, has been at inter-
vals and was until recently an active member. Of
the forty members at the club's incorporation. May 7,

1884, the following nine still remain on the active
roll: F. H. Douglas, Chas. Schwalbach, R. F. Hibson,
J. H. Long, Vincent Chapman, R. V. Williams, M. L.
Bridgman and F. W. Loucks."
At the annual meeting in March, 1891, the total

membership was reported as 190, being 119 active, 11

associate, 2 non-resident and 58 veteran.
Mr. Hibson, in his paper, gave an interesting resume

of events wholly unfamiliar to most of the present
members, while Mr. Austin, in a paper that showed
evidence of much patient research, gave a detailed
account of the club's successful series of race meets,
starting with the first one ever held in Brooklyn, in
June, 1883, and concluding with the latest one, in
June, 1890. Distances and times of first and second
men at the finish of each race were given, with much
entertaining comment and several useful tables ap-
pended, the whole making an almost invaluable
record of the race meets. An interestingfact brought
out by Mr. Austin was the large number of men fa-
mous on the road and path who won their first mod-
est laurel wreath at the race of the K. C. \V., a very
large proportion being members of the club, among
which were A. B. Rich, Edward Pettens, H. J. Hall,
Jr., T. J. Hall, Jr., Eugene Valentine, John Bensinger,
C. M. Murphy and W. F. Murphy, not to mention
a score of others less famous, a record as an Alma
Mater equalled by no other Club.
Mr. Bridgman's paper, on ''Road Racing Teams,"

carried off the honors of the evening, both in point of
literary treatment and effective reading. His de-
scription of the first team road race ever held was
more than photographic in its realism, for even the
clouds, the sighing of the wind and the emotions of
spectators and participants were portrayed. That
memorable event took place on the Coney Island
Boulevard, Tuesday, November 3, 1885, under the aus-
pices of the K. C. W. Owing to circumstance beyond
the control of the K. C. W. team the trophy for that
event became the highly valued possession of the
Harlem Wheelmen. Never again did the K. C. W.
take second place. Did not the Alphabetical Asso-
ciation die because no club dared put up a team
against the victors ot five consecutive contests? And
in the individual handicap races since have not mem-
bers of the K. C. W. taken rather more than a fair
share of the prizes ? Let the proposers of a new road
racing association be warned and exclude members
of the K. C. W. if they want a chance for the laurel
for themselves.
An attractive feature of the anniversary was an

exhibition of medals and cups won by members of
the club in various events, the contribution of W. T.
Murphy being most notable for size and splendor.
He displayed several scores of medals and eleven
cups from his large collection.
Equally attractive, and more gratifying to club

pride, was the display of trophies won by our teams
on the road, the path, at pool, and by the once famous
drill team. Beautiful banners from the Seventh
Regiment Athletic Club, the Olympia Club, the Berk-
ley Athletic Club and the L. I. Wheelmen and others,
adorned the walls, while among the cups, pitchers
and other articles in silver the beautiful cup of the
Alphabetical Association and the massive punch
bowl, presented by the Citizens Bicycle Club, at-
tracted great notice.
As will be seen by the programme appended, sev-

eral songs known to all the members were inter-
spersed between the papers, and were sung with
much spirit, the specially "adapted" one, (" Bi-
cyclia," being followed by a round of applause and
calls fortheauthor, who, however, modestly refrained
from revealing himself.
Chocolate and cake, followed by pipes and tobacco

came after the programme was ended, and many
members tarried until long after midnight renewing
memories of bygone days.
The programme follows: "Greeting by the Presi-

dent, Arthur H. Smith ; Historical papers—The Divi-
sion Avenue Period of Club History; The Clymer Street
Period, R. F. Hibson; Getting a Club House (the Club
House Period), F. W. Loucks; Our Race Meets, Edward
R. Austin; Our Drill Team, Harry J. Hall, Jr.; Our
Road Racing Teams, M. L. Bridgman; Memorable
LJays on the Road, by various members." Banjo,
guitar and vocal music was interspersed between the
reading of the papers, including two original songs,
one of which follows:

BICYCMA.

BY A. FRANK PLAGIARIST.

(
l-V/tli apologies to Mr. Smith.)

Bicycle 'tis of thee,
Emblem of Liberty,

Of thee we sing.
Wheel by our fathers tried,
Wheel of our manhood's pride,
From every smooth road-side

Thy praises ring.

My faithful wheel—'tis thee,
Mount of the brave and free,

'Tis thee I love.
As o'er smooth roads and hills
By woods and murmering rills

On thee, with rapture thrills
My heart above.

Let music still the breeze.
And swell from 'mid the trees

Our Cycling Song:
Let thankful tongues awake,
Let all who ride partake.
Let wheels their silence break.

The joy prolong.
EX-CATHEDRA.

CLEVELAND, O.

On Thursday evening, April 2, a meeting ot the
Cleveland Wheel Club was held at the parlors of the
"Wilmot" for the purpose of electing ofRcers and
adopting a constitution and by-laws. The election
resulted as follows: President, W. A. Skinkle; Vice-
President, Edwin Oliver; Secretary, Charles Sebas-
tian; Treasurer, W. Henri Irish; Directors, George
CoUister, H. E. Chubb, W. A. Crawford and Mr.
Leavitt; Captain, C. Collins. The president, W. A.
Skmkle, was formerly president of the Chicago Bicy-
cle Club. He is an old and experienced wheelman
and an enthusiastic rider. He has the welfare of the
League and wheeling in general at heart, and we pre-
dict that his presence here will tend greatly to bring
wheeling to the front in Cleveland. He probably has
had as much experience in wheeling matters as any-
one in this section, and the club is to be congratulated
upon securing so competent an executive.
"Ned " Oliver, our genial vice-president, was also a

Chicago boy, and formerly president of the Lincoln
CyclingClubof that City. He is another experienced
wheelman, and will, no doubt, help the sport a great
deal here.
George CoUister, one of the directors, was at one

time president of the old Forest City Ramblers, and
we are glad to see that he is still on deck. Also N. E.
Chubb, who was captain of the same club.
C. Collins, who was elected captain, is undoubtedly

the best choice that could have been made, as he is

well adapted to the position as a rider, and we think
he will lead the boys on many a long run this season.
The committee on policy and constitution made

their report, which was favorably received, and a
constitution and by-laws were adopted, which will be
printed, and can be had on application to the secre-
tary.
The question of uniform was raised, but nothing

definite was done in regard to it. The subject will be
taken up again at the next meeting and probably de-
cided upon.
A committee was appointed to look up a suitable

club-house, and will make a report at the next meet-
ing.
Our object is to boom cycling, and with the above

talent backing us we have no doubt but what you will

hear from Cleveland a great many times before the
season is over. There never has been so much enthu-
siasm shown in regard to wheeling in this city as
there is at present, and we expect to have between
two and three thousand riders before Winter. Watch
Cleveland this year. BUCKEYE.

THE PALISADE WHEELMEN.

Since I last took up the pen in behalf of the Palisade
Wheelmen many changes have been brought about
and the P. W. have climbed a few more rungs of the
ladder to success.

The Palisade Wheelmen no longer occupy a fur-
nished floorin the "C. B. L." building, foron April ist

they took possession of a house in the most central
part of West Hoboken, which, in the course of a few
weeks, will be furnished in the most approved style,

and will then be second to none in the State of New
Jersey in its appointments as acycle club-house. For
an organization which has been in existence but little

over a year this is an achievement to be proud of, and
to the wheelmen who worked with such a will to bring
the Palisades to the front it is a just reward for their
labors and promises a bright future. During the past

year the club has met with success in all itsundertak-
ings, and any enterprise to which the P. W. are a party
is sure to go. The next thing on the list is a general
house-warming, the date of which has not as yet been
set.

I note with pleasure the suggestions of "Hudson "

in the last issue of The Wheel, and to his query,
"Shall we have a New Jersey Team Road Racing As-
sociation?" I, for another, say yes. And you may.
put the Palisade Wheelmen down to begin with, for
we are with you, dear Hudson, every time. In fact,
we have started the ball a-rolling already. At the
last meeting the captain appointed a racing team to
represent us, which consists of the following mem-
bers: H. E. Ackerman, Ed. Lutjen, A. W. Grasshoff,
J. Schlendorf and R. Bailey. The first match race to
come off will probably be with our neighbors, the
Bergen County Wheelmen. Both clubs are ready,
and all that remains to be done is to issue the chal-
lenge and fix the date. The wheels used by these
gentlemen will make up the following list : Two safe-
ties, two ordinaries and an Eagle.
Cushion tires and also pneumatics find no favor in

the eyes of our members, as by actual test they do
not come up to the mark at all. My experience on
both the cushion and pneumatic will be given later
on. -^ Palisade.

OMAHA.

Some great traveler has said that Omaha is a beau-
tiful city. "Crank" wishes said traveler could see
the beauties of the city at the present moment, when
the mud is almost knee deep upon the pavements.
He would add "in the summer time" in an instant.
Omaha is all right, when the pavement has been
cleaned and washed, but when the city fathers let the
accumulation of a hard winter season lie undisturbed
upon the streets the much boasted "beautiful city"
is the reverse. The condition of our streets this
Spring is a disgrace to common decency and munici-
pal government. Let us pray that the day will come
when prominent and enthusiastic wheelmen will be
numbered among the " city dads." There is no
reason why such a thing could not be, and every
wheelman in the city of Omaha should constitute
himself as a committee of one to infuse that idea into
the voting population. Our streets can be cleaned
and kept so at a very moderate cost.

For several days the weather has been lowery
and bad ; we have not had a smile from "Old Sol's
face for nearly a week, and consequently the pros-
pects for an early riding season are banished for a
few weeks at least. Those who ventured out last
Sunday soon returned their mounts to their winter
quarters and hied themselves to their club-rooms,
there to indulge in a strong and steady kick.

A large party of club men took in Hanlon Bros.'
" Superba," at the Boyd, one night of this week, and
quite a crowd is made up to attend Lou Dale's Masta-
don Minstrels, in the Bluffs, some night of next week.
Ladies' night continues to be one of the enjovable

features of the Omaha Wheel Club's series of winter
entertainments.

Several new names have been sent into the League
during the last few days, which demonstrates the
fact that the Chief Consul and his aids are working
to build up the Nebraska Division.

The Hotel Delone has the honor to be appointed a
League hotel at this place. Visiting wheelmen will
be taken care of at the new hostelry.

J. B. Coates, President of the Bloomington Manu-
facturing Co., Bloomington, 111., stopped in Omaha
one day of last week looking after the interests of
his company. He says that the Bloomington folks
will soon spring a new safety on the market which
will be a "hummer." It will befitted with either
cushion or balloon tires.

A H. Perrigo & Co. have moved part of their stock
into their new quarters and will vacate their old
store about the first of April.

The correspondent for one of our local papers, who
writes from the Apollo Club rooms, seems to take ex-
ception to the note we made in a late issue of THE
Wheel concerning the A. C. C. pulling out of the
League. If he does not like to read such accounts he
should caution his clubmates about talking so loudly
about what they will do if the L. A. W. Racing Board
does not do so and so. "Crank" had pretty good
authority for his statement. Crank.

FALL RIVER, MASS.

The Ramblers have moved into new quarters in R.
S. Brown's block, directly opposite their old head-
quarters, and have secured a very pleasant suite of
rooms.

Ed Brown, of the Fall Rivers, surprised himself by
taking a cold water bath in a pond recently. His
wheel slipped off the walk and he fell into ten feet of
water. As neither Brown nor his wheel could swim
they were both fished out with a rake.

F. C. Nichols' riding school is doing good work. A
number of ladies are learning to ride who would
never have tried to learn on the street. He says that
ladies are inquiring about his wheels every day,
which we hail as a good sign, as we have only five or
six lady riders here now.
The Fall Rivers were out in force on Fast Day.

Runs were made to Providence, Warren and Taun-
ton. The Ramblers made a run to Taunton on the
same day.

Richard B. Dean has resigned as local consul here.
His successor has not been appointed yet.

The Fall Rivers have received a flattering offer for
a new club-house. The building is situated on North
Main Street, and contains eight rooms with all im-
provements including shower baths, etc. A com-
mittee has been appointed to look up the matter and
report at the next meeting.
The five lap cinder track on the North End Grounds

has been complet«d, and is a fine one. We are look-
ing forward to some good sport the coming season.

QUEQUECHAN.
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" THE * ORMONDE."
LiaST J STRONG I SER ^ICEJ^BLE !

Cushion
,

Solid and Pneumatic Tyres.

If you live in New England, Neiv York, New Jersey, Delaivare, rennsylvaiiia, Maryland, Tirfjinia, West

Virginia, Disti'ict of Columbia, Ohio or Michigan, send for Catalogue and Terms to

AQUI LA B. RICH & CO, 179 Broadway, New York .

If your home is in any other State or Territory send to HOUSE, HAZARD d; CO., Peoria, III.

FOR THE EAST :

Aquila B. Rich &. Co., 1790 Broadway, N. Y.

FOB THE WEST :

Rouse, Hazard & Co., Peoria, Iu.

SOLE UNITED STATES IMPORTERS. ^

ANGKL WANTED

!

" When a man dies they who survive him ask what property he has left behind. The Angel who bends
over the dying man asks what good deeds he has sent before him."—Koran.

WE are not vibrating the atoms of our (to us) valuable brain in an enthusiastic but hopeless attempt to accumulate property to

be left behind us when we die, although confidentially we do expect to leave most of the earth behind us, but we are

exceedingly anxious that a good deed or two should precede us; that an angel should bend over us and that his" optics, when

applied to our aforesaid good deeds, should have very large manifolding capacity. How to accomplish these results is what keeps

us awake nights. Evidently much depends upon the Angel. If we could hire a rider of the "Sylph" to ride some other make

long enough to see the difference and get jolted to death, the thing would be done, but thus far we have not been able to find one

who cared to give up the " sylph " in order to be an Angel. We are still searching, however, and want live agents to help us.

ROUSE-DURYEA CYCLE CO.,
13 C STREET, PEORIA, ILL.

-« UNP/1R/1LLELED B/IRQ/IINS IN 0RDIN/1RIE5 h-

Ordinaries have by no means gone by. Many of the most experienced riders in the largest cities still ride

them, and scorn to ride the lowly safety. We are shipping Ordinaries every day to all parts of the United
States, and not to the back districts either. So far this year our trade on Ordinaries is but a very trifle less

than last year when we sold hundreds of them.

Sizes. Regular Prices. Our Prices.
AMEEICAN IDEALS 30 to 50 Inch $20.00 to $55.00 $10.00 to $35.00
VINEYARDS 42 & 50 inch 45.00 & 60.00 13.50 & 26.00
AM. CHALLENGES 48 to 54 inch 65.00 to 71.00 40.00 to 43.00
'89 EXPERT COLUMBIAS 42 to 56 inch 65.00 to 137.00 45.00 to lOO.OO
'90 AM. CHAMPION 48 to 56 inch lOO.OO to 1 lO.OO 60.00 to 82.50
'90 AM. LIGHT CHAMPION 48 to 58 inch 105.00 to 117.50 84.00 to 94.00
SPRINGFIELD ROADSTERS : 46 to 50 inch 75.00 to 120.00 55.00 to 70.00

Our line of Safeties and Second-hand Wheels is very large, and we sell on easy ]3ayments, with no extra

charge. Send for catalogue and second-hand list. Discount to the trade.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO., 13 G Street, Peoria, III.
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NEWARK.

The Atalanta Wheelmen took their innings at the
much-discussed League question during the regular
meeting o£ the club on Monday evening of this week.
After the communication received from Chief Consul
Brown had been read, the matter was debated on for
an hour or more, resulting finally in it being laid
over until next month. Notice was given that when
the membership roll reached the century mark, steps
would be taken to lower the dues to $i per month.
The president announced the following standing
committees for 1891 : House, E. F. Millar, D. C^. Clarke,
A. T. Dodd ; Billiard and Bowling, G. H. Millar, H.
G. Hornfeck, L. A. Edwards; Riding and Racing, L.
N. Thorne, C. S. Swain, A. C. Hazen, Jr. ; Badges and
Medals, Chas. Edge, A. T. Rumraell, E. M. Halsey

;

Auditing, IS. Drabble, A. W. Snow, C. G. Halsey
;

Entertainment, W. V. Belknap, H. R. Russell, W. E.
Eldridge. Arrangements are being made for a
smoker, which will be held during the latter part of
the month.

Eighteen members of the Business Men's Cycle
League rode to Orange on Tuesday evening of this
week. The club is now well settled In its new quar-
ters, and anticipates an active season. Capt. Kirk-
patrick has hopes that the medal offered to the mem-
ber attending the greatest number of club runs will
incite competition and result in their trips awheel
being well attended.

Seven ladies of this city who are engaged in the
occupation of teaching the young idea how to shoot,
have formed some sort of a combine for the purpose
of purchasing safeties and espousing cycling as a
means of recreation and healthful exercise. At pres-
ent but one of the seven has learned to ride, but they
all intend to be able to pedal along on their own ma-
chines inside of a month. The pneumatic has caught
their fancy, which machine all but one or two of them
will ride. This symposium of brains and beauty will
tour to the White Mountains during the coming Sum-
mer unless their present plans miscarry, and a great
time is anticipated.

The plan broached for the formation of a New Jer-
sey Team Road Racing Association should not be
allowed to languish, but it will if Newark is depended
on for the birthplace of the organization. If some
enthusiastic follower of the idea will call a meeting,
the matter can undoubtedly be arranged.

Frank Brock, who was in the employ of H. A. Smith
& Co. for ov«r three years, is now located with E.
Alsdorf & Co. as manager of the retail department.
This firm has recently secured a large hall, which
will be opened as a riding school. Brock will attempt
to lower the Eagle Rock Hill record on Sunday next
if the conditions are favorable.

There are t%vo papers published in the city of
Brotherly Love that regularly clip the wheel notes
that appear in a certain Sunday paper of this city
and use the matter as special correspondence from
Newark or New Jersey. There is nothing remarkable
in this, but critical readers must wonder how"N.
J." and the man who addresses his matter " To the
Editor of the Shears " each week write identically
the same stuff.

The new riding school of Howard A. Smith & Co.
is nearing completion. At present the place much
resembles a Coney Island merry-go-round, but when
it is entirely completed the firm will possess a most
convenient apartment for their patrons to ride in.

W. E. Eldridge has secured the services of A. L.
Horry for the management of his repair department,
which will be located in the basement of his store.
Horry had just started in the cycle business for him-
self in Bridge Street, and possesses all the machinery,
etc., necessary to the equipment of a complete repair
shop. He learned the trade across the pond. Horry
announces on his card that ten percent, discount on
all repairs will be allowed to members of the "Atlanta '

Wheelmen, and a large influx of riders from Georgia
with broken wheels is expected.

Newark wheelmen anticipate considerable sport
out of the war that is now raging between two cycle
dealers of this city. For several weeks the wheels
handled by one concern have been verbally picked
apart and knocked to atoms by the other and vice
versa. This week one of the dealers secured the
leading make handled by his rival by offering big in-
ducements to the original purchaser of the machine,
its agent claims, but according to the other because
the owner was dissatisfied with it. At all events the
machine was secured by the enemy and held up as an
awful example of the brand, and has ever since been
the object of ridicule and a whole book full of defama-
tory remarks. Not to be outdone, the agent of these
much -abused wheels secured one of the makes
handled by his competitor, and treated it in a similar
manner. He also offered to sell that particular line
of machine at prices way below cost. One of the
agents intends to demand satisfaction from the other
before the week is over, and whether swords or pis-
tols or pens will be selected is the cause of much
speculation. Spark.

ROME, N. Y.

The cyclers will have the satisfaction of running
their races. May 30, on a track much improved over
its former condition. The whole surface, particu-
larly the homestretch, will be put in fine shape by the
addition of a few inches of suitable covering rolled
down to a uniform hardness.
Our road race, on May i, will be an important event

in the club's calendar for 1891. Probably thirty-five
men will face the starter, although the course, 1}^
miles, is not one particularly designed for fast time.
The handicap limit will be ten minutes and no less
than a dozen will start on that mark. To win this
race from any handicap will require hard riding, for
the club has some half dozen riders that can hold
ttieir own with any one in central New York.

Wapsy.

LOUISVILLE.

THE NEW TRACK.

The Amphitheatre-Auditorium Bicycle Track is

the unabridged name of the track now in progress of
construction for local riders. It encircles the lake
in the fire-works amphitheatre immediately adjoin-
ing the Auditorium, the largest theatre in the city.
Swans, white, gray and as black as night, frequent
this lake, while on the banks sport the festive rabbit
and other pets, giving a peculiar and an altogether
charming aspect in connection with the quaint rustic
bridges and bowers which decorate the park. The
seating capacity is all of :o,ooo. The track is of slate
foundation, packing of sand and limestone screen-
ings, hard rolled and as smooth as a six-ton roller
can make it. It is six laps to the mile and, being
oval and scientifically banked at the ends, it provides
against any bad results from its size. The width is

twenty-one feet, and the outside banking at each end
is fifty-one inches, the incline, of course, making it

wider there. With the shape, size, banking and gen-
eral make up of this track it is thought that all South-
ern track records will be made in Louisville this
year. Mr. Daniel Quilp is the sole proprietor of the
A. A. track, and his very small charge allows a ticket
and a gate key to the cyclist, with complete use of
track, bath and dressing-rooms. The track construc-
tion will cost nearly $2,000, but if improvements of
bath and dressing-rooms, grand stand, etc.. will
greatly raise the figures. Nearly $1,000 in extras will
be expended for the actual necessaries of the track,
which includes flower gardens bordering the track,
fancy colored globes for the electric lights marking
the starting and finishing points overhead and fancy
decorarions, etc., for the judges' stand.

ELECTRIC LIGHT RACING.

Mr. Daniel Quilp, who has one of the largest electric
plants in the city for lighting purposes at the Audi-
torium and at the Amphitheatre, thinks the arrange-
ment can be perfected for night racing and will give
a fair trial of the scheme. Hundreds of incandescent
and arc lights will be so arranged as to produce the
best effect without blinding the rider or annoying him
with an ever following shadow. Here's luck to his
scheme, and may he prove to be, according to The
Wheel's defininition, a true patron of the sport.
Some expulsions for non-payment of dues will

shortly be indulged in. Both clubs have taken a de-
cided stand against the credit system, and rightly.
Just why the treasurers should be subjected to great
inconvenience in payment of clubs' just bills is a
great mystery, when a little exertion on the part of
a few would place the treasurers in positions where
their work for the club would not occupy their private
time, and would make that work a pleasure. Each
club should embody in its rules articles making in-
eligible as a member anyone previously expelled
from a similar organization for non-payment of its

dues or assessments.

On Tuesday, March 31, Dr. Chas. G. Lucas, of the
L. C. C, and Mr. J. Fleck, I. C, entered the great
army of benedicts.

Mr. G. E. Johnson, Secretary-Treasurer of the Ken-
tucky L A. W., will organize a party to visit the
Mammoth Cave, June 28. After returning to Louis-
ville, the riders will tour through the Bluegrass
region, taking in the Poorman road race at Cincinnati
on July 4.

A dance at the L. C. C, under the management of
H. C. McCorkhill, is announced for April 8. That it

will be a success goes without saying.

Luggage-Carrier Smith, with his "fakir's" tricks,
his picture drawing trade-marks, good-natured sto-
ries, ei a/., is a most welcome visitor among us.

The I. C. have arranged for two theatre tickets each
week for the best scores at pool.

August Ropke has "come down" to the meek and
lowly goat. He was at one time as strong in his
opposition as was Chief Consul Lamb.
Rumor has it that Ed. Herget, the ordinary fiend

and champion of Louisville, has the safety fever, as
well as another variety.

Chas. Crush, with his sample case and catalogue, is

again one of the boys. Charlie's enthusiasm is one of
the necessities of a live club. His trip was a suc-
cessful one. White Burley.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

As no opposition has developed to the regular
ticket as nominated, and as the time necessary for
such has elapsed, our next set of officers is determined
that the annual election will pass off next Tuesday
by a " Hahlo " of harmony. The appointment of our
road committee will be the only interesting feature
and their work, which will begin immediately, should
demonstrate the benefits we look for under the new
order of things.

A TEAM ROAD RACING ASSOCIATION ASSURED.
The forming of a team road racing association has

become a certainty. Several members of the Kings
County Wheelmen met with some of our members at
the club-house on Monday evening last and started
the ball a rolling. The distance will be fifteen miles,
and two races will be run each year on a Saturday
afternoon in June and September, the total number
of points in both events to count for the prize. The
prominent and most salient point in the whole move-
ment is the excluding from competition any man who
has ever ridden for or been entered in a race by an
athletic club, thus insuring a purely amateur contest
and equal contests among the clubs. The meeting to
organize and complete all the arrangements will be
held at the club-house of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club
on Monday evening, April 20. Invitations have been
sent to the various clubs in New York and Brooklyn
to send representatives to the meeting and assist in
the formation. Clubs not in attendance will not be
enrolled charter members and must be elected and
pay an initiation fee to secure membership. Atol.

BUFFALO.

The athletic clubs of Buffalo are making big bids
for honors in wheeling circles, and it is likely that
that they will get them. The Iroquois Athletic Club
has at least a dozen fast riders in their ranks, at the
head of which is Charlie Dorntge, who has, up to
date, proved himself to be the indoor champion at all
distances. There has been a rumor in circulation
during the past few days that Dorntge has been gob-
bled up by the Buffalo Athletic Club. This rumor was
probably based on the fact that "Charlie " had sent
in his resignation to his club, and it is pretty well
known that the B. A. C. are always on the lookout for
such snaps. The premier club of the city does the
octopus act pretty frequently, and perhaps runs as
near the legal and legitimate lime as they may well
do witnout being tripped up by the Union of which
they are a member. The B. A. C. have about fifteen
riders of greater or lesser ability, but the Indians can
do them brown any day on a team or special rac«

—

just as they can in most special events.

Charles J. Griffiths has resigned from the Preii Cy-
cling Club, and has declined the nomination for vice-
president of the Roamers. He remains, however, an
active member of the latter organization.

The City League of A. A. U. clubs at its last meet-
ing most beautifully overhauled the programme for
the second days' meet which will be held under its
auspices in June. That date is not yet fixed, but it is
expected to be about the 17th. One of the additions
to the programme is a fifty-mile road race which is
to start and finish on the track. At least this is the
idea at present, and there is every probability of it
being carried out. The prize for such an event will
be a valuable and beautiful one, and it is expected
that it will be presented by the tradesmen of the city.
In addition to the fifty-mile road race, six or seven

open events have been added. This fact, of course,
means a bid for the entries from the Eastern and
Western clubs, and it is sincerely to be hoped that
such will be accorded. The trophies will be well
worth battling for, and if the Eastern men will pay
Buffalo a visit they will have a royal welcome.

Salem G. LeValley is making rapid strides as a
dealer in bicycles in this city. It is a new wrinkle
in his store. There was a time when Mr. LeValley's
house was the only place in Buffalo where sporting
goods of all kinds could be bought. Now Mr. Le-
Valley sells everything from bicycles at $80 each to
dumb bells at 4K cents a pound. Mr. Le Valley sold a
number of wheels last year, but he intends to break
his record this season. He has the exclusive agency
in this city for one or two lines of high grade English
safeties, the exclusive territory for Lovell's $85
safety, and he is figuring on adding half a dozen
other high grades to his already excellent list. Mr.
Le Valley is a red hot admirer of amateur sport,
encourages the athletic young men to join athletic
and wheeling clubs, and whathe doesn't know about
riding a bicycle, handling a gun, or judging a run-
ning or trotting horse is hardly worth knowing.

William G. Schack is extending his business. H«
has fixed up his immense store at 875 Main Street in
artistic style, and has over $25,000 worth of bicycles
on sale. Mr. Schack has large consignments of the
Eagle, New Mail, Quadrant, Ivel, and quite a heap of
second-hand safeties. He reports business booming.

The Press Cycling Club is not on the best of terms
with itself—or should not be. The officers have been
elected for the year, but everybody is asking where
the newspaper men have gone to. There is, I think,
but one, or, at most, two on the whole elected ticket.

Several of the Roamers rode to Niagara Falls on
Sunday—24 miles.

Charles E. Gates, the hill climber, will not join any
club this season. It is probable that he will locate in
Detroit.

THE RAMBLERS LEAVE THE LEAGUE.
The question which has agitated the Ramblers for

eighteen months past has at last been settled. The
Hustlers on Tuesday night decided by a vote of 38 to
5 to leave the L. A. W. This action will have to be
ratified at the next meeting.

A. W. Minton was elected a member of the Board of
Directors of the Ramblers at their last meeting.

At the last meeting of the Meteor Bicycle Club the
following officers were elected : President, W. G.
Brookes; Vice-President, Lesley D. Buell ; Secretary
and Treasurer, Cuyler C. Smith ; Captain, J. Stuart
Kelly ; First Lieutenant, Fred M. Tinker ; Second
Lieutenant, John A. Thulman.
League Attorney Walter S. Jenkins was elected a.

member of the Board of Directors of the Buffalo Ath-
letic Club at the annual election.

The Columbia Bicycle Club announce that they will
have a private social at their rooms on April 18. The
members have recently adopted a new style of uni-
form. The color is dark blue with black trimmings.
The Roamers elected five candidates to member-

ship on Tuesday night.

The Ramblers are putting a cross country team on
the field, and in this have followed the example of the
Roamers. There is likely to be a race between the
two clubs at an early date. Chicott.

The George R. Bid well Cycle Co. asked us to note a
correction in their advertisement after the same had
gone to press. Besides being general agents for the
Warwick, Psycho, etc., they are also agents for the
Kenwood. This company are making a great drive
on two of their leaders of this year—their Tourists
and their Kenwoods, both styles being made for
ladies and gentlemen. The Tourists are now in stock,
and a number of retail and wholesale orders are being
filled as soon as booked. The Kenwoods are also giv-
ing satisfaction. Mr. Bidwell has placed them in the
hands of several hard road riders, and also in his
renting department, which he considers a test, and
the wheels have proven eminently satisfactory.
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THE NEW TRACK.

A new bicycle track at Eastern Park is assured.
This removes all doubt as to where the K. C. W. race
meet will be held on June 27, and the committee hav-
ing been appointed, I look for fireworks in the near
future. There will have to be some very tall hustling
done if last year's race meet record is to be beaten,
but the entire committee have the affair at heart, and
I predict a grand success. As I understand it, this
track is to be kept in excellent condition during the
entire season and privileges sold at $10 per year, in-
cluding locker. This will enable a great many of the
flyers of Brooklyn to secure track advantages with-
out selling themselves to the athletic clubs, and re-
move one of the most worn-out excuses they have
made use of. There should be at least two hundred
riders in Brooklyn willing to put up $10 per year for
the use of the track, lockers, bath, etc., especially as
the road from Bedford Avenue to the grounds will be
in excellent condition by the time the track is fin-
ished. May 20. If I am not mistaken, Charley Schwal-
bach deserves a great deal of credit for bringing this
matter to such a desirable conclusion.

The social season was brought to a fitting close last
Tuesday night. The 104 guests thoroughly enjoyed
the entertainment, and showed their appreciation by
heartily applauding the talent. Brother Wiegand
proved that although he has morally lost his amateur
standing by going over to the Cherry Diamond, he is

still willing to oblige the K. C. W. on special occa-
sions.

Marion has been in town for several days, and it

seems like old times. He has brought a few new
songs and several long tales of fun out West, and to
hear him spout for an hour or so is much more enjoy-
able than "doing the circuit."

E.x-Captain Murphy has begun training, and those
who have ridden with him report his pace as very fast.
Quite a number of our boys are rapidly getting into
shape, and although most of the "good men " are the
property of the enemy, there are still "a few of 'em
left," and we may be "in it" on May 30 after all.

The Team Road Racing Association will probably
be formed, but, alas! not by the K. C. W., as I notice
that the N. Y. B. Club have issued a call. Whoever
starts the ball rolling is entitled to support, however,
and I am sure the N. Y. B. Club will receive the sup-
port of the Kings County Wheelmen.

The run to Yonkers, it is reported, was most enjoy-
able. Nineteen men at table, including the irrepres-
sible Marion and Star Crichton. Interest in club
runs is surely not dead when an old-timer like Tommy
lends his genial companionship toward making the
road officers' endeavors meet with success.

Straddle.

GERMANY.

the championship of the world.

Do you know that there is a championship wheel-
man of the world ? I dare say you don't, but it is so,
though nobody acknowledges him.
On the 24th of August last a meeting was arranged

by the Frankfort Bicycle Club, on which occasion a
wheel race took place for the "championship of
the world ;

" distance, i German mile. But
although all the international amateur cyclists were
invited, and a few of them promised to start, only
August Lehr and Otto Beyschlag, both of the Frank-
fort Bicycle Club, started, and so for the champion of
Europe, Germany, etc., August Lehr was compelled
to enjoy a walk over, as his opponent was no match
for him.
After this bad experience, the Deutsche Radfahren

Bund, of which the F. B. C. is a member, has been
more cautious, and before arranging the champion-
ship for the present year, it sent a circular to all ama-
teur cyclist associations of the world. The principal
contents are the following questions, to which a reply
is solicited :

1. Do you think that the arrangement of champion-
ships of the world for amateur cyclists is desirable in
general interest of sport ?

2. Whom do you think to be authorized to arrange
a championship of the world ?

3. Have you acknowledged the championship of the
world, arranged by the Frankfort Bicycle Club last
year?

4. Do you think that the F. B. C. is authorized to re-
peat this championship this year ?

Prizes—One gold medal for the champion; value,
200 marks, and i goblet, value 400 marks j second
prize, value 200 marks ; third prize, value 100 marks,
besides three diplomas.
In the meantime answers to these questions arrived

from the National Cyclists' Union, England, and the
AUgemeenen Nederlandschen Wielryders Bond.
Those of the N. C. U. are :

I. Must be arranged with the approval of the cy-
clists associations of all nations possessing amateur
cyclists.

, 2. A committee, established by these associations,
must form the determinations which must be accepted
by all of them.

3. The N. C. U. does not acknowledge a champion-
ship of the world, not being arranged under these
conditions.

4. The championships must take place every year,
and always in another country.
Much briefer are the answers of the A. N. W. B.

To the questions i, 3 and 4, they answer no, and to 2

nobody.
The pages of all German sporting papers are full of

articles concerning this subject, but none of them
favor it.

A championship of the world is what the name sig-
nifies, and can only be obtained by the best powers
of all nations assembling for competition. This is

not possible to the Frankfort Club.
Herman Bach.

A RECOLLECTION.

an army officer's exploits with a tricycle.

Some years ago I was engaged in the business of
selling bicycles and tricycles in a fair sized town less
than a thousand miles from New York, and as it was
a new departure, by way of advertising, I kept two
or three machines, all ordinaries, standing in front of
rny store. The wheels attracted attention from all
kinds of people, and I was always ready to answer
questions concerning them, no matter who asked
them. Later on I admit I gave greater attention to
such inquiries as promised to be future buyers. I re-
member so well the admiring gaze of a United States
Navy officer, who lived in my town when off duty, as
he would pass and see the bicycles, and as he had
plenty of money I saw ahead of me a desirable and
future customer. Finally he stopped and asked the
regular questions, and said his only regret was his
extreme weight, as he feared there was no machine
strong enough to carry him. As he weighed almost
three hundred pounds, I questioned the propriety of
talking a bicycle on him, and said candidly I thought
a tricycle would suit him better, at the same time I
would take pleasure in giving him an opportunity to
attempt the management of a two wheeler. He
thought a bicycle would tend to reduce his weight
quicker, which was really the reason for his eager-
ness to ride any kind of a wheel. At that time I had
a 46-inch iron tired bicycle, that I called " The Mule,"
and in giving it to beginners I felt that any person
who could ride that mule could ride anything. But
there was also a selfish reason—it could not be broken
or injured— and I was therefore spared the expense
of repairs incidental to a good machine under new
people. Mr. Wells, the officer in question (who by the
way committed suicide several years ago) was eager
for the fray, and I appointed 3 o'clock on a warm
summer afternoon, and my beginner's path in the
rear of the store, under the trees, as the time and
place for him to make the attack. He got there ahead
of time, and he didn't think it necessary to remove
his coat, cuffs or collar. He did not want my assist-
ance. We were alone. Reader (I suppose you are a
wheelman), will you please try to imagine what hap-
pened there within the next few minutes, and spare
me the attempt at a description ? I pulled down a limb
from the tree beneath which I stood, to hide my face
behind the leaves, and thereby prevent him seeing
my efforts to repress laughter. I felt it cruel to en-
courage him to persevere, and hardly business like to
advise him to stop until he had enough; but fortu-
nately his own better judgment suggested this re-
mark from him, "Suppose," said he, "that I should
manage to get on that thing, and then fall off " and
with the utterance of those words he handed the
machine over to me, and said he guessed I was right
about a tricycle being the better adapted to his use,
and that if I could secure a second hand one on reas-
onable terms I should do so.

In due season I had for Mr. Wells a Victor tricycle.
He paid for it and started away. He had traveled
three blocks, when it dashed toward the gutter, struck
a curb, threw him off and buckled one rear wheel.
He left it lying in the street, limped back to the
store and said to me, " My God, that thing is hopelessly
ruined. It lays in the gutter on C e Street.
Please send for it and I will come around after supper
and see what shall be done with it." Before Mr.
Wells had returned I had the machine in such shape
that he couldn't tell which was the buckled wheel.
The surprise was great. He concluded, though, that
the spokes were too light and had me replace them
all around with heavier ones. A few days after the
change was made he attempted to climb a hill, but
became winded half way up. The machine stopped
then started backwards, the support struck the
ground, and over he and the whole thing went. I

guess he was ashamed to report this mischief to me,
as the particulars came from other parties. His next
efforts were on the track. Here he divested himself
of his coat and cuffs, and he would look at his watch
every quarter of a mile. Soon thereafter he was or-
dered away on duty, and by his request I had the
machine taken back, and subsequently it was traded
off to some mountaineer from Vermont. I don't think
I ever saw Mr. Wells again, as his death quickly fol-

lowed, as before stated, by suicide.
Ralranhes.

TWELFTH REGIMENT CYCLE RACE.

At the Twelfth Regiment games, to beheld at the
Armory, Sixty-first Street and Ninth Avenue, on Wed-
nesday evening uext, a two-mile handicap will be
decided. The following are the entries and handi-
caps : Clarke, scratch ; Stiger, 25 ; Grosch, 40; Powers,
50; Sternberg, 60; Mastin, 70; Skidmore, 70; Judge, 70;
Snedeker, 80; Douglas, 90; Young, 90; Clemens, 100;
Bird, 100; Norris, 100; Stacy, 100; Sylvester, 120;
Grandin, 120; Cook, 120; Wallace, 120; Miller, 120;
Monroe, 125; Day, 125; Campbell, 125; Stokes, 130;
Hendricks, 130; Knap, 130; Stafford, 140; Heim, 140;
Byrne, 140; Brogan, 140; McCoy, 140; Conners, 140.
In the athletic events 500 entries have been re-

.ceived, and as there will be music and dancing, these
games are always the most enjoyable of the season,
and a good night's sport may be expected. We are
asked to notify cyclists that they must report
promptly to the clerk of course as soon as their event
is called, as there will be no delay on account of the
large number of entries.

THE SEVENTH REGIMENT GAMES.
The games of the Seventh Regiment Athletic Asso-

ciation, at their armory on Saturday evening last,
were witnessed by the usual large and brilliant crowd
for which the entertainments of this organization are
noted, but the two bicycle races were not particularly
successful, owing to the many falls sustained by the
contestants. The regiment's famous band was in at-
tendance and the management satisfactory. The
track was ten laps to the mile.

One Mile Safety—A. P. Riker, Co. B, first; H. D.
Lancaster, Co. H, second ; G. H. Bird, Co. F, third.
Time, 3m. 40 3-5S.

Two Mile Safety Handicap—S. J. Hoffman, Co.
K, 160 yards, first ; W. D. Edwards, Co. F, 90 yards,
second; F. Weismann, Co. D, 120 yards, third. Time,
6m. 36 4-5S.

The Featherstone pneumatic, on which Dai Lewis
made his century run from Buffalo to Erie, has been
placed on exhibition at the store of the Standard Cy-
cle Co., and has been examined by hundreds of wheel-
men who express themselves as well satisfied with the
tire's durability. The tire stood the test without a
scratch, although the roads were in a terrible rough
condition. '

The Westchester County Wheelmen held their an-
nual meeting on April 3 and elected the following
officers: President, B. C. Fuller; Vice-President, E.
H. Callanan ; Secretary, H. C. Perley; Treasurer, C.
G. Bauer; Captain, E. H. Sturges; First Lieutenant,
R. F. Safford; Second Lieutenant, C. H. West; League
Delegate, Frederick Jenkin; Board of Trustees, B. C.
Fuller. H. C. Perley, C. G. Bauer, E. H. Callanan, E.
H. Sturges, Dr. V. G. Barr, M. J. Rooney; Chairman
House Committee, E. H. Sturges; Membership, H. C.
Perley; Auditing, B. C. Fuller. The club has secured
new headquarters in the post-office building, which
are comfortably furnished and has a membership of
55. The Road Committee has abandoned all Spring
runs for April, as the Larchmont course is being re-
paired, but several open club races will be held dur-
ing the summer.

The second annual meeting of the New York State
Roads Improvement Association will be held at Ger-
main Hall, Albany, N. Y., on Wednesday, April 15,

at 10 a. m. The meeting will be devoted to a general
discussion of the question of improved roads, but to
insure a systematic procedure it has been thought
best to divide the general subject into three parts, to
be taken up at the pleasure of the meeting, to wit

:

1. To what extent is the prosperity of our State de-
pendent upon the condition of its common roads?
2. What is the present condition of the roads in our
several counties and how can it be improved? 3.

What general features should be included in a new
law for the making and maintaining of these roads?
The proceedings of this meeting will be published in
pamphlet form for general distribution, and a consid-
erable amount of other roads improvement literature
will be issued during the year. The work of this as-
sociation is carried on solely through a philanthropic
purpose and any contribution to the treasury will be
appreciated.
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Fliiladelphia, Pa., March 24tli, 1891.

G0RMU1.LY & Jefferv Mfg. Co.,

Chicago, III.

Gentlemen

:

* * * * J also wish to state that we have just

sold five Cushion Tired Ramblers to five of the hest

mechanics in the Baldv»rin Locomotive W'orlcs. After

examining- and trying all of the high grade wheels, they

decided that the workmanship and running qtialities of

the Ramhler was far stipenor to them all. I consider the

, opinions of these experts very vaKiable.

Yours truly,

W. A. WHITMORK, Manager.

Strong & Green Cycle Mfg. Co.
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SIMPLICITY IN CONSTRUCTION.

STEADY STEERING.

CUSHION TIRES.

EASE IN RUNNING.

BOWN BALL BEARINGS.

NO MALLEABLE.

FULLY GUARANTEED.

Manufactured for us by WM. BOl^N, Birmins^liani, Kngland.

ALSO GENERAL AGENTS FOR

Kenwood, Psycho, Referee, and the St. Nicholas ime of Medium we wheels.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Perfection Bicycle Alarm, Tire Heater, and Bidwell Cyclometer.

GOOD AGENTS DESIRED. SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND TERMS.

^t, -St- ^i«. ^y> ^(s, ^!4 ^J&
§iS •*!? ^ij- •*»«• •?!«• •?!«• •?»«•Vi? •?J? •»!*• •>»«• •*l** •*!«• •**«•

GEO, R. BIDWELL CYCLE CO.,

270 to 272 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL 308 and 310 WEST 59th ST., NEW YORK.
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lli)\or) ^yel(^s U/ip tl^e ^^^^.
The atmosphere is full of uncertainty to those who

have not yet seen or tried UNION WHEELS. They are

waiting to hear something drop ; it won't l)e the price of

our bicycles however, and it won't be spring frames. The

only thing we can drop just now is the ensuing spring ode ;

From out the rider's cellar den,
Fcjrth steals the bicycle,

Full well it knows the' moment wlicn
Decamps the icicle.

It's rider's bones to shake and crack
It hastens si)cedi]v.

It yearns to whiz along the track
And lap it greedily.

Bright herald of more pleasant times,
Eccentric kicker, wc

Can half forgive thy many crimes,
Forget thy trickery.

The survivors will |)lease write for our bicycle catalogue.

«—SL=^f :!^^_i»—

!

apiOI) GYG&B JMF-e. G©.,
V£ \£)

Mr, Stokes, of Chicago, looks after our Western business. HIGHLANDVILLE, MASS.

TO THE TRADE.
GET OUR QUOTATIONS ON BICYCLE SUNDRIES, ILLUSTRATED, AND YOUR ORDERS WILL FOLLOW.

AS OUR PRICES ARE BELOW THE LOWEST.

IT WILL CX)aT YOU ONLY A POSTAL CARD TO KNOW WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU. WE ARE
HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL BICYCLE ACCESSORIES.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.
20U-271 STATE STREET, CITJCAGO.
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HERE 1!fE HUE flCHIIl!
With as complete assortment of Wheels as one could wish^ comprising many of our own special

manufacture. It is with pleasure that we announce our acceptance of the New York State Agency for

the celebrated

SiAilFT SAFETIES.
_/

which are known throughout the WORLD. The following mentioned machines we present to the

trade, although at retail we handle all makes:

Dandy, 24 incli. Cone Bearing,

King of Koad, 27 " "

Pathfinder, 30 " "

T^ightning, 24 " Ball

Rapid, 26 "

Manhattan, 28 " "

Greyhound, 30 " *'

$25.00
33.00
45.00
35.00
42.00
50.00
60.00

Lone Star, 27 inch. Ball Bearing, - $45.OO

Outing, No. 1, 26 " Full Ball Bea'g,Cush. Tires 65.00

" « 2, 28 (I «t <( " 87.50

" " 3, 30 << tc (C " 100.00

Gentlemen's Swift, 28 40 lbs.. - 135.00

" " 30 50 " •- - 135.00

Ladies' Swift, 28 40 " - 135.00

The Swifts we have with cushion or pneumatic tires. Our Bicycle Catalogue will be issued

shortly with full additional information.

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.,
Prices to the Trade quoted on application. 26 WEST 23d STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

LADIKS' PARAGON.

IT
was in good King Arthur's time, as I have heard

men tell, that knights were fain to cross the main, and

smite the Infidel. And having battled many years and

slain an hundred kings, as trophies back they brought a

sack of eyes and ears, and things, and at the feet of

whom they loved these gory gifts down'd lay.

:{: 4: % 4; H: H:

Not so for sooth the amorous youth persuades his

love today, with naught accomplished of himself except

a paltry pile. He buys a Ladies' PARAGON and thus

he wins her smile.

-^c^

Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co.
Send For Catalogue. FREEPORT, ILL.
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llllicli Stall II Be ?

PNEUMATIC OR CUSHION ?

Mr. E. R. Shipton, (Editor C. T. C.

Gazette) who is universall}^ acknowledg-

ed to say what he thinks without fear or

favor and who has ridden thousands of

miles on the Pneumatic Tire says :

—

"THE PNEUMATIC AND THE CUSHION ARE NOT TO BE MENTIONED IN

THE SAME BREATH."

One is perfect in theory while the other is but an apology for the ideal article. Choose
for yourself. Do not permit any one to deceive you for their own personal benefit. You will

be able to get all the Pneumatics you want within the next thirty da5^s.

After you have ridden one you can tell what you want. Do not buy until you know
that you are getting just what 3^ou want and you cannot determine this until you have tried

a Pneumatic.

THE FIRST OF THE SEASON !

D. H. LEWIS MAKES A CENTURY ON A PNEUMATIC.

The first century run of the season from Erie to Buffalo, was accomplished Thursday
by Dai H. Lewis of the Ramblers Bicycle Club on a Peatlierstone Pneumatic.

The object of this run at such an unseasonable time of the year was not for lionor or
glory, but to find out ^vhat the Pneumatic Xire is really ivorth. The roads
could not possibly have been in a worse condition, and the balloon tire was certainly put to as
severe a test as is possible, but nevertheless came through^itliout a scratch. There
is no doubt in Lewis' mind that the Pneumatic will stand all the banging about he can give
it. The machine was put on exhibition in the Standard Cycle Co's window in precisely the
same condition as when it came in from the run, and has been examined by hundreds who
express themselves as thoroughly satisfied as to the durability of the tire.— "Referee, April
3d, 1891.

A. FEATHERSTONE,
CLARK AND SIXTEENTH STREETS AND ARMOUR AVENUE. CHICAGO, ILL.
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WRITE FOR PRICES.

Garford Ufg. Co.

EI.YRIA, O.
FOR LADIES. FOR GENTLEMEN.

WARWICK PERFECTION CYCLES.
BUILT OF WROUGHT STEEL THROUGHOUT

CUSHION TIRES ON HOLLO^A^ RIMS.
FULLY GUARANTEED.

'WAR'WICK CVCLE MFG. CO.,
SEIf^D EOR CATALOGUE. SPRINGFIBI^D, HASS.

"W ES "W.A. KTT -A.C3-E3IsrTS!!!
In Soiitliern New Jersey, Delaware and Eastern Pennsylvania,

for tlie Perfection of Cycles, tlie

OXJSHIOlSr TIR.ES,
PRICE, $135.W/1RWKK

Bretz & Curtis Manufacturing Co.,

SHKD KOK. CATALOGUE. 1702-1704 N. BROAD ST., Philadelphia, Pa.

Given to the Bicyclists of the United States. For some weeks
past we have been advertising "THE SWEETING DIAMOND,"
price $135.00.

We have met with so much success, being able to see sales
of about 3,000 of this wheel, that we have arranged with the
manufacturers to reduce the list of this wheel to $110.00, thus
giving the bicyclists of the country $75,000. A liberal discount
to the trade.

SPECIFICATIONS—30-inch wheels, direct spokes, Credenda
cold-drawn weldless steel tube, drop forgings throughout ; ball
bearings all over, including the head ; Garford saddle, tool bag,
wrench and oiler, and the celebrated " Bates" cushion, 1^ inch
tires. Guaranteed in every respect for one year.

SWEETING CYCLE CO.,
Sole Importers, PEIIi:.ADBI.PHIA, Pa.

Sole Agents for New England :

W. W. STALL, Boston, Mass-
Sole Agents for West and North-West

:

THOS. KANE & CO., Chicago, III.
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IT
will cost you nothing to secure a catalogue

of the ECLIPSE SAFETY BICYCLE,
save the trouble of writing for it. Are you

thinking of purchasing a BICYCLE ? Do
not make a mistake in your selection.

THE ECLIPSE is rapidly becomiig a favor-

ite for all kinds of roads, and is built for hard

work.

It is elegantly nickel plated, ball bearing through-

out, tangent spokes, workmanship of the best, and

is just the wheel you want.

PRICE $100.

Steel Pulley & fflachlne Works,

PATENTEES m SOLE MAKERS,

INDI75NKF>OI-IS, IND.

i i

lEB-CUSHION TIRES.

Ladies' 37 pounds.
Gent's 40 pounds.

Catalog'ue Beady. Send 1

9 f CYCLES.
DEALERS AND RIDERS

A close inspection of the w^heels -we

have to offer Is what we
want of you.

SOLID TIRES.
Ladies' 34 pounds.
Gent's 37 pounds.

Catalogue Ready. Send I

BAIVKKR & CAMPBELI. CO., Omited,
12 MURRAY SX., NE^V YORK.

X786 BROAOMTAV, KE'W YORK. 1311 BEDFORD AVI^., BROOKI<VI>f.

THE GIAHTESS.
Spring fork, Springy frame, Balls all over, 28-iiicli rear, and 26-incli

front ivheels,

FRIOE OJ^T-LIT ^TS.OO,
Is noiY ready for delivery. Universally conceded to be the novelty of
tlie season. Catalog^ue on application.

H, A, LOZIER & CO,, Cleveland, Ohio,

INTERESTING TO JERSEY RIDERS.
We are sole agents for Newark and the Oranges, for the complete line of COLliniBIA Safeties, Ordinaries, and Tricycles, the Hartford,

and the Lovell Diamond. We also carry the Western Wheel Works' line of medium priced, and Boys' and Girls' Safeties, and a full stock of
parts, sundries and jersey goods. NE'W COLUMBIAS TO HIRK to responsible and experienced riders. Repairs done reasonably
and well. Wheels bought, exchanged, and sold on instalments or commission.
A-GrElTTS wanted in all Northern New Jersey towns, for the Lovell Diamond, Premium, and Boys' and Girls' Wheels. They

outsell anything at their prices.

W. E. ELIDRIIDGI-E, 499 Broad Street (near D. L. & W. Depot), JSTewark., N". J.

MR. AGENT, WB: WA^T YOUR SCAI.P.
And to get It we have special inducements to offer you. Send for our JOB LOT list with

discounts to the trade and see if we don't capture you. Many dealers and agents are already
buying from us, but we want all the rest. Correspondence solicited.

A. W. GUMP & CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
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SINGER *f* CYCLES
16TH YEAR IN AIYIERICA.

SPECIFICATION.—30 inch wheels speeded to 57

inch (or 54 inch) patent 1 inch wired tires, Singer ball

steering, Singer ball bearings to all running parts, in-

cluding pedals. Singer patent steering lock, Singer

patent detachable crank bracket, weldless steel tube

frame, handle-bar and forks, guard to both wheels and

to chain, brake, foot rests, lamp-holder, best combined

saddle and spring, spanner, etc. , etc. Enamelled, and

with parts plated.

Price $140.

Cushion or Pneumatic Tires to order, extra.

5IMQER €r CO.,
6 <£ 8 Berkeley St., Boston, Mass. 2 Astor House, Broadiivay, Xew York.

NEW MAIL
HANDSOMEST AND BEST

!

DIAMOND m
FRAME

^ SAFETIES.

HAVE YOU SEEN THE

NE^V 1891 PATTERN AT

$100.00

3135,00
Band Brake specially of advantage for Cushion Tires.
English reports mention Band Brake as best for Cushion
Tires.

WITH CITSHIOIM TIRES AIHD
XAKJGEKfX SPOKES.

THE SENSi^TION OF THE YEAR.

SEND EOR. CAXAI^OGITE.

MANUFACTURERS,
3100.00

Best Medium Priced Safety. Look at it

'

Wm. Read & Sons, 1 07 Washington St., Boston,Mass.
H. C. SQUIRES, 178 BROADWAY, NEW YORK AGENT.
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CYCLING FOR NOVICES.
^ APR^^, _^

Wheeling prints some excellent adviceViop'novices
which we republish. It will pay new rid^i^tcs'reSKi - . ,,rr-

it. The streets and roads are now full of new^idgi'Si - i I ii'T »

They will find much to discourage them, but they calS

escape many unpleasant experiences by carefully
noting the points in the following article :

"A novicehas more calls on his nervous systemthan
has the practised rider, and that it is through his
nervous system that man first feels fatigue. The
mere anxiety of a novice in keeping himself on end
is tiring ; it insensibly saps up his vital power. Even
when he has mastered the art of riding straight the
unwonted struggle with a patch of bad road or the
threading of a way through a specially awkward bit
of traffic tire him as compared with a like strain on a
practised rider. This is one of the reasons why a tri-
cycle rider at the end of a day's run is not so greatly
more tired than a bicyclist; he has practically no
strain on his nerves

—

i. e., his nerves as apart from
his nervous system. Of course, all prolonged fatigue
saps the latter temporarily.
The above are among the reasons why the novice

does not make so much progress with his cycling at
first as he hoped to do. But he must not be discour-
aged. Rome was not built in a day, and Montague
Holbein did not ride straight out on the road from
the riding school and run up records. He did the
thing gradually, and so must everybody, whether in
cycling or any other athletic exercise.

There is no royal road to training. Training, it is
true, is not necessary for the ordinary rider who
pedals for pleasure ; but a certain amount of prepa-
ration is necessary to enable him to do a daj''s ride
of forty miles, and more particularly so if he requires
to repeat the dose next day, and the following, as
may have been the case with some last Easter, and
will be the case with others at Whitsuntide.

It is fatal to the enjoyment of cycling, whether on a
tour or a day's run, to set oneself a task of greater
proportions than the surroundings permit of. The
questions to be asked are : (i.) Am I sufficiently pre-
pared by practice? (2.) Ami sufficiently strong for
the journey I have arranged ? (3.) What arrange-
ments have I made to shorten the journey in the
event of bad roads, head winds or rain being met?
Until the novice at cj'cling makes all these calcula-
tions his pleasure will not be complete. Cyclists
should, like Oliver Twist and his dinner, leave off
"longing for more." The day's run may be only
twenty-five miles, or it may be one hundred ; under
certain circuinstances the latter journey may be
easier than the former, but unless it is done as part
of a reasonable system, the novice will find that he is
not getting on with his cycling.

There are many other points on which we may
point out to the novice the why and wherefore of his
not getting on with his cycling. Foremost amongst
these we may mention the question of gearing.
Novice's mentor is a slight youth, perchance with
particularly strong legs, and he rides a safety geared
to 63. Novice is a stout strapping fellow who could
throw his mentor over a hedge if put to it, and he
therefore goes for a 63-inch gear also. I3ut the
strength of legs does not go with the weight of body,
and many slight men have far more actual power in
their legs than much bigger men. Here is a case in
which the novice must be guided by experience.
Speaking personally, although scaling i4>< stone, and
being short than otherwise in the leg, we find it far
easier to pedal a s4-inch even under the most favor-
able circumstances— viz., down hill and before the
wind—than a 63-inch. On the other hand, a " handful
of wires" like Larette finds fast pedaling tire him,
and he can push with ease the same high gear which
tires us. This is another lesson for Mr. Novice to
learn before he gets "on all fours" with his new-
found sport.
Don't be cast down because you don't get on as fast

as you would like, but find out the cause. Always re-
member the old adage that " What is one man's meat
is another's poison," and don't be satisfied that you
are all right because you are following in the foot-
steps of the man who introduced you to cycling."

PUBLISHED EVERT FRIBAT MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price, -

Single Copies, - -

Foreign Subscriptions,

$1.00 a year
5 Cents

- 10s. a year

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

COF¥ SHOCID BE RECEIVED BY TUESDAY HORNINO.

LATE COPY RKCEITED DKTIL WEDNESDAY IHORMNG.

CHANGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS HUST BE RECEIVED BY

TUESDAY MORNING TO INSURE INSERTION.

SPECIAt, ADVERTISING MATTER RECEIVED UNTU THURS-

DAY NOON.

ADVERTJSING RATES ON APPLICATION.

FOREIGN BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE,
W. S. SMITH,

31 Alkhani Road, Stamford Hill, London, N. W.

F. P. PRIAL,
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,

P. O. Box 444, 243 BROADWAY.
New YORK.

'Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

respectfully requested to examine its contents and
give us their patronage, and as far as is convenient,

aid in circulating the journal, and extend its in-

fluence in the cause which it so faithfully serves

Subscription price, %i. 00 per year. •>

ON looking over the Twelfth Regiment entry

blanks we noted that more than one cyclist

who has competed on the track had filled out

the form stating that they had never before competed.
The Racing Board should check that sort of thing by
establishing a penalty for such prevarication.

WE think an improvement might be made in the

entry forms supplied to intending competit-

ors by A. A. U. and L. A. W. clubs. With
the good intent of aiding the handicapper, the forms
read :

" State when you last competed," and we note

that cyclists almost always put down the name and
date of some road race. The forms should read:
" State in what track events you last competed."

WE are informed that a small company in a

Western city have just published a catalogue

in which the cuts of a number of cheap and
medium grade wheels are published, but renamed as

"Rambler," " Victor," " Swift," "Psycho," etc. Its

preface is cribbed almost verbatim from the Over-
man Wheel Co.'s 1890 catalogue. The imitation is

flattering but annoying. We hope the firms whose
names have been used may be able to obtain satis-

faction, injunction, annihilation or what not. It is

the theft of a good name, with the criminality made
doubly worse by the fact, that not only is the good
name stolen, but it is applied to " base uses."

SO many statements have of late been made that

aluminium was destined to revolutionize the

world, that it is interesting to learn from so high

an authority as Alfred E. Hunt, President of the Pitts-

burg Reduction Co., that the metal does not possess all

the advantageous properties that have been claimed

for it. In his recent speech before the Boston Society

of Arts, which is the most lucid and straightforward

paper on the subject that has come under our notice,

he announced that these extravagant and erroneous
claims that have been circulated concerning the in-

trinsic value of the metal, have been one of the chief

difficulties encountered by the company in selling it.

Mr. Fields states that for many purposes the pure
metal cannot be so advantageously used as that con-

taining 3 or 4 per cent, of impurity, and its lack of

rigidity and hardness is greatly to its disadvantage.

In cold rolling it requires to be annealed oftener than

steel and alloys only tend to increase its brittleness.

Its tensile strength is equal only to common cast iron.

Therefore, cycles with ahjminium frames, as it is made
at present, would not be apt to take the world by

storm. But the metal still has great possibilities,

particularly as an alloy with other metals, and recent-

ly, the difficulty fgund in soldering it was overcome.

LOOKING BACKWARD TOWARD
•JB/^ASHINGTON.

BY STERLING ELLIOTT.

That Washington Convention was a notable gather-
ing of "prominent " men, many of whom have con-
fessed to being there, and / had intended to before
this. I have been very busy this Winter, but am laid

up just now with the grippe and can't work. Did
you ever notice how sickness always stimulates liter-

ary aspirations ? I at first thought to account for this

delay by claiming that I had promptly mailed the

MSS., but that it had not beeen delivered owing to

some fault of Wanamaker's. Since. I have eaten in

John's restaurant, however, it is plain that he has
enough trouble of his own without having anything
to do with the mails. Then I had thought it might do
to ask the editor (who is very obliging) to say that he
had received it but it had been rejected. This would
have found enough believers, but the question might
have come up, "Why did he finally use it?" (if he
does). Not seeing any more feasible thing to do, I

concluded to " tell.the truth and shame the devil" (and
probably the compositor).

The trip from Boston to New York was devoid of

anything of special interest except soup. Seated at a
table in the dining-car were four gentlemen of na-
tional reputation, who, being of one mind for the first

time in their lives, ordered each a plate of soup. Just
how the engineer knew when they had it doesn't ap-

pear, but, as they were crumming some crackers in

the soup, and one of the gentlemen was evidently
thinking of the resemblance those crackers bore to

certain ex-League racers, the engineer backed that

train with great violence against some apparently
immovable obstacle. Everything stopped but the

soup, and so much of that as didn't hit Messrs. Four-
drinier and Dean went onto Bassett and Davol when
the car rebounded.

Arrived in New York I lost track of our party with
the exception of the Chairman of the Racing Board
and the L. A. W. Secretary. And I wondered next
morning why a kind Providence could not have per-

mitted me to lose track of them also. These two gen-
tlemen and the "Founder of the American (Hickory)

Bicycle Industries" slept (or tried to) in a top room
of the Astor House, which room contained among
other things three beds.

Bassett was busy in the parlor with the New York
contingent trying to defeat Dunn (or elect him, I am
not sure which). Davol and I, knowing that we would
resign in either case, took little interest in the caucus
and retired at an early hour. On making a critical

survey of the room (and Davol as a surveyor is no
chicken), we found that these three beds contained

just about blankets enough for two. Now, had there

been only enough for one of course we would have
let Bassett have them, and we would have gone down
and sat by the stove until breakfast was ready, but

there was fully enough for two, and so it didn't take

long to.decide which two. Then we blew out the gas,

said our "Now I lay me down to sleep," and if that

hadn't reminded the chairman of a story it is quite

possible we might have slept ; then I " saw " him and
he "raised " me etc., etc., ad infinitum (if you know
what that means), until Bro. Bassett knocked at the

door; he not only knocked at it, but he hit it every
time. We consulted as to what was best to do, and
then came an awful moment of suspense ; we didn't

know whether he had gone back to the office or to the

other side of the hall to gain momentum
; we knew

that a hotel as old as that wouldn't stand any show t»

keep out a man of Bassett's build if we kept him
waiting too long. We thought of the boots and bags
and things with which we had loaded his blanketless

bed, and the real enormity of our nonsense began to

dawn upon us with new force when we noticed the

peculiar husky * tone of voice in which the " Old
Man " said "/e/ me in." Dear reader, I fain would
draw a veil over the scene which followed. ("Fol-

lowed" is but a feeble word). It lingers in my
memory along with the great labor riots, from which
it differed only in the number interested.

"To be continued " (if the grippe holds on).

Bassett's voice wasn't husky because he was
"corned," but only because he was deeply in earnsst.

The foreign papers announce the death of Mr. John
L. Dunbar, manager arid editor of the Irish Sports-
man. Dunbar himself appears to have been a true
sportsman, and his friends seem to have held him in
high regard.

.

The Meeting ot tlie State Roads Inn>roTerQent
Association.

The second annual meeting of the State Roads Im-
provement Association, at Albany, on Tuesday of this
week, was well attended. Secretary Isaac B. Potter
reported that the movement had met with approval,
and hundreds of letters from officers of agricultural
societies in favor of the movement of the Association
have been received. Also that the Richardson bill,

which provided for a loan of $10,000,000, would, accord-
ing to the State Engineer's estimates, provide for 3,000
miles of roads. Remarks were also mad-e by Presi-
dent Sweet, Eugene Burlingame, Mr. McClinton, of
Syracuse ; Mr. Gurley, of Rensselaer County, and
many other gentlemen.

A New York paper which comes out on Saturday of
this week, is expected to contain somewhat of a
sensation. The managing editor recently told a repre-
sentative of The Wheel that he has had brought to
him a pretty story, outlining the manner in which
two prominent American amateurs threw one of the
important races of the year. The editor uses th«
initials of the men's names, in order to escape any
legal consequences of his announcement, although he
feels certain that the information which has been
supplied to him is authentic, since his informant has
deposited $200 to make good his story.

F. J. B. Archer, a fast English rider, started racing
on a 57-inch ordinary. He reduced the size of his
wheel an inch each year, and will ride a 53-inch
wheel in iSoi. Many racing men should take advan-
tage of Archer's experience, and not take four years
to find the mount most suitable for them.
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FIXTURES.

25.—

33-—

25--

29-30.-

3°--

3°--

30.-

30--

30--

3°--

3°--

APRIL.

Outing Wheelmen Five-mile Road Race, Phila-
delphia.

MAY.

Second Annual Handicap Club Road Race of
the Rome (N. Y.) Cyclers.

Harvard University Cycling Association's
Race Meet on Holme's Field. Entries close
May 13, with F. L. Olmsted, Jr., 13 Wads-
worth House, Cambridge, Mass.

Annual Race Meet of the Rockland County
Wheelmen, Spring Valley, N. Y. Address
V. A. Johnson, Spring Valley, N. Y.

-Race Meet at Woodstock, Canada.
Eighth annual Meet, N. J. Division, Elizabeth.
Tournament of the Bay State Bicycle Club and

Massachusetts Division Annual Meet.
Annual Tournament of the Rome (N. Y.)

Cyclers. Address J. L. Esselstyn, Rome. N.Y.
•Annual Decoration Day Handicap Road Race.
Chicago—Pullman Road Race.
Twenty-five mile handicap road race of the
Alameda (Cal.) Bicycle Club, San Leandro
triangle.

Annual Spring Meet Maine Division at Bangor.
•One Hundred Mile Club Handicap Road Race

of the Rutherford Wheelmen.

JUNE.

I.—Elwell's European Tour. Departure from New
York.

3.—Departure from New York of the Heyny Harz
Mountain Tourists,

g.—Annual Spring Meet of Connecticut Division
and New Haven Bicycle Club Tournament.
Address E. J. Perkins, Secretary.

13.—Century Run—Newark to Philadelphia.
15-16-17.—Athletic and Wheeling Tournament at Buf-

falo, N. Y.
16-17.—Annual Meet Iowa Division at Newton.

18.—Annual Meet New Hampshire Division, Con-
cord.

26-27.—Kentucky Division meet.
27.—Kings County Wheelmen's Cycling and Ath-

letic Meet at Eastern Park.
28.—Kentucky Division's excursion from Louisville

to Mammoth Cave and return.

JULY.

3-^4.—Race meet of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club
and the Third Racing District, Hagerstown,
Maryland.

3-4.—Annual meet of the Missouri Division at Carth-
age.

4.—Columbia Cycle Club's tournament at Charter
Oak Park, Hartford, Conn. Address C. F.
'Tucker, Secretary, Box 54, Hartford, Conn.

4.—The Poorman Road Race at Cincinnati.
4.—Annual Meet California Division, Stockton.
9.—Start of the Detroit Wheelmen's League Meet

Tour from Niagara to Detroit. Address for
particulars, C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Avenue,
Detroit.

13-14-15—Annual Meet, Ohio Division, Columbus.
16-17-18.—L. A. W. Annual Meet, Detroit, Mich.
3«-23.—Tournament of the Green Bay Cycling Club

and Annual Meet of the Wisconsin Division
Address F. S. Fox, Green Bay, Wis.

24-25.—Chicago Cricket Club's Annual Meet. Address
J. G. Davis, Park Side, Chicago.

29.—Departure from New York of Smith's European
"Tour.

AUGUST.

4.—Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha
Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y. Ad-
dress Fred Bronner, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

20-2I.—New York State Division Meet at Rochester.

SEPTEMBER.

8-0.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn.
18-19.—Third Annual Tournament of the Peoria Bi-

cycle Club.

The Century Kun Schedule.

The schedule of the Century run on June 13 is as
follows : Leave Newark, 4 a. m. ; Elizabeth, $ miles,
4.45 ; Westfield, 12 miles, 5.45; Plainfi«ld, 18 miles, 7.00;
rest; Bound Brook, 27 miles, 8.15; Somerville, 31
mi k-s, 9.00; rest ; Hopewell, 49 miles, 11.30; Trenton,
63 miles; dinner; arrive 1.30p.m., leave 2.30 p.m.;
Bristol, 73 miles, 4.00; Philadelphia, 102 miles, 7.00.
The average pace will be 7K miles per hour, and as
far as possible the riders will be kept together. The
afiCair will in no way partake of the nature of a road
race, and scorching will be discountenanced. The
cost of the trip will be within $8.00. A special train
will be secured for those who return from Philadel-
phia on the afternoon of June 14. A fee of fifty cents
will be charged each participant, to pay for the
badges, prizes and incidental expenses. Each badge
will be numbered, and members will be checked by
their numbers at various points on the route. Chair-
man Fuller expects between two and three hundred
members to participate in the run, with due allow-
ance for exaggeration of promises. The schedule
cards will be issued as usual this year by THE
WHEEL.

The Peoria Tournament, September 18 and 19.

The managers of the third annual tournament of
the Peoria Bicycle Club have decided on September
i§ and 19 as the dates for the event,

ON FOREIGN RACE PATHS.

The season on the Wolverhampton grounds was
opened on Easter Monday. Howell won the mile
ordinary professional race in 2.51. The mile safety
amateur handicap was won by T. Relph, 85 yds.,
2-33 I-5' In this event riders of solid-tired wheels
were allowed 60 yards additional. The two miles
handicap was won by A. T. Mole, 140 yds., 5.21 3-5. In
the race pneumatics were penalized 120 yards.
Irish Cyclist's tournament, held Easter Monday :

One mile ordinary handicap—E. A. Murphy, 35 vds.,
2.44 2-5.; One mile safety handicap—A. DuCros,
scratch, a.42 1-5.

The Heme Hill track, which is expected to be the
fastest track in England, will be opened on May 23.

THE WAY THE WIND BLOWS.
At the Finchley Harriers' sports, held on Easter

Monday, the one-mile safety showed 24 pneumatics,
5 cushions and 7 solids. The two-mile brought out
21 pneumatics, 1 cushion and 1 solid.

Messrs. George and Alf. Du Cros are going to
America to join Mr. A. Featherstone, of Chicago, who
is pushing the pneumatic tire in America. The ama-
teur champions of the States will have to look to their
laurels before long.— Wheeling.

At the Sport and Play tournament, held at Dublin
on Easter Monday and Tuesday, some remarkably
good form was shown for this time of the year. The
half mile ordinary handicap fell to W. H. Bardsley,
no yards, im. 14 4-5S. The half mile safety handicap
was won by G. E. Youn§, 40 yards, im. 12 4-53. Half
mile consolation handicap, A. T. Mole, 35 yards,
im. n 3-5S.

THE FIRST WIN FOR A PNEUMATIC-TIRED ORDINARY.
The pneumatic-tired ordinary made a winning

debut, at Ball's Bridge, Dublin, on Easter Monday.
Its rider had the liberal allowance of 190 yards from
A. Dii Cros, but was easily beaten in the mile in 2m.
43s. In the five miles, 760 yards start, he waltzed
home a half-lap winner in 14m. 26s. He is said to
have shown improved form, but that is nothing un-
usual when a man comes off a solid on to a pneumatic
racer. The machine was a converted Humber,
which with solid tires scaled 26 lbs., and which, when
fitted with Dunlops; ran up to 33 lbs.

The Detroit Wheelmen have issued an open letter,
in which it is stated that the rink, a building that will
hold 5,000 people, has been engaged for the week dur-
ing the National Meet, in which a bicycle exhibit will
be conducted. It will also be the headquarters of the
wheelmen. The races will be held on a mile track at
the Driving Park, which is reached by wheel over
asphalt and macadam roads or by car or steamer.
Island Park, which embraces 690 acres of land and
miles of good roads, is easily reached awheel, as is

every point of interest on the lake and river.

The amateur two mile race at Rochester last week
was won by Trenneman, and the professional forty
hour race by Clark, Reading second.

All the preliminary arrangements have been made
for the California Division meet on July 4, the com-
mittees having been appointed and work begun on a
handsome souvenir programme. The racing events
are as follows: One mile ordinary novice, one mile
safety novice, one mile ordinary State championship,
two mile safety State championship, three mile ordi-
nary handicap, one mile safety handicap, one-half
mile ordinary handicap. It is probable that a num-
ber of the above races will be run in heats, as it is

expected that there will be a very large entry list.

The Kings County Wheelmen will hold their annual
race meet June 23, at Eastern Park, on the new track.
The list of events was decided on this^week, and is as
follows : One mile novice, safety ; one mile ordinary,
handicap ; two mile ordinary, handicap ; one mile
safety, handicap ; two mile safety, handicap ; one
mile safety, championship of America ; one mile
tandem, scratch ; two mile ordinary, scratch ; 100
yard dash, handicap ; one mile run, handicap ; one
mile walk, handicap. In the tandem event W. F. and
C. M. Murphy will ride three miles with the intention
of breaking the record for that distance. They hold
the one, four and five mile record at present.

The New York State meet will be held at Rochester
on August 20 and 21. The meet is in charge of Mr. G.
S. Montgomery, President of the Rochester Wheel-
men's League.

The Rome (N. Y.) Cyclers have begun work on im-
proving the track, which the club will use on Decora-
tion Day for their third annual race meet, and
announce that it will be in record-breaking shape.
The programme and list of events will be ready in
a few days.

The Australian definition of an amateur now reads
as follows: An amateur is one who does not make
his living by riding a cycle or engaging in any other
athletic pursuit for the same purpose. Engaging in
cycle riding or any other athletic exercise, or train-
ing or coaching any person therein, as a means of ob-
taining a livelihood disqualifies; also, accepting, di-
rectly, or indirectly, any remuneration, compensa-
tion or expenses whatever from cycle manufacturer,
agent, sports promoter or other person interested in
the trade or sport for cycle riding.

The Rockland County Wheelmen have arranged
the following list of events for their race meet to be
held May 23 at Spring Valley, N. Y.: Open, two mile
safety, scratch ; one mile ordinary, scratch ; 100 yards
slow race ; one mile ordinary, championship Rock-
land Co.; club, one mile ordinary; hall mile ordinary

;

half mile safety. Entries close May zo with V. A.
Johnson, Spring Vallevj N. Y.

Two wheel races will be decided at the Spring
games of the Southern Athletic Club, of New
Orleans, to be held in May, a mile safety and a pijle
ordinary event.

FOR THE RETENTION OF ROAD
OFFICERS.

Editor of The Wheel :

It seems to be the fad now (or rather is getting to
be) to dispense with road officers among the bicycle
clubs in and about New York, and those who have
not already done so contemplate making a move in
that direction at the earliest opportunity. The idea
is to h»ve a road committee of three or more. I have
been inquiring of late into the •' whys and where-
fores " of this move. The answer is almost invaria-
bly that they do not believe in gold lace, epaulets,
bugles, and •specially do they object to being
" bossed about " by the officers. They also object to
riding in line, and thus it is that club rung in this
section are rapidly dying out. Now, I will admit
that there are good grounds for some of these objec-
tions, but sifting the question down to rock bottom, I

find the main trouble is petty jealousy. A few years
ago the rage was to bedeck the officers with gold
braid by the yard, brass buttons and no end of para-
phernalia. All this, I think, was vulgar in the ex-
treme; but where is the harm in a small pair of
epaulets, or a stripe on the arm? I fail to see any.
Is ther» a sight prettier than to see a club of twenty
or more in line all going at a uniform rate of speed,
keeping in line and under one head? What pleasure
is there in riding along at a break-neck speed or in a
mass of confusion ? Can you enjoy the scenery ? Do
you benefit anything by working j'ourself into a heat,
taking chances of catching cold and no telling what
it all may result in? I have heard it argued that this

is all baby-play. No more so than it is for a regiment
to march down the street.
These arguments against club runs, etc., etc., I no-

tice, come principally from a lot of old fossils who
are behind the times' and know no better. I expect
the next move they will make will be to do away with
the office of president, secretary and treasurer, and
so on down the line. There is as much sense in one
as in the other. Why go from one ridiculous extreme
to the other? Is it utterly impossible to strike a
medium? Verily, it seems so. Our great trouble
nowadays in everything is the cry for something new.
I am at all times in favor of progress and improve-
ment where it is really advantageous. Would it not
be far better to improve on that which we have, and
thus come mucb nearer to the mark of perfection
than you can ever reach by this continuous upheaval ?

The clubs who have dispensed with road officers will
have the same difficulties with the "road committee."
It cannot be otherwise, for the " chronic kickers" are
always on the lookout for fresh meat. The offi-

cers are all right ; the trouble is with that peculiar
biped who wants to be heard more than seen, and
who always wants to do things different from every-
body else. Did you ever see a chronic kicker who
knows what he is kicking about? I have not, and I'll

venture to say you haven't. They are simply peace
disturbers, and should be sat upon very heavily.
This, I think, is the " kernel in the shell."

"Seck."

A TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP OF MASSA-
CHUSETTS.

In 1884 the Massachusetts Legislature authorized
the preparation of a topographical map of the State
jointly with the United States Geological Survey;
the State to pay $40,000 for its share ot the field-work,
and to be at no expense for engraving, but to have
the right to reprints of the map sheets at cost. The
State was represented by a commission consisting of
President W. A. Walker of the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, Mr. H. L. Whiting of the United
States Coast Survey, and Prof. N. S. Shaler, of
Harvard College. During the progress of the survey,
it was found that the definition of town boundaries
throughout the State was so imperfect that an ad-
ditional appropriation was secured to establish them
in more permanent form. The field-work was
finished a year or more ago, and now the entire atlas
of fifty-four sheets is issued at the extremely moder-
ate cost of six dollars, with index and portfolio cover.
If bought singly, the sheets cost fifteen cents a piece.

It may be had at the office of the Commissioners,
Commonwealth Building, Boston. Massachusetts is

thus the second of the Eastern States to provide a
map of some topographic accuracy, obtainable at
low price, and in form adapted to very general use.

New Jersey is ahead in this respect; its atlas includes
a shaded relief map of the entire State, and a colored
geological map on single sheets, the whole consisting
of twenty large sheets, costing but five dollars. A
reduction of the Massachusetts map has been pre-
pared at Washington on four sheets with contours,
on a scale of about four miles to an inch; but this is

without shading to indicate relief and it is not in-

cluded in the State atlas.

The single sheets, of which fifty-four cover the
State, each embrace an area of about a hundred and
twenty square miles, being bounded by even quarter-
degree lines of latitude and longitude, following in

this respect a scheme that will eventually be extended
over the whole country. The scale is 1-62,500, or close
to an inch to a mile—a very useful, sufficient, and
intelligent scale for general purposes, although not
large enough for the needs of the more exacting
students or experts in various lines of professional
work. Similar surveys have been completed of
Connecticut and Rhode Island, and that the published
sheets of those States may be soon expected. A neat
account of the Connecticut survey, with elementary
description of its methods, has been prepared by one
of the Commissioners of that State, Dr. J. H. Chnpin,
and published lately bv the Scientific Association of
Meriden, Conn., in its Transactions, with an outline
map, showing the triangulation and the division of
the State intovaa.p-i,'ii6ets.—The Evening Post.

The Woodstock Amateur Athletic Association will
hold a race meet on May 25. Seven events are on the
programme. The club states in its circular that it has
the reputation of offering the most valuable and fair-

ly representative prizes placed before racers by any
institution in America.
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AN IMPROVED PNEUMATIC TIRE.

p. W. Tillinghast, of Providence, R. I., the inventor
of the improved air-tire, as announced in the last issue
of The Wheel, has sent us the following description
and cut of his tire, which he thinks will overcome all

the objections raised to the present pattern. Patents
have been granted him on the special features of this
tire both in this country and England. Hit claims
are, in general: First—A pneumatic tire, encircled by
a thin metal strip placed inside of the tire and outside
of the air chamber. Second—A safety air valve of
any kind of construction, connecting through the rim
of the bicycle with the air chamber of the tire. Third
—An 'automatic air pump, operated by the outward
movements of the tire after displacement.

THE AMES & FROST COMPANY.

Flat Tread

In the sketch here given the strip of metal is indi-
cated by the straight line marked A. It will be seen
that in this connection it is imbedded and entirely
surrounded by the rubber tread B, which passes up
and connects with the rim of the wheel. Inside this
outer rubber tube is another round rubber chamber,
or the pneumatic tire proper, which contains the air.

In the space between the outer coverinp; and the air
chamber is a small rubber tube which in one sense
makes the tire a combination pneumatic and cushion.
Next in importance to the protecting metal tread

running through the tire is the improved air pump,
which is arranged so that the tire can be filled auto-
matically with air by the motion of the wheel. In
the sketch it appears to be a complicated piece of
mechanism, but the idea is most simple. The pump
connects with the air chamber through the rim of the
bicycle, to which it is firmly attached, but being fas-

tened by a screw can be removed at pleasure. The
pump has on each side an elastic rubber bulb, held in
a concave metal cup, which connects with the air
chamber through the tube "F." The tube is pro-
vided with a lining tube having atone end a seat for
a valve, which is held in place by a small V-shaped
spring. At the bottom of the bulb is an inlet opening
which is closed by a flap valve and an outlet, "G,
leading to the tube F. Upon the swelling of the bulb
after compression air is drawn into the cavity of the
bulb through the inlet valve, which, upon subsequent
forcible compression of the bulb, is forced through
the tube into the air chamber. The automatic action
is obtained by a strap of metal or canvas connecting
with the top of the bulb, and passing around under
the outer side of the pneumatic tire proper. Inward
displacement of the tire by pressure on the ground
opens the flap valve to receive air through the inlet,
and outward expansion of the tire after the inward
displacement compresses the bulb by means of the
strap and forces the air through tube "F" into the
air tire. The V-shaped spring then holds the tube
valve in place, preventing escape of air until sufficient
pressure is again given to open it. In connection
with this pump is a relief valve at "H," which can
be adjusted to spring from its seat at any desired dev
gree of pressure, thus providing an extra safeguard
against the bursting of the tire. The patents cover
any form or shape of metal protection, and also a
piston ijump in the rim and tire operated upon the
same principle as the one described.
Mr. Tillinghast has adopted a steel strip as the pro-

tecting metal. The band is not quite i% inches wide,
and so thin as to weigh not more than four ounces to
a 30-inch wheel. The tire is fastened to the rim of
the bicycle by a canvas covering which extends
down the sides of the outside tire. It i* expected
that this improved pneumatic can be placed on the
market exclusive of the pump at the same price as
the Dunlop tire.

HUMBER SAFETY NO. 19482 STOLEN.
A young man of suave address, with a smooth face,

apparently about twenty years of age, rented a bran
new Humber safety on Wednesday afternoon of this
week from Amos Shirley, 987 Eighth Avenue, New
York., and failed to return it. 1 he machine has a
straight frame, ball bearings and pedals and has the
number 19,482 on the head of the handle-bar, back of
the brake rod and on the brake. The wheel is fin-
ished in black enamel. A liberal reward will be
given for the return of the machine.

The Topeka (Kan.) Cycling Club has fifty members
who have aspirations to become riders, and desire
catalogues of all manufacturers.

This is the title of a Chicago concern whose adver-
tisement appears in our regular columns, and whose
catalogue of Imperial wheels has just been issued.
This is the first catalogue which the company have
published, as they have just entered the bicycle
trade this year for the first time. They claim
at the outset that their wheels are strictly high
grade, and that they have built their wheels with the
idea of securing a permanent trade for high grade
wheels. The company have had considerable manu-
facturing exi)erience, and they have made use of this
in launching in the bicycle business.
From their catalogue we glean these facts : In the

makeup of the Imperial wheels nothing but English
seamless steel tubing is used, with special drop forg-
ings and aluminium metal castings. Pedals and all

running parts are supplied with ball bearings. The
vrtieels are of the tangent spoke pattern, with % inch
cushion tires. Great car» is taken in fitting all the
parts, and all are tested for flaws and imperfections.
The company start this year with two wheels—the

Atlas, a 30-inch wheel, and the Vassar, a 2B-inch
ladies' wheel.

THE ATLAS SAFETY BICYCLE—SPECIFICATIONS.
Wheels 30 inch; spokes tangent; % inch cushions;

all running parts ball bearing ; frame of best English
steel tubing, with all joints carefully finished ; hollow
seamless forks, with solid ends of best Credenda
steel tubing ; sprocket.,wheels both froiit and rear,
and other castings of aluminium metal ; cranks are
of the best drop forgings, detachable and adjustable
to a six-inch throw ; a special rear chain adjustment
of simple design ; direct plunge of brake ; steering
head of special pattern ; steering head is extra long,
making the wheel steadier in steering and running,
and reducing vibration on the handles ; it also ena-
bles the rider to more easily do the trick of hands off

;

all bolts, nuts and other parts are perfectly fitted and
finished, and are interchangeable, and a full stock of
parts is kept oil handTBjTailtheir large agents ; weight,
all on, 47 lbs.; price, enameled and bright parts nick-
eled, $100.

THE VASSAR LADIES' SAFETY.
The Vassar is a 28 inch wheel of the same style in

make-up, finish, etc., as the Atlas, excepting, of coure,
the frame, which is of the drop pattern ; the chain
guard and rear wheel are guarded with fine wire
lacings ; weight, all on, 45 lbs.; price, $100.
The handle-bars of the Imperial wheels are of ^

inch English tubing of a graceful curve ; the brake
lever is drop forged, and the plunge brake is unusu-
ally strong.
The Ames' saddle is used on all Imperials ; it is

simply adjusted to any desired position. Besides
their Imperials, the company handle the usual line
of sundries.

THE HOWE MACHINE COMPANY.

The attention of the American trade is called to the
advertisement of the Howe Machine Co., of Glasgow.
The plant of this company has recently been reorgan-
ized by a Scotch syndicate, and good authority on the
other side pronounces the company to be in a better
position now than at any previous time in its history to
produce handsome and staunch wheels. The designs
for 1891 include diamond and double diamond frames,
the former with the curved seat tube in the Referse
style. The wheels will be handsomely finished and
fitted with ball head and cushion, pneumatic or solid
tires. The new directors have decided that nothing
will be spared to place their machines on a level with
the best in the world. The factory is one of the larg-
est on the other side and the company is among the
very few who can take in raw material and turn out
a finished cycle in their own premises, as they make
not only their own stampings but also their ball
bearings.

The Irish Cyclist states that so far silk tires have
proved a complete failure. Arthur DuCros' burst at
Ball's Bridge on Monday, and on being opened it was
found that the silk casing had split transversely in a
number of places. Further experiments will be
made with different qualities of silk.

TRADE NOTES FROM THE CAPITAL.

Geo. W. Bennett, recently of Wilkesbarre, Pa., and
before that of Worthing, Eng., has just begun as
traveling salesman for the Washington branch of the
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. Mr. Bennett is at pres-
ent covering territory in Virginia, and is a rider of
many years' experience.

W. T. Robertson & Co. have changed location for
the better, moving to the corner of Ninth and H
Streets, Washington, D. C. A large line of Premiers
and Rovers are carried, and two large show-windows
enable passers to see the Eagle with all its plumage
on and polished.

F. S. Cahill & Co. have moved back again to their
former location at 1732 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.,
being driven from G Street by rapidly rising rents.
A brick one-story repair shop has been added in the
rear, and Mr. Cahill reports business as very satis-
factory for such a backward Spring.
"Geo. S. Atwater & Co." is no more, and Chief

Consul Atwater will hereafter go it alone, without
the Co. 'said. Of course he retains his present loca-
tion, which is admirably well adapted to trade.
The style of another firm has also changed, "Golds-

borough, Reh & Co." being succeeded by Fred. W.
Reh, who has changed, or will shortly do so, to the
old Masonic Temple. His previous location was on
the south side of Pennsylvania Avenue, where At-
water & Co. formerly held forth.

Still another agency is to be chronicled, a hard-
ware firm on Pennsylvania Avenue, towards the
Capitol, displaying two samples of Rover pattern
Stars. Formerly the Star was a popular wheel in
this city, as evidenced by the vast numbers of "an-
cient and fish-like" wrecks to be seen bestridden by
boys that do not value life highly, but the later types
are about as common as the H y.

A movement is on foot to raise the rates of install-
ment sales on all high grade wheels, so that six
months' time will fully cover payment. Fifty dollars
is to be paid down, and not less than fifteen dollars
permonth to follow. Whether the dear public, that
has become accustomed to eleven or twelve months'
time being given, will stand the change, is something
for time to settle.

Pneumatics are not yet in favor in this city of con-
crete, and even the cushion tire goes slowly. Some
riders in the country outside, where roads are sandy
are wildly enthusiastic over the cushion, but the difl
ferent conditions explain that fact. From personal
experience the writer can say that the cushion "cer-
tainly do drag " on asphalt streets.

Casual Observer.

SINGER & CO.'S 1891 CATALOGUE.

This list is neat and compact in form, as is usually
the case with Singer's catalogues. The company, as
is well-known, have an enormous plant at Coventry
and their sixteen years' career has been one of con-
tinual progress and of satisfaction both to themselves
and torall who have dealt with them, as their wheels
have always ranked among the highest. In this coun-
try their goods have been handled for several years
at Boston, their office at present being managed by
Mr. William L. Ross, who has fine stores on Berkelev
Street.

^

Among the wheels illustrated in the firm's catalogue
of this year are : Two Apollo ordinaries, and the
following safeties : The Miniature, 26 inch, price I75, a
handsome juvenile safety of the very highest grade,
both in make and finish ; the Intermediate, 28-inch
wheels, ball bearings to all parts, $90, suitable for
riders from eleven to eighteen years of age, and a
most popular wheel in 1890; the Apollo, a medium
grade roadster safety of fine quality and balls to
all parts, 30 inch, $110; the Special Apollo, the
same design as the Apollo, but fitted with ball
steering and steering lock, 30-inch wheels, $125 ;

the Singer, 1891 pattern ; this wheel is of high
grade, has ball steering and steering lock, de-
tachable crank bracket, and every improvement
in make, finish and design which will bring it up
to date, 30-inch wheels, $135 ; Special Singer ; this
is a new pattern for 1891 ; it is a handsome diamond
frame, and is a first-class roadster in every respect
30 inch, $140 ; Ladies' Singer, handsome drop framed
wheel of the best quality, light, strong and neat, fitted
with balls to all parts, including steering and pedals,
28 inch, $135 ; the Singer tandem, price $220. There
are also a number of other Singers, as the Singer tan-
dem tricycle, the Singer velociman, the Singer car-
rier, a tricycle which is designed for package-carry-
ing purposes. The company also catalogue a number
of sundries, and publish a score of pages of testimon-
ials from prominent riders, both in England and
America. Cushion and pneumatic tires are fitted to
order to all Singer wheels. Cushion tires are listed
at $5, and pneumatic tires $.^0 extra.
Among the changes in their wheels for this year are

the making of the crank bracket detachable, and the
use of a one-inch wire tire for their wheels. This tire
is used by Singer exclusively ; no cement is used,
but the tire is wired and compressed onto the rim.
Among the prominent agents of the company are
F. W. Aymar, New York ; Wall & Boyer, Philadel-
phia; Thorsen & Cassidy, Chicago; F. S. Cahill &
Co., Washington.

A. E. Swift writes that his cycle lunch-box is retailed
at 75 cents. For the convenience of purchasers, how-
ever, a remittance of thirty-seven two-cent stamps
will secure a lunch-box,

Messrs. Wall & Boyer have issued a neat little '91

catalogue, in which they make a specialty of '91 Sing-
ers. The firm have a well-located depot on North
Broad Street, Philadelphia. They handle besides the
Singers the Columbias for their district in Philadel-
phia and a number of cheap safeties. Their catalogue
contains the usual line of sundries, with full descrip-
tions of their four styles of luggage carriers, in which
they have done a great trade this year.
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THE NEW CYCLONE CYCLES.

HORTON, GILMORE, MCWILLIAMS & CO.'S 1891 LIST.

Messrs. Horton, Gilmore, McWilliams & Co., who
came into the trade last year, handling a line of

wheels made up to their special order by Smalley &
Knott, introduce to the public this season their new
Cyclone cycles. The firm have extensive stores and
storehouses on Lake Street, Chicago, where they
have long carried on a large business in the hard-
ware line.
Their catalogue contains seven full-page cuts of

the various types of Cyclones, the work being done
in the half-tone process, making an elegant showing.
We summarize their wheels as follows :

Cyclone No. I. 30 inch ; Js tires; hollow seamless
steel rims ; butt-ended tangent spokes ; balls to head,
wheels, pedals and crank axle, with adjustments

;

irregular diamond frame ; Brampton's Humber pat-
tern chain ;

forged steel sprocket wheel ; detachable
cranks, with five to six inch throw; ball bearing
pedals ;

ball bearing socket head ; curved handle-bar
of one piece of steel tubing

;
1S91 Fish saddle

;
the

rear brake of new design ; detachable steel foot-

rests
; 54 inch gear; weight, 49 lbs.; finish, enamel

with nickel trimmings
;
price, $125.

Cyclone No. 2. The No. 2 is a drop-framed wheel,
and is also suitable for light weight men and boys,
the detachable bar being used when gentlemen ride.
This is high grade in construction, fitted with ball
bearmgs all round ;

is of handsome design and finish
;

the style is of the same general makeup as No. i

;

weight, 40 pounds ;
price, $125.

Cyclone, Nos. 3 and 4. No. 3 is the same type as
No. I and No. 4 the same t3'pe as No. 2, except that
the spokes in 3 and 4 are erect and the rims are of the
crescent pattern; otherwise the machines are iden-
tical. Styles 3 and 4 have these changes to suit riders
who prefer direct to tangent spokes and prefer the
crescent rim to the hollow rim. No. 3, weight, 49 lbs.

;

price, $110. No. 4, 40 lbs., |iio.

Cyclone No. 5 is a handsome diamond-framed
wheel of a most rakish pattern. This machine is

made of steel and fitted with ball bearings all round,
has 30-inch wheels, ij^f-inch ctishion tires, Humber
chain, geared 54 ; weight, 45 lbs. ; finish, enamel and
nickel

;
price, with cushions, $125.

Cyclone No. 6. The No. 6 is a drop-framed wheel
of the same style as Nos. 2 and 4, except that the
frame is made to carry cvishion or pneumatic tires.

Weight, 38 lbs.; price, with cushions, $125.
Cyclone No. 7. This is the same as the No. 5, but is

fitted with pneumatics. AVeight, 45lbs.
;
price, $135.

A lighter wheel, called the Cyclone No. 17, and weigh-
ing but 38 lbs., with pneumatic tires, is listed at $135.
The firm's cushion is an endless molded hollow

piece of the finest rubber, iX inches in diameter, with
a small hollow chamber running throughout its en-
tire length. The firm state.that cushion tires are not
an e.xperiment, and that they will wear as long as any
tire.
Cyclone No. 8. A 28-inch wheel, designed for

youths ; crescent steel rims ; balls to wheels, pedals
and crank axle ; semi-hollow front forks ; socket
head

;
plunger brake on front wheel

;
J^-inch tires

;

direct spokes ; convertible loop frame
;
priced $50.

Cyclone No. 9. This is almost exactly the same as
the No. 8, the difference being: that the 9 is fitted with
adjustable cone bearings; price, I35.
Cyclone No. 10. Convertible loop framed whe.el;

22-inch wheels, which the firm think are more suitable
for a large class of riders than 20 or 24-inch wheels;
similar in style to No. 9; $23.
Cyclone No. 11; a 22-inch convertible safety bicycle;

price, |i8. The No. 11 differs from the No. 10 only in
finish.
Cyclone No. 12. This is a 25-inch cross-framed

boys' safety fitted with hardened steel coiie bearings;
price, $30.
Besides their new Cyclones, the firm also have a

large stock of parts, and the line of sundries usually
carried by first-class houses.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.'S 1891

^CATALOGUE.

This firm, who have excellent quarters at 518 Broad
Street, Newark, have just issued their catalogue,
which they entitle " A Cyclopedia of Cyclers' Wants,"
and very properly so, as they have the most complete
line of sundries we have seen. The company are
agents for New Jersey for the Featherstone pneu-
matics ; they also handle a general line of high grade,
medium grade and cheap wheels, including all the
well-known styles. Their sundries are completely
illustrated, and agents will find no more completely-
eqttipped sundry house in the business than that of
Howard A. Smith & Co. They also repair, rent and
handle a retail trade.

John A. Green, who is traveling in the West for
Alfred Field & Co., taking orders for Quadrants,
writes us an interesting letter from which we con-
dense a few items. Quadrant agencies have been
placed with Thorsen & Cassidy and the Charles F.
Stokes Co. Rouse, Hazard & Co", have also taken the
Quadrant agency for a large territory, as have Har-
ber Bros,, of Bloomington, 111. Mr. Green writes that
he has heen treated very courteously by Western
riders and business men. " He reports that riders are
divided between solid and cushion tires, and regard
the pneumatic tire as yet an open question. They
admit its qualitj^, but arebuj'ing sparingly on ac-
count of the supposedliability to puncture. He states
that Rouse, Hazard & Co have now a very fine build-
ing, and that he is indebted to Mr. Rouse for cour-
tesies. The sight of 400 wheels stacked on the floor
of their new building struck him as being an impos-
ing one. On the second floor they have a large riding
school and storeroom, and on the third floor a stock-
room in which are stored 3,000 safeties. He reports
that they have 400 ordinaries which they are dispos-
ing of at the rate of from six to ten a day, retail.

THE NE^W CYCLONES.

NE'W CYCI,OJJE, Pio. X.

NE'W CVCI^ONE, No. 2.

J NE'W CYCl,OBJE, No. 7.
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m JHE QUESTION OF TIRES

-.'?-i,\-

IS NOT

WHICH FLOATS BEST

BUT IT IS

WHICH WEARS BEST

Ir.r'^,'';-

M

IT
is laughable to note the attempts of certain manufacturers to beguile the uninitiated into the

belief that they are offering a superior article in bicycle tires SIMPLY BECAUSE THEY
FLOAT when put in water.

Ivory soap floats, but is hardly suitable for bicycle tires, neither is rubber which floats. We
make our tires to stand the wear and tear of bicycle riders, and not to be used as life-preservers.

Our tires are red rubber. All red rubber tires in which the life of the rubber is preserved by

the use of antimony will sink, but they will out wear grey rubber two to one.

Grey rubber will float ; it will also dry up, chip and break in a short time. To illustrate, take

two rubber bands such as are used for doing up bundles of paper for filing. Have one of red rubber

and one of grey rubber. After these bands have been used for the above purpose for about six

months, examine them. The red rubber band will be as soft, pliable and full of life as ever. The
grey rubber band will have dried up, lost its life, become hard, and will break if stretched.

We have used the grey rubber in bicycle tires, and it is our experience that it is unsuitable for

this purpose for the above reasons.

Again we must repeat,

WE TRY THE EXPERIMENTS.

OVERMAN ^VHEKL CO.,

i

i CHICAGO.

CHICOPBK KAIvIvS, MASS.
A. G. SPALDING &, BROS., Special Agents.

NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA.

Ir.rj.^-A (.-.'^-i.'i- t--.'^-i.';'
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ESTERN
WHEEL

WORKS
CATALOGUES NOW READY !

SEND FOR ONE

!

The Best LjnejnMsJYey^ the Money.

LIGHT ! 'STRONG !

GRACEFUL!

NICELY FINISHED! PERFECTLY FITTED!

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

R. L. COLEMAN & CO
35 Barclay Street, and 40 Park Place,

IsTEiTSr YORK:.
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'

' Turn, turn, my wheel ! Turn round and round
Without a pause, without a sound."

—

Longfellow.

big:vci:.gs ^^ scanoRieis.

Our wheels are faultless and the best for your money.

1891 HOWE CYCLES.
Every Novelty and Improvement.

Unsurpassed for ELEGANCE, STABILITY and FINISH.
Catalogue of NEW Models on Application.

Manufacturers of Cycle parts of every Description,

1891

NEW HOWE n/ICniNE CO., Ltd
BRIDQETON, QLflSQOW.

SCOTLflMD.

THE LARGEST CYCLE FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

WHAT WE SELL

!

COLUMBIA, WARWICK,
PEARL, ROYAL,

RUBY, LITTLE GIANT.
AND MANY OTHERS.

Prices to suit either Retail or Wliolesale

Customer.

CAXAI.OGUE FREE.

T>. SNITJER,
OLIVE ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Tlie Rathbnn Patent Head U±
Better than any support or device for holding a

safety Bicycle from being jarred or knocked down,
thereby bending a crank, marring the finish or otherwise
injuring the machine. Can be thrown off or on instantly,

is remarkably neat and can be attached to any machine
by mechanic.

PRICE $1.50 ; ATTACHED $2.00.

Ask your dealer to stio'w one in operation.

OWNED AND MANUFACTURED BY

WHITTEN, GODDING & CO.,

PROVIDEJKCE, R. I.
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The "Kitten" as the Catford

§emi-Racer is nick-named by its

riders, is the Lightest, Finest and

Fastest Wheel in the World.

Connoisseurs are invited to ex-

amin-e and test it at the warerooms

of the

PREMIER CYCLE COMPANY,

846 Eighth Ave., New York.

Open Evenings. Illustrated cata-

logue free on application.

PRINCESS No. 1, 30 inch, balls all over,
" 2, 28 "

" 3, 26 "

CLIMAX " 1 , 30 " Ball Bearing, ,

Agrents 'Wanted all over ttie 'World.

$85.00
75.00

^0.00
BS.OO

CI/IMAX No. 2, 28 incb, Ball Bearing, .... $60.00
PRINCE " 1, 26 " " "

. . . 45.00
" 2, 24 " " " .... 35.00

THESE WHEELS ABE BUILT ESPECIALLY FOB US.

J. E. POORMAN, Agent,
Oliq-CIITN'A.T'I, O.

Hello there! Is this 4102? Tes, 4102. Is it true that you are manufacturing parts for cycles? Yes Indeed, -we don't make parts of
all bicycles nor all parts of any bicycles, but we are prepared to fill your orders on a good cheap handle tip for any style Safety, also Foot
Bests or Coasters, Spoke Nipples to fit the most prominent makes of machines are also made by ue and our prices are quite low

At this point in the conversation the -wire broke so we did not get a chance to mention that -we also make the only INSTRUCTION BELT,
•which -while it is not a part of a cycle, still is a very needed article to all cyclers.

Dealers you will do well to -write us for prices on the above.

SX. 1.0XJIS ^y^HEEI. CO.,
311 lTOR,TEI I4tli STK^EJET, ST. LiOXJIS, l>/LO.

Send for our 1891 Catalogue, it's a dandy.
A Leader or a Paragon, we are not sure which, but you had better get a copy and decide for yourself.

$85. THE "PDPDLAR" DIAHnND SAFETY. $85.
niQH QRflDE. 5TUDT THE JPECIFICflTlOHS.

All Ball Bearings, including Steering, Drop Steel Forgings, Best
Weldless Steel Tubing, Diamond Frame of TRUE design, 30 inch

wheels 7-8 Best Gray Rubber Tires. High Finish. Best value
in the IVIarket for the Money.

WE WANT AGENTS EAST AND WEST. WRITE FOR TERMS.

PERCIYAL TATTERSFIELD
12th & OXFORD STREETS,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

-
' -'•^^jir^^fisei/'''"'^"^'"^'^'"'^ N. Y. State Agents, Banker & Campbell Co., Ltd., 12 Murray St., N. Y. City.

^ \

All shoes stamped with this Trade Mark are of the celebrated

NORMAN & BENNETT
make. They are the best fitting and most comfortable shoe

ever produced for wheelmen.

For sale by the leading

dealers from Maine to Cali-

fornia,
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PHILADELPHIA.

THE SUSPENDED MEN BECOMING RESTLESS.
The racing season draws near and the "suspects"

are still on the outside. There are many rumors,
however, one paper stating that the new Racing
Board has conceded everything to the A. A. U., and
another that with Mr. Randall, of Chicago, at the
head of the Board, there is no danger of the A. A. U.
getting the better of the L. A. W. So it goes ; and in
the meantime the racing season is almost on us, the
men are anxious to know whether to begin training,
and many an "insider" is nervously calculating his
chances in certain races with the suspended men left
out and comparing them with the chances if they get
in. It is said that the men do not propose to sit with
their hands folded and bow to whatever decision
may be made, but announce their intention of par-
ticipating in road races at least. They propose to
appear at the Irvington-Milburn race, for instance,
and insist on riding, in accordance with their entries :

if they are protested and ruled out they say they will
ride anyhow, and it is hard to say just what would be
done in such a case.

TEAM ROAD RACING.
The outlook for racing was never more promising

than it is now. This is particularly the case with
road racing, and various team races are proposed

;

races limited to clubs in one county, one State, or two
adjoining States. The return to team races is a good
point, as they are, if well contested, much more in-
teresting and harder fought than a handicap race
such as have recently been run. A team race some-
what similar to the old "Alphabetical" races would
be a good thing, and the field might be broadened by
the addition of such clubs in this section of the coun-
try as might wish to take a hand. It might be that
Chicago would want to take a hand in the game, as
she seems even more anxious to race Philadelphia
than she was to race Wilmington last year, and that
is saying a great deal. There is little doubt that
some of the Philadelphia clubs would take a hand in
such events, while Wilmington could probably be
counted on with certainty, as they have such a good
opinion of their men. New England and possibly
Baltimore could furnish some clubs, and thus make
it thoroughly representative of the East. Such
contests would do away, to a great extent at least,
with "pot hunting" and stimulate a stronger club
feeling, which would go far to check the exodus to
the large athletic clubs which is so noticeable at the
present time. The athletic clubs possess such ad-
vantages over most cycle clubs that it is advisable
for the latter to leave no stone unturned to retain
their popularity and members. There might be bet-
ter ways to do this than fostering club pride, but
they are not readily apparent, and many a rider who
would take no special pride in belonging to the
Jonestown Cyclers, would have his vanity tickled by
being able to say that he belonged to the Jonestown
Cyclers "who won the la^ team race of the Atlantic
Team Road Racing Association."

THE OUTLOOK FOR ZIMMERMAN.
There has been a great deal of speculation as to

where A. A. Zimmerman will go now that he has
secured his release from the New Jersey Athletic
Club, and rumors are rife that he would join the
A. C. S. N. A prominent A. C. S. N. man tells me,
however, that this rumor is incorrect, and that while
they would like to have Zimmerman yet the expense
of such a man would be too great for them, as his
traveling expenses to Philadelphia alone would
amount to a large sum. This being the case he will
probably join the New York Athletic Club. Great
things of Zimmerman are expected this year. He is

young, has plenty of time and opportunity for train-
ing and racing and would naturally ride even better
than he did last year, even if he did not have the in-
centive to work that his past successes give him.
His ambition, and it is a reasonable one all things
considered, is to surpass anything ever done by any
one racing man, to close the season with the indis-
puted title of " champion of the world " and to estab-
lish a new set of records for all distances. One
factor in his favor is the pneumatic tire ; if it is a
success on the high wheel it will do even more for it

than it has for the safety, and an additional ease in
running will help the Star more than a crank wheel.
Every racing man knows that a slightly up-hill finish
kills a Star, while a slight down grade correspond-
ingly helps it, and if one push on the levers will send
a Star so far the distance will be increased if the
Star has a pneumatic tire. All this in his favor

;

what is against him is that such a revolution as the
introduction of the pneumatic will almost inevitably
bring out new men who will ride much faster than
anyone has yet done. The fast men on solid tires
may have to take a back seat when on pneumatics,
and in the scramble Zimmerman may get left, al-
though it is hardly possible.

THE TIRE QUESTION AND THE ORDINARY.
A number of races have been run in England, and

the pneumatics, by sweeping everything before them,
have played hob with the calculations of the handi-
cappers, who are now all at sea. At one meet the
cushion was'penalized lo yards to the mile, the Clinch-
er tire 20 yards, and the pneumatic 40 yards. It seems
strange that some enterprising importer does not get
a few of these Clincher tires and put them on the
American market. In the present state of things on
this side, any new tire would take if it possessed any
merit at all, and the Clincher tire has been very high-
ly spoken of on the other side where opportunity has
been had to test it thoroughly, and it is said to possess
very decided advantages over the cushion, while it is

notequal to the pneumatic. The tire question is still

a burning one on this side of the water, and in safe-
ties the situation remains about the same. The Rich-
wine tire does not seem to be getting along very rap-
idly, and the Pope Co. is probably giving it a thor-
ough test before putting it out, as they invariably do
with all their improvements. The tire will probably
come out in the Fall if it proves a success. The safe-
ties have been having their innings for the past si.x

months or more, and the high wheel now steps in for
its share. The Pope Co, have given up the idea of

putting out cushion-tired Columbia Light Roadsters,
but the Overman Wheel Co. and Gormully & Jeffery
Co. are hard at work on Victors and Light Champions
respectively, and promise to have them out very soon.
Great things are expected from this combination of
cushion tire and rational type, and they should un-
doubtedly ride very smoothly. The Eagle people
have not been idle all this time, and are now nearly
ready with their cushion-tired Eagle Light Roadsters,
on which much speculation is based.

QUAKER CITY QUIPS.

The negotiations that have been pending for some
little time between the John Wilkinson Co., of Chi-
cago, and "Jack" Hazleton, have been closed, and
the little flyer goes to Chicago. Philadelphia loses a
good man and Chicago gains him. It will be inter-
esting to see how he makes out with the Chicago men
on the track, as it is probable that he will do some
racing, and my opinion is that he will ride better
than he has ever done and will hold his own with the
best of them, unless he has overta.xed his constitu-
tion. He does not look very strong and rides
largely on his nerves, and I don't think it would take
much to overdo the thing. Let us hope, how-
ever, that he will do himself justice and won't fall

into the Chicago way of talking too much about
himself.

A Western exchange continues to hold forth against
the League Meet, keeping discreetly silent, however,
as to its editor's sitting still and letting the mistake
be made without raising his voice to prevent it. In
this connection I have a letter from " Griff " thanking
me for my "kind words, both for Detroit Wheelman
and my (his) self." This is very nice in " Griff " con-
sidering some rather severe strictures on him, and
is appreciated. If I should get to Detroit, which is

not 'improbable, the meeting which " Griff " desires
would be pleasant.

It is a singular fact that while the weights of men's
wheels have been steadily coming down, until they
weigh 40 or even 35 pounds, yet the average ladies'
wheel still weighs near 40 pounds. Ladies are any-
where from 20 to 60 or 70 pounds lighter than men,
and one would think that their wheels would be con-
siderably lighter than men's. If a 35 or 40 pound
wheel will stand a man's riding, then 30 pounds is

ainple for a ladies' wheel to weigh.

There seems to be an impression here that the Kings
County Wheelmen are riding in great shape this year,
and that they are preparing to "tear out "all comers.
Stories have been floating around all Winter regard-
ing the scorching that has been going on in and
around Prospect Park, Brooklyn, the "doing up" of
this man by that man, the laying for visitors with
scorching proclivities and the regret at the non-
arrival of the Western contingent. There is also said
to be much speculation whether John Bensinger will
be able to ride as fast on his Eagle as he did in i88g on
his ordinary, and it is rumored that a number of bets
have been made that he will not be able to do so.
Murphy is in active training, it is said, and riding
fast, and does not seem to pay much attention to
his suspension.

Racing by electric light will be inaugurated in
Philadelphia by the Third Regiment Athletic Assoc-
iation, at their games at Brotherhood Park, on Satur-
day, May 23d. Four bicycle races will be run, and
we can then tell whether this feature can be made
an attractive and paying one.

The Fairmount Lady Cyclers will give their last
dance of the season on Monday, the 20th instant, in
the riding school ot the Strong & Green Cycle Co.,
and it promises to be a very enjoyable affair.

The third Musicale of the Pennsylvania Bicycle
Club will be given on Wednesday, April 29th, and the
Committee in charge are out in a circular gotten up
in their usual inimitable style, in which they promise
even more enjoyment than the two previous ones
gave.

Decoration Day coming on Saturday this year,
there will be two days holiday, and the clubs are
making preparations to get all the good possible out
of them. The Pennsylvania Bicycle Club will cele-
brate the occasion by taking one of their famous
trips, this time to Washington, and a royal good time
is certain to be had by those fortunate enough to be
able to attend.

On Saturday, the 23d of May, the club games of the
A. C. S. N. will be given, and on Decoration Day the
club's annual games take place. On the same day
the new track at Atlantic City, built by James Albert,
will be opened with a full set of races. It is unfor-
tunate that this should take place on the same day as
the A. C. S. N. games and the great Irvington-
Milburn race, they will interfere very materially
with the attendance of racing men. It is said to be
unavoidable, however, owing to other engagements,
and it has been decided to go ahead. Special induce-
ments are offered to pot hunters, three prizes,—and
good ones too,—being offered in each race.

Telemachus.

BUFFALO.

The Country Gentleman publishes the following five
suggestions for the improvement of roads for a com-
paratively moderate outlay : Monthly removal of all

loose stones in the road. Bi-monthly removal of all

fixed stones. Making the roadway only of the hard-
est materials at hand. Placing a tile drain length-
wise and in the centre of the road. Requiring all

new roads, and all repairs in old ones, raked or har-
rowed perfectly smooth. In reference to the subject
of improved roads it says : "The great deficiency at
the present time is the common want of knowledge
and appreciation of good roads and how to obtain
them. Every town should have an object lesson,
visible to all, where a fine specimen could always be
seen, representing a perfect road and the way in
which it could be secured. Such a lesson, it is to be
hoped, would educate the rising portion of the com-
munity into just ideas on the subject."

The South End Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, expect
to conduct a tour to Hagerstown this summer, and
the Quaker City Wheelmen contemplate a trip to
Saratoga awheel.

The Buffalo Bicycle Club held a meeting the other
night, for they do hold business meetings now and
again—meetings at which whist is not discussed and
at which the rattle of billiard balls is not the music of
the occasion. The club actually contemplated two
items of note. One was the resignation of J. L. Dan-
iels from the captaincy and the other the possibilities
of successfully inaugurating a tournament for July.
I most heartily support the idea of the meet, which it

is proposed to hold some time between the Hagers-
town tourney, July 4, and the L. A. W. gathering at
Detroit. There does not appear to be the shadow of
doubt as to the success of the meet, and it will get the
full support of every bicycle and athletic club in the
city.

The sporting editor of a morning paper has, how-
ever, started to try and make bad blood between the
L. A. W. and A. A. U. clubs, and at the same time to
display his supreme ignorance. He says that the
Buffalos are in a more favorable position to hold a
race meet than the other leading clubs of the city,
many of which have joined the A. A. U. and are thus
debarred from offering prizes valued at $30 for first,

$20 for second and $10 for third. He then adds: " The
crack racing men will not compete for such small
prizes."

If I had the space and inclination I could show the
said sporting editor that he don't know what he is
talking about. Men who know what Union rules are
and what L. A. W. rules prescribe could show him that
if the Ramblers or the Roamers or the Wanderers or
the Zigzags wanted to give $i,ooo prizes for a bicycle
meet they could do it.

If this young man would understand that the L. A.
W. and A. A. U. are brothers in sport and brothers in
progress, and at least make a bluff at understanding
the rules and regulations of either or both of the or-
ganizations, we might think that he had passed the
rule-of-three.

Whist is the principal amusement of the Buffalo
Bicycle Club. Little else is doing but flipping the
paste boards. I was up to the club-house the other
night, and was surprised to find that wheeling was a
topic almost tabooed—at least it wasn't discussed
much.
"Setegag" writes to the ofTficial organ of the

League that I accused him Of being about Lewis'
rating as a professional. C. E. Gates, who is " .Sete-
gag," had better borrow somebody's spectacles and
stop trying to make a chalk-mark, until he knows on
whose shutter he is scoring. All I said was that it

was so rumored, knd it was, and Gates can't say it

was not.

The dates for the three days' athletic and wheeling
tournament has been definitely fixed

; June 15, 16 and
17 are set down. The second day will be devoted ex-
clusively to wheeling events. "The programme will
be printed this week.
Crooks, Plipfel, Kane and Lewis will be seen in the

50-mile road race. Penseyers, of the P. C. C, may
figure also, but it is not certain.

Eddie Stendts, who strove for championship tandem
honors at Niagara Falls, together with Charley John-
son have decided to give up the sport.

There were half a dozen L. A. W. clubs in this city
twelve months ago.; to-day there is but one.

Several of the local bicycle clubs have decided to
select an official tailor.

D. H. Lewis, of the Ramblers, has up to date regis-
tered the highest mileage score. Two years ago he
was champion.
The Iroquois A. C. are making extraordinary prep-

arations for a big bicycle season. The club has six
crack riders, and about twelve others who could win
an ordinary race, but not a championship.
The Press Cycling Club is still in existence, but

cannot be quoted as a gilt-edge success.

A west side bicycle club is in course of formation.

The Roamers are booming. Six additional mem-
bers were elected at the last meeting. Blanchard, of
the Roamers, will go on the path this year in earnest.
He has either been place or won in every wheeling or
athletic competition he has entered this season.

The Seventy-fourth Regiment A. A. close the in-
door athletic season on Saturday. Will anybody
explain why there are no bicycle events on the pro-
gramme. A ten-lap track is big enough.
What is going to be done about that track matter?

Chicott.

BROOKLYN RAMBLERS.

The inclement weather of the past few days has
had its effect on the ardor of our riders who are com-
peting in the mileage contest. Despite this fact, how-
ever, some good records were posted. Feldmeier
still leads, closely pursued by Jacoby, Gruen and
Holland. The coming week will doubtless show some
changes in the positions of the leaders.
We note a communication from Capt. Bensinger, of

the K. C. W., in regard to the proposed Road Racing
Association. We can assure our esteemed collabora-
tor of our hearty co-operation in making this Associ-
ation a most successful one.
The regular club run for next Sunday is to Staten

Island, starting at 8.30. This will be a short run.
Moonlight runs are scheduled tor the 17th inst. to
Coney Island, on the 21st to Bensonhurst, and on the
24th to Staten Island. With favorable weather these
runs will doubtless be well attended. ARROW.

To be able to perform the various tricks and fancy
movements connected with cycle riding is usually
considered an unnecessary acquisition, but anyone
who tours to any extent is apt to find the knowledge
of a little fancy riding valuable in case of accident.
The movements that are of practical use to cyclists
in the opinion of a veteran teacher are the following :

To be able to ride on the pedals without using the
saddle, coming to a halt without dismounting, riding
without using the hands, very slow riding, and riding
on one pedal,
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HOW THE CITY STREETS ARE CLEANED.

" Crank " awoke one fine morning of last week, and
led liis " steed " forth from its comfortable quarters
under the back stairs, and, while the majority of peo-
ple were yet fast in the embrace of the "sleep god,"
he mounted and noiselessly whirled away from the
conlines of the city. While spinning along, thinking
of naught but visions of past jaunts such as fall to
the lot of ever)' wheelman, he suddenly heard the
steady tramp ! tramp! trannj! of an advancing host,
and rumble of the caissions and ordnance. Looking
away to the right a curious sight met his gaze. A
long line of men, tattered, dirty and laden with
brushes fixed upon long sticks, were advancing in
double platoons down one of the prettiest of the city's
drives; following them was a still longer line of
wagons, and a dozen or so cumbersome-looking
vehicles drawn by four and six horses. These latter
were the rumbling ordnance. Turning so as to pass
the marching armjf, "Crank" was rewarded with one
of those sights which seldom attract the attention of
average mankind, /. c., the cleaning of the city's
streets. A sharp command from the person in charge
and the footmen divide from right to left, the cum-
bersome power sweepers advance and the thick coat-
ing of dust and mud which cover the pavement is

torn from its resting place by the revolving brusher
and is piled up nicely in long rows upon either side
of the street, much as the newly cut grain is winrow-
ed behind a mower. The infantry brushmen then
advance briskly in squads, and separate the refuse
into little piles, the wagons now drive up escorted by
squads of shovelers, and in the twmkling of an eye
the wagons receive their load and move away leav-
ing behind not a trace of the accvimulation of a long
and disagreeable winter. The system is almost per-
fect, every man knows his place and like a piece of
well oiled machinery the hundred or so Italians who
compose the " street gang," work along in admirable
unison rapidity. So it goes on from morning to
morning, all about the city, the streets are swept and
cleaned every day, and why has this change come
about ? Because, the long suffering inhabitants have
arisen, and in a mighty voice "howled"! Ayr
verily! And loudest among the "howlers" were the
men who bestride the rubber shod steed. Our streets
were in an awful condition at the beginning of the
spring, and many were almost impassable. At a
late meeting of the Council, the City Dads ordered
the Street Commission "to clean the streets and to
stick to it until the streets were -cleaned "—and it

is so.
From now until the snow flies the army of dark

skinned foreigners will march forth and do battle
with the Nebraska dust and mud which has invaded
us.

The Barber Asphalt Co. are making preparations
to lay a large amount of asphalt paving this year.
One contract calls for a boulevard between the city
of Omaha and her sister. South Omaha, which, when
completed, will present a smooth surface of 40,000
yards to the driving public. Other contracts call for
nearly as much. Brick paving will be used to some
e.xtent. Cedar block has been tried and found want-
ing. Granite and cobble stone will only be used
where heavy hauling is done. Asphalt is king? Let
us hope to see the day when the bicyclist can monnt
and ride for miles and miles pver its smooth surface
without having his back bone jarred into his brain
pan by suddenly finding himself bouncing along over
a block or two of worn out cedar block or uneven
granite.
The Omaha Wheel Club held its annual election

Tuesday evening, April 7. Lots of wire pulling and
loads of dark mysterious plots. Severalof the candi-
dates gave a great sigh of relief when they learned
the result of the ballot. Good humor prevailed
throughout the contest and the best of feeling was
preserved by the def»ated parties. The new staff of
officers are: President, Len. Livesey ; Vice-President,
Jas. E. Ebersole ; Secretary, Fred. C. Matthews

;

Treasurer, Gould Dietz ; Captain, Wm. Townsend.
The Racing Board consists of Messrs. Peabody,

Porterfield and Townsend. The House Committee,
Lieutenants, Buglers and Color Bearer, have not as
yet been appointed.
A feature of the election was the liberal supply of

fine cigars, donated with the compliments of the retir-
ing staff of office. It is needless to say that every-
body smoked.
The Apollo Cycling Club held its annual election on

Friday evening, April 3, and choose the following
gentlemen to "rule the roost:" President, H. E.
'Paggar ;

Vice-President, Ed. Walker ; Secretary, E.
R. .Smith

;
Treasurer, Louis Flesher ; Captain, Oscar

Biendorf. The last two named are in as second term
men, which speaks well for their efficiency.
The six days amateur tourney now in progress at

Lincoln, with W. L. Mardis in management. Racing
nion from alloverthestate arein attendance. Omaha
is represented by the A. C. C. racing team.
All wheelmen are taking advantage of the beautiful

weather and new wheels are as common as blackber-
ries in August."
Captain Frank Mittauer, of the T. M. C, was in the

city Sunday and led his club across the bridge into
Iowa, for a club run.
Ed. C. Waldvogel, Toledo, Ohio, was a visitor at the

O. W. C. Club-house last week.
C. W. Dabney, Union City, Pa., and a member of

the firm of A. H. Perrigo & Co., is here looking after
his business interests. The firm have lately moved
into their new quarters in Odd Fellows' block, and
occupv two floors. Their show rooms are well stocked
with fine high grade machines, prominent among
which is seen the 1891 Victor, Columbia, Swift and
Ormonde. Their repair shop is in charge of Dick
Belt and Lou Flesher.
New members continue to come into the fold at

every regular meeting of each club. Crank.

KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN.

I saw one of the circular letters sent out by the
advance agents of the New York and Brooklyn 'ream
Road Racing Association which is to be, and must
say that the plans as outlined are excellent. Making
the distance fifteen instead of the killing twenty-five
miles is good. The trophy to be the property of the club
aggregating the most points at the end of each year
is better than the old style, and the proposed clause
excluding athletic club color bearers is the best
method that could be devised for showing our dis-
approval of the high-handed robbery which we have
been compelled to submit to during the past two
seasons. In barring these men the Kings County
Wheelmen lose many more chances of winning than
any of the other members of the association, but
there will undoubtedly be a great gain to the club in
the new talent which will be brought out, and though
we may not win all the trophies offered by the asso-
ciation during its lite we will hang on with the rest
and do our prettiest. And again, the forming of this
association is not prompted so much by a desire for
gain in the way of club-house ornamentations as for
the sake of booming club intercourse, which very
desirable element in cycling life received a very good
start during the Winter just passed.

The century run to Philadelphia is an event which,
strange to say, has never received very hearty sup-
port from the Kings County Wheelmen, and I would
like to see Captain Bensinger and his able lieutenants
change the order of things for i8gi, and have a good
representation on the road to Philadelphia on June
13th. It is surely an enjoyable ride, accommodations
at Philadelphia are first-class, and a ride on Sunday
in Fairmount Park is more than enjoyable.

The withdrawal of the Buffalo Ramblers as a club
from the L. A. W. brought out the statement in one of
the New York dailies thatthe League must be " losing
its grip." This is a senseless conclusion to arrive at,

as in all probability the Ramblers as individuals are
still members of the L. A. W., the same as are most of
the K. C. W. An L. A. W. club is a mistake, as it is

unquestionably wrong to compel a man to join one
organization in order to become a member of another,
and while the L. A. W. may be "losing its grip " in the
matter of L. A. W. clubs, it is gaining ground very
rapidly in individual members.
There can be no doubt about the sincerity of the

Prospect Park police in their endeavors to stop the
"scorching " on the "Circuit." Last Sunday morn-
ing came very near being a fatal one for our friend
Whymper and his "balloon." When that mounted
guardian flashed past me in hot pursuit of the swiftly
fiying trio I was sorely tempted to turn and go the
other way, fearing that should the officer make a
wholesale arrest and I fall into the clutches of the
unmerciful law my naturally modest and retiring
spirit would find itself in an atmosphere so uncon-
genial that my tongue would be powerless to utter
the " couldn't ride fast if I wanted to " excuse, audi
might, without deserving it, be brought face to face
with humiliation and degradation liy being thrust
into a cell along with those of my clubmates who
Habitually break the laws of the park. Think of this
all ye who are gentle bred and profit by my experi-
ence. Either learn to ride fast enough to be arrested
for cause or put on a pepper and salt coat and avoid
notice. A K. C. W. coat is bound to carry suspicion
of speed with it, although I am sure the color is not
"ast.

On Sunday, the 19th, will occur the second run of
the season. It is to Pompton, N. J., and the Norton
House on the banks of the lake will throw wide its

doors to welcome us. Well do I remember the ride
to Pompton in 1888, when Bridgman was captain.
Elegant ride going, beautiful country ; fine apples en
route and an after dinner walk through the woods
and along the shores of the pond—excuse me. Lake.
On the homeward trip someone in a grey coat roused
Bridgman's anger and he decided to square things
by "setting pace." It was no ordinary "scorch,"
this ride to Little Falls, but a full grown road race,
and of 15 starters there were only four of us "in at
the death." However, that recollection won't keep
me away from there on the igth, as I never miss a
chance to push my wheel around and through that
district which, though at times difficult, is without
comparison. The Atalanta Wheelmen will pilot us
over the best roads via Montclair going, and through
Paterson on our return. Come along and have a
Pompton with us.

Straddle.

Several of the former members of the defunct
Irvington Wheelmen have organized the Irvington
Cycle Club, and expect to meet with better success
than they did with the former organization.

COLUMBUS, O.

Although cycling matters in this city have been
somewhat quiet during the past Winter, they have
been by no means dead. The Columbus Safety Cy-
cling Club have had several smokers, and the com-
mittees in charge of the management of the State
meet in July have been busy with preliminary
arrangements.
On April 2, the members of the Columbus Safety

Cycling Club, at the request of Mrs. Dr. Clare L.
Smith perpetrated a suprise on the doctor. About
twenty-five wheelmen took possession of the doctor's
residence, and the surprise was complete. It was a
strictly stag affair.
On April 7, the Columbus Safety Cycling Club

elected officers for the ensuing year as follows

:

President, Dr. C. O. Probst; Vice President, Geo. B.
Topping ; Secretary, Chas. G. Smith ; Treasurer,
Carl Erb; Captain, K. D. Wood; Directors, M. B.
Everett, H. A. Nunemacher and K. D. Wood.
The club decided at this meeting to raise the dues

and to secure better quarters as soon as possible.
Several new members were admitted and the meet-
ing was full of enthusiasm. The bright weather of
the last few days has filled our streets with riders
and every indication points to the biggest ye.ar in
cycling that Columbus has ever seen. A project is

on foot to build a special bicycle track at the base
ball park for the races at the Staterneet in July. The

grounds are beautifully situated and easy of access.
Visiting' wheelmen may be certain that no pains

will be spared to put the track in superb condition.
BUCKEYE.

ST. LOUIS.

Just after the cards calling for the recent mass
meeting to arrange for the League tooir were sent
out Robert Holm, President of the Missouri Club,
conceived the idea of holding an exhibition of the
189: pattern machines at the club-house at the same
time. With praiseworthy enterprise he perfected
the idea with the dealers though suffering with
la grippe at the time, and a second lot of cards were
sent out and all things seemed to point to a good
attendance and a good show. But suddenly an op-
15osing partycropt up maintaining that it would not
be proper to hold the exhibit in the club-house, so the
idea was abandoned and the public allowed to be
deceived. In the evening a good number gathered
and discussed the question of postponing the tour
for a week but the change of date was overruled.

It was settled to hold a road race for a distance of
about fifteen miles in Forest Park early in June.
Ed. Sanders advocated a limit of six minutes handi-
cap and some others twelve minutes and but eight
to ten minutes was the final choice. Safety bicycles
and other valuable prizes are to be given and a special
prize for the best time. The route will pass over the
famous Nigger Hill which will doubtless be a Water-
loo for some.
Park Commissioner Klim is aiding the scheme. At

the meeting Percy Stone gave a resume of all the
League State meets that have been held, outlining
the winners of the races, the winners at the banquet,
and, of course, mentioned the girls. W. P. Loing
spoke of the fine roads of Carthage, and predicted a
fine, large time at the State meet. At tliis point in
the proceedings Mayor Noonan was announced and
introduced amid applause. He spoke of the benefits
ot athletic sports and especially of the foremost of
them all, cycling. He said he was sorry that they
did not have wheels in fashion when he was young.
He asked if the sprinkling was being done to the
wheelmen's satisfaction and said thatif not he wished
to be informed of the fact. The superintendent of
sprinkling then spoke of Inspector Murphy's trip of
inspection in Eastern cities, and stated that these
were sprinkled little or none but the streets were well
swept, and he felt that that was the proper way and
would adopt it in the future. We feel that we have
got recognition as a body in a way we never have be-
fore and probably better than the wheelmen of other
cities.
The League tour was one of the best we have ever

had. Forty-eight started and forty-six registered for
dinner with mine host Mrs. Busch, at Ballwin, which
is our local Ripley. A strong head wind made it hard
pedaling, especially for the new men, who were taken
in charge by A. A. Knight. A splendid dinner was
had. We started for home with the wind in our backs,
and we coasted almost into Manchester, two miles.
At Bartolds we waited for the stragglers to come up,
and then rode for the grand stand, or rather for the
fair creatures who promenade Lindell Avenue. There
were only five ordinaries in the run, but many new
forms of safety. As there are many hills, coasting
was quite a rage, and many a test of the running
qualities were had.
Mr. Lane, a member of the State Legislature, says

he was asked to introduce another bill like the infa-
mous Warner bill, but refused. He is advocating a
200 foot highway from St. Louis to Kansas City, with
a part for heavy teams and a part for light driving
and bicycles. He asks the support of wheelmen for
the measure, and was assured he has it. He is a
staunch friend of cyclists. This, added to the fine
system of boulevards which the city seems willing to
build and which the State has protected by a law
passed this Winter, will make this city an ideal one
for cycling.

A new firm is starting in the bicycle business at
Third and Locust, making eleven firms in all in this
city.

A. Moorement has a plan on foot to rent the Armory,
our largest hall, and give an exhibition of bicycles.
He will give learners a chance to ride, and probably
have some races and trick riding. Admission will
probably be free.

At a meeting held last Tuesday night it was decided
not to hold a cycle exhibit in the hall as previously
talked of, but to hold an illuminated parade on May 23,
after our great road race in Forest Park. A good many
cyclers are expected from out of the city on that date,
and it is proposed to make it a pretentious affair.
Previous parades here have been viewed by large
crowds all along the line of march, and it is rightfully
considered the best way to demonstrate to outsiders
the beauties of cycling. Such a show catches the
small boy right amidships and lands him every time
if he has any leverage on his father's bank account.
C. A. Stone and A. A. Knight are the arrangement
committee.
A new firm are engaging in the bicycle business at

313 Locust Street. "They are tacking it on to the sew-
ing-machine business. Some day it may squeeze out
the sewing-machines as was the case with the Chas.
F. Stokes Mfg. Co.

The cycling club went to Plorisant and the Missouri
Club to the Barracks on Sunday last. Both runs were
well attended.

Robt. Holm is losing his grip on the grip.
Future Great.

It was announced at the annual meeting of the
Fairmount Lady Cyclers, of Philadelphia, held last
week, that during the past year thirty club runs had
taken place and that a total of 7,000 miles had been
scored by the members. Several of the club's repre-
sentatives rode over 2,0^0 miles. The following offi-

cers were elected : President, Miss E. A. Dunbar

;

Vice-President, Mrs. Charles Sulzner
; Captain, Mrs.

C. W, Dalsen; Lieutenant, Miss C. M. Paullin ; Sec-
retary-Treasurer, Miss Clara L, Wenzell.
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CHICAGO.

Sunday April s, opened up a splendid Spring morn-
ing for a ride. Eighteen of the Illinois Club attended
the first official run. Evanston was the objective
point. Returning was hardly so easy as Spring had
suddenly turned a cold shoulder and Winter scorched
in with a driving snowstorm. Back they all came,
reaching the city covered with snow and sleet. At
the Lincoln club-house, twenty members gathered,
eighteen of whom rode the "good old ordinaries,''
who took a short run on the boulevards. The after-
noon found a jolly crowd gathered in the club parlors
around a cozy grate fire telling stories, swapping
lies and listening to that prince of story tellers, Mr.
Joseph Guniea. Twelve of the .ajolus Club men and
representatives of the Englewoods were also out.
Otherwise the opening class of the riding season was
quiet.

Chicago is to have another club house, perhaps not
strictly speaking a cycling club house but practically
so. The Jackson Club and Cook County Wheelmen
members have formed the Jackson Auxiliary Asso-
ciation, and incorporated for $50,000 or 5,000 shares, at
ten dollars each. This is for the purpose of building
a magnificent club house which bids fair to out-rival
anything in the club house line this city has ever
dreamt of.

Harry Winn, of the A. J. Street Cycle Co. and
Librarian of the Illinois Cycling Club has been very
sick for the past five weeks with inflamatory rheu-
matism. He is to-day but the ghost of his former
self and his constant boast that he will run in the
same class as Hoyland Smith, is well founded. His
present calf is but 10% inches, and his thigh iij{.

Funnierman's Opera House, Tuesday evening last,

was well filled with Englewood folks. The occasion
was the grand amateur minstrel show of the Engle-
wood Cycling Club. Notable on the programme
was Ralph Temple and his wonderful trick exhibition
on the wheel.
The Presidents of the Chicago, Illinois, Lincoln,

.^olus, Douglas, Oak Park and Englewood Cycling
Clubs were elected to honorary membership by the
Cook County Wheelmen last meeting.

A. B. McLean, of the Cook County Wheelmen and
Jackson Club, deserves great credit for the hard and
persistent work which he has done to bring the clubs
to the top notch as rapidly as he has. Aided by a few
of his clubmates he has started the Jackson Auxiliary
Association. But four months of age and these clubs
have over 250 members.
At present Bode leads in the Chicago Club pool

tournament with three games to play.

An elegant riding school has been started in this
city by George R. Bidwell Sc Co. Many dealers are
availing themselves of the favorable terms offered
by Arthur Taylor, the genial manager, and sending
their customers there to learn the art of riding. The
walls are elegantly padded and a competent attend-
ant is in charge.

One of the two members of the Illinois Cycling Club
suspended for thirty days has been reinstated.

R. L. Scott, of Ottawa, 111., reports cycling booming
in that pretty town.
Ralph Temple has secured the agency for Chicago

of the Centaur Safeties. He reports the sale of sixty
wheels all told since starting this season.

Johnny Mason, the West Side Giant, entered the
employ of the Pope Manufacturing Co. last Monday.
If any one in this wide world can sell a man a wheel.
Mason can.

Saturday evening, April 4, a most successful stag
party was given by the Washington Cycling Club.
Fully a score of applications for membership were
received during the evening. The Washingtons
are rapidly increasing in membership, and still rank
with the leading Chicago clubs. Next month the
club will tender a reception to L. W. Conkling, upon
his return to this city.

A cycling club is to be formed shortly in Gross
Park, this city.

Ralph Temple will start ten seconds after the
scratch man in the Pullman road race this year and
ride for a record.

The committee appointed by the Chicago Cycling
Club for the purpose of raising funds, securing prop-
erty, etc., for the new club house, are Fay Tuttle,
Chairman ; C. E. Randall, W. P. Bode, Chas. Thorne,
W. F. Cannon, L. Danzigier and L. J. Bergher. Of
the $6,000, the portion of the $30,000 necessary for the
club to raise, $3,000 has already been subscribed and
one-third paid in. The committee are figuring closely
on a piece of ground on Forty-second Street, one
block from Drexel Boulevard. The club-house will
be finished by October first next.

At the last meeting of the Oak Park Cycling Club
a larger number were in attendance than ever before.
Six new members were admitted, and the initiation
fee was raised to ten dollars.

Last Saturday evening three hundred people crowd-
ed into the Chicago Cycling Club house, every one
on the tip-toe of expectancy, and with a ticket in their
pockets, sure winner of that $165 pneumatic-tired
Rover. Previous to the drawing, " Boots" Allen, the
banjoist, entertained those present with a number of
his drolleries. At 10:30 the drawing and also the
feeding commenced, the latter stopping first for the
want of good things. To facilitate the sale of tickets
unsold, recourse was had to a wheel of fortune (a
bicycle) and to other games of chance. Everything
went off successfully and the club was much enriched
bjr the proceeds. H. J. Sinclair, was the happy
winner of the wheel.

A grand May party will be given by the .^olus
Cycling Club, Friday evening, May i, at Central
Turner Hall.

Said a prominent wheelman :
" I suggest that some

cycle journal be designated as a place for systemati-
cally reporting the loss of all stolen bicycles, such
journal to notify each dealer at stated intervals of
all wheels reported stolen. This is suggested as a

safeguard for both dealers and losers. Undoubtedly
the dealers would bj willing to pay such journal a
small amount to thus protect their interests, or the
loser could pay for the insertion of a notice of his
loss in the cycling journal."

The Western Wheel Works are putting three weeks'
work into two, and are turning out 150 wheels each
day all packed and ready for shipment. This im-
mense plant turned out 10,000 cycles in i88g, i8,ooo in
1890, and this year will turn out 28,000 safeties. The
manufacture of baby carriages, etc., has been dropped
almost entirely, and all help is now on bicycles. In
their shops men are working to-day who have been
with the firm twenty-six years. At present they are
unable to obtain their tubing from England, as
rapidly as wanted and are receiving carloads of
material from the East. They could book orders for
five times as many cycles as they can manufacture if

they so desired. A visit to their factory shows the
greatest neatness and good order. Each workman
has his allotted work for each day and must get it

done. Everything running like clock work.
Roy Keator, the unieycle rider will ride an Ormonde

ordinary 54 in., fitted with the twin spokes and V
cushion tire. E. J. Willis, while in this city took
measurements for the entire wheel and will make it

of the finest material to be obtained in England.
Jenney & Graham Gun Company will go out of busi-

ness May 1. They started in business about 1887, and
handled a large line of guns, fishing tackle, sporting
goods and bicycles. The New Mail was their leading
wheel.
The Oak Park Cycling Club amateur dramatic en-

tertainment, given at Steiner's Hall last Friday even-
ing, proved a much larger success than was antici-
pated. Six hundred were present, and the club
treasury is enriched by the tidy little sum of nearly
six hundred dollars. Of the entertainment one can
only speak in the highest terms. Every act was per-
fect, and every part was acted to perfection. The
Oak Park Cycling Club orchestra was encored again
and again.
The Lincoln Cycling Club have rented quarters at

No. I Park Place. The house is three stories and
basement, with ten rooms, is well fitted for a club-
house, and opposite Lincoln Park, at the junction of
Clark and Wells Streets and Lincoln Avenue. This is

one and one-half miles further north than their present
quarters.

Speaking of the many dangers of getting over-
heated in the cool weather of Spring, reminds me of
the case of a friend of mine who, in scorching home
in the face of a severe north-east wind, became rather
warm and consequently slowed up. He cooled off
quickly, and shortly after reaching home began to
experience an itching sensation, starting at the bot-
tom of his feet. First his shoes were snatched off
that he might ease the incessant irritation, then his
lower garments, and his upper raiment followed, and
still he couldn't stop it. A boy was dispatched post
haste for the doctor, for blotches had appeared all

over his body. He crawled in between two cold
sheets nearly scared to death. The doctor came in
due time, and the to-be patient was all right—no
blotches, no itching, no nothing. The reason was
apparent. He had become heated to a point where
relief by perspiration was the next thing in order, but
cooling off sosuddenly drove it all back and the warm
air of the house brought out a healthy but brief case
of hives. Since then this rider has been most awfully
careful in early Spring and also about sending a mile
for a doctor.

The Ashland Cycling Club has been formed by
members of the Ashland Club, one of the largest
social organizations on the west side. The organiza-
tion is accepting members rapidly, already having
sixty odd. In the new addition to the Ashland Club-
house elegant quarters will be provided for the
cyclists.-,

THE PROSPERITY OF CHICAGO'S CYCLE CLUBS.
Since September of 1887 the upward march of the

cycling clubs, as well as the cycling business, of Chi-
cago has been very progressive. In October of 1887
the Lincoln Cycling Club was organized, and imme-
diately secured what was then the most elaborate
cycling club-house in Chicago, at 567 North Clark
Street. This building was two stories and basement
in height, and was occupied entirely by the club. The
Owl Club, now merged into the Chicago Cycling
Club, was also located in a two-story and basement
house at 3701 Ellis Avenue, but the top floor was occu-
pied by the janitor and his family. The Illinois Club
was located in a store on Adams Street, near Ogden
Avenue. The Lincolns boomed from the start, and
their membership passed the century mark in two
months, the Illinois reached 100 later on, and the
Owls were a poor third. Spurred on by the success
of their north side brother wheelmen, the Illinois
rented a house at Adams and Leavitt Streets, eclips-
ing anything yet in the way of a cycling club-house.
Then the Owls took a hand, joining issues with the
Chicago Bicycle Club, who had lately opened down-
town club-rooms on Adams Street. This was in the
Spring of 1888, I think. These two formed the Fort
Dearborn Cycling Club, and rented a magnificent
three-story and basement dwelling on Lake Avenue,
near Thirty-fifth Street. In the meantime other
clubs were starting in all quarters of the city, among
these was the Kenwood Cycling Club. The Lincolns,
finding their quarters a little small and perhaps a
little envious of their south and west side rivals,
rented their present quarters at 233 La Salle Avenue,
an improvement on anything up to that time. These
they moved into in the Summer of 1888. The Dear-
borns later on consolidated with the Kenwoods, and
formed the present Chicago Cycling Club. For them
was built a magnificent house, which they now occupy
at South Park. The Illinois, not to be outdone, had
built their present magnificent club-house at a cost
of $20,000. Now where are we to-day? There are
twenty-seven or twenty-eight clubs in this city.
The Illinois has a $20,000 club-house, the .lEolus
will move into very nearly as handsome a one on
May I, built expressly for them, the Oak Parks
are building a palace for cyclists in their pretty
suburb, the Chicagos are hard at work on plans for a
$30,000 club-house and the Douglasare going to build.

Several new clubs are seeking for quarters, namely,
the Lakeviews, the Victors, the Rezeu andthe'Colum-
bia Wheelmen. The Lincolns are going to move into
better quarters farther north. The Englewoods are
nicely located in what is termed the prettiest and
cosiest club-house of them all. The Parraguts are
comfortably housed, and later comes the announce-
ment of the formation of the Jackson Auxiliary As-
sociation, with a capital stock of $50,000 to build a
club-house for the Cook County Wheelmen. The
Washingtons are still in their present quarters, but
another year will see them in a better house of their
own. The Viking and Garfield Cycling Clubs are lo-
cated in permanent quarters for the coming year, and
the four ladies' clubs will, of course, do as the gen-
tlemen's clubs do in regard to club-houses, namely,
the Englewood, Oak Park, Victor and Douglas La-
dies' Cycling Clubs. FIRENZI.

WHEELING PROSPECTS AT BRIS-
TOL, TENN,

IMPROVED HIGHWAYS NEEDED.

The prospects for an active season of riding for the
wheelmen of this particular section are at present
very gloomy on account of the severe inclement
weather experienced during the past three months,
which has rendered the highways and byways too
for that matter, almost impassable. It should be
taken into consideration that in this section as in
other parts of the United States, the science of road
building is an unkown science, and if it ever obtained
around this way all traces of it seem to have faded
into the misty, hazy and well-nigh forgotten past.
Nature gave the sunny South a superb climate when
she was doling out her favors, but we have been
waiting a wearisome period for someone to bring us
the roads.

I do not know how it is in other sections of the
South, but here we seem to pay enormously high
taxes for the privilege of wading almost knee deep
in thick, nasty mud. Some of the newspapers
here are untiring in their exertions to bring the
state of highways to the notice of those in authority
with a view to remedying this state of affairs, but
the lack of public spirit an.d intense inertia of those
most concerned, the citizens, seems supreme, with
the result above described.

And yet this is a town that professes to have a
great future before it. The recent march of capital
southward leads these people to the belief that their
town will some day become a rhetropolis

; how, it is
hard to see, for if the means of getting in and out of
the city are not made better than they are at this
moment it is folly to think that men controlling huge
manufacturing enterprises are going to locate here
when they would lose more in one 3'ear by damages
to their rolling stock and the killing of their horses
by reason of the dangerous roads than the increased
advantages of the situation would pay them for their
trouble.
There is not a decent yard of roadbed in this city

nor for a radius of twelve miles around, while the
danger to the citizen is increased by the wanton
neglect of the public officials to an enormous extent
by reason of the dangerous thoroughfares each and
everyone has to venture across daily. Let me give
you an instance. The Bristol Water Works Com-
pany had consigned to the said corporation a new
pump, tank and boiler for their works the other day,
and in course of time it duly arrived. The pumping
machinery was loaded on a heavy dray and hauled
successfully over the thoroughfares adjacent to the
Norfolk and Western Railroad Depot. In turning
the corner of Shelby and Royal Streets, said dray,
with its load of machineryweighing about four tons,
sunk down in the mud, arid despite the frantic efforts
of eight horses to move it, said dray resolute!}^
settled down lower and lower in the filthy earth.
This is eight days ago. The dray and pum'p are in
the same position now as they were then.
Last Friday night a fire broke out about ten o'clock.

The alarm was quickly sounded, and in less than a
twinkling scores of willing workers were on the
scene of the conflagration. The active volunteer
firemen were eager and anxious to get to the spot
and succeeded in making rapid progress as long as
they could run their hose cart on the granolithic
sidewalk, but presently they had to take the road,
which was more than two ankles deep in thick, stoggy
mud. They were only about one hundred yards
away from the fire, which was then burning fiercely,
but at this juncture their hose cart sank down in the
mud and there were the men, almost within reach of
the scene of operations, but unable to move one inch
because the hose cart was hopelessly engulphed—in
mud. The fire consumed the entire building and its
contents. Loss $1,200, only partially insured.
By the wanton neglect of the city authorities they

lay the people open to dangers of this sort, and the
corporation of the city liable to be sued for heavy
damages from accidents arising from these causes,
and I venture to say that the amount of one verdict
alone, if expended in building proper streets, would
go a long way toward building decent highways in-
side the city's limits, if not more than that.
Last year they expended $75,000 inputting down

granolithic sidewalks on some of the streets, but it

never occurred to the city fathers to repair and make
good the road first ; the result is that the fine side-
walks are covered with the filthy mud, even on the
finest days and the city, which might be made to
look a model city if there were good roads between
its sidewalks, now looks like what, if we are to be-
lieve the scriptures, a street in Sheol will resemble.

It has been observed that "God made the country,
and man the town." I am sure God never had much
to do with this part of the universe, and the part man
did is a libel on his toga. Nemo.

Wheeling, W. Va., boasts of having 50 business
men, 14 bank officials, it doctors, 2 clergymen, and
about 250 other whselmen, but not one lady rider.
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SOME PROMISING CYCLE CENTRES
OF NEW YORK AND PENN-

SYLVANIA.

Biiigliaintoii, N. Y.

Binghamton, long known for the prominence it has
taken in the bicycle trade, and claiming the habita-
tion o£ a considerable number of cyclists, has started
out this year with the determination to sell more
wheels within the ensuing six months that it ever did
before in a corresponding period of time. The Bing-
hamton Cycle Company, composed of several leading
wheelmen, will handle Columbias, Hartfords and
Unions. The E. H. Towle Cycle Company are nicely
settled near the Hotel Bennet, and use the Victor for
their leading machine, at the same time selling a num-
ber of juvenile makes. G. E. Hall, confectioner,
handled some machines last year, principally medi-
iim grades.

Coitlaud, N. Y.
Willis P. Cloyes and C. E. Thompson are the prin-

cipal agents at the pretty town of Cortland, this State,
the former selling the Victor, and safeties made by
the Western Wheel Works, and the latter the Singer
and New Mail. Cortland has a flourishing club three
months old, quartered in a handsome suite of rooms,
and the president of which, a professional gentleman,
is one of the most enthusiastic wheelmen to be found
anywhere.

Mirtdletown, N. Y.
Middletown, Orange County, New Yorkj had its

bicycle boom in i8go, but the dealers predict a con-
tinuance of the fever during 1891. A number of the
streets have been laid with improved pavements,
rendering a bicycle ride something to be repeated
frequently. Frank Master, a dry goods clerk but an
enthusiastic wheelman, is L. A. W. Consul and Victor
agent, while Harry C. Ogden, a drug salesman, rep-
resents the Columbia wheels, and R. L. Coleman &
Co. Mrs. H. C. Ogden has fallen in love with the
wheel and a number of other ladies will ride this
season.

Carlisle, Pa.

"I'll see Elmer first " is about the decision arrived
at before purchases are made by a majority of the
good people of Carlisle, Pa., who contemplate becom-
ing wheel riders or owners. Elmer's other name is

Wagner. He represents the Pope Company and is

handling the Rush, made by the Western Wheel
Works, of Chicago, together with their Rob Roy and
other wheels. Mr. Wagner is a strong rider himself,
a mechanic of no mean abilities, and, personally, a
first-class fellow. In times past he indulged in an
occasional race and at the finish was generally well
to the front. He is the leading agent in his pretty
town and has a good outlook for business.

York, Pa.
" What's the matter with the cyclists of York, Pa.?"

Nothing. "They're all right" (the wheelman's em-
phatic approval). Indeed they are. You needn't be
a Knight Templar, or an Odd Fellow, or a Red Man,
or a Knight of Pythias, or Night .Owl either, to have
a good time in York—if you are a wheelman it's

enough ; if you are a stranger and a wheelman it's

more than enough. Once upon a time a strange
wheelman became quite ill while at York, and his
case for a while had a serious aspect. Was he in need
of a friend? Yes. Did the friend appear? Yes. Who
was the stranger? Well, he is a very prominent per-
sonage in the wheel trade. Who was the friend? H.
L. Wilt, shipping clerk for A. A. Yerkes & Co., a
wall paper firm, and not only a wheelman of fair
ability, but a gentleman of the first water, and agent
for the Pope Company and Western Wheel Works.
He cared for the stranger, and waited on him like one
brother would for another—such are the ties of true
wheelmen. But York has a bicycle club and a club
room, and all the members are good fellows. They
have lots of lady friends, and if the club decides to
hold a fair or a supper, or anything else the success
of which would depend on the assistance of the fair
ones, they are ever ready to help not only in quantity
but quality. May heaven bless York, its bicycle club
and its ladies.
In addition to the agency of Mr. Wilt, as previously

noted, the Victor people have a hustler in W. P.
Schwartz, and the New Mails are looked after by
Wayne G. McFall, both spry, energetic and popular
young men.

Heading, Pa.

Business promises to be very good with the dealers
in Reading this summer. Quite a number of machines
have already been sold notwithstanding the rainy
weather. W. I. Wilhelm & Co., representing the
Swift and Columbia machines, will continue their
store on Nofth Firth Street, opened at that place last
year, and expect it to prove quite a paying invest-
ment. Their principal place of business, including
repair work, will continue to be at the foot of Bin-
gaman Street. This firm have made a 24-inch boys'
safety, buying the wheels and some other parts of
the' machine. It is modeled after the frame of the
Swift.
The Reading Cycle Company consists of George

Scheele and a Mr. Beitolet, both of whom are wheel-
men. Their place of business is at the hat store of
George Scheele, on Penn Street, near Ninth. Their
stock includes the Union, Rambler and several mis-
cellanous makes. Mr. Wilson, jeweler, Penn Street,
near Fifth, represents the Rover wheels. He was
formerly a lover of the Columbia. A tew riders still

cling to the Star, which was immensely popular here
several years ago, made so by the victories won on
that machine by Wilhelm. TRAVELER.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

H. A. Steffins, who was but reecently elected cap-
tain of the Hudson County Wheelmen, has resigned.
His successor will be chosen at the next meeting of
the club.

We have passed safely through the throes of our
annual election. There being no opposition ticket in
the field it was devoid of any unusual excitement,
and the meeting was a most happy one. Captain
Fuller made the most of a captain's last opportunity,
and read a very excellent report covering the road
work of the past season. Lieutenant Quimby's good
work was duly recognized, and then the medals were
presented. They are as handsome in design as the
club has ever presented to its members, and the road
officers deserve praise for their selection. The two
long-distance medals went to Messrs. Quimby and
Fuller respectively, while the 1,000 mile medals were
earned by Messrs. Mayor, Meeker, Lewis, Cook, Mel-
vin, Corby, Borland and others. The treasurer's re-
port was read amidst various oh's and ah's, look out
for the sticks, and wound up in a burst of red fire,

showing a handsome sum to the credit of the club,
which made the members smack their lips in anticipa-
tion of good times next Winter. After the meeting
the usual good time was had at the expense of the
newly elected at a neighboring cafe (Cook may dis-
sent from this, but it won't go), and then all hands
went to their homes satisfied with having put the past
year of the club to sleep with appropriate honors.
Everything points to a well-attended meeting at the

club-house on Monday evening next, when the clans
will gather to form the team road racing association.
A number of the clubs have expressed their thorough
sympathy with the movement as outlined in last
week's letter, and will be on hand to emphasize their
support, In fact, for a club who have had so little to
do with racing, we shall astonish our wall-paper next
week, for it will resound with race talk for two suc-
cessive nights, as the meeting of the representatives
from the various clubs on the twenty five mile road
race, which is to be held on May 30, will be held in our
parlors on April 2t. Atol.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

Having in the last three communications disposed
of the original officers of the Arlington Wheelmen,
X-Bones next takes up the present officers. Of these
the President, who was formerly Secretary, as related
in his last letter, X-Bones has already fricasseed as
"Birdie." He will, therefore, commence this list by
scalding "Chickie," the present Captain, in order to
put him in a stew.
The only fault that has been found with " Chickie"

as Captain has been due to a certain run of ill luck
which has attended every call by him for a run to
the "club-house" on the Conduit Road. This luck
has been so phenomenal that the Arlingtons say that
"' Chickie ' is in the soup," and, as X-Bones thinks
that is "too thin," he has determined to put him in a
stew. Hence these lines.
Lest, however, any unjust reflection on him be con-

strued from this choice of culinary preparation
X-Bones will say that "Chickie" is not half so
"tough" as he looks, nor yet is he a "tenderfoot."
But there is one internal organ of his which
may be regarded as dangerously hypertrophied,
this is his gizzard. In one of the nobler
animals this organ might perhaps be called
the heart. But in view of the fact frequently
observed by X-Bones, that the qualities usually re-
garded as indicative of a " big heart " are generally
found well developed in those whose digestive organs
have a comprehensive range, so to speak, the opinion
is suggested that perhaps the gizzard, as more or less
specially developed in the mere ordinary run of ani-
mals, may have some slight influence on these quali-
ties. Be this as it may, the exhibition of excessive
gizzard on " Chickie's " part could not be more ap-
preciated than it is by the Arlington Wheelmen,
.were it regarded as evidence that he had a
"heart" concealed about his person, contrary to the
statute in that case made and provided. That
"Chickie" is a bird of undoubted courage, will
appear from the fact that whereas specimens of the
(>allinacias are traditionally fearful of hawks, not
even an eagle can scare our " Chickie," and he is even
said to have cultivated an intimate acquaintance with
one, and to have actually been carried away by it.

Be that as it may, he is yet with us, and can still

scratch gravel and kick up the dust with the best on
the road.
With regret, such as the predatory Ethiopian feels

when disturbed in his midnight wooing of " Chickie's"
brethren, X-Bones must now let " Chickie " go.
May his comb expand till it rivals " Birdie's."

whiskers ! May his as yet tender pinions bear him
successfully to the highest roosts ! May his gizzard
grow and grow, till his brother man and his—or
someone else's—sister woman shall recognize him as
a "cock of the first walk," and the Arlingtons be
proud of their barn-yard fowl as is X-Bones.

MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club should boom along at
a rapid pace after the splendid advertisement it has
received this week in the New York daily papers.
It was started by one sheet, hungry for a sensation,
coming out with a report of discord and incompe-
tency of officers, which raised quite an excitement
among the cycling fraternity of this city and caused
the rival clubs to bestir themselves to some extent to
find out how much truth there was in the statement,
as some of them had covetous eyes on a number of
the cycling men in the Manhattan's ranks.
In the way of a still greater advertisement the

other papers published interviews with the
principal officers and prominent members of the club
and printed vigorous denials of the bogus report of
disbandment, and proved that their financial condi-
tion was not as bankrupt as the first report would
make it appear. It was shown that the treasury was
well supplied with funds and was stronger finan-
ciall}' than any club of its size, and that the officers

were fully competent to attend to their duties. In
fact, all the charges made were shown to be false.
At the next monthly meeting, which will be held on
Monday evening next, the subject will be discussed
before the whole club, and endeavors will be made
to find out the origin of the report, and if it is found
that any of the present members instigated the article
it will go hard with them, and they will, no doubt, be
requested to hand in their resignations.
As further proof of the good condition of the club,

socially and financially, is the report of the chairman
of the Reception Committee, which states that over
$300 was cleared at the last reception, held on Janu-
ary 16, and by the arrangements which they have
made for another successful reception, which is to be
held this evening.

The first club run under command of the new
officers has been called for Sunday, April 26, to
Yonkers.
The bowling match with the Una Bowling Club,

which was to have been rolled on Saturday next, is
likely to be postponed on account of the reception
this evening.
On Monday, the 27th inst., the Manhattans will bowl

the Riverside team on the latterS alleys.

CINCINNATI.

Our renewal season is opening with a boom. Let
us renew early, and not put it off until forgetfulness
takes possession of us.

Things funny to see :

Joe Hosea when not playing billiards.
Chas. Croninger selling a Medart patent pulley.
Will Marfua, in minstrel costume, singing " Dat

Whistling Coon."
Harry Buckles making faces.
Col. Max Mosler painting safes.
Carter Butts taking a header.
Rud Meisee and his eccentric hand shake.
Dave Sheppard and Al Gale dancing to the tune of

" Annie Rooney."
Harry Ellard and Andy Hannour in the brother act.

J. E. Poorman when not smoking.
Herman Serodino warbelling.
Charlie Kobman playing the sackbut.
Jerry Clark on a sixty-^ur inch.

W. C. Munroe, our Representative-at-Large, is
working on a new road book.
Captains of clubs should call short runs during

April and May, in order that the muscles of the riders
may become strong gradually.
Many questions are asked as to how many lady

riders are in our town. Some encouragement could
be had from estimates of other cities. But few here
are aware of the extent of the bicycle among ladies
elsewhere.

Riding suits of corduroys, velveteen cloths and
casimeres are entirely out of place. Jersies are made
in variety of weight, colors and qualities, and, being
of wool, naturally prevent chilliness.

Leslie.

We notice the remarks of " White Burley," of Louis-
ville, in a recent issue of The Wheel concerning a
proposed tour to take in the Kentucky Division meet in
Louisville, and the Poorman road race here. A very
pleasant trip could be made in this way, which could
be extended to Columbus, where the Ohio Division .

meet will be held, and then to the National meet at
Detroit. Three weeks could thus be put in on good
roads and among people who are noted the world
over for their hospitality. By all means take this
tour.

Mr. J. E. Poorman is exceedingly warm under the
collar at the action of Harry M. Jackson, who entered
the Poorman road race last season under the assumed
name of H. M. Firth. ' The contemptible and under-
hand action of this rider should forever put him be-
yond the pale of respectable riders.

The Porkopolis Wheelmen re-elected their old
board of officers at a meeting held on Thursday
evening of last week.

The Cincinnati Bicycle Club had six applications
for membership at their last meeting, and expect to
soon number sixty members. The club-house scheme
is awakening some of the old-time enthusiasm in this
club.

Fred. E. Spicker, who is on the road, through Ohio,
for J. E. Poorman, reports large sales and much en-
thusiasm among the wheelmen of the State.

It is almost impossible for the local riders to decide
which meet to attend this year, as we have the Ken-
tucky Division meet at Louisville, the Ohio Division
meet at Columbus, and the National meet at Detroit,
all within easy distance.

The fact that Detroit will not have the champion-
ship has cooled the ardor of the Queen City riders
who expected to attend the National meet. Still, it is
safe to say that the Cincinnati Wheelmen will be
seen and heard at Detroit.

Oh, for a track ! has been the cry of the local riders
here for years, but this void now seems about to be
filled by a cinder track on the new grounds of the
Cincinnati American Association Baseball Club. The
Cincinnati Gymnasium management is pushing the
matter, and we hope their efforts will meet with
success.

Avondale streets will be paved with vitrified brick,
instead of asphalt, as the brick men were elected by
good majorities at the recent election in the village.

G. OSSIPY.

The Ohio Division gained 344 members in 1890, or 40
per cent., and at present has over 1,200 members. Of
this number 227 reside in Cincinnati. Masillon, the
home of Presideat Dunn, has 16 members. A year
ago Dayton had six League upholders; now it has 83.
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NEWARK.

A plan long contemplated by Captain Thorne, of
the Atalanta Wheelmen, is the placing of bulletin
boards atprominent trysting places of the wheelmen
throughout the Orange district, for the benefit of
those members who desire to ascertain the where-
abouts of their club-mates. Bulletins are now being
made and will soon be placed at Dunn's Llewellyn
Park Hotel, at the foot of the Eagle Rock hill road, at
the South Orange Hotel and at the marble works at
Grove Street and Central Avenue, East Orange. The
chief object of this plan is to enable those who are
late in getting on the road toovertake their friends, as
parties riding to any particular place will be re-
quested to announce the fact on the bulletin, with the
time of starting and the names of the riders. The
plan is to be put into execution chiefly for the accomo-
dation of club-members, but the boards will, of
course, be at the service of all other wheelmen.
Several members of the Business Men's Cycle

League have been putting in good work on the road
between this city and Plainfield of late. Messrs.
Kii-kpatrick, Brock and Peck, on a recent Sunday,
scorched over the distance— 18 miles via Elizabeth

—

in one hour, thirteen minutes. Peck returned to
Newark without dismounting. On Sunday last an-
other impromptu race was taken over the route.
On the last five miles Kirkpatrick, on a pneumatic,
defeated Brock, on a cushion, by five minutes from
an even start. This is held up to the credit of the
inflated tire, as Brock is considered a much faster
rider than Kirkpatrick when mounted on wheels
with tires of the same kind.

Plans for the Century run at this point are pro-
gressing satisfactorily. Arrangements are being
made with the hotel people for the accommodation
of the riders, and the service will probably be supe-
rior to last year. The machines will be stored in the
corhmodious cellar of the hotel. Two tandem teams
of this city intend to start with the Century runners
and then scorch to the Quaker City. They expect to
arrive by 4 p. m., or earlier, if the weather is favor-
able.

On April 24 the Business Men's Cycle League will
hold its first banquet at the Park House and a large
gathering is expected. The official organ said in its
last issue that "the Business Men's Cycle League, of
Jersey City, has become incorporated," and a wide-
awake sporting editor of a daily paper of this ..city:

scissored the paragraph and published it as a fact.
There is only one club bearing that title in this coun-
try and is located in this city. The newspaper men
of Newark ought to be acquainted with the fact by
this time and not give the honor to this Hudson
County town.
On Sunday next a dozen or more members of the

Kings County Wheelmen are expected in Newark,
who will be conducted to Pumpton by a party of
Atalantas. The return trip will be made via Pater-
son from Little Falls.

A newspaper man of this city interviewed the prop-
erty ownersalong the Irvington-Milburn course, from
one end to the other, last week, and failed to find any
foundation for the statements that have been made
that the authorities intended to interfere if a race was
run over the course on Decoration Day. The only
objection that is known comes from a resident on the
road near Hilton, who puts his foot down firmly
against Sunday training. He asserts, and rightly,
too, that it is not pleasant for him or any one else to
drive home from church and encounter a continuous
string of half-clothed racing men tearing along the
road. Some riders have in the past made a practice
of having themselves "rubbed down" at various
points along the course, and to this is ascribed
much of the opposition talk that has arose. The
Decoration Day race is always looked forward to with
great interest by the people living along the course,
and undoubtedly very materially increasesthe profits
of the storekeepers and hotel proprietors in Irvington,
Hilton and Milburn.
The Entertainment Committee of the Atalanta

Wheelmen are making arrangements for a large
smoker which will be held on May i. The committee
have unearthed the existence of a great variety of
musical talent among the members, and as a result
an interesting programme will be arranged. All the
unattached riders of the city will be invited, and a
house full of wheelmen is expected. The club has
recently had their wheel room put in first-class shape
and a run-way constructed into it from a side en-
trance. Lockers are being placed in a room on the
third floor, and every facility tending to the comfort
of the members who visit the house with their wheels
will be arranged for by the new but energetic House
Committee. Newark has never before had so com-
plete a club-house for wheelmen.
A cycle firm of this city offers two medals for mile-

age on wheels purchased of them; a gold one for the
greatest distance ridden and a silver one for the next
best record. The medals are offered by one of the
concerns implicated in the war announced last week,
the smoke of which is still discernible. Spark.

MILWAUKEE.

. W. C. Wegner, who, in one of my previous letters
was announced as a nevir racing man, has been im-
properl}' quoted, and I beg to apologize. He is by no
means a new rider, in fact, he may, and is quite
likely to be one of the best safety men in the State.
Leo Dorsch and F. T. Andrae made the first run of

the season to White Fish Bay last Sunday. The
roads werp nothing extra, but they are getting in
good shape.
Mr. Chas. F. Stokes, President ot the Chas. P.

Stokes Manufacturing Co., was in town Saturday for
a sliort time on business relative to their Milwaukee
branch. In the evening he enjoyed the Milwaukee
Wheelmen's ho.spitality. J. E. Reiter, the manager,
says "that although they are not fairly opened yet,
the call for wheels is so great that the outlook for the
future is flattering."

The regular monthly meeting of the Milwaukee
Wheelmen occurred Monday evening, April 13. The
club is booming in grand style, and all one has to do
to be convinced is to take a look at the application
board, which, as one of the boys said, "is out of
sight," meaning, of course, the boardon which the
application blanks are placed. There were thirty-
two applications to be acted on at this meeting. It

must be very gratifying to the directors to have such
names as Judson Tetsworth, of Plymouth Church,
and J. W. Skinner, Secretary of the N. W. M. Life
Insurance Co. amongfst their applicants. The mem-
bership is now about 160.

The Madison Cycling Club has been organized at
Madison, with D. D. Warner, President ; L. B.
Holmes, Secretary-Treasurer, and A. G. Park, Cap-
tain. The club has a charter membership of sixteen.
There is considerable talk of a "dark horse" who

will win the State safety championship race this
Summer. This means that the racing men had better
bestir themselves and hustle or the rumor may be
realized. Vernon.

SAN FRANCISCO.

In the Bulletin of March 27 appeared a clipping from
a Philadelphia paper in which A. A. Zimmerman
states that he has been informed that his mile in

2.33 2-5 and his half mile in i.i4j< are the fastest times
ever made in races. His informant is slightly .wrong,
as at the Paddington track 0x1 July o, 1800, F. J. Os-
mond, of the Brixton Ramblers, won a mile handicap
from scratch in 2.31 4-5 for the full distance, and 1.134-5
for the half mile. On the same day an elderly gen-
tleman named R. J. Mecredy, of the Dublin LTni versify
Bicycle Club, won a mile handicap in 2.31 3-5, and tied
Osmond's time for the half mile. On the 15th of July
at the same track, on the occasion of tlie Catford
Club meeting, Mecredy won the mile open in 2.2Q 4-5,
and Arthur Du Cros won a half mile handicap from
scratch in I. II. These times were accomplished in
actual races, and I need not cite any other instances
in order to properly inform Mr. Zimmerman's in-
formant.

A new club has been organized at San Jose. Y. D.
Hensiel is President, O. Granicher, Vice-President,
and A. L. Rockwell, Secretary-Treasurer. The club
has convenient quarters in the central part of the
town. A gentle rivalry will undoubtedly spring up
between the Garden City Wheelmen and the new
club that will benefit cycling greatl)'.

It is reported that ex-Chief Consul Thompson will
remove to Santa Cruz to engage in business for
himself.

Mr. Randall, of Chicago, is a brave man to take
upon himself the head of the Racing Board. Not only
because of the arduous duties connected with the
office, but in the face of the magnificent showing
made by Mr. Charles S. Davol. Few League mem-
bers have any conception of the amount of thought
and care bestowed on the racing interests by this
gentleman. He seemed in touch with the racing
men throughout the country, and his every act was
for their benefit. It will be a long time ere the
League secures a man who can fill his place in the
able manner in which he did. I should say, however,
that the League's loss is his gain.

The amateur question seems to provide a subject
for unending discussion. A writer in a monthly
journal for March, 1888, in compiling a humorous
dictionary of cycling words said: The amateur
question—What the tariff is to politics, so is the
amateur question to cycling—the unsolvable riddle.
A stranger in this village would be likely to get

the impression that the entire population had the
cycling fever. The local teachers (and there are
quite a number of them) have a tired, haggard look on
their faces, and the stream of pupils seems to grow
larger daily. Wilbur Knapp is turning them out at
the rate of fifty a week, and the others on a smaller
scale. Many learn with the intention of hiring, but
it is possible that sooner or later they ma}' become
purchasers.

The Alameda Bicycle Club had a most successful
dancing party last week. The members wore their
bicycle suits and thereby added much to the beauty
of the scene. Alameda is noted for the many pretty
girls who reside there, and a bicycle party brings
them out in large numbers. C.^LlFORNi.-i.

LOUISVILLE.

HARLEM WHEELMEN.

At the regular monthly meeting of the Harlem
Wheelmen, held on Friday last, three new members
were elected. A motion was made by Charles Wen-
dehack to withdraw from the League, and he was
ably seconded in his argument by W. H. Putney.
After much debate it was decided to call a special
meeting, which -vill be held on Monday ne.Kt, when
the question will be decided. The chances are
greatly in favor of the club leaving the League. It
was argued that in quite a number of instances the
clause requiring every member of that club to be a
member of the League had deprived the organization
of members who but for it would have joined. Also
that the League clubs derive very little benefit, but
that individual membership is to the interest of every
wheelman.
The members of this club are agitating the forma-

tion of a New York State League, claiming that they
have no local benefit from the L. A. W. New York is
at present without a representative on the Racing
Board, which fact is the cause of much local dissatLs"-
faction.
W. H. Braden and M. A. Smith are the leaders in

the club pool tournament, which will be soon ended.
H. P. Boeze and Fred Olmsted are training for the

Decoration Day race.
There is considerable talk in the club of giving a

stag in commemoration of the first year's occupancy
of the new club-house, on April 21).

There will be a club run to Tarrytown on Sundaj-.

A lively and interesting meeting of the executive
committee of the Kentucky meet promoters was held,
at the L. C. C. house, April 12. Progress was re-
ported that certainly could not be more encouraging^

The foundation of the new track is now being
rolled while men in numbers are at work breaking
the larger pieces of slate into very small pieces. The
roller is doing excellent service and the 51-inch banks
will admit of 'the greatest possible speed on the
turns.

The Kentuck}' Division will certainly inaugurate
the electric light racing scheme on a successful basis.
Mr. Daniel Quilp has his own electric apparatus now
at hand and, as the track will be ready for riding in a
week's time, will make the necessary arrangements
for lighting the track for a test purpose. He says he
will destroy all shadows to a certainty if necessary
to put 200 arc li.ghts overhead and 200 with reflectors
for footlights. The success of the scheme will be de-
cided very shortly.

McCorkhill's dance and supper, at the Louisville
Cycle Club, on Wednesday, April 8, was a very
pleasing entertainment in every way and expressions
on all sides were very complimentary to the club.
Thirty couples took a decidedly active interest in the
proceedings.

The programme which has been delayed time and
again will go to the printer this week without fail.
A card addressed to Phil Allison, 448 West Main
Street, will secure the accompanying name a place
on the mailing list. Programmes will be sent out
latter part of May.

The Willard Hotel, W. R. Logan, manager, is the
League hotel for Louisville, but private^ boarding
houses may be secured if so desired. Mr. Logan is
an old-time cj'cler, and his guests may depend on the
best treatment to be had in the city. The Willard
has contributed a valuable silver cup in one of the
competitions.

Will Castle is mounted on the first pneumatic in
the city, and swears by it. It is hoped the occasion
will not occur when the only way out of the difficulty
will be to swear at it.

.
The use of a bicycle track with a lake for fish,

swans, etc., enclosure for rabbits and birds, a $500
flower garden, 400 electric lights and seats for 10,000
people, is an opportunity not ofliered every day to
every cycler. The convenience of bath and dressing
rooms is worth the full amount of the charge, even if
no track were a certainty. A feature of the track
will be a number of fancy colored electric globes in
novel positions, clusters and designs.

Latest advices from Vice-Consul Croninger saj's
not less than ten of the Kentons will be at the meet,
and possibly many more. The Aquilo delegation will
be as large, and Charlie Croninger will go for some
of the prizes. Geo. Wilson, of Knoxville, Tenn.,
promises a delegation of a round dozen. Tom Math-
ews, of Carmi, 111., will pilot a party to the Falls City.
We hope to have also Nixon, of Newport, Ind.; Glover,
of Vincennes ; Keck and party, from Indianapolis;
Winterrowd and party, from Columbus, Ind.; Owen
Miller, Probst and others, from Terre Haute ; Ailing
and party, from IMadiso'n

; a crowd of the Cincinnati
boys; "Pap" Ruff and the Ruff Wheelmen, of Rich-
mond, Ky. In fact, all advices are as encouraging as
we cou.'^. possibly hope for.

No. 147 0, 0. >
Lapel Button, ^ 7i

Solid Gold, $3.0.. ST
^

^ ^
•V 3

No. 144 P.

Solid Gold, $6.00.

Fine Stone Centre.

No. 140 O.
Solid Gold and En-
amel Lapel Button,
$2.00, can be used for

cuff button.
Any initials desired.

All Eoods warranted as represented, send tor
estimates on club pins, prizes and medals.

F. H. CAMPBELL,
243 Broadway, New York.
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
25 TT^ords 25 cents
Two Insertions 40 "

New York Bicycle Company, Nos. 4 and 6 East eoth
Street, N. If. New and Second-Hand machines. Choice
assortment. Prices reagnnp^ble. Wheeistorent. CycHni?
Accessories of ail kinds. List of Bargain^ and Sundries
free upon application. 0J4 mounts takon in part pay.
ment for New. '

NY WHEELMAN WHO WILL SEND US NAMES
of ten intending bicycle buyers will receive our

paper free. Young American, West Randolph, Vt.
4-24

r™_INCH half-nickeled Eagle Roadster, run less

D-^~ than 200 miles, for sale cheap, or exchange for
safety ; ladies wheel preferred. Chas. W. Macken-
bach, Portland, Ind. 4-17

WANTED—Columbia Safety with lamp ; must
strictly be a bargain for cash and in Ai condi-

tion. Address J. H. Bodemann, P. O. Box 498, City.
4-17

T^ANTED to purchase a second-hand safety bicycle
' • in good condition; Columbia or Victor pre-

ferred. T. Anderson, 20 Exchange Place, City. 4-17

-yOV CAN TO A GREAT EXTENT JUDGE A MAN
^ by the company he keeps, and sometimes by the
clothes he wears, but more surely by the bicycle he
rides. We sell the correct styles for '91, and we take
that old antedeluvian mount of yours in exchange.
Sell you the New Mail, Hartford, Union, Sylph, Joliet,
Broncho: easy terms; send for list of second-hands.
Knight Cycle Co., 207 North loth Street, St. Louis, Mo.

t. f.

STAR FOR SALE—A 45-inch Special Star, ball bear-
ing, m good order, for $45. Address W. H. Jones,

141 Main Street, Zanesville, Ohio. 4-17

INCH Special Light Roadster Star, all improve-
ments ; first-class condition ; cost $160; will

exchange for a typewriter in good condition; Rem-
ington preferred. E. J. Runyon, 138 Clinton Street,
Elizabeth, N. J. 4-17

TXfANTED—Columbia Light Roadster Ordinary,
'• 52 or 53 inch; perfect condition; cheap. J. A.
Sanders, 160 East 47th Street. 4-17

'pO EXCHANGE—52-inch ball bearing Singer, first-
*- class condition, for 48 or 50-inch wheel, or 28-inch
safety. Address Cooper, P. O. Box 3548, N. Y. City.

4-17

p*OR SALE—52-inch full ball bearing Singer, cow-
•'- horn handle bars, spade handles ; best offer over
$40 takes it

;
good condition. Address Cooper, P. O.

Box 3548, N. Y. City. 4-17

A FEW "Columbia" and "Victor" Safeties in
-^^ most excellent condition

;
prices below all com-

petition as long as they last. G. Frank Fries, Akron,
Ohio. t. f. c

T "tJ CCOTT, attorney and solicitor in patent
1-/. iJ.. O cases ; especial attention to bicycles;
Newark, New Jersey ; N. J. headquarters, R. P.
Scott's book, " Cycling Art, Energy and Locomotion."
7OOK, Lititz, Pa., sells, trades, buys cycles, sundries.^ Catalogues and second-hand lists. $160 tricycle,
$50. 6-26-c

TX7"ANTED—Machinist
;

young man preferred.
''^ Schumacher & Schoefer, 267 Flatbush Avenue,
Brooklyn. 4-17

"p"^OR SALE—A G. & J. so-inch American Ideal, with
•'- Columbia spade handles, in good condition ; best
ofifer over $25 takes it. Address J., care THE WHEEL,
Box 444, N. Y. City. 4-17

CAFETY WANTED -State make, condition, and
*-^ lowest cash price. Address M., P. O. Box 1397,
N. Y. 4-17

pYCLOMETERS for sale for I9 ; New Lakins or^ Butchers; by registered mail. E. J. Day, 251
Varick Street, Jersey City, N. J. 4-24

THIS CONCERNS US.
And it will benefit you. We offer the New Mail,
Union, Sylph, Broncho, Hartford, Joliet and cheaper
machines at easy monthly payments, and take your
old fossil at a fair price. Describe it and state what
you wish to buy. Knight Cycle Co., 207 North Tenth
Street, St. Louis, Mo. t. f.

FOR SALE.—Safety bicycle, hardly used
;
practical-

ly new. F. H. C., P. O. Box 444, N. Y. City.

^WO Columbia Safeties, '90 pattern. Ladies', $uo,
and Gentlemen's, $100; both almost new. To

anyone sending us five dollars we will ship th»
wheels C. O. D. to allow examination. Should you
take one or both after six days trial we will take one
or both back, paying within ten dollars of what you
paid for them, this offer is made simply to show that
they are bargains. Address Wilson Bros., Jewelers,
15 Treraont Row, Boston. t. f. c.

"POR SALE.—Victor Safety and Lady's Psycho, a-i
-*• condition, or will exchance either in part pay-
ment for Tandem Safety. Call or address, 135 W.
93d Street, City. 4-10

T^

;^TE;NT£CK SAMPLE CAN
BY MAIL,

25 CENTS.

LIBERAL TRADE
DISCOUNT.

J. P. DO^VXS,
P. O. BOX 1202,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

pOSITION WANTED As Office or Traveling
Man, Salesman, Manager or Advertiser wltli

a Cycling House. Address, X. Y. Z., P. O. Box,
X. X. X., New York City.

We are breaking: tlie prices on
Harrison Bells. Xlre Cement, and
*'Best»' -Wliistles.

CAMPBELL & CO., 33 Page St., Providence, R. I

24 in. Boys' Safety
20 " " "

20 " " " ....
Giant, No. 4 " .

'
. .

'
.

'
.

Swift Safety,
Crescent Improved Safety,
Quadrant Satety, . , . .

1890 Columbia Light Roadster Safety.
Buffalo Tricycle for Lady or Gent,

Send for Catalogue and List to
WHITE CYCLE CO., Trenton, N.

$15.00
12.00
6.00

50.00
70.00
50.00
70.00
90.00
25.00

INDISPENSABfiE TO BICY-
0I>1STS, ATHLETES AND
IN THE GYMNASIUM.

Call's No. 5 Supporters (jock strap)
with elastic back lace front and ad-
justable back straps. A sure fit. No.

I (same as cut) 75e. No. 6, with pock-
ets on each side of lacing, $1.00. No.
7, with hose supporter attached to
sides, 81.00. No. 8, pockets and hose
supporter, $1.26. Order by number
and give tight measure top of hips.
Post-paid on receipt of price.
S. B. CALL, 868 Main St, Springfleld,

ARE THE MOST
» • PERFECT.

OPEN FOR USE. ^Well Endorsed by all wlio have
seen it.

CYCLE LDNCH BOX.
Just the thing for wheelmen. Cut shows mode of

attaching to handle bar, facing rider. Light, elegant,
durable. Folds in small space when not in use.

Send 37 two-cent stamps and receive one post
paid. Money refunded if not satisfactory.

The Trade Supplied, Dealers write for discount.

A. E. SWIFT,
233 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

CLOSED FOR THE POCKET. MENTION THIS PAPER.

I. -Au. "WESTOIST & OO..
JAMESVII^I^E, N.Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAFETY BICYCLE WHEELS,
MADE WITH

Parallel Coned or BALL BEARINGS, Solid or Cushion Tire.

THE BEST MATERIAL, and THE FINEST FINISH.

Positive relief from vibration and the hardest

machine becomes easy. Perfect Adjust-
ment, (elastic as you like), triple
elastic action, rockins: move-
ment, and a health article of the first

quality. Cheap to first purchaser in any to\vn.

COPPER CYCLE SADDLERY

488 Pearl St., Cleveland, Ohio.

"THE DART"
THE LEADER OF

ALL COMBINATION

SAFETIES.

SMITH'S WHEEL MFG. CO.,

luIanuffeLOtvirers

,

Importers SLnci

OenersLl Cyol© Dealers.

DART'S, Psycho's,

Victors.
BOYS' and GIRLS'
•^1 ST^PSTieS.-K-

WHEELERIES, CYCLING

RINK di OFFICE,

921 H St., N.W.,
IWashincton, D, C.

' Experience of Xvireiity Years In Cycle Construction. Patentees and
Pioneers of tlae Ladles' Safety.
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GEN DRON
I^ GBNDRON /Si^K HIGHEST

No. 1—$40.00. IM ^""^
pH||i||| GRADE

No. 2-$50.00. ^ \J_ 1^ A-'A'

No. 3-$75.00. fa ^"^^=4=^ MEDIUM
No. 4-$90.00. ffL

* 7 PRICES
No. «-ft 1

1

0.00. fmL
, th -jj^^ ^^^^

ikik

?j**E

TH^ GKNDRON

No. 6-$100.00

TH^ G^NDRON

No. 7-$115.00

SBND JE'O^ CA.TJLLOaUE

TO THE

Gendron ^ Iron *Wheel * Co.,

EISTERH OFFICE iHD mREROOH : FACTORY AND HOME OFFICE :

IQ7 l\m\m St., lEW YORK. TDLEOn, DHID.
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R. R. R.
In from one to twenty minutes, never fails to relieve

pain with one thorough application. No matter how-

violent or cxcrucicating the pain, the Rheumatic, Bed-

ridden Inlirm, Crippled, Nervous, Neuralgic or proslralpn

with disease may suffer, Radway's Ready Relief will

afford instant case. It instantly relit vcs and s on cur. s

Col<l.s, CoiiRlvs, Sore Tliroat, InHiiuuuation,
Klieiimatisiii, Neiiral.i>ia, Headache, Tootli-

aclie. Asthma, J>imcult Breatliine:.

Every Pain, Sprain.s, TJruise.s, Pajns in the Back,
Chest or Limbs.

INTERNALLY. A half to a teaspoonful in half a

tumbler of water will, in a few minutes, cure Cramps,
Spasms, Sour Stomach, Heartburn, Sick Headache,
Diarrhoea, Colic, FlatuUncy and all internal pains.

Price, 60 Cents Per Sottlo. Sold by aU Druggists.

ToolV J

fveRy pfMcTi <:/> 1- KineR

Buys ONE AT siqHT,

foR SAte By Tt\e TWOE
OR SENT 8Y nMU

ON RECEIPT Of ffllCe -

-me TRADf suppLieD.

LiTTte Rock. .

ARK.

ViRirffiKW^^^^MOi

Is intended for a permanent a.s well as for a temporary binder. The
sapers are Imunrt as firmly as a book. THE WHEEL AND CYCLING
Trade Review printed in gilt letters.

Price, To ceuts. If ordered with subscrlttloU) 60 centSa

COLLINS &NUTTALL

BICYCLE REPAIRING
cy©^A N D ^cKo

NICKEL-PLATING
A SPECIALTY.

^O sf^ c,^
,

8 YEARS EXPERIENCE,
FIRST GLASS FACILITIES.
4I8^'V^420 W.27IiJST. N.Y

75 Cents Buys
Our Plated
Toe Clips. a

®

Pi

a
o

That last tumble of yours might have been pre-
vented if you had used Hunt's Patent Balancing
Toe Clip. Cut shows just the position when you have
use for it. Made of best Steel Wire and Tempered.
Every wire braces another and prevents the foot from
catching or pushing off the pedal. The pedal can be
used other side up, with or without balances. Even
without the balance it is safer than any other clip.
Made in two sizes. No. i, for size of boot up to No.
8. No. 2, for size from No. 8 to ii. A bonanza for
agents. Send price at once. Clips Nickeled, 75 cents
per pair. Nickeled, with upper parts of wire coated
with vulcanized rubber, 90 cents. Nickeled Balances,
75 cente extra. J. A. HUNX & CO., Mfrs.,
Mo. 7 Soutli Street, 'W^estboro, Mass.

Send Postal Note, not stamps.

H. E. RAYMOND. I. B. POTTBR.

RAYMOND & POTTER,
K,E-A.L -X- EST-A.TE,

24-5 FLATBUSH AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

IMPROVED ACME STEEL WRENCH.
FOB POCKET AND BICYCLE USE.

The Strongest and Best. Made of the Best Quality Steel.

(Weight 6^ oz.) Every Wrench is thoroughly hardened.
Awarded First Prize Medal at the Paris Exposition.

Nickeled and Bright

Finished.

EVEE¥
WRENCH
WARRANTED.

THK * "HERCULES"
BRIGHT FINISH.

The Barber Asphalt Paving Company,
The oldest and largest company in the United States, has
laid pavements in 27 cities, an area of 3,916,574 square yards,
or 255 miles of streets. It has laid more asphalt pavements
in 12 years than all other companies in Europe and America
combined have laid in 30 years.

No. 1 Broadway, New York.'

le Droit Building, Washington, D. C.

The Cheapest and Best Steel
Wrench on the Market.

STEEL MCYCLE WRENCH.
4% in- long; weight, 6 oz.

THE "HE.ROULES"
All Cast Steel.

BICYCLE SCEEW DRIVER.
(Patent pending). Length over all, 4K in. Warranted.

For sale by all cycle manufacturers and dealers.

CAPITOL MANUFACTURING CO.,135 to 137 Bees St., Chicago, 111,
'

Raisbeck Electrotype Company
- NOS. 24 & 26 YAHDEWATER STREET,

Between Frankfort and Pearl Streets, fourth Building above
the Bridge,

Telephone, Nassau 245. NE"W TORK.

Stereotyping at short notice. Binder's Stamps and Em-
bossing Plates in extra hard metal. Nickel and Stee!
Facing. Plates mounted on wood or metal.

w
andcologne spirit,

SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE, ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. , New York.

COMPLETE BALL BEARINGS
FOR THE MiLLBON.

You can buy Ball Bearings cheaper than you can make

plain ones. Write for particulars.

NIAGARA MACHINE CO., Buffalo, H. Y.

PERFECT POCiCET CISLER."

ONE-HALF SIZE.

For BlcyeleHt Gun«» etc. Throws only small quniuity ofu'l at

a stroke. Handsomely nickel plated. No leak.ige For s.i'e everv-
where, or sent by mail on receipt of price, 50c. each. t'USH.VIAN i*!:

DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue, Neiv York.

HINTS ON CYCLING
By A. B. Barkman, Tour-Master L.A.W.

LEARNING, TRAINING, RACING, TOURING.
The most concise and complete little volume

ever written.

7J P'^S^^f cloth cover. Price, postpaid, jo cents.

THE WHEEIi, P. O. Box 444.

ELWELL 'CYCLE
Personally conducted. England, France
Switzerland, Germany and Holland. First-
cla.ss. Tour No. i leaves New York Tune 6th.
No. 2, July 8th. For particulars "address,
Elwell & HiGGlNS, Portland, Me.

UROPE/IN TOURS

Smith's Bicycle Tour through Europe
England, France, Switzerland, Germany and

Belgium, from Jul)? 29th to October
12th, 1 891. Total cost, $300.00.

— ADDRESS —

C. H. SMITH, 2H Putnam Ave., Detroit, Mich.

PATENTS
Proctired in the United
States and Foreign
Countries. Trade-
marks, designs, labels
and copyrights. Send

description, with model, photograph, or sketch, and 1

will let you know whether you can obtain a patent.
All information free.

W. E. AUGHINBAUGH,
Baltic Building-, Washington, D. C.

SIGNAL CYCLOMETER,
Strikes at the completion of every mile. Many neM
features in the '91 pattern. Send for Circular to

J. A. I^AKI?^ & CO.,
WESTFIELD, MASS.

GET YOUR BICYCLE
REPAIRED AT

BROWN BROS. MFG. CO., CHICAGO,
LARGEST REPAIR SHOP IN THE WEST.
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EACHAM
HIGH-aRADE

Diamond Safety
(891 PATTERN.

TANGENT SPOKES.
Ball Bearings to Both Wheels. •"'«* Price,

Both Pedals and Cranl( Shaft.

/ Ball Bearings to Head.

Hollow Steel Tubing.

COMBIMHON WHEEL
FOR ElTHEr.

eENTlEUM OE LADY.

SII5.00
Selling Price,

S76.00
Rimit by Post Office

Money Order.

WILL SUSTAm A PERSON VVEIGHINa 225 LBS.

BY REMOVING TOP CROSS-BAR, CAN BE BIDDEN BY A LADY.

E. G. MEACHAM ARMS GO.
ST. LOUIS,

MO

QUEEN CITY LUGGAGE CARRIER.
These carriers we manufacture ourselves and can recommend them as the

simplest, strongest, neatest and most convenient made. They attach to the head
of the machine (see cut). These carriers will not mar the nickel of wheel as there
is a rubber tubing covering all parts th t come in contact with the wheel. We
make them in three styles ;

No. I will fit any safety made.
No. 2 is a larger carrier and is intended for wheels "where the lamp bracket is

low enough to permit of its use.

No. 3 is for wheels that have the brake rod on side.

Price, Nickel-Plated, $x.oo.

LOCKS.—We have a fine assortment from 25c. to $1.50.
Send for catalogue of Cycle Sundries.

inZ. O. BOM K
301 main Street,

Manufacturers,

St CO.,
Importers and Jobbers.

BOLTE CUSHION GIRE.

SAFETIES EITHER HOLLOW OR SOLID RIMS WITHOUT CHANGING MUDGUARDS.

Price $15.00 per pair.

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor.

243 Broadway, New York. P. 0. Box 444.

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

Herewith I hand yozc %i.oo in payment for one year s

stibscription, to begifi with the isstce of.

Isfame

Address

Town or City

Connty , State......

TO THE TRADE,
>

We are

Headquarters for

and can furnish the best at the lowest possible prices

BICYCLE BELLS

XHE L,OKDO?« CHIMH.
LATEST AND BEST. Get our quotations and sam-

ples before placing orders elsewhere.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO,, Manufacturers,

269 & 271 State St., CHICAGO.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Weldless Steel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

Imported and kept in stock by

JOHH S. LENG'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

All American Wheelmen who desire to keep them-
selves posted upon matters concerning: the Cycle
Trade and Sport of Europe should subscribe to

THE CVCLIST
AND Bicycling ano Tricycling Trades Review.

The only recognized authority of English trade and
manufacture. 84 pages weekly. Sent post free to
any part of America for one year $2.50. (To save pos-
tage subscriptions may be booked at office of The
Wheel.)

American manufacturers having new ideas to intro
duce in machines or sundries should

advertise in

THE CYCLIST
Terms on application to

ILIFFE & STURMEY, 19 Hertford Street,

Coventry, England.

^ol-

Subscription Price, $2.50 per year. American Sub-
scription Agent, F. P. Prial, 243 Broadway, N. Y. City.

THEATRES.
UIJOU THEATRE, Broadway, near 30th St., N. Y.
-'-'

J. Wesley Rosenquest, Sole Manager.
' NAT. C. GOODWIN IN "THE NOMINEE."

Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

DROADWAY THEATRE, Cor. 41st St., N. Y.^ Frank W. Sanger, Manager.
Fanny Davenport in Sardou's "CLEOPATRA."

Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

A/TINER'S PEOPLES' THEATRE, New York.

"TICKET OF LEAVE MAN."
Matinee Wed. and Sat. at 2. Evenings at S.

NEW PARK THEATRE, Broadway and 35th St.,

NcAv York.
.Tames T. Powers in "A STRAIGHT TIP."

Matinees Sat. at 2. Evenings at S.

pROCTOR'S TWENTY-THIRD ST. THEATRE,
-*- Proctor and Turner, Proprietors and Managers.

"Mr. Wilkinson's Widows."
Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2.15. Evenings at 8. 15

STANDARD THEATRE, 33d St. and 6th Ave., N. Y.^
J. M. Hill, Manager.

Matinee Sat. at 2.

U and I.

Evenings at 8.

lyr ADISON SQUARE THEATRE, New Yor!:.
'-^^ A. M. Palmer, Manager. 24th St., nr. Bruadwav,

"ALABAMA."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.30.
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E. I.. COOK & CO'S QUICK DRYING BICYCLE

UNQUESTIONABLY THE BEST !

In putting It upon the market, the manufacturers felt perfectly confident that its merits would be
appreciated by the great army of -wheelmen. The now large and increasing demand for it justi-

fies their expectations. Put up in 6 oz. bottles. Packed in neat, dove-tailed cases of 1 doz. each,
with Camel's Hair Brush for each bottle. Also in cans of from 1 to 5 gallons. Sample bottle by
mail, post paid, 50 cts. Send for price list.

COOK & HIIL, Proprietors, 77 Warreo St., New York.

»! YOUR • BICYCL-E. >
Do not wait until we are rushed , but send

your wheel now

We have the Largest REPAIR SHOP in the East.

NEW^ YORK BICYCI.E CO.,
Nos. 4 and 6 E. 60th Street, N. Y. near Fifth Are. Entrance to Central Park.

HOWARD A. SMITH & CO.,
518 BROAD STREET, NEWARK, N. J.,

SOLE NEW JERSEY DEPOT FOR

FE/ITMERSTONE FNEUH/ITIC 5/IFETT
ALSO, AGENTS IN NORTHERN NEW JERSEY FOR THE

Ra^mblers, Victors, Ormondes, Swifts, Buckingham & Adams (a splendid 36 lb. machine),
Eclipse, New Mail and Sylph. Agents Wanted.

Manufacturers and Wholesale Importers of CYCLING SUPPLIES.
Send Postal for "Encyclopedia of Cyclers' Wants," Ready for Mailing.

Run and Lighted by Electricity. We have the shop, we have skilled workmen, and now
is the time to have your machine repaired. Remember the place,Eepair Shop

The Hartford Safety. * Price $100. * The Hartford Ladies' Safety.

Hartford Cycle Co.

HARXFORD, CONN.

MANUFACTURERS.

Strong, 4«-

Durable,

-^ Easy Running.

Send for 1891 Catalogue.

IFOR

1891,

Nothing Lighter, Stronger or More Elegant

THAN

PARADE GYGLES.

FOR

1891.

Safeties, Tandems, Ordinaries, with solid, cushion or pneumatic tires,

built on sound mechanical principles, on the interchangeable system

of best materials only, and first-class workmanship employed in their

construction. Prizes won on Parades in various parts of Europe,

Records held by Parade Safeties.

PUI.I.IXGER & CO.
,

Parade Cycle Works, Hereford Place, New Cross, London, S. E. Eng.

parade: " I.IGHX ROADSXER ISO. I. Agents of sound financial position should note above.
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WnEEL5
Sole New York State Agents for the

FEATHERSTONE PNEUMATIC.

The Gales Diamond.
Solid Tire $85.00,

Cushion Tire 95.00,

Featherstone Pneumatic, $135.00. The Ladies' Pneumatic, $135.00,

The Gazelle No. 4.

The Best 24 inch Boy's Wheel, $25.00.

SCHOVERUNG, DALY & GALES, 302 Broadway, & 84 Duane St., New York.

LOVELL DIAMOND CYCLES
HIGH-GRADE

ONLY.

— ALL-
BALL-BEARING,
STEEL TUBING,

, AND

DROP FORGINGS.

NO BETTER
MACHINE AT ANY

PRICE.

LOVELL DIAMOBD, -

WITH CUSHION TYRE,

FOR LADIES', -

CONVERTIBLE,

$86.00

'96.00

86.00

85,00

AGENTS VI^ANTED-

Bicycle Caiaiope Frre.

MANUFACTURED BY

JOHN P. LOVEI^L ARMS CO.,

BosTonsr. iukj^l-SS.
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Annual European Cycle Tours
Conducted by Wm. Heyny, Jr.

TEOUdH THE 1IAR2 KOUNTAINS, CEHENV.
60 days, total cost $200.

First cabin ocean passage— Sail June 30.

Address, Mr. Heyny, Jr., 30 1 Sixth St., N.Y. City.

JBilliard& Pool Tables

""'^^-jgam the World
^talog^eJFree

^rPLICATION.

Luggage Carriers.

Four Styles.

Look for Succeeding Cuts.

From |i. to $2.

Manufactured by

WALL S BOYER,
1714 N. BROAD ST.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Dealerswrite for Discounts
and Circulars.

Baltimore and Ohio R. R.
COMPLETE SERVICE OF

Fast Express Trains
BETWEEN

NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
BALTIMORE,

WASHINGTON,
CINCINNATI, CHICAGO

and ST. LOUIS.
Pullman's Cars on all Trains.

OFFICES :

New York—21, 261, 415^ 1140 Broadway and
Station foot of Liberty Street.

Boston—2ir Washington Street.

Philadelphia—833 Chestnut Street and Station
24th and ' Chestnut Street.

PRICE-LIST OF SPECIALTIES
MANUFACTURED BY

EL/I5TIQ TIP CO.,
157 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

Mailed Post-Paid on Receipt of Price.

Dropped Forged Steel Spade Handles, all nickeled
and threaded to fit any machine, $2.50 per pair.

'Soft Rubber Handles, pear shaped, $1.50 per pair.

Vulcanized Handles, pear shaped, $1.50 per pair.

Boy's Soft Rubber Handles, pear shaped, $1.00 per
pair.

DOUBLE GRIP PEDAL RUBBERS.
No. A, I inch x 3% inch, $2.00 per set of four.
No. B, I inch x 4 inch, $1.50 per set of four.
No. C, 1% inch x 4 inch, la.oo per set of four.

Pedal Rubber, round or square, made from white
rubber, $1.00 per set of four. When ordering state
size required.

Spade Grips, vulcanite, 50 cts. per pair.

Safety Handles, vulcanite, to fit any machine, $1.00
per pair.

Safety Handles for Boy's Wheel, 50 cts. per pair.

Soft Rubber Grips for Safety, $1.00 per pair.

Soft Rubber Grips for Boy's Safety, 50 cts. per pair.

Soft Rubber Sleeves to fit over Vulcanite Grip, 75 cts.
per pair.

Steel Balls, 3-16 inch, $2.00 per C
; % inch, $2.40 per C

;

S-16 inch, $3.00 per C.

Imported Tire Cement, 25 cts. per box.
Tire Tape for holding on Tire, 25 cts. per roll.

Rubber Cement for repairing cuts in tires, 25 cts. per
can.

Bicycle Spokes, price according to quantity.

BICYCLE TIRES, SOLID OR CUSHION, either red
or grey, price according to size. ' Send for cata-

logue.

THE INblSFEMSflBLE

SAFETY BICYCLE SUPPORT
Is reliable, convenient and safe.

It folds out of eight on the under side of the
pedal and you know where It is

when you want it.

«< A VERY LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE [>»

P. W. TII.I.INGHAST,
114 DORRANCE STREET, PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Buy Your Wheel Where You Can Learn to RWe Free of Charge.

THE ONLY RIDING SCHOOL IN BROOKLYN
We handle a full assortment of the Best

Wheels in the Market.

MACHIKBS RHMXED and STORES,
Ladies' and Gent's Dressing Rooms on Premises.

High Grade Repairing, Enameling^ and Kickel-Plating
a Specialty.

Sond for Catalogue and
Bargain List.

Fifteen Years' Experience in the

Cycle Trade.

Telephone Call, 677 Bedford.

The Starrett & People Cycle Co.,

117X Bedford Avenue,
Near Putnam Avenue, BROOKI^VI>(.

Well you will say so when you see it. In former
issues THE Beauty Bundle Carrier and Child's

Seat has been shown as a child's seat. Now you
see imperfectly, how it "opens up" as a bundle
carrier. It will hold an armful of books, or a

peck of apples, if you wish. Enterprising agents
gain trade by handling it. Send for circulars.

In Cloth, $6.00. Mackintosh, $7.00.

RICH § SASER,
210 WEST MAIN STREET, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

NS 1.

CushionedTire.
$115^

N2 2

.

Pneumatic.
(TO ORDER ONLY)

$135^

Sole man'f'r's,

15 T Broadway.
New York.

aiA:t^T,

W^E CONTROL, FOR EASTERN NE'W YORK
i i LITTLE * aiA]^T, t t BRONCHO.

SCH^WALBACH CYCLE CO.,
BROOKLYN AGENTS FOR

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND GALES CYCLES,
9tll Ave. & Union St., (Prospect Park Plaza). TELEPHONE 126 SOUTH.

Brancli Stores, X2i6 & X2i8 Bedford Ave., ... Brooklyn, :m. V.

Most complete repair shop in the country. Nickel Plating plant and Enameling Oven
on the premises.

List of second-hand wheels mailed on application. We always have bargains. No wrecks.

Every wheel a good mount. Columbias and Hartfords to rent for any period. All parts and sundries

or sale. Full line of Jersey goods. Send for Catalogue.
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M r WORLD r BEKTER.

TI|B Nonpapeil SiitBty

26 INCH WHEELS.

DOUBLE TANGENT SPOKES.

CRANKS THREE THROW, KliY]-:] ) OX.

STEEL TUBE BACKBONE.

HANDSOMELY FINLSHED IX ]SEST I.XAMEL

WITH XICKEL TRnriAHNGS.

BALL BEARINGS.
$40.

BALL PEDALS.

KXTI^trY 'WAimANXED.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS..

lOa MADISON STREET,

CHICAGO.

241 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

I032 CHESTNUT STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

(I.I9IITED.)

The Following Agents have been appointed in the United States to

reprt sent the celebrated

HTlIlVdCDBE^RL 1 ^VSTHK^ELS :

PHIL. BROWN, 17th and K Sts., Washington, for District of Colvmbia.

SWEETING CYCLE CO., Philadelphia, for Pennsylvania, Delaware, New Jersey and Maryland.

SCHOVERLING. DALY & GALES, 302 Broadway, for New York City and New York State.

AMOS SHIRLEY, 987 Eighth Avenue, fo ' New York City.

WRIGHT & DITSON, 578 and 580 Washington Street, Boston, for New England.

STANDARD CYCLE CO., 588 Maia Sreet, Buffalo, for Counties Jefferstm, Harris n, Tuscar-
was, Coshocton, Licking, Franklin, Union, Champaign, Miami, Darke, avid all Coun-
ties North of these in Ohio.

CHARLES STARCK CO., Ltd., Toronto, for Canada.

Ajtplieations for unoccupied territory should be addressed to STEPHEN GOLDER, P. O. Bee
2225, New York City.

HUMBER CYCLE IMPORTING CO, 310 Wabash Ave., ''Auditorium." Chicago, for Michigan,
Indiana, SouOiern Ohio, Kentucky, ifisconsin, Illinois and Missouri

AGENTS ALSO WANTED FOR THE SIGNAL CYCLOMETER.
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PEERLESS*CYCLESlit-

PEEELESS No. 1,

$135-

PEERLESS No. 2,

PEERLESS No 3,
^135-

Peerless Diamond ComblnatloD,

AGENTS WANTED.

Every Machine Fully Warranted.

Highest Grade.

PEERLESS PATENT SPRING FORK.

Send for Catalogue.

ROCHESTER * CYCLE * MFG. * CO.,
No. 75 South St. Paul Street, ROCHBSTER, N. Y.

T H 8. W A-RWI C

K

Sl SONS,
ALMA STREET, BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND.

ManufactoBess o! Hi§h-Glass Hycle Matemals o! Hyebi Descmptinn.

Patentee and Makers of Xlie Celebrated IJVar-wick: Holloiv Rims, as

used by all the principal cycle makers throughout the World.

Among our specialties for 1891 season are the following Hollow Rims for Cushion and

Pneumatic T5^res, no weight and of extraordinar}^ strength, never cut the Tyres or Buckle.

Solid Rims for Cushion and Pneumatic T3a-es, various sections.

Hollow and Solid Rims for Solid T3^res.

Finished wheels with (or without) above Tyres.

Finished Frames of latest design and best qualit}^

Weldless Fork Sides, Brazed Fork Sides, Weldless Steel Tubes.

Stampings, Ball Bearing Hubs and Pedals.

-^

FIJI.I. PARTICUI.ARS AND ILI.USXRATED I.ISTS FREE ON APPLICATION. .
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-K QUAD RANTS>-
If you are wise you will place your orders for Quadrants at once, as the

demand is sure to be far beyond the supply.

Our line for this season includes all kinds of wheels from $ioo. to $145.

The QUADRANT Cushion Tires, which were in use all last season,

have proved themselves to be what they were represented.

Dealers please communicate with our wholesale agents and you will

receive every information and attention.

THE QUADRANT TRICYCLE COMPANY,
BIRTV^INGHKTV^, ENGL-MND.

Wholesale Agents for New England, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia, and District of Colnmbia

:

THE STRONG S GREEN CYCLE M'FG CO..
707 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

For all other States East of the Mississippi, -

ALFRED FIELD S COMPANY,
93 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK-

FEATHERSTONES PNEUMATICS.
HIGHEST GRADE.

^13S
Catalogue Now Ready.

AGENTS WANTED.

PNEUMATIC DIAMOND,

$135'

PNEUMATIC DROP,

^135-

CUSHION DIAMOND,

CUSHION DROP,

CYCLONE TANGENT,

CYCLONE DIRECT,

$90.

W. & D. DIAMOND,

W. & D. DROP,

^85.

JUVENILE WHEELS,

^15 to ^45.

. Sole Agents for A. FEATHERSTONE, and HUMBER & CO.

578 6l 580 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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-

I'^ftp-lJ^ffK̂
-3:C)S§^=^-

^jr.^:m^e:«
The first and most necessary point, in building a liouse or a bicycle, is the proper

construction of the skeleton or framework.
This point has been aimed at (and successfully met according to a critical public) in

the manufacture of the '91 Columbia Light Roadster Safety.

Graceful, Rigid, Light, Strong—all appl}?^ to the above frame.

Note the construction—long socket steering head, two lengths of steel tubing extending
to hub of rear wheel, rear wheel guard of steel tubing firmly bracing whole, with crank shaft
bracket at the firmest point. See the possibilities of lateral adjustment for saddle.

One of the best mechanical engineers in the United States, a bicycler for fourteen years,

says :
" The Diamond Frame is, in my eyes, very graceful, and, of course, is unequalled in

strength." Strong endorsement, the stronger because unsolicited.

But the pith of the matter has been reached reached by another testimonial (also gratu-
itous) :

'

' You have had a mechanic at this ^machine, who dove down into mechanical
principles."

The double-Diamond frame was built on mechanical principles.

POPE MFC CO.,
BRANCH HOUSES:

12 Warren Street, - - NEW YORK.
291 WabaBb Avenue, - - CHICAGO.

Factory, HARTFORD, CONN.

Pbbub OV ^i. ^lOFutTOiiSlr.. w v

77 FRANKLIN ST.,

BOSTON) MASS.
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TRADE ITEMS OF THE EMPIRE
STATE.

Fred L. Story, agent at Seneca Falls for several
machines, is an enthusiastic wheelman, and predicts
the sale of a large number of cycles in that vicinity
this season. A cushion-tired safety was tried at Sen-
eca Falls one day last week with disastrous results.
The tire was badly cut and the machine rendered
useless. It was re-crated and sent back to the manu-
facturer. The news of the cutting of the tire soon
spread among the wheelmen of the village, and the
verdict from Seneca Falls is, " No cushions in ours."

The bicycle has a good foothold, in Canton, where
Messrs. Conkey & GuUey, druggists, have taken an
agency for R. L. Coleman & Co. Both members of
the firm are wheelmen.

Philip Armour, of Chicago, has the people of Le
Roy considerably excited over the prospect of estab-
lishing a salt industry in that vicinity that will give
employment to a thousand men. The town is already
feeling good, and real estate is firm with an advanc-
ing tendency. Four railroads touch Le Roy, but mail
facilities are poor. Wheel interests are increasing in
Le Roy. Several ladies have learned to ride, and the
roads in the vicinity are fairly well adapted to the
sport. The principal dealers are Steuber & Graves,
who represent Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. and the
Western Wheel Works.

Hammondsport, celebrated for its vineyards and
wine factories, has less than a thousand people, but
more cycling enthusiasm than perhaps any other
town of its size in the State. There are two dealers
in hicycles in Hammondsport—Geo. H. Keeler and
Masson & Fridell—both of whom are doing splendid-
ly, and their only complaint is that they cannot get
machines fast enough. The safety is the only ma-
chine in demand, yet a number of high-wheelers are
to be seen.

F. A. McClune, who succeeds G. W. Houck as
cycling agent at Ithaca, this State, is fitting up the
basement of the Ithaca House, that city, for his dis-
play and repair headquarters. Mr. McClune is a re-
pairsman of considerable experience, and proposes to
handle the bulk of the machines sold in his town. He
has already disposed of a number of new machines
this season. -

There is much interest in cycling at Bath, in the
western part of the State. One of the features in
wheeling there is the riding of a Columbia safety by
four and sometimes five men at one time. The town
also feels proud of a mechanic who rides an ordinary
with one hand and carries in his other anything from
a couple of sixteen feet long boards to a box of tools
or a house door. One of the pleasant rides in Bath is

from the town proper to the Soldiers' Home, where
1,200 veterans are fed by Uncle Sam. Wheels are sold
in Bath by C. M. Wiley, B. G. Gage and C. S. Brownell
&Co.

Geneva, though a little late in taking up cycling, is

all right now, and Messrs. Dorchester & Rose, hard-
ware merchants, and agents for t'wo large cycle
manufacturers, think a good wheel trade will result
this Summer.

The cycling club of Elmira, N. Y., is about to be re-
organized. Handsome uniforms will be purchased.
Tom Roe spent several days in that city recently.

MERWIN, HURLBERT & COMPANY'S
1891 CATALOGUE.

This catalogue is unique in its way, the cover being
made of fine linen paper, which shows the cut of a
Model A Swift, which is used as the frontispiece on
the first page of the catalogue, the wheel showing
through the cover.
This is the fourth year that this company has been

in the cycle trade. They had previously and do
to-day enjoy a high reputation in the firearms and
sportsmen's outfitting business, and they have
worked their bicycle department, which is under the
management of George Hendee, into a prominent
business in the trade. Their wheels for 1891 include
the Swifts, the Ramblers and their special safeties,
among which are the Outing, Lightning, Rapid, Man-
hattan and Greyhound.
In the Swifts the firm have an excellent line, a line,

in fact, that cannot be surpassed for finish, workman-
ship and for special devices, which will make the
wheels great sellers this year. The wheels they
handle are : The Model A Swift, a handsome dia-
mond-framed safety, 4olbs. all on, S135, with i}^-inch
cushions, S140; the Swift Model A Light Roadster,
32lbs. all on, solid tires, $140, cushions, $145 ; Pneu-
matic Swift, 42lbs. all on, price S175 ; the 221b. Pneu-
matic Swift Racer, price_ S180 ; the spring-framed
Swift, 42lbs. all on, price*Si45, this machine is fitted
with a special spring frame besides having the Keating
spring forks ; Swift Model B, solbs. all on, price, solid
tires, .$135, with cushions, $140 ; Swift, Model D, solbs.,
price Sioo, with cushions, .$110, this is a medium-grade
wheel; Ladies' Swift, 42lbs., $135, with cushions, $140,
this is a handsome drop framed wheel with detacha-
ble stay rod.
They will handle, as stated, the Ramblers and the

following safeties: The Outing, a 26-inch full ball
bearing wheel specially designed for boy or girl or
small-sized lady, the wheel being fitted with detacha-
ble handle-bar; price, S60; with cushions, SSs. Outing
No. 2, 28-inch ball bearing wheel fitted with Garford
saddle, with the saddle adjusted to the heighth for a
boy of twelve, or for a full-grown person, lady or
gentleman, there being a detachable stay rod, as in
the No. 1; price, $75; with cushions, .$87.50. Outing
No. 3, a 30-inch all ball bearing vrheel, convertible and
suitable of course for either lady or gentleman; this
is a wheel of excellent grade, cold-drawn weldless
steel tubing being used; it possesses all the elements
of a fine grade wheel; price, S85; with cushions, $100.
These Outing wheels are very handsome in outline.

The Lightning, a 24-inch ball-bearing wheel, mod-
elled somewhat after the Dandy, but fitted with tan-
gent spokes and ball bearings; price, .$35. The Rapid,
a 26-inch ball bearing wheel, modelled after the King
of the Road; this is a cross-framed safety with
strengthening bars, suitable for boys from ten to
eighteen years of age; price, S42. The Manhattan, a
28-inch ball bearing wheel; a strongly made wheel
capable of carrying a weight of 160 pounds; fitted with
Garford saddle; price, S50. The Greyhound, a 30-inch
ball bearing safety; price, $60. The Lone Star, a 26-

inch ball bearing wheel; price, .$43. The Dandy, a 24-

inch ball bearing wheel; price, .525. The King of the
Road, 27-inch cone bearing wheel; price, S33. The
Pathfinder, a 30-inch cone bearing wheel; price, 835.
Besides these lines, some of which thev handle for a

large territor5' and others for the vyhole United States,
the firm carry a line of sundries in the way of lamps,
lubricating oils, wrenches, etc. They also have an
outfitting department, in which cyclists may obtain
all the parts of a uniform.

FILINGS AND FORCINGS.

We have it on excellent authority that there is some
hitch in the arrangements between the Ormonde C)'-
cle Co. and Aquila B. Rich & Co., and that some other
firm may handle Ormondes in the eastern half of the
United States. We do not mean to intimate that A.
B. Rich & Co. have failed to live up to their contract,
or vice versa. We only know that there is some dis-
satisfaction.

Two sets of tires have been turned out by the Pneu-
matic Company, in which silk has been substituted
for canvas, thus effecting a saving in weight. These
tires have been tried at Balls Bridge, and are highly
spoken of; but of course it is impossible to say how
the silk will wear, as the matter is only in the exper-
imental stage.

The principal firm in Elkhart, Ind., is the D. N.
Weaver Bicycle Co., who have a store at 220 South
Main Street, where they make a leader of the Gor-
mully & JefTery goods, besides handling Victors,
Hartfords, Sylphs, Giants, and lines of cheaper
wheels.

A new company has just been organized at Wash-
ington. The nucleus of the new corporation is the
business of a well-known dealer on Pennsylvania
Avenue, and among the new stockholders are two
large manufacturers. The announcement will be
made in a few days.

It is reported that the Livingston Cycle Co. have
received financial aid from Providence parties, and
that the 3,000 Broncho's which are now under way
will be finished up with all possible dispatch. At the
end of the season, it is further reported, the com-
pany's plant will be removed from Westboro to
Providence, this change of base being one of the con-
ditions of the Providence capitalists.

A new oil-can holder has been patented by L. H.
Bannister, Youngstown, Ohio. It is made of a single
plate of elastic sheet metal, cut to have two pairs of
clasp limbs, one of which has base flanges, while the
middle portion of the holder is bent to embrace a
cycle standard. The clasp limbs are adapted to re-
rnovably hold an elongated cylindrical oil can seated
on the base flanges, screw bolts and nuts retaining
the holder and oil can upon the cycle frame, the can
being quickly placed in firm position and readily re-
moved.

E. J. Willis is still in America arranging the Or-
monde Cycle Co.'s trade in this country. Mr. Willis
states that he expects a pneumatic-tired Ormonde
ordinary, which Windle may ride this year.

Hard'cvare reproduces from an old magazine an il-

lustration of the bicycle in vogue in 1819, which was
propelled by walking while astride the machine, and
states that dealers will be interested to know that the
cycle is "not quite such a new thing under the
sun as has been supposed." There is probably not a
dealer connected with the trade who has not heard of
the celeripede, or double horse, which the cut repre-
sents, and which was ridden extensively by the favor-
ites of fortune in i8i8 and 1810. Its life was brief,
however, owing to the ridicule heaped upon the heads
of those who rode the machines, but it has been de-
scribed in about every article that has appeared relat-
ing to the early history of cycling.

E. Sumner Mansfield, the assignee of the Spring-
field Bicycle Manufacturing Co., has declared a divi-
dend of isJ^ per cent. Remittances were sent to the
creditors of the company on April 13.

There has been a reorganization of .Spalding's Phil-
adelphia store. Elijah Keith, manager of the house,
will be sent to England to the London branch, and
the Philadelphia store will be managed from the New
York house. The "cost" and "stock" department
will also be managed in New York, and the house
will dispense with the services of Mr. H. Crowther,
who had charge of that work, and who resigns to take
a position with a large house.

Messrs. Schoverling, Daly & Gales have just re-
ceived a shipment of the celebrated Humber cycles,
for which they are New York State agents, and all
wheelmen are invited to inspect them at their store.
No. 302 Broadway. The Humber machines have a
great reputation in England, and large sales are pre-
dicted for them in this country.

Bicycling Kews, describing a baby carrier, says:
"The latest child's seat applicable to its parents'
safety," etc. On this side the child's seat is necessary
to the parents' comfort, and the parent supplies the
application.

H. M. Jackson, formerly of Denver, rode in the last
Poorman road race under the assumed name of H.
M. Firth, of Newport, as a a novice, and consequently
has forfeited his standing. Mr. Poorman desires to
warn all race promoters to beware of this "ringer."
He has won several contests in Denver.

The Premier Cycle Company has fitted up a com-
plete repair shop in connection with its New York
store and is prepared to execute all kinds of cycle
repairing in the best manner. A full compliment of
special cj'Cle tools is used, and a novelty in the shape
of a brazing hearth, such as is used in the largest
English factories, has been imported at a large cost.
The shop is in charge of a skilled cycle repairer of
sixteen year's experience and all work is guaranteed.
The company make a specialty of difiicult brazing
and solicit this class of work from the trade as well
as the riding public.

S. Milford Schindel has purchased the interest o
Henry Caliver in the firm of Crawford & Co., juve-
nile cycle manufacturers, of Hagerstown, Md.' The
business will be conducted, as heretofore, under the
management of Mr. Crawford. About seventy men
are employed in the works at present, and an addi-
tional building will be erected shortly.

Clarence H. Smith, in his peregrination around the
country for a manufacturing concern is beginning
to boom the Detroit meet, and the first announce-
ments of the attractions to be expected at the national
gathering come from his lips. He has told the Louis-
ville cyclists that a mammoth 25 mile road race will
be one of the events, and that a grand stand is to be
built which will travel along with the riders, so
that the spectators can view the start and finish, as
well as the race, from beginning to end. This travel-
ing bleaching board will consist of a train of flat
cars, which will be hauled along the railroad that
runs parallel with the turnpike on which the contest
will take place. Mr. Smith also announces that there
will be an old-fashioned picnic, with barbecued beef
and real country pie. This is only a forerunner of
the good things to be expected.

Secretary Abbott Bassett announces that a contract
has been made with the Burlington Mills for a steel
gray cloth which will be used for the regulation
League uniform. It will be supplied to League mem-
bers at S2.10 per yard. League buttons are also
supplied by the Secretary.

The attention of agents is called to the advertise-
ment of Messrs. Cook & Hill, who are now marketing
among the trade E. L. Cook & Co.'s quick-drying
bicj-cle enamel.

Alex. Schwalbach, " Mike " Quinlan and Wm. Goetz
will represent the Gendron Iron Wheel Company of
Toledo, Ohio, at their New York ofiice and ware-
rooms, 107 Chambers Street.

The Fall of a Congressman.

Congressman Thomas L. Johnson arrived in New
York last week on his way to Europe and stopped to
see his friend, Henry George. Mr. George was about
to start for a short ride awheel when the 250-pound
Congressman arrived at his house, and after much
coaxing he decided to try his luck with a wheel in or-
der to pacify Mr. George. So they proceeded to Bid-
well's riding school, where they found there was not
a supporting bandage large enough to stretch round
his waist. But the Congressman was given a lesson,
nevertheless, and? after making three circuits of the
room declared he could ride like an expert, so they
entered the drive. Mr. Post rode the wheel to the top
of the Eighty-fifth Street hill in the drive, where he
got off and Mr. Johnson got on. According to the
SuH^ the Congressman started off famously, and tried
to go round the circle like Mr. George. Faster and
faster he went. In an instant the machine had the
best of him. His face turned pale. He tried to stop
the thing by bearing down on the pedals. The more
he bore the faster the wheels turned. Mr. George was-
right in front of him taking in the view of the river.
On toward him dashed the Congressman astride the
wheel.
"For Heaven's sake keep out of my way," he

shouted wildly. His silk hat tilted at a rakish angle.
His foot fiew around with the pedals like things pos-
sessed. The wind whistled about his head. Mr.
George heard the shout and turned. Too late. The
250-pound Congressman was almost upon him. There
was a crash ; there were startled cries of " Oh !

" from
a carriage and then from the confused mass referred
to. It was partially concealed by a little cloud of
dust.
The machines were smashed. The steel spokes of

the wheels were twisted into figures of eight. The
seats were gone and the handles broken. The Con-
gressman and Mr. George were helped into the car-
riage and the fragments of machinery were loaded in
after them.
Congressman Johnson is at the St. James Hotel.

He has resolved to conquer or die, and he said :

" I understand Tom Reed rides a bic^'cle, and I may
meet him on the roads of Europe. If I do I shall
challenge him to a race."

The New York Athletic Club will be represented
this season by W. F. and C. M. Murphy, Wm. Van
Wagoner, Hoyland Smith, A. A. Zimmerman, Sid. B.
Bowman, Louis Clarke, and other speedy riders.
Van Wagoner will carry the colors on the road and
Bowman will confine himself to local races. The men
will be trained on Travers Island by W. B. Corcoran,
and A. B. Rich will manage the team. Rich will
ride a pneumatic safety and not an ordinary, as was
announced.

Dining Cars ou Royal Blue Line.

The Pullman Company is now operating a Dining-
Car service via the Royal Blue Line between New
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington on
the famous 5-hour train leaving New York daily ex-
cept Sunday at 11.30 a. m., arriving at Washington
4.30 p. m., and on the fast Express leaving New York
daily at 3.30 p. m., arriving Washington 8.55 p. m.
On Sunday mornings Dining Car train leaves New
York Q.oo a. m. and arrives at Washin.gtoB at 3 p. m.
These cars were built expressly for use on the Royal
Blue Line, and the high standard of service for which
the Pullman Company is celebrated will be fully
maintained. Station foot of Liberty Street. 4-24
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HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

Chappie—I say, Wheeler, old fellow, I just met a
chap down here a bit who wanted to " blow me off."

What in the deuce does he mean by such blawsted
talk, don't 'cher know?"
Wheeler—(Reading The Wheel) I don't know.

Guess he meant to extend to you an invitation to go
out on a pneumatic, and then lead you over some
broken glass, or maybe he just wanted to buy you a
drink. Its hard to tell which he intended.

He was a Chicago man, and it was his first trip

across, and he was doing the Johnnie-see-it-all game
for all there was in it. He was a rider, and had gone
to inspect one of the large wheel manufactories, and
the polite attendant had reached that portion of the
building devoted to the arranging of bearing-boxes.
In cases in front of the workmen hundreds of
polished steel spheres were stored waiting to take
their places in the bearings of the new wheels. The
attention of the visitor was attracted away from his

guide for a moment, a fact which the latter did not
notice, as putting his hand into one of the recep-
tacles he drew forth one of the steel pills, thinking
perhaps the visitor would like to keep it for a
memento of his visit and said ;

" Won't you take a ball with me ?
"

"No, thank you, I never drink," said he of Chicago,
without turning round to see what was offered him.
Next day a quiet funeral wended its way to an
English cemetery with that poor guide playing the
star part in the picnic, of cold meat in the front
wagon. The shock had been too great for his heart
the doctor said. A Chicago man who did not drink
was such a surprise to the poor man that his heart
stopped beating, and the undertaker did the rest.

When I see some of the infantile attacks that are
aimed at the League by disgruntled members, or
envious critics, who would be such, if they could, it

reminds me of a boy scourging a marble statue with
a bunch of nettles. It does not hurt the statue any,
while it pleases the boy to thus vent his displeasure
upon something which will not retaliate.

I saw one of those sharp featured women in the
park recently, give a snort of anger at the passing by
of a charming girl upon a wheel. As I looked at the
two, the sour visaged face and angular form of the
critic, and the rosy cheeks and perfect carriage of
the one criticised, I do not think that it was any
prejudice on my part, which caused me to prefer the
latter to the former. Yet it is such dog-eared edit-

ions of Mrs. Grundy as this that keep many a girl

from taking to the wheel, and painting her lips and
cheeks with the carmine that comes only from a per-
fect exercise in the open air, and which no chemist
can supply in boxes or in bottles. The class of

women to which such a critic as the foregoing be-
longs, are sure that Venus was a dunce ; a Pallas, a
blue ; a Penelope, a fool ; a Helen, a wanton ; and an
Antigone, a fright. All the graces, all the muses
and all the saints, rolled into one would be to them
only a dowdy, a portentious jade, or a humdrum no-
body, and yet these are the judges before whose
awful condemnation the bravest of girls are wont to
tremble. Unfortunate girls !

Wheelmen, like other people, rarely know their

best friends. That instinct, I fear, is reserved for

dogs.

Men grow prophetic sometimes, and see far into

the future. When they profit by doing so, too often

the world calls them lucky, in telling the story of

their successes, when really they were wiser than
their time, and that alone was the foundation stone
of their success. I havfe before me a letter, bearing
the date of September 26, 1879, written by Col. Albert
A. Pope, in which the following lines occur: "The
bicycle business is only in its infancy. It will be a
very large interest in this country." Looking back
from to-day to that September one twelve years ago,
think how the prophecy theu made would have been
regarded by nine hundred and ninety-nine out of
every thousand business men. Yet the man who
made it was right, and his reward has been great.

The profits of such prophets are plentiful and
pleasing.

The praises of milk as a drink for wheelmen have
long and often been sung, but recent experiments
have shown that even so nutritious and seemingly
harmless beverage as the lacteal fluid conceals an
enormity of strange diseases and dangers to its con-
stant users. We are all aware of the dread complaint
that lurks in the delusive ice-cream freezer, how
milk, the mostpure and harmless, underthe demoniac
coloring and freezing process necessary to convert it

into the favored refreshment of the Summer girl, be-
comes a roaring demon of death, a fact that somehow,
when we are badly bent financially, we can never im-
press upon the female mind. So, under many other
conditions, milk becomes positive poison, and care
should be had in regard to its indiscriminate use by
wheelmen. Where it is possible, milk should always
be boiled before it is used, thus doing away with any
danger of disease germs, few, if any, of which can
withstand a high temperature. The Creoles have long
known this fact, and would as soon think of eating
potatoes raw as of using milk which had not been
"boiled.

"Did you ever have that tired feeling spoken of in

newspaper advertisements?" asked Wobbles, as he
ground away on the rear seat of a tandein, the front
saddle of which was occupied by Miss McGush.
"Yes," she said, thijiking that he might be tempted

to tell her to put her feet upon the foot-rests for a
while, while he supplied all the motive power, "I
have it now."

" Well,I'm awfully sorry," wheezed Wobbles, "you
ought to take some medicine." And silence came
upon them broken only by the rattle of the bone col-
lar-button in the celluloid collar of Wobbles.

It was New Year's Day, and the birth of 1920 A. D.
had been ushered in with all the pomp and glory be-
fitting the advent of a new-born king. A man of per-
haps fifty years of age, whose well-built frame showed
the beneficial results of an active and athletic train-
ing in his youth, lay stretched upon his death-bed,
surrounded by weeping relatives and friends. Faintly
came the sounds of revelry from the street below as
the roysterers hailed the New Year with song and
shout. A silence fell upon the chamber of death, un-
broken by aught save the labored breathing of the
sufferer. A step was heard upon the stair, and the
eyes of the dying man turned wistfully towards
the door. Presently it was thrown open wit'n
a rush and a young man of perhaps twenty-five
years of age rushed in, showing in his appearance
the haste he had come upon his errand. Making his
way rapidly to the bed-side of the patient, he said:
"It's all right, father, you can rest content, they have
done j'ou justice at last. I have here the report of the
Racing Board saying that they have at last found
time to consider your suspension, which took place
in 1890, and that you are reinstated and may in future
race as an amateur." "Too late, too late," whispered
he who was fast passing away, and ere the sun had
set he had gone where racing-boards govern not.

" Young man, do you know you are on the high road
to hell?" said a clerical-looking man to a perspiring
wheelman who rushed by him on a recent Sunday at
a two-forty gait. "Can't help it if I am," said the
dust-scattering flyer. " I am due at dinner in Tarry-
town in twenty minutes and I am going to try to get
there on time if I can. So long!"

How thankful we writers ought to be that we are
not forced to put our theories into practice. If we
were, authors would be a race apart—the missing link
between man and the angels. No writer ever tried to,

except Socrates, and he got poisoned for his consis-
tency.

The writer of these notes wishes to secure a copy
of "Pratt's American Bicycler." If any reader has
one he is willing to dispose of, and will kindly drop a
line to "Don Salambo," in care of the editor, naming
the price he wishes for the volume, he will confer a
favor upon me which will be greatly appreciated.

Cycling is like a giant ladder with only two steps

—

one at the top and one at the bottom. The amateur
occupies the upper one, and the professional the lower.
The occupant above can fall to the position of the
lower one, but he who rests upon the bottom cannot
rise to the topmost rung.

Amateurship is not a kind of pastry that you mix
and roll out and put in the oven till it is done to a
turn. It is an immense pleasure, born out of heaven
knows what, but no more to be stabled or harnessed
than Guido's coursers that run with Aurora. Ama-
teurship elaborately made by racing board decisions
is not amateurship ; it bears the traces of effort and
is utterly without merit.

Whether undue strain comes in the toil of business
or the whirl of athletic dissipation it equally prepares
the system for many diseases. Experiments clearly
prove that overworked or worn out frames, whether
human or animal, are highly susceptible to disease.
One obvious reason for this is that the acid of the
gastric juice kills the bacilli of disease germs in the
vegetative state ; but when the system is fatigued or
overwrought the secretion of the gastric juice is

diminished, and hence the infectious germs gain an
easy entrance. Over-exertion, whether from servile
labor or athletic sports, is a fruitful cause of "irri-
table heart," in fact, the complaint is quite frequently
called "athletic heart." The morbid athleticism of
the day breeds a class of ripe subjects for heart
troubles and allied affections. It is but an evidence
of the benefit that the proper use of athletics brings,
that its abuse should turn it from a benefit to an in-
jury. It is the history of all things terrestrial, the
better they are when properly and moderately in-
dulged in, the more baneful they become when car-
ried to excess. Wheelmen are, perhaps, more prone
to commit the indiscretion of overtaxing their abili-

ties than any other class of athletes, owing to the
ease and exhilaration with which "scorching," so
called, can be acquired and maintained, and it can-
not be too often or too forcibly brought to the riders'
attention, the chances of disease and even death re-
sulting from his foolish attempts at high speed or
long continued rides for mileage, centuries, twenty-
four hour records and such like performances, for
what does it profit a man if he gains every record
and loses his life in doing it? He who would benefit
by riding, or who would get from it the greatest pos-
sible enjoyment for the longest length of time, who
would not surfeit himself like a child with a pot of
jam, must learn to curb his inclinations to gorge him-
self with the sweets of cycling, less they cloy him in-

stead of tickling his palate as moderation ever
causes them to do. DON S.^lambo.

A club known as the Hasbrouck Field Club has
been organized at Hasbrouck Heights, N. J., with a.)

membership of twenty. The members are nearly all

middle-aged men, who are engaged in business in
New York. The object of this organization is to pro-
mote field sports in general. Cycling, however, will
receive considerable attention, as some enthusiastic
wheelmen are included in its ranks. A site has been
chosen for the erection of a handsome club-house.
On Tuesday of last week the following oflicers were
elected: President, Henry Lemmerman; Vice-Presi-
dent,,Francis Flagg; Treasurer, Charles Schwacofer;
Secretary, David Dodge; Captain, Charles E. Schwa-
cofer.

AWAKE, MY WHEEL!

Awake, my wheel, awake !

The golden east-clouds break,
And early songsters raise
Their morning songs of praise

;

Awake, awake

!

Awake, my wheel

!

For your good steel
Must glitter back the light
From this time, till the night

Her curtains shake

;

Awake, awake

!

C. S. W., for The Wheel.

YE POWERS OF AIR.

A stalwart lancer lay dying.
And as on his deathbed he lay.

And round him his comrades were sighing.
These last dj'ing words he did say

—

"I've fought in the fields Asiatic,
And frequently vanquished the foe

;

But now an infernal pneumatic
Has sent this poor buffer below.

" I've stood on the banks of the Niger,
And fought with the gay crocodile

;

I've walloped the head off the tiger.
And done up the lion in style.

" But in these last Easter manoeuvres,
I came on a volunteer scout

—

(One of Col. A. Savile's ^ s/iay doovejs'),
And thought I would put him to rout.

" So I punctured a hole in his tire.
But, oh ! my eternal disgrace.

When I found myself sailing up higher
Than kite ever flew into space.

" Then tell it in language emphatic
;

Oh, never let lancer aspire
To charge at a beastly pneumatic,
Or puncture a hole in its tire."

—Will Wagtale, in Jrish Cyclist.

HOW THE BIRDS MAKE PACE.

As riding at racing speed on a pneumatic racer
is probably the nearest approach to flying we at
present enjoy, it need not excite surprise to find
that some of the heavier long distance " fliers " knew
a thing or two about going; for dear-knows how many
hundred years, which cyclists are only just beginning
to comprehend. For instance, when flocks of wild
ducks and geese have to fly long distances they form
a triangle in order to cleave the air more easily. The
"pacemaker" at the forward angle of the triangle has
a hard time of it, and the strongest birds take it turn
about. Woe betide the unfortunate goose that won't
take his share of pacing. The other birds don't re-
quire any "anti-loafing association" to help them,
and the refractory "flier" is as speedily and as thor-
oughly "plucked" as any luckless student could be
by the most severe of " Dons." Cranes, when going
for "all-day" flies, form into a long thin wedge, tak-
ing turn about the pacing. Milton's lines in "Para-
dise Lost" on this are fine :

Part more wise.
In common, ranged in figure, wedge their way.
Intelligent of reason, and set forth
Their airy caravan high over seas
Flying, and over lands, with mutual wing
Easing their flight. So steers the prudent crane
Her annual voyage, borne on the winds. The air
Floats as they pass, fann'd by unnumber'd wings."

These and other birds may also; when in smaller
numbers, be seen flying in a regular string, "hanging
on " in the most scientific way to the leader.

—

Irisli

Cyclist.

THE SAFETY RACE AT THE
TWELFTH REGIMENT A. A.'S

GAMES.

The two mile handicap safety race at the games of
the 'Twelfth Regiment on Wednesday evening of this
week, resulted somewhat unsatisfactorily owing to a
collision in the final heat, which entirely spoiled the
finish.

The first heat was won by E. D. Knapp, L. A. W.. 130

yards
; J. W. Judge, M. A. C, 70 yards, '-second-. Time,

6m. 45 4-5S.

The second heat was won by F. Sternberg, P. A. C,
60 yards ; G. E. Stokes, Bedford A. C, 130 yards, sec-
ond. Time, 6m. 32 2-5S.

The third heat was won by F. W. Mastin, New York
City, 70 yards ; G. L. Douglas, Bedford C. C-, 90 yards,
second. Time, 6m. 35 3-ss.

The final heat of the bicycle race resulted as fol-

lows : First, C. W. Young, Bedford C. C, 90 yards;
second, E. D. Knapp, L. A. W., 130 yards; third, G. E.
Stokes, Bedford C. C, 130 yards. Time, 6m. 37 1-5S.

FAST TIME ON A PNEUMATIC.

C. S. Merrill has been playing havoc with the local

records around Boston this week. On Wednesday he
rode from Boston to Gloucester in ih. 41m., which is

14 minutes faster than the best previous time. He
made the distance from Chelsea Ferry to Lynn in 25

minutes; from Lynn to Salem in 22 minutes; Salem to
Gloucester in 54 minutes. He was mounted on a
special 33-pound Rover geared to 66K inches, fitted

with pnsumatics. His times were taken by reliable

checkers.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Jacob K. Knobles, a bicycle thief, escaped from the
Monroe County jail at Rochester, N. Y., this week.

D. C. Henry, an agent at Auburn, N. Y., writes :

"Interesting- and valuable. I inclose my subscrip-
tion."

Cycling publishes a photo of Willie Windle which
even Willie's father would have difficulty in recog-
nizing.

The new National Committee on Transportation
intends to ask for the appointment of two new mem-
bers, one in New York and one in Pennsylvania.

The wheelmen of Westerly, R. I., organized the
Westerly Bicycle Club last week with a membership
of about fifty. It will become a League club.

A club has recentlj' been formed by the wheelmen
of Norristown, Pa. The officers are : President, Irwin
Knight ; Secretary, Wm. C. Stokes ; Treasurer, J. H.
Snyder; Captain, John F. Cope.

Cycling has taken a healthy boom in San Antonio,
Tex. On Thursday, April 2, the San Antonio Bicycle
Club was organized with forty-five charter members,
only three of whom ride ordinaries.

The champion road team of the Toronto Bicyle
Club has been challenged to a twenty mile road race
by a few members of the club, to take place May 16,

for the club championship.

On Decoration Day the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club
will have a big run to Washington, and there is a
possibility of a Division run being called to join
them.

A one-legged youth of Elizabeth has gained consid-
erable notoriety by his ability to ride a safety. The
agility with which he can mount and dismount is

stated to be remarkable.

The extension of the Hudson County Wheelmen's
new club-house is expected to be completed early in

May. The club will move into their new quarters
about the first of next month.

The Superior Cycle Club, of West Superior, Wis.,
has decided to incorporate under the laws of their

State, and will issue stock to the amount of $5,000,

the proceeds to be used toward building a club-house
and race track.

The Belmont Cyclers, of Philadelphia, Pa., is the
name of a new club organized on March 27. It has
sixteen members, and the officers are : Captain, G.
N. Comly ; Secretary-Treasurer, G. A. Drovin ; First
Lieutenant, H. J. Webster.

The wheelmen of Pittsburgh, Kansas, have organ-
ized under the name of the Zinc City Cycling Club.
The officers are : Captain, Bert Maxwell ;" First Lieu-
tenant, Dr. La Fary ; Second Lieutenant, John H.
Barr-ett ; Color Bearer, F. F. Rutz.

The new English paper. Cyclings has already a good
start. A little " jingoism " is a good thing at the start

to get a paper talked about, but it don't pay in the
long run. A glass of froth is not palatable. A little

froth and a lot of substantiality is the proper caper.

W. H. Caldwell, of the Elizabeth Wheelmen, has
resigned as first lieutenant, and A. F. Bellinger will
fill the vacancy. The club will hold an entertainment
on April 28 of a musical and literary character, con-
cluding with dancing. Seven runs are scheduled for
the present month.

The Des Moines Cycling Club elected the following
officers last week : President, J. B. Greene ; Vice-
President, W. Seymour ; Secretary, C. Ellsworth

;

Treasurer, F. M. Stopp ; Captain, E. Settlemeyer;
First Lieutenant, A. Tapley ; Second Lieutenant, A.
Bilz. The club's annual open road race will be held
on May 16.

The Flour City Cyclists, of Minneapolis, held their
annual meeting last week and elected the following
officers : President, H. W. Clark ; Captain, H. C.
Barrows; Secretary-Treasurer, H. H. Hudson; First
Lieutenant, J. F. Galbraith ; Second Lieutenant, J.

W. Taylor. The old Minneapolis Bicycle Club has
disbanded.

The Highland Bicycle Social Club is the name of
the latest wheel organization formed in Worcester,
Mass. The officers are : President, F. A. Kemp

;

Vice-President, A. H. Wrenwright ; Secretary, W.
E. Young; Treasurer, J. W. Wrenwright : Captain,
F. E. Colesworthy ; Bugler, R. D. Cue. Worcester
now boasts of three cycle clubs.

The address of Chauncey B. Ripley before tha New
Jersey State Board of Agriculture at the State House,
Trenton, January 28, 1891, on the subject of Improved
Roads, has been issued in pamphlet form with an ap-
pendix containing several other interesting papers
relating to the subject of roads. The book is a valu-
able addition to roads improvement literature.

A wheel organization has been formed by a score of
lady and gentlemen riders of the St. Monica's Roman
Catholic Church in East Seventy-ninth Street, which
will be known as the Monica Bicycle Club. It is com-
pulsory that every member of the club join the
League. The Rev. Father McGrath is responsible for
its existence, which is the first wholly Catholic cycle
club in the country.

The Mystic Wheel Club is the name of another or-
ganization that requires those who desire to figure
as members to perform some feat awheel. In this
instance to become eligible to membership it is nec-
essary to ride from B-oston to Portsmouth, N. H.
Judging from the way the mania for clubs of this sort
is raging at present, we will have clubs in time limit-
ing the membership role to those who have crossed
the continent or traveled round the world awheel.

Several exponents of comic opera reside in Orange,
N. J., and belong to the East Orange Cyclers. As soon
as the club's new quarters are completed a large
party of theatrical people, chiefly members of the
Casino Company, of this city, will be invited to a run
through the Oranges, terminating at the club-house.
Jeff De Angelis, the comedian, is one of the leading
spirits of the movement.

The Chicago Cycling Club is making preparations
to build a new house, and a lot has been purchased
that is said to be directly opposite a church. This
will necessitate the construction of a main entrance
in the rear, as on Sunday a hundred or more wheel-
men pass in and out with their wheels. They will
therefore be enabled to enjoy themselves without dis-
turbing their neighbors across the street.

The Chester County Wheelmen, of West Chester,
Pa., held their annual meeting on Wednesday of last

week, at which reports were read that showed the
club to be in a sound condition. The following officers
were elected: President, E. H. Sweeney; Vice-Presi-
dent, Edgar J. Parker; Secretary-Treasurer, B. J.
Strickland; Executive Committee, E. P. Harris, F. S.

Hooper and H. K. Hooper; Captain, H. R. Hooper;
Lieutenant, B. G. Strickland.

The Lake View Wheelmen, of Rochester, N. Y., have
elected the following officers : President, Dr. F.
H. Sawers; Vice-President, Charles H. Crouch; Re-
cording Secretary, H. A. Joiner; Financial Secretary,
D. M. F. Leavenworth; Treasurer, Charles A. El-
wood; Captain, F. D. Morgan; First Lieutenant, Frank
M. Crouch; Second Lieutenant, H. F. Marks; Color
Bearers, C. L. Barton, E. H. Vaughan; Bugler, Frank
Mover; Executive Committee, C. A. Elwood, W. E.
Williams, H. F. Marks, C. M. Beattie, J. E. McKelvey.

At the annual meeting of the Utica (N. Y.) Cycling
Club, held Monday evening, April 6, the following
officers were elected for the ensuing year : President,
G. C. Hodges; Vice-President, A. B. Gardner

; Secre-
tary, Geo. M. Owen; Treasurer, A. H. Dobson ; Cap-
tain, L. R. Devine ; Trustees, F. H. Gouge, Dr. C. M.
Hitchcock, E. Searls Jones, F. H. Hazard and Geo. E.
Wheelhouse. The club has rented the house No. 341
Genesee Street, and will take formal possession
May I.

The meeting called by Captain G. M. Nisbett, of
the New York Bicycle Club, on Saturday evening
last, for the purpose of organizing a city team road
racing association, resulted in bringing together
representatives from several of the city clubs. It

was decided, however, to take no action, on account
of the meeting called by the Brooklyn clubs for April
20, in order to co-operate with them in forming an
association of clubs of both cities for the inter-club
races.

A Boston correspondent states that a successful
cycle club has not been maintained in Boston for the
following reasons : First, owing to Boston being an
entirely suburban city ; second, its vast majority of
wheelmen residing in the suburbs ; third, the super-
abundance of other sports and amusements, and the
lack of club sports ; fourth, the fostering of the social
elemrent which can be generally found in bicycle
clubs; fifth, internal dissension and lack of care in
selecting members.

Captain F. L. C. Martin, of the Plainfield Bicycle
Club, appointed the following road officers at the
meeting of the club, on Tuesday evening of this
week : First Lieutenant, J. E. Ericson ; Second Lieu-
tenant, George Mabon ; Color Bearer, L. E. Waring.
Captain Martin offers a gold medal to the member
riding the greatest number of miles from May i to
the next annual meeting in March, 1892. He also
offers a handsome souvenir medal to each member of
the club who finishes in the century run.

Mr. W. H. Kemp, the oldest member of the New
York Bicycle Club, died on April 8 at the age of
seventy-three years. Mr. Kemp was one of the oldest
gold-beaters in this country, and he made considera-
ble money in that trade. He had a hoUse in New
York and a fine country seat at Shadyside, on the
Hudson, where he frequently entertained members of
the club. A feature of his grounds were the many
finely laid paths, over which Mr. Kemp used to ride,
as he never appeared on the public roads.

The committee appointed at the last meeting of the
New York State Division to formulate a plan to pro-
tect the members of the Division against bicycle theft
suggest in their report that a suitable reward should
be offered for evidence leading to the conviction of
the thief and for the recovery of each wheel stolen
from any member of the Division. Also that an in-
surance department should be added to the Division,
insuring wheels for two-thirds of their value, recom-
mending yearly policies to be issued for $i.oc.

Geo. D. Mitchell and E. E. Stevens, of Washington,
who are preparing for a trip around the world awheel,
as has heretofore been announced, state in their pros-
pectus that it will not be their purpose on this tour to
break any records, their aim being to see what is to
be seen and write about it. The bicycle is used as
the most practicable means to this end, enabling the
penetration of regions inaccessible to the regulation
tourist. The travelers will write a series of letters
describing their trip for a syndicate of papers.

The expenses of the Detroit Wheelmen's Niagara-
Detroit tour, which will be managed by Clarence H.
Smith, will be $16 for the seven days of pleasure.
The start will be made at ic a. m. on Thursday, July
9, from Niagara Falls, and the first night will be

, spent at .St. Catherines, Ont., a ride of eighteen miles.
The itinerary for the following days is: Hamilton,
Ont., 33 miles ; Woodstock, Ont., 54 miles; London,
Ont., 31 miles

;
Port Huron, Mich., 59 miles (passing

through the famous tunnel between the United States
and Canada) ; Mt. Clemens, Mich., 45 miles ; Detroit,
noon, July 15, 21 miles. The roads are hard gravel
and excellent for wheeling. The party i« to be lim-
ited to 150, and special preparations will be made for
ladies. Further particulars can be obtained by ad-
dressing Clarence H. Smith, 211 Putnam Avenue,

.
Detroit, Mich.

Philadelphia has a new Mayor. His name is Edwin
S. Stuart. Ma3'or Stuart has already engrafted him-
self into the hearts of the wheelmen of the Quaker
City, for in his inaugural address he strongly advo-
cated an appropriation for the construction of "one
main boulevard." He favors the repaving of Broad
Street from end to end with an improved pavement
constructed on a sound foundation in accordance with
scientific principles. It would be well for cycling if

every city had a chief official of the same calibre as
Mayor Stuart.

The influence of the wheelmen of Rhode Island was
very effectively shown in the recent elections in that
State. Of the members of the House of Representa-
tives renominated who voted to indefinitely postpone
the Roads Improvement Measure at the January
session, 1890, eight were defeated and ten elected. Of
those who voted against postponement twelve were
re-elected and four defeated. Three of those who
worked to defeat the measure failed to be re-elected.
Every member of the committee who was in favor of
the bill was re-elected.

Will R. Pitman, the veteran racing man, is making
an extended trip in the interest of his business, but
he manages to combine a good deal of pleasure in his
search for the lucre. At present Pit is in Columbus,
Ohio, having made a lengthy stop at Pittsburg. He
will visit Cincinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, St.
Louis, Chicago, Milwaukee, Detroit, Cleveland,
Toledo, and then come back through New York State.
He will stop two or three days at each one of these
cities, and will put in a week at Chicago, where he
expects to meet many cyclists.

The annual election of the New York Bicycle Club
will be held on May 6. The nominating committee
have named the following tickets : For President,
S. S. Terry and J. M. McFadden ; Vice-President,
Frank I. Stott ; Secretary, W. E. Findley and I. H.
Odell; Treasurer, E. J. Shriver; Captain, G. M. Nis-
bett; Chairman House Committee, C. H. Hathaway;
Chairman Membership Committee, S. M. Wintring-
ham ; Chairman Auditing Committee, I. H. Charlotte
and D. S. Hays; Chairman Entertainment Commit-
tee, I. H. Charlotte and I. H. Tift.

OinJLng Cars to Washington.
Pullman Dining Cars are now running between

New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington
via Royal Blue Line on the famous 5 hour train, leav-
ing New York daily, except Sunday at 11.30 A. M.,
arriving Washington 4.30 P. M., also on the fast ex-
press leaving New York daily at 3.30 P. M., arriving
Washington 8.55 P. M. On Sunday mornings Dining
Car train leaves New York 9.00 A. M., arrives Wash-
ington 3.00 P. M. The fact that the cars are under
the direction of the Pullman Company is a sufficient
guarantee as to the quality of the service. Station
foot of Liberty Street.

When an enthusiastic worker for the League cites
the various advantages of belonging to that organiza-
tion, reduction of rates at hotels is usually included
in the category, and the unbeliever is sure to reply
that every wheelman secures whatever reduction
there is in this direction whether he can produce a
League ticket or not. And it must be acknowledged
that he is right. The New Jersey Division, however,
intend to put an end to this favorite argument of the
scoffers, for all hotel proprietors are to be instructed
to allow the reduction of rates only to such wheelmen
as exhibit their membership ticket, under the penalty
of losing their appointment as a League hotel. This
is a reform that should be followed throughout the
Union, for the ocular demonstration of the pecuniary
value of a League ticket will do more in the way of
securing new members than a barrel of ink. There
are hundreds of riders who do not join the League
solely for the reason that they " can't see how it will
save them any money."

WARWICK CYCLE COMPANY'S NEW
FACTORY.

This company are about to acquire a large piece of

properry on the outskirts of the city of Springfield,

between Springfield proper and Chicopee, on which
they will start a bicycle factory this Fall. The new
plant will be built on the most extensive scale.

THE SUSPENDED MEN TO BE RE-
INSTATED.

The men who were recently suspended for

violations of the Racing Board expense pay-

ment rule will be reinstated, and most proba-

bly on Saturday, April iS.

THE DUTY RAISED ON STEEL
TUBING.

The duty on steel tubing- has been raised to

forty-five per cent. , the same as the duty im-

posed on bicycles. Before the revision of the

tariff the duty on tubing was fifteen per cent.

There has been some question between im-

porters and the authorities, but the matter is

finally settled by the announcement that the

duty on tttbing is forty-five per cent.
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CHAFF, BY THE "COASTER."

"Where are you going, my pretty maid?"
" I'm going a-cychng, sir," she said.
"May I go with you, my pretty maid?"
" You may, if you'll oil my wheel," she said.

* * * *

I was agreeably surprised to find in my mail from
The Wheel office recently a letter addressed to me
in a decidedly feminine hand, in a scented envelope,
with the postage stamp iipside down. (I must look
that up and see what the code of postage stamp flir-

tation describes the affixing of a stamp in that man-
ner.) The " billy do " read as follows :

Watsessing, N. J., April 12, 1891.
Mr. Coaster :—I have lately taken up female

cycling, and am very anxious to find out what is the
best style of dress for a lady bicycler. There is a
gentleman boarding here who rides a tricycle, and
he told me that if I would write to you, you would
tell me the style worn by New York ladies.

I am twenty years old, medium height, somewhat
stout, tending to plumpness, light complexion and
light brown hair. Also tell me what kind of a hat I

shall wear when 1 ride my wheel. I will not sign my
full name, but I take The Wheel, and if you will
answer me through its columns and I will see it.

Does it take long to get used to riding a wheel?
Every time I go out the young men pass remarks, and
I am conscious that I blush, and that only makes
them laugh more. What do you think of the divided
skirts for cycling? Maud S .

P. S.—I enclose my photograph, which please re-
turn when you are through with it.

N. B.—Do you think that cycling is apt to deform
ladies- in any way?

My Darling Maud:—Excuse my vivid affection,
but you have so flustrated me by applying to me for
information of so exclusive a character that I have
not been able to keep my mind on anything but your
name and your photograph since. Your gentleman
tricycler friend is probably aware that I am a sales-
gentleman (Macy's), and that in my various walks of
life, I would be likely to learn the very latest femi-
nine styles.
First let me say that I am so glad that you have

taken up female cycling. I am sure it will be
beneficial to you and will work ofif all your loose
tissue so that you will not tend so much to plump-
ness. I don't say this from experience, as I have
never done any female cycling myself, nor have I a
great deal of tissue lying around loose, but I fear if

you gain many more ounces of flesh you will have
passed beyond the line of plumpness and become
positively corpulent. Yet, with all your fat, Maud, I

love you still—that is, providing thephotograph you
send me is a good one.
Now, as to your dress, I would recommend you to

select some soft, flexible material, such as Japan or
China silk, both of which, as you know, are washable.
I favor either a cream or crushed angleworm ground,
figured with trailing arbutus, blossoming shrubs,
cauh or other flowers. Have the skirt made up per-
fectly plain with soft wrinkles or knife plaits running
across it trimmed with insertion and feather stitched,
and fastened at the rear with a rosette of velvet or
ribbons. I would suggest that you wear panels on
the sides, having the front portion cut to a point,
thus giving you a sort of Queen Anne appearance in
front and Mary Ann behind, which I think will take
with the Watsessinger girls. Don't wear those per-
pendicular folds as they are no longer in it, the latest
fashion books having shelved both the melodeon and
the accordeon pleated skirts.

I would suggest that you build two pockets in the
skirts, one on the north and the other on the south
side. You will need two, one for your oil-can and
monkey-wrench, and the other for your tutti frutti
and your bottle of Hoyt's Dutch cologne, the essence
of which hovers about your note paper. If you will
trim your dress skirt with pompons and ribbons you
will find them very attractive (to the spokes of your
wheel) and should occasion demand, you can use the
ribbons for tire tape.
Anent the divided skirt, I would not advise you to

adopt it unless you belong to the Watsessing Zouaves.
Although I have never worn them myself, I suppose
there is an advantage in wearing such a skirt, in that
your dress is not apt to catch in your pedals, as you
can tie the bottoms around your ankles with a string,
which you could not do with an ordinary dress ; at
the same time I do not approve of this style of flour-
bag knickerbockers for ladies.
Get your shoes plenty large enough, and have them

russet tanned with the lacing on the inside
;
you

might also wear pusher-covers of the same hue. As
to your stockings—well, Maud, if you will come up
to my counter I will show you some that we are sell-
ing this week for forty-nine cents

;
you will find the

color is fast, very fast; in fact you will have to use

sapolio to get it off ; they are black ground with cana-
ry stripes. I would suggest that you wear a soft hat,
trimmed with seaweed or cherry-tree bark and roses
of the Nile, fastening it on by pinning it through your
psyche knot; if you haven't a psyche knot, I will
send you one providing you will forward me a sam-
ple of your own hair so that I can match the color.

I find that I have omitted fo say anything about the
bodice, or rather the basque. Well, I would not
worry about a basque until Fall, as they are so very
warm during the Summer months, and I don't sup-
pose there are many of the Watsessinger girls that
wear them during the Summer, anyway. Still, if you
are proud and must have one, you should buy a jump-
er

;
you will find them roomy and cool, and I think,

Maud, that a stout little girl like you in one of those
lovely juiupers, would look simply immense.
No, I don't think cycling is apt to deform ladies,

providing they take it easy and do not indulge in
century runs or hill-climbing contests with too much
frequency. I know a girl who does nothing but climb
hills all the time, and the consequence is that she has
developed her vastus externiis and her sa}'toriiis mu5-
cles to such a degree that she looks as if she were
spavined, though I can't say positively that such is

the fact.

I am sorry that the young men of your town have
so little manliness about them as to say things that
would cause you to blush or to make you uncomfort-
able even to the slightest degree. If they only knew
what an experience one's system Mas to go through to
blush, I know they would refrain from chirping
at you.
A physician in the West defines a blush thusly : "A

blush is a temporary erythema and calorific effulgence
of the physiognomy, astiologized by the perceptive-
ness of the sensorium when in a predicament of une-
quilibrity from a sense of shame, anger or other
cause, eventuating in a paresis of the vasomotor
nervous filaments of the facial capillaries, whereby,
being divested of their elasticity, they are suffused
with radiance, emanating from an intimidated prae-
cordia."
Now, it don't seem possible that any young man, no

matter how cruel he is, could do anything that would
cause you to do all that. Still we can only hope that
the young men are not natives of so lovely a spot as
Watsessing, but rather that they come from Newark,
N. J.,

where no one is surprised at anything.
I think I will ride out to Watsessing quite often

this summer, and if you will let me know when you
have your cycling dress ready I will come out the
following Sunday. You will find me at the pump in

front of the blacksmith shop at twenty minutes past
two; in order that you may distinguish me I will
wear a red and white necktie around my waist and
sawdust around my limbs.

I am anxious to find a boarding house right in your
neighborhood. Will you please let me knew whether
your parents take boarders and whether you do your
own washing (of course, I refer to laundry work) ?

Yours only, COASTER.
P. S.—When riding you had better wear gloves.
N. B.—No bustle.

"WATCH CHAIN BAR.

Pat. April 15, 1890.

eolid Gold, - $5.50. 1
Gold Filled, 1.26.

No. 119.

Gold Filled Watch Charm
Parts all work, $2.50.

No. 144A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

No. 144B.

League Pin, Solid Gold
with top for letter-

ing, $5.00.

No. 144C.

Same as 144B, except
top.

THE DECORATION DAY ROAD RACE.

A meeting will be held at the club-house of the
Brooklyn Bicycle Club on Tuesday evening of next
week to arrange for the annual Decoration l3ay road
race. Representatives from all the local clubs have
been invited to be present by Manager Barkman,
who will be asked toco-operate with him this season
in the management. The prize list this year will
surpass that of last season. The race will be run in
the interest of the legitimate sport of cycling and
pure amateurism and not in the interest of any manu-
facturer, concern, club or clique.

Tho Toledo Cycle Club took possession of their new
house, adjoining their old quarters, on Saturday night
of last week and gave a house warming. About all

the wheelmen of the city were present.

The New Bedford Cycle Club is endeavoring to
organize a three-team road race for Decoration
Day. The Fall River Ramblers and the Belmont
Bicycle Club, of Taunton, have been invited to take
part in the contest.

The Brooklyn Bicycle Club held their annual elec-
tion on Tuesday evening of this week, at which C. F.
Quimby was awarded the first mileage medal with
2,526 miles, and W. E. Fuller second with 2,397
miles. The club mileage for the year was 45,000 miles.
The election of officers resulted as follows: President,
Isaac B. Potter; Vice-President, Thomas C. Snedeker;
Secretary, Charles Rahwing; Treasurer, H. E. Ray-
mond; Board of Trustees, A. B. Barkman, W. E.
Fuller, Bert M. Cole, George E. Stebbins.

IS9I.

ALL THE BEST MAKES AT LOWEST PRICES.

1891.

VICTOR,
• IDEAL,

CRESCENT,
JUNO.

AM. RAMBLER,
RUSH,

NONPARIEL,
ROB ROY.

SPORTING GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

No. 144D. No. 144E.

Same as 144B, except top.

No. 140.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $2.00.

No. 196.

Solid Gold.

Enameled, $1.75»

No. 140B.

Solid Gold, Enameled
top for engraving,

$3.00.

No. 199.

Solid Gold, Enameled:
bottom plate for en-

graving, $1.75.

In ordering League Pins or Badges which all have

stone in center of wheel, state whether you want

Garnet, Ruliy, Sapphire or Emerald Doublet. Use

NUMBER of article wanted (no further description

necessary). Will quote special price for 144 pins

with GENUINE DIAMOND or other stones.

F. H. CAMPBEl,!,,

243 Broadway, Room 25. New York.
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THE Executive Committee of the Irvington-

Milburn road race have placed a penalty of

four minutes on pneumatics and a penalty of

one minute on cushions. There was a disposition in

the meeting to leave the matter to the judgment of

the handicapper, but that official refused the respon-
sibility of deciding the matter.

The fi.'iing of thes" limits will certainly cause
much comment and probably considerable criticism

of an unfavorable kind. The committee took the

view, and very proper'y, we think, that the relative

speed of solids, cushions and pneumatics is as yet

unknown, and that for the present, at least, all dif-

ferentiation mtist be based on guess-work.

AN excellent point is raised by an English racing
man now a resident in this country. We ex-

plain and make the point and pass it over to

the Racing Board. At the Twelfth Regiment games
the bicycle race was run on a board floor, and the

track being small, there was much slipping and slid-

ing. In one heat a man fell, and bobbing about the

course, threw Young, who was riding immediately
behind him. Young claimed a foul, and the referee

decided that he might ride in the final heat, in which
he did compete, finishing first, and that through an
accident, as every man in the heat, except Young, fell.

In one of the other trial heats Mastin was also

fouled, bat, remounting, went on and won.
Thus, in the final heat we find competing to-

gether one man fouled in a trial heat, who did not
ride all the way, and another man who was also

fouled in a trial heat but remounted and won. We
suggest that the rules be made to read this way : "Any
man who may be fouled in a t -ial heat may, with the

referee's consent, ride in such subsequent trial heat
as the officials may decide ; but if there are no sub-
sequent trial heats, he must be allowed in the final."

TUKScottis/i Cyclist refers to the foreign press rep-

resentative of a Western cycling journal as a re-

tailer of "libelous gossip." Wethink the for-

eign press representative has outlived his usefulness.

In earlier days we were compelled to look to the Old
Country for much valuable information, especially

in the way of trade reports. But this is now no long-

er neceessary. The English are teaching us nothing
new in the line of mechanical invention and con-

struction.

Our American trade is developing so rapidly that

it is only a question of a short time when the English
makers will take as much interest in our manufactur-
ing processes as we in the past have taken in theirs.

The chief drawback to much of the " special foreign

correspondence" we have seen is that the fine hand
of the trade, or the self-interest of the correspondent
is too often stamped on the work. We know that

some of these correspondents will not hesitate to

take anything from a button to a bicycle and make
payment with proper puffing in the papers they rep-

resent. An exhaustive reading of our foreign ex-

changes gives us all the foreign news we want.

THE Racing Board has raised the suspension and
subscribed to the A. A. U. alliance agreement.
We think the Board acted with excellent judg-

ment in both cases. The Board is prepared to

shoulder much unfavorable criticism on the part of

the thoughtless for reinstating the men. Its accept-

ance of the A. A. U. agreement will also be made the

subject of much unfavorable comment.
We have to congratulate all concerned, however.

It is probably the last coat of kalsomine that ever will

be applied to an American rider. The result of the

suspensions has brought exactly the result antici-

pated. The attention of the A. A. U. was at once
challenged; the cyclists who rode for their bed and
board last year were held up to the public eye as

types of the expense-payment system. And, finally,

the alliance agreement brings into harmony two
powerful organizations ; the expense-payment lines

are drawn tightly and clearly defined, and the rider

who breaks the rules this year might as well take
pattern of the ostrich and, like that foolish bird, go
bury his head in the sand.

LOOKING BACKWARD TOWARD
WASHINGTON.

BY STERLING ELLIOTT.

CHAPTER IL

We let him in (Abbot Bassett), finally, if we hadn't

he might have woke up " Mrs. Astor " and the whole
crowd. When he got inside he passed a sort of com-
munistic resolution that we should be compelled to

divide our blankets with him. Davol got up and
opposed the motion. Some practical discussion fol-

lowed in which I took a reluctant part. Finding my-
self " on the floor of the house," I tried to "rise to a

point of order," but I was over-ruled. Realizing, as

the Bible says, that it was better that part of my bed-
clothes should perish than my whole body should be
sat upon any longer, we voted unanimously to "di-

vide," and Bassett subsided into comparative silence.

For some insane reason ray transitory room-mates
had left orders at the office to be called early. The
only reason I have for supposing that I slept any, was
the too obvious fact that I was partially awakened
by a rap at the door about 5.30 a. m. (D. A. M. I

thought it was at first.) 7 didn't intend to go on the

early train, and they knew it, but they kept me in a

state of nervous prostration until they got well out.

Then, as it was still early, and very cold, I bolted the

door and settled down into a fitful sleep and dreamed
that, like some of the other "early settlers," 1 had es-

caped with my life (and not much else) from a band
of hostile " Comanches."

I hardly had time to be thankful for ray deliverance

when there came a rap at the door that aroused

everything except my intention of opening it. I at

once decided that if Bassett and Davol had missed
that train they would wait for the next one in some
other room. The rap was repeated with increased

violence, and I prepared to sell my life as dearly as

possible, though I had neither a gun nor even a dog-
paralizer with me.

I finally inquired "Who is there?" and an unfa-

miliar voice said "Open the door, please." There
was a touch of pathos in the tone which boded no
harra, and, as I could reach the bolt without getting

up, I did so, and admitted a large colored man, whose
bearing indicated that he was one of Astor's em-
ployees. When he had gotten well inside he opened
his mouth and spake thus :

" Yo' fren Mistah Davo'
said I'se to call yo' so's yo' wouldn't miss yo' train."

I replied, " I don't want to see any train and lie knoivs

it: go away and let me sleep."

The man assumed the air of one who had an im-

portant mission which he intended to fulfill to the let-

ter, and in reply to my entreaties he stood still in the

middle of the room and said: "Da's jes what de

gemman said yo'd say. He said yo'd be mighty
sleepy, and I'se to stay here till yo' got up, and he

said how't was very important yo' should get dat

train."

The more I tried to argue with him the more em-
phatically he said " Da's jes what Mr. Davo' said yo'd

say." In vain I told him that he had done his duty
and I would get up at once, but he said "No,
sah ; dat don't go. De gemman give rae a quatah
to stay till yo' did git up." In vain I offered to see

Davol's quarter and raise it, but it was no use. " De
gemman " had engaged him to get me out of bed, and
he seemed determined to do Just that. And lie did.

When he had gone I locked and bolted that door,
and breathing between my chattering teeth a fervent •

prayer that Bassett and Davol might some day be
where snowshovels are unknown, I crawled back into

bed firmly resolved that if the angel Gabriel should
come to that door with a ticket for the best front seat

right down next to the Great White Throne, I would
ask him to stick it through under the door and call

later in the day for his receipt.

When I finally got to Washington the question, " Did
you get up in time to catch that train ? " was
asked often enough to convince rae that the " racing
man's friend" had not only done wrong, but was
proud of it.

THE RACING BOARD MEET,

THE SUSPENDED MEN REINSTATED.

The Alliance with the A. A. U. Accepted.

The Racing Board held its first session at Cleveland
on Sunday last Three members of the committee
were present : Chairman Charles E. Randall, of Chi-
cago ; Georg« CoUister, of Cleveland, and L. A. Mil-
ler, of Meriden, Conn. George S. Atwater, the Wash-
ington representative was unable to be present on
account of the reorganization of the firm which
brought him to New York on Monday, and Abbott
Bassett was kept away on account of press of busi-
ness.

It is very difficult to ascertain just what the board
did. A Cleveland dispatch to the New York papers
reports Mr. Randall as saying that the board merely
made a preliminary canvass of the work which they
have to do this year ; that it did not take any action
on the reinstatement case, but that the board merely
went over the rules and discussed them in an in-
formal way. Mr. Randall is also credited with having
stated that the alliance with the Amateur Athletic
Union had not been considered.
After the first session the members took a drive,

and it is probable they held an evening session, al-
though the same has not been reported.
Outside of the newspaper field, we learn from ex-

cellent authority that all of the men who were sus-
pended for violation of the expense-payment rule,
were reinstated ; also that the A. A. U. alliance was
unanimously adopted after being modified.

Official notification of the reinstatements and of the
acceptance of the alliance will be published in the
official organ of this week.
P. J. Berlo, it is stated, was again suspended on the

charge of selling his prizes.

THE SPRING MEET OF THE HARVARD UNIVERSITY C. A.

The Harvard University Cycling Association has
arranged the following list of events for their second
annual Spring games, which will be held on Holmes'
Field, Cambridge, Mass., Saturday, May 23 : One
mile ordinary, scratch, open ; one mile safety, handi-
cap, open, pneumatic and solid tires ; one mile safety,
scratch, open, solid ; half mile ordinary, handicap,
open ; one mile tandem safety, handicap, open ; one
mile ordinary, interscholastic scratch, open to all

preparatory schools in New England ; two mile ordi-
nary intercollegiate handicap, open to I. C. A. A. A.
A..N. E. I. C. A. A. and M. I. T. ; one mile safety,
scratch, open, pneumatic. Three very valuable
medals (gold, silver and bronze), struck from special
dies owned by the association, will be given as first,

second and third prizes in the two mile intercol-
legiate and in all open events, with the exception of
the tandem handicap, in which there will be no third
prize, and silver cups will be substituted for gold
medals. A solid silver cup will be given to the club
scoring the most points in the open events, to be
counted as follows : First place, five ; second, three

;

third, one. Entries close May 16, with F. L. Olmsted,
Jr., 13 Wadsworth House, Cambridge, Mass. Entrance
fee, $1.

KEEFE & BECANNON TO HANDLE THE ORMONDE.

The famous Ormonde cycles will in the future be
be handled by Messrs. Keefe & Becannon, 157 Broad-
way, who will supply the trade, the agency having
been transferred from A. B. Rich & Co. Agents are
now wanted in New England. New Jersey, Delaware,
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia,
District of Columbia, Ohio and Michigan. The Or-
monde stands among the leading English makes and
is well-known in this country, having been on the
market for two years.

A special meeting of the New York Bicycle Club
will be held to-night to consider an offer from the
Berkeley Athletic Club for the use of that club's
grounds at Berkeley Oval.

Hal Greenwood, of St. Louis, who has a wide repu-
tation as a hill climber and fast rider, has been sued
for divorce. His wife puts in a plea of neglect, abuse
and non-support.

Messrs. Frank Pappi, R. Marquand, T. Taylor and
W. W. Besson intend to ride a relay race against
W. B. Learning, of the Manhattan Bicycle Club, over
the full length of the Riverside Drive four times, on
Saturday, May 16.
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FIXTURES.

APRIL.

25-

29-30.

-Outing Wheelmen Five-raile Road Race, Phila-
delphia.

MAY.

-Second Annual Handicap Club Road Race of
the Rome (N. Y.) Cyclers.

-Missouri Division, Pike County Tour.
-Two Mile Handicap Safety event at S. L A. C.

games, club grounds, West Brighton.
-Two Mile Ordinary Race at games of Princeton

University T. A. A., Princeton, N. J.
-Bicycle Races at the Berkeley A. C. Games,

Berkeley Oval.
-Ten Mile Road Race at Des Moines, Iowa.
-Texas Division Meet at Houston.
-Road Race and Lantern Parade at St. Louis.
-Harvard University Cycling Association's

Race Meet on Holme's Field. Entries close
May 13, with F. L. Olmsted, Jr., 13 Wads-
worth House, Cambridge, Mass.

-Annual Race Meet of the Rockland County
Wheelmen, Spring Valley, N. Y. Address
V. A. Johnson, Spring Valley, N. Y.

-Race Meet at Woodstock, Canada.
-Eighth annual Meet, N. J. Division, Elizabeth.
-Tournament of the Bay State Bicycle Club and

Massachusetts Division Annual Meet.
-Annual Tournament of the Rome (N. Y.)

Cyclers. Address J. L. Esselstyn, Rome, N.Y.
-Irvington-Milburn Road Race. Entries close

May 20 with A. B. Barkman, 241 Broadway,
N. Y. Entrance fee $1.

-Chicago—Pullman Road Race.
-Twenty-five mile handicap road race of the

Alameda (Cal.) Bicycle Club, San Leandro
triangle.

-Annual Spring Meet Maine Division at Bangor.
-One Hundred Mile Club Handicap Road Race

of the Rutherford Wheelmen.

JUNE.

I.—El well's European Tour. Departure from New
York.

3.—Departure from New York of the Heyny Harz
Mountain Tourists.

6.—First Fifteen Mile Team Road Race of the
Wheelmen's Racing League.

8.—Annual Spring Meet of Connecticut Division
and New Haven Bicycle Club Tournament.
Address E. J. Perkins, Secretary.

13.—New York Athletic Club's Spring Games,
Travers Island.

13.—Century Run—Newark to Philadelphia.
15-16-17.—Athletic and Wheeling Tournament at Buf-

falo, N. Y.
16-17.—Annual Meet Iowa Division at Newton.

18.—Annual Meet New Hampshire Division, Con-
cord.

20.—Century Wheelmen's Race Meet, Philadelphia.
27.—South End Wheelmen's Race Meet, Phila-

delphia.
36-27.—Kentucky Division meet.

27.—Kings County Wheelmen's Cycling and Ath-
letic Meet at Eastern Park.

28.—Kentucky Division's excursion from Louisville
to Mammoth Cave and return.

TULY.

2-3-4.—Race meet of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club
and the Third Racing District, Hagerstown,
Maryland.

3-4.—Annual meet of the Missouri Division at Carth-
age.

4.—Columbia Cycle Club's tournament at Charter
Oak Park, Hartford, Conn. Address C. F.
"Tucker, Secretary, Box 54, Hartford, Conn.

4.—The Poorman Road Race at Cincinnati.
4.—Annual Meet California Division, Stockton.
9.—Start of the Detroit Wheelmen's League Meet

Tour from Niagara to Detroit. Address for
particulars, C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Avenue,
Detroit.

13-14-15—Annual Meet, Ohio Division, Columbus.
16-17-18.—L. A. W. Annual Meet, Detroit, Mich.
22-23.—Tournament of the Green Bay Cycling Club

and Annual Meet of the Wisconsin Division.
Address F. S. Fox, Green Bay, Wis.

24-25.—Chicago Cricket Club's Annual Meet. Address
J. G. Davis, Park Side, Chicago.

19.—Departure from New York ot Smith's European
Tour.

AUGUST.

4.—Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha
Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y. Ad-
dress Fred Bronner, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

20-21.—New York State Division Meet at Rochester.

SEPTEMBER.

5,—Rhode Island Wheelmen's Tournament at Nar-
ragansett Park, Providence.

7-8. —Tournament at Hartford, Conn.
12.—Second Fifteen Mile Team Road Race of the

Wheelmen's Racing League.
18-19.—Third Annual Tournament of the Peoria Bi-

cvcle Club. Address Fred Pattee, Peoria,
111.

A party of wheelmen is being formed in Philadel-
phia to visit Washington on Decoration Day and the
following Sunday. At Baltimore they will be met by
Chief Consul Mott and a delegation of the Maryland
wheelmen.

THE IRVINGTON-MILBURN ROAD
RACE.

A number of representatives from the various clubs
met at the Brooklyn Bicycle club-house, on Tuesday
evening of this week, at the invitation of Mr. A. B.
Barkman, for the purpose of organizing a committee
to take charge of the Irvington-Milburn road race.
The clubs represented were as follows: Brooklyn

Bicycle Club, H. E. Raymond ; Riverside Wheelmen,
Lou H. Johnson ; New York B. C, J. H. Charlotte

;

Kings County Wheelmen, F. W. Loucks ; Harlem
Wheelmen, C. Wendehack ; Manhattan B. C, R. L.
McFarland ; Atalanta Wheelmen, W. A. Drabble;
Brooklyn Ramblers, J. H. Rees. Special members of
the committee: F. P. Prial, New York Athletic Club,
and W. S. M. Mead, Brooklyn Bicycle Club.
Mr. Barkman was elected permanent chairman of

the committee and Mr. Prial secretary.
After the organizTation of the committee, all the de-

tails ot the race were taken up and discussed with
great freedom and at great length, and at the close
of the evening's business the entire details had been
arranged.
The race will be started on May 30, rain or shine, at

II a. m.
The entrance fee is one dollar per man, and no entry

will be received after May 20.

Competitors must state whether they will ride
solid, cushion or pneumatic tires, otherwise their
entry will not be received.
Pneumatics will be penalized four minutes and

cushions one minute.
There will be a time limit of twelve minutes.
The course will be the usual Irvington-Milburn

course. This has become classic ground for this
annual race, and although it is rumored that some
opposition to the race exists among the Freeholders
of the county in which the course is located nothing
definite could be ascertained, and a committee was
appointed to find out if such opposition does exist in
fact, and if so, another course will be selected.
There will be three prizes for the best time made.
The starter will be A. B. Barkman ; the clerk of

course T. C. Crichton, and the chief scorer F. P.
Prial. The other officials have not yet been selected.
A second meeting of the committee will be held

Tuesday evening. May 5, at the Brooklyn Bicycle
club-house.

A TEAM ROAD RACING LEAGUE
FORMED.

The meeting at the house of the Brooklyn Bicycle
Club on Monday evening of this week resulted in the
formation of the Wheelmen's Racing League, with
an object of promoting two inter-club team road
races a year. Only New York City and Brooklyn
clubs are eligible to membership, and the toUowing
organization which were represented at the meeting,
were elected charter members : Brooklyn Bicycle
Club, Kings County Wheelmen, Brooklyn Ramblers,
Bedford Cycling Club, New York Bicycle Club, Man-
hattan Bicycle Club, Harlem Wheelmen and Gofliam
Wheelmen. All other clubs will be compelled to pay
an initiation fee of $5. It was decided almost unani-
mously to debar from all the races promoted by the
organization men who ride for athletic clubs, the
only dissension to the movement coming from the
Riverside Wheelmen. It was also decided that the
races should be for a distance of fifteen miles, for
teams of four men each. The first one will be held
on Saturday afternoon, June 6, and the second one
on September 12. The prizes will be cups.
A committee consisting of Messrs. Raymond, B. B'

C, Jones, K. C. W., Nisbett, N. Y. B. C, Mellor, B. R.'
Ketchum, B. C. C. Macy, H. W., and Levy, G. W..
was appointed to draft a set of by-laws, and a meet-
ing will be held at Hamblin's Hotel, this city, on Sun-
day evening next to adopt the same. The next regu-
lar meeting will be held on May 6 at the house of the
New York Bicycle Club.

THE PEORIA MEET.

From a private letter from Peoria we select some
information about the Peoria meet. The date of the
tournament has been fixed for September 18 and 19.

The club are anxious to have the national champion-
ships this year. They certainly have a fiiie track,
and there is a rapidly growing interest in the West,
which should be recognized by giving that section of
the country the championships for at least one year.
The Peorias now have a large and elegant club-house,
and a deal of asphalt pavement is being laid, and a
new hotel is just being built, so that the Peoria cyclists
will be in much better shape to entertain than in past
years, although at no tournament have visitors ever
been taken better care of than at Peoria. The Peoria
Club will not only spend a lot of money themselves
to make the meet a success, but the Illinois Division
will also contribute something toward the entertain-
ment fund.

THE NEW HAVEN MEET.

One of the pleasantest meets which the writer at-

tended last year was the tournament given by the
New Haven Club, who will repeat the event this year
on Monday, Tune 9. Mr. Frank N. Kinney was in

town on Thursday of this week arranging the details

of the meet. A special rate will be made with the
railroads from New York to New Haven, and from
other neighboring cities to New Haven. A pleasant
trip for New Yorkers is to take the Saturday mid-
night boat from Peck Slip and spend Sunday in New
Haven. There are many pleasant rides around the
city, especially one to Savin Rock.
The referee of the meet will be Charles S. Davol

;

the judges: Abbot Bassett, Arthur Allen Dean, F. P.

Prial and Major Charles L. Burdett.

A CURE FOR LOAFING.

Chas. E. Duryea writes from Chicopee, Mass.:
"Don Salambo" will admit, I think, that there is
usually little to complain of on the homestretch at
cycle races, and that riders usually race not for
exercise, but for glory, lucre and marketable prizes.
Now if it is possible for these inducements to produce
the result of making the men get over the finishing
tape lively, it would be possible to induce the riders
to continue moving rapidly by having the track di-
vided by tapes into a series of spurting stretches, and
awarding prizes to the men who make the most firsts,
seconds, thirds, etc. Tapes may be placed at regular
or irregular intervals around the track. Positions
of tapes need not be known to riders if it is desired
that they hustle for all they are worth. By placing
tapes closer together near finish, the excitement can
be graduated to suit the most aesthetic taste. Timing
would be as at present, and the only extra machinery
would be the tapes and men to take first, or perhaps
first and second, at each tape."

BERKELEY ATHLETIC CLUB BICY-
CLE RACES.

The Berkeley Athletic Club will hold their annual
Spring games at Berkeley Oval on Saturday, May 16,

at 2:30 p.m. Among the events on the programme
are a one-mile safety and a two-mile ordinary, both
handicap. Entries close May 9, with the Secretary of
the Games Committee, Berkeley Athletic Club, 19 W.
44th Street, New York City.

FiNLEY H.\RRIERS' SPORTS AT PADDINGTON EASTER
Monday—One Mile Bicycle Handicap—C. Edwards,
20 yds., 2m. 37 4-5S.

Liverpool athletic Ground Company's Easter
Monday Meeting—Half Mile Handicap—A. W. Har-
ris, 40 yds., im. 15 4-5S.

Aston Lower Grounds, Easter Monday—One
Mile Safety Handicap — E. G. Young, 90 yds.,
2m. 30 4-5S. Half Mile Novice's Handicap—A. T.
Mole, im. 20 2-5S.

Last Fall there was considerable talk of Springfield
swinging into line this year with a tournament on the
old Ducker lines. Mr. George T. Warwick recently
stated to a representative of The Wheel that it is

improbable that a meet will be held in Springfield
this year, though a meet in '92 is a certainty.

The Harvard bicycle team has gone into active
training and consists of R. H. Davis, G. F. Taylor,
H. S. Pratt, O. B. Hawes, F. L. Olmstead and T.
Barron.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen, of Providence, have
decided to hold another tournament this year pro-
vided a guarantee fund of $5 is subscribed. James
L. Speirs and B. Taylor Bruce have been appointed
to make the preliminary arrangements, and a sub-
scription list has been opened at the store of Rankin
& Bruce.

Mr. A. G. Mills, President of the New York Athletic
Club, stated, in conversation with a representative
of THE Wheel, that his club would not place any
foreign athletes on its club list, as it did Messrs.
Laurie and Willis last year. Mr. Mills very properly
believes that American athletics is not developed
by sending visiting athletes about the country at the
club's expense.

The New Haven Bicycle Club tournament will be
managed by the following Executive Committee:
F. N. Kinney, Chairman ; W. J. Perkins, Secretary

;

W. F. Perkins, A. G. Fisher, Treasurer, and E. C.
Bennett.

The Denver Cyclists' Union intends to conduct a
two day's tournament about the last of May, and the
track will soon be put in condition for the event.

A two-mile handicap ordinary race is among the
open events at the games of the Princeton University
Track Athletic Association, which are to be held at the
University grounds on May 9. Entries close May 2

with C. Wentworth, Treasurer, Princeton, N. J.
Fee, fifty cents.

Even Boston is awakening in road racing interests.
A plan is on foot to form an inter-club team road
racing association of all the clubs within a radius of
twenty miles or more of the Hub, and a meeting will

shortly be called to put the idea into execution.

The Staten Island Athletic Club will include a two
mile handicap safety race among the events to be de-
cided at their fifteenth annual spring games, which
will be held on the club ground. West Brighton, on
Saturday, May 9. The race is open to all amateurs
in good standing and handsome gold, silver and
bronee medals will be given to the first, second and
third man respectively. Entries close May i.with Fred.
William Janssen, care of A. G. Spalding & Bros., 241

and 243 Broadway, New York.

The Athletic Club of the Schuylkill Navy will bold
an athletic meeting on Decoration Day, in which sev-
eral wheel races will be scheduled. Many of the
club's fastest riders, however, will appear at other
events on that day.

It is probable that the Rhode Island Wheelmen will

hold a tournament at Narragansett Park, Providence,
on September 5, to fall in line with the Hartford
tournament, which will be held on the 8th and 9th.

Wm. Van Wagoner left Stamford, Ct., at 3 a. m.
on Sunday last, mounted on a cushioned Eagle, and
reached Newark, N. J., about 9 o'clock.. It was his

intention to make a century run from that city to

Philadelphia in company with Tom Hall, McDaniels
and Seeds, but they in some manner missed each
other. Van Wagoner took part in the run to Pompton
with the K. C, W. He expresses dissatisfaction with
the cushion tire.
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THE TRADE.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially £or
The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Law-
yer, Washington, D. C]

450.705- Bicycle. R. G. Subridge, Joliet, 111. Filed
October 13, 1890.

45o,7i2' S^at attachment for bicycles. F. VosS, Buf-
falo, N. Y. Filed August 15, 1890.

1.450,816.. Rubber tire for vegivle-wheels. Albert H.
Overman, Springfield, Mass., assignor to the Overman
Wheel Company, Hartford, Conn. Filed July 16, 1890.

450,888. Velocipede. Walter J. Lloyd and William
Priest, Birmingham, Er.gland. Filed January 3, i8go.

450.906. Handle for bicycles. William Blakely,
Vernon, Bournemouth, West England. Filed July i,

1890.

450.907. Velocipede. Willfam Blakely, Vernon,
Bournemouth West England. Filed July i, 1890.

450,938. Bicycles. Franklin B. Hunt, Richmond,
Ind., assignor of one-half to L. C. Allen, Washington,
D. C. Filed January 29, 1891.

459,951. Bicycle. Pardon W. Tillinghast, Provi-
dence, R. I. Filed November 3, 1890.

WHAT MAY BE PATENTED.

The Washington Chronicle gives the gist of our
patent laws in the fewest possible words as follows :

A United States patent will be granted to any per-
son who has invented or discovered any new and
useful art, machine, manufacture or improvement
thereof, not known or used by others in this country,
and not patented or described in any printed publica-
tion in this or any other country, before his discovery
or invention thereof, and not in public use nor on sale
for more than two years prior to his application, un-
less the same is proved to have been abandoned.
In this connection the word "art" means theprocess

or method of producing an old or new result. If a
method of doing anything contains one or more new
steps, the process is new and patentable^
The word "machine" means any device or thing by

means of which a mechanical result may be produced,
such as a pin, a churn, or a locomotive.
The word " manufacture " means a made-up article,

such as furniture, clothing, harness and the thous-
ands of things which are offered for sale.
"Composition of matter" means a chemical com-

pound of ingredients, such as hard rubber, liquid
glue, medicine, etc.
Patents may also be obtained for designs tor manu-

factures and works of art for three, seven and ten
years.
Trade marks may be registered for any arbitrary

sign or symbol which is not descriptive ; the Govern-
ment fee is $25. Such marks are the exclusive prop-
erty of the registrar for thirty years, and the time
may be extended.
A "label" is any descriptive tag, print or impres-

sion to be placed upon any article or its case, and it

may be registered for twenty-eight years. The Gov-
ernment fee for a " label " is $6, but if it contains any
special mark or symbol the office decides it to be a
" trade mark " instead of a label.

AN IMPROVED BICYCLE TREADLE,

A bicycle treadle has been patented to lighten the
labor of running a machine, and especially to facili-

tate the work of hill-climbing, its construction being
such as to increase the leverage upon the crank arms
on the downward stroke, vvhen, also, the pedals and
the cranks are tied together, has been designed, and
can be adapted for attachment to any pedal now in
use. It is a patented invention of Mr. George W.
Cushman, of New York, and is thus described by the
Scientijic Amei-ican: A ratchet wheel is attached to
the crank spindle upon which the pedal turns, be-
tween the inner side plate of the pedal and the face of
the crank arm, and the pedal has auxiliary side plates
of greater length than usual, these side plates per-
mitting the use of two foot-rest bars at each side of
the crank spindle. Upon one of the side plates of
each pedal is pivotted a spring-pressed pawl adapted
for engagement with the ratchet wheel, the pawl
slipping over the ratchet during the upward move-
ment of the pedals, but engaging the ratchet in their
downward movement, thus preventing the pedals
from revolving and tying them to the crank arms
during a portion of the stroke. The operator is also,
by this arrangement, enabled to press downward
with greater force upon the forward outer foot-rest,
the leverage being increased by the distance from
the crank spindle to the outer foot-rest bar. By this
improvement, also, the rider is enabled more readily
to overcome a dead centre, and should the pedal be
accidentally dropped, its increased length facilitates
its more ready recovery.

The firm of A. W. Gurap'& Co. have a great reputa-
tion for liberality. Almost every day they hear from
some man who is willing to sell a large number of
wheels for them if they will give him a sample. He
always gets it.

A. W. Gump & Co., of Dayton, Ohio, have in their
showroom a 64-inch Expert. This wheel, which is the
largest size ever made by the Pope Mfg. Co., looms
up larger than ever in these degenerate days of
safeties.

The winner and third man in the two-mile safety
race at the Twelfth Regiment's recent games rode
regular stock Warwick cycles.

THE WULFRUNA AND RAGLAN
CYCLES.

W. G. Schack, the Buffalo dealer, who has been
going into the business in a larger way each year,
forwards a copy of his '91 catalogue. Mr. Schack
makes a specialty of the Wulfruna and Raglan cycles,
besides handling New Mails, Eagles, Quadrants, and
a line of cheaper wheels. We summarize the list of
Wulfrunas and Raglans :

Wulfruna, Light Roadster. A handsome diamond
framed wheel

; 30 inch wheels, Garford or Sercombe
saddle. Weight, 32 lbs., solid tires, $140; cushion,
$145; pneumatics, $165.
Wulfruna Roadster. Same as Light Roadster, ex-

cept with y-i tires. Weight with solid tires, 40 lbs.;
price, $140. Weight with cushions, 42 lbs.; price, $145.
Wultruna Safety No. 2. 30 inch wheels

; % rear
tires

; 4.J
lbs., price, $125 ; with cushions, 46 lbs., price,

$135 ; with pneumatics, $160.
The Raglan, model A. A handsome diamond

framed light roadster; 30 inch wheels, 7 inch crank,
57 inch gear. With solid tires, $135; cushions, $140;
pneumatics. $160.
Raglan, model B. 30 inch wheels, X tires, 54 inch

gear. $135 with ball head, or with centre steering
head, $130.
Raglan, model D. A cross framed safety 30 inch

wheels, % tires, Garford saddle, I85; with cushions,
$100.
Raglan, model C. A 30 inch safety fitted with i-X

inch cushion tires, $110 ; same with solid tires, $100.
Mr. Schack also handles a number of sundries and

sportsmen's outfittings, and repairs, rents, etc.
Among his sundries he makes a specialty of bells.

KING OF THE ROAD 1891.

We show here an^illustration of the 1891 King of the
Road Lamp, which is handled exclusively by the
Premier Cycle Company, of New York, and which is

meeting with an immense demand throughout the
entire country. The unequaled reputation of these

lamps is fully sustained in this year's pattern.
Among the improvements may be noted: door open-
ing sidewise, instantaneously detachable reflector,
red and white side prisms and concealed spring
back. The finish is of the best, the material heavy
and durable, and altogether this is as handsome a
lamp as we have ever seen.

A SPOKELESS CYCLE WHEEL.
Mr. W. G. Douglass, of Moor View, Newcastle, has,

says the Newcastle Chronicle., taken fresh ground, and
made a new departure in the field of cycling inven-
tions. He has applied for a patent to construct cycle
wheels without spokes. In place of the ordinary
spokes he uses two discs of equal diameter, made of
very thin sheet steel. The peripheries of these discs
are fastened by rivets to the rim, and through holes
in the centre of both discs the axle passes. On one
part of the axle a right hand screw is cut, and on
another part a left hand screw, and on these screws
work the two hubs which are tapped to receive them.
The discs are riveted to the hubs and are drawn drum
tight by means of "lateral" tension. This tension is

effected in a very simple manner, by merely turning
the axle, which has the effect of forcing the two hubs
apart, and as these moveable hubs, to which the discs
are fastened, as before mentioned, travel from the
centre of the screwed axle at precisely the same rate,
perfect tension is obtained over the whole wheel.
Lock nuts, working on the screwed axle, may be used
to hold the hubs in position after the requisite ten-
sion is obtained, but in practice it is expected they
will be unnecessary, as the strain on the pedal in
riding will have the effect of tightening the wheel if

further tension is possible after the wheel is built.
Mr. Douglas says these discs will be made of steel, so
thin that there will be no increase of weight over
spoke wheels, and that the enormous tension which
will be obtained, in every part of the wheel, will ren-
der it simply iinpossible for the wheel to become un-
true. The advantages claimed for Mr. Douglas' in-
vention are that it will reduce atmospheric resistance
to a minimum, that, while the rider will obtain a
wheel as light as a spoke wheel, he will obtain in
addition one having an enormous tensile strength,
and the rigidity of a rock. We hope Mr. Douglas has
made it clear in his patent that he does not claim any
novelty for the use of discs in place of spokes, as the
idea has been patented several times as he will see by
consulting "Phillips' Abridgements of Velocipede
Specifications." The first, we believe, to protect the
construction of a wheel in this manner being Mr. E.
C. F. Otto, the inventor of the Otto bicycle, etc. This
was somewhere about 1882, if we remember right.—
The Cyclist.

Howard B. Smith, of Buffalo, has taken Bert C. Vin-
cent, formerly with J, F. Doll & Co., into partnership,
and the new firm will be known as the Smith-Vincent
Cycle Co. They will handle a large line of high-grade
wheels and sundries.

ARIEL CYCLE MFG. CO.

Such IS the title of a new concern which has a
factory at Goshen, Ind. In response to an inquiry
as to when they would be able to place their wheels
on the market, the company writes that their ma-
chines will be of the highest grade, that they will be
built of the best material, that they will be on the
market in not less than a month, as they are in no
hurry, but are satisfied to wait until they are ready
to offer the public something worth having. It ap-
pears that they liave but one type ready.
The officers of the company are : I. M. Latta, presi-

dent ; F. E. Baker, vice-president; M. E. Meader,
secretary and treasurer ; W. C.Smith, superintend-
ent.

Hardiiiare for April 10 publishes an obituary notice
of Mr. August Schoverling, of the firm of Schoverling,
Daly & Gales, who died at Dusseldorf, Germany, on
March co, of pneumonia. Mr. Schoverling was about
fifty years of age. He came to this country at an
early age and was first employed in the house of Her-
man Boker & Co. At the age of twenty-five he
formed a partnership with Charles Daly, who was a
clerk with him in the house of Boker & Co., and Jos-
eph Gales was afterwards taken into partnership.
The firm made a specialty of the firearrns business
and have built themselves up to be one of the most
irnportant houses in the firearms sporting goods and
bicycle trade. At a meeting of the Harvard Board
of Trade in New York, on April 1, appropriate reso-
lutions were adopted.

Mr. A. M. Scheffey, representing R. L. Coleman &
Co., was at Rome, Ga., a few days ago and found one
safety in the town. He thinks it a rich field for a
cycling missionary.

Mr. Kennedy-Child, who has had such success in
placing Warwick wheels for the past two years, has
not been engaged by any other company, nor is he
interested in any other wheel corporation, as a paper
recently stated.

The Union Cycle Mfg. Co. send us a postal card, stat-
ing that they are too busy to change their ad. this
week. There is plenty of room for reflection in this
statement. We are pleased at the continued pros-
perity of this company.

A Newcastle, England, inventor has applied for a
patent on a spokeless cycle wheel. In place of the
usual steel wire spokes he uses two very thin steel
discs of equal diameter, fastened to the rim at the
peripheries by rivets, and to the hub in a similar
manner. The discs can be drawn as tight as a drum-
head by tension. The inventor claims that they can
be made of very thin steel, and that there will be no
increase in the weight, and the strong tension ex-
erted will make it impossible for the wheel to become
untrue. The invention, it is claimed, will reduce the
atmospheric resistance to a minimum, as a wheel
so constructed cuts the air like a knife. Spoke
wheels draw in currents of air when revolving, which
tends, to a certain extent, to retard the motion. The
tension can be readily adjusted by merely turning
the axle which draws the two hubs of the wheel apart

Over the Water.—Mr. Tyler, of the Capitol Cy-
cle Co., sailed from New York on Sunday last. He
will make straightaway for Coventry, and rush
Psychos which are tardy in getting here.
Mr. Thomas Sanders also sailed on the Etruria on

Saturday. Mr. Bidwell cabled for hira and he spent
a week in this country, during which time matters
concerning the Tourist cycles were discussed and an
extra Tourist order was placed by the Bidwell Cycle
Co. The Tourist appears to have caught on in the
right way.

An English rider, who has experimented to a con-
siderable extent with cushion tires, says that a great
mistake is made in putting a tire with too large a
hole on the rear wheel. For riders weighing 140
pounds or less the orifice should be >3-inch, and for
those over that weight J^-inch is plenty large enough.
The sizes apply to ij^-inch tires. It is generally ac-
knowledged that the best results are secured from a
fairly hard rear tire. Soft cushions in the rear have
a tendency to flatten slightly and retard the motion.

Spalding's Philadelphia store has not been so thor-
oughly reorganized and shaken up as a representa-
tive of THE WHEEL was led to believe by the state-
ments of one whom he considered an excellent author-
ity, the only change being that the company loses
the service of Mr. H. Crowther. Mr. Elijah Keith
still remains manager of the house, and states that
their business this year is far ahead of that of any
previous season.

Messrs. Neumann Brothers, from whose establish-
ment this paper is turned out, are making a specialty
of cycling work. They have recently turned out a neat
catalogue for the Banker & Campbell Cycle Co., and
have also printed a high-class book for Heimerdinger,
the advertising agent.

Fred R. W. Reh, the Washington dealer, writes
that he does not intend to move from his Pennsyl-
vania Avenue stand, as previously reported, to the
old Masonic Temple, his connection with the latter
building being for the purpose of opening a riding
school. The hall when completed will be one of the
largest in the country, being 265 feet Jong and 70 feet
wide.

A new style of English bicycle handles are called
"La Grippe." Hardly a good name, we think. No
one wants "La Grippe." It takes all the wind you
have, and when you want to let go of it you can't.
Might as well call a safety "Malaria."

L. H. Johnson hazards the prediction that Eighth
Avenue is destined to be the Holborn Viaduct of
New York, and that in a few years the avenue will
be marked with cycle depots from Twentv-third to
Fifty-ninth Streets.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

The New York Athletic Club will hold their fort)'-

sixth games at Travers Island on June 13.

The Bedford Wheelmen will move into their new
club-rooms at 239 Lee Avenue, Brooklyn, on May t.

Two new clubs are reported from Syracuse, N. Y.,

the Y. M. C. A. Wheelmen and the Century Bicycle

W. C. Jones, holder of the mile safety pneumatic
record, 2m. 20 3-5S., has started to train at Paddington.

The authorities of Huntington, W. Va., intend to
pave the streets of that city with brick at a cost of
$120,000.

In the English Easter military cycling manoeuvers
over 115 men took part, of whom four rode pneu-
matics, of which two burst.

After a hot debate on Tuesday at the Assembly in

Albany, the Bush State Road Improvement bill

was voted upon and defeated by one vote. Ayes
57, nays 58-

The wheelmen of San Francisco are arranging for
a century run from that city to San Jose and return
on May 31. It will be under the charge of J. G. Cox,
L.G. Hodgkins and Albert Cole.

The asphalt on Eighth Avenue will not last very
long. The heaviest truckage on the west side of town
is taken over this avenue. In many cities the laws
set apart certain streets for heavy trucking.

Laurie has started training with the intention of
getting after the pneumatic records. He will not
come to America this year, as Mr. Willis has doubt-
less written him how cordially he would be treated
on this side.

Wheel clubs are springing up rapidly in the towns
throughout central Kentucky. Frankfort, Versailles,
Georgetown, Ludlow and Owensboro all have newly
formed clubs that will be represented at the Division
meet at Louisville in June.

The Detroit Wheelmen's tour seems to have started
with a boom, as there are already twenty-six appli-
cants for places. The managers of this tour have
decided to draw the line at 150, as they cannot prop-
erly manage a larger party.

Aberdeen, Washington, has twenty-seven riders
and eight more have ordered wheels. It is stated
that there was not a wheel in the town on January i.

There are forty miles of fine sea beach riding. A
club will soon be organized.

Professor Hamilton A. Williams, the Shakesperian
reader, has booked himself for Smith's European
tour. Already fifteen parties have signed the ros-
ter, five of whom are ladies. The tour will be
limited to twenty-four in number.

Several members of the East Orange Cyclers ex-
pect to participate in a century run to Philadelphia
to-morrow, starting at 5 a. m. Sunday will be spent
visiting the resorts of the wheelmen of the Quaker
City, returning in the evening by train.

New York has another addition to its lists of cycle
clubs in the Lexington Wheelmen, organized by
about twenty-five members of the Eighty-sixth Street
branch of the Y, M. C. A. It will cost but $7 per year
to belong to the club with privilege of the gym-
nasium.

The wheelmen of St. Louis will hold a tandem par-
ade on the evening of May 23, in which it is expected
that 400 or 500 cyclists will participate. The dealers
of the city with amazing generosity have agreed to
furnish the necessary lanterns, fixtures and music
free of expense.

The New York University will hold its annual
Spring games at the grounds of the Staten Island
Athletic Club, on May 9, at 2 p. m. A two-mile scratch
bicycle race is among the events. Entries close
May I, with A. Ward "Van Riper, Secretary, New
York University.

The street department have asked for bids to re-
pave the grand circle at the Fifty-ninth Street and
Eighth Avenue end of the Park. It is probable that
Belgian will be used, which would be an inconveni-
ence to cyclists who are compelled to cross this circle
to get into the Park.

The Newton (Mass.) Bicycle Club have elected the
following officers: President, George W. Hastings;
Vice-President, L. E. Morgan

; Secretary W. W.
Stall; Treasurer, E. S. Martin; Captain, F. S. Wil-
son; First Lieutenant, C. B. Tucker; Second Lieu-
tenant, G. W. Fernald.

Clarence Smith, writing from Malta, Ohio, reports
that there is some excellent riding on the pikes of
Kentucky ; that there are thousands of wheelmen in
Ohio, West Virginia and Kentucky who will go to
Detroit, and that the people in Kentucky are, to use
Clarence's expression, " Stuck on the Giants."

The Westerly (R. I.) League Wheelmen was organ-
ized last week with thirty-seven charter members.
The following officers were chosen : President, Chas.
P. Bentley; Vice-President, Charles Champlin ; Sec-
retary and Treasurer, Louis S. Coon ; Captain,
Everett E. Whipple ; Lieutenant, Joseph K. Barber.

President I. B. Potter, of the Brooklyn Bicycle
Club, has appointed Harry Bradley, Charles Quimby
and William Lewis as a road committee to serve for
three months. They will have full charge of all runs,
races, etc., and all the work usually performed by
the captain and lieutenants will be in their province.

They are building a cable road on Broadway, from
the Battery to Central Park. This may prove to be a
great advantage to riders, as the space between the
tracks will be asphalted and can be easilv rid-
den on a pneumatic or cushion. Many men will
probably ride down to business when the road is
completed.

The Bo.ston Herald says that comparatively few
Eastern wheelmen will participate in the meet at
Hagerstown, but that they will be well represented
at the L. A. W. meet in Detroit. Advices from other
Eastern cities have been directly to the contrary and
especially the announcements in the Baltimore
papers.

A Philadelphia contemporary publishes a letter
signed James A. Boyle, Chief Consul, Pennsylvania
Division, L. A. W., in which a handsome gold watch,
costing II25, is offered to the wheelman sending the
largest number of names of " non-League wheelmen
for membership." Why has the Chief Consul changed
his surname?

The fourth game in the pool tournament of the
New York City clubs was played on Saturday even-
ing last, the contestants being the New York Bicycle
Club and the Riverside Wheelmen. The former club
won by a score of 100 to 62. The New York club has
not as yet lost a game and will undoubtedly win the
championship.

The new track at the amphitheatre, Louisville, is

expected to be ready for trial to-morrow. The track
is six laps to the mile, and neither money nor time
has been spared in its construction. The corners are
banked in a scientific manner, and, although rather
sharp, they can be turned at the highest speed with-
out danger of falling.

They have a queer way of managing affairs in
Austin, 111., if the press dispatches can be relied on.
Cycle riding is forbidden in the town, which is a
suburb of Chicago, but last week the trustees granted
permission to the Rev. Henry Healy to use his safety,
on the ground that his calling requires him to go
about town more than ordinarj' citizens.

A road race took place between some of the mem-
bers of the Eighty-sixth Street branch of the Y. M. C.
A., on Saturday evening last, which was won by E.
D. Wildhaber, scratch. D. Lovell, scratch, was sec-
ond and P. Jones, scratch, third. The course was
Eighth Avenue, from Eighty-sixth Street to Fifty-
ninth Street, returning by Fifth Avenue.

The Chairman of the National Transportation Com-
mittee suggests that when free transportation of
one's wheels is refused, the proper course is not to
turn the machine over to the express company but to
pay and take the receipt of the baggage-master or
conductor, thus making the railroad company clearly
responsible, and then notify the committee.

The dates for the N. C. U. championship races have
been set as follows : June 13, at Bristol, i mile safety,
5 miles ordinary, 25 miles tricycle; June 24, at Pad-
dington, 50 miles safety

; July 24, at Bristol, i mile
ordinary, 5 miles tricycle, 25 miles safety; July 18,

at Bristol, i mile tricycle, 5 miles safety, 25 miles
ordinary

;
July 22, at Paddington, 50 miles ordinary.

The Park Avenue Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, held
their annual election last week, which resulted as
follows ; President, O. S. Bonnell ; Vice-President,
E. G. Taulane; Recording Secretary, W. B. Develin

;

Financial Secretary, Mark Reeves ; Treasurer, C. E.
Develin; Captain, George Bilyen; First Lieutenant,
H. D. Sommers ; Second Lieutenant, C. W. Oakwood.

The device recently introduced in England tosome-
what overcome the tendency of the wind to retard
the motion of cycles, consisting of a pointed shield of
light material encasing the front wheel, has been
found highly successful for riding directly against
the wind, but side gusts striking the shield deflect
the rider from his course and are apt to land him in a
ditch.

The Harlem Wheelmen held a special meeting on
Monday of this week, to consider the advisability of
withdrawing from the League. Many arguments
were considered on both sides of the question. When
put to a vote it was decided by a small majority to
discontinue as a League club. Individual member-
s.hip, however, was upheld and urged upon all mem-
bers of the club.

The Canadian Wheelmen's Association at its last
meeting authorized the Racing Board to suspend all

riders who compete in unauthorized meets. It was
also decided to issue a new guide book next Spring
and to leave the question of handicapping, pneu-
matic and cushion tired wheels to the Racing Board.
The annual general meeting of the association will
be held on Dominion Day.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen expect that hotel accom-
modations will be inadequate to meet the demands
of the wheelmen who will be in the city during the
Division meet, May 29 and ^o, and arrangements
have been made with hotels in Newark and Jersey
City to take care of the overflow. Reduced railroad
rates will be secured from points in the southern and
central section of the State.

The national transportation arrangements for the
Detroit meet has been placed in the hands of B. B.
Ayers, Rooker's Building, Chicago. Those who pro-
pose going to Detroit and desire information as to
transportation, however, will, in nearly all cases, do
better to communicate with the chairman of the
local committee on transportation, Joseph Bresler, 22
Lafayette Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen evidently have the
interest of the riders well at heart, for, at the last
meeting of the club, a committee was appointed to
confer with those having charge of the construction
of the new railroad station, their mission being to
secure the construction of a separate apartment for
the storage of wheels in transit. At present they are
placed in the baggage-room, and their usefulness and
appearance is not enhanced thereby.

No less than four cyclists were run down in the
streets of Louisville by malicious or careless team-
sters last week, and in each instance the rider had
endeavored to avoid the wagons and was on the right
side of the thoroughfare. None of the unfortunate
wheelmen belonged to the League, otherwise some
action would probably be taken to suppress the
" fun " of the drivers who take delight in destroying
cycles.

The first rider of awheel in Fostoria, Ohio, was a
Methodist minister, Rev. S. L. Beiler. The Fostoria
Bicycle Club was organized ten years ago by eight
enthusiastic members, and now has thirty-two mem-
bers and handsomely-furnished rooms in the Opera
House block. Vice-Consul A. E. Merganthaler, who
rides a s9-inch wheel, is the leading wheelman in the
town.
At the last meeting of the Porkopolis Wheelmen, of

Cincinnati, it was reported that there was not a
member behind with his dues. The following officers
were elected for the ensuing year : President, Dr. W.
Kempton ; Secretary, Dr. H. M. Kempton ; Treasurer,
M. A. High ; Captain, H. Otto Barth ; First Lieuten-
ant, Oscar L. Graeser ; Second Lieutenant, Bert
Tutty ; Club Committee, A. A. Bennet, Emil Gabrecht,
Max Muller.

The new officers of the Rochester Bicycle Club are
as follows: President, C. J. Player; Vice-President,
W. R. Sanders; Secretary and Treasurer, B. H. Pun-
nett ; Captain, John A. Robb ; First Lieutenant, H. G.
Payne ; Color Bearer, George D. Seel

;
Bugler, C. W.

Hare; Executive Committee, Charles Turner, R. A.
Punnett, W. H. Pidrick. C. J. Player has been elected
a delegate to the Rochester Wheelmen's League in
place of Mr. Hammond, who has left the city.

The Missouri Division's Pike County tour to Lou-
isiana, Mo., on May 3, will be enjoyed by wheelmen
from all the towns in the vicinity of St. Louis in ad-
dition to the cyclists from that city. Prizes will be
offered for the largest club delegation from St. Louis
and also for the best represented city except St.

Louis. The roads in the route are j^eported to be
in excellent shape, and the wheelmen are anticipating
much pleasure. The return trip will be made by
rail.

A neat little pamphlet, containing a list of runs lor
the season, has been issued by Captain Godfrey, of
the East Orange Cyclers. The club's new house is

nearing completion and will be formally opened
about May i. They will shortly entertain the New
York Casino Club in return for their visit to New
York at the comedians' invitation when the East
Orange riders were handsomely treated. About ten
members of the club expect to take part in the cen-
tury run.

The Lynn Wheel Club will hold its annual meeting
at the Hotel Winthrop May 7, and after all business
has been transacted a supper will be served. Until
headquarters have been secured, no rooms adapted
to the purpose having yet been found, the club will
continue to hold its meetings semi-monthly at that
hostelry, refreshments to be served at each gather-
ing. The organization is to be kept up at all events,
as headquarters that will be satisfactory to all of the
members will ultimately be procured.

The Danville, 111., Cycling Club has sent a copy of
the speech delivered by Col. Albert A. Pope before
the committee on roads and bridges of the Massa-
chusetts Legislature, recently published in The
Wheel, to their own and other members of the Legis-
lature. A letter is also sent with it, in which the
club states that Col. Pope's address fully presents
their ideas on the cycling need of better roads and
that, while they are specially interested in the matter,
their appeal is for the good of every one.

The Troy Bicycle Club anticipates an active season
this year. The recent annual election resulted as
follows: President, R. D. Cook ; Vice-President, H.
C. Salisbury ; Treasurer, J. R. MuUiken ; Correspond-
ing Secretary, F. G. Snyder ; Recording Secretary,
J. W. Ryan ; Financial Secretary, Jos. Coon ; Trus-
tees, Hislop, Wilson, Simons, Thiessen, Hogben

;

Captain, W. C. Simmons ; First Lieutenant, G. F.
Hornbrook ; Second Lieutenant, W. Brown ; Bugler,
W. Termant; Color Bearer, W. Braunies; Surgeon,
Dr. J. P. Marsh.

A party of Chicago wheelmen treated a road-hog
in a most commendable manner last week. The driver
in question refused to give the wheelmen sufficient
room to pass him, and one of the riders was knocked
off his machine and the wheel badly injured. The
cyclists immediately stopped and held the horse and
sent for a policeman. Although the driver attempted
to escape by lashing the animal soundly, he was held
firmly in check until the officer arrived, when he con-
sented to give his name and address and promised to
settle for all damage to the wheel.

It is highly probable that the Exposition Building,
at Hagerstown, will be transformed into a dormitory
at the time of the meet for the accommodation of
those who may desire such quarters in preference to
a hotel room. It is located on high ground, cool and
breezy, free from mosquitoes, right at the race track
and just far enough from the noise and bustle of
" the madding crowd " to be tempting. The building
will be taken care of day and night by six watchmen,
and will be quite as safe as the hotels would be.
The Exposition Building would make splendid head-
quarters for any club or clubs which would bring
members enough to make it exclusive, and arrange-
ments for that end could doubtless be easily made.
There is talk also of arranging for special trains to
and from the Blue Mountain House, so that the ac-
cortjmodations of that hotel may be availed of by
those who so desire. The trains would be run at con-
venient hours, morning and night, and the beautiful
mountain location would doubtless attract many of
the quieter set who like to get away from at least a
part of the noisy merrymaking always incident to a
meet.

New York Athletic Club Note.s.

The racing men will soon commence to train under
the mentorship of A. B. Rich.
A number of the club members rode to Travers'

Island on Sunday last.

The club will offer mileage medals, taking in ac-
count mileage from May i, i8qi, to May i, 1892.

Captain Noble is about to invite the Riverside men
to name a team to defend their title to the team
road championship of New York City. The River-
sides beat the New York Club team last fall, and now
the New York Athletic Clubmen wish to try with the
Riversides for honors.
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PHILADELPHIA.

THE L. A. W. AND A. A. U. SHOULD WORK IN HARIIONV.
And SO the long agony is over and the suspended

men are to be reinstated. It seems an awful waste of

time when one thinks of the talks, conferences and
meetings innumerable, the secret confabs, the pro-
posals first from one side and then the other, the ill-

feeling between the president of the League and the
Racing Board, resulting in the refusal of the old
Board to again serve, the scandal regarding the re-
election of the new president, the supposed bargain
by which the chairmanship of the Board was given
to Chicago, and the general feeling of uncertainty on
the part of the suspended men and the promoters of

race meets, as well as the bad blood between the
L. A. W. and the A. A. U.; and it seems to be a back-
down on the part of the L. A. W., and yet it was, per-
haps, the only logical outcome of the affair. The
questions between the two bodies and the disputed
points regarding the racing men are very compli-
cated, and much is to be said on both sides. It would
be difficult enough to settle the questions satisfactori-
ly with the two bodies working in harmony and for a
common end, and no good can be accomplished by
giving way to either of the extremists—the one clam-
oring for war against the A. A. U. unless they surren-
dered unconditionally, the other anxious for j^eace at
any price, and fearing the power of the big athletic
clubs. Nothing could be gained by war, and much
could and would be lost by it. Imagine war ; two
hostile camps, each having its own race meets from
which the other party was rigorously excluded,
meets given, in many cases, at a loss, the pocket-
books of both organizations taxed in the strife to
get ahead of the other, to give bigger prizes and
more of them, to offer inducements to the cracks,
to welcome deserters from the other side no mat-
ter how dishonorable their conduct had been,
and, in general, to get ahead of the rival organi-
zation and to down it no matter at what cost. On
the one side a few compact, powerful clubs, mainly
in the East, with ample means at their command and
no scruples about using them to further their inter-
ests ; on the other hand, a body, large in numbers,
strong in enthusiasm and fraternal feeling but with
comparatively scant resources aud ill able to stand
a few disastrous meets without going deep down in
the pockets of its members. The tight might be
bitter and long and the result doubtful, probably re-
sulting in a compromise, a wiping out of all that bad
gone before and a fresh beginning with nothing to
show for the expenditure of time and money. Cycling
has everything to gain and nothing to lose by a
closer and more intimate association with the ath-
letic clubs. Compare the feeling in these clubs
toward cycling now with what it was a few years
ago. Then some clubs gave one bicycle race in the
games while many neglected it entirely. Now every
club gives one or more bicycle races and contains a
large and increasing number of cyclers. Cycle clubs
are being formed within the athletic clubs and cyclers
are fast becoming the largest and most compact body
in the clubs. The movement will not stop ; cycling
is sure to increase a hundredfold and to become not
only the most useful and popular sport but to super-
sede in a great degree the horse for transporting
humanity. Then why temporarily check this good
time by a bitter war as unnecessary as it is unwise ?

The cycling element in athletic clubs is growing and
will continue to grow ; it may even usurp some of the
functions of the cycle clubs but it will never take
their place. The world is broad enough for both to
grow and prosper. It may be that there is no danger
of war but it is feared that the "Jingo " element in
the League may raise the cry of "backbone" and
attempt to force a fight. The expense question is a
a bone of contention

;
why shouldn't a man have

his entrance fees and legitimate expenses paid by his
club if it sees fit to pay them? A racing man gets
little enough for all his time and trouble. He trains,
perhaps for weeks or months, gets "fit," attends a
meet, and perhaps gets a race or two and with them
prizes more or less valuable. Why shouldn't his time
be enough to give to this without paying a lot of
money too? If he is conscientious and wishes to win
races, his trip is not a pleasure trip by any means;
he must eat carefully, train faithfully, get to bed
early, let the boys go off and have their fun while he
is attending strictly to business. I have heard racing
men say that they would like to go to places where
they have raced merely to see the place and have a
good time. It is all right to limit prizes; cut them
down and make them what they should be—memen-
toes of the race. But the prize question is one that
we League men will probably fight shy of; it is all
well enough for the A. A. U. people to confine their
prizes to gold and silver medals, cups, or even gold
watches and diamond rings, which they buy and pay
for. We give sundries, laundry bills, dress suits,
bicycles, pianos—anything—and have them donated.
If there must be a reform let it be a logical one ; ac-
cording to the constitution of the League we cannot
stop the payment of expenses, and it is a question
whether we should

; but we can see that expenses are
kept within reasonable limits, and that the outrage-
ous padding of expense bills carried on by so many
of our crack men last year is not repeated this vear.
It would probably*be very easy to arrange with the
A. A. U. some joint action looking toward this end
provided it were gone about in the right spirit, and it

is reasonably certain that the A. A. U. is perfectly
willing to meet us half way in anysuch arrangement.
If the Racing Board wishes to act in concert with the
A. A. U. it can easily do so, but the West is so much
opposed to the athletic clubs, and has talked so much
about there being no backing down when they got
hold that they may yet force a war.

THE N. J. A. C.'S TREATMENT OF ZIMMERMAN.
What a row has been raised about the Zimmerman

affair, and in what a light the New Jersey Athletic
Club has been shown. If they had advertised, warn-
ing athletes to keep away from their club, it would
not have been more effectual than their treatment of
" Zimmy " has been. While the latter's treatment of
the charges against him by the Racing Board might
have been more ingenuous, and he should have ex-

plained that his bill had been presented but not paid,
yet what is one to think of a club that would reap the
benefit of the points and the glory won by a member,
allow him to go all over the country and race under
their name and colors and suppose that they are to
pay his expenses, or part of them, and then cooly re-
fuse to do so, saying that the action of one of its chief
officers was unauthorized. It might be some excuse,
although a poor one, if the club were small or poor
and unable to bear the e.xpense, although in such a.

case he should have been notified
; or a still poorer

excuse if he had been unsuccessful and won few
races. But to think of the wonderful record of races
won by Zimmerman, the boom the N. J. A. C. received
from its association with him (who has not seen the
big " N. J. A. C." across his breast), and then to know
that the club calmly refused to entertain his bill for
expenses, and such a reasonable one as it was too.
Zimmerman may be blamed for his concealment of
the fact that his bill had been presented to the N. J.
A. C, but it is plain to be seen that his bill had not
been padded, and that the items thereon were per-
fectly legitimate and reasonable. I should imagine
that the N. J. A. C. would experience some little
difl&culty in forming a cjxle team this year.

DETROIT GETTING DOWN TO BUSINESS.
The little rumpus about Detroit and the League

Championships seems to have quieted down. "Griff "

seems to have muzzled the very foolish persons who
made an exhibition of themselves by threatening all
sorts of things to those who had the temerity to criti-
cise Detroit, the Detroit film has not withdrawn its
advertising patronage as threatened, and the Detroit
wheelmen are doing what they can to repair the
blunder by setting forth the attractions of a trip to
Detroit and the good time that will be shown visitors,
all of which is very commendable, and it is to be
hoped that the meet will be a success, or as much as
it can be without the championships.

THE QUAKER CITY'S REASONS FOR DESIRING THE
CHAMPIONSHIPS.

The Championships, by the way, have not been
settled yet, and perhaps the new Racing Board has
not had time to give the matter attention as yet.
Philadelphia, Peoria and Hartford are the principal
competitors for this honor, and the first named city
in addition to being the first place with "sand"
enough to ask for the races, has, in my opinion, the
best claim on them. It is one of the foremost, if not
the foremosi, cycling cities of the country, and has,
or will have in time for the meet, nothwithstanding
all assertions to the contrary, a track suitable for
running the races. The Meet this year goes West,
and it is too much to ask our men to make two trips
West, one for the Meet and one for the Champion-
ships, and the last named should come East. If they
were given to us they would be the cream of the race
meet at which they were run and everything else
would be subordinate to them, while if they were run
at Peoria or Hartford, they would merely be a part of
the races and would not be as satisfactory and final a
test of the merits of the different men as if they were
run by themselves. A man's capacity tor racing is,

except in a few rare cases, such as that of W. F.
Murphy, limited, and few men can stand more than
three or four hard races in a day. In both the Peoria
and Hartford meets there is ample work cut out for
the men without any Championships, and they
would have to choose between letting some of these
or some of the other races, which they might be
particularly anxious to get, go. If run at Philadel-
phia, on the contrary, the racing man could give his
undivided attention to them and we would see a big
field and hotly contested races which would be what
their name implied,—Championship races. It is going
to be a difficult matter to satisfy everybody, and
while we are a little afraid that Mr. Randall will lean
towards Peoria, yet we are willing to wait and see
what he will do.

THE WEST AND THE A. A. U.

Since writing the above I have seen the Bearings
and notice its perturbed state. Concealment is no
longer attempted as to the feeling of hostility enter-
tained by the West towards the A. A. U. One would
think that the knowledge that such a feeling existed
would effectually prevent the handing over of the
control of the Racing Board to them, and through it

the delicate task of conducting the negotiations with
tnat body, but President Dunn seems to have been so
tightly held that he could not get out of the conse-
quences of his bargain with the West and had to pay
their price. Just what they can do to get even with
the A. A. U. it is impossible to say, but unless Chair-
man Randall uses much discretion and good
sense, some foolish piece of spite-work will
be indulged in. In regard to the charge of ser-
vile fear of the A. A. U., it will not be the Western
men who will have to bear the brunt of a war if there
should be one, and we shall probably be able to give
the West points on conducting a war, just as we are
obliged to do with racing. There won't be so much
talk, possibly, but a great deal more action. And, in
this connection, the youthfiil editor of the Bearings
has either seen the foolishness of issuing another un-
authorized challenge or has had it shown him by
some one whose mental balance is better preserved
than his, and who does not want to take any chances
on racing anybody.

C6NCERNING "LEG-PULLING."
It is singular how frequently Chicago men "get

their legs pulled," as one paper elegantly expresses
it. Instances are numerous, the latest one that is
known being at Wilmington, as no reply has ever
been made to the many remarks anent this, we are
forced to believe that a leg was pulled there by some
one, although Mr. C. S. Alerrill now comes forward
and claims that honor, saying th'athe beat both Seeds
and Barrett. Be that as it may, there have been
rumors floating around of a proposed visit at that
time to Brooklyn to try the metal of the Kings
County Wheelmen. This visit was given up for
some reason or other, possibly on account of. the leg
pulling at Wilmington, and it is said that there was
great sorrow thereat on the part of the Kings County
boys, some of whom seemed to have the preposterous

notion in their heads that they could give the Chi-
cago flyer points at his favorite occupation. It is to
to be regretted that a meeting did not occur and thus
settle the question as to whether the Kings County
"scorchers" or the Chicago " windbags " (so called
possibly from the fact that their tires were filled with
wind) were best at this pastime.

SOME SEASONABLE COMMENTS ON RACING MATTERS.
The racing season has progressed far enough in

England to show conclusively that something must
be done with the pneumatic question. It is argued
that a pneumatic wheel is the highest point reached
in cycle construction, and that it should no more be
handicapped than ball bearing wheels were when
they first made their appearance or any similar
advance made, but that all riders should procure
what has been proved to be by far the fastest thing
out. In this course of reasoning the fact is lost sight
of that to admit pneumatics on equal terms with
with solids is to put a damper on the new men who
are constantly entering the lists, since it is impos-
sible for many of them to procure pneumatics at the
outset of their racing career, and it would be useless
for them to ride solids against pneumatics in the
hands of the cracks. The opinion is rapidly gaining
ground that the only way out of the difficulty is to
separate them into two classes, or, what would be
practically the same thing, give separate races for
solids. The majority of men are sure to get pneu-
matics anyhow, but there will alwavs be a number of
men who cannot afford to get them, and it would
probably pay race meet promoters to cater to this
class by running special races for them.
At the risk of making this exclusively a racing

letter (and perhaps running foul of the editor's blue
pencil) I will touch on one more question which may
be pertinent. There seems to be some dissatisfaction
with the method of running District Championships
and calls are frequently made fortheir abandonment.
In my opinion, this is all wrong; the system has only
been in effect one year and has not had a fair trial,
although it has been very successful so far. This
year will probably see the system brought much
nearer perfection, and most of the preliminary bat-
tles will be very interesting. One objection urged
to the system is that under itthe National Champion-
ships cannot be run until after August 15. But this is
just what is wanted; they should not be run until
after that date. From August 15, to September 15, is
the time when the racing man is at his best, having
had ample time to get " fit," and the weather about
that time is just what he wants, as it is well known
that man, like a horse, races better in hot weather.
Another good point about the system is that it
stimulates racing and sometimes adds to Ihe
number of race meets. If, as sometimes happens,
all the District Championships are not asked for
the District will, rather than let them go by in default
give races of its own. This was the case last
Summer in this district, where a number of the
championships were run merely to give the winners
the privilege of competing at Niagara if they wished,
no entrance fees or admission being charged and no
prizes given. And, strange as it may seem, the races
were well attended and the competitors were many
and thoroughly in earnest, in spite of the fact that
there were no prizes. 'There seems to be only one
disadvantage connected with the plan, and that can-
not very well be avoided—viz. : the possibility of
shutting out some of the very men it is most desired
to have at the national meeting. For instance, a meet
is held on July 15 and some district championships
are run, say the one mile ordinary in Windle's or
Zimmerman's district, and Windle "is prevented by
sickness from attending ; he may recover and be in
fine trim by, say the last of August, and yet he can-
not compete at the national meet. Or again, suopose
the track is a a small one and very poor, so that it is
more like a road race than a track race, and a strong
rider runs away from the fast man ; the latter is
left again and have no redress. With these excep-
tions the system is the best one so far advised.

QUAKER CITY QUIPS.

Last week the second home trainer contest between
Pavord and Baily, of the Century Wheelmen, took
place, and while very exciting, was a repetition of the
previous one, Pavord winning hands down in im.
23 2-5S., beating his own previous record by a fraction
of a second.

The fine weather of Sunday (albeit very warm and
rather windy) was taken advantage of by the wheel-
men who were widely scattered. Pennsylvania had
billed a run to Chester, but changed it to Norristown,
and were fortunate in doing so as the experience of
the Centurions in that village showed. They went to
Chester but had neglected to notify the landlord, and
as they found some ten or twelve of the South End
and fifteen to twenty of the Wilmington Club there,
they were forced to seek other quarters. Nelmsand
Cope of the Pennsylvania essayed centuries, but a
sprained ankle of Cope's forced him to abandon the
attempt, while the bad roads put a damper on Nelra's
attemjat. Seeds and McDaniel of the Wilmington
Club had a century planned also, taking an early
train for Newark, N. J., and expecting to ride down
with Van Wagoner who was to attempt to ride from
Stamford to Wilmington, 160 miles, in a day. There
was a hitch somewhere, and Van Wagoner did not
show up, so Seeds and McDaniel started to ride from
Newark. They found very bad roads and extraordi-
narily strong winds blowing dead against them. End
after riding thirty-five miles were compelled to take
a train for Philadelphia, riding from there to Wil-
mington. The dry spell we have been having for
several weeks, coming so soon after the long wet
weather, has left the roads pretty dusty, and this
added to the warm weather rendered riding some-
what unpleasant.

The track of the Tioga Athletic Association is to be
widened and the corners banked. Work has already
been commenced and will be pushed through quickly.
The Tioga track is now the fastest track in the city,

but has not been very safe on account of its narrow-
ness and absence of banked corners, and if these two
defects are remedied there is not much left to be
desired.
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The athletic club of the Schuylkill Navy has also
been at work fixingf up the track at Stenton, which
was sadly in need of some attention. It is said, how-
ever, that the changes have not been radical enough,
and that while the track has undoubtedly been im-
proved yet much still could be done.

Mr. E. O. Roe has severed his connection with the
Thomas Inflatable Tire Co. and entered the employ
of the Smith & Watson Cycle Co., while Mr. V. J.
Kelley has left the employ of the McDaniel & Merri-
hew Cycle Co. and Mr. J- Bart. Rich is contemplating
leaving the Strong & Green Cycle Co
Frank G. Silvers, of the Quaker City Wheelmen,

made 107 miles last Sunday.
"Philadelphia's fastest racing man has left that

quiet town for Chicago "

—

Bearings. Wonder if they
were so dazed by the circuit races that they lost sight
of the later races, where Hazleton was repeatedly
beaten both on safety and on high wheel, by Taxis,
to say nothing of defeats earlier in the season by
men whom he never defeated again?
The first annual reception and dance of the Fair-

mount Lady Cyclers was held Tuesdaj'' evening last
at the Broad Street Riding School of Strong & Green.
About 100 members and guests were present.

Mr. W. A. Whitmore now has charge of the Arch
Street store of Strong & Green Co., while Mr. J. B.
Rich does the honors at their up-town store.

A Few days ago J. A. Draper and Henry D. Sim-
mons climed Conshohocken Hill, in spite of the fact
of its being covered with new metal, making its con-
dition about as bad as it has ever been.

President Bunnell and Captain George Bilyeau, of
the Park Avenue Wheelmen, will ride to Newark, N.
J., leaving the club house at 4 A. M., Friday morning.
They will ride back, arriving in Philadelphia with
their club which goes to Bristol on Sunday.
The A. C. S. N. will give club games at Stenton on

May 23d, and the annual open games on Decoration
Day. On the 23d there will be one bicycle race, a
one mile safety scratch, and on the 30th two bicycle
races, one and two mile safety handicap.
The new track at Atlantic City will be opened on

Decoration- Day, James Albert having determined to
take his chances as to getting men to ride on that
day. Telemachus.

GOTHAM WHEELMEN.

President J. Franklin Forrester called a well-
attended meeting to order on April 15. Owing to the
absence of the secretary. Captain Wiener was ap-
pointed to act in that capacity for the evening. The
report of the captain showed that there was an aver-
age attendance of twenty-five members on the regu-
lar runs of the club thus far, but he hopes to see the
members turn out in much stronger numbers just as
soon as the weather becomes settled. The following
gentlemen were unanimously elected to membership :

Oscar Diener, Hugo C. Mayer, Benj. Schatterman,
Elmer F. West and Walter Palmer. The secretary
also reported that he was in receipt of five more
applications.

That the club will soon have to get more commo-
dious quarters is plainly evident, owing to the in-
creasing membership. The House Committee are
looking around for suitable quarters in the immediate
neighborhood.

J. Lamon Walker, one of the hardest and most
diligent workers in the interest of the club, reluctantly
tendered his resignation at the last meeting. He has
accepted a position as assistant treasurer on a rail-
road in the Windy City. To show its appreciation
for past favors the club made him an honorary
member.
The heavy rain of Saturday evening last had a dis-

heartening effect upon the members who anticipated
taking part in the regular club run to Hackensack,
N. J., the following day. Old Sol, however, came
out in all his glory the next morning, and as a conse-
quence twenty-eight members were around bright
and early, all eager for the trip. Several strangers
accompanied them, among whom were Mastin, the
English racing man, and George Muller, of the M. A.
C. Upon reaching the destination it was found that
all the hotels were closed, and at one time it looked
as though the wheelmen would have to leave the
town without a noonday meal. They succeeded,
however, in inducing one of the proprietors to cook
some steaks, which were eaten with a relish. The
journey home was made by way of Weehawken, and
was thoroughly enjoyed, the roads being exception-
ally fine and the air bracing.

BROOKLYN RAMBLERS.

We are glad to note that the last club run, as well
as the moonlight runs, were well attended, and we
hope that the spirit shown by the members on these
occasions will last throughout the season. The cap-
tain has called an informal run to Irvington and Mil-
burn for next Sunday, prior to which, however, a
moonlight run to Staten Island will be held.
The coming road and track races give the mem-

bers plenty of opportunity for "race talk," and a
j;roup discussing the relative merits of various
riders can be found on almost any night. We hope
to enter several of our members in the coming
twenty-five mile race, and will also endeavor to
make a good showing in the Wheelmen's Racing
League. This, of course, will necessitate our men
keeping themselves in good shape, but from the
enthusiasm displayed we can rely upon their best
efforts in all races in which they take part.
Feldnei»r has passed the one-thousand-mile mark

in the mileage contest, and has the honor of receiving
the first mileage bar. He hopes to make a good
record this year, and no doubt he will, when we con-
sider that his first thousand miles was ridden in
about two months. ARROW.

CHICAGO.

The Sheridan Cycling Club has disbanded. Its
members were all under eighteen years ot age, and
found the management of a club too much for their
young brains. They may, however, start again this
season, and invite older heads than theirs to join
with them.
Pullman adds another to its long list of cycling

clubs. The officers of this club are : J. Backman,
President; William Goden, Vice-President; F. Ax-
elsan. Secretary; Alex. Lundgren, Treasurer

; Charles
Anderson, Captain. The Board of Directors are : C.
Lindell, C. Danielson, L. Wallin and J. Palmquist.
The club's membership is increasing rapidly.

The Mercury Cycling Club is another addition to
Chicago's Clubs, making a grand total of thirty, and
they are all in a flourishing condition. Of the Me-r-
cury Club, E. Uihlein is President

; J. Johnson, Treas-
urer; J. Wild, Secretary; H. Trees, Captain, and M.
Hansen, Vice-President and Secretary.
The Lincoln's run card for April, May and June

was issued this week. Captain Erwin has attached
the following excellent advice, which will apply to
all wheelmen

:

Don't leave your coat at home.
Don't wear a long-tailed coat.
Don't wear blue tights.
Don't wear any ribbons.
Don't yell at people in the road.
Don't ride sidewalk.
Don't go all the way if you get tired.
Don't be boisterous at the country hotel.
Don't ride slower than a walk.
Don't ride too fast for the captain.

Friday evening. May 15, the Columbia Wheelmen
will give their first May party at Central Turner
Hall. Forrest will supply the music. The committee
on arrangements are: J. E. Waldorf, Jno. Lang and
Ed. Consoer. Twenty members attended the club's
first run of the season to Evanston.
Captain Stimpson, of the Oak Park Cycling Club,

advocates inter-club runs as far as practicable, and
joined with the Illinois in their run to Riverside last,

Saturday.
Friday evening, May i, the .<Eolus Cycling Club

give a May party at Central Turner Hall.

On the Chicago Cycling Club rafHe the club real-
ized $257, a neat little profit.

L. W. Conkling is on the road for a large Philadel-
phia cycle house, and is edging toward Chicago. He
expects to reach here in time to fill his old position as
starter in the Pullman road race. This position
"Conk" has filled since the races first started, and
filled well.

Ten dollars is now the initiation fee of the Oak
Park Cycling Club.

Mrs. Akin received this week from the Pope Manu-
facturing Co. a special built Columbia ladies' safety,
with 30-inch wheels and weighing but 44 pounds. She
will ride even more this season than last, when she
covered nearly three thousand miles, considerable of
it over country roads.

Fred Patee, of Peoria, was in the city this week.
He reports the outlook for the Peoria tournament as
excellent. The date has been set as September 18, ig, 21,

22. The first two for the race meet and the last two
are record breaking days. A larger prize list than
ever is promised, and should they get the national
championships a race meet is promised that will
eclipse anything ever given in the world. The asso-
ciated cycling clubs of this city have formally in-
dorsed Peoria's application to secure them, and will
do all they can to bring these events West.
Nine of the Lincoln Club members rode over the

Pullman course Sunday, April 5—or rather they at-
tempted to ride. Mud up to the ankles and water
even deeper in some places. Frank Chase met with
an obstruction and took a mud bath, while another
man took an involuntary dip into the marsh.
Chicago men do not turn out well on runs as a rule,

but last Sunday eighteen attended a run to Hege-
wisch—twelve on ordinaries, five on cushioned safe-
ties and five on pneumatics. When the soft sand roads
were struck, those on pneumatic* smiled blandly and
rode through it, while those on ordinaries either
walked or dodged around on a side path.

An excellent musical entertainment was given by
the Cook County Wheelmen April 11. It was attended
by over seventy-five.

J. R. Hazelton, of Philadelphia, is now in this city.
He has charge of the riding school of the Jno. Wil-
kinson Co. Western racing men and Western wheel-
men in general accept Mr. Hazelton to their ranks
with open arms.
" What's in a name ?" In the name " Imperial " one

hundred and fifty dollars was in it for the Chas. F.
Stokes Mfg. Co., Ames & Frost purchasing the right
to use that name for their wheels.

Thirteen is the lucky number with the Oak Park
Cycling Club. Of the sixteen who formed the club
thirteen were active riders, therefore thirteen went
on all runs for some time. Even as the club increased
in size thirteen only were often at the meetings and
thirteen showed up in numbers of incidents. Last
Sunday, with one hundred and more members, thir-
teen men turned out on the run to the Chicago Parks
and Illinois Club.

Illinois Cycling Club riders seldom turn back, but
the mud and otherwise poor roads of Sunday of last
week cased them to turn back from their run to
Blue Island.

F. J. McVoy has resigned from the Lincolns. Mac
joined the Marquettes, and after that the Lincolns
weren't in it with him. L. W. Conkling tendered his
resignation also, and it was accepted with extreme
regret, and a committee was appointed to draft a set
of resolutions to that, effect and forward to him at
his new home in Philadelphia. "Conk" has been a
member of the Lincolns since their formation, and
although he has taken no active interest in the doings
of the club he has endeared himself to one and all.

and the club disliked to lose him. Philadelphia has
gained a wheelman of sterling worth and also lost
one in J. R. Hazelton. Even exchange is no robbery,
so we'll let it go at that.

Resolutions of sympathy were passed by the Lin-
coln Cycling Club for the family of the late Roswell
P. Hayes.
Mr. Harry Reynolds, a member of the Lincoln Cy-

cling Club, and Miss Ada Watt, an enthusiastic lady
cyclist, were married at the Ravenswood M. E.
Church Thursday evening, April 23. An invitation
to his clubmates to attend in full uniform was extend-
ed and accepted. Quite a party attended. We
wish him all the good luck imaginable in his new
life.

Hannibal A. Williams, the Shakespearian orator,
is an enthusiastic cyclist. His weight is 265 pounds,
and yet he learned to ride in twenty minutes.
Last Monday evening the Illinois Club closed a

most successful series of ladies' nights. Sixty-five
couples were in attendance. Fitzgerald's orchestra
supplied music for dancing, and cards, billiards, pool
and bowling were much enjoyed by the ladies.

The Lincoln Cycling Club have secured quarters in
a well located building at No. i Park Front. The
house is three stories and basement, at the corner of
Wells Street. Clark Street and Wells Street cable
cars run almost by the door. Lincoln Avenue joins
Wells Street right at the corner, and the house faces
out on a square, giving a good view of Lincoln Park.
Fifty of the members guarantee the lease for three
years.

Dr. Smith, of Peoria, a gentleman of seventy years
of age, with hair and a long flowing beard as white
as snow, and his wife, a lady of sixty years, are both
active riders of the wheel, and may be seen any day
upon the Peoria streets.

Joe Lynn, Jr., the trainer of several of Chicago's
racing men, has now under his wing a man of whom
he expects wonderful things this season. In practice
Joe says he has shown speed enough to warrant him
in saying he can do 2.28 or better. This unknown is a
Californian, 5 feet 11 inches high, and built like an
athlete. Another man whom he will train he expects
to do wonders at twenty-five miles. Both men are
unknown as yet to the racing world.
Sixteen applicants were admitted to the Washing-

ton Cycling Club at their last meeting. Should the
Washington membership advance as rapidly here-
after as it has done in the past, this club may yet de-
cide to build this season.

The Victor Cycling Club have rented a story and a
half cottage at Fourteenth and Throop Streets, and
will undoubtedly fit this up as a club-house. They
have now but twenty-three members, with a ladies'
auxiliary membership in course of formation.
The Douglas Cycling Club have a committee hard

at work to secure temporary quarters until they can
build.

The Lake View Cycling Club have been thus far
unable to secure a suitable house. Several excellent
opportunities have been allowed to slip, and now
their chances are good for not securing one for a long
time.

F. Weinberger leaves in about two weeks for a two
weeks'tripawheel through Virginia, ending at Wash-
ington, D. C. Mr. Weinberger is secretary of the Co-
lumbia Wheelmen of this city.

Tuesday evening, April 14, the Englewood Cycling
Club's amateur minstrel entertainment took place at
Timmerman's Opera House. One thousand people
were present. So successful was the show that a
prominent Bloomington (111.) gentleman present im-
mediately asked that it be repeated in Bloomington.
This will probably be done. The programme con-
tained many popular musical selections and original
after-pieces, and each and every man took his part
so naturally as to deceive many into the belief that
they were professionals. The programme follows :

"A Festival of Song and Laughter." Interlocutor,
Mr. John Tredwell ; Bones, Mr. H. Budd Walbridge

;

Tambo, Mr. Carl L. Reed ;
" Merry Cyclers," E. C. C.

Minstrels; Grand Overture, orchestra; "A Little
Bird Whispered to Me," Mr. C. L. Reed ; "Venita,"
Mr. Glenwood Preble; "The Omniscient Ostrich,"
Mr. H. B. Walbridge; "Breeze of the Night," E. C.
C. Quartette, Messrs. Meldrum, Preble, Krick and
Crane. "Bones, Mr. Joseph L. Holbrook ; Tambo, Mr.
Herbert A. Stoddard : "Comrades," Mr. C. K. Crane

;

"Daylight's Breakiny' Mr. H. A. Stoddard: "On
Venice Waters," Mr. T. M. Meldrum; "Red Scarf,"
Mr. Kay C. Krick; "Colored Four Hundred," Mr. J.
L. Holbrook.
"Sights in Englewood," C. E. Bloomhuff. "The

Serenade"— Mr. Stout (who is musical), Ben. R.
Thomas; Mr. Slim (who is not), H. W. Gilmore.
Artistic Solo Dance, Master Duane. Banjo Selec-
tions, Paul W. Denzel. " Happy Hottentots "—Wo
B. Gone, W. S. Farrant ; O. B. Joyful, F. H. Gere.
Exhibition of trick bicycle riding by Ralph Temple,
champion bicyclist of the world. "The Celebrated
Negrorios," imported expressly for the Englewood
Cycling Club Minstrels from the Theatre Royal, Ber-
lin, exponents of grace in the " Skirt Dance."
"Richard HI. and Richmond the Would Be," writ-

ten expressly for the E:iglewood Gycling Club's Min-
strels by Mr. F. D. Montague. Cast—Dick, of the
Old Country, S. W. Allen

;
Richmond, the Would Be,

G. W. Beals. Dick's Army—Big Chief Dust-On-His-
Pants, W. S. Sample ; Big Chief Squatting Bill, W. S.
Farrant; Big Chief Mud-In-His-Ear, Richard Rees.

Canadian wheelmen are somewhat exercised over
an absurd bill introduced by E. J. Davis in the local
legislature which is so manifestly unfair to cyclists
that the leading newspapers have come to the aid of
the wheelmen. There is not much danger ot the
Davis bill being passed, however, as wheeling is now
too well established and representative of too much
capital to be wiped out by one man's legislation.

Two members of the Wilmington Wheel Club, C.
M. Stewart and J. Simmons, rode from Wilmington
to Media last week, a distance of twenty-thiee miles
by the nsual route, in 2 hours 15 minutes.
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HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

Once a wheelman, always a wheelman. I do not
mean by this that the man who once rides never
ceases to do so, but once the charm of the gentle
sport has taken possession of his soul, that ever after-
wards he retains a kindly feeling and interest in the
wheel. Horace has said that a new amphora keeps
long the odor of the first wine poured in it ; and as it

is with the earthen vase, so it is with the human mind
in regard to cycling.

It would be as likely a task to persuade geese hiss-
ing on a common of the beauty of a sunrise as to
induce the mass of the agricultural community to
spend one cent for the building of modern and
improved roads.

A shrewd patent medicine advertiser has seen the
health giving properties of the wheel, and quick to
appreciate and use it for his own benefit, has placed
at the head of his advertisements a cut of a wheelmen,
and beneath it the statement "The strong prevail.

The weak are forced to the wall."

Blobson, don't think that the bicycle will ever
prove of any great utility in war, because the dogs of
war add too much to its terriers for wheelmen ever
to succeed.

1 don't know which I would rather have, the opinion
of the rider of a wheel concerning its merits, or that
of the dealer who sells it. The rider will say what he
thinks, while the dealer will think what he'll say,
but as a rule the former's opinion is of little value,
while the little opinion the latter gives you is of no
greater benefit.

There were 25,000 patents granted by the U. S.

Patent Office last year, and it would be interesting to

know just how many of them related to bicycles, and
just what percentage of the same will ever be put to

any practical use.

"White Burley's " very learned and comprehensive
dissertation upon the area and variety of the water
courses in Kentucky, has indeed opened my eyes to

the aqueous possessions of his State. I knew that
water was an essential to the manufacture of whiskey,
but never thought before how much of it Kentucky
had for that purpose. I see now how old and back
numbered I am, since " White Burley " has shown me
the many uses the blue-grass country has for water,
even if they don't use it for drinking purposes. Only
a few years ago I was a visitor to a little town in that
State called Russellville, what I saw there may have
given me a false impression concerning the habits of
Kentuckians. I was placed in a room with a native
of the State to sleep, the smallness of the hotel and
the poorness of it, forbidding any one having the
luxury of one of its magnificent apartments for his

sole use. My room-mate certainly was not an advo-
cate of water, either as a beverage or as bodily
cleansing agent, and during the night snored and
snorted in an effectual sleep murdering manner.
Morning came at last, thank goodness, and my room-
mate began hammering upon the floor with one of

his boots, and finally in response to all of the noise
he made acolored individual appeared and asked what
the Colonel wanted, and received the information
that he wanted a " Kentucky breakfast, by gad, sah!"
That servant was not gone five minutes before he
appeared with the order in his hand, and what do
you think it was ? Why a couple of drinks of water-
no, whiskey, and a chew of tobacco. But all of this

was years ago, and now I see how things have
changed, and how old I must be getting. Since those
days I have traveled far and wide, seen many men
and many climes, but joking aside, I have never seen
finer men or handsomer women, faster horses or
better whiskey than comes from Kentucky.

A friend sends me the following verse regarding
park riding:

The sign of Spring,
Which most we pass.
Is this small thing :

KEEP OFF THE GRASS.

Does not the wheelman who rides his wheel to

business every morning, reverse the old rule of
" business before pleasure?"

" Never say die," is an adage, good in many cases,

but it would be an awfully poor one for a wheel
manufacturer to adopt if he e.xpected ever to be
called upon to answer what process he used in shap-

ing the rough parts of his wheels.

To some, cycling is to life what stockings are to a

travelers' valise, something to fill corners with
where nothing else will go. With others cycling is

the chief packing of their lines. Each condition is

incomprehensible to the upholders of the opposite

one.

Blobson: Yes indeed. Miss Sharp, I have learned
something about the ups and downs of life.

Miss Sharp: Been learning to ride a bicycle, I

suppose?

All hail to the apostle of the balleter! Welcome to

the defender of the faithful ribbonizer? Telemachus
how could you! Just when we were all getting to

like you so much, too. Well, well, who would have
thought it? Truly, I had not looked for it from you
Telemachus. Do vou too dress in tights and carry
ribbon samples upon thy handle bar? If so, and thy
defence of these twin habits of cycling soft headed-
ness is genuine, I can only in the language of my
Boston home say. Oh, rodents, Telemachus, rodents !

You overwhelm me with ennui, really you do.

A legend of the Hagerstown L. A. W. meet, rather

aged perhaps, but still worth laying before my

readers. The great dancing floor of one of the nearby
summer resorts reflects from its polished surface the
many lights that twinkle above it. To the dreamy
musicof the orchestra, stalwart, handsome men, clad
in the varied uniforms of the wheel clubs are guid-
ing their fair friends through the mazes of the dance.
How happy they all seem.
But no, over there in a dark corner sits a handsome

young wheelman, tall and powerful, all alone. He
speaks to nobody unless addressed, and then his
answers are short and sullen.
Ever arid anon he casts a piercing glance at a young

man of about his own age who sits at the end of the
row opposite chatting with the prettiest girl in the
room. His face darkens. There is murder in his
eyes. He is in love, perhaps, and jealous.
The bell rings for supper, and the dancers wend

their way to the dining room, but the tall, handsome
young man remains seated and drops his face in his
hands with something that sounds like a sob. For a
long time he sits there alone; and then a light, hurried
step is heard, and a sweet voiced girl asks:
"Charlie, what is the matter? Had trouble with

Jennie? You haven't spoken to her to-night, hardly.
Sick ? Better come into supper. It will do you good,
may be."
"No, sis, 'taint that."
" Tell me, Charley," says his sister kindly.
" Well," he answers, " I've got on those new white

flannel knee-breeches of mine 1 rode over in the
rain the saddle got wet and "

The stalwart wheelman broke down, and as the
soft falling rain fell upon the roof of that dancing
room, so did the drenching shower of his salt and
bitter tears fall upon its floor.

Getaway: What sort of a maker is Grope?
McRacer: (laconically)—No good.
Getaway: Why, they tell me he makes the best

racing wheel out.
McRacer: Yes, he does. But he's no account. You

have to pay for them.

The race is not always to the swift, yet the shrewd,
quick thinking man often wins, while the slow
thinking one is making up his mind as to his course
of action. I know a youngster, who, upon the
strength of the fact, that he sometimes sent a few
club notes to this paper, had his cards engraved :

"James Gaul, special correspondent, T. W. & C. T.
Review," and on ,the strength of this blufl used to
often " D. H." himself into various kinds of enter-
tainments in his village home, few knowing that the
initials on his card stood for THE Wheel and
Cycling Trade Review, the full title of this paper.
Finally the good ladies of his town, assisted by all

of the pretty girls there, concluded to give a fair for
the purpose of buying ear-muffs for the Hottentots,
or some other equally deserving charity, and it was
determined that the cause was worthy of every one
paying twenty-five cents to get into the hall where
the pretty girls were to rob them in true church fair
style. Now our friend Jimmie didn't want to pay a
quarter each night to be " in the swim," and yet he
really wanted to be there, and the question arose
with him how was he going to pass the ticket taker
without letting go of his money for a ticket. The
opening night came, and everybody and their grand-
mother flocked to the hall, and presently up sauntered
young Gaul, all resi)lendant in a borrowed dress
suit. When he reached the door the old deacon who
was looking after the tickets held out his hand for
one, and in to it fluttered one of Jimmie's cards with
the statement upon it that he was the "Special Cor-
respondent of T. W. & C. T. Review." The old man
put on his glasses, carefully read the inscription, and
then looking at James asked him '

' Wall, what be the
meaning of these letters?" Now this was the first

time that our friend Gaul had ever been asked to
explain them to any one, and to tell that they stood
for the title of a wheel paper would not only make
them worthless ever afterward, but would not enable
him to secure the much coveted free entry to the fair,

so the position required 'quick thought if he would
save himself, and this was his reply: " Why, my dear
Deacon, Green Goods! You don't mean to tell me
that you don't know what the T. W. C. T. Review is,

and you a churchman too ? Well, I never would have
thought it. Why, that card shows I am hereto write
this fair up, for 7'/ig Wotiien's Cliristian Teiiiperance
Revieiv. "The good deacon passed him in with a bow,
and all of the girls in the place ran after him for the
whole week, in hopes of getting their names into
print, which of course they did—not.

A word to those gentlemen who think they know
the identical man who is going to win each of the big
road-races, and feeling confident of the fact, are
inclined to back their beliefs with their cash. Re-
member, that in the bright lexicon of racing, there
is nothing so uncertain as a "sure thing." The
keeping of this fact in mind will save many a dollar
to those who are wont to boast of having a drop of
"sporting blood " in their veins.

If I had youth and a few hundred dollars of my own
(both of which I regret to say are denied me) and I

was seeking an investment for that money, trying as
a matter of course to spend it so that the greatest
possible good might result to me from it, do you
know what I would do with it? Why use it all on a
wheel tour abroad. In no way can a man better
invest a small capital than in the pleasure and knowl-
edge such a tour would give him. Let his after
position in life be what it may, he would be happier,
wiser, and wealthier from such an expenditure than
any other he could make. Youth and health would
give to such a trip a zest of enjoyment that money
could never bring when the gyves of age had set
their grasp upon brain and muscles. The broadness
that comes of intelligent and well directed travel
would ever be a gold mine from which the pick of
memory could uncover nuggets of the pure gold of
pleasant recollections. Ah me; would that I had
youth and wealth, that I might take this precious
prescription instead of being forced to offer it to
others more fortunate than DON SalambO.

THEY KEEP HIM FROM GROWING
OLD."

The joys that come to a wheelman bold
Keep him forever from growing old !

He sees the sights none other sees
;

To him each gust of passing breeze
Bears story sweet
From some retreat.

From throats of a thousand rills

He hears the song of the hills.

And when he skirts the lane,
In sunshine or in rain,

He's ever music-led
;

And pedals in time
To the rhythm and rhyme

Of songsters, overhead.

Oh, the joys that come to a wheelman bold
Keep him forever from growing old !

—C. S. W. for The Wheel.

CHAFF, BY THE "COASTER.

The late P. T. Barnum often said that " wholesome
recreation conquers evil thoughts." How true that
is of all exercises except cycling. With wheeling it

would be, "wholesale cycle riding creates evil
thoughts," when you think of your encounters with
the boys with sticks, dogs with barks, and horsemen
full of combativeness—and beer. Such expeiiences
are common to every wheelman, and they cannot
fail to cause evil thoughts to circulate through his
cranium and to percolate through his larynx.

Still, in the main Mr. Barnum was right. I should
imagine there was a good deal of wholesome recrea-
tion in running a circus. There is no doubt that Mr.
Barnum had the "greatest show on earth" of late
years, but before his time, you will remember, Mr.
Noah had a larger circus and a much more mammoth
menagerie, which he showed in the Ark on the base-
ball grounds back of Mt. Ararat. Barnum, however,
made more money out of the show business than
Noah did, which 1 presume was due to Barnum's
cast-iron rule to admit no deadheads, and then again
Barnum had a great attraction in his "cycling fam-
ily" which I never noticed at Noah's show. On the
other hand, Barnum was never able to collect as
many animals as did Noah.
I've been told on good authority that Noah had a

couple of every kind of species of animal, bird and
insect then existing. I have often regretted that
Noah didn't push some of his insects off the poop
deck of his boat, notably the Americano Miiskeeto and
the Hotello Bedbuggo, but he probably feels to-day
jhat he is "hunk" with all his enemies.

hints on training.
Speaking of recreation reminds me of an old poem

which began :

" Rise early, and take exercise in plonty
;

But always take it with your stomach empty."
This is contrary to the advice given by the three-
dollar per visit physician of to-day, who instructs us,
in substance, to

" Rise early, from your feathery couch,
Butjiever exercise with a depleted pouch."

At the same time violent exercise on a full stomach
is very harmful ; something light, in the way of a
fried onion or a Welch rarebit, should always be
taken before starting out on your morning ride. If
you are training for a race, you should eat one or two
onions as soon as you awake, as a man outside of
such delicacies will, in his endeavor to run away
from his own aroma, show speed that will surprise
even himself. I assure you there is nothing so enjoy-
able as to get out of your nice warm bed when your
alarm clock goes off at five o'clock in the morning,
tumble over the furniture (half asleep), mount your
wheel and go wandering off in the country, meeting
no one but the man turning out the street lights, the
milkman with his can of water, the maid running for
the doctor, and return home at eight o'clock to be
met by your valet with a sponge-bath in his hand,
and then sit down to breakfast too tired to eat, and
lie about the way you enjoy these early morning
rides.

A digression.

A few mornings ago I noticed one of these early
morning birds, or worm catchers, returning home
afterhis anti-appetizing spin. He was a beauty, with
seal-brown, moth-eaten whiskers and meatless limbs
that would have made the ossified man quiver with
envy; he wore blue glasses and pointed his chin
skyward.
He was a brand new rider, a pure amateur, as it

were, and it was evident he was taking his first ride
on his recent purchase—a S35 second-hand ordinary,
with a worn-out cyclometer thrown in. He was fol-
lowing a cable car on One Hundred and Twenty-fifth
Street, riding on the asphalt between the rails. He
followed in the wake of the caravan, fully conscious
that he was the centre of attraction to the market
men and women passengers. The car was bowling
along at a rather lively speed, and Mr. Spokelet in-
crpased the motion of his tatoo on the pedals, until
he was positive that he was flying at the rate of at
least twenty-two miles per hour. Just at that mo-
ment one of the market women wanted to alight, and
signaled the driver to stop the car, which he did
without delay. Mr. Spokelet at once found himself
in such close proximity to the car that he applied the
brake (what's a brake for it it isn't to stop a wheel ?)

;

the wheel stopped, but the dudelet didn't ; he contin-
ued his journey over the handle-bar and over the
rear dash-board of the car, knocking down the mar-
ket lady as she attempted to reach the door, which
caused the lady to mention several things about " yer
big dood, with yer clothes-pole legs," that were posi-
tively sad, landing in a position where he could
"put his own fare in the box," and the German
band on the curbstone played Annie L .

COASTER.
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SAN FRANCISCO.

p. H. Bernays, the Victor manager in this city, was
entertained at dinner by the Oakland Bicycle Club
on April 12. The club first had a run out to Lake
Chabout, in the mountains back of San Leandro,
and then returned to San Leandro for dinner. Later
in the afternoon a circuit of the tamous triangle
was made and the surface found in grand condition.

There is great rejoicing amongst a little coterie of
riders in this city owing to the return of its brightest
member to the ranks of cycling again. A. M. Welch
has purchased a cushion-tired Ormonde, and it is the
hope of his many friends that he may continue to
enjoy the pastime until a good old age. It is men
like he and Captain G. H. Strong who are the ideal
cyclers. The latter gentleman would shine in any
company under the sun. He has been through every
branch of cycling and thoroug:hly understands train-
ing and racing, having practical as well as theoreti-
cal knowledge of this the highest development of the
sport (or any sport). He is a reliable timer and has
delved deeply into the construction of wheels. He
naively says, with a merry twinkle in his eye : "It
is not every fellow gets to be sixty and remains as
spry as X am."
Some young man spread himself in a recent edition

of the Chronicle. He told how a local rider fell and
badly injured himself while training in the park,
and in graphic language told how another rider ran
into a house and what resulted. Surely he knows
that these are thmgs the general public should not
have prominently brought before them. It only in-

jures the sport and gives its enemies something to
talk about.

A bicycle thief was sentenced to two years' im-
prisonment by a local judge yesterday. Horse and
bicycle thieves get severely punished out here.

There is a little story connected with Dan Canary's
feat of riding one wheel down a high flight of stairs
in the Mechanics' Pavilion recently. His original
intention was to ride a safety, but some local riders
remarked that anybody could do that, so Dan said he
would do the feat for everything there was in it and
the one-wheel act was the result. After the riders
saw Canary come down on a safety they came to the
conclusion .that it was a difficult thing to do and no
one could be induced to try it.

The humors of advertising are not all confined to
Sterling Elliott and the Hickory bicycles. The af-

fable Bernays, of the Overman Company, has a hand-
some calendar on his desk that was issued by a rival
company. Some artist has added to the picture a
pair of Kentucky mules and a driver. Attached to

the harness of this team is a stout rope which passes
back from rider to rider with the result that on look-
ing at the picture it seems that the mules are draw-
ing the different wheels, some of them down hill. In
the background may be seen the rising sun in the
shape of a cushion tire;

The Alameda Bicycle Club members are working
hard for their coming road race. The entry lists

are out and many prizes have been promised by tlie

local dealers.

R. M. Thompson has removed to Santa Cruz and
will engage in the hardware business with C. W.
Hammer. In conjunction with this business he will

handle wheels. CALIFOR^fIA.

MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB.

A large attendance was present at the regular
monthly meeting of the club, on Monday evening of
this week, and much important business was trans-
acted. A committee, composed of Messrs. Sheehan,
Cardozo, Howland, McFarland and Monahan, was
appointed to look into the advisability of renting new
quarters until the club's own house is erected, and
the vacancy in the Board of Trustees, caused by the
resignation of J. A. Post, was filled by the election of
A. Shire. The election for secretary, caused by the
declination of C. A. Sheehan to serve in that capacity,
resulted in F. H. Campbell being chosen to fill the
office. The proposal of the Riverside Wheelmen to
consolidate with the Manhattans caused much dis-
cussion, and was received with favor at first. The
speeches of C. A. Sheehan and others, however,
changed the sentiment on the subject, and it was de-
cided not to join forces with that organization on the
grounds that the new club-house would oiler such
excellent accommodations and facilities as to induce
many wheelmen to join individually, thereby saving
any dissension that might arrive from consolidation
and also securing the retention of the club's title.

A gold medal was offered by the vice-president for
the highest mileage during the present year, and a
handsome bronze medal was offered by Jacques
Scheuer for the member attending the greatest num-
ber of runs during the season, from May i. Another
medal has also been offered by R. G. Betts for the
second largest mileage of the year.

It was moved by Mr. Friedberger at this meeting
that the Committee on Resolutions be discharged,
and a new one appointed to draw up and present a
resolution of thanks to C. A. Sheehan for the able
manner in which he fulfilled the duties of secretary
for three years. The new committee consists of
Messrs. De Veze, Monahan and Fowler. It was also
moved that the road officers be instructed to keep a
correct account of all road runs and tours, and enter
them in the log book regularly, in order that the
medals may be awarded correctly.

On Thursday night the lady friends of the members
took part in a bowling contest at the Bidwell
alleys. This was the last ladies' night of the sea-
son. Among the other fixtures for April are: On
Saturday night, the third game of the challenge
series of pool matches between the Riverside Wheel-
men and the Manhattan Bicycle Club, at the latter's
alleys ; on Sunday next, the first run of the season, to
Yonkers, under the command of the newly elected
captain, A. Brogan, and on Monday next, the bowling
match between the Riversides and Manhattans, on
the former's alleys.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

THE TEAM ROAD ASSOCIATION FORMED.
The general response which was accorded the

scheme to form a team road racing Association
among the clubs was most gratitying to its pro-
moters.
With the exception of the Riverside Wheelmen all

the clubs have joined in the movement, and its suc-
cess is therefore assured.
The meeting was held at our club-house on Monday

evening last, and the outline of the association was
formulated for a committee to construct a constitu-
tion and by-laws from. The general plan as l.-\id

forth in my letters two weeks ago was adopted in its

entirety. There will be no athletic club men allowed
to compete ; it will be purely a friendly contest
among the untrained members of the wheel clubs,
and will be prolific of much fraternal intercourse,
and bring the clubs in a body together on the dates-
June 6 and September 12—selected. Let us hope as
years roll round that these dates will be eagerly
looked forward to, and that the fixture will never
grow old tor lack of enthusiasm. The good point of
having the prize become the absolute possession of
the winner at the end of each season will, I think,
serve to keep the thing alive.
The committee on by-laws will meet on Sunday

night in New York at the Hamblin House on Cham-
bers Street to prepare their work for adoption by the
general body, which will meet on May 6 at the house
of the New York Bicycle Club.
President Potter has named his committees. The

road for the next three months will be under the
supervision of Messrs. Bradley, Lewis and Quimby.
The yearly committees are as follows'; House—
Dutcher, Stebbins and Cole. Membership—Raymond,
Fuller and Bailey. Auditing—Skinner, Koop and
Snedeker. Atol.

ST. LOUIS.

W. B. Cruver and C. C. Bender, of Spencer, Iowa,
were in town last week. They claim to have the
largest League membership in Spencer of any town
in the State for the size. They will take a boat from
here for New Orleans and Galveston, and will then
tour by wheel to Huston, San Antonio, Ft. Worth,
Dallas, through the Indian Territory and Kansas,
stopping at Kansas City 'and Topeka, from which
point they will return home. They expect to take
two or three months for the trip.

The Missouris tennis courts are getting in good
shape. The are offering inducements again to riders
to join. There is no reason why a club with so many
advantages to offer should not have 300 members, as
it probably would have if in any other city.

The Pike County tournament on May 3 will beat all

previous ones if the weather clerk will only postpone
the regular Sunday rain which we have had for the
last two months with a few exceptions.

There are so many more wheelmen now in the sur-
rounding country that it is no trouble to gather a
crowd. All cyclists should embrace this opportunity
of seeing old friends and making new ones.
• The illuminated parade also will evidently be a
monster as to the number in line, and an object
lesson for the non-rider.

FOTURE GREAT.

CYCLING IN THE SOUTH.

ISirmlngliaiu, Ala.

Birmingham, Alabama, proposes that a large num-
ber of its fifty thousand people shall ride bicycles,
and the Birmingham Arms Company proposes to sell

the most of the machines. The company represents
the leading makes, and has just taken the agency for
the Western Wheel Co., represented by R. L. Cole-
man & Co.. of New York. J. R. Cook, formerly known
as the J. R. Cook Arms Company, is handling the
Gendron safety. Special efforts, it is learned, will
be made to induce the ladies to ride.

Vicksburg, Miss.

A sensation was created at Vicksburg, Miss., a few
days ago by the appearance of a beautiful young
lady, the daughter of a prominent citizen, riding a
bicycle, and it was explained by a bystander to an-
other person that " the dress she wore was her regu-
lar street or walking dress, and nothing else." Fur-
ther surprise was shown when it was known that she
could easily keep pace with her parents when they
were carriage riding. Vicksburg is very hilly and
not well adapted to cycling, but the number of ma-
chines in the town is steadily increasing. One of the
best runs is from the city to the National Cemetery,
by the lake side, a distance of about one and a-half
miles.

Jackson, Miss.

Jackson, Miss., is spread over a large territory, for
a city of nine thousand inhabitants. The streets are
fine, and cycling has taken quite a hold.

Traveler.

Plans for the new Hudson County boulevard are
progressing finely. The route for the road from Ber-
gen Point to the Bergen County line, fourteen miles,
has been selected and adopted by the Board of Free-
holders, and a map will be placed on exhibition at the
Freeholders' office for inspection until May 18, when
the Board will meet to ratify its action. The new
public road will be of great value to the wheelmen of
Hudson County, not only furnishing a long, continu-
ous highway for short rxins, but, as it connects with
the Bergen County roads, giving as well an outlet to
an extensive and picturesque country.

MILWAUKEE.

At a meeting of the Milwaukee Wheelmen held
April 13, it was decided to hold a banquet at the
"Plankinton" Saturday eve. May 2, as a celebration
of the club's seventh anniversary. It is hoped there
will be a large attendance, as it will be the opening
event of the season. The Rev. J. Titsworth, Gov.
Peck and others will do the speaking.
Sunday being a fine day a number of wheelmen

indulged in a run to White Fish Bay.
Fred Holmes is another addition to the track, and

intends to make things interesting for the rest of
the racing members. At the rapid rate new racing
men are being brought to the front, it will be neces-
sary for the older ones to keep their eyes open.
Heretofore the issue of a race lay between two or
three men. The prospects this season with all the
new recruits will create more than common interest.

Page, of Waukesha, is after the championship
laurels. The ability he showed last season on the
high wheel, it is hoped, will put him in a position to
reach his goal.

Fred Schmitz intends going to Oshkosh for his em-
ployer and will try the pace of the Oshkosh Wheel-
men.
Their was a time when Henry Andrae promised to

be quite a" scorcher," and it was with regret the
wrfter saw him leave the track. His personal super-
vision of the cycle department of the Jul. Andrae Co.
kept him so busy that to race was out of the ques-
tion. The writer remembers a certain little road
race he indulged in which was made more interest-
ing by the fact that there was a private scorch be-
tween Henry and another gentleman in which Henry
came out victorious.

Th-e Chas. F. Stokes Mfg. Co. did a rushing busi-
ness Saturday, selling: over a thousand dollars worth
of wheels. Considering that they have just about
opened up, it goes to prove that Milwaukee can sup-
port the addition of the above named firm to its ranks
of cycle dealers.

The "Andrae Co." has placed a large order for
Columbia safeties, which seem to be the favorite
amongst the local wheelmen. Vernon.

A FEW HINTS ON DRESS.

The main object that should be born in mind by
wheelmen in their dress for the road is loosent ss of
garments. Tightness in any part of the clothing
should be shunned as a rock on the road. Knicker-
bockers buckled at the bottoms should never be
worn, and these that button should be made with
ample room for the play of the knee. Garters should
be strictly avoided by riders, for not only do they
interfere with the free circulation of the blood but
they also are responsible for the leg cramp if worn
persistently, for to be of any service it is necessary
to have them tight. Belts likewise are devices that
should be unknown to the cyclist's wardrobe. Tight
fitting coats and shirts are also articles to be given a
wide berth. The shoes should be a good fit, neither
loose nor tight, low at the ankle, of flexible leather
and possessing good, stout soles. For long-distance
riding coarse knitted clothing is generally preferred,
permitting the unrestrained use of every muscle and
producing comfort and ease. They can be trimmed
with braid and buttons and so made that no more
objection can be found with them than there can
with knee breeches of cloth.
The best plan to keep stockings up, according to

Wheelings is to fold them down in broad folds so that
they do not come above the knee, butthey should not,
on the other hand,come below the edge of the breeches.
Folded properly like this they will not slip down, the
action of the knees is not hampered by the necessity
of stretching the stockings every time the leg is

raised, and the evil of garters is abolished. It is

true in two senses of the word that a wheelman can-
not ride with ease when he is "tight."^

WHAT'S LAW FOR THE LORD IS
NOT LAW FOR THE CYCLIST.

I would like to warn cyclists not to be led away by
the the magistrates in Lord Lonsdale's case. The
English are an intensely humorous people, and one
of their favorite jokes is that all men are equal in the
eyes of the law. Let a cyclist try on such a game as
Lord Lonsdale's, and he will at once see the point of
the joke ; unless, of course, the cyclist also be a lord.
One of the advantages of being a lord in these coun-
tries is that you can do pretty much as you jolly well
please. And quite right. There would be no good in
being a lord if it were otherwise. You might as well
be a polo pony, or a tin of preserved lobster. If I

could purchase a patent of nobility on the three
years system, I would have it, on account of this
privilege alone. But it is almost impossible to be-
come a lord, unless you make beer or stout ; or are
too stupid to be allowed to sit in the House of Com-
mons. Once you are "his lordship" you are above
all law. In fact, it is a usual thing for a lord to cele-
brate his elevation by beating a policeman, just as
medical students get tight and a tall hat and a beard
when they pass their final. We all remember the
effect on the Recorder, while hearing a case in which
Stadnicki was plaintiff, when he learned that the
latter was a Count. Why, it took the officials of the
court all their time to prevent the judge from stand-
ing " Stad " a drink right off.—''Scorcher" in the Irish Wheelman.

Both the Crawford Cyclers and the Roselle Ram-
blers have decided to become League clubs.
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OMAHA.

Ye gods 1 have we become a city of sidewalk riders.'

Verily, it seemeth so, Yet, if we venture from the

pavement we sink into a sea of mud and the popular
saying, "out of sight," is a reality. Never mind,
perhaps the daily rains will cease to fall shortly and
then, oh, then I But until this happy time we will

ride sidewalks and paved streets.

Club runs the past week have been quite numerous
as far as they went and everybody enjoyed them. A
few beautiful moonlight nights drew out several

trips to Council Bluffs and Fort Omaha. Sunday
was dark and lowering yet the Omahas participated
in two called runs, one in the morning to Florence and
one in the afternoon to Association Park. The tov\r-

ists made their usual trip over the river and back,
the T. M. Club joined forces with the O. W. C. and
the Apollos took a ten-mile jaunt into the country. The
first long run of the season was made by Jack Kast-
man, of the Omahas, and Bugler Siefken, of the same
club. They started for De Soto, some twenty miles
across the country, Sunday morning at seven o'clock,

and dragged themselves and wheels through three
inches of Nebraska mud until one o'clock ;

then fol-

lt>wed one of those old-fashioned country dinners,
which delight the eyes and stomachs of every wheel-
man, at a farmhouse.
A laughable incident occurred to these riders,

which might have turned out quite seriously had they
lost their presence of mind or their pedals. Several
miles from the city the roads became so bad that the

cyclists had to let down the bars of a farmer's pasture
and ride "cross lots," as it were. Half the distance was
covered all O.K., when suddenly a fierce bellow behind
them caused every hair on their heads to stand a la

pompadour. For only the one-hundredth part of a

second did they linger in astonishment. A swift
glance over the shoulder revealed a trio of "male
cows" in hot pursuit, heads down and tails erect.

Both men have ridden many a fast mile upon the
path, but never did they wish to exert themselves so
much as at that moment. Down went their heads
over the handle-bars and around flew the wheels; it

was nip and tuck to the low rail fence, but the riders

got there first, and over the barrier scampered the
cyclists, carrying their mounts with them, a full lap
in advance of the angry bovines. Kastman wears a
streak of gray over each ear, and Siefken's pompa-
dour is a fixture now. No one was nigh to hold the
watch, and the best time ever made on a grass track
is lost.

The Apollo racing team have returned from Lincoln
vowing vengeance upon the Lincoln boys and the
management of the late amateur six day races. They
claim they had no show for success against the tricks

of the Lincoln riders and their friends. If their

accounts of the treatment they received at the hands
of the Lincoln men are not exaggerated, "Crank" does
not blame them. At the State meet in July, however,
they will have a chance to show people what straight-

forward riding is like.

Captain Dick Belt, of the Tourists' Club, performed
the feat of climbing Fairmount Park hill, last Sunday
afternoon, upon a cushion-tired Ormonde racer,
geared to sixty-two inches. This hill is situated in-

side the park enclosure, and to our knowledge has
never been climbed by any wheelman before. The
performance is more remarkable from the fact that
at the time several inches of mud covered the surface
of the road in spots. Quite a crowd witnessed the
feat, and Dick can safely hold his record for some
time to come.

The new directors of the Omaha Wheel Club held
their first meeting one night of last week and ap-
pointed the following committees and sub-officers :

House Committee, Jas. Ebersole, Chairman ; Ed.
Gygger, Purchasing Agent; Harry K. Smith, Libra-
rian. Slembership Committee, Percy Gibson, Arthur
Rathburn and Art. Cowie. Sub-officers, Jno. M. Con-
radt. Lieutenant; W. H. Head, Color Bearer, and
Frank Siefken, Bugler.

The Division officers of the Nebraska Division held
a meeting at Lincoln on the 14th inst. and transacted
a great deal of business of importance. Among other
things was the adoption of a set of rules and by-laws,
which are now in the hands of the printer. They will

soon be distributed to the different League members
throughout the State.

Harry Head, a former Omaha Wheel Club boy,
lately of Steuben Co., N. Y., was a guest of the Octa-
gon Club and his brother, W. H. Head, several days
of last week. Sunday he called around at the club-
house and talked over old times with his former col-
leagues.

A fine new Emerson piano graces the parlors of the
O. W. C. quartets, a late purchase of the club.

Another smoker is on the tapis. CR.\XK.

HARLEM WHEELMEN.

The Harlem Wheelmen resigned from the L. K. W.
as a club on Monday evening last, but the greater
portion of the members retain their individual mem-
bership. The members who were the most active in
bringing about the movement were C. A. Wendehack
and W. H. Putney.
On Sunday last W. H. De Graff, C. A. Ballmer and

W. H. Putney rode to Oscawanna, and were the
guests of Mr. De Graff's father. They arrived home
late in the evening. Messrs. Osborn and Olmstead
rode to Patchogue and back on the same dav. The
club, under command of Lieutenant Boise, rode to
Englewood and then to Alpine. The riders crossed
the Hudson to Yonkers in rowboats and then rode
to the city.
The club is taking an active part in the new team

road racing association and hope to put in a winning
team next June.
On Sunday next the H. W. will have a run to Coney

Island, and the " Big Five " will go to Far Rockaway.
SnaGGS.

"PLUNKIN' ERLONG."

Out on de road whar the sunshine strikes,

Lem and 'is bisickle yoh's suah to fine,

Singin' softly de chunes he likes,

With neber a kyah on 's good ole min'.
He nods ter de ebening breeze that blows
In time ter 'is song.

And jes goes '

Plunkin' erlong.

He keeps sorter close ter his se'f, Lem does,
Libben er heap like de chunes he plays

;

Put j'oh in min' of a time dat wus,
An' sometimes I t'ink it's de life dat pays,

Dat yoh"re happier if yoh doesn't know
'Bout de bustle an' throng.

But jes go
Plunkin' erlong. — Washington Post.

EVOLUTION.

When first velocipedes were planned,
In France, beyond the azure main

;

They rolled ungainlv o'er the land,
With many a noisy jolt and strain.

Rule, Vulcan, in thy might.
Bravely thine hammer waves,
Thine aid we now invite.
And sing to thee our staves.

When of the toy the sons of France,
Had tired, and chucked it in the Seine,

' Perfidious Albion" made advance,
.^nd bravely tried the thing again.

Wake! Fiery Vulcan, wake !

Thy massive muscles strain
;

For our own Albion's sake.
Work well, and work amain.

Lame Vulcan in his blazing tower
Has made the cycle of the time

;

We ride it twenty miles an hour,
And sing his praise m halting rhyme !

Sleep now, and be not ir\'\t-

Ated more by smoke,
• For air is now the spirit

That we must invoke !

Air! Fairy Zephyr thou art pent
Within a fat pneumatic tire

;

And every clown by thee is lent
The reputation of a flyer.

To thee, Aerial Zephyr,
We sacrifice— say half
A young and tender heifer,
Or at least a calf

!

One more achievement yet remains,
Not even thou canst do or dare

—

To free us from our cranks and chains.
And send us soaring through the air I

Rule, cyclists, mile by mile.
Rule over solidground :

To steeds yield never, while
The world goes cycling xomwA.—Ajierley B. C. Gazette.

Cycling will be as active in Canada this year as in

this country. Race meets will be held in Woodstock,
Toronto, Montreal, Hamilton and Ottawa, and inter-
club road races will be more numerous than ever

tMeatres.
DIJOU THEATRE, Broadway, near 30th St., N. V.
'-'

J. Wesley Rosenquest, Sole Manager.
NAT. C. GOODWIN IN "THE NOMINEE."

Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

BROADWAY THEATRE, Cor. 41st St., N. Y.
Frank W. Sanger, Manager.

Fanny Davenport in Sardou's "CLEOP.«iTRA."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at S.

MINER'S PEOPLES' THEATRE, New York.

"TICKET OF LEAVE MAN."
Matinee Wed. and Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

NEW PARK THEATRE, Broadway and 35th St.,

New York.
James T. Powers in "A STRAIGHT TIP."

Matinees Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

pROCTOR'S TWENTY-THIRD ST. THEATRE,
-*- Proctor and Turner, Proprietors and Managers.

"Mr. Wilkinson's Widows."
Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2.15. Evenings at 8. 15

CTANDARD THEATRE, 33d St. and 6th Ave., N. Y.
"^

J. M. Hill, Manager.
U and I.

Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

M^

Chief Consul Mott will respond to the toast "My
Maryland," at the Century Wheelmen's fifth anni-
versary dinner, which will be held on Mav 4.

ADISON SQUARE THEATRE, New Yor'i.
A. M. Palmer, Manager. 24th St., nr. Broadway,

"ALABAMA."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.30.

24 in. Boys' Safety $15.00
20 " " " ..... 12.00
20 " " " .... 6.00
Giant, No. 4 " 50.00
Swift Safety, 70.00
Crescent Improved Safety, . . 50.00
Quadrant Safety, . , . . 70.00
1 890 Columbia Light Roadster Safety. GO.OO
Buffalo Tricycle for Lady or Gent, 25.00

Send for Catalogue and List to

WHITE CYCLE CO., Trenton, N. J.

INDISPENSABLE TO BICY-
CLISTS, ATHLETES AND
IN THE GYMNASIUM.

Call's No. SSnpporters (jockstrap)
w ith ela.stic back lace front and ad-
justable back straps. A sure fit. No.
t&ame a*; cuti 75c. No. G, witli pock-

ets on each side of lacing, Si.00 No.
7, V ith hose supporter attached to
sides, Sl.OO. No. 8, pockets and hnse
supporter. Si. 25. Order by number
and give tight measure top of hips.
Post-paid "n receipt of price.
S B CALL, 358 Main St., Si'ringfield.
Mass.

filLLOIT'S STEEL PEHS
ARE THE MOST

• PERFECT.

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
F, P, PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor. P- 0. Box li-i, >' Y. CM y.243 BROADWAY.

ONE DOI^CAR PER VCAR.

Enclosed find ^i.oo ;n payment for one years subscription
^

comencing with issue of.

JName '

Address

The "Popular" &$e5

'imfic''*''"

tllOH Ca-R,-A.r)E!.
AGENTS for New York State and Northern

part of New Jersev,

BANKER & CAMPBELL CO.,
12 Murray Street, N. Y. City.

For other Territorv, apply to

PERCIVAL TATTERSFIELD,
12th and Oxford Sts., Philadelphia.

IJjTENDlNd BtlEKS SEE OlIK MACHINE
AT LOCAL AtiENTS.

SE7«D FOR CATALOGUE.
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE. WANTS.
as Words !45 cfuts
Two Insertions 40 '

New fork Blcjrcle Company, Nos 4 and 6 £aat 60th
Street, N. ¥. New and Second-Hand Machines. Choice
assortment. Prices rea8onl^b)e. Wheels to rent. CjcIIdk
Accessories of all kinds. 1 1st of Bargalri^ and Sundries
free upon appllcatlen. 014 mounts takjn In part pay-
ment for New- __^__
irOR SALE-iSgi Rambler, not run fifty miles, price
^ $115; 1890 pattern Record, price $70, in fine siiape.

Box 147, Greenville, Ohio. 5-1

L^UR SALE CHEAP-'Sg Rambler, '90 Rambler, $85
• Rival ; wanted second-hand ladies' and gents
Columbia safeties. Leinbach Bros., Lebanon, Pa.

4-24

"LTOR SALE -A Victor Springfork Safety, '89 pattern,
^ in excellent condition; must be sold. Address
K. M. Q., care THE Wheel, P. O. Box 444, N. Y. City.

5-'

IT'OR SALE—Genuine Humber Tandem Tricycle,
-T in best condition,- cost $250 last year; will take

$80 cash or offer. Address for appointment H. B.,

254 West 53d St., N. Y. 5-1

L^OR SALE—Columbia Semi Roadster, 44 inch; balls
J^ to front wheel and pedals; good condition; price

$j5. Apply of jaTitor Citizens' B. C, 28 West 60th St.

4-24

ONE Rudge Safety, as good as new, $95 ; 1 New
Rapid (new) suitable for lady or gent, $95 ; i

Gales, Ai condition, $45. Hutchinson, 847 Prospect
Pla-e, Brooklyn. 5-'

WANTED—To exchange a fine old solo violin

(Cremona) for a high grade cushion or pneu-
matic ladies' wheel. M. D., 420 West 51st Street, City.

5-1

SADDLE, lamp and cyclometer wanted ; will pay
cash or give any make typewriter in exchange at

specially low price. Address Consolidated Type-
writer Exchange, 245 Broadway, N. Y. 5-1

'PYPEWRITERS—All makes; good machines at
^ half cost ; typewriters exchanged and rented

;

purchasers can save 20 per cent, to 75 per cent, at the
Consolidated Typewriter Exchange, 245 Broadway,
N. Y. 5-1

WANTED—Second-hand ordinary bicycles in first-

class condition for spot cash, to sell; also ladies'

and gentlemen's safeties. Send description and price
to Douglas Rogers, Bainbridge, Chenango Co., N. Y.,

Drawers. 5-1

p ET A NEW MAIL, UNION, HARTFORD, SYLPH^ or Broncho, and trade in that old ordinary that
has caused you so much profanity. Knight Cycle
Co., St. Louis, Mo. t. f. c

A NY WHEELMAN WHO WILL SEND US NAMES
-'^ of ten intending bicycle buyers will receive our
paper free. Young American, West Randolph, Vt.

4-24

FEW "Columbia" and "Victor" Safeties in

most excellent condition
;
prices below all com-

petition as long as they last. G. Frank Fries, Akron,
Ohio. t. f. c

LCJ CCOTT, attorney and solicitor in patent
• n.. O cases; especial attention to bicycles;

Newark, New Jersey; N. J. headquarters, R. P.

Scott's book, " Cycling Art, Energy and Locomotion."
ZOOK, Lititz, Pa., sells, trades, buys cycles, sundries.

Catalogues and second-hand lists. $i6o tricycle,

$50. 6-26-c

CYCLOMETERS for sale for $9 ; New Lakins or
Butchers; by registered mail. E. J. Day, 251

Varick Street, Jersey City, N. J. 4-24

THIS CONCERNS VS.
And it will benefit you. We offer the New Mail,
Union, Sylph, Broncho, Hartford, Joliet and cheaper
machines at easy monthly payments, and take your
old fossil at a fair price. Describe it and state what
you wish to buy. Knight Cycle Co., 207 North Tenth
Street, St. Louis, Mo. t. f.

A

pOSITION WANTED As Office or Traveling
Man, Salesman, Manager or Advertiser witli

a Cycling House. Address, X. Y. Z., P. O. Box,
X. X. X., New Yorit Citj.

^OR SALE.—Safety bicycle, hardly used : practical-
ly new. F. H. C., P. O. Box 444, N. Y. City.

'T^WO Columbia Safeties, '90 pattern. Ladies', $110,
-L and Gentlemen's, $100; both almost new. To
anyone sending us five dollars we will ship the
wheels C. O. D. to allow examination. Should you
take one or both after six days trial we will take one
or both back, paying within ten dollars of what you
paid for them, this offer is made simply to show that
they are bargains. Address Wilson Bros., Jewelers,
15 Tramont Row, Boston. t. f. c.

189I. IGYGGBS ^JHD T^IGYGGfi:
ALL THE BEST MAKES AT LOWEST PRICES.

1891.

VICTOR,

IDEAL,

CRESCENT,
JUNO.

AM. RAMBLER.
RUSH,

NONPARIEL,
ROB ROY.

SPORTING GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

E:. I. HOIiSIV^J^IV. 341 BROAD^WAY,
TfE^W VORK.

OPEN FOR USE. l^ell indorsed by all ^ho have
seen it.

CYCLE LONCH BOX.
Just the tbing for wheelmen. Cut shows mode of

attaching to handle bar, facing rider. Light, tlegant,
durable. Folds in email space when not in uee.

Send 37 two-cent stamps and receive one post
paid. Money refunded if not satisfactory.

The Trade Supplied. Dealers write for discount.

A. E. SWIFT,
233 Niagara Street, Buffalo, X. Y.

CLOSED FOR THE POCKET. MENTION THIS PAPER.

I. -A.. ^W^BST03Sr «Sc OO.,
J AMC^SVII^LE, N.Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAFETY BICYCLE WHEELS,
MADE WITH

Parallel Coned or BALL BKAKIKOS, Solid or Cushion Tire.

THE BEST MATERIAL, and THE FINEST FINISH.

THE GcELEYiiOXJND S:A.KiH^a:^Y.
PRICE, $100.

SEMD FOR 189X CAXAI,OGl7£ Ko, 11

BROiA^N BROS. 7V^F=G.
Jackson and Clinton Streets,

AOENXS WANTED.

CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

L. 7\ . :na£. special.
All shoes stamped with this Trade Mark are of the celebrated

NORMAIV & BEIVIVEXT

make. The}^ are the best fitting and most comfortable shoe

ever produced for wheelmen.

For sale b}^ the leading

dealers from Maine to Cali-

fornia.
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A TRIP THROUGH CHINATOWN,

"I've got it, by gad!" "Well, I'll be darned if I

have !"

This remark was made by "Dick" Nelson on last

Monday evening, and was the result o£ a semi-suc-
cessful effort on his part to eat bird's nest soup with
chop sticks. A party of "Citz," composed of Messrs.

J. S. Wood, A. L. Paynter, Rich. Nelson, T. E. Belts,

C. L. Jones, C. C. Shelly, Jas. Quinn, H. G. Barnard
and John C. Gulick, got together one day last week
and induced "Will" Pendleton and "Jimmy" Han-
son to take them on a trip through Mott Street to get
up a real Chinese dinner and to see all there is to be
seen in Chinatown.

It was 7. IS p. m. when nine determined (?) looking
men followed the "Celestial Twins" up to the Del-
monicos of Mott Street, and seating themselves
around a large oval table began to eat their first

Chinese dinner.
It was understood beforehand that every man must

^eat some of each dish or else pay for the dinner for
the crowd. Jones had been in training for several
days, and his backers were offering heavy odds that
he would pull through with flying colors.
The following menu was presented to the boys, but

all insisted that they weren't very hungry and
didn't care for much to eat, as they all had eaten a
very late luncheon, but if "Will" would order the
dinner they would stand by him and help make it

disappear. Of course he ordered it, and the way in
which he managed to twist his jaw over the following
dishes was enough to give us all a severe attack of
the " Chinese grip "

:

Lychees Dried Nuts
Yuen Wah Bird Nest Soup
Yu Cnee Shark's Fins
nu.,„„ Tj I Chicken stuffed with Mushrooms,Chuen Horp

-^ Chestnuts and Barley
Mo Gook Bai Gook Steamed Pigeon
Li Chee Kii Roast Duck, Lychees Sauce
Goey Ay Ghuen Ham and Chicken Croquettes
Sarp Goiet Boiled Fish
Loi Mi Guoit Chinese Wine

Oolong Tea. Rice.

At first they seemed a. little reluctant to eat, but
after a few minutes they discovered that Jones was
eating up all the birds'-nest soup, and from that mo-
ment until everything had disappeared it was a
scramble to g:et enough to eat. The food was cooked
in a most delicious manner, and was a genuine sur-
prise to every one (the Chinese Twins excepted). Of
course everything was served a la Chinese. Each
man had a plate about the size of a small saucer, and
with it was a spoon made of very fine china and as
large as the plate itself ;

then they had a small glass
cup not larger than a pigeon's egg, out of which to
drink the Chinese wine. It was first put into a small
tea or wine pot holding about half a pint, and then
poured into these little cups. It was very novel to
drink out of these small glasses at first, but after one
or two drinks it began to get tiresome, and each man
had a pot of his own. SuiHce it to say we paid for
five quarts of " Loi Mi Guoit." Each dish was set in
the centre of the table, and each man would take his
spoon and put a portion of the eatables on his plate
and then eat it with chop-sticks. The way in which
the boys manipulated the chop-sticks would make a
Chinese baby blush, but after a few lessons they
managed to use them with enough efficiency to get
one in everyfive or ten pieces of food totheir mouths.
These chop-sticks afforded more amusement than
everything else combined, as they were used for
everything, from eating the nuts to eating the soup
with.
After dinner was over we retired to a private opium

lay out, where Cheun Mai (Link's half brother) hit
the pipe for us, showing and e.xplaining how to pre-
pare the opium, and told us confidently, " Belly nlice

;

mlake Melican man seeck, Chinee man no seeck,"
and wanted us to try it, but as we had a few more
things to see we were compelled to decline.
We next visited the Joss House or Chinese temple

of worship, where the wonderful amount of handsome
and artistic carvings in wood and metals made the
boys all wish they were Chinese instead of Ameri-
cans. Any way it had such an effect on "Barney"
that he hasn't been able to speak sincje, and every
time he passes a laundry he stops and mutters
broken sentences of Chinese. Before leaving the
temple we of course burnt some joss sticks and paid
our respects to the Chinese Gods, after which we
decided to leave Mott Street, and a double quick
march was made for the club-house, where we re-
hearsed the pleasant and interesting experiences of
our very unique trip through Chinatown.

It is unnecessary to state that life has been made
miserable to the Chinese Twins (Pendleton and Han-
son) on accotfnt of the numerous inquiries of people
to know when the next trip will occur, but judging
from the number of applications already received, it

will require several trips to accommodate all.

I get it on good authority that John Gulick has been
practicing with chop-sticks ever since, so that he will
not get left on Sarp Goiet the next time.
Through the kindness of King Hong Lau we were

presented with a bill of fare in Chinese and a pair of
chop-sticks, as a souvenir of our trip through China-
town.

The Green Bay Cycling Club held their annual
meeting last week and elected the Mayor of the city
and P. H. Sercorabe as honorary members. The new
officers are : President, E. Alden Arthur; Vice-Presi-
dent, W. I. Casey; Secretary, W. H. Field; Treas-
urer, G. Wallace Fisk ; Directors, W. J. Casey, F. S.
Fox, E. Marique and E. W. Lehmann ; Captain, W. J.
Casey

; First Lieutenant, E. W. Lehmann ; Second
Lieutenant, Arthur Fontaine.

High wheels are such a drag on the market at
present, owing tothe wholesale abandonment of them
by old riders for cushion or pneumatic-tired safeties,
that they can be bought for ridiculously low prices.
An ordinary of a prominent make, that had never
been ridden fifty miles, was recently sold in this city
to a staunch adherent of the G. O. O. for $30. Less
than $20 had been allowed for it in trade for a low
wheel.

K. C. W.

The Team Road Racing Association has been
formed with a charter membership of eight clubs. I

understand that of the twenty-four delegates at the
meeting only one voted against the prohibitory
clause, and only one club sent notice that it could not
join the proposed association on account of the prob-
able barring of their athletic talent. We ought
surely to be very thankful that there is only one of
the many clubs invited so thoroughly dependent on
its oppressors that it dare not use its own bone and
muscle and take chances with the others.

It is surprising how time and circumstances wil^
change a man. Not many months since T. J. H., Jr.,
was a most bitter antagonist of athletic clubs, and
looked with scorn at a man who sold his service to
them. There shortly came a change, and Thomas
was seen to wear the winged foot. At the same time
his Herr Most-like harangues ceased, and we all

knew there was one more convert to the state of ser-
vility. His punishment for deserting the K. C. W.
was made to "fit the crime," but the most severe
blow was the one administered by my most revered
predecessor, "Ram Lai," when he said the foot
pressed heavily on T. J.'s chest, or something to that
effect. How heavy the foot really did and does press,
was not clearly demonstrated until the formation of
the new racing association and Tommy found him-
self out in the cold. While not in the discussion at
the club on Tuesday night, still I was near enough to
hear some of the statements made, and I am sure that
had a little thought been given the subject, some of
the remarks would not have been made. I think the
example set by Billy Murphy in this trying moment
might very advantageously be followed by the other
seven. He is surely a great deal happier in the course
he is pursuing, and making more friends among the
members than he ever lost.

The second run of the season, which occurred on
Sunday last, to Pompton, was as great, if not a
greater success, than the initial run, and ought to be
very gratifying to the road officers. Reports have it

that the front wheel of Bensinger's Eagle had a de-
cided tendency to explore both sides of the road, and
after he brought down six riders at the base of the
Mount Clair hill, his nerves were useless to him—un-
til after dinner. I suppose I will have to visit Pomp-
ton alone now if I want to see the plaice this Summer,
and regret exceedingly that illness prevented my
taking the ride last Sunday.
The fine weather of the past week ought to help the

flyers to get into condition, and everyone that can
ought to get out and try to secure a place on the team.
It is no small honor to represent a club, and were I

strong enough I would try for it myself. Get out,
young man, and hustle. STRADDLE.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

The next member of the Arlingtons whom a sense
of duty compels X-Bones to jump upon is the lieu-
tenant. The election of this gentleman to his present
office was a compromise, and, like most compromises
—well, perhaps it is best to let the facts speak for
themselves. The facts in this case are that the
Arlingtons are composed of two classes of jolly good
fellows. One class is more jolly than good, and the
other more good than jolly. Well, the more good
than jolly lot don't prefer to go on runs on Sunday,
while the more jolly than good boys don't prefer not
to, to say the least. The captain having been elected
out of the jolly goods, it was esteemed only fair to
give the good jollies a show, and give them an officer
to conduct runs on some other day. This delicate
compliment soothed their feelings, and saved the
Arlington's from utter ruin, theologically. The more
practical effects are not so plain, so far as X-Bones
can learn, as the lieutenant has not yet called a run.
Thisis not, however, believed to be due to his general
religious principles so much as to a special little re-
ligion of his own, involving the worship of a certain
fair divinity whose shrine is set up at Mt. Pleasant.
In fact, as elegantly expressed by "Chickie" at the
last meeting of the Arlingtons, in this young man's
heart the divine spark of wheel enthusiasm is out-
dazzled by a sunburst of warmer devotion to a sub-
limer deity than that of the wheel.
In personal appearance our young lieutenant is

fair, with tender blue eyes—we think they are tender,
but we will swear they are blue—and a complexion
that so far resembles the delicate bloom of a Summer
fruit that the name "Peachy" is singularly appropri-
ate. Howthe'divinity we have mentioned can refrain
from interrupting his orisons at her shrine with a
great big, elegant and juicy "bite," is more than we
can understand. Perhaps, however, she thinks that
he is sufficiently bit with a madness of that sweet,
lingering type that is best not recovered from—not a
melancholy madness, nor yet a raging delirium, but
that delicious, soothing, absorbing fever that runs
riot in the veins of handsome youths and budding
maidens. And yet in his most rapturous moods
"Peachy" is never guilty of the poet's misapplication
of metaphors. When away from his charmer he
sighs not for " the wings of a dove," but realizes that
a stronger bird will carry him faster—an Eagle.
Hoping that "Peachy" will not always carry his

flights away from the rest of the flock, and wishing
him the best of success and a " happy issue out of all

his afflictions," X-Bones will pass on.

At a special meeting of the Arlingtons, held last
Thursday, it was decided not to unite with the Wash-
ington Cycle Club. The matter was fully and ably dis-
cussed, and many pleasant and complimentary things
were said of that club, but it seemed to be the general
opinion that the Arlingtons were so exclusively de-
voted to wheeling rather than to the social pleasures
for which the Washington Cycle Club is so famous,
that a real community of interest would not exist
between the members of the t^vo clubs. These being
the only substantial grounds for remaining separate,
it would seem that no reason exists why the same
friendly and fraternal spirit shown in the past should
not still flourish between the two clubs, and it is sin-
cerely hoped that this may be by * X-BONES.

NUMBER OF REVOLUTIONS TO A
MILE.

The following table gives the number of revolu-
tions to a mile of driving wheels geared from 48 in.
to 60 in.:

Wheel. Circumference
of Wheel.

12 ft. 6 4-5 in.

9 14-15 in.

I 1-12 in.

4 1-5 in.

7 1-3 in-

10 1-2 in.

I 2-3 in.

4 3-4 in.

7 11-12 in.

11 1-13 in.

15 ft. 2 I-

15 ft.

15 ft.

12 ft.

13 ft.

13 ft.

13 ft.

13 ft.

14 ft.

14 ft.

14 ft.

14 ft.

-S in.

5 1-3 m-
in.

Revolutions
in a Mile.

420 and 2 ft. II in.

411 and 7 ft. 7 in.

403 and 4 ft. 8 in.

39£ and 6 ft. o in.

3B7 and II ft. 6 in.

380 and 7 ft. 4 in.

373 and 6 ft. 9 in.

366 and 9 ft. I'l in.

360 and 2 ft. I in.

353 and 12 ft. 3 in.

347 and II ft. o in.

341 and 12 ft. 10 in.

336 and 2 ft. I in.
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It is not true, as has been reported for some time,
that the publisher of this paper has any intention of
even making an effort to secure the official organ-
ship of the League of American Wheelmen. In the
first place, we don't want any official organship of
any organization, and, in the second place. The
Wheehnen Company have a contract for three or five
years under which they pay the League a bonus of
I300 and control all official news.
Among the passengers who recently went over the

Central by the Pullman method, was " Ike " and his
wife and his two babies. " Ike " was well known in
New York. He held forth at Bidwell's riding school,
and his politeness and patience are only exceeded by
his ability at teaching. He will makfe his mark at the
Bidwell Chicago school.

Wilbur F. Knapp, the old time racing man, and W.
L. Hopkins have opened the Olympian Bicycle Rid-
ing Academy at the Mechanics' Pavilion, San Fran-
cisco. The building contains a 65^ lap riding track,
and the riding school covers two acres. Ladies are
taught from 10.30 a. m. to 2 p. m., and the general pub-
lic from 2.30 to 10.30 p. m. A military band is in at-
tendance during the afternoon and evening, and the
teachers are Professor Knapp and Hopkins.
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CYCLING IN ALAMEDA, CAL.

THE ClXy OF ALAMEDA.
Seeing in some o£ the Eastern cycling papers men-

tion of the Alameda Bicycle Club, of San Francisco,
suggested the writing of this article. To speak of
the Alameda Club as being of San Francisco is as
nearly correct as to say the Brooklyn Bicycle Club,
of New York City. Alameda is located on tne eastern
shore of the Bay of San Francisco, about forty-five
minutes' ride from the metropolis. Of this time
twenty minutes is spent on the splendid ferry boats
of the Southern Pacific Company, and the balance on
a narrow railroad train.

The city lies about six miles _from the central
wharves of San Francisco. It occupies a tongue or
peninsula of land, with an east and west trend, com-
prising some 2,200 acres, being four miles long and
varying in width from one-half to a mile. The name
of Alameda is derived from Alamos (trees) ; Alameda
meaning any place where trees grow in profusion.
The peninsula was originally covered with live oaks.
Enough of these remain to give the city a park-like
appearance, and take away from the landscape that
appearance of newness so often seen in towns and
cities of modern growth.
Alameda has a population of about twelve thousand,

the greater proportion of which cross the bay and
transact business in San F.ancisco. The residents
are principally well-to-do people who own their
homes, and the result is seen in the comfortable,
home-like houses. As many of these have been con-
structed within the past three years, they present a
decidedly pleasing appearance, possessing, as they
do, all the latest architectural ideas and sometimes
novelties. The city is thoroughly illuminated at
night by electric lights placed on tall masts at regu-
lar intervals. Cement sidewalks are found through-
out the city, as by law no other material can be
used.

ALAMEDA'S ADVANTAGES FOR CYCLING.
It is by its streets, however, that Alameda has en-

deared itself to the cyclist. How many miles of
macadam streets it contains, I do not know; but one
may ride for hours and not exhaust the supply. Pa-
cific Avenue extends through the centre of the city,
and its four miles of surface is all that could be de-
sired. Running parallel with Pacific are a number of
other avenues, each presenting a smooth, level sur-
face, as do also a large number of streets running at
right angles to these avenues, and extending across
the Peninsula.
These streets are well made, and as they shed rain

as rapidly as it falls, they are rideable in a few hours
after a heavy storm. The new streets present the ap-
pearance of a bicycle track, they are so smooth and
free from even small stones. There is no jolting of
the wheel, which moves along as quietly as a spectre.
When riders pass my window I hear the soft click,

click of their safety chains, accompanied, sometimes
with laughter and expressions, which would seem to
denote keen enjoyment of the exercise.
Alameda was brought into prominence in the

cycling world by two of its riders, just as Hendee
made the reputation of Springfield ; Rowe of Lynn

;

Windle of Millbury
;
Hoyland Smith of New Bedford

;

Bert Myers of Peoria, and numerous other illustra-
tions that occur to me as I write.
Alameda was first heard of in 1886 through the hard

riding of Percy E. Haslett, then a member of the Bay
City Wheelmen. He won the club medal offered for
the largest mileage made during six months in that
year, totaling three thousand miles. This distance
was ridden after dark and on holidays, and was a
most creditable performance.
Later in the year, in conjunction with A. S. Ireland

(afterwards one of the best handicap race riders in
the State), he organized the Alameda Scorchers.
This club was composed of six or seven members,
and it would be faint praise to say that they lived up
to their name, as, whenever met, they were always
going at top speed, and allowed nothing to pass them
on the road. This high pressure could not last long,
and they gradually withdrew from the road and were
but rarely seen. Before they retired, however, they
left good records, Haslett having served the' Califor-
nia Division, L. A, VV. , as Secretary-Treasurer, a
position occupied by Ireland later on. The latter
rider also found time to place his name in the list of
Division champions, and secured the two and three
mile Coast records, which still stand.
After the retirement of the Scorchers Alameda was

not brought into prominence until the latter part of
1889. In the meantime the streets were being im-
proved, the city was gently boomed and the popula-
tion increased rapidly.
Some riders moved over from San Francisco, and

meeting others the possibilities of forming a club
were discussed.

THE ALAMEDA BICYCLE CLUB.
In January, 1890, Messrs. Ives, White, Burrell, Pot-

ter and Clark met at the residence of P. G. White and
organized the club that was destined to play such a
prominent part in the history of cycling on this coast
—the Alameda Bicycle Club. Mr. White was elected
Ijresident and Mr. Ives captain. The club apparently
filled a long-felt want, as no sooner was it organized
than its membership commenced to increase, and it

soon had a goodly list. For a number of months the
meeti^ngs were held at the president's residence, and,
as is usual in such cases, the members look back to
those days as being the most enjoyable in the social
part of their club life. Knowing, jiowever, the great
advantage in having a headquarters where they could
meet, they secured a large store just off the main
street of the city and directly opposite the Broad
Gauge depot. This room they have comfortably fur-
nished with piano, stove, etc., and here they have
very pleasantly spent the past Winter. They have
had a smoker and a ladies' night, and some of the
members being musicians, often entertain their fel-
low members with both popular and classical selec-
tions.

THE CYCLISTS OF ALAMEDA.

There is no city in California, or indeed in any part
of America, that offers so many tempting induce-
ments to the fair devotees of the wheel ; and to the

ladies' credit it must be said that they appreciate that
fact. This city is perfectly level—a great feature for
the ladies, as hill climbing is far from their ideal of
cycling enjoyment. A safe coast, however, they do
not despise. Then the absence of the strong trade
winds peculiar to San Francisco, and which riders
robust find so trying, removes another barrier from
their enjoyment.
A number of ladies have ridden to San Jose, forty-

five miles, and do not seem to regard their perform-
ances as being above the ordinary. Mrs. Harold
Emmons made the trip some two years since, and the
Misses Noble have also accomplished the same trip
in company with their father. Amongst other fair
riders may be mentioned Miss Taylor, Miss Linder-
man, Mrs. Hunt, Mrs. Ives, Miss Dickson, Miss Mich-
aels, Miss Raymond, Miss Magill and Miss Long.
Two of the letter carriers have been using wheels

(owned by themselves) to deliver mail ; and they say'
the wheels are almost indispensable, and that they
could' hardly handle all their business without the
aid of them.
The Rev. Mr. Scudder, of the Congregational

Church, may often be seen riding quietly about town.
He is one of those gentlemen whom the men idolize,
as he can box and fence and seems quite at home in
a gymnasium, never, however, forgetting the dignity
attached to his calling.
The second rider to bring cycling in this city into

prominence was Jesse F. Ives. On the road he far
outclassed the other members of his club, and when
the League meet of 1890 was announced to take place
at San Jose he decided to try his fortune on the path.
He commenced training in Alameda and a marked
improvement was at once noticed in his riding. It
was about the 15th of May last that the writer met
Ives by appointment in Golden Gate Park. A glan.e
was sufficient to note his possibilities and it was at
once felt that, barring accidents, the safety champion-
ships of the year would rest with the modest repre-
sentative of the Alameda Club. At this time Ives
had the heavy style of road rider, but mounted on a
light-weight, high-geared wheel, with the saddle
properly adjusted, he soon grew out of this and devel-
oped the most perfect action of any of the safety con-
tingent. His club members were unremitting in
their attentions on him, and he had all the pacemak-
ing and other care that any budding champion could
crave. The fateful day of the championships arrived
and found Ives in splendid condition. In the mile he
had some good men to go against, but always had the
race well in hand, and in the last lap he went by his
men and won handily. His last lap was the fastest
during the meeting.
In the two-mile handicap by one of those vagaries

that are sometimes met with in handicap races he
had better men on the marks in front of him than be-
hind him, and decided to start from his mark, 75
yards.
This was a repetition of the championship, as he

had overtaken his men before half the distance had
been ridden, and then waited for the finish. At the
beginning of the last lap the bell was rung, but from
his auctions it was plainly seen that he had not heard
.it. A friend ran across the enclosure and shouted to
him that it was the last lap, and he had to do all he
knew to pass the leader, but once ahead his opponent
seemed to quit, and he won as he pleased.
His next appearance was in the twenty-five mile

road race of the Bay City Wheelmen, on September
9. Competent critics say he had the race well in hand,
when he was unfortunately run into by a man on an
ordinary and his wheel nearly wrecked. He rode it
for five miles in this condition and held his position
in the race. Three miles from the finish he changed
to another machine, and fairly ran away from the
riders who were able to hold him while he was on his
broken wheel. Owen Morgan, whose wheel he fin-
ished on, attempted to ride his machine in to the
finish, but was compelled to dismount and walk owing
to its bad condition. This season he expects to defend
his title to the championship, and will also represent
his club in the May 30 road race.
Ives has every qualification necessary in the make-

up of a champion. Added to a physique that is
nearly perfect, he has courage in a marked degree

;

a cool head, screwed on the right way, and is as
easily handled as a child. He is as modest as he is
strong, and no one would even learn from his lips
that he could ride fast.
W. H. Hebard, the Captain of the club, is also an

excellent rider and will undoubtedly give a good
account of himself in the different races this season.
He is a good all-round sportsman and an accom-
plished musician.
Walter P. Foster has developed during the past

winter into a star of the first magnitude, and his
riding during the year will be watched with interest.
He has not the durability possessed by Ives and
Hebard but careful preparation will make him a
hard man to beat. He is Secretary-Treasurer of the
club.
P. G. White, the genial President, deserves much

credit for the position his club holds in the cycling
world to-day. He has worked hard and earnestly for
its success. He is a sturdy rider and when in trim
can hold his own with the most of the local riders
He is jollity personified, and is always expected to
preside at the piano and furnish music and inelody
after the club meetings.
E. W. Bradford, the Vice-President, is a hard

worker and has done much to further the interests of
cycling. He is Local Consul of the L. A. "W. for Ala-
meda, and is well fitted for the position. He is also a
musician, an accomplishment possessed in a more or
less marked degree by many of the members.
Frank Howlett is still another of the workers, and

has gone at it so quietly that he has hardly been ob-
served. He still rides the ordinary and to see him
on his fifty-six impresses many people with the grace
and beauty of the tall wheel.

In addition to the names mentioned the club has
splendid material for a safety team in Walter Os-
born, William Foster, Frank C. Boyle and A. C.
Snow.

Amongst prominent men who seem to get much
pleasure from cycling may be mentioned J. A. Leon-
ard, a well-known real estate agent, who rides to and
from his office

;
Judge Tappan, a well-known lawyer,

IS also an enthusiast in the pastime—being deprived
of an arm does not seem to interfere with his cycling •

Dr. Van Orden, Dr. Humphrey and Dr. Tisdale repre-
sent the medical fraternity.
Besides the streets of the city the riders have the

Haywards Road at their very doors. This is themam county road, and stretches away to Hollister,
nearly one hundred miles. Cycling gives even prom-
ise of reaching a high state of development in Ala-
meda, and some day this quiet city may be recognized
as the wheeling centre of California.

ROBERT ASHETON SMYTH.

IN BEHALF OF RACING ON ME-
MORIAL DAY. .

Editor of The Wheel :

In a recent number of the League organ there ap-
peared a protest by Thosl F. Cooke, to "making
Memorial Day a time for road races, etc." How this
fellow's patriotic blood must boil at the thoughv of a
race on the Fourth of July, and if his religion is
inclined in the same direction as his patriotism, how
shocked he must be at the sight of races on Christmas
Day. Mr. Cooke should take into consideration two
things, first that the races are held on May 30, not
because it happens to be Memorial Day, but because
It happens to be a holiday when wheelmen can get
away from their business pursuits and devote their
time to such matters. Secondly, he should remember
(especially as he signs himself as an L. A. W. mem-
ber) that the cyclists of this country are found in
every section, including the South, and it would not
be good policy for wheelmen, as wheelmen, to "unite
with the G. A. R., etc.," and in this way to bring up
recollections of a war that ended before many L. A.
W. members were born.

I am very sure that there are many men who devote
the whole or a portion of their Sundays to pleasure
and exercise on the wheel, who are just as patriotic
and just as good morally, as if they staved home and
did not take advantage of possibly their only chance
for recreation during the week.
Let us have less of this senseless and over-pious

criticism that has lately been cast at wheelmen and
their ways, as long as~they behave like gentlemen, it
seems to the writer out of place. Cyclo.

PULLMAN ROAD RACE.

The Associated Cycling -Clubs, of Chicago, are
making active preparations for the Pullman road
race. At a special meeting held last week it was de-
cided to place solids and cushions on an equal level
and to penalize pneumatics four minutes. The time
limit was placed at twelve minutes. The route was
slightly altered and is now a trifle over fifteen miles
in length, about a half mile longer than the course
used last year. It was decided to make the race open
to any amateur belonging to any regularly organized
cycle club in the world and to offer three time prizes,
the first one to be equal in value to fifty per cent, of
the entrance fees after deducting expenses. One of the
time prizes will be confined exclusively to riders of
solids or cushions. Entries will close May 5 and the
handicaps will be allotted by S. A. Miles. It is ex-
pected that at least fifty prizes will be offered this
year and that the entry list Will exceed in number
that of last year.

If ability backed by careful and conscientious
preparation will place the club's representatives in a
high place in the racing world they will surely oc-
cupy that place, as they leave no stone unturned to
get as fit as possible.

The John C. Meyers Sporting Goods Co., it is re-
ported, have been attached by New York creditors.

The Premier Cycle Co. have appointed Ives, Blakes-
lee & Co., 294 Broadway, N. Y., as their down-town
agents.

A correspondent asks for a good route from this
city to Red Bank, N. J. The best and most direct way
for a wheelman to reach that town is as follows :

From Jersey City via plank road to Newark; from
Newark to Elizabeth via Prelinghuysen Avenue;
from Elizabeth to Rahway via St. George's Avenue

;

from Rahway to Woodbridge, fair road ; from Wood-
bridge to Sewarren or Perth Amboy, fair road. Prom
either of the latter points it will be necessary to train
it to Matawan, from which town an excellent pike
leads to Red Bank. Training is necessary in order to
cross the Raritan River, there being no wagon bridge
nearer than New Brunswick. The distance by this
route is over thirty mile.

The business of George S. Atwater, Washington
D. C, was converted into a stock company on Mon-
day of this week under the laws of the State of New
Jersey, with Col. Albert A. Pope and R. L. Coleman
as directors.

The summer-like condition of the weather on Sun-
day last and the excellence of the roads caused by
the rain on the previous night was the means of bring-
ing out the largest concourse of cyclists of the season
in this vicinity. All the clubs were represented on
the roads in large numbers and the vast number of
uEuniformed and unattached riders was surprising.
Dealers who make a specialty of renting wheels
were obliged to turn customers away and the number
of men abroad barely able to manage that newly-
purchased machine were countless.

Chief Consul W. S. Bull has appointed A. B. Bark-
man chairman of the New York State Division Rac-
ing Board, vice W. H. De Graff, resigned. It is highly
probable, however, that Mr. Barkman will decline
the office, owing to the lateness of the appointment
and his prominent connection with the Irvington-
Milburn race.
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THE Southern Outlook" is a bird's eye vievir o£

things cycling in a few lively Southern

towns. You should read it.

II r-piELEMACHUS " manages to make his Phila-

I
delphia notes the least important part o£ his

letter. But we forgive him, since what he

loses in local color is more than gained by his discus-

sions of national timely topics. In his letter of this

week he has valuable and correct views on the tire

question, and properly sizes up the action of the Rac-

ing Board.

JN
the New York State Assembly the McNaughton
bill was recently defeated by a vote of 57 to 56.

The bill was one of the many highway improve-

ment bills which have been popped into the legisla-

tive hopper during the last session. Had the bill

been passed it would not have covered the highway
improvement work as cyclists wish to see it covered,

but it would have been a big step forward.

But the bill was defeated. No one representing the

League, the State T)i vision or the State Highway Im-

provement Association was "on the spot," although

one of the members of the National L. A. W. High-

way Improvement Committee states that a little

lobbying would have saved the bill.

We notice, in the report of the New York Division

published in the latest issue of the official organ, that it

has on hand a balance of $1,243.45. We think a goodly

portion of this balance wisely spent would be more
creditable than a line of figures, which earn nothing

and which are nice to " look at " and to " fall back on."

We have always believed that no practical highway
improvement advance can be made without a high-

way improvement bureau with a competent head.

The only way to teach the natives is to go among
them and buttonhole them and show them future

benefits. You can't do everything by getting up into

a shot tower and throwing tracts to the breeze. Not
that the tracts are all right, especially when they are

written by Potter, Butler, Mott, Brown, Bowen, Cos-

sum, Perkins, Luscomb, Bidwell, Allan Dean and men
ot that sort, but the tract lode has been well mined
and now is the time for the practical work of legisla-

tion.

SO far as we have learned, the Racing Board have

not discussed the position of pneumatic-tired

wheels on the path. Some decided stand must

be taken in the matter, and that very shortly, else we
shall have a case of confounded confusion.

Keeping precedent in view, it is not right that an
improvement should be handicapped. When ball

bearings superseded cone bearings no distinction

was made, and when men used light, spider-like

racing wheels against heavy roadsters, thehandicap-

per gave the matter no consideration.

But between the case of pneumatics, and ball bear-

ings and racing wheels there is a distinction to be

made. When ball bearings were introduced, the cost

of a machine so fitted was not materially increased,

and in some cases not at all. Besides which a rider

could easily obtain a ball bearing wheel, quite as

easily as he could have obtained a racing ordinary.

In this country, however, it will be some time before

our men can readily purchase pneumatic racers, and
the high price that is asked tor racing wheels fitted

with pneumatic tires will prevent the average man
from obtaining one.

We suggest that in safety races the pneumatic tire

be considered the standard, and that race meet com-
mittees give two or even three classes of safety

events, as follows : pneumatic, mixed and solid-tired

safety races. In the mixed events the handicapper
should have the right of fixing the penalty, as it will

vary according to the size and condition of the track.

We believe the situation will right itself before the

great meets ; that pneumatics will be quite generally

in use on the path, but we also think that at many of

the great meets held this Fall there should be events

exclusively for pneumatics, and other events exclu-

sively for solids.

THE BANKER & CAMPBELL CO.
CURE AN INJUNCTION.

SE-

ONLY METEOR CYCLES CAN BE MADE AT THE ROCK-
AWAY FACTORY IN THE FUTURE.

The factory of the Banker & Campbell Co. (Ltd.),

at Rockaway, N. J., where they build the Meteor
cycles, is leased in part by a manufacturer of typo-
thetse button-hole machines, etc. Recently the
Banker & Campbell Co. secured satisfactory evi-
dence of the fact that other wheels than the Meteor
were being made at the factory, and as the company
required the entire capacity of the factory, which
was encroached upon by the manufacturer of the
other machine, they entered a decided protest against
the practice. In addition to this complaint the com-
pany had still further grounds for becoming incensed
over the matter, for the reason that they had sent an
agent abroad for the express purpose of selecting
and purchasing materials and the latest improve-
ments in wheels, and also to the fact that they learned
that their importations, or similar ones, were being
used in the construction of other wheels than their
own. After proper consideration ot the matter the
company decided to assert their rights, and an ap-
plication for a preliminary injunction to restrain the
manufacture of any wheels other than the Meteor at
the factory. This was granted by Justice Patterson.
Then a motion to make the injunction a permanent
one and argued before Justice Morgan J. O'Brien,
of the Supreme Court. On Thursday of this week he
handed down his decision, and in an elaborate opin-
ion virtually sustained the Banker & Campbell Co.
in their contention and continued the injunction.
The Banker & Campbell Co. are highly elated over
the result of the case, and the Meteor wheels as a
consequence will experience a very pronounced
boom.

LOOKING BACKWARD TOWARD
WASHINGTON.

BY STERLING ELLIOTT.

CHAPTER III.

Washington is a peculiarly attractive place, and is

located on (and obliged to drink) the Potomac River.

It is in a malarial district, also in the District of Co-

lumbia. The drinking water is bad, but only the

lower classes know it ; "it stirreth itself aright (it is

so strong) and giveth its color in the cup, but the

average Washingtonian is not deceived thereby."

There are various ways in which Washington may
be reached, but the most certain, I am told, is by the

judicious expenditure of money, and even then it is

about eight to seven whether you get there.

Washington has more recently been noted as being

the home of Baby McKee and Geo. Atwater. There
is much of interest to be seen in and about Washing-
ton ; X didn't see anything, however, that created

such a lasting, and withal such an unsatisfied long-

ing as did my visit to the Treasury Department. To
see money counted by the carload makes even the

Hickory bicycle business look like an incipient

bonanza.

The importance of having more silver dollars

coined becomes very obvious to any one who sees

that vault, in which there are already stored thirty-

two hundred wagon loads.

I rode out to the National Cemetery in company
with three cycling editors, whose names I withhold

out of respect for their feelings. The road was a

cross between salve and ointment, though only a few

inches deep. It must be a fine road when it's dry,
and if it ever gets as dry as those editors were it

must be pretty hard. (Remember that / am telling

this and not they.) o

The cemetery gave evidence of being a very pleas-
ant summer resort. It is said to be a popular rendez-
vous for people who are waiting around the Capitol
for the Administration to change, so that they may
get a "place" where salary and ability do not neces-
sarily bear any relation to each other.

We called at the White House to see the President,
but he was just "tackling up his team to go to

church," and couldn't see us—at least that was the
reason given by the Secretary of State, who opened
door. (We had some discussion as to whether he
really was the Secretary of State, and we finally de-
cided that no less a person could have put on as many
"frills" i\s he did.) In regard to the President's opin-
ion. Next time I will try going it alone. (It is just
possible that the other fellows felt that way, too.)

One of the editors remarked that he now believed
what he had read—viz. : that this was a government
oj the Harrisons, for the Harrisons, and by the Har-
rison's.

THE AMERICAN SEABOARD ASSO-
CIATION.

A MOVEMENT FOR IMPROVEp ATLANTIC COAST
ROADS.

A meeting was held at the rooms of the American
Society of Civil Engineers, this city, on Tuesday
evening of this week for the purpose of initiating a
movement for the restoration, rebuilding and other-
wise improving the old highways along the Atlantic
coast and the main route of inland communication
connecting with them.
The meeting was called to order by Col. Albert A.

Pope, who was selected temporary chairman, and it

was decided that instead of the movement being an
acknowledged part of the L. A. W. a separate and
distinct organization be formed, to be known as the
American Seaboard Association. It was also decided
that the Association should hold meetings, transact
business, etc., but.thatthe whole should be controlled
by a Board of Governors, fifteen in number, to be
selected from the Eastern States having seaboard
lines, with New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania.
A committee of five was appointed to draft a plan of
organization, and their plan was unanimously adopt-
ed. The Governing Committee was appointed in
part, which includes Francis CoUingwood and Dr. G.
Carleton Brown.
The scheme of the organization is to secure the

building: of a good road from Boston to Washington.
This is to be the first road. Next, to restore the old
road from Boston to Albany. With these as initiatory
roads it is proposed to complete in time a perfect sys-
tem of good roads all along the coast.
Col. Pope's idea is to raise a fund of $10,000 or more

if necessary, and secure the services of the best
engineer the county can afford to push the scheme.
He offered $500 to the fund, and Chief Consul Brown
said the New Jersey Division would give $1,000 or
$3,000, or more if needed, to push the work.
Among those present were some of the most prom-

inent engineers of the country. Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York and New Jer-
sey each sent its contingent. The President of the
Bridgeport Board of Trade was among the members,
and all were enthusiastically interested in the move-
ment for good roads.
The people are enthusiastic over the scheme, and it

gives promise of resulting in a broader and more
comprehensive movement than has ever yet been
inaugurated.

Sidewalk Racing Proliibited at Asbury Park.
The wheelmen of Asbury Park are greatly agitated

over a resolution passed at the last meeting of the
town authorities prohibiting the riding of bicycles on
the sidewalks. Cycling is engaged in by hundreds of
people of all classes, ages and sexes in the town, and
as the streets are more or less in a sandy condition,
the movement has stirred up a veritable hornet's
nest. The Asbury Park Cycling Club has taken up
the matter and propose to test the legality of the
commissioners action. The police have been ordered
to arrest any one violating the ordinance and cycling
will undoubtedly receive a set-back in the town, as it

is not probable that sidewalk riding will ever be
countenanced by law. The authorities base their
grounds for this decided action upon the numerous
complaints against the 'cyclers and the many serious
accidents that have occurred of late by pedestrians
being run down by some careless wheelmen. The
wife of John K. Parker, a prominent business man, is

ono of the latest victims, having recently been
knocked down and seriously injured by a reckless
rider. She now lies confined to her bed from the in-
juries thus sustained, and Mr. Parker threatens suit
for damages.

The Elwell European Tour.

The season for touring will soon be here. Do you
wish to "do" Europe a-wheel this summer? If so
why do you not join the Elwell party? Mr. Elwell is

by all odds the most successful manager of long dis-

tance tours a-wheel in the world. This is his tenth
season in the business. With him you are siireto go
through all right, and have a delightful time. See his
advertisement in the advertising column. F.A.E.

The Overman Wheel Co: offer $100 for a correct
translation of a Chinese letter which the firm have
received. We suggest that it may be an order from
the young Chinese Emperor.
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FIXTURES.
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so-

so-

30-31-

13-

15-16-

16-17.

26-27,

27-

3-4-

4-

4-

13-14-1
16-17-1
22-23.—

I4AY.

-Second Annual Handicap Club Road Race of
the Rome (N. Y.) Cyclers.

—Missouri Division, Pike County Tour.
-Two Mile Handicap Safety event at S. I. A. C.

games, club grounds, West Brighton.
-Two Mile Ordinary Race at games of Princeton

University T. A. A., Princeton, N. J.
—Bicycle Races at the Berkeley A. C. Games,

Berkeley Oval.
-Texas Division Meet at Houston.
-Ten Mile Road Race at Des Moines, Iowa.
-Two Mile Handicap at gamesof the Manhattan

A. C., Manhattan Field.
—Road Race and Lantern Parade at St. Louis.
-Harvard University Cycling Association's

Race Meet on Holme's Field. Entries close
May 13, with F. L. Olmsted, Jr., 13 Wads-
worth House, Cambridge, Mass.

-Annual Race Meet of the Rockland County
Wheelmen, Spring Valley, N. Y. Address
V. A. Johnson, Spring Valley, N. Y.

-Race Meet at Woodstock, Canada.
-Eighth annual Meet, N. J. Division, Elizabeth.
-Tournament of the Bay State Bicycle Club and

Massachusetts Division Annual Meet.
-Annual Tournament of the Rome (N. Y.)

Cyclers. Address J. L. Esselstyn, Rome, N.Y.
-Irvington-Milburn Road Race. Entries close

May 20 with A. B. Barkman, 241 Broadway,
N. Y. Entrance fee $1.

-Chicago—Pullman Road Race.
-Twenty-five mile handicap road race of the

Alameda (Cal.) Bicycle Club, San Leandro
triangle.

-Annual Spring Meet Maine Division at Bangor.
-One Hundred Mile Club Handicap Road Race

of the Rutherford Wheelmen.
-Tournament of the Atlantic City Wheelmen.

Entries close May 23, with Isaac Bacharach,
929 Atlantic Avenue, Atlantic City, N. J.

-Tournament of the Denver Cyclists' Union,
Denver, Col.

JUNE.

.—Elwell's European Tour. Departure from New
York.

.—One Mile Ordinary and One Mile Safety Handi-
cap Races at the games of the Orange A. C,
Orange Oval. Entries close May 30, with
Arthur Varian, East Orange, N. J.

.—First Fifteen Mile Team Road Race of the
Wheelmen's Racing League.

—Annual Spring Meet of Connecticut Division
and New Haven Bicycle Club Tournament.
Address E. J. Perkins, Secretary.

.—New York Athletic Club's Spring Games,
Travers Island.

—Century Run—Newark to Philadelphia.
-17.—Athletic and Wheeling Tournament at Buf-

falo, N. Y.
—Annual Meet Iowa Division at Newton.
—Annual Meet New Hampshire Division, Con-

cord.
.—Century Wheelmen's Race Meet, Philadelphia.
—South End Wheelmen's Race Meet, Phila-

delphia.
—Kentucky Division meet.
—Kings County Wheelmen's Cycling and Ath-

letic Meet at Eastern Park.
—Kentucky Division's excursion from Louisville

to Mammoth Cave and return.

TULY.

Race meet of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club
and the Third Racing District, Hagerstown,
Maryland.

•Annual meet of the Missouri Division at Carth-
age.

-Departure from New York of the Heyny Harz
Mountain Tourists.

-Columbia Cycle Club's tournament at Charter
Oak Park, Hartford, Conn. Address C. F.
Tucker, Secretary, Box 54, Hartford, Conn.

•The Poorman Road Race at Cincinnati.
•Annual Meet California Division, Stockton.
•Start of the Detroit Wheelmen's League Meet
Tour from Niagara to Detroit. Address for
Earticulars, C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Avenue,
letroit.

5—Annual Meet, Ohio Division, Columbus.
3.—L. A. W. Annual Meet, Detroit, Mich.
Tournament of the Green Bay Cycling Club
and Annual Meet of the Wisconsin Division.
Address F. S. Fox, Green Bay, Wis.

Chicago Cricket Club's Annual Meet. Address
J. G. Davis, Park Side, Chicago.

Departure from New York of Smith's European
"Tour.

AUGUST.

4.—Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha
Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y. Ad-
dress Fred Bronner, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

20-21.—New York State Division Meet at Rochester.

SEPTEMBER.

5.—Rhode Island Wheelmen's Tournament at Nar-
ragansett Park, Providence.

7-8.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn.
12.—Second Fifteen Mile Team Road Race of the

Wheelmen's Racing League.
18-19.—Third Annual Tournament of the Peoria Bi-

cycle Club. Address Fred Pattee, Peoria,
111.

S. F. Edge has started training for the Paris-Bor-
deaux road race on May 23. He will also compete in
the Anfield road race on May 18.

THE CHAMPIONSHIPS FOR DETROIT.

After all the discussion over the location of the
national championships and the efforts of the various
tournament promoters to secure them, the racing
board, by altering the rules, have given them to De-
troit, and so the national meet will possess the great
attraction over which so many deplored. Detroit can
now offer eevry inducement to intending visitors, and
its energy and enterprise in securing the champion-
ships under the former prevailing circumstances fur-
nishes a good example of the ability of the Detroit
Wheelmen as managers of a meet.

A TOURNAMENT AT HARTFORD
ON JULY 4.

The large and flourishing Columbia Cycle Club, of
Hartford, is preparing for a big one day race meet-
ing to be given in regular Hartford style at Charter
Oak Park on July 4. The track, one of the best
cycling paths in the world, will be at the disposal of
racing men for training purposes for a full month
previous to the meet. Prizes to the value of $1,000
will be offered. The committee work is all assigned,
an elaborate and attractive programme made up, and
measures are being taken to secure the attendance
of all the crack flyers. The tournament is promised
to be the largest racing event ever held in this
country so early in the season, and will be an inter-
estingprecursor of the great Fall tournaments later
on.
The Columbia Club, although but two years old

easily ranks next to the Hartford Wheel Club, among
the many enterprising cycling organizations of Con-
necticut.

A TOURNAMENT FOR ATLANTIC
CITY.

On Decoration Day the Atlantic City Wheelmen
will formally open their new track at the Inlet with
a race meet, commencing at 2.30 p. m. The track is
five laps to the mile, carefully banked at the corners
and it is expected that fast time will be made. The
prizes will be well worth contesting. The tourna-
ment is under the charge of the racing committee of
the Atlantic City Wheelmen, consisting of Wm. M.
Perrett, chairman, S. Bacharach,

J.
H. Draper and

Roland Hewitt. The events are as follows : One mile
novice, safety ; i mile safety, 3.30 class. K mile safety,
boys under 16 years; i mile ordinary, handicap;
Yi mile safety, scratch; 2 mile safety, handicap;
I mile tandem, scratch

; }< mile safety, scratch ; i

mile safety, handicap
; 5 mile safety, handicap open

to Atlantic City only. Entries close May 23, with
Isaac Bacharach, secretary, 929 Atlantic Avenue,
Atlantic City, N. J. Entrance fee, 50 cents.

ON THE ROAD AND PATH.

Harry Hall is showing great form around the Pros-
pect Park Circuit.

W. F. Murphy will compete in the Irvington-Milburn
road race, using a pneumatic safety.

A twenty-five mile team road race will be run on
Decoration Day by members of the Roxbury, Cam-
bridgeport and Medford clubs.

One of the important cycling concerns in Canada is
the Gendron Mfg. Co., Ltd., who make high grade
safety bicycles, boys' velocipedes, toys, etc., at
Montreal.

The Powell and Clemens Co., a large Cincinnati
sporting goods house, has embarked in the bicycle
business, and will push the Rambler in their neigh-
borhood.

The Denver Cyclists' Union have decided to hold a
two days tournament on May 30 and 31. Work has
been commenced on improving the track which will
be at the disposal of members for training as soon as
finished.

On Decoration Day the Detroit Wheelmen will
hold a fifteen mile road race, starting from Belle Isle
bridge. If the date does not meet with the approba-
tion of their Chicago friends, however, they express
a willingness to change it, although it is a club affair.

The races at the Hagerstown Meet will be held on
July 3 and 4, and in addition to valuable prizes for
the winners, additional prizes will be given to those
who are first at the ]^, K ^^^ % posts, as a means of
overcoming the tendency for head work.

In the Catford Club's twenty-five mile handicap,
A. E. Ward negotiated the course in ih. 26m. 22s. He
rode a cushion-tired safety. E. Steel, cushion safety
rode it in ih. 27m. 44KS. E. J. Larby, cushion ordinary,
ih. 30m. 17^5., all of which are remarkably good.

We have a special treat in store for our readers. It
will be something quite out of the common. More
anon.

—

Irish Cyclist. Quite in the " open-your-mouth-
and-shut-your-eyes, son." But we hope the Jrish
Cyclist don't intend to dose its readers with castor oil.

On June 6 the Orange Athletic Club will hold a
series of games on the Orange Oval, East Orange,
N. J. Among the events will be a one mile ordinary,
and a one mile safety, both handicaps. Entries close
May 30, with Arthur Varian, East Orange, N. J. Fee
50 cents.

Pneumatic machines will be barred from the one
mile safety event in the Berkeley Athletic Club's
games on May 16, unless competitors state on the
entry blank that they will use them. Handsome
prizes will be given to the first, second and third in
each event.

The Waiontha Bicycle Club intend to hold one of
the most important road races of the season on the
morning of August 4, the day set for their annual
tournament. About $1,000 in prizes will be offered,
and the club intends to make it the attractive feature
of the day.

We are pleased to note the appointment of and ac-
ceptance by Mr. A. B. Barkman to the New York
State Racing Board. A better selection could hardly
be made, as Mr. Barkman has a clear knowledge of
the rules, and will have the time to properly dis-
charge the duties of his office.

The Harvard University Cycling Association an-
nounce on their circulars that pneumatic-tired tan-
dems are barred. Tandems fitted with pneumatics
in this country, however, are few and far between as
yet, and it is highly improbable that this rule will
have the effect of hindering any teams from com-
peting.

The annual spring games of the Manhattan Athletic
Club on the Manhattan Field, May 23, will include
a two mile handicap bicycle event. The track is four
laps to the mile, and its composition will be clay and
cinder. Entries close May 16, with S. J. Cornell,
Captain, Madison Avenue and Forty-fifth Street,
N. Y.

All of the Divisions of the Third Racing District
have now officially accepted the invitation to partici-
pate in the Hagerstown meet, Virginia, the last on
the list, having announced its intention of sending a
large delegation. The delay was caused by a change
in;;the office of the Chief Consul, Ira B. White who
resigned.

A great deal of misapprehension exists as to the
weight of pneumatic racers. The lightest we have
seen in Ireland scaled 23^^ lbs., and it was specially
built at great expense, and would hardly stand a
heavy or clumsy rider. Racers average from 25 lbs.
to 29 lbs., and light roadsters (stripped) from 33 lbs.
to 36 lbs.

—

Irish Cyclist.

A young man, who parades under the name of
"Simpson" and who claims to come from "Down
East,'' has been endeavoring to entice wheelmen to
race him for a purse of $230. He made this offer to
members of the Gotham Wheelmen but did not suc-
ceed. This man poses as an amateur, so beware.

An authority on racing matters says that a man
cannot make a greater mistake than to train before
breakfast. A man could not get fit and would cer-
tainly lose strength by training very early

; 5 p. m. is
about the best time of day, but any hour is better
than before breakfast. No training should be done
immediately after meals either. There should be at
least an interval of one and a half to two hours.

Several new clubs have been organized in various
Massachusetts cities recently. The wheelmen of
Salem to the number of fifty have banded themselves
together under the name of the Salem Bicycle Club,
and the old Maiden Bicycle Club has been re-organ-
ized with an enthusiastic membership. Another new
club is the West Lynn Cycle Club, with Harry
Shurman, of hill climbing fame at its head. There
is also a possibility of the old Chelsea Cycle Club
being rejuvenated.

A London Alderman, fining a cyclist for dangerous
riding, also imposed a lecture on the poor fellow.
Said the lawmaker: "The city is not the place for
bicycles. It is absurd to ride bicycles in the city ;"
all of which goes to prove that monamania is most
frequently developed in cultivated centres. Our own
Cleveland has it that "public office is a public trust."
But we have changed all that, and public office has
become the prize and penalty of prodigous corporal
rotundity and mediocre mentality.

The Harvard Cycling Association, which will hold
its second annual Spring games on May 23, has paid
off the debt incurred last year on account of its first
meet not being properly supported, after hard and
praiseworthy work, and looks forward to a more suc-
cessful tournament this season. An excellent list of
events has been arranged, as published last week,
and funds have been secured to carry out all the ar-
rangements. The college will undoubtedly give the
meet the support that it deserves this year.

Pneumatics will be about the only machines em-
ployed by the English racing men this season and the
difficulty of penalizing them will disappear. At a
race meet at Paddington on Easter Monday the two
mile event brought out one solid, one cushion and
twenty-one pneumatics. In the one mile event there
were twenty-five pneumatics to seven solids and five
cushions. It will.be necessary for the men to either
secure inflated tires this season or re\inquish their
racing aspirations.

At the games of the First Regiment, Philadelphia,
on Saturday evening last, the wheel races resulted
as follows

:

One Mile Safety Bicycle, Handicap—J. D. Don-
nelly, O. W., 10 yards, first; Albert Behring, Y. M. C.
A., 40 yards, second : H. M. Stanford, First Regimeftt
A. A., 50 y»rds, third. Time, 3m. 25 1-5S.

Two MILE Ordinary Bicycle, Handicap—S. W-
Crawford, T. W., 20 yards, first

; J. I. Reese, N. E. W.>
second. Time, 7m. 17 2-55.

The Rhode Island Division has decided to allow
the appointment of more than one local consul in one
locality, and that the Division representative must
be an active member of the club he represents. His
resignation from the club will also mean resignation
as its representative and the club will have the power
to nominate his successor.

The Auburn Bicycle Club has formed at Auburn,
R. I., last week, with twenty charter members.
There are about seventy riders in this town and the
new organization has a bright outlook for its future
prosperity. The ofBcers will be elected at the next
meeting.
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THE TRADE.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS,

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for
The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Law-
yer, Washington, D. C]

451,080. Velocipede. Edward M. Stroud, Philadel-
phia, Pa. Filed August 11, 1890.

451.428. Bicycle. Lewis P. Halliday, Chicago, 111.,

assignor of two-thirds to William H. Halliday and
William E. Halliday. Filed September 15, 1890.

451.429. Bicycle. Lewis P. Halliday, Chicago, 111.,

assignor of two-thirds to William H. Halliday and
William E. Halliday. Filed October 27, 1890.

REPLY TO MR. ELLIOTT'S AR-
TICLE <' WHY BALL BEARINGS

ARE NOT USED IN MA-
CHINERY."

Editor of The Wheel.
Mr. Elliott is a man of science, of good sense, and

of reputation ; he is accepted authority on a good
many subjects, and further, he is well-known both
for his views and for his humor. It is for these
reasons that these statements from his hand and
heart should not pass for "gospel" and go uncom-
mented upon. I would like to say a word or so on
the subject and ask Mr. E. a question or two.

First, as to ball bearings running easier than par-
allel, which he says "simply isn't true." Mr. Elliott
must have tested the thing or he would not have
written on the subject, but it was probably just after
his return from Niagara that he made the test, else
he would never have "put himself " on record (except
in an ad.) as saying something so distant from the
correct. This is not a question of fancy, of liking, of
theory, or of opinion, but one of science, of expe-
rience, of fact, of friction. It is easy to prove. In
fact, the " for example " is so simple and common
that I oifer an apology for perpetrating it, nor would
I but for Mr. E.'s enlightenment. Take two machines,
one fitted with ball, the other with parallel pedals.
(I say pedals, for it would be difficult to find a cycle
not fitted with balls to bolh wheels.") Put them side
by side, give each pedal a whirl (starting the ball
first) Now which runs longer? Why the ball
of course. Why? Because there is less friction in
the ball bearings, consequently it runs longer and
easier. Says Mr. Elliott, after advocating the use of
ball bearings for vertical shafts :

" While in the case
of a horizontal shaft the load is borne by only a small
portion of the balls at one time, and even then if one
ball is larger than the others, that one will have all

the responsibility while it is passing the tightside. A
better argument for the easy running of ball bear-
ings could not be used. Suppose the load is "all on
one ball which is larger than the rest," it will soon be
worn down to the size of the other balls. Then sup-
pose the weight is all on two or three or four balls
(which it is) where's the harm so long as they are made
strofig enough to bear the strain? This is just what
is wanted. This is what makes 'em run easy. The
whole principle of ball bearings. The least possible
bearing surface consistent with strength, reducing
friction to a minimumand atthe same time retaining
tightness, strength, rigidity.
Second. As to the ball bearings in machinery.

The parallel bearings used in steam engines and
nearly all heavy machinery, are constructed so that
the " wear " can be taken up, and in these bearings
babitt metal or some such is used. The only argu-
ment that could be used in favor of using balls in
machinery would be their easy running and friction-
reducing qualities. Now this is no inducement see-
ing that parallels are much cheaper, simpler and
answer every purpose. When they wear away they
can be filled with hot metal much cheaper than could
balls and cones be replaced. Power would be saved
by the use of balls ; but machinery is run by steam,
and there is always enough power and fewer to spare.
To sum up I would say that ball bearings are not
used in machinery, because the power saved by their
use does not offset the extra expense and complica-
tion that would come with them ; the "end does not
justify the means."

I agree with Mr. Elliott that for machinery (we
might except sewing and other machines operated by
hand and foot power) parallel bearings will stand,
but for bicycles ball bearings are, to date, the easiest
running ever invented, and they will not only
"stand" but will "run" until something better is

discovered. At least so say the scientists, so say the
manufacturers, and, conclusively, so say the riders.
Houston, Tex. G. W. Sims.

The Starrett & People Co.'s Catalogue.

The Starrett & People's Cycle Co., of 1172 Bedford
Avenue, Brooklyn, have issued a very completa and
well-worded catalogue for 1891. The firm handle the
Victor, Warwick, Tourist, Record, Eclipse, Credenda,
National, Peerless, Electric, Nonpareil and a large
line of juvenile machines, all of which are illustrated
and fully described in this price-list. Sundries of
every description are also shown, and space is given
to the publication of Park rules, a speed or gearing
table and some advice to customers under the head-
ing of "Don't." The company is well prepared to
handle a large trade this year and to give to their
customers the best of satisfaction. Both the French
and German languages are spoken in this establish-
ment, and wheels are sold on the installment plan and
rented.

An Englishman named Hoster is building a cycle
factory at St. Nicholas, near Dieppe, France. There
appear to be few, if any, French manufactories, the
trade being supplied by agents of English concerns.

A LAND AND WATER CYCLE.

We have often heard the idea mooted of a machine
which would travel equally well on land and water,
and a rough model of such a machine was shown by
the West London Cycle Stores at the first Crystal
Palace Stanley Show, but it has remained for an in-
ventor of Waldheim, Saxony (Mr. George Pinkert), to
further elaborate the idea, and bring it to a fairly
successful issue. The machine was tried first on
October 13, 1889, on the public baths of Munich, and
during last year trials were made at Chemnitz, on the
Chemnitz River ; at Waldheim, on the Zschopan ; on
the Rummelsburg Lake, near Berlinj at Stettin, on
the Oder and Haff, and on the lake at Zurich. A speed
of six miles per hour has been obtained on both land
and water, though the inventor anticipates it to be
capable of much higher rate of p r ogression. On Ian

it is managed precisely the same as a " Cripper " tri-
cycle, which, in general design, it much resembles,
whilst on the water it is handled in the same manner,
and found perfectly managable, it being possible,
when traveling at full speed, to turn the machine
completely round in a space equal to an ordinary
carriage road. With weight of 300 lbs. on the saddle
the buoyancy is so great that the wheels only sink to
a depth of seven inches, and the chances of an upset
are said to be very small. The annexed illustration
gives a good idea of its appearance, and the following
description will clearly make known its construction :

"Figure i is a vertical section of the complete tri-
cycle, the left driving-wheel being taken away,
"The two driving-wheels consist of air-tight closed

hollow drums, A B, preferably made of sheet-metal,
thin steel plates, or other material, and provided on
their circumference with paddles a, pressed into the
outer part, A. The two parts of these drums A and B
are hermetically closed by the flange *, by means of
nuts c, and are connected with the nave B oi the axle
by meansof steel spokes C", which spokes are stretched
alternately to the flange b and the middle f of the in-
side part B. Each of these two driving wheels has
attached to its circumference a suitably projecting
annular flange P, with the ordinary cycle wheel G
and indiarubber tire H, for running on land,! and
serving as a keel in the water. "The rings A B are
divided by the partition-wall D (which is enclosed
between A and B by the flange b) in two air-tight di-
visions,/and K, to prevent any danger of sinking in
case of damage to the wheels.

"Instead of the spokes it is proposed to take two
reciprocally inclined flat funnels of thin sheet-iron,
which are air-tight connected with outer part A on
the flange b^ by means of screws. In this manner are
omitted the inside part /?, the 64 spokes C, and the
heavy nave E, which latter, then, is to be replaced by
a cannister with adequately sealed light nave, by
which manner the wheel is considerably lighter and
the costs of produce will be much cheaper ; while
spokes are more elegant."

—

The Cyclist.

The liatest !Bngflish Cushion.
The latest in new cushion tires is a laced cushion.

The rim is curved over at the top edges inwards, and
upon this the top half of a cushion tire is rested ; this
is seated upon leather or canvas bands, which are
brought round under the rim and laced tightly to-
gether, the tire thus having no rubber whatever
buried in the rim itself, it will be seen that it is

quite as light as an ordinary solid tire, and more
effective. It has just been introduced by a large firm
of rubber manufacturers, and is being experimented
on by several of the principal makers.
The John A. Green Cycle Co. are building up an

excellent business in Atlantic City. They make a
specialty of Quadrants, Referees and Warwicks, and
repair and rent. The business is managed by W. M.
Perrett.

A SPRING FORK ATTACHMENT.

Messrs. Smith Bros., of the- Midland Cycle Works,
recently exhibited a spring fork attachment which
seems particularly ingenious. From the Cyclist we
republish the cut and description of the device.
This arrangement, which weighs only 24 ozs., can

be attached to any solid, cushion or pneumatic-tired
machine, benefiting it in that the advantages of a

W. SMITH'S PATENT
SUSPENSION SPRING AtJACHMENt

spring fork are obtained, the wheel mounting over
any obstacle in its way without vibrative shock
either to the machine or its rider. The maxim laid

down by Wheeling that " diminished vibration equals
increased speed," here at once applies. The attach-
ment increases by a couple of inches the space
between the wheels without affecting the position of
the handles.

A New Brake for Piveumatics.

A new brake has been invented by a well-known
Newcastle engineer. The gentleman in question is

an ardent cyclist, and his invention consists of a
spoon or shoe of flat hard steel, 6 in. by iX in., and
Ya in thick, turned up slightly at the ends, and jointed
in the centre to the usual brake lever at the place
where the spoon is. A small spring is fitted to pull
up the inner end clear of the tire. It has been tried
and found to be reliable, and it does not damage
the tire.

Surrey Bicycle Club Meeting.
The thirteenth meeting of this club was held at

Kensington Oval on April 18, twenty thousand people
being present. In the one mile handicap, H. W. Brad-
ford, on a pneumatic tire, 50 yards start, finished first,

time 2m. 37S.; G. Bradbury, pneumatic, 60 yards, sec-
ond. The one mile match race was won by Arthur
DuCros, 2m. 50 1-5S. The ten mile cup race, the blue-
ribbon event of the English Spring racing season,
was won by H. H. Sansom, time 31m. 9 3-5S. DuCros,
the favorite in this event, looked like a winner, but
Sansom came with a grand rush and beat him over
the tape by inches.

New York dealers report a large demand for pneu-
matics, with few, and, in some cases, no wheels to fill

orders. The demand for cushionsisabout eighty per
cent, ; solid tired second-hand safeties go like hot
cakes and ordinaries are occasionally picked up.
"There is a well defined opinion among riders that
cushions are not an advantage on asphalt but are
valuable as minimizers of vibration on ordinary
roads. In Buffalo the dealers are selling a much
larger percentage of solid tires than is reported in

other selling centres where asphalt is conspicuously
absent.

The Banker & Campbell Co. rent pneumatic tired
wheels at t wice the regular renting rates.

We have it on undeniable authority that the Singer
Sewing Machine Co., do not intend to manufacture
cycl.es at either their American or English factories.
It is true that the company had discussed the matter,
as reported in The Wheel, but the project has been
practically " laid on the table " and that indefinitely.
An interesting story is recalled in this connection.

When Singer & Co. opened their English factory,
the English firm of Singer & Co., who were then
making great progress in the cycle business sent a
representative to the sewing machine concern and a
verbal agreement was made between the firms, the
American firm agreeing not to make cycles and the
English firm agreeing to turn over to the American
firm its sewing machine business. From time to
time, the cycle firm sends to the sewing machine
firm inquiries, with the politest of notes, in which
care is always taken to remind the sewing machine
firm of their agreement.

The latest design in English tires is a ij^-inch solid
to both front and rear wheels.

Walter J. Lloyd and William Priest, of England,
have patented in this country a safety with forks
made of hardened and tempered steel rods or strong
wire. The front fork is bent so as to form a loop at
the junction of the two branches of each fork on the
front post. The steel prod fork of the rear wheel
fastens to the lower part of the seat post by a coil or
spring. The elastic forks are intended to overcome
vibration.

An Indianapolis paper says that the rapidity with
which the Eclipse safety is coming to the front is

almost phenomenal. Not only has there been a large
number of the wheels sold in that city, but many
riders have traded their wheels, some of them the
most popular makes, and are now riding the Eclipse.
The wheel has a strong hold in the local clubs, and is

one of the leading machines handled by H. T. Hear-
sey, one of the largest local dealers.

The Rouse-Duryea Cycle Co. have just issued the
Sylph catalogue. The Sylph is a safety of special de-
sign, its feature being that the frame is what the
company call a spring truss frame, by which means
they claim to almost annihilate vibration. Mr. Dur-
yea has been in the East showing the Sylph. He was
in New York on Monday. The machine is shown in

this city by the George R. Bidwell Cycle Co.
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A FEW HINTS TO NOVICES.

There is certainly going to be an unusual number
of road races promoted this season in all parts of the
country, and for almost every distance from five to
twenty-five miles. In consequence there will be
many new aspirants for racing glory, and of course
these men will be more or less inexperienced and
prone to overdo the matter, and a tew hints to them
may prove valuable.
For the ordinary club race " hard" training is not

necessary. If you smoke, gradually reduce your al-

lowance, for it is not necessary to abruptly abstain
from the use of tobacco. Cigarettes however should
be given up entirely, and, above all, don't inhale the
smoke.

It is not necessary to test your power of endurance
every time you mount your machine and scorch until
out of breath. Ride as frequently as possible at a
regular pace. An occasional scorch, say once or
twice a week, for half the distance at first of the race
in which you intend to compete is sufficient, with your
best spurt at the finish. This should be followed by
a rub down.
In regard to diet, eat what agrees with you, but not

to excess, and :noderate your drinking if you use
stimulating liquors.
Of course this does not apply to any one training

for a large race, but merely to those who desire to
ride in club races for the " fun of it," and who do not
desire to make a business of training.
To improve your pace and wind an occasional

sprint of a mile on a level or down a gentle decline is

recommended, and also a sprint on a up grade. Have
your machine geared at about sixtv, and use 6J^-inch
inch cranks if suitable to your build. Secure a good
niglit's rest before the event in which you are to com-
pete takes place, and ride as little as possible before
the contest. This is all the training necessary to
make a good showing in the average club road race,
and the many riders who never take part in a contest
of speed, for the reason that it is "too much trouble
to train," should take heed.

LOUISVILLE'S NOVEL TRACK.

SYRACUSE.

The wheeling season has opened here in earnest,
and everything points towards a splendid season.
Already, six members of the S. C. C.'s have wheeled
to Auburn, a distance of twenty-six miles, and others
have been to Liverpool, Cicero, and other places
scores of times. The first club run of the season was
held on the night of April 20, when thirty-eight mem-
bers mounted at the captain's order and a most
enjoyable run to Liverpool was held.
Two new clubs have been organized since my last

notes were written. The Century Cycling has been
started with a charter membership of over forty, and
the following officers: President, A. B. Blodgett;
Vice-President, J. A. Diel ; Recording Secretary, R.
Strong ; Corresponding Secretary, C. Brayton

; Cap-
tain, D. J. Bacon. They have selected orange, cardi-
nal and purple as their colors, and a committee has
the matter of a uniform now under consideration.
They had their first regular run on the evening of
April 21.

The members of the Y. M. C. A. who have wheels
have also formed a club which is known as the Syra-
cuse Y. M. C. A. Wheelmen. At present there are
twenty-five names on the roll, and the following
officers have been selected : President, W. Y. Foote

;

Vice-President, B. D. Rick; Secretary, J. D. Levette:
Treasurer, J. Eccleston ; Captain, C. C. Ferris. All
wheelmen who are members of the Y. M. C. A. are
eligible for membership.

Owing to a change in the sailing list of the Ham-
burg-American line, the Heyny Harz mountain tour
will not sail until July 4, at 5 a. m., in the new
steamer Dania.

On May 21, the Chesapeake Wheelmen of Baltimore,
will celebrate their third anniversary by holding a
smoker and general jollification.

F. P. Prial has been re-appointed official handicap-
per of the Second District, which includes New York
and New Jersey, by Chairman Randall.

Twenty thousand people attended the race for the
Surrey Cup, held April 18. The Cyclist pronounces
this the greatest concourse of people that ever attend-
ed an English race meet, even surpassing the crowd
that witnessed the famous Cortis-Kean match.

BERKSHIRE HILLS ROUTE WANTED.
A subscriber wants the itinerary of a four day's

tour in the Berkshires. Can any of our readers
favor us ?

The New York State Division will set aside "a cer-
tain sum " for the prosecution of cycle thieves.

The Globe Stockinet Co., of Philadelphia, have
made up a fine line of jersey goods and athletic gar-
ments for cyclists. They are developing quite a trade
with cycle agents. Their New York agent is R. W.
Morrell, 402 Broadway.

A chainless driving-gear for safeties has been pat-
ented by Franklin B. Hunt, of Richmond, Ind.,
consisting of a sprocket wheel with inside cogs,
which runs on an intermediate wheel and which in
turn imparts motion to the hub wheel.

S. T. Clark has straightened out the affairs of the
late Clark Cycle Co., which is now known as the
Clark Cycle Mfg. Co. The new firm has started out
with a large stock of well-known makes.

Grand Rapids, Mich., is planning a huge Decora-
tion Day road race. A couple of high grade wheels
will be amongst the prizes. The contest will likely
be open to the State.

It is reported that the M. V. Livingston Cycle Co.
are again temporarily tied up by a New York firm
who have refused to remove their attachment.

Mr. Daniel Quilp of Louisville, is a man of whom
all the wheelmen of that city should be extremely
proud. Mr. Quilp is the manager of the large
Auditorium and Amphitheatre where at one time
Rome was burned nightly, which the fire works gaily
spluttered, for the edification of the citizens of
Louisville, who paid the price of admission. When
it was decided however, to burn Rome in some other
city, Mr. Quilp looked around for some use for the
amphitheatre and hearing of the track association
that was being formed for the purpose of building a
path for cycle racing, he became interested in the
organization and offered to construct a track on the
former site of Rome, if 100 hundred members to the
association were secured. This offer was agreed to,'

the necessary bond holders secured, and in March
work on the track was begun. On Sunday last the
track which is six laps to the mile and announced to
be superior to any in the United States, was formally
thrown open to the cyclists, invitations having been
sent to over 300 wheelmen, and we are not surprised
to learn that they waxed enthusiastic over it, for it

cost over $2,500.
The State Division races are to be held on it on

June 26 and 27, by electric light, and it is safe to say
that all out of town riders will be dazzled as they
were never dazzled befor«e. A grand stand extends
along the entire length of one side of the course that
has a seating capacity for 10,000 people and the space
within the track is occupied by so many novel
curiosities and decorations for a race track, that
strangers will be struck with amazement. In fact
visiting racing men will be so full of wonderment
that they should be permitted to roam about the
place for an hour or so before entering a contest in
order to avoid making genuine loafing races. The
men of the path are not accustomed to such luxurious
scenery and picturesque sights along a track as they
will encounter here, especially Eastern racing men.
There is even a possibility of their becoming

slightly flurried at the start, while waiting at the
tape, with the judges looking down on one side from
their gaily decorated pagoda-like house surrounded
by a well-kept lawn and blooming flowers, and a sea
of faces on the other extending the entire length of
the track and backward for an eighth of a mile or so.
Then after starting there is danger of having them
slow up at the first turn in order to admire the long
row of well-constructed dressing rooms, and when
safely past that point the sight of the clean-limbed
deer in the park extending parallel with the far side
of the course and the myriad of bright-plumaged
birds in the aviary will be apt to cause them to lose
headway on account of the strong desire to stop and
admire the pretty scene. Then as they behold the
smooth-floored dancing platform, their thoughts
would again be turned from the race and the sight of
the placid artificial lake surrounded by an elegant
lawn and rare flowers and plants, will fill their souls
with wonder, and it any of them happen to be a lover
of this piscatorial art, the temptation to dismount
and cast a fly in the limpid water might be over-
powering. On the whole we don't know but what
this track is a trifle too rich for the blood of the racing
men of to-day, especially when it is imagined what a
fairy-like scene will be presented to the eye with 500
or more vari-colored electric lights flashing a brilliant
radiance over this miniature Garden of Eden. At all
events, the Eastern men should be fuljy warned of
the condition of affairs, in order that their attention
will not be attracted from the race by the scenery
that they will pass on the course.
The track proper is scientifically constructed after

plans furnished by the most experienced track
builders in the country. The foundation is of broken
slate, one foot to eighteen inches deep. This is pack-
ed in with sand and rolled. Over this there is a layer
of broken rock, and on top a six-inch dressing of lime-
stone screenings. The whole has been thoroughly

soaked with water and rolled with a six-ton roller,
until it is packed down solid and is as smooth as
asphalt. It is twenty-one feet in width all the way
round, ample for eight men to ride in safety. The
curves are 135 feet, which is a little sharp, but all
danger of slips is obviated by scientific grading or
banking, the slope on the turn being fifty-one inches
at the highest point. A wheel going at full speed
may make a turn on a bank like this without a parti-
cle of danger of slipping. The stretches are 242 feet
straight away. The inward slant or drainage all the
way round, except on the curves, is about six inches
—too small to interfere with speed. Altogether the
track is as near perfection as money or science could
make it.

Tlie Difference.

The pleasures of an early morning ride in the coun-
try is described by an Ohio journal in the following
words :

" The sun rises from its bed beyond the hori-
zon" and with the reflection of his glances makes the
dewdrops glisten on leaf and flower like diamonds of
purest ray serene, the easy spin down this and tug-
ging climb of that hill, the genial meet of fellow
'wheelers,' of the journey's delights in other ways,
the smile of country maiden, the song of the birds,
the music of the breeze among the leaves, the lunch
with the all-refreshing simplicity and bounteousness
of coantry fare, then the ride homeward, all these
are the delights of the wheelman to-day." But when
a wheelman residing in the heart of a large city
arises with the sun and takes himself off for an early
spin over the roitgh paving stones of the city streets
this description will hardly pass. Instead of viewing
nature at its best, until he reaches the suburbs, he
gazes upon scores of rumbling milk wagons and
trucks, workingraen with their tin pails, night hawk
hackmen and revellers returning to their homes and
sleepy policemen. The nearest approach to birds
that he encounters are a few dirty hens or the chirp-
ing sparrows; no country maidens come within his
range of vision but instead he dodges the dust from the
housemaid's broom. Between the tall buildings and
the smoky atmosphere he has hard work to convince
himself that the orb of day exists, and the water in
the gutter is too murky to sparkle even if the sun
should shine upon it. The screech of the factory
whistle gives place to the musical breeze of rural
fame, and the ride homeward is even less bounteous
in its attractions, for the streets are filled with the
toilers of the day. Verily, a morning sun in the city
and one in the country are entirely separate and dis-
tinct things.

A clever mechanic who was seen mounted on a Star
safety at Yonkers appeared to have improved his
wheel. A coiled spring fork eased his saddle, and by
a pulley and rope arrangement a push on the right
pedal brought up the left one, and vice versa.

In the "Holophote'" lantern a magnifying lense is

used in place of the ordinary flat pane of glass. These
lenses are turned out by machine in America, and
should not materially increase the cost of lanterns.
We expect them to come into general use.

An exchange says: ''It would be 'gilding refined
gold, painting the lily or salting red herring' to say
a word more in favor of the Referee safeties." Bretz,
Curtis & Co. should go proud over this.

Mr. Breese, of the English firm of Tacagui & Co., is

quite clever in an advertising way running in a line
with our Elliott, but without our own Elliott's bil-

lingism.

Pentiman and Harris are two promising English
novices. The latter is but seventeen, but has a rare
flight of speed.

Entry Blank for the Irvington-Milburn Road Race.

.
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XHIRD ANNUAL
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Decoration Day, May 30, 1891.
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HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

The bicycle thief is a firm believer in the protection
of the steal industry.

He was an excellent salesman and as such never
failed to call the would be purchaser's attention to

the many good points of the wheel he was agent for
saving time always though by not mentioning any of

its poor ones, as he argued that they could always be
much quicker discovered by the purchaser himself
after he had bought the machine. He had dilated
upon the many advantages of each and every sort
and had finally arrived at the brake :

" Now, my dear
sir," he said, "this brake is the most simple of any
made, and it has the grip ," but the customer
had vanished, he didn't want any grip in his, not this

year.

Stage manager : "The ballet have refused to go on
the stage in their new costumes, as they declare that
there is not enough of them to properly cover them."
Opera owner ; "They have, have they ! Well, dis-

charge the whole loto£them,andthengoto the bicycle
club and leave word that you want people to fill their
places, you can bet that they won't kick at the cos-

tumes being too scant, I'll show them who is running
this show."

In the days gone by we have had some L. A. W.
membership tickets which were not altogether lovely,
but for downright homeliness the one for 1891 leaves
all that we ever had entirely out of the race. The
nice old lady who sits up in the corner of this year's
ticket, reminds one of the female who used to be

' represented as sitting on a cotton bale on some of the
former coins of the United States, while the L. A. W.
badge she holds at arm's length looks like an aggra-
vated tambourine in the hands of a Minnesota ballet

girl.

Gaul—Have you a wheel that you could lend me ?

Seller—My dear boy, I haven't.
Gaul—Haven't a wheel ?

Seller—Oh, yes, but not that I could lend you.

A bumble bee engaged in rifling the sweets of cer-
tain blooms, was addressed by an ant who sat mop-
ping his brow as he rested from transporting a timo-
thy seed. " My droning friend," said the ant, " your
performance on what seems to be a trombone, is

doubtless pleasing to your own ear, but might, I

think, be suspended by one dignified by mankind as
an example for youth 'to imitate. Perhaps you will

be so kind as to tell me what virtues your own exist-

ence illustrates?" The bumble bee, merely poising
himself for another flight, returned: "I may, per-
haps, be pointed to as one who contrives to .exact
pleasure from minding my own business." To this,

in fact, he instantly addressed himself with the air
of refreshment noticeable in those who have made a
remark which they feel can be recalled with com-
placency. This beautiful and touching little story I

commend to some of my critics who, tireless in accu-
mulating superfluity, find an agrievance and an
affront in the irresponsible joyance of those who limit

their industry to the sufficient as I do.

Much has been said in favor of athletic develop-
ment from a personal standpoint—perfect health,
greater ability to work, the acquisition of the sub-
lime quality of courage, the preservation of an un-
ruffled temper, the peace of soul that comes from a
well-spent life, emancipation from vice, the dowery
of grace, beauty, cheerfulness and a well-rounded
character, all of which are guaranteed by ath-
letics—but these inducements have been held out
time and again m vain. They have already accom-
plished all they are able to accomplish. The com-
bined forces of public enterprise must take the mat-
ter in hand, and those who, in the constantly quick-
ening race for dailv bread, have a leisure hour must,
by a moral effort, devote a generous part of it to this

noble pastime—a pastime recommended in unstinted
terms by God himself.

This is what the Dauphin in Shakespeare's " Henry
V," says of his steed : "When I bestride him, I soar,

1 am a hawk ; he trots the air ; the earth sings when
he touches it. He is pure air and fire; and the dull

elements never appear in him, but only is patient in

stillness while his rider mounts him." He could have
sai
he

d very nearly the same thing about his mount had
had the pleasure of owning a wheel, couldn't he ?

The bicycle is an arrow vehicle.

"Say, young feller, give us a nickel won't yer?"
said a dilapitated looking specimen of a tramp, as I

ever saw, to me the other evening as I dismounted
and leaned mv wheel against the granite wall skirt-

ing the Riverside Drive. Probably he judged from
my looks that his chances of getting this fortune out
of me was a rather slim one, and he played a tramp
card: "I didn't used to be like I am now, but I g-ot

bested selling them bicycles in Germany." This
interested me, and I promised him, if he would narrate
the story of his downfall which was caused by selling

bicycles, I would raise the ante and give him ten
cents in place of the modest sum he had first asked
for. Stripped of the language in which it was told, it

was about as follows, the reader understanding that
the seedy individual had already told me of the grand
store he had in Berlin, and the money he was making
at the time disaster overtook him, etc. etc. "A well
dressed voung man entered my shop one day, and
after walking uneasily about tor a time, asked ' Have
vou any watches with india-rubber cases?" I an-
swered him in the negative, and worked my way
gradtiallv towards where I kept a club concealed.
The young man then shambled up and down the floor

again, and returning to where I stood, said: 'You
haven't any rattle boxes with diamond handles, i

suppose ?
' No sir, I said, getting still closer to where

the club reposed. ' How young does a child begin to

ride a bicycle ?
' asked the young man. ' It depends a

good deal on the kid,' I replied ; some begin young
and some don't. 'Would you sell me a bicycle and
change it for a three wheel one if it is a girl.' That
was enough, I reached the club, and the club reached
the young man's head, and next day I had to leave
the country.' ' Why, surely not just for hitting that
man ?' I said. ' Yes, indeed I did,' replied my ragged
friend as he edged away with the ten cents I had
given him according to agreement. 'You see the
young man was the Emperor of Germany, and I

didn't know him. S'long! see yer later,' and he went
towards a neighboring gin-mill."

Americans are considered the world over to be
the brightest, shre%vdest, and most persistent adver-
tisers. It has been their province to advance adver-
tising to a fine art or to an exact science to make the
mere statements of what they desire to purchase or
sell an important factor in their business. Such
being the case it seems strange to me that so many of

those advertising in the wheel papers should have
really, in their notices, at least, seemed to have mis-
judged the class of patrons they appeal to or forgot-
ten that they themselves are a portion of a high grade
and important industry. In no business has such vast
studies of improvement taken place as in the manu-
facture and sale of bicycles within the past five years.
Prior to that the few concerns in the trade had to
educate and cultivate the infant industry, and in
consequence advertising partook more of the idea of

the primer in the class' of children, care had to be
taken that the manufacturer's notices did not exceed
the knowledge and capacity of those appealed to,

but to-day all of this is changed. No one need feel
called upon to act the part of instructor or mentor to
the sport, if such a necessity exists, the papers in
which the advertisements appear can attend to It

much more thoroughly than the advertiser can. The
trade and sport are both in the hands to-day of an
older, more intelligent, and altogether a higher grade
of individuals than it was five or six years ago, taken
as a whole, and yet many advertisers do not seem to
have noticed this fact, and in their public notices are
following in the same rut they adopted years ago,
which, no matter how correct it may have been then,
is certainly not so now. The wheel trade is not a
narrow ladder up which a manufacturer can not ex-
pect to mount, until after he has torn down the com-
petitor above him. To the contrary the road to suc-
cess in it is a broad one wide enough for all of them
to proceed abreast. The trade is like a chain jn
which each of the manufacturers is but a link, and
when by bickerings, mis-statements, and foolish ad-
vertisements, one of them weakens the reputation or
credit of another, then the whole trade suffers more
or less, since as a chain it can only be considered as
strong as the weakest link in it, I claim, that the pub-
lic and the trade in general, do not care two cents
what one manufacturer thinks of another or of the
wheels he builds or sells, and that all advertising
statements of such nature are unwise, childish and
hurtful to the trade and to the maker of them. I don't
believe that the intending purchaser cares what make
of wheel Adam rode, or whether a certain make of
pedal-pin will float on water, or what J. Smith's or D.
Phool's, good or bad opinion is of any make of wheel,
all such advertisements are behind the tim'es, beneath
the writers of them and unheeded by the few readers
of them. What the public want is bicycles not black-
guarding, value not volubility, wheels not whines,
tires not tirades, and the advertiser who first appeals
to the public on these lines will command its respect
and patronage. Does anyone for amoment think that
an intending purchaser of a machine is attracted to
the establishment of a dealer who in his public
notices pictures him as a monkey? Certainly they
are not ! Again, does it help the sale of uniforms or
appurtenances to cycles or cycling for the tailor to
ornament his advertisement with a cut of a rider
taking a header ? If so, why does not the man who
wants to sell saddles ornament his bid for the public
patronage with a cut showing a horse running away
and dragging its rider, who is unfortunate enough to
have his foot caught in the stirrups. True, men do
take headers, and men do get killed by having their
feet entangled in the stirrups when their horses run
away, but is it not poor policy to bring this to the
notice of the public as though it was an ordinary oc-
currence, instead of an exceptional one ? A shrewd
advertiser is not only one who is abreast of the times
but who is in advance thereof, seeking by his public
notices to not only call attention to the fact that he is

prepared to meet all needs of the day, but at the same
time edvicate the public to a demand for his especial
goods. In the foregoing is, I think, a collection of
facts worth the reading of those interested in their
own welfare or that of the trade. DON Sal.^mbo.

GREEN REIGNS.

Farewell to the reign of snow.
Farewell to the storms that blow.

And the dark clouds hanging low.
Welcome the leafy lanf.
Welcome the Spring again !

Come my bright wheel and spin
;

Health and good spirits win.
Birds, sing your sweetest strains

—

Green reigns

!

C. S. W. for The Wheel.

The attempt to re-organize the old Massachusetts
Bicycle Club has fallen through, and Boston will
continue without a cycling club as it has for the past
two years. The plan proposed was to organize a
club with 350 members, and to secure a house in one
of the suburban towns, but the idea was too great for
the wheelmen of the city to bring to a head.

CHAFF, BY THE "COASTER.

ORGANIZATION OF THE TILSON S CORNERS CYCLING
CIRCLE.

The following epistle was received on Monday last, ,

and I trust the answer will be received by Monday
next. (Mr. Editor will please forward Mr. Taylor a
copy of The Wheel in which his letter appears)

:

TiLSON's Corners, N. Y., April 25, 1891.

Mr. Coaster :

.!/)' Dear Youiiff Maii—1 am seventy-one years of
age, but am much younger in my habits than my age
would indicate. My wife is sixty-two, and we have
read so many articles on the bicycle that have recent-
ly appeared in the Barn and Farm, our weekly paper
here, that I write to you for the purpose of asking
whether you will do me the favor of saying whether
from your experience you think it would be benefi-
cial or otherwise for my wife and myself to ride one
of them? What is the cheapest kind? My grand-
children don't want us to ride. If we ride, Mr. Peter
Parry and his wife, who live on the farm next us, say
they will ride also. What is this new mattic tire the
papers speak of ? Yours paternally,

Simpson Taylor.

information for squire TAYLOR.

Mv Dear Mr. Taylor :

I am glad you are so far in advance of the majority
of the men of your age in the matter of exercise.
There seems to be an antipathy on the part of most
old men to all forms of recreation. I trust when you
say you are much younger in your habits than your
age indicates, you do not mean to infer that you are
still as sportive as you once were, spending your
nights with the boys at the grocery post-office swap-
ping fables and drinking hard cider until you have to
drive home on a plow. No, I cannot believe that a
man of so noble a name would be so weak-minded as
to leave his little sixty-two year old bride home to
take care of the children and darn socks ; but you
must be a dandy to think of taking up bicycle riding
so late in the day.
There is nothing like proper exercise to brace you

up and make you feel like a young heifer. If you
should buy a wheel, or rather tandem (one that you
and your wife could both ride at the same time), you
would find that you had struck the fountain of ever-
lasting life, and that 5'our grandchildren who are
now waiting on Grandpa and Grandma Taylor so
tenderly, with the hope that the necessary codicil
may be added to your will, will grew impatient at
your delay in shaking your mortal coil. No grand-
children who took the proper interest in their ances-
tors-elect would try to dissuade you from so lofty a
purpose, and it only shows that their affection is but
boodle deep, and that under the surface they are
grinding their teeth because the time does not arrive
for engaging the undertaker, and for the division of
the spoils, in order that Jane might scoop the bu-
reau, the wash-stand and old mare, while Jemima
will corral the bedstead, the kitchen clock, one of the
old sows and two of the young pigs, while the balance
of the wolverines shall make a bid for the hay rake,
the rag carpets and the bank account. Take my ad-
vice, Mr. Taylor, and don't die now. Spring is a bad
time for a country relative to depart ; there are
dozens of your relatives in the city who are planning
to make a nice long visit this Summer. If you must
expire, wait until Fall and then chew Rough on Rats,
so that you won't die in the house. If, on the con-
trary, you want to avoid decomposing, buy a wheel

;

it will foil the designs of your relatives, and you will
probably live long enough to bear all their funeral
expenses. If you want to get a wheel cheap you
might suggest to the editor of Vae: Barn and I'arm
that he offer a premium of a bicycle for thirty yearly
subscribers. This is the fashionable thing among
some of the smaller papers in New York and else-
where, and you might call on all your neighbors with
a subscription list, with a view to procuring a wheel
free before the Winter sets in.

When you get your wheel have one of those detach-
able seats put on, so that you can take your good wife
with you on all your rides. You could start at 5 a. m.
and ride down to the Sog Hollow lot and let down the
bars for the cows and be back home in time to split
wood for breakfast.
The advantage of the " new matic " tire is that you

leave a wide enough mark in the road to enable you
to follow your own trail home and are not apt to
get lost, strayed or stolen. To be made ready for
use they have to be blown up with air; if you have
this species of tire put on your wheel you can let your
wife take charge of one and you can attend to the
other by laying flat on the ground and applying your
mouth to the opening in the wheel rim and simply
blow. Blow until the drums of your ears burst, and
then—blow some more.

If you are as agile as your handwriting indicates, I

predict you will learn to ride in about two years, by
which time you will probably be able to turn out for
a team without dismounting. I would advise that
for the present you keep away from ponds, railroad
tracks and barb-wire fences, otherwise you might
get mutilated in the fracas. Never drink applejack
when on your wheel. (Always get off to do it.)

I hope that your neighbor Parry will take up wheel-
ing the same time as you do. I know it would prove
interesting to both of you, as well as the community
at large, and it wouldgive the Barn and /'arm some-
thing to talk about ; but let me warn you and Peter
to keep away from each other while learning, for fear
of entanglement.
When you and Parry and your respective helpmatt-s

.get to be scorcliers, drop me a line and I will come
and organize theTilson's Corners Cycling Circle.

Yours respectively. Coaster.

The prize oft'ered to the club haying the largest
representation in the parade at the Massachusetts
Division Meet at Worcester on Decoration Dav, will
be hotly contested for by the Canibridgeport and
Somerville Clubs.
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CHICAGO.

Weather prophets, as usual have made many mis-
takes. Rain has fallen in considerable quantities the
past week, making the country roads well nigh im-
passable. Between Chicago and Riverside, Oak Park
or Austin a wagon cannot travel, and on Madison
Street three wagons stand up to their bo-^es in mud,
stuck so tight that only a season o£ dry weather will
admit of their being removed. Those clubs that
had called run.s for Des Plaines and Maywood on
Sunday last were forced to abandon them, Pull-
man and Evanston, however, were accessible. To
Pullma;i ten of the /Eolus and eighteen of the Chica-
gos went. Evanston received by far the greater pat-
ronage, thirty of the Lincolns, ten of the Englewoods
and abouta dozen members of other clubs were there.
In the scorch home Keator, on his unicycle, made the
twelve miles to the Lincoln club-house in forty-five
minutes. How is that for time on one wheel, over
rough roads and at some places very sandy ? Keator's
command of a unicycle is perfect. In the worst roads
he is even better than those on the ordinary wheels.
Where rocks abound the others aren't in it. On the
level roads they don't leave him behind. He never
dismounts, if he does he is quickly on again. Early
in June he will start for New York. His brother will
accompany him. Both will ride bicycles. On this
trip Roy will make his preparations for his trip in
August, when he intends to establish a unicycle Chi-
cago-New York record.

Interest in the Englewood Club's handicap pool
tournaments has waned for the past two weeks on
account of the minstrel show. Now, however, it will
be continued. The present standing of the players
is:

Tournament No. i.

Won. Lost.

4

Tournament No. 2.

Won. Lost.
Roovaart 6 2

Caffrey i 4
Tansey o 5
W. Holbrook.... 6 2

W. Fitch 2 3
Denison 2 4
Entwistle 3 i

J. Holbrook 3 3

Wagner 2

Stoddard 3 2

Rees 4 3
Sample 2 5

Carr 2 3

Wise 2 6
Allen 2 I

Tredwell. 6 i

Farrant s 2

So great was the success of the Englewood amateur
minstrel show given by members of the Englewood
Cycling Club (their profits were nearly $400) that they
have accepted an opportunity to go to Bloomington,
111., and reproduce it in the opera house on Saturday
evening. A large crowd of the club members will
accompany them.
Saturday, May 16, the Lake View Cycling Club will

give a five mile race over their usual course, except
for one slight change. The race will start on Evans-
ton Avenue, corner Graceland, to Sheridan Drive, to
Edgewater, to Evanston Avenue, to Sheridan Drive,
and then south to a point, making the course exactly
five miles instead of four and three-quarters as for-
merly. This club has a team of young flyers who
will one day astonish some of us.

From the Chicago Club's committee on new quar-
ters I learn that there is little truth in the report that
they will buy land opposite a church. No property
has as yet been purchased.

The West Side track icheme is at present out of
sight, and no one can be found who is in a position to
divulge reliable information.

Milton Mills, the Oak Park local Consul, has by
hustling gained thirty members for the L. A. W.
during the past year.

Last Saturday evening a party of would-be scorch-
ers of the Victor Cycling Clutb met with two acci-
dents. They ran into each other, and now several
wheels are in the hospital for repairs.

Austin has nearly a half hundred riders. Several
of the most prominent now propose to form a cycling
club.

,

According to the Chicago Tribune the wheelmen of
Oak Park are rioting because they have been ex-
cluded from the sidewalk by the town board and
several doctors, one city official and the lady riders
have been given the right to use the sidewalks. The
truth of the matter is, the above note and its conse-
quences. The wheelmen, as a body, decided to take
the law into their own hands and ride sidewalks,
holding that if several doctors, a city official and
ladies could use the town's sidewalks by permission,
they could also. The citadel (the town hall and jail)

was stormed and they were not arrested, and there
the matter lays.

No. 274 Marshfield Avenue will probably be the
next address of the Douglas Cycling Club. Dr. C. H.
Wachter and O. C. H. Rellihan, a committee, recom-
mended this house very highly. It is a three-story
and basement brick building, eighteen rooms, and
the rent is but $540 per year. Others of the members
want a club-house on either Twelfth Street or Ash-
land Boulevards, but this they have been unable
to find.

Harry B. Reynolds, of the Lincoln Cycling Club,
and Miss Ada Watt, of Ravenswood, were joined in

the holy bonds of wedlock at the Ravenswood M. E.
Church, Thursday evening, April 23. Twenty of
Reynold's clubmates rode up from the city to the
wedding. Miss Watt is an enthusiastic rider of the
wheel
A very handsome design has been adopted by the

Douglas Cycling Club for the club caps. These caps
are black, hook down, and are surmounted by two
arrows crossed of club colors, light blue and orange.
Between the points are the club's initials, D. C. C.

Geo. Thorne, of the Chicago Club, who is now at
the University at Stuttgart, Germany, is cock of the
walk, having no worthy competitor against whom he
oan try his speed. What a place for George to be in

after living all his life in Chicago among the
scorchers!

A. W. Roth, vice-president of the .^olus Cycling
Club, has returned home from a three weeks' stay at
Hot Springs. That he had a good time any one who
knows Roth will justify.

J. O. Blake, manager of GormuUy & Jeffery's retail
store, started tor a Southern trip this week. He has
gone to try and regain his health. Mr. Blake has
been laid low all the Spring with the grip.

A1.1 wneelmen have been treated alike at Peoria in
former years, whether members of the L.A.W. or not.
This year, to get a reduction at the hotel and other
places, a man must show his tickec. Rockford will
do the same.

A Chicago rider is going to ride the coming season a
56-inch Ormonde ordinary with pneumatic tires. The
rake on the wheel will be well back, and the rear
wheel well'back from the front.

Hammond, Ind., is forming a bicycle club without
a rider. They have now seventy-five members, and
are dickering around for mounts for the entire club.
Cheap machines will be purchased. It will be a good
town in which to start a repair shop.

Edwin Oliver, representing the H. A, Lozier Co.,
was in Chicago this week on his way Westward.
Ned has fleshed up considerably since leaving this
windy city, but is the same old Ned, nevertheless.

The j55o1us Club are happy. They occupy their
new club-house this week, the Columbia Wheelmen
taking the .iEolus' present home,

A social club of forty members will probably con-
solidate with the Douglas Cycling Club. This will
increase their membership very materially.

The Cook County Wheelmen's road book, to be
issued this week, cost $225 for the edition.

Twenty-five hundred mileage books were issued
by the Lincoln Cycling Club during the past week.
The road officers worked four nights steadily to send
them off'. Every L A. W. member in Indiana and
Illinois received one.

H. W. Grote and D. C. Hull will make the trip by
wheel from Chicago to New York the first two weeks
in June, probably accompanying Keator and his
brother.

A new club pin has been adopted by the Cook
County Wheelmen. It is gold-backed enameled
plate, coin size, with the double triangles of white
and gold, the club colors, in the centre. Fitty-four
new members were taken in by this club at their
last meeting, giving them now 281 members.

The Spooner-Peterson Co. Annex is the style of
their new store at 5 and 7 Madison Street. Their re-
pairing work and storage has already outgrown their
present quarters, at 15 and 17 Madison Street, hence
this addition. In the annex ample room will be pro-
vided for the storage of wheels during the day.
Toilet rooms will be. provided, and lockers with
dressing-rooms, for wheelmen who ride to work. J.
Hoyle will have charge of the repair shop in the an-
nex. Mr. Hoyle has had years of experience in the
factories of England and America. A storage-room
has long been wanted in this quarter of the city, and
this company always aim to please in every respect.
Their store, at 15 and 17 Madison Street, has been
entirely refitted.

A WHEELMEN'S ENCAMPMENT.

A cyclists' camp at Nagowicka Lake, during the
first two weeks in August, is at present agitating
local cycling circles. For three years, 1887, 1888 and
1889, a camping out party has been conducted by
members of the Lincoln Cycling Club, and Camp
Lincoln has come to be an annual fixture, although
it did not occur last season. This year, however, a
grand cyclists' camp will be run at Nagowicka Lake,
Waukesha County, Wis.; the Cook County Wheelmen
have already org'anized a party, and the Lincoln
Club are taking hold with a vim. Of the location
selected enough cannot be said. Nagowicka Lake is

centrally located in one of the greatest riding dis-
tricts in this country. Oconomowac, Waukesha,
Pewaukee, Lakeside, Spring Banks, Delafield, Pewau-
kee Lake, Upper and Lower Nashotah, Upper and
Lower Nemawbin, Beaver, Pine, Lac La Belle, and
many other pretty lakes and Summer resorts, are
within easy riding distance. The roads are of the
very best and at all times good, especially in August.
The camp this year will be fitted up in a way to suit
the most fastidious. Tents of five rooms each will
be provided, four sleeping rooms and a parlor or sit-
ting room. These tents will be 24x14, and each room
will accommodate two men. An excellent colored
cook and his wife have been engaged—Mr. Turner
and wife. Mr. Turner cooked for the camping par-
ties of 1888 and i8Bg, and any one who was with those
parties will swear by him for all time to come, for
did they not gain on an average over seven pounds
in two weeks of camp life ? A dining-room tent will
be provided. This will be large enough to seat all at
once at good pine-board tables, and the tent will be
provided with canopy top, that the sides may be
taken down in good weather and put up on rainy
days and cool evenings. A wood stove will be placed
in here, that those of cold blood or those who are not
feeling well may spend their evenings by the fire,

and if they desire they can sleep there also. The
tents will be pitched along the high banks of the
lake, where one may swim, row or fish. He may go
for a long ride in the early morning hours, returning
to a breakfast such as a king might enjoy, and one
that a hungry wheelman will surely dote on ; he may
go for a sail and troll on the way, and coming back in
season may enjoy the fruits of his trip for breakfast.
Baseball will occupy the attention of many, and
games may be arranged between the different par-
ties. Target shooting at a bell target will no doubt
attract many of the experts, especially when en-
trance fees are put up and shot for. Then there are
the evenings, considered the most pleasant parts of
camp life, when the hundreds of torches are lighted.
These are stuck up all over the camp, and add a cheer-
ful glow to the place. On the shore is a large camp fire,

and gathered around it are scores of the members
telling stories or singing songs. Geniality, warmed
up by -the pleasant glow of that camp fire, overflows,
and all are brothers ; nothing to worry them and not

a care in the world. One wishes he might never go
back to the worries of business life and the struggles
of bread-winning. Then after the fire dies down thi;

members gather in the tents to read or to play cards
until an early hour. There are also the dances at
Oconomowac lakeside and the Nagowicka cottages,
where all may go in wagons and spend a very pleas-
ant evening. Altogether, these two weeks may be
spent very enjoyably for an expense which will not
exceed thirty dollars. The party will leave by Good-
rich boat Saturday evening, August i, reaching Mil-
waukee Sunday morning early. A run to Whitefish
Bay, about ten miles, to breakfast will be a most en-
joyable part of the trip. Dinner at Milwaukee, and
supper and a night's lodging will be taken at Wau-
kesha, a run of eighteen miles. Monday morning
early the party will reach camp to find a good break-
fast awaiting them, tents all up and everything in
readiness for an ideal Summer vacation. Other par-
ticulars can be learned by addressing "Camp," 15
and 17 Madison Street, Chicago, 111. All wheelmen
and their friends are invited to organize parties and
participate. FiRENZI.

ST. LOUIS.

Splendid roads, perfect weather, parkfull of people,
people full of enthusiasm and enthusiasm mostly of a
cycling sort. The trade is rushed and thankful the
riders are flushed, and everybody is joyful. Why?
The spell of wet Sundays is apparently over at last.

There has been a $20 medal and a $15 watch put up
by the Clarksville people for a ten mile race on the
occasion of the Pike County tour. May 3, The fast
riders are training hard for it, Harding and Rule
will be the favorites. It will be run on a straightaway
course over part of the famous Belt Road. The roads
are in fine shape, and with the race added we should
have 150 people on the tour. The start will be made
about 8.30 May 2, from the Union Depot, returning
Sunday night. May 3, or Monday morning, as desired.
All the surrounding towns will send big delegations.
At a meeting at the cycling club-house April 21, the
parade was thoroughly discussed. Local dealers
agreed to put up $150 towards illuminations, and the
rest, it is confidently expected, will easily be raised.
Committees have been appointed with power to act.
The Teasdail Arms Co. are getting in shape for

business with samples of the Gendron and Western
Wheel Works goods. FUTURE Great.

HARRISBURG.

The season of the year is fast approaching when
we would flee from the city's rule and law, from its
fashion and form cut loose; for we are not unlike
other wheelmen, and long for the mountains where
the strawberry grows on its straw and the gooseberry
grows on its goose. Wheelton Park is our famous
resort, surrounded with all the e.\travagance of
nature.
Unlike former years, the hot season has not come

upon us at a snail's pace, but has unexpectedly put
in its appearance, and we are almost at a loss to greet
it with our usual outings. The old cabin out the way,
its memories fond and cherished, has not been seen
for many a day. The fish house and other objective
points of last Summer's runs have in store for us all
the pleasantness of the past.
All this-is awaiting us, but we are hardly settled in

our new quarters the length of time required to wear
off the novelty, and hence the reluctance of leaving
them, though only for a day, for rural scenery—where
the woodchuck chucks his wood in primitive solitude.
One of our most prominent members, who was so-

journing in Philadelphia for several months, has
returned home.
Wheel agents in our city report trade exceedingly

brisk, which means a largely increased membership
to our club.
The disadvantage our club is laboring under, which

prevents lis from opening our hearts and the city to
wheelmen in general, is the lamentable fact that we
have no race course, and there is not even the faint-
est glimmering of a hope for one. B. I. CYCLE.

DETROIT.

Detroit will not only give the wheelmen of the
United States a good time, but will add to this a cy-
cling exhibit which will be free to all, and better than
all else the National champion'^hips will be run on
the last two days of the meet. Now, will you come ?

Oh, ye wheelmen who want the earth! is there not
enough and to spare? Think of it! A trip through
Canada—to the city of the Straits—where you will
find asphalt streets; Grosse Pointe road to the race
track: an Island Park with splendid roads over it

;

moonlight rides on the river ; fish supper at the flats

in Lake St. Clair; frog supper at Aunty Weaver's;
lunch at Chappel's. Ye gods! Well, when it is all

done you will wish for it all over again. Only one
trip and you can see it all, and to all those from the
East we throw in a passing view of Niagara.

" Welcome, welcome, thrice welcome to you all."

"Griff."

A correspondent writes • " I had evidence the other
day of it being worth while to brlong to the L. A. W.
A plasterer heedlessly crowded against my machine
with his wagon causing some damage, and kept on
indifferently. 1 ascertained his name and address
from a near-bv policeman, and the next day enclosed
to him by mail the repairer's bill and gave him some
facts as to League membership and duties of its
officials in legally protecting members' rights. He
promptly appeared at the machinist's shop and paid
the bill."
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Louisville and New Orleans.

These cities are well known in a wheeling way the
country over, the former on account of the excellence
of her racing material in days gone by, in fact, to

and including Hendee'stime, as well as for its being
a distributing point tor cycles and cycling sundries;
the latter for its notable performances and as the
home of Hodgson and Betts.
These cities, both worthy representatives of the

South, the one at the Gulf and the other at the gate-
way to the North, have between them an immense
field yet in its cycling infancy and one which the
manufacturers are every day giving more atten-
tion to.

Wheeling events in this great belt are few and far
between, but there's a good time comin' " when
bicycles will not be looked upon as curiosities or as
toys. In the last eighteen months the increase of

riders in the South has been notable ; what the in-

crease will be in the next eighteen months who will

say?
Nasliville, Tenn.

^ Nashville has two agencies and riders to the amount
of one hundred or more. The N. B. C, however, has
been in a poor way for some time, and unless addi-
tions are forthcoming will probably not last long.

J. C. Combs and Edward Fisher are the agents and
expect a prosperous season.

Cliattanooga, Tenn.,

Has a club and a number of asphalt drives, even
some of the very widest streets being paved with
asphaltum. A series of races were advertised here
last fall, the results of which I was, however, unable
to learn, either as to the different events or as to the
financial outcome. Some of our venturesome fancy
riders might forego riding down the capitol steps or
'cross Cabin John's, or climbing Washington Monu-
ment to coast the incline at Lookout Mountain. His
notoriety might, however, be limited to a four-line
obituary notice if he happened to lose his nerve. In
this case the rope route is preferable.

Birniinghani, Ala.,
*

Is the home of Hart, the hospitable Loui Hart, of
Birmingham Meet fame, who was laid on the table
by Chairman Davol for infringements of the racing
rules. Berger was suspended for the same time—two
months, I think, was the penalty. There are a num-
ber of riders here, though there does not seem to be a
general desire among all club men to work. There
are a few who are genuine hustlers and who would
prove valuable additions to live clubs of larger mem-
bership.

Menii)liis, Tenn.,

Has escaped my visitations, but the progressive spirit

of its citizens seems to crop out in its cyclers at times,
for The Wheel correspondent, with his very reada-
ble news notes, frequently tells of a road race or
speed contest that shows the true sporting spirit.

Greenville, 3Iiss.,

Is where lives Georgius Clark, better known as the
'• MountainPink." Clark went to the Danville, Ky.,
meet in 1889 and was not placed in the top notch of
popularity on the jump but only a day or two served
to acquaint the boys of the town with his peculiari-
ties, and, with a personality distinct in itself, a quiet
sense for the ridiculous and a dry, droll method of
delivery he became the hero of the town and the pet
of the meet. It is safe to say a return trip to the Blue
Grass would find the " Mountain Pink " always the
popular fellow he was on leaving. Come again,
George, and if there are any more like you bring 'em
with you, in fact, bring 'em anyhow.

Anniston, Ala.,

Was only recently commented on in The Wheel but
a second trip finds even a healthier outlook than at
first. A number of '91 wheels are to be seen that were
absent in February. This is encouraging. Anniston
will have, it is thought, fifty wheels or more before
'91 is gone. Mr. Talbot Foard, the agent for the Col-
umbias here, pulled a new League ticket on me when
he first saw me. Hickok, of the Pope Co., had
signed his application some weeks before and he had
debated on sending it in. A little persuasion pro-
duced the desired effect, and another signature to
the application brought another rider into the fold.

Atlanta, Ga.,

Is falling into line, yielding to the inevitable, but
only one evening in the city will not permit an intel-
ligent discussion of Atlanta's prospects, although a
number of cycles were observed out for a moonlight
spin. Among others were several old Springfields.
There is considerable riding surface in Atlanta and
Columblas, Victors and Ramblers predominate.

Augusta, Ga.,

A pretty little city of 50,000 people on the banks
of the Savannah River, boasts of a wheel population
of 125. With such surroundings—streets 150 feet
wide, with long, low, terraced buildings on eitherside,
two rows of trees in the middle of the street and with
other foliage very dense—it is a wonder that any one
can keep from being a bicycler in Augusta. I called
on Mr. W. L. Sherman, the local agent, pulled my
League ticket and was ready for an emergency. I

got it. Was informed that Mr. Sherman had gone on
a "very pleasant mission." I thought of a wheel
trip about Augusta, for what could be more pleasant.
"He has gone," continued my informant, "to get
married." I got my "emergency" and retreated,
wishing Mr. Sherman a very pleasant journey along
the roadway of life.

Other Georgia Towns
Have furnished some excellent exponents of the art
of cycling. Macon, Columbus, Americus have their

riders, among whom may be mentioned the old-
timers, Jno. H. Polhill and T. L. Ingram, of Colum-
bus, Ga.

Charleston, S. C,
Has miles of cobblestones, all rideable, but not very
satisfactory riding and not the best for the wheel.
Only a few wheels were seen on the streets of Charles-
ton. However, it might have been an "off" day.
Many of the sandy streets are not paved, and some
are very rideable macadam pavements.

Columbia, S. C,
Is sandy from one end to the other, but a hard rain
leaves a most excellent surface. However, it is not
always possible to turn on a rain just before every
ride. The ordinary is still flourishing in Columbia.
The streets are wide, and the surrounding scenery,
as well as the lawns of the residences, are beautiful
to behold.

Charlotte, N. C,
The Queen City of the old North State, has pave-
ments of the hardest macadam and surfaces not to be
excelled by the most scientific builders of this class
of roadway. The streets are wide and the number of

riders is fair. Just why the number should not in-

crease is not related, for with the surrounding ad-
vantages and with the present year's boom in wheels,
Charlotte should keep up with the procession.

Asheville, N. C,
Has but one good thoroughfare, and that is of brick.
It is seldom heard from in the cycling world. Wheels
are scarce in Asheville.

Knoxville, Tenn.,

Is holding up her end of the procession right royally.
Mr. G. H. Wilson is the most enthusiastic rider, but
many others are pressing him close. He says all

roads lead to
l/ouisville

in June, and so says WHITE Burley.

FALL RIVER, MASS.

Twenty-five members of the Fall Rivers enjoyed a
moonlight run to Tiverton on Thursday evening last,

where they attended a concert and dance.

The city government has appropriated §125,000 for

street improvements. A much needed want.

The following team will represent the Ramblers in

the road race at New Bedford, Decoration Day:
Messrs. Nichols, Himes, Borden, M. I. Deane and R.
B. Deane. The other contestants are the New Bed-
fords and Ramblers, and the prize a cup now in the
possession of the New Bedfords. The Ramblers are
in active training and expect to do wonders. The
Belmonts, of Taunton, were invited to enter the con-
test, but they have decided not to take part having
no racing team.
Work on the Fall River's new club house is pro-

gressing rapidly, and it is expected to be ready for
occupancy about the latter part of May, when it will
be dedicated by a grand opening.

There is talk of consolidation between the Fall
Rivers and Ramblers, that such a move would be a
benefit is agreed to by all.

The management of the North End grounds have
offered the use of their track to the wheelmen free of
charge at any time.

On Memorial Day the Fall Rivers will go to Provi-
dence where they will join the Rhode Island Wheel-
men and train to Uxbridge from which point they
will wheel to Worcester, to attend the Massachusetts
Division meet. The Fall River Club will return home
via Boston. A number will ride to New Bedford to
see the race at that place.

The city was full of wheelmen on Sunday. Mem-
bers of the Belmonts and Apollo clubs of Taunton,
R. I. W. of Providence, and the New Bedfords were
guests of the Fall Rivers.

The club has been presented with a handsome pic-
ture of "Griff," who is an honorary member of the
Fall River club. Quequechan.

MEMPHIS.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

The new committees at the club are getting into
running order and things will be very lively this
month. The Road Committee has sent out an attrac-
tive list of runs for May and have started the ball
rolling on the racing question. From now on Brad-
ley will have his little crowd of flyers all to himself,
tearing up hill and down dale, and will put the team
he selects at the tape on June 6 in as nearly fit condi-
tion as he can get them.
All the clubs were represented at the meeting held

at Hamblin's Hotel except the New Yorks and Man-
hattans. A constitution and by-laws was arranged
to submit to the general body. Several very good
recommendations are embodied in these, notably a
thirty day clause requiring each competitor to have
been a member of his club that length of time. Pneu-
matic and cushion tired wheels will be penalized, but
the penalty will largely depend on the results of the
races held on Decoration Day.
As 1 was wending my way to the club-house the

other day I met three of our members hastily making
their way for a Turkish bath establishment. Their
unseemly haste made me question the cause thereof.
I made a close inspection, and lo, beneath the dust-
begrimmed features of the trio I recognized our new
House Committee. They had, with the ardor which
was to be expected of so good a committee, been
cleaning house ; all the closets had been gone through
and our janitor intends purchasing a brand new all

nickel wheel from the proceeds of the sale of old
papers. Atol.

Zimmerman will represent the N. Y. A. C. this year.
"Zim" and Sid Bowman both joined the club on Sat-
urday, April iS.

The street car company is laying a granite pave-
ment on Main Street. The believers in brick made a
strong effort to have it laid instead of granite, and
succeeded in getting the signatures of nearly all the
business men on the street, but failed to have any
effect on our council. There is a growing sentiment
here in favor of smooth pavements, and we hope ere
long to be able to announce the fact that our council
will give us what we want. Shelby County is, how-
ever, well provided with good country roads, as we
have over sixty miles of first-class gravel. More
road will be graded and graveled this year than ever
before, and, on the whole, Memphis wheelmen have
no cause for grumbling. Our last legislature has
been much abused for its stupendous stupidity, but
they passed one law that ought to win the approval
of cyclists. In addition to working out road taxes as
heretofore, we will have a cash tax for roads of five
cents on the hundred dollars, and the overseeing of
roads will be in the hands of a supervisor for each
county instead of local overseers. This will give us
a chance to employ competent men, and we think
that with even the small amount of cash we have we
can improve our roads very greatly.

The Tennessee Division meet will be held in Nash-
ville about May 25, and promises to be a success.
Nashville has about 400 riders, and ought to have a
splendid lot of racers. We will send over our fastest
men, and hope to bring home several of the first

prizes. A twenty-five mile road race will be run the
second day of the meet, and as the Overman Wheel
Company have offered one of their wheels as first

prize it will be hotly contested. All of our racing
men will enter this race, and we think Whitehead
and Woods can make it interesting for any rider in

the South on the road. Whitehead's record over our
ten mile course is 36m. 40s., and the road was very
hilly and rocky.

No solid tires are being sold this season, all the de-
mand being for cushions and pneumatics. Ordina-
ries are scarce, and the few who still ride them are
trying to sell or give them away. I have ridden the
tall wheel for over eight years, and can't help but
feel regret to see it laid on the shelf. I never was
afraid of headers, but cannot bear for a weaker rider
to pass me on the road riding a cushion hands off.

The safety, however, has brought the ladies among
us, and those of us who regret the graceful lines of
the ordinary console ourselves with the grace of the
ladies. E.'iGLE.

RIVERSIDE WHEELMEN.

The members of the Riverside Wheelmen are justly
indi.knant over an article in one of the daily papers,
which reported the club to be homeless, and also that
twenty of their members were about to resign so as
to join a large athletic club. In reference to this arti-
cle Mr. Jacob A. King, a member of the club, made
the following statement :

" It is true that we are
without a home, as the ground upon which our house
stood was sold about a month ago, and as the new
owner wanted to begin building immediately he gave
us fifteen days' notice to vacate, which we did. Al-
though the Board of Trustees have worked hard to
find a hew home, they have not as yet been success-
ful, owing to the difficulty in obtaining a club-house
near Riverside Park; but as the whole club is

now looking for a house, we will no doubt have one
by May first. In regard to the statement that twenty
of our members were about to resign, all I can say is

that it is absolutely false, as every one is satisfied,
not only with the officers but also with the workings
of the club. There is not a stronger bicycle club in
this city to-day than the Riverside Wheelmen, either
in a financial or racing way. Our team stands ready
to defend the championship of New York city, which
they won last season, against any club in New York
city, without exception. It does not look as though
we were going to pieces, as the paper states, when
forty-three members appeared last Sunday morning
to have a club 'photo' taken, and when twenty-eight
assembled in the afternoon at One Hundred and
Fourth Street and Riverside Drive to participate in
their club run through the city. Instead of losing
members we are gaining them every month."

GOTHAM WHEELMEN.

The Bergen Judex says : " Hackensack seems to be
the main and attractive centre for all bicyclists, and
lovers of open air driving from the city and the num-
ber of visitors in town Sunday substantiates the
assertion. Bicyclists- were here in full force, some
from Englewood, Jersey City and other neighboring
towns, but for a good representation of a club, the
Gotham Wheelmen, of New York City, with head-
quarters at No 2 East Eighty-fifth Street, took the
lead. There was a total number of thirty-five, under
the captaincy of Benj. Wiener and William F. Smith,
Jr., a pleasant and affable young gentleman, secre-
tary. Mastin, the English racer, was their guest, as
was also Geo. MuUer, of the M. A. C. Mr. George C.
Smith, the Gotham's champion, thought the Hacken-
sack roads very good and fast. The party came by
way of Fort Lee, look dinner here, and after a little

manicuvering, left for home via Hudson Street for
Forty-second Street Ferry about 3.30 p. m. Its too
bad our bicyclists can't organize a club and receive
visiting wheelmen as other towns do."
More than twenty-six members participated in the

run to Whitestone, L. I., on Sunday last, and a few
more invaded Coney Island. The run for this Sun-
day will be to Larchmont, where the club will have a
three mile race and a one hundred yard slow race.
Mastin, the English racing man, has made applica-

tion for membership, and will undoubtedly be elected
at the next meeting, May C. Secretary Smith has
also received the applications of six other wheelmen.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

The authorities are all in line on the opinion that
the only brake for pneumatics is the band brake.

A bill to appropriate $50,000 for macadamizing the
roads in Yellowstone Park has been vetoed by the
(governor.

Chief Consul Bull announces in his last report to

his division that he will retire after the expiration of

his present term.

A deal of the wheel business at Niag:ara Falls, N.
Y., is controlled by Joe IJoherty, manager of the
Cataract Wheel Supply Co.

We are informed that the American Cyclist will
devote considerable time and attention in its May
issue to " that " photograph.

A ten mile road race is to be held by the members
of the Bedford Cycling Club, on Sunday, May 3, on
the Milburn-Irvington course.

Cycling is booming in Marietta, Ohio. A club has
been recently organized there, and F. E. Wittlig has
been appointed Local League Consul.

The Scottish Cyclist republishes Sterling Elliott's
recent contribution to The Wheel, on "The Physi-
ology of Writing and Peacemaking, etc."

The report of the meeting of the N. Y. State Divis-
ion held February 9 was published in the Bulletin of
April 24. That is the hastiest thing on record.

Chas. G. Kilpatrick, the one legged rider who gave
an exhibition of fancy riding at Peoria last Septem-
bei, is traveling through Wisconsin for P. H.
Sercombe.

Dai Lewis, of Buffalo, who was suspended on Feb-
ruary 19 for receiving money for expenses from the
Standard Cycle Co., has been reinstated by Chair-
man Randall.

It is reported in an e.Kchange that the Chief of the
Fire Department, Fresno, Cal., has been pre.sented
with a safety so that he can reach the scene ot a fire

with all possible speed.

Henry H. Hodgson expects a number of New
Orleans whselmen to take in the Louisville and
Hagerstown meets, and is organizing a party. Special
railroad rates will be secured.

" Mole, the new flyer, is like all the best safety men
on the small side with a very light top."

—

Bicycling
News. Which means that Mole is rather undersized,
with heavy limbs and a light body. t

F. K. Lanpher, whose card is in our advertising
columns, has issued a neat vest pocket manual of
sports and pastimes for 1891, containing a number of
official records, including cycle records.

The Cook County Wheelmen, of Chicago, are ar-
ranging for an encampment at Nagowicka Lake,
Wis., August I to 15. The Lincoln Club and the Illi-

nois Club will probably camp at the same time.

TAe Cyclist reports that the demand for pneumatic
tired wheels is very great and the supply entirely
inadequate, even though the Pneumatic Tire Co.
state that they are turning out- 3000 tires a week.

Captain Erwin, of the Lincoln C. C, says : "Don't
wear blue tights." Tights of a subdued amber hue
are all right, Captain. It is those yellow and black
and cherry and gold affairs that give us the face-
ache.

The Flower City Wheelmen, of Rochester, formally
opened their new club-house last week, and a large
gathering of cyclists and their friends were present.
The membership of the club is now about 100, and ap-
plications are being received rapidly.

F. B. Jones, a member of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club,
has missed his 56-inch '86 pattern Victor, No. 3,331,
from the club-house, and is inclined to believe that
the machine has been stolen. Any information of the
wheel will be gladly received by the house com-
mittee.

The Louisiana Cycling Club has elected these
officers: President, J. M. Sherrouse ; Vice-President,
E. M. Newman ; Secretary-Treasurer, L. A. Dodge

;

Captain, E. M. Graham; Lieutenant, F. B. Born;
E.Kecutive Committee, C. H. Fenner and R. W.
Slusser.

In the fifty mile handicap of the Irish road club,
the pneumatic tired wheel of R. J. Mecredy, apostle
of pneumatlcism, was so badly punctured that he
was thrown out of the race. There is nothing signifi-

cant in the accident. It is simply amusing that R. J.
should have been the victim.

At a meeting of the Wheelmen's Racing League, on
Sunday evening last, a constitution and by-laws was
adopted, and a time limit of one hour and thirty min-
utes placed on the race. It was also decided that
teams must be entered six days prior to the contests.
Another meeting will be held May 6,

A new ladies' club was temporarily formed at the
West End Bicycle Club's house, Rochester, on Mon-
day of this week, with Mrs Robert Leadley, Chair
man, and Miss Minnie Van Vechten, Secretary. An-
other meeting was held on Thursday evening, when
a permanent organization was effected.

The ladies' auxiliary of the Orange Wheelmen
gave a musicale on Friday evening of last week, at
the residence of Mrs. T. G. Barber, of Orange, N. J.
The entertainment was well attended and a success
in every particular. The proceeds will go toward
furnishing the new club-house.

It is quite amazing to notice how bright some
people are. A Western paper is really brilliant
enough to believe that the paragraph recently pub-
lished in The Wheel concerning insects eating
pneumatic tires was printed in "all seriousness,"
the mosquito-netting clause and all

!

The Pine Tree Wheelmen, of Portland, Maine, have
elected the following officers: President, Fred E.
Dow; Vice-President, W. H. Whitney: Secretary,
C. Southworth ; Treasurer, Fred Drinkwater ; Cap-
tain, A. R. Farrington ; Lieutenant, E. G. Scully.
Many new members are coming in and the club has a
bright outlook.

The wheelmen of Stamford, Conn., have recently
organized a club. The officers are : President, E. S.

Walsh; Vice-President, N. R. Jessup; Secretary and
Treasurer, W. H. Keeler ; Captain, Wm. Van Wago-
ner; Lieutenant, Geo. C. Kirk; Bugler, E. C. New-
man ; Color Bearer, Wm. Scofield. Van Wagoner is

now m training for the coming season.

Robert W. Conn and J. Earl Finley, of the Press
Cycling Club, Buffalo, made the first century run,
from Erie to Buffalo, of t'le season last week on solid
tired machines. They left Erie at two o'clock in the
morning and reached Buffalo at seven o'clock in the
evening. The roads were generally in a muddy con-
dition and in many places full of ruts.

A monster meet was smartly planned, hurrah! hurrah!
With nobody to take command, hurrah ! hurrah !

But gorgeous marshals ran about
And looked absurd without a doubt.

^-Exchange.
The lines remind us of some of the meets we have

attended, notably , but let that pass.

" Did the L. A. W. fear the A. A. U.?" queries the
young man of the Siin. Not any, dear boy. The only
thing one fears now-a-days are the sporting space
writers on the New York dailies, who count that day
wasted which does not bring forth a rumor of some
club fight," which they can spread out at nauseating
length in the morning papers, that they may work up
a denial for the evening papers-.

Well, we are getting on ! The Rhode Island Wheel-
men have sent a committee to the railroad people,
who are about to put up a new station, which Provi-
dence sadly needs, by the way, and have requested
that a small room be set apart for the storage of
wheels. We hope the boys will succeed, but we can't
help expressing our admiration of their nerve, which
appears to be of a very fine and large variety.

Violet Lome goes into hysterics over the announce-
ment that Mrs. Cleveland rides her tandem in a " red
fern " gown and that Mrs. Gould and her three beau-
tiful sons form a perfect picture of an American fam-
ily as they cycle through the park. Do not wilt,
Violet. Mrs. Cleveland does not ride, Redfern is

the name of a New York tailor and Mrs. Gould, a
most estimable lady, died some two years ago.

Cycling, the English paper which recently stated
that The Wheel was dull reading though it was at
the top of the tree in American cycling journalism,
publishes as original matter in its issue of April 18

the two verses on cycling which Francis Wilson sang
at the wheelmen's party at the Broadway Theatre on
the evening of September 15, 1889. Thus it took these
verses one year, seven months and three days to get
over to Cycling.

The final game in the Wheelmen's Pool League was
played on Saturday evening last, the contesting clubs
being the New York Bicycle Club and the Manhattan
Bicycle Club. The former organization secured
another victory, the score being 100 to 58. This is the
fourth straight game that the New York Club has
gained, entitling it to the silver cup and the cham-
pionship. The second place was secured by the
Riverside Wheelmen.

A syndicate article on advice to novices, by Malcolm
W. Ford, contains a small reproduction of the cut
illustrating Laurie and Leitch, in racing costume
and attitude which is entitled " Learning to Mount."
This is not very flattering to the English cracks, and
especially to Laurie, who is in the saddle. There are
people in this country who are inclined -to believe
that he might learn how to ride but it was generally
supposed that he knew how to mount.

There are still people who fancy they can go out
these warm nights and enjoy an outing on a hired tan-
dem tricycle. They start out well but the effort to
propel the tub aided by heavy inside and outside
clothing soon reduces them to pulp and they pump
back disgusted, and often two probable cyclists are
lost; their enthusiasm is smothered by their first ex-
perience. It will soon pay dealers to retire the tan-
dem tricycle as a " pleasure vehicle."

Overheard at Yoker : First Gamin (loquitur)

—

"Jeeze luk at that velosipede! Luk at the thick
wheels!" Second Gamin—" Aw, that's nane o'yer
saxpence-an-'oor chats. Thae's cahoutchy wheels,
and they're a' full o' win." First Gamin—"Naw!"
Second Gamin—"Ay, it's a fact; didn't a' stick a
preen in ane last week to see whit it wis made o' and
a' the air cam' oot, and the man sweert like onything
when he cam' oot o' the whusky shop ! "—Scottish
Cyclist.

The young men of Cicero, 111., are in a state of
revolution. The town authorities have permitted
three Congregational ministers, a homeopathic doc-
tor, the boss of the electric light works and the young
ladies of the town to ride on the sidewalks from
which they are debarred. The wheelmen at large
state that they won't stand such partiality and
openly defy the law by using the sidewalks as of
yore, even passing the police headquarters and defy-
ing the officers to arrest them. Up to the time of
going to press, however, no arrests have been made.

Harry K. Recker, of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club,
climbed the roof of the tabernacle building (?) in the
course of erection in that town last week, and de-
scended on the opposite side, mounted on a cushion-
tired safety. The roof is built at an angle of forty-
five degrees, and slopes nearly to the ground. Five
minutes were consumed in making the trip, the dis-
tance covered being T20 feet. The path of the rider
was confined to a path one foot in width. A large
crowd witnessed the feat, which is announced in a
local paper to be "unprecedented in the history of
the wheel."

A lady and escort were riding near Norristown,
Pa., when they were attacked by a dog. The lady
drew a revolver and made the farmer call the dog oft.

Then the farmer came out and threatened to lick the
escort. Again the revolver appeared, and the farmer
thought better of his determination. — Bicycling
IVorld. Very brave lady, indeed. But her " escort,"
what a chump he must have been ! The par. should
have commenced this way :

" A lady, while escorting
a. gentleman "—no, even that does not quite hit it, biit

this rather : "A lady escorting a party near Norris-
town, etc."

He will either shout louder than ever or never
shout more. We know it, for now he's gone and "done
it.' The cards announce the marriage, on April 22, of
Mr. Otto Emanuel and Miss Sadie E. Field. Otto is

well-known to every one who has ever attended a
bbwling match in which the Harlem Wheelmen
have been interested, and any one who has ever
heard that marvelous call never can forget it. Otto
has been "called" out himself now, and the lady is a
well-known cyclist and a charming woman. Of
course we all knew that it was going to happen
sooner or later, so none of us are surprised.

Chief Consul Boyle of the Pennsylvania Division
writes that his name is still Samuel, notwithstanding
the announcement in a Philadelphia paper that
implied otherwise. He reports his prize contest
booming. His offer is as follows: To the wheelman
sending the largest number of names of non-league
riders for membership, a handsome gold watch will
be awarded, and to the club sending a similar largest
list, a handsome clock will be given. The names and
money are to be sent to the Chief Consul who will
send a receipt. Each application and two renewals
count one point. The contest closes June 30.

Macomb's Dam Bridge has been repaired and re-
built out of recognition. Instead of the old hill up
which we used to pump, the pump, the old tree and
the sharp turn on to the bridge, one now has a broad
and gradual ascent straightaway from Seventh Ave-
nue. This a great improvemeut, and, by the way,
just book this fact: The first hotel north of the
bridge on the left side of the road is Conrad's Hotel.
Conrad is polite ; he will favor cyclists ; the house is

open at all times, the food excellent and the prices
reasonable. For a nice, toothsome spread after a
country run stop for supper at Conrad's on the way
home ; then come home by moonlight.

Captain C. C. Alden, of the Long Island Wheelmen,
has issued a convenient and well-arranged run card
for May, which contains, in addition to the schedule
of runs and a detailed description of each, a mileage
table of all principal points haunted by wheelmen,
extracts from the club-house and the Park rules. The
constitution of the club prohibits Sunday runs, but
in order to meet the popular demand, Captain Alden
has arranged a trip for each Sunday in the month, all

of which are togged "informal." Among the places
that will be visited by the club are Yonkers, Plain-
field, Glen Island and Long Branch. A party is also
being arranged for an excursion to the Hagerstown
meet July i, 2 and 3.

A Brighton, England, paper says: "A bold claim
is advanced on behalf of Wilmot and Lester, two
cyclists who are this week appearing at the Brighton
Alhambra. They are described as "The greatest
cyclists in the world," and are- said to "eclipse all

wheel riding ever seen." Strong as these announce-
ments are, they are not exaggerated. Certainly
nothing to equal their exploits has been previously
seen in Brighton, and their feats are as novel as they
are skillful and daring. The crowning point is

reached when the bicycle, a large and strongly-built
machifie, is balanced in position on the top of a lofty
structure, whilst the two artists disport themselves
on the spokes of the wheel like a couple of spiders.
This IS only one of a series of most exacting and
astonishing performances such as roi>se the specta-
tors into storms of applause. Need it be said that
two such performers hang out the American stars
and stripes and a banner inscribed with the word
" Boston !

" Where else could they come from.

The ordinary is being cast aside this season in

amazing numbers, and it begins to look as though its

days of usefulness had passed, unless shod with the
new devices in tires, it takes on a new lease of life.

We note in an exchange, however, an alliterative cor-
respondent who still clings to the high machine, al-

though it has treated him rather unkindly in the past,
who says :

" Although we have had some terrible old
taps, some flagitious falls and humiliating headers,
we will continue to remain loyal to the ordinary as
long as we ride a bicycle. Headers are profoundly
unpleasant we'll all admit, but then they seldom re-
sult in more than a shaking up or a few bruises. The
writer has ridden since the Spring of 1881, and con-
scientiously believes that he is not guilty of hyper-
bole, whenhe claims he has taken in his time no less
than 1,881 good all-around headers, and yet is not dis-
figured or maimed in the least, but more enthusiastic
than ever." It would tax the abilities of the best
salesman in the trade to even present this rider with
a safety.

Mr. White, of Stark County, 111., has put himself on
record as introducing in the General Assembly aboiit
the most absurd and idiotic bill that has yet been
framed to govern or suppress cycling and one that
cannot legally be passed. If his bill should pass it

would be compulsory for every rider of a bicycle, tri-

cycle or velocipede in that State to dismount when-
ever they meet a person or persons with a vehicle
drawn by a horse traveling in the opposite direction
at least 100 yards in advance and wait until he or they
had passed.This refers only to the highways,however,
outside the corporate limits of cities and villages. In
the corporate limits of cities and villages he does not
desire his bill to take effect, although ten horses will
be passed in the streets of a town to one on the coun-
try roads. And he makes no discrimination in his
bill for the natural condition of the horses encoun-
tered, a broken down jade, a spiritless cart horse or
one totally blind are rated with the best the market
affords and vyould require just as much obeisance
from wheelmen as would a thoroughbred. We won-
der what sort of a horse Mr. White owns ?
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PHILADELPHIA.

THE RESULT OF THE RACING BOARD'S WORK.
In the interests of racing at least, the reinstatement

of the suspended men is a cause for congratulation.
The racing will be much more interesting with them
in the field than if we had to look to new men, and as
race promoters now have a basis upon which to work
we may expect a boom in that direction. The men
themselves seemed pleased and are getting to work
so as to be ready for the races which coine off in May.
The new suspension of Berlo will, if the charges are
sustained, remove one of the best of the safety men,
and one who could always be depended upon to make
an interesting finish if he was anywhere near the
leaders.

The agreement entered into by the L. A. W. and A.
A. U. seems to leave the latter body in possession of
the field, while the L. A. W. has lost nearly all it has
been fighting for so many months. Nominally the L.
A. W. has, as claimed Dy the Boston organ,, control
over all cycle racing, and all races are run under its

rules, but should a member of the A. A. U. club be
charged with any infraction of the rules, the L. A.
W. is placed on the same footing as the A. A. U., and
the case is tried by a representative from each body,
with a third person mutually agreed upon. Hereto-
fore the racing board has had sole control of such
cases and could suspend men for violation of the
rules and try them without interference from any
one; the A. A. U. could, of course, refuse to accept
their verdict and thus bring war. Now every A. A.
U. man must be tried by a board in which the two
bodies are equal. Neither is any attempt made to
prevent the A. A. U. clubs from seizing any good
material that the bicycle clubs may turn out during
the Summer; this and the expense question is allowed
to go by default. But the most abject come-down
of all is contained in the closing paragraph, which pro-
vides that in the event (Sf disagreement concerning
any of the articles, the same shall be submitted to
the Board of Governors of the A. A. U. And all this
was ratified by the new racing board, which was to
have so much more backbone than the old one.

THE TIRE QUESTION ONCE MORE.
How the tire question is unsettling things, and to

what different conclusions riders arrive! Here is
Gerwing, of Denver, speaking in the highest terms of
the cushion and asserting that it is ever so much
faster than the solid ; along comes Van Wagonerand
says that the cushion is no good for speeding on fine
roads, that he will use a fj-inch solid tire; another
man says that the cushion is faster both up hill and
down hill on the best roads, while still another as-
serts that the additional weight and friction make it

much slower. Pneumatics are bursting and punctur-j
ing all over England and this country and yet the de-i
mand continues unabated. Cushions, however, seem

j

to be demanded by the great bulk of the riders and:
the supply is inadequate. Some of the American;
manufacturers are beginning to catch up on their'
orders, but the importers seem to be in as bad a way:
as ever. As yet the predictions that the cushion'
would prove unsatisfactory do not seem to have been i

realized, but, of course, there has scarcely been time'
for that. The tendency seems to be towards large,
cushions, except for light wheels, on which i-inch;
cushions are sometimes used. It would not be sur-
prising to see a very large solid tire, with very soft
rubber in the center, experimented with before long,'
and had it not been for the demand, real or supposed,'
for cushion tires such a tire would have been put
forth before this. There is at least one manufactur-
ing firm, and probably several others, which believeS:
in such a tire, having experimented and found that
the smaller the hole in the tire the better the results
achieved, and probably the only thing: that prevents
their trying is the fact that " cushion tire " has
caught the popular fancy and nothing else will take.

THE WEIGHT OF WHEELS.
Before the advent of the cushion and pneumatic

tires the tendency in this country was all towards
lighter wheels, and we would probably by this time
have been within hailing distance of our English
cousins in this respect. Withthe new tires it was at
first thought that cycles, and particularly frames,
could be lightened materially, as the tires would take
off the strain on them. Following this idea many
makers in England lightened their wheels, and some
of them regret it. Theory is one thing and practice
is another, and it looks as though there would be
some reaction in favor of wheels of about the same
weight as the solid-tired wheels, as it is found that
for some unknown reason lightening is attended with
danger of breakage in spite of the fact that the tires
do take off vibration.

PNEU.MATICS IN THE COMING ROAD RACES.
It is announced that in both the Pullman race (about

15 miles) and the Irvington-Milburn race (25 miles),
the penalty placed on pneumatic-tired machines will
be only four minutes, and if this limit is adhered to'
there will be lots of fun for the pneumatics on Deco-
ration Day. Four minutes is considered very inade-
quate for the Pullman race, and for the I.-M., where
the distance is two-thirds greater, it is even more so.
To be sure, the pneumatic has a greater advantage in
the Pullman, as there is so much bad road, while the
I.-M. course this year will be in very fine condition,
but with all that I am very much mistaken if any of
the big men (with the possible exception of Van
Wagoner, who says ne will use a 5„-inch solid tire on
his Eagle), ride anything but pneumatics. It may be
that some will be too much afraid of an accident )iap-
pening to risk it, but it looks very much like a gift to
the pneumatics. The committee is probably count-
ing it as an unknown quantity, which has to prove
both its superior speed on a road of this discription
and for this distance, and its practicability as a road
wheel, with a reasonable prospect of freedom from
accidents. But even then the limit seems entirely too
low; eight or nine minutes would, I think, place
solids and pneumatics on an equality, while six min-
utes should be the lowest experimental limit. Break-
agesseem to be the only thing in the way of the pneu-
matics sweeping things, and there is probably little
danger of that it the riders know how to use their

wheels, and, in any event, a number of them will cer-
tainly get through all right. The time limit in the
Irvington race is cut down to ten minutes, which is a
very good move, as it will afford less opportunity for
" sleepers " to slip in.

QUAKER CITY QUIPS.

Sunday was another fine day tor the wheelmen, al-

though, like most Sundays recently, it was marred by
a pretty stiff wind. The clubs were out in force,
Norristown being the objective point of the South-
End Wheelmen and a few members of the Wilming-
ton Wheel (31ub, while a number of clubs went to
various points in Jersey, and faced a head wind on
their way home. The Pennsy's went to Burlington,
as did the Columbia Cyclers, while Centurions put up
at Trenton, and the Park Avenues to Bristol, where
they were met by President Bunnell and Captain
Bilyeu who were'returning from their New York
trip, of which they gave the most glowing accounts.
They left the club house on last Friday morning at
12.05 a.m., and rode thirty-two miles in a pouring
rain, reaching Newark at twelve o'clock, making the
trip in 11.55. 'A-t Newark they were taken in charge
by the Business Men's Cycle League, who treated
them in the most sumptuous manner, inviting them
to a banquet they were having, giving them keys of
the club house and full privileges, and escorting them
out of the town. On the return trip they left Newark
at 12.05 a.m. on Sunday and reached Bristol, seventy-
seven miles, in 8.30, and did the remaining twenty-
three miles in two hours, making their total time
10.15. Bunnell rode a cushion tired Victor, and
Bilyeu a .pneumatic Switt. On May gth the trip will
be repeated, and on the century run the Business
Men's Cycle League will be escorted to Philadelphia
by the Park Avenues, and entertained by them while
there. Near "Trenton some of the Mercer County
Wheelmen were encountered by Bunnell and Bilyeu,
and a scorch was started by the former, in which
they succeeded in getting rather the best of the two,
who had their freshness taken off by their long ride.
Then Simmons of the P. A. W. came along, and, al-
though he was making a century, he sailed in and "did
up" the Mercer Countians. V. j. Kelley was out on
his new 48-inch Victor cushion-tired rational, with
which he is so highly delighted, and, starting about
two hours behind the other men, succeeded in catch-
ing them in time to start back with them. Rational
though his mount was, it did not prevent his taking a
header.
The Atlantic City Wheelmen have decided, in spite

of strenuous efforts to have them change it, to hold
their race meet on Decoration Day, and there is every
prospect of there being a first-class race meet held
with the racing men left out. There are so many
events coming off on that day that there is little likeli-
hood of the A. C. W. getting anything but local men
and possi'jly a few pot hunters.

The Park Avenue Wheelmen have decided not to
take the European trip they have had in view for
some little time.

The Chester County Wheelmen are in a prosperous
condition, and the membership now reaches 50.

The first of a series of handicap races at Wilming-
ton, Del., will be run at 3 p.m. on Sunday next, the
distance being about six miles, starting at the school
house at Centreville, and ending at the B. & O. Rail-
road crossing, just outside of Wilmington. Much in-
terestis manifested, and Seeds, McDaniel, Dampman,
Merrihew, and some new men may compete. The
race is more in the nature of an impromptu affair, the
prizes being purchased out of the entrance fees. A
chance will be afforded to see how the solid, cushion,
and pneumatic tires compare, as all will be used in
the race. The affair is gotten up by Captain W. J.
Gibbons, of the Wilmington Wheel Club, merely to
keep matters stirring, and it has no connection with
the Wilmington Wheel Club.

Parties are being made up to take in the Irvington-
Milburn race, and nearly all the clubs will have good
sized delegations, and quite a number of entries may
be expected. Telemachus.

MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB.

At the meeting of the trustees of the Manhattan
Bicycle Club, held on Monday night last, the action
of President J. A. Clairmonte and Secretary F. H.
Campbell, in signing a lease for the new club-house
at 243 West Fifty-sixth Street, was ratified by the full
board.
The new house, which is much larger and better

appointed quarters than the one formerly occupied,
was taken possession of to-day. After the house is

put in order a housewarming will be given, and all
cyclists in New York city invited to participate in a
lantern parade, on the Eighth Avenue and Madison
Avenue asphalts, which is being arranged for by a
committee appointed for this purpose, when it is ex-
pected a great display will be made and a large in-
crease in the membership result. Already there are
seven applications in the Secretary's hands for ad-
mission at the next meeting.
The following committee has been appointed to

take charge of the moving and refitting : C. A. Shee-
han, chairman; A. L. Cardozo, R. L. McFarland, W.
J. Monahan and F. H. Howland.
The third game of the challenge series of bowling

matches with the Riversides was rolled on thelatter's
alleys Monday night. It resulted in favor of the
Riverside Wheelmen by 26 points.

The gold medal offered by A. C. Banker for the
highest mileage during 1890 is a very handsome one,
and will be presented to the winner, W. J. Monahan,
at the next monthly meeting.

A large amount of business was brought before the
trustees and disposed of at their last meeting, includ-
ing the appointment of new committees to serve for
the ensuing year, as follows : House Committee, ].

H. Ford, Sanford Friedberger, and Albert Shire,
chairman ;

Membership Committee, J. H. Ford, F. H.
Campbell, and Sanford Friedberger, chairman

; Audit
Committee, J. A. Clairmonte, A. Shire, and George
T. Stem, chairman ;

Tour Committee, A. Brogan, W.

J. Monahan, R. L. McFarland; Badge Committee, R.
L. McFarland, W. J. Monahan, and A. Brogan, chair-
man ; Press Committee, A. Shire, F. H. Campbell and
C. A. Sheehan.
The first club run of the season took place on Sun-

day last to Yonkers. The next run will be held on
Sunday, May 10, to Little Falls.

NEWARK.
The Business Men's Cycle League held their first

annual banquet at the Park House on Friday night of
last week. About forty members and their friends
were present, and full justice was done to the menu.
President James S. Holmes acted as toast master,
and filled the office most acceptably. The toasts were

:

"Our Members," by E. O. Chase; "The Ladies," by
E. F. Higgins; "The Babyhood of Wheeling," by
Herbert W. Knight ; "Across Southern France on a
Wheel," by J. W. Howard, and "Is Wheeling Obnox-
ious?" by. A. F. Dawson. C. Millard gave an excel-
lent flute solo, and several members related reminis-
cences of their wheel experiences. Mr. Knight's
remarks were the feature of the evening. He is a
pioneer wheelman, and although he has practically
given up the sport, he still takes more than a passing
interest in it.

There is a probability of cycle manufacturing be-
ing added to the many industries of this city. J. S.
Holmes, Jr., a former retail cycle dealer, is busily en-
gaged in forming a stock company for the manufac-
ture of a new safety, the principal improvement in
which lies with the tire, which it is claimed is equal
to the pneumatic, although the use of air is dispensed
with. It consists of some tightly-packed elastic sub-
stance, as yet a secret, covered with rubber, equal in
size to an inflated tire, and which, it is announced, kills
vibration completely. In fact, the promoters of the
scheme are under the impression that the new ma-
chine will be all the go when placed on the market
It may be added en passatii that Stillman G. Whitta-
ker is also interested in the enterprise.

It begins to look as though something may come
out of the long-drawn out team race between the
Orange Wheelmen and the Business Men's Cycle
League after all. The latter club will pick out their
team this week, it is announced, and the Orange Club
have had their men in readiness for a month or more.
A date for the event will soon be fixed, probably iii

June.
The reviving of old-time memories at the Business

Men's Cycle League, has evidently set the spark of
enthusiasm for cycling in the heart of Herbert W
Knight aflame, for the statement is abroad that the
old Essex Bicycle Club will again be inflated with the
breath of life. An attempt was made to rejuvenate
the club two or three years ago, but it amounted to
nothing, for even the club banquet this year and last
was forgotten. The Essex Club was among the first
to join the League, but it is now dead, and if revived
it will be in name only. With a few exceptions its old
constituancy is out of the swim.
President Bunnell and Captain Bilyeu, of the Park

Avenue Wheelmen, Philadelphia, arrived in this city
about noon on Friday of last week, having made the
century run in twelve hours. They were entertained
by the Business Men's Club and the Atalanta Wheel-
men, and attended the' former club's banquet. They
departed for home at midnight on Saturday, and
made the trip in ten and a half hours. The roads were
reported to be in excellent condition.
The Atalanta Wheelmen are desirous of securing

100 members, and to gam that end have issued an
eight-page brochure compiled by the corresponding
secretary, which sets forth the attractions of their
club-house and urges the members to boom the mem-
bership roll. Preparations for a smoker on Friday
evening of this week have been completed, and an
enjoyable time is expected.

The bulletin boards of Captain Thorne have been
completed for several days, but owing to his sickness
there has been a delay in placing them in their
respective positions at prominent trysting places in
the Oranges. They consist of a large slate ruled and
marked off for a rider's name, club, destination,
route, time, etc., fastened to a neat ornamental top-
piece on which is painted " Atalanta Bulletin." That
they will be a boon to belated wheelmen goes without
saying.

President Drabble, of thfe Atalanta Wheelmen, has
generously devoted the use of his residence, in Rose-
ville, for a musicale, which will be held on May 15. He
will also secure the talent for the occasion and is
inclined to believe that the entertainment will prove
a pecuniary success.

The Spring weather has proved a wonderful incen-
tive to the cycle trade in this city. All the dealers
report unprecedented large sales. On Saturday night
last the store of W. E. Eldridge was fairly
thronged with purchasers, and it was neces-
sary to take machines out of the show windows
to satisfy the impatient buyers. Howard A. Smith
& Co. are also enjoying a large trade and the number
of new riders in the city is almost bevond computa-
tion- ^ " Sl'ARK.

A writer in a Buffalo paper says: "Asphalt pave-
ment, according to my way of thinking, has done
more for the city of Buffalo than its land or business
associations and its monied men. Look at the hand-
some stores given up to the sale of wheels, look at
the many wheels spinning alongall the smooth pave-
ments of our city. Look how the city has grown and
continues to grow out to and into, what but a short
time ago was "the country." Handsome residences
are sprouting up in all those sections and from them
come men and women to business day after day.
Without the smooth pavements how many people
would have located in these former desolate sections?How many wheels would have been seen upon our
streets, how many stores given up to their display
and sale ? Tons of statistical circulars and years o"f
united labor on the part of the most intensely loyal
and patriotic citizens could not have done in twenty-
five years what has been accomplished by these sanie
smooth pavements in one quarter the time."
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CORTLAND, N, Y.

In a city so full of push and progress as Cortland,
N. Y., situated as it is at the junction of five superb
valley roads, it would be strange indeed if the inter-
ests of cycling should not have a prominent place in

her midst.
The Cortland Wheel Club is the only live club that

the city boasts of at present, the Cortland County
Cycling Club having merely a nominal existence. It

was formed by the progressive wing of the old club,
and was organized November 7, 1890, with thirteen
members. A committee was immediately appointed
to look for suitable quarters, and on Thanksgiving
Day a contract was signed with the owner of the
Democrat building for three large rooms on the sec-
ond floor of that building, to be finished by January
I, 1891. Early in December the club was incorporated
under the laws of 1875, and officers elected for this
year. The new rooms are all finished in antique oak,
lighted by electricity and connected by double slid-
ing doors. The parlor is 15x17, reading-room 15x28,
with an alcove 5x15, and the billiard-room 20x30. The
parlor and reading-room are handsomely carpeted,
and appropriately furnished with an upright piano,
reading table, desks, etc. The billiard-room contains
a billiard and pool table of J. D. Babcock & Co.'s
best, finished in oak to match the rooms. Club colors
(olive and orange) are lavishly displayed in all the
rooms. The club "mascot" and janitor is a young
orphan, a descendant of Ham, and a character not
soon to be forgotten. January 23 the opening recep-
tion was held, and it was a decided success. It was
attended by over two hundred of the first people of
Cortland, and representatives from Binghamton and
Syracuse Clubs. They have since held a number of
"smokers" and musicales, which have demonstrated
the fact that they are decidedly "in it."

April 10 the club gave a concert in the Opera House
by the Syracuse University Glee and Banjo Clubs,
and although it was one of the stormiest nights of
the season, it was attended by over 300 of the elite of
the city. Members of the club trimmed the Opera
House very tastefully with wheels and club colors.
Over $3,000 worth of wheels were used in the trim-
mings.
The club is now preparing for the tournament at

Rome, May 30, which they expect to attend in com-
pany with the Binghamton and Dryden Clubs. There
is now talk of a century run across country home the
next day. They have asked for a date in the pro-
posed Racing Circuit, and whether they get it or not
they will hold a meet some time in the latter part of
the season.

There are four bicycle stores in Cortland. G. W.
Houk pushes the old standby. Columbia, and handles
a full line of sundries; Beaudry & Cloyes have thus
far handled only cheajp wheels ; F. I. Graham swears
by the Union, and C. E. Thompson makes a specialty
of the Singer. Over fifty new wheels have been sold
so far this season.

The club has some good racing material, which will
probably be heard from ere the season is over. The
membership now numbers twenty-six active and
twenty-on-e associate, most of whom will ride before
the season is over. Visiting wheelmen are always
welcome to the club-rooms, and "Dave's" ebony
smile is as good as a meal. Drop in and try it if you
are in Cortland at any time.

ONE OF GOLDER'S LITTLE JOKES.

Stephen Golder, who is at present in the West for
Humber & Co., is known as a practical joker. While
in Chicago he met the correspondent of The Wheel,
and filled him up with an account of a wonderful new
tire. Then he let him go, leaving Golder in great
glee over the sport he intended to have with the gul-
lible American. But The Wheel's correspondent
was up to date so he promptly marked it joke, and
the readers of The Wheel will find it published
below.

the new tire.

An important letter has been received by Mr. Ste-
phen Golder, of Coventry, from an old friend. This
explains itself.

Coventry, March 10, 1891.
My Dear Golder :

Just a hurried line per next steamer to tell you the
finest piece of news. The tire question assumes now
quite a different phase, and I fear it will be up a gum
tree with the United States monopoly on pneumatic
tires. Well, ?«y dear boy, what do you think it is?
Now listen.
Robbins has just returned from Ripley Road and

has seen with his own eyes twenty-five miles an
hour on the level road. Think of it and weep that
you were not there.
For a long time one of our leading electrical firms

have been experimenting, and now have fully patent-
ed a marvelous thing—nothing more nor less than
arranging for an electrical current to run around the
rim of the wheel, the current taking the place of com-
pressed air, the front wheel will act as a positive pole
and the rear wheel as a negative. A very ingenuous
device is placed underneath the seat post for alter-
nating the current.
The power is only used as an auxiliary force, and

is generated by the action of propelling the machine
upon the level.
Any speed can be obtained upon a track or level

road. Two leading firms have been assisting in ex-
periments before the United Electrical Engineers,
and in trial trips yesterday the jigger did all claimed
for it.

New place started straight away to manufacture,
two firms having sole right. When you hear price
paid you will sit right up.
Poor Pneumatic. S. says it is to be brought up

before the National Cyclists' Union, and the thing
must not be allowed to start in the championshios.
Will write you fully in my next. "TOM."

HARLEM WHEELMEN.

The pool tournament of the Harlem Wheelmen has
just drawn to a close. The affair was a decided suc-
cess and much credit is due to Mr. J. P. Haight,
Chairman of the Pool Committee. In all some 276
games were played. The highest possible number
of points any one man could make was 575. The score
at the close stood as follows ; W. W. Braden, 570 ; M.
A. Smith, 550; R. B. Morrison, 543; L. C. Smith, 518;
F. L. Kittle, 481 ; H. P. Boese, 477 ; E. L. Lamb, 475 ;

F. E.-Mainhart, 461 ; C. Wendehack, 450: M. B. Fried-
enrich, 438 ; W. H. Putney, 374 ; J. M. Wright, 368; H.
Bryan, 347; W. H. DeGraat, 328; B. J. Hoffman, 191 ;

W. R. Lowe, 186; G. J. Cooke, 154; F. E. Schultz, m
;

W. H. Cooper, 104 ; E. E. Pollock, 74.

Eleven members enjoyed a run to Dunellen, N. J.,'

on Sunday last, securing dinner at Plainfield. Three
of the members who started ij^ hours behind the
main body overtook them at Plainfield, having ridden,
as they claim, 20 miles an hour, but whether it was
on a tram or on wheels is a disputed question.

The much talked of Virginia tour, under command
of J. M. Wright, has been given up. Several mem-
bers Will make a two-days' tour through the Ramapo
Valley on Decoration Day and the one following.

Snaggs.

NEW HAVEN BICYCLE CLDB TOURNAMENT.

Annual SpringMeet of Conn. Div. L.A.W., New
Haven, Conn., Monday, June 8th.

|i,ooo in valuable prizes. Entries close Monday, June
ist, with E. J. Perkins, Secretary, 173 Olive St., New
Haven Conn.

THEATRES.
T9IJOU THEATRE, Broadway, near 30th St., N. Y.
'--'

J. Wesley Rosenquest, Sole Manager.
'O'DGWD'S NEIGHBORS.'

Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

BROADWAY THEATRE, Cor. 41st St., N. Y.
Frank W. Sanger, Manager.

DeWolf Hopper in "WANG."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at S.

A/TINER'S PEOPLES' THEATRE, New York.

W. J. Scanlon in "MILES AROON."
Matinee Wed. and Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

|\T EW PARK THEATRE, Broadway and 35th St.,
'^ New York.

James T. Powers in "A STRAIGHT TIP."
Matinees Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

pROCTOR'S TWENTY-THIRD ST. THEATRE,
^ Proctor and Turner, Proprietors and Managers.

"Mr. Wilkinson's Widows."
Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2.15. Evenings at 8.15

STANDARD THEATRE, 33d St. and 6th Ave., N. Y.^
J. M. Hill, Manager.

Daniel Sully in "THE MILLIONAIRE."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

AyfADISON SQUARE THEATRE, New York.
'"'I- A. M. Palmer, Manager. 24th St., nr. Broadway,

"THE MERCHANT."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.30.

24 In. Boys' Safety $15.00
20 " " " ..... 12.00
20 " « " .... 6.00
Giant, No. 4 " 50.00
Swift Safety, 70.00
Crescent Improved Safety, . . 50.00
Quadrant Safety, .... 70.00
1890 Columbia Light Roadster Safety, 90.00
Buffalo Tricycle for Lady or Gent, 25.00

Send for Catalogue and List to

WHITE CYCLE CO., Trenton, N. J.

pOSITION WANTED—As Office or Traveling
Man, Salesman, Manager or Advertiser vpith

a Cycling House. Address, X. Y. Z., P. O. Box,
444, New York City.

We are breafeins: tlie prices on
Harrison Xtells. Xire Cement, and
<' Best " ^Vblstles.

CAMPBELL & CO., 33 Page St., Providence, R. I.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS. '

35 Words 25 cents
Two Insertions 40 "

New \ork Bicycle Company, Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th
Street, N. ¥. New and Second-Hand machines. Choice
assortment. Prices reasonpible. Wheels to rent. Cyclluir
Accessories of all kinds. Mst of Bargain'^ and Sundries
free upon application. 0)<1 mounts takon In part pay-
ment lor New.

A

POR SALE— 1891 Rambler, not run fifty miles, price
^ $115 ; 1890 pattern Record, price $70, in fine shape.
Box 147, Greenville, Ohio. 5-1

"POR SALE—A Victor Springfork Safety, '89 pattern,
^ in excellent condition; must be sold. Address
K. M. Q., care THE WHEEL, P. O. Box 444, N. Y. City.

5-1

FOR SALE—Genuine Humber Tandem Tricycle,
in best condition, cost $250 last year; will take

$80 cash or offer, Address -for appointment H. B.,

254 West 53d St., N. Y. 5-J

ONE Rudge Safety, as good as new, $95 ; i New
Rapid (new) suitable for lady or gent, $95; i

Gales, Ai condition, $45. Hutchinson, 847 Prospect
Place, Brooklyn. 5-'

WANTED—To exchange a fine old solo violin
(Cremona) for a high grade cushion or pneu-

matic ladies' wheel. M. D., 420 West 51st Street, City.

SADDLE, lamp and cyclometer wanted ; will pay
cash or give any make typewriter in exchange at

specially low price. Address Consolidated Type-
writer Exchange, 245 Broadway, N. Y. 5-1

TYPEWRITERS—All makes ;
good machines at

half cost ; typewriters exchanged and rented
;

purchasers can save 20 per cent, to 75 per cent, at the
Consolidated Typewriter Exchange, 245 Broadway,
N. Y. 5-1

WANTED—Second-hand ordinary bicycles in first-

class condition for spot cash, to sell; also ladies'

and gentlemen's safeties. Send description and price
to Douglas Rogers, Bainbridge, Chenango Co., N. Y.,

Drawer 2. 5-1

pET A NEW MAIL, UNION, HARTFORD, SYLPH^ or Broncho, and trade in that old ordinary that
has caused you so much profanity. Knight Cycle
Co., St. Louis, Mo. t. f. c

FEW "Columbia" and "Victor" Safeties in

most excellent condition
;
prices below all com-

petition as long as they last. G. Frank Fries, Akron,
Ohio. t. f. c

LILT CCOTT, attorney and solicitor in patent
• -LI- ^--^ cases; especial attention to bicycles;

Newark, New Jersey ; N. J. headquarters, R. P.

Scott's book, " Cycling Art, Energy and Locomotion."

ZOOK, Lititz, Pa., sells, trades, buys cycles, sundries.
Catalogues and second-hand lists. |i6o tricycle,

$50. 6-26-c
THIS CONCERNS US.

And it will benefit you. We offer the New Mail,
Union, Sylph, Broncho, Hartford, Joliet and cheaper
machines at easy monthly payments, and take your
old fossil at a fair price. Describe it and state what
you wish to buy. Knight Cycle, Co., 207 North Tenth
Street, St. Louis, Mo. t. f.

FOR SALE.—Safety bicycle, hardly used ; practical-
ly new. F. H. C., P. O. Box 444, N. Y. City.

TWO Columbia Safeties, '90 pattern, Ladies', $110,
and Gentlemen's, $100; both almost new. To

anyone sending us five dollars we will ship the
wheels C. O. D. to allow examination. Should you
take one or both after six days trial we will take one
or both back, paying within ten dollars of what you
paid for them, this offer, is made simply to show that
they are bargains. Address Wilson Bros., Jewelers,
15 Tremont Row, Boston. t. f. c.

TyANTED—A good second-hand Columbia Tricy-
* • cle in exchange for a new Safety Bicycle, or

will pay cash if price is low. Address, No. 2752, the
" Wheel " office. t. f . c.

"POR SALE—A 51 inch Special Star, y^ nickel, hol-
J- low frame and rims, roller and ball bearings,
full tangent spokes ; but little used by an old rider.
Address, "Star," Box 59, Bay View Station, Milwau-
kee, Wis. 5-29

WANTED—Second-hand Safety in good condition.
Send particulars, price, make, etc. to J. C.

Adams, P. O. Box 2718, N. Y. City. 5-1

CYCLE HIRING, Repairing and Selling Business
For Sale, with several valuable agencies. Price

with stock of machines $2,000, bargain. Cyclery, 329
Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, Cal. 5-22

FOR SALE.--$78.oo, Beautiful Humber Safety,
nearly new, all improvements, well nickeled,

very light and strong. G. E. Stubbs, St. James
Church, Madison Ave. and 71st St. 5-22

FOR SALE—Very cheap, 53 inch Columbia Light
Roadster. Also Referee Safety. Address or

call, Hanson, 26 W. 6oth St., N. Y. 5-8

FOR SALE—Marlborough Tandem Tricycle, good
as new. Cost $250, price $175. Apply, 40 Gold

St., N. Y. City. 5-1

FOR SALE—Victory Safety, 1889, good condition,
$85 and worth it. C, Box 2826, P. O., N. Y. Ciiy.

5-1

WANTED—Star Bicycle not over 48 inch, also
Screw Cutting Lathe Foot Power, cheap for

cash. D. W. Pfantz, Box 14, Lititz, Pa. 5-1

TXT'ANTED—Columbia Safety with Lamp, must be
'• in A-1 condition. Will pay liberal price for

such. Address, J. H. Bodemann, P. O. Box 498, City.

BILIOTT'S STEEL
ARE THE MOST
» » PERFECT.
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Genius !

John A. McGuire, of Denver, Cslorado, writes :

"Paper always interesting, and just now there is

genius in your columns with " Salambo," " Auphn-
walk," "Elliott," "'relemachus"and others."

READ "Don Salambo's " article on the trade, on
the maker and the purchaser, on the march of

ideas and the strangulation of invention.

We publish the " Hidalgo's "" raking over" with

much pleasure because he records with truth some of

the features and phases of the growth of the American
cycle trade. We know that "Don Salambo" is a

good American, and we hope he will get to Paris

when he dies, for there is no hope of him ever getting

there in the flesh. He says his little say because he
wants our trade to " look up."

But the principal reason why we publish the "Don's
note is because he delivers himself of some opinions

which far too many riders have long carried in their

craniums and which are erroneous in fact and unjust

to the trade.

It is true that in the early days of the sport a metal
wheel with a rubber tire satisfied the riders of that

period, who were neither learned nor capricious.

Later, as we got on, and the cycling papers com-
menced to educate riders, cycling taste broadened
and fancies multiplied. Our American makers very
properly combatted the idea of very light machines
for American roads. Light wheels had not been
tested over our roads, and the repair shops of that

time were not the important institutions they are

to-day.

The majority of our American makers continually

employed inventive talent and expended fortunes in

dies and patents and ideas, ever hoping to find the

grain of wheat in the bushel of chaff. It is not true

that the early makers literally bathed in the golden
sands of prosperity and basked in the sunshine of opu-
lence. Nearly all had to go through fire, and the finest

sort of financial financiering was needed to pull the

nurselings through the early days of matured notes,

slow pay agents and consignment of wheels.

We think our trade has done more than well. It is

scarcely fair to compare the American trade, born
very late in the seventies, with the English trade,

which dates from the early sixties. It is true that

our makers went abroad for many ideas; but a good
copy is better than a worthless original, besides
which the day is dawning when we shall pay the

English back, and with compound interest. We have
no Englishman at present who claims the application

of the inflation principle. The patent is credited

abroad to an Irishman, and an American, Thomas, dis-

putes the claim. And the cushion tire may be safely

left in American hands.

The riding public does not understand how careful

a firm must be in making changes. Not only does

t'le change involve great expendiiures but the firm

practically risks the loss of a great reputation by
pinning it on to an experiment. It will be some five

years yet before our firms can affor.d to be plungers.

During that period we believe they will feel the public

pulse and dose it accordingly, that they will go slow,

stick to that which is good and be ever ready to

adopt that which is new and better.

We make no defense of the American trade be-

cause it needs none. It is a most promising youth.

We spend our money freely in this country. Inven-

tive talent is monopolized by no country but finds the

greatest play in the richest market and that market
is America.

ALTHOUGH it is quite early in the year the con-

struction of new tracks, exclusively for cycle

racing, is being reported from almost every

country but our own. Ireland will have more than
one new circuit in 1891, several new paths are being

built in England, the new Hern Hill track near Lon-
don is already completed, three new paths have been
built in Holland, and the Germans and Scandinavians
are also building.

In this country the increase in the number of cycle

tracks has not been proportionate to the growth of

the sport. The chief cause for this effect seems to lie

in the fact that clubs invariably use the trotting

tracks which are found in nearly all cities and towns
and which, with some preparation, are converted into

fairly decent circuits for cycle racing.

The temporary use of a trotting track is pardon-

able, as it is economical and serves the purpose of

holding an annual meet, but the sport of cycle racing

could be established on a much higher standard it

clubs in large cities would join issue and build first-

class run paths. The advantage is two-fold. In a

city which possesses a bicycle track meets can be

more frequently given and the public educated up to

the sport. Another certain result would be that the

average of form would be raised to a much higher

standard than it is at present. If, instead of training

in the parks and on the roads, cyclists were able to

have the use of a really good path throughout the

entire season, one would scarcely be able to name the

number of really fast men on one's fingers' ends, as

may now be quite easily done.

There should be a cycle track in New York City.

Boston and Buffalo should also have first-class tracks.

Brooklyn and Philadelphia seem to be planning some-

thing of the kind. Rochester, Syracuse and New
Haven should follow the example of Peoria and build

bicycle tracks inside the trotting tracks on which
they usually hold their meets.

The races at Charter Oak lose much in interest be-

cause the track is a mile circuit, and even the use of

the strongest field glass fails to enhance the interest

of the situation. Chicago's quarter-mile asphalt track

at the cricket grounds is a step in the right direction,

but is not quite up to " Chicago " form, which is the

"biggest" and "best" of everything nowadays. The
track is becoming more important every day in the

life of the sport. We hope some of the clubs in the

larger cities will take our suggestion to heart, and
endeavor to promote track construction.

WHY SHOULD THE LEAGUE BE AL-
LOWED TO SUFFER? WHY NOT
KILL IT AND PUT IT OUT OF
ITS MISERY OR ELSE DO SOME-
THING FOR IT?

BY STERLING ELLIOTT.

OUR Lake Michigan contemporaries are in a state

of befuddlement which threatens to end in

complete and incurable paresis. They think

we print too much ; they want us to raise the yearly

subscription price of this paper to two dollars ; mean-
while they extend their pity that we should be com-

pelled to chase the crust of charity and the joyful jug

of crotona pura. It's all right, dear boys. Keep rais-

ing the price of your own papers until it is so high

that the telescope will fall short of it. We prefer to

manage our own affairs. We intend to print much
more reading matter than we do at present. We
shall raise our subscription price when it best suits

us, and clap a sky-blue cover on the paper should we
deem it advisable. We have always looked into the

future. We know how long the average cyclist will

look with love on a two dollar bill before he will ex-

change it for the problematical value of some of the

cycling papers. We are not after the cyclist's two dol

lars ; nor yet even his one dollar. What we want, and
what we are getting is an enormous /ai'a" circulation ;

paid circulation is influence ; influence has a perma-
nent value, far beyond the value of the dollar bill or

the two dollar bill.

. I have no sympathy with the sentiments of the anti-

Pope Rei'iew of Chicago, because the Robbins "nest
again" so often that they have got a sour stomach,

and any man who finds fault simply because he is

sore and wants advertising that he can't get, is in no
shape to obtain sympathy for any cause that his inter-

ests may prompt him to adopt.

That the League is a "drifting match" no one can
dispute, and the fact that it actually has increased in

spite of the business (?) management that it has had
to contend with, shows that it not only has a right to

live, but that it is something that " fills a long felt

want," and ought to be encouraged by every loyal

wheelman.
Who wouldn't like to see the League membership

reach a hundred thousand ? It is not that we love the

officers less, but that we love the League more, and
ask that something be done to that end.

A young man, whose name is legion, asks :
" What

are the advantages to be derived from the League?
My first impulse is to lay the burden ot proof on him
and make him show cause why he should remain
outside.

I find that the principal reason why so many riders

are not members, is that they don't know anything^

about it. How shall their eyes be opened ? Certainly

not entirely through the cycling papers, as they go
mostly to those who are already within the fold.

What League member is there who, by taking

thought, could not obtain at least one raorel while

there are many who could add dozens and even hun-

dreds if—ah ! that's it, if what ? If it were any specia 1

object.

Numerous conspicuous publications have built up
their constituency by offering inducements to sub-

scribers, and making it decidedly to their interest to

influence others. The League should do substantially

that. Offer club rates to new members whether they

belong to bicycle clubs or not. In nearly every town
there are riders who know of the League, believe in

it, belong to it, and even talk it to their fellows, but

not in the same tone nor with the same results that

would follow if there was "a dollar in it."

Or suppose the League should elector appoint some
one man, or possibly one for each State, whose duty

it should be to look after its interests, not for the

glory of it, but for cash, and let it be all or largely in

the form of commissions on new members obtained.

I believe that some such course, properly supplement-

ed and pushed, could be made to add ten thousand

names to the list each year until it could show one

hundred thousand.

The coat of belonging to the League and having

the weekly paper is less than two cents each weeek.

Think of it! THINK OF IT !

!

What rider would hesitate to become a member, if

the subject was properly presented to him ? And the

most interesting thing about it is that the larger the

membership the more reasons would appear why
every rider should be in it, as it would tend to " make
the meat on which it feeds." If a rider who lives in

the woods owns an old wreck of a wheel, and don't

itiant to know anything, should suddenly discover that

for two cents a week (only the price of one gopher

skin) he could get information from all parts of the

world as to what is being done in the line of new
wheels and methods of repairing old ones, together

with such other information of interest to even the

most thoughtless rider, as would naturally be con-

tained in the official paper, it seems to me that he

would readily consent to change his name for a num-
ber and become one of us ; while the more intelligent

and well informed rider ought to be had for the

asking.

Every rider wants good roads to ride on, and the

thousands (eventually millions) of riders yet to be

will become riders just so much sooner if the work of

road improvement goes on ; and any man whose grey

matter has not already decomposed will understand

that thousands of men banded together in a common
cause can accomplish that which ten times the num-
ber cannot do working singly.

What the League wants is a Moody and Sankey to

sing and preach its praises from one end of this glori-

ous republic to the other, and the thing may be made
epidemic. The more it has the more it can get.

The League paper could be still further improved,

and any new impetus that was given to the interest
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in cycling would increase the demand for all other

cycling publications. Advertising space would be

worth more to the advertiser in proportion to the

price charged for it by the publisher, who in turn

would make more money on acccount of his increased

clientage, while every reader of a cycling paper would
be benefited by having more readers, for the reason

that publishers can provide more and better reading

matter in proportion to their increased circulation.

Another League office should be created, that of

Chief Hastier. Dear reader, do you know that the

time may come when the L. A. W. will be one of the

most prominent features in our American civiliza-

tion? And when the party managers are arranging

their "slates" and figuring to catch the "Irish vote"

and the "German vote," that they will be forced, in

self defence, to make arrangements with the L. A. W.
vote, which, let us hope, may include the brightest

and best among all classes.

When a bill comes up for the betterment of high-

ways the influence of the League is felt, and itivill

grow to be an important, very important, factor in

shaping road legislation.

Now it so happens that good roads are just as ad-

vantageous to the owners of horses, but some of them
don't know it, though the horses do, and if our laws

are ever made by all horses instead of part asses,

'more money will be expended for the general good
and less for "loaves and fishes."

CHAIRMAN RANDALL advises us that the Rac-

ing Board has taken no action on the handi-

capping of cushions, solids, and pneumatic
tires, and that the penalization of cushions and pneu-

matics is within the option of race meet committees
and official handicappers.

THE WHEEL'S staff is again increased, as it has

been five times within the past year. The latest

"man on deck " is Mr. R. G. Betts, of the Lin-

coln, Manhattan and Louisiana Clubs, who will in

future devote his time and ability to the service of

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review, of which
he will act as co-editor.

SOME FINE TOURING.

With the exception of the early Fall, the months of

May and June is the time of year when touring

awheel is accompanied with the most pleasures and
enjoyment. The verdure and foliage is fresh and
pleasing to the eye, the weather suitable for open air

- exercise, and the roads are or should be at their best.

Any one who can spare the time at this season of the

year will find that a few days' or weeks* outing in the

country astride a cycle will result in an endless

amount of pleasure, not to mention the good effect of

the trip upon the health, and the disadvantages of

touring in- the heat of Summer will all be done away
with.

Wheelmen residing in this section of the country

have an almost unbounded district for touring over

good roads on the whole, through picturesque regions

with good hotel accommodations, and all the other

minor advantages which tend to add to a cyclist's

comfort and pleasure. THE Wheel, during the past

year, has published a number of attractive routes

and itineraries for the short tours. In the issue

of May i6 appeared a map of the Orange riding

district, which abounds with macadam roads, and
where a day can be spent most advantageously.

The issue of June 20 contained the route to the White
Mountains, with a map of that region, and in the

same paper was published full details of a week
or ten days' tour that will be found to be full of

interest to riders of New York. The route leads

through Tarrytown, Nyack, Sufferns, Tuxedo,
Goshen, Middletown, Port Jervis, Milford, Bushkill,

Water Gap, Easton, Bound Brook, Plainfield and the

Oranges. In the same number also appears an itin-

erary for a three days' trip up the Hudson. An excel

lent three days' tour through Essex and Sussex
Counties, N. J., and Orange County, N. Y., was de-

scribed in The Wheel of September 19, and also a

run through an attractive part of Vermont of three

days' duration. The route from Philadelphia to

Niagara Palls was published in the issue of October

24, and on November 28 several attractive short tours

in New Jersey were described.

SOME PLAIN FACTS ABOUT

SUSPENSIONS, REINSTATE-

MENTS, THE POWERS OF THE

RACING BOARU AND THE

AMATEUR DEFINITION. ,

" Oh that mine enemy would write a book !

is the old Hebrew motto.

Such

In these telephonic, rapid-transit, touch-and-go

times, " mine enemy " does not " write a book," but

he hieth him to his " official mouthpiece," to the man
who is his puppet or whose puppet he is, and forth-

with his " mouthpiece " enlightens the public and he

stabs himself by that method.

The Racing Board, or rather the chairman of that

august body has a "mouthpiece" in which is an-

nounced what is about to be done, or will be done, or

could not have been done. It's duty is to explain, to

applaud, to pat, to slop-over, to hammer the enemy,
to sugar-coat the friend, to jump high or low, to

cozen or abuse, to lie, and sometimes to tell the

truth, to do anything, in short, that will conserve
what the official " mouthpiece " conceives to be the

interests of his master. It takes a master-juggler to

make a success of that business.

In the latest "official organ " of the chairman of the

Racing Board, we note certain editorial mutterings

and mumblings, which hint at an explosion of some
kind. We print some of them.

" We hope that Mr. Dunn will shortly realize that
it is high time he vacated the office he so unworthily
fills."

"The Racing Board, finding the alliance bound to
pass, wisely decided that the power to elect a person
to try athletic club men was its own, and forthwith
proceeded to elect its chairman to the position."

"Thanks to Messrs. Randall, Collister and Miller,
who are entitled to great credit for their action, the
League is not entirely at the mercy of the athletic
clubs. Knowing that the articles of alliance provided
no remedy for the expense payment system, they
decided to take a hand in the matter themselves and
do their duty by their fellow members, even at the
risk of offending Mr. Dunn. They adopted old Rule
G, over which there was so much trouble last year,
except the last clause, so that the athletic clubs will
have to apply to the Racing Board for permission to
pay expenses."

A perusal of the first paragraph reminds us that

the writer of the same, who now wants Mr. Dunn to

retire from office, went into hysterics because we op-

posed Mr. Dunn's candidacy two years ago. This
elastic and adjustable being dipped his pen into an
intellectual cesspool and hurled his mental effluvia at

all who opposed his fetich, his candidate for office.

But the man has changed masters. It is a new tune
now, and we and many others are wondering who
wrote the score of this new polka, through which this

mortgaged editor now so nimbly capers.

Whence comes this opposition to Dunn ! The West
came to Washington unpledged, dickered about a bit

and then allied its thirty-two votes with New Eng-
land's thirty-eight and elected "Jim" Dunn. Since
which time they have turned tail on their leader and
black-capped him and villified him, and engaged penny
a-liners to direct their puerile stream of sediment at

him. The end is not difficult to guess—a good all-

around fight,squabble,misunderstanding, or what you
will, between the East and West, and all because a
few political huxters have the fancy to posture and
pose and think themselves some pumpkins. We do
not defend Dunn. We opposed his election, but he is

the League's chief executive ; the very people who
elected him now bay at him, and we object to their

Whitechapel methods.

C. A. Sheehan has again put his hand to the wheel
and is booming the Manhattan Bicycle Club along in
great shape. The club have now a fine house, and
there should be no limit to its growth. On Thursday
ex-Secretary Sheehan hustled around town a bit, and
scooped nine applications for club membership.

The second paragraph quoted above recalls to our
mind the alliance agreement, under which the action

of the Board in appointing the chairman of the judi-

ciary or trial committee, may be viewed by some
members of the A. A. U.—and they are clear-headed
fellows ; the League can show nothing better than
Matthewson and Mills and others—as a piece of im-
pertinence. A paragraph of the agreement reads thus:

3. Charges against any cyclist shall be tried by the
L. A. W., except that a cyclist a member of an A.A.U.
club shall be tried by a committee of three, one of
whom shall be named by the A. A. U., one by the L.A.
W., and the third member by the two so chosen, pro-
vided the accused shall, within twenty days after the
receipt of a copy of such charges, submit to the Rac-
ing Board proof or his A. A. U. membership and claim
trial by such committee.

It is noteworthy that nothing is said of the chair-

manship of this committee. On the contrary, the A.

A. IT. might claim the chairmanship ' and base its

claim on parliamentary etiquette, the code of Cush-
nig, which constitutes the first named member of a

committee the chairman of that committee.

The third paragraph reminds us that Messrs. Rand-
all, Collister and Miller will not receive the credit

which the "mouthpiece" claims for them. The Rac-
ing Board changed Rule G, and provided that athletic

clubsmust apply to the Racing Board for permission
to pay expenses. Why should the Racing Board re-

quire the A. A. U. to ask permission for the payment
of expenses, when the Board officially announces that

payment of training expenses is no violation of the

amateur rule.

We have it on indisputable authority that the rac-

ing rules have been changed in many respects, and
that a copy of the rules will be printed in this week's

issue of the official organ, and possibly in the columns
of the "mouth-piece."

We have it on still more indisputable authority that

Abbott Bassett will file a minority report; that the

Executive Committee of the League will at once re-

quest Chairman Randall to reconvene the Board and
make such changes in the racing rules as will not

conflict with the alliance agreement.

For the alliance agreement was made and signed

by a special legislative committee consisting of the

Executive Committee and the Racing Board, and all

the members of the Board who were present at the

conference, Messrs. Randall, Collister and Atwater
unanimously agreed to the condition of that agree-

ment. That special committee was superior to the

Racing Board, and all acts of the Board, while the

alliance agreement holds, must be in consonance with

the terms of that agreement.

Outside of the above comments we wish to show
that the suspensions of the men were illegal, that in

accepting training expenses there was no breach of

the amateur definition, that fossilized fetich which
has caused the League so much befuddlement and
trouble.

We publish an opinion, which has been pronounced
absolutely sound by eminent legal minds. The opin-

ion is a legal analysis of the amateur definition and
clearly defines these facts :

That all racing board rules are subsidiary, and
must be in harmony with the constitutional definition

of an amateur.
That under the constitutional definition of an ama-

teur, a racing cyclist only ceases to be an amateur
under certain specific conditions, which are named.
That the recent suspensions were illegal.

That the new rule G is unconstitutional.

We understand that the majority of cyclists take

but little interest in these questions. But we deem it

our duty to present the facts of which we have knowl-
edge to the League's cycling legislators, so that the

sport may be advanced, and advanced properly, and
so that those malcontents who would further per-

plex and plunge cycling into the mire will take note

and mend their manners.

The payment of training expenses and traveling

expenses is part of the new order of athletic sport,

and we heartily endorse it as necessary to the highest

development of sport.

The alliance agreement between the League and
the A. A. U. is more than fair to the League, and
links two great sporting bodies so closely together

that the development of the sports which they control

is made a certainty.

THE AMATEUR RULE AND THE EX-
PENSE QUESTION UNDER IT.

The constitution of the League of American Wheel-
men, as at present framed, contains in Article 3 the
following

:

" Section 9. In passing upon the eligibility of
candidates as amateurs the Membership Com-
mittee shall be guided by the following amateur
rule, and shall take proper pains to ascertain
and determine through the Racing Board the
facts in the case where objection, is made to a
candidate on this ground :

"AMATEUR RULE.—An amateur is one who
has never engaged in, nor assisted in, nor taught
cycling, nor any recognized athletic exercise for
money or other remuneration, nor knowingly
competed with or against a professional for a
prizeof any description. * * * To prevent any
misunderstanding in interpreting the above, the
League draws attention to the following expla-
nation :

" A cyclist ceases to be an amateur by (para-
graphs (a), (b) and (c) are omitted)

—

" (d). Accepting, directly or indirectly, any
remuneration, compensation or expense what-
ever from a cycle manufacturer, agent or other
person interested in the trade or sport for
cycling."

This rule of the constitution is penal in its nature.
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as any infraction of it carries with it certain penalties
when enforced against a member accused of violating
it, so that it, in all its branches and in all additions,
must be construed strictly and literally. There can,
in construing it, be no widening or reaching out to
cover and include acts or things not specifically set
out and clearly recited in the rule, and things not dis-
tinctly prohibited by it can be done without violat-
ing it.

•The rule itself, beginning with the words " An ama-
teur " and ending with " description," has not one
word distinctly concerning expenses, but this matter
is explained in clause (d), which provides that a cyclist
ceases to be an amateur by accepting any remunera-
tion, any compensation, or any expense whatever
from a certain class of people.
This clearly shows that the word "remuneration,"

as it occurs in the main body of the rule, was not in-
tended nor understood to refer to nor prohibit the
payment of money except as pay, or wages, or as a
prize in a competition, or as a salary for teaching ath-
letic spoits.
Yet It has always been known that an athlete incurs

living expenses, training expenses and an entrance
fee for every event in which he enters and for which
he is trained.
Clause (d) of this amateur rule clearly admits that

the training expenses, traveling e.xpenses and en-
trance fees jnay be paid for a cyclist without depriv-
ing him of his amateur standing under the rule, pro-
vided such payment ife not made by

—

1. A cycle manufacturer,
2. An agent, or
3. Any other person interested in the trade, or

sport.
This rule distinctly recites three classes of persons,

and is silent as to all other classes.
There is nothing whatever in this rule that would

prohibit a bicycle club or an athletic club or any other
person or persons, except those specifically recited in
clause (d) from paying the legitimate traveling ex-
penses or entrance fee of a cyclist without subjecting
him to the loss of his amateur standing.
This view is clearly the one that has heretofore been

taken by the League, otherwise the Racing Board
could have found no authority for Rule G that was in
force in 1890.

If the Constitution of the L. A. W. does not clearly
permit the payment of proper expenses for a cyclist,
then no Racing Board, or any other committee ap-
pointed under that Constitution, has any right what-
ever to make any special provision for the payment
of that class of expenses. Rule G, however, states :

G. "Any cycle or athletic club will be allowed,
under special sanction of this Board, to pay the
entrance fees and actual necessary traveling
expenses of a member or members who they
may desire to represent them at a racing meet
* * *."

This rule provides for the special payment, under
special sanction, for a cyclist, of two of the classes of
expenses ; that is, the traveling expenses and the en-
trance fees, but is silent as to the payment of training
expenses, that are as much a legitimate expense of
an athlete as is the traveling expense or the entrance
fee. For the reason that under the Constitution and
the Racing Rules no limitation whatever is expressed
as to the payment of training expenses, and as these
rules are of a penal nature and must be strictly con-
strued, it is clear that any one, except the three
classes of persons specifically recited in clause (d) of
the amateur rule, may pay the legitimate expenses of
an amateur without depriving him of his amateur
standing.
Article 6, Section 3, of the CONSTITUTION pro-

vides for a

—

"VII. Racing Board," as one of the National
Committees.

In the By-laws adopted February 18, 1889, there ap-
pears, Article 4, Section 7

—

" (a) To the Racing Board shall be referred all
matters pertaining to racing and champion-
ships * * * *."

"(e) The Racing Board shall have power to
make all such rules for its government and
the government ot cycle race meetings as may
be deemed expedient * * * *."

This is all there is in the Constitution that gives
any power of legislation to that Board.
The Constitution of the League contains the organic

law that cannot, except in a manner clearly outlined
therein, be enlarged, restricted or in any manner
changed.
The Racing Board is simply one of the National

Committees (Article 6, Section 3) ; it has no power of
legislation except that provided for in Article 4, Sec-
tion 7 (e) above recited.
Under no circumstances has this Board any right

to so legislate as to limit or extend the clear rights of
a member of the League granted to him by the Con-
stitution, but in Rule G the Racing Board' attempts
to deprive a member of a right that is given him by
the Constitution to have certain expenses paid.
Under the L. A. W. Constitution an AMATEUR is a

person who has

—

NOT—engaged in, nor assisted in, nor taught
any recognized athletic exercise for money or
other remuneration

;

NOR—knowingly competed with or against
any professional for a prize ;

NOR—engaged in any athletic exercise as a
means of obtaining a livelihood ; or for a wager,
gate money or money prize

;NOR—personally taught, trained or coached
any person therein, as a means of obtaining a
livelihood, or for a wager, gate money or money
prize :

NOR—competed for a wager, money prize or
gate money

:

NOR—made pace for, or had pace made by a
professional in public or for a prize

;NOR—sold or realized on or otherwise turned
into cash any prize won by him

;NOR—accepted for cycling any pay, or ex-
penses, or compensation whatever from

—

(i) A cycle manufacturer
;

(2) An agent;
(3) Any other person interested in the trade or

sport.
Outside of these restrictions a person remains an

amateur whatever he may do, under the Constitution
;

but under Rule G the Racing Board attempt to con-
tract and still further limit the rights of the amateur,
and to say that unless it gives consent he cannot have
expenses of a kind not excepted in the Constitution
paid from a source not excluded thereby.
This Rule G is unconstitutional, and mere surplus-

age and clearly of no effect ; it cannot be enforced
and should be stricken out.
There remains one very important point to be con-

sidered, and that relates to clause (d) of the amateur
rule. This prohibits an amateur from accepting, for
cycling, any remuneration whatever as pay or for
expenses from any one interested in the cycle trade,
"or other person interested in the * * * * sport."
The word "person " in this rule covers and includes

a single individual, or a group or association of indi-
viduals capable of an intelligent act or of conducting
business. A firm or company of makers or dealers is

as much within its scope as is a single maker or
dealer.
The interest referred to that the prohibited person

has must be a pecuniary one, that is, an interest in
which gain may be had or loss sustained.
A cycle club or an athletic club holding a race meet

as a business venture, and not solely for the benefit of
itself and invited guests, but with a charge for ad-
mission, or for anything that will affect the profit or
loss resulting from the event, is a person within the
prohibitory meaning of the rule, and has such an in-
terest as is prohibited by the rule.
The logical conclusion of this view is that such a

club must not pay a7iy of the expenses (training, trav-
eling or entrance fees), of its own members competing
at its own meet, held for profit.

Under this amateur rule as a whole, however, this
same club may pay any and all expenses for the same
man for any other meet without depriving him of his
amateur standing, providing it has no pecuniary in-
terest in that meet. B.

NEWARK.

The date of the long-talked of twenty-five mile road
race between the Business Men's Cycle League and
the Orange Wheelmen is still unsettled. The former
organization, which issued the challenge, refuses to
ride on anything but a straight-away course, and
have mapped one out which leads through Elizabeth
and over several blocks of rough pavement. The
Orange Club prefers the Irvington-Milburn course,
but will ride over a straight course if necessary, but
not over rough pavements. Capt. Racey .states that
his men will be mounted on light racing wheels,
while pneumatics will predominate with the Business
Men's Club's representatives, hence the rough pave-
ments in the routes selected would be ruinous to the
Orange riders' chances for success, and make no dif-
ference to the possessors of pneumatic machines.
Capt. Racey says he is willing to accede to all reason-
able demands and permit the Newark Club to select
the course, but it must be free from stone-paved
streets. He is inclined to believe that the Business
Men's Club is desirous of backing out of the race,
although he expresses the belief that his club will
come out second best.

The smoker of the Atalanta Wheelmen, on Friday
evening of last week, was attended by over 150
cyclists and their friends. An excellent musical pro-
gramme was presented and a collation served. Dr. G.
Carleton Brown and Secretary-Treasurer Geo.C. Pen-
nell spoke on the League question, but their efforts to
have the club become a League organization were un-
availing, for at the meeting held on Monday evening
the motion to join that body was lost. Individual
membership was urged upon the members, however.

A number of members of the Business Men's Cycle
League will take a century run to Philadelphia on
Saturday of this week, starting at 4 p. m. Messrs.
Bunnell and Bilyeu, of the Park Avenue Wheelmen,
will conduct the Newarkers about the Quaker City.

The run cards of the Atalanta Wheelmen for May
announce a half dozen trips, including several by
moonlight. They will participate in the East Orange
Cyclers' lantern parade and the State meet at Eliza-
beth. The medal awarded by the club to the mem-
ber making the highest average score at the practice
bowling games during the season has been awarded
to A. N. Terbell, his average being 169. E. M. Halsey
was second, with 158. Spark.

Messrs. Whitten, Godding & Co. have opened a
branch store at 109 Bellevue Avenue, Newport, R. I.

Mr. Curtis, of Bretz, Curtis & Co., sailed for Europe
on Wednesday last. He will be gone but two weeks.

E. J. Willis will sail on Saturday and return to this
country within one month, when he will permanently
locate here.

C. A. Persons, representing the Livingston Cycle
Co., left for Chicago on Thursdav morning of this
week. He will be at Thomas Kane & Co.'s for several
days, after which he will make a tour South in the
interest of the Broncho.

W. S. Campbell recently took a header while sprint-
ing on the Boulevard. A horse suddenly crossed his
path and the two collided, Campbell flying yards over
the beast, sustaining' severe injuries of the spinal
column, which laid him up for a couple of days.

The Arlington Wheelmen's League, which was
organized about a month ago by members of the Arl-
ington League Club, a social organization, has been
disbanded, as there were not a sufficient number of
cycling members in the club to make it a success.
The wheeling section of the league will join the New
York Bicycle Club in a body.

The Gotham Wheelmen announce that the post-
poned club races will be run over the Larchmont
course on Sunday next. The secretary of the club,
Wm. F. Smith, who has done much toward advancing
the club, will resign at the next meeting. Treasurer
Lord has announced his intention of getting up a
party to visit awheel the principal battlefields of the
late war.

At the last meeting of the Wheelmen's Racing
League, H. E. Raymond was elected President, and
Geo. M. Nisbett, Secretary-Treasurer.

The Ramblers' Bicycle Club, of Buffalo, ratified the
constitutional amendment whereby the club with-
draws from the League on Tuesday of this week.

The Comet Cycle Co., of Toronto, has decided to
close their Buffalo branch, which was in charge of H.
C. Pease, as the company find it will be difficult to "^fc
supply even their Canadian trade.

The banquet at the New Jersey Division meet will
be served by a Jersey City caterer. President Dunn,
Vice-Presidents Burdett and Brown and Treasurer
Brewster have accepted invitations to be present,
besides numerous city and State officials, and the
toasts wilr be of unusual excellence.

There is considerable talk that the Irvington-Mil-
burn race will be interfered with. The committee
who are managing this race are investigating this
matter closely, and a report of their work is given in

another column of THE Wheel. Should the race be
held over the Irvington-Milburn course, the officials

will be armed with a permit from the police authori-
ties controling the course, so that nobody can st< p
the race.

Mr Thomas Sanders, representing William Bown
& Co., who has already been over to this country
twice and who left here about a month ago, sails from
England to-morrow. He has completed all the busi-
ness arrangements between William Bown and the
Bidwell Cycle Co., and arranged for a permanent sup-
ply of Tourists. He comes to this country to take
orders for lamps and Bown cycles.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.

Since we placed our Lovell Diamond Safety on the market it has become so popular and so well liked

by every one, it being the only strictly high grade wheel at $85.00 having Bown ^.olus ball bearings and
made from steel tubing and drop forgings, with all parts interchangeable, we have, therefore, in order to

protect ourselves and the public, adopted a name plate of the accompanying design, to be used on all

genuine Lovell Diamond Safeties.
, , ,.11. w n, c ..u

To insure its being a genuine Lovell Diamond Safety see that every wheel bears one or both of the

above designs, Yours respectfully, ^ r. ^ „,^ ^ ' JOHN P, LovRU, ARMS CO,, Boston, Mass.
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FOURTH %- ANNUAL

SCHBDUI^K
5flTURbflT, JUME 13, id9U

^h -OFEIJT TO ALL "WHEEI-init^EKr. •t^ .

Mi. Total. Time.

i\ ewarK, lea\^e 4.00 A.

5 5 Elizabeth, 4-45 '

7 12 Westfield, 5-45 '

6 i8 Plainfield, 7.00 '

9 27 Bound Brook, 8.15 '

4 31 Somerville, 9.00 '

i8 49 Hopewell, 11.30 '

17 63 T-ton, 1
Arrive 1.30 p.

2.30 '

lO 73 Bristol, 4.00 '

29 102 Philadelphia, 7.00 '

M.

M.

f Rendezvous Friday Eve., June 12th at Continental
J Hotel, Newark, D. L. & W. R. R. (Barclay St. Ferry,
1
N. Y. City.) Dinner, Lodging and Breakfast, $2.00,
[Lodging and Breakfast, $1.25.

Rest.

Rest

Dinner, Trenton House, 75c.

i
Continental Hotel. Supper, Lodging and Break-

) fast, $2.00, or vjrith dinner on the 15th, $2.50.

Routed out at 3.00 A. M. ; Breakfast 3.20 A. M. ; Start 4.00 A. M. ; Roads good to fine ; average pace about 7% miles per hour. On
the 14th insi., Sunday morning, a run will be taken around the riding districts of Philadelphia. Special cars or train will be
arranged for the return to New York in the afternoon. Due notice will be given.

The above schedule will be strictly adhered to, as it is not designed to be a Road Race, and the pace will be set by the
members of the Committee. The cost of the trip will be within $8.00 per head from New York and return.

A photograph will be taken at Plainfield, so have your best face ready. An entrance fee of 50 cts. will be charged to pay for
badge, prizes, and other expenses of run. Each badge will be numbered, and members will be checked (by number) at various
points en route, so please remember your number and be ready to sing it. This will be necessary in order to prove who rides the
entire distance, as prizes will be given to the two clubs having largest number finishing the run. Club captains are requested
to return a list of probable starters as soon as possible after the ist of June (and not later than the 6th,) to the chairman or to one
of the committee m order to secure hotel accommodations.

Chairman, WALDO E. FULLER, Brooklyn Bicycle Club, Brooklyn, N. Y.
50 Wall Street, New York.

F. L. C. Martin, Plainfield Bicycle Club, Plainfield, N. J. 1

L. N. Thorne, Atalanta Wheelmen, Newark, N. J. V COMMITTEE :

F. C. Gilbert, Elizabeth Wheelmen, Elizabeth, N. J. )

L. F. Tones, Mercer County Wheelmen, Trenton, N. J.
C. W. Dalsen, Century Wheelmen, Philadelphia, Pa.
J. D. Racey, Orange Wheelmen, Orange, N. J.

rONE DOI-1-75R

F=>ER VE75R. : F=ER YETtR. i

543 B'viKt, I f

PUBLISHED EVEllY FRIDAY MORXISG

i—I ^"rr'^eveiiN©-:

-BY-

F. P. PRIAL, 243 Broadway, New York.
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CHICAGO.

For the past week Chicago has enjoj'ed ideal cy-
cling weather. Sunday last the club runs were all

well attended. Pullman, as usual at this time of year,

was the objective point of scores of wheelmen. The
ikotel Florence at Pullman deserves especial men-
tion for the splendid treatment of cyclists this sea-

son. Of the many neighboring runs none has, at its

termination, a dinner such as mine host of the Hotel
Florence spreads. Nineteen of the Lincolns rode to
South Chicago and from there to Pullman, but two or
three safety riders being in the party. In no club in

this city is the g. o. o. so popular as in the L. C. C,
except the Columbia Wheelmen, which had sixteen
at Pullman all on ordinaries, and many of them new
riders at' that. .This thriving little club is showing
up well on the road this season. Eight Douglas, two
Vikings and a number of unattached riders made up
the party at Pullman. The Chicago turn out (twenty-
four) scorched around the city. The Illinois turned
out a score of riders, eight of whom reached Des
Plaines. The Oak Parks started with eighteen, and
sixteen reached Des Plaines. Twelve of the Farra-
guts, all on safeties, took dinner at Sunnyside. The
other clubs contented themselves with a boulevard
ride.

Since the starting of the storage schemes, riding to

work has increased in popularity. The Spooner Pe-
terson Co. report nearly a half hundred storage cus-
tomers ; the Kenwood, Stokes & Bidwell stores are
receiving their full quota of the trade. For some of

the larger houses the riding employees have grown to

be a nuisance. The number has increased to such an
extent that such houses as J. V. Farwell & Co. have
set aside a room for the cyclists employed by them.
Montgomery Ward & Co. have told their help to store
their cycles elsewhere. For the storage men this is a
boon.

N. H. Van Sicklen scorched over the Pullman course
in fifty-seven minutes on a pneumatic tired machine.
Considering that this is over the new course, which
is a mile longer. Van made good time. But as pneu-
matics are penalized four minutes, his time would
necessarily be equal to sixty-one minutes on a solid.

After securing quarters for 1891, the Victor Cycling
Club, or rather a majority of them, have decided to

consolidate with the Douglas Club. The Idealio So-
cial Club, twenty-five strong, have also consolidated
with the Douglas, placing that club's membership
beyond the century mark. This club, after looking
thoroughly, have concluded to stay where they are
for another month in hopes that a house to suit them
may be found. They have had several in view, but
rejected them all, desiring a house on either Ashland
or Twelfth Street Boulevards.

During the past week the ^olus Club moved into
their new house at 174 Evergreen Avenue, surrender-
ing their old house to the renovators, who will put it

in thorough repair for the Columbia Wheelmen. The
Lincolns moved last Thursday evening to their new
home at No. i Park front, and the Lake Views will

locate at Dweisey Avenue and Halstead Street, in a
large frame dwelling.

That building committee of the Chicago C. C. is

wrestling with the land owners who at this particular
time want a fortune for earth.

Welton Flynn, of Detroit, is now in the employ of

George R. Bidwell & Co. He will probably join the
Lincolns.

Chicago has gained many riders of late. There
are two of the Du Cros boys who will be employed by
A. Featherstone. J. Hazleton, of Philadelphia, with
the John Wilkinson Co., and James Josephi, of De-
troit, who, though not a hustler, perhaps, is a nice
fellow. He has left the C. F. Stokes Mfg. Co. and en-
tered the employ of Thos. Kane & Co. Also E. F.

Le Cato, of B.iltiraore, with A G. Spalding & Bros.

Roy Keator accompanied the Lincolns on their Sun-
day run to Pullman last week. He rode his unicycle,
and on the rough roads proved himself superior to

many who rode the two wheels. In riding in a rut he
is at home, but should he have to get out of that rut
he jumps out wheel and all.

Several members of the Douglas Cycling Club will

tour to the national meet at Detroit, July 15, j6, 17.

Among those in the party will be H. B. Walker, Jno.
Semai'r, O. C. H. Rillihan and A. Taylor. Parties
who desire to join in the party can do so by address-
ing O. C. H. Rillihan, at 108 Madison Street.

Saturday evening the Illinois Cycling Club gave an
athletic entertainment, which wound up a most suc-
cessful season for the gymnasium class.

Ordinary types of bicycles are not out of the mar-
ket in this city by any means. There are few riders,

except scorchers, who are buying the low wheels,
and many new riders are found mounted on the high
wheel. Long live the g. o. o., say I, and hundreds
answer with me. Long life to it

!

Ground was broken this week for the Oak Park
Cycling Club's new house, and the O. P. C. C. mem-
bers are correspondingly happy.

P. H. Sercombe, of Milwaukee, was in Chicago dur-
ing the past week. He ordered pneumatic tired safe-

ties from nearly everyone who dealt in them, but he
might as well order airships. Every dealer is out
and local orders alone can hardly be filled this season.

Preparations for the cyclists camp at Nagowicka
Lake are but crude. Yet fully a hundred have signi-
fied their intentions of being in the party. Already
representatives of the Chicago, Illinois, Lincolns,
Oak Parks, Columbia and Doiiglas Clubs have signi-
fied their intention of organizing a party. From
Freeport, Rockford and other points in Illinois and
from Milwaukee, Waukesha and many places in Wis-
consin parties will be organized. The Cook County
Wheelmen are receiving recruits for their party
rapidly. Particulars may be obtained by calling or
writing to " Camping," 15 and 17 Madison Street.

From a local paper I learn that T. G. Kilpatrick, the
one-legged "fake" race rider, will conduct a tourna-
ment for one-legged riders in which he will compete.
Can it be possible that the American wheelmen have
so soon forgotten this rider's attempt to conduct a

series of " fake " races with J. G. Modine, the one-
legged rider of this city, and how in a very ingenious
way he planned to be carried to the race in a special
car" surrounded by many of his friends who would bet
on him. And Modine was to win the race and a cool
thousand of these "jays'" money—by "jays" mean-
ing his friends. These letters are still in existence,
and this man still poses as a pure amateur to go
around the country gulling his friends. Can these'
one-legged riders have entered this tournament with
their eyes open ? I think not.

Messrs Harry Durpee, H. S. Durpee and W. D.
Hodgson, of Rockford, were in the city the past week
arranging for the Illinois Division meet, of which
they are now certain, having been officially notified.
Committees have been appointed, and work for the
meet is going on rapidly. No less than three high
grade bicycles, a dress suit, gold watch and other
handsome prizes have been secured for the race
meet. The track is very fast, being of clay, and so
hard as to require constant raking to be in condition
for horse racing. The races will be run in the latest
manner, and will prove one of the most attractive
parts of the meet. A new hotel is being built and will

be ready July i. This they promise will provide
every accommodation. The present hotel is a good
one, and with the two ample accommodation will be
provided.

From indirect reports I learn that the Chas. F.
Stokes Mfg. Co. are 1,800 wheels behind in orders, and
that their traveling men have been called in, and ads.
withdrawn from the cycling papers. For a good,
live, hustling firm the C. F. Stokes Co. are with the
leaders.

Ed Paige, of Waukesha, was in the city this week
looking up wheels. Cycling is booming in that pretty
town. Mr. Paige will organize a party of Wisconsin
wheelmen to take part in the cyclists' camp.

F. H. Tuttle is happy over his reinstatement. He
is now in the employ ot the Humber Importing Co.,
and will ride a pneumatic-tired Humber safety in the
Pullman.

Thomas Oberle and Emmett Corrigan, of the " Men
and Women " Company, at the Columbia Theatre,
this week, learned to ride safeties while in this city.

And a time fiey had of it, too. In ordinary street dress
they repaired to the Armory, and when they came
back it was their clothes which had to be repaired.
However, perseverance brought success, and these
gentlemen on leaving the city carried cycles with
them, content in the knowledge that days of sport
were before them.

Mr. Stephen Golder while in this city met Ralph
Temple on the street. Said Ralph, " Sold twenty-five
wheels." " So," said Golder, "that's good. Ananias
& Co. are looking for a good wheel to handle." Ralph
quickly sprung at the bait, asked for the address,
said he would quote them and undoubtedly has done
so by this time. At any rate he insisted on Golder
and Maarett drinking on the strength of the infor-
mation, and they did so.

Mr. Golder has sold over three thousand cycles in
this country. He has placed agencies for over two-
thirds of the United States. He has just returned
from a most successful business trip to New Orleans.
While there he placed the largest order for cycles
ever taken in the South. Messrs. A. Baldwin & Co.,

77 and 79 Broad Street, gave their first order for
cycles of any description to Mr. Golder. Theirs is a
similar house to that of Montgomery, Ward & Co., of
this city. Messrs. Baldwin & Co. secured the agency
for the celebrated Humber cycles for Louisiana,
Mississippi, Florida, Texas, Alabama, Arkansas and
Indian Territory. From New Orleans Mr. Golder
went to Savannah, Atlanta, Chattanooga, Memphis
and Jacksonville. At Atlanta he closed with Torbett
& McCandless to handle his line in Georgia, Tennes-
see and North and South Carolina. He has also
closed with Phil S. Brown, of Washington, to handle
Virginia and West Virginia. While in Chattanooga
Mr. Golder reports seeing a bare-footed negro riding
an ordinary, fitted with rat-trap pedals. That makes
a cushioned pedal with a vengence. Another experi-
ence was this: His train, by some hook or crook,
missed connections, and a freight train, properly in
the rear, went ahead. This train went through a
burnt bridge and a brakeman was killed. Mr. G. and
a party sat in the woods and played whist for six
hours.

C. W. Partridge, one of Chicago's wealthiest resi-
dents, has just purchased a safety and become an
enthusiastic wheelman.
Repairers are wanted in Chicago. Good repairers,

of course. The Pope Mfg. Co., the Spooner-Peterson
Co., the Western Cycle Co., Gormully & JefEery and
others are wanting them badly. Good, steady jobs
await the right men.

Jno. Sadler, a colored cyclist of this city, is gather-
ing the colored riders of this city together and will
form a club. Chicago has a number of excellent
riders among his race, and he feels confident of
success.

Thursday evening last the Cook County Wheelmen
gave a very successful progressive card party. Four-
teen tables were occupied. Prizes were awarded.
Mr. Bushnell, Dr. Abbott and others entertained the
members with songs and recitations.

Geo. E. Lloyd & Co. are this year handling the Bay-
less & Thomas Excelsior safeties, and are meeting
with flattering success. They are, however, without
wheels, as are most importers, but expect a large line
in a few days. With all who have ridden this wheel,
none but the highest praises are given.

A ladies' Lincoln Cycling Club will be formed
shortly, auxiliary to the Lincoln Cycling Club. Prob-
ably in no quarter of the city are there more enthusi-
astic lady riders than on the north side.

Ravenswood is to have a cycling club with fully fifty

riders of both sexes. From no suburb of this city is

there a prettier ride to the city than from Ravens-
wood.
The Ashland Cycling Club was incorporated No-

vember 19, 1889. Their membership is made up ex-

clusively of members of the Ashland Club, a social
organization, with headquarters in their club-hou.se
^t 575 Washington Boulevard. At a recent meeting
of the club it was decided to qualify as a League
club. The membership numbers over thirty.

The E. C. C. minstrel show was reproduced at
Bloomington, 111., last Saturday evening. The Opera
House was not filled, but enough were present to
make a goodly showing. The expenses of the party
were more than paid and a right royal good time was
enjoyed. Large parties from Chicago were present.
Sunday was spent by the wheelmen in riding about
the town. FlRENZl.

DENVER.

" When is that road race coming off ? " is the cycling
question of the day in Denver now. The indifference
of the Ramblers is only equaled by the feverish
anxiety of the Socials in regard to selecting a date,
and although the arguments pro and con are being
fought tooth and nail, I have no doubt but that a date
agreeable to both clubs will soon be settled upon.
The articles of agreement call for a race on or about
June I. The Ramblers want it run after that date, in
order to have time to get into proper training, etc.,

while the Socials favor a date about two Sundays be-
fore June I. The two committees, one from each club,
met at the Ramblers' rooms last Wednesday evening,
but no definite understanding was arrived at.

The Coliseum is anything but a myth, as some one
had the hard heart to term it (probably from the fact
of Jack Prince having a hand in it). Ground will soon
be broken on Mrs. Tabor's property at the corner of
Eighteenth Avenue and Broadway. The ground
leased is in a beautiful location, and covers an area
about 400x300 feet, all of which, it is proposed, the
Colosseum shall cover.

The cushion-tire fever has struck us here, and
nearly all the prominent riders have either purchased
one or intend to as soon as their old mount can be
disposed of. It is really wonderful how cheap solid-
tired wheels (ordinaries especially), have become
here since the invasion of the cushion. Second-hand
ordinaries that used to bring $90 and $100, cannot now
be sold for $50, and there are splendid wheels offered
for from $25 to $40.

Gerwing has received his Victor cushion, and with-
out any training has made a mile on the track within
two seconds as fast as his best mile last year. He
says the best rid»rs on solid tires are not " in it " with
even a "scrub" on a cushion.

Hod Kennedy smiles grimly as he rides his cushion-
tired safety, hands off, in front of the club-rooms, and
mutters, "J-u-s-t as easy," while the old ordinary
rider stalks forward with a bashful smile and asks if

he can try the " darn dwarf."

I understand Coleman, of the Socials, i.s one of our
riders who will stick to the Columbia solid tire. He
had just purchased a brand-new wheel of this make
while the cushion was in a state of embryo, otherwise
he would very likely be in the swim with the rest.

Walter E. Perkins, of the Ramblers, has a camera
of huge dimensions which he intends using on dis-
orderly members on club runs. C. C. Candy is partly
responsible for Mr. Perkins' conversion to the pho-
tographer's craft.

The Denver Cyclists' Union has named May 30 and
31 as the dates for the Spring tournament. Work will
soon be commenced on the trackto improve it for this
event, and committees are now at work soliciting
prizes, stock, etc. Nothing will be left undone to
make this a successful meet. Delegations are ex-
pected from several towns through the State, and
even from far-away Salt Lake City, Harry R. Browne,
President ot the Social Wheel Club, of that place,
writes that he expects many of Utah's riders will take
in the Denver tournament. Clubs or individual
riders wishing any particulars in regard to classes,
programmes, entry, etc., should confer with either C.
C. Hopkins, president, Times office, or John A. Mc-
Guire, secretary, 61 Skinner Block, Denver.

There will be a separate class in the tournament for
amateurs and professionals, the regular meeting on
last Wednesday evening having adopted these meas-
ures to protect all amateurs from forfeiting their
status by competing with professionals.

Pedaller.

ANSONIA, CONN.

Fast riding on the sidewalks has again caused man3'
complaints to the town authorities, and the ordinance
prohibiting sidewalk riding, which was "tabled" last
Fall, is liable to be enforced again. The Ansonia
Wheel Club will appoint a committee to endeavor to
secure a compromise.
On Decoration Day the five mile club road race of

the A. W. C. will take place over the Seymour and
Wakelee Avenues course, between Birmingham and
Ansonia, the finish to be in Ansonia. About twelve
of the club have already signified their desire to en-
ter. Great interest is being taken in the event by the
non-wheeling citizens of the town.

The first annual field day of the Ansonia Wheel
Club will be held on Saturday, June 6, with a pro-
gramme of sixteen events, comprising running, jump-
ing, putting of shot, etc., and eight bicycle races.
Two of the latter will be open, the one and two mile
safety.

A bicycle club has been formed among the members
ot the Birmingham (Conn.) Y. M. C. A., with a charter
membership of forty-four. The following were elected
officers : President, E. J. Keeler ; Vice-President, Geo.
E. Barber ; Secretary, James B. Atwater ; Treasurer,
C. C. Jump; Captain, Arthur B. Downes; First Lieu-
tenant, William Howe ; Second Lieutenant. James B.
Crane; Color Bearer, Theo. Hoppin ; Bugler, H. S.
Birdseye. All but three of the members own wheels.
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PHILADELPHIA.

THE ALLIANCE WITH THE A. A. U.

The chief topics during the past week have been
the alliance (?) between the A. A. U. and the L. A. W.,
and the change in the time of running the national
championships. President Dunn, the Executive Com-
mittee, the Racing Board, all come in for their share
of denunciation, and the more the alliance is consid-
ered and discussed the more pronounced becomes the
feeling of dissatisfaction at what is considered the
virtual acknowledgement of the inferiority of the L.
A. W. to the A. A. U. As far as the feeling against
the president for his subserviency to the wishes of
the A. A. U. is concerned, it is difficult to see just why
they should be so very much astonished at his ac-
tions. The West is particularly bitter against him,
and one "Jingo" paper calls for his resignation, heed-
less of the fact that the editor of the paper was a
staunch supporter of his candidacy at Washington in
February, and that it was the West which made his
election sure. They know nothing about the presi-
dent now that they did not know then, and his course
has been precisely what it was reasonable to suppose
it would be. But then they wanted the chairmanship
and control of the Racing Board and were willing to
support Dunn in return for it, while now they have
the control and find that it is not quite so easy to get
the better of the A. A. U. as it is to stand off and criti-

cise some one else. Be that as it may, however, it

would be very poor policy to rejoice at their discom-
fiture ; rather take adv'antage of their assistance, and
at least try to get the League out of the hole into which
it has fallen. It is an open question whether it is not
impossible to do this, however, in view of the fact that
we find the official organ saying (if only in its official

capacity) that the result of the suspensions "has
been the means of bringing about a most satisfactory
arrangement between the leading amateur associa-
tions of the United States," and that " certainly the
most exacting League member will not fail to appre-
ciate the fact that the alliance is one that cannot fail

to strengthen the L. A. W. in its control of racing
matters.' This sounds like irony, but it is no doubt
meant in sober earnest, and it seems hopeless to at-
tempt to show the absurdity of such language while
the machinery of the League is so cumbersome that
its members would have little chance of making their
indignation at, and dissent from, the policy of the
officials of the League felt. In common with many
others who wanted "peace with honor," and who in-
clined neither to the "Jingoism" of the West—born
of insufficient knowledge of the power and influence
of the athletic clubs and disposed to underrate them
—nor to the truckling dependents of the A. A. U., I

thought that a compromise was possible and should
be reached, but I had no desire for any such arrange-
ment as has been made. It would be far better for
the League to withdraw entirely from the manage-
ment of races and to turn it over to some body like
the A. A. U., devoting its time and money to the roads
improvement question, etc., than to enter into any
such agreement as this, by which it not only does not
arrogate to itself the right to manage racing, but
entirely subordinates itself to the A. A. U. The L.
A. W. gains nothing by all the struggle it has gone
through ; the A. A. U. not only retains every privi-
lege it had before the suspension, but obtains new
ones such as it probably never even dreamed of. It

has absolute control over all its men ; if its accused
member is not cleared by the committee of three, it

can, simply by having a "disagreement," throw the
whole matter into the hands of its Board of Govern-
ors, upon which Board the L. A. W. has one member,
the same as the Turnerbund. Such an alliance would
be amusing were it not distressing.

THE FOLLY OF RUNNING THE CHAMPIONSHIPS IN JULY.

The change in the dates of the national champion-
ships is almost as great a mistake as the A. A. U.
alliance. Leaving out of the question the wisdom of
making a change in the district championships when
there had not been sufficient opportunity to see
whether they were a success, and when everything
indicated that there would be a success, there can
scarcely be two opinions as to the folly of running
the championships in the middle of July. Either the
Racing Board has gone out of its way to help Detroit
out of the "hole " it has got in, or it is entirely igno-
rant of the wishes and requirements of the racing
men. Nearly everybody knows that a man, in com-
mon with the horse, races better in hot weather than
in cold, and also that he cannot race to the greatest
advantage without proper preparation. To run the
championships in July is to run the risk of having
them held by one man while another man is univer-
sally acknowledged to be his superior. Take last
year for instance : In July, and up to the middle of
August, the contest for supremacy on the high
wheel was considered to be between Windle and
Lurasden ; no one else was considered in the same
class. Yet a month later Zimmerman had drawn up
even (or almost even) with Windle, while " Quilly "

Rich pressed them hard. Lumsden, Campbell, An-
thony and Murphy were close up and met with vary-
ing success against each other, while a score of
lesser men sprung into prominence after July. In
the safety races it was the same thing : in July there
was very little speculation even as to the men, simply
because there had not been sufficient time to see what
the men would do. Berlo, Murphy, Hoyland Smith,
Hazleton, Barrett, Kluge, Gassier, are some of the
men who gained all or nearly all their reputation in
August, and it is a fact that very few men can get in

shape until very late in the Summer, and as the object
of a championship race is to prove which is the best
man and to get the best racing possible, and not to
get anybody out of a scrape they should never have
got into, everything should be made to shape itself

to that end. It is true that championships have been
run in July and even earlier, but that was when the
conditions were entirely different, when the races
were contested by a very small number of men, who
were in almost as good condition early in the season
as later. There is no other body which makes the
mistakes of running its championships at such an
early date ;

nearly everything is put off until late in

the season, when the men are admittedly in the finest

form. Unless we want to se* the raal championships

run at Hartford or Peoria late in August or early in
September, the Racing Board will have to change
the dates again, although there is probably little

prospect of this. It is true that the championships
may be run in August or any time after July 15, but
the precedent set this year of having the dates suit
the meet, or rather the city where the meet is held,
will'have very strong bearing on the selection this
year. Besides this, the district—or rather the div-
ision championships as they are now termed—must
be run on or before July 15, and this may shut out
many a good man who finds it impossible to get into
form before August. Altogether, things are very
much mixed, and many of us feel like wishing that
Detroit had been at the bottom of the sea before she
caused all this trouble. And this without harboring
any ill feeling towards the Detroit men ; only when
they had made their bed they should have been
obliged to lie on it and not get the League in a still

greater mess.

THE GREAT SURREY RACE.

English papers are full of the Surrey Cup race, in
which the pneumatic-tired ordinary seems to have
cut a very sorry figure, having been beaten by solid-
tired wheels. There is a difference of opinion as to
whether the fault was with the rider—Illston—or the
wheel, one paper contending that the question
whether the ordinary would, with the assistance of
the pneumatic tire, come to the front again, was just
as far from settlement as ever, while another paper
insists that the question is finally settled, and that
we may as well bid good-bye to the dear old wheel.
Let us hope that the last view is not the correct one,
but that later attempts, either in England or in this
country, will prove a success and give the wheel
another lease ot life. The defeat of Arthur Du Cros,
the Irish champion, who was in fine form and looked
upon as the winner of the Surrey Cup, was caused by
the fatal habit somv; very fine riders have of letting
up and looking back just before they cross the tape,
and it will be a lesson that Du Cros will not soon for-
get. His defeat was materially assisted, however,
by the magnificent spurt of Sansom, the winner, who
seems to have been something like Berlo, a danger-
ous man to fool with until the tape is actually crossed.

THE THOMAS P."JEUMATIC TO BE PUSHED TO THE FORE.

The announcement of the purchase by the Geo. R.
Bidwell Co. of the Thomas Tire will be welcome news
to wheelmen generally. The pneumatic tire is so
very much superior to any tire yet produced that
many more people are willing to put up with its many
defects that can be supplied. The Thomas Co. has
been at a stand still for some little time, but Bidwell
knows enough about the demand for the tire to feel
certain that he can dispose of all he can produce, even
in the present imperfect state of the tire, and will not
hesitate to put money into the scheme and go ahead
with it, something which the Thomas Co. seemed
rather shy of doing. Again, the competition between
the Thomas Tire and the Dunlop should result in the
very great improvement of the tire in a short time,
and when it is once made so that it will stand any
reasonable usage over all kinds of roads (which it

should do), the demand for it will be enormous and
the price will not long stand in the way of its being
universally adopted. It is to be hoped that when
this improvement does come, or even before, that the
entire cycle trade will be permitted to make and fit

the tires themselves, paying, of course, a fair royalty
to the proper parties. This course would not only be
a step in the interest of the riding public and the
manufacturers, but would undoubtedlv redound to
the benefit of the tire company itself, as it would be
utterly impossible for one or two comparjies to any-
thing like supply the demand that would arise.

THE WAY TO TREAT ROAD HOGS.

A Story comes to me from Wilmington, which shows
that the road hog sometimes more than meets his
match. It seems that T. H. Donahue, who has been
riding but a comparatively short time, and is a recent
addition to the membership of the L. A. W., was rid-
ing in company with a friend on Fourth Street, about
8 o'clock in the evening, and were on the right-hand
side of the street—a very wide one. A horse with a
light wagon was being driven furiously in the same
direction, and Mr. Donahue's friend was just able to
turn sharply to the right to escape it, and he called to
Mr. Donahue to look out ; it was too late, however, as
the driver kept right on and caught the rear wheel of
the machine, throwing both it and; its rider to the
ground. Mr. Donahue is a man ot stalwart build, and
he has a temper that can be aroused, and the way he
ran after that team is said to have been a caution.
He caught it when it had gone about a block, climbed
into the back of the wagon, and, catching the driver
by the shoulders, compelled him to stop the horse.
The driver seemed disposed at first to fight, egged on
by some bystanders, but was finally persuaded that
it would be better for him to give his name and ad-
dress instead, which he did, and was then allowed to
drive on. His name was Green, and, as he was com-
paratively young and no actual harm had been done,
Mr. Donahue decided not to prosecute him severely
but to let him off with a charge of disorderly conduct,
which was lodged against him, and the case is to be
tried some time this week. The Wilmington boys
say they hope this will serve as an example to some
of the rougher driving element, and that they will not
be compelled to take more effectual measures.

QUAKER CITY QUIPS.

Mr. James Albert, of Atlantic City, has very wisely
decided that it would be better not to run the pro-
posed bicycle races there on Decoration Day, but to
postpone them until the 6th or 8th of June. He found
it very difficult to get any entries for Decoration Day,
and concluded that racers were a very essential part
of a race meet.
The banquet of the Century Wheelmen last week

was a great success, and was graced with the pres-
ence of " Uncle Jerry " Mott, who made one of his
usual happy speeches.

Zimmerman says he will have a pneumatic Star
this season. If the tire will stand the racket it will
make a flyer.

Quite a number of changes have occurred in the
trade here lately and there are rumors of still more
to follow. Mr. H. Crowther has left the employ of
Spalding's, " Jack " Hazleton that of Sweeting's, E. O.
Roe that of the Thomas Tire Co. to join forces with
the Smith & Watson Co., but his remaining is by no
means certain ; V. J. Kelly and Lindley Crowther
(the "phenom ") are with the Hart Cycle Co., and
Frank M. Dampman, of Honeybrook, is devoting
part ot his time to the interests of McDaniels & Mer-
rihew. Telemachus.

JERSEY CITY.

The regular monthly meeting of the Hudson County
Wheelmen was held on Monday evening last, in their
new club-house. The new quarters are so far from
completion that it was necessary to resort to in-
candle-escent lights. It is the intention of the con-
tractor to have the house finished before June i,

meanwhile the members lounge on the mantels, sit on
the waste paper baskets and on top of the cigar stand.
We are not exactly comfortably situated as yet.

Mr. Robert Angus McAra was elected to succeed
Mr. H. A. Steffens as captain. The selection is a good
one. Mr. McAra has been a member of the club about
seven years, and is very popular with the boys. It
was Robert who organized the H. C. W. Annual
Turkish Bath Society, which I mentioned several
weeks ago.

A light weight uniform cap, made of white flannel,
with narrow red stripes over the seams, for use in
Summer, was adopted, as well as a monogram of the
initials of the club, worked in red slik, to be worn on
the front of the shirt.

A communication was received from the Jersey
City Yacht Club inviting the H. C. W. to become as-
sociate members of that organization. It is quite
possible that a number of the Hudson Counties will
join the yacht club, in order that they may come in
for their share of yachting and plank shad. The
yacht club have two houses, one situated in Jersey
City on New York Bay shore, and the other at Point
Breeze, Staten Island, just at the termination of the
good roads ; the house faces Raritan Bay, and is
almost opposite Perth Amboy. Captain McAra has
called his first run to that point to take place Sunday
next.

On Saturday evening last the Jersey City Athletic
Club Wheelmen was organized with seventeen mem-
bers. Mr. A. L. Scudder was elected captain. As its
name implies, it is composed of members of the Jer-
sey City Athletic Club, many of whom are also mem-
bers of the Hudson County Wheelmen. The J. C. A. C.
is an athletic club in name only, and it is many years
since any athlete has represented it on the track ; the
present president has given a good deal of attention
to the sport of cycling, and it is largely through his
efforts that the new cycling club is formed. At the
meeting referred to, they decided to become a League
club, and the only initiation fee required is the
amount necessary to pay the initiation fee and dues
to the L. A. W.; no one is eligible to membership in
the J. C. A. C. Wheelmen, however, unless he is a
member of the athletic club, who charge an initiation
fee of ten dollars and twelve dollars as annual dues;
Mr. Geo. C. Pennell, secretary-treasurer of the New
Jersey Division, was invited to address the meeting,
which he did at some length, stating the objects of
the L. A. W. and the advantages of League members
and League clubs. They will^ endeavor to have
twenty of their men join the League at once, in order
to obtain representation in the State Board of Officers.
The uniform of the new club is dark blue, with black
braid trimmings, and the initials "J. C. A. C." on the
standing collar.

Jersey City now has four cycling clubs, namely

:

Hudson County Wheelmen, Jersey City Athletic Club
Wheelmen, Palisade Wheelmen and the West Bergen
Athletic Club Wheelmen. The membership of the
Hudson Counties, however, is more than double the
total of the other three.

Among the gentlemen v?ho have recently become
members of the H. C. W. is Mr. Elliott Mason, the
well-known Columbia agent.

Captain McAra has announced a two-days' run to
Greenwood Lake and return, starting Saturday,
July 4. Over thirty of the boys have already signified
their intention of taking this trip. COASTER.

NASHVILLE, TENN.

At a meeting held on Tuesday of last week, by the
local League members, it was decided to hold the
annual State meet in this city on July 3 and 4. A
road race will take place on the first day and track
races on the second day. Committees were appointed
as follows: Road—J. C. Combs, Ed Fisher, L. A. Laf-
ferty. Programme—J. S. Raler, Prank Whiteman, J.
C. Combs. The athletic club will put the five-lap
track on their grounds in good shape for the races,
and the road committee will report on the condition
of the various pikes later on.

Will Pearson, one of the most popular cyclists of
this city, who recently had his hand smashed in a
machine where he was employed, losing thereby his
thumb and two fingers, will be unable to ride again
until Fall.

Arrangements are being made for a century run via
Triune, Eaglesville, Murfreesboro, Lebanon and
Nolansville. Every wheelman in Nashville and sur-
rounding towns are invited to participate. Particu-
lars can be obtained by addressing J. C. Combs.

The programme arranged for the Massachusetts
Division meet at Worcester, May 30, is as follows

:

Reception at the Continental Hotel
; parade ;

photo-
graph • races at Bay State Park ; ball at Horticul-
tural Hall. A tour is being arranged for the follow-
ing day from Worcester to Boston.
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BUFFALO.

In Buffalo wheeling circles there appears but to be
two topics—one is century runs and the other the
June Carnival. Just now the former is decidedly on
top, and cranks and glory-getters are thinking of lit-

tle else besides the one proposition of "how short a
time can I wheel up from Erie, Pa., in ? " Of course,
nobody knows why. In some wheeling circles there
is always a sort of pea-green insanity and pre-historic
imbecility such as no fellow can understand. It any-
body can tell me what merit there is in an ordinary
man riding through loo miles of slush and mud, in the
face of a fast-driving rain, simply for the very ques-
tionable honor (?) of getting himself registered as a
century rider, 1 shall be glad. It isn't sport, it isn't
pleasure, it isn't fun. It is simply an illustration of
that pugnacious bull-doggedness which provides sub-
jects for the asylum, the coffin, or the doctor. The
other day some twelve or fifteen members of the
Press (?) Cycling Club essayed the run. It is due to
the infantile organization to say that the more sensi-
ble members of it declined to start from Erie in the
face of elements which threatened to sweep down
with a second deluge but a few of them did, and
more than that three of them came through. Of
course they are lauded up as little gods in their own
club—what else could be expected—but bicycle riders
who believe in wheeling for its own sake and as a
true recreation, smile and adjudge them "slightly
off."
So much for the hardiness of the " Penny Chilly

Circle."
On the same occasion two members of the Ramblers

came through and did the century in just that fine
time and style they would do even if Etna's lava bed
was turned against them. There is all the difference
in the world between Slavin tackling Sullivan, or an
infant undertaking to clean out the Augean stables
and a little boy accomplishing a feat which he may,
by accident, succeed in doing, but which legitimately
belongs to a man. Klipfel and Brunner, of the Hust-
lers, came through all right, but they are old veterans
and think about as much of the difficulty as they do of
drinking a cocktail. They are aged, seared and hard-
ened, but as to the others—well, it's simply funny to
what extent a sentimental idea will carry some peo-
ple. The absurdity of a few young members of a
very much going club dragging themselves along a
weary, muddy loo miles of road, and taking nearly
twenty hours to do it, and then trying to claim some
sort of faded laurels, would make my old friend
" Hawkshaw's" pen wriggle in its holder. There is
neither sport, merit nor anything but kiddishness in
the whole affair.

The Ramblers and the Zigzags, above and beyond
every other cycling organization in the city, are
striving to make the City League of the A. A. U.
clubs three days' carnival a complete success. The
second day of the carnival will be set apart entirely
for wheeling, and one of the chief events will he a
fifty-mile road race, which is likely to be a handicap.
It is expected that over loo riders will treadle as the
starter's pistol goes bang. I have not as yet seen an
official prog-ramme, but I believe that there will be
fifteen or eighteen events for the second day, most of
which are open events. The dates of the tourney
will be June 15, 16, 17. I make this statement as I

notice that several sporting papers put the dates
down as June 7, 8, g. Everything indicated that the
tournament will be a big success, and it should be.
The City League, comprising seventeen A. A. U. and
L. A. W. clubs, have taken the matter in hand and
are booming it for all it is worth. As a matter of
fact, we have never had a really successful bicycling
meeting in this city, and we want matters stirred up.
We have a chance to do it now, and if we make the
carnival what it looks to me we shall, we may fairly
expect a series of bicycle races to take place in the
city during this and subsequent years.

By the way, what has become of the Buffalo Bicycle
Club's proposal to have a July wheeling tournament?
I understand that Col. Bloomer has th« matter in
hand with full power to appoint committees. It is to
be hoped that the gallant Colonel will stick to the
matter and follow it up as a supplement to the June
carnival.

A word of warm praise is due to the Ramblers for
the way in which they are booming wheeling here.
Indeed, if it was not for them, and the Zigzags, and
the Roamers and the "Wanderers we should be very
much dead here, so far as cycling is concerned. We
have for years past boasted of our burgh being the
don tott city in America as a wheeling centre. But
if you reduce the state of affairs right down to its
concrete bottom we have not so much as would do a
firework display. Of course, we have our little socials,
but that element of real hardy grit and sportsmanlike
spirit is lacking outside the circles which I have
mentioned. Why it should be nobody knows.

I see by a New York paper that Chief Consul W. S.
Bull intends to resign, or at least has signified his
intention of not taking office again after his term has
expired. This will be a blow to this end of the State.
If I am informed rightly, however, neither he nor the
League attorney belong to a L. A. W. club. Funny,
that!

There is some talk of starting another wheeling
club in the city composed of all the old and crack
riders. Most sincerely I hope the idea will become a
reality. We have splendid material here if properly
utilized.

Every wheeling club in the city is.putting a cross
country pack on the path.

The Zigzags are booming and have reached the 100
mark. They have also applied for membership in
the A. A. U.

From present indications Buffalo will be full of
racing men this season. Everybody seems anxious
to try their luck on the road or path, and even now
the asphalt pavements seem to melt from the friction
of the flying wheels. Jim Hedge, one of the fastest
riders in this city, tells me that he has given up rac-
ing for good. Allot his light wheels have been dis-
posed of, and Hedge now strides an Eagle and rides
only for pleasure. Hedge is making money in the

piano business and nobody blames him for quitting.
Frank Brinker is in good shape, and will astonish
some ot the people this Summer. Brinker's parents
are wealthy, and all he has to do is to train and enjoy
himself. Joseph J. Kane, of the Ramblers, who holds
the one mile ordinary championship of the city, is

down South exploring Southern roads. He intends
to begin training for the Summer races on his return.
Frank Klipfel intends to do some tall hustling in the
road races this season. Klipfel has made two century
runs from Erie to Buffalo this year, and is well
equipped with staying power in a race. Michael
Brunner, of the Ramblers, is preparing himself to
meet the road champions in this vicinity this year.
Brunner is one of the best athletes in the city. He is

a heavy weig:ht thrower, a wrestler and a boxer of
no mean ability. Edward J. Stendts and Charles
Johnston, the racing tandem team of the Ramblers,
state that they are out of it as far as racing this year
is concerned. Stendts and Johnson showed up well
last year, although it was their first season on the
path. Johnston is one of the best long-distance run-
ners in the city. Dia H. Lewis, ot the Ramblers, talks
of becoming a racer. There is a report that Mr.
Lewis was a racer once, but it lacks confirmation,
and Mr. Lewis smiles and says nothing when asked
about it. Charles E. Gates is going to show the Buf-
falo wheelmen how to race this year, and is out for
blood. Gates is one of the hardest men on the road
to beat. William Penseyres, who won the fifty mile
road race here last year, is practicing daily and is

showing up well. Austin Crooks, the winner of sev-
eral indoor races the past year, is in good condition
and is going to do some lively work on the road this
season. Chicott.

MILWAUKEE.

The Milwaukee Wheelmen enjoyed their first ban-
quet at the Plankinton House on Saturday evening
last, and before it was over every one present wished
that it would be made an annual occurrence. The
dinner was a brilliant success, and brought together
a fine looking body of young men of whom Mil-
waukee can be proud of. 'This banquet is the turning
point of cycling in this city and the State, and will
give to the public a better idea and opinion of the
value of wheeling. Early in the evening about 200
members and their guests assembled in the parlor
and formed in line, headed by Rev. J. Titsworth, Col.

J. A. Watrons, John Johnston, R. C. Spencer and
President A. C. Morrison.

John Johnston, who acted as toastmaster, was
given the seat of honor with Mr. Titsworth on his left
and Mr. Morrison on his right. The tables were
bountifully and artistically arranged, and he who
did not do justice to the elaborate menu could not
have fasted during the week like most of the boys
present did.

The toasts were responded to as follows :
" Mil-

waukee Wheelmen," A. C. Morrison, and "Cycling,"
by Rev. J. Titsworth ;

" The League of American
Wheelmen" was to have been responded to by W. L.
Simonds, but owing to sickness in his family he was
unable to attend. By request Mr. F. J. Morawety.
Secretary ot the Wisconsin Division, L. A. W., gave
some very interesting statistics. "Lady Cyclers"
was delicately directed by Col. J. A. Watrons

;

"Modern Athletics," Rollin Mallory ; "Wheeling for
Health," Dr. E. C. Richards. The programme was
the work of an artist and will serve as a memento of
one of the pleasantest affairs enjoyed by Wisconsin
wheelmen.

I had a chat with one of the members of the Victor
Cycling Club last Sunday at White Fish Bay, and
from the way he talked it seems that organization is

not dead yet as at first supposed. It is hoped if they
reorganize that they will have better success than
last season.

The Waukesha road race this Summer will be the
greatest ever held. Dark horses are in grooming for
the event. It will probably be held in the latter part
of June, as it was found that it was held rather too
late last year.

The Chas. F. Stokes Mfg. Co.'s riding school is
proving quite a boom to "would be lady riders," and
being the only one in the city, is quite a monopoly.
The Misses H. & M. Kirkhof have just finished learn-
ing the art, and are going to make very graceful
riders.

The Jul. Andrae Co. has received a new model
"Victor" safety that is attracting considerable
attention. Vernon.

FALL RIVER, MASS.

Willis N. Brow has been appointed local Consul for
Fall River. This is an appointment approved by all.
Mr. Brow can be found at any time at No. 65 North
Main Street.

The Fall Rivers will have a hill coasting contest on
May 5 for a League badge. The contest will probably
take place on Pleasant Street.

Wheeling is having a big boom here this Spring.
F. C. Nichols reports over twenty-two wheels sold to
date, and W. E. Tanner has sold very nearly as many,
while the smaller dealers all report good sales.

The name of the North End Grounds will be changed
to the Fall River Recreation Grounds, and the man-
agement intend doing all in their power to further
bicycle racing.

The Y. M. C. A. are considering the matter of build-
ing a bicycle track on their athletic grounds. A good
four-lap track could be laid, and, as it is easy of
access, it would be the means of inducing a large
number of wheelmen to join the association.

The Fall Rivers will hold a five mile race on Tues-
day evening May 12. It is the intention of this club
to have races every Tuesday evening for the next
few months, for the purpose of booming both tlicir
club and cycling, Quec^uecuan.

ORANGE.

The actual riding time of the East Orange Cyclers
in their century run to Philadelphia on April 25 was
gh. 58m. Considering the earliness of the season, this
was a creditable performance, and one that no other
club has equalled.

The East Orange Cyclers will open their new club-
house on the evening of Saturday, May 23, with a
lantern parade. All of the New Jersey clubs in the
vicinity have been invited to participate, and it is
expected that about 200 wheelmen will be in line.

Harry Wheeler, Brock, Pring and Decker will do
most of the fast work for the East Orange Cyclers the
coming season. All of these men are training«regu-
larly on the road and expect to enter some of the fast
races the coming season. The club will hold a race
on May 16.

The membership list of the East Orange Cyclers is

rapidly nearing the 100 mark. This club will, at their
next meeting, elect a Board of Trustees, who will
have entire charge of their new club-house.
William Van Wagoner, accompanied by E. S.

Walsh, of Stamford, was in Orange on Sunday, and
in the afternoon endeavored to break the record in
climbing Eagle Rock Hill. His attempt was wit-
nessed by about fifty wheelmen, consisting mainly of
members of the Orange Wheelmen and East Orange
Cyclers. It had rained hard all Saturday night, and
the road up the hill was rather heavy for record
breaking trials, but Van started, and at the turn
(about 200 yards trom the top) was three-quarters of
a second ahead of his best record. At this point his
machine became fast in the mud and he had to dis-
mount. The time for the trip was taken by Capt.
Racey, of the Orange Wheelmen. Van Wagoner
rode a thirty-seven-pound wheel, and if the road had
been in good condition it is probable that he would
have beaten his record.

After the attempt on the hill. Van Wagoner, in
company with a delegation of the East Orange Cyclers,
visited the Irvington-Milburn course. He is a little
out of condition at present, but between now and
Decoration Day intends to train for the twenty-five
mile road race. He is soon to make an attempt to
lower the 100 mile record at New Rochelle.

Cyclo.

SPOKANE FALLS.

Cycling in the State of Washington is not without
its pleasures even if it is located in one of the far
corners of the Union, where mountains are as plenti-
ful as the flowers of Spring. As an example of how
the wheelmen enjoy themselves, we will cite the run
held oitSunday of last week to Post Falls.
The start was made at 9 a. m. under command of

Capt. Perkins. The weather was bright and invigo-
rating, and as the cyclists rode down the beautiful
Spokane Valley the sun caused the snow on the tops
of the nearby hills to fairly sparkle. The valley at
this season of the year presents a most picturesque
scene, with its fresh verdure, wooded hills, grassy
and flowery slopes capped with snow, forming a
wonderful variety of lights and shades, from the
bright green of wheat fields to the azure blue of the
distant mountain slopes.
The road runs almost straight East for about twelve

miles, then turns abruptly to the North until it

reaches the sparkling and clear Spokane River, with
its pretty rock bottom and large springs pouring
in vast quantities of water on either side. After
crossing the river the road winds up the hill and
leaves the stream to the right and crosses the line
into Idaho. Here the road is new and winds around
wire fences, over rocks and small stones for about
two miles, when it again becomes hard and smooth,
and the wheelmen can fly along at a brisk pace
until Post Palls is reached.
Post Falls is charmingly situated on the north bank

of the Spokane River. Although it looks like a
village set in a lawn without destroying the grass, it
is a city of about 2,000 inhabitants. The falls are
eighty feet wide and sixty feet high, and the water
at this point partakes of a sea-green color. The
Hotel Mount Vernon is located just beyond the falls,
and here the cyclist always receives a warm welcome
and plenty to eat. The landlord spares no pains to
make it as pleasant as possible for his guests. So
the wheelmen may roam about amusing themselves
by climbing the mountains, following the river, or
picking the large ripe snowballs that hang from the
rocks until it is time to depart for home.

Pedal Pusher.

RIVERSIDE WHEELMEN.

There is not a. vacant house between Seventieth
and One Hundred and Tenth Streets, west of Eighth
Avenue, that has not been visited by one of the mem-
bers of this homeless club, and still they cannot find
a house to suit them. The greater portion of the
owners dislike renting to a cycling club, fearing that
the house will be injured, and those that will rent
their property own houses that are too small for this
ever-growing club. So all that is left for the
unfortunate Riverside Wheelmen to do is to buy a
house. They have induced one of their wealthy rac-
ing members to purchase one and then sub-let it to
his fellow-wheelmen at a nominal rental.

The Riverside Wheelmen have at present a mem-
bership of sixty-five, and the chairman of the Mem-
bership Committee has over a dozen applications to
be acted upon at the next meeting, which means that
in-tead ot going to pieces they will have the largest
membership of any cycle club in the city.

'

The captain announces a club run to Coney Island
on Sunday next, starting from One Hundred and
Fourtli .Street and Riverside Park at 9.30 o'clock
sharp, weather permitting.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Route Wanted.
Route wanted from New York City to Hudson,

N. Y., and from New York City to Stamford, Conn.

A wheel club was organized at Adrian, Mich., last

week with eleven iliembers. It will become a League
organization.

Bicyclitig Neios states that a safety with two chains
is being constructed with a view to exceptional hill-

climbing powers.

Cycling is booming in the town of Marietta, Ohio.
Twenty-four wheels have been sold there this year
and a club is about to be organized.

%
A Western rural paper contains the following inter-

esting item: "Lew Ellis sold a bicycle to Charley
Godar, of East Connersville, last night."

The Elizabeth Wheelmen intend to participate in
the century run this year for the first time. A dozen
members have already signed -for the trip.

The ladies of Canada, like those of England, have
not as yet looked with favorable eyes upon the drop-
frame safety, and the few that do ride confine them-
selves to tricycles.

The Davis Bill, which has greatly agitated the
Canadian wheelmen of late, and which, if placed on
the statute books, would have greatly crippled cy-
cling in Canada, has been withdrawn.

The Union Bicycle Club was recently organized by
the gymnasts connected with the Y. M. C. U. of Bos-
ton, which they will endeavor to make a representa-
tive organization of Boston wheelmen.

The New York Athletic Club has banked its path at
Travers Island some eighteen inches, and has also
scraped and hardened the surface so that it will be
in excellent shape for cycling this season.

Gerwing, the Denver crack, thinks the cushion
tired ordinary will prove very successful as a racing
wheel this season. He has made some fast quarters
on a machine of this kind in something like 37s. and
38s.

Cycling has taken a strong hold in many Colorado
towns during the past winter, particularly Buena
Vista, Canon City and SaLida. About 150 machines
have been sold in these towns by Denver dealers so
far this season.

Racing or training over the Irvington-Milburn
course on Sunday in the Irvington boundary will not
be permitted by the town authorities, and those in-
tending to promote Sunday racing on th* course
shovild take notice.

A new cycle club has been organized at London,
Ontario, which will be known as the LonJon Cycling
Club. Officers have been elected as follows : Presi-
dent, N. S. Williams; Vice-President, T. Knowles

;

Secretary-Treasurer, J. M. Welbe.

Two new clubs have recently been formed in New
Orleans, the Logman Junior Cycling Club, composed
of young riders, and the Esplanade Cycling Club.
The Arlington Bicycle Club, which was organized
last season, is now experiencing merely a nominal
existence.

The Missouri Bicycle Club are having their club-
house renovated and decorated throughout, and new
carpets and furniture will also be added. The club
is offering special inducements to members at pres-
ent in order to secure 100 members, when the dues
will be reduced to $18 per year.

The Plainfield Bicycle Club has eight runs called for
May. Captain Martin offers a valuable gold medal to
the member riding the greatest number of miles from
May I, 1891, to March 10, 1892, and a souvenir medal to
every member making the century run. The club
will be well represented at the Elizabeth meet.

The old Racine Bicycle Club has been reorganized
under the name of the Racine Cyclers. A committee
has been appointed to secure suitable club-rooms,
and the following officers elected: President, C. H.
Collins; Vice-President, H. B. Johnson ; Secretary-
Treasurer, J. R. Jones ; Captain, Chas. Gortan.

The annual meet of the Canadian Wheelmen's
Association will be held on Dominion Day, July i, at
Hamilton, under the auspices of t^e Hamilton Bicycle
Club. Preliminary work is already well under way,
and the meet is expected to be the greatest and most
successful gathering of cyclists ever witnessed in
Canada.

At a meeting of the Denver Cyclists' Union, last
week, Gerwing, the professional rider, strongly ad-
vocated the plan of ignoring the League and forming
a separate organization for the government of racing
in that city. It was finally decided to form two
classes —a professional and an amateur —according to
the League rules. A set of track rules were also
adopted.

The members of the various Massachusetts cycle
clubs appear to have an insatiable appetite for dan-
cing. Although they have all held an unusual
number of receptions, and m.anv of them formed
dancing classes during the Winter, they now propose
securing Horticultural Hall at Worcester during the
annual State meet and inaugurating a ball of huge
proportions.

An extra fine edition of Elizabeth Town Tattle,
"Jonah" Wetmore's bright little society paper, will
be issued May 29, the first day of the New Jersey Di-
vision meet, which will contain a full account of hoAv
the new macadam roads were secured, their construc-
tion,what the Division did to secure them and other in-
formation. Many fine photo-engravings of the roads
will also be published. ^

Beware of the dog ! Leonard R. Jacobus, of New-
ark, N. J., while riding rapidly along a macadamized
street in that city on Saturday last, ran into a dog
that was barking at him, with the result that he was
thrown violently from his safety, and, striking on his
head, received a concussion of the brain. He was
also badly bruised and cut from contact with the
rough surface of the road.

The cyclists of Auburn, R. I., assembled at the free
library m that town on Tuesday evening of last week
and organized the Auburn Bicycle Club, with the fol-
lowing officers : President, Arthur Reeve ; Vice-
President, L. H. Clark ; Secretary and Treasurer,
Miss Julia A. Bowen ; Captain, John E Hull; First
and Second Lieutenants (appointed by the captain),
Robert P. Winsor and Herbert A. Potter.

The New York Bicycle Club elected the following
officers on Monday evening of this week : President,
F. W. Kitching; Vice-President, Frank I. Stott ; Sec-
retary, W. E. Fmdley ; Treasurer, E. J. Shriver; Cap-
tain, J. M. McFadderi ; Chairman House Committe, C.
H. Hathaway; Chairman Membership Committee, I.

H. Charlotte ; Chairman Auditing Committee, D. S.

Hays ; Chairman Entertainment Committee, I. H.
Tiflt.

Although the Massachusetts Bicycle Club has voted
it inexpedient to secure permanent quarters this sea-
son, the club will continue its nominal existence. At
a recent meeting the following officers were elected :

President, J. Emory Tippett; Secretary and Treas-
urer, C. C. Ryder; Captain, A. D. Peck, Jr.; Lieuten-
ant, J. M. Sprague ; Membership Committee, A. D.
Peck, Jr., C. P. Cubberly, C. D. V. Grave and A. E.
Dennett.

A Plainfield, N. J., young woman, who has become
enthusiastic over cycling, writes as follows to a local
paper : "It tones the system, quickens the blood and
gives a power to the nerve force that is positively in-
comparable. It not only exhilarates but charms be-
yond any words. No feeling on earth can cornpare
with the enjoyment ; the freedom and delight of mo-
tion and the general exercise of movement cannot
find its equal in any other mode of conveyance. I can
ride twenty miles a day without the least fatigue or
unpleasant heat. Instead, I am strengthened and
calmed."

Morristown, N. J., abounds in good roads and has
many attractions for out of town wheelmen, but since
the disbandment of the old Morristown Bicycle Club
several years ago, the cyclists of the town have re-
mained in an unorganized state. The number of
riders has grown so steadily, however, that this
season it was deemed advisable to combine their
strength, and last week a club was formed with the
following officers : Captain, W. K. Muchmore

; Lieu-
tenant, Clifford Hadley; Secretary, John Tallmadge;
Treasurer, Ira Beck. If sufficient number of mem-
bers can be secured a race meet will be held during
the summer.

At the university meeting of the Harvard Athletic
Association on Holmes Field, Cambridge, Saturday
last, the two-mile safety was won by F. S. Pratt, '94

;

O. B. Hawes, '93, second ; G. F. Taylor, '94, third
; T.

Barron, '91, fourth. Time, 5m. 46 1-5S. All four men
beat the previous Harvard record, which was 5m.
sgj^'s. made by W. B. Greenleaf on October 27, 1889.
Taylor was the favorite in this race, and made the
pace until the last lap, when Pratt, who was not here-
tofore considered a first-class rider, took the lead
and maintained it to the finish despite Taylor's best
efforts to pass him.

Geo. D. Mitchell and E. E. Stevens, the two young
Washin;; ton lawyers, started on their journey around
the world on Wednesday, sailing for Queenstown by
the steamer Teutonic. Their trip, which has been
previously outlined in The Wheel, will probably
consume about two years, and is made purely for
pleasure. They will mount their wheels at Queens-
town and run across Ireland to Dublin and Belfast,
and then to London and Paris. In addition to one
change of underclothing they will carry a Kodak,
revolvers, knives, compass, medicine, guide books,
and a few other small articles.

Thirteen members of the Press Cycling Club and
two members of the Buffalo Ramblers traveled by
rail to Erie on Saturday last to make a century run
from that town to Buffalo. The start was made at
2 a. m. Sunday, but owing to the rain five of the men
did not start and all of the others except five dropped
out before the destination was reached. At 9.30 p. m.
Sullivan and Finley, of the Press Club, and Klipfel,
of the Ramblers, arrived, and a little later Brunner
and Newman put in an appearance. Rain fell in tor-
rents during the greater part of the day and the
roads were in a terrible condition. It was about the
hardest ride ever experienced by Buffalo wheelmen.

E. C. Rowe, of Washington, writes :
" The clerks in

the big dry goods store of Woodward & Lathrop,
Washington, D. C, have formed a bicycle club which
they call the Six O'Clocks. Every pleasant morning
an hour's run is taken, the destination of which is de-
cided by the riders arriving last at the meeting place.
Why isn't this a good suggestion for dry goods clerks
in other cities, who drag through the day in foul
smelling stores, suffering from indigestion, head-
aches, etc., when by indulging in this simple but sys-
tematic exercise before business hours they would
find themselves very much better fitted to go through
the duties of the day."

The half-mile track at the Readville, Mass., Trot-
ting Park is to be put in the best of condition for the
tournament of the Norfolk County Wheelmen, on
June 17. The managers intend to class pneumatics
and solids separately. The list of events is as fol-

lows : One mile ordinary, novice; one mile safety,
novice ; one mile ordinary, open ; one mile safety,
solid tire ; one mile championship of Norfolk County
for safety bicycles; one mile ordinary, handicap,
open ; one mile safety, handicap, pneumatic and solid
tire ; one mile championship Norfolk County, ordi-
nary; one-half mile, boys, safety; one-half mile
safety, pneumatic, open. Two prizes will be offered
in each event.

The rapid progress and advancement which cycling
has made during the past few years in Union County,
N. J., is very clearly set forth in the following para-
graph from the Elizabeth Journal : " Only a few
years ago a young, active and enterprising gentle-
man in Cranford got a straight wheel. He was
among the very first to ride in that happy town, but
the boys were not used to such vehicles and used to
hoot at him and throw stones at him. Now the most
of these same boys have wheels of their own, and the
young man has grown older in years but not in sport.
He is a wheelman yet, with all a wheelman's cour-
tesy and eood nature. He is the President of the
Cranford Bicycle Club, and instead of having to ride
over mud roads he has forty miles of smooth Telford
now at his disposal."

' The wheelmen of Minneapolis and St. Paul are ar-
ranging for a meet of extensive proportions for
Decoration Day. All cyclists of the State will be in-
vited to take part in the festivities, and merchants
and citizens of both cities have contributed largely
for prizes. The programme has been arranged as
follows : At 9 a. m. the wheelmen will meet and regis-
ter at the Windsor Hotel. At 10 there will be a
parade, and at 11.30 a photograph of the riders in
line will be taken. From 12 to 1.30 dinner at the
Windsor. At the latter hour the wheelmen will meet
at Summit and Western Avenues, and the afternoon
will be devoted to races and exhibition riding. The
course selected for the races is on Summit, Western,
Kent and Holly Avenues. Among the competitions
there will be a mile safety race, one mile ordinary
and a team race in which teams from St. Paul and
Minneapolis, comprising four men each, will com-
pete. At 6 o'clock supper will be served at the Wind-
sor. The evening will be devoted to a lantern
parade, a grand march and social time at some hall
yet to be secured, and the presentation of prizes.

Mr. H. Crowther thinks that there is a bright future
in store for the G. O. O. of the rational type, fitted
with arched cushion tires and a large rear wheel. He
states his experience on a Victor machine of this style
as follows : "We have given this machine a week's
trial, and find it to be almost an ideal mount. Fast,
and yet safe, it rides most delightfully, being espe-
cially easy over the country road, while on loose
ground or through sandy soil it handles wonderfully
well. The redviced vibration is very noticeable, due,
of course, to the enlarged rear wheel, while to the
same cause is attributable the greater ease of pro-
pulsion, doing away with much of the 'drag,' as the
old style 18-inch wheel trailed along. A header is an
impossibility on the rational, unless under circum-
stances of the grossest carelessness, and fitted with
the resilient cushion tires, it rides with less jar than
anything except a full-fledged pneumatic. Numbers
of riders who tested the machine—among them a
majority of safety men—agreed that it was far and
away ahead of the safety in ease and grace of motion.
There will be many orders of this type before another
season waxes and wanes."

Cyclists have their fad of "speed limit," the same
as horsemen. And cyclists generally agree that if

any man lives capable of establishing the short and
middle distance speed limit on an ordinary wheel
that man is Will W. Windle. Windle's track work
last season proved him to be the fastest ordinary
rider of the country, if not of the world. And there
is satisfaction in knowing that, although Windle will
not race out of the circuit, and will, in all likelihood,
not be seen in a field of starters this season, he will
keep in condition, and in the Fall will have a try at
record smashing. For the first time in his cycling
experience Windle will in a measure desert the ordi-
nary wheel and take to the safety. He has recently
received a new wheel from England. It is an ordinary
pneumatic, similar to that on which W. C. Jones rode
his sensational mile in 2m. 20 3-5S. Windle is confi-
dent that with the new wheel he can cut under Jones'
record. The manufacturers claim for the machine
that with it *he record will be cut down to 2m. 12s.
Windle has exhibited wonderful bursts of speed on
the solid tire, his fastest quarter being covered in

31^8., a 2m. 6s. pace. He has wheeled a half in im.
10 4-5S., and knows from the work he has done that he
can, on a solid tire, ride well under the world's rec-
ord, which he now holds. Windle believes that
2m. 20S. can be made on a hard tire, and, of course,
much better time on the pneumatic.

—

Boston Globe.

In relation to cycling a writer in the Youths' Com-
panion says :

" The bicycle has come to stay. It is

not a craze, one of the many that sweep through the
land like the latest fashion. It has established itself
among the permanent utilities. • Of course, it is not
equally adapted to every country, nor to every por-
tion of any country j but wherever the roads are good
and not too steep it will more and more come into
practical use. With such a machine the pastor easily
makes calls in the most distant parts of his parish.
The country doctor finds it still better suited to his
needs, ready at the most sudden and urgent call, and
able to wait at the patient's door with no risk from
cold however long the visit. With its aid, too, the
traveler explores the country on roads far removed
from railways and in its most picturesque parts.
The bicycle must have a great future in the level
West "The relation of good roads to its use is seen at
Washington, where many thousand bicycles noise-
lessly roll over the smoothly cemented streets. But
the utility of the bicycle is not confined to the more
practical ends of locomotion. It furnishes a new
means of valuable exercise. This exercise is exhil-
arating. It is in the open air, and the rider is not
forced to it for his health but drawn to it by antici-
pations of pleasure. The various modifications of the
bicycle adapt it to both sexes, and in many cases in-
valids might be pleasantly helped by it to health
again. Pure air and a cheery state are often more
effective than exercise or the most potent drugs. As
compared with bicycling walking is better for some
persons and not so good for others. Walking is far
less violent exercise, but the movement in either
cases brings into active use the muscles of the arms,
chest and back. Most people who can have the use of
a bicycle find walking too slow and tiresome, and the
mental state is an important factor in all physical ex»
ercise."
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FIXTURES.

MAY.

29-30.

3°-

,—Two Mile Handicap Safety event at S. I. A. C.
games, club grounds, West Brighton.

,—Two Mile Ordinary Race at games of Princeton
University T. A. A., Princeton, N, J.

.—Bicycle Races at the Berkeley A. C. Games,
Berkeley Oval.

,—Texas Division Meet at Houston.
,—Ten Mile Road Race at Des Moines, Iowa.
,—Two Mile Handicap at games of the Manhattan

A. C., Manhattan Field.
.—Road Race and Lantern Parade at St. Louis.
,—Harvard University Cycling Association's

Race Meet on Holme's Field. Entries close
May 13, with F. L. Olmsted, Jr., 13 Wads-
worth House, Cambridge, Mass.

—Annual Race Meet of the Rockland County
Wheelmen, Spring Valley, N. Y. Address
V. A. Johnson, Spring Valley, N. Y.

—Races at the Open-air Games of the Third
Regiment A. A., Philadelphia.

— East Orange Cycler's Lantern Parade and
House Warming.

—Race Meet at Woodstock, Canada.
.—Joint Race Meet of the Syracuse Cycling Club

and Syracuse Athletic Club at Kirkwood
Park, Syracuse.

—Eighth annual Meet, N. J. Division, Elizabeth.
—Tournament of the Bay State Bicycle Club and

Massachusetts Division Annual Meet. Ad-
dress A. C. Copeland, 10 Dale Street, Wor-
cester, Mass.

—Annual Tournament oE the Rome (N. Y.)
Cyclers. Address J. L. Esselstyn, Rome, N.Y.

—Irvington-Milburn Road Race. Entries close
May 20 with A. B. Barkman, 241 Broadway,
N. Y. Entrance fee $1.

—Chicago—Pullman Road Race.
—Twenty-five mile handicap road race of the

Alameda (Cal.) Bicycle Club, San Leandro
triangle.

—Annual Spring Meet Maine Division at Bangor.
—One Hundred Mile Club Handicap Road Race

of the Rutherford Wheelmen.
—Ansonia Wheel Club's Five Mile Road Race.
—Meet of the St. Paul and Minneapolis wheel-

men at St. Paul.
—Tournament of the Denver Cyclists' Union,

Denver, Col.

JUNE.
—Elwell's European Tour. Departure from New

York.
—One Mile Ordinary and One Mile Safety Handi-

cap Races at the games of the Orange A. C,
Orange Oval. Entries close May 30, with
Arthur Varian, East Orange, N. J.

—First Fifteen Mile Team Road Race of the
Wheelmen's Racing League.

Race Meet of the Ansonia, Conn., Wheel Club.
—Annual Spring Meet of Connecticut Division

and New Haven Bicycle Club Tournament.
Address E. J. Perkins, Secretary.

—Race Meet Tioga Athletic Association, Phila-
delphia.

,—New York Athletic Club's Spring Games,
Travers Island.

—Century Run—Newark to Philadelphia.
-17.—Athletic and Wheeling Tournament at Buf-

falo, N. Y.
,—Annual Meet Iowa Division at Newton.
.—Tournament of the Norfolk Co. Wheelmen,

Readville, Mass.
,—Annual Meet New Hampshire Division, Con-

cord.
.—Century Wheelmen's Race Meet, Philadelphia.
,—South End Wheelmen's Race Meet, Phila-

delphia.
.—Kentucky Division meet.
—Kings County Wheelmen's Cycling and Ath-

letic Meet at Eastern Park.
—Kentucky Division's excursion from Louisville

to Mammoth Cave and return.

JULY.
—Race meet of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club

and the Third Racing District, Hagerstown,
Maryland.

—Annual meet of the Missouri Division at Carth-
. age.

—Annual Meet Tennessee Division at Nashville.
—Departure from New York of the Heyny Harz

Mountain Tourists.
—Columbia Cycle Club's tournament at Charter

Oak Park, Hartford, Conn. Address C. F.

Tucker, Secretary, Box 54, Hartford, Conn.
—The Poorman Road Race at Cincinnati.
—Annual Meet California Division, Stockton.
—Annual meet Illinois Division at Rockford.
—Start of the Detroit Wheelmen's League Meet

Tour from Niagara to Detroit. Address for

particulars, C. H. Smith, 21 1 Putnam Avenue,
Detroit.

-15-Annual Meet, Ohio Division, Columbus.
-18.—L. A. W. Annual Meet, Detroit, Mich.
—Tournament of the Green Bay Cycling Club

and Annual Meet of the Wisconsin Division.
Address F. S. Fox, Green Bay, Wis.

—Chicago Cricket Club's Annual Meet. Address
J. G. Davis, Park Side, Chicago.

—Departure from New York of Smith's European
"Tour.

AUGUST.
4.—Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha

Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y. Ad-
dress Fred Bronner, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

20-21.—New York State Division Meet at Rochester.

SEPTEMBER.
5.—Rhode Island Wheelmen's Tournament at Nar-

ragansett Park, Providence.
7-8.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn.
12.—Second Fifteen Mile Team Road Race of the

Wheelmen's Racing League.
jg_ig.—Third Annual Tournament of the Peoria Bi-

cycle Club. Address Fred Patee, Peoria,
III.

13-

15-16-

16-17.

17

27.

26-27,

3-4

4

13-14
i6-i7'

22-23

24-25,

29,

NEW HAVEN BICYCLE CLOB TOURNAMENT.
Annual Spring Meet of Conn. Div. L.A. W., New
Haven, Conn., Monday, June 8th.

$1,000 in valuable prizes. Entries close Monday, June
ist, with E. J. Perkins, Secretary, 173 Olive St., New
Haven Conn.

THE IRVINGTON-MILBURN ROAD
RACE.

A meeting of the executive committee who have in
charge the details of this race was held on Tuesday
evening last at the house of the Brooklyn Bicycle
Club.
Considerable discussion was held over the question

of time limits, some members of the committee hav-
ing changed their minds since the last meeting, but
they were left unchanged, and pneumatics will be
penalized four minutes and cushion tires one minute,
while the time limit, that is, the largest handicap
given will be twelve minutes.

THE COURSE COMMITTEE'S REPORT.
Mr. W. A. Drabble, President of the Atalanta

Wheelmen, made an excellent report on the course.
It had been announced that there existed a deal of ob-
jection to the race being held over the Irvington-Mil-
burn course.it being particularized that Mr. G. Carle-
ton Brown, who has done so much for the roads of New
Jersey, was making special efforts to have the race
interfered with. Mr. Drabble interviewed the Board
of Freeholders of Essex County, the ex-Mayor of
Irvington and a number of residents along the course,
and all agreed that no attempt had been made to stop
the race, and as far as they knew no steps would be
taken to interfere with it. The Board of Freeholders
were of the opinion that the race was in fact desired
by all the residents in the vicinity, but that training
and racing over the course on Sunday, especially in
the costumes which the racing men used, was looked
upon with great disfavor, and any man caught train-
ing or racing over the course would be arrested in
future, except on the dav of the race. A reporter of
the Newark Sicnday Call also circulated a petition,
and every resident except one along the five mile
stretch of the course signed the petition in favor of
holding the race there. Mr. Drabble was instructed
to obtain permission from the police authorities, so
that if the race is held on this course, as it undonbt-
edly will be, it will be run under police protection
and no one can interfere with it

It is but fair to state that Chief Consul Brown, if he
has e.xerted his influence against the race, and that is

merely based on rumor, has been guided by his great
interest in the New Jersey Division and by his inter-
est in highway improvements, as he believes that
racing on the roads will detract from the success of
his plans for building systems of new roads through-
out New Jersey.
Three special time prizes will be offered for this

year ; one for the best actual time on a pneumatic-
tired wheel, one for the best time on a cushion-tired
wheel and one for the best time on a solid-tired wheel.
A number of entries have already been received,

and the list will close on May 20. It will be limited to
100 men. Among the entries already received are the
names of C. E Kluge and Harry Hall. The handicaps
will be allotted by F. P. Prial.
The entry blank is published below, and intending

competitors cannot forward their entries too soon.
A number of prominent firms have contributed
prizes, and altogether the outlook for a great race
this year is very bright.

The road race at St. Louis on May 23 is for a distance
of 17'/^ miles over the Forest Park course. Pneumat-
ics will be penalized three minutes, and safeties and
cushions classed on equal basis. Standard prizes
will be offered for the event, and a large entry list is

expected.

T. A. EDGE ON TRAINING.

T. A. Edge, the well-known English racing man
and editor of British Sport, in a seasonabl-e article on
"How Athletes Train," says that it is necessary that
any man who performs athletic feats should train.
It is the untrained man who, when attempting tasks
which only trained athletes should undertake, injures
himself. An untrained man not only feels the effects
of violent exercise during a contest of physical en-
durance, but his system may be so seriously tasked
that he never recovers. To undergo severe e.xertion
when not "fit" must be injurious, and it is the foolish
man who undertakes such trials and who makes the
carpers argue that all athletic contests are bad.
Therefore one golden rule should be observed—never
enter any athletic contest without being in condition.
Such condition can only be obtained by gradual
work or training.
" Most men know that the old system of training is

extinct," says Mr. Edge. "So popular have all sports
and pastimes become that those ignorant professors
have passed away who killed their man to get him
fit (?), who trained by rule of thumb, and who insisted
upon each man doing a set amount of work without
due regard to his physique. Each athlete requires
different treatment. The amount of training which
the corpulent man should do would, if indulged in by
the spare individual, place the latter in his grave.
In the old days many men who, if trained judiciously,
would have become champions, ' knocked under ' to
the hard work they were 'put through' by the old
professional trainer. Then again, the time which
men require to get in condition varies. Some men
take months of hard work ;

others can be brought to
the post 'fit' in a month or five weeks.

" If it is possible for the athlete to live out of town,
all the better. A bracing atmosphere—the seaside
air—suits some ; others do better in the country. The
man who lives in the unhealthy atmosphere of our
towns must necessarily be at a disadvantage. But
all are not so favored that they can live where they
like. Now, after having settled your abode you want
to cleanse your system. If you have been living a
steady life, physic will only be required in small
doses. If, on the other hand, you have been accus-
tomed to generous living, j-ou will require more.
Mild rhubarb or vegetable purifying pills are good.
This physic will loosen the internal fat and improve
your wind. About three doses will be sufficient, at
intervals of four or five days.
" With respect to drinking intoxicating liquors and

smoking, if you have been accustomed to indulge in

these luxuries, then I do not advise them to be discon-
tinued at once. Reduce your drink if possible to that
taken at meals; also make fewer, gradually, the
number of pipes of tobacco and cigars you smoke.
Turkish or very hot baths are good, and I always
fancy are more beneficial if taken a week after the
athlete has commenced work. They then not only
take away all stiffness, but open the pores thoroughly
and complete the good effect of the first week's exer-
cise. I may say I am not a believer in hard work
early in the morning

;
neither do I believe in the ath-

lete rising too early, particularly if he has not been
accustomed to early rising. It is much better for the
majority of amateurs not to alter their method of
living, except to eschew eating and drinking any-
thing unwholesome. The object of a trainer is to try
and make the work palatable, not to disgust his man
with a number of unnecessary, useless, and many
times injurious rules."

The Brooklyn Bicycle Club will hold two track
events during the next two months, a one-mile ordi-
nary and a one-mile safety. The prize for each is a
gold medal for first place and silver for second. A
gold medal is offered to the member making the
greatest number of miles during 1891. A combination
gold and silver medal will be given to the member
making the second best record, while silver medals
will be given to every rider of the club making a 1,000

miles or better.

Entry Blank for the Irvington-Milburn Road Race.

Application No.- Competitor JVo.

XHIRD ANNUAL
TWENTT-FIYE MILE RO/ID RACE,

Decoration Day, May 30, 1891.

3 g
' Dated, iSgi.

1 (£ To A. B. BARKMAN, 241 Broadway, New York.

i _: Dear Sir—Enclosed please find $1.00 entrance fee in above race, and I hereby

5 £ certify that my best times are as follows :

° Z 5 Miles 'it

e|^ 10 " "

ri| 20 " '. "

tS S 25 " "
5. - a
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* Name

BO '2 °°

"S S .- Address

^1:

Ill Club

^ 5 !: Club Address •

&O..S REMARKS.
? « 2
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THE RICHFIELD SPRINGS ROAD
RACE.

One of the most attractive and interesting road
races of the season will be held at Richfield Springs,
N. Y., under the auspices of the Waiontha Bicycle
Club, on August 4, over the i2j^ mile course around
the picturesque Canadarago Lake ; distance, 50 miles.
The committee in charge of the contest announce
that if hard work, a fine course and fine prizes will
aid in making a road race a success, this should be a
"howling" one. The course is familiar to many of
the crack road riders, and is pronounced to be one of
the finest in the State. Last year Van Wagoner rode
over the course the day before the race in 45 minutes,
although it was in a muddy condition. In the race he
also made excellent time. This has satisfied every
one that this road is well fitted for contests of speed,
and so the club intends to make the '91 race the ban-
ner one of the season. In addition to several valuable
special prizes for record, time, etc., fifteen regular
prizes will be offered. The programme and lists are
now in press, and may be had on application in a few
days. The committee having the race in charge is

composed of August Kinne, chairman, S. S. Celler
and D. A. Bierman. The race will be handicapped
by F. P. Prial.

THE ROME CYCLISTS' ROAD RACE.

The Rome Cyclers (N. Y.) held their second annual
handicap road race on Saturday afternoon last, and
the result proved somewhat of a surprise. The start
was witnessed by about 500 people and about an
equal number saw the finish at Riverside Park. A
number of riders met with accidents on the way and
did not finish. Following is the result :

bJ5 .

I—C. G. Millor
2—W. McGunnis . .

.

3-WillOlney
4—R. VanDyke
5—W. H. Maxham.
6—G. L. Prescott. .

.

7—E. S. Yarwood..
8—H. Burnett
*—W. A. Parker. . .

.

*—Oliver Stovey. .

.

*—Will Noonan
*—Geo. Whitehead
*—C. B. Rowland..

bo be

•a tB ^E
5Eh .St^

K t/5
fe

M. S. H. M. S. H. M. S.

6 — 4 24 — 4 58 47
7 — 4 23 — 5 00 25

3 13 4 27 47 5 02 03
6 — 4 24 — 5 02 27

15 — 4 15 — 5 02 27

4 — 4 26 — 5 03 —
I 10 4 28 52 5 03 20
2 30 4 27 30 5 05 19
sc'h. 4 30 —
6 30 4 23 30
2 30 4 22 30
3 22 4 26 40

7 32 4 22 30

Pi^

M. S.

34 47

37 25

34 15

38 27

47 12

37
—

34 3°

* Did not finish.

HILL CLIMBING AT EAGLE ROCK.

The record of 7m. 37 2-5S. for climbing Ragle Rock
hill, made by Greenwood several years ago, is un-
doubtedly destined to be lowered before many weeks
pass. On Sunday of last week Frank Brock, of the
Atalanta Wheelmen, made a most creditable attempt
to change the figures, and but for the fact that the
hill is in a state of repair on the steep incline near the
summit, where he became very nearly stalled, he
would have succeeded. As it was he reached the top
curve in 7m. 20s., and the point around the bend at
the summit, which is considered the regulation stop-
ping place, in ym. 53 2-5S.

On Sunday last Wm. Van Wagoner also made an
effort to annul all previous times, but was unsuccess-
ful. Rain caused him to postpone the trial until
afternoon, and then the point in the road which is

being repaired was heavy and muddy. He made ex-
cellent time until he reached this place, when he was
obliged to dismount. Pring, of the Orange Wheel-
men, passed him by several feet. About fifty riders
were present, the attempt having been well adver-
tised.

THE HARVARD UNIVERSITY C. A.

SPRING MEET.

The second annual Spring meeting of the Harvard
University C. A., on Holmes' Field, Cambridge,
Mass., on Saturday, May 23, will open the racing sea-
son in the East in a most auspicious manner. An at-
tractive list of races are on the programme, as pub-
lished last week, and a large list of entries is confi-
dently expected. The prizes consist of medals struck
from the association's die, and are announced to be
the finest ever offered at a bicycle meet. They are
tasteful in design, of sterling worth and entirely de-
void of cheap display or filagree. Every convenience
has been secured for the competitors in the Carey
Building, where dressing-rooms will be fitted up, in-
cluding baths. The track is four laps to the mile,
with an excellent surface. Entries close May 16 with
F. L. Olmstead, Jr., 13 Wadsworth House, Cambridge,
Mass. Pee, $1.00. For further particulars see adver-
tisement in another eolumn.

The Tioga Athletic Association, of Philadelphia,
will hold a race meet on their new track at Westmore-
land June 9. The following list of events has been
arranged: One mile safety novice, two mile tandem
handicap, one mile ordinary, open; one mile safety-
3.30 class ; one mile safety, 3.00 class ; two mile ordin-
ary handicap, half mile safety, one mile safety, 3.15
class

;
quarter mile ordinary dash, one mile safety

handicap, one mile, 3.00 class ; one mile safety, open.

THE RAINBOW WHEEL.

What a beautiful sight

!

Millions of drops alight
On the telegraph line,
And glitter and shine
As the rays of the sun
Light them up one by one,
Till a long chain of splendor,
Pure, clear-cut and slender,

Is hung from the wire
In diamond fire !

Then, thro' the sheen,
There may be seen

—

Low bending,
Soft blending

—

Bright prism dyes
Across the skies.
And a meaning clear,
And a meaning dear

Comes in, to make us feel
The glory of i/ie wheel

!

C. S. W. FOR The Wheel.

AGAINST SUNDAY RACING.

Editor of The Wheel ;

I feel sure I am echoing the feelings of all wheelmen
of respectable organizations when I ask the favor
through your valuable columns to protest against
the very objectionable feature of road racing in rac-
ing costume on Sundays. It has the effect of making
us be looked upon in country places, where we had
hitherto been warmly welcomed, as a lot of hoodlums,
bent only on turning out of city haunts to spend Sun-
day in riot and rowdyism in the near-by country.

It has taken years to remove the prejudice which
existed in the minds of country folks against cyclists,
and to enlist their co-operation and good fellowship,
and we are just now getting to that point where
cycle riders are respected where they properly con-
duct themselves and respect others, and it would be
a pity if such disgraceful proceedings as are to be
seen on many country roads in the vicinity of New
York should be allowed to undo the good work already
accomplished. J. H. R.

RALRANHES IN THE SOUTH.

THE BANKER & CAMPBELL CO.

The ordinary is still championed in Jackson, Miss.
A young man who had just purchased a new Victor
said to me: "Why, I would not give it for all the
safeties made, and I can go where they cannot follow
me, too." Just the same, though, the safety is in
Jackson, also, and more are going, so that probably
in a little while its streets will be the scene of more
than one contest between the old style and the new.
I saw also in Jackson, standing inside a room, a
beautiful new Columbia ladies' safety. Isn't that
progress ?

At Mobile, Ala., I could not but pity the few wheel-
men struggling to give the sport a stronger foothold
than it yet has in that low down, sandy and shanty
town. The authorities are laying a block-wood
pavement in several of the streets, which the cyclists
welcome, but they are denied the use of a seven
mile sand papered shed road along Mobile Bay, be-
cause "the horses might get scared." I didn't see a
horse that I thought would scare a.t anything. As an
incidence of life in Mobile, I recall my trip on the
"elevated" out to their park. I would have pre-
ferred a wheel ride, but that was impossible. It was
a five-cent two-mile ride in a car that looked like a
cast-away truck box car, with the sides knocked
out, and old park benches used for seats. The motive
power consisted of two ancient mules, and they were
driven by a colored boy, perhaps eleven years old.
The conductor was a Georgia cracker. A part of his
duty is to keep the dust along the street settled by
squirting tobacco juice on it. I said to him : "Those
mules don't seem to care whether the boy whips
them all the time or just occasionally." "No," he
answered, "they'se yoost to it; they doesn't mind
hit at all." Just then the conductor looked around
and saw a boy running after the car. He pulled the
bell (its tone was sweet as a $150 Bevin) and the train
(!) stopped. The boy had ran nearly a block, and,
like a bursted pneumatic, he was out of wind. Mount-
ing the car he asked the conductor to change him a
dollar, and after that tobacco slobbering Georgian,
who performed the triple duty of sprinkling streets,
conducting a street car, and running a bank, had
counted out the requisite amount of change, he said
tome: "I'se often glad to git rid of these nickels,
they gits so heavy in my pocket," and elevating one
side of his mouth he gave a twist to his tongue and
shot a soup ladel full of freshly-chewed tobacco out
at a dog, but the animal saw the shower coming and
escaped.
The passengers (beside the writer) consisted of two

colored children, the oldest one of whom got through
on a half-fare ticket, and the youngest was carried
gratis. About all these children wore were smiles,
and I believe they enjoyed the ride as much as I did,
if not more.
We soon reached the park, and the best feature of

it is the breeze from off the bay, which I enjoyed as
much as any ocean wind that ever cooled my face.
But the breeze would be there even if the park (?)

wasn't, and the wheelmen wouldn't miss it.

RALRANHES.

At the open-air evening games of the Athletic As-
sociation of the Third Regiment, N. G. P., at Fore-
paugh's Park, Philadelphia, Saturday, May 23, begin-
ning at 7.30 p. m., the following events will be run :

One mile safety, one mile ordinary, two mile safety,
two mile ordinary, two mile tandem. The prizes are
gold and silver medals. Entries close May 16 with
Capta:in W. W. Smith, Broad and Wharton ;Streets,
Philadelphia. Fee 50 cents.

We call the attention of the trade to the advertise-
ment of this company. Although they have been in
business a comparatively short time, they are in as
good a way to make a success of the cycling trade as
any firm we can recall. Their wholesale business is
handled at 12 Murray Street, where they have well
fitted-up and well-arranged offices, where they show
an excellent stock of wheels. Their up-town branch
enables them to do repairing, renting, and attend
nicely to their retail trade, while their Brooklyn house
gives them a chance to do an excellent trade in that
city. Since the recent decision which the firm ob-
tained in their favor, their Meteors are being rapidly
tjirned out, and they are about ready to fill orders.

An international race meet will be held at Schren-
nigar, Holland, on May 7.

L. L. Waring, of Nofolk, has been appointed Chief
Consul of Virginia vice Ira B. Wright resigned.

With two exceptions, all the -ministers of Plainfield,
N. J., possess safeties and ride them with skill and
pleasure.

Preparations are being made in Nashville for a
road race open to all wheelmen of Tennessee. A
series of trade races will be held about July 4.

The one mile safety event at the games of the Ber-
keley Athletic Association, at Berkeley Oval, on Fri-
day last, was won by J. R. Crocker, H. Miller second.
Time, 3m. 38 1-5S.

Chairman Randall informs us that there will be
many changes in the racing rules, and that a com-
plete set of the 1891 rules will be published in the
official organ of May 8.

On May 15 the Yonkers Bicycle Club will hold a two
mile road race for ordinaries, starting at 6 p. m. The
club will hold a run to Nyack, Englewood and Tap-
pan on Decoration Day.

The Syracuse Cycling Club will hold a club road
race on May 7 over a straightaway course for a dis-
tance of -]"%. miles and return. On Mav 27 a series of
club races will be run at Kirkwood Park.

The promoters of the Atlantic City tournament
have decided not to hold the event on Decoration
Day, owing to the numerous attractions elsewhere.
It will probably take place some time in June.

The Coventry Machinists' Co., Limited, have built
a thirty-four pound Swift for M. A. Holbein, the
English road champion. The wheel is fitted with
pneumatics, the tread is narrow and the gear 64-inch.

The two-mile scratch event at the Spring games of
the athletic association of the College of the City of
New York on Saturday last was won by E. Spahr, '94;

W. H. Hale, Columbia, '91, second. Time, 6m. 25 2-5S.

The Warwick Perfection Diamond frame has taken
a strong hold on the affections of the "Scorcher's"
division, and there is every indication that "Built on
Honor" will often face the starter occasionally this
season.

The wheelmen of Whitehall, N. Y., are talking
strongly of forming a club. There are nineteen
wheels in the town at present, and the number is
rapidly increasing. W. D. Travis & Son are the
leading local agents.

Eunice Porterfield, of Richmond, Ind., who is form-
ing a ladies' bicycle training class, has issued an
attractive and well-designed invitation to the ladies
of that city in which they are invited to become mem-
bers of the class and learn how to ride.

W. F. Murphy states that if his record on the
Irvington-Milburn course is broken by a hard-tired
machine on Decoration Day, he will immediately
attempt to make a new one. He intends also to ride
against time on the New Rochelle course.

A hundred mile race will be contested at the new
Heme Hill track in which all the English cracks will
compete, and in which all the types of cycles will be
seen. The race will be run in August, and a phenom-
enally fast record will be slated if the weather favors.

President Dunn has accepted the invitation to act
as chief marshal of the parade at the Hagerstown
meet, and has appointed as his aids Messrs. Burdett,
Brown, Luscomb, Bassett, Bidwell, Brewster, Hodg-
son, Boyle, Potter, Randall, Perkins, Kirkpatrick,
Lawton, Bull, Robinson, Davis, Griffiths, Atwater,
High, Schever, Perrigo, Gerould and Heard.

About 100 members and guests were present at the
Century Wheelmen's fifth annual dinner, on Monday
evening of this week. The following toasts were re-
sponded to: "My Maryland," Albert S. Mott; "The
Press," Joel Cook ; "The Cycle of the Future," Kirk
Brown; "Sports," R. H. Kain ; "The Associated
Cycling Clubs," W. R. Tucker; "The Ladies," T.
Norman Dixon.

A Notable Ride.

J. Henry Sager, of the firm of Rich & Sager, Roches-
ter, N. Y., made the run from Buffalo to Rochester,
eighty-two miles, in seven hours and a half, actual rid-
ing time, on Wednesday of last week. Mr. Sager was
called to Buffalo on business and took with him a
new Common Sense Hickory Safety, fitted with cush-
ion tires, and, finding that the machine behaved well
on the road, decided to ride to his home on it. He
started at 5.30 a. m., carrying a valise and luggage
weighing ten pounds, and reached his destination at
3.30 p. m. He stopped half an hour at Lancaster for
breakfast, one hour at Batavia on business and one
hour for meals. The run is considered noteworthy
for the reason that the roads were in a horrible con-
dition. The State road east of Batavia was impas-
sable for almost any vehicle, which compelled him ta
take a roundabout road six miles out of his way.
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THE BIDWELL CYCLE COMPANY

OBTAINS CONTROL OF THE

THOMAS TIRE.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for

The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Law-
yer, Washington, D. CI

When Mr. Featherstone. obtained control of the

Dunlop Tire for this country, it was heralded

throughout the trade as the most important deal ever

made in the cycling business. The threats and

counter-threats of litigation, however, and the un-

certain position of the the inflated tire patents

rathertarnished the lustre of the deal; but here we

have a trade which is absolutely certain in its details,

and which gives promise of bringing a speedy deter-

mination of the pneumatic tire problem.

A diplomat, representing the George R. Bidwell

Cycle Co., has been hovering about the purlieus of

Chestnut Street for the past week, confabbing with

Mr. Sullivan and others representing the Thomas

Inflatable Tire Company. On May 5 a contract was

signed between the Thomas Inflatable Tire Co. and

the Bidwell Cycle Co., by which the Bidwell Com-

pany secured exclusive control of the Thomas

Pneumatic Tire for the United States, and the Thomas

Company have bonded themselves to protect the

Bidwell Co. from all litigation. It is also stated as

an important fact that certain correspondence was

shown to the Bidwell Cycle Co., which seems to have

convinced them that no litigation will occur between

any maker of the Thomas Tire and the makers of

other tires.
*

Under the terms of the contract, the Bidwell Cycle

Co. are to manufacture pneumatic tires under the

Thomas patents, and will also license other bicycle

makers to have pneumatic tires made under these

patents. The Bidwell Co. have also made arrange-

ments to manufacture the tire on a large scale, their

factory to be located within a few blocks of the Bid-

well building. Mr. Bidwell informed a representa-

tive of The Wheel that within a month he will be

able to supply tires in large quantities. We quote

from Mr. Bidwell's conversation :

" We have had an expert working on the tire for

some time, and we believe we are in a position to

announce that it will be free from any of the defects

attributed to pneumatic tires, and we are confident

that we can make the pneumatic entirely prac-

ticable. We are now preparing a descriptive

circular which will fully explain the construction

of the tire, and show its superiority over other

tires of this character that have been placed on the

market. We shall manufacture the tire and sell it at

a reasonable price to any manufacturer or importer

of bicycles, and in a case where a manufacturer's

output is large enough, we shall grant a shop right.

By this means we will be able to place the pneumatic

in the hands of cyclists, and in some measure supply

the undoubted demand for an inflated tire."

The first order for the tire was placed with the Bid-

well Cycle Co. by the Banker & Campbell Co.

451,477. Tire for cycles. Francis Gleason, Philadel-
phia, Pa. Filed October 3, 1890.

451,388. Velocipede. Eugene Worms and Alexan-
dre S. Zwierzchowski, Paris, France. Filed Novem-
ber 24, 1890.

,

MR. ELLIOTT "SEES" A GENTLE-
MAN FROM TEXAS.

DON SALAMBO ON THE MAKER AND
THE PURCHASER.

I would not object to discussing the subject of bear-
ings with any practical man who is familiar with
such matters and does not have to rely on hearsay
for his authority. The only answer I care to make to

the gentleman from Texas is in the form of an old

story

:

Scene—A colored prayer meeting, or, more cor-

rectly, a prayer meeting conducted by colored people
(though I believe most of them deny having been col-

ored and prefer to admit that they were " born so ").

The old preacher was exhorting the " brederin " to

do their duty, when from an upturned mouth in the

rear of the church there arose a petition that was evi-

dently intended to attract the attention of those pres-

ent, even if they didn't allow it to go any further.

The petitioner was well known for his extreme ignor-
ance, but was very much in earnest, and, having
closed his eyes, acted on the country merchant's ad-

vice, "if you don't see what you want ask for it."

'The aged preacher listened to the disconnected har-
angue as long as he could stand it, and then said :

" IJrudder Boles, hadn' you better let some one pray
what's better 'quainted wid de Lord ?"

THE ORMONDE COMPANY OPEN A
NEW YORK BRANCH.

E. J. Willis, of the Ormonde Cycle Co., who has
been in this country several weeks in the interest of
his company, has decided after thoroughly looking
over the field to open a branch house in this city in

order to properly meet the rapidly increasing Ameri-
can trade. Quarters have been secured at 25 Murray
Street, which will be under the management of
George S. MacDonald, formerly with Keefe & Becan-
non, and arrangements are being rapidly made to
handle the Ormonde in large quantities.
Several new styles of wheels will be placed on the

market, the principal one being the Model B, a hand-
some light, double diamond-framed wheel, which
should become a a very popular mount.
Particular attention will be given to furnishing

a large supply of pneumatics, a heavy lot are now
on the way. The company has brilliant pros-
pects before it, orders already having begun to pile
up. Mr. Willis is so favorably impressed with the
future of cycling in this country that he has decided
to manufacture machines here, and plans for a fac-
tory are already under way. Attention is called to
the company's announcement in our advertising
columns.

Messrs. Keeler & Dennison, the Mason City bicycle
dealers, write :

" We hereby subscribe to The Wheel,
which we consider one of the best mediums of
cycling." The firm is also good enough to enclose us
the names of riders in MasonCity, Clear Lake, Charles
City, Rockwell, Sheffield, and other Iowa towns, all of
whom have received sample copies of The Wheel.

The managers of the Hagerstown meet have decided
to add to their racing programme some heat and team
races, a part of which will be open to the athletic
clubs and a part open to Maryland riders only.

HUMBER CYCLE IMPORTING CO.'S

CATALOGUE.

This firm, which was recently organized for the
purpose of handling Humber cycles, have a fine store
at 285 Wabash Avenue, Chicago. The manager of the
company is Horace Bell. The company are handling
several styles of Humber safeties, including Humber
Light Roadster No. i, weighjt 38 lbs., stripped, 32 lbs.;

Yf, and % tires geared to 56 and 62 inches
;
price $135 ;

cushion tires, $150 ; suspension tires, $160
;
pneumatic

tires, $170.
Humber Light Roadster safety, same as No. i, ex-

cept that it has pneumatic tires and band brake,
price $175.
Humber Ladies' safety, weight 34 lbs ; 28-inch

wheels; % tires geared to 51 inches ; with solid tires,

$140 ; cushions, $155 ; suspension tires, $65 ;
pneumatic

tires, $175.
Humber Racing safety, to order, weighing 17 to 25

lbs.; solid tires, $150; pneumatic tires, $185.
Humber ordinary, price $135.
Humber Racing ordinary, with solid tires, $140;

pneumatic tires, $175 ; weight 17 to 25 lbs.

The company also carry a complete line of every-
thing necessary to fill a cyclist's wants, from an oil

can to a baby carrier.
They also follow the commendable idea of publish-

ing a list of the cycling papers.

Holland & Havener's '91 Catalogue.
Messrs. Holland & Havener have issued a most

ambitious catalogue this year. The cover is made of
fine parchment, through which shows the frontis-
piece, which is the best portrait we have seen of
Willie Windle. Windle, who lives but a few miles
from Worcester, is well known in that city ; he is

also very friendly with this concern The catalogue
also contains a complete record of Windle's perform-
ances, the most complete we have ever seen.
Holland & Havener, who have an e.xcellent store on

the main street in Worcester and right in the best
business block in the city, handle Columbias, Victors,
Hartfords, Credendas, Giants and a line of cheaper
safeties. They also have a number of specialties in

cycle sundries, including their bicycle hoist, trouser
guard, bicycle enamel and other specialties.

M. V. LIVINGSTON CO.'S AFF.-VIRS.

The affairs of this company have been placed in the
hands of two trustees, Messrs. Forbes, of Westboro,
and Maars, of Boston. The majority of the creditors
have agreed to these gentlemen handling the business
of the company for the next six months, and they will
make all disbursements and collections. The factory
at Westboro has been started again, and the employ-
ees were paid off all their accounts on Monday last.

It is expected that as soon as the present year's busi-
ness is completed, and the 3,000 Bronchos which are
under construction have been marketed, that some
new capital will come into the concern, and that the
company will go into business more extensively than
it has in the past. It is even stated that the company
will make a diamond frame safety, driven by the
cogwheel and chain principle.

George T. Harris, the Syracuse cycle dealer who
now has a store at 121 Jefferson Street, was in town
on Saturday looking up Tourist, Warwick and Psycho
wheels. He obtained half a dozen Tourist's from the
Bidwell Cycle Co., and returned home happy.

The Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co,, of Goshen, Ind., of which
a notice appeared in last week's issue, write that
they will shortly forward us cuts of their new wheels.
Their factory, which is in charge of W. C. Smith, at
one time with the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., and
later with the Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co., is about com-
pletely equipped with a bicycle plant. The company
already have a number of machines in process of
construction. They expect to publish their prospect-
us about the middle-of May.

An Article Tliat Kideis and Makers Sliould

Read.
I took the liberty recently, in these notes, to express

my ideas as to the position the manufacturer took "as

an advertiser, and I want now to supplement those
remarks with a few others as to his position towards
the intending purchaser after he has secured his fav-

orable attention. To begin at the beginning. When
the manufacture of bicycles was first begun m this

country, there was virtually no demand for them
;

they were something to the public unknown, and
hence it could not be expected to have any ideas as to

what form, shape, or weight of wheel it preferred.

The few who had looked favorably upon cycling as a
pastime, were so ignorant of what they wanted or

needed, that if they had been asked what sort of a
wheel they desired, they wonid have summed the

thing up in a reply of " one with iron spokes and a
rubber tire," and truth compels one to say that this

was just about the style of machine the early makers
gave them. But the birth of cycling was followed by
its almost instant growth to manhood ; around it

sprang up a literature of its own ;
riders multiplied

faster than makers, and from every quarter came the

cry for wheels, and those manufacturers early in the
sport found themselves lifted on a tidal wave of suc-

cess, which landed them far above high water mark
upon the golden sands of prosperity. What was the
consequence? Did they go on seeking to cater to the
popular demand in style and structure of their

wares? Did they make use of native or toreign in-

genuity to lead the world in making bicycles, as the

Americans are wont to boast they do in everything
else? No, indeed, they did not. They acted towards
the public as the far-famed Western hotel proprietor

did, who gave Hobson his choice of eating bean soup
or of leaving the table. They said to the rider take
what we offer you or leave it, it matters not to us.

From almostthe inception of cycling here the demand
of riders has been for light wheels, and the position

of the manufacturer has been opposed to them.
Finally foreign makers answered this, and our own
makers, to protect themselves, turned out a road
wheel as light, as perfect, and as rigid as any in the

world, but only when they were driven to it by com-
petition, not before. Read the history of American
cycling, and see if ever one of our manufacturers
originated any of the many improvements that have
marked the history of wheeling in the past ten years,

and you will find that all of the features of machine
and finish that have made cycling successful were
first tried and demonstrated abroad, and after they
prospered there, and the foreign makers began to
eat into the mince pie of domestic demand, that
then, and then only, did our own manufacturers
begin to adopt the improvements. Did they not say
that it was impossible here to m^ke or use light ordi-
naries, and did they not force us ride wheels weigh-
ing a pound to each inch of wheel until foreign makers
counseled them to do otherwise ? Of course they did.
When th#"Kangaroo" type of safety created a furore
and sounded the birth of the present safety boom, did
not our manufacturers pooh-pooh the idea of them
and declare that they were failures, yet afterwards
make them for us, but only when forced to ? Certainly
no one can deny this who knows anything about the
subject. Then came the "Rover," the true and per-
fected type of safety, and it, like all other improve-
ments, found birth and favor first abroad, and in its

turn was cried down by home makers until the rising
tide of popular clamor drove them once again to
change their tune or be swamped. All of this brings
us to-day by eliminating from this hurried review all

minor claims and allowances that makers here will
demand and merit. Now the public has for several
years occupied the position of that of the instructor,
and our makers, I am sorry to say, that of the sulking
school-boy who stubbornly refuses to learn ; and this
intelligent public—for mark you, my readers, the
cycling public of to-day is intelligent—demands that
they have wheels that are not hindered with twenty
or more pounds of needless weight. Does the maker
hearken to them ? No, indeed ; true to his principles
in the past, he says he cannot build a safety that will
stand wear and tear unless it weighs from fifty to
sixty pounds, and this he continues to declare even in
the face of the fact that foreign makers are putting
wheels on this market weighing from thirty-two to
thirtjr-eight pounds, which do stand just as well as
our home made fifty-pounders do. True, light wheels
may cost the manufacturer more to make, but that
surely is not the reason our makers do not give them
to us ! To still further carry out this view of the
home trade. Last year the entire cycling world was
astonished as it has never, perhaps, been before, by
the success of the pneumatic tire, and look at the way
our makers meet the improvement. By attempting
to cry it down ; by offering something " just as good "

in the shape of a cushion, which en passant is not, and
never will be the peer of the pneumatic. True, the
latter is yet in the crude and experimental stage, but
have our makers endeavored to perfect it ? No, they
have not ; they have contented themselves, as usual,
with first declaring it to be a " fad," and then grudg-
ingly admitting that it has "some merit," and then,
as formerly, going in to force the public to take
cushions and enlarged solids in its place. When
pneumatics have grown to be an old story abroad
and our riders have as usual turned there for relief,
then, and then only, will the manufacturer awake
and "get a move on himself ;" but until such a time
it is useless to expect any help from him. To sum
the whole thing up : The public want light wheels,
and they want, or will want, pneumatic tires; and
what is more they will get them, too. The manufac-
turer is no longer a dictator; he is strangling the
goose that lays the golden eggs by combating, in-
stead of meeting, popular demand. He is affording
openings for rival concerns to enter the field and
wrest from him a share of the gold mine he now
owns. Is this policy or good business? I am certain
it is not. Surely the manufacturer must read the
handwriting on the wall now, as he has so often been
forced to do in the past, so why not come out now and
give the public what it has a right to demand from
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him, i. e., a light weight, modern wheel, and not wait
until as of yore the club of public opinion has been
used to knock him off the perch of his fancied su-

premacy? Perhaps he will do so, but I very much
doubt it. D6n Salambo.

Sterling Elliott is about to dispose of the machinery
business in which he has been engaged for several
years past, as he intends to devote his entire plant at

Newton to the manufacture of Hickory bicycles. It

is not generally known that Mr. Elliott invented some
specialties which, if they have not secured him a for-

tune, have at least made him known in his own special
line as an ingenious man. The principal machine
which he sold was the Elliott Pamphlet Stitching Ma-
chine. This machine was the first machine which
ever superseded hand work for stitching purposes.
Shortly after it was perfected, however, binders com-
menced to use wire instead of twine stitching, and
this largely injured the value of the invention.

Messrs. Colyer & Co., the well-known tailors of
Newark, N. J., are making a specialty of bicycle
suits and uniforms this year. They are prepared to
furnish low rates to clubs.

The Union Cycle Mfg. Co. have decided to place
their advertising in the hands of an expert, whom
they will employ steadily at their factory.

The Cooperstown Bicycle Agency, which controls
the Victor output in Otsego County, N. Y., is booking
many orders, and report that there will be a large
increase in both gentlemen and lady riders in that
vicinity this season.

According to an Indianapolis paper, Adolph
Schmuck climbed the Michigan hill on an Eclipse
safety last week, a hill which a number of old wheel-
men failed to ascend last Summer. The impression
had by some riders that the handle-bar of the Eclipse
is too light is erroneous. The manufacturers say
that not one has ever broken, nor even sprung out of
shape. The wheel seems to stand right up to the
work, whether on rough roads or climbing hills.

Over twenty-five machines are in use in Indianapolis.

Messrs. Charles A. Persons, one of the travelers for
the Livingstone Cycle Co., and George P. MuUer, of
New York, left by rail on Thursday night for Chicago.
After spending several days in that city they will
mount their wheels and ride through Incliana, Ken-
tucky, Louisiana, and on through to New Mexico.
Notes of their journey awheel through this interest-
ing country will appear in The Wheel.
Messrs. Keeler & Dennison, of Mason City, la., are

developing quite a trade in cycling in Mason City,
Clear Lake, Charles City, Rockwell, Sheffield, and
other neighboring towns.

A. G. Gruendler, who has been a repairer at the
Pope Mfg. Co.'s factory, at Hartford, for the past
eight years, has left that concern.

Banker Brothers, who have stores at Pittsburg and
Allegheny City, did $4,000 worth of busine^ in April,
an excellent showing for a retail firm.

Henry A. Cain, of Philadelphia, has recently put
upon the market an attachment for bicycles in the
shape of a watch-holder. By means of the device a
time piece can be carried in such a position that the
dial can at all times be readily seen by the rider, and
it is secured from jolting by an ingenious combina-
tion of springs.

The fine weather of the past couple of weeks has
done much toward bringing the cyclers out in full
force. Many of them are changing their old wheels
for this year's patterns, and the sales of wheels to
new riders far exceeds the record of former years up
to May. Messrs. Howard A. Smith & Co , of Newark,
whose advertisement appears on page 348, is one of
the leading cycle dealers in New Jersey, and in the
line of sundries they cannot be excelled.

The attention of the trade is called to the adver-
tisement of an Englishman who wishes to place him-
self with some important American concern as a
manufacturing superintendent or other managing
capacity.

Charles Hampson, a salesman for J. E. Poorman, of
Cincinnati, sold several wheels and collected about
$500 in Connersville, Indiana, recently and then ab-
sconded. He had been in the employ of Mr. Poorman
for about a year, and on two or three former occa-
sions had been caught in small dishonest transac-
tions.

On May 18 a run will be made by a party of Provi-
dence wheelmen from that city to Boston, stopping at
Highlandville to visit the Union Cycle Company's
factory.

A safety fitted with the Tillinghast patent pneumat-
ic tire is expected to be ready for trial in a week or
ten days.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 Words 35 cents
Two Insertions 40 *'

New Tork Bicycle Companf, Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th
Street, N. ¥. New and Second-Hand Machines. Choice
assortment. Prices reasonable. Wheels to rent. Cycling
Accessories of all kinds, list of Bargains and Sundries
free upon applicatl<>n. OM mounts takjn In part pay.
ment for New.

TTOR SALE CHEAP—Ivel Tandem in perfect order;
jT best cash offer over $80 takes it. L. W. Beasley,

Kings County Wheelmen, 1255 Bedford Avenue,
Brooklyn. 5-8

T^OR SALE OR EXCHANGE WITH A SAFETY—
-T A 55-inch Columbia Light Roadster, in fine con-

dition; price reasonable. L., 659 Bedford Avenue,
Brooklyn. 5-8

TJpOR SALE—52-inch Eagle, cost $143 ; nearly as
-L good as new, $80; Light Rover Safety, ran 500

miles, $85. John L Young, 911 W. Collins Street,

Joliet, 111. 5-8

WANTED— Second-hand safety in good condition.
Send particulars, price, make, etc., to E. E. B.,

care The Wheel, P. O. Box 444, N. Y. City. 5-22

WANTED—One good wheel builder for new work.
Address Bretz and Curtis Manufacturing Co.,

1702-1704 Broad Street, Philadelphia. s-^S-c

"pSYCHO WHITE DIAMOND, 30 lbs.; perfect con-
'^ dition ; big snap ; a fine dandy. Fred B. Thorp,
379 Washington Avenue, Brooklyn. 5-15

CAFETY BICYCLE in splendid condition at $45 ;^ ordinaries from $15; repairing at moderate prices.

Shannon, 778 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. 5-15

FOR SALE—Humber Tandem Tricycle in perfect
running order, or will exchange for high grade

safety in similar condition. Edward Bull, 16 Ex-
change Place, City. 5-8

TN CANADA—48-inch American Star, good condi-
^ tion, $35, cost $80

;
51-inch Special Star, equal to

new except tires, $100, cost $135. W. E. Saunders,
London, Ontario. 5-15

EXPERIENCED BICYCLE MACHINIST, age 30 ;

ten years' experience in all appertaining to the
business. Address Machinist, Wheel Office. 5-15

pET A NEW MAIL, UNION, HARTFORD, SYLPH^ or Broncho, and trade in that old ordinary that
has caused you so much profanity. Knight Cycle
Co., St. Louis, Mo. t. f. c

LU" CCOTT, attorney and solicitor in patent
-n-' ^ cases; especial attention to bicycles;

Newark, New Jersey ; N. J. headquarters, R. P.
Scott's book, "Cycling Art, Energy and Locomotion.'''

ZOOK, Lititz, Pa., sells, trades, buys cycles, sundries.
Catalogues and second-hand lists. $160 tricycle,

$50. 6-26-c

THIS CONCERNS US.
And it will benefit you. We offer the New Mail,
Union, Sylph, Broncho, Hartford, Joliet and cheaper
machines at easy monthly payments, and take your
old fossil at a fair price. Describe it and state what
you wish to buy. Knight Cycle Co., 207 North Tenth
Street, St. Louis, Mo. t. f.

FOR SALE.—Safety bicycle, hardly used
;
practical-

ly new. F. H. C, P. O. Box 444, N. Y. City.

TWO Columbia Safeties, '90 pattern. Ladies', $110,
and Gentlemen's, $ioo; both almost new. To

anyone sending us five dollars we will ship the
wheels C. O. D. to allow examination. Should you
take one or both after six days trial we will take one
or both back, paying within ten dollars of what you
paid for them, this offer is made simply to show that
they are bargains. Address Wilson Bros., Jewelers,
15 Tremont Row, Boston. t. f. c.

WANTED—A good second-hand Columbia Tricy-
cle in exchange for a new Safety Bicycle, or

will pay cash if price is low. Address, No. 2752, the
"Wheel" office. t. f. c.

pOR SALE—A SI inch Special Star, % nickel, hol-
-*- low frame and rims, roller and ball bearings,
full tangent spokes ; but little used by an old rider.
Address, "Star," Box 59, Bay View Station, Milwau-
kee, Wis. 5-29

pYCLE HIRING, Repairing and Selling Business^ For Sale, with several valuable agencies. Price
with stock of machines $2,000, bargain. Cyclery, 329
Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, Cal. 5-22
pOR SALE.—$78.00, Beautiful Humber Safety,
•L nearly new, all improvements, well nickeled,
very light and strong. G. E. Stubbs, St. James
Church, Madison Ave. and 71st St. 5-22
pOR SALE—Very cheap, 53 inch Columbia Light
-•- Roadster. Also Referee Safety. Address or
call, Hanson, 26 W. 60th St., N. Y. 5-8
pOR SALE—Victor Safety, 1880, good condition,
J- $85 and worth it. C, Box 2826,' P. O., N. Y. City.

S-8

KEEFE $( BECANNON,
157 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Comet, K. & B. Diamond Cycles.

WATCH CHAIN BAB.

Pat. April 15, 1890.

Solid Gold, - $5.50.
I
Gold Filled, 1.25,

No. 119.

Gold Filled Watch Charm
Parts all work, $2.50.

No. 144A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

No. 144B.

League Pin, Solid Gold
with top for letter-

ing, $5.00.

No. 144C.

Same as 144B, except

top.

No. 144D. ,

No. 144E.

Same as 144B, except top.

No. 140.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $2.00.

No. I

Solid Gold.

Enameled, $1.75.

No. 140B.

Solid Gold, Enameled
top for engraving,

$3.00.

No. 199.

Solid Gold, Enameled
bottom plate for en-

graving, $1.75.

In ordering League Pins or Badges which all have

stone in center of wheel, state whether you want

Garnet, Ruby, Sapphire or Emerald Doublet. Use

number of article wanted (no further description

necessary). Will quote special price for 144 pins

with GENUINE DIAMOND or Other stones.

243 Broadway, Room 25, New York.
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SIMPLICITY IN CONSTRUCTION.

STEADY STEERING.

CUSHION TIRES.

EASE IN RUNNING.

BOWN BALL BEARINGS.

NO MALLEABLE.
FULLY GUARANTEED.

Manufactured for us by ^^H. BO'WN) Blrmingfliaiii, Hngland.

ALSO GENERAL AGENTS FOR

Kenwood, Psycho, Referee, and the St. Nicholas wne of Medium Me wheels.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Perfection Bicycle Alarm, Tire Heater, and Bidiell Cyclometer.

GOOD AGENTS DESIRED. SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND TERMS.

^Ik ^ Mk ilk. Mk ^& ^W W ^i^' W ^^ W W

GEO. R. BIDWELL CYCLE CO,

270 to 272 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL. 308 and 310 WEST 59tli ST., HEW YORK.
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The atmosphere is full of uncertainty to those who
have not yet seen or tried UNION WHEELS. They are

waiting to hear something drop ; il won't be the price of

our bicycles however, and it won't be spring frames. The
only thing we can drop just now is the ensuing spring ode :

From out the rider's cellar den,
Forth steals the bicycle,

Full well it knows the moment when
Decamps the icicle.

It's rider's bones to shake and crack
It hastens speedily.

It yearns to whiz along the track
And lap it greedily.

Bright herald of more pleasant times,
Eccentric kicker, we

Can half forgive thy many crimes,
Forget thy trickery.

The survivors will please write for our bicycle catalogue.

nmi) GYGDfi Mm. ca.,

Mr. Stokes, of Chicago, looks after our Western business. HIGHLANDVILLE, MASS.

THE
MOST
POPULAR
MACHINE
IN AMERICA

made by Messrs. J. K. STARI^EY & CO., Ltd., CoTentry, Engrland.

AMONg RIDERS OF THE BEST JUDGMENT.

We carry Seven Styles : Pneumatic, Cushion and Solid

Tires. Light weight, rigidity and beauty.

Gret our Quotations on Sundries.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.
269-27X State Street,

CHICAOO, II.I..
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HGEHTS, HERE «£ HUE PCmii!
With as complete assortment of Wheels as one could wish^ comprising many of our own special

manufacture. It is with pleasure that we announce our acceptance of the New York State Agency for

the celebrated

KFETI
'

^-^ SiAZ^lF=T S. ES. /-^

which are known throughout the WORLD. The following mentiorled machines we pre&ent to the

trade, although at retail we handle all makes

:

Dandy, 24 inch. Cone Bearing, - $25.00 Lone Star, 27 inch. Ball Bearing, - $45.00

King of Road, 27 " « - - 33.00 Outing, No. 1, 26 " Full Ball Bea'g,Cush. Tires 65.00

Pathfinder, 30 " " 45.00 « « 3, 28 " " •• " " 87.50
Lightning, 24 " Ball

Rapid, 26 "

Manhattan, 28 •* *'

Greyhound, 30 " *'

- - 35.00
42.00

- 50.00
60.00

«' " 3,

Gentlemen's Swift

(( «

Ladies' Swift,

30 " " " " " 100.00

, 28 • 40 lbs., - - 135.00

30 " 50 « - - - 135.00

28 *' 40 " - - 135.00

The Swifts we have with cushion or pneumatic tires. Our Bicycle Catalogue will be issued

shortly with full additional information.

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.,
Prices to the Trade quoted on application. 26 WEST 23d STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

" "^Wlvcn uoti a-re tiah^ uo-u cannot ^e too i^abica-E,

^Wc hnovu nyhat i^oc ate taihiwa

voh<iw voQ^ <yau t?vat. the PARAGON

otanb:)^ aloi4C ai> ovi a Uian tyiwacic.

^t ii> ipt'Q'-<i'nu/n<mtt'U tlie BES T^^^ct^'^P'^^

oi cucic corvtyt'cu.cUon on the nvcwhct

to-bau.

S-toue^^ WQ)icuotiiy Sltla. So.^

Sei^b |oi^ Qa^a^toau^c. eF^eepo^^, SHcy.
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rE/lTHER5rONr5 FNEQn/lTIC5
Are now Ibeing sent out in quantities, and agents

will be rapidly supplied. A little more patience

is all that will be necessary before you will be
able to get one of these Pneumatics, after you
have ridden it you will be glad you waited.

When you have received and tried one write and
let us know what you think of it and whether it

does not prove to be all that we claim for it.

SOME OF OUR AGENTS.
Wright & Ditson, Boston, Mass.

SchoYerling, Daly & Gales, New York.

Howard A. Smith & Co., Newark, N.J.

Sweeting Cycle Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Cline Bros., Baltimore, Md.

Capital Cycle Co., Washington, D.C.

Spaulding & Co., Syracuse, N Y.

F. L. Hughes, Rochester, N.Y.

Martin and Stevens, Buffalo, N.Y.

F. L. Fairbairn, Erie, Pa.

Davis, Hunt & Co., Cleveland, 0.

J. W. Grove, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Emil Grah, Toledo, 0.

Chas. Hanauer, Cincinnati, 0.

Prince Wells, Louisville, Ky.

Combs & Roler, Nashville, Tenn.

E. C. Fenner, New Orleans, La.

E. C. Meacham Arms Co., St. Louis, Mo.

A. W. Gump & Co., Dayton, 0.

J. C. Sherwood, Columbus, 0.

Rouse, Hazard & Co., Peoria, HI.

Hodgson Cycle Co., Des Moines, la.

A. H. Perrigo&Co., Omaha, Neb.

Wm. R. Burkhard, St. Paul, Minn.

Snow's Bicycle Agency, Minneapolis,

Julius Andrae, Milwaukee, Wis.

n. fepltherstone,
CLARK AND SIXTEENTH STREETS AND ARMOUR AVENDE, CHICT^GO, IL-L-.

NEWYORKBELTINC&PACKING CO
(LI:M ITEID) .

J. D. CHEEVER, .-Managers. _
F, CAZENOVE JONES.) Secretary. 15 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers in the U. S. of

VULCANIZED RUBBER FABRICS
FOR IVIECHANICAIv F»URF»OSKS.

We are prepared to execute Orders for the ONLY Perfect

>Ol>fCUSHION TIRE«U
AND ANY ARTICLES OF SOFT RUBBER FOR

Patent Applied for.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
This shape can be fitted to a

solid tire wheel.
S. P. Cushion reinforced.
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THE •?• GHRFORD.
•-Mian

WRITE FOR PRICES.

Iiarford Ufg. Co.

HLYRIA, O.
FOR LADIES. FOR GENTLEMEN.

I.

Huai^anlBfid CusMnn Tibhs on Hnllnw Rims.

If you want to keep up with the procession, ride

a wheel made by the

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO., Springfield, Mass,

In Southern Neiv Jersey, Dela^vare and Kastern Pennsylvania,

for the Perfection of Cycles, the

oxjSHiionsr tipies,
PRICE, $135.WARWICK

Bretz & Curtis Manufacturing Co.,

S£KD FOR catalogue:. 1702-1704 N. BROAD ST., Philadelphia, Pa.

^75,000
Given to the Bicyclists of the United States. For some weeks
past we have been advertlslngf "THE SWEETING DIAMOND,"
price $135.00.

We. have met with so much success, being able to see sales
of about 3,000 of this wheel, that we have arranged with the
manufacturers to reduce the list of this wheel to $110.00, thus
giving the bicycUsts of the covmtry $75,000. A liberal discount
to the trade.

SPECIFICATIONS—30-inch wheels, direct spokes, Credenda
cold-drawn weldless steel tube, drop forgings throughout ; ball
bearings all over, including the head ; Garford saddle, tool bag,
wrench and oiler, and the celebrated "Bates" cushion, 1^ inch
tires. Guaranteed in every respect for one year.

SWEETING CYCLE CO.,
Sole Importers, PHII.ADBI.PHIA, Pa.

New York and New Jersey St

Sole Agents for New England :

W. W. STALL, Boston, Mass-
Sole Agents for West and North-West

:

THOS. KANE &. CO., Chicago, III.

I 111 1 V( uiinhdl C ). ltd., 12 Murray St. and 1786 Broadway, N.Y. City, 1311 Bedford Ave., B'klyij
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iP
you will take the trouble to examine and
inquire into the merits of the ECLIPSE
SAFETY BICYCLE, you will conclude it

is the one you want.

The frame is made of material that is guar-
anteed to stand a tensile strain of 80,000 pounds <

to the SQUARE INCH.
Workmanship is first-class in every particular.

The SPRING FORK AND ECLIPSE SAD-
DLE remove all jar.

The machine is elegantly nickel plated, ball

bearing throughout, tangent spokes, and a wheel
that will last you for years.

Do not fail to see the ECLIPSE BEFORE
PURCHASING.

PRICE $100.

Steel Pulley & Machine Works,

mmiii m sole mm,
INDIMNMROLIS, IND.

i i

WEB-CUSHION TIRES.

Ladies' 37 pounds.
Gent's 40 pounds.

Catalogue Beady. Send I

9 » CYCL.BS.
DEALERS AND RIDERS

A close Inspection of the wheels -wo

have to offer Is -what we
want of you.

SOLID TIRES.
Ladies' 34 pounds.
Gent's 37 pounds.

Catalogue Beady. Send t

BAIVKKR & CAMPBKLL CO., Limited,

12 mURRAY SX., T91&W YORK.

X786 BROAD'WAV, TiUyV VORK. 13x1 BEDFORD AVE.. BROOKL.YI^.

THE • GIKNTESS.
A rather large name, at the same time it is by far the most appropriately constructed

wheel ever offered the American, or any other market for that matter, for the use of a lady.

Not that it costs more than the machines manufactured by our respected competitors, for its

list price is only $75.00, about one half the usual retail charge, but it combines, besides the

most approved mechanical appliances to attain ease of running, a perfect spring fork and

frame, by means of which vibration is almost entirely absorbed. We are now filling orders,

somewhat behind to be sure, still, we shall catch up. It will be well, however, to get in your

order early to insure delivery.

H. A. LOZIER & CO., Cleveland, O.
Manufacturers of GIANT SAFETY BICYCL,ES.

INTERESTING TO JERSEY RIDERS.
We are sole agents for Newark and the Oranges, for the complete line of COLrVIUBIA Safeties, Ordinaries, and Tricycles, the Hartford,

and the Lovell Diamond. We also carry the Western Wheel Works' line of medium priced, and Boys' and Girls' Safeties, and a full stock of
parts, sundries and jersey goods. NEW COLrUllIBIAS TO HIRE to responsible and experienced riders. Repairs done reasonably
and well. Wheels bought, exchanged, and sold on instalments or commission.

.A.GrIEN"TS wanted in all Northern New Jersey towns, for the Lovell Diamond, Premium, and Boys' and Girls' Wheels. They
outsell anything at their prices.

"W. E. ELDRIDOE, 499 Broad Street (near D. L. & W. Depot), ITe-WSLrk, N. J.

^WE ^WANT MORK SCAI.PS.
Our assortment of agents scalp-locks Is good—we still have room for more—but this

this time we want to " raise the ha'ar " on the retail customer. Now la the time to buy -we
*yV^®.'^®°'P^*°.^^y^''°°^- Printed matter telling how to " Save Money on Bicycles " fur-
nished free. Don't purchase 'till you read It.

A. ^SV. GU3IP & CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
. B.—Installments If desired.
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SINGBR CYCL-BS
16Tfl YEAR IN AMERICA.

SPECIFICATION.—30 inch wheels speeded to 57

inch (or 54 inch) patent 1 inch wired tires, Singer ball

steering, Singer ball bearings to all running parts, in-

cluding pedals, Singer patent steering lock. Singer

patent detachable crank bracket, weldless steel tube

frame, handle-bar and forks, guard to both wheels and

to chain, brake, foot rests, lamp-holder, best combined

saddle and spring, spanner, etc. , etc. Enamelled, and

with parts plated.

Price $140.

Cushion or Pneumatic Tires to order, extra. ^\

( )

SINQER & CO.,
6 db 8 BerJceley St., Boston, Mass. 2 Astor BEouse^ Broadi^vay, Neiv York.

NEW MAIL

3135,00
Band Brake specially of advantage for Cushion Tires.
English reports mention Band Brake as best for Cushion
Tires.

HANDSOMEST AND BEST

!

DIAMOND ^
FRAME

^ SAFETIES.

HAVE YOU SEEN THE

NEW 1891 PATTERN AT

$100.00
WITH Ct7SHIOI>( TIRHS AND

TANGENT SPOKES.

THE SENSATION OF THE YEAR.

SEND EOR CATAI.OGIJE.

MANUFACTURERS,
3100.00

Best Medium Priced Safety. Look at it

'

Wm. Read & Sons, 1 07 Washington St., Boston,Mass.
H. C. SQUIRES, 178 BROADWAY, NEW YORK AGENT.
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PUBLISIIE© EVERT FRIDAY MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

Single Copies, - -

Foreign Subscriptions,

$1.00 a year
5 Cents

- 10s. a year

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

COPT SHOrLD BE RECEIVED BY TUESDAY BIORKIi\G.

LATE COPY RECEIVED UNTIL WEDNESDAY MORNING.

CHANGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE RECEIVED BY

TUESDAY MORNING TO INSURE INSERTION.

SPECIAl ADVERTISING MATTER RECEIVED UNTIL THURS-

DAY NOON.

ADVERTJSING RATES ON APPLICATION.

^ FOREIGN BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE,
W. S. SMITH,

3 St. Bride Street, London, E. C, England.

F. P. PRIAL,
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,

P. O. Box 444, 243 BROADWAY,
New YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

respectfully requested to examine its contents and
give us their patronage^ and asfar as is convenient,

aid in circulating the journal, and extend its in-

fluence in the cause which it so faithfully serves

Subscription price, $/. 00per year.

A Convincing Statement.

Mr. George McDonald, manager of the Ormonde
Cycle Co., permits us to H»e this statement: "As
soon as our company determined to establish an
American branch, they placed a page announce-
ment in ' The "Wheel ' of May 8, and the result
has been t'wenty-flve or thirty letter.s each day,
although the firm advertised in no othermedium.
The letters were from all parts of the country,
and were largely from bicycle agents, from whom
we have already taken many orders."

ONE-HALF of the cycling- instructors of this

country are lax in their duties. They teach
their pupils how to ride, mount, dismount and

turn a corner and forthwith declare them graduates,
whereas a little education in the matter of correct

form and position, the proper adjustment of saddle
and handle-bar, the absurdity and ungracefulness of

long cranks and high gears for ladies, et cetera,

should be rightfully made a part of the instruction,

and would do much towards favorably impressing an
over-squeamish public and making scarce the army
of jayish, arms-akimbo, kangaroo-looking beginners
who annually make their appearance in the parks and
on the roads about this time of the vear.

EXTORTIONATE toll charges should merit the

attention of the League officials.

A ride from Jeffersonville to Charleston, Ind.,

and return, a distance of some ten or fifteen miles

costs a wheelman forty cents in toll, in addition to

which the Louisville riders, who use the road con-

siderably, must pay the cost of ferriage—in all quite

a nice little sura during the course of a season. It

seems akin to extortion.

We believe that it was in a Chicago suburb where
not long since the residents "riz up" and quietly

abolished toll on their own account by setting fire to

the toll-gate and house. This is a certain but risky

remedy.

GOOD NIGHT!

At last the sun is gone.
The gentle night-bird's song

Fills all the air.
I do not care

Again to mount the wheel.
But as the shadows steal,

Watch the soft darkness grow.
One solitary crow

Drops, silhouette, across the sight

;

I swing my cap and call Good Night

!

(Echo, Good Night!)
—C. S. W., for The Wheel.

STEEL TUBING.

THE DUTY ON STEEL TUBING. A
PLANT TO BE ESTABLISHED IN
THIS COUNTRY.

Many makers, agents and riders are in the dark
concerning the tariff provisions as they effect the

steel tubing, which plays so important a part in the

make-up of bicycles, and which cuts so large a figure

in the construction account. The tubing is imported
from England. The heaviest makers are the Cre-

denda Company, who manufacture at Birmingham.
The difficulty of having orders for steel tubing

promptly filled and the high price of the material have
been a source of much delay, annoyance and loss to

nearly every American maker. This season, even at

the present moment, it is almost impossible for the

makers to promptly obtain the tubing they need. A
representative of The Wheel recently investigated

the subject of the duty on tubing and the possibility

of Americans making their own tubing and the re-

sult is here published.

THE DUTY.

The revised tariff provided by the McKinley bill
went into effect on October i, 1890. The duty on bicy-
cles was raised from 35 to 45 per cent. From our
standpoint this increase of duty seems in line
with the protective policy, as several sellers are now
making or preparing to have their wheels made in
this country rather than pay the increased duty, and
our cycle manufacturing plant is thereby increased.
Two sections of the new tariff code may be inter-

preted to apply to steel tubing. Section 215 imposes
a duty of 45 per cent, on " all forms of manufactured
steel. Section C, paragraph 157, imposes a duty of
2}^ cents per pound on "boiler or other tubes, pipes,
flues, or stays of wrought iron or steel."

A CURIOUS DIFFERENCE OF OPINION.

The United States appraiser at New York applied
section 210 to steel tubing, and imposed a duty of 45
per cent. The United States appraiser at Chicago
entered steel tubing under section 157, and charged a
duty of 2>^ cents per pound, or about 15 per cent, ad
valorem.

A CURIOUS DECISION.
The difference of opinion at the two ports naturally

brought the matter before the Treasury Department,
who decided that the Collector of Customs at Chicago
might fix the duty at either 2j^ cents per pound or 45
per cent, ad valorem, as he desired. The following
letter contains the decision of the authorities at
Washington :

OVAL STEEL TUBES FOR BICYCLES.

Treasury Department, March 20, 1891.

Sir : The department duly received your letter of
the i8th instant, in which you submit a report from
the United States appraiser at your port, in regard
to the classification of certain oval tubes (so
called), which were reported by the United States
appraiser at New York to be dutiable at the rate of

45 per cent, ad valorem as manufactures of steel,
under the provisions of section 215 of the act of
October i, 1890, whereas the United States appraiser
at your port is of opinion that they are properly
dutiable at the rate oi: 2^ cents per pound, under the
provision in schedule C of the same act, paragraph
157, for " boiler or other tubes, pipes, flues, or stays of
wrought iron or steel."
From your report, and an examination of the

articles in question, it appears that they consist of
oval pieces of steel, used in the construction of bi-
cycles, which, for the sake of lightness, are cast
hollow, and the Collector of Customs at New York, to
whom your letter was referred, reports that, as the
articles in question are manufactured articles, fitted
only for a specific use, and are not the tubes of com-
merce provided for in paragraph 157, they are clas-
sified at that port as above stated.

It also appears from your report that you differ
from the appraiser at your port as to the proper
classification of the goods, and are of the opinion that
they are dutiable at the rate of 45 per cent, ad valorem
as assessed at New York.
As the classification made by the appraiser is merely

advisory, and as, under the law, the duty of classify-
ing goods is imposed upon the Collector, it would
appear that no special directions in the matter are
necessary, as it is presumed that you will classify the
articles in accordance with your own views in the
case. Respectfully yours,

O. L. Spaulding, Assistant Secretary.
Collector of Customs, Chicago, 111.

THE ROCHESTER CYCLE CO. OBTAINS A DECISION.

The Rochester Cycle Co. had steel tubes from five
feet to fifteen feet in length intended for use in the
manufacture of bicycles. Duty was assessed at
forty-five percent, under paragraph 215, act October
I, 1890. They protested and General Appraiser Tich-
enor rendered the following decision April 9, 1891 :

"The appellant claims that merchandise is dutiable
at 25^0. per pound under paragraph 157. The col-
lector in his letter transmitting the papers in the
case expresses the opinion that the claim of the im-
porters is well founded, but states that he assessed
duty upon the goods at the rate applicable to manu-
factures of steel not specially provided for in order
to get a ruling on the subject. Paragraph 157 pro-
vides for " boiler and other tubes, pipes, flues or stays
of wrought iron or steel." We find from the papers
before us that the tubes in question are of wrought
steel and specially provided for in said paragraph.
Their intended use cannot, therefore, affect their
classification for dutiable purposes. The appellant's
claim is accordingly sustained.

VIEWS OF THE TRADE ON TUBING.

POPE MFG. CO.

We have information which explains the report that
the duty on steel tubing had been raised to 45 per
cent. It seems that a shipment of tubing came by
steamship " Celtic," February 24, for some New Y'ork
concerns, and the appraisers assessed it at 45 per
cent, simply for the purpose of securing a ruling from
the Treasury Department. The Treasury Depart-
ment, in a decision renderei April 14, rules that the
tubes come under paragraph 157 of act of 1890, and
that such tubes are dutiable at 2^^ cents per lb.

This decision of the Treasury Department settles the
matter.
There is no difficulty in making weldless or seam-

less steel tubing in this country. The only trouble is

that the tube makers do not take sufficient interest in
this class of work. When they commence to get the
machinery in line for making the best qualities, they
are apt to receive an order for a pipe line from San
Francisco to Aristook County, Maine, or from some
other point, which occupies their entire works for four
or five years, and bicycle tubing is forgotten.

CAPITAL CYCLE CO.

Don't think the time has arrived to make it possi-
ble for a firm to pay expenses in the manufacture of
weldless tubing in this country, and the effect on the
trade for the first few years will not cheapen bicycles
in the least, as they would charge the same price as it

now costs to import tubing.

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.

A copy of the McKinlej' bill shows plainly that the
intention of the Government was to charge this ma-
terial a duty of 15 per cent. The difference between
15 per cent, and 45 per cent, on the steel tubing will
not have any noticeable effect on the first cost of do-
mestic high-grade bicycles. The difference between
15 per cent, and 45 per cent, should make about $2.00.
We do not consider that there would be unity enough
amongst the trade to form a company to manufacture
seamless steel tubing, but understand that a company
has been formed, who have machinery prepared to
make this tubing, at Shelby, Ohio, but we do not un-
derstand that as yet a single foot has been made by
anyone in any part of the United States. We have no
doubt that it can be successfully done, and a produc-
tion equal to English tubing easily made, the Ohio
manufacturers being able to obtain from Pittsburg
ingot* of steel as fine for that purpose as any produced
in the world, and being also capable of obtaining fuel
oil and fuel gas and anthracite coal in unlimited
quantities, substances that cannot be obtained except
at very high cost where the English tubing is manu-
factured, but which are eminently adapted to the work
of steel production.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.

Many are experimenting with weldless steel tubing
in this country, but, so far as we know, no one has
any good promise of ultimate success in making it.

It will require large capital. There is no tubing being
made in this country which is fit to be put in high-
grade bicycles.

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO.

In reference to the manufacture of weldless steel
tubes, from information we have received from a re-
liable source, a company has been formed by Lozier
& Co.. who when in England made arrangements to
import machinery, tools, etc., with the idea of manu-
facturing for the trade in this country.

The liOzier-Tcst Seamless Steel Tubing Company
are Building a Plant at Shelby, Ohio.

H. A. Lozier & Co. write :
" Up to the present time

we are not paying any increase in duty. At the pres-
ent time, however, we are not in a position to say
what effect this would have on the American market

;

but we do not believe that it would increase the retail
cost price of bicycles.

" As regard to the feasibility of the formation of a
company to manufacture tubing in this country, will
say we hardly think that this could be done, as the
foreign manufacturers are very close as regard to
manufacturing tube, and who they permit to become
acquainted with the methods of its production.
" You ask if we know of any firm in this country

who turn out suitable tube. In reply to that will say :

There is no one who turns out suitable tubing for
bicycles at the present time. But the Lozier-Yost
Seamless Tube Co., Shelby, O., organized under the
State laws of Ohio, with a capital stock of $100,000,
are at present building a factory for the manufacture
of this tube. In fact, they have built their factory
and are putting in the machinery, all of which was
made abroad, and they expect to manufacture under
foreign patents. They also expect to have this mill
in operation by the middle of June to the ist of July."

A
CYCLING traveler writes that in many small

towns agents make a point of suppressing the

circulation of wheel papers, by not only

destroying them as soon as they come to town, but
by condemning them as not worthy of support. Their

object in doing this is to keep the riders from being
informed that there are other wheels in the market
than the ones they handle ; but this seems to be a

short-sighted policy, for eventually some cycling

traveler comes to town, and the riders are only too

ready to turn from the wheel which has been popu-
larized in their community and accept the new wheel,

merely because it is new. If agents would do what
they could to educate riders, they would not find

them turn without reason and embrace the first new
mount that came along.

The Woonsocket (R. I.) Wheelmen will hold a race
meet at the Agricultural Park, Providence, on June 6.
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THE PATH AND ROAD.

FIXTURES.

29-30.

30.

MAY.
,—Bicycle Races at the Berkeley A. C. Games,

Berkeley Oval.
—Texas Division Meet at Houston.
—Ten Mile Road Race at Des Moines, Iowa.

,—Two Mile Handicap at games of the Manhattan
A. C, Manhattan Field.

—Road Race at Forest Park, St. Louis.
—Harvard University Cycling Association's

Race Meet on Holme's Field. Entries close
May 13, with F. L. Olmsted, Jr., 13 Wads-
worth House, Cambridge, Mass.

—Annual Race Meet of the Rockland County
Wheelmen, Spring Valley, N. Y. Address
V. A. Johnson, Spring Valley, N. Y.

—Races at the Open-air Games of the Third
Regiment A. A., Philadelphia.

—East Orange Cycler's Lantern Parade and
House Warming.

—Field Day of the Philadelphia Cycle and Field
Club.

—Race Meet at Woodstock, Canada.
—Joint Race Meet of the Syracuse Cycling Club

and Syracuse Athletic Club at Kirkwood
Park, Syracuse.

—Eighth annual Meet, N. J. Division, Elizabeth.
—Tournament of the Atlantic City Wheelmen.

Entries close May 23, with Isaac Bacharach,
Secretary, Atlantic City, N. J.

.—Cleveland Wheel Club's Twenty-three mile
Handicap Road Race.

,—Two Mile Ordinary and One Mile Safety at the
A. C. S. N. games at Stenton. Entries close
May 23, with W. H. McMillan, 1626 Arch
Street, Philadelphia.

.—Twenty Mile Road Race at Grand Rapid, Mich.
—Tournament of the Bay State Bicycle Club and

Massachusetts Division Annual Meet. Ad-
dress A. C. Copeland, 10 Dale Street, Wor-
cester, Mass.

—Annual Tournament of the Rome (N. Y.)
Cyclers. Address J. L. Esselstyn, Rome, N.Y.

,—Irvington-Milburn Road Race. Entries close
May 20 with A. B. Barkman, 241 Broadway,
N. Y. Entrance fee $1.

—Chicago—Pullman Road Race.
,—Twenty-five mile handicap road race of the

Alameda (Cal.) Bicycle Club, San Leandro
triangle.

—Annual Spring Meet Maine Division at Belfast.
—One Hundred Mile Club Handicap Road Race

of the Rutherford Wheelmen.
—Ansonia Wheel Club's Five Mile Road Race.
—Meet of the St. Paul and Minneapolis wheel-

men at St. Paul.
—Tournament of the Denver Cyclists' Union,

Denver, Col.
—Century Run of the California Division from

San Francisco to San Jose and return.

JUNE.

—Elwell's European Tour. Departure from New
York.

,—Race Meet of the Woonsocket Wheelmen at
Providence.

—One Mile Ordinary and One Mile Safety Handi-
cap Races at the games of the Orange A. C,
Orange Oval. Entries close May 30, with
Arthur Varian, East Orange, N. J.

,—First Fifteen Mile Team Road Race of the
Wheelmen's Racing League.

—Race Meet of the Ansonia, Conn., Wheel Club.
—Annual Spring Meet of Connecticut Division

and New Haven Bicycle Club Tournament.
Address E. J. Perkins, Secretary.

—Race Meet Tioga Athletic Association, Phila-
delphia.

—New York Athletic Club's Spring Games,
Travers Island.

—Century Run—Newark to Philadelphia. Ad-
dress W. E. Fuller, chairman, 50 Wall Street,
N. Y.

-17.—Athletic and Wheeling Tournament at Buf-
falo, N. Y.

—Annual Meet Iowa Division at Newton.
,—Tournament of the Norfolk Co. Wheelmen,

Readville, Mass.
—Annual Meet New Hampshire Division, Con-

cord.
—Century Wheelmen's Race Meet, Philadelphia.
—South End Wheelmen's Race Meet, Phila-

delphia.
,—Kentucky Division meet.
,—Twenty-five mile Road Race of the Inter-club

Racing Association at Boston.
—Kings County Wheelmen's Cycling and Ath-

letic Meet at Eastern Park.
—Kentucky Division's e.xcursion from Louisville

to Mammoth Cave and return.

JULY.

2-3-4.—Race meet of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club,
Hagerstown, Maryland.

3-4.—Annual meet of the Missouri Division at Carth-
age.

3-4.—Annual Meet Tennessee Division at Nashville.
4.—Departure from New York of the Heyny Harz

Mountain Tourists.
4.—Columbia Cycle Club's tournament at Charter

Oak Park, Hartford, Conn. Address C. F.
Tucker, Secretary, Box 54, Hartford, Conn.

4.—The Poorman Road Race at Cincinnati.
4.—Annual Meet California Division, Stockton.
4.—Annual meet Illinois Division at Rockford.
9.—Start of the Detroit Wheelmen's League Meet

Tour from Niagara to Detroit. Address for
particulars, C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Avenue,
Detroit.

13-14-15—Annual Meet, Ohio Division, Columbus.
16-17-18.—L. A. W. Annual Meet, Detroit, Mich.
22-23.—Tournament of the Green Bay Cycling Club

and Annual Meet of the Wisconsin Division.
Address F. S. Fox, Green Bay, Wis.

30-31.

3i'

16-17.

17

27.

26-27,

27,

27.

28,

24-25.—ChicagoCricketClub's Annual Meet. Address
J. G. Davis, Park Side, Chicago.

29.—Departure from New York of Smith's European
Tour.

AUGUST.
4.—Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha

Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y. Ad-
dress Fred Bronner, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

20-21.—New York State Division Meet at Rochester.

SEPTEMBER.
5.—Rhode Island Wheelmen's Tournament at Nar-

ragansett Park, Providence.
7-8.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn. Address J. J.

Grace, Secretary, Hartford, Conn.
12.—Second Fifteen Mile Team Road Race of the

Wheelmen's Racing League.
18-19.—Third Annual Tournament of the Peoria Bi-

cvcle Club. Address Fred Patee, Peoria,
I'll.

NEW HAYEK BICYCLE CLUB TOURNAMENT.
Annual Spring Meet of Conn. Div. L.A.W.,New
Haven, Conn., Monday, June 8th.

$1,000 in valuable prizes. Entries close Monday, June
ist, with E. J. Perkins, Secretary, 173 Olive St., New
Haven Conn.

THE IRVINGTON-MILBURN ROAD
RACE.

The details of the race have about been completed,
and we publish them below, as there will be no further
alteration of any of the conditions of the contest.
The race will be held May 30, rain or shine, at 11

a. m., on the Irvington-Milburn course.
Entries close May 20, and no entry will be received

after that date. Contestants must name the style of
wheel they intend to ride, but if they wish to change
the style they may notify Messrs. Barkman or Prial
before May 20. After that date the handicaps will be
made, and the marks allotted to riders will not be
changed no matter whether the style of wheel is

changed or not.
The list of prizes, as at present made up, is as fol-

lows: Overman Wheel Co., a Victor safety bicycle;
A. G. Spalding & Bros., a gold watch valued at $ioo;
Geo. R. Bidwell Cycle Co., a French marble clock;
Rogers & Sherwood, a banquet lamp ; A. B. Barkman,
gold watch ; Adams & Sons, medalj Henry J. Hall,
set of fishing tackle valued at $30; Howard A. Smith
& Co., jersey suit; E. I. Horsman, jersey suit; Keefe
& Becannon, Butcher cyclometer. A number of other
firms will also contribute, but have not selected their
prizes.
Three special prizes will be given as follows : Three

silver cups are offered for the best time made on solid-
tired wheel, for the best time made on cushion-tired
wheel, and for the best time made on a pneumatic-
tired wheel. One of the cups is offered by The
Wheel and Cycling Trade Review, one by the
Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co., and one is offered by the
committee. These cups will not be awarded unless
better time than ih. 32m. is made.
Already fifty entries have been received.

THE LATEST NEWS ABOUT THE
HAGERSTOWN MEET.

The managers of the three days' tournament at
Hagerstown, July 2, 3 and 4, are working day and
night for the success of the meet, and enthusiasm in
that town over the coming sport is at fever heat. The
local club has gathered into its folds the Mayor, city
officials and the members of the Hagerstown Land
Improvement Company, who realize that the wheel-
men are making the name of Hagerstown famous
throughout the country, and all of them will put their
shoulders to the wheel and aid the cyclists m every
way possible.
News of large parties being made up to journey to

the meet is received almost daily, and ample arrange-
ments have been made to quarter comfortably all

who attend.
The clubs, traveling as such, will be met on all in-

coming trains by an agent of the hotels. The captain
of the club will be handed a diagram by the agent,
and rooms will be chosen for the men in squads of
five. These rooms will be engaged then and there,
thus doing away with crowding and waiting in the
hotel office to be assigned rooms. Only those who have
rooms at the hotels will be permitted to take their
meals there. 'The Hamilton House, surely, and the
other hotels possibly, will pitch a huge tent in the
court-yard, to be used as an open-air dining-room.
The City Hotel and many private boarding houses
have been procured. It is suggested that the ladies
take rooms at private houses. A beautiful spot has
been selected for photographing the cyclers.

The races, as a whole, promise to be unusually fine,

and every inducement will b« offered to make them
so by bringing the fastest amateurs in the country to

Hagerstown. The wheel manufacturers and their
agents are coming up handsomely with contributions
to the prizes, and will be generally judged wise in

preferring to give the equivalent thereof rather than
a wheel, which preference is being shown in nearly
all cases. There is a growing sentiment that cups
and medals, such as the manufacturers are contribut-
ing this year, are much more nearly the thing for

amateur events than bicycles. Some sample medals
have been received which surpass in beauty anything
that has hitherto been shown.
On July 2, the first day, the heat races will be run,

to qualify for the second day's races, which will make
the champions of the third racing district, and qualify
for the national events. There will be several team
races. ' One of these will be open to all teams, and the
other open only to bicycle clubs, to the exclusion of

other athletic organizations. The balance of the
races will consist of handicap open races.

BICYCLE RACES AT THE GAMES OF
THE BERKELEY A. C.

At the games of the Berkeley Athletic Club, to be
held to-morrow, a one mile safety and a two mile
ordinary race are to be decided. Following are the
handicaps :

One Mile Safety—H. B. Skidmore, Prospect Har-
riers, 130 yards ; E. D. Knapp, Columbia College Cy-
cling Club, 100 ; George Coffin, Orange Wheelmen,

W);
Paul Grosch, Orange Wheelmen, 120

; Frederick
. Mastin, Gotham Wheelmen, 90 ; A. H. Feldmeier,

Brooklyn Ramblers, 130; W. H. Wells, N. J. A. C,
100 ; George M. Brinkerhoff, Jr., Princeton, 130 :

Hoyland Smith, N. Y. A. C, scratch; A. B. Rich,
N. Y. A. C, scratch ; W. F. Murphy, scratch ; S. B.
Bowman, N. Y. A. C, 70; P. J. H. Brookfield, N. Y. A.
C, 130; W. G. Class, N. Y. A. C, no; J. D. Conner, M.
A. C, 160.

Riders of pneumatics have been penalized 40 yards.
Two Mile Ordinary—Charles T. Coggeshall, Orange

Wheelmen, 175 ; Edward Spalve, C. C. N. Y. A. A.
160 ; Daniel Levy, Gotham Wheelmen, 160 ; A. H.
Feldmeier, Brooklyn Ramblers, 130 ; W. H. Hall, Jr.,
B. A. C. and Col. Coll., 120; C. L. Lersner, M. A. C. and
B. W., 120; George M. Brinkerhoff, Jr., Princeton, 150;
W. J. Grandin, Jr., Princeton, 130; Luther R. Moffatt,
Princeton, .120; E. Biederwolf, 120; W. F. Murphy,
N. Y. A. C, scratch

; A. A. Zimmerman, N. Y. A. C,
scratch; J. W. Schoefer, Brooklyn Bicycle Club, 100;

J. W. Judge, M. A. C, 140 ; A. E. Stilger, M. A. C, no.

THE ROME CYCLERS' TOURNAMENT.

Although Rome, N. Y., was nearly wiped out by a
conflagration on April 22, the Ronip cyclers' will hold
their third annual tournament on Decoration Day at
the old stand, the track on the Agricultural Society's
grounds. Riverside Park, which is undergoing a com-
plete refitting with clay. The list of events include
five championship races, three L. A. W. State and two
Central New York and a well-selected list of open
events, as follows : One mile safety, novice ; half mile
ordinary, half mile safety. Central New York cham-
pionship

;
quarter mile ordinary. State championship

;

two mile safety, handicap ; half mile ordinary, State
championship ; two mile safety. State championship

;

one mile safety, tandem ; one mile ordinary. Central
New York championship ; one mile ordinary, handi-
cap ; half mile safety, tandem. In addition to the
track races a twenty mile handicap.road race will be
held at noon. The club has issued a handsome pro-
gramme for the day's sport, and anticipates that hun-
dreds of wheelmen will help make and enjoy a
"Roman Holiday." Entries close May 28, handicaps
May 23 with Will A. Parker, Box 1331, Rome, N. Y.
Fee, 50 cents.

INCORRECT TIMING AT THE STAT-
EN ISLAND A. A. GAMES.

The two mile safety handicap at the games of the
Staten Island Athletic Association on Saturday last,
resulted as follows : W. H. Wells, N. J. A. C, scratch,
first; A. H. Feldmeier, Brooklyn Ramblers, 60 yards,
second ; A. B. Skidmore, B. B. C., 40 yards, third. An-
nounced time, 5m. 25S. The time was taken by inex-
perienced officials, and was unquestionably wrong in
this event as it was in others.
In relation to the race a correspondent writes :

" The
track being a little short of four laps to the mile, the
contestants were placed so that they had to ride a
fraction of a lap besides eight regular laps. This
fraction of a lap must have been mistaken for a whole
one, for the bell was rung one lap too soon, making
the distance ridden one lap short of two miles."
The winner states he knows that he did not ride the

two miles in the time announced as official.

ATLANTIC CITY WHEELMEN'S
TOURNAMENT.

The Atlantic City Wheelmen expect to make a great
success of their tournament, which has not been post-
poned as rumor has said, but will be held on May 30.

The track is five laps to the mile and carefully banked
at the corners, and the club expect it to be a fast path.
Entries are coming in rapidly, and the committee
hope to have excellent sport. Among the prizes are
a gold watch, silver cups, gold medals and a silver
tea service. The entries close with Isaac Bacharach,
929 Atlantic Avenue, Atlantic City, N. J.

The Atlantic City Kace 3Ieet.

The announcement that the Atlantic City Wheel-
men had decided to postpone their Decoration Day
tournament at the new track at the inlet is denied by
the promoters. A large number of entries have
already been received, and everything points to a
successful meet. The events are as follows : One
mile novice safety ; 1 mile safety, 3.30 class

; J^ mile
safety, boys ; i mile ordinary, handicap

; 5^ mile
safety, scratch; 2 mile safety, handicap; i mile
tandem, scratch; X rnile safety, scratch; 1 mile
safety, handicap ; 5 mile safety, handicap, Atlantic
City. Entries close May 23 with Isaac Bacharach,
Secretary, 929 Atlantic Avenue, Atlantic City, N. J.
Fee 50 cents.

THE HARTFORD WHEEL CLUB'S
TOURNAMENT.

The dates are September 7 (Labor Day) and 8. The
committee : Joseph Goodman, chairman ; L. A. Tracy,
treasurer

; J. J. Grace, secretary. The Hartford
September tournament has long been the cycling
event of the year, and the club has started in this
year to out-Hartford itself if possible. Full progress
of the arrangements will be announced later.
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A GREAT RACE.

A HOLLANDER SHOWS HIS HEELS TO THE ENGLISH
CRACKS.

At the Argosy B. C. meeting, held at Paddington
on May 2, the chief event of the programme was the
one mile safety, N. C. U. London Centre champion-
ship.
Summary : Heat i— i, P. W. Scheltema-Beduin ; 2,

H. Parsons; 3, A. C. Fentiman. Time, 2m. 56 1-5S.

Heat 2—1, A. C. Edwards; 2, W. C. Jones. Time, 2m.

37 4-5S. Heat 3—1, E. Leitch ; 2, E. Ives
; 3, E. Osmond.

Time, 2m. 42 4-ss. Final Heat— i, Scheltenia-Beduin ;

2, Jones ; 3, Leitch. Time, 2m. 49 4-5S.

The Dutch •champion wished to divide the pacemak-
ing with the other competitors to prevent a disgrace-
ful loafing exhibition. They would not consent, how-
ever, so Scheltema-Beduin went off on an exploring
expedition at the pistol shot, and had the others beat-
en before they turned into the home stretch.
Among the other events were a one mile handicap,

won by F. W. Fitzgerald, 115 yards start, time, 2m.
28 4-5S. The five mile safety scratch race was won by
Jones in the excellent time or 14m. 30 4-5S.

SUNDAY ON THE MILBURN COURSE.

Old Sol looked down on the Irvington-Milburn
course on Sunday morning last with a glowing coun-
tenance. He had evidently learned that the wheel-
men of this vicinity had laid their plans to ride over
the road during the day and so with a fiendish smile
he grew redder in the face as he climbed up in the
sky and turned the full force of his power on the
dustj' road. The heat was tremendous in its intensity.
Even the stones that are used in the construction of
the macadam could not withstand it and came to the
surface for a breath of air, and by ten o'clock, when
the riders began to appear on the scene, the course
at various points was covered with small stones by
the thousand. But this did not interfere with the
cyclists, for by eleven o'clock the course from the
starting point to Hilton Hotel was black with them,
and for a while it took on much of the appearance
that it does on Decoration Day.
The Kings County Wheelmen were among the first

to arrive and then cj^clists appeared by the pair and
by the dozen. The chief attraction for the riders was
the presence of several of the cracks with the latest
devices in wheels. W. F. Murphy, with his mascot
(a quill toothpick), rode a cushion-tired ordinary, on
which he did good work at Princeton the day before.
Willie Windle stirred up the dust with a pneumatic
ordinary, about the first in this country, which was
the cynosure of all eyes. Van Wagoner rode a cush-
ion Eagle, and came to the conclusion that it was
superior to the solid tire after all, and Kluge ploughed
along on a cushion safety. Tom Hall, Class and
other notables were also present, and E. J. Willis, of

the Ormonde Co., bent over the handle-bar of a pneu-
matic safety, with a white coat on his back and a
cigar butt in his mouth. A five mile scorch was par-
ticipated in by a half dozen intending contestants in

the Decoration Day race, which was ridden in 17m.
20S. Kluge and Hall plugged along for ten miles.
The Bedford Cyclers cTf Brooklyn held a ten mile
race over the course.
The dry weather has put the course in an unusually

bad condition, and, unless rain lends its assistance a
few days before the race, the men who are hired to

play "shinny" with the stones just prior to the great
contest will have more sport than willbe agreeable.

A DECORATION DAY ROAD RACE AT
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Messrs. Perkins and Richmond will manage a 20 mile
handicap road race at Grand Rapids, Mich., on May 30.

The race is open to all amateurs and a large number
of entries have already been received. The course
is to Plainfield and return and the entrance fee $1.50.

Twelve prizes are offered, including two safeties, a
Kodak camera, opera glasses, clock and various cycle
sundries. A $25 gold medal will also be given to the
rider* making the best time. The total value of the
prizes offered foots up to $339.75. Riders of pneu-
matic wheels will be penalized four minutes, and of
cushion tired wheels one minute.
The entertainment committee of the Grand Rapids

Bicycle Club is making arrangements to entertain all

visiting wheelmen. Decoration Day falls on Satur-
day, and Sunday runs in and about the city will he
taken. Saturday evening a supper, and perhaps a
dance, will be given at the North Park Pavilion. The
committee proposes to leave nothing undone that
will make it pleasant for any and all visiting riders,

to whom a cordial welcome is extended by Grand
Rapids cyclers in general.

NEWS NOTES FOR RACING CY-
CLISTS.

THE COLUMBIA CLUB'S TOURNA-
MENT, AT HARTFORD, JULY 4.

Brilliant racing, a big parade, open club-houses,
spread, fireworks and general gorgeousness consti-
tutes the Hartford " fixture " for July 4. The Colum-
bia Cycle Club's event is a prospective success.
Full programme of racing and other events will be

announced next week. Many of the cracks, includ-
ing the Manhattan Athletic Club's|team, will be pres-
ent. There are nearly 600 L. A. W. members resident
in Hartford and about 2,000 cyclists all told, and all

will unite in an old-time Fourth of July celebtation.

International races will be held at Amsterdam on
June 13 and September 19. The track is four laps to
the mile and very fast.

The leading club in Copenhagen, the Dansk B. C,
has an excellent track ^ few roiles ivoxn the town of
Ordrup,

Arrangements have been made for a meeting of the
local consuls of the Massachusetts Division at Wor-
cester, May 30.

It has been decided to hold the Spring meet of the
Maine Division at Belfast, May 30, instead of at Ban-
gor, as previously announced.

On May 23, the Philadelphia Cycle and Field Club,
will hold a field day to which the Maryland Bicycle
Club, of Baltimore, has been invited.

The Atlantic City Wheelmen will hold their tourna-
ment on May 30, as announced. The rumor that they
intended to postpone their meet has no foundation.

The East Orange Cyclers will hold a two mile
handicap race to-morrow on the Central Avenue
course, for a gold scarf-pin, offered as a prize by Cap-
tain Godfrey.

A two mile ordinary was run at the field day exer-
cise of Tuft's College, Boston, on Wednesday of this
week, with three starters. It was won by A. Cush-
man, Jr., in 8m. 58s., C. Dobea, second.

On Saturday last Thomas Roe, of the Chicago
Cycle Club, rode from Wilmington to New Castle,
Del., five and one-half miles, in 19m. i8s. The best
previous time was 20m. 30s. made by B. Frank Mc-
Daniel.

The Detroit Wheelmen have postponed their road
race from Decoration Day to June 6, and owing to the
opposition raised by drivers to the use of the Grosse
Point road for racing some other course will probably
be selected.

M. A. Holbein, the English road champion, is a great
believer in walking. In his present course of train-
ing he does a deal of walking, some days doing as
much as thirty miles and then topping it off with sixty
miles awheel.

At some sports recently held at Holland, a rider
named Osgerley, whom the papers refer to as "a
young demon," won both tlie half and two mile handi-
caps, making an exhibition on the field. Osgerley is

but fifteen years old.

The two mile ordinary handicap at the games of
the Athletic Association of the University of Penn-
sylvania, on Saturday last, resulted as follows : E. L.

Kellner, '93, 200 yards, first ; G. M. Coates, '94, 200

yards, second. Time, 6m. 33s.

August Lehr, the German champion and winner of
the one mile English championship of 1890, won forty-
seven first prizes last year, Another German flyer,

Paul Naumann, has a record of twenty firsts, sixteen
seconds and six thirds for i8qo.

The Syracuse Cycling Club will hold a first-class

meet this year, lasting probably two days. It will be
held immediately after the Rochester meet, about
August 24 or 25, or immediately after the Hartford
meet, about September 10 and 11.

A one mile safety and a two mile ordinary are
among the events to be contested at the games of the
Athletic Club of the Schuylkill Navy, on the club
grounds at Stanton, on May 30. Entries close with
W. H. McMillan, 1626 Arch Street, Philadelphia, May
23. Fee, 50 cents.

P. P. Kilkelly, who was the fastest of the Irishmen
of two years ago, is training again this year. Kilkelly
was a most powerful rider. It was a fad with him to
turn up at an Irish meeting and win all the events on
the programme, whether ordinary, safety or tricycle.
Kilkelly should be among the best of 1891.

The following State championships have been
awarded to the New Haven Bicycle Club's tour-
nament, on June 8 : Half mile ordinary, one mile
safety. The Columbia Cycle Club, of Hartford, were
awarded the half mile safety and one mile ordinary
for their race meet at Charter Oak Park, on July 4.

The /ris/i Cyclist reports that neither Arthur nor
Harvey DuCros will visit the States as has been re-
ported! The oldest of the DuCros brothers, William,
has taken a position with Mr. Featherstone, and his
youngest brother, George, will also come to this coun-
try, but neither of these DuCros are great racing
men.

The Gotham Wheelmen ran two races on the Larch-
mont course on Sunday last. The three mile club
handicap championship was won by G. Gerhart,
im. }^s. ; A. Bruckheimer, second- Oscar Tschirky,
scratch, third. Time, 12m. los. The loo yards slow
race was won by H. Barom ; D. Levy, second. Time,
2m. 5^s.

At the games of the Columbia College Athletic
Union, at Berkeley Oval on Wednesday afternoon of

this week, the two mile ordinary resulted as follows :

W. H. Hall, Jr., first ; E. D. Knapp, second. Time,
6m. 14 1-5S. A protest was entered against Hall, on
account of being paced, but it was not sustained by
the referee.

The New York Athletic Club will hold their five

mile handicap club road race on May 23, at 4 p. m.,
over a course that runs from Maraaroneck to Rye.
The course is reached by taking the Harlem train to
Harrison, the starting point being a little above that
village. On June 6 the fifteen mile road race for the
citizens' cup will be had.

At the Hull Athletic Club sports, held on April 25,

a half-mile safety handicap was won by W. Osgerly,

65 yards start; time, im. laJ^s. Osgerly won the two
"xaSXe handicap,with 260 yards start, riding in 5m. 27 2- ss.

He used a pneumatic safety. At some sports held at

Paddington, on April 25, some excellent sport was
seen. The one mile bicycle handicap was won by
A. C. Edwards, scratch ; time, 2m. 34 2-5S, A. T. Mole,
also scratch, was beaten by a fgot, an^ G. Harvey,
scratch, finished (^hird by a foot,

An Inter-Club Racing Association was formed at
the club-house of the Cambridgeport Cycle Club on
Friday evening last, consisting of Medford, Waltham,
Hyde Park, Roxbury and Charleston clubs. The
object of the association i.s to promote road racing
among the clubs, and it was decided to hold a 25 mile
road race on June 27. The following officers were
chosen: President, J. J. Fecitt ; Vice-President, H.
W. Robinson ; Secretary-Treasurer, Geo. H. Perry.

The principal winners of the Decoration Day races
on the Irvington-Milburn course are as follows : In
1888—Kluge, ih. 30m.; Baggot, ih. 30m. 1-5S.: Bradley,
ih. 30m. 2-5S.; Wilson, ih. 31m. 30S., and Caldwell, ih.

32m. los. In 1889—Bensinger, ih. 3ira. 43s.; C. Murphy,
ih. 31m. 49s.; Wm. Murphy, ih. 32m. 13S.; Hesse, ih.

32m. 47S.; T. Hall, ih. 33m. 4S.; In 1890—West, ih. 35m.
35S.; Seeds, ih. 35m. 36s.; Barker, ih. 35m. 38s.; Craig,
ih. 36m. 9S.; Starr, ih. 37m. 3s. The best actual time
was made last year by W. F. Murphy, ih. 28m. 29s.

MURPHY VICTORIOUS AT PRINCETON.
W. F. Murphy contested in his first race since his

reinstatement on Saturday last, in the two mile ordi-
nary at the games of the Princeton University Track
Athletic Association, and won easily. Taxis unfor-
tunately broke several spokes in the little wheel of
of his machine and dropped out. The result follows :

W. P. Murphy, N. Y. A. C, scratch, first; W. H. Hall,
N. Y. A. C, 120 yards, second ; R. T. Moffatt, Prince-
ton, 100 yards, third. Time, 5m. 56s.

The New Haven Bicycle Club have decided upon
the following list of events for their race meet on
June 8 : One mile novice, safety; one mile novice,
ordinary; mile safety, handicap; mile open; mile
safety. State championship

j
mile, 2.50 class; mile

safety, for club members ; mile team race ; mile safe-
ty, open ; half mile ordinary. State championship;
mile handicap ; mile tandem, safety ; consolation race,
one mile. The long distance events have been
dropped. Gold and silver medals are offered for
each event, beside various other prizes.

THE PHILADELPHIA Y. M. C. A. OPENING CYCLE EVENTS.

The result of the wheel events at the games of the
Athletic Department, Y. M. C. A., Philadelphia, on
Saturday last, is as follows :

Half Mile Novice—Paul Matlack, first ; Nelson
Farrell, second. Time, 2m. 2 4-5S.

ONE Mile Safety, Handicap—F. B. Marriott, 20

yards, first ; D. R. Perkinpine, 20 yards, second ; S. H.
Crawford, 10 yards, third. Time, 3m. 3 4-5S.

One Mile Tandem, Handicap—Crawford and Behr-
ing, 60 yards, first; Garrigues and Marriott, scratch,
second ; Perkinpine and Donnelly, 30 yards, third.
Time, 3m. 18 2-5S.

Chairman Randall has assigned the members of the
Racing Board the following territory to look after:
Mr. Miller in charge of Maine, New Hampshire, Ver-
mont, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York and New
Jersey ; Mr. Atwater in charge of Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia, Virginia,
West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Geor-
gia, Florida, Alabama and Mississippi

;
Mr. Collister

in charge of Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, Ten-
nessee, Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas, Indian Territory,
Missouri, Kansas, Illinois and Wisconsin ; Mr. Bassett
in charge of Iowa, Minnesota, North Dakota, South
Dakota, Nebraska, Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, Wash-
ington, Oregon, California, Nevada, Utah, Colorado,
New Mexico and Arizona.

Fast Times on an Irisli Track.

At some Irish sports held at Ball's Bridge, Dublin,
on May 2, some good performances were clocked.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap—L. O'Neill, 60

yards, 2m. 27 4-5S.; M. J. Harte, 35 yards, second by
five yards.

Half Mile Handicap—H. O'Neill, 30 yards, im.
13 1-5S. '

ONE Mile Handicap—H. O'Neill, 60 yards, 2m. 32s.

One Mile Scratch, entitled with right or reason,

for the Championship ot the World— i, P. P. Kilkelly
;

2, A. Du Cros
; 3, H. Du Cros. Time, 3m. 26 4-ss.

Two cycle events were decided at the games of the
Inter-Scholastic Athletic Association, on Berkeley
Oval, Saturday last, as follows :

One Mile Ordinary—J. M. Hall, first
; J. K. Norris,

second. Time, 3m. i8s.

ONE Mile Safety—J. M. Hall, first
; J. K. Norris,

second; H. H. Mossman, third. Time, 3m. laJ^s.

Hall displayed considerable nerve and pluok in ridmg
to victory after receiving a bad fall. The previous
I. S. A. A. record was 3m. 17 3-ss.

T. A. Edge, writing on the racing man, says that

he is usually lengthy and lean and has a hump on his

back. The racing men, or most of them, have a de-

cided "Charley" brought about by a constant lean-

ing over the handles when riding hard, which, if not
counteracted by the use of dumbbells, becomes
permanent. The leaning over is done in order to

meet with as little windage as possible. The racing

man stoops to conquer—very "stooped" of him, no
doubt. At a race meeting you can generally tell a
"crack" racer. He has a lot of younger would-be
"cracks" gazing at him with glances of profound
admiration; a host of people examine his machine,

twirl the pedals, sound the spokes, etc. A buzz of

applause usually salutes him as he goes to his mark.
Very nice all this, and when he is in the zenith of his

fame his lines are cast in pleasant places. If he is

lucky he fills his house full of prizes for the future

Mrs " Crack " and the little " Cracks to admire.

At times his house is too small to hold the trophies,

or he does not care to have such valuable property

about for thieves to call and take, and so he prefers

to deposit them with his uncle. Though he does get an

occasional broken limb or marked face he generally

has a short and merry life ; but on the whole it would

have been better for him to have raced rationally

and paid more attention to his business. He is a

pleasant companion generally, and a good fnend, ex-

cept when you bet money on Uiin and he doesn t try,
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for

The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Law-
yer, Washington, D. C.'J

451,927. Bicycle. James H. Hoar, Salisbury, N. C.
Filed September 6, 1890.

.452,073. Bicycle. Felix J. Huelsen and Jacob Nagel,
Cleveland, Ohio. Filed January 29, 1891.

452,082. Velocipede. Michael Redlinger, Freeport,
111., assignor to Levi M. Devore and M. H. Wilcoxon,
both of same place. Filed June 27, 1890.

452,195. Bicycle. Hal V. Rhoades and William H.
Rhoades, Columbus, Ohio, assignors to the Columbus
Cycle Company of Ohio. Filed May 21, 1890.

THE TRADE IN SOME PENNSYL-
VANIA TOWNS.

SCRANTON.

More bicycles have been sold in Scranton, Pa., so
far this season than were sold duringthe whole year of
1890. Miles of streets have been and are being paved
with asphalt and new riders are coming into the fold
daily. All this is to the advantage of the local dealers.
One feature of the trade, however, is to be regretted,
viz., the cutting of prices. A few days ago a leading $135
safety was advertised at cost, and, as I saw a wagon
load of said machines arrive at the dealer's business
place, it Avas painfully evident that he was in dead
earnest and meant to supply what he advertised. His
explanation of his course was that he did not intend
to be beaten by a couple of riders, who, after getting
wheels in an irregular manner, proceeded to cut the
prices. It is clear, therefore, that the trouble really
originates with the manufacturers, who, in some in-
stances, are willing to sell their product to anybody
who have the money to pay for it. This course will
eventually react upon the manufacturers, who may
see when too late the questionable policy they pur-
sued.

WILKESBARRE.
In Wilkesbarre, Pa., the cycling trade is princi-

pally in the hands of Robert Johnson, who represents
the Pope Company, Overman Wheel Company and
Western Wheel Works. Mr. Johnson is quite a wheel-
man himself, and his display room, repair depart-
ment and nickel plate establishment show him to be
admirably fitted for the business. Wheels are selling
rapidly, and in consequence Mr. Johnson is feeling
happy.

ALLENTOWN.
Allentown, Pa., does not have much use so far for

cushion tires, the solid is still preferred. The main
street is woefully torn up, but there are plenty of
other good riding surfaces, so that the AUentonian
wheelman is still all right. A. L. Biery, an old-time
cyclist, is the leading dealer. Allentown is enjoying
a building boom, and is, therefore, in a prosperous
condition.

STROUDSBURG.
Stroudsburg, a pretty town with about 5,000 popula-

tion, is still a little new in cycling but promises to
catch up in good time. Mr. J. C. LeBar not only sells
drugs but Columbia and W. W. W. bicycles.

Ralranhes.

THE KENWOOD COMPANY'S CATA-
LOGUE.

The Kenwood Mfg. Co., who have an enormous
milling plant on South Canal Street, Chicago, 111.,

have just issued their catalogue, which is in the usual
excellent style which has been the feature of all the
Kenwood Co.'s advertising and catalogue work. The
Kenwoods are the highest grade, and have many
special features which will commend them to riders.
We understand, from excellent authority, that the
wheels have been tested under most trying circum-
stances, and they have stood up well under the hard-
est kind of riding. They are making several styles,
as follows

:

Style A. Quadrant frame of the best steel tubing
;

forgings and all the material which is used in the
highest grade wheels ; weight 45 lbs.
Style B. Safety of the same style as the model A,

except that rear wheel is fitted with cushion tires
;weight 47 lbs.

Style C. Same as A ; both wheels fitted with i^-
inch cushion tires.
The ladies' safeties are summarized as follows :

Kenwood, quadrant U frame, weight 45 lbs. ; the drop
frame style A, suitable for lady or gentleman ; drop
frame style B, for gentleman or lady, weight 37 lbs.

;drop frame style B, weight 47 lbs., and fitted with
cushions

; drop frame style C, same as style A, ex-
cept that both wheels are fitted with i^-inch cush-
ions, weight 48 lbs. ; the 28-inch drop frame Kenwood,
style A, wheel made specially for ladies and for short
men, weight 40 lbs. ; 28-inch style B, same as style A,
except that both wheels are fitted with ij^'-inch cush-
ions, weight 42 lbs.

; 28-inch style C, same as A, ex-
cept that both wheels are fitted with cushions.
All Kenwoods, whether fitted with solids or cush-

ions, are retailed at $135. In the Eastern part of the
country the George R. Bidwell Cycle Co. are the firm's
principal agents.

T. Elmer Pratt, traveling for the Gormully & Jef-
fery Co., writes that in his recent trip through Michi-
gan he found that there were more subscribers for
The Wheel than he had ever before known, and
that many of them were agents.

It is reported that Mr. Edgerton, a bicycle agent at
Port Wayne, does not believe in circulating wheel
papers among riders.

TWO CLEVER DEVICES.

Mr. W. E. Carlisle, an ingenious mechanical en-
gineer, of 2 College Place, New York, has completed
two excellent models, one a two-speed gear, which
seems very simple and effective, and the other a device
to be used on a ladies' safety. The device is in the
form of an extra rod, terminating in a wheel which
rests on the ground, holding the safety upright. The
lady has plenty of time to dispose of herself grace-
fully in the saddle, when, by drawing a lever, the
extra rod is drawn up from the ground, and she
moves easily away. This device also enables a lady
to stop on the road without dismounting. We have
seen the model worked, and it seems not only practi-
cal but simple.

TRADE ITEMS.

The Ormonde Cycle Co. have gotten their business
well under way during their first week of existence in
this country. They report large orders from various
firms. On Wednesday of this week they received
twenty wheels, which have been disposed of. On
Saturday they expect a shipment of ninety-nine
Model B Ormondes. The Model B is a double dia-
mond frame, fitted with cushions, and weighs 39 lbs.
On Tuesday a vessel will bring them sixty pneu-
matics, and on Wednesday they will receive 167 more
wheels of the Model B pattern. Mr. Willis sailed on
Thursday but will return in a few weeks.

Mr. W. G. Schack, who handles the Wulfruna and
Raglan cycles for a large territory, was in New York
on Thursday and Friday looking after cheap lines of
wheels. Mr. Schack, who was but a small dealer two
years ago, reports that the extension of his business
has been most encouraging. He reports that the
trade is going ahead wonderfully in Buffalo, and that
all classes in that city now use the wheel. Go WEST
YOUNG man !

There is a big field for cycle dealers in Oregon and
Washington. It is reported that the agent at Port-
land has sold 200 wheels in a month, and has no com-
petition.

For a model advertisement the makers should take
a look at William Bown's card in Wheeling of May 6.

Mr. Bown's card is circled by a halo, and Mr. B. him-
self deserves a nimbus for his simple, direct and
taking ad.

Percy Tattersfield, importer of the "Popular," is
now in London hurrying his orders. He reports that
several makers have been brought to the ground on
account of their inability to get tubing. The tubing
famine was serious this year ; it will be disastrous in
'92, unless some new plant is put down either here or
abroad.

A number of riders have written us about the Smith
saddle, illustrated in The Wheel of May i. The
makers of the saddle are the Midland Cycle Co., Bell
Street, Wolverhampton, Eng.
W. D. Banker, of racing fame, has been engaged as

a salesman by J. F. Doll & Co. at Buffalo. He will
probably appear on the path this season under the
colors of the Buffalo Athletic Club.

Timothy
J. Keefe has begun suit against Wm. Be-

cannon to dissolve the co-partnership of Keefe & Be-
cannon, owing to a disagreement between them. In
order to protect the creditors Mr. Keefe applied for a
receiver, and Judge Lawrence of the Supreme Court,
appointed Fred'k Lewis to that position. The busi-
ness of the firm will go on as usual. The firm has
done and is doing a large business.

Mr. Ensworth and Clarence Smith, representing
H A. Lozier & Co., recently spent three days in New
York looking after the interests of their concern.

The newest ideas in saddles come from France. It
is a water or air saddle, that is, a rubber covering for
the ordinary leather saddle which can be filled with
either water or air.

Among the new concerns that are continually
springing up in the cycle trade is the Southwestern
Wheel Co., of Sedalia, Mo. The company will handle
the wheels of the Overman Wheel Co., H. A. Lozier
& Co. and the St. Nicholas Mfg. Co., and will carry on
both a wholsale and retail business.

The Garford saddle has made its appearance in
England, and is being extensively advertised.

In the '91 Victor model there are eighteen feet of
imported weldless steel tubing.

E. J. Willis, who is now looking after the Ormonde
interests in this country, has been granted an English
patent on an "improvement in means for holding de-
tachable pneumatic tires to wheel rims."

H. A. Lozier & Co. have just issued an agents' price
list of Giant parts for 1891. The parts run from No. i

to No. 708.

Messrs. Neil Campbell and W. H. Hall, Sr., returned
on Wednesday from a four day trip to Chicago. They
made stops at Niagara Falls, Buffalo and Cleveland,
and spent but twenty-four hours in the great Western
metropolis. They report that Bidwell's place struck
them as about the most prominent in the city, al-
though they did not make a thorough exploration of
the wheel trade.

There is a wrong impression regarding the business
of Messrs. Keefe & Becannon. From an insider a
representative of THE Wheel recently obtained
complete information of the affairs of this concern.
There has been a disagreement among the partners
which makes a dissolving of the partnership mu-
tually agreeable. In order to fix a price at which the
business shall be sold to the one or to the other a suit
has been entered into. As is usual in such cases, a
receiver has been placed in charge of affairs by the
court until a decision is rendered. Stock was taken
a few days ago and the firm's assets exceeded their
liabilities by many thousands. Their credit is in no
way impaired, and their business is being carried on
as usual. The rumor that the firm had assigned is
entirely without foundation.

F. J. Parish, the G. & J. agent in Richmond, In!., is

a hustler and does the largest business in town.

J. Elmer Pratt will join Clarence Smith at Niagara
Falls on July 9 and will ride to the Detroit meet.

The other day a dealer shipped twenty-five safety
bicycles lo Stroudsburg, Pa., by mistake. There was
some lively telegraphing before they reached their
proper destination.

Harber Bros., of 428 and 430 North Main Street,
Bloominglon, 111., have issuea a neat cycling cata-
logue, with a parchment cover, of the same general
style as the catalogues issued by Holland & Havener
and Merwin, Hulbert & Co. Messrs. Harber Bros,
handle the Peerless, the Swift, the Quadrant and
Gi^nt safeties, as well as a line of sundries.

A. G. Spalding & Bros, recently received a wire
from their Chicago house which ran this way :

" Short
on Victors for city trade ; short on Victors for coun-
try trade. H to P ." In fact there is a general
tie-up, and the telegraph companies are getting all
the money.

The Pneumatic Tire Co. are now supplying com-
plete portable outfits for the repair of pneumatic
tires.

Mr. John Harston, manufacturer of the Sunbeam
cycles, has been re-elected mayor of Wolverhampton.

The Cyclist of Maj^ 8 republishes our illustrated de-
scription of the Tillinghast pneumatic tire.

SOME FACTS ABOUT RUBBER V^

Hardware^ a journal devoted to hardware trade
publishes some interesting facts about rubber which
may be of interest to the trade.
The bicycle manufacturers, in their constant efforts

to render their wheels as nearly perfect as possible,
havirig exhausted the whole field of metallurgy, are
now devoting much attention to the possibilities in
the use of India rubber in rendering cycling as
pleasant an exercise as possible. In England the use
of rubber tires for bicycles probably has been de-
veloped to a further extent than here, as in a recent
public exhibition no fewer than 212 patented tires
were shown, most of them being made exclusively
for use on bicycles. Reference to the advertising
columns of certain trade journals which come from
London would indicate that almost every rubber
manufacturer in the United Kingdom is turning his
attention to the manufacture of bicycle tires. The
matter has been by no means neglected, however, by
American manufacturers, one firm alone having used
80,000 pounds of rubber for bicycle tires last year.
Over ordinary good roads, to say nothing of those
rough ones which every cyclist has sometime en-
countered, there is more or less of vibration, jarring
or jolting in the use of a wheel. It is to overcome
this, as well as to render the propulsion of the wheel
easier, that recourse has been made to the use of
rubber tires.

A defect in rubber tires for bicycle wheels which
has existed from the beginning, and has been most
difficult to overcome, is the "riding-up-hill" peculi-
arity. The larger the surface of the tire the more
pronounced is this drawback. Under the weight of
the rider, the tire is naturally flattened at the bearing
point, while directly in front of this is a circular
prominence which has to be flattened in its turn so
that the rider is constantly working with the pedals
to overcome it. The pneumatic tire affords a com-
pensation for this defect, but it is not complete. In a
pneumatic tire, the air is forced to the rear of the
point of contact, which causes a reaction and in a
measure assists the rider, but it is large in size and
in sticky soil it gathers weight.

A NOTE about FLOATING RUBBER.
Some bicycle men are advertising that their par-

ticular rubber tires will float and therefore are good;
others that the ones they make will not float, and
consequently will wear longer. As a rubber man
has said on this subject:
"The whole subject of rubber manufacture is in-

volved in unsettled problems, and the intrinsic value
of a manufactured article can be determined only by
analysis. There is a piece of rubber now in the
window of the Gutta Percha & Rubber Manufacturing
Co., on Warren Street, in New York, which weighs
more than a thousand pounds. Throw that into the
sea and it would float. It is pure Para rubber, direct
from the forests of the valley of the Amazon. Manu-
factured, it could be so adulterated that it would sink,
although afterward it could be so compounded with
other substances that it would float again. The
English government at one time, in drawing up stip-
ulations for valves, made a point that the article
should float. They learned soon after, that the v were
getting poor rubber and that some enterprising
rubber dealer had been doctoring the gum so as to
give it buoyancy. Rubber manufacturers are very
reticent about their methods and an outsider can
learn few of the secrets of the factory. Crude rubber
varies in price from 30 cents to 95 per pound and
there are manufacturers so skilled that they can
make goods of the most inferior that look as well , in
the store as those made of the superior grades. In
one locality in this country rubber packing is made
to sell as low as 8 cents a pound. How much rubber
they use in it may easily be calculated.
The color of rubber is referred to by some makers

as an indication of quality. That may be due, how-
ever, to the materials used in vulcanizing, a process
to which all rubber must be subjected in manufac-
turing. Rubber men generally like the bluish-gray
tinge that is seen in fine Para manufactured gojds,
in which the vulcanizing agent most generally used
is sulphur, but where antimony is used the rubber is

given a reddish tint. But whether the tire is gray or
red or will float or sink is no proof of the quality of
the goods. Sometime it will be de'-ermined by ex-
perience what form of rubber bicycle tire is the most
desirable, after which the intending purchaser must
leave the question of the quality of the goods to the
honesty of the dealer.
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SIT DOWN ON HIM!
On "f'Tl r^ r^r^n 1 r\-r

^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ '^'^ $100 bicycle is "about as good" or "just

Uli Liic3 JJcdicr as good" as a Victor. He is thinking of)f the extra profit he

will make by securing another dupe.

/^_p. -j-t^--> r^rvnlrvr' ^^'^^ ''^^'^ y°^ '^'^ "hose pipe" tires are a big thing and

Uli Llic UccLicI "just as good" as the Victor Cushion Tire.

r\^^ 4-'[^ r\ l\/r^ r-» -1-1 -P '-I /^+ii -1-/^-1- who has spent some good coin endeavoring

Uli 1116 iVldllLLIdCLlirer to guH the pubUc into the belief that a

rigid fork was as easy riding as a Victor Spring Fork, but has so far repented as to offer

something in imitation of the Victor.

On +Virk A/Tn mi -Fn r»'i-iii-'rkT*
who is "learning" to make bicycles at the

Uli LliC IVldllLlidtLLLlcl expense of riders. Some people never

succeed any better than the old farmer who made his horse eat shavings, and, as soon as

as he had learned, died.

BY BUYING A VICTOR
You get the best, and are not asked to pay for experiments. "AVe try the experiments"
—and pay for them

OVERMAN ^VHEEL CO.,

r>.?-i'':- BOSTON.

CHICOPEB FAI^I^S, MASS.

WASHINGTON. DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO.

CHICAGO.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS., Special Agints.

NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA.

M^^ .-."-i.'

V. :«at5^J •• /v te&jty

.-."-.,••
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ESTERN ^
WHEEL

WORKS.
CATALOGUES NOW READY !

SEND FOR ONE

!

The Best LinejnMsj^ the Money.

LIGHT ! STRONG I

GRACEFUL

!

NICELY FINISHED ! PERFECTLY FITTED !

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

R. L. COLEMAN & CO
35 Barclay Street, and 40 Park Place,
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THE

OmONbE
QTQLE CO.

O EG to announce to the trade that they have opened an American

Branch at 25 Murray Street, New York, where a complete Hne of

bicycles of the Ormonde Manufacture will be carried, ranging in price

from $65 to $1 75.

A large consignment of the new model B fitted with Clincher and

Dunlap Pneumatics is now on the way. Orders are being booked for

quick delivery, and deliveries are guaranteed throughout the season.

We will furnish Ormonde Pneumatic cycles in three styles. Referee

frame pneumatic tired, $135. ; Model A, $160, and Model B with double

diamond frame and ball head, $165.

The Model B is the prettiest, strongest and most scientifically con-

structed safety in the world.

Most liberal terms to agents. Note the address.

ORMONDE CYCLE CO.

25 MURRAY STREET,

NEW YORK,
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AN ESTEEMED CONTEMPORARY SAYS:
Bicycles, like ^sS^y may be had at all prices. In fhe case of both

commodities, bo^vever, remember that in about ninety-nine cases out of
ninety-ei^ht YOU'LL GET l^HAX YOU PAY FOR.

THIS -A.FFLIBS TO

KING OF THE ROAD LAMPS as well as PREMIER SAFETY BICYLES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

PREMIER CTCLE CO., JVew York.

PRINCESS No. 1, 30 inch, balls all over,
" 2, 28 " '

" 3, 26 "

CLIMAX " 1,30 " Ball Bearing, .

Agrents 'Wanted all over tlie 'World.

$85.00

. 75.00

60.00

. R5.00

CLIMAX No. 2, 28 inch, Ball Bearing, .... $60.00
PBINCE " 1, 26 " " "

. . . 45.00
" " 2, 24 " " "

. , . . 35.00
THESE WHEELS ABB BUILT ESPECIALLY FOB US.

J. E. POORMAN, Agent,
OIITCIN'N-A.'n, O.

Why not use our Instruction Belt

And save yourself all damage while learning to ride.

Price $1.35.
With Instructions for use.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.,
jxx Kortli i4tli Street, i'f. I^oui.s, nio.

MTe can use a limited number
of Iiigfli -wheels in exctiangfe for
ne-w Safeties of standard make.
Knclose stamps. Be lively.

CI^INXOX CYCI^E CO.,
Clinton, Mass.

Bicycle Suits and Vnirorms of all

kinds made at short notice. Special
rates to clubs. Send for namples,
prices and measurement blanks to
COI^YER. & CO., 815 & 817 Broad St.,

Bfewark, N. J.

'

' Turn, turn, my wheel ! Turn round and round
Without a pause, without a sound."

—

Longfellow.

WRITE FOR OUR 1891 CATALOGUE OF

304 Wabash Ave. CHICAGO. ILL.

Our wheels are faultless and the best for j^our money.
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Supplement to The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.

TOPICS.

SHOW him the trade-mark, "dammit "—show him
the trade-mark !"

This, they say, used to be the favorite and emphatic
admonicion of that veteran importer, Bert Owen,
whenever hesitancy on the part of a prospective pur-
chaser was reported.
In a recent issue of Wheeling we are told that " the

third-mentioned firm makes cheap safeties for a Lon-
don firm which supplies all sorts and conditions of
wheels made in different factories under one name."
Mr. Owen's pride in the trade-mark of his house is

not to be wondered at.

PNEUMATIC tires, pneumatic handles, and now
pneumatic saddles. What next ?

''PAKE an hour's lesson in repairing." "Don't fail
-L to curry an extra tire." "Take your pump along."
"See that your tire is pumped neither too hard nor
too soft." "Don't leave your wheel over night where
the inqusitive yokel can get at it." These are 6i?«a

fide samples of the advice given by our English ex-
changes to tourists who intend using pneumatics.

AN English description of an English race: "Harris
ran through his men, but holding Stott a trifle

cheap, was shot on the post and dead heated." What
a picture this would make if illustrated literally !

NOTHING new under the Siin in cycling. The
safety is the resurrected Draisine

; the ordinary
the evolutionized bone-shaker; the road hog, a
pocket edition of the old feudal Baron, who knew
nothing but that might was right.

1
T seems strange that the inflation principle was not
applied to cycles years ago. Inflation has long

been prevalent among man since the flood, and, sin-
gularly enough, the greater a man's inflaiion the
greater the liabi'ity to explosion.

WHILE coming down Peabody Hill recently. Dr.
Hammond, of the New York Athletic Club, had

a narrow escape from death. While going at full tilt

his brake refused to work. Then a cow dawned on the
Doctor's ast )nished gaze. The cow gazed steadfastly
at the ground, and presented a broadside to the flying
Doctor. No brake

; Doctor hits cow. Doctor flies far
over the cow, and lands in the ditch unhurt. The cow
drops, goes iflto a half-hour faint like a very proper
person, revives and meanders home, the most sur-
prised animal in Westchester Covmty.

'X^HE Gotham Wheelmen held some road races on
-*- Sunday last. We weep for the sport. Please
don't do it any more, boys.

LOOKING BACK-WARD TOWARD
WASHINGTON.

BY STERLING ELLIOTT.

CHAPTER IV.

The re-election of President Dunn was unanimous.
The eloquence of Mr. Potter had snuffed out the last
visible signs of rebellion. The rival factions fell on
each others necks and wept that there were no more
Dunns to elect.
But all the same it reminded several members of a

story that was told in New York a few years ago
about a club of colored men whose by-laws required
a unanimous vote to pass a certain measure which
involved the expenditure of an unusual sum of money
(the amount, if I recollect, being some $14). The
president of the club, a robust darkey who held his
office because there wasn't anybody who could take
it away from him, had talked to the members sever-
ally and together until he felt sure that he had the
matter well in hand. Then with great deliberation
he put the question, and presumably everybody said
"Aye." But when the "contrary mirtded " were
called on, a courageous old "nigger "had the nerve
which his fellows lacked, and said '•^ No." The presi-
dent argued, but it was no use. Finally he got near
to the solitary " No," took hold of him and together
they " occupied the floor," with the dissenter next to
it. Even when the presiding officer sat upon his
stomach he still voted "No." Then the president
took hold of his ears and cracked his head smartly
down on the floor until, with his fast escaping breath
he whispered " Yes." His superior officer turned
triumphantly to the recorder and said: "Mr. Secre-
tary, please record dat vote as bein' unannymus."
However, all's well that can't be helped, and the

anti-Dunn men crawled into their holes with the con-
sciousness that they had at least seen Washington.
And the band played "Ta ra ra boom de ray."
When I went to my room that night and felt under

the pillow for my "nighty," it was gone. I lighted a
match (the gas had all been used up during the day)
and by its flicker found that my tooth brush and col-
lar box were gone, also a model of a Hickory wheel
hub and some other plunder. All, all had disap-
peared.
"Dave" Post was supposed to be in the next room,

and in that direction I shouted that I had been robbed
;

but no sound was heard save that of the bed ticking
(very rare). I again put on my chthes (the same
clothes you saw me wear at Niagara) and went down
stairs. Nearly everybody had gone to bed (or some-
where) and the only familiar faces I saw were those
of Bassett and Davol, who were seated on a sofa in
the office. Davol was smoking, a,s usual, and Bassett
was apparently wondering how much longer he could
stand it. I told these men sadly that I had been
robbed. This seemed inexpressibly funny to Davol,
and he made some jocular remark not calculated to
soothe my aching heart. But I felt just as robbed as
anybody could, and after satisfving myself that I had
not yet found the guilty parties (at least not parties
who were guilty ol lliat). I went to the night clerk,
and here I found genuine sympathy, though about all

he could do for me was to express a very earnest
hope that my "goods and chattels" would be found
"on the morrow." I looked at the large, cold marble
clock and found that the front end of the morrow had
already transpired, so with one last, envious glance
at the office thermometer, which was wrapped up in
flannel, I went aloft. The elevator was frozen up,
Davol's last cigar had gone out and he had fallen
asleep on Bassett's shoulder.
Washington had retired ; even the falling due of

interest on the public debt seemed to have stopped
(I said seemed). Wrapped in the drapery of iny couch
(and you know what the drapery of a hotel couch is,

especially when'you are getting "convention rates"),
with nothing but a thin Spring (of '86) overcoat to
take the place of my late flannel night-shirt (that
hyphen was put in to please the League secretary),
and there I lay—robbed.

A CORRESPONDENT'S IDEAS ON
CYCLE CONSTRUCTION.

Editor of The Wheel :

I have lately been studying the many different
styles of wheels on the market, and especially the
wooden machines. Though only a novice, will you
permit me to give expression to my ideas in regard
to them ? With some improvements 1 think the hick-
ory wheel can be made to excel anything yet pro-
duced. A long, hard, rough and satisfactory service
can be got out of them with less expense than most
other machines.
As to the everlasting tire question, if a thin band of

fine steel, one inch wide, should be placed on the
felloe of a hickory wheel for ease of running and
long wear, I think it would eclipse anything in the
rubber line yet introduced. With the wheels painted
red and varnished we should have a buggy in minia-
ture. I regard hickory wood as the very best mate-
rialfor a wheel. It is light and tough and strong

;

with fair usage it would neither bend nor break.
"The wooden wheels on the market I regard as de-

fective for want of a rod between the posts and a
iTiounting step. A man does not always wish to be
seen riding a woman's wheel, however much he may
think of the woman.
As to the vibration, my theory is that it should be

killed above the axle, the same as a spring buggy by
a spring fork to the steering wheel, and a good spring
saddle. I think the front fork of the Eclipse wheel
is excellent. A fine principle is involved in it, and
the spring is so bent as to give a pushing motion
from the axle directly to the front ; a straight or
upright steering post which would line nearly with
the ground, would give a dragging motion which a
very small obstacle would impede. I regard it as
very essential that the steering post should be placed
in a more sloping position than is usual on American
made machines, more like the English wheels, with
the saddle further back as illustrated in the cut of
the Parade Safety for instance.
As to the cushion tire, I do not favor it. Dealers do

not hesitate to tell me that they will stick on the road,
especially on wet asphalt. If ease of running is what
we want, we should bring two hard surfaces together
which have no attraction to each other, take two
balls, one of ivory, the other of rubber, and start them
over any hard road, the same power applied to each
and see which would go farthest with the most ease
and in the shortest time. In closing permit me to say
that all the axe I have to grind is to get the best
wheel. I have no business interest with any maker
or dealer and blow no man's 'norn. J. P.
Bridgeport, Ct.

K. C. W.

Bensinger seems to be having quite a hard time of
it trying to get a full entry list for the Decoration
Day handicap. The few responses he has had don't
seem to pay for his efforts. A more hearty response
would, I think, serve to keep the interest of the road
officers at the proper point, and then again the possi-
bility of getting on that team for the fifteen mile race
on June 6 ought to provoke more enthusiasm. Do the
members intend to allow the past record of the K. (Z.

W. to fag? Come Jones, Miles, Wiegand, Bonner,
Taylor, Finn, Phillips, McLean, Roberts, Bannigan,
Marion, where are your entries?

The Race Meet Committee being unable to secure
any additional wheels for their prize list, have wisely
requested Messrs. Banker & Campbell to substitute
for their very generous gift a few sets of prizes and
thus make the list more uniform. We have a hustling
committee, and every member of the club should
show his appreciation of their efforts by aiding them
to the e-xtent of at least one advertisement for the
programme. Straddle.

HARLEM WHEELMEN.
There was a large attendance at the regular meet-

ing of the club on May 8. The reports of the various
committees showed the club to be in the best possible
condition, and the captain reported that he had been
compelled to decline the invitation of the Gotham
Wheelmen for a joint run owing to previous engage-
ments. F. D. Olmstead handed in a mileage ot 1,007
miles up to date.
Thirtv-eight members participated in the first

Coney Island run of the season on -Sunday last, and
Messrs. DeGraff, Cooke, Ward and Putney were the
guests of some of the members of the Brooklyn
Bicycle Club who piloted them to Captain Stillman's,
where they had a fish dinner.
On Sunday next there will be a scorchers run to

Tarrytown.

H, F. Hornbostel, a member of that unique organ-
ization, the Independent Wheelmen, and also of the
Ilderan and Brooklyn clubs, ran second in the Colum-
bia College mile, doing better than 4m. 37s. for the
mile, a first-class performance.

The Racing Board held a meeting at Chicago on
Thursday, May 14.

OMAHA.

"What beautiful weather we are having," is an ex-
pression one hears at every turn. Warm and sunny,
light, sprinkling showers at eventide, glorious sun-
rise and—Oh, well I just such weather as is experi-
enced at any other spot on the face of Mother Earth

—

perhaps—at this time of the year. Spring is Spring
the world over. The roads are fast becoming rideable,
and the different routes from the city are well patron-
ized by cyclists in general. The different clubs have
awakened from their Winter's drowsiness and donned
their knickerbockers. Club runs are as common as
blackberries in August.
On Sunday last the riding was somewhat spoiled by

a rather heavy shower in the early part of the day,
and several long runs were not taken. The Omaha
Wheel Club rode to Sarpy Mills in the afternoon, and
spent the day in trying to coax the festive sun fish
from its home in the classic Papio. The Apollos made
the round trip to Irvington, and found the roads in
fair condition. J. Henry Kastman and Ed Gygger, of
the O. W. C, started for Plattsmouth at 8 o'clock, and
rode the first part ot the journey in a driving rain,
over rough roads, stubble fields and cinder paths. It
was a test case between the ordinary solid-tired
safety and the pneumatic. The solid tire " wasn't in
it from the very start," and the pneumatic rider says
he rode through mud at least an inch in depth. 'Twas
a severe test, and the balloon was equal to the
occasion.

V. Barothy, of the Fremont Bicycle Club, Fremont,
Neb., passed through the city Saturday noon en route
for New York City, where he will embark for his
home 'in Hungary. Mr. Barothy is making the trip
awheel. Several of the Omaha cyclists accompanied
him as far as Council Bluffs.

G. O. Francisco, one of the oldest members of the
O. W. C, was in at the club-house several days of last
week shaking hands with the boys and giving imper-
sonations of the ideal Texan. Mr. Francisco is on the
road for a beef packing company and has Texas for
his territory, hence the scarcity of his presence at the
club-house. He left Saturday night for another six
months' "roundup."
The Council Bluffs (la.) Wheel Club whirled through

the city en route for South Omaha just as your corre-
spondent seated himself to write, sixteen men in line
and every mount a safety.

"Crank" has been given a card issued by the road
officers of the O. W. C, upon which is listed the called
runs for the month of May. The club has runs booked
for South Omaha; Glenwood, la.; Florence, Neb.;
Parkes Mills, la. ; Fort Omaha ; Council Bluffs, la.,
and Calhoun. In the absence of Captain Townsend
the lieutenant will have charge of all runs.

The Apollos are agitating the question of " Is it

club-house or not club-house?" An effort will soon
be made to secure a cottage and furnish it for regular
quarters.

What's the matter with the celebrated and only T.
M. C. and their famous runs ? Perhaps Captain Mit-
tauer can explain why silence reigns supreme in their
quarters and the rust gathers upon the nickel work
of their machines.

Here is an incident which happened last Sunday,
which illustrates pretty well how "road hogs" are
treated in the " wild and woolly West." A party of
four cyclists were riding leisurely along the Bellevue
Road, when they came suddenly upon a stretch of
very bad and rutty ground ; the road was narrow, and
coming toward them was a light buggy, containing a
young man and his best girl. The cyclists requested
the occupant of the four-wheeled vehicle to turn out
enough to let them by. " Not much ! he wasn't going
to turn out for any bicycle." Very much vexed, the
bikers dismounted and proceeded to push their
wheels around ; in doing so the horse became uneasy
and the "road hog" cut at the legs of one of the
wheelmen with his whip, at the same time applying a
very vulgar term. Quick as a flash the horse was
seized by the bridle and held firmly by one of the
now thoroughly exasperated wheelmen, while the
other three proceeded to pull Mr. Road Hog out of
the buggy and compel him to take a sound thrashing.
Perhaps when he meets a party of wheelmen in the
future he will let down the bars in a field, if near, and
drive around, leaving the road indisputed property.
Anyway, he will be a little more civil. CRANK.

"Jimmy" Hanson is a strong advocate of the cush-
ion tire, and "Jimmy" always fancied a solid-tired,
very light, springless safety, of the scorching pattern.
Hanson recently rode a solid-tired wheel over the
Westchester roads. The following Sunday he tried
the cushion, and the difference was so favorable to
the air tire that he has given the solid tire the good-
day.

A cycle club has been formed at Winthrop, Me.,
with these oflScers : President, E. L. Lovejoy ; Secre-
tary-Treasurer, Geo. L. Carleton ; Captain, A. S.
Gilson.

Ithaca, N. Y., has extended to wheelmen the use of
the sidewalk. Each rider, however, must be armed
with a permit from the mayor and a metal number,
as provided for. The riders are restricted by nine
rules, among which are the following: The right on
all sidewalks shall be given to pedestrians in all

cases ; dismount if necessary. No bicycle or tricycle
shall be propelled on any sidewalk at a greater speed
than six (6) miles per hour. No rider shall pass any
pedestrian going in the same direction, unless such
pedestrian knows and recognizes the approach of the
rider, and in no case shall a whistle be used for such
warning. Every bicycle or tricycle shall have a bell
attached to it, but in approaching any pedestrian go-
ing in the same direction the bell shall not be rung
within twenty (20) feet of such pedestrian. On ap-
proaching street corners where a full view of cross
streets cannot be had, for at least forty (40) feet in all

directions, the bicycle or tricycle shall be under such
control as will allow stoppage within three (3) feet of
such cross street. Every rider shall carry on his
tricycle or bicycle a lighted lamp from one-half hour
after sunset until one-half hour before sunrise.
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MEETING OF THE CENTURY RUN
COMMITTEE.

A meeting of the committee which has charge of the
great century run from Newark to Philadelphia, on
June 13, was held at the club-house of the Elizabeth
Wheelmen on Tuesday evening of this week, when
the final arrangements for the event were completed.
In order to avoid anyone from receiving credit for
the run who does not actually ride the entire distance,
it was decided to station five checkers along the route,
their exact position to remain secret, and it will be
necessary for every participant to give his number to
these checkers and have it placed on their lists in

order to receive credit for the run and be eligible to a
souvenir medal. A special train has been engaged on
the C. R. R. of N. J., Bound Brook route, which will

leave Philadelphia about 4 p. m. on Sunday to bring
back the riders residing at this end of the line, and a
reduced rate has been secured of $1.62 to Newark or
New York, with a proportionate reduction to other
places along the road. Tickets will be sold for the
return trip at the Continental Hotel, Newark, where
the badges and numbers are distributed.

It was also decided to permit no one to ride ahead
of the pacemakers, who will be relieved from time
to time by fresh men, and any one who disobeys this
rule will be barred from securing credit as a partici-
pant in the run and forfeit his right to a medal. The
checkers will be instructed not to take the number
of any one riding ahead of the pacemakers. This
rule is made in order to put a damper on the scorch-
ing proclivities of those who are inclined to the belief
that the run is nothing less than a road race.
The medals this year will eclipse all previous ones,

an exceptionally handsome and appropriate design
having been selected. At Philadelphia the Century
Wheelmen will furnish refreshments and accommo-
dations for bathing, while on the following day they
will conduct the visitors around the Quaker City.
Prom present returns there will be 300 wheelmen in
the run at the lowest count.

DETROIT.

The wheelman that drops in now and then to renew
old acquaintance or make new friends is the one who
generally sees the good things of a town or city.

This week Will R. Pitman, an old-timer, gave us a
pleasant call, and left us saying that if it was pos-
sible we would see him again in July. He made the
trip to Island Park, and speaks m glowing terms of
its roads and beautiful scenes.
" Setagac," a Buffalo man and well-known writer

in the cycling press, has taken up his quartei-s here
this week and will push the quill for the Evening Sun.

PresidenfBates, another old-timer—one of the first,

if not the very first, to ride a wheel in Michigan—is

with us once rnore and will be during the meet. His
face lights up with a smile as he tells of how the older
he gets the fonder grow the memories of his friends
made on the wheel. He will greet them all this year
he hopes.

Applications for membership crowd each other on
the board from one meeting to another.

Letters of inquiry are coming in asking about all
the. points of interest to visiting wheelmen.
The Custom House matter will be arranged in good

time for the Niagara tour. It is even now in good
shape, and every wheelman who can spare the time
to take this week of pleasure through Canada will re-
member it all the years that follow.

Lady riders are becoming a part of every Sunday
run, and on Jefferson Avenue and at the park form a
part of every group where there is wheels or wheel-
men.
Do not forget the dates, July 16, 17, 18. Griff.

Sixteen members of the Business Mens' Cycle
League, of Newark, rode to Philadelphia on Saturday
last, where they were entertained by the Park
Avenue Wheelmen, who escorted them around the
city on Sunday.

T. Henry Sweeting, of the Sweeting Cycle Co.,
Philadelphia, has resigned as President of the Phila-
delphia Outing Club. In the future lady members
are to be admitted to the same rights in the club as
the gentlemen. This carries with it the privilege of
holding office.

Vice-Consul Geo. F. Up legraff, of Hagerstown, was
in New York this week on business and incidently to
boom the meet. He reports that everything is pro-
gressing finely, and now that the Racing Board has
announced the new rules, arrangements will be
rapidly pushed to a finish.

The George R. Bid well Cycle Co. have leased a floor
in a large manufactory at Sixty-seventh Street and
Eighth Avenue. Within a few months they will be
fitting pneumatics promptly to order.

The wheelmen of Jacksonville, Pla., met on Monday
evening of this week and decided to infuse new lite
into the Jacksonville Cycle Club for the coming Sum-
mer. Officers were elected as follows: President, S.
A. Adams : Vice-President, Geo. W. Emerv; Secre-
tary and Treasurer, Harry A. Henry. The road
officers will be elected next week. There are about
fifty riders in Jacksonville, and efforts will be made
to boom the sport and make cycling events interest-
ing this year.

The Capital City Cycling Club, of Springfield, 111.,

has adopted resolutions condemning the passage of
the White bill, which requires wheelmen to dismount
at the approach of vehicles drawn by a horse or
horses when encountered on a public highway, copies
of whif h have been forwarded to the representatives
and Senator from this district.

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF "WAITING"
AND "PACEMAKING" IN SPEED

COMPETITIONS.
HAVING ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO CYCLE

RACING.

By E. B. Turner, F. R. C. S., Eng.

ARTICLE IX.

Can "Loafing" be Cured.

Crawling in cycle races has been a burning ques-
tion for years. It has been discussed and written
&houtad iiaiiseum, but not one single practical attempt
has been made to remedy it. Of late it has resolved
itself into a controversy between writers who, them-
selves racing men, have learnt by practical ex-
perience on the path and road the truths we have
theoretically demonstrated in this series of articles,
and others who have either never raced at all, or else
failed to attain mediocrity, but who have not scrupled
to pour forth volumes of abuse on the devoted heads
of all the best and most straight-forward exponents
of our sport, for the sole reason that they chose to
ride their races in that way which the whole racing
world, champions and limit men included, knew to
be best calculated to ensure success. Now we think
the attitude assumed by these scribes will stand a
little examination. Either it is possible for one man
in a race, in which the competitors are nearly equal,
to make the running at a fair pace and win, or it is

not? For the sake of argument we will assume that
it is possible for a man to win under such circum-
stances. What have we then ? Simply that for years
all the best men, men who have won championships,
made records, on whose fair fame not one breath of
suspicion has rested, who have been, and are looked
upon as its foremost exponents—these men, out of
sheer devilment, every one of them, have entered
into a conspiracy to lower the tone and drag the name
of cycle-racing in the mire, for the sole reason that
they may win their prizes with a rather less expendi-
titre of physical exertion than would be necessary if

the pace were made at a decent rate. And this con-
spiracy must have been entered into by every rider
in the' kingdom whose form was good, and the
compact must have been most strictly—we were going
to say honorably—observed, for one man could have
broken it up at any time. He would have only had to
" put his head down and go all the wav " to win every
race in which he competed. Were such a monstrous
thing possible, no one would more heartily endorse
the criticisms, and approve the censure poured out
on its exponents, than ourselves, and the sooner a
sport so contaminated were removed from off the
face of the earth, the better we should be pleased.
But no one who had ever known the joy of "condition"
and the fierce delight of a close finish, could ever
seriously believe or write such things of a picked
body of young Englishmen. And we hold that it has
been most amply proved that it is not so. It has been
proved practically on the racing path times out of
number in the past, and to satisty any one in the
future, we are prepared to stand by the unaccepted
challenge recently offered by us to a contemporary.
These investigations, the results of which we have
just published, show conclusively the physical causes
which put cycle-racing in a category by itself, and
that any man having a chance in a race and throwing
it away by hard pacemaking, would be "roping"
just as much as if he pulled up in the straight. How,
then, is a pace to be ensured ? Take the race about
which, perhaps, more has been written than any
other—the mile championship won by Lehr. Which
of the four men who rode in the final heat was to be
the victim? Which of them was to take his chance
up and throw it away for the edification of the
onlookers? Was it to be decided by a "toss up," or
by the draw for places, or in what manner? We do
not enter at all upon the question whether Lehr won
on his merits, or whether he caught the others
"napping," but this one thing we do insist upon,
namely, that whichever of those four riders took the
lead and made play at any decent rate would have
finished a good last, and subsequent events prove
this. Osmond paced Wood all through in the Stanley
mile, and was beaten at the finish ; therefore, under
the then existing circumstances, they were right each
to ride his race in the wav which he considered
would give him the best chance of success. The
writer, who, to use his own expression, has had "his
knife into loafing" perhaps more than any other,
has several times stated hisopinion that these articles
could do no earthly good to the sport. We do not
wonder at this expression of opinion from him, but
still venture to believe that if they do nothing else
they will at least have cleared our best riders from
the unjust imputations showered upon them, and we
hope also that they may do something towards raising
cycle racing to that position in public estimation
which, on its merits, it should occupy. You cannot
remove a disease by discovering the cause, but it is

the first and most necessary step towards successful
treatment. Now, we have for some long time been
trying to find the cure for this disease, and at length,
in conjunction with Mr. R. J. Mecredy, we think we
have elaborated a scheme which, at any rate, is
worthy a fair trial. Starting with the fact that one
man cannot possibly lead at a pace and retain any
chance of winning, and bearing in mind the physio-
logical fact we have already mentioned, that carbonic
acid gas is exceedingly volatile, and that a very short
rest is sufficient to restore the balance of formation
and exhalation, we consider that if riders of equal
calibre starting in a scratch race, in which there are
no pacemakers going for time medals or lap prizes,
were to make a mutual agreement to share the pacing
at a fair gait, and honorably carry out their compact,
the difficulty would be half solved. For instance,
four men starting in a mile scratch race would draw
for positions, and the one taking " No. i " would lead
at a good pace for the first 300 yards. " No. 2 " for the
second 300 yards, and so on, until the end of 1,200
yards they each would have done an equal share of
the pacing, and the man who had led the last 300

yards, and therefore would be at a slight disadvan-
tage, would find compensation for that disadvantage
in having the inside position. Then there would be
360 yards left for the finishing for position, and the
final spurt. The result would probably be a mile in
2m. 45S., instead of 3m. 30s., and none of the riders
would be the worse for his share in leading. In
longer contests, of course, the pacing would be
arranged lap by lap, or half-mile by half-mile, ac-
cording to the distance of the race and number of
starters, the arrangement ceasing at least two laps
from home, so that all might spurt on even terms.
That any such plan as the above may be a complete
success, it is necessary that the men should be in
touch, and have the utmost confidence in each other's
honor. For it is manifest that if one man agreed to
do his share, and then when the time came remained
behind, and refused to go in front, he would have an
immense and very unfair advantage over those who
had honorably carried out their part of the agreement.
Therefore, the Cycle Racing Association has been
formed, consisting of all, or nearly all, the first-class
riders in the kingdom, who are pledged to take their
turns at pacing whenever, from the nature of the
contest, it may be required. It may be objected that
it is in the power of any good rider (who may for
some good reason not have been invited to join the
association, or who, having been invited, has declined
the honor,) to render nugatory all the efforts to im-
prove the sport by steadfastly declining to lead at
any time. Certainly this is so. But there are three
courses open to the rest, (i) To appeal to the race-
giving clubs, and point out to them that they, the
riders, are doing their best to help them by increas-
ing the public interest, and, therefore, improving the
gates, and call upon them to help themselves by
refusing the entry of the recalcitrant rider until such
time as he shall pledge himself to amend his ways.
(2) In case the clubs will not do this, they may refuse
to ride against him, and let the sports promoters
choose between a field of all the good men or of one
only; or (3) They may avail themselves of that pro-
viso in the rules which allows them under such
circumstances to ride as they choose, or in other
words, "loaf" as at present, the blame being entirely
off their shoulders. To carry out this programme it

is evident that the association must consist of honor-
able gentlemen, and be elected and ruled by a
committee free from bias. It is hoped that the
adopted rules may ensure this. The only occasion on
which this system of alternate pacing has been prac-
tically tried as yet was a brilliant success. We refer
to the ;o miles safety championship last season. The
race-giving clubs can help in other ways also. It is

universally agreed that fast-run race? attr.\ct the
public, and therefore it stands to reason that fast
racing means more of the sinews of war to the pro-
moters. Very well, then—let them ensure fast races.

(Concluded in next issue.)

[Parts I., n„ III., IV., v., VI. and VII., were pub-
lished in The Wheel of December 5, 12, January 2,

February 13, 20, March 6 and 13.]

International races will be held at Prague, Bohemia,
on the 17th, T8th and iqth of May. The prize list totals
one hundred guineas in value.

International races will be held at Trieste, Austria,
on May 24 and 28. The principal prize is the " Prix
des Dames de Trieste," a gold medal valued at ^40.

Prof. Carl Meyers will give an exhibition of his sky
bicycle immediately following the races of the Mas-
sachusetts Division, at Worcester, May 30.

The diamond frames for the Featherstone pneumat-
ics are now being receive! at the Chicago factory
and agents are beginning to receive their wheels.

Dr. Turner has been very fortunate in his experi-
ence with the pneumatic. He has ridden on one over
five hundred miles with only one inflation and with-
out any mishap whatever. But when the air in that
tire does escape the Doctor, if he is near, will wish he
had pumped it once a week.

The new Union County, New Jersey, macadam
road, locally known as Westfield Avenue, which ex-
tends from Elizabeth to Plainfield, is becoming a very
popular course with wheelmen living within a radius
of twenty miles or so of it. On Sunday last it is esti-

mated that very nearly 500 cyclists enjoyed its

smooth surface, and the hotels at Plainfield experi-
enced a thriving dinner business at noon. It was
Ripley Road on a small scale.

They have a cycling club at Bucharest, Roumania,
which already has thirty-five members, who ride
English, French and German machines. The name
of the club is the Clubal Velocipedistilor Bucuresci.

D. E. Sturgis, of the New York Bicycle Club, rode
twice to Tarrytown and back on Saturday last and
also about the city, covering 105 miles.

At the next regular meeting of the Manhattan Bicv-
cle Club on May 18 the names of sixteen applicants
for membership will be acted upon.

The wheelmen of Sin Francisco and vicinity will
have their attention attracted on Decoration Day by
the 25 mile road race on the San Leandro triangle
course, and on the following day the California Divi-
sion century run from San Francisco to San Jose and
return will take place.

The cycle trade is an important industry in tlie

eyes of the express and transportation companies at
this season of the year. Crated wheels may daily be
seen in the collecting and delivery wagons ; they aie
piled up in the various headquarters of the companies
awaiting shipment, and they can be found by the
score on trucks en route to and from the freight
depots.

A mammoth international road race from Bordeaux
to Paris (3555^ miles) is to be contested this month.
Holbein, Edge, Mills and other noted English road
scorchers will compete. Over such billiard-table
roads, as Wt- are led to believe those of France are,

the race should be a "clinker," as they say in London.
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HERE, THERE AND THEREABOUTS.

Could it have been some antique form of " bone-
shaker " that caused Byron to write :

" How surely he who mounts you swears?"

It is a fact, my dear Mr. Wheeler, ever since I saw
you on the wheel I cannot sleep or eat longing for
one. I am a miserable girl. Is there nothing I can
do to cure me of this mad infatuation ? Wheeler :

Yes, Miss Gush, I think there is. You might get one
and learn to ride.

" I never knew what a great command of language
Blobson had until to-day."
" What happened to convince you ?''

" He took a header and the remarks he made regard-
ing cycling and things in general were enough to
convince any one.

When one reads the following description of a run
to Yonkers, taken on November 16, 1879, and described
by "Bill" Curtis, it seems hardly possible that it

happened less than twelve years ago :

"A dozen metropolitan bicyclists assembled at the
corner of Fifty-ninth Street and Eighth Avenue,
bound for Yonkers positively and Tarrytown proba-
bly. Some came to grief at obstinate curbstones,
others tumbled pell-mell down Carmensville Hill and
piled themselves in a confused heap on the One Hun-
dred and Twenty-fifth Street railroad tracks. One
machine broke down at Kingsbridge, and the village
blacksmith spent three hours in repairs, and finally
all but;four of the starters readied Vojikers about two
hours later than they could have arrived by 7valking.
The italics in the former are mine to call attention to
the record performance we made on that day, and I

can assure my readers that the statement is no ex-
aggeration of the time we consumed on that, to me,
never-to-be-forgotten expedition. I remember quite
well whatmy feelings were as I succeeded in getting
into the saddle of a 52-inch Stanley I owned, after I
had hopped nearly a block to accomplish the feat. I

felt like, I think, Columbus must have when he
turned his vessels prows away from shores of the
lands he knew and boldly sailed out into the unknown.
True, I knew virhere,! was going to and he did not,
but I am sure he was no more uncertain of ever reach-
ing his unknown destination than I was of getting to
Yonkers. Like the emigrant Mark Twain tells of who,
bound for the great West, painted upon his wagon
"Texas or bust," I started upon that trip, and, like
him, 1 returned with the new legend " Busted by
gum," for I never got any further than One Hundred
and Forty-fifth Street, and then I sought the seclusion
that a horse-car grants and came home on four wheels
from a journey I started so bravely to make on two.
Still, for all this, those were great days, and we who
rode then were certain that we were the people.

"Johnnie Green"—No, you cannot ride a bicycle
bareback, and as to your city cousin having " seen a
man in Central Park driving a pair of full enameled
roadsters to a light wagon," his eyes must have de-
ceived him, or else he was playing it low down on
your ignorance. Don't believe all these city cousins
tell you about cycling, Johnnie.

It is better to be over the tire of a bicycle than
under the tire of a long walk.

How many times, unfortunately, the duplicate of
this picture is seen. A carriage going in the same
direction as a wheelman, the road smooth and alTord-
ing plenty of room for the cyclist to pass, but, instead
of doing so quietly and unobstrusively, as all other
users of the public highway do, he raises the most
horrible din with one of those ear-splitting horns,
intending, no doubt, to intimate to the driver that he
need not be alarmed. The effect of this is to make
the horse swerve, and then bolt, and it cer-
tainly is no fault of the wheelman that an
accident does not result from his lack of thought.
I saw just such a thing as this happen the other day,
and the lecture I gave to the rider, in my mind, strip-
ped of some rather florid trimmings in the way of
expletives, was about as follows : First, horns and
bells, though useful when used judiciously may eas-
ily become nuisances and dangerous ones at that.
Second, it is the duty of every rider to comport him-
self with proper regard to the fact that other vehicles
have equal rights with his own to the public highway.
Third, and finally, if I had been the driver of that
carriage I should have caught up with the rider and
perhaps it is not worth while stating the precise na-
ture of the punishment I would have visited upon the
wheelman, but it would have been more cutting than
words. In all my experience as a wheelman, and it
extends over many years, I have never, when alone,
frightened a single horse, although when riding in
company with others I have "assisted" in several
cases like the one described. Accidents, it is true,
cannot always be avoided, but I feel sure that the
majority of those of this kind can be prevented by a
little forethought and consideration. Leave to fish
peddlers the horn and to junk dealers the jangling
bell

;
let the wheelman depend upon a courteous

word for a signal of his presence and the remaining
enemies of cycling will be fewer.

I am firmly convinced that the day which will wit-
ness the dissolution of the League of American
Wheelmen is near at hand. I make this statement in
all seriousness and with much regret, and my ideas
are not the hasty ones of prejudice. The asso-
ciation in its existing form is unwieldly and unsatis-
factory, and does not command the interest or con-
fidence that raised it to its present position. Personal
bickerings. State and official jealousies, incompetent
officers, who hold positions for revenue and personal
ends more than for the honor of the office and the
good they may derive from it for the association and
the cftuge it is intetide4 to uphold and advance, all

tend to sap the energy and shorten the life of the
L. A. W. To me it seems only a question of time
when the national body will cease to exist entirely,
or else degenerate into a mere nominality, while the
active work and progress of the sport will be carried
on by State Divisions devoted to the interests of cy-
cling in the different States ^vhere the members form-
ing them reside. It is in no carping spirit of fault-
finding that this statement is made. No one would
be more pleased to find the foregoing prediction un-
fulfilled in the future than the writer, and in ventur-
ing it he has only uttered his individual opinion,
based upon what he thinks are facts warranting him
doing so.

The reason that so many of the wheel clubs do not
prosper is because many of the members of them are
like the flowers in the morning—the dues lay heavy
upon them.

I saw an original and decidedlj' feminine arrange-
ment recently. I was riding up the Riverside Drive,
and in front of me was a tandem safety ridden by
two riders who were of the ribbonizers, most ribbon.
The usual rainbow of fluttering silken streamers was
flung to the winds from each of the handle-bars,and the
monotony of the black tights worn by the riders
was broken by the addition to each of their costumes
of a white flannel coat. As I started to pass the tan-
demites who, as usual with this class of riders, were
out more for display than for actual riding, my eye
was attracted to something glistening between the
shoulder blades of the rider occupying the front sad-
dle, and as I drew nearer I found that it was one of
those small circular metal-framed looking-glasses
sometimes hawked by venders in the streets. At ilrst

I could not understand the meaning of it, until I saw
the rear rider using it to properly adjust a stray curl
of his hair and to give a slightly more artistic rake to
the cap perched upon the top thereof. Talk of women !

but they are not to be mentioned for vanity, frivolity
and sickening self-admiration with such things as
these.

" A lion who was growing old and unable to hunt
gave out that he was a skilled physician, and invited
the animals afHicted with ailments to repair to him
for relief. A young horse, who had a grudge against
the lion, did so, and pretending an injury to one of
his hoofs, held it up for the lion's inspection. When
the aged monarch would have examined the hoof the
horse let fly his heels and gave the lion a violent blow
in the face. He then bounded off, well pleased with
himself. The lion with some pain threw over his
shoulders the skin of an ass whom he had slain, and
moved stiffly out upon the plain. ' Well, honest hee-
haw,' exclaimed the horse, trotting up to him, 'how's
things?' The lion would doubtless have made an
appropriate reply had not his mouth at the moment
been so tull of horse meat as to preclude utterance.
In the eyes of a young horse an old lion is an ass, but
in the eyes of an old lion a young horse is his meat."
The truth of this allegory is shown in the recent dis-
cussion which has taken place in print between the
secretary of a prominent wheel club and a well-known
writer for the wheel press.

A wheelman buys a machine on the installment
plan, paying for it $140, of which $40 is cash and tne
remaining $100 is to be paid in sums to suit the pur-
chaser. The first month he paid one-quarter of the
amount, $25 ;

the next, one-quarter of the remainder,
$18.75; the next, the same proportion of what re-
mained. He proposed to continue this plan of pay-
ment until it dawned on him that if he followed it out
religiously, even if he should be endowed with the
gift of immortality, and should continue to pay the
debt at the same ratio, he could never pay all of it.

There would always remain that quarter of the former
month's payment, providing he could get money
small enough to make the payments with.

Women are like the spokes in a bicycle wheel—they
are attached to attire and hang to the fellows.

If a rider was coasting a steep hill, at the bottom of
which was a ditch, would it be correct to describe
him as being " on the road to ruin ?"

"See here, sir," she said, as she entered the private
office of the proprietor of an up-town establishment,
"your salesman has imposed upon me."
" Is it possible, ma'am ? In what respect ?"
" Yes, sir ; he has lied to me, and I don't want this

wheel."
"How has he deceived you, ma'am ?"

" Why, he told me this was the best machine in the
world. Told it right before witnesses, and I can prove
every word of it, too."

" But that was not deceiving you, ma'am."
" Yes it was

;
I hadn't the machine two days before

another agent told me his was the best, and he showed
me the advertisements of the makers to back it up,
too, and another agent said his wheel had taken ten
medals in county fairs."
"But we have taken fifteen, ma'am."
" Oh ! have you?"
"And we are sure to scoop the premium at the

World's Fair."
"Indeed !"

"And we have issued a challenge tor a public trial
to ride up the stairs of the Washington monument
and to coast down Pike's Peak, and no other maker
dares to accept it."
" Is that so ? Then your wheel is the best after all

?"

"Certainly it is."
"Then won't you please excuse me? I thought I

had been imposed upon, and I guess I was a little too
hasty. The other agents must have been liars "—
curtain.

Askem—Why did you take your boy away from
school? I thought you wanted to educate him to suc-
ceed you in your business?
Wheelmake—So I do, but thev were ruining him.

Wliy, they were trying to teach him that sixteen
ounces make a pound, and you know how any one
with such ideas in his head would Succeed in building
bicycles for a living,

They have organized a cycle club in Calcutta. Sort
of an Indian club on wheels, I suppose.

A glance through any of the large repair shops will
recall to the observant one two things: First, some-
thing that he already knew, that this is pre-eminently
an age of safeties. Second, that the average life of a
safety, before it has to seek the kind ministrations of
the repairer to make it whole again, is from two to
two and one-half years. This latter fact is learned by
noting the pattern of the wheel which ante-dates its
initial bow to the repairer about that length of time.
In this respect, at least, the safety does not favorably
compare with the ordinary, which, with average care,
should stand twice that period of riding before it had
to be gone over in any extensive or expensive man-
ner. 'The causes for this difference exist in the more
complicated form of the safety, the greater number
of its bearing and frictional points, and the greater
rack and strain it is put to from being driven by a
chain. Then again riders are more careless of them-
selves awheel on the dwarf than they were on the
giant. The name "safety" is translated by many to
mean immunity from all danger to both rider and ma-
chine, and hence the ride at, or over, anything, re-
gardless of the probable disaster to either. The
result of all this is to make business good for the re-
pairer, the manufacturer and the dealer, who view
with content the hard usage that most riders seem to
think it is highly essential to bestow upon their
mounts, thinking that by doing so they demonstrate
the toughness of themselves and the wheel they ride.

Don Salambo.

THE INFANCY OF CYCLING.

At the recent dinner of the Business Men's Cycle
League of Newark, Herbert W. Knight, one of the
first riders in this country, responded to the toast,
"The Babyhood of Wheeling." Mr. Knight's re-
marks were interesting. He said that he had had the
pleasure of a short ride on the famous Ariel machine,
exhibited at the Centennial, the first one in this coun-
try, and that shortly after they were introduced in
Boston. In 1878 he imported a 50 inch Duplex Excel-'
sior. In describing the machine he said :

It had solid forks to both wheels, parallel or cone
Bearings—not a suspicion of a ball about it anv where.
On each side of the front forks was a toe rest, held
fast against the side of the fork by stiff rubber bands,
but which could be opened by the pressure of the
foot sufficiently to rest one's toes on them when coast-
ing. There were direct action spokes, each one with
a thread upon its outer surface at the point where it
enters the rim so that it might be secured by a lock
or nut. A perfectly straight and very short handle-
bar, two steps on the backbone, up which one climbed
like a monkey up a lamp-post when mounting the
wheel, and a roller-brake upon the back wheel, which
was operated by means of a cord or leather thong,
running through guide loops, up the backbone to the
handle-bar, were the other features.
Perhaps the crowning glory of this ideal machine,

however, was the saddle—a pear shaped piece of iron
mounted on a wooden block and covered with a stiff
and blister-creating piece of pigskin. These early
rides impressed themselves upon one's memory. The
weight of the wheel, all told, was in the neighborhood
of sixty-five pounds. Nevertheless, it was the delight
of every machinist's heart. There was not a me-
chanic among the many hundreds who stopped us in
our early rides to examine the strange vehicle but
went into ecstacy about it, because it was, as they
put it, "absolutely perfect."
On the day the first machine arrived I rode to a

neighboring town, some five miles away. I shall
never forget that ride. It was a lovely moonlight
night, but the bright spokes of our wheel glistened
and sparkled in the moonlight like running water.'
The horses didn't like us a bit, and we were up and
down during the whole trip. At one point of the road
an enthusiastic native called to stop, and then apolo-
gized profusely on finding us flesh and blood, declar-
ing that he had taken us for a phantom of some kind
or another.
In relation to early club life he said : A few months

after the advent of my wheel there were four or five
other riders, and there being enough cyliststofill the
board of officers, we organized a bicycle club. The
first club in this country was organized while the
charter members lay in very graceful attitudes about
and around a little stream that enters the Valley
Road, about halt-way between Orange and South
Orange, at a point where a large basin has been built
to afford a watering-place for horses. This was in
the early Spring of '79. That club is in existence to-
day. We had ourregular clubrooms, and, if there were
seldom more than two in atterrdance, the reports of
our rides which appeared in the press never failed to
mention all the fun we had, but studiously avoided
any reference to the number amongst whom the fun
was divided.
Mr. Knight also told many reminiscences of the

early days of the sport, and mentioned particularly
the famous run known as a " Wheel around the Hub,"
at Boston. In regard to racing, he said that the first
modern bicycle race in the United States was run on
the Manhattan Club grounds. New York city, on
Thanksgiving Day, 1878, the first prize being won by
Joseph Lafon, the second by himself, there being four
men in the race. It was a mile contest and was won
in the remarkable time of 4 minutes and m seconds.
In 1879 a three-mile race was contested at the old
Madison .Square Garden; this was also won by Mr.
Knight. From that time on, and for the next few
years, there were but few athletic meetings at which
there was not one or more bicycle races. The first
amateur champion of the United States was Joseph
L.nfon, a Newark man, who was succeeded by L. H.
Johnson, who held the position of amateur champion
of the Vnited States for several years,"
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BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

THE ATHLETIC CLUB RIDERS ARE NOT BARRED IN
RETALIATION.

1 notice by some o£ the wheel papers that our simple
little Wheelmen's Racing League has been deemed of
sufficient importance to have suggested the word
" retaliation," in reference to the athletic club men.
We might well plume ourselves on this state of things
if it were so, which I doubt, for two very good rea-
sons—first, how are they going to retaliate, and
second, why should they? If the athletic club men
have so lost all sense of what is fit, it is time they
were taught different. Surely, if they have what
they want, /. e., the glory and more substantial bene-
fits which accrue from representing an athletic club,
they should in all fairness say to these erstwhile
clubmates, have your race among yourselves, and we
will work all we know how to make your affair a
success. Otherwise they stamp themselves as a per-
sonification of selfishness and greed. If having left

their club helpless, as far as successful representation
goes, upon the race track and road, they desire to
still further crush out its ambition to now and then
figure as a winner of some event to reflect credit upon
a wheeling organization, they stand in the position of
the anarchist of cycling, and have no place among us.

How can they materially retaliate ? The athletic
clubs, to satisfy their racing men, would hardly hold
race meetings at which only their men would be
allowed to compete ; they could not afford to do with-
out the merry little dollar of the man who thinks he
has got a chance and enters, and the athletic clubs
are not as yet educated up to that point when they
will hold bicycle race meets alone, at any rate. Sup-
pose the athletic men get together and form a road
racing association of their own, will we feel bad?
Will that be retaliation ? Hardly ; to retaliate it must
be something that would hurt feelings, and they must
seek elsewhere for a method to accomplish this. Still,

I am inclined to think that they are not so bad as
painted, and still have a warm spot in their hearts
for the old clubs; hence there will be no retaliation,
although an athletic club man said to me not long
ago, "Look out, or we will have you out," and it

made me smile. Should that dreadful thing occur we
would be exactly in the same position that we are to-

day—no better, no worse Turn on your thunder ; we
can stand it.

A number of the members turned out on Sunday
and were taken through the Oranges by H. L. Brad-
ley. They visited the course at Milburn and found
all the flyers assembled, testing their speed. Lewis
took a party to Gravesend, and weaned "Pop" De
Ciraaf away from the Harlem's run and initiated him
into the mysteries of a fish dinner at Stillwell's.

Mead, the re'maining member of the Road Committee,
is wading in the Beaverkill, Sullivan County, for
trout, and reports reach us that he has a run of his
own every day, running away from the flies that are
about a million strong at present, so he is doing his
duty, and will be in good practice when he returns.

We have received a most warm and hearty invita-

tion from the members of the New Haven Bicycle
Club to visit them on May 23 and 24, and be their
guests. A strong friendship sprang up between the
two clubs on the occasion of our visit to Hartford last

year, and no doubt a large party will accept the invi-

tation and eaf them out of house and home.
The bicycle parade through the park will be one of

the features of this month. We received a very cour-
teous letter from Park Commissioner Luscomb, in-

viting our aid, and the idea has caught on. Our Road
Committee will endeavor to have as large a repre-
sentation as possible out. Atol.

JERSEY CITY.

Thirty-five representatives of the Hudson County
Wheelmen accepted an invitation of the Jersey City
Yacht Club to visit them at their new club-house at
Point Breeze, Staten Island, on Sunday last. The
party went down by the way of Newark, Elizabeth,
Rahway and Perth Amboy, and returned via New
Dorp, Port Richmond and Bergen Point. A genuine
seashore dinner was served by the hosts, and the
club-house, grounds and boats were at the wheel-
men's disposal during their three hours stay. It is

quite likely that a dozen or fifteen of the H. C. W.
will become associate members of the yacht club.

A large number of the Hudson Counties will attend
the minstrel entertainment to be given by the Jersey
City Athletic Club May 16. Among the wheelmen
who will do the burnt-cork act are Dr. Johnson and
Messrs. Baggott, Nichols and Herrick.

The Jersey City Athletic Club Wheelmen have
elected the following officers for the current year:
Captain, W. E. Scudder ; First Lietenant, J. W. Wat-
son, Jr.; Second Lieutenant, George H. Belderhase;
Color Bearer, P. Y. Sweeney. The club colors of the

J. C. A. C. Wheelmen and the Hudson County Wheel-
men are alike—red and white.

Most of the cycling'clubs in this vicinity will attend
the road race on the Milburn course, Decoration Day,
after which they will run to Elizabeth to take part in

the afternoon festivities of the. State Meet.

Sixteen applications for membership are ready for
presentation at the next regular meeting of the Hud-
son Counties. We have now 107 members, and will
probably pass the 150 mark before the close of the
riding season. The membership will doubtless be
limited to 230 at the June meeting.

Captain McAra has called a club run to Orange for
Saturday evening. May 23, to take part in the lantern
parade of the East Orange Cyclers.

The much thought and talked of opening of the
Hudson Counties' new club-house will occur as soon
after June i as possible. We are only waiting for the
contractors to drive the last nail and lay the last
brick, when we will decide the exact date and send
out the invitations. Captain McAra states that the
route he will select will be less than three or four
miles long, and that the balance of the evening will
betaken up in the way of an entertainment at the
club-house. Coaster.

ST. LOUIS.

the pike county tour.

Despite the rain about forty wheelmen took the
train tor Louisiana on Saturday, May 2, to participate
in the Pike County tour. Reaching that town the
Palmer House, which looked as inviting as ever, was
sought, and a hasty retire was the general order of
things. Not all, however, a few didn't know how to
enjoy themselves without an all night carousal, and
of course all the visitors are put in the same category
as far as the outside public judge of such things.
Rain at all the other points lessened the attendance,

but we had 6 from Jacksonville, 4 from Springfield,
14 from Quincy, 8 from Roodhouse, 7 from Carrollton,
15 from Jerseyville, and others scattered among the
surrounding towns. At 8 a. m. on Sunday we massed
in front of the hotel and got shot by the camera at
long and short range, making two very distinct
pictures. After this the wheels were mounted and
the tour begun. By this time the roads had dried up
and were simply perfect. Some took the short route
to Claiksville, but most of the riders preferred the
long way around the bait, twenty-one miles. Imagine
coasts of over a mile in length winding over perfect
roads. How the wheels flew! We arrived back to
Louisiana at 1.30 with forty miles to our credit.
Dinner was relished, and the crowds gathered in front
of the hotel to see the finish of the road race from
Rover. At 3.30 W. J. Cox loomed up with the lead
well in hand and won, A. G. Harding was second and
R. H. Milford third. It is no trouble to see faults in
handicaps after the race, but this event was very
passable for all contestants. During the race Roy
Tidd on an Eagle lost his pedals and took a bad
header. The first three in rode cushion tire safeties
and belong to the cycling club. After the race some
climbed the pinnacle and some rowed over the river
to Illinois, or amused themselves in other ways.
After supper we ransacked the dancing room of its

chairs and took them over to the hall, where speeches
were made, the prizes presented, and the cyclers
made welcome. Piano solos, nigger quartette sing-
ing and clog dancing followed, and our Chief Consul
was informed in a rousing chorus that he will be
hung on a sour apple tree. He invites all to fall into
the arms of Murphy, but they take Morpheus instead.
We pulled ourselves together at 4 a. m. and caught
the " 2 " for St. Louis ready for the turmoil and strife
again, and all the better for the outing.

The mass meeting held at the Missouri Club was
partially a failure, as the boys did not mass to any
great extent. The illuminated parade was called off,

and a committee composed of Messrs. Robert, Wright,
Holm, Knight and Emery were appointed to confer
with the citizens mass meeting. May n, to arranji e
for a grand round of Fall festivities. It was thought
they could be given better then and with larger
crowds to see them.
Harding, Rule, Tivy, Cox, Sanders, Millford, Grath,

Burgess, Aurch and Tidd are training hard for the
road race in Forest Park, May 23. It is the day of the
annual Sunday-school picnic at the Pair Grounds, but
there will be enough people to see both.

The half holiday on Saturday is being generally
observed, and this will help the sport.

Trade at all the agencies is on a boom of about six-
teen hours a day.

The Fair Grounds Association, headed by Dr.
Berkhead, has announced that they will give a cycle
tournament on some Saturday late in June. They
will offer several hundred dollars worth of prizes in
the full series of races. The news was received with
delight, and a good field of starters and a large at-
tendance are assured.

Ten new members were admitted to the Missouris
at the last meeting. FUTURE GREAT.

FALL RIVER, MASS.

The hill coasting contest of the Fall River Cycle
Club, Tuesday evening was a success, and fully 2,000
people assembled to witness the sport. There were
twenty entries. The result was : L. R. Darling, first

;

N. C. Johnson, second ; Samuel Wood, third. All the
winners were on cushion-tired wheels. After the
contest the club adjourned to their rooms where the
prizes were presented.

By mutual consent the Decoration Day race between
the Ramblers of this city and the New Bedfords has
been postponed until the Fourth of July, as both clubs
want to attend the meet at Worcester.

Wm. A. Turner will represent the Fall Rivers in the
races at Worcester.

About two months ago Dr. A. J. Abbe had his
Hickory safety stolen and was unable to get any
trace of it until last week, when it was fished out of
the Quequechan River, where the thief probably
threw it to be seasoned. How is that, Mr. Elliott ?

Robt. McLeod, while coasting Second Street on a
safety last week, pulled his handlebar out at the head
and went flying into the gutter. He will ride on the
street cars for a few days.

Wallie Wilcox was defeated by Frank Almy on the
Fall River Recreation Grounds last Friday in a one
mile safety race. The time was 3m. 46s., which is
slow for the track.

The five mile road race of the Pall Rivers has been
postponed until after the Worcester meet.

A favorite place for Sunday runs is to Stone Bridge,
at Tiverton. It is six miles from this city, and is a
place where good fishing can be had.

Eight of the Fall Rivers made a run to Warren and
Bristol on Sunday last. Fully forty whe.elmen sat
down to dinner at Coles Hotel, Warren, representing
Taunton, Providence and Pawtucket.
While on hotels, a change from the Wilbur (now the

League Hotel) to the Mellow House would be appre-
ciated. I would respectfully call the attention of our
local consul to the fact. Quequechan.

LOUISVILLE.

It is said that Edward Augustus Herget and Ed-
ward Augustus Mathey will enter the June races as
the "twin stars." Both say, however, that the glory
of the racing path is not for them, as they have
retired.

Had the artist intended to represented Willie—little
Willie—Rapp in the new heading to the Courler-Iour-
nal's wheel department, he could not have produced
a better drawing. However, Willie—little Willie—has
not "come down " to the safety, although rumor has
it that he might ride one—sometime.
The Auditorium Amphitheatre Bicycle Track was

thrown open on April 26, and is pronounced the finest
in the South if not in the United States. Louisville is
to be congratulated on the acquisition. Hodgson, of
New Orleans, will visit it with his Louisiana boys on
June 26 and 27, and he will take in Hagerstown and
Detroit later in the trip, and in turn the National
Meet.

Quite a number of Kentucky renewals will go in
this week. "G X EX J X" has been pushing re-
newals with a determination that means suc-
cess. His engineering of the Kentucky Division the
past year has saved its membership roll several set
backs. The apathy of the present Chief Consul put
the secretary in a most trying position. The desire
of all the members of the Kentucky Division, who
want to work and who want others to work, is to have
a competent, energetic &rps of officers who will help
boom the membership. If G. E. Johnson, the present
secretary, is made the Chief Consul the coming
League year, his plans for booming the Division,
which were miscarried last year on account of Lamb's
removal from the city, will place 600 names on Ken-
tucky's roll before '92. The Coiirier-Joicrnal is one
successful agency to that end.

A new wheel club has been organized at Ashland,
Ky., with officers as follows: President, J. W. Hen-
derson; Secretary-Treasurer, W. S. Boygess ; Cap-
tain, L. B. Ferguson. It will be a League club and
will attend the State meet in a body. The organiza-
tion is known as the Ashland Bicycle Club.

During the music festival the Louisville track will
be thrown open to riders each night at ten o'clock for
use by electric light.

Every Kentucky wheelman can be of assistance to
the Division by sending a list of wheelmen's names
who are not members of the L. A. W. to G. E. John-
son, Secretary, care Courie?- Joiirtial, Louisville, Ky.
It is a small amount of work, and surely among the
175 members of the Division there is knowledge of a
lone wheelmen somewhere who would gladly join il

furnished with some boom matter which Mr. Johnson
will send out. In Louisville alone it is estimated
there are 600 or 700 wheelmen ; there are probably 400
or 500 others in the State, and many are new enthusi-
asts, who, if brought in early in their wheeling experi-
ence, would remain members for years, even if their
enthusiasm for riding flags. These Louisville riders
will receive the same material that the non-residents
receive and an increased membership will result.
Now, boys, work.
Adolph Thum has an excellent negative of the

Auditorium Track.

Tom Jefferis is away on a short business trip in the
State.

The Covington boys want more ordinary events
than are on the State meet programme.
On account of a blunder of the janitor the Jefferson-

ville boys were not allowed to enter the Auditorium
Park on Sunday last. Of course, they felt hurt, but
explanations and apologies arranged matters satis-
factorily.

Mr. Daniel Quilp is having four washstands and
baths put in at the track. A steam roller is now at
work hardening the course.

Several prizes will be offered for cycle races at the
masons' St. John's Day celebration.

White Burley.

SYRACUSE.

On Wednesday, May 27, the Syracuse Cycling Club
and the Syracuse Athletic Club will hold a joint tour-
nament at Kirkwood Park, bicycle and athletic events
alternating. This will bring out the local talent, and
is just what is needed in Syracuse. There will no
doubt be a large attendance.

Committees of three from each of the athletic and
wheel clubs of the city are holding joint meetings for
the purpose of securing a track and grounds for all

amateur out-door sports. Much interest is being
taken in this scheme, and in a short time Syracuse
will have one of the finest athletic grounds in this
State.

The fifteen mile road race of the S. C. C. takes place
on the 7th, at 4 p. m. There are twenty entries, and
it is expected to be a nice scorch. The S. C. C. held
their regular monthly meeting on the evening of the
4th. Eight applications for active membership were
voted on, and all elected. Capt. Bob reported the
mileage for April, which showed Geo. Westfall first,

with 415 miles to his credit; Bert Hall was second,
with some 200 odd miles. A special meeting of the
club will be held on the 25th to make final arrange-
ments for the Rome trip on Decoration Day.

The Century Cycling Club will shortly open rooms
in the Butler Block.

The wheelmen of Syracuse are noted for being
good road riders, and especially are the S. C. C. noted
for having some good men. Now that the season has
opened the black uniform is to be found in all the
neighboring towns. During the past two weeks ten
of the club made Rome on one trip, fifteen or twenty
have wheeled to Auburn, and three rode to Cortland,
a distance of thirty-si.K miles, after supper.

May 27, joint tournament of the S. C. C. and S. A. C.
at Kirkwood Park, Syracuse.
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DOWN DANIELSONVILLE WAY,

Amongthe manyreadersof the "Don's" notes in last
week's Wheel upon the relation between manufac-
turer and purchaser there will be without doubt
a few who do not swallow the text as he writes it

;

however, they may accept the drift of the article.
The editor writes to the point, as many of us think,

but I have a little defense for the "Don." We are
neighbors, the "Don" and I, and, however, on gen-
eral principles, reciprocity between pen-pushers
may be transparent in its intent ; on this occasion let
us look over "Don Salambo's modes for a few
months past. It was not always thus.
In THE WHEEL of January g, page 523 :

" Will the
manufacturer follow up the precedent of the last year
and present to the riders some still further and un-
suspected form of improvement in wheel construc-
tion or equipment." * * *

In The Wheel of February 20, page 685 :
" If men

must embark in the manufacture of wheels let them
do so in a way that is intelligent. Don't experiment
with any inventive crank, as, rest assured, his
invention has long before been hawked around among
all of the established manufacturers, a«</ //aa? it any
7nerit their exteriejiced eyes would long since have de-
tected it and bought it of him. So let him alone and
take any make of wheel which the makers have by
long experience and experiments made a suc-
cess." * * *

If I be not mistaken in the recollection, late in '90 or
early in this season " Don S." scratched his head over
the " who knows " of the pneumatic tires. He wanted
to know if it would be good judgment to put away an
old and tried mount, and put one hundred and sixty
into an experiment. The manufacturers have been
making scrap-books of just such notes as those for
years. In three visits to a large bicycle factory I

have each time seen the manager handling scrap-
book items of different kinds. All of which goes to
prove that one may write very much that is good, and
yet it may not all be pure sugar and of consistency.
As our neighbor says "around it (cycling) sprang

up a literature of its own." You, my dear " Don Sal-
ambo," were one of the springs. Your written opin-
ions and those of a score of other writers are all
pasted in books, and have shaped, to some extent,
policies and methods, not as your individual opinion,
but as representative.

If early in the season you felt not like a hundred and
sixty for an experiment, did you not feel about like
the average?
Ah! we who ride are fickle, for "now a bubble

bursts and now a world."
AUPHNWALK.

MINNEAPOLIS.

The Flour City Cyclists entertained the members
of the St. Paul Cycle Club on May 3. Twelve
members of the club were over, including several
lady riders. The guests were hospitably received at
the club-house and were then treated to a run on the
pavement, after which the club left for home under
the escort of H. C. Barrows, H. H. Hodsdon and J. W.
Taylor.

Messrs. Reeves and Roach, of the Flour City Cy-
clists, made a trip to Minnetonka on Sunday last, and
came in very good considering it was the first long
run of the season. The boys are not in shape as yet
for riding.

The attention of all wheelmen in Minnesota is
called to the following : On Decoration Day, Satur-
day, May 30, there will be a grand State meet to all
cyclists in St. Paul. A special invitation is extended
to all lady riders to attend, and arrangements have
bee'H made to accommodate a large number. All are
expected to report at the Windsor Hotel, St. Paul,
not later than 9 a. m., where they will be registered
and given positions in line. At ten the procession,
headed by a fine band engaged for the occasion, will
start, and will move along the principal streets of the
city, executing movements as they ride. At the close
of the parade the photographs of the riders will be
taken and then all will be served with a bountiful re-
past prepared especially for the riders. At two
o'clock a series of races will be held on the asphalt
pavement, which will occupy the entire afternoon,
when all will again adjourn to supper, after which
the line will be formed and a lantern parade will be
given. At its conclusion the riders will go direct to
Armory Hall, where a dance will be given. Those in
attendance are expected to provide and decorate
their wheels with flags and ribbons and in the even-
ing with lanterns. Clubs wishing positions in line
would do well to correspond with W. E. McCune,
care S. F. Heath, St. Paul. Those in Minneapolis
with either J. W. Washburn or J. W. Taylor, 60 Fifth
Street, South Minneapolis.

A theatre party consisting of H. C. Barrows, H. W.
Clarke, J. W. Taylor, J. O. Laird, W. R. Venables, W.
F. Robinson, W. A. Reeves, R. W. Thompson and C.
L. Stacey, all members of the Flour City Cyclists,
was present at the performance of " Later On " at
the Bijou Opera House on Thursday evening last.

The Flour City Cyclists have in process of construc-
tion a very neat banner made of fine material and
bearing the name and insignia of the club. The first
appearance will be made at St. Paul on Decoration
Day. J. O. Laird, color-bearer.

The St. Paul Cycle Club was hospitably entertained
on Sunday last and conducted to Aurka by the Flour
City Cyclists. A large number of the boys went, and
stood the long ride well.

The St. Paul Cycle Club attended the ladies' bicycle
race at Washington Rink on Thursday evening. They
were escorted home by delegates of the Flour City
Cyclists at the close of the race. Several lady riders
were in the party.

• Critic.

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

At last Knoxville has a bicycle club—the Knoxville
Bicycle Club—with a membership of thirty and a cot-
tage club-house and wheel room at 33 Church Street.
The officers are : C. W. Perry, President ; Charles
Kverett, Vice-President ; A. M. Ross, Secretary-
Treasurer

; G. H. Wilson, Captain ; Edward Hall,
First Lieutenant ; W. P. Biddle, Second Lieutenant

;

A. P. Harrison, Color Bearer.

The Knoxville Bicycle Club will give a compli-
mentary outing to the lady friends of the members,
about May 14 or 15. Captain Wilson is arranging it.

Messrs. Edward Ijams and Robert Armstrong, of
the Knoxville Bicycle Club, sailed from New York,
May.;7, for a European tour awheel. They expect to
remain abroad two years.

The Knoxville agents are G. H. Wilson, manager
for George Brown, Columbias ; W. P. Biddle, Ramb-
lers

; J. B. T. Cummings, "Victors.

Why not a Southern boom for the League this year ?

If the Chief Consuls of the various State Divisions in
the South would step aside in their work for their own
States—just a little—now and then to work up the
States where Divisions do not exist, it is possible that
all in the South might be before the year is over on a
working organized basis. Let some Southern brother
suggest a plan whereby all the organized Divisions
could work to this end. Or possibly some brother,
North or East, where this condition has been passed,
can give a plan from experience that would be of
very material assistance. It is not necessary to
neglect the home Division to do this.

White Burley.

BROOKLYN RAMBLERS.

A word to the members having a proclivity for a
place on the team. It has been decided to choose the
team to represent the club from those who partici-
pate in the Irvington-Milburn race, and therefore it

IS vital for those with aspirations for the team to do
their " prettiest " in that event.

It may not be out of place to say a word regarding
a matter which doubtless will reflect upon wheelmen
and the sport in general. I refer to Sunday road rac-
ing. Of late this sort of business seems to be on the
increase among a certain class, and where the wheel-
men rely upon the good will of the county freeholders
to allow racing on holidays, etc., upon the roads un-
der their supervision there can be no doubt that Sun-
day racing will ultimately cause these authorities to
put a damper on such practices at all times, to the in-
jury of the honest intentions of other clubs. I can
say without reserve that the success of no organiza-
tion, with a tendency to racing, can be dependent
upon holding their events on Sundays. ARROW.

SYRACUSE.

The fifteen mile road race of the Syracuse Cycling
Club took place on Thursday afternoon last. The
course was straight-away 7^^ miles and return on the
Cicero plank road. The first man to start was " Doc"
Nearing, whose riding was a surprise to all. Our
Geo. Penn was "in it" also. If you do not think so
look at his time. One hour and ten seconds for fifteen
miles is not so awfully bad. The prizes were : First,
a jeweled gold ring ; second, a jeweled gold pin ; third,
gold club badge ; fourth, gold L. A. W. button. The
following table gives the time of the men and the
winners names :

Dr. Geo. E. Nearing.
Geo. Penn
Fred Penn
Fred Hart
Frank Higby
Harry Schell
John Howe
J. B. Eccleston
Frank Pitts
Geo. Westfall
F. Gaylord
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The Buffalo Commercial editorially sums up cycling
as follows : "The bicycle in Buffalo has become the
poor man's horse. To see to what extent this asser-
tion is true one should rise early and watch the string
of men on the wheel from six to seven o clock in the
morning. One not familiar with the facts will be as-
tonished to see the hundreds of men and scores of
women riding on the bicycle to work and carrying
the little tin pail or the lunch basket. A large major-
ity of these people live on the outskirts of the city,
and the wheel makes them independent of the street-
cars, and serves them nearly as well as a horse could
and without the expense for keep. A great many
collectors travel over the city on the bicycle. Very
many doctors and clergymen use it, the doctors
especially for night calls. The bicycle is a great in-
stitution in Buffalo, where the smooth surfaced pave-
ments give the owners of the wheel a great chance to
use it to the best advantage. There is no "ad." in
this unsolicited notice for we learn that at present it

is almost impossible for those who supply the bicycle
to keep up with the demand."

WHEELING THROUGH THE GERMAN
HARZ.

Bv Wm. Heyny, Jr.

Copyrighted 1891.

The Harz Mountains were known to the old Greeks
and Romans as " harticus mons." Druids are said to
have celebrated their rites at the " Rosstrappe " rock
and other places in the Harz, and the old Germans
offered here to their gods, long after the gospel of
Christ had conquered Europe. The huge sandstone-
blocks of the " Teufelsmauer," the "Gegensteine "

and other rocks still remain to show that a wall was
there, extending from the vicinity of Ballenstedt to
the "Regenstein," beyond which no worshipper of
the crucified god could advance unpunished. In
more modern times great poets like Goethe, Heine
and other writers were inspired by the beautiful
scenery and the legendary rocks and ruins, and to-
day the German student dreams from year to year
of the mystic Harz, until he has saved up from his
pocket money enough to go there, and see his dreams
realized, and to enjoy the grand sights nature has
provided for him. He will come home again and
bring with him recollections of smiling landscapes,
bathed in sunlight, of verdant and flowery valleys,
and the melancholy appearance of the mountains,
wrapped in their nightrobes of white clouds, and the
legends of the crumbling ruins will haunt his
memory forever.
Nowhere, on this earth, is so much of the interest-

ing crowded together in so small a space. Magnifi-
cent castles, quaint old towers and battlements, and
picturesque ruins are found side by side with great
rocks, wild streams and beautiful waterfalls. In the
idyllic valleys, charming landscapes facinate the
eye of the artist, and the exhilarating air, balmy with
the resinous odor of the pines, brings to the com-
plexion the ruddy glow of health.
The ancient towns at the base of the mountains fur-

nish inexhaustible material for study ; the members
of the local clubs are models of sociability; but of
the greatest importance to the wheelman, and duly
appreciated by him alone are the magnificent high-
ways, which connect in easy graded windings all the
places of interest, leading over mountain and vale,
and extending even up to the highest point, the
" Brocken," some 4000 feet above the sea level.
The northerly and northeasterly part of the Harz

presents more of sweet and charming scenery, such
as the idyllic Selke Valley, while the majestic
grandeur of the wild Bode Valley reminds one of the
gigantic rocks of Colorado. The western mountains
of the Harz, however, have an entirely different
aspect, the sombre character predominates, repre-
senting metallurgy and mining. The Southerly
range, "Unterharz," quieter, and less frequented
than the "Oberharz," offers splendid views and
dense forests. The Selke and Bode valleys abound
in interesting scenes.
Near the town of Blankenburg, with its castle, we

find the "Teufelsmauer" (devil's wall), a long range
of fantastic rocks, appearing like a horde of giants,
marched up in line of battle, and the "Regenstein,"
a ruined fortress, hewn out of the solid rock, rising
abruptly from the plain.
The old town of Wernigerode has one of the finest

castles in the world on the heighths above it, also a
handsome citv hall, well preserved. From this town
the ascent to the " Brocken," through the " Steinerne
Renne" (stony clove), disclosing the picturesque
waterfalls of the " Holtemme " brook, passing the
" Wodanfelsen," " Hai " and " Hohneklippen " rocks,
is most interesting.
On the top of the Brocken are the "Hexenwasch-

becken" (witches' wash basin), " Hexenaltar " and
"Teufelskanzel " (devil's pulpit) rocks. From the
tower, in front of the Brocken Hotel, the grand pan-
orama and the gorgeous spectacle of a sunrise or
sunset, are beyond description. The coast down to
Ilsenburg village is one of the dainty treats the roads
of the Harz provide for wheelmen. Two stops should
be made, however, on this seven mile coast, to see the
pretty falls of the Use brook and to visit the "Ilsen-
stein " rock.
Harzburg, the handsomest and most elegant Sum-

mer resort of the Harz, counts among its sights the
"Burgberg" with the ruins of Harzburg Castle and
the "Kaiserbrunnen " (Emperor's well), the Radau
Falls and numerous picturesque rocks and pretty
views.
Through the Oker Valley we reach Goslar, the

Nuremberg of Northern Germany, where we find in-
teresting monuments of architecture of the 15th and
i6th centuries.
In the Unterharz the quaint old town of Nordhausen

is well worth visiting, also Sachsa, Ellerich, the fam-
ous Walkenried abbey ruins, Stolberg, with the
Josepshohe and castle, and the Uteld Valley : the
mining towns Clausthal, Zellerfeld, Lauterberg, St.
Andreasberg (of canary breeding fame) and the
pretty Oder Valley.
The Rothenburg and Kyffhauser Castle ruins, of

legendary fame, are within short riding distance of
Nordhausen, from here to Eisenach and the cele-
brated Wartburg Castle is only a half day's ride.
Characteristic as this pretty mountain land are tlie

people who inhabit it. Honest, hardworking, firm
and sometimes rough men, they seldom fail to show
their jolly and harmless good-natured disposition.
As smelters, quarrymen, woodworkers, farmers and
shepherds they earn a living, but by far the greater
number are engaged in foresting and mining, and
this is their motto :

May ^reen the pine and grow the ore,
God give us a jolly heart evermore !

A club was organized last week by the wheelmen of
Mt. Pleasant, a suburb of Providence, R. I., and the
following officers were chosen : President, W. J. Bur-
ton

; Vice-President, Jesse Horton; Treasurer, G. R.
Alexander; Captain, E. McCrillis

; Lieutenant, J. C.
Culbert. The club has a large territory to draw on
for membership, and it starts out on very brilliant
prospects.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Wheeling was seven years old on May 6.

The Independent Cycling Club, of Louisville, holds
a " scorch " and " fish-fry " on May 24.

The Cyclist estimates the number of people engaged
in the cycle trade at Coventry at ten thousand.

In one of our leaders of THE WHEEL of May 8. the
printer made us say "financial financiering" instead
of financial finesseing.

S. J. Black, of Cleveland, O., is the latest cycler
with around-the-world intentions. He "hopes" to
start some time next month.

Twenty-eight members of the Riverside Wheelmen
rode to Coney Island on Sunday last where they had
their pictures taken in a group.

In order to attract members to the club-house
evenings, a Louisville club offers weekly two theatre
tickets for the best score at pool.

Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Newcome report an enjoyable
trip to Washington, where they were most hospitably
entertained by Mr. Charles R. Overman.

At a recent meeting of the Society of Cyclists held
in London Mr. J. C. Wingrove exhibited a cycle
weighing 93 lbs. which he purchased in 1869.

The Elliott Hickory Cycle Co. have recently issued
a neat little catalogue of the Hickory wheels, of which
they make two styles, a $150 wheel and a $100 wheel.

The wheelmen of Grand Crossing, III., formed the
Grand Crossing Cycling Club last week. J. F. Wight-
man was elected president and F. L Jones secretary.

The Bedford Wheelmen had a most enjoyable run
on Sunday last, fifteen of the men going of to Yon-
kers. On Sunday, May 17, the club will have a run to
Orange.

Capt. Morrison, of the Harlem Wheelmen, has se-
lected the following team to represent the club on the
road this season : Messrs. Macy, Johnson, Olmstead
and Bryan.

The Manhattan Athletic Club's bicycle department
now has a membership of 108. The club will be rep-
resented in the Decoration Day road race and in the
century run.

A new paper, the American Wheehnan, has been
started in Pittsburgh, Pa. Its editor is F. J. Doris.
It will be published on the first and third Thursday
of each month.

R. F. Armstrong and W. E. Igams, two wheelmen
of Knoxville, Tenn., sailed on Saturday for Glasgow,
with the intention of spending the Summer touring
through Europe.

Mr. James E. Wilkinson, a Baltimore cyclist, who
was on the Elwell tour last year and who published
an elegant little volume describing the tour, cannot
go with the party this year.

A road-book is being prepared by the Massachu-
setts Division which will contain a set of maps of the
roads of that State. It will be issued free to the
League members of the State.

C. G. Kilpatrick, of Milwaukee, the one-legged
rider who recently challenged McMartin, of Buffalo,
for a race, has been suspended by Chairman Randall
for violatmg the amateur rule.

The Press Cycling Club, of Buffalo, has secured
new quarters at No. 380 Franklin Street. The house
is well located, and when fitted up will equal the
homes of any of the other city clubs.

The Ashland (Ky.) Bicycle Club has been organized
with officers as follows : President, J. W. Henderson

;

Secretary and Treasurer, Will S. Boggess ; Captain,
L. B. Ferguson. It will be a League club.

Chief Consul Robinson, of the Massachusetts Divi-
sion, has done great work in increasing the member-
ship of his Division. Last week there were 105 appli-
cations, which eclipses all previous records.

The English papers are making much complimenta-
ry comment on the cyclists of Grimsby. This is the
first provincial English town in which the cyclists
have built an exclusively cycling club-house.

A tire of the pneumatic order has been patented by
Francis J. Gleason, of Philadelphia, consisting of
hollow elastic sections, each of which is provided
with a normally open hole at the side for the passage
of air under pressure.

Wheelings of May 6, writes a stirring editorial in
favor of cushion tires. We quote : "Those who still
insist on riding solid-tired safeties we do not reckon
with. They cannot have tried a good cushion or they
would not ride a solid."

The solid tire is fast becoming obsolete in England.
There is not a single racing man of note this year
who will bestride anything but a pneumatic or
cushion, and next year a solid-tired machine on the
race path will be a novelty.

The Newburgh Wheelmen elected the following
officers on Friday last : President, A. C. Cornell ; Vice-
President, V. M. Stearns ; Secretary, Geo. A. Calla-
han ; Treasurer, S. C. Cole ; Captain, Robert Huddle-
son, Jr. ; Lieutenant, Wm. Parker.

W. F. Smith, Jr., who was so active as secretary
and general hustler of the Gotham Wheelmen, has
left that organization and thrown his fortunes with
the Riverside Wheelmen. A club can ill-afford to
lose a man as active as Mr. Smith.

The Scottish Cyclist reports that the H. B. Smith
Machine Co. are building an aluminium Star to be
used by Zimmerman. Zimmerman has been well ad-
vertised this year, and the aluminium story is one of
one hundred yarns of the same kind.

The wheelmen of Ashland, Ky., have formed the
Ashland Bicycle Club with the following officers:
President, J. W. Henderson ; Secretary-Treasurer,
W. S. Boggess ; Captain, L. B. Ferguson. Application
has been made to make it a League club.

Allen W. Swan, of New Bedford, who has made an
enviable record as a hard rider, will leave this city in
a week or ten days for a tour awheel to San Francisco.
He has laid his plans so as to ride the entire distance,
and expects to reach home by the end of September.

The Detroit Wheelmen are making great prepara-
tions for the League meet, and promise a great time
to all who attend ; but we venture to suggest that a
failure to remember the can't-get-aways with the
customary souvenir invitation will hardly be gener-
ally applauded.
Cycling is beginning to revive at Warwick, N. Y.,

through the efforts of Mr. G. F. Ketchum, editor of
the Despatcli. This pretty little town at one time had
an organized club of about twenty-five members, but
during the past three years little interest has been
manifested in the sport.

The man who writes the cycling news for the Phila-
delphia Public Ledger evidently has a great respect
for headers or else a deep-seated apathy for knicker-
bockers, for he said in his toast at the Century Wheel-
men's banquet that "He thanked God he never rode
a bicycle, and hoped to God he never would.

The cycling industry of Nottingham is growing
rapidly. A thousand people are employed in the cycle
factories, and it is stated that eight thousand pounds
are paid to them in wages each year. In Coventry
there are almost a hundred factories and workshops
devoted exclusively to the building of cycles.

The real estate dealers at Hagerstown have offered
a handsome gold medal to be competed for at the
coming tournament. They realize that the place is

more widely advertised on account of its cycling at-

tractions than by any other means. Medals will also
be donated by the merchants and professional men of
the town.

The Lynn Cycle Club has elected the following
officers : President, W. W. Griffin: Vice-President, G.
M. Babb ; Secretary, W. C. Paul ; Treasurer, G. M.
Babb; Captain, A. E. Wiswell ; First Lieutenant, A.
E. Wiswell ; Second Lieutenant, F. L. Evans: Club
Committee, C. E. Whitten, W. W. Griffin, A. E. Wis-
well, W. C. Haul and J. B. Earp.

A member of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club was
stoned recently by a crowd of ruffians near the Girard
Avenue bridge. With the aid of some bystanders the
ringleader was captured and handed over to a police-
man. Acting under Chief Consul Boyle's advice, he
was subsequently bound over to $400 bail to cease
from further molestation of wheelmen.

The Narragansett Wheelmen has been organized at
Providence with twenty-five members. The officers

are : President, H. T. Morlock ; Vice-President,
L. E. Hobbs ; Secretary, H. Williams ; Treasurer,
C. H. Whiteland ; Executive Committee, R. L. Stan-
ton, F. W. Crandall and G. L. Munroe ; Captain, F. W.
Randall. A committee was appointed to select
suitable quarters.

A Washington rider has invented a fan to apply to
safeties for the purpose of creating a constant breeze
on the face of the rider. The blades of the fan are
wide and made of brass, and turn on a grooved wheel,
over which runs a round leather band connecting
with a smaller wheel, which, when the rider is in the
saddle, presses on the tire of the, front wheel, and
causes it to revolve rapidly, thus turning the fan.

The story that a Hagerstown rider succeeded in

climbing the roof of the new Tabernacle in that town
on a safety was concocted by a number of members
of the local club in order to get even with Captain
Updegraff for dumping them off a log on which they
were sitting. The captain was reported to have wit-
nessed the impossible feat, and he was kept busy
answering inquiries concerning it for several days.

A TOVlfN THAT WHEELMEN SHOULD SHUN.

A correspondent writes: "Will you please warn
wheelmen to keep away from Canarsie, L.I. Under a
new law just passed any wheelman caught riding on
the sidewalk will be fined %\o. It is impossible to use
the roadway as it consists entirely of sand, and as
the people in Canarsie have always been sore on
cyclists it is a good place for them to steer clear of."

The club fever has recently struck the Central
Kentucky cities. Frankfort, Versailles and George-
town have organized and will tour to the Louisville
meet in uniform. A club of ten members has just
been formed at Ludlow, and another at Owensboro
with fifteen members. Jeffersonville, Ind., just across
the river from Louisville, has also organized a club
with Herman Rave, one of the veteran wheelmen of
that section, as captain.

Bicycling World proudly calls the attention of the
trade to the high rating given it by one of the largest
advertising agents in the country in their annual ad-
vertisers' newspaper directory. There is not much in
that sort of thing. We have refused this same com-
pany our advertisement for the same book, we have
refused to even subscribe for the book and we always
decline the patent medicine advertisements which the
company sends us at about one-third our regular rate.

Mr. E. C. Hodges, one of the "old guard" of the
Boston Bicycle Club, was married on May 12. In
anticipation of his approaching marriage a number
of members of the Boston Club gave Mr. Hodges a
dinner, at the Victoria, on May 2. "Ned" Hodges
was well known in the Boston bicycling world from
about 1880 until within the past few years, when he
dropped out of the sport. He was a most genial club
man, a good friend, wealthy and with a keen enjoy-
ment of life. Atthe St. Louis meet he came within an
ace of being elected Pi;esident of the League. Many
of the members of the Boston Club could tell volumes
of anecdotes about " Ned." It was the misfortune of
the writer to have met him but once, at the Boston
Cycleries, in 1885, but he remembers that with pleas-
ure. We extend congratulations.

The Y. M. C. A. Bicycle Club has been formed at
Baltimore with twenty-five or thirty members. The
officers are : Captain, J. P. Bigham ; First Lieutenant,
E. B. Eisenbrandt ; Second Lieutenant, T. Barrie
Waters, and Secretary, D. S. Hollingshead. At a
meeting on Friday night E. B. Eisenbrandt, C. E.
Hammett and D. S. Hollingshead were appointed a
committee on uniform, and W. W. Emmart, T. B.
Waters and T. W. Bruton a committee on club colors.

England brings out a host of new riders every sea-
son, among whom there are usually a half-dozen first-
class riders. On Saturday, May 2, the one mile cham-
pionship of the London Centre District was decided,
the reports of which have not yet come to hand. 'l"he

English papers in writing ot the race predict that
.either Fentiman, who was entirely unknown last year,
or Edwards, a man who has never had a national rep-
utation, will win the event, although such men as
Laurie, Persons, W. C. Jones and others will compete.

A New Orleans paper states that Emile Fredericks
and J. H. Hill have a fondness for riding along the
road-bed of railroads instead of on the common
roads, and that it is particularly pleasurable to them
when they reach a high trestle. Although they ride
ordinaries, it is reported that they spin over these
bridges, with ties nine or ten inches apart, with the
coolness of tight-rope walkers. Their favorite race
course is the Northeastern Railroad bridge, which is

eight miles long, and the ties are particularly smooth
from oil and far apart. New Orleans reporters are
evidently as easily duped as those at Hagerstown.

A party of wheelmen, members of the Yonkers
Bicycle Club, are arranging for a two weeks' tour
through the Shenandoah Valley, starting August i.

Their schedule is as follows : By train to Philadel-
phia ; first day, from Philadelphia to Coatsville, thirty-
nine miles ; second day to York, forty-seven ; third
to Gettysburg, twenty-nine ; fourth to Hagerstown,
thirty-eight ; Fifth to Winchester, fifty ; sixth to New-
market, fifty ; seventh to Staunton, forty-four ; eighth
to National Bridge, fifty-two. Here the party will
pass a day or two and then go to Richmond and Old
Point Comfort, with a side trip to Luray's Cavern,
returning to New York by steamer.

The rational ordinary fitted with cushion tires
will, in time, undoubtedly become a prime favorite
with the many lovers of the G. O. O. who have
recently discarded it for the low machine in order to
reap the advantages derived from the new ideas in
tires. W. F. Murphy, who has been experimenting
with a cushion high wheel, states that for all-around
riding it stands at the top of the heap, far outclassing
the safety fitted with the same style of tire, and Ger-
wing, of Denver, thinks it will make a name for itself
as a racing machine. The pneumatic ordinary is
also on the market in England, and is said to be far
above the pneumatic safety as it is above the cushion,
owing to the difference in the size of the wheels.

An illy-informed Brooklyn correspondent of a
Western contemporary says that from the present
outlook, the days of big road races in the East are
about at an end, and that there are thousands of per-
sons only waiting to rush to the halls of justice with
complaints of wheelmen publicly taking more privi-
leges than are just. Also that it is certain that the
race will not be allowed in New Jersey. Beyond the
rumor that the Decoration Day race on the Irvington-
Milburn course was to be stopped, concerning which
the authorities know nothing, there is no foundation
for this rot, and the statement that road racing in the
East is about over is truly ludicrous in the face of the
many enterprises that are being planned to promote
racing on the roads.

Messrs. Bunnell and Bilyeu, of the Park Avenue
Wheelmen, Philadelphia, have made several century
runs between that city and Newark recently, and as
the former rides a cushion-tired machine and the
latter a pneumatic, the respective advantages of the
two types have been hotly disputed. Mr. Buwnell
claims that he can ride his cushion machine wherever
the pneumatic can be driven, and when it comes to
hill climbing the air tire is nowhere. To cement his
belief in the superiority of the cushion variety of
tires, he points with glee to Mr. Bilyeu's unfortunate
experience, who, the night before their last century
run, was awakened by a report that was at first

thought to be a peal of thunder, but which proved
upon investigation to be merely his pneumatic tire,

which had utterly collapsed.

In reference to the advertising Union County, N. J.,
is receiving through its new system of macadam
roads the Elizabeth /i?;<r«a/, which has always been
a strong supporter of the roads improvement legisla-
tion, says : "One particular feature of Sunday was
the stream of bicycles. They came from Newark,
Orange, Jersey. City, New York, Brooklyn. Dozens
of them were from the latter city. They swept over
the beautiful roads, returned to this city, and were
so numerous that at least one train could not accom-'
modate all the wheels that were brought for trans-
portation. The only point sought to be made from
this large number of city visitors is the fact that
these young men, their fathers, the families to which
they belong, their friends, their companions in society
and in business, all with whom they come in contact
are told of the magnificent roads in Union County,
New Jersey. And the beauties of sward and scene,
the coolness of the crystal water, the sweetness and
freshness of the air and the thousands of suburban
attractions that present themselves to the wheelmen
and to the other visitors from the great cities are all

rehearsed to hearers without number. And all these
with many other things go to advertise the county of
good roads and beautiful sites, go to appreciate
county property and to draw within our county cir-

cuit the wealth that is seeking suburban investment.
It was a grand movement that resulted in the build-
ing of these county roads, grand not only in the
comfort of unsurpassed country travel, grand not
only in the economy secured to tarmers and land-
owners who have to carry heavy loads to market but
actually grand as a financial investment that from
the very start returns such an increase in the tax
valuations that the tax rate is increased little or
nothing at all."
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On Decoration Day the Cleveland Wheel Club will
hold their first annual twenty-three mile handicap
road race. Ten prizes will be offered, including a $50
gold medal by H. A. Lozier & Co., and various useful
articles oftlered by other cycle dealers The race will
be started from the Y. M. C. A. Building and will be
run east on Euclid Avenue to the esd of the Wick-
cliiT plank road, returning over the Same route to
Wade Park. Entries close May 27, with J. B. Petty,
Box R, Cleveland, O. Fee, fifty cents.

The Sca^tis/i Cych'si repuhlishes from The WHEEL
Sterling Elliott s articles on ball bearings.

VARIATIONS OF AN AIR (TIRE).

In a number of race meet entry forms the name was
spelled in these fashions : "Phumatic," "Pheumatic,"
"Peumatic," "Puematic," "Pnumatic," "Pineumat-
c," and "Fuematic."

The Orange Wheelmen have an unusually large
number of runs scheduled on their card for
May. On the 23d they will escort the Plain-
field Club about the Oranges, and on the 29th
and 30th the club will attend the Division meet at
Elizabeth and the Irvington-Milburn road race. A
gold medal is offered to the member attending the
greatest number of runs for the season, and one will
also be given to the member riding the largest num-
ber of miles this season. Captain Racey expects to
have a large delegation on the century run, which
will leave Orange about 4 a. m. and join the main
body at Plainfield.

SALESMAN WANTED.
A 17ANTED—An experienced A No. i man,

who can furnish highest reference, to

take charge of bicycle department in a sport-

ing good house. Addi'ess,

BICYCLE,
Wheel Office, P. O. B. 444, City.

We are breaking- tlie prices on
Harrison Bells Xire Cement, and
" Best " Wbistles.

CAMPBELL & CO.. 33 Page St., Providence, R. I.

SOI.ID COMFORT.

THE U.T.K. SPRING
The most practical Loop Spring made. Per-

fectly adjustable. Fits any size saddle post.
Every rider should have one.

Price $1.25. By Mail, 20c. extra.

MANUFACTURED BY

C. H. BROADBENT & CO., UTICA, N. Y.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE. WANTS.
25 Words 35 cents
Two Insertions 40 •'

New Tork Bicycle Company, Nos. i and 6 East 60th
Street, S. Y. New and Second-Hand Machines. Choice
assortment. Prices reagonp.bIe. Wheels to rent. CycllnR
Accessories of all kinds. Mat of Bargal&s and Snndries
free upon application. OM mounts takan In part pay.
mentforNew. "^ '

WANTED—One good wheel builder for new work.
Address Bretz and Curtis Manufacturing Co.,

1702-1704 Broad Street, Philadelphia. 5-15-c

"pSYCHO WHITE DIAMOND, 30 lbs.; perfect con-
^ dition ; big snap ; a fine dandy. Fred B. Thorp,
379 Washington Avenue, Brooklyn. 5-15

SAFETY BICYCLE in splendid condition at $45 ;

ordinaries from $15; repairing at moderate prices.
Shannon, 778 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. 5-15

IN CANADA—48-inch American Star, good condi-
^ tion, $35, cost $80 ;

51-inch Special Star, equal to

new except tires, $100, cost $135. W. E. Saunders,
London, Ontario. 5-15

FOR SALE—52-inch Rudge L. R.; good road racer
j

$45 ;
48-inch Columbia Expert, $45 ;

good con.'

dition. J. G. Holden, Rutherford, N. J. 5-22

EXPERIENCED BICYCLE MACHINIST, age 30

;

ten years' experience in all appertaining to the
business. Address Machinist, Wheel Office. 5-15

pET A NEW MAIL, UNION, HARTFORD, SYLPH
^J or Broncho, and trade in that old ordinary that
has caused you so much profanity. Knight Cycle
Co., St. Louis, Mo. t. f. c

LXJ CCOTT, attorney and solicitor in patent
• -n.' ^ cases; especial attention to bicycles

Newark, New Jersey ; N. J. headquarters, R. P
Scott's book, " Cycling Art, Energy and Locomotion.'

ZOOK, Lititz, Pa., sells, trades, buys cycles, sundries.
Catalogues and second-hand lists. $160 tricycle,

$50. 6-26-c

THIS CONCEKNS US.
And it will benefit you. We offer the New Mail,
Union, Sylph, Broncho, Hartford, Joliet and cheaper
machines at easy monthly payments, and take your
old fossil at a fair price. Describe it and state what
you wish to buy. Knight Cycle Co., 207 North Tenth
Street, St. Louis, Mo. t. f.

TWO Columbia Safeties, '90 pattern, Ladies', $no,
and Gentlemen's, $100; both almost new. To

anyone sending us five dollars we will ship the
wheels C. O. D. to allow examination. Should you
take one or both after six days trial we will take one
or both back, paying within ten dollars of what you
paid for them, this offer is made simply to show that
they are bargains. Address Wilson Bros., Jewelers,
15 Tremont Row, Boston. t. f. c.

TX7ANTED—A good second-hand Columbia Tricy-
• "^ cle in exchange for a new Safety Bicycle, or

will pay cash if price is low. Address, No. 2752, the
" Wheel " office. t. f. c.

FOR SALE—A 51 inch Special Star, % nickel, hol-
low frame and rims, roller and ball bearings,

full tangent spokes ; but little used by an old rider.
Address, "Star," Box 59, Bay View Station, Milwau-
kee, Wis. 5-29

pYCLE HIRING, Repairing and Selling Business^ For Sale, with several valuable agencies. Price
with stock of machines $2,000, bargain. Cyclery, 329
Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, Cal. 5-22

_ -INCH COLUMBIA; ball bearing front wheel;
J -^ newly enameled ; in good condition ; tire some-
what cut ; a great bargain for some one, $15 ; must
sell. J. W. Mann, P. O. Box 444. 5-15

CAFETY, CUSHION-TIRE" ORMONDE;" almost
"^ new

;
perfect condition ; with rat-trap pedals

;

price, $95; owner wants to get a pneumatic. K. S.,
P. O. Box 444. 5-15

QE QUICK—$99 buys a $135 Broncho Safety, 1891
-'-' pattern; best improvements over 1890; prime con-
dition ; run only 25 miles ; taken for debt reason for
selling. Address, Box 408, Westboro, Mass. 5-22-c

(t . --REMINGTON MATCH RIFLE, 16-foot cat
4*4-5 boat; will exchange for safety cycle. T. S.
Dutcher, Box 796, Nyack, N. Y. 5-15

pOR SALE—A Tandem Tricycle, $75; almost new;
-*- price includes five months' storage paid at Bid-
well's ; owner going away. Address, G. E. C, Box
82, Station A, New York. 5-15

"POR SALE—Two Ladies' Rovers ; the finest ladies'
* wheel made ; almost new and in perfect order

;

Garfard Saddles; $110 each; weight, 39 lbs. J. S.
Negus, 219 Putnam Ave., Brooklyn; 140 Water St..
New York. 5-22

pOSITION WANTED.—As Office or Traveling
Man, Salesman, Manager or Advertiser with

a Cycling House. Address, X. Y. Z., P. O. Box,
444, New York City.

SCH^WAI^BACH CYCLE CO.,
BROOKLYN AGENTS FOR

COLOMBIA, HARTFORD AND GALES CYCLES,
9th Ave. & Union St., (Prospect Park Plaza). TELEPHONE 125 SOUTH.

Brancb Stores, i«i6 & 1218 Bedford Ave., ... Brooklyn, N. Y.
Most complete repair shop in the country. Nickel Plating plant and Enameling Oven

on the premises.
List of second-hand wheels mailed on application. We always have bargains. No wrecks.

Every wheel a good mount. Columbias and Hartfords to rent for any period. All parts and sundries
or sale. Full line of Jersey goods. Send for Catalogue.

WATCH CHAIN BAB.

Pat. April 15, 1890.

Solid Gold, - $5.50. 1 Gold Filled, 1.2&

No. 119.

Gold FiUed Watch Charni
Parts all work, $2.50.

No. 144A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

No. 144B.

League Pin, Solid Gold
with, top for letter-

ing, $5.00.

No. 144C.

Same as 144B, except
top.

No. 144D. No. 144E.

Same as 144B, except top.

No. 140.

SoUd Gold,

Enameled, $2.00.

No. 196.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $1.75.

No. 140B.

Solid Gold, Enameled
top for engraving,

$3.00.

No. 199.

Solid Gold, Enameled
bottom plate for en-

graving, $1.75.

In ordering League Pins or Badges which all have
stone in cencer of wheel, state whether you want
Garnet, Ruby, Sapphire or Emerald Doublet. Use
NUMBER of article wanted (no further description

necessary). Will quote special price for 144 pins

with GENUINE DIAMOND or other stones.

F. H. CAMPBELL,

243 Broadway, Room 25, New York.
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New York State and Northern New Jersey Agents, Attention

!

WE ARE GENERAI, AGEISETS FOR THIS TERRITORY FOR

.CHAS. F. STOKES MFG. CO., CHICAGO, ILL

R. & P., $140
Minnehaha, 140
Sweeting Diamond, 110

Rival " 100
Rival, 75

Irwell Pneumatics.

-A.3LiSO

Percival Tattersfi eld's

"POPULAR"
$85.

:m:^k:hii^s of thiei

METEOR CYCLES
WRITE FOR TERMS

DISCOUNTS.

WRITE FOR TERMS

DISCOUNTS.

New^ York, Brooklyn and Jersey City.

JA.CJE3NTS FOR
JOHN WILKINSON CO., Chicago, III., ROVER.

UNION CYCLE CO., Highlandvllle, Mass., UNIONS.

STRONC 6l green CYCLE MFC. CO, Phila., Pa., QUADRANTS.

BANKER & CAMPBELL CO., l,m,tb

12 MTJUHAY STREET, NEW YORE.

D.

BRANCH HOUSES
1786 BTiOAT^YVAY, N. Y. 1311 BEDFORD AVENXjE, BROOKLYN.

Riaing School, Adelphi Hall, Cor, Tth Aye. ana 53a St.
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tMeatres.
"DIJOU THEATRE, Broadway, near 30th St., N. Y.
-'-'

J. Wesley Rosenque'st, Sole Manager.
"O'DOWD'S NEIGHBORS."

Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

"DROADWAY THEATRE, Cor. 41st St., N. Y.
-'-' Frank W. Sanger, Manager.

DeWolf Hopper in "WANG."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at S.

New York.MINER'S PEOPLES' THEATRE,

Miss JANE COOMBS.
Matinee Wed. and Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

IVrEW PARK THEATRE, Broadway and 35th St.,
"^ New York.

James T. Powers in "A STRAIGHT TIP."
Matinees Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

pROCTOR'S TWENTY-THIRD ST. THEATRE,
••• Proctor and Turner, Proprietors and Managers.

"Mr. Wilkinson's Widows."
Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2.15. Evenings at 8.15

STANDARD THEATRE, 33d St. and 6th Ave., N. Y.
»-'

J. M. Hill, Manager.
Daniel Sully in "THE MILLIONAIRE."

Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

ly/rADISON SQUARE THEATRE, New York.
^^'- A. M. Palmer, Manager. 24th St., nr. Broadway,

"THE MERCHANT."
Matinee Sat, at 2. Evenings at 8.30.

24 in. Boys' Safety $15.00
20 " " " 12.00
20 " " " .... 6.00
Giant, No. 4 " 50.00
Swift Safety, 70.00
Crescent Improved Safety, . . 50.00
Quadrant Safety, . , . . 7O.O0
1 800 Columbia Light Roadster Safety, 9O.O0
Buffalo Tricycle for Lady or Gent, 25.00

Send for Catalogue and List to
WHITE CYCLE CO.. Trenton, N. J.

INDISPENSABLE TO BICY-
OI/ISTS, ATHLETES AND
IN THE GYMNASIUM.

Call's No. 5 Supporters (jockstrap)
with elastic back lace front and ad-
justable back straps. A sure fit. No.

I (same as cut) 75c. No. C, with pock-
ets on each side o( lacing, Sl.OO No.
7, with hose supporter attached to
bides, Sl.OO. No. 8, pockets and hose
supporter, Sl.26. Order by number
and give tight measure top of hips.
Post-paid on receipt of price.
S B. CALL, 358 Main St., Si)ringfleld,
Mass.

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
243 BROADWAY. F. P. PEIAL, Editor and Proprietor. P. 0. Box 444, N Y. City.

ONE IJOI.I.AR PER YEAR.

Enclosed find $1.00 in payment for one year s subscription,

comencing with issue of.. _

JNanie .,

Address

I. j^. -wESTOisr & 00..
JAMESVII^I^E, N.ir.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAEETY BICYCLE WHEELS,
MADE WITH

Parallel Conetl or BALL BEAKINGS, Solid or Cushion Tire.

THE BEST MATERIAL, and THE FINEST FINISH.

KEEFE $( BECANNON,
157 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Comet, K. & B. Diamond Cycles.

GB N D RON
TKK g:^ndron

No. 1—$40.00.
No. 2-$50.00.
No. 3-$75.00.
No. 4-$90.00.
No. 6-$110.00.

HIGHEST
GRADE
AT

MEDIUM
PRICES.

SJEND ^O^ CJ^TJLLOau:E TO THE

Gendron * Iron * Wheel * Co.,
EiSTEM OFFICE AKD WiREROOM :

m ElianiheBS St., NEW YaRK.

FACTORY ARD HOME OFFICE :

TDLEDO, DHID.
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R. R. R. RELIEF.
In from one to twenty minutes, never fails to relieve

pain with one thorough application. No matter how
violent or excrucicating the pain, the Rheumatic, Bed-

ridden Infirm, Crippled, Nervous, Neuralgic or prostratpc

with disease may suffer. Radway's Ready Rehi-f will

afford instant ease. It instantly relit ves and s on cur< s

Colds, Coughs, Sore Throat, Inflamniation,
Khenmatisni, Neuralgia. Headaclie, Tooth-

ache, Asthma, DifHcult Breathing.

Every Pain, Sprains, Bruises, Pains In the Back,
Chest or Limbs.

INTERNALLY. A half to a teaspoonful in half a

tumbler of water will, in a few minutes, cure Cramps,

Spasms, Sour Stomach, Heartburn, Sick Headache,

Diarrhoea, Colic, FlatuU ncy and al! internal pains.

Price, 50 Cents Per Sottle. Sold by all Druggists.

THH3

Cycle Brush Tool

50 cts. Postpaid

Cleans chains, bearings,

spokes and rims.

Indispensible to every

wheelman.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.,

Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Boston, Washington,
Denver, San Francisco.

Is intended for a permanent as well as for a temporary binder. The
sapers are bound as firmly as a book. THE Wheel AND CYCLUW
Trade Review printed in gilt letters.

Price, TB cento. If ordered with •ubscrlptUn, 60 centa>

The Barber Asphalt Paving Company,
The oldest and largest company in the United States, has
laid pavements in 27 cities, an area of 3, 916, 574 square yards,
or 255 miles of streets. It has laid more asphalt pavements
in 12 years than all other companies in Europe and America
combined have laid in 30 years.

No. 1 Broadway, New York.

lie Droit Bnllding, Washington, D. C.

COLLINS & NUTTALL

BICYCLE REPAIRING
cv6^A N D ^cX5

I^CKEL-PLATING
A SPECIALTY.

'1^

FIRST CLASS FACILITIES.
4l8^'v^420 W.27Ii?STN.Y

75 Cents Buys
Our Plated
Toe Clips.

u
a

®

a
p.

<

a
o
+:>

That last tumble of yours might have been pre-
sented if you had tised Hunt's Patent Balancing
Toe Clip. Cut shows just the position when you have
jse for it. Made of best Steel Wire and Tempered.
Every wire braces another and prevents the foot from
catching or pushing ofiE the pedal. The pedal can be
used other side up, with or without balances. Even
without the balance it is safer than any other clip.
Made in two sizes. No. i, for size of boot up to No.
i. No. 2, for size from No. 8 to 11. A bonanza for
agents. Send price at once. Clips Nickeled, 75 cents
per pair. Nickeled, with upper parts of wire coated
ivith vulcanized rubber, 90 cents. Nickeled Balances,
75 cents extra. J. A. HUNT & CO., BlfrM.,
No. 7 Soutli Street, 'Westtxtro, Mass.

Send Postal Note, not stamps.

J. E. RAYMOND. I. B. POTTER.

RAVI»OI«D & rOXXER,
RE-A.L ->^ EST-A.TE,

24.5 FLATBUSH AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

IMPROVED ACME STEEL WRENCH.
FOB POCKET AND BICYCLE USE.

The Strongest and Best. Made of the Best Quality Steel.

Weight 6'/i oz.) Every Wrench is thoroughly hardened.
Awarded First Prize Medal at the Paris Exposition.

Nickeled and Bright

Finished.

EVERY
WRENCH

WARRANTED.

TTHK * "HBRCULES"
BRIffllHT FINISH.

Tht Cheapest and iSest ateel
Wranch on the Market.

STEEL BICYCLE WRENCH.
'a}4 in. long; weight, 6 oz.

THE "HERCULES"
All Cast Steel.

BICYCLE SCEEW DRIVER.
(Patent pending). Length over all, 4% in. Warranted.

For sale by all cycle manufacturers and dealers.

CAPITOL MANUFACTURING CO.,
ia5 to 137 Rees St., Chicago, 111.

'

YOr CAN HAVE YOUR.

ELECTROTYPES
MADE AT

RAI8BECK ELECTROTYPE CO.,
24-36 VANDEWATER STREET, NEW YORK.

Telephone Call—Cortlandt 245.

"V^EBB^S

AND COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE. ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. , Kew Yort

COMPLETE BALL BEARINGS
FOR THE MILLION.

You can buy Ball Bearings cheaper than you can make
plain ones. Write for particulars.

NIAGARA MACHINE CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

PERFECT POCKET OILER."

rPERFECt'" POCKET OILER

ONE-HALF SIZE. ^
For Blcycie^f Guns, etc. Throws only small quantity of oil av

a stroke. Handsomely nickel plated. No leakage For sa'e cver» -

where, or sent by mail on receipt of price, 50e. each. CUSH.MAN A
DENISON, 172 Ninth Avenue. New York.

HINTS ON CYCLING
By A. B. Barkman, Tour-Master L.A.W.

LEARNING, TRAINING, RACING, TOURING.
The most concise and complete little volume

ever written.

7S P^^g'^t cloth cover. Price, postpaid, jo cents,

THE WHE£Ii, P. O. Box 444.

pLWELL 'CYCLE
Personally conducted. England, France
Switzerland, Germany and Holland. First-
class. Tour No. I leaves New York June 6th.
No. 2, July 8th. For particulars address,
Elwell & HiGGINS, Portland, Me.

kUROFE^N TOURS

Sfflith's Bicycle Tour through Europe
England, France, Switzerland, Germany and

Belgium, from July 29th to October
i2th, 1891. Total cost, $300.00.

— ADDRESS —

C. H. SMITH, 211 Putnam Aie., Detroit, Mich.

PATENTS
Procured in the United
States and Foreign
Countries. Trade-
marks, designs, labels
and copyrights. Send

description, with model, photograph, or sketch, and 1

will let you know whether you can obtain a patent.
All information free.

W. E. AUGHINBAUGH,
Baltic Building, Washington, D. 0.

SIGNAL CYCLOMETER,
Strikes at the completion of every mile. Many neV
features in the '91 pattern. Send for Circular to

J. A. •L.AKJL^ & CO.,
WESTFIELD, MASS.
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EACHAM
HIGH-GEADE

Diamond Safety
1891 PATTERN.

TANGENT SPOKES.
List Price,

SII5.00
Selling Price,

$76.00
Remit by Post Office

Jloner Order.

Ball Bearings to Both Wheels.

Both Pedals and Crank Shaft.

Ball Bearings to Head.

Hollow Steel Tubing.

COMBISiTION WHEEL
FOR EITHEIt

SESTLEMM OK UDY.

WILL SUSTAIN A PERSON WEIQHINQ 225 LBS.

BY REMOVING TOP CROSS-BAR, CAN BE RIDDEN BY A LADY.

E. G. MEACHAM ARMS GO.
ST. LOUIS,

MO.

QUEEN CITY LUGGAGE CARRIER.
These carriers we manufacture ourselves and can recommend them as the

simplest, strongest, neatest and most convenient made. They attach to the head
of the machine (see cut). These carriers will not mar the nickel of wheel as there
is a rubber tubing covering all parts th^t come in contact with the wheel. We
make them in three styles :

No. I will fit any safety made.
No. 2 is a larger carrier and is intended for wheels where the lamp bracket is

low enouglkto permit of its use.
No. 3 is for wheels that have the brake rod on side.

Price, Mlckel-Plated, ^x.oo,

LOCKS.—We have a fine assortment from 15c. to $1.50.
Send for catalogue of Cycle Sundries.

in£. O. BOKK St 00.,
301 Blaln Street, BUKKAI^O, J«. Y.

Manufacturers, Importers and Jobbers.

! SADDLES

!

For Manufacturers or for the Trade.

ORDER NOW.

BOLTE SPRING FORK SADDLE
ADJUSTABLE TO ANY POSITION.

Special LAOIES' Styles
no-vv ready.

" JFe are out of sight."

P. H. SERCOMBE,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

STYLE A.

With Seat Post complete $6.00

Spring Seat Post (onl>) $1.50

TO THE TRADE.
\

BICYCLE BELLSWe are

Headquarters for

and can furnish the best at the lowest possible price.

XEIB I^OKDOVi CHIMC
LATEST AND BEST. Get our quotations and sam-

ples before placing orders elsewhere.

TRS JOHN WILKINSON GO,, Manufacturers

269 &. 27 1 State St.,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

)

CHICAGO.

Weldless Steel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

Imported and kept in stock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher Street. NEW YORK.
All American Wheelmen who desire to keep them-
selves posted upon matters concerning the Cj'cle
Trade and Sport of Europe should subscribe to

THE CVCLIST
AND Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.

The only recognized authority of English trade and
manufacture. 84 pages weekly. Sent post free to
any part of America for one year $2.50. (To save pos-
tage subscriptions may be booked at office of The
Wheel.)

',0}

American manufacturers having new ideas to intrn
duce in machines or sundries should

advertise in

THE CYCLIST
Terms on application to

ILIFFE & STURMEY, 19 HERTFORD STREET,

COVENTRY, England.

Subscription Price, $2.50 per year. American Sub-
scription Agent, F. P. Prial, 243 Broadway, N. Y. City.

t^he: 'TOTJBJ^I^'r •••

LIVE

AGENTS

WANTED

IN
Cushion Tires $140, weight 42 pounds. Cushion Tires $140, weight 42 pounds.

MARYLAND, ^W. VIRGINIA, VIRGINIA AND N. CAROI.INA.
"WI?.ITEi ir>oi?, DISCOXJNTS.

Office and Salesroom, 1221 F St., N. W.—WASHINGTON, D. C. Wheeleries and Cycling Rink, 92( H St., N. W.

BRAISCH-Z3I E. BAt,XO SXRBE^T, BAL,XIM0RE:, M».
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L. A . Aa£. SPECIaL.
^^ = \

All shoes stamped with this Trade Mark are of the celebrated

NORMAN & BENNBXX
make. They are the best fitting and most comfortable shoe

ever produced for wheelmen.

For sale by the leading

dealers from Maine to Cali-

fornia,

HOWARD A,SMITH& CO., 5 1 8 Broad St.,Newark, N.J.

Sole Agents for New Jersey.

FEATHERSTONE

PNEUMATIC SAFETY.
Ramblers, Victors, Ormondes, Swifts,

B. & A. Eclipse, New Mail,

Sylph, etc.

AGEKXS VirANXED.

The Headquarters for Bicycle Sundries.
Below will be found a partial list of our
goods with prices

:

Adhesive Tire Tape $0.20
Bells, Perfection Alarm 2.50
" No. 1 50
" No. 2 75
" No. 3 1.00
" Harrison 2.00

Belts, Instruction 1.25
Bicycle Stands, Safety 1.00

" " BuiiEalo i.oo

Bicycle Supports, King's Patent.. . 2.50
" Brake Lock, " " ... i.oo

Bicycle Hoists 1.50

Caps, Boston Club 1.50
" Newark 1.25
" Woolen Touring 75
" Silk, Touring i.oo

Cement, 2 oz. sticks 20
•' in bulk I.oo
" liquid, for cuts 25

Cycle Brush Tool 50
Carriers, "Z. & S.,"' all machines... 1.25

Enamel, "Newark" 50
" "Diamond" 50

Enamel " Silico" fo.50
Gloves, open or perforated backs. . i.oo

" corded back 1.25
Graphite, in bottles 25

" in screw-top Cans 25
Handy Hooks 10
Handles, Pear Shape p. pair 1.50

" Large Grip for Safety " i.oo
" Spade Grips "

50
Hose, Linen Sole i.oo
" Woolen 75, I.oo, I 25, 1.50
" Supporters, Z & S 50
" " Belt " 50

Hip 35
Horns 1.25, 1.60, 2.25
Lamps, K. of R., Japanned 6.00

" Diamond, " 6.00
" Mikado, " 3.00
" Referee, " 2.50
" Pilot, " 1.50

Locks, Standard, Bronze 50
" Eureka, Iron 25
" " small 65
" Yale, Nickeled , 1.40
" " Bronze 1-15
" Lynch Buckle, Nickeled i.oo

Locks, Perfection, Brass $ .75" " Nickeled i.oo
" Safety Securers i.oo

Oilers, Flat Ordinary 15
" Spring Top 25
" C. & D. Pocket 50
" Eureka 25

Pants Holders, Tucker's Elastic. . 25
" " Ostergreen's, Blued 15

Screw Drivers, Novelty 50" " Duplex 35
Saddles, Safety, Fish 7.00

" " Garford 6.00
Spoke Grips, Newark 50

" Nipple Grips 75
Toe Clips 50
Whistles, Duplex 25

" Boston 50
" Single Tube Springfield 25
" Double " "

30
Whistle Chains 10
Wrenches, B. & S 75 and i.oo

" Acme 50 and 75" A. & B 50
Send Postal for Complete "Encyclo-

pedia of Cyclers' Wants."

BICYCI.BS AND CYCLING GOODS.

The Hartford Safety. * Price $100. * The Hartford Ladies' Safety.

Hartford Cycle Co.

HARXFORD, COBIM.

MANUFACTURERS.

Strong, «K

Durable,

-^ Easy Running.

Send for 1891 Catalogue.

FOR Nothing Lighter, Stronger or More Elegant

THAN

FOM

1891,

'IBEX.'

Safeties, Tandems, Ordinaries, with solid, cushion or pneumatic tires, built on
sound mechanical principles, on the interchangeable system, of best materials
only, and first-class workmanship employed in their construction. Prizes won
on Parades in various parts of Europe. Records held by Parade Safeties.

PARADE SAFETIES
let in Half Mile (Scratch) at Brighton 1

1st in Oho Mile Handicap, from Scratch >on Easter Monday
1st at Carlisle )

Ist in Catford and Polytechnic Inter Club Contest, at Aston, on
Easter Tuesday.

PXJI.I.INGER & CO.,
Parade Cycle Works, Hereford Place, New Cross, London, S. E., Eng.

Agents of sound financial position should note above.
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GALES' * DIAMONDS,
FINE EASY RUNNING WHEELS.

PERFECT DIAMOND FRAME WITH A STRONG CENTRE BRACE.

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL FRAME ON THE MARKET TO-DAY.

SnlM TiEBs $85, CusMon fiBBS $95,

GALES MODEL "90" STRAIGHT FRAME $70.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND GET OUR QUOTATIONS ON SUNDRIES
AND BOYS WHEELS.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 302 Broadway, & 84 Duane St., New York.

LOVELL DIAMOND CYCLES
HIGH-GRADE

ONLY.

— ALL —
BALL-BEARING,
STEEL TUBING,

AND

DROP FORGINGS.

NO BETTER
MACHINE AT ANY 4

PRICE.

LOYELL DIAMOND, - $85.00

WITH CUSHION TYRE, - 96.00

FOR LADIES', - - 86.00

CONYERTIBLE, - 86.00

AGENTS WAlSlTEI).

Bicycle Catalogue Free.

MANUFACTURED BY

JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

BOSTOIT. 3S.1-A.SS.
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Annual European Cycle Tours
Conducted by Wm..Heyny, Jr.

THROUGH THE HAR2 MOUNTAINS, OERM:
60 days, total cost $2oc.

First cabin ocean passage—Sail July 4*^-

Address, Mr. Heyny, Jr., 30 1 Sixth St., N.Y. City.

C/GLE
LIBERAL TRADE

DISCOUNT.

J. P. DO^WKS,
P. O, BOX 1202,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Baltimore and Obio R. R.

COMPLETE SERVICE OF

Fast Express Trains
BETWEEN

NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
BALTIMORE,

WASHINGTON,
CINCINNATI, CHICAGO

and ST. LOUIS.
Pullman's Cars on all Trains.

OFFICES:
New York—2r, 261, 415, 1140 Broadway and

Station foot of Liberty Street.

Boston—2ir Washington Street.

Philadelphia—833 Chestnut Street and Station

24th and ' Chestnut Street.

PRICE-LIST OF SPECIALTIES
MANUFACTURED BY

EM5TIQ TIP CO.,
157 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

Mailed Post-Paid on Receipt of Price.

Dropped Forged Steel Spade Handles, all nickeled
and threaded to fit any machine, $2.50 per pair.

Soft Rubber Handles, pear shaped, $1.50 per pair.

Vulcanized Handles, pear shaped, $1.50 per pair.

Boy's Soft Rubber Handles, pear shaped, $1.00 per
pair.

DOUBLE GRIP PEDAL RUBBERS.
No. A, I inch x 354: inch, $2.00 per set of four.
No. B, I inch x 4 inch, $1.50 per set of four.
No. C, ij< inch x 4 inch, $2.00 per set of four.

Pedal Rubber, round or square, made from white
rubber, $1.00 per set of four. When ordering state
size required.

Spade Grips, vulcanite, 50 cts. per pair.

Safety Handles, vulcanite, to fit any machine, $1.00
per pair.

Safety Handles for Boy's Wheel, 50 cts. per pair.
Soft Rubber Grips for Safety, $1.00 per pair.
Soft Rubber Grips for Boy's Safety, 50 cts. per pair.
Soft Rubber Sleeves to fit over Vulcanite Grip, 75 cts.

per pair.

Steel Balls, 3-16 inch, $2.00 per C ;,X inch, $2.40 per C
;

5-i6 inch, $3.00 per C.

Imported Tire Cement, 25 cts. per box.
Tire Tape for holding on Tire, 25 cts. per roll.

Rubber Cement for repairing cuts in tires, 2c cts. per
can.

Bicycle Spokes, price according to quantity.
BICYCLE TIRES, SOLID OR CUSHION, either red

or grey, price according to size. Send for cata-
logue.

HILLOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
» • PERFECT.

THE INDISFENSflBLE

SAFETY BICYCLE SUPPORT
Is reliable, convenient and safe.

It folds out of sight on the under side of the
pedal and you know where it is

when' you want it.

I=rice ^l.'T'S.

A TEBY LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE

Send the make of machines you wish. Supports to fit.

P. W. TII.I.INGHAST,
114 DORRANCE STREET, PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Bny Your Wheel Where You Can Learn to Ride Free of Charge.

THE ONLY RIDING SCHOOL IN BROOKLYN
We handle 8 full assortment of the Best

Wheels in the Market.

lUACHIKES RENXKD and STORED,
Ladies' and Gent's Dressing Rooms on Premises.

High 6rade Repairing, Enamelin;;
a Specialty.

and Nickel-Plating

Send for Catalogue and
Bargain List.

Fifteen Years' Experience in the

Cycle Trade.

Telephone Call, 677 Bedford.

The Starrett & People Cycle Co.,

1x71 Bedford. Avenue,
Near Putnam Avenue, BR.OOKL.VK.

J^IJNI'T ITT OXJTE^'?
" It u/ill (Jiue J\}ee mori? pii^asure tlpap tu;i(;e

so /i\uel7 Jreasur(?."

The Beauty Bundle Carrier and Child's Seat is one of the

neatest little articles in the line of bicycle accessories. " The
Wheelman has yet to learn the delights of wheeling who has

not taken his little one for a ride," remarks a friend who
purchased on» of our seats. It is not confined to one degree of

usefulness. It beats the world as a Carrier. Cloth, $6.00. In

Mackintosh, which thoroughly protects the contents of the

carrier from dampness, $7.00.

210 WEST MAIN STREET, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

'^''^^ixosset^'' f*

Tlie "Popular" ^Sf $85.

AGENTS for New York State and Northern
part of New Jersey,

BANKER dt CAMPBELL CO.,
12 Murray Street, N. T. City.

For other Territory, apply to

PERCIVAL TATTERSFIELD,
13tli and Oxford Sts., .

Philadelphia.

INTENDING BUIERS SEE OUR MACHINE
AT LOCAL AGENTS.

SEI«I> EOK. CATAI.OGXTE.

I89I. IGYG&fii ilJHD ¥^IGYGIfB.
ALL THE BEST MAKES AT LOWEST PRICES.

1891.

VICTOR,
IDEAL,

CRESCENT,
JUNO.

AM. RAMBLER.
RUSH,

NONPARIEL,
ROB ROY.

SPORTING GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

is^. I. iioiiS]VJ:j!^rsj:, 341 BROAD'WAV,
PIE-W YORK.
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H ••• WORLD •?• BEHTER.

The nonpareil Spiety

26 INCH WHEELS.

DOUBLE TANGENT SPOKES.

CRANKS THREE THROW, KEYED ON.

STEEL TUBE BACKBONE.

HANDSOMELY FINISHED IN BEST ENAMEL
WITH NICKEL TRIMMINGS.

BALL BEARINGS.
$40.

BALL PEDALS.

PVl,l,V 'WrA.ll.K.A.IiiTED.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,

loa MADISON STREET,

CHICAGO.

241 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

I032 CHESTNUT STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

1891 noWE QTQLE5.
Every Novelty and Improvement.

Unsurpassed for ELEGANCE, STABILITY and FINISH.
Catalogue of NEW Models on Application.

Manufacturers of Cycle parts of every Description.

1891

NEW HOWE n/lCniNE CO., Ltd
BRIDQETON. QLflSQOW,

5C0TL/INb.

THE LARGEST CYCLE FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

WHAT WE SELL

!

COLUMBIA, WARWICK,
PEARL, ROYAL,

RUBY, LITTLE GIANT.
AND MANY OTHERS.

Prices to suit either Retail or Wholesale

Customer.

CATAI^OGUE KRKE.

E>. SKITJER,
OLIVE ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.

The Rathbnn Patent Head Lock.

Better than any support or device for holding a
safety Bicycle from being jarred or knocked down,
thereby bending a crank, marring the finish or otherwise
injuring the machine. Ca3 be thrown off or on instantly,

is remarkably neat and can be attached to any machine
by mechanic.

PRICE $1.50 ; ATTACHED $2.00.

Ask your dealer to stio-w one in operation.

OWNED AND MANUFACTURED BY

WRITTEN, GODDING & CO.,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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PEERLESS* CYCLES.
PEEELESS No. 1,

PEEELESS No. 2,

PEEELESS No. 3,

Peerless Diamond Combination,

$115.

AGENTS WANTED.

Every Machine Fully Warranted.

Highest Grade.

PEERLESS PATENT SPRING FORK.

Send for Catalogue.

ROCHESTER * CYCLE * MFG. * CO.,
No. 75 South St. Paul Street, ROCHBSTBR, N. V.

TH08. WARWICK ^ SONS,
ALMA STREET, BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND,

ManufactuFfiBs n! Hi|h-Glass G|cle Matemals nf Etbb^ Descpiptinn.

Patentee and Makers of Xlie Celebrated l^arivick Hollow Rims, as

used by all the principal cycle makers throughout the World.

Among our specialties for 1891 season are the following Hollow Rims for Cushion and

Pneumatic Tyres, no weight and of extraordinary strength, never cut the Tyres or Buckle.

Solid Rims for Cushion and Pneumatic Tyres, various sections.

Hollow and Solid Rims for Solid Tyres.

Finished wheels with (or without) above T5rres.

Finished Frames of latest design and best quality.

Weldless Fork Sides, Brazed Fork Sides, Weldless Steel Tubes.

Stampings, Ball Bearing Hubs and Pedals.

:;^^sm. j^ , "^a^v-^ «0'^ ^L-*"

FUI.1U PARTICUI.ARS AND II.I.USTRATED LISTS FREE ON APPI.ICATION.
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-*4 QUADRANTS t^-

If you are wise you will place your orders for Quadrants at once, as the

demand is sure to be far beyond the supply.

Our line for this season includes all kinds of wheels from $100. to $145.

The QUADHANT Cushion Tires, which were in use all last season,

have proved themselves to be what they were represented.

Dealers please communicate with our wholesale agents and you will

receive every information and attention.

THE QUADRANT TRICYCLE COMPANY,
BIRTV^INGHT^TV^, ENGL-T^ND.

Wholesale Agents for New England, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia, and District of Columbia

:

THE STRONG S GREEN CYCLE M'FG CO..
707 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

For all other States East of tlie Mississippi, p

ALFRED FIELD S COMPANY,
93 CHAMBERS STREET, NEW YORK-

FEATHERSTONE'S PNEUMATICS.

^13S.
HIGHEST GRADE.

Catalogue Now Ready.

AGENTS WANTED.

PNEUMATIC DIAMOND,

^135*

PNEUMATIC DROP,

CUSHION DIAMOND,

CUSHION DROP,

CYCLONE TANGENT,

CYCLONE DIRECT,

$90.

W. & D. DIAMOND,

W. & D. DROP,

^85.

JUVENILE WHEELS,

^15 to ^45.

"VNTR^rcirnar & i>iar^O]N:,
, Sole Agents for A. FEATHERSTONE, and HUMBER & CO.

578 & 580 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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IKS-^
Columbia

Light Roadster.

SEVENTH YEAR.

This is a famous wheel, and ranks first

among all machines of its class in the world.

PRICE $125.00.

Expert Columbia.

TENTH YEAR.

Without a doubt the most widely known

wheel ever made. It is a regular roadster of

the finest construction.

PRICE $110.00.

Volunteer Columbia.

FOURTH YEAR.

A high-grade wheel of best materials, but

with a slight economy in construction. Sold at

low figure.

PRICE $90.00.

In all above machines STEEL Forgings only are used. There are no castings.

Columbia

Semi-Roadster.

SIXTH YEAR.

A high-grade, .moderate priced boy's

wheel.

PRICE $55.00.

The regular bicycle has not

yet gone out of use. A good
many riders still prefer it to

the Safety. They consider it

more speedy, more exhilarat-

ing, and more delightful in

every way. Perhaps you are

one of this number. If so,

we advise you to ride an Or-

dinary and ride a good one.

And where can you find

better than COLUMBIAS?
They are the orginal Ameri-
can wheels, and have won for

themselves an unequalled re-

putation on race track and on

roads, across prairies, over

mountains, around the world.

Grand Rapids, Mich.,
March 24, 1891.

Gentlemen—I have ridden
my Columbia Expert since
May, 1885, with a mileage of

nearly 13,000 miles. * * *

With new take up sleeves put
in the little wheel, and a new
tire on the little wheel, it

would be fit to start on a tour
across the continent or around
the world. It is a great satis-

faction on a hard tour to ride

a wheel that I know won't
break down, and that I have
so thoroughly proved CAN'T
break down.

Yours respectfully,

L. J. BATES,
(" President Bates.")

Fops ll[aiiu[a[!tiiri&; Co.

77 Franklin St., Boston,

Branch Houses

:

12 Warren Street, Hew York.

291 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

Factory : Hartford, Conn.

Pbbbs or KKmuMM Bbos., 310 Fttlxom St., N. Y
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PUBLISHED EVEKT FRIDAY MORNING.

Eiitered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

Single Copies,

Foreign Subscriptions,

$1.00 a year
5 Cents

- 10s. a year

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

COPT SHOULD BE EECEIVED BY TUESDAY 9I0RSIN0.

LATE COPY RECEIVED UNTIL WEDNESDAY MORNING.

CHANGES FOR ADTERTISEIIENTS MUST BE RECEIVED BT
TUESDAY HORNING TO INSURE INSERTION.

SPECIAL ADVERTISING MATTER RECEIVED UNTIL THURS-

DAY NOON.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

«^ FOREIGN BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE,
W. S. SMITH,

3 St. Bn.le Street, London, E. C, England.

F. P. PRIAL,
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,

P. O. Box 444, 243 BROADWAY,
New YORK.

'Persons recehnng sample copies of this paper are

respectfully requested to examine its contents and
give us their patronage, and as far as is convenient,

aid in circulating the journal, aiid extend its in-

fluence in the cause which it so faithfully serves

Subscription price, %i. 00 per year.

INCLUSIVE of spokes, nipples, chain and balls, the
average high-grade safety is made up of some
seven hundred distinct and separate parts and

pieces.

From this the value of a little care can best be
realized.

THE Illinois Wheelmen are actively opposing the
anti-cycle measure recently introduced into

their .State Legislature. They are likewise
using it as a recruiting lever with good results.

In the course of a recruiting circular, Secretary-
Treasurer Sheridan records this statesmanlike truth :

" In fighting this evil the individual is powerless, the
ordinary club ineffective, but the nineteenth century
weapon—organization—is all-powerful. * * * You
are directly benefitted whether you join us or not, but
your joining helps swell our number, and that is

what the great political parties are more in dread of
than any argument yi)U can bring to bear."

In 1790 it was: "Eternal vigilance is the price of

liberty." In 1891 it should be amended: "Perfect
organization is the panacea for unjust legislation."

ON May 30 will be held the greatest road race of

the year, the Irvington-Milburn road race, and
on the same day the Western riders will be

trying for honors over the famous Pullman course.

The Irvington-JMilburn race has attracted one hun-
dred and six entries, of whom probably one hundred
will start. The proportion of wheels is interesting

:

54 solids
; 34 cushions, and 18 pneumatics. Many ex,'

pect that the pneumatics will not live over the course
on account of the sharp stones on the surface. Last
year's tires will certainly go to pieces, while the be-
havior of the 'gi tires is looked forward to with
interest.

Last year Murphy made the best time, jh. 28m. 29s.,

with Van Wagoner and Anthony in close attendance.
This year he figures at scratch on a pneumatic, with
a host of the fastest riders in the country to pull hhii

along. With favorable conditions he should ride the

course in ih. 23m. to ih. 25m. Kluge is regarded as a
likely winner. He is considered by many as the
fastest man on the road in this country. He is capa-
ble of ih. 25m. We look for some of the middle-mark
men to develop some surprisingly good form, as the
winner has frequently been a dark horse.

and false statements about the Irvington-Milburn
road race. It is evidently the desire of the Journal to

lessen the interest in the race, and at the same time
to work up so much opposition against the event that

the officials, or if not the officials, some officious per-

son will in some way interfere with the success of the

race.

The sport of cycle road racing is developing in every
country where cycling is known. In every district

there is a favorite course where custom permits
cyclists to race, just as carriages are allowed to race
on some favored bit of road in each city.

Every resident along the Irvington-Milburn course
wants the race held there ; the country people want
it ; the hotel people, the cabbies, the hackmen, the
people who own the horse car and railroad lines all

wajit the race. Every official who has anything to do
with the course, every official who is responsible for

the law and order and well-being of the communities
of Irvington and Milburn and Hilton have given their

consent.

In the face of this strong public sentiment, it is im-
politic for Chief Consul Brown or the Journal or any
other person or organ to work up a sentiment against
this great road race. It is the holiday of the wheel-
men and the holiday of the people. We hope Editor
McBride will tack the other way, and that the excel-

lent Chief Consul of New Jersey will take a reef in his

main-sail.

THE Elizabeth Journal, a paper which has done
much to encourage the building of good roads
in the State of New Jersey, has devoted much

time and space of late to printing prejudicial rumors |

THE promotion of lantern parades should be en-

couraged. They afford an opportunity to ex-

hibit to the general public the class of men and
women who ride the wheel, and at the same time give

an idea of the vast number of persons of all ages who
are members of the fraternity. As a factor in dis-

pelling any prejudices that may exist in the minds of

those who look indifferently upon the sport, they have
no equal.

A parade of this kind, however, should be handled in

a semi-military manner and be free from rowdyism in

the ranks. Much of the success of an illuminated

parade depends upon the conditions of the streets

along the line of march, for many a one has come to

an inglorious end on this account. Granite block

pavement is, as a rule, fatal to the lanterns ; for, if

they do not become ignited from the swaying motion,

the candles become extinguished by the jarring and
jolting sustained, and the riders return without illu-

mination. A fruitful source of complaint from par-

ticipants in these parades lies with the street urchins

and ruffians who delight in dismantling the wheels of

their decorations and lanterns. But police protection

should stop this sort of sport.

A parade over smooth roads and streets produces

a most pleasing and fascinating scene and is sure

to attract a great throng of spectators. The propo-

sition to arrange for a daylight procession in

Prospect Park, Brooklyn, under the protection of the

Park Commissioners should receive the encourage-

ment of wheelmen in New York, Brooklyn and all

surrounding cities, for with the consent of the authori-

ties a great cycling gathering could be held.

INJUDICIOUS use—that is, the abuse—of the wheel
can exert baneful effects as well as anything else,

and to no one should the necessity of modera-
tion

—

i. e., judicious use—be preached more earnestly

than to the delightfully increasing number of lady

cyclists.

They are very prone to be carried away with that

subtle fascination of the bicycle, fascination which is

all its own and to which we all own more or less sub-

jugation, and thus may overtax their strength and
energies.

We know of at least one flourishing little city in

which cycling last year received a blow from the over-

enthusiasm of its lady riders such as it will not soon
recover from. Delicate ladies and immature girls,

overcome by the fascination of the exercise, indis-

creetly exposed themselves to all sorts and conditions

of weather, from the damp, penetrating mist of the

early morning to the scorching rays of the midday
sun, and to the evils of long, hard, exhausting all-day

rides across country, in fact, seemed literally to live

on their wheels.

Such cycling, and there is much of it, can usually

have but one effect.

In this instance, as the season waxed older, such

riding began to tell on the fair slaves of the wheel,

and sick daughters, anxious mammas, prejudiced

papers and wheels for sale at a sacrifice was the re-

sult, and this year there are not more than a dozen

lady riders where last year there were fifty, and a

once healthy trade has dwarfed to insignificant pro

portions.

Moderation, ladies, moderation !

On the other hand, we personally know where the
use of a wheel was prescribed (and with happy results)

by two very eminent physicians for a young woman
who, from the effects of a severe attack of typhoid
fever, found great difficulty in standing or walking
for more than a few moments at a time.

And sometimes how little will influence a woman
for or against the wheel ?

In an Ohio town of considerable size, not very long
since, a negro maid surreptitiously learned to ride
her mistress' bicycle, and during the absence of the
lady from the city the darkey cavorted around the
streets in broad daylight.

The result need hardly be pictured. The occur-
rence was magnified, of course. Those ladies who
rode were shocked, and hesitated, and one agent lost

the sale of three wheels on the spot.

ON THE HANDICAPPING<6f«PMHWf^*»<-
MATIC-TIRED WH^LS.

^ JUL 3 ^<ioi
SUGGESTIONS TO RACE ME»T CO.\IMITTEES.

We have been somewhat in thesda^ a^ to the rela- ,vC^*
five values of cushions, solids and J>Qgjji)afi4^fii,p^t^V^ " '^

races
; we have been at sea as to —h-fff-r'tlrr-h'inTtr' ^

capper should take the question of tires into his

account when allotting the starts, or whether it were
not far better for the Racing Board to separate the
classes.

We had to theorize a lot, but on Saturday last we
had a genuine test at Berkeley Oval, when pneumatics
met solids and cushions, and the result of the Berkeley
A. C. race rather strengthens our impression that the
handicapper has a heavier task this year than will the
Behring Sea Arbitrage Commission.
The handicapper fixed a penalty of forty yards on

pneumatics, the race being a one mile safety handi-
cap. It rained on the morning of the race ; the track
was wet and soft ; the solid-tired wheels ground into

the surface and threw up a cloud of cinders; the

cushions fared but a little better, but the pneumatic
fairly sailed away from the start, picked up 175 yards
handicap in a half mile, and could easily have picked
up an additional 100 yards.

We are convinced that half the races of the year
will be spoiled by this open question, for the handi-
capper has to know all about the surface of the track,

and after all the weather may knock his best efforts

into a cocked hat.

We wish the Racing Board would carefully consider
and take some stand in this matter. We no longer
believe in penalizing pneumatics or cushions. Either

the two types of wheels should be separated, or no
distinction or penalty should be applied ; this would
encourage racing men to get pneumatics more
quickly than they will if the air tires are penalized.

To race meet committees we make these sugges-
tions, pending a consideration and settlement of the

question under discussion. State on entry blanks
that pneumatics will be penalized ; have the handi-
capper fix the penalty on pneumatic-tired wheels

;

handicap all the men on a solid-tire basis, and print

the programme without reference to the penalization.

Inform the Clerk of Course what penalty the handi-
capper has fixed on pneumatics, and when the men
report to him on the track he can then deduct the

penalty from the printed start. From our experience

at Berkeley Oval we believe these recommendations
will save much trouble.

The following penalties seem to be advisable from
present experiences with the pneumatic tire. On a

good third mile, half mile or mile trotting track,

penalize pneumatics 80 yards ; on a first-class hard
and smooth trotting track, 60 yards ; on a quarter

mile or fifth mile or smaller cinder path, 100 yards.

CONNECTICUT DIVISION.

Secretary-Treasurer E. A. De Blois, who is a model
official, has issued an interesting pamphlet to the
wheelmen of Connecticut. The pamphlet contains
an L. A. W. membership blank, a " bird's-eye view "

of the Division's membership, giving the name of
each town in the State and the number of League
members resident therein, also a list of local consuls
and League hotels. The State has a membership of
1,452, with 65 local consuls. Hartford has 527 mem-
bers. New Haven 182, Bridgeport 151, Meriden 68,
Danbury 42, Stamford 20, and Danielsonville, or Dean-
ville, 17. This State is admirably managed. When
the members get together they have a regular tea-
party time ; there are no caucuses, no factions,
nothing but harmony, and when Davy Post or Arthur
Allen speaks it is as the laws of the Medes and Per-
sians.

TO FIND THE GEAR OF A SAFETY.
To find the gear of a wheel, count the number of

teeth on the lower sprocket wheel and multiply the
number by the diameter of the driving wheel and
divide by the number of teeth on the other sprocket.
Thus ; If your driving wheel is 30 inches and your
lower sprocket wheel has 18 teeth and your upper 9,
the gear will be 60 inches and the driving wheel re-
volve twice for each revolution of your feet.
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A REMARKABLE INDUSTRY.

THE HOME OF THE HICKORY WHEELS.

BY STERLING ELLIOTT.

The writer recently yielded to a long standing de-

sire (and the solicitations of another man) to see the

place where the world-renownedhickory bicycles are

born, and accordingly we took a train on the B. & A.

Railroad from Boston one day last week, fully deter-

mined to see what we had supposed from reading

Elliott's catalogue must be a hard-looking place.

After riding about sixteen minutes a brakeman
run his head into the car anfl remarked "Newton.'
Dismounting from the train we found waiting for us

a magnificent equipage, into which with some mis-

givings as to our worthiness we entered and were
rapidly driven through shaded streets, lined on either

side with elegant residences surrounded by hickory

trees and green velvet lawns. At the end of not more
than three minutes we halted in front of a handsome
marble structure such as we had supposed could not

exist outside of Philadelphia.

The door of our carriage was opened by an attend

ant dressed in superb livery, who showed us into a

spacious reception room located at one side of the

arched marble entrance. This room was furnished

in the Louis XIV. style of architecture. The furni-

ture and carpet were of the richest sort, and the

whole had the appearance of costliness and exquisite

taste rarely found in combination.

While we were admiring the many works of art

with which the walls are covered a door opened and
a page in uniform announced that President Elliott

would receive us in his private office. Following our

guide we stepped into a small electric car and
rode through the main office, with its dozens of busy
clerks and bookkeepers, and down a long balcony
overlooking one of the departments, which was liter-

ally filled with the "busy hum of industry." Presently

our car stopped in front of a heavy, carved oaken
door with massive Queen Anne hinges. A small gold

plate on the central panel contained these words

:

" No admittance except to advertising men." As this

door was opened we stood in the presence of the man
we had so longed to see.

The founder of the hickory bicycle business is a

tall, elderly man, whose portly form indicates that he
knows a good thing when he sees it, and whose long

gray hair and beard show that he is too busy to have
them trimmed. He has a dark red eye (two of them,
in fact) which look out from under his heavy brows
as though they would see into a visitor's real motive
for calling.

He was seated at a richly carved mahogany desk
modeled after the style most affected by the ancient

Egyptian kings. His chair was an elaborate arrange-

ment, containing an automatic device by which it

can be raised, as he said, to enable him to look over
into the middle of subsequent years. The exquisitely

molded frieze was of a Queen Anne design and so

wide that it hung down over the dado, the latter being
of Italian marble with panels of Mexican onyx.

On the wall at the western end of the President's

desk was a marvelous piece of mechanism. It con-

sisted of a beautifully designed frame of o.xidized

hickory, containing a large number of handsomely
engraved dials which constitute a complete encyclo-

paedia of useful information. The pressure of steam
in the boiler, the amount of water in the tank, the

price of wheat, the amount of the national debt and its

probable disposition were all to be seen at a glance
" The most valuable of these indicators is this," said

he, pointing to a large seamless dial near the middle
of the frame. It was designed, so we were informed,
to indicate the material of which bicycle wheels
should be made ; it consisted of an aluminium pointer
(seven thousand times stronger than steel) mounted
centrally on a steel plate around the margin of which
were arranged the names of different kinds of metal.

The pointer was bent away from the dial and pointed
toward a large hickory tree in the yard.

Hearing the wringing of a chicken's neck outside re-

minded our genial host that it was time for the usual
2.30 luncheon, though he hopes to get this lunch down to

2.29 some day. At this hour the employees throughout
the entire factory stop work and partake of a mag-
nificent spread furnished by the company.
We were invited to sit with President Elliott at his

private table. The usual spotless linen was set with
cut glass and rare china of the most faultless design,

while the silver, with its richly engraved monograms,
seemed almost too good to be used. The meal was
preceded by the reading of a chapter from Elliott's

1890 catalogue (page 2). The first course was very
fine ; it consisted of Tamerack soup, sprinkled with

chopped hickory leaves, and was served in bowls of

real crackle ware. With this course were served
sandwiches made of well bread garnished with
crushed violets and interlarded with nightingales'

tongues. Among the more substantial " grub" we
had "brazed beef," with weldless macaroni and
compressed dumplings. The butter gravy was
draiun, the eggs were dropped .- in fact, nothing was
cast except a few reflections on other makers which
we could readily overlook.

Throughout the meal we were copiously supplied

with water from the famous Elliott spring, which, by
the way, is " a spring without joints." When we had
finished the intermediate portion we were ordered td

"throw up our hands," while the table top and its

contents ascended through a trap in the ceiling, leav-

ing exposed to view an under part of the table cov-

ered with choice books and all the latest papers con-

nected with cycling matters.

Presently the table again descended; this time it

was covered with League cloth, in the center of which
was a profile of Abbot Bassett done in hair-oil by one
of our local artist wheelmen. This last course con-

sisted of lapwelded pie, with case hardened cheese
and vulcanized doughnuts, and beside each plate was
a neat box containing hand-picked hickory nuts and
a nickel-plated horseshoe nail appropriately inscribed

"take your pick."

When all had finished and a chapter had been read
from the E. H. Co.'s catalogue (inside front cover
page). President Elliott touched a small silver knob
in the carpet. Directly the ponderous engines were
heard to move, workmen hurried to their various de-

partments, myriads of machines were started and
again all was bustle and activity in the great Hickory
Cycle Works.
"Now," said our host, "you shall see the neatness

and precision with which we do it," and handing to

each of us a white silk handkerchief, " for," said he,

"you may get oil on your fingers," he led the way
into one of the numerous balconies which diverge
from the office floor, and here met our astonished
gaze the greatest aggregation of industrial activity

that it had ever been our fortune to see. Stretching
away as far as the eye could reach was the most be-

wildering profusion of complicated, costly and ingen-

ious machinery all adapted to that great end, the pro-

duction of a perfect bicycle. It would be difficult to

describe in detail much of the wonderful mechanism
but perhaps the most marvelous of all was a
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Editor Wheel :

Dear Sir—I hope you will excuse me but really it

seemed as though I couldn't help it. The article des-

criptive of the Elliott Cycle Works which I started to

write was rather abruptly terminated for the suffi-

cient reason that I dropped dead and was unable to

write more until after the funeral. I had written

many similar articles for other papers and had come
to think that the public would stand most anything,

but it seems that the Almighty could not put up with
it any longer and so snuffed me out. It seems rather

tough but I can't find it in my heart to blame Him
much after all. I met this morning. You know
him. He used to write the advertisements of .

He sprung that same old thing, " Is it hot enough for

you?" and I had to admit this time that it was.

Well, Prial, old boy, be good. Send me a copy of

The Wheel occasionally (printed on asbestos paper).

Tell Billy Atwell to inquire for me as soon as he gets

here, and ask him to fetch my summer clothes. Hop-
ing to see you soon, I remain (though I don't like to)

Yours, Writeup Ananias.

A POINTER FROM THE
TIRE CO.

PNEUMATIC

Mr. Sinclair, manager of the Pneumatic Tire Co.'s
branch at Coventry, gives this advice on Pneumatics;
Mr. Sinclair believes that the principal cause of

trouble with the tires was the ill-fitting rims supplied,
and is particularly desirous of impressing upon firms
that for i^ in. and ij^ in. tires, 1% in. rims should be
sent, and for 2-in. tires the rims should be i^ in.

Considerable mischief is caused also by the insertion
of wire in the valve ; this should never be done.
With these points borne in mind by the Trade and
rider respectively, the "pneumatic" will stand a
much better chance.

The largest cycle manufacturers on the Continent
are Messrs. Seidel and Nauinann, of Dresden. They
employ 1,300 workpeople in cycle and sewing-machine
manufacture.

A race between a horse and a fourteen-year-old boy
took place at Providence last week. At first the
horse took the lead but the bicycle rider gradually
closed up "the gap and was steadily forging ahead
when he slipped his pedals and lost the race. A small
sum of money was staked on the result of the contest.

An artistically printed programme ot a slightly
elongated form, with a very liberal display of attrac-
tive advertisements and with a plain but neatly de-
signed cover, has been issued by the New Jersey
Division for their eighteenth annual meet at Eliza-
beth, on May 29 and 30, and notwithstanding the fact
that there will be no races this year the cyclists of
the State ought to be able to secure an abundance of
sport. In a card of welcome Chief Consul Brown
says :

" Again it is my pride and privilege to address
a few words to the members of the Division through
the pages of our annual meet programme. In no
sport or recreation are the lines of fellowship and
good feeling so close as in cycling, and by no means
are they so well fostered as by our meets and gather-
ings ; therefore, this year, instead of giving you a
sermon on League work, I am going to urge you to
come to Elizabeth and see some of the practical re-
sults. In other parts of this pamphlet you will find a
full programme of the good times which the Division
officers and the Elizabeth Wheelmen have laid out
for you at the eighth annual meet. This should be
enough to induce you to come, but let me urge you
as a patriotic member of the Division to consider it a
duty as well as a pleasure to attend these meetings.
They are of inestimable value to us, they show our
strength and give the public at large an idea of the
material of which we are made that they can gain in
no other way. Elizabeth is a wheeling centre, but no
great gathering of wheelmen has ever taken place
here (except for lantern parades), and the people are
looking forward to your coming and preparing to
give you a welcome due to the pioneers in the great
movement for good roads, of which Union County
has been the first beneficiary. You occupy a promi-
nent place in their thoughts at this time, so import-
ant a place, in fact, that the daily and weekly papers
are preparing to issue special editions during your
stay. Do not disappoint them and the entertaining
club by staying at home or going to other attractions.
It will not only pay you to come, but it helps the
cause. Then don't shirk the business meeting ; this
is not as much fun as the rest of the programme, but
it is important; if you have any suggestions to make
or ideas to promulgate, here is the place to do it. The
Board of Oificers are anxious to get the views of
members, and to have methods and plans discussed.
It is the only time when the membership at large has
a chance to voice its opinion, and they should take
advantage of it."

TRANSPORTATION.

The transportation committee report that New Jer-
sey proudly lays claim to being the banner State for
transportation facilities extended to her wheelmen.
Every railroad in the State will transport wheels free
of charge, when accompanied by owner, and are
anxious to secure parties on either the outbound or
return trip, or both, to whom special rates and wheel
accommodations will be offered.
Wheelmen from South Jersey can go either via

Pennsylvania or Central Railroad of New Jersey di-
rect to Elizabeth without change of cars. Those
residing in the central part of the State have the
option of either the Central Railroad or Lehigh Val-
ley. Those from the northern portion of the State can
take either the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western
or Erie Railroad to Newark, where they may choose
between taking a local train or wheeling over a finely
macadamized boulevard to Elizabeth, a distance of
somewhat less than six miles. Through the courtesy
of Mr. James McMaster, wheelmen and their wheels
will be carried free beween New York or Staten
Island and Elizabeth, on the steamers of the McMas-
ter Line, on Thursday and Friday, May 28 and 29.

Reduced rates of two cents per mile will be given to
parties of ten or more, and a special car for wheels
will be provided for all clubs numbering eighteen or
over.

RECEPTION.

Wheelmen coming to the meet and arriving Friday
and Saturday, will be met at the depot by members of
the Reception Committee, and will be well taken care
of. Wheels will be in charge of this committee, and
can be stored in a suitable and convenient place,
where each owner will receive a check for the same.
Wheels will be delivered on presentation of check
only. The Division- headquarters will be the club-
house of the Elizabeth Wheelmen, on East Broad
Street, in sight of the depot, and visitors on arrival
are requested to report there at once and register in
order that the location of each member maybe de-
termined. At headquarters each L. A. W. member
will be presented with a souvenir badge, which will
be an introduction to all wheelmen present.

MEETINGS AND RUNS.

Meetings will be held as follows : On Friday, at 5
p. m., joint meeting of the Division Board of Officers
and the local Consuls of the State, At 9 a. m. on
Decoration Day, annual meeting of the Division,
which every member is requested to attend.
Immediately after the business meeting the annual

parade will take place. The league clubs will have
the right of line in order of their seniority in the L.
A. W., followed by the unattached clubs and riders.
The parade will be marshalled by Chief Consul
Brown, with Vice-Consul Benedict, Chief of Staff and
Capt. F. C. Gilbert, adjutant.
When the meet was awarded to the Elizabeth

Wheelmen they decided to do away with the usual
races and in their place planned the following runs.
The famous new macadam roads of Union County,
just completed under the new Road Law, are unsur-
passed anywhere; 16 ft. wide, smooth as a floor, and
passing through beautiful undulated country. A ride
on them is well worth a day's journey alone.
Thejr open up a lovely section of country that here-

tofore was practically impassable for either wheels
or wagons; connecting at Springfield with the Morris-
tow.n system^ and also with the Orange District,
Bloomfield and Montclair, and further by way of
Varona, with Passaic and Paterson, one can ride for
200 miles or more without going off macadam.
The first run will leave the Van Court Inn at

Roselle, at i v. M., under command of First Lieuten-
ant Bellinger, and will go to Plainfield, returning to
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Elizabeth via Westfield and Rahway. Distance 25

miles.
The second run, under command of Second Lieu-

tenant Calkins, will leave at i.io, and go to Westfield,
to Rahway, to Elizabeth, to Union on the Springfield
road and return to Elizabeth. Distance 22 miles.
The third run, under Capt. F. C. Gilbert, will leave

at 1.20, and go to Westfield, to Springfield, to Summit,
to Elizabeth. Distance 22 miles.
The fourth run, under Sergeant H. C. Williams,

will leave at 1.30, and go to Elizabeth, to Springfield,
to Milburn and return to Elizabeth. Distance 18 miles.

BANQUET AND AMUSEMENTS.
The annual Banquet of the Division will be given

in the Zouave Armory, South Broad Street, Elizabeth,
N. J., on Saturday, May 30, at 5 P. M. The menu will
be fine, substantial and in abundance, and will be
served by caterers of Jersey City, N. J. The price of
the tickets will be $2.00 each, and as the number will

have to be limited to 200, it will be-necessary to apply
at once for the same. Prominent men of the State
and County, Division and League, will be present,
and will be glad to talk to us after dinner. L. A. W.

- members and invited guests only will be admitted to
the Banquet.
The theatre party will be given in the Temple Opei-a

House on Friday, May 29, at 8 p. m. The attraction
will be the Nellie McHenry Company in Donnelly's
farce comedy entitled, "A Night at the Circus."
This is a first-class play, and will be presented by a
large cast. The prices are so moderate that it will
not come heavy on anyone. All the lower floor 75c.

and 50c. reserved seat. Gallery 250.

UNION CO.'S ROADS.

Chairman L. H. Porter, of the Roads Improvement
Committee, contributes the following to the pro-
gramme :

" Our rSgi meet will be, in a measure, a celebration
of the success of our Jersey road system. It is held
at the starting point of the roads so lately built, and
will have, as a special feature, many runs in every
direction over the new roads, instead of some of the
former sorts of entertainment. In addition to our
Division members, officers of the League are expect-
ed to be present, with the special object of learning
about our roads and seeing what has been accom-
plished in New Jersey. It is fit that we should cele-
brate the success that has attended the fight for good
roads in this State; for the many miles now com-
pleted, or in process of construction, in Union, Essex,
Passaic and other counties, have given a tremendous
impetus to our sport, and doubled the number ot

cyclists within a short period. But while good roads
increase the number of wheelmen, it is sometimes
said that they destroy wheel clubs, for where wheel-
men have all advantages they do not so quickly real-
ize the importance of organization, and so are slow to
support either local clubs or the League. Our Divis-
ion ought now to number two thousand members.
But to return to the immediate subject. Because
good roads have been built, we must not assume that
they will alway's remain good. In point of fact, they
will deteriorate unless they have the right kind of

care and plenty of it, -and this needs to be kept con-
stantly in view quite as much as good building itself.

In Essex County the first macadarn was laid some
twenty years ago, and the earlier roads were well
rolled, layer by layer, with heavy rollers. Later on
they got to using much lighter rollers and putting on
considerable clay to assist in 'packing.' The earlier
roads lasted far better than these later ones. At
present they allow the surface to get badly worn,
then repair with alternate layers of stone and clay,
and an inch or so of screenings on top. This com-
pound is half rolled with a light roller. The surface
is fine till the first rain comes ; then the clay works
up and makes a vile mixture with the screenings, and
ruts are quickly formed. This method of repairing
ought to be strenuously avoided. To keep a mac-
adam road in good shape, it should be scraped fre-

quently just after a rain, and every little hole should
be filled as fast as it appears. By exercising a little

constant care much extensive repairing can be avoid-
ed, and the average condition of the surface much
improved."
The committee having the meet in charge are as

follows : Executive—Geo. C. Pennell, chairman ; F. S.

Bennett, W. H. Stouffer, F. C. Gilbert, H. S. Fulper,
A. F. Bellinger, Amzi T. Dodd. Reception—A. F.

Bellinger. Theatre—Geo. C. Pennell. Programme

—

F. S. Bennett. Banquet—H. S. Fulper. Transporta-
tion, A. T. Dodd ; Parade and Runs, F. C. Gilbert.

A CYCLE CARNIVAL IN PROSPECT
PARK.

A meeting was held at the club-house of the Long
Island Wheelmen on Wednesday evening of this week
for the purpose of arranging for a monster parade
through Prospect Park, Brooklyn. Delegates were
present from the Brooklyn Bicycle Club, Kings Co.
Wheelmen and the Long Island Wheelmen. Ex-
President Luscomb, who is a member of the Board of
Park Commissioners, has secured the consent of that
body to allow the wheelmen the freedom of the
park, and Saturday, June 20, will be set aside exclu-
sively for the cyclists. This is the first occasion when
wheelmen have secured the privilege of parading
through a public park under the protection of the
authorities, and those interested in the project will
endeavor to make the day a banner one for cycling.
Many ladies have already signified their desire to
take part. Invitations are to be sent to all the New
York and New Jersey bicycle riders within a radius
of fifty miles of this city to participate. No definite
plans have as yet been outlined other than the selec-
tion of the date of the parade. A meeting will be
again held on next Wednesday evening at the Brook-
lyn Club. H. E. Raymond, B. B. C, was appointed
Chairman of the Committee on Invitations, A. B.
Barkman, B. B. C, of prizes, and W. Palmedo, L. I.W.,
of details.

A twenty-five mile road race will be held at West
Chester, Pa., on May 25, by the Chester County
Wheelmen, over the State road. Appropriate prizes
will be offered.

A NEW ORLEANS ROAD RACE.

As a club which has " earned the right to lead," the
Louisiana Cycling Club, of New Orleans, on the loth
inst. contested the .first exclusive safety road race run
in the South. The course was ten miles of asphalt,
with some six or eight turns, and the time fast—

a

Southern record, in fact.
Of fourteen starters ten finished as follows :

Actual Riding
Time.

L. T. Godberry, first 36m. 13 s.

B. W. Cason, Jr., second 33m. 30 2-5S.

M. S. Graham, third 35m. 16 3-5S.

L. J. Frederic, Jr., fourth 3Sm. 51 s.

A. O. Levert, fifth 37m. 18 1-5S.

G. K. Renaud, sixth 38m. 11 s.

J. Schiliskoffskey, seventh 39m. 8 s.

W. C. Grivot, eight 35m. 14 s.

L. A. Dodge, ninth 39ni. 16 s.

J. R. Sherwood, tenth 42m. 42 3-5S.

Godberry rode a cushioned Rambler, Cason a cush-
ioned Ormonde.
The medals for this aflrair were very beautiful. The

first was in the shape of a shell, inside of which a fig-

ure in bas relief stands on a bicycle wheel and holds
in his grasp the bicycle fork.
The time prize represents a shield, the top section

being engraved and showing a figure in racing posi-
tion, coming down a roadway. Under this is a bicycle
with a ruby set in hub and a wreath in enamel.
The second prize, one of the prettiest, represenjts a

pneumatic tire safety wheel, inside of which is a disk,
upon which is engraved a roadway with the typical
winged wheel.

THE HAGERSTOWN RACES.

The list of events to be run at the Hagerstown meet
July 2, 3 and 4, were decided upon this week, and are
as follows :

First Day—One mile novice, ordinary ; one mile
safety. District Columbia Division championship

;

one mile ordinary, Maryland Division championship
;

half mile heat race, open; fancy riding; two mile
handicap, open, ordinary; one mile ordinary. Third
District; one mile team race, clubs; one mile, Vir-
ginia Division championship ; half mile safety, Penn-
sylvania Division championship ; one mile ordinary
or safety, 3.20 class ; one mile safty, open.

Second Day—One mile ordinary, Pennsylvania Di-
vision championship ; one mile, same. District Co-
lumbia ; one mile safety, Maryland Division ; one mile
tandem, safety, open ; one mile, Hagerstown Bicycle
Club championship ; half mile heat race, final ; trick
riding ; one mile ordinary, championship Hagerstown
meet; fat men's race, Harry Hodgson's race; half
mile ordinary, Pennsylvania Division championship;
one mile Delaware Division; one mile team race, open;
one mile safety. Third District.

The officials have been appointed as follows : Ref-
eree, P. S. Collins; Judges, Albert Mott, Geo. S. At-
water, Samuel A. Boyle ; Timers, F. P. Prial, L. L.
Waring, J. M. Belleville ; Starter, S. T. Clark ; Clerk
of Course, H. B. Irwin.

THE TOURNAMENT AT DENVER.

The track at Sportsman's Park, Denver, has been
widened and the corners raised, and is in other ways
being put into first-class shape for the Denver
Cyclists' Union's tovirnament on May 30 and 31. A
long list of handsome and desirable prizes will be
offered, including medals, cups and various useful
articles. The races have been divided into two
classes—professional and amateur—in order to pro-
tect the riders in that city who have not as yet been
suspended by the Racing Board for competing with
professionals. The list of events follow :

First day (Saturday)—One mile novice, ordinary,
amateur; one mile novice, safety, amateur; one mile,
ordinary, professional ; 100 yard slow race, amateur

;

two miles, ordinary, 6.15 class, amateur; one mile,
boys not over 16 years of age ; one mile, safety, pro-
fessional ; dealers' safety race, amateur, distance to
be agreed upon, open to Messrs. Candy, Hannan, Sal-
mon and Whitney; one-fourth mile, boys, twenty-
four inch wheels ; two mile lap race, ordinary,
amateur.
Second day (Sunday) — One-fourth mile, safety,

amateur ; one-fourth mile, ordinary, amateur ; 100
yards slow race, professional ; one mile safety, 3.20
class, amateur ; one mile, boys not over 16; one mile,
handicap, ordinary, professional ; one mile, ordinarv,
3.00 minute class, amateur ; one mile, safety, handi-
cap, professional ; one mile, safety, handicap, ama-
teur

; one mile, ordinary, handicap, amateur ; two
mile lap race, professional, open to all wheels, if

mutually agreeable ; two mile lap race, safety, ama-
teur ; one mile consolation, amateur.
The entrance money is returned to starters.
The entry sheet will be open until the day preced-

ing the races. John A. McGuire, Secretary, Skinner
Block, will receive all entries.

Meet of tUe Central Pennsylvania 'Wlieelmen.

The third annual meet of the Central Pennsylvania
League will be held at Lewisburgon Decoration Day.
The town is admirably situated for a cycling meet as
excellent pikes run in every direction and possesses
one of the best half mile pikes in the State. The pro-
gramme, as outlined, consists of a hiil-climbihg con-
test, ten mile road race, fancy riding, lantern parade
and smoker. Among the track events will be both
ordinary and safety novice races, ordinary and safety
championships of Central Pennsylvania, champion-
ship of Union Co., and boys' races. For information
or blanks address Meixell Bros., secretaries, Lewis-
burg, Pa. The executive committee consists of C. S.

Bigonv, Sunbury ; R. J. and W. B. Wilson, Mt. Car-
mel ; Bert Galbraith, Milton; W. R. Ritter, Lewis-
burg, and Ira Dayton, Williamsport.

THE BUFFALO MEET.

The three days' meeting at Buffalo, on June 15, 16
and 17, under the auspices of the City League of Ama-
teur Athletic Union Clubs, will prove an attractive
event to cyclists, as well as to the followers of all
other branches of outdoor sports. The second day,
June 16, will be devoted exclusively to wheeling.
The races will be held on the half mile track at the
Driving Park, and the events are as follows :

I. 220 Yards, Unicycle, open. 2. One Mile Ordinary,
open. 3. One Mile Ordinary, closed. 4. One Mile
Safety, open. 5. One Mile Safety, closed. 6. One
Mile Novice Safety, open. 7. One Mile Novice Ordi-
nary, open. 8. Three Mile Safety, open. 9. Three
Mile Ordinary, open. 10. Five Mile Safety Lap Race,
open. II. Half Slile Ordinary, open. 12. Half Mile
Ordinary, closed. 13. Half Mile Safety, open. 14.

Half Mile Safety, closed. 15. One Mile Tandem, open.
16. One Mile Tandem, closed. 17. Two Mile Tandem,
open.
All open events will be handicapped. Closed events

for the city championship. Entries close Tune 2, with
Chas. J. Griffiths, 512 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
Fee, 50 cents.
The fifty mile handicap road race will be run in the

morning", the start and finish to take place at the
track. The route will be over the Batavia course to
Corfu and return. Entrance fee, $j.oo. Entries close
June 9, with R. F. Kelsey, 531 Main Street, Buffalo,
N. Y.

HARRY HALL HAS A TRY AT THE
IRVINGTON-MILBURN RECORD.

Harry Hall, Jr., has bev. : making some excellent
time around the Prospect Park Circle of late. In a
recent twenty-five mile spin, he stopped the clock
some five minutes under the Irvington-Milburn
record, which W. J. Murphy marked down to ih. 28m.
29s., last May.
Harry is invariably unfortunate in a race so he

determined to have a private " mill " with the scythe-
bearer over the famous course.
On Tuesday afternoon, the party repaired to the

historic ground. The road was in fair to middling
condition, but not good; the wind was strong. Harry
was sent off in good shape, made five miles in 17m.
44S.; ten miles in 35m. 52s. ; fifteen miles in 54m. 20s.;

seventeen and one-half miles in 62m. 20s.; and just
after passing the seventeen and one-half mile point
his wheel broke down. When Murphy made the
record his time was: five miles, i6m. 53s.; ten miles,
34m. 30s.; fifteen miles, 52m. 41s.; twenty miles, ih.
lom. 2S.; twenty-five miles, ih. 28m. 29s.

The officials were: Referee, F. P. Prial; Judge, Tom
Roe; Timers, Hector Campbell, H. J. Hall, Sr., and
F. P. Prial; Umpires at the turns, I. S. Bowdish and
C. B. W^arner.

A NEW TRICYCLE RECORD,

HOLBEIN RIDES 1741^ MILES IN TWELVE HOURS.
M. A. Holbein, the English champion long distance

rider, made his first attempt at record breaking on
May 7, mounted on a pneumatic tricycle, and met with
marked success. He rode for twelve hours on the
North Road, and when he stopped he had scored a
mileage of 174K miles. The previous record was 164
miles, by G. R. White. He was paced by a number
of fast riders, including Albone, 'Todd, Bidlake, Lowe,
Edge and Crosbie.

THE COLUMBIA'S TOURNAMENT.

Following is the list of races to be run at the Co
lumbia Cycle Club's tournament at Hartford on July
4. Everything indicates that this meeting will be one
of the most important of the year. One mile safety,
3.20 class; pneumatics barred; i mile safety, city
reporters

;
pneumatics barred ; i mile ordinary. State

championship; i mile safety, handicap: i mile ordi-
nary, handicap ; I mile safety, open; ^ mile safety,
State championship ; i mile ordinary, open ; i mile
safety, championship of Hartford

;
pneumatics

barred ; 2 mile safety, handicap.

A large number of fast riders will compete at the
Harvard University Cycling Association's race meet,
at Cambridge to-morrow, including W. F. Murphy,
Zimmerman, Rich, Mont. Scott, Taylor, Olmstead,
Pratt, Hawes and Hoyland Smith.

Preparations for the South End Wheelmen's fourth
annual race meet have been begun. It will be held on
the Keystone cycle track, June 27, and an endeavor
will be made to secure several of the State champion-
ships. The committee in charge of the affair consists
of Messrs. Dimon, Chambers, Caryl, Green and Pratt.

The result of the Philadelphia Outing Wheelmen's
five mile road race is as follows : McCurdy, first

;

Wisiom, second; O'Neil, third :Bretherick, fourth;
Garrison, fifth; Wenzel, sixth. 'Time, i8m. 15s.

G. B. Broadbent, the speedy Australian road rider
holds the following colonial records for hard tires :

"Twenty-five miles, ih. 27m. ; fifty miles, 3h. 6m.
;

seventy-flve miles, 4h. 35m.; one hundred miles, 6h.

20m.; 24h., 203 miles. Broadbent has been riding
since 1881.

Two hundred and twenty-six entries and ten high-
grade wheels (for prizes) is the status of this year's
Pullman road race. This is certainly record for this

country, if not for the world.

The East Orange Cyclers held their two mile handi-
cap road race over the Central Avenue course on
Saturday afternoon last, although the road was heavy
on account of the rain of the morning. The starters
were F. Pring, scratch ; E. J. Decker, 10 sec: John
Wheeler, 15 sec; Frank L. Fieger, 30 sec; Wm. Booth,
30 sec. "The contest resulted as follows: Wheeler,
first, time, 7m. 21s.; Pring, second, time, 7m. 15s.;

Decker, third, time, 7m. 50s.: Fieger, fourth, 8m. The
prize was a gold scarf pin offered by Capt. Godfrey.
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FIXTURES.

MAY.

29-30.

30'

—Two Mile Handicap at games o£ the Manhattan
A. C, Manhattan Field.

—Road Race at Forest Park, St. Louis.
—Harvard University Cycling Association's

Race Meet on Holme's Field. Entries close
May 13, with F. L. Olmsted, Jr., 13 Wads-
worth House, Cambridge, Mass.

—Annual Race Meet of the Rockland County
Wheelmen, Spring Valley, N. Y. Address
V. A. Johnson, Spring Valley, N. Y.

—Races at the Open-air Games of the Third
Regiment A. A., Philadelphia.

— East Orange Cycler's Lantern Parade and
House Warming.

—Field Day of the Philadelphia Cycle and Field
Club.

—Race Meet at Woodstock, Canada.
—Joint Race Meet of the Syracuse Cycling Club

and Syracuse Athletic Club at Kirkwood
Park, Syracuse.

—Eighth annual Meet, N. J. Division, Elizabeth.
—Tournament of the Atlantic City Wheelmen.

Entries close May 23, with Isaac Bacharach,
Secretary, Atlantic City, N. J.

—Cleveland Wheel Club's Twenty-three mile
Handicap Road Race.

—Two Mile Ordinary and One Mile Safety at the
A. C. S. N. games at Stenton. Entries close
May 23, with W. H. McMillan, 1626 Arch
Street, Philadelphia.

—Twenty Mile Road Race at Grand Rapid, Mich.
—Tournament of the Bay State Bicycle Club and

Massachusetts Division Annual Meet. Ad-
dress A. C. CoDe' ...., 10 Dale Street, Wor-
cester, Mass.

—Annual Tournament of the Rome (N. Y.)
Cyclers. Address J. L. Esselstyn, Rome, N.Y.

—Irvmgton-Milburn Road Race. Entries close
May 20 with A. B. Barkman, 241 Broadway,
N. Y. Entrance fee $1.

—Chicago—Pullman Road Race.
—Twenty-five mile handicap road race of the

Alameda (Cal.) Bicycle Club, San Leandro
triangle.

—Annual Spring Meet Maine Division at Belfast.
—One Hundred Mile Club Handicap Road Race

of the Rutherford Wheelmen.
—Ansonia Wheel Club's Five Mile Road Race.
—Meet of the St. Paul and Minneapolis wheel-

men at St. Paul.
—Third Annual Meet of the Central Pennsyl-

vania Wheelmen at Lewisburg.
—Road Race of the Columbia Wheelmen, Co-

lumbia, Pa.
—Five Mile Road Race at Indianapolis, Ind.
—Tournament of the Denver Cyclists' Union,

Denver, Col.
—Century Run of the California Division from

San Francisco to San Jose and return.

JUNE.
,—Elwell's European Tour. Departure from New

York.
.—Race Meet of the Woonsocket Wheelmen at

Woonsocket.
—One Mile Ordinary and One Mile Safety Handi-

cap Races at the games of the Orange A. C,
Orange Oval. Entries close May 30, with
Arthur Varian, East Orange, N. J.

,—First Fifteen Mile Team Road Race of the
Wheelmen's Racing League.

—Race Meet of the Ansonia, Conn., Wheel Club.
—Hill Climbing Contest on Son-of-o-Gun Hill,

St. Louis.
—Annual Spring Meet of Connecticut Division

and New Haven Bicycle Club Tournament.
Address E. J'.

Perkins, Secretary.
—Race Meet Tioga Athletic Association, Phila-

delphia.
—New York Athletic Club's Spring Games,

Travers Island.
—Century Run—Newark to Philadelphia. Ad-

dress W. E. Fuller, chairman, 50 Wall Street,
N.Y.

-17.—Athletic and Wheeling Tournament at Buf-
falo, N. Y. Entries close June 2, with C. J.
Griffiths, Secretary, 512 Mam Street, Buffalo.

—Annual Meet Iowa Division at Newton.
—Tournament of the Norfolk Co. Wheelmen,

Readville, Mass.
—Annual Meet New Hampshire Division, Con-

cord.
—Carnival at Prospect Park, Brooklyn.
—Century Wheelmen's Race Meet, Philadelphia.
South End Wheelmen's Race Meet, Phila-

delphia.
—Kentucky Division meet.
—Twenty-five mile Road Race of the Inter-club

Racing Association at Boston.
—Kings County Wheelmen's Cycling and Ath-

letic Meet at Washington Park.
—Kentucky Division's excursion from Louisville

to Mammoth Cave and return.

JULY.
2-3-4.—Race meet of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club,

Hagerstown, Maryland.
3-4.—Annual meet of the Missouri Division at Carth-

age.
3-4.—Annual Meet Tennessee Division at Nashville.

4.—Departure from New York of the Heyny Harz
Mountain Tourists.

4.—Columbia Cycle Club's tournament at Charter
Oak Park, Hartford, Conn. Address C. F.
Tucker, Secretary, Box 54, Hartford, Conn.

4.—The Poorman Road Race at Cincinnati.
4.—Annual Meet California Division, Stockton.
4.—Annual meet Illinois Division at Rockford.
9.—Start of the Detroit Wheelmen's League Meet

Tour from Niagara to Detroit. Address for
particulars, C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Avenue,
Detroit.

13-14-15—Annual Meet, Ohio Division, Columbus.
16-17-18.—L. A. W. Annual Meet, Detroit, Mich.
16-17-18.—L. A. W. Championships at Detroit. Ad-

dress Jos. Bresler, 22 Lafayette Avenue,
Detroit, Mich.

30'

30-31-

15-16

16-17.

17

20.

20

27

26-27.

27

27.

28.

22-23.—Tournament of the Green Bay Cycling Club
and Annual Meet of the Wisconsin Division.
Address F. S. Fox, Green Bay, Wis.

24-25.—Chicago Cricket Club's Annual Meet. Address
J. G. Davis, Park Side, Chicago.

29.—Departure from New York ot Smith's European
Tour.

AUGUST.
4.—Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha

Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y. Ad-
dress Fred Bronner, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

20-2I.—New York State Division Meet at Rochester.

SEPTEMBER.
5.—Rhode Island Wheelmen's Tournament at Nar-

ragansett Park, Providence.
7-8.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn. Address J. J.

Grace, Secretary, Hartford, Conn.
12.—Second Fifteen Mile Team Road Race of the

Wheelmen's Racing League.
18-19.—Third Annual Tournament of the Peoria Bi-

cycle Club. Address Fred Patee, Peoria,
111.

HEW HAVEN BICYCLE CLUB TOURNAMENT.
Annual Spring Meet of Conn. Div.L.A.W., New
Haven, Conn., Monday, June 8th.

$1,000 in valuable prizes. Entries close Monday, June
ist, with E. J. Perkins, Secretary, 173 Olive St., New
Haven, Conn.

KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN'S
CYCLING AND ATHLETIC MEET,

Wsshingtun Park, Brooklyn, June 27th.

Three valuable prizes for each event. Entries close
June 20, with John Bensinger, r255 Bedford

Avenue, Brooklyn.

$800 in Valuable Prizes.

COLUMBIA CYCLE CLUB TOURNAMENT,

Charter Oak Park, Hartford^ Conn., July 4th, 1891.

We guarantee the finest lot of prizes ever given
at a one day meeting held in New England.

Entries close June 27, with C. F. Tucker, Secretary,
P. O. Box 54. 6-26

Orange Athletic Club
ANNUAL SUMMER GAMES,

Saturday, June 6tli, 1891,

At the Club Grounds at Grove Street Station
of the D. , L. & W. R. R. , commencing at 3 p.m

.

,

THE FOLLOWING EVENTS WILL BE GIVEN :

(L. A. W. Rules to govern.)

1 Mile Safety Bicycle Race, Handicap.
1 " Ordinary " " "

Competitors riding- pneumatic tired wheels zvill be
penalized 50 yards.

(A. A. U. Rules to govern.)
100 Yards Run, Handicap.
220 Yards Run, Handicap.
440 Yards Run, Handicap.
I Mile Run, Handicap.
y^ Mile Run, Novice, Scratch.
I Mile Walk, Handicap.
Running High Jump, Handicap.
Running Broad Jump, Handicap.
220 Yards Hurdle, over 10 Hurdles, 2 ft. 6 in. high,

Handicap.
Elegant Gold, Silver and Bronze Die Medals

will be given to first, second and third in each event. %

An entrance fee of 50 cents will be charged for each
event, and entries will close Saturday, May 30th, with

ARTHUR VARIAN, Sec. of Athletic Committee,
East Orange, N. J.

HARVARD cyclists DEFEAT YALE RIDERS.

The two mile ordinary at the Yale-Harvard games,
on Holmes' Field, Cambridge, Saturday last, resulted
in an easy victory for Harvard. The first heat was
won by Davis, H. A. A.; Hawes, H. A. A., second

;

Wade, Y. A. A., third. Time, 6m. 574-5S. The second
heat was won by Taylor, H. A. A.; Pratt, H. A. A.,
second ; Allen, Y. A. A., third. Time, 6m. i8J^s. This
left four Harvard men for the final. Taylor came in

first, with Davis a close second and Dawes third.

Time, 6m. 45s. Yale was crippled by the absence of
Clark, her champion rider. Rain was falling while
the contest was taking place.

Mecredy says that for muddy or slippery roads the
saddle should be brought well forward, and the
weight thrown as much as possible on the front wheel.
He found that the machine " waltzed along as steady
as a rock" when so arranged, while with the saddle
well back he could hardly keep the machine upright.

A two days' wheelmen's excursion to Washington,
on May 30 and 31, is attracting the attention of the
Philadelphia cyclists. The trip to the capital will be
made by railroad, and the first day will be spent
visiting the many places of interest, including a sail

up the Potomac. On the second day the party will

ride to Cabin's John Bridge, to Georgetown and other
places, leaving by train for Philadelphia in the even-
ing. Reduced rates have been secured.

The annual five mile road race of the Eagle. Wheel-
men, of Philadelphia, on May 9, resulted as follows

:

J. L. Kimball, first ; R. P. Rich, second ; R. H. Thomp-
son, third. Time, i6m.

Louisville wheelmen are training on the new Audi-
torium track nightly by the aid of electric light. The
track is as yet imperfect, having not reached a suffi-
cient degree of hardness.

The Independent Cyclers, of Louisville, will hold a
three mile road race on May 24, for a silver cup.
After the race the club will enjoy a fish dinner at
Harod's Creek. The occasion is the club's second
outing.

The 'programme for the eighth annual meet of the
Iowa Division at Newton, June 16, 17, has been ar-
ranged, and the largest and most enthusiastic meet
ever held in the State is anticipated. The first day
will be devoted to the business meeting, the races and
banquet. A parade and photograph, racing and a ball
are among the features of the second day. Newton is
thirty miles from Des Moines.

The Rutherford Wheelmen have completed all the
arrangements for their 100 mile handicap road race
on Decoration Day over the Washington boulevard
from Belleville to Passaic, a three mile stretch. The
start and finish will be made at Gorman's Hotel,
Avondale. The first prize is the Mier gold medal,
and gold medals will also be awarded to the second
and third men. Medals will be given in addition to
every contestant making the distance in twelve hours.
The limit men will start at 7 a. m. Following are the
entries : Scratch, Louis M. Mier, George D. W. Brown,
R. R. Leeds; 30 minutes, J. Van Harding, R. A. Bur-
gess, J. T. Holden; 45 minutes, E. A. Burgess, W. B.
Barkley, Fred Stevens ; i hour, J. L. Chapman, Ed-
ward Kitmer, J. B. Kettell and Eugene Berry.

R. H. Davis will attempt to lower the two mile safe-
ty record at the Harvard University Cycling Associa-
tion's race meet to-morrow. He has been doing some
excellent work on the track recently paced by Tay-
lor, Hawes and Pratt.

The Wanderers Bicycle Club, of Buffalo, has decided
to hold a series of road races, the first of which will
take place May 23. The course selected will make
the race for a distance of about six miles over city
and country roads.

The one mile safety at the games of the Haverford
College Athletic Association on Saturday last, result-
ed as follows^ Hoopes, '92, first; Taylor, '93, second.
Time, 3m. 45s.

The two mile ordinary at the Spring sports of the
Swarthmore College Athletic Association on Satur-
day last, was won by Henlings, '92 ; Bond, '94, second.
Time, 7m. 39XS.

The Rome Cyclers will hold road races on May 30
over a fairly hard clay road. In response to an in-
quiry the official handicapper of the New York dis-
trict, F. P. Prial, has suggested these penalties : One
mile, cushion, 20 yards, pneumatic, 60 yards,; two
miles, cushion, 40 yards, pneumatic, 130 yards.

"Charl" Murphy will arrive from Brazil on Friday :

just in time to put in a few turns around the Park and
get a bit fit for the road race.

While going to the Irvington-Milburn course on
Tuesday the writer met Charley Stenken. Charley
was one of the few model racing men, but awfully
unlucky, so that his record on the path and road is no
criterion of his form. Charley lives at Orange, rides
occasionally, and says that he may race this year.

Hoyland Smith and A. A. Zimmerman are training
at Travers Island.

Charley Kluge.will be among the competitors in the
Irvington-Milburn race. On Tuesday he did a trial

in ih. 3sm. 35s. He has been boarding at the Irving-
ton Hotel for some time, and will face the scratch fit

as a fiddle. Kluge is riding a model B. Victor.

A number of the Philadelphia Clubs will take part
in a Century Run from Harrisburgh on Decoration
Day.

The Alpha Wheelmen, one of the youngest clubs in
Philadelphia, has out-grown its present quarters,
and a committee has been appointed to secure a new
house.

An innovation in the shape of a " bone shakers " race
will be instituted at the League meet races at Detroit.
All the contestants will be mounted on old fashioned
wooden machines and all the novelties of the kind
that can be obtained. It is thought that the contest
will create much merriment.

This is English, quite English, you know : "If you
value your bones and desire good value for your
money, don't buy off your own bat." It is supposed
to be advice to intending purchasers.

The Asbury Park Bicycle Club held a. lantern
parade on Monday evening of this week, in which
about fifty members took part.

The East Orange Cyclers expect to manage one of
the largest lantern parades ever witnessed in that
section of the State on Saturday evening of this week.
All the New Jersey clubs within riding distance of
Orange have been invited to participate, and if the
weather is suitable a large turnout is certain. After
the parade the wheelmen will be entertained at the
new house of the club, which will be formally opened
by a smoker.

The pneumatic tire with all its benefits and anti-
vibration powers has one detrimental characteristic
that, to a certain extent, dims the lustre of its bril-

liancy as a revolution in tires. A rider on a hard-
tired safety can skim along unconcerned, careless
and confident, and enjoy the surrounding landscape
if he so desires, while the pneumatic rider, if he is a
prudent man, finds it necessary to keep a sharp eye
on the road in order to steer clear of bits of glass,
horse-shoe nails, thorns and small articles of this ilk

that tend to keep him in a perpetual state of uneasi-
ness for fear of a puncture.
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TRICKS.

there's

$135 cash.

Sense enough to invest in a Victor Bicycle.

If your opponent leads off on a second grade wheel, follow him up on a Victor.

If he leads you over a rough road, you gain the trick with tlio Victor Spring Fork

—

nothing its equal.

If he selects a smooth road, j^ou gain a big point, and the trick, with the Victor
Cushion Tire—it's the '91 joker—beats everything.

If you don't want to be a "left" bower in Progressive Cycling, be the " i-ight

"

one—show what the " Finest Bicycle Factory in America " can do—it's a winning card.

The Three Cards above illustrated will capture a whole pack of ordinary ones in

Progressive Cycling. Art Catalogue tells the rest.

OVERMAN VTHEKL CO.,

^m

BOSTON.

CHICOPKB FAI.I.S, MASS.

WASHINGTON. DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO.

A. G. SPALDING &. BROS., Special Agents.

CHICAGO.
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-*'j*.--

NEW YORK.

^^'i-

PHILADELPHIA.
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WHEEL
WORKS.

CATALOGUES NOW READY !

SEND FOR ONE

!

The Best Line of Wheels Ever Made for the Money.

LIGHT I STRONG !

GRACEFUL

!

NICELY FINISHED ! PERFECTLY FITTED !

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

R. L. COLEMAN & CO.
35 Barclay Street, and 40 Park Place,
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A SELECTED'LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for
The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Law-
yer, Washington, D. C]

Handle for Velocipedes. EmmitG. Latta, Friend-
ship, New York. Filed Feb. 2, 1891. Serial No. 379,882.

Brake for Velocipedes. James McD. Boyd, Gala-
shiels, Scotland ; assignor to the Overman Wheel
Company, Chicopee Falls, Mass. Filed Feb. 9, 1891.

Serial No. 380.775. Patented in England Jan. 23, 1889.

No. 1,231.

Spring-propelled Vehicle. Frank Briggs, Phila-
delphia, Pa. Filed Dec. 23, 1890. Serial No. 375,568.

THE KANSAS WHEELMEN'S LIBRARY.

The Kansas Division, with commendable enterprise,
is issuing the Kansas IV/ieelmeii's Library, a series of
pamphlets which treat on subjects relating to the im-
provement of roads. No. 2 contains the address of
Col. A. A. Pope on the "Movement for Better Roads,"
delivered before the Board of Trade, at Hartford,
February 11, 1890. Chief Consul Chas. S. Davis is

endeavoring to boom the Division and to awaken in-

terest in the general movement for improved high-
ways, and he makes the following statement :

" Kan-
sas has 106 counties. The present League member-
ship, numbering 134, is distributed in 30 of these
counties. This leaves nearly three-fourths of the list

ot counties without League members to assist in for-
warding the work now in progress. It is unreasona-
ble to suppose that there are no wheelmen whatever
in any ot these other counties. 1 have tnerefore ad-
dressed a circular letter to each county clerk, asking
aid in compiling lists of non-League wheelmen and ot

township officials, inclosing blanks for the purpose.
The responses are numerous and gratifying. We
purpose to place in the hands of every one expressing
an interest m the subject, whose name we can secure,
literature issued by the national body containing
valuable information. The League is worthy of the
best efforts in its behalf. All who receive this num-
ber 6t the Kansas Wlieelmen's Library are hereby
urged to make a special effort to secure at least one
applicant. A sufficiently large enrollment in Kansas
will enable us to place valuable literature in the
hands of road officials o£ the State as an entering
wedge to further action in securing necessary legis-
lation for the improvement of roads, toward which
the League is bending its powerful influence."

The Plattsburgh (N. Y.) Bicycle Club was formally
organized on Monday of this week. Club quarters
will be secured at once and a number of runs have
already been called. The officers are as follows:
President, C. E. Bentley; Captain, Edward P. Baird;
Vice-President, Fred. Riley ; Treasurer, H. M. Os-
trander; Secretary, O. E. Robinson ; Lieutenant, W.
H. Lyon ; Committee, C. H. Chilton, C. C. Hill, L.
David.

An endeavor is being made by the lady riders of
Toronto to form a ladies' bicycle club. Several
prominent Toronto ladies have signified their interest
in the proposed organization and are enjoying in
anticipation the delightful runs which they hope to
make during the coming summer. The cycling cos-
tume will be very simple and inexpensive. A plain,
easy-fitting serge or cloth skirt, with a narrow foot
pleating about an inch off the ground, a blouse or a
natty little coat put on loosely over a shirt waist, the
skirt as narrow and plain as can be comfortably
worn as folds and superabundant material are only
in the way, gauntlet or long suede or chamois gloves,
and a tidy little cap and gaiters of the color of the
gown.
The tournament of the Woonsocket Wheelmen's

. Association, on June 6, is to be held at Agricultural
Park, Woonsocket, R. L, instead of Providence.

The Tennessee Division will hold their annual races
at Nashville, Tenn., on July 10 and 11.

The one mile ordinary handicap at the games of the
Central High School, Philadelphia, resulted as fol-

lows : Purvis, 50 yards, first
;
Jeffries, 60 yards, sec-

ond. Time, 3m. 36 4-5S.

The Toronto Bicycle Club's twenty mile road race
on May 16 was won by D. Nasmith in ih. 17m. 48s., Mc-
Clelland, second ; Robins, third.

The half mile safety at the games of the University
of Illinois, held May 15, was won by Birdsell, '95, in
im. 37s.

L. Underwood won the one mile safety at the games
of the Noble School, Brookline, Mass., on May 13.

Time, 5m. 4 4-45S.

A NEW CYCLE COMPANY,

Don't Ride witli a Loose Chain.

Riders of safety machines should always keep their
chains properly tensioned, for a loose chain is capa-
ble of much annoyance or a severe accident. When
the chain is loose the links wear away the cogs to a
more or less degree and the chain is liable to slip off

and cause a deal of trouble, especially when riding at
a high speed or coasting. When not in use it should
sag slightly and never be perfectly taut. There is

also a liability of a rivet working loose and dropping
out of a chain. If it occurs when traveling fast, the
chances are the chain catches somewhere, and the
frame of the machine is so twisted that it is never the
same again. Every rider should see that the rivet
joining the chain is screwed home properly, and that
the little nut on the end is tight. It is also a very
good precaution to hold a heavy weight against the
head of the rivet, and strike the end of it on to which
the nut is screwed a few sharp taps with a wrench
so as to make a burr on it. This will prevent the
nut falling off, and, consequently, the rivet coming
out.

THE TRICYCLE MFG. CO. OF
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.

The Tricycle Mfg. Co., of Springfield, Ohio, have a
large plant for the manufacture of steel wheels,
tubular-frame wheel-barrows, bicycles, children's
carriages, wagons, etc. The firm are gradually tak-
ing up the bicycle trade.
At present they make two safeties, twenty and

twenty-four inch wheels, also a number of styles of
boys' and girls' tricycles and velocipedes in sixteen
to twenty-eight-inch wheels. The firm have also
built a number of patent suspension wheels for safe-
ties, which they have sold to other concerns.
At present they are making some new models. Next

year they will put on the market a thirty-inch safety
as a strong, low-priced wheel.

The Jersey Novelty and Mfg. Co. is the name of a
concern that has been started in Newark for the
manufacture of a safety machine, with a capital stock
of $200,000. The frame of the machine will be of the
usual diamond shape, the principal novelty being in
the tires, which will, it is claimed, equal the pneu-
matic and yet possess none of its disadvantages. The
tire will be composed of the regular outside rubber
covering, filled with telt and rubber scraps, and will
be made in half a dozen sizes, from y, inch to 25^ inch.
The patent is owned by Stillman G. Whittaker, and a
plant will be secured at once, of which Whittaker
will have charge. The machine will be put on the
market next season. A large number of Newarkers
of more or less prominence have become interested
in the concern.

Tom Roe, representing the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg.
Co., has been in the metropolitan district for the past
week. He has been on the road for the "G. & J."
Company since January i, and reports that the Ramb-
ler is g.iining ground all over the country. Tom will
compete in the road race on a diamond-frame Ramb-
ler. He trains on pie and cigarettes, which he calls
coffin nails.

Fish's patent bicycle locomotive is the latest inven-
tion in this line of ingenuity. This motor is designed
with a view to run with its driving wheels upon an 80
lb. rail, laid between the rails of an ordinary 4ft.-8>^
inch gauge track, the driving wheel to run on the
middle rail, and the flangeless bearing wheels to run
on the outside rails. The bicycle motor has two ten
feet driving wheels with double flanges on the tire
for guides on each side of the centre rail. On each
side of the driving wheels is placed and secured a
boiler of the ordinary locomotive type, It is claimed
that the locomotive is capable of great speed.

Prince Wells and Jeffries Bros, have each full-page
ads. in the Louisville (Ky.) Times of the i6th inst.
That issue also contains illustrated write-ups of the
several local dealers, stating amongst other things
that Wells sold nearly goo wheels last season. Louis-
ville riders are already booming Geo. E. Johnson, of
their city, for next Chief Consul of Kentucky. He is

really filling the office now, business changes having
necessitated the removal to an obscure point of the
present incumbent.

Crawfopd & Co., the tricycle manufacturers at
Hagerstown, Md., have formed a corporation to be
known as the Crawford Manfg. Co., with a capital
stock of $50,000. The incorporators are Robert S.
Crawford, S. Milford Schindel, Geo. F. Updegraff,
James B. Lambie and Wm. Byer.

A two mile ordinary, scratch, and a two mile safety,
will be run al the forty-sixth games of the New York
Athletic Club, at Travers Island on June 13. The
prizes will be gold, silver and bronze medals.

The English are hailing Dan Albone's " child's seat
attachment" as a "new idea." New on the other
side, perhaps, but Mr. George Warwick and Messrs.
Rich & Sager have both patented and manufactured
child's seat attachments for some time past.

Messrs. Rankin and Bruce were in town on Tuesday
of this week. This firm are organizing a company to
manufacture wheels fitted with the Tillinghast Tire.
The Tillinghast is a foi-m of pneumatic tire which
was recently illustrated exclusively in The Wheel.

A traveling man who recently visited the South,
states that m one place where high-grade wheels
weren't over-plentiful, he found people talking of
"Columbia Ramblers.'

Mr. E. H. Wilcox, of the Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co., is

making an extended Eastern trip in the interest of
his firm. Mr. Wilcox was for some years with the
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co., and was also in the
cycle business at Memphis, Tenn. He spent Sunday
last in Philadelphia.

Frederick Howard and Frank Dyer, the men who
burglarized the Gormully & Jeffery Co.'s branch
house in Boston, have been convicted and sentenced
to three years each in the State prison.

The Rochester Cycle Mfg. Co. write that they are
working day and night, but are still away behind the
orders on their Peerless wheels.

Indianapolis has two cycle factories, a cycle chain
works and five retail dealers. There are good pros-
pects for the laying of several miles of asphalt in the
city this year, and altogether Indianapolis is rapidly
becoming quite prominent as a bicycle centre.

Report comes from Rouse, Hazard & Co., Peoria,
111., that trade is booming and that so far they have
been able to fill nearly all orders promptly and hope
to be able to do so throughout the season.

Second-hand ordinary machines, in good condition,
are offered for sale in the English papers as low as
$12. Second-hand safeties can be secured for $25.

The Overman Wheel Co. put the steel balls used on
Victors to a test of 200 tons. The chains are also
tested at 2,000 pounds.

Isn't it about time for the apostrophe before the
word " cycling " to be discarded by the general press ?

To be sure it is a derivation of bi-or-tricycling, but it

has been in universal use for so long a time in prefer-
ence to this word that it can now be safely classified
without reference to its derivative. Cycle and cycling
are euphonious words and cover the ground thor-
oughly, and through the growth of the sport they
have become separate and distinct from bicycle and
bicycling and the sooner the newspaper writers accept
them as such the better.

The Toronto Bicycle Club will hold a three days'
run to Niagara Falls, starting on the Queen's birth-
day and returning by St. Kits.

The Overman Wheel Co. are running 800 men twen-
ty hours a day. The result is a hundred Victors a
week. A representative of the company stated that
there is an enormous run on the Model B, also on the
Model C. The B is a stiff-framed Victor with ij^-inch
cushion tires. This seems rather large for a cushion,
but the tire is so designed that it is not too soft,
does not flatten, and yet does not lose the cushioning
quality. The Model C is a spring-forked Victor, with
a cushion tire to the rear wheel only. The company
also report a big demand for Victorias.

Harry G. Rouse was in Gotham on Wednesday and
Thursday.

It is the intention of the Harlem Wheelmen, imme-
diately after the races May 30, to start for Plainfield,
N. J. for dinner, after which they will push on to
Trenton, returning by rail on Sunday.

Selections from Mr. Mecredy's paper, the Irish
Cyclist: " Mecredy will likely ride at the U. R. C.
sports." " Mecredy is not fit yet." " Mecredy scales
12 stone 6 pounds, as against n stone 3 pounds last
August." " If Mecredy shows any form he will com-
pete at Torquay on Whit-Tuesday." •' Mecredy ate a
pot of jam last night," etc., etc , etcetera ad infijiitu7n,
ad nauseam.

At the annual election of the Capital Bicycle Club,
of Washington, D. C, the following officers were
elected for the term ending May 9 : President, Wal-
ter S. Dodge ; Vice-President, Irving Williamson

;

Treasurer, Edson B. Olds ; Secretary, Frank H.
Stephens ;

Captain, N. Macdaniel.

The Bay City Wheelmen, of San Francisco, held a
twelve mile club road race on Sunday of last week.
C. H. Bliss outdistanced the other four starters by the
aid of a cushion-tired wheel.

WORLD'S RECORD.

At the Catford meet, held at Paddington on May g,
W. C. Jones won the half mile in im. g 4-5S. In one of
the heats of the five mile race Scheltema-Beduin rode
the last quarter in 31 1-5S. World's record.

TOM RYAN.

A wire from Chicago conveys the sad intelligence
that Tom Ryan died on Thursday night. May 21.

Some of you may have known Tom Ryan, and if you
did, you know that the good fellow has gone away.
Nature had played a most cruel joke on him. He

was very tall and well built, such a fine specimen of
manhood that one could not but admire. Then there
was a mild blue eye, a great big heart.
Yet before this fine fellow had passed into the

earliest stage of manhood's prime, at little more than
thirty, with a great long stretch of years before him,
the cancerous seed discovered itself, a trifling thing
in Its incipiency, but deadly as the cobra's bite,
invincibe as the tide. Day after day the great figure
was undermined by the enemy, while the mild eye
looked out into vacant despair, until the impatient
dark shape happily came on the scene and drew over
the victim the curtain of unconsciousness.
He is gone to rest, but he leaves with those who

knew him the memory of a simple and loving charac-
ter. Some men play a small part on this earth-stage,
but they move so gently and so softly through the
scenes that when the curtain falls we recall them
with infinitely more pleasure than we do some of the
leading men of the drama. We tenderly treasure
the memory of a brook long after we have forgotten
a busy, bustling: stream of commerce.

GEORGE WOODCOCK.

A cable advises us of the death of Mr. George
Woodcock, general manager of Rudge & Co. Mr.
Woodcock purchased the patents of Dan. Rudge some
years since, and amalgamating two or three small
Coventry firms, he founded the great house of Rudge
& Co. With the co-operation of Mr. Walter Phillips,
he made it one of the greatest houses in the trade.
Mr. Woodcock was a lawyer, and about fifty-five

years of age at the time of his death. He was reputed
very sharp and very rich. He succumbed to pneu-
monia after a week's illness.

THE BERKELEY A. C. RACES.

Two events were decided at the Oval on Saturday
last, with the following result

:

One Mile Safety Bicycle Handicap—W. F. Murphy,
N. Y. A. C, scratch, 2m. 48 4-5S. ; P. Grosch, Orange
Wheelmen, 120 yards, gm. 52s.; F. W. Mastin, Gotham
W., 90 yards., third. The intermediate times were :

Quarter mile, 412-5S.; half mile, im. 21 2-5S. ; three-
quarter mile, 2m. 6s. Murphy, who used a pneumatic
tire, won with ease.
Two Mile Bicycle Handicap—W. F. Murphy, N. Y.

A. C, 6m. i5>^s.; W. H. Hall, Jr., B. A. C. and C. C,
120 yards, second; E. Spahr, C. C. N. Y., 160 yards,
third. This was a walk-over for Murphy, who got to
the front in first mile. He used a cushion tire. A. A.
Zimmerman, N. Y. A. C, scratch, was out of form.
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MAP OF THE ORANGE DISTRICT AND THE IRVING-

TON-MILBURN RACE COURSE.
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MINNEAPOLIS.

The Flour City Cyclists, with the St. Paul Cycle
Club as guests, made a run to Anoka on Sunday last.

A large number from both organizations were
present and a general good time was experienced by
all.

The Committee of Arrangements who have charge
of the Meet of the Twin City Wheelmen, wish it un-
derstood that all wheelmen in the State, especially
ladies, are invited to participate. This is not a club
or league meet but a State Assembly, and all should
attend. Those coming by rail will receive special
rates.

The St. Paul Cycle Club were in attendance at

Washington Rink on Sunday last, to witness the
wind-up of the six day's race. Several new members
have been admitted to the club recently, among them
a large number of ladies.

W. E. McCune who has had charge of the riding
school belonging to S. F. Heath in St. Paul, has
resigned his position in that city to accept a position
as traveling salesman for the Columbia Electric
Company.
A young cyclist whose name is unknown was run

into by a carriage on Monday afternoon, and suffered
the loss of his wheel, he himself luckily escaping
without injury. Simply another instance of the
well-known " road hog " at whose mercy all cyclists
are placed while riding.

Little Edith May, who is only eleven (11) years old,

is the youngest full fledged rider among the fair sex
in the Northwest. She has been riding over a year
and has become quite expert on her wheel. She is an
Honorary Member of the Ladies' Cycle League, who
are very proud of their little charge.

Stolen—Victor Safety; model '89 ; red tires
; 4 or 5

balls missing for steering head; no plate. $25 reward.
Address, Lt. F. P. Avery, Ft. Snelling, Minnesota.

On Tuesday, May 26, six day—forty-eight hour
Championship race will be run at Washington Rink,
between the following riders: Jonn S. Prince and
Ned Reading, and F. E. Dingley, who will be assisted
by an unknown.

GOTHAM WHEELMEN,

A special meeting of the club was held on Wednes-
day evening last, for the purpose of electing officers

in place of those who had resigned. The result was
as follows: Louis Lehretter, Secretary, in place of

Wm. F. Smith ; Dan'I. Levy, member of the Board of

Trustees, in place of Mr. Walker; Al. Bang, Press
Committee, in place of Wm. F. Smith. The following
were appointed an entertainment committee by Pres-
ident Forrester, to serve for the ensuing year : Robert
A. Brunje, A. E. Miller and Elmer F. West. Benj.
Weiner were appointed on the Racing Committee in

place of George Smith, resigned.

The run on Sunday last to Coney Island was the
most successful in the history of the club in the way
of number and enthusiasm, no less than thirty-eight
members, by actual count, participating. The boys
spent a most enjoyable day.

The lantern parade on Friday of this week promises
to excel anything ever attempted in that line before
by any bicycle club. A large delej; ation of wheelmen
are expected to co-operate in making it a signal suc-
cess, and if the realization is anything like the antici-
pation, the Gotham Wheelmen will have just and
good reason to be happy.

Our racing man, F. W. Mastin, distinguished him-
self last Saturday at the games of the Berkeley Ath-
letic Club, by taking third prize in the one mile bicycle
race—a handsome silver cup.

Our run next Sunday will be to the Irvington-Mil-
buin course, instead of to Tarrytown, as scheduled.
The boys are very anxious to take a spin over the
course prior to the final test on Decoration Day.

There will be a moonlight run to Coney Island on
Saturday night of this week.

FALL RIVER, MASS.

Frank C. Nichols, the Bedford Street cycle dealer,
has offered two medals, one gold and one silver, for a
five mile road race, open to members of the Fall River
Cycle Club only, the date to be set by the club.

The Mellon House has been appointed League hotel.

A discount will be allowed only to League members
upon presenting their tickets.

A few weeks ago Harry Harris, while coasting
down Benefit Street, in Providence, applied his brake
quite hard, and the result was that he took a header
and slid on his face for a few yards. He has been
under the doctor's care ever since.

The Fall Rivers are making arrangements for a hill-

climbing contest.

There is some talk of a coasting contest between L.

R. Darling, winner of the last contest, and Jefi'. Bor-
den, local agent for the Rover.

Wm. A. Turner gave an exhibition of fancy riding
on his Eagle, in front of the club-rooms, Wednesday
evening.

The Fall Rivers will be well represented at the
Worcester meet. Several of the members are entered
for the races.

Derwin T. Johnson, Vice-President of the Fall
Rivers, has offered the club a silver cup, valued at

$15, to be contested for in a three mile lap race, two
races a season, one in June and one in the Fall. It

will become the property of the one who wins it twice.

The Pall Rivers admitted tour lady riders to mem-
bership Monday night.

W. H. Brow, our new local Consul, is a hustler. He
is making arrangements to place sign-boards on all

roads in this section that are not alreiidy provided
with them. He is meeting with the hearty co-opera-
tion of all the local wheelmen. Quequechan.

LOUISVILLE.

COMPLETED.
The word may mean several things. This time it

means the track which is now in perfect order, except
a few minor arrangements. It is in use every night
and is under the heavy roller, rapidly getting harder
and as a consequence, much faster. It has been tried
by wheelmen of some considerable ability, and the
turns have been ridden at a 2:45 gait without the
least difficulty.
Completed also means the programme which is

now being mailed to wheelmen generally. Reader
as your name may not, be on our list, drop a postal
card to P. E. Allison, he of the kindly heart and
generous disposition, and it will be mailed to you.
His address is 448 W. Main. Send you name at once
before all are mailed.
A number of electric lights will be added to the

track before the Division Meet, although the light as
it is now, is considered sufficient. The racing men
will find it more pleasant decidedly than racing under
the Summer Sun, and all provisions for complete
dressing rooms and baths are nearly finished. Much
care is being taken for the racer's comfort.

The great majority of solid tire heavy machine
riders need not fear their being placed at a disadvan-
tage in the races as a penalty will be imposed on
pneumatics that will equalize the machines and will
let the best man win and not the machine. It is being
carefully arranged so that the rider of each style of
machine will get a decidedly square deal. The new
racing rules just issued were not early enough to
allow of mention being made in the programme re-
garding penalizing pneumatics, but it will be men-
tioned on entry form. As far as desiring a pneumatic
to start even with a solid tire is concerned it savors
too plainly of selfishness, in trying to gain what is

recognized the world over as an advantage.
The I. C.'s Fish Fry and Scorch is down for May 24.

Mr. Dan'I Quilp :
" The boys wanted a $600.00 track.

Grass and flowers alone cost nearly that amount."
For the ten nights past the Auditorium-Amphi-

theatre has been the scene of many-a-spurt, and no
end of scrub races by electric light.

"General Gall" is the name of one of Mr. Quilps'
pet ducks, and his name is well selected. His antics
are surely amusing if not instructive.

The L. C. C. has several applications on the board
to be acted on next meeting. Among them are two
very promising riders Meyer and Cline.

Rubey will probably enter the June races.

Letters promising attendance at the Meet have
been received from Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Chicago,
Washington, Knoxville, St. Louis, Charleston, Ills.,

Madison, Ind., Carmi, Ills., Memphis, New Orleans,
Clarksville, Tenn., and other towns.

WHITE BURLEY.

MILWAUKEE.

The Milwaukee Wheelmen's schedule of runs for
the month of May is as follows :

May 17—Waukesha and parade to the Springs.
May 21—Moonlight parade to the bay.
May 24—Wauwatosa and Soldiers' Home.
May 50—Grand Union parade to Whitefish Bay.

Supper at 6 p. m. Speeches and music.
Sunday last was the day set for a run to Waukesha,

so I mounted my wheel and made for the club-rooms
(the starting point of all club runs), to find that they
had actually got oiT on schedule time. I therefore hail
to do some hustling to catch up, and found, to my sur-
prise, that there were about thirty-five wheelmen in

line—a goodly number considering the length of the
ride. J. C. Schmidthauer set the pace the latter part
of the way, and succeeded in reaching Waukesha
first. It would be well for the boys to lookout for
Schmidthauer, as he is a " stayer " of the best quality,
and may succeed in besting some of the blow-hards.
After a tour to the many springs the wheelmen
started for Milwaukee, which was reached without
special note.

Will Odsclager is another aspirant for racing
honors. He says that he "intends to make 'em
hustle."

Harry Krocker is riding in very good form, and will
probably make a good showing m the Pullman road
race.

The Union parade, on Decoration Day, promises to
be an elaborate affair and a big turnout, if good
weather prevails.

Reports from local cycle dealers are " away behind
in filling our orders."

Henry Andrae is being pestered to death about
Victors, while Mr. Reiter, of the Stokes Co., talks of
closing up on account of his inability to get enough
wheels. VERNON.

HARLEM WHEELMEN.
On Sunday last, about 7 a. m., a party consisting of

Messrs. DeGraaf, Wendehack, Olmsted and Simpson,
left the Harlem's Club House for Tarrytown.
Several little delays occured so that it was just

8:50 when we struck Getty House Square, Yonkers,
after a stoi3 for breakfast preparatory to mounting
Peabody Hill. On looking around one of the party
espied Harry Boese tearing along in a terrible heat,
his poor head drooping to one side like a wilted
flower—(Harry's head always does so when tired)
" Pat " who is always very solicitous about the boys
asked him what was up, to which he replied (between
gasps) that he left the club house at 8:30. It being
then 8:50 this would have made his time 20 minutes
from Harlem to Yonkers. We showed him the im-
possibility of such a performance but he insisted on
being right, and as we have never yet had reason to
doubt our Harry we kept quiet, but the glances and
snickering that were indulged in made the poor boy
feel very funny.
A medal for the fastest time on record from Harlem

to Yonkers, is to be presented to Harry as a proof to
him that we wouldn't for a moment doubt his word.

MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB.

One of the most enthusiastic meetings in the history
of the club was held on Monday evening of this week,
when a great amount of business was brought up and
dispatched. Seventeen new members were admitted
to membership. A motion was made and carried to
appoint a committee to draft appropriate sets of reso-
lutions of thanks, to be presented in the name of the
club to Mayor Grant, Board of Aldermen, City Coun-
cil, Commissioner Gilroy and the New York State
Roads Improvement Association, in recognition of
the good work performed in providing and causing
to be provided so many asphalt streets. The com-
mittee appointed consists of Messrs. Sheehan, Post
and Shire.
At this meeting it was decided to waive the initia-

tion fee until fifty new members were secured, and
the mileage prizes won last season were distributed.
Appropriately engrossed resolutions were presented
to C. A. Sheehan for his faithfulness and good work
as secretary for three years, and a committee was
appointed to make all necessary arrangements for a
parade, house-warming and general jollification at
the opening of the new club-house. A committee
was also appointed to make arrangements for a series
of races on Decoration Day.

RIVERSIDE WHEELMEN.

The Riverside Wheelmen held a very large and
enthusiastic special meeting on Monday evening for
the purpose of electing new members and consummat-
ing arrangements for the club's occupancy of the
four-story brown stone house in One Hundred and
Fourth Street and the Boulevard. Mr. Tom Ward
has been on the lookout for a new club-house ever
since the Riversides were without a home, and it was
through his earnest efforts that the club is enabled
to take possession of one of the finest club-houses in
this city to-day. The building is but a few blocks
from the grandest drive in the world and but a couple
of blocks from Central Park. The fact that the Secre-
tary has in his possession ten more applications from
unattached wheelmen demonstrates the activity of
the officers and members, and the new club-house
certainly ought to bring them a house full of mem-
bers.

The following members have signified their inten-
tion .of participating in the great twenty.five mile
Decoration Day race : Powers, Judge, Cossit, Ward
and Geo. C. Smith. All are in excellent trim and
confident of success.

The run to Dobb's Ferry on Sunday last was a well
attended one, despite the chilly atmosphere and high
winds. Under the guidance of Captain Edward A.
Powers, twenty-six members made the tour, and
after partaking of a palatable lunch started for home
at 3 o clock.

The run for Sunday, May 23, will be to Milburn,
where the flyers will inspect the scene of the coming
great struggle.

Ex-President Charles Wilson, ex-Secretary William
P. Smith, Jr., and George C. Smith, of the Gotham
Wheelmen, were elected members at the last meeting.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

It is a very pleasant three and a half hour's ride by
train from New York to Springfield, Mass., and when
here the .wheelman finds himself in a town where
cycling is immensely popular. With cycle factories
in and all around the place, hustling retailers to sell
the wheels and a steadily increasing mass of men,
women and children to ride them, it is no wonder that
the boom is on and promising a continuance. Said an
interested party to the writer : "This year is a hum-
mer, but next will be a hummerer." Quite expressive,
isn't it?

Henry L. Coar will take a party of wheelmen to
Europe, leaving the latter part of June, to be absent
six weeks. They will wheel about 1,000 miles.

Cooley's Hotel register contains the name of the
" American Wheelman " on its pages. He hails from
Schenectady, N. Y., and claims to have ridden a
58-inch ordinary from Albany to this city in a day.
He entertained several hotel guests with a recital of
his exploits before leaving for Boston.

Many prominent people ride wheels here, among
whom may be mentioned Dr. C. P. Hooker, Geo. A.
Russell, A. B. Cowles, F. H. Sampson, Henry S. Lee,
Rev. F. B. Makepeace, H. M. Burr, C. A. Littlefield,
Geo. C. Baldwin, Jr., and E. G. Selden.

Messrs. Haradon & Son and the American Bicycle
Agency are the leading dealers.

The Young Men's Christian Association will build
a half mile bicycle track in Outing Park.

Traveler.

RACINE, WIS.

The Racine Cycle Club is now settled in its new
club-rooms at 213 Sixth street, where they will be
pleased to welcome all visiting wheelmen.
The run called for by Captain Gortan on Decoration

Day is to Kenosha, and it will undoubtedly be one of
" the " runs of the season.

The lantern parade to be given by the club will
take place on Thursday of next week.
Messrs. Hambright and Fixen rode to Kenosha last

Saturday a. m., and after partaking of luncheon at the
Grant House, were accompanied on their return trip
by Messrs. Neuman and Spruce.
Messrs. Senne and Fisher, of Kenosha, favored the

wheelmen of this city by their presence on last Sun-
day. We are always glad to welcome visitors.

FOUR.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Peoria has a seventy year old " ordinary " rider.

Niles, Mich., has a physician who still pedals a 60-

inch ordinary.

The wheelmen of Kokomo, Ind., have formed the
Kokomo Cycle Club.

An "erratic genius" is what the Louisville Times
styles Sterling Hickory Elliott.

This year's crop of around-the-world aspirants
seems unusually fine and large.

Bicycling News %\ye% expert opinion to the effect
that all inflated tires drag up-hill.

The Johnston Bicycle Club has been formed at
Johnston, R. I., with fourteen members.

Thomas J. Deupree, Jr., has been appointed Secre-
tary-Treasurer of the Tennessee Division vice B. A.
Patch, resigned.

The people of the town of Hackensack, N. J., have
decided to spend $2s,cx)o in paving the streets of their
city with macadam.

The wheelmen of Batavia, N. Y,, are fitting up new
club-rooms. On Sunday next they will entertain the
Zigzag Bicycle Club, of Buffalo.

The Lincoln Cycling Club, of Chicago, it is claimed,
has more riders of the "ordinary" than any other
club in the city, if not in the country.

At the recent battle of flowers in Marseilles, France,
the second prize of 600 francs was won by the car
representing the world covered by flowers.

The Oxford Wheel Club was formed at Oxford, N.
Y., last week, with a large list of members. A year
ago the town could not boast of a half dozen riders.

The Zigzag Bicycle Club, of Indianapolis, is making
arrangements for a five mile road race on Decoration
Day. A good-sized prize list has already been secured.

The Dayton (O.) Bicycle Club has outgrown its

present quarters, and a two-story brick house has
been secured that will more satisfactorily meet the
wants of the members.

Cycling is advancing rapidly in Fall River this
season. A year ago there were about 100 riders in the
town, and now there are over 300 20, being lady riders.
Dealers report a thriving trade.

The Louisville Times of Saturday last devoted
three pages to cycling, two of which were taken up
with advertisements. Sketches ot the local dealers
and prominent riders were given.

C. J. Appel, of Rochester, N. Y., has been suspended
from the track by Chairman Randall pending an in-
vestigation of his amateur standing, and riders are
warned against competing with him.

The annual meet of the Massachusetts Division will
be held at Cottage City this year as usual. Messrs.
Robinson, Perkins and Bassett have been appointed
a committee to make all arrangements.

A bit of interest is being revived in Terre Haute,
which, only a few years back, was one of the liveliest
bicycle towns in Indiana. A club is to be formed
there and a series of races held during the Summer.

Another man has announced his intention of put-
ting a girdle around the world by means of a cycle.
It is S. J. Black, of Cleveland, O., who announces his
intention of starting June i by way of San Francisco.

The Louisiana Cycling Club gave its first "stag"
under the new regime on Saturday last. The club
holds its annual excursion to Bay St. Louis, Miss., on
June 7. They will charter a special car for the occa-
sion.

The Mayor of Minneapolis has granted permission
to the wheelmen of the city to use the sidewalks when
the streets are muddy and impassable, provided the
speed is reduced to a minimum and pedestrians not
interfered with.

On June 6 a hill-climbing contest will take place on
Son-of-a-gun Hill, near St. Louis, which is open to all

League members. An entry fee of fifty cents will be
charged and the money thus received will be used
for the purchase of prizes.

A lantern parade was held at Hagerstown on Mon-
day evening last in which seventy-one wheelmen
participated. The procession was marshalled by
Captain George P. Updegraffi and was witnessed by
a large throng of spectators.

.The Somerville Bicycle Club, the Fall River Ram-
blers and the Lawrence Wheel Club will compete for
the prize at the parade of the Massachusetts Division,
at Worcester, May 30, offered to the club having the
largest number of men in line.

The Elizabeth Journal states that the Irvington-
Milburn course is covered with loose stones, put
there by some meddlesome persons who intend to in-
terfere with the road race. The course is not covered
with loose stones, and will not be if the authorities
live up to their promise.

The Illinois Division will shortly issue a hand-book
for the benefit of the members which will contain a
history of the League and the Illinois Division and a
vast amount of other information concerning the Di-
vision, besides several articles on touring, health, re-
pairing and a map of the State.

A meeting is to be held in Buffalo to-night to ar-
range for a grand lantern parade on Monday evening,
June 15, preceding the cycle races at the three days'
meet. All the wheelmen of Buffalo will be urged to
take part in the parade, and an effort will be made to
have it eclipse the one of last year.

Two touring parties will leave Worcester for Bos-
ton on Sunday, the day following the Massachusetts
Division meet. One will be composed of those desir-
ing to ride from ten to twelve miles per hour, and the
other will be made up of riders who prefer a more
leisurely pace. It is expected that loo wheelmen will
make the trip.

The Columbia Wheelmen, of Columbia, Pa., have
decided to hold a seven mile road race on Decoration
Day, at 10 a. m., which, in the future, will be an an-
nual fixture. Handsome prizes will be offered, in-
cluding a gold watch to the first man. Full particu-
lars can be obtained from the secretary of the club,
W. S. Oberlin.

Last week 506 applications for membership to the
League were announced, which is a record in its way.
Of this number Massachusetts sent 169 names and
New York 49. If Massachusetts continues its rapid
advance for any great length of time. New York will
be obliged to haul down its banner as the strongest
division numerically m the League.

The Houston Post has been appointed the official

organ of the Texas Division, and is doing good work
for the cause in the Lone Star State. This is the fin-

ishing flourish of one of its recruiting appeals : "With
a little more work, a little more pull, before many
moons have paled and shone again the Lone Star will
beam clear and bright above the Ursa Major."

A spring meet and business meeting will be held by
the Connecticut Division at New Haven in June, on
the occasion of the New Haven Bicycle Club's tour-
nament. Chief Consul Dean has appointed the fol-

lowing committee to take charge of the Division's
interest at that time : Messrs. Thompson, Fisher,
Larom, Booth and Cooper. The Fall meeting will be
held at Hartford, September 7 and 8.

A Houston (Tex.) musical professor has composed
and dedicated to the Houston Bicycle Club a "Gallop.

"

Our information states that it is " something entirely
new," giving the bugle calls, the whistle signals, bell
roll and horn. It starts the wheelman off richly, gives
him a header or two, makes him climb a hill, scorches
him over the level roads and brings him home safely.
The selection bears the name of the club.

They are getting on in India. A paper chase was
recently held at Madras which attracted considerable
attention and furnished a lot of sport, not only to the
populace but to the riders. The hounds evidently
did not possess a keen enough scent to catch the
hares, for the Madras Times concludes its report of
the event as follows: "The hares, after dodging
about the Cinnamon Gardens, Kollupitya and Bam-
balapitiya, seem to have separated near the new
Lunatic Asylum."

The Baltimore Sunday Herald, which is booming
the Hagerstown meet for all there is in it says

:

"There have been meets in the past and there will

be meets in the future, but the boys up there seem
determined that this meet shall entirely eclipse
everything that has gone before, and be a brilliant
and unsurpassable model for all that may be
attempted hereafter. The details of the work are
rapidly pushed; and wherever it will facilitate
matters hired help will be used."

The benefit of wheeling to persons with sedentary
occupations is being exemplified all over the country.
A Louisville paper states that S. A. Dreifus, a book-
keeper in one of the largest houses in that city may
be seen any morning about 5.30 o'clock spinning
along on his pneumatic-tired wheel. He says these
early rides give him a splendid appetite for break-
fast, and he feels in better condition for the arduous
duties of his important position in the big store after
one of them. He secured the second pneumatic-tired
wheel to come to that city.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen have petitioned the Com-
mon Council to pass an ordinance prohibiting the
practice of sidewalk riding in all streets of the city.

Mr. Campbell, who urged the adoption of the meas-
ure proposed, said the good country roads brought
wheelmen to the county from all sections, especially
on holidays and Sundays, and some are not careful as
to privileges of pedestrians. The L. A. W. seek pro-
tection from the law, and wish to be amenable to the
law. He moved that the petition be referred to the
law committee to report an ordinance. The motion
was carried.

Excepting the clothing business, there is probably
not another industry that is occupying more advertis-
ing space in the newspapers at present than the cycle
trade. The country paper that does not contain a
display announcement of a local dealer is a rai ity.

The daily journals of the smaller cities that give any
attention to cycling matters are almost certain to con-
tain at least a half column of cycle advertisements.
It is getting to be a frequent occurrence for the large
city jobbers to make a page or half page display.
Cycling is being boomed by printer's ink in a manner
that was never dreamed of a year or two ago, and the
result is that the factories are working both night
and day.

The following Fort Wayne members of the Penn-
sylvania Company Bicycle Club, an organization of
Pennsylvania R. R. attaches, spent Sunday last in
Chicago in response to the call of Captain Frank M.
Saunders, for the first club run of the organization :

Supt. C. D. Law, Engineer M. of W. Thomas Jackson,
Surgeon Dr. Jos. M. Kells, Storekeeper Enoch Cox,
Assistant Engineer Clifford Sims, Ticket Agent John
E. Ross, Chief Clerks Robt. J. Learmouth and Chas.
P. Cherry, and Train Dispatcher Will Tigar. Half of
the members of the organization reside in Fort Wayne
and the remainder in Chicago. This was the first of
four annual runs to be taken each season, two in Chi-
cago and two in Fort Wayne. The treasurer is ex-
pected to pay all bills and ask no questions, and is

heavily fined if a balance is found in the treasury
after a run.

The Elizabeth Common Council has adopted the
following resolutions :

Resolved, That the City of Elizabeth, through its

representatives in Council, desires to extend to the
New Jersey Division of the League of American
Wheelmen a hearty welcome upon the occasion of the
annual meet on the 30th and 31st ot May, and
Resolved, That his Honor the Mayor, the president

of council and the city officials be requested to offer
to the members of the New Jersey Divisions such
courtesies as may lie within the city's limits, and
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be trans-

mitted to the New Jersey Division through Messrs.
G. Carlton Brown and D. B. Bonnett, committee.

F. B. Catlin, of Winsted, Conn., who handles the
Rambler, Union, Featherstone and Giant wheels in
in his neighborhood, has issued a very meaty and
well-condensed catalogue of some sixteen pages. In
cracking that old chestnut, "Has the cycle come to
stay ?" he sensibly says : "If it was only a sport we
should answer in the negative ; but it has these three
points, practical conveyance, beneficial exercise and
fascinating enjoyment. Many things are indulged in
for exercise and give no enjoyment. Others produce
exercise and enjoyment—roller skating, for instance
—but nothing practical. The wheel takes in the
whole, and makes a friend that is welcome and which
has come to stay."

The Union County Roadsters, of Linden, N. J., will
make themselves conspicuous at the Elizabeth meet,
according to a local paper, wearing a uniform consist-
ing of a blue military sack coat, trimmed with black
braid, with the initials of the club on the collar in
gilt letters, blue knee pants, black stockings and
shoes. The average Union County rider at present,
outside of Elizabeth, is satisfied with riding in his
" everyday clothes," and the news that the club in

the future will be arrayed in coats trimmed with
braid, and sport initials on their coat collars, to say
nothing of the announcement that they will appear in
knickerbockers and wear shoes, is interesting, and
should set a good example to the many unattached
riders in that county.

The police of Washington are enforcing the ordi-
nances requiring wheelmen to carry lights after sun
down, as well as a bell or gong, and they have
also been instructed to arrest all cyclists that ride
faster than the law allows. A number of riders were
brought before the bar of justice last week, including
Harry Higham, Howard Mills, Wm. E. Fletcher and
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert S. Owen. They were all

obliged to forfeit §5 collateral tor their appearance
in court. The reason given by Major Moore for issu-

ing the order is that innumerable complaints have
been made against bicyclists because of their alleged
recklessness. The particular case complained of was
that of a wife of an army officer, whose dress came in

contact with a bicycle and was soiled. Major Moore
also had some experience with a fast rider of a bicycle
and has reason to complain of fast riding at the
Fifteenth Street crossing of Pennsylvania Avenue.

Very queer is it that Bi. News must be so nasty.
Here is a slap at Karl Kron : "Poor Karl Kron, his
monumental tome is boomed no more, but its unhap-
py author (presumably) still rides in white flannel

and nickel plate, and keeps a painfully accurate rec-
ord of his mileage, his croppers, the stones that upset
him, and the garments he wears. Plenty of people
lauded his book to the skies—whoever hears of it

now?" We don't "laud" the Bible, Sartor Resartus,
the Iliad, Origin of Species and Inferno, but they are
still found in some well-regulated libraries. Some
people still read these books. Karl Kron is very busy
and very happy, much happier than when he was try-

ing to sell his book. "X M Miles" is a great work.
But the cycling public of the time wanted a bit of
sponge cake ; Karl's dish was too rich and too heavy,
but still rich ; rich in cycling lore, in acute and amus-
ing observations on man and manners, in political

thought and in experience.

A Philadelphia correspondent writes :
" Will you

kindly note that the remark credited to the cycling
editor of the /.(W^CT' last week delivered at the Cen-
tury Wheelmen's banquet was made by Mr. Joel
Cook, the financial editor of the paper, and one of the
highest lights in Philadelphia financial circles. He
also stated that to the L. A. W. was due the thanks of

every public spirited citizen in the United States for

having done what the united efforts of the press of
the country had failed to do—waked up the whole
country to the necessity of good and improved roads.
This to the majority of the readers of your paper
will mean but little, for it is a sentiment often re-

peated in vour columns, but to those who know the
management of the Ledger as one of the most con-
servative in the country, and Joel Cook as one of the
shining lights of journalism, it will count for much.
The remark quoted was made in connection with
others in a spirit of fun, as Mr. Cook is an elderly
man and quite stout."

THE RHODE ISLAND WHEELMEN'S BOSTON RUN.

The fourth annual club and ladies run of the Rhode
Island Wheelmen on Monday last was attended by
about fifty riders, although a light rain fell during
the day. The party trained from Providence to Mt.
Bowdoin Sta.ion, where they mounted their wheels,
and, under command of Capt. Ben Smith, rode down
by Oakland Garden to the Overlook at Franklin Park.
Here a short rest was enjoyed, and a glimpse of the
surrounding country obtained. When the party
arrived at the Newtons, the ladies and their escorts
rode directly to the Woodland Park Hotel, while the
remainder of the party continued their ride to the
works of the Union Cycle Company at Highlandville,
where they were welcomed by President McCune and
Treasurer Masury, who supplied them with the best
the country affords. After thoroughly inspecting the
factory the riders rejoined the ladies in the party,
and after a good dinner the journey to Boston was
continued thfe route being through Newton to

Chestnut Hill Reservoir and into the city by the
Boulevard. While some of the riders took an earlv
departure by rail for Providence, a large number
brought the day's outing to a close by attending the
theatre.
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BICYCLINGm LADIES.

With Special Keference to that All - Important

Subject, Dress.

In the current issue of the Home JlfaAei-Mrs. Joseph-
ine Redding, a New York journalist of some note,
and herself a consistent wheelwoman, has a very
readable paper on the above sttbject.

" Whether or not the bicycler is ungraceful," she
says," depends upon her costume, carriage and seat,

matters very easily regulated and wholly within con-
trol of the rider."
"In order to secure a graceful seat and carriage the

saddle should be raised as high as is compatible with
an easy reach to the pedals when tliey are at the low-
est point. The handle-bar ought also to be raised so
that the cyclist will not be compelled to bend down
or forward to reach it. Sit back on the saddle. Let
the toes and ball of the foot only rest on the pedal.
Proper pedalling means conservation of energy, grace
and comfort. The tendency of all beginners is to
firmly plant the middle of the foot over the middle of
the pedal. The result is a wasteful expenditure ot

force and tired or strained knees. The learner is also
apt to exert vertical pressure on the pedal. She
should push against the pedals with the toes, alter-
nately raising and depressing the heel. If properly
done it will be found that it is the ankle and not the
knee that is brought into play, and it is the perfection
of ankle action that makes pedalling possible."

CYCLING AS A PROMOTER OF HEALTH.
" ' Ought all women to wheel ?

' The answer to this
depends very much upon the state of the individual
woman's health. Possibly there are some organic
diseases that would not be benefited by wheeling, but
the writer has yet to find a woman who has been in-

jured by it. Women who are too delicate to walk a
mile are known to wheel seven or eight miles during
a morning without fatigue or discomfort of any kind.
"As a remedial agent cycling has an excellent

record. The writer, a woman of slight physique, has
permanently cured herself of a tendency to paralysis
(the result of nervous exhaustion) by spending sev-
eral hours a week on her bicycle ; other women have
likewise been cured of hysteria, disorders of the
liver, insomnia, indigestion and melancholia by rid-
ing a wheel.
"To be beneficial, cycling should be taken up intel-

ligently. The tendency of most novices is to ride fast,

because they think they will lose their balance if they
go slowly ; and when they become adepts, they are
apt to speed, because the racing instinct is strong in
human creatures, and they do not like to be passed on
the road. A woman is, however, very foolish to dis-
sipate her energy, and transform a health-giving,
pleasurable pastime into a nerve-exciting, muscle-
tiring series of races.
" 'Spurting ' is above all things to be avoided by

women. The sudden demand for violent exertion
made on the heart and lungs and other vital organs is

a drain upon the vitality of strong men, and it is most
injurious to the more delicate organization of women.
A steady speed of six or seven miles an hour is a safe
prescription for the woman cyclist, and out of that
pace she can extract health and happiness. Fi-esh air,

sunshine, and fairly good roads, combined with the
delight of being part of a machine that seems to fly

along the road, make the cyclist far more happy than
she will be if she converts herself into a racer and
cares only for beating the record. It isn't the getting
somewhere but the going there that constitutes the
true pleasure in cycling.

HOW TO BREATH WHEN RIDING.

"The reference to pace suggests breathing. A
common fault with beginners is to keep the mouth
open, particularly when they are called upon to make
an extra effort, as, for instance, in ascending a hill.

This habit parches the throat, and in cold weather it

is apt to develop throat troubles. Try from the first

to keep the mouth closed. It may produce a feeling
of suffocation at first, but persevere and after a while
it will become a fixed habit. If the learner experi-
ences great difficulty in breathing with the mouth
shut, she can prevent her mouth from becoming very
much parched by using a piece of chewing gum. This
is only by way of making matters a little easier for
her. She ought not to be satisfied until she can as-
cend the steepest hill with her lips firmly closed.
Short, quick breathing is tiresome under any condi-
tions, and it will be found very irksome in wheeling.
Deep, slow breathing interferes with corsets—that
much is frankly admitted ; but the cyclist is supposed
to improve that article of attire. If she does not, she
will have reason to indulge in regrets.

THE MATTER OF COSTUME.
"At present every woman is a law unto herself.

Eclecticism results in a bewildering diversity of
wheeling costumes that are for the most part unbe-
coming. Men have adopted a neat and suitable cos-
tume, and we can learn from them at least two points,
namely, unobstrusiveness and serviceableness in the
matter of cycling attire. It is dust and perspiration
defying, and neither sun nor rain mars its beauty. A
good brushing always restores it to its natural state.
As much cannot be said of any other color. Blue is
fairly serviceable, and much more becoming than
dark gray, but for continuous and all-round wear
gray is to be preferred. All-wool material—serge,
camel's hair or flannel—should be selected. It can be
heavy or light as to quality, but a medium grade is
best. The woman cyclist will speedily find that skirts
are an unmitigated nuisance, serving always as more
or less of a handicap, and if she be wise she will mini-
mize their influence for evil. It is not permitted to
the cyclist to follow the lead of the feminine hunter
and mountain climber who now revel in very short
skirts supplemented by leggings.
"Skirts to the instep are the fashion prescribed for

cyclists, and they should be made as lightas possible,
without, of course, sacrifice of suitability. Avoid
kijt plaitings; they add weight, and have no advan-

tage to offset the fatal defect. Remember that every
time a woman touches the pedal she moves her knee,
and some yards of drapery are raised or dropped. A
man's knees have free play. He feels unduly ham-
pered by even a long trouser leg, which is as nothing
compared to a woman's load of skirt material. To
realize to the full what a sorry infliction skirts are
the cyclist need only ride for a while in the face of a
fairly strong breeze. A little of this experience will
make her long for skirtless freedom. This, however,
is not to be had, at least in this generation, outside of
the opera boufle stage, and the cyclist can only en-
deavor to reconcile the conventionalities and com-
fort.
"If the skirt has an underskirt of silesia it can be

made shapely and narrow with little trouble. The
writer prefers a round skirt, made, as suggested, on
one of silesia, and gathered to a band of a round
waist. The advantage of having the costume com-
bined in this way is that the possibility of a parting
at the waist under stress of a quick upward move-
ment of the arms is done away with. Besides this

the weight of the skirt is evenly distributed and sus-
penders are rendered unnecessary. Make the skirt
narrow, so that there will be no superfluous drapery
to be inflated by the wind and make a lady-like rider
take on the appearance of a nursery-book witch as
she goes coasting under full sail down a hill. The
present sheath-like model for skirts is unsuitable for
use on a cycle. The front and sides are too scant.
The round, ungored skirt gives the necessary fullness
to the front, where there must be room for the up and
down movement of the knees. To prevent the skirt
from riding up over the knees (which it is apt to do),

trim it across the front with rows of braid so as to

add a little to the weight just at that place. Avoid
the much recommended Norfolk jacket. The plaits

in it give a bulky appearance to the waist-line, and
the vertical lines formed by the plaits flatten out the
curve of the bust in all but very stout women. A
Spencer waist is preferred by the writer, as it per-
mits the use of a detached lining, a very desirable
thing in any pastime that induces copious perspira-
tion.

'
' To wear a costume made with a tight-fitting lining

is not a very dainty proceeding. The waist is more
than likely to be saturated with perspiration, and it

is not a pleasant thought that one's waist is to be
drenched and dried and drenched and dried again,
indefinitely. The advantage of the detached lining
is that it can be changed daily if desirable. This
underwaist should be made of any stout colored waist
lining material, fitted to the figure and boned, unless
stays are worn. Many women, however, wear tight
fitting habit-like costumes, and as there is no law
written or unwritten in regard to the matter, every
woman is free to follow her individual taste. The
neck can be furnished with either a high or rolling
collar, but in either case it must be loose. The sleeves
should be full and finished with a cuff. The reason
for recommending a full sleeve is that the cyclist
holds the handle-bar nearly out to the ends, her arms
are stretched out their full length, far apart and far
from her body. She has the whole landscape for a
background, and her arms, unless she is very stout,
look thin and scrawny in a tight sleeve.
"Some women wear Knickerbockers under their

skirts, but these are rather expensive if properly
made, and they are also very warm in summer. A
full union suit of Jaeger (or any other gray woolen
material), together with a very short skirt made of
the same fabric as the other skirt, makes a good
working combination, and one in which, if need be, a
somersault might be indulged in without embarrass-
ment. Driving gloves with gauntlets are pleasant
and serviceable, although for warm weather linen or
cotton ones are preferable.

" In the matter of a hat the sailor shape is the most
satisfactory. It is unobstrusive and it also affords a
grateful shade for the eyes and a portion of the face.
The toque, Tam O'Shanter hat and the cap are more
picturesque, and they are very much affected, as they
are supposed to give the wearer a very jaunty air. It

is a sad fact that it is next to impossible tor a woman
to look jaunty after she is twenty-five, and her en-
deavors in this direction serve but to accentuate the
fact that she has fallen off in looks. Young and fair
indeed must be the face that is not disfigured by co-
quettish headgear that is perched upon the head,
leaving the face unprotected. All but a very small
minority of faces are improved by a shade over the
eyes when exposed to the full glare of the sun. This
is a fact that most cyclists ignore, with the result that
sallow and wrinkled women of from thirty-flve to
fifty are to be seen with dashing little hats placed
above their worn faces.

AS TO SHOES.

"The question of foot covering is an important one
to the cyclist. As the foot is rather conspicuous it

should have well-made, easy-fitting and shapely shoes
or ties. The writer prefers laced shoes, as they keep
their shape longer than ties, and they also make the
ankle look more symmetrical. Tan or gray leather
is to be preferred to black, as either of the former
withstand wear and tear and resultant shabbiness
longer than black, which is apt to take on ugly streaks
and patches of brown or gray by contact with pedals
and dust. Do not be prevailed upon to invest in cor-
rugated rubber soles. They are clumsy and unnec-
essary. If constant use wears the rubber on the pedals
smooth so that it is hard to keep one's grip on the
pedal, simply scrape the rubber very gently with a
sharp instrument so as to roughen the surface. The
soles of the shoes can also be treated in the same
way."

This is the time of the year when the suburban
roads abound with the cycling tyro, who is conspicu-
ous by his unstable riding, flushed face and general
uncouth appearance. The roads are also frequented
with riders in civilian clothes. Nothing looks more
out of place than a man on a safety with flapping
trousers, vacillating coattails, a linen collar and stiff

hat, especially wlien beyond the limits ot a city or
town. A wheelman, except when riding about a city
for business purposes, should dress in accordance to
the prevailing custom, whereby he will secure com-
fort, ease and freedom of action. »

"IN PARADISE."

I know a charming way.
Where robins love to stay,
And little children play.

Above, trees, blossom-decked
;

Below, the earth-floor, flecked
With shadows—studies queer
In black and white, sharply clear
Or blurred by light falling near.

Thro' lattice-work of green.
Shaken by winds unseen,
I gaze beyond to blue and cloudless .skies.

From out my cycle-seat, in Paradise !

C. S. W., FOR The Wheel.

GERMANY.

Viribus tmiizs—v/ith united powers—is the device
the two German cyclists' associations now seem to
have written on their banners. The war between
these two sister organizations has been raging for the
last four years almost without interruption, and the
dispute between these two associations has occupied
the attention of the entire European sporting world.
But they have shaken hands on the grave of tlie

founder of bicycle sport—Carl Freiherr von Drais

—

and made peace—I hope for all time. Only now and
then, like the last rolling of the far thunder, the voices
of those who cannot miss the accustomed quarrel are
heard, but these voices cannot alter the unity of those
experienced men of both parties, who have formed a
committee in order to honor the first bicyclist by
erecting a monument to his memory.
After having had the pleasure of reading nearly all

the German sporting papers' comments about the
"Great Championship Question," we now learn what
the leading paper in Yiernna.—the Allg-evteiiie Sporfs-
zeitung—thinks about it. In one of its last numbers
it prints a long explanation, with the conclusion that
not only the arrangements make a championship, but
that it is principally the effect that compels all the
world to acknowledge a champion, and says also that
the Englishmen would have been the last to ask for
the other nations' acknowledgment if they had in-
tended the arrangement of a championship of the
world. If at the Frankfort race riders like Osmond,
Synyer, Zimmerraann, Roosdorp, etc, had started
with Lehr, all the world would have acknowledged
the winner as champion of the world. But in fact it

was only a very inferior club race, without the least
importance, and this is the reason why August Lehr
has not the right to call himself champion of the
world. How unimportant must appear to him the
large golden eagle with plate and chain, being the
symbol of the "Championship of the World," if he
compares it with the small and modest medal with
the engraving, " Bicycle Championship, 1889, 1 mile,"
which he won in competition with the best English
riders. This is the meaning of the Allgetnenie Sttorts-
zeituttg's remarks. HERMANN KoCH.

A WONDERFUL HIGHWAY.

THE GREAT SHERIDAN ROAD WHICH WILL EXTEND
FROM CHICAGO TO MILWAUKEE.

Volney W. Foster, of Chicago, is announced by a
daily paper to be a philanthropist who, when he dies,
will have achieved a feat greater than the work of the
emperor who had the great road built called the Ap-
pian Way. All visitors to Rome ride out the Appian
Way, as all visitors to Chicago will one day ride on
the Sheridan Road, which is now in process of con-
struction.
A hotel lounger is quoted by a reporter as follows :

"Everyone in Chicago and out West knows Volney
W. Foster, the man who, from purely philanthropic
motives, is building the great Sheridan Road, which,
when completed, will be one of the wonders of the
United States. I have been on his road, at least that
portion which is completed. The road begins at Lin-
coln Park, Chicago, and is to be built to Milwaukee, a
distance of some seventy-five miles. Already twenty-
six miles have been completed. It is a grand high-
way, and there are no toll gates, no charges of any
kind. There are no beer stands nor anything of that
sort on the road.

" The road is 100 feet wide and the driveway fifty
feet wide. On each side of the driveway there is a
space of twenty-five feet devoted to parks of beautiful
shade trees, winding walks, drinking fountains, grow-
ing shrubbery and flowers. Quiet shady nooks to
rest, lovers' walks, indeed, a park divided by a grand
roadway extending from Chicago to Milwaukee. It

is one of the most magnificent roads of modern or
ancient times. Mr. Foster is a wealthy gentleman
of Evanston, just out of the city of Chicago,
and he concluded he wanted to do something
with his money different from the ordinary way.
The hospital, library, soup stands and every
kind of elemosynary institution in the world he
thought of, and finally concluded to put his money in

a road free to the public. When he began the work
several years ago there were those who said he would
never build the road because there were so many ob-
stacles to overcome. It was the most difficult tiling
to get the right of way. A Catholic cemctt-ry Wiis
just in the track of the road as it left the city, and nnt
to get the right of way through it meant an end of the
road, because there was no way of getting around it.

"Mr. Foster had several interviews with the Cath-
olic Bishop, and his road now runs right through that
cemetery on ground which was once consecrated.
How he brought the Bishop over is a mystery. No
one for a moment imagined he could succeed. In
some instances he has been refused the right of way,
and he built his road around the forbidden land. The
result is that the road is not on a straight line, liit it

curves here and there, making it a thousand times
more beautiful. Thousands have asked him to name
it Foster's Road, so as to perpetuate his name in con-
nection with the great enterprise, but he persistently
refuses. There is an old fort on the road somewhere
called Sheridan, .and from that I think he got the idea
of naming his road Sheridan Road."
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IRVINGTON-MILBUENROAMACE.

The work o£ the committee having in charge the
management of this race is now completed, and the
rules of the race, list of prizes, list of officials, and
the handicaps are published below. All that now
remains to secure a perfect day's sport is fair weather
and freedom from serious accident. Almost all the
clubs have called runs to the course on the 30th, and,
outside of cyclists, there will be a large number of
the non-cycling public present.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
A. B. Barkman, B. B. C, Chairman.

F. P. Prial, Citizens' B. C, Secretary.
W. S. M. Mead, B. B. C; H. E. Raymond, B. B. C; J.

J. H. Charlotte, N. Y. B. C; W. A. Drabble, Atalanta
Wheelmen

; J. H. Rees, Brooklyn R.; Charles Wende-
hack, H. W.; Lou Johnson, Riverside Wheelmen.

THE START OF THE RACE.

The race will be started at the usual starting point,
about a mile southwest of the Hilton Hotel at 11 a. m.
sharp. The men will report to Clerk of Course, who
will arrange them according to handicap. The men
will be sent towards Irvington for the first time.

THE COURSE,
is straightaway for three miles, then it curves to the
right for three-quarters of a mile, then slightly to the
left for the finish. The course is quite hilly.

As most of our readers know, the Irvington-Milburn
course is a five mile stretch of macadam running
between the two towns after which it is named. It is

of irregular form. Starting at Irvington it is straight
away for three miles and then irregularly curved for
the other two miles. The men are started in the
centre of the five mile stretch, ride to Irvington (2^4
miles), return to starting point (5 miles), then ride on
to Milburn (7^ miles), then back to start (10 miles),
and so on, making three trips to Irvington and two
to Milburn. The surface is of very fine macadam
without the usual wagon ruts.

HOW TO REACH THE COURSE.

The course is reached by train from foot of Barclay
or Christopher Streets to Maplewood. The starting
point is a mile and a quarter from the station.
By wheel it may be reached by train to Newark,

and then by a dozen diiTerent routes all of them giv-
ing the finest riding surface.

OFFICERS OF THE RACE.

Mr. I. B. Potter will act as referee ; Mr. Barkman
starter ; Mr. Borland as Clerk of Course, and Mr.
Prial as scorer. There is a complete staiT of officials,

and the race will be run in as good shape as it was
last year. Special elTorts will be made to keep the
course clear.

Rules of the Bace.

THIRD ANNUAL TWENTY-FIVE MILE HANDICAP
ROAD RACE,

To be held May 30, 1891, on the Irvington-Milburn
course. Open to all amateur wheelmen.

GENERAL RULES TO GOVERN CONTESTS.
The officers of the race shall be : a referee, seven

judges, five timekeepers, one starter, one clerk of the
course and assistants, one scorer and assistants,
one umpire and assistants, and one marshal and
assistants.

REFEREE.
The referee shall have general supervision of the

race during its progress, and shall give judgments on
protests received by him ; shall decide all questions
or protests respectmg foul riding, etc., of which he
may be personally cognizant, or which may be
brought to bis notice by any other official. He shall
decide all questions whose settlement is not provided
for in these rules. His decision shall be final.

JUDGES.
There shall be seven judges at the finish. In case of

a disagreement, a majority shall decide. Their de-
cision as to the order in which the men finish shall be
final.

CLERK OF THE COURSE.
The clerk of the course shall arrange the men in

groups according to handicap, ready for the start.
Competitors must report to him promptly as their
numbers are called.

UMPIRES.
It shall be the duty of each umpire to oversee that

part of course to which he is assigned by the chief
umpire, and to watch closely the riding, and imme-
diately after the race to report to the referee any com-
petitor or competitors whose riding may be consid-
ered unfair.

COMPETITORS.
Each competitor must be at the tape and in position

according to handicap, and ready to start promptly
at the time appointed. Each competitor must have
his proper number securely pinned low down on
back, so that it can be plainly seen by the scorer.
Competitors whose numbers cannot be seen will not
be scored. The start shall be made from a stand-
still by push-oflf, and no call back will be allowed
under any circumstance after leading men have
started. Any competitor who is not on his mark and
ready to start promptly on time, will be placed with
the first group starting after his arrival at the con-
venience of the Clerk of the Course, and no allowance
will be made for his delay. Any competitor failing
to finish the race within two hours after the start
shall not be entitled to a position. Competitors
must be properly attired.

CLASS OF MACHINES.
Machines will be divided into three classes, and

penalized as follows: Solid tires, no penalty ; cushion
tires penalized one minute

;
pneumatic tires penal-

ized four minutes. Contestants failing to state on
entry blank what class of machine they will ride will
be handicapped as riding solid tire machines, and
must ride same or be disqualified. Pneumatic riders

handicapped as such, may change to cushion or solid
tires, but no change in handicap will be allowed.
Cushion riders, handicapped as such, may change to
solid tires, but no change in handicap will be allowed.
Riders of solid tire machines handicapped as such,
cannot change tires under any circumstances. Con-
testants may change machines during the progress
of the race, but they must at all times be with a wheel
of the same class with which they start and make no
progress unaccompanied by a wheel.

TIME PRIZES.

No special time prize will be awarded unless the
distance is ridden in ih. 32m. or better.

RULES OF THE ROAD.
The law of the road shall be strictly observed. All

contestants must keep to the right, and when passing
in the same direction must go to the left. Any viola-
tion of this rule shall be to the violator's peril, and in
case of a foul he shall be ruled out.
The contestant reaching the turning point first shall

have the right of way. No side paths shall be taken.
Violation of this rule shall be judged a foul.

PROTESTS.

All protests in regard to foul riding may be sub-
mitted to any judge or umpire, and shall be decided
by the referee.

PACEMAKING.
If clearly proven that any contestant submits by

consent to pacemaking he shall be liable for disquali-
fication.

TIME OF EVENT.
The race will start at 11 o'clock a. m. sharp, rain or

shine.

RULES TO GOVERN.
All questions which may arise and are not covered

by the foregoing rules shall be decided by the racing
rules of the L. A. W.

THE HANDICAPS.

No. Name.

^ K
M.

1 Daniel Levy, G.W ! . . Solid 12

2 Walter Johnson Solid 12

3 G. L. Douglass, Jr., B.B.C. .. .Solid 12

4 Edw. L. Blauvelt, B.W Solid n
5 E. Y. McClellen, Y.M.C.A Solid n
6 Geo. P. Kuike, P.H Solid 11

7 J. Harrow Solid n
8 A. W. Fishbough, E.W Solid n
9 G. W. Cushman, N.J.A.C Cushion 12

10 Frank Brock, E.O.C Cushiun....i2
11 Geo. Y. Lewis Cushion.... 12

12 R. N. Rose, LC.C Cushion.. , .12

13 Chas E. Tripler, L.LW Solid 10

14 Geo. C. Smith, R.W Solid 10

15 Geo. C. Smith, R.W Solid 10

16 Richard Pedlar Solid 10

17 F. C. Gruhn, B.R Solid 10

18 W. C. Cook, R.W Solid 10

iq E. D. Olmsted Solid 10

20 E. H. Sturgis, W.C.W Solid 10

21 Garrett Meade Solid 10

22 Francis Wayne, N.Y.A.C Cushion 11

23 John Johnson, H.W Cushion 11

24 T. B. Powers, E.W Cushion... .11

25 Alfred Boismaure, N.Y.B.C. .Solid 9

26 T. M. Jones, C.W Solid 9

27 E. O. Roe, C.C Solid 9
28 E. J. Keane, M.B.C Solid 9

29 D. R. Perkinpine, O.W.L Solid 9

30 Frank Garrigues, O.W Solid 9

31 Frank Kenny, K.C.W Solid 9

32 W. T. Henderson, K.C.W.... Solid 9

33 H. L. Blakeman, K.C.W Solid 9

34 W. H. Roberts, K.C.W Solid 9

35 W. H. Taylor, K.C.W Solid 9

36 Saml. J. Graham, K.C.W Solid 9

37 M. H. Phillips, K.C.W Solid 9

38 J. Magee, Q.C.W Solid 9

39 E M. Smith, H.C.W Solid 9

40 J. L. Miller, M.A.C Solid 9

41 A. A. Gracey, C.C Cushion. ...10

42 E. J. Decker, E.O.C Cushion. . ..10

43 G. W. Coffin Cushion... .10

44 I. S. Pike Cushion 10

45 D. H. Bratton, B.W Cushion.. ..10

46 H. T. Jacoby, B.R Cushion. . ..10

47 W. D. Peck, B.M.C.L Cushion. . ..10

48 Philip Bartel, B.B.C Cushion. . ..10

49 C. T. Coggeshall, O.W Solid 8

50 F. M. Cossitt, R.W Solid 8

51 J. B. Pearson, C.C Solid 8

52 H. S. Wiegand, K.C.W Solid 8

53 R. McCardell Solid 8

54 A. H. Miles Solid 8

55 F. C. Graves, E.B.C Cushion.... 9

56 Lewis Geyler, C.W Cushion— 9

57 C. A. Hotte, B.C.C Cushion.... 9

58 C. F. Quimby, B.B.C Cushion.... 9

59 F. E. Soule, B.W.C Cushion.... 9
60 J. H. McCue, B.R Solid 7

61 Warren Miller, R.W Solid 7

62 Chas. Iven, G.B.C Solid 7

63 F. G. McDonald, K.C.W Solid 7

64 R. Coningsby, B.B.C Cushion 8

65 F. Mastin, G.W Cushion.... 8

66 J. H. Hanson, N.Y.A.C Cushion.... 8

67 C. S. Swain, A.W Cushion.... 8

68 Paul Grosch, O.W Cushion.... 8

69 Geo. Holland, B. R Solid 6

70 John R. Bedford, K.C.W Solid 6

71 Tom Roe, C.C.C Cushion.... 7

72 B. P. McDaniel, W.W Cushion.... 7

73 D. McLean, K.C.W Cushion.... 7

74 R. W. Steves, K.C.W Solid 5

75 R. L. jfnes, K.C.W Solid 5

a! is 0!

g SJ

M. M.

F. B. Elliott, W.W Cushion.... 6
S. W. Merrihew Solid 4
C. A. Elliott, W.W Solid 4
John Bensinger, K,C.W Solid 4
W. J. Finn, K.C.W Solid 4

W. H. Wells, N.J.A.C Cushion.... 5

J. G. High, C.C Pneumatic. 8
T. Ward, M.A.C Pneumatic. 8
A. W. Porter Solid 3
D. Morehouse, K.C.W Pneumatic, 7
E. A. Powers, M.A.C Pneumatic, 7
Fred. Pring, E.O.C Pneumatic, 7
T. J. Hall, Jr., N.Y.A.C Solid 2

A. P. Craig, F.C Cushion 3
G. W. French, N.Y.A.C Pneumatic, 6
H. C. Wheeler, E.O.C Pneumatic, 6

J. W. Judge, R.W Pneumatic, 6

H.J. Hall, Jr., N.J.A.C Solid i

H. G. F. Noble, N.Y.A.C Pneumatic, 5
S. B. Bowman, N.Y.A.C Pneumatic, 5
C. S. Merrill, W.W.C Pneumatic, 5
W. C. Seeds, W.A.C Cushion.... i

C. E. Kluge, J.C.A.C Cushion.... o
W. Van Wagner, N.Y. A.C. . .Cushion. .. . o
F. M. Dampman, A. C.S.N Pneumatic, 3
C. K. Starr, B.B.C Pneumatic, 2

A. A. Zimmerman, N.Y.A.C. .Pneumatic, 2

C.W. Bayes Pneumatic, i

Geo. Tonkin, N.Y.A.C Pneumatic, i

C. N. Murphy. N.Y.A.C Pneumatic, i

W. F. Murphy, N.Y.A.C Pneumatic, o

13

13
13

14

14

15

IS

15
16

THE TIME CUPS.

Three cups have been offered. The Warwick Com-
pany offers one for the fastest time made on a cushion
tired wheel ; F. P. Prial offers a cup for the fastest
time on a solid-tire wheel ; the committee have pur-
chased a cup for the fastest time made on a pneu-
matic. No fastest time prize will be awarded unless
the men ride in ih. 32m. or better.

SPECIAL PRIZE.

A special medal is offered by Adams & Sons to the
man who makes the fastest time, yet who receives
neither a time prize or a place prize.

THE WHEELMEN'S RACING LEAGUE.

to the members of the wheelmen's racing
League :

Gentlemen—Obedient to the instructions contained
in the by-laws of this organization i have appointed
the following committees to serve for one year :

RACE COMMITTEE.
R. L.Jones, K. C. W., 38 Park Row, N. Y.,
R. B. Morrison, H. W.,
G. M. Nisbett, N. Y. B. C.

STATUS COMMITTEE.
T. C. Macy, H. W., 78 and 80 Walker Street, N. Y ,

John Bensinger, H. C. W.,
H. E. Raymond, B. B. C.

TROPHY COMMITTEE.

J. C. Ketchum, B. C. C, 48 Lexington Avenue,
Brooklyn,
D. Levy, G. W.,
E. L. Blawbelt, B. R.

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE.

W. K. Horton, N. Y. B. C, 66 Duane Street, N. Y.,
L. L.Titus, B. C. C,
G. W. Wiener, G. W.
Any special committees that it may be necessary to

appoint will be made later. I desire to express my
regret that the Manhattan Bicycle Club is not repre-
sented on any of the foregoing committees, but as
they have failed to send me their list of delegates I

could not do otherwise than announce the committees
at this time without jeopardizing the interests of the
organization.
"Two important clauses of our constitution and by-

laws I would call the attention of members of this

Association to, 2. e., "The dues shall be $10, payable
on or before May 15." If this provision is not attend-
ed to the club in arrears ceases to be a member ; dues
should be sent to Treasurer G. M. Nisbett, 50 Wall
Street, New York City. Again, "All entries must be
made in writing to the chairman of the status com-
mittee on the Monday previous to the race." That
means as regards this race on June i. The address
of the chairman of this committee is given above,
and I particularly request that you lighten the labors
of this committee by sending in your entries if possi-
ble before that date, so that the number of men to be
passed upon at the last moment be materially les-

sened. It should be borne in mind that the pro-
grammes have to be printed, and nothing can be done
until this committee have reported.
By cheerfully working shoulder to shoulder and

aiding each committee to the e.xtent of our power, we
shall insure success to our organizations such as is fit

we should enjoy from the mutual labors of the com-
bined clubs of New York City and Brooklyn.
There is no standard to measure the good this organ-

ization can accomplish, but having bound all our sev-
eral interests up in one fraternal limitation, the weal
of one becomes the concern of all. The race commit-
tee will announce full particulars next week.

Fraternally,
H. E. RAYMOND.

The St- Louis dealers have pooled their issues—and
cash—in presenting prizes for the local tournament,
and at Hagerstown the local mercantile houses are
doing the handsome in the way of medals, realizing
that the meet is advertising the town as much as any
one thing. And this is as it should be. It is unfair
that the bicycle trade should be annually called on
for every local race and cycling affair.
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THE PRACTICAL SIDE OF TRAINING

Luther Gulick, M. D,, writes in reference to condi-
tion and over-training as follows : "One of the greatest
failings of trainers has been to work too rapidly, to

over-train. Thus, when the one over trained comes
to the contest, while he may be strong and well de-
veloped, he finds that he has not the "snap" to put
into the work that he needs, that each effort takes a
greater amount of will, and that he has not the endur-
ance that is necessary. The usual cause is over-work.
A man in a contest who is a little under-trained will

do better than the one who is equally over-trained.
A good rule is "Follow your feelings. A man should
not work so that he loses his " snap " the next day;
he should not feel lame or exhausted. A moderate or
small amount of work every day will put and keep a
man in better shape than a good deal taken only once
or twice a week.
Another error that beginners are very apt to make

is to endeavor by force of will to make up for this

lack of condition. Day after day they will force
themselves through the exercise that they have laid

down for themselves, even though muscles are lame
right along, and they feel quite unlike anything so
vigorous as athletic work. In most instances this is

a mistake. A man should feel like doing his work.
Of course, I am not referring to lazy persons ; they
would better find nice, comfortable, shady seats in

the grand stand and criticise those who are doing the
work and securing the benefits.
To do his best work a man does not want to do best

work all around every day, by any means, strange as
this may seem. He would only grow worse day by
day if he attempted it. A man may over-work in two
ways ; by one day's work that is far too much for him,
or by doing a little more everyday than he should.
In this way he does not recover from one over-work
till another is added, and so on day by day. If a man
is sore and lame, let him do very little real work till

he feels himself again.
There are other causes for lack of condition ; exces-

sive mental work, emotional strains, anxiety, will

each prevent a man from getting into first-class con-
dition. Eating rich cakes, heavy crusted pie* and
large amounts of fat, or irregular meals, loss of sleep,

etc., etc., are each potent in the same direction. Dur-
ing training a man's sexual nature must be entirely
restrained if he would do his best. A man cannot
have sexual excitement, even though it be only men-
tal, and at the same time be putting the most into his
physique. I say, even though it be entirely in his

mind. The physical results are not much less drain-
ing of power in this case than when the indulgences
are more than mental. This is the product of experi-
ence, and is in accord with science.
For some days before the contest a man should do

but very little work. He should eat, sleep and dress
as usual, but, instead of taking his exercise, let him
do some walking and watch others work. A man
should enter the contest feeling elastic, buoyant,
strong, vigorous, light, clear-headed and courageous.
He is then in good condition."

ANOTHER

THE PACE OF PNEUMATICS.

Many have been the attempts to explain the reason
of the high pace of Pneumatic tires upon the track,
where there is little or no roughness, and the im-
provement cannot be set down entirely to the
absorption of vibration. A point which has not been
commented upon in any of the notes and paragraphs
dealing with the subject, is the " draw " of the driving
wheel tire in front of the point of contact. In order
that this draw may be appreciated to the full, let any-
one interested in the subject make an experiment
somewhat after this fashion. Get a friend to ride a
solid (or cushion) tired safety, without fastening the
driving wheel tire into the rim with cement, or wire,
or in any way whatever. Then notice his tire as he
rides, cautioning him to take care to steer well, and
ride steadily, so as not to dislodge the tire from the
rim. "When he rides slowly, on the level, with a min-
imum of exertion, or when the machine is running
freely, you will observe that the portion of the tire
for a quarter of the circumference of the wheel in
front of the point of contact is hanging loosely, away
from the rim. When he begins to drive, whether for
speed or for hill work, that portion of the tire will be
drawn tight to the rim, and be as firm as if glued to it.

The driving strain stretches this part of the tire.

Now, this stretch is counteracted in a solid tire when
cemented, or otherwise fixed into a rim, because the
tire is held at all points, and there is no opportunity
for it to stretch lengthwise in the rim. But it is not
so in a Pneumatic. The outer cover is, as it were,
loose on the air space, it has facilities for stretching
fore and aft, so that when driving force is putthrough
a pneumatically tired rim the same action goes on as
is observed in a loose solid. The outer cover of the
tire is drawn tight for the quarter of the circle that
is about to touch the ground, so that each portion of
the tire is really thinned out, as it in turn comes to
be the part in contact, which practically amounts to
withdrawing resistance. Instead of the wheel climb-
ing over a swelling, it runs down to a compression at
the point of contact. A careful observer will notice
that a Pneumatic tire, when plenty of driving force
is going through it, is actually drawn tight, as de-
scribed above. The matter is not one of pure theory,
but of observation first, and of theory afterwards.
Pneumatic pace is observed to be high; this "draw"
is observed to exist; and the theory is an attempt to
show that the two observed facts are related, and the
facts remain if the theory be right or wrong. In a
cushion, where the proportion of air space to rubber
is less than in the Pneumatic, the stretch or draw
seems to collect the rubber into a lump in front of the
contact point, the rubber not giving way so readily
as does air in the Pneumatic.

—

F. T. B.^ in Bicycling-
News.

The last edition of the Rhode Island Division's road
book has become exhausted. A contract has been
made for the publication of a series of road maps. '

GLOBE-GIRDLING
CLIST.

CY-

Jacob Bauer, of the Louisville (Ky.) Cycling Club,
is the very latest wheelman with around-the-world
intentions.
He e.Kpects to leave Louisville on Sunday next with,

as he says, "a good suit of clothes in my luggage car-
rier, a clear conscience and a knowledge that I leave
behind me many friends who will wish me success."
He will first visit his old home in Dayton, Ohio,

from whence he will follow a go-as-you-please plan,
going to Columbus and Cleveland, and then to Detroit
to attend the national meet. From Detroit his trip
around the world will actually begin. He will wheel
to Chicago, where he may stay a week or two. From
there he will go leisurely to St. Louis, then Kansas
City, Denver and on to San Francisco.
Mr. Bauer is not a billionaire, but expects to make

his profession, that of a machinist and electrician,
to help pay his way. He is twenty four years of age,
has been a rider three years, still clings to the "good
old ordinary," and expects that his globe-girdling
jaunt—a "tramp awheel," he calls it—will occupy
from two to five years.

ANSONIA, CT.

The Birmingham Y. M. C. A. Wheel Club held a
meeting on May 11 and adopted green as the color for
the club uniforms. The President of the club was
instructed to appoint a team to control the team race
in the tournament of the Ansonia Wheel Club, on
June 6. A committee on sidewalk riding was ap-
pointed to look after the interest of wheelmen in that
respect.

The committee appointed by the Ansonia Wheel
Club to meet the borough officials in regard to side-
walk riding have succeeded in securing the majority
of the streets for riding. Only Main Street, from
North Main to Bridge Streets, the west side of Main
below Bridge Street, and the west side of South Cliff
Street have been taken from the riders. An ordi-
nance, to be enforced, now prohibits riding on the
above sidewalks, and the remainder may be included
in the ordinance unless the wheelmen are considerate.
Out of town wheelmen visiting Ansonia are requested
to observe the above ordinance.

Local wheelmen are in active training for the tour-
nament of the A. W. C, on June 6, and there will be
a large list of entries. Some of the outside racing
men have also been heard from and a good time will
be made. The track will be put in first-class con-
dition.

A Plan to Revive Interest in Club Kuns.
Club runs of late have fallen into disrepute in most

places, except among the younger element, owing to
the tendency to make them partake too much of the
savor of a parade. Old riders dislike anything that
restricts their freedom when awheel, and the semi-
military precision and rules adopted by most captains
is particularly distasteful to them. Rather than en-
dure the agony of placing themselves on exhibition
and being forced to ride at a set pace, in a rank, with
a knowledge of a fine staring them in the face if they
pass the captain, or wear anything but the club Uni-
term, it is preferable to them to ride independently
with a few companions with the same mind. In order
to somewhat overcome the difficulty, Captain G. H.
Perry, of the Medford, Mass., Bicycle Clnb, has
framed a rule which permits each man to ride as he
pleases when outward bound, provided he keeps
within whistling distance of the captain, who will
ride at an eight-mile pace. On the way home it is
" go as you please," and in order to encourage the de-
velopment of "scorching," he has offered prizes to
those members who make respectively the first and
second best records of " first homes " during the club
riding season. The result has been that the club runs
are steadily gaining in attendance, the slow riders
having about their own way going out and the scorch-
ers having their turn coming back. Considerable
good-natured rivalry is springing up as to who shall
capture the scorcher prizes above mentioned, and the
consequent result has been a gratifying tendency for
the boys to keep themselves in training, as well as a
most surprising development of speedy riders in a
club where only a few, if any, were thought to exist.

Believing that the vibration on the feet of wheel-
men is too great when coasting, William Blakely, an
Englishman, has thoughtfully devised an improve-
ment in foot-rests that reduces the jar transmitted to
the legs to a minimum. By a spring arrangement
the rest affords an elastic support for the rider's feet.
What a complicated and odd-looking machine a safe-
ty fitted with all the improvements and sundry de-
vices that have been patented in the last two years
would be.

If there is one type of cyclists more than an other
that is held up to ridicule by the scoffers of the sport,
it is the "long distance fiend," and from the many
clubs that have offered medals for excellence of per-
formance in this direction this year the prospect for
a large crop is excellent. T. A. Edge, who has quite
a reputation as a 24-hour rider, writes about the guild
of which he is a member in the following facetious
manner :

" The road scorcher very rarely wins prizes
of value, but is content to ride for honor, his object
being to break the record, his constitution, or his
neck. He takes a pleasure in riding at breakneck
speed for 50, too or 200 miles, his head down, plugging
his heart out. Of the beauties of the country what
cares he ? Wet or fine weather you see him out on the
road scorching away. He comes home at times after
a 24-hours' spin more like a corpse than a human be-
ing, thoroughly satisfied that though he has ridden
from midnight to midnight, he has beaten the dis-
tance ridden by the insufferable Johnny Plugaway.
Does he mind one jot if he has had but an hour's rest
in the 24-hours' 'scorch,' or that he has eaten nothing
but chocolate or drunk nothing but Bovril and eggs
beaten up in tea ? He might perchance have in the
dark run into a ditch or two, but he has conquered,
and like the political merchant who contests a seat in
Parliament, and is doomed to sit in that dungeon—
the House of Commons—he has his reward. The little
boys look round at him when he passes them in the
street. The girls say, 'There is the great cycle
champion.' The chairman at the annual dinner of the
club presents him with a is-carat gold medal, calls
him a brilliant physical specimen of an Englishman,
possessed of stamina, speed and pluck ; and what if

the cyclist is knock-kneed and narrow-chested ? Yes,
what of it?"

Kalaiiazoo Parcel Carrier.

I=>I^IC!E,
DISCOUNT TO AGENTS.

The most useful attachment ever put on a
bicycle.

Light, Strong and ornamental ; carries any-
thing from a coat to a bag of eggs ; carries either
in front or at the rear of the handle-bar; folds
compactly when not in use ; nickel plated frame

;

net is linen twine.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
MANUFACTUKED BY

THE KALAMAZOO PARCEL CARRIER CO.
k;ala.]via.2:oo, IVIICH.

HAVE lOU SEEN

THE NEW BUTCHER CYCLOMETER ?
ASK YOUR DEALER TO

SHOW IT TO ¥0U.

For Ordinary Bicycles.

Price $10.00. By Mail on

Receipt of Price.

For Safeties.

Price $11.00. By Mail on

3ipi of Price.

The unprecedented demand for this Cyclometer this season is oiu- apology to our many
customers for delays in filling orders. With enlarged facilities, we can now fill all orders
promptly.

THE BUTCHER CYCLOMETER GO.

33B in^KSHINGTON ST.. BOSTON. 7U53=CSS.
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
25 Words 35 cents
Two Insertions 40 "

New Tork Bicycle Company, Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th
Street, N. Y. New and Second-Hand Machines. Choice
assort mcut. Prices reasonpible. Whpeistorent. Cycling
Accessories of all lilndn. I ist of Bargains and Sundries
free upon application O'"! mounts takon in part pay-
ment for Neiv.

FOR SALE—54 and 56 Victor L. R., never ridden
;

great bargain ; would exchange for 52 Eagle.
Reis, P. O. Box 272, New York. S-22

BARGAIN—Columbia Safety (Velocipede); Ai con-
dition ; ridden less than 500 miles; cheap for

cash, or exchange for combination Warwick m as
good condition. Address A. M. Hall, care Phila-
delphia Drop Forge Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 5-22

•pOR SALE

dit

OR SALE—52-inch Rudge L. R.; good road racer
;

$45; 48-inch Columbia Expert, $45; good con-
;ion. J. G. Holden, Rutherford, N. J. 5-22

pET A NEW JWAIL, UNION, HARTFORD, SYLPH^ or Broncho, and trade in that old ordinary that
has caused you so much profanity. Knight Cycle
Co., St. Louis, Mo. t. f. c.

LTJ QCOTT, attorney and solicitor in patent
• -tj-' ^ cases; especial attention to bicycles;

Newark, New Jersey ; N. J. headquarters, R. P.
Scott's book, " Cycling Art, Energy and Locomotion."

VOOK, Lititz, Pa., sells, trades, buys cycles, sundries." Catalogues and second-hand lists. $160 tricycle,

$50. 6-26-c

THIS CONCERNS US.

And it will benefit you. We offer the New Mail,
Union, Sylph, Broncho, Hartford, Joliet and cheaper
machines at easy monthly payments, and take your
old fossil at a fair price. Describe it and state what
you wish to buy. Knight Cycle Co., 207 North Tenth
Street, St. Louis, Mo. t. f.

TWO Columbia Safeties, '90 pattern, Ladies', $110,
and Gentlemen's, $100; both almost new. To

anyone sending us five dollars we will ship the
wheels C. O. D. to allow examination. Should you
take one or both after six days trial we will take one
or both back, paying within ten dollars of what you
paid for them, this offer is made simply to show that
they are bargains. Address Wilson Bros., Jewelers,
15 Tremont Row, Boston. t. f. c.

FOR SALE—A 51 inch Special Star, % nickel, hol-
low frame and rims, roller and ball bearings,

full tangent spokes ; but little used by an old rider.
Address, "Star," Box 59, Bay View Station, Milwau-
kee, Wis. 5-29

CYCLE HIRING, Repairing and Selling Business
For Sale, with several valuable agencies. Price

with stock of machines $2,000, bargain. Cyclery, 32^
Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, Cal. 5-22

BE QUICK—$99 buys a $135 Broncho Safety, i8qi

pattern; best improvements over 1890; prime oon-f-

dition ; run only 25 miles ; taken for debt reason for
selling. Address, Box 408, Westboro, Mass. 5-22-c

FOR SALE—Two Ladies' Rovers ; the finest ladies'

wheel made ; almost new and in perfect order

;

Garfard Saddles
;
$110 each ; weight, 39 lbs. J. S.

Negus, 219 Putnam Ave., Brooklyn; 140 Water St.,

New York. 5-22

All American Wheelmen who desire to keep them-
selves i^osted upon matters concerning the Cycle
Trade and Sportof Europe should subscribe to

XHE CYCL^ISX
AND Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.

The only recognized authority of English trade and
manufacture. 84 pages weekly. Sent post free to

any part of America for one year $2.50. (To .save pos-

tage subscriptions may be booked at office of The
Wheel.)
American manufacturers having new ideas to intro-

duce in machines or sundries should advertise in

XHE CYCILISX
Terms on api^ication to ILIFFE & STURMEY,
19 Hertford Street, Coventry, England.

Subscription Price, $2.50 per year. American Sub_
scription Agent, F. P. Prial, 243 Broadway, N. Y. City

SCHWAI.BACH CYCI.E CO.j
BROOKLYN AGENTS FOR

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND GALES CYCLES,
TEIiEPHONK l>o SOUTH.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

9th Ave. & Union St., (Prospect Park Plaza).

Braiicli Stores, X2x6 & X2x8 Bedford A-ve.,

Most complete repair shop in the country. Nickel Plating plant and Enameling Oven
on the premises.

List of second-hand wheels mailed on application. We always have bargains. No wrecks.

Every wheel a good mount. Columbias and Hartfords to rent for any period. All parts and sundries

or sale. Full line of Jersey goods. Send for Catalogue.

THE GrK-EYSOUND S^E^KGTY.
PRICE, $100.

SSPCn FOR X89X CATAr,OGT;B Ko, xx.

BROiA^N BROS. TV^F^G. CO.,
Jackson and Clinton Streets, CHICAGO, ILL.

AGB^NXS -W^ANXED.

TTHE^ liECOIil^.
STRICTLY HIGH GRADE. WEIGHT 48 POUNDS.

No material used in its construction but the Very Best, and that used ma thorough
and intelligent manner. Why, therefore, pay $1 35 for what we offer at $ 1 1 O.

In its construction we use the following—Who uses better?
The frame, entirely of cold drawn Credenda weldless steel tubing and drop steel Corgings.
Ball bearings all around including head, made from best quality tool Steel, hardened to

resist any pressure or wear.
Tires of best grade gray para rubber, price, $110. With cushidn tires, price, $125.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO AGENTS. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

ST. NICHOLAS M'F'G CO.,
792 to 794 MADISON SXRKEX, CHICAGO.

The Q
RMOND
RMond

CYCLE CO.

25 MURRAY ST., NEW YORK.

ARE READY TO MAKE DELIVERIES OF THE NEW MODEL B, ORMONDE, IN

PNEUMATIC OR CUSHION TIRES.
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F. P. PRIAL,

EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,

P. O. Box 444, 243 BROADWAY.
New YORK.

'Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

respectfully requested to examine its contents and

give us their patronage, and asfar as is convenient,

aid in circulating the journal, and extend its in-

fluence in the cause which it so faithfully serves

Subscription price, %r.oo per year. "

"We think 'The Wlieel ' far ahead of any cy-
cling paper i>ul)lishe(l in America, and would not
be ^vithovxt it for five times its cost."

B. V. H. Schultz & Co., Zanesville, O.

AN IDEAL GYCLING NEWSPAPER.

Editorial Rooms
OF THE Morning Journal.

New York, May 28, 1891.

Mr. F. p. Prial, Editor Wheel:
Dear Sir—As a wheelmen who has seen the rise and

fall of many a cycling periodical I take pleasure in
congratulating you on last Saturday's issue of THE
Wheel. To my mind it comes nearer to the ideal
cycling newspaper than has any other wheeling jour-
nal in this country.
From the large and timely maps of the Milburn race

course to the entertaining gossip from the various
cities it justifies the appreciation and praise of every
wheelman who wishes to see the interests of his sport
properly represented. Yours truly,

W. E. HiCKS.

A CELEBRATED CASE.

^k A CELEBRATED CASE," published elsewhere

iA in this paper, will interest all racing cyclists

and all cycling legislators. The case is,

briefly, this : The N. C. U. suspends a man, Warwick,
on suspicion of riding in the interest of the book-

makers. Certain evidence was given by a rider

named Goulding. Warwick, learning that his sus-

pension was due largely to Goulding's evidence,

brought suit against him and was awarded ;£ioo

damages.

GOOD NEWS ABOUT THE PARK
CIRCLE.

All New York riders know what an inconvenience
it is at present to cross the plot of ground at Fifty-
ninth Street and Eighth Avenue, which is called the
Park Circle. The Circle is just at the entrance to the
Park, and all New York riders are compelled to ride
across its sticky, rough, uneven and at times mud-
covered surface.
The attention of the Street Commissioners was re-

cently called to the dilapidated condition of the Cir-
cle, and it was resolved to repave it with the granite
block or Belgian pavement. Had this plan been car-
ried out it would have been a great inconvenience,
but happily, through the efforts of Mr. Bidwell, the
Commissioners have changed their plan and the Cir-
cle will be paved with asphalt.

Most of our racing readers will remember the sus-
pension last Autumn of a " well-known English
rider," as the reports gave it. This gentleman's
name was an open secret, as everyone seemed to be
aware that T. Warwick had been under surveillance
tor some months, and his suspension quickly followed
a contretevips at a Crystal Palace meeting, in which
Warwick brought down several men, who were ex-
pected to include the probable winner. " Bookmak-
ers' amateurism " was the offense with which he was
charged, and the evidence which led to his "taking
off" came from two prominent riders—W. C. Gould-
ing and J. W. Rowe. Warwick became aware of this
fact, and instituted an action for libel against Gould-
ing in consequence. It was the first case of its kind,
and as a precedent more than anything else the inter-
est taken in it extended beyond racing circles.

THE ACTION HUNG FIRE
for some reason or other, but suddenly turned up last
Tuesday before Mr. Justice Smith in the Royal Courts
of Justice. Both sides were represented by clever
counsel, and it was generally anticipated that the
cross-examination of Warwick would lead to some
startling disclosures on the amateurism of the lead-
ing English racing men. The whole row was started
by Goulding, who, dissatisfied with the conduct of
Warwick when racing at Cardiff on July ig last year,
gave so much publicity to his opinions that the
N. C. U. called on him for evidence on the matter.
He sent in a letter which practically charged War-
wick with being in collusion with bookmakers, inas-
much as when starting and coaching Goulding on a
pneumatic in a five lap race—which he eventually
won—he endeavored at the start, and then later on,
to mislead him as to his position, so that he might not
be able to win. J. W. Rowe also gave literary evi-
dence against Warwick, asserting that at Aston the
latter wished Rowe to allo"v him to win as he would
otherwise lose £]. Strangely enough Warwick, when
called to appear before the N. C. U., was allowed to
sit within earshot when the letters were being read,
and so was enabled to enter the action just finished.

NOTHING VERY STARTLING,
was elicited in his cross-examination. He admitted
having received various sums as " loans " from Buck-
ingham & Adams, Limited, which he had not yet re-
paid ; that he had had three machines from the same
firm, one of which he sent back, another he had pawn-
ed, but subsequently sent the money and ticket to
Adams ; one machine remained in his possession. He
adduced evidence which seemingly upset much of
Goulding's surmises regarding the Cardiff incident—
the truth is they were only surmises—and the point
at issue being really whether Goulding's communica-
tion to the N. C. U. was truthful, and, if truthful,
privileged, it is not surprising that the verdict was
given against Goulding, as he had not one to corrobo-
rate his statements. "The amount of damages

—

£t.<x>—
granted, with immediate execution, seems to have
caused surprise in court, but Goulding is covered by
the N. C. U. in this respect.—^coz'/Zi-A Cyclist.

THE CYCLE PARADE AT BROOKLYN.

SIXTY -THREE MILES OF NEW
ROADS TO BE LAID IN BERGEN

COUNTY, N. J,

Those who sneer at parades will be surprised to
learn that the custom is still held as good form in

England, where the sport is much older than it is in
this country. At a church parade meeting, held near
Newcastle-on-Tyne, 2,000 cyclists took part.

The Committee on County Roads of the Bergen
County, N. J., Board of Freeholders assembled at the
Court House in Hackensack on last Thursday after-
noon, to select highways to be designated as county
roads under the County Roads Act. The Committee
decided to report the following roads to the Board at
its June meeting

;

Paramus Road, commencing at the N. J. & N. Y. R.
R. crossing on Passaic Street, Hackensack, to Van
Emburgh's corner, near the Paramus Church; from
Essex Street Depot to Weasel Bridge ; River Road,
from Little Ferry through Ridgefield Park to Bogota,
thence north to the New Milford Road, thence west
to the Kinderkamack Road ; thence north to West-
wood, and from that point along the New Jersey and
New York Railroad to Montvale ; from the residence
of ex-Sheriff Haring at Tappan to River vale, to West-
wood, to Ridgewood, and thence to Wagaraw Bridge;
Ridge Road from the Hudson County line to Ruther-
ford, thence to the Paterson Plank Road ; from Dank-
doff's corner, on the latter road, to Garfield ; thence
to Wagaraw Bridge; from Paramus Road to Fifth
Avenue Bridge; from Bergen Turnpike at Little Ferry
through Moonachie to theVPaterson Plank Road ; .the
High Mountain Road in Franklin Township, and the
Godwinville Turnpike from the Passaic County line
to Ramsay's.
The Committee estimated the distance at S3 miles,

taking all the roads together.

'T^HE County Roads bill continues to operate in the
^ State of New Jersey. A thing of beauty is a joy
forever; so this County Roads bill was so well con-
ceived, so wisely planned that it will continue to im-
prove the roads of N«w Jersey long after its maker,
G. Carleton Brown, has turned his attention to other
matters than cycling and roads improvement. Last
year the bill secured many miles of new macadam in
Union County. This year we shall have a grand bou-
levard in Hudson County, running from Bergen Point
to Fort Lee. The authorities of Bergen County will
also act under the bill and lay sixty-three miles of
new macadam this year. The Jamaica, L. I., authori-
ties have also decided to expend a half million on
new roads. Thus the highway improvemont agita-
tion is bearing fruit.

To the Wheelmen of Brooklyn, New York and New
fersey :

It may be possible that in the multiplicity of invita-
tions sent out some club has been omitted through
ignorance of its existence or by an o\-ersight. In
order that no one should feel slighted I take occasion
to state here that it is the desire of the Board of Man-
agers of the monster wheelmen's parade through
Prospect Park, Brooklyn, to be held June 20, that
every club of Brooklyn, New York and New Jersey
be represented in line.

If any club or body of wheelmen that have not as
yet received invitations to attend will kindly com-
municate with the undersigned, they will at once
receive one. The strength of the wheelmen, both
numerically and as regards quality, is to be demon-
strated by this parade, thousands will be along the
route to witness the sight, and we ask the co-opera-
tion of our sister clubs in making this a huge success.
Club captains are requested to aid~rrs l>y scheduling
Saturday, June 20, on their run cards, and by making
an effort to have the largest number out'possible.
Prizes will be awarded for various points of excel-
lence, to be determined by the Prize Committee, who
will no doubt make an announcement later.

I assure the out-oC-town clubs that the making of
our city the objective point for runs on this date will
amply repay them; as it is expected that this effort
will eclipse any previous one of the Brooklyn clubs.
While I cannot speak authoritatively. I believe most
of the clubs will keep open house at the conclusion of
the parade, and visiting wheelmen will be made wel-
come. Fraternally,
H. E. Raymond, Chairman Invitation Committee,

245 Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The one mile ordinarj', the quarter, half and inile
safety, the mile tandem and the two mile ordinary,
New York State championships, have not as yet been
placed. The quarter mile and half mile ordinary and
the two mile safety will be contested at the Rome Cy-
clist's race meet on Decoration Day.

THE EAST ORANGE CYCLERS' LAN-
TERN PARADE.

The new club-house of the East Orange Cyclers, on
North Munn Avenue, was decorated with Chinese
lanterns from top to bottom on Saturday evening
last, and long strings of them extended from the roof
of the building to the nearby trees. The display was
in honor of the visiting wheelmen, who were invited
to take part in a house-warming and lantern parade.
The various clubs began to assemble by eight o'clock,
and when the parade started about nine o'clock in the
neighborhood of 350 riders were impatiently awaiting
their turn to mount their wheels. The parade was
headed by a brass band in a wagon and a number of
the wheels in line were elaborately decorated with
ribbons, flowers and fancy lanterns. The line of
march was a long one, about nine miles, as it was
necessary to pass the residence of each member of the
club, and the pace varied from a complete halt to a
three-minute scorch. Owing to the fact, however,
that the route covered was all of smooth macadam
the length was not noticed, and the great number of
lanterns that remained lit throughout the entire tour
of the town was phenomenal. 'The only excuse for a
darkened lantern was due to the candles being en-
tirely consumed. Many of the residences along the
line of march were handsomely decorated with lan-
terns, and red fire and apf>lause was a conspicuous
feature. The parade was in command of Captain
Walter Godfrey, assisted by H. M. Porter, R. J. Sut-
liffe, Frederick Taylor and G. P. Pollard. After the
parade the usual "scrapping match" and scramble
for refreshments took place, and, as the.club-house was
only large enough to hold half the number of persons
in the parade, those who did not care to have their
toes trod upon remained outside. Among the clubs
in line besides the East Orange Cyclers were the fol-
lowing: Stamford Wheelmen, Plainfield Bicycle
Club, Passaic Wheelmen, Orange Wheelmen, Union
County Roadsters, Elizabeth Wheelmen, Hudson
County Wheelmen, Atalanta Wheelmen, Business
Men's Cycling League, Rutherford Wheelmen, Bloom-
field Cyclers, Patterson Tourists, Cranford Cyclers
and Passaic W. & A. A.

THE WASHINGTON CYCLING CLUB'S
ROAD BOOK.

The Washington Cycling Club, of Chicago, who
have long made a specialty of issuing the finest club
road book in this country, have just sent out their
1891 volume. The book contains an article on "Road
Books," by Sterling Elliott ; also an article on "Tour-
ing ;" an article on "The Courtesies of the Road," by
Hawkshaw, and a chapter of hints of use in case of
an accident. Then follows a complete itinerary of
the runs which the club will take this year. These
runs not only include local rides arourtd the Chicago
boulevards and parks, but also two and three day
runs to neighboring cities and places of interest.
Altogether the volume is a most ambitious little one,
and is of great credit to the club.

MORE NEW PAVEMENTS IN
NEW YORK.

The City Record, of May 33, advertises for bids for
the repaving of the following places : Resurfacing
with asphalt the Grand Circle at Fifty-ninth Street
and Eighth Avenue ; for the macadamizing of Fifth
Avenue, from Ninetieth Street to one One-Hundred
and Tenth Street.

Parrish-McClellan. — At Brownstown, Monday,
May 18, i8gi, by Rev. Barr, Mr. F. T. ParrisH, of
Richmond, Ind., and Miss Maud McClellan, of
Seymour.
The foregoing records the fate of one of Indianas

best-known and most prominent wheelmen, and one
of the livest cycle agents in the State.
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A NEW VALVE FOR PNEUMATICS.

Hall's Simple Device Strikes Us Favorably.
Tires Easily Inflated or Deflated.

The R. F. Hall Manufacturing Company (Limited),
Birmingham, have just put on the market a little

article which should meet with much favor from
" Dunlop " pneumatic users. The idea is not exactly
new, but its present application, of course, is; as is

also the ingenious contrivance for fixing the inflator

to the valve whilst in use. When fixed, the valve has
the appearance of a little plated cylinder projecting
perpendicularly from the rim,

Kot Unlilte an Enlarged Oil-Cup and Cover.

A well-fitted cone is screwed into this and against a
piece of leather at the bottom, the result being that
when tightly screwed with the fingers, it is almost
impossible for air to escape. At the side of the cylin-

der, and near the bottom, a small hole is pierced
through to the point where the cone touches the leath-

er washer. The inflation is effected by the side hole
in a manner afterwards described.
We have described the outer appearance of the

valve, and .should now explain that a stem of thinner
proportions is carried through the rim and into the
air chamber. Here it is fixed by slipping on a large
piece of thin rubber, the overlapping edges of which
are solutioned to the walls of the air chamber. To
hold this fastening to the stem of the valve a thin
piece of metal is screwed on to the stem within the air

chamber, and pressing that portion tightly against
the rim and outer section of the valve prevents escape
of air. The whole thing is very simple, and could be
easily affixed by any competent type repairer.

As to tUe Means of Inflation,

an accompanying brass nozzle is provided, which has
to be screwed and sweated on to the inflator already
in use. This nozzle is screwed through a little ring,
which is always retained at the end of it. To inflate

the tire it is only necessary to drop the ring over the
valve, give a few turns to the inflator, the tapered
nozzle of which then becomes securely clamped into
the little hole at the side of the valve. A half turn of
the screw on the top of the valve opens the passage,
and the pumping may proceed. When the tire is suf-
ficiently inflated the top screw is tightened, and the
passage is thus hermetically sealed; the nozzle is un-
screwed, and the rider goes on his way rejoicing.
A commendable feature of the article is, that as it

is not of the non-return variety of valve, but an elab-
orated stop-cock,

The Air Can Be Released
at any time, whilst the reinflation is a very simple
matter. The possible difficulty of preventing escape
between the air chamber and the stem presents itself,

but this will probably be overcome by careful fitting.

\:
An Expert Opinion On Tires.

The Scottish Cyclist, the editors of which are quali-

fied to speak with authority, give the following opin-

ion on tires :

"We have had several inquiries from intending
buyers on this dreadful tire question. ' What do you
think I should get? I'm not willing to risk the pneu-
matic—should I buy a cushion?' As a general rule,
good cushion tires will give satisfaction to riders of
light and medium weight, but to any man over 168
pounds we would say. Have a care. We would much
rather see that man on a lYs in. solid rubber (with a J^th
to front wheel, presuming his mount is a safety). We
daresay were cycle makers and rubber makers con-
vinced that the cushion tire had come to stay, they
would ere this have paid better attention to their cus-
tomers' interests. For their own reputations' sake
they would have taken care that a i6st. man was not
set atop of a cushion tire which could not be expected
to bear more than lost. If we are to have cushions

—

failing a compressed air tire, reliable and cheap—let
the makers determine on proportionate standards in
tire construction, and send out their machines with
the tires stamped—'To suit 8st. to lost., lost. to i2St.,'

and so on. Were this done we would hear less of
cushion tires giving dissatisfaction."

The great popularity of the cycle and its usefulness
to all classes of people is admirably set forth in an
article in a recent issue of the Pittsburg Leader from
which we extract the following :

" It is a peculiar fact that the bicycle is treated with
indiilerence by thousands of persons to whom it is

almost a necessity, yet they are not conscious of the
want, just as the railroad and telegraph which are now
a necessity to the commercial and pleasure-seeking
were not realized to be needed before their adoption.
Seldom, indeed, is a wheelman found who owns a
good machine and has acquired perfect control over
it who is not an enthusiast. Many persons owning
horses let them stand idle,though preference mount
the silent rubber-shod steed; others use bicycles
altogether, thereby saving the expense and trouble
of keeping ahorse. Hundreds of wheelmen are con-
stantly touring through the country, making mile
after mile one continuous stretch of delightful and
invigorating exercise, stopping at places of interest
and lingering at will over scenes and landscapes par-
ticularly attractive. Thousands of leading business
men use bicycles in traveling to and from their resi-
dences and places of business. Physicians use them
in making professional calls, in fact in some sections,
where their practicability has been demonstrated,
they are used by all classes, both rich and poor.
These few facts prove that the bicycle is of much
greater practical value than non-riders suppose,
and is not at all tiresome or monotonous. As for
its relation to health, little can be said. Any
one who can walk up stairs or climb the most gentle
elevation can cycle. There is practically no effort re-
quired, and Dr. Richardson's estimate that a mile on
foot or three on horseback is more fatiguing than six
on a bicycle is hardly an exaggeration. Indeed, with
the recent unparalleled advances in the construction
of cushion and pneumatic tires as well as spring forks
to absorb vibration and reduce it to a minimum, one
might say that on gopcl 1-03,48 a, mile on foot or three

on an easy horse would fatigue one more than nine or
ten on a first-class cycle.

Selling cycles on the installment plan has grown to
large proportions in most cities, and most everyone
who has gone into the cycling business has found it a
most perplexing and serious matter to overcome.
The installment plan proves itself a boon to many
who, not being bountifully supplied with this world's
goods, can accumulate much which otherwise they
would have to do without. The installment business
must therefore be carried on to a greater or lesser de-
gree, and from actual experience, according to an
exchange, it has been proven that it can be carried
on successfully if the proper methods are followed.
To sell to everybody and anybody, however, would
prove ruinous. References must be asked in all

cases, and a good legally constructed lease drawn
up and signed which hold the machines as the prop-
erty of the dealers until the final payment is made,
when a bill of sale for the machine is given and the
lease cancelled. It is also customary to charge a
rate of interest which varies according to the time
wanted, the amount of the first 'payment $5 or ac-
cording to any understanding that may be had. In
putting the installment business, thus on a good firm
basis, any one who has the necessary capital or credit
can embark with perfect safety, but that branch of
the business will always demand much close watch-
ing.

FILINGS AND FORCINGS.

R. L. Coleman is on a week's trip to Chicago.

The Pneumatic Tire Co.'s £1 shares are now selling
at £2. 2S.

The mail carriers of Columbus, Ohio, have formed
a club and purchased twenty Warwicks from a Buf-
falo dealer.

The Overman;Wheel Co. are turning out a hundred
wheels a day, not a hundred a week, as was stated in
last week's WHEEL.

Gormully & Jefifery's wheels are well looked after
in Fort Wayne, Ind., by A. C. Katt, who has quite a
large store at 82 Calhoun Street.

A Frenchman has invented a "water saddle"—

a

rubber covering for the ordinary leather seat, which
can be filled with either water or air.

The Coombs & Roller Wheel Co., of Nashville,
Tenn., are doing a fine trade in that city. They are
pushing their business in the most energetic style.

Humber & Co. are getting 130 pairs of Dunlop pneu-
matic tires a week for their Beeston works, and this
does not supply their weekly order by one hundred
tires.

A child's safety has been made in England with
fifteen-inch wheels and three-inch cranks. It is

probably about the smallest machine intended for
practical use ever made.

A New York rider has been showing to the trade an
electric cycle lamp which is said to be a good thing.
The features are that the light is powerful and lasting
and the lamp and battery are neither bulky nor
heavy.

A customer entered the London depot of the Pneu-
matic Tire Agency and asked for a "puncturing out-
fit." The attendant oflered him a pin; but it trans-
pired that it was a repair outfit which was wanted.

—

Irish Cyclist.

The Premier Cycle Co. now have in stock the $100
Premier safety fitted with cushion tires, and trade
correspondence is solicited. They are also ready to
supply both the jobbing and retail trade with King of
the Road lamps and safety oils.

A traveler, who has recently covered a number of
Southern States, writes as follows: "The South has
been drummed to death by manufacturers and im-
porters, but with little success. The trade is very
slow and not likelj'' to catch on for some time yet

;

still it will be an important territory some day."

In these days, when the wheel business is at its

height, dealers are often at a loss to obtain stock
prornptly enough to hold their anxious customers.
The Premier Cycle Co. announce on page 436 of this
issue of The Wheel, their ability to supply machines
on receipt of order, a point that every enterprising
dealer will do well to note and act upon.

Starley Bros., makers of the Psycho, have secured
judgment in an English court against a small firm of
makers, whose goods were marketed under the delu-
sive name " Psyche." This may serve as an advance
warning to the Kansas City concern which has appro-
priated not only the name " Psyche " for one of its

cheap safeties, but also those of the "Rambler"'
" Rover," and "Swift," as we understand that legal
proceedings have been instituted.

We note that certain of our contemporaries are car-
rying the advertisement of a Coventry firm whose
reputation is of the worst, both at home and abroad.
The party who is advertising the delivery of cheap
and good cycles has spent some time in jail for swind-
ling. The reason he advertises among the American
trade is probably because he can do no business in
his own country, as he is too well marked. The pub-
lishers who are carrying his advertisement will never
receive any payment.

The great difficulty which local dealers are experi-
encing in obtaining a supply of wheels sufficient for
the local trade, a difficulty which is general through-
out the country, has led to a movement in the direc-
tion of establishing a cycle factory in Providence.
Several capitalists have been approached and are
favorably considering the matter. It is said that
Providence in consequence of such establishments as
Brown & Sharpe's presents favorable conditions for
the building up of a manufacturing trade in bicycles.
It is not improbable that a charter of incorporation
will be asked for at the May segsio;} of the Legislature
the coming week,

Messrs. Schoverling, Daly & Gales have just issued
their '91 catalogue. This firm are agents for the Gales
cycles, the Featherstone pneumatic safeties, the Ga-
zelle boys' and girls' safeties and the Columbia and
Victor cycles. They make a leader of the Gales,
which is made in these styles : The Gales Diamond,
solid tires $85, cushions $95; this is a sturdily-built
diamond framed safety ; the Gales Ladies' Convert-
ible, an i$85 wheel, suitable for lady or gentleman,
and weighing but 39 lbs. all on ; the Gales Safety,
Model '90, a cross-framed safety, price $70.

Chattanooga, Tenn., seems in rather a bad way, as
far as the cycling trade is concerned. There are tew
riders in the town, and no agents who push their busi-
ness, and there seems little prospect of any great
trade being worked up. This seems remarkable, in
view of the fact that the town is now being nicely
paved, and is surrounded by splendid roads. There
are four or five lady riders in Chattanooga, of which
Mrs. Thomas Sedgwick has the honor of being the
pioneer, and indeed she is one of the earliest lady
riders in the South, as she began riding in April, 1889.

The Cyclist publishes an extended notice of Mr.
George Woodcock, Chairman of the Rudge Cycle Co.,
whose death was recorded in last week's WHEEL.
Mr. Woodcock was born in 1836, and was brought up
as a solicitor, but had of late years devoted himself
entirely to business pursuits. His connection with
the cycle trade dates from the death of Dan Rudge,
the celebrated Wolverhampton maker of racing ma-
chines, and inventor of the ball bearing. Mr. Wood-
cock purchased the business and patents from Mr.
Rudge's widow, and shortly afterward entered an
action against Mr. Bown for an infringement on the
said patents; but the case was ended by a compro-
mise, each party continuing to work their respective
patents independent of each other. Mr. Woodcock
soon increased his plant by purchasing the Tangent
& Coventry Tricycle Co., which was second only to
the Coventry Machinists' Co. in point of age. Shortly
after this, several other businesses were amalga-
mated under the name of D. Rudge & Co., which firm,
during the years 1882 to 1884, led the world in tricycle
making, doing an enormous trade with the "Coventry
Rotary " tricycle. In 1885 the business was converted
into a limited liability company, and a year or two
later was thrown open to the public under the title of
the Rudge Cycle Co., Ind. Mr. Woodcock was one of
the most prominent men in the English cycle trade.

A LADY RIDER'S LONG RUN.

On Wednesday, May 20, Mrs. C. W. Dalsen, Captain
of the Fairmount Lady Cyclers, of Philadelphia,
accompanied by Messrs. A. H. Allen, M. N. Keim, Jr.,

J. W. Maull and C. F. Fewrer, of the Century Wheel-
men, made a run of 124 miles. Their route, a very
rough and hilly one, was through Gulf Mills-, Norris-
town, Collegeville, Trappe, Black Rock, Royer's
Ford, Phoenixville, Valley Forge, Centreville and
Berwyn, returning on Lancaster Pike. Thirty-six
miles was also ridden in Fairmount Park, climbing
Strawberry Hill three times in the last twenty-five
miles. This will probably hold as a record in its
way—124 miles by a lady rider.

NevF York A. C. Notes.
The New York Athletic Club will present mileage

medals to all the members of the club riding one
thousand miles or over, between May i, 1891, and
May I, 1892.

A party of N. Y. A. C. men will leave New York on
Friday, May 29, and take a two days' trip to the Dela-
ware Water Gap. They will leave on the 4.25 p. mi.
train from the foot of West Twenty-third Street, and
go direct to Port Jervis, from which point they. will
ride to Milford and spend a night at Chrisman's
Hotel. The next day they will ride to the Water Gap,
and return home on Sunday evening:.

Irishmen in Good Form.
At the Irish A. A. A. Whitsuntide sports, some re-

markably good form was shown.
In the half mile handicap Mecredy rode from

scratch in im. 14 2-5S. in his heat, and was beaten six
inches in the final ; time, im. 13 3-5S.

Harte, 100 yards, won the final heat of the mile hand-
icap in 2m. 31 2-sS.
In the five mile safety handicap Mecredy rode fifth,

doing the full distance in 14m. i i-ss.

The "Waterford Club's Sports.

In the half mile handicap Meredith, 80 yards, won
in im. II 1-5S. In his heat H. Du Cros rode in im. 13s.

In the final heat of the mile ordinary handicap M.
Shalloe, 170 yards, won in 2m. 27 4-53. Count Stad-
nicki won the five mile tricycle championship of Ire-
land in 15m. 20S.

International Meeting at Scheveningen, Holland.
The first day's meet was held on May 7. The only

foreigner was an English rider, G. R. Adcock.
The 2,000 meter (i mile 427 yards) handicap was won

by J. J. Ott ; time, 3m. 21 3-5S.

The one mile safety scratch race was won by J. D.
Houtman, of Haarlem; time, 2m. 54s.

The mile scratch national safety race was won by
H. V. D. Griendt, of Haarlem

; time, 2m. 55s.

The two mile international tandem safety race was
won by G. Coubee and W. J. Rademaker in the splen-
did time of 5m. II 3-5S.

Mecredy, of the Irish Cyclist, is just thirty, and his
paper is just eight years old.

P. J. Kilkelly, the promising Irish racing man whom
many believe would make one of the fastest in the
world, will probably never race again. His papa
says he mustn't.

The opinion is gradually gaining ground abroad
that the ordinary, as a racing machine, is doomed.
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NEWARK.

Remarks about the team road race between the
Business Men's Cycle League and the Orange Wheel-
menj which has been agitated for several months, are
getting to be rather monotonous, but there is still a
probability of the affair coming to an issue. The
question has now been reduced to the selection of a
course and a date and by the Fourth of July the event
is likely to occur. The League wants to race over a
straightaway course, over all kinds of roads, while the
Orange Wheelmen prefer the Irvington-Milburn, al-
though they are willing to ride on a straight course
provided it is free from stone pavement. In regard
to the matter Captain Kirkpatrick, of the B. M. C. L.,

has sent the following letter to the Orange Club :

"In regard to the dispute over the twenty-five mile
course to be accepted for the team race between your
club and the Business Men's Cycle League allow me to
say that the League will race your club over any
twenty-five mile course you may select.
" Some time ago The Wheel printed an article to

the effect that the League were desirous of racing
over Belgian block, etc., which evidently found its

authorship among your members. In reply to that
and all other newspaper articles allow me to say that
what the League terms a road race course can only
be a course without a turn and one which takes in
several qualities of roads found in our section ; how-
ever, if it be your wish to select a smooth asphalt
or macadamized course we are perfectly willing to
compete, but the same must be straightaway and the
race to take place any time after June 13, the date to
be settled upon at a combined meeting of the racing
boards of both clubs, at which the teams of the res-
pective clubs shall be named."

It may be added that the article referred to ap-
peared in the Newark notes, and that the Orange
Club had nothing to do with it or anything else pub-
lished under this head.

A large number of new members were taken into
the Atalanta Wheelmen at a meeting held this week.
The road officers reported that a run would be held
on June 6 to Greenwood Lake, where a fine time will
await all those who participate. A series of club
road races will also be arranged. Road matters in
the club have been at a rather low ebb of late owing
to the sickness of the captain, and the first lieu-
tenant's preparations for the Decoration Day road
i-ace, and there has consequently been but little
enthusiasm displayed by the members.
All roads from this city will lead to the Milburn

course on the morning of Decoration Day, after which
Elizabeth will be the destination of many riders. It

looks as though the parade at the State meet in that
city will be slimly attended, as the attractions of the
race outweigh those at Elizabeth. If the parade had
been announced for the afternoon it would receive
the support of scores of riders who will under the
circumstances be absent. The announcement that a
member of a defunct club has been chosen staff color
bearer, with the initials of the club tagged to his
name, has caused considerable amusement.
A party of Atalantas rode to Fort Lee on Sunday

and experienced a highly enjoyable trip. The route
leajl through Belleville, Rutherford, Carlstadt, across
the swamps to Hackensack, through William Walter
Phelps' park at Teneck, and then through Engle-
wood to the top of the Palisades. Barring the hills
the trip is one that will repay any rider to undertake.
The return was made via Pleasant Valley, New Dur-
ham and Rutherford. Over fifty miles were covered
by the round trip.

Both the Atalantas and the Business Men's Clubs
were well represented at the East Orange Cyclers'
parade, on Saturday evening last, and about the most
artistically decorated wheel in the procession was
ridden by J. Harris, of the B. M. C. L.

J. C. Racey, of Racey & Coggeshall, the Orange
cycle dealers, is laughing in his sleeves at the sim-
plicity of the cyclists of that town. He recently
tacked up a piece of large hose pipe, much the same
as that used on a locomotive to conduct water from
the tender, and announced to every visitor to the
store that it was a sample of a new pneumatic tire,

and everyone believed it. The hose was coarse and
large, and totally impracticable for use as an air tire.

Some Orangites still believe that there is a wheel
en route from England consigned to Orange equipped
with pipe of this kind for a tire.

Something should be done to check the prevailing
tendency among the members of the Atalanta Wheel-
men to take on the matrimonial yoke. Three or four
of the members will soon sink into oblivion, as far as
cycling is concerned, on this account, and a half
dozen others are weighing the question before jump-
ing off the plank. A number of the old standbys are
cogitating their brains for a plan to save them from
such an untimely ending.

The Atalanta Wheelmen recently held a pleasant
and successful musicale at the residence of President
Drabble, in Roseville. Although the evening was
stormy, a large audience was present. As soon as all
who purchased tickets for the affair make returns,
and the delinquents are numerous, a neat sum of
money will be added to the club's bank account.

Spark.

THE LATEST NEWS ABOUT THE
CENTURY RUN.

The outlook for the success of the great Century
Run from Newark to Philadelphia, on June 13, is flat-

tering to say the least, and the only thing that Chair-
man W. E. Fuller now asks for is a clear sky on the
day of the event. Given pleasant weather, the run
will eclipse all previous trips of the kind in regard
to the number of participants and survivors. The re-
turns that have been made thus far are as follows,
which includes but six of Philadelphia's 33 clubs:
Century Wheelmen, 50; Park Avenue, 50; Quaker
City, 30 ; Columbia Cyclers, 15 ; Referee, 20 ; Alpha, 5 ;

York (Pa.) B. C, 8 ; Crantord (N. J.) Cyclers, 5 ; Union
Co. Roadsters, 40; Elizabeth Wheelmen, 15; Orange

Wheelmen, 28 ; N. Y. Bi. Club, 9 ; Manhattan A. C, 15 ;

Brooklyn Bi. Club, 13 ; Long Island Wheelmen, 15 ;

Poughkeepsie Bi. Club, 15. Total, 313. There are
over a dozen clubs yet to be heard from, and at a con-
servative estimate the number of participants will be
over 400.

The special rates made with the Philadelphia and
Reading R. R. for the return on Sunday afternoon
are: Trenton, 68 cents; Elizabeth, $1.52; Newark,
$1.64; New York, $1.80. Tickets will be sold by the
committee. They are specially issued for the occa-
sion, and will be accepted only on the special train
which will leave Ninth and Green Streets at 3.15 p. m.;
Columbia Avenue, 3.20 p. m., and Huntington Street,
at 3.24 p. m.
To allow for "tailing out " when necessary to ride

on side paths it is requested to ride at no time more
than two abreast. Considerable sidepath riding
will be had beyond Plainfield.
A bicycle code has been arranged as follows

:

Whenever a general dismount is made for rest or re-
freshments the " assembly " will be sounded by bugle
followed by "mount." When in the saddle the
code is :

Single file.

Double file.

Dismount.
-• Caution.
Captains of clubs having their buglers on the run

will see that none of above signals are blown by them
in order to avoid confusion.
The Westfield Wheelmen, through Dr. F. A. Kinch,

their President, have kindly offered, as heretofore, to
have coffee and rolls ready on the arrival at West-
field. A light lunch will also be ready at Plainfield
and another at Somerville.
On arriving at Philadelphia all hands must be

checked at the club-house of the Century Wheelmen,
1606 North Broad Street, where wheels will be stored,
otherwise they will not be credited, and Philadelphia
men on the run should take notice of this point. The
Century Wheelmen will have refreshments ready
and also bathing accommodations for those who de-
sire.
Sunday, June 14, the Century runners will assemble

at the Century Wheelmen's' club-house at 10 a. m. for
a ride to Fairmount Park, where a photograph will be
taken and refreshments served. The route will then
be to the railroad depot when the wheels will be
placed on baggage cars. After this the riders will
disband for dinner. Mr. Fuller says that the start
will be made on schedule time and that the run is not
a race. All starters are cautioned against riding
ahead of the pacemakers.

THOMAS RYAN.

A TRIBUTE FROM BETTSY B.

To meet Tom Ryan was to like him ; to a stranger
it was much like being ushered into the warmth of a
glowing hearthstone after exposure to a chill Lake
Michigan breeze. There was such a warmth and
gentleness of manner, such a delicious friendliness of
voice, and withal such a quiet, modest, gentlemanly
demeanor that one could not but feel the better for
having met him.
His very manner won you. He was a man to speak

of whom, even now, as "Thomas" seems chilling;
the friendly, even though familiar "Tom" came
natural, and seems more in keeping with his nature.
The first time I met him I was a stranger in a

strange place, and well remember how he impressed
me. "A man after my own heart," I wrote of him
shortly afterwards. That was two years ago.
To-day a man after my own heart is no more. The

angels of Heaven have been reinforced by a good,
pure soul, and the cold old earth has lost a man, of
whom it is no mere post-mortem praise to say that he
was an ornament to mankind—a man amongst men.
Tom Ryan is dead, and I would that I were able to

pen some fitting tribute to the memory of one of the
finest, kindliest, most gentlemanly fellows who ever
crossed a wheel or drew the breath of life. It is so
usual to eulogize the dead, that oft times really de-
served tributes lose their value and meaning, but of
Tom Ryan one could conscientiously pen eulogies in
life, and for him it is not left to Death to ope the cas-
ket of memory for the pearl drops of praise and re-
memberance.
Mr. Ryan was a prominent and much respected

member of the Illinois Cycling Club, and for some
eight or nine years connected with the St. Nicholas
Mfg. Co., of Chicago, in a responsible capacity. For
nearly a year past he has been confined to his bed, a
victim of malignant cancer, which slowly sapped his
life away. Although aware of the incurability of his
disease, he was always hopeful and full of gratitude
to his employers, who showed him every attention,
courtesy and generosity within their power. They
further showed their Christian spirit and testified to
the character of the man by closing down their entire
works on the day of his burial.
In this crowded world the loss of one man is not

much felt outside of his own immediate circle, but
the world would be a better world were there more
Tom Ryans, and his relatives' grief will be sincerely
shared by the many others who had learned to love
and admire poor Tom for what he was.

At the National Athletic Club sports F. G. Brad-
bury won the two mile safety race ; time, 5m. 48 3-5S.
At the same sports H. Warner, 80 yards, won the mile
handicap in 2m. 33s.

At the Scottish racing cycling meet, held May 14th,
at Glasgow, R. A. Vogt lowered the Scotch half mile
safety record from im. 20 2-5S. to im. 15 2-5S.

A Brighton, England, club has a curious collection
of the different articles which from time to time
brought their pneumatics to grief.

Roy Keator, of the Lincoln Cycling Club, Chicago,
will start June 2 for a ride to New York. He will ride
an ordinary, and later in the season may try for a
record between the two cities.

WHEELMEN'S RACING LEAGUE.

The first race of this Association will be held on the
afternoon of June 6, at 4 o'clock sharp, over the Irving-
ton-Milburn course. The distance will be fifteen
miles, teams to consist of four men and two substi-
tutes from each club. The penalty to be adjudged to
riders of cushion and pneumatic-tired wheels will be
decided at a meeting of one delegate from each club
to be held on Monday evening, June 4, at the Kings
County Wheelmen's club-house, 1255 Bedford Avenue,
at which time the final arrangements for the race will
be made. The course may be reached via D. L. W
R. R. from foot of Barclay or Christopher Streets.
The 2.30 train will have special baggage accommoda-
tions.

The officials selected are as follows :

Referee, E. J. Shriver, N. Y. B. C. Judges, F. W.
Kitcherg, N. Y. B. C; R. F. Hibson, K. C. W.; H. E.
Raymond, B. B, C. Timers, W. H. DeGraff, H. W.;
G. P. Stebbins, B.B.C.; H. J. Hall, Jr.,N. A.C. Starter,
A. B. Barkman, B. B. C. Clerk of Course, F. C. Crich-
ton, K. C. W. Scorer, F. P. Prial. Umpires, W. J.
Fletche, B. C. C: F. F. Hearne, B. C. C; E. White,
B.C. C; W. Lord, G. W.; R. Brurges, G. W.; A. E.
Miller, G. W.; F. H.' Campbell, M. B. C; J. Scheuer,
M. B. C; F. L Washburne, M. B. C.

The Racing Board has reinstated Geo. F. Waldron,
of Omaha, and E. M. Mooar, of Grand Rapids.

A correspondent writes :
" On Sunday last twelve-

year-old Mabel Barnes rode her safety from her resi-
dence in Roseville, N. J., accompanied by her father
and President Drabble, of the Atalanta Wheelmen,
through the Oranges to a point beyond Milburn and
return—by the route taken almost twenty miles." Not
bad for a twelve-year-old girl.

The road race at Des Moines, la., on May 18 was
won by Jarret ; Hodgson, second; Bilz, third ; Green,
fourth, and Bennington, sixth. Time, 36m.

At the National Cantonment of the I. O. O. F. at
Syracuse, July 7 to 13, a day will be set aside for cycle
racing.

The Windsor Hotel on Main Street, Orange, N. J.,
seems to have given wheelmen the go-by. Several
parties have tried to make arrangements for Decora-
tion Day, but the new proprietor was so uppish that
the boys had to look elsewhere for accommodations.

At the games of the Allegheny Athletic Association,
on June 6, three cycle races will be contested, a half,
one and two mile ordinary.

A New York lawyer has pending a patent on a de-
vice which he claims will accomplish all the results
of a pneumatic tire. A cut and the specifications
will be published in THE Wheel as soon as the patent
is granted.

The friends of W. F. West of Philadelphia intend to
shortly make an application for his re-instatement as
an amateur. He was suspended last Fall on the
charge of selling a bicycle won as a prize. The re-
quest for re-instatement will be made on the grounds
that there are a number of extenuating circumstances
in the case. West claims that the wheel in question
was not sold as was charged, but was disposed of in
trade for household furniture, and he can prove this
statement by bills made out on that basis by the
dealer from whom the furniture was obtained.

The one mile ordinary at the college games held at
Andover, Mass., on May 27, was won by Armstrong,
'93, in 3m. 12 3-5S.

Allan W. Swan, of New Bedford, who left that city
on Sunday last en route for San Francisco passed
through this city on Thursday afternoon. He pro-
ceeded to Newark and spent the night at the Hilton
House, on the Irvington-Milburn course. He has rid-
den at the average of fifty miles per day.

The two mile ordinary at the games of Hamilton
College, on May 14, was won by La Rue in 8m. 15 3-5S.,

Minor second.

At the annual games of the Polytechnic Institute,
Worcester, Mass., on May 21, the two mile ordinary
was won by Dunbar, 'gi ; Stearns, '91, second. Time,
7m. 33s.

Philadelphia has another new club, the Americus
Wheelmen, which has started out with twentj'-five
members. The organization has chosen as its colors
red, white and blue, and the members have arranged
for their first run to Norristown on June 14. The
officers are ; President, Herbert Dalsimer ; Vice-
President, James R. Moloney ; Secretary, W. W.
Rosenthal ; Treasurer, Arthur Loeb ; Captain, Harry
C. Hochstadter ; First Lieutenant, Lewis Hirshler

;

Second Lieutenant, L. Bedchimer.

The new gymnasium to be erected by the Century
Wheelmen will be started on July i. A new locker-
room will be built in connection with the gymnasium
and the present locker-room will be altered for use
as a smoking and card room.

"HICKORY IS THE STUFF."
The Elliott Hickory Bicyclei may now be seen,

tried or purchased in Brooklyn at Schwalbach Cycle
Co.'s place (Prospect Park Plaza).

The Southern Athletic Club, of New Orleans, held
their spring games on May 23. The one mile ordinary
was won by B. W. Cason, Jr., in 3m. 50s.; T. J. Allen,
second. Cason also won the one mile safety in 3m
37j^s : Godberry, second ; Grival, third ; Frederic,
fourtn.

The two mile' ordinary to be run at the sixteenth
annual championship games of the Intercollegiate
Association on the Berkeley Oval, Decoration Day,
has 39 entries from 13 colleges.
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BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

A MEMORABLE TRIP TO NEW HAVEN.
One might as well endeavor to confine a pestilence

in a bird cage or dam the great Niagara with a fish
net as to set down here the heavy sense of obligation
which the Brooklyn Bicycle Club feels toward the
New Haven Bicycle Club.

In the memories of the oldest members of our club,
no like experience can be quoted. Our club has been
fortunate in arousing a warm sentiment of regard
among the wheeling fraternity, and we have many
pleasant instances of courtesies having been shown
us, but this was the courtesy of all courtesies, and
one which, no matter what we do to return it, will
leave us the N. H. B. C.'s debtor.

It can safely be said that no larger run in point of
numbers has been taken out of the city for a two
night's stay than this—fifty-one men exactly. Leav-
ing the club-house at lo o'clock on Saturday night
they rode to the ferry along the route on Scherraer-
horn Street, where some of the members reside, the
party were greeted with illuminations and fireworks,
and so the ovation cominenced at the start and kept
up until the return on Monday a. m.
On reaching the boat the twenty-five staterooms

which had been engaged by the Road Committee
were apportioned off, but there seemed little disposi-
tion to occupy them until early morning. The moon
favored us on tha installment plan, and on occasions
wnen it hid its face temporarily, we did our own
illuminating. Every song ever heard of was raked
from its natural grave and made to do service.
Finally King Sleep took possession of the party and
their slumbers were disturbed now and then, only by
the monotonous singing by the man in the bow of the
boat who was sounding our depth, for we had run
into a fog, and to his accompaniment, "One fathom,
two fathoms hard, one fathom thick," etc., we
steamed into New Haven and were made fast to the
dock.
At 7:30 a. m. the New Haven men came down to

take us in charge and we were escorted to their club
house where a bountiful breakfast was spread for our
delectation. The table was most artistically arranged.
In the centre was a piece of flowers about five feet
long and two feet wide made of one solid body of
white pinks with the word " Brooklyn " standing out
boldly of carnations. After breakfast a rest of about
an hour was taken on the grounds surrounding the
house, where hammocks had been suspended between
the trees. Then the bugle sounded and between
eighty and ninety men started to astonish New
Haven A run round the college buildings, then to
East Rock, and finally to Mansfield Point, where the
hotel had been engaged by our hosts, and they served
us a fish dinner; the afternoon was pleasantly spent,
and about 4 p. m. the whole party returned to the
club-house again, where at 6 p. m. supper was served,
at the conclusion of which, over the coffee and cigars.
President Potter attempted to express our great glad-
ness at beiiig alive, and that we were the guests of the
New Haven Club, who had done their best to kill us
with kindness throughout the day. The run was
managed with excellent taste, the New Haven men
scattered themselves through the ranks of the Brook-
lyns so that each man felt that he was being person-
sonally looked after. What more can I say ! It was
one of the delightful epochs in our club's history : we
are home again, better for our trip and better i^or a
closer intimacy with the members of the New Haven
Bicycle Club. Here's to them ! may they live long
and prosper. Atol.

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

The K. B. C. is progressing. Six new names in at
next meeting.
" W. B." is indebted to Messrs. Ed Hall and G. H.

Wilson, of the K. B. C, for favors extended.

Mr. Albert Eldridge will be one of the Elwell party
in Europe.

Among Knoxville's riders are some of the most
popular young business and professional men in the
town. Among the most enthusiastic are C. C. Esdale,
Crumly Griffin, Jno. Biddle, Arthur Mann, Elmore
Godfrey, J. Comfort, Chas. Hill, Dan Chambliss, S.
Penlord and Chas. McNabb.
Several full nickeled safeties have been placed in

Knoxville and others are coming. In nearly any
other country than the South the nickeled wheels are
decidedly avoided. Here they seem to be preferred
in a great many places.

The first annual picnic of the K. B. C. will be given
at Lyon's View, Saturday, May 30, 1891.

White Burley.

BROOKLYN RAMBLERS.

On the last club run to Hempstead an attendance of
twenty-three men was reported. If this enthusiasm
continues throughout the season the Captain's report
will necessarily be quite bulky, in order to embody
all matters of interest taking place on such well at-

tended trips. The racing element received a boom
at the last meeting by the election of Skidmore and
Bratton. Although the season is yet young we note
that they have already taken several honors in events
in which they have competed. Bratton is riding in

great form and should show up well in the Milburn
race.
In addition to the gentlemen aforementioned Messrs.

C. W. Hewlett, J. H. Otterson, C. F. Speidel, L. Bruen
and G. L. Pegram were elected to membership.
A special prize will be awarded to the member of

the Ramblers first crossing the tape in the team road
race, in the shape of a handsome piano lamp, which,
will doubtless help the men along;.

On May 31 a run to Pompton will be held, but inas-

much as this follows closely after the road race it is

not probably that there will be a large attendance,
although the Captain hopes for the best. ARROW.

BALTIMORE.

the CHESAPEAKE LANTERN PARADE AND JUBILEE.
The Chesapeake Wheelman celebrated their third

anniversary last night with a lantern procession on
Fulton Avenue, and a smoker at the club-house.
There were sixty-five wheels in the parade, decorated
with Chinese lanterns, in command of Captain E. S.
Merriam, headed by a band of twenty-two pieces.
The procession moved from the club-house, at the
corner of Lafayette and Fulton Avenues, and pro-
ceeded to the corner of Baltimore Street, where they
met a delegation of the Columbia Wheelmen from
Washington in carriages. The Washingtonians were :

W. W. Hinkle, H. J. Southwick, A. Humphrey, A. F.
Mahrr, T. A. Newman, J. Howenstein, A. J. Morgan,
C. T. McEnmany, W. A. Bald, W. L. Blunt, W. W,
Cullison, G. S. Atwater and C. R. Overman. The line
of return march was then taken up along Fulton
Avenue to Mosher Street, thence to the club-house,
which was decorated with several hundred Chinese
lanterns. The procession was witnessed by fully five
thousand persons. At the club-house the address of
welcome was made by J. B. Reed, president of the
club. Albert Mott, Chief Consul of the Maryland Di-
vision L. A. W., responded. Harry Park did some
clever tricks in balancing on the stage at the lower
end of the parlor. Then followed banjo and comic
songs by C. P. Musgrave and J. Upton Jones, a hu-
morous speech by Joseph Thompson, cornet solo by
Professor Sedenburg, banjo solo by H. S. Burr, and
reading by W. Williamson. The entertainment closed
with a sparring match. Then the whole company
partook of refreshments.
One of the most pleasing features of the evening

was the presentation to the club by the Alpha Ladies'
Bicycle Club of a handsome Sevres vase. Every club
in the city was represented. The Maryland, Balti-
more and Centaur Clubs riding from their headquar-
ters in a body.
The reception committee consisted of Edward Mer-

riam, Drew Feuss, Daniel Hoffmann, R. Hall, Leonard
and William Ashman.
The name of E. F. Le Cato, of Maryland, appears

among the entries for the Pullman road race. The
fact will not fail to give this race great additional in-
terest in the eyes of Marylanders.
William Holland, a member of the Chesapeake

Wheelmen, intends taking a wheeling tour through
Maryland and Pennsylvania this Summer.
A number of Baltimoreans intend making the run

to Washington on Decoration Day. Many will at-
tend the races at Benning's next Saturday, which
will be under the auspices of the Columbia Cycle
Club.

At a recent meeting the ladies decided to change
the name of their club by the addition of a word, and
it will hereafter be known as the Alpha Ladies' Cycle
Club.

THE PALISADE WHEELMEN.

The question of the hour with us is: "Will the
Palisades become a League club ?" It is true that the
majority of our inembers will or have joined the
L. A. W. individually, but whether they would sanc-
tion such a move as putting the club under the con-
trol of the L. A. W., so to speak, is extremely doubt-
ful. Some say that the expense attached to joining a
bicycle club is no small item as it is, without compel
ling a new rider to join the L. A. W. at the same time.
This is, of course, not said with any ill-feeling towards
the League, but with the club's interest at heart, and
by members who are looking towards building up the
club as a first-class wheeling organization in our sec-
tion of Jersey, where we have to contend with many
disadvantages. We are making steady progress right
along and meeting with success on all sides, but it

would mean disaster to deviate from the present
course, and just at the present time, too. The growth
of the organization is steady, but not before the mem-
bership roll has reached the 75 or 100 mark can we
think of looking out for anyone's interest but our own.
On the first of the present year our membership had

dwindled down to fourteen, but now we lack but a
few of fifty, and the present indications are that
seventy-five will be on the list before the end of July.
We have an advantage inasmuch a's each and every
member is an actual wheelman, and all are hustlers
from the word go, that is, we have no so-called dead-
wood with which so many like organizations are
troubled with.

"Coaster " stated recently that the Palisades were
one of four cycling clubs of Jersey City Heights.
Allow me to correct him. We are docated in West
Hoboken, and, therefore, the only club in that part of
of Jersey City.

On June 7 the Palisades in company with the Queens
County Wheelmen will visit Passaic Falls and show
the riders from across the bridge what good Jersey
roads are like.

At the last meeting all arrangements for a picnic
where completed, and Tuesday, June 16, was set as
the date. Two thousand invitations will be issued,
and if the weather does not interfere a grand time
may be looked for.

Our road committee reported that they had made
all arrangements for a ten mile handicap road race,
to take place on July 12, 1891. The report was favora-
bly received with the exception of the date, which
falls on a Sunday It will have to be changed, as we
are not in favor of Sunday racing, and our committee
will no doubt know better the next time they decide
on dates. It will be held over the Irvington-Milburn
course. This race will be open to members only and
should prove quite interesting, as the result will de-
cide who shall constitute the team to compete with
the Bergen County Wheelmen. Palisade.

Sweden has its Svenskt Hjulford bund and Holland
its Algemeene Nederlansche Weilrilders bund, but
one doesn't have to pronounce them if he doesn't wish
to. The former stands for Swedish Cyclists' Union
and the latter for General Dutch Cyclists' Union.

JERSEY CITY.

The furniture for the new club-house of the Hudson
County Wheelmen is arriving, and the billiard-room
the dining-room, reading-room and officers' room
have been completely furnished. The parlors will
not be finished for three or four weeks, but the wheel,
locker and reception rooms are receiving their finish-
ing touches. Captain McAra is in a quandary as to the
date on which to hold his lantern parade and to which
he is desirous of inviting all the neighboring cycling
clubs. He is anxious to hold it on a Saturday night
so that any guests who desire may remain over night
and take a run with the H. C. W. the next day, but
something is "on the carpet " for every Saturday for
a month to come, which is likely to prevent a number
of the clubs coming to Jersey City. On June 6 occurs
the first race of the Wheelmen's Racing League

;
June

13 is the date of the century run to Philadelphia
;
June

20 is to be taken up by the Brooklyn Carnival ; on the
27th the Kings Counties will hold their meet. The fol-

lowing Saturday falls on the 4th of July, but we will
have that lantern parade before the nth of July if we
have to hold it on a Monday morning. Some wag has
posted a notice on the Captain's bulletin board
headed " Wanted, a Saturday."

It is doubtful whether an y of the Jersey City cycling
clubs will be represented in the League parade in
Elizabeth, on Decoration Day, for the reason that the
attraction is toward Milburn. The respective cap-
tains of the West Bergen Cycling Club, the Jersey
City Athletic Club Wheelmen and the Hudson County
Wheelmen have called runs starting from Jersey City
at nine o'clock to attend the road race, thence to the
State meet at Elizabeth. -

Chief Consul Brown insists that he is being misrep-
resented in the press in regard to the road race, and
states that he has, not been, nor will he be, instru-
mental to any degree whatever in interfering with
the race. The fact still remains, however, that wheel-
men are natural and will therefore attend the affair
which will afford them the most pleasure, and it looks
now as if there will be more men in Essex County
than in Union County on the morning of Decoration
Day.

The Jersey City Athletic Club Wheelmen have
adopted a light-weight Summer uniform which they
will air on their club run May 30. This club now has
a membership of thirty-six and is growing. They
have selected red and white as their colors, which, by
the way, are the Hudson County's colors. The J. C.
A. C. W. have engaged a tally-ho to take their ladies
to the Milburn race.

Capt. Darmar, of the West Bergen Cycling Club,
will race five miles on his wheel against a horse of
local celebrity next Saturday on the Jersey City
Driving Track. Darmer will ride a safety geared to
62 inches. Coaster.

ROCHESTER.

Friday evening last the first annual banquet of the
Crescent Cycle Club was enjoyed in the Whitcomb
House. Covers were laid for eighty. Tlie exercises
of the evening were long and varied and included a
speech-by Chief Consul Bull on the L. A. W.
Ladies' night was observed Tuesday evening by the

Crescent Cycle Club. A delightful musical pro-
gramme was carried out. On the ni.glxt previous the
wheelmen participated in their regular weekly run,
after which they adjourned to the residence of Mr.
and Mrs. R. E. Bullock, Meigs Street, where the
remainder of the evening was pleasantly passed.

Decoration Day, the Lake View Wheelmen will
have a run to Manitau Beach, a distance of eighteen
miles. The start will be made at 9 a. m.
The Flower City Wheelmen are now located in

handsome and spacious new quarters at 56 East
Avenue.
Tasteful and commodious headcjuarters were re-

cently leased by the West End Bicycle Club at 229
West Avenue.
Three bicycles were stolen in the city last week.

One of the machines, owned by John Kennedy, was
recovered, himself. He was searching for the
wheel throughout the city and finally ran across
a youth learning to rideupon it. The boy's parents paid
expenses incurred and the matter was dropped, no
legal proceedings being taken against him.

C. C. Morse won the one mile safety race .given in
conjunction with the annual field day exercise of the
University of Rochester, held in the Driving P.i.rk,

Saturday. Time, 5m. 3s.

K. C. W.

The run over the course on Sunday last proved to
those of the racing men attending that it would be a
most dangerous task to endeavor to ride a fast race
on the solid tired ordinaries to which most of our fast
men still adhere. Bensinger tried a cushion- safety
for a few miles and found it so superior to his solici

tired machine that he realized that he would not be in
it if he did start, so he has wisely decided not to ride
at all. This state of affairs he greatly regrets, as his
handicap is a liberal one, and he has trained consci-
entiously for the race feeling that some one must
carry the club colors as near the front as possible
now that the really fast men have deserted it. How-
ever, it is my private opinion that Finn will prove his
ability to ride a fast race, and my only fear is that he
may fall and injure himself. I would much rather
see the club entirely unrepresented than to record
even a slight accident to one whose loyalty to his club
makes him risk his life. My best wishes go out to
those who compete, whether K. C. W. or not, and may
the same good fortune that has attended the first two
races be with the boys on this occasion.

Straddle.
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for

The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Law-
yer, Washington, D. C]

45=1 797- Saddle for bicycles. Joseph A. Little, Law-
rence, Mass. Filed February 18, 1891.

452,977. Package carrier for velocipedes. Charles
H. Lamson, Portland, Me. Filed August 4, 1890.

453,039. Seat for bicycles. Wilbur F. Cornelius,
Indianapolis, Ind. Filed November 22, 1890.

453-°53' Bicycle. Abe L. Teetor, Indianapolis, Ind.
Piled September 13, 1890.

453,094. Support for bicycles. Frederick G.Taylor,
Cranston, R. I. Filed October 6, 1B90.

4S3>i5i' Tricycle. Amos Mendenhall, Unionport,
Ind. Filed August 29, 1890.

TRADE ITEMS FROM TRAVELERS'
NOTE BOOKS.

In Illinois.

Between chasing the pneumatic and cushion
mounted scorchers of the boulevards and parks of
Chicago and dodging the bunco manipulators of the
same breezy, smokeless and barroomless (.') city your
Eioor old uncle Kerlumbia has had a hard time of it

or the last two weeks. The fur on his chin looks
more like matted moss than whiskers.
Yes, times as well as the other things mentioned are

getting hard, and many is the dark and lonesome
night I've sat with a tear peeping out of my eye as I

thought of and longed for my little log cabin in the
far away. Going out on the big road running East
about a mile from town you will find it in the pine
thicket that skirts the big hill on the right.

If you come at night the trees will make the lights
that gleam through the chinks around my door and
shutter come and go as you draw near, and presently
the forbidden growl of the old cricket whom I have
had since he was a puppy will make you halt in
doubt.
Inside, a queer sight will meet your eye. On a

hearth many feet wide, a big log fire you will find
roaring, while scattered around in glorious profusion
lie the books of the day, papers and magazines. Over
maps that cover the walls are traced the routes of
many an imaginary tour I have taken in palace cars
and awheel, and there are too, the places I have yet
to visit. Books, books, books; you cannot move
without stumbling over stacks of them ; they are my
soul. And now ; driven from my castle out into the
cold world, why should I not occasionally heave a
great big sigh of regret for what I have left behind
me. And now, with nowhere to lay my head, I feel
very much like the poor victim, " whom unmerciful
disaster, followed fast and followed faster," until my
only object in living is to wear a new silk hat a friend
has given me.

The I.ady Riders of Champaign.
Rambling Southward through Illinois has lately in-

troduced me to some of the cleverest wheelmen and
agents it has been my good fortune of meeting since
last leaving the penitentiary. In Champaign, I made
my first stop south of Chicago, and found it a live
little place, brimming full of wheelmen. There were
lots of ladies riding about the streets, and I saw at
least a dozen practicing in the park. Mr. E. H.
Sperry manages the bicycle department of H. T.
Sperry & Son, and sells a large lot of Columbias,
Warwicks, Hickories and Junos every year. Other
wheels are represented here, and all the agents seem
to be prospering. Brick pavements cover the busi-
ness thoroughfares, making delightful riding.

At Mattoon.
In Mattoon, fifty miles below, I found nearly as

many riders as in Champaign, though the place is
only about two-thirds as large. Messrs. Mohr& Bern-
heimer are a new firm of new and enterprising young
men, and are pushing the Victors, Ramblers, Sylphs,
Psychos and several cheap wheels, while Mr. O. C.
Harmany is making a leader of the Broncho.

Effingham.
Effingham has not yet gained the prominence in

cycling circles that it will some day, though it is mak-
ing rapid strides in that direction. Mr. A. Fitch, a
most clever gentleman of no mean riding abilities,
handles the Stars and other makes, and carries a lot
of machines in stock. The streets here are good, and
a number of leading, business men are counted among
the riders.

Centralia.
Centralia is a delightful little city, and has an un-

usually large number of riders, considering its popu-
lation. F. M. and B. B. Floyd, cycle dealers and
repairers, carry Columbias, also a line of cheap ma-
chines. Mr. T. P. Ham pushes the " G. & J." output,
and as a result the streets are full of Ramblers.
There are about fifteen ladies who are constant riders,
and the number is increasing rapidly.

In Indiana.
Prom Centralia to Vincennes, Ind., the country

bears a sameness that is tiresome and uninteresting,
whether viewed from the car window or the saddle
of a wheel that rolls along the flat and dusty road.
But in Vincennes I had as nice a time as one could
expect. The wheelmen, of whom there are about
fifty, were very kind and attentive and made a day
pass pleasantly.
A club was organized under the name of the " Vin-

cennes Wheelmen " the day I was there, with the
following officers: President, Maurice Moore; Cap-
tain, E. L. Hunter ; Secretary, E. L. Buck ; Treasurer,
Henry Frund. They start with about thirty mem-
bers, with many others to come in. There are a good
lot of hustling agents here, too. The Mcjimsey
Buggy Co. carry a large stock of Columbia, New
Mails, Lovells and Giants. Mr. Guy Mcjimsey
manages this part of the business. E. B. Hunter
represents the Western Wheel Works, Rouse Hazard
& Co. and the Eclipse.

J. L. Townsley is getting a good start with the
Kenwood, and E. L. Sheppard sells lots of Ramblers.
The writer was tendered a moonlight run by the club
of about ten miles in the country, which was very
much enjoyed and appreciated, which strengthens
his opinion that there are few clever lots of wheelmen
than those of Vincennes.

l/ouisville.

You can truthfully say that the eyes of the cycling
world are on Louisville, and will be until the big race
meet of next June is over. This will be the first big
meet in the South, and as a natural consequence every
one is very anxious for it to be a booming success.
The chances are that it will. They have the neatest
little park in the country, and as small as it is, it is so
arranged that it will accommodate 10,000 people
better than most places would five. Everybody is

booming the meet, and great crowds are expected.
All the prominent wheels are sold by their respective
agents. Among the leading agents are the Louisville
Cycle and Typewriter Co., who have a stock of
Bronchos, New Mails, Victors and cheap wheels on
hand in their place on Market Street. G. M. Allison
& Co. have the Columbias, Hartfords, Rovers and
Nationals. Messrs. Jefferies Bros, are agents for the
Victor, Swift, Eclipse and others. They have a hand-
some store and stock. Prince Wells (and who hasn't
heard of him?) does a good business in Ramblers,
Eagles, Ormondes, Unions, Giants and a number of
foreign wheels. The roads about here are fine.

Many miles of streets have smooth pavements, and
the ladies are beginning to ride in large numbers.

Kerlumbia.

IN THE NUTMEG STATE.

NcAV Britain.

New Britain, Conn., just off the main line of the
New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad, and al-

most within shado%vof the Pope Company's big bicy-
cle factory—what a booming cycle town of 20,000 souls
it is ! A hundred and twenty-five new wheels already
sold within its precincts this season. Think of it ! Of
this number I'm told fifty-one were Columbias, the
selling agents of which are C. C. & W. B. Rossberg,
drygoods merchants, but wheelmen withal. And
then come the Victors, New Mail, W. W. W. Line,
G. & J.'s—all of 'em, in fact, are in it. Bully for New
Britain ! It's nearly as great as Great Britain.

Meriden.
Meriden, pretty Meriden, also up in the Nutmeg

State, and whose cycling runs are somewhat restrict-
ed, is doing admirably, with more wheels ordered
than can be secured. In this town lives E. S. Rust, an
old Columbia agent, who in the palmy days of
the ordinary sold lots of them, and who always saw
that the club boys had plenty to eat and drink ; who
nursed Dan Canary and befriended Ives, the racing
man—this man Rust still feels kindly towards the
wheel, although his increasing business as a leading
dental surgeon and the great interest he takes in
electric motors and mechanical works, prevent him
riding as much as of old. The doctor, however, is

agent still for the Pope Company, and sells his share
of the wheels. A friendly competitor is Frank F.
Ives, who represents the Overman Wheel Company,
and who is selling more machines than ever before.
Frank has a repair shop and is doing very nicely. J.
E. Brairierd, who is connected with the Meriden Mal-
leable Iron Company, and who for many years used
the Star bic3'cle when called upon to swear by some-
thing, has a tender feeling now for the safety, and it

is said intends to push the sale of R. L. Coleman &
Co.'s cushioned-tire Rush and Juno. Besides these
parties there are various other agents in Meriden all

doing their share.
Windsor.

Windsor is one of the prettiest towns in Connecti-
cut, and, located just seven miles from Hartford, it is

the home of many business men, who—well, they
have rapid transit'by steam and rail and go down in
the morning and home at night. But am told that a
number of Windsor's young men go down to Hart-
ford at night and go back home in the morning. But
the ladies of Windsor on bicycles! You should see
them ride ! How pretty they look as they glide over
the smooth surfaces beneath the overhanging trees !

Sure enough the men are not far away. And so it

goes, cycles, cycles, cycles. The agents in Windsor
are A. H. Waite for the Pope Company, and Arthur
Briggs for the Overman Wheel Company.

"Winsted.

Winsted, ("onn., with its East Winsted and West
Winsted suburbs, with a creek running through the
middle of the town, with pretty homes and good
streets, with handsome ladies and gallant young men,
with a lively Board of Trade and a railroad station so
old and ugly that it's a wonder somebody doesn't
burn it down. Winsted is all right from a cycling
standpoint, having nearly all its ministers, doctors
and other professional men riding machines, not to
speak of the solid mass of wheeling regulars and
youths whose number is continually being augment-
ed. F. R. Catlin whoops up the Rambler, Crescent
and Giants, while James L. Dean looks after Pope's
interests.

Westfield.

Westfield, Mass., keeps inching along, but it is

scarcely the place for a bicycle factory, which, they
say, threatens to leave the town if it don't waken up.
Westfield is a great town for whips, and the stranger
who passes along its principal street, reading the
numerous signs of whip factories, is apt to think that
all the whips in the country must be made there, but
they are not. E. H. Dewey is the Columbia agent in
Westfield, G. J. Loomis the Victor, and Gladwis and
Noble Bros, sell several cheap makes.

Springfield.

Springfield, Mass., is the home of a man who told
me that a hundred wheels pass his business place on
Main Street within five minutes, after six in the even-
ing. Take a long breath to aid your mental diges-
tion ! But descending from that giddy heighth I con-

fess I haven't seen so many wheels running in any
city of its population as in Springfield. And its busi-
ness men encourage the business. When a cycle
factory here threatened to go West (so the man who
schemed the move tells me) the solid community
stepped up, planked down their hard cash, and said
no, we want the plant here, and they managed to
keep it.

Towanda, Pa.

Towanda, Pa., on the picturesque Lehigh Valley
Railroad, has in Geo. E. Woodruff a cycling agent
who understands just how to handle the business.
True, the sale of books and stationery requires most
of his time, but his own love for wheeling and his
knowledge of wheels he is turning to a profitable ac-
count in these days of hustling agents.

Schuylkill County, Pennsylvania, owns more
mountains, anthracite coal and big towns than any
other county in the Keystone State. These towns
just happen to be half in a valley and the other half
on a mountain, or may be all on the mountain side

—

it makes no difference, you will find bicycles in all of
them, and Pottsville, the county seat, has its share.
Even the ladies, or least a few of them, ride. " Bob "

Mills, as Robert J. Mills, the Pottsville hatter, is famil-
iarly called, has been selling bicycles for years, and
continues to do so. He seems to know all the wheel-
men in the county. If you are a wheelman and in
Pottsville stop in and see " Bob."

Worcester, Mass.
At Worcester, Mass., Holland & Havener, the lead-

ing agents, continue to boom things cycling. One of
their favorite wheels is " Rob Roy," the 26-inch made
by the Western Wheel Works. I happened to be in
Worcester once when an Odd Fellows parade had its
grip on the town. It was a wet, windy day, and disa-
greeable enough to keep all the people indoors. But
I recall the difficulty I had to engage the attention of
any of their business men. No matter if he was 200
feet from the street, proprietor or no, the instant he
heard a brass band he'd dust for the front door and
stay there, hatless, until the platoon and players were
out of sight and hearing. Just the same, Worcester
is all right.

The other day a gentleman said to me: "My boy
has a splendid safety, but he don't ride it."

A boy with a bicycle, but not a rider! I never
heard of such a thing before, and asked him the rea-
son. "Well," said he, "the boy was given in charge
of an instructor at a school in this city, and allowed
by him to fall off. He was hurt and scared—more
scared than hurt— true, but he has never been per-
suaded to try it again." I told the man what I say
here, that too many of the instructors are careless in
teaching. In my travels I frequently hear men say
that they tried one of those blankety, blank, blank
things once and never wanted to try one again. Ref-
erence was generally had to the ordinary. "The gen-
tleman, of course, didn't know it was loaded, and the
result all wheelmen know.
Frank Fairbairn, the Columbia agent at Erie, Pa., is

doing splendidly this year. In fact, he has always
done nicely in the bicycle business.

S. H. Ellis, of Waverly, N. J., is working on a spring
frame for a safety, and thinks he has it.

H. H. Pitt, china merchant, Kingston, N. Y., who
last year was also engaged in the sale of wheels, finds
his business increasing nicely in that line.

Gillies & Barton, formerly Columbia agents at New-
burgh, this State, have dissolved partnership, although
both gentlemen continue in the bicycle business. Mr.
Barton continues the Columbia agency and Mr. Gil-
lies is pushing the line handled by R. L. Coleman &
Co., New York.
"Zook, Lititz, Pa.," is the way John G. Zook titles

himself in advertising, and to converse with the gen-
tleman you'd scarcely think he controlled five coun-
ties in Eastern Pennsylvania for one of the largest
American manufacturers. Of a quiet, gentleman Ij'

demeanor, yet possessing proven merit, he is square,
honest and capable, knowing more about wheels than
many advertising cycling concerns, whom one is led
to imagine knows it all. Ralranhes.

NO MORE AGENTS WANTED.
The Overman Wheel Co. has been obliged to give

notice that they cannot appoint more agents for some
time to come. The great popularity of the Victor
bicycles is such that nearly every new bicycle dealer
is anxious to represent the Overman Wheel Co.
In j ustice to their old agents, however, the company

will make no more agents until they can supply the
present enormous demand.
The branch houses at Boston, Washington, Denver,

and San Francisco, report orders much beyond the
present capacity to fill, but it is said that the large
double force of a thousand or more workmen at the
factory in Chicopee Falls, Mass., will enable them to
fill orders more promptly a few weeks hence.

Improvement in Pneumatic Valve Attachment.
The pneumatic valve attachment is sometimes un-

satisfactory, owing to the screw on the top of the
blower being too coarse, and the air escaping at this
point when pumping instead of going into the tire.
To remedy this get a tiny washer of leather or rubber
to fit the mouth of the attachment and cut a little hole
right in the centre, and slipping it into the mouth of
the attachment push it home as far as it will go. The
end of the blower then screws home on this and forms
an air-tight connection.

Capitol Mfg. Co.'s New "Wrench.
This Company have just put on the market a

wrench especially adapted for tightening spokes. It

is a very serviceable tool, and made of the very best
material and workmanship. The spoke-grip, when
dull on one side, can be reversed, and the other side
used. Should both sides become worn, a new grip
can be inserted at a very small expense. The name
of the new wrench is the Acme Combination Wrench
and Spoke-Grip.
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FIXTURES.

MAY.

29-30.-

so-

so.-

30--

30--

30-
30.-

30-

30-31.

13-

15-16-

16,

16-17.

17

18,

27,

27.

26-27,

27,

27,

28.

3-4-

4-

4

13-14-

16-17-

16-17

24-25,

29,

-Eighth annual Meet, N. J. Division, Elizabeth.
-Tournament of the Atlantic City Wheelmen.
-Cleveland Wheel Club's Twenty-three mile

Handicap Road Race.
-;-Two Mile Ordinary and One Mile Safety at the

A. C. S. N. games at Stenton.
-Twenty Mile Road Race at Grand Rapid, Mich.
-Tournament of the Bay State Bicycle Club and

Massachusetts Division Annual Meet.
-Annual Tournament of the Rome (N. Y.)

Cyclers.
-Irvington-Milburn Road Race.
-Chicago—Pullman Road Race.
-Twenty-five mile handicap road race of the

Alameda (Cal.) Bicycle Club, San Leandro
triangle.

-Annual Spring Meet Maine Division at Belfast.
-One Hundred Mile Club Handicap Road Race

of the Rutherford Wheelmen.
-Ansonia Wheel Club's Five Mile Road Race.
-Meet of the St. Paul and Minneapolis wheel-

men at St. Paul.
-Third Annual Meet of the Central Pennsyl-

vania Wheelmen at Lewisburg.
-Road Race of the Columbia Wheelmen, Co-

lumbia, Pa.
-Five Mile Road Race at Indianapolis, Ind.
-Tournament of the Denver Cyclists' Union,

Denver, Col.
—Century Run of the California Division from

San Francisco to San Jose and return.

JUNE.

—Elwell's European Tour. Departure from New
York.

.—Race Meet of the Woonsocket Wheelmen at
Woonsocket.

—One Mile Ordinary and One Mile Safety Handi-
cap Races at the games of the Orange A. C,
Orange Oval. Entries close May 30, with
Arthur Varian, East Orange, N. J.—First Fifteen Mile Team Road Race of the
Wheelmen's Racing League.

—Race Meet of the Ansonia, Conn., Wheel Club.
,—Hill Climbing Contest on Son-of-a-Gun Hill,

St. Louis.
—Race Meet Tioga Athletic Association, Phila-

delphia.
—One IVIile Ordinary at the Interscholastic Asso-

ciations at Cambridge.
—Fifteen Mile Handicap of the Detroit Wheel-

men.
—Annual Spring Meet of Connecticut Division

and New Haven Bicycle Club Tournament.
Address E. J. Perkins, Secretary.

,—New York Athletic Club's Spring Games,
Travers Island.

—Century Run—Newark to Philadelphia. Ad-
dress W. E. Fuller, chairman, 50 Wall Street,
N. Y.

.—Races of the Wilmington Wheel Club.
-17.—Athletic and Wheeling Tournament at Buf-

falo. N. Y. Entries close June 2, with C. J.
Griffiths, Secretary, 512 Mam Street, Buffalo.

.—Picnic of the Palisade Wheelmen.
—Annual Meet Iowa Division at Newton.
—Tournament of the Norfolk Co. Wheelmen,

Readville, Mass.
—Annual Meet New Hampshire Division, Con-

cord.
—Games of the Bank Clerk's A. A., Philadelphia
—Carnival at Prospect Park, Brooklyn. Address

H. E. Raymond, 245 Flatbush Av., Brooklyn.
—Century Wheelmen's Race Meet, Philadelphia.
—Ten Mile Team Road Race of the Elizabeth

Wheelmen and Union County Roadsters.
—South End Wheelmen's Race Meet, Phila-

delphia.
—Kentucky Division meet.
^^Twenty-five mile Road Race of the Inter-club

Racing Association at Boston.
—Kings County Wheelmen's Cycling and Ath-

letic Meet at Washington Park.
—Kentucky Division's excursion from Louisville

to Mammoth Cave and return.

JULY.

—Race meet of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club,
Hagerstown, Maryland. Address Geo. F.
Updegraiif, Hagerstown, Md.

—Annual meet of the Missouri Division at Carth-
age.

,—Departure from New York of the Heyny Harz
Mountain Tourists.

—Columbia Cycle Club's tournament at Charter
Oak Park, Hartford, Conn. Address C. F.
Tucker, Secretary, Box 54, Hartford, Conn.

—The Poorman Road Race at Cincinnati.
—Annual Meet California Division, Stockton.
—Annual meet Illinois Division at Rockford.
—Start of the Detroit Wheelmen's League Meet

"Tour from Niagara to Detroit. Address for
particulars, C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Avenue,
Detroit.

,—Annual Meet Tennessee Division at Nashville.
-iS^Annual Meet, Ohio Division, Columbus.
-18.—L. A. W. Annual Meet, Detroit, Mich.
-18.—L. A. W. Championships at Detroit. Ad-

dress Jos. Bresler, 22 Lafayette Avenue,
Detroit, Mich.

,—Tournament of the Green Bay Cycling Club
and Annual Meet of the Wisconsin Division.
Address F. S. Fox, Green Bay, Wis.

—Chicago Cricket Club's Annual Meet. Address
J. G. Davis, Park Side, Chicago.

—Departure from New York ot Smith's European
Tour.

AUGUST.
4.—Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha

Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y. Ad-
dress Fred Bronner, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

19-20.—New York State Division Meet at Rochester.

SEPTEMBER.

5.—Rhode Island Wheelmen's Tournament at Nar-
ragansett Park, Providence.

7-8.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn. Address J. J.
Grace, Secretary, Hartford, Conn.

12.—Second Fifteen Mile Team Road Race of the
Wheelmen's Racing League.

i8-ig.—Third Annual Tournament of the Peoria Bi-
cycle Club. Address Fred Patee, Peoria,
III.

NEW HAVEN BICYCLE CLUB TOURNAMENT.

Annual Spring Meetof Conn. Div.L.A.W., New
Haven, Conn., Monday, June 8th.

$1,000 in valuable prizes. Entries close Monday, Tune
1st, with E. J. Perkins, Secretary, 173 Olive St., New
Haven, Conn.

KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN'S
CYCLING AND ATHLETIC MEET,

Washington Park, Brooklyn, June 27th.

Three valuable prizes for each event. Entries close
June 20, with John Bensinger, r255 Bedford

Avenue, Brooklyn.

$800 in Valuable Prizes.

COLUMBIA CYCLE CLUB TOURNAMENT,

Charter Oak Park, Hartford, Conn., July 4th, 1891.

We guarantee the finest lot of prizes ever given
at a one day meeting held in New England.

Entries close June 27, with C. F. Tucker, Secretary,
P. O. Box 54. 6-26

FIRST ANNUAL RACE MEET OF THE

CENTURY WHEELMEN
Saturday, June 20tli, X89X.

To be held on the grounds of the Tioga Athletic
Association, of Philadelphia. Fourteen Races. Three
State Championships. Entries close June 13th, with
Captain C. W. Dalsen. 1507 Columbia Ave.

THE GREAT HAGERSTOWN MEET.
An attractive list of events embracing many-

open races and several Division Champion-
ships ofPenna. Md., Del., D. C, & Va. Valuable
prizes, including bicycles, cups and medals.
Entries close June 27, with

HARRV B. IRVIM,
Box ixx, Hasrersto-wn, Md.

NEW YORK ATHLETIC CLUB'S ROAD
RACE.

The five mile handicap, open only to the members
of this club, was held on Saturday afternoon last.

The course was from the church in Rye to a point on
the road toward Larchmont. It was 2% miles long.
The surface is of fine macadam. This district, by the
way, has the finest roads we have seen in the vicinity
of New York, and should be a favorite touring place
with riders, as the roads run through a very pretty
country.
The result of the race was a victory for W. Van

Wagoner, who rode a cushion tired Eagle, and who
made the fast time of 15m. 553. for the full distance.

The summary of the race is as follows :

Handi- Net
cap. Time. Time.
M. S. M. S. M. S.

1. W. Van Wagoner Sc'tch. 17.55 ^S^SS
2. T.J. Hall 25 18.04 4-5 16.294-5

3. J. H. Hanson 1.30 18.16 17-46

4. H. C. Noble 1.42 18. 17 16.59

5. S. W. French 1.30 18.42 17.12

6. D. E. Sturgis 2.00 18.42 18.42

7. George Tonkin Sc'tch. 19.07 17.07

8. I. M. Shaw 2.00 19.08 19.0B

9. W. W. Evans 1.45 19-52 i9-37

The officials were : Referee, John C. Gulick; Timers,
Dr. Hammond, F. P. Prial and W. C. Marion

;
Judges,

Elliott Mason and C. K. Alley.

HOLBEIN'S REMARKABLE RIDE ON A
TRICYCLE.

We reported in The Wheel of last week Holbein's
successful attempt to break the twelve-hour tricycle

record, which he raised from 164 to 174!^ miles. H(31-

bein, who is no doubt the fastest English road rider,

used a forty-three pound tricycle geared to sixty-two,

with pneumatic tires.

The fractional times seem marvelous : Eleven
miles, 38m.; 22 miles, ih. 14m.; 38 miles, 2h. 12m.; 59

miles, 3h. 45m.; 80 miles, 5h. i8m.; 118 miles, 8h. 5m.;

139 miles, 9h. 30m.; 160 miles, iih. 2m.; 174}^ miles, i2h.

THE HARVARD UNIVERSITY CY-
CLING ASSOCIATION'S RACE

MEET.

The second annual Spring race meet of the Harvard
University Cycling Association was held on Holmes'
Field, Cambridge, on Saturday last. A fair number
of spectators were in attendance and the races proved
interesting, although the strong wind that was blow-
ing prevented any very fast time. The tardiness of
the officials in starting the various events caused
considerable grumbling among the onlookers. Mur-
phy met with his first defeat of the season at the
hands of R. H. Davis, of Harvard. The result fol-
lows :

One Mile Ordinary, Scratch—W. F. Murphy,
N. Y. A. C, first; A. A. Zimmerman, N. Y. A, C, sec-
ond ; Taylor, Harvard, third. Time, 3m. 39 4-5S.

In the first trial heat Scott, Hallock, Connolly and
Zimmerman took part. It was a very fair race, Scott
crossing the line first in 3m. 1-5S. Zimmerman was
second, and Hallock, Amherst's best representative
at the inter-collegiate games last year, had to content
himself with third.

In the second there was some good work done. E.

J. Clark and J. Clark, of the Crescent B. C; Murphy,
Andrews, Norfolk C. W., and Taylor, of Harvard,
came to the scratch. J. Clark took the lead on the
last lap, but Taylor made a beautiful spurt and was
gaining rapidly when he took an ugly fall on the
upper turn of the last lap. It was claimed that Mur-
phy fouled him, but Taylor had been riding all over
the track, so both he and Murphy were allowed to
enter the final heat. The second heat, after Taylor's
fall, resulted in Murphy's getting first place. J. Clark,
second, and E. J. Clark, third. "Time, 2m. 54 2-5S.

In the final heat Scott, Zimmerman, Murphy, J.
Clark and Taylor were the competitors. Taylor was
a little used up by his bad fall, but rode a plucky ride.
At the start, Scott took a slight lead and the pole. All
the men hung back for a pacemaker, and consequent-
ly the first lap was ridiculously slow. The second lap
was not much faster, but on the third the men warmed
up to their work. Murphy took the lead and kept it.

On the home stretch Zimmerman came ploughing
along at a great rate, and nearly overtook Murphy.
It was a close race between them, but Murphy crossed
the line first by a couple of yards. Taylor also made
a good spurt at the last turn, and came in just be-
hind Zimmerman.

One Mile Safety, Scratch (Solid Tires)—Tyler,
H. B. C, first ; Pratt, Harvard, second ; Olmstead,
Harvard, third. Time, 2m. 56 3-5S.

One Mile Safety, Scratch (Pneumatic Tires)—
R. H. Davis, Harvard, first ; W. F. Murphy, second.
Time, 3m.

There were but three contestants in this event.
Murphy, Davis and Bache. All the men got a good
start, Bache taking a lead of two yards. He set a
good pace and the time for the first lap was 51s. Bache
still led at the end of the second quarter, which was
run in 39s. The other two were close behind him, and
Davis came up rapidly at the last of the third lap.
Both he and Murphy passed Bache who, a moment
later, ran off the track for the second time. It was a
beautiful race between Davis and Murphy for first

place. Davis kept his slight lead on the home stretch
and won by about a yard. The last lap was done in
the fast time of 37s.

One Mile Ordinary, Inter-scholastic, Scratch
—Kimball, first; Townsend, second; Pierce, third.
Time, 3m. 7 3-5S.

Half Mile Ordinary, Handicap—O. B. Hawes,
Harvard, 35 yards, first ; E. J. Clark, C. B. C, 75 yards,
second

;
James Clark, C. B. C, 30 yards, third. Time,

im. 18 i-ss.

The race was run in two heats. Scott, 40 yards
handicap; Hallock, of Amherst, 50 yards; Connolly,
60 yards ; Hawes, 35 yards ; Harvard and Zimmerman,
N. Y. A. C, scratch, were in the first heat. Connolly
had the lead at the end of the first lap; then Hawes
and Scott came up, and it was a close race with all

three. Connolly took first place, Hawes second and
Scott third. Time, im. 21s.

In the second heat E. J. Clark, 75 yards
; J. Clark, 30

yards ; Barron, of Harvard, 40 yards, and Andrews,
60 yards, competed. E. J. Clark took the lead first,

but the other men overhauled him on the last lap. J.
Clark came in a winner by a foot, with E. J. Clark
second and Barron third. Time, im. 19 2-5S.

In the final heat of this race E. Clark led at the end
of the first lap. Hawes worked hard and overcame
his handicap on the last lap and won. E. Clark was
second and J. Clark third.

One Mile Safety, 3.20 Class, Club—R. McAllister,
first; C. T. Keller, second; H. Hutchinson, third.

Time, 3m. 14s.

One Mile Safety, Handicap, Ope^t—H. C. Tyler,
Highland B. C, 140 yards, first; Davis, Harvard, 30
yards, second; A. B. Rich, N. Y. A. C, scratch, third.

Time, 2m. 34 2-5S.

The handicapping in this event was rather poor, as
Tyler with his 140 yards did not have to make a hard
effort to win. It was a pretty race for second place
between Davis and Rich. Davis rode exceedingly
well and won second place. Rich was third. There
were eight starters, and Rich made a pretty race
from scratch.

The officers of the meet were : Referee, A. D. Peck,

Jr., B. A A.; Judges, A. J. Cumnock, '91 ; P. J. Lee, '91;

M. Chamberlain; Timers, G. S. Mandell, B. A. A.; F.

M. Wood, B. A. A.; J. G. Lathrop ; Starter, T. C. Smith,
'92 ; Clerks of the Course, C. R. Bardeen, '93 ; H. R.
Allen, Jr., '92 ; A. S. Wolcott, '91 ; Scorers, J. H.
Rhoades, '92 ; R. Norton, '93 ; Umpires, O. K. Hawes,
'92; G. R. Fearing, '93; W. H. Wright, '92; G. F. Brown,
'92; Marshal, W. B. Qreenleaf ; Assistant Marshal, P.

W. Davis.
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THE NEW HAVEN TOURNAMENT.

The value of the prizes to be offered at the tourna-
ment of the New Haven Bicycle Club at Elm City
Driving Park on Monday, June 8, amounts to $1,200.

Entries close June i with E. J. Perkins, 173 Olive
Street, New Haven, Conn. Entrance fee $1. The list

of events and prizes is as follows :

One Mile Novice, Safety—First prize, gold med-
al ; second prize, silver medal.

One Mile Novice, Ordinary—First prize, gold
medal ; second prize, silver medal.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—First prize, Victor
safety bicycle, $135 ; second prize, alligator skin trav-
eling bag, $25 ; third prize, banquet lamp, $15.

One Mile Open—First prize, gold watch, $75 ; sec-
ond prize, kodak camera, $25 ; third prize, field glass-
es, $15.

One Mile Safety, State Championship—First
prize, gold medal ; second prize, silver medal.

One Mile, 2.50 Class—First prize, diamond scarf
pin, $50 ; second prize, pearl opera glasses, $15.

Half Mile Safety, Open—First prize, silver shield,

$75 ; second prize, split bamboo rod, $25 ; third prize,
silver cup, $10.

One Mile Safety, New Haven Bicycle Club
{Solid Tire)—First prize, gold medal ; second prize,
silver medal.

One Mile Team Race—Prize, silk flag, $100. Prize
will not be awarded unless three teams start.

One Mile Safety, Open—First prize, Columbia
safety bicycle, $135; second prize, French clock, $45;
third prize, toilet set, $10.

Half Mile Ordinary, State Championship—First
prize, gold medal ; second prize, silver medal.

One Mile Handiuap—First prize. Eagle bicycle,

$135 ; second prize, double-barrel shot gun, $40; third
prize, pearl-handled revolver, $15.

One Mile Tandem, Safety—First prize, two trav-
eling bags, $40; second prize, two silver flasks, $15.

Special Prize—One hundred dollar silver cup for
fastest mile made, exclusive of tandems.

RACING BY ELECTRIC LIGHT.

The out-door games of the Third Regiment A. A.,
Philadelphia, which were postponed on Saturday
evening last, took place on Wednesday evening of
this week. There was a large crowd present, and the
experiment of running races by electric light proved
very successful. The cycling events resulted as
follows :

ONE Mile Safety — W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N.,
scratch, first ; Frank B. Marriott, Y. M. C. A., 70 yards,
second. Time, 3m. 6s.

Two Mile Safety—W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N.,
scratch, first ; Frank B. Marriott, 120 yards, second.
Time, 6m. 45s.

ONE Mile Ordinary—W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N.,
scratch, first

; John H. Draper, A. C. S. N., 35 yards,
second. Time, 3m. 17s.

Two Mile Tandem—Kelly and Draper, A. C. S. N.,
scratch, first ; Crawford and Behring, Y. M. C. A.,
150 yards, second. Time, 6m. 19s.

Two Mile Ordinary—W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N.,
scratch, first; Vincent J. Kelly, A. C. S. N., 90 yards,
second. Time, 6m. 37 3-ss.

THE WOONSOCKET WHEELMEN'S
RACE MEET.

The second annual race meet of the Woonsocket
Wheelmen's Association will be held at the Agricult-
ural Park, Woonsocket, R. I., on Saturday, June 6.

Pneumatic-tired machines will be barred from all
events except handicaps. Before the races a parade
will be held, startingat 1.30 p. m., in which all wheel-
men are invited to participate. The prizes are hand-
some gold and silver medals. Entries close June 3,

handicap event May 30, with E. J. Flynn, 92 Main
Street, Woonsocket, R. I. Fee, 50 cents. The events
are as follows

:

One mile novice, safety ; one mile novice, ordinary
;

two mile safety, handicap ; half mile dash, champion-
ship of track ; five mile, championship of Woonsocket,
silver medal; one mile safety, 3 minute class; one
mile ordinary, 3 minute class; .one mile tandem,
safety, open, two silver medals ; two mile, State
championship ; half mile, boys' safety.

THE BORDEAUX TO PARIS RACE.

G. P. MILLS WINS IN 26 HOURS 35 MINUTES.
The great international road race from Bordeaux to

Paris, France, a distance of 338 miles, on May 23, re-
sulted in a great victory for the English riders. There
were thirty-eight entries, among whom were G. P.
Mills, M. A. Holbein, S. F. Edge, P. C. Twentyman
and Bates. The start was made at 5 a. m. at the Cafe
Mazarin, Bordeaux, and fifteen checkers were sta-
tioned along the route. EacTi contestant was obliged
to sign the checking book. Mills was the first to reach
the finish, making the distance in 26 hours 35 minutes.
Holbein was about half an hour behind him, and
Edge and Bates arrived over four hours later. The
first Frenchman to appear was six hours behind Mills.
It was almost a foregone conclusion that either Mills
or Holbein would win the race, with the odds in favor
of the latter. The cable gives but few particulars.

The Century 'WTieelinen's Race Meet.
This Philadelphia Club intend to make their June

tournament something out of the ordinary in the way
of prizes and entries. The meet will be held June 20
on the Tioga athletic track. There will be fourteen
events, including three State championships. Entries
close June 13, with Captain C. W. Dalsen, 1507 Co-
lumbia Avenue, Philadelohia, Pa.

THE ROCKLAND COUNTY WHEEL-
MEN'S RACE MEET.

The annual race meet of the Rockland County
Wheelmen was held at the- Spring Valley trotting
track, on Saturday afternoon last, under a bright sky
and in the presence of a fair number of spectators.
The track, however, was in poor shape for cycling
events, and the times were rather slow. Following is

a summary of the wheel races ;

One Mile Ordinary, Championship of Rockland
County—W. Slavin, first ; I. D. Cole, second ; C. H.
Hanson, third. Time, 3m. 40s.

Half Mile Safety, Club—J. D. Oakley, first ; N.
Gardiner, second

; J. Bohr, third. Time, 2m. 05s.

ONE Mile Ordinary — John M. Schoefer, B. B.
C, first

; J. Becraft, T. W., second. Time, 3m. 23i<i:s.

One Mile Ordinary, Club—W. Slavin, Spring
Valley, first ; I. D. Cole, R. C. W., second ; C. H. Han-
son, R. C. W., third. Time, 3m. 35 4-ss.

Two Mile Safety—W. H. Wells, N. J. A. C, first

;

E. Bratton, B. ^. C, second ; F. Becraft, T. W., third.
Time, 7m. 7s.

One Mile Ordinary, Club—Won by N. Gardineer;
I. D. Cole, second. Time, 4m. 402-5S.

One Hundred Yard, Slow Race—C. H. Hanson,
Spring Valley, first ; N. Gardineer, R. C. W., second.
Time, 2m. i35^s.

Half Mile Ordinary, Club—G. Gardineer, first

;

T. B. Bohr, second; V. A. Johnson, third. Time, 2m.
40 3-ss.

FLIGHTS OF SPEED ON ENGLISH
PATHS.

World's Quarter Mile Record—Catford meet,
held at Paddington May g, one mile handicap, solid
tires, I, C. Friswell, 80 yard's ; time, zm. 37 3-58.

Quarter Mile Safety Scratch Race— i, W. C.
Jones ; 2, Harris

; 3, Fentiman. Time, 34 4-5S., or one-
fifth outside record.

Half Mile Safety, Handicap— i, W. C. Jones,
scratch; time, im. 9 3-53., or four-fifths outside record.

Quarter Mile Ordinary Race— i, F. J. B. Archer;
time, 36 3-5S.

Five Mile Scratch Safety Race—Heat i—i, A. J.
Stockton ; time, 14m. 28s. Heat 2—i, J. H. Stockton

;

time, 14m. 13 i-ss. Heat 3— i, P. W. Scheltema-Beduin
;

2, A. S. Fentiman, by three yards; time, 14m. 19 3-5S.;
last quarter 31 1-5S., world's record. Heat 4— i, E.
Leitch ; time, 14m. 3 1-5S. The final heat is to be rid-
den at some future date.

SPORT ON ENGLISH PATHS.

THE sport and PLAY TOURNAMENT.
This meet was held at Aston on May 18. Some re-

markably good times were noted.
One Mile Novices Handicap.— i, T. Henley, 15

yards. Time, 2m. 45s.

Half-mile Handicap.— i-, T. Relph, scratch. Time,
im. 15s.

Half-mile Scratch Race.—Firstheat- i, T. Relph;
2, W. C. Jones. Time, im. i6s. Second heat— i, A. S.
Fentiman. Time, im. 28 2-5S. Third heat— i, Schel-
tema-Beduin. Time, im. 14 3-5S. Final heat— i, Fenti-
man; 2, Relph. Time, im. 18 2-5S.

Two Mile Safety, Handicap.— i, T. Relph, 100
yards. Time, sm. 16 1-5S.

Ten Mile Scratch Race.— i, W. C. Jones. Time,
31m. 14 4-5S.

QUITE a PROMISING BOY.

At the Ulster Club sports, held at Belfast on May 9,

A. D. McFarlane won the half mile roadster bicycle
race for boys under seventeen ; time im. 16 4-5S. At
the same meeting Arthur Du Cros won the half mile
safety championship of Ireland, beating Mecredy by
1% yards; time im. 16 4-5S. Du Cros also defeated
Mecredy by two feet in the five mile race.

An American Light Rambler safety has been do-
nated as a prize for the Hagerstown races.

The ten mile team road race between the Elizabeth
Wheelmen and Union County Roadsters will be held
on June 27.

E. S. Van Gorder won the two mile bicycle race at
the games of the Iowa College, Grinnell, Iowa, on the
i6th inst. Time, 7m.

The Wilmington Wheel Club's races, scheduled for
Saturday last, were postponed on account of the
weather until June 13.

The mile safety, at the games of the Worcester
(Mass.) Academy, on Saturday last, was won by
Smith, '93. Time, 5m. 22s.

The Columbia Bicycle Club, of Buffalo, will hold a
road race on Decoration Day, starting from the
Parade House, at 8.30 a. m.

Pneumatic wheels will be penalized fifty yards to
the mile at the Kentucky Division meet, atLouisville,
and cushion tires twenty yards.

The two mile ordinary at the Hamilton College
games. May 14, resulted as follows : La Rue, first

;

Minor, second. Time, 8m. 15 3-ss.

The halt mile ordinary, at the games of the Worces-
ter (Mass.) High School, on Saturday last, was won by
Wheelock in im. 28 1-5S.; Ames, second.

On June 17, 18 or 19 there will be a race on the mile
track of Edward Myers, at Harrisburg, with at least
eight starters. Costly prizes will be offered,

R. D. Garden, Chairman, C. W. Jackson, F. W. Ger-
ould, W. C. Thorne and j. O. Blake have been ap-
pointed the cycling committee of the Chicago Cricket
Club.

At the athletic sports of the Germantown Academy,
on Wednesday of this week, the one mile ordinary
was won by C. Miller, Jr.; L. White, second. Time,
3m. 31 2-sS.

Eleven entries have been received for the one mile
ordinary, at the championship meeting of the Inter-
scholastic Association, at Holmes' Field, Cambridge,
on Tune 6.

The first races that will be run over the new Audi-
torium track, at Louisville, will take place on June
24, at the St. John's Day celebration. The track is
still a little soft.

The two mile safety at the first outdoor games of the
A. C. S. N., on their grounds at Stenton, on Saturday
last, was won by W. W. Taxis, John W. Draper sec-
ond. Time, 6m. 6 2-ss.

Entries for the Orange Athletic Club bicycle events
close on May 30th with Arthur Varian, East Orange,
N. J. The events are a one mile safety, and a one
mile ordinary handicap.

A two mile ordinary was run at the joint games of
the Lehigh and Lafayette Universities on May 18. E.T.
McLaughlin, Lafayette, was first and G. B. Van Riper,
Lehigh, second. Time, 6m. 34s.

The professionals have secured a big hold on Min-
neapolis. A six days' race, contested by female riders,
has just ended, and now Jack Prince & Co. have in-
augurated another contest for $soo a corner.

At the Spring games of the Southern Athletic Club,
New Orleans, on the 23, both of the bicycle events, the
one mile ordinary and one mile safety, were won by
B. W. Cason, the former in 3m. 50s., the latter in
3m. 37KS.

The two mile ordinary at the games of the New
England Intercollegiate Athletic Association, at
Springfield, Mass., on May 27, was won by H. B.
Hallock, Amherst; G. D. Pratt, Amherst, second.
Time, 7m. 2 i-ss.

At the sixth annual games of the State Intercolle-
giate Association, Philadelphia, on Saturday last, the
two mile ordinary was won by Coates, U. of P.; JIc-
Laughlin, Lafayette, second; Kellner, U. of P., third.
Time, 6m. 24XS.

The twenty-five mile road race of the West Chester
Wheelmen, which was to have taken place on May 25,
was declared off on account of the heavy and unfit
conditions of the roads. The race will take place at
some future date.

At the fifth ^nual field games of the Athletic Asso-
ciation of the Episcopal Academy, on Monday of this
week, the mile ordinary was won by G. Lincoln, who
started from scratch, in 3m. 39 3-ss. S. F. Weaver won
the half mile novice in 2m. 7 i-ss.

David Nasmith, of the Toronto Bicycle Club, rode
from Toronto to Kingston, a distance of 178 miles, in
ish. 13m., on Monday of this week. The previous
record was i6h. 40s. Darkness prevented him from
riding at the top of his speed at the finish.

The West End Bicycle Club, of Rochester, will hold
a twenty-five mile road race on Decoration Day, for
which ten entries have been received. The course is
only about one and three-quarter miles in length, so
that it will be necessary to make fourteen trips to
score twenty-five miles.

Neither W. F. Murphy nor C. M. Murphy will com-
pete in the road race. They will ride on the '30th at
Rome, N. Y., in the championship events, which are
to be decided there on that day. To compete in the
national championships they must secure places in
the corresponding State championships.

A large list of entries have been received to the
greater portion of the events to be run at the Massa-
chusetts Division meet, at Worcester, on Decoration
Day. Among them are Hoyland Smith, W. G. Class,
H. B. Skidmore, G. Minturn Warden, F. L. Olmstead,
E. C. Fowler, C. A. Fenner, Mont. Scott, A. A. Zim-
merman.

At the Century Wheelmen's first annual race meet,
on the grounds of the Tioga Athletic Association, on
June 20, there will be fourteen events, including the
quarter and one mile safety and two mile ordinary
State championships. There will also be run a two
mile handicap club race. The track has been put in
excellent condition and fast time should be made.

At the spring games of the Bank Clerks' Athletic
Association, Philadelphia, on June 20, the following
cycle events will be decided : Two mile ordinary
handicap, one mile safety, handicap ; one mile safety,
novice, scratch. Entries close June 10, with F. H.
Bendig, Jr., 22 North Tenth Street, Philadelphia. The
prizes are gold and silver medals.

The Wanderers' Bicycle Club, of Buffalo, held a
road race on May 23, for a distance of about six miles.
There were ten entries and five starters. The result
was as follows: G. G. Buse, first; time, :!om.; J. H.
Christian, second

;
time, 3ol^m.; J. J. Scha'ffer, third

;

time, 31m. On June 6 the club will hold a one, two
and three mile race, open to members only.

The mile safety, at the games of the West Philadel-
phia Y. M. C. A., on Saturday last, was won by W. A.
Anderson, C. L. Allison second. Time, 3m. 50s. The
one mile ordinary was won by C. L. .\llison, 1. K.
Joyce second. Time, 4m. 15s. C. A. Codman and W.
A. Anderson won the one mile tandem in 4m. 9s.; Col-
lins and Anderson second.

The Kings County Wheelmen will follow the "Sug-
gestions to Race Meet Committees," published in THE.V-OLlV^llO l.\J iVCl\_C l.| ,^,^ L V^V^ 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 L LCCa, ^UL.'ll^ilCU 111 1

Vheel of May 22, and print the following on th
ntry blanks : " Pneumatic tired wheels will

penalized, penalty to be fixed by the handicapper and
deducted from printed start in the programme, which
will be on solid tire basis."
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Certain Knglish wits have dubbed the child's seat
attachment the "Brat-carrier." How nice and ele-

gant.

The Roamers Bicycle Ciub, of Buffalo, will hold a
twenty mile road race on Decoration Day to Wil-
liamsvilleand return.

A. Mr. J. H. Mumford, an Englishman who has in-

vented a power gear, will shortly challenge the world
to a hill climbing contest.

A lantern parade was held on Thursday evening of

last week at Warren, R. I., under the auspices of the
Bristol County Wheelmen.

The Auburn (R. I.) Cycle Club elected ten new
members at the last meeting. Arrangements are
being made for a large run to Newport in June.

The Staten Island Wheelmen will have a run to the
Irvington-Milburn course on Decoration Day, when
they will air their new uniforms for the first time.

No official programme will be issued for the na-
tional meet this year as has been customary. Instead
a historical souvenir of Detroit w'U be presented to
those who attend.

P. H. Welsh, of the Wissahickon Wheelmen, Phila-
delphia, has ridden 3,000 miles since January i. The
club has appointed a committee to secure a more
commodious house.

A new club has been formed at Westfield, Mass.,
with the following officers: President, Robert Cross-
ley; Vice-President, T. J. Dewey; Secretary, Emer-
son Burt ; Treasurer, E. H. Dewey.

The Buffalo Ramblers will shortly issue an illus-

strated hand-book, which will contain a history of the
club, a description of their present club-house and
photos of the officers and prominent cyclists.

Boston's only wheel club, the recently organized
Union Bicycle Club, is rapidly increasing in member-
ship. Club quarters have been secured at No. 64 La-
grange Street, which is convenient to both out of
town and city riders.

Clubs anticipating making runs to Staten Island
will find it advantageous to write to Capt. I. T. Brill,

of the Staten Island Wheelmen, Port Richmond, S. I.,

who will be pleased to furnish any information regard
ingthe condition of roads, etc.

A large number of members and friends of the
Philadelphia Cycle and Field Club assembled at the
club's quarters, at Ardmore, on Saturday last, the
occasion being the first Spring field day. Several
club road races were run on the Lancaster Pike.

One great advantage gained for women who ride
the wheel properly, is that they are induced to dress
in a healthful way. And having accomplished that
much they are ready to enjoy one of the most exhil-
arating of outdoor sports.

—

Dr. Malcolm McLean, New
York.

The East Orange Cyclers have issued a card that
contains a list of runs up to October 31. Eight or ten
runs are scheduled for each month, including trips to
Asbury Park, Tarrytown, Coney Island, Philadelphia,
Bridgeport, Washington and all the nearby favorite
resorts.

A number of business and professional men of
Minneapolis, who ride wheels, have formed an organ-
ization to promote the interests of cyclists, and to
agitate the question of improved roads. About 25 or
30 members have alreadv been secured, including
several prominent and influential citizens.

T. A. Edge has been testing a pneumatic tired ordi-
nary, and speaks very highly of it. For actual pace,
over medium or rough roads, he says it is far faster
than the solid tire variety, being faster all around,
infinitely more comfortable, steady, safe in steering,
and far less liable to side slip on greasy pavement.

Chief Consul Bull has recently burdened the mails
of New York State with a lot of printed matter which
is to be distributed in the interest of the League. The
Chief Consul wants a large percentage of renewals
and wants a large list of new members, so that New
York may head the list of States, as it has for the
past two years.

Cycling has been credited with the creation of many
things, but the latest stojy is that it is conducive to
an abnormal appetite for milk. According to a Provi-
dence paper four local bicyclists who went on a ride
to Saunderstown one day last week, rather astounded
a farmer in that neighborhood by drinking twenty-
five glasses of milk.

About 2,000 people witnessed the hill-coasting con-
test of the Fall River Cycle Club last week. There
were twenty entries. The result was : L. R. Darling,
first ; N. C. Johnson, second ; Samuel Wood, third.
All the winners were on cushion-tired wheels. After
the contest the club adjourned to their rooms, where
(-he prizes were presented.

A local paper of Hudson, N. Y., says that four
wheelmen had the temerity to ride to Hillsdale re-
cently over roads that were like an immense file, with
ruts deep enough to pass for gorges

;
and that the

road from Chatham to Hudson is not equalled even
by Zion's Hill. Despite the roads there are about 100

riders in Hudson and a live cycle agency.

Messr.s. Klipfel andBrunner, of the Buffalo Ramb
lers,who are notoriously hard road riders, covered 150
miles in i4h. 15m., on Sunday last, which makes a new
local long distance road record. The route was from
the club rooms, on Main Street, to Bowmansville, to
Mill Grove, to Crittenden, to Corfu, to Batavia, to
Stafford, to LeRoy, to Caledonia, to Avon, to Lima;
the return being over the same route with the excep-
tion that the riders covered four additional miles in
the city by running out to Schard's on Main Street.
Four hours were spent in stops. They were both
mounted on Featherstone pneumatics.

The North Easton (Mass.) Wheel Club has elected
the following officers for the ensuing year: Captain,
Frederick Porter ; First Lieutenant, H. A. Kennedy

;

Second Lieutenant, Frederick Hanlon ; President, A.
A. Gilmore ; Vice-President, H. A. Kennedy

;
Secre-

tary-Treasurer, Louis H. Carr ; Club Committee. H.
L. Porter, Frederick Hanlon. The membership of
the club is increasing rapidly.

Two Lynn, Mass., riders, mounted on safeties, who
were riding at a high rate of speed, came into col-
lision at a street corner. The shock threw both men
several feet and the luachines were twisted into a
useless condition. One man had a cut over his eye
and lost considerable cuticle, partially in the nasal
regions, while the other man lost several teeth and
received several severe cuts and bruises.

Some of our British cousins are juggling with the
Queen's English in a manner wonderful to behold.
"Bustified," " pneumaticised," "cyclealities," "cy-
clessories," are a few late specimens, and if Swindley
continues. The Cyclist will have to furnish a key to
his London letters. In his last, speaking of the arrest
and fining of a cyclist, he tells us that "he funked the
jug and weighed in the shekels instead."

Professor Wells is quoted as saying :
" Let us insist

that we have a right to ride merely for the sake of
our bodies, simply to stretch our muscles up the glori-
ous hills, to receive the strong rush against our
breasts as we sweep down again, to make sunshine-
accumulators of ourselves and to crowd into every
nook and corner of our bodies the fierce burning oxy-
gen. The bicycle for the sake of the body ! That is

certainly utility enough."

An English rider nearly had an eye blown out and
his sight destroyed by the terrific explosion of a pneu-
matic tire which he undertook to repair, and another
suffered a black eye and badly cut lip while doing the
same thing. In an instruction pamphlet wheelmen
are warned against opening a tire containing com-
pressed air. Before undertaking a repair, the tire
should be pricked with a pin and the air permitted to
escape, otherwise explosions, black eyes and cut lips
are apt to result.

The clubs of Buffalo will join in forming a monster
lantern parade on the evening of June 15. The clubs
of Lancaster, Tonawanda, Niagara Falls, and Lock-
port, together with the cycling sections of the Iro-
quois A. C, South Side A. C, Queen City A. C,
Meteors, Mohawks, and Delawares, will swell the
parade to 2,500 men. The valuable prizes to be given
for finest display on the different styles of wheels will
do much to add to the attractiveness of the parade.
Chief Consul W. S. Bull will act as grand marshal.

Dr. Morell Mackenzie, the renowned English special-
ist, in an article on the benefits of exercise speaks as
follows of tricycling : "For those who cannot afford
horse exercise there is the tricycle, which, as a means
of exercise for the middle-aged, has a great future be-
fore it. Dr. Oscar Jennings, an English physician
practising in Paris, has written a book ('La Sante par
le Tricycle ') in which he tells how he diminished his
circumference, which was ieginning to give signs of
Falstaffian possibilites, and evicted a host of infirmi-
ties by cycling without any other form of exercise."

A century run will be the attraction of Decoration
Day for the members of the Wissahickon Wheelmen,
of Philadelphia. The start will be made from Harris-
burg at 4 a. m. The route leads through Lebanon,
Myerstown, Womelsdorf, Wernersville, Robesonia,
Sinking Springs, Reading and Pottstown, reaching
the latter place shortly after noon and where dinner
will be taken. Then they will resume their ride by
way of Trappe, Collegeville, Norristown and Chest-
nut Hill to the club-house, where supper will be
served, at which those who finish will be guests of the
club. The distance is 106 miles.

O. P. Austin, manager of the Press News Associa.
tion, at Washington, by means of a safety covers the
same field, with two or three assistants, that the As-
sociated Press and United Press do with a dozen men.
He is practically the Press News bureau all by him-
self—he and his bicycle. He skurries from depart-
ment to department, sees everybody, knows every-
thing, misses nothing. State Department, White
House, Treasury, Post Office, Census Office, Interior
Department, Railway Commission House, Senate,
Supreme Court are nothing for him to cover in three
or four hours. He can gather and write more news
than any other worker in Washington.

A member of the Capital Bicycle Club, of Washing-
ton, has received the following message from E. E.
Stevens, who, in company with G. S. Mitchell, is mak-
ing a trip around the world :

First day's run, 40 miles to Blarney Castle and back
to Cork in the morning, 15 miles ; to Macroom 25
miles, leaving Cork at about 4.15 p. m. Nearly all up
grade and against a cold, raw head wind. Roads
would be considered fine in the states. Stopped fre-
quently to view bits of charming scenery, and once to
interview an Irishman on the subject of Ireland's
troubles. Some of the brogue over here is worse than
"Dutch," and the natives are bad judges of distances.

There is a big demand for a New York State road
book, and Chief Consul Bull has again asked the mem-
bers of the Division to aid in its compilation as re-
sponses to the first request have not been very
numerous. In his second notice the Chief Consul
says: " Maps are urgently needed there not being in
existence a complete Road Map of the State. As the
Committee are obliged to compile tlic map they are at
work upon from maps of the various sections, you
will see the need of complying with the request of the
Committee. Maps will be returned to owners alter
being used. The magnitude of the work and the de-
sire to make it as perfect as possible will delay the
issue. The concentrated efforts of every member of
this Division will result in the most perfect Road
Book ever issued. You are urged, while the tours of
the past riding season are fresh in your mind, to fill

out the enclosed Rotite slip and to send it to the Chair-
man of the Committee accompanied by a map of vour
Riding District, if possible. Additional Route Slips
will be furnished, on application.

The first high wheel ever used in Hudson, N. Y.,
was owned by C. H. Van Deusen. It would be a val-
uable acquisition to the bone-shaker race at the
Detroit meet if it could be secured. It is described
by a local paper as follows: "The wheels were of
wood, and the big one looked, for all the world, like
a cross between a carriage-wheel and an old-fash-
ioned spinning wheel. Quite a number of our young
men, who are not too old to take a spin on the light
and graceful modern machines, "rasseled " with the
old wheel which we refer to until they got " the hang
of the blamed thing " and sailed about in great shape.
If that old bicycle is " in storage " anywhere in town,
it ought to be brought out as a curiosity."

In relation to the ordinary an Australian paper says
that the man who knows how to ride makes the ma-
chine part of himself. On level ground he steers it

automatically, with no more thought than if he were
walking—he does not use his hands at all. As he
goes down hill he puts his legs over the handle bar,
and as nearly experiences the sensation of flying as
is possible. tJp hill he fairly seems to lift himself and
machine. Then again he meets a piece of stick about
the size of an ordinary lead pencil—and what a fall

!

The constant danger of headers or "croppers," and
the vibration of the small back wheel are the sole in-
surmountable drawbacks to this most graceful and
delightful piece of mechanism, and when those are
surmounted .we will be able to enjoy this pastime
without danger to either life or limb.

The Crescent Cycle Club, of Rochester, celebrated
their first anniversary on Friday evening of last
week by a banquet. Seventy ladies and gentlemen
sat down to the tables including many guests, among
whom were Chief Consul W. S. Bull. After coffee had
been served Toastmaster McCall rapped for silence
and announced a song by the glee club. After the
music Chief Consul Bull spoke on the League. Other
toasts were as follows: "Our Lady Members and
Their Friends," Robert S. Paviour- "Past and
Present," J.jN. Williams

;

" Our Future,'' F. E. Mason;
"The Press," W. F. Chandler; "Touring Awheel,''
James Barnes. Informal toasts were also responded
to by other guests present. Although the club is but
a year old it has 75 members including a number of
lady riders and a handsomely furnished club room.

The annual meet of the New York State Division
will this year be held at Rochester, August 10 and 20,

under the auspices of the Rochester Wheelmen's
League, an organization of nearly 1,000 members,
formed for the purpose of unity of action and the con-
solidation of general interests, rights and privileges
of Its members, and the co-operation of the clubs on
questions of vital interests to Rochester wheelmen.
A very elaborate programme—an improvement on
anything heretofore published—consisting of seventy-
five pages, and embellished with cuts of principal
places of interest and fine bits of scenery to be found
in the City of Flowers, is in preparation. The Roch-
ester Wheelmen's League extends a most cordial in-
vitation to all members of this Division to attend, and
hope and expect the largest number of wheelmen
ever congregated together. It is to be earnestly
hoped a very large number of ladies will be present,
as they will be doubly welcomed. The races, being
the great feature of the meet, no effort will be spared
to make them the greatest of the season. The prize
list will draw many of the fastest men of this country,
and as Rochester has a fast track, some rare sport
will be the result.

There is a growing tendency at present among
safetyites to ride with their saddles placed almost as
far back as it is possible to get them adjusted—sev-
eral inches higher than the handle bar. This neces-
sarily causes the rider to lean forward to such an
extent that his back is bent,to an angle of about 45
degrees, and gives him an awkward and decidedly
unnatural appearance. It also gives color to the
story that cycling makes a man round shouldered.
This style of riding is all right in its place, but when
it is practiced while out for a pleasure tour or about
a city's streets you will come pretty close to the mark
if you set the rider down for a sycophantic would-be
racing man. A comparatively erect position when
riding adds much to the gracefulness of a rider's
appearance, and is more healthful and beneficial in
every waj', A vt^ell-known English road rider, who
was recently asked for his opinion on this subject,
said that for ordinary road riding the peak of the
saddle should be from four to six inches behind the
centre of the crank axle. The height of the saddle
will be best found by allowing the toes to go under
the pedals when sitting in the machiue. The handles
in height should be about level, or a shade higher
than the saddle, and be in such a position that the
rider can reach them easily. For road riding the
position adopted by path racing men is a mistake, and
should not be copied.

Cyclists of Buffalo have begun using the sidewalks
for riding purposes again, a practice which caused
the arrest of about seventy-five wheelmen a year ago,
and the police have decided to again enforce the or-
dinance, and violators will be severely dealt with.
The following letter, signed by the president of the
Buffalo Bicycle Club and the president of the Ramb-
lers' Bicycle Club, has been sent to the Superinten
dent of Police

:

Dear SIR—The undersigned, representing the old-
est bicycle clubs in this city, notice with great regret
that some wheelmen are totally disregarding the
agreement made last Summer by a committee from
the Buffalo Bicycle Club with his Honor, the Mayor,
and the Police Commissioners. A very large portion
of wheelmen are careful, considerate riders, always
mindful of the rights of others and anxious to do
nothing which shall bring wheelmen into disrepute.
There are those, however, who seem to think that
ownership of a wheel gives them the right to ride at a
high rate of speed, to engage in racing upon the
streets, to ride upon the sidewalks and to otherwise
conduct themselves so as to become sources of dan-
ger to pedestrians and a nuisance generally. That
these persons may be properly restrained and the
considerate wheelmen encouraged, we respectfully
ask that you will order the prompt arrest of anyone
violating the liberal agreement conceded to us by the
Board of Police as referred to above.
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THE FOREST PARK ROAD RACE.

The great road race is over and that sterling riding
organization, the St. Louis Cycling Club, again carried
off all that was worth having. The day was cool and
threatening but no rain tell. The course was from
Blair monument to Union Avenue, to Grand Drive of

Forest Park, to Clayton Road, to King's Highway, to

point of starting, making five laps of the circuit, a dis-

tance of 17 j^ miles. The course was thus partly coun-
try road and partly park drive. It was in fairly good
condition owing to previous rains. At^.sothe starter,

Percy Stone, sent off the limit man, and, last of all,

C. S. Merrill and G. K. Barrett, three minutes behind
scratch, that being the penalty on pneumatics. It

was a hot race from the start, and Nigger Hill, with
its loose gravel surface, made more than one man
walk. A. G. Harding (scratch) broke a chain and
later had other accidents, using five different ma-
chines. He finally dropped out.
Long before the start the roads were lined with bi-

cycles and other vehicles, and when the first man was
sent away it took the combined efforts of half dozen
police officers to keep a clear track. On the first lap
the order of finishing was: Morrison, first; R. M.
Tidd, second ; E. A. Kredler, third. Time, 14m. The
second lap resulted: Morrison, first; R. M. Tidd,
second ; G.E. Tivy, third. Time, i+K™- On the third
lap the positions were somewhat changed and R. M.
Tidd crossed the tape first, followed by Mor-
rison and Milford. The fourth lap brought
out the staying powers of the four men, and,
coming on with a rush, they finished, O. L. Rule, first;

R. M. Milford, second ; E. N. Sanders, third. Time,
i3in. 50s. As the last lap was called all the men put
forth their best efforts and fairly flew over the course,
every man straining every nerve to win ; but the
knowing ones said it was a cycling club's race and
so it proved to be, A. M. Milford, O. L. Rule and E. M.
Sanders finishing one, two, three, the time being ih.

iim. s'A^- for Milford, ih. iim. 6^s. for Rule, and ih.

1 1 m. 38s. for Sanders. Actual time, after deducting
handicaps : R. M. Milford, ih. 5m. 55s.; A. O. Rule, ih.

5m. 56s.; E. N. Sanders, ih. 5m. 38s. Will Cox finished
fourth

; W. N. Morrison, Jr., fifth ; George K. Barrett,
sixth; A. J. Madden, seventh; R. M. Tidd, eighth;
E. A. Kreidler, ninth, and J. R. Pomarade, tenth. The
time medal was awarded to R. M. Milford, he having
made the fastest time, viz., ih. 5m. 15s. The pneu-
matic tires, of which great things were expected,
were not in it, the best time, made by Barrett, being
ih. 7m. 48s. Merrill's tire "burnt while being inflated,
and, although repaired hastily, did not do the service
e.xpected.
About 3,000 people witnessed the race and were very

orderly. When it was known that the Cycling Club
had come in j, 2, 3, 4 order the club went wild with
enthusiasm, in which the crowd joined heartily. It

was a victor}' of safeties over ordinaries, as all the
winners rode the dwarf. Afterwards a jolly crowd
gathered at Bartold's and discussed an elegant sup-
per. Later the prizes were awarded by President
Emery and speeches made. The handicapping was
all that could be desired. It was quite a reunion of
cyclists. All the old war horses were out and met
their friends of long ago. The prizes were : First,
gold watch ; second, diamond pin ; third, silver
watch ; fourth, shot-gun : fifth, silver cup

j sixth, pair
bicycle trousers ; seventh, cyclometer ; eigth, silver-
headed umbrella; ninth, pair bicycle shoes. Time
pri/.e elegant medal.
Next come the races at Carthage, July 4.

Mr. Read, of Wni. Read & Sons, was in town last
week.
The store of the Knight Cycle Co. was recently

broken into and two bicycles stolen. A reporter
caught the thieves about 2.30 a. m., and took the ma-
chines and one of the culprits to the station

; the
other boy escaped.
One of the most important events that has trans-

pired in the local athletic world for the past few
years is the amalgamation of the Missouri Bicycle
Club and the Missouri Amateur Athletic Club. At a
special meeting of the former club, held last Thurs-
day night, fifty of the M \. A. C. members were ad-
mitted to membership, and a committee was ap-
pointed to revise the constitution and by-laws so as
to make the organization a bicycle and athletic club.
It has been about decided to limit the new organiza-
tion to 500 members, and to make the dues for all
members $12 per annum, and also to give every mem-
ber a voice in the management of the club. The
combined efforts of both organizations will in a short
time equip a track second to none.
The hill-climbing contest, on Son-of-a-Gun Hill,

which takes place on Saturday, June 7, is causing
much interest. Inquiries are coming in from several
cities outside of St. Louis, asking if non residents
would be allowed to enter, and these are being an-
swered in the affirmative. With favorable conditions
Hurck's great record of im. 43!-^s. may go by the
board. "The entry fee has been placed at 50 cents.
Entries will positively close Thursday, June 4, at 6
p. m. The contest will be started at 4 p. m., and im-
mediately thereafter all the cycling spectators will
accompany the winning participants to the Baldwin
Hotel, where the prizes will be presented after supper.

Future great.

COLUMBUS, O.

THE KNICKERBOCKER WHEELMEN.
The Knickerbocker Wheelmen, a club organized in

this city several months ago, has about twenty-five
members at present, with a flattering outlook for a
large increase during the present season. Every
member has joined the League, and the club is now
looking for a house suitable to its needs. The club
will run to the Irvington-Milburn course on Decora-
tion Day, and a run to Paterson is also scheduled for
this month. Among the prominent members is F.
Sternberg, who will hereafter represent the K. W. on
the path. The officers are as follows : President, L.
Breckel ; Vice-President, J. Breuner; Secretary, M.
Keller ; Treasurer, J. Schattman ; Captain, S. L.
Cohn ; First Lieutenant, J. Tousig.

THE STEADY GROWTH OF CYCLING.

Bicycling in Columbus has a decidedly practical
form. The riding of the slender steed has grown very
general in the last few years, but the tendency is to

use it in the quest of business rather than pleasure.
It has never been a " fad " here, but as the conditions
of the streets have improved, it has come to the mer-
chant, the manufacturer, the office man or clerk
whose business is down town, or the mechanic, or
even day laborer whose work is in a distant part of

the city, a delightful expedient for swiftly covering
the distance to and from their employment. '

This statement will be readily born out by the fact
that there are five agencies and one manufactory of
wheels in this city all doing a good business, and that
there are but two bicycle clubs in existence here.

THE TRADE IN COLUMBUS.
Mr. William Graw, Jr., was the first man to start a

permanent agency in this city, and he has now been
doing a successful business for three years. Prior to
that the m^ost prominent of the wheel manufactories
were represented here by different private indi-
viduals who were nominally "the agent" in connec-
tion with other business, and probably sold a half
dozen wheels a year. For one whole season, aside
from the small business Mr. Graw had the whole field

to himself. His principal wheel is the Columbia, and
being first in the field, quite a number of them may
be noticed in our city.
The second agency was established by the "Rover"

people, and managed by Mr. Cornwall. That the
business was carried forward in a successful manner
will be seen when it is stated that this season Mr.
Cornwall has taken in a partner, Mr. Howard, moved
into a desirable store on High Street, and added new
wheels to his list.

Mr. J. C. Sherwood opened here last year with the
Victor for his specialty, and has since sold the Eclips
and other wheels.
Two more agencies have sprung into existence by

the demand for wheels this ieason, first the Evans
Bicycle Co., who handle the Rambler, Paragon, and a
number of low grade wheels, and make a specialty of
cycles for ladies; and Messrs. Avery & Casner, who
have a cosy business room at the corner of Gay and
High Streets, known as " Wheelmen's Headquarters"
where a file of The Wheel is always kept for the
benefit of the boys who "drop in anytime." These
people probably handle more makes of wheels than
any one else in the city. Besides the Warwick ma-
chine, their leader, the Union, Worth, Peerless,
Singer, and Eagle, they handle about thirty styles of
cheap wheels. Both are young men and good wheel-
men, have advertised heavily, and received their re-
ward, viz., a good business that will double with
coming seasons.
The Columbus Cycle Co. was organized about a

year ago and found fair success in the manufactUte
of cheap wheels. They have grown gradually in pfb-
portions but manufacture no high grade machines as
yet.

THE TWO CLUBS OF COLUMBUS.

The oldest organization of wheelmen in the city is

the Columbus Safety Cycling Club. It now claims a
membership of about fifty. The club is in good con-
dition financially, and anticipates securing more ele-
gant quarters before it is called upon to entertain the
State meeting of the L. A. W. that comes to this city
in July. The present officers are: President, C. O.
Probst : Vice-President, G. B. Topping ; Secretary,
Chas. G. Smith ; Treasurer, Carl S. Erb ; Captain, K.
D. Wood; First Lieutenant, G. W. Smith; Second
Lieutenant, E. H. Smeeley.
The other is the Buckeye Ladies' Cycling Club.

The membership of this body is not so large but it in-
cludes most of the best lady riders of the city, and
very enthusiastic meetings are held at their rooms in
the Board of Trade building. Their officers are at
present: Captain, Miss B. Green; Secretary, Miss
Freda Detmers; Treasurer, Miss Mary Bruck. They
ride in pretty brown uniforms, and it is probable that
they and the ladies that will come to the city on their
invitation will play an important part in the coming
L. A. W. meet.
Here is a perpetual joy to the cycler, there are 43

miles of paved streets in the city, over 11 miles of
which is asphalt. EARL Random.

LOUISVILLE.

The programme of the June meet is being mailed.

The Covington boys, the Kentons and the Aquilos
are pleased with the change in the race programme.
The Frank Fehr Brewing Company's extensive

plant will be inspected by the visitors. Ernest Mora-
week, or "Pap" Moraweck as he is known, is con-
nected with the brewery and will tow the visitors
around.

Mr. G. E. Johnson will take pleasure in displaying
the splendidly perfected machinery in the Courier
Journal building.

In the meanwhile the banquet at the Willard and
the trip to Mammoth Cave are being carefully at-

tended.

Applications for programmes are thick. Sever.il
came last week from California. Phil Allison says he
has a number from Alaska and Borneo.

Thum's photo of the new track is a remarkable suc-
cess. It was made in three sections, each on a 5x7
plate, and looks from the rear of the reserved seats.
The entire track is shown from end to end, banks,
curves, band stand, lake, dressing-room and electric
lights, except the smaller incandescents. The num-
bers on the backs of the reserved chairs are easily
read. "The three sections are on one mount, and alto-
gether is very creditable for an amateur.

Mr. C. A. Persons and Mr. Muller, of the Manhattan
Athletic Club, were visitors in Louisville last week.

No doubt the boys will be surprised to know that
A. J. Lamb will again take up his residence in Louis-
ville after June i. Such is the case, however, and
his welcome will surely be a rousing one.

The L. C. C. has taken a decided stand against de-
linquents. Another name was dropped at the last
meeting. Three applications for membership are on
the board.

The Glyndon Hotel at Richmond has been consumed
by fire.

M. J. Fleck has been appointed one of the district
handicappers.

P. E. Allison has been apppinted chairman with W.
E. Castle, Louisville, and Chas. Hanauer, Covington,
as members Kentucky Division Racing Board. Chair-
man Randall made the appointment.

" Doc " Tileston has pulled enough teeth to get him
a safety. He says he was fresher after his first forty
mile run than he ever was on an ordinary, and all the
guying he inflicted on safety riders in early days he
takes back and money refunded.

White Hurley.

GOTHAM WHEELMEN.

It is unfortunate that rain prevented the lantern
parade last Friday evening, since the efforts of the
road officers were strenuously exerted in making it

one of the most magnificent demonstrations of its

kind yet given by any bicycle club. The disappoint-
ment is only temporary, however, as it is proposed
to have the parade some evening during the first
week in June.
The run on Sunday last was to the Irvington-Mil-

burn course. It was originally intended to ride to
Tarrytown, but the change was deemed expedient,
as it gave the boys an opportunity of trying the
course prior to the final test on the 30th. Twenty of
the boys, including F. W. Mastin, accompanied Capt.
Weiner, and a most enjoyable day was spent, the
bracing air and e.xcellent condition of the roads
having a tendency to infuse new life into those who
undertook this pleasant trip.
A run to the course has been called for Decora-tion

Day, starting from the club-house at 3 a. m. promptly.
About thirty of the members will proceed to the
course in a large "double-decker" tally-ho, which
has been chartered for the occasion. There will be
music accompanying the boys, and the "inner man "

will not be neglected, as plenty of refreshments will
be taken along.
The run on Sunday next will be to Coney Island,

starting from the club-house at 9 o'cl*rk sharp.

NEW HAVEN,

About thirty members of the Harrisburgh Wheel
Club will attend the Hagerstown meet, and the Club
has ordered new League suits for the occasion.

The arrangements for the Connecticut L. A. W.
meet at New Haven on June 8 are now completed,
and everything indicates that all who are so fortu-
nate as to attend will have a royal good time. The
tournament is held Monday afternoon, June 8, but the
meet covers the tira,e from Saturday the 6th to the
following Tuesday, commencing Saturday evening
with a reception at the New Haven Bicycle Club
house, 173 Oliver Street.
Four different runs are called for Sunday, to the

shore and other interesting places in the vicinity.
Perhaps the most enjoyable one will be to the Pequot
Club house at Morris Cove, five miles from the city.
The Pequot Club is the largest cycle, 5'acht and canoe
association in New England, and their house contains
everything desirable in an institution of this kind.
An excellent shore dinner will be served here Sunday
noon. A concert will be given at the New Haven
Bicycle Club house Sunday, commencing at 4.30 p. m.
The street parade takes place Monday morning, and
handsome prizes will be awarded to the visiting clubs
making the best appearance, having the largest
number of club members, and having the largest
number of League members in line. The races will
be held at the Elm City, Driving Park, Whalley
Avenue, Monday, commencing at 2 p. m. A band
concert will also be given before the races. These
races embrace all the desirable features, and no race
will be over a mile long.
The prizes to be awarded to the winners at this

tournament are valued at over S1200, among which
are a Victor Safety, model B, a Columbia Safety, an
Eagle Light Roadster, gold watch, diamond pin,
French clocks, traveling bags, an elegant silk flag,

ornamental shield, in addition to the gold and silver
medals appropriate to the occasion. In addition to
the above a silver trophy, standing over two feet
high and valued at .$100 will go to the man making the
fastest time at the tournament.
The League entertainment is a new departure and

.should be a powerful inducement for wheelmen to
join the League, as it will afford an evenings pleasure
long to be remembered. All wheelmen who made
application to the L. A. W. officials at the Tremont
Hotel on Monday will receive a badge to participate
in this entertainment. The steamer Sunshine, rated
for 1,000 people, has been chartered for the occasion,
and will leave Belle Dock at 8 p. ni. Monday, June 8,

and make a trip around Faulkner's Island. A full

band concert will be given on board, and everything
necessary for enjoyment will be provided.
The L. A. W. annual meeting will be held on board

the steamer, and it is hoped that every League mem-
ber will attend who can do so.

Full information in regard to this meet will be
given in the catalogue published by the N. H. B. C,
and copies will be mailed to every wheelman in the
State asfar as possible. Should anyone fail to receive
a copy, our Secretary, Mr. E. J. Perkins, will gladly
mail one upon receipt of address.

At the Paddington meeting, on June 6, the big event
will be the team race between the Irish champion C.
C, represented by Mecredy and the Ducros brothers,
and the Polytechnic C. C, with Leitch, Edwards and
Jones up—really the flower of the two countries.
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COCOA A GOOD STIMULANT FOR
CYCLISTS.

CONDENSED FROM A "WHEELING" EDITORIAL.
At one period in Peruvian history cocoa was spoken

of as a sustainer of prolonged physical exertion.
Dr. Mantegazza, a medical authority, states of

cocoa: "It stimulates the stomach and assists diges-
tion ; in large doses it may produce fever and consti-
pation

;
in moderate doses, say four drachms, it stim-

ulates the nervous system, increasing muscular
power, and induces a happy state of tranquility, and
that without the impairment of strength."
He has used it for two years ; under its influence

he has gone without food for forty hours without a
feeling of weakness. He considers it an excellent
remedy for colic, flatulence, diarrhoea and impaired
digestion.
Dr. Weddell writes: "It sustains without injuring.

It does not seem to impair the appetite." The Indians
who traveled with him chewed it all day, yet ate
ravenously at night.

Its effects are a slight excitement, quite pleasant,
quite different from the effect of other stimulants,
especially alcohol, which is powerful but temporary^
while the effect of cocoa is gentle and sustained.
In moderate doses it has no action on the brain as

tea or coffee has, but its effect is diffused over the
entire nervous system and affords a support without
having any nutritive properties, and the effect is not
injurious and not transient, and there is none of the
hurtful reaction of other stimulants."

BACK NUMBERS OF "THE WHEEL" WANTED.
The Pope Mfg. Co. will gladly pay for the following

copies : No. 5, Vol. 8 of the old WHEEL; Vol. 3, Nos.
18, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25 of The Wheel and Cycling
Trade Review.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
25 Words 35 cents
Two Insertions 40 "

£./*1 I**""^
Bicycle Company, Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th

Mreet, S. ¥. New and St-cond-Hand Machines. Choice
assortment. Prices reasonp,ble. Wheels to rent. Cycllne
Accessories of all kinds. I ist of BargalDS and Sundries
free upon application. Old mounts takon in part nay.ment for New- ^ *^ '

"pOR SALE—A s2-inch Eagle bicycle ; has been
-* ridden but 100 miles; fully nickeled and in Ai
condition. H. P. Burnett, Saddle River, N. J.

65
T^OR SALE—New '91 Victor Safety, model C ; cush-
-• ion tires to both wheels ; used but a week ; must
sell immediately

; rare bargain. Walter Tenney,
P. O. Box 444, N. Y. City. 5-29

"DICYCLE—Wanted to buy tor cash; 54 or 56 inch
;J-* name lowest price. W. E. Aitken, 113 Maiden

Lane, N. Y. City. 5-29

We are breakiiig: the prices on
Harrison Bells. Xire Cement, and
" Best " 'Whistles.

CAMPBELL & CO., 33 Page St., Providence, R. L

All American Wheehnen who desire to keep them-
selves posted upon matters concerning the Cycle
Trade and Sport of Europe should subscribe to

XHE CYCILISX
AND Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.

The only recognized authority of English trade and
manufacture. 84 pages weekly. Sent post free to
any part of America for one year $2.50. (To save pos-
tage subscriptions may be booked at office of THE
Wheel.)
American manufacturers having new ideas to intro-

duce in machines or sundries should advertise in

XHE CYCL.ISX
Terms on application to ILIFFE & STURMEY,
19 HERTFORD Street, Coventry, England.

Subscription Price, $2.50 per year. American Sub-
scription Agent, F. P. Prial, 243 Broadway, N. Y. City.

F<
ÔR SALE—New and second hand

;
52-inch Eagle,

$90; Vulcan Safety, $80; Springfield Roadster,
$85 ;

46-inch Star, $50; 1889 Columbia Tandem Bicycle,
$150; 46-inch Victor Junior, $32.50; all great bargains;
send for information. Edward L. Rose & Co., Wheel-
ing, W. Va. 6-5-c

$._^ SAVED—I have i Victor and i Columbia
^ ^ Safety, both cushion tires, latest patterns and

never uncrated; will sell for $125 each. A. E. Harris,
Ashburnham, Mass. 6-5

"p*OR SALE—A fine brand new pair of the celebrated
*- " jEolus " rat-trap racing pedals, the finest made

;

cost price $12; best offer over $9 takes them. J. R.
Blossom, 200 Clinton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 5-29

A/TACHINIST—First-class bicycle machinist de-
''-'- sires good postion; eight years' experience;
good references. Address, stating wages, H. Kemp,>
60 Garfield Place, Brooklyn. 5-29

"C>OR SALE—52-inch Expert Columbia in good con-
-*- dition; runs very easy; cyclometer attached;
will sell at reasonable figure to cash customer. A. A.
Miller, 26 Broadway, City. 5-29

"DARGAIN—Columbia Safety (Velocipede); Ai con-
-'-' dition ; ridden less than 500 miles ; cheap for
cash, or exchange for combination Warwick in as
good condition. Address A. M. Hall, care Phila-
delphia Drop Forge Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 5-29

pET A NEW MAIL, UNION, HARTFORD, SYLPH
^-^ or Broncho, and trade in that old ordinary that
has caused you so much profanity. Knight Cycle
Co., St. Louis, Mo. t. f. c

T U" OCOTT, attorney and solicitor in patent
i-v. n.. O cases; especial attention to bicycles;
Newark, New Jersey; N. J. headquarters, R. P.
Scott's book, " Cycling Art, Energy and Locomotion."
VOOK, Lititz, Pa., sells, trades, buys cycles, sundries.^ Catalogues and second-hand lists. $160 tricycle,
$50. 6-26-c

THIS CONCERNS US.

And it will benefit you. We offer the New Mail,
Union, Sylph, Broncho, Hartford, Joliet and cheaper
machines at easy monthly payments, and take your
old fossil at a fair price. Describe it and state what
you wish to buy. Knight Cycle Co., 207 North Tenth
Street, St. Louis, Mo. t. f.

'T^WO Columbia Safeties, '90 pattern. Ladies', $110,
-*- and Gentlemen's, $100; both almost new. To
anyone sending us five dollars we will ship the
wheels C. O. D. to allow examination. Should you
take one or both after six days trial we will take one
or both back, paying within ten dollars of what you
paid for them, this offer is made simply to show that
they are bargains. Address Wilson Bros., Jewelers,
15 'Tremont Row, Boston. t. f. c.

FOR SALE—A 51 inch Special Star, % nickel, hol-
low frame and rims, roller and bail bearings,

full tangent spokes ; but little used by an old rider.
Address, "Star," Box 59, Bay View Station, Milwau-
kee, Wis. 5-29

24 in. Boys' Safety $15.00
20 12.00
20 .... 6.00
Giant, No. 4 " 50.00
Swift Safety, 70.00
Crescent Improved Safety, . . 50.00
Quadrant Satety, . , . . 70.00
1 890 Columbia Light Roadster Safety, 90.00
Buffalo Tricycle for Lady or Gent, 25.00

Send for Catalogue and List to

WHITE CYCLE CO., Trenton, N. J.

Jl. E. RAYMOND.

K. EI -A. Xj -x^

I. B. POTTSR.

& POXXER,
EST-A.TE,

24S FLATBUSH AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

THEATRES.
QIJOU THEATRE, Broadway, near 30th St., N. Y.
^^

J. Wesley Rosenquest, Sole Manager.
AUNT BRIDGET'S BABY.

Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

QROADWAY THEATRE, Cor. 41st St., N. Y.
-'-' Frank W. Sanger, Manager.

DeWolf Hopper in "WANG."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

GARDEN THEATRE.
Evenings at 8.30. Saturday at 2.

Mr. Richard Mansfield in his new play,
"DON JUAN."

JOINER'S PEOPLES' THEATRE, New York.

Evenings at 8.

' KIDNAPPED.
Matinee Wed. and Sat. at 2.

A^EW PARK THEATRE, Broadway and 35th St.,

New York.
JohnC. Rice, in "A KNOTTY AFFAIR."

Matinees Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

pROCTOR'S TWENTY-THIRD ST. THEATRE,
^ Proctor and Turner, Proprietors and Managers.

"Mr. Wilkinson's Widows."
Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2.15. Evenings at 8.15

STANDARD THEATRE, 33d St. and 6th Ave., N. Y.^
J. M. Hill, Manager.

Daniel Sully in "THE MILLIONAIRE."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

A/rADISON SQUARE THEATRE, New York.
-'-•-'- A. M. Palmer, Manager. 24th St., nr. Broadway,

P. S. GILMORE.
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.30.

SCHTVAI.BACH CYCLE CO.,
BROOKLYN AGENTS FOR

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND GALES CYCLES,
9tll Ave. & TJnion St., (Prospect Park Plaza). TELEPHONE 126 SOUTH.

Braiictt Stores, X2x6 & X2x8 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, K. V.

Most complete repair shop in the country. Nickel Plating plant and Enameling Oven
on the premises.

List of second-hand wheels mailed on application. We always have bargains. No wrecks.

Every wheel a good mount. Columbias and Hartfords to rent for any period. All parts and sundries

or sale. Full line of Jersey goods. Send for Catalogue.

HAVE \01I SEEN

THE NEW BUTCHER CYCLDMETER ?
ASK YOUK UEALEKTO

SHOW IT TO VOU.

For Ordinary Bicycles.

Price $10.00. By Mail on

Receipt of Price.

. For Safeties.

Price $11.00. By Mail on

Receipt of Price.

The unprecedented demand for this Cyclometer this season is our apology to our many
customers for delays in filling orders. With enlarged facilities, we can now fill all orders

promptl}'.

THE BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.,

:s:s'S> iTUiT^SHirviGTON st. BOSTON, 7«VKSS.

^WE l^ANT MORH SCALPS.
Our assortment of agents scalp-locks is good—we still have room for more—but this

this time we want to " raise the ha'ar " on the retail customer. Now is the time to buy--we
are the people to buy from. Printed matter telling how to " Save Money on Bicycles " fur-
nished free. Don't purchase 'till you read it.

A. W. GUMP & CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
N. B.—Installments if desired.
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243 B'WAY,

N. V.

PUBLISHED EVERT FRIDAY MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price, -

Single Copies, - -

Foreign Subscriptions,

$1.00 a year
- - 5 Cents

- 10s. a year

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

COPT SHOULD BE RECEIVED BY TUESDAY MORNINe.

lATB COPY RECEIVED USTIL WEDNESDAY MORNING.

CHANGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE RECEIVED BY

TUESDAY MORNING TO INSURE INSERTION.

SPECIAIi ADVERTISING MATTER RECEIVED UNTIL THURS-

DAY NOON.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

^ FOREIGN BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE,
W. S. SMITH,

J St. Bride Street, London, E. C, England.

F. P. PRIAL,
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,

P. O. Box 444, 243 BROADWAY.
New YORK.

'Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

respectfully requested to examine its contents and
give MS their patronage, and as far as is convenient,

aid in circulating the journal, and extend its in-

fluence in the cause which it so faithfully serves

Subscription price, %i. 00 per year.

WE extend our sincere sympathy to Mr. Worth
and Mr. Jordan, who were so seriously burned
in the fire which destroyed the btisiness o£

the Chicago Bicycle Co. The loss of money, business,

patronage and the absolute ruin of plans, hopes and
prospects, is a serious matter, but a far greater mis-

fortune is it to be blanketed in fluid flames, to suffer

to the point of excruciation, to bear the disfigurement

of the fire. We sincerely hope that Mr. Jordan and
Mr. Worth are at ease by this time and that they will

soon be about again, and that the Chicago Company
may once again imitate the Phoenix and be reborn
into new life, new activity and new prosperity.

GOVERNOR PATTISON, ot Pennsylvania, has
vetoed the road improvement bill passed by
the last State Legislature. The bill was

badly crippled and pruned by political hucksters

before it reached the Governor, but he considered

the measure unwise inasmuch as there were already

several hundred special and local road laws which
were virtually dead letters.

The Pittsburg Dispatch views the matter philo-

sophically and does not think this failure should

lessen the agitation in favor of improving highways.
" The work of educating the people as to the economic
value of good roads," it says, " should be kept up.

Farming districts should be brought to see how they
can benefit themselves by such work. If this is done
for a couple of years, the next Legislature may con-

tain intelligence enough to pass a law that will hasten

the work of btxilding first-class roads." .

THE last week has furnished much food to the

conservatives who inveigle with the uplifted

hands and hanging jaw of horror against the

sport. In Brooklyn, a man coasting down a hill is

killed ; in St. Paul, a man and a boy are fatally

wounded ; in Scotland, a man coasts into a traction

engine and is killed.

All this is very bad and sad and horrible and inevit-

able. They who row may drown
;
yachting has fur-

nished chapters of disaster ; foot-ball furnishes its

quota of accidents, and so does base-ball, cricket,

hunting, canoeing, driving, tobogganing, skating,

swimming and all the others. It is the law of chance,
and a man walking along the streets is quite as liable

to some unforseen and peculiar accident as he who
rows, rides, hunts, swims, etc. In the face of this
chapter of accidents we exclaim that cycling is not a
dangerous sport.

A
CLINTON, Iowa, paper has added to the road

improvement crusade one suggestion which
certainly bears the impress of novelty, if noth-

ing else. It would have every saloon in the State

taxed $500 per year, and the proceeds applied to the

building of permanent macadam and gravel roads.

Estimating that at $3,000 per mile it would require but

from two to five years to construct two such roads in

every county in the State. A naughtv contemporary
takes occasion to remark that at this rate "Saloons

in Iowa must be thicker than violinists in the region

which Bob Ingersoll says doesn't exist."

WE publish with pleasure in our trade columns
R. L. Coleman & Co.'s notice to the trade. It

will be noted that the Western Wheel Works,
who market their wheels in the western half of the

United States and R. L. Coleman & Co., who market
the Western Wheel Works goods in the eastern half

of the United States, have contracted to protect each

other, so that neither the principals nor their agents

or sub-agents can sell outside of the territory assigned

to them.

The trade will readily see the value of this agree-

ment. Before it went into effect there was no such

thing as exclusive territory, and the time and money
s'pent in a city to advertise the goods went for little

or naught, because a half doien other agents than

the appointed one could obtain and market the same
goods.

This is the second important move R. L. Coleman
& Co. have made this year. The first move was a

notification to all agents that prices must be main-

tained this year, and all agents of R. L. Coleman are

compelled to sign a contract to that effect. When
this notice was sent out the firm had many orders

cancelled; large firms who expected special discounts

also cancelled their orders. The plan was successfitl,

however. The firm take. all the orders they care for,

fill them promptly, maintain a regular and undeviat-

ing line of discounts, and see that their agents main-

tain prices, with the result that all concerned are

better off. The cut-rate game is a menace to the

cycling trade, and some other firms should adopt the

protective plan of the two concerns mentioned above.

JUST a word to the cyclists of the metropolitan dis-

trict. Two months ago we pointed out the ne-

cessity of care, and for the use of lamps at

night by all riders who use Eighth Avenue, the great

shopping artery of the West side. Our warning may
have been heeded by the few, but as we foresaw at

the time, cyclists have, by their careless riding, made
themselves hated by all frequenters ot this thorough-

fare, with the result that drivers are careless of their

rights, that the hoodlum gives them his special atten-

tion in the way of oaths and hoots, while the small

boy, true to the law of imitation, uses the stick and
the stone to turn delight into danger, to make night

riding on the Avenue dangerous and discomforting.

The cyclists have to thank for this the various spe-

cies of fool riders who air themselves on the avenue
o'evenings. They chase buggies, they race after the

horse cars, they flirt with the girls, they scorch with

every cyclist they meet, they sail hither and thither,

curveting here and there, lampless, and bell-less,

with a simpering smile of superior superciliousness,

or a stolid look of stupidity that very properly excites

the antagonism of the young fellows on the street

corners and the derision and mischievousness of the

street boys.

The daily papers are now publishing notes on this

subject from "Indignant Citizen," "Vox Populi,"

"Pedestrian," and other irrascible members of the

genus homo, species irritabiles. And these people are

right to complain, because their liberties are cur-

tailed. They cannot cross the street with safety

;

with freedom from anxiety ; not that accidents are

frequent ; but all of them have time and again been
forced to jump backward or forward, or to hop hither

and thither in their effort to avoid the silent steed and
its stupid rider. And this hopping game sadly inter-

feres with dignity and stiffness, and people do not

readily forget or forgive the cause of their discom-
fiture.

We will not beat out this sermon to the point of

sleepiness. But cyclists should ride carefully on
Eighth Avenue. It is not a racing circuit, and they
should ride slowly. It is not a riding ground, and
cyclists should!use it as the easiest and best way be-

tween their homes down town and the riding districts

of the upper part of New York City. It is a crowded
and dangerous thoroughfare. Every man who races

along it or who rides without a lamp carries death on
the step of his wheel.

HERE is a "Conundrum for the Curious." All

sorts and conditions of machines vi'ere ridden
in the Irvington-Milburn road race ; staunch

road safeties, the lighter style highly-geared and
thin-tired rakish mounts of the scorchers ; cushions of

various make, pneumatics galore; yet the fastest time
was made on a Victor Light Roadster, vintage of '87.

Is it the man or the machine? Is it the man? Oh,
yes! Is it the machine? Well, quite some. By mak-
ing the fastest time, Porter proved that he was a good
man, the best man of that lot in fact. He also proved
that the machine which carried him through was a
good, honest piece of work. But this rule holds good.
It is the rider first and then the machine. That is, a
good man and a good machj-nS^aji^ fifdjg t^TS+Qbe.

^
THE BROOKLYN P^M^Hc ^aA^%Le.

The committee in char^^Qwiih^(5J(flb'fo^i^yilg^_
held in Prospect Park, Hr^Nfc3^y^j'r(Tt- ftffiy,yf,^at<f?;rf.

an early answer from all clubs to i^'ivlih invitations
have been sent. Clubs as well as unattached riders
are requested to notify H. E. Raymond, 245 Flatbush
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., of their intention to partici-
pate. Blanks and notices may be found at the stores
of cycle dealers. Ladies intending to join in the
parade are requested to communicate with Miss L.
Paige, 168 Seventh Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. A large
number of ladies have signified their intention to
take part, and they will be a feature of the parade.

It is desirable that participants should appear in
club urtiform as far as possible, and without decora-
tions to their wheels, excepting ladies, who are re-
quested to ornament their mounts.
Several prizes have been obtained, regarding which

details will be published later.
As this is to be a wheelmen's parade, and intended

to impress the public with the fact that cycling has
ceased to be merely a boy's sport, it has been de-
cided to exclude boys under 18 years of age, and also
boys' wheels.
The assembly will be on Eastern Parkway, east of

Bedford Avenue, at 3.30 p. m., the start at 4 p. m., over
the following route :

To Prospect Park via Eastern Parkway, then by
West Drive to South Gate, and on Boulevard a short
distance and return over about the same route.
The Brooklyn wheeling clubs will keep "open

house " on that day, and all out of town wheelmen
are welcome.
The place of assembly can be reached as follows :

Twenty-third Street Ferry to foot of Broadway, then
along Bedford Avenue to Eastern Parkway; Brook-
lyn Bridge to Henry Street, to Pierrepont Street, to
Clinton Street, to Schermerhorn Street, to Flatbush
Avenue, to Sixth Avenue, to Lincoln Place, to Plaza,
to Eastern Parkway ; Fulton Ferry and Pennsyl-
vania Annex boat, foot of Fulton Street, to Henr^'
Street, then same as previous route.
From present appearances the parade will be a big

affair, in fact the largest gathering of cyclist ever
held in this vicinity, and to insure good order and
prevent confusion, it is desirable to have, as soon as
possible, a complete list of participants so that posi-
tions in line can be assigned. For further particulars
inquire of U. Palmedo,

Chairman of Committee on Details.

SMITH'S EUROPEAN TOUR.

Several lady riders intend to participate in Smith's
European Tour, which will sail from this city on July
2g, but there is still room for a few more. This is the
first tour of the kind in which lady riders are in-
cluded in the party. About eighty days will be con-
sumed in the trip, and the itinerary has been care-
fully arranged with a view of giving the tourists a
healthful and profitable Summer outing to some of
the most historical and interesting cities of Europe.
The route is through the most attractive part of

England, France, Switzerland, Germany and Bel-
gium, offering a most agreeable variety of scenery
as well as an opportunity to visit the great cities of
Liverpool, London, Birmingham, Coventry, Paris,
Geneva, Cologne, Brussels and Antwerp. The lover
of magnificent scenery and pleasing landscape, the
antiquarian, the artist, the student of natural history,
the amateur photographer and the pleasure seeker
will alike have an opportunity to gratify their incli-
nations, and what can be so attractive as a vacation
spent on bicycles over elegant roads, among old
European cities connected, as they are, with the most
stirring events in the history ot the'world? Every
foot of our 1,100 miles ride will be over historic
ground; Roman antiquities, massive Roman walls
built \iy the Caesars, defying time and decay; the bat-
tle field of Waterloo, the marks of the bloody French
revolution ; the Tower of London, Westminster
Abbey, the last resting places of renowned Kings
and Queens of England ; the Eiffel Tower, the moun-
tains of Switzerland, the Swiss villages, the Castles
on the Rhine—these and many more lie in the pathway
of the "91" tour.
The cost will be $300, and the trip will amply repay

anyone who can spare the time to take it m. For
particulars, address Clarence H. Smith, 211 Putnam
Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

The Warwick Cycle Mfg. Co. have reason for con-
gratulation over their victory in the Irvin.gton-
Milburn race. Graves, the winner, rode a Warwick,
fitted with new patent cushion tire which Mr. George
Warwick has recently invented.

At a meeting of the Illinois Division Board of Offi-

cers, in Chicago, on May 30, it decided to take charge
of the entertainment end of the Peoria meet and ap-
propriated some $200 for the pnrpose.
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for
The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Law-
yer, Washington, D. C]

453,2T2. Seat attachment for bicycles. James H.
Sager, Rochester, N. Y. Filed, March i8, 1891.

453,311. Parcel-carrier for bicycles. Maurice E.
Blood, Kalamazoo, Mich. Filed, Feb. 11, 1891.

453,441. Coupling device for bicycle riders. Lours
P. I. Gertenbach and Wm. Hampp, Philadelphia, Pa.
Filed, Feb. 17, iSgi.

453,514. Bicycle. John Shier, Detroit, Mich. Filed,
March 13, 1891.

453,540. Bicycle. Frank R. Bigelow, Gloucester
City, N. J. Filed, Jan. 30, 1891.

TRADE ITEMS FROM TRAVELERS'
NOTE BOOKS.

WAY DOWN KENTUCKY.
Where in this devil's stronghold, the world, would

a fellow feel like starting out on a twenty-five mile
run over a road by him unexplored, in the dead of
night, except in Kentucky. But the pike from Louis-
ville to Shelbyville had proved unexceptionally fine,

and, after eating svipper and sitting on the piazza of

the old-fashioned hotel awhile, the big moon climbing
iip in front seemed to smile at me with an inviting
look, and once the idea had suggested itself, it took
but a little while to get under way. But before
leaving Shelbyville, I must tell you of the queerest
case I have met in my wanderings, and that is, a man
who has eaten nothing but strained soup and milk for
six years. He has spent a small fortune on doctors
and medicines and traveling, and nothing has relieved
him. No one can learn what the cause is, but he sim-
ply can't swallow anything. If he does, it comes right
straight back. We had a talk. I conscientiously
recommended the bicycle. Having ridden about
forty miles that afternoon, I invited him m to see me
eat supper. Before I was through he was the most
jealous man on earth, and left me to go to the tele-
grajsh office to wire for a machine. He doubtless has
it by now, and any reader who wishes to know how
our hero escapes from the villain will not find it in
our next issue, but may learn by writing Mr. G. A.
Armstrong, Jr., of .Shelbyville, Tenn.
Well, I rolled out through the pretty little town,

and, after distancing a number of hounds, whose
parting salutations were not very pleasant, was soon
in the open country.
Little clusters of farm-houses, with dots of light

shining from their windows, gray stone walls that
lined the way for miles, thickets of oak and pine
from which shadowy shapes seem to stalk by the glow
of the fire-flies that flittered about, and watchful dogs
that howleS. out sleepy warnings, all seemed to sink
back into the mellow mists that distance closed in
behind me as I rolled along.
The moon was directly over head, and at its bright-

est. By its light any stone on the broad, white pike
could be easily seen, and an eight and nine mile gait
was easily kept up. Occasionally from a high hill-

top a view fit for a god would be had. Sinking away
in the condescent light would be rolling hills of the
brightest green that looked quite dark by night,
while stretching back, the pike would twist 'til lost
from sight. A river, once, wound between wooded
banks, and the old bridge rumbled and grumbled
queerly as I rolled across.

FRANKFORT.
About midnight Frankfort was reached, and my

first night's run was ended. Ramblers, Columbias
and Bronchos hold the tide of favor in Frankfort,
with the usual smattering of cheap wheels. Col. Ben
IMarshall has the trade well in hand, and tells me that
he will put out at least twenty-five machines this sea-
son. Frankfort girls (and where are any more charm-
ing?) ride, too. Misses Sallie Theobald, Mary Camp-
bell Sawyer and several others owning and patroniz-
ing the wheel.

VERSAILLES.
Versailles is a lively little town, and is rapidly be-

ing educated in wheel matters by Mr. J. J. Graham,
who rushes the Columbia. The pikes about here, as
everywhere else in the State, are very fine, and more
wheelmen are being seen on them every day.

PARIS.

Paris, Ky., with the accent on the ky, is rather
backward, and if it can get back any further is sure
to do so. Two years ago there were several good
riders and wheels there. Now not one is to be found,
and there is no inclination to ride. People with time
spend it in playing checkers and backing the policy
shop at ten cents a buck, with the possibility of win-
ning $16.40. Mostly possibility and less winning.
There .is a branch office here in Lexington, and-
hello, here's my tickets. Goodbye, boys, I'll step
round the corner and see how I stand on the last
drawing. Kerlumbia.

PHILADELPHIA.

Philadelphia is treating the bicycle business kindly.
Wagon loads of machines have been sold there this
season, and the general complaint among dealers is
that they can not get wheels with sufficient^rapidity
to keep up with the demand. Cushion tires lead.
Pneumatics continue to burst, and prospective buy-
ers hesitate. One uptown dealer told me that he had
ordered pneumatics liberally early in the season, but
not being able to get them as promised, a number of
his customers switched over to the cushion, and they
are generally glad in having done so. He wishes he
hadn't so many pneumatics coming.

HART CYCLE CO.

The Hart Cycle Co., at 811 Arch Street, cycling
pioneers in Philadelphia, are admirably fixed now,
and report good trade. Mr. H. B. Hart, the head of
the house, has a new private office on the second floor

and is showing improved health from sun baths.
This firm is closely identified with the Pope Com-
pany's interests, although medium priced wheels and
sundries are largely sold.

MCDANIEL & MERRIHEW CYCLE CO.

The McDaniel & Merrihew Cycle Co., on Thirteenth
Street, above Market, howl by the Eagle, Swift, and
Rover, and say they have been short on these wheels
all along. Mr. Merrihew does the thinking for this
firm, and Mr. McDaniel the talking. They run a
branch in AVilmington, on which McDaniel keeps one
open eye. I like these people because they are en-
thusiastic and honest enough to show it.

KIRK BROWN CYCLE CO.

Kirk Brown is the active member of the cycling
company by that name, and they push the Union at
their place on Penn Square. It is the old cry—short
on wheels ; long on orders.

THE TRADE IN GENERAL.
And do you know that John Wanamaker sells many

bicycles ? Not personally, true ; but his man Doll, in
the basement, with Mr. Marshall, as assistant, and a
corps of salesmen, turn out wheels by the score, and
not at cut prices.

BRETZ, CURTIS & CO.

Up Broad Street, you'll find Bretz, Curtis & Co., the
first named member of whom is just back from across
the pond, a clever crew indeed, and they have made
quite a hit with their Referee.

Near by, on the same thoroughfare, is Wall & Boyer,
Singer agents, and repairsmen. They also rent
wheels and sell sundries.

Smith, Whitmore & Malony are successors to the
Smith & Watson Cycle Company, Broad Street, above
Columbia Avenue. Lozier & Yost's Giant is their
leader. Mr. Whitmore was formerly with the Strong
& Green Cycle Company, whose two stores are re-
spectively on Arch Street, near Seventh, and Broad
Street, near Columbia Avenue.
The C. W. Dalsen Cycle Company, though rather

young in the trade, are doing nicely on Columbia
Avenue, west of Fifteenth Street. They are sort of
an up-town edition of part of the McDaniel and
Merrihew line.

Spalding's Philadelphia branch is handsomely
quartered at the corner of Eleventh and Chestnut
Streets. The bicycle department is in charge of J. R.
Weld.
Henry Sweeting is his name, although he adver-

tises as " Mr. Sweeting," probably because a Chicago
man used that style of announcement. It is simply a
matter of individual taste. But I wanted to say that
he is the central figure in the Sweeting Cycle Com-
pany, famous as the importer of the Rival Safety.
Their store is on Arch, below Seventh.

There are other bicycle dealers in the Quaker City,
some of whom know more about clothing, toys and
guns than bicycles.

If I had my way no person would sell bicycles but
regular cycle dealers.

Germantown, one of the pretty suburbs of Phila-
delphia, has four dealers, namely, the Germantown
Cycle Company, John Why, Jr., & Brother, Joseph T.
Ward, and a gentleman named Middleton.

Out the Lancaster Pike—what a lovely ride it is—
you'll find A. L. Plush, a dealer and repairsman, who
has helped many a wheelman on his way rejoicing.
His post office address is Bryn Mawr.

Ralranhes.

ROUND ABOUT GOTHAM.

a queer TIRE.

My rambles bring mc into contact with all kinds of
people and all kinds of tires and machines. While
walking near Bidwell's the other day I saw a new
kind of tire on a machine being ridden by a young
man, and the interest I manifested led him to inquire
whether I was a wheelmen. I plead guilty, and ac-
cepted his offer to try it. The machine was a tough,
sure enough, but the tire was a novelty, being an end-
less coil wire spring, about .%-inch in diameter and
sprung into the rim of the wheel, from which I could
not pull it out. I rode it around over the rough sur-
face at the head of Eighth Avenue, but liked it better
on the asphalt. The young man was experimenting
with it for the owner, and claimed anti-vibration for
the wheel and ease in riding through or over mud.
There is no more reason for the first claim than the
latter, as I think it would stick fast in some of the
mud an average wheelmen finds.

AMOS SHIRLEY,
A little way down Eighth Avenue I dropped into

Amos Shirley's bicycle place, and found it well
stocked with Humber machines, in addition to some
medium price wheels. The proprietor himself is

well stocked with bicycle knowledge and is entitled
to the patronage he is receiving.

N. Y. BICYCLE CO.

Just east of the Madison Avenue entrance to Cen-
tral Park can be found the headquarters of the New
York Bicycle Company. A welcome is assured the
visitor whether he wants to sell or buy, or rent, or
talk. A regular cycling business is transacted, par-
ticular attention being paid to difficult repair
work.

A. B. RICH & CO.

A. B. Rich & Co., uptown agents for the Pope Com-
pany's machines, and handling also R. L. Coleman &
Co. 's line, are elegantly located and in the enjoyment
of a lucrative business. In closing accounts with the
Ormonde people I learn they had a hundred or more
machines of that name left over, which they propose
to sell for what they are worth.

E. I. HORSMAN.
E. I. Horsraan's new {)lace on B.'oadway is nicely

adapted to the retail trade on bicycles, a fine line of
which is displayed in the basemenf. Mr. Chapman is
the efficient manager.

NtW YORK'S HOSPITALITY.
I met one of the dealers from Hagerstown, Md.,

here the other day, E. Hibarger by name, and he is

like all those hospitable Maryland men, so full of the
coming meet that there wasn't room or time to talk
about anything else. Speaking of Hagerstown hos-
pitality recalls a visit of Captain Updegraff to this
city last winter, during which he was forcibly re-
minded of the difference between the treatment of a
New York wheelman in Hagerstown and that of a
Hagerstown wheelman in New York. To illustrate :

The Captain called at the rooms of an uptown club,
presented his credentials, and was invited to a seat.
There was an abundance of steam in the pipes to heat
the room and well fitted windows to keep the cold
out, so the visitor was in no danger of physical dis-
comfort. If he wanted to read there was a liberal
supply of cycling literature on the table; if he
wanted to look around there were prettily framed
pictures and handsome furniture to observe ; if he
wanted to see the home throughout there was the
janitor for an escort. Shall I prolong this painful
subject ? Now, then, the other side—but as to what con-
stitutes Hagerstown hospitality I prefer to let speak
any wheelman from anywhere who has ever visited
that Maryland town and behaved himself.

A FLYING TRIP TO HARRISBURG.
One ot the most delightful railroad rides out from

New York is by way of the Royal Blue Line from
Jersey City to Philadelphia. From the very first puff
at the start until you hear the escape of the used air
at Wayne Junction, eighty-five miles, in about that
many miuutes, it is a whirl, and you carry away
with you a recollection that you cannot forget even if

you tried. A swing over the Schuylkill and a transfer
of self and luggage to the Reading Railroad main
line at West Falls you dash around the curves and in
a hundred minutes more you are in Reading, a Penn-
sylvania city of 60,000 people, many of whom are
wheelmen. Here, indeed, lives Wilhelm, the Star
racing man, but who of late has been speaking quite
kindly of the Swift machine. Another change of
route and you fly southwardly through the rich agri-
cultural Lebanon valley. At Lebanon David Bright-
brill, Jr., a machinist and wheelman, attends to cj'-

clers' wants. Harrisburg, the capital of the State,
ends this run, and here a live cycling club is found,
having just moved into a new house, and where its

forty-six active members have things just as they
want them. Luther A. Kelker and L. O. Glover are
the principal agents. - Business with them is good.
All the leading makers are represented.

Ralranhes.

The Union Forever.
The Union Cycle Mfg. Co. scooped a large crop of

firsts on Decoration Day. They led off with the Pull-
man Road Race, also the Waltham Road Race, be-
sides a lot of important scratch races. Mr. Stokes of
Chicago, still looks after the company's Western
business.

The First Sylphs of the Tear.
The Ames Mfg. Co. will deliver this week to Rouse,

Hazard & Co. the first lot of Sylphs turned out this
year. The Sylphs are built of the highest grade by
this well-known company, which have built in their
time Victors, New Mails, and other highest grade
wheels. The Sylphs have been made up under the
personal supervision of Mr. Duryea, who at present
resides at Chicopee. The machines were not made
with the tools which were used to make last year's
Sylphs, but from an entirely new set, made under the
special direction of the Ames Co. and Mr. Duryea.

The Thonvas Pneiimatic.
The Geo. R. Bidwell Cycle Co. will commence to fit

pneumatic tires on July i, some of the tires have al-

ready been fitted and tested with excellent results.
The company's retail business is enormous this year,
and they are lucky enough to have wheels to fill them
promptly. Lessons are now being given in the riding
hall and in the gymnasium at the Bidwell building.

STANDARD MFG. CO, OF MARTINS-
BURG, W. VA.

A REMARKABLE CONCERN.
We call this firm remarkable because its letter-

heads have no pictures of a large milling plant dec-
orated with the innumerable fiercely-smoking chim-
neys which usually set off lithographs of that kind.
The letterhead is plain and simple, and the only
cycling line on it is the following : "Makers of Fine
Bicycles." About the most remarkable fact about
the matter is the statement of the concern. They
claim they are not ready and will not be ready for

some time, and probably not even before January i

of next year. This is modesty itself, and this firm is

sure to succeed. In response to an inquiry from The
Wheel, the firm sends the following information
which will be of interest to the trade :

Martinsburg, W. Va., May 28, 1891.

F. F. Prial, Esq.:
We are a new company and intend to manufacture

a strictly high-grade bicycle, to do which requires a
large amount of special tools and machinery, which
we are now making.
We do not wish to go on the market until we can

furnish a thoroughly tested, mechanicaTly perfect
bicycle, and we are aware that much time will be
required to do this, so our calculations at present are
to make a.limited number of wheels this season, and
be ready with a large stock for January next.

We will make a drop-frame, cushion-tire safety
with 30-inch wheels and compressed tires, and will

introduce some very desirable little improvements in

the details of machine.
We have sufficient capital to insure a successful

business, and intend that our facilities shall be un-
surpassed (except in extent) by any other makers; if

we do not realize this expectation, we shall try to

come as near as we can to it.
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OFFICIAL NOTICE TO THE TRADE.

ESPECIALLY TO AGENTS WHO SELL WESTERN WHEEL
WORKS GOODS.

Several Western jobbers have been selling a few
goods to parties in our territory under a mistaken id-

ea that they were entitled to do so. The case has been
properly explained to them by the Western Wheel
Works, and they have all agreed not to take any more
quotations or sell any Western Wheel Works goo^s
in our territory which consists of the following States :

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West
Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, Florida and District of Col-
umbia.
In order that our customers and friends may fully

understand our position we publish herewith an ad-
ditional contract to the one we have had with Western
Wheel Works for several years :

" This agreement made this first day of June, 1891,

by and between the Western Wheel Works, a cor-
poration doing business in Chicago, 111., and R. L.

Coleman & Co., of New York City.
" Witnesseth : That whereas certain jobbers, cus-

tomers of the said Western Wheel Works, have
lately been selling goods manufactured in the terri-

tory reserved to the said R. L. Coleman & Co., in a
certain contract made and entered into by and be-

tween the Western Toy Company and the said R. L.

Coleman & Co., dated March 6, 1889, which said con-
tract has been assumed by the Western Wheel Works
as successors to the said Western Toy Company, and
is now in full force and effect, controlling the busi-

ness relations of the two parties to this agreement,
.and said invasion of R. L. Coleman & Co.'s territory

being contrary to the intentions of the two parties to

said contract of March 6, 1889. Now, in consideration
of the premises and of the agreement hereinafter
entered into by said R. L. Coleman & Co. the said
Western Wheel Works hereby agree that in case any
of its customers shall hereafter sell any goods of its

manufacture in the territory so reserved to R. L.

Coleman & Co., in said contract, that it will, when no-
tified of such invasion of their territory by R. L.

Coleman & Co., refuse to sell any more goods of its

manufacture to its customer or customers who are
known to have sold its goods in the territorjr so re-

served to said R. L. Coleman & Co. until said cus-

tomer or customers of said Western Wheel Works
shall stop selling said goods in the said territory of

R. L. Coleman & Co., and enter into an agreement to

refrain from such invasion in the future.
" And R. L. Coleman & Co. hereby agree not to sell

any goods manufactured by said Western Wheel
Works outside of the territory described and reserved
to them in said contract. And in case the said Wes-
tern Wheel Works shall be sued by jobbers or others

for non-delivery of goods to them by the Western
Wheel Works by reason of this agreement, then R. L.

Coleman & Co. agree to pay one-half the expenses of

said suits and one-half of any judgments that may be
obtained against said Western Wheel Works in said

suits."
( Western wheel Works,

Signed-; L. A. SCHOENINGER, Sec.
R. L. COLEMAN & Co.

DISASTROUS FLAMES
WRECK THE CHICAGO BICYCLE CO.'S \y0RKS, AND

seriously INJURE A NUMBER OF MEN.

For the second time within a year the works of the

Chicago Bicycle Co., makers of the Worth spring-

frame safety, have been destroyed by fire, and to the

second loss of property is added the serious injury
and probable disfigurement for life of two very
prominent members of the bicycle trade, Mr. W. O.

Worth, the inventor himself, and Mr. A. L. Jordan, of

A L. Jordan & Co., St. Louis agents for the Columbia
and Worth, and also Vice Consul of the Missouri Di-

vision, L. A. W., who was in Chicago on a visit.

The second fire occurred during the afternoon of

Decoration Day, Mr. Jordan, after witnessing the

Pullman road race, having repaired to the Chicago
Bicycle Co.'s works in the Keene Block, Carroll Av-
enue and Sheldon Street, for a business visit. Mr.

Worth attired in his bicycle costume, undertook to

show his visitor through the works. Stepping into

the bake-oven in the japanning room, he struck a

match intending to light the gas, but the striking of

the match was immediately followed by a terrific

explosion, which hurled Mr. Worth against the wall

twenty feet away. This was followed by another ter-

rific detonation, which blew down the partitions and
scattered the flaming japanning fluid in all direc-

tions, covering both men and firing the building.

Blinded by flames and maddened by his burns, Mr.
Worth yet had presence of mind to drag Jordan to

the stairway, down which both dashed into the street,

where they fell fainting; into the crowd which had
gathered and where their flames were extinguished.

They were at once conveyed to the County Hospital

and their injuries pronounced serious. Both men
were terribly burnt about the face, arms, legs,

stomach, in fact, all over, nearly every stitch of

clothing having been burned off. They were unable
to see and suffered excruciating pains. Both will

probably be disfigured for life. Several of the parties

who caught the burning men on their appearance on
the street were also slightly burned, and a number of

employees, who were in the building at the time of

the explosion, were somewhat injured by the flying

partitions.
The building was four stories, the second floor of

which was occupied by the bicycle works. The fire

burned fiercely for nearly two hours, but by hard
work the flames were confined to the upper stories,

the ground floor and basement, in which some twenty-
five barrels of gasoline and turpentine were stored,

being damaged only by water.
The total loss will reach $130,000, while the insur-

ance is merely nominal. The Chicago Bicycle Co.

loses everything, its loss being estimated at $50,000.

Coming at this season of the year, especially, it will

prove a severe set-back to the young concern, as it is

the second time this year that they have been visited
by fire, flames having completely gutted their Van
Buren Street establishment only last Fall.

MR. TATTERSFIELD'S VISIT TO
ENGLISH CYCLING CENTRES.

Mr. Percival Tattersfield, the importer of the Popu-
lar and Simplex cycles, who recently returned from
a short trip abroad, writes as follows :

" My trip abroad had for its primary object the hur-
rying up of the delivery of the Populars, but I also
took a bird's-eye view of the situation and came to
the conclusion before I left England that things gen-
erally were in a fearful mess.
"The manufacturers were unable to get weldless

tubing, or at least alleged that they were unable to
get it, and I was bound to believe them, and every-
body was complaining of non-delivery or non-fulfill-
ment, or only partial fulfillment, of contracts. Some
manufacturers had big stocks of unsaleable centre-
steering machines, as they had gone ahead all through
the Fall of last year making these centre-steering,
narrow-tired machines and could not sell them. Lot
were offered to me as cheap as dirt. On the other
hand, makers of ball-head machines of good style
were all as busy as could be, and were entirely out of
stock.
"The 'Tire Question' seemed as vexed as ever.

Dunlop pneumatics seemed to be bursting under a
good many riders, though they are still the favorite
air tire. I also noticed in some localities a reaction
against the cushion tire, which rather leaves this
question as unsettled as ever."

FILINGS AND FORCINGS.

Messrs. Whitten, Godding & Co., of Providence,
have opened a branch store at 109 Bellevue Avenue,
Newport, R. I., and will boom bicycling at that fash-
ionable resort.

Messrs. Howard A. Smith & Co. report they are
shipping Featherstone pneumatics daily. This com-
pany have increased their line of wheels until they
have now as presentable and as large a number of
styles as can be found in almost any depot in the
eastern part of the country.

A safety shod with the Tillinghast patent steel
lined pneumatic tires was put on trial at the Mass-
achusetts Division meet, with very satisfactory
results.

Aquilla B. Rich & Co. have covered the handsome
carpets on their store with crash and it now presents
a summery appearance. Messrs. Rich and Troy and
Mr. Robertson are kept amoving so great is the sell-
ing, renting, repairing and teaching. The firm have
over one hundred and fifty renting wheels, allot them
brand new and of the Columbia and Hartford make.
They teach in ariding school directly overtheir store.

Henry C. Squire, of 17B Broadway, New York, has
issued a neat miniature-sized catalogue, which is of
unique design. The catalogue has eight original
articles. The Hon. Theodore Roosevelt contributes
an article on "Big Game Hunting;" Bill Nye sends
Sporting Notes from the Catskills. There are also
articles on Jack Snipe Shooting, Salmon Fishing,
Black Bass Fishing, Salt Water Fishing, Canoeing
and Camping. These articles are illustrated by the
leading artists of the day. Altogether it is a work of
art, and serves to advertise Mr. Squire's sporting
goods business in a very original manner.

DID ELLIOTT HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WITH THIS?

A Georgia man splitting wood one day found a
hickory nut firmly imbedded in the heart of the tim-
ber. How it came there is a mystery.

—

Boston Globe.

Sterling Elliott is trying to induce the managers of
the Detroit meet to offer prizes for a " slow race." He
evidently wants to give the " Hickory " a chance.

Cycling Is progressing on the Pacific coast and
manufacturers of this section of the country are
realizing the importance of the trade and new agen-
cies are constantly being established. The latest ad-
dition to the San Francisco trade is the Gendron Iron
Wheel Co., of Toledo, which has placed the agency of
the Gendron with Messrs. Kellogg & Hall, sporting
goods dealers, at 15 First Street.

Wanted a machinist—see our For Sale and Exchange
column.

It may surprise some persons to learn that notwith-
standing the fact that last year there were thirty-five
cycle factories in the U.-ited States, employing a
capital of $20,000,000, yet 40,000 English made wheels
were imported. 'The demand for wheels is so great
that several American manufacturers employ two
sets of men and run day and night. New factories
are constantly springing up and still the demand ex-
ceeds the supply.

J. Elmer Pratt is traveling in Missouri for the Gor-
muUy & Jeffery Mfg. Co.

The Tiro and the Heart.

The pneumatic tire is like a human heart—it is the
seat of the life of the wheel. Like the heart its weak-
est point is the valves ; then again, the rubber degen-
erates and bursts ; often the air tube breaks, very
much as the human heart breaks. Yet the tire is a
good thing, lively and sentient, liable to suffering,
just as a sensitive heart is better than a callous org'an.

Encouragement.
Why don't the powers offer trophies—say for the

State which makes the largest percentage of re-
newals, for the largest League club, for the three
States who rank one, two, three as regards member-
ship. That is the way to reach that hundred thou-
sand notch.

A WHEELMAN INSTANTLY KILLED.

An unattached rider named William A. Usher, aged
23 years, of 244 Pearl Street, Brooklyn, ran into a car-
nage while coasting in Prospect Park, Brooklyn, on
Monday evening of this week, and received injuries
from which he died a few minutes after the accident.
Usher was much attached to cycling, and in com-

pany with a companion, Louis M Evans, spent Mon-
day evening riding through the Park. They were on
the homeward trip and were coasting down the steep
grade between the fourth and fifth gates of the Park,
on the southwest drive, when the fatal collision took
place.
George E. Bartlett, of 164 Putnam Avenue, was

driving behind a spirited team of horses. The horses
were walking up the hill on the left side of the road as
the young men were coasting down on their wheels.
Evans kept straight ahead and passed the team, but
Usher swerved to the left and tried to pass in front of
the approaching carriage. For some reason he was
unable to manage the machine, and it struck the pole
of the carriage with tremendous force, hurling the
rider headlong into the bridle path on the right.
When a policeman, who had heard the crash, ran to
the spot he found Usher lying face downward and
unconscious. An ambulance was hastily summoned,
but Usher was dead before its arrival. No bruises
were noticeable, and Dr. J. A. Roache, who made a
hasty examination of the body, thinks that death rf-

sulted from a fracture of the sknll. No one saw the
accident except Mr. Bartlett and his friends.
Mr. Bartlett said that he deeply regretted the occur-

rence, but that he was in no way to blame. He added,
further, that his first knowledge of the presence of
the bicyclist was when the wheel struck the pole of
his wagon. It is probable that the tire of Usher's
wheel came off, and, in that way, he was hurled
against the wagon pole. The machine was badly
smashed and the tire of the front wheel was off.

Evans said that he saw the team very clearly, and
thinks that Usher saw it also. It is possible on ac-
count of this accident very stringent laws regarding
bicycling in the Park will be enforced.

THE CENTURY RUN.

Editor of The Wheel :

"Treb," a correspondent of the official organ, comes
forth in the last issue as follows: "The starters on
the century run between New York and Philadelphia
this year from all indications will far outnumber that
of last season. The run is scheduled to start rain or
shine, but should the weather prove unpropitious as
it did last season, it will be utter folly for any persons
to start without endangering their health. To ride
some ninety-six miles (although the run is termed a
century run, itis seldom if ever more than ninety-four
or ninety-six miles are covered on the trip) on a
pleasant day is not an altogether simple task, al-

though considerable time is allotted for the comple-
tion of the trip, but to ride the distance on a day like

the 1890 century run was made on is downright fool-

ishness, and it is to be hoped that the sensible riders
will seethe folly of starting if the day is unpleasant."

It is very plain from the tone of this gentleman's
letter that he would be much disappointed if it did
not rain and if the century was a success. The
parties conducting this run have been to the utmost
pains to make the affair a success; the amount of
labor involved is apparent to any one who has man-
aged anything of the kind, even on a small scale, and
there is no doubt that a considerable amount of money
will be spent over and above all receipts. In view of
these facts, it would seem only natural that every
wheelman of prominence would encourage riders to
start (let alone how strong the influence of newspaper
correspondents should be in this direction) but this

man comes forth with a letter, (from the tone of

which a person might think he was an authority on
such matters) which will have a tendency to intimi-

date and discourage beginners intending to start in

the run. For goodness sake let us have less of this

pessimistic advice and look on the bright side of

things occasionally. Start by all means boys, and go
through too! Let us take it for granted that the sun
will shine until we have reason to think to the con-
trary. Cyclo.

THE ROADS BETWEEN HUDSON, N.
Y. AND HILLSDALE, M. Y.

Editor of The Wheel.
I noticed in your last issue that you reprinted from

the SundayJournal, ot which I am the editor, a state-

ment to the effect that four of our local wheelmen
found the roads between here and Hillsdale like unto
an immense file and that the road to Chatham was
rougher than Zion's. That the many readers of your
excellent paper may not construe the statement in an
improper light I would like to say that the reason of

the roughness of the Hillsdale road was due to the

fact that rain had fallen on the previous day, and a
strong North wind had dried the wagon tracks, mak-
ing them hard and file like. The road usually is a

fine one, and as numerous tourists come this way I

thought it wise not to allow them to labor under a
wrong impression.
As regards the Chatham road I would say that it is

the finest in the country, always being in excellent

condition. The road which reminded me of Zion's

was the " Hill " road, not the Chatham road proper.

I was one of the "four "sol speak advisedly. Cycling
is booming right along here, and I see evidence of

increased interest. The agency for the Columbias,
Warwicks, Unions and all the high-grade wheels
have an excellent business, which appears to be in-

creasing daily. CHAS. H. Van Deusen.
May 31, i8gi.

The members of the Charlestown Bicycle Club en-

joyed their eighth annual banquet on Friday evening
last. Among those who responded to toasts were
several prominent League members.
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FIXTURES.

TUNE.

13-

15-16-

16,

16-17.

17-

26-27,

27'

—Race Meet oT tlie Woonsocket Wheelmen at
Woonsocket.

—One Mile Ordinary and One Mile Safety Handi-
cap Race.s at the ^-ames of the Orange A. C,
Orange Oval. Entries close May 30, with
Arthur Varian, East Orange, N. J.

—First Fifteen Mile Team Road Race of the
Wheelmen's Racing League.

-Race Meet of the Ansoni-a, Conn., Wheel Club.
-Hill Climbing Contest on Son-of-a-G-nn Hill,

St. Louis.

-Race Meet Tioga Athletic Association, Phila-
delphia.

-One Mile Ordinary at the Interscholastic Asso-
ciations at Cambridge.

-Fifteen Mile Handicap of the Detroit Wheel-
men.

—Annual Spring Meet of Connecticut Division
and New Haven Bicycle Club Tournament.
Address E. J. Perkins, Secretary.

—New York Athletic Club's Spring Games,
Travers Island.

—Century Run—Newark to Philadelphia. Ad-
dress W. E. Fuller, chairman, 50 Wall Street,
N. Y.

—Races of the Wilmington Wheel Club.

-17.—Athletic and Wheeling Tournament at Buf-
falo. N. Y. Entries close June 2, with C. J.
Griffiths, Secretary, 512 Mam Street, Buffalo.

,—Picnic of the Palisade Wheelmen.
—Annual Meet Iowa Division at Newton.
—Tournament of the Norfolk Co. Wheelmen,

Readville, Mass.
—Annual Meet New Hampshire Division, Con-

cord.
.—Games of the Bank Clerk's A. A., Philadelphia
—Carnival at Prospect Park, Brooklyn. Address

H. E. Raymond, 245 Platbush Av., Brooklyn.
—Century Wheelmen's Race Meet, Philadelphia.
,—Ten .Mile Team Road Race of the Elizabeth

Wheelmen and Union County Roadsters.
—South End Wheelmen's Race Meet, Phila-

delphia. Entries close June 20, with C. A.
Dimon, 1726 South Broad Street.

.—Kentucky Division meet.
,—Twenty-five mile Road Race of the Inter-club

Racing Association at Boston.
—Kings County Wheelmen's Cycling and Ath-

letic Meet at Washington Park. Address
John Benslnger, 1255 Bedford Av., Brooklyn.

—Kentucky Division's excursion from Louisville
to Mammoth Cave and return.

JULY.

2-3-4.—Race meet of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club,
Hagerstown, Maryland. Address Geo. F.
Updegraff, Hagerstown, Md.

3-4.—Annual meet of the Missouri Division at Carth-
age.

4.—Departure from New Yoi'k of the Heyny Harz
Mountain Tourists.

4.—Columbia Cycle Club's tournament at Charter
Oak Park, Hartford, Conn. Address C. P.
Tucker, Secretary, Box 54, Hartford, Conn.

4.—The Poorman Road Race at Cincinnati. Ad-
dress J. E. Poorman, Cincinnati, Ohio.

4.—Annual Meet California Division, Stockton.
4.—Annual meet Illinois Division at Rockford.
4.—Bridgeport Wheel Club's Ten Mile Road Race.
4.—Porkopolis Wheelmen's Race Meet, Cincinnati.

4-5.—Tournament of the Denver Cyclists' Union.
9.—Start of the Detroit Wheelmen's League Meet

Tour from Niagara to Detroit. Address for
particulars, C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Avenue,
Detroit,

lo-ii.—Annual Meet Tennessee Division at Nashville.
13-14-15—Annual Meet, Ohio Division, Columbus.
16-17-18.—L. A. W. Annual Meet, Detroit, Mich.
16-17-1S.—L. A. W. Championships at Detroit. Ad-

dress Jos. Bresler, 22 Lafayette Avenue,
Detroit, Mich.

22-23.—Tournament of the Green Bay Cycling Club
and Annual Meet of the Wisconsin Division.
Address F. S. Fox, Green Bay, Wis.

24-25.—Chicago Cricket Club's Annual Meet. Address
J. G. Davis, Park Side, Chicago.

29.—Departure from New York of Smith's European
Tour.

AUGUST.

4.—Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha
Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y. Ad-
dress Fred Bronner, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

17-18.—Race Meet at Syracuse.
ig-20.—New York State Division Meet at Rochester.

29.—Annual Meet of the Montreal Bicycle Club.
Address A. Harries, Hon. Sec, P. O. Box 958,
Montreal, Canada.

SEPTEMBER.

5.—Rhode Island Wheelmen's Tournament at Nar-
ragansett Park, Providence.

7-8.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn. Address J. J.
Grace, Secretary, Hartford, Conn.

12.—Second Fifteen Mile Team Road Race of the
Wheelmen's Racing League.

18-19.—Third Annual Tournament of the Peoria Bi-
cycle Club. Address Fred Patee, Peoria,
111.

The Great Hagerstown Meet, July 2d, Sd, 4th.

An attractive list of eventS-embracing many
open races and several Division Champion-
ships ofPenna. Md., Del., D. C, & Va. Valuable
prizes, ihcluding bicycles, cups and medals.
Entries close June 27, with

HARRY B. IRVIK,
Box iix, XXagersto-wn, Md.

$800 in Valuable Prizes,

COLUMBIA CYCLE CLUB TOURNAMENT,

Charter Oak Park, Hartford, Conn., July 4th, 1891.

We guarantee the finest lot of prizes ever given
at a one day meeting held in New England.

Entries close June 27, with C. F. Tucker, Secretary,
P. O. Box 54. 6-26

$1,500-IN PRIZES, G. B. C. C -$1,500.
SECOIND ANNUAL TOUKNAMENT OF THE

fireen Saj CjgIo M and Wmm Wm M^
At Green Bay, Wis., July 33 and 33,

Entries close July 15. S. A. Miles, Handicapper.
Write tor Programmes. Address, Fenton S. Fox,
I Green Bay, Wis.

FIRST ANNUAL RACE MEET
OF THE

Saturday, June 20, 1891,

TO BE HELD ON THE GROUNDS OF THE

TIOGA ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION,
22d and Westmoreland Streets.

Fourteen Eaces. Three State Championships.

ORDER OF EVENTS.
ist One Mile Safety Open
2d One Mile Safety 3.30 Class
,d One Mile Ordinary Open
4th Quarter- Mile Safety State Championship
sth One Mile Tandem Handicap
6th One Mile Safety 3.20 Class
7th Half Mile Safety Open
8th' Two Mile Ordinary State Championship
gth One Mile Safety 3.10 Class
loth Quarter Mile Ordinary Open
nth Two Mile Safety Club Race, Handicap
i2th Two Mile Ordinary Handicap
13th One Mile Safety Handicap
14th One Mile Safety State Championship

All entries close June 13, with

C. W. DALSEN,
A^o. 1507 Columbia Avenue, PhUadelpliia, Fa.

LEEDS WINS THE RUTHERFORD
WHEELMEN'S 100 MILE RACE.

The Rutherford (N. J.) Wheelmen held their first
anntial 100 mile road race, on Decoration Day, for a
gold medal offered by Lieutenant L. M. Mier, over a
three mile course, between Avondale and Belleville,
N. J. There were thirteen entries, but only five faced
the starter. Ed. Burgess was sent away at 8 o'clock
p. m., with 45 minutes handicap

; J. T. Holden at 8.15,
with 30 minutes, and G. de W. Brown, R. R. Leeds,
and L. M. Mier, the scratch rider, at 8.45. The roads
were in very bad condition. Holden had covered 32
miles when his stomach began to trouble him and he
was forced to give up the race. Burgess stopped at
38 miles. This left only the three scratch men in the
race. The contest resulted in Leeds winning by two
feet over Brown in the fast time, considering the
roads, of jh. ism. Mier secured the third medal. He
could easily have won the race, but did not desire to
capture his own medal, and lit a cigar before the
finish.

At the wind up the spectators crowded so closely
that Deed's wheel was thrown into Brown's and both
came down with a crash. Leed's escaped with a few
bruises and a shaking uj), but Brown injured his arm
severely.

Saylesville, K. I.

The Lincoln Wheelmen, of Saylesville, R. I., held a
series of races on Decoration Day, over a heavy road.
The result follows

:

Quarter Mile Dash—E. Williams first, P. Daven-
port second.

Half Mile Safety — T. Clare first, S. Baker
second.

One Mile Handicap—P. L. Hibbard, scratch, first;
E. Wilkinson, second ; T. Clarke, third.

Slow Race—Won by P. Davenport.

THE K. C. W.'S RACE MEET.

All the preliminary arrangements for the Kings
County Wheelmen's tenth annual race meet un June
27 have been completed, and the committee havin.g
the affair in charge are now ready to receive entries.
The prizes this year will be of unusual value and
beauty, including costly silver cups to first and
second. Pneumatic-tired machines will be penalized
by the handicapper, and will be deducted from the
ptinted start allotted on a solid tire basis. The
events are : One mile ordinary, championship of
America ; i mile safety, championship of America ; i

mile novice safety, open ; i mile safety, handicap,
open

I

2 mile safety, handicap, open ; i mile ordinary,
handicap, open ; 2 mile ordinary, handicap, open ; 2
mile ordinary, scratch ; i mile tandem scratch. En-
trance fee, 50 cents ; tandem, $1. Entries close June
20, with John Bensinger, chairman, 1255 Bedford Av.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

THE IOWA DIVISION'S MEET.

The wheelmen of Newton are busily engaged in
arranging for the Iowa Division's annual meet, at
that town, on June 16 and 17. The surrounding
country abounds with good roads, and everything
possible will be done to make the visiting wheelmen
enjoy themselves Following is the programme of
races:

First Day—One mile safety, novice ;
one mile ordi-

nary, novice; half-niile safety. State championship;
two mile ordinary, State championship; one mile
safety, open ; one mile ordinary, handicap ; half mile
safety, boys under 16 years ; one mile ordinary, open

;

one hundred yards, slow race ; fancy riding.

Second Day—Two mile safety; quarter mile ordi-
nary; quarter mile safety ; half mile ordinary. State
championship ; one mile safety, handicap ; five mile
team race ; one mile safety. State championship ; half
mile consolation race (safety and ordinary).

THE BUFFALO TOURNAMENT.

Charles J. Griffiths, Secretary of the Committee of
the Buffalo Clubs who are giving the great sporting
carnival on June 15, 16 and 17, was in town on Thursday
and Friday, making final arrangements for the Meet.
This sporting carnival, by the way, is about the
largest thing of the kind ever attempted in this
country, and is creditable to its promoters. The suc-
cess of the Carnival is assured, on account of the
financing of the project. A number of prominent
business men in Buffalo contributed $2,500 as a sub-
scription fund. Besides this, sixteen clubs agreed to
dispose of two hundred tickets each, at one dollar
apiece, making a total amount of $5,000. The prizes
for most of the events are solid silver cups, the total
value of which amounts to nearly §5,000. The ath-
letics will be held on Monday, the cycling on Tuesday,
and general field sports on the third day of the tour-
nament. Altogether a programme of high class sport
is promised, and Secretary Griffiths deserves much
creditfor the manner in which he has worked up the
Meet.

THE COT-UMBIA CLUB'S MEET AT
HARTFORD JULY 4.

Everything points to the successful outcome of the
big meeting projected by the Columbia Club, of Hart-
ford, at Charter Oak Park July 4. The New York
Athletic Club's team and other cracks will be on hand,
and W. S. Maltby will do the fancy work. Entries
close June 27 with C. F. Tucker, secretary, P. O. Box
54, Hartford.

LIST OF EVENTS AND PRIZES.

One Mile Safety, 3.20 Class (Pneumatics barred)-
Frst prize, angling outfit ; second prize, silver berry
dish ; third prize, silver cracker jar.

One Mile Safety, City Reporters (Pneumatics
barred)—First prize, gold medal.

One Mile Ordinary, L. a. W. State Champion-
ship—First prize, gold medal; second prize, silver
medal.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—First prize, 14 karat
gold stop watch, value $100; second prize, hand en-
graved Colt's revolver in case ; third prize, steel
engraving.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap—Firstprize, kodak
camera; second prize, silk umbrella; third prize,
hand made fly rod.

One Mile Safety Team Race Open to Connecti-
cut CLUBS Only (Pneumatics barred)—First prize,
steel engraving ; second prize, bronze statuary.

Fancy Riding, Professional — W. S. Maltby,
champion of the world.

One Mile Saety, Open—First prize, alligator trav-
eling bag, filled; second prize, silk umbrella; third
prize, silver toilet set.

Half Mile Safety, L. a. W. State Champion-
SHlP-^First prize, gold medal ; second prize, silver
medal.

One Mile Ordinary, Open—First prize, Colt mag-
azine rifle ; second prize, dress suit case ; third prize,
diamond scarf pin.

One Mile Safety, Championship of Hartford
(Pneumatics barred)—First prize, gold medal ; second
prize, Lakin cyclometer ; third prize, steel engraving.

Two Mile Safety, Handicap—First prize, silver
tilting ice-water pitcher ; second prize, elegant parlor
lamp ; third prize, silver carving set.
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IRTINGTON-MILBURN ROAD RACE.

GRAVES WINS—PORTER MAKES THE
FASTEST TIME AND THE RECORD

IS LOWERED.

The race was a great race, much greater than the
race of 1889 or 1800, of course every one knows that it

was held on the Irvington-Milburn five-mile stretch
on May 30.

It rained all the night before. Contestants and
their trainers and their friends who were lodging for
the night in the hotels of Newark, Orange, Irvington,
Hilton, and other neighboring hostelries went to bed
dolefully.
In the morning there was more rain ; the course

was wet, muddy and rutty. But towards noon it

cleared up, and all went merry as the proverbial bell.

There were a lot of cyclists on hand, also a lot of the
people who live along the route. There was much
confusion and chasing about, but the men were sent
away in good shape at 11.40 a. m.
Not a man fell at the start ; not a man had a serious

fall. The pace was fast and furious. The pneumatics
did well, the cushions better. There was a deal of
skidding on the muddy roads and a lot of side falls.

No stones were strewn over the road, the carriages
interfei-ed less than usual. The authorities were
bland, the hotel keepers smiling. One
rusty farmer deliberately kept driving up
and down the course in a fashion that
should have landed him in a duck-pond but
the cyclists were gentle and gentlemanl_v
with him, and he escaped with his life.

Graves won the race as was expected.
Kluge did not ride as well as the crowd
would have liked him, and Van Wagoner
was also somewhat tied up.
The exact conditions of the race of i8go

were reproduced, and for a bird's eye view
of the '91 event, weventure to reproduce a
few paragraphs from our last year's report.
By far the cream of the report of any race
meet must lie in the figures and we pre-
sent to our readers two tables of times
which, carefully studied will give the best
idea of the race.

A Bird'.s Eye View of tlie Race.
"WHERE WHEELMEN MOST DO CONGRE-

GATE."
We call it great because no other event

in this country has approached it in per-
formance.
Look at the figures and wonder.
Think of scores of men ridingseventeen,

eighteen and nineteen miles within the hour
np and down a 5-mile course, with three
hills to climb and sharp corners at each end.
The entry record was not phenomenal,

though healthily large, but the manage-
ment of the race was of high order, the per-
formances of the highest class, with not a
scintilla of doubt as to the correctness of
the times and scoring—not one serious acci-
dent, and not a single attempt at unfair
riding.

If you are a crank on the subject, revel
in the figures published with this report.
It is all we have to offer ; it is the only
tangible remnant of the race remaining to
us—the race is a sort of day dream—

a

great huzzahing crowd along the white
stretch, the set features of the men as they
rushed past, a momentary glimpse of
some smiling, friendly face, the voices of
the scorers and timers, the crowd of press
men about the rail—exhaustion.

The Day.
To have drawn a comprehensive picture

of the Irvington-Milburn Road Race, the
classic event of the year In this part of the
country, one must have been Argus-eyed

—

yea, and have supplemented the hundred
eyes with a hundred ears.
Between that hour of the early morn-

ing when the first cyclist appeared at the
club house to don the habiliments of the road, the day
was replete with incident, excitement and enthusi-
asm ; the ride through city streets in the early morn-
ing drizzle, the ferriage over the river, the spin along
the road, the course, the crowds, the rush, the race, the
huzzah of victory, the glory of the winners, the '• ifs

"

of the losers, the falls and scratches and bruises, the
tenacious court plaster, the dinner, the ride in the
Oranges, the scurry home by road and river, the
afterglow—ah! what a day it was.
The weather gods gave us melodrama—the curtain

rising to dreariness and drizzle and the croakings of
prophets who sang of " rain in the morning, at noon
more rain, most rain at night."
But at noon the good old King of Day came out in

a golden chariot, like another Daniel. He swept
across an azure dome, flooding the Crust with life and
beauty. Towards evening he mellowed, until the
dazzling white sunbeams of the afternoon leaped into
a sea of golden effulgence. It filtered through the
trees, casting long shadows on the green carpet. But
this was not enough. The King disappeared in a final
fiUup of mediaeval splendor, calling to his service
more tints than Angelo ever conjured onto canvas,
more delicate shadings than can be found in the
Koh-i-nor.
Very early in the morning the men gathered at the

course, mostly at the starting point, and at the Hil-
ton. Badges were distributed to officers, numbers to
competitors, and there was a deal of running about
and greeting of old friends and drinking of colored
liquids.
From the moment of the start to the finish it was a

case of confusion, worse confounded. There were
1,000 cyclists along the course, with twice that many
country folk, the ubiquitous small boy predominant.
Each man in this crowd had a favorite or a fancy.

and throughout the race this favorite was advised to
" hurry," to go "slower," "faster," etc., as the case
might be.

Notes of tlie Race.
An admirable time to have lowered the record to

still lower figures over the course would have been in
the afternoon of Decoration Day. The passage of so
vast a number of wheels over the road wore a path
just suited for fast riding, and the heat of the sun by
three o'clock had completely dried the course. If the
race had been postponed until afternoon the present
record would not be in existence.

A scaly-looking individual from Gotham with a
"thimble game " outfit plied his vocation with great
pecuniary success for himself in the yard of the Hil-
ton Hotel. He found plenty of "softies" among the
large number of wheelmen, and many of them
dropped rather large sums of money. The captain of
a Philadelphia club was among those who were
heavily hit.

It was rather an interesting sight to watch the vari-
ous contestants turn about at the ends of the course.
The high wheelmen made wide circles at a slow pace;
the safetyites made rather a sharp turn, and about
every contestant straightened up for an instant and
breathed a sigh of relief. Very few men dismounted.
The shortest turn was made by Seeds, on an Eagle,
who turned about almost within the length of his
wheel and came very close to a standstill in so doing.
The worst part of the course was on the road lead-

ing from the Irvington Hotel to the turning point in

The quantity of liquid refreshment that passed over
the bar of the Hilton Hotel would have made a small
lake if emptied on hollow ground. It was ludicrous
to notice the craving that many of the racing men
suddenly experienced for beer after they had been
rubbed down. The road houses at Irvington, Hilton
and Milburn all did a rushing business during the
day, and doubtless made more money than they usu-
ally do in a month.

OFFICIALS OF RACE.
Referee—Isaac B. Potter, B. B. C.
Judges—L. N. Thorn, A. W.; H. J. Hall, Jr., B. B. C;

F. M. Cossitt, R. W.; H. E. Raymond, B. B. C; J. H.
Charlotte, N. Y. B. C; H. A. Smith, Newark.
Timers—L. H. Johnson, O. W.; George M. Hendee,

M. B. C; J. F. Pedersen, New York.
Starter—A. B. Barkman, B. B. C.
Clerks of the Course—J. F. Borland, B. B. C; E. D.

Loane, Jr., C. W.; W. C. Marion, K. C. W.
Scorers—F. P. Prial, C. B. C; C. A. Sheehan, M. B. C;

F. H. Campbell, M. B. C; C. Wendehack, H. W.; W.
V. Belknap, A. W.: J. J. Prial, New York: W. F.
Smith, Jr., R. W.
Marshall—J. S. Bowdish, K. C. W., and assistants.
Umpires—W. S. Meade, B. B. C; W. A. Drabble,

A. W., and twenty-four assistants.
Handicapper—F. P. Prial, editor WHEEL.

PRIZE LIST.

Silver Cup, for best net time on solid tire machine,
donated by F. P. Prial.
Silver Service, for best net time on cushion-tired

machine, donated by the Warwick Cycle Co.
Silver Cup, for best net time on pneu-

matic-tired machine, donated by purchase
'—

^ from entrance fees.
Special medal for competitor making

best net time and failing to win a prize,
donated by Adams & Sons Co.

1. Victor Safety Bicycle, donated by
Overman Wheel Co.

2. Gold Watch, donated by A. G. Spalding
&Bros.

3. French Marble Clock, donated by Geo.
R. Bidwell.

4. Four Kodak Camera, donated by the
Eastman Co.

5. Gold Watch, purchase.
6. Hawk-eye Camera, donated by Blair

Camera Co.
7. Banquet Lamp, donated by Rogers and

Sherwood.
8. Split Bamboo Rod and Reel, donated

by Henry Hall, Jr.
g. Mahogany Easel, donated by W. H. De

Graaf.
10. One Cronagraph Fly Back Watch, do-

nated by Manhattan Watch Co. Price, $25
of all jewelers.

11. Mantel Clock, purchase.
12. Mascot Camera, donated.
13. One Pair Silver Bronze Vases, pur-

chase.
14. Nickel-plated Bicycle Lamp, donated

by Premier Cycle Co.
15. Jersey Suit, donated by H. A. Smith

& Co.
16. Butcher Cyclometer, donated by

Keefe & Becannon.
17. Jersey Suit, donated by E. I. Hors-

man.
18. Sweater, donated by Schumacher &

Schoefer.
19. Nickeled Bicycle Lamp.

F. C. GRAVES,
WINNER OF THE IRVINGTON-MILBURN ROAD RACE 189

Irvington. Tall, thick foliaged trees line the course
at this point and the sun's rays were unable to pene-
trate the green canopy that overhung the road and
so the mud was thick all along this stretch.
There were several minor accidents during the

race but none of them proved serious and they tended
to the amusement of the spectators. When the racing
men appeared at the Irvington end for the first time
a horse drawing a two-seated vehicle took fright and
dashed away at great speed, scattering the crowd and
temporarily checking the contestants in the race.
All of the men in the wagon jumped, except one, and
rolled over and over in the mud, but were not injured.
The horse finally broke away from the vehicle but
was captured before running far. Two of the riders
smashed into each other at one point and one of them
was badly cut and bruised. Another contestant's
machine broke in half under him and he was precipi-
tated against the handle-bar with considerable force.
The tire of another rider came off at one of the turn-
ing points, but the man behind him, who was played
out, lent him his mount and he continued on his
way.
C. J. Iven, of Rochester, found the hills too much

for him. On his twentieth mile, while ascending the
long hill just beyond the starting point, he fell un-
conscious from his wheel on the roadside. He was
taken to the Hilton Hotel in a carriage by some mem-
bers of the K. C. W. Several of the riders finished in

an exhausted condition, but there were a fewer num-
ber overcome than in the previous years.
Instead of endeavoring to hinder the race the

authorities at both ends encouraged it. Irvington
only boasts of one policeman, but an extra man was
added to the force for this occasion, and kept the mul-
titude off of the course, when the men were passing,
with admirable ability.

THE INTER-CLUB TEAM
ROAD RACE.

At a meeting held on Monday of this
week final arrangements were made for
the first race of the Wheelmen's Racing
League, to-morrow, on the Irvington-Mil-
burn course. After considerable discus-
sion it was decided to penalize the riders of
the pneumatic-tired wheels two minutes,
and cushion-tired wheels thirty seconds.
The representative teams will be as fol-

lows :

New York Bicycle Club—Horton, Wheel-
er, Pring and Boismaure. Substitutes, Bird

and Nisbett.
Manhattan Bicycle Club—Keane, Clemens, Mona-

han and Brogan. Substitutes, McFarland and Keane.
Harlem Wheelmen—Johnson, Olmstead, Bryan and

Macy. Substitutes, Morrison and Osborn.
Gotham Wheelmen—Levy, Mastin, Weiner, Powers.

Substitutes, Gerehart and Mead.
Brooklyn Bicycle Club— Starr, Coningsby, Fred

Coningsby and Quimby. Substitutes, Rahming and
Bradley.
Kings County Wheelmen—Bensinger, McLean, Mc-

Donald and Finn. Substitutes, Shinier and Steves.
Bedford Cycling Club—Hoppe, Sieler, Bartel and

Hovinden. Substitutes, Hotte and Paige.
Brooklyn Ramblers—Holland,Feldraeier,McCue and

Pedlar. Substitutes, Blauvelt and Gruen.

The wheelmen of this vicinity met with a great sur-

prise on May 26, when the officials passed a by-law
prohibiting sidewalk riding on every street in the
borough of Ansonia. The committees from the
Borough Board and the Wheel Club had met pre-
viously and agreed on a few of the streets that would
alone be prohibited. The Board now says it will take
favorable action on a petition from the wheelmen for

the exemption of some of the streets where the roads
are the worst.

At a meeting of the Long Island Wheelmen, on
Tuesday of this week, the club endorsed the project
of the park bicycle parade, and decided to notify
each member individually of the event. The club
expects to have 100 men in line. A reception com-
mittee was appointed to keep open house on the even-
ing after the parade and entertain the visiting wheel-
men.
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IRVINGTON-MILBURN TWENTY-FIVE MILE HANDICAP ROAD RAGE, MAY 3D, 1891.

AT Five Miles

Name.

Rose
Levy
Gracey
Peck
Coffin
Fishbough
Graves
Boismaure
Geyler
Hotte
Blakeman
Bartel
Coggeshall
Geo. C. Smith
Roe
Graham
Cushman
Lewis
Magee
Kenny
Harrow
Pedlar
Iven
Quimby
Garrigues
E. M. Smith..
Swain
Decker
Pike
Bratton
Gruen
McLean
T. M. Jones...
W. Miller
Roberts
Holland
.McCue
T. B. Powers.
Coningsby
McCardell....
Steves
IVIcDaniel
Pierson
F. B. Elliott..
Wells
Tom Roe
High
Finn
R. L. Jones...
Porter
C. A. Elliott..
E. A. Powers.
Mastin
Moorehouse .

.

Merrihew
Craig
Ward
T. J. Hall
Pring
French
Judge
W. C. Seeds..
Kluge
Dampman
Van Wagoner
Bayes

«
+J
111

hj

rt
HI

u B

W H

M. S.

I 21.15
21.16

3 21.27

3 21.40

3 21.40

I 21.44

4 21-54

3 22.01

4 22.11

4 22.12

3 22.16

3 22.26

4 22.29

2 22-33

3 22.34

3 22.34
1 25-34
I 22.39

3 22 42

3 22.48

T 22.48

2 22.56

.s
22.59

4 22.59

3 22.59

3 24.07

5 24.07

3 24.07

3 24.20

3 24.21

2 24.22

6 24.29

3 24-31

5 24.41

3 25.10

6 25-25

fl
25-25

2 25-30

5 25-36

4 25-37

7 25-41

6 25.42

7 25.42

7 25-43
8 25-43
6 25.44
8 25-44
8 26.04

7 26-24

26-24

8 26.35

Q 26.47

9 26-48

27.05
8 27.07
10 27-33
8 27-39
10 28.06

28.11

10 28.25
10 28.48
12 29.29

13 30.38

13 30-39
15 32-39

IS 33-17

AT Ten Miles.

N.\ME.

Gracey
Peck
Graves
Geyler
Coffin
McLean
Coggeshall
Swain
Hotte
Boismaure
Rose
Roberts
Blakeman,. .

.

E. O. Roe
Quimby
Iven
Bartel
Graham
Tom Roe
Fishbough.. .,

Holland
W. Miller
Kenny
E M. Smith...,
Porter
High
Wells
Pedlar
Garrigues
Bratton
Decker
McCue
Steves
Coningsby
Pike
Finn ,

Lewis
,

E. A. Powers.
Mastin
Pierson
T. M. Jones...
Craig
F. B. Elliott..,
Levy
C. A. Elliott..,
Cushman
McDaniel
McCardell....
Moorehouse ..

Harrow
Gruen
T. J. Hall
French
Seeds
Judge
Merrihew
Ward
Kluge
Dampman
Van Wagoner
Bayes

At Fifteen
Miles.

Name.

Gracey
McLean
Graves
Geyler
Peck
Coffin
Swain
Coggeshall
Boismaure
Porter
Iven
Quimby
Blakeman
Holland
Rose
E. O. Roe
Hotte
Wells
W. Miller
Graham
Craig
High
Powers
Mastin
Steves
Finn
Bartel
C. A.Elliott...
Kenny
Fishbough
Coningsby....
Pedlar
McCue
Moorehouse...
Pike
T.J. Hall
Seeds
F. B. Elliott...
E. M.Smith...
McDaniel
Bratton
Geo. Lewis
Kluge
Dampman
Garrigues
Decker
Judge
McCardell
French
Levy
Gruen
Ward
Van Wagoner
Cushman
Bayes

H.M.S.
58.40

59.06
59-06

59-19
59-23
59-23

59-52

59-55
1.00.59
1. 01. 12

1.01.14

1. 01. 14
1. 01. 20

1.01.43

1-01.57

1.01.58

1.02-06

1.02-09
1.02-21

1-02-35

1-02-42

1.02.54

1.03. 17
1. 03. 18

1.03.18

1.03.21

1.03.42

1.03.55
1.04.06

1.04.10

1.04. 16

1.04.21

1. 04.21

1.04.23

1.04.44

1.04.56
1.05.00

1.05.05
1.05.08

1.05.10

1.05.16

1.05.41

1,06.04

1,06,04
1.06.12

1.06. 13
1.06.55

1.07.06

1.07.40

I-07-S5
1.08.03
1.08.40

1.09.12

1-09.55
1-11.38

At Twenty
Miles.

Name.

McLean
Graves
Geyler
Coffin
Swain
Porter
Coggeshall
Peck
Boismaure
Craig
Holland
Blakeman
Quimby
Mastin
Powers
Gracey
Finn
Graham
C. A. Elliott...
Steves
W. Miller
Rose
Seeds
T.J. Hall
E. O; Roe
High
Coningsby
Kluge
Dampman
Morehouse
McCue
Kenny
Pike
Fishbough
Pedlar
Bartel
F. B. Elliott....

E. M. Smith....
Judge
Lewis
Van Wagoner.
Garrigues
Ward
McDaniel
Bayes

46jMcCardell
47|Gruen

H.M.S.
1. 16.48
1.16.48

1.17-48

1-17.52
1.18.11

1.18.20

I. 18.22

1.18.47
1.20.06

1.20.10

1.20.31
1.20.43

1.20.47
1.21.28

1. 21. 29
1.21.50

1.21.55
1.22.20
1.22.20

1.22.34

1.22.39

1.22.48

1,22.54
1. 23.01
1.23.01

1.23.21

1.23.28

1.23.41

1.23.41

1.24.07

1.24.18

1.24.46

1.25.08

1-25-35

1-25.36
1.26.00

1.26.17

1,26.29

1.26.29

1.26.36

1.27.54
1.28. 10

1.29.26

1.29.39

1.30.37

1. 30.41

1. 31. 21

At Twenty-Five Miles.

Name.

F. C. Graves, E.B.C C
D. McLean, K.C.W C
A. W. Porter, Boston S
G. W. Coffin C
Lewis Geyler, C.W C
C. S. Swain, A.W C
C. T. Coggeshall, O.W S
A. P. Craig, F.C C
W. D. Peck, B.M.C.L C
F. Mastin, G.W C
George Holland, B.R S
H, L, Blakeman, K.C.W S
Alfred Boismaure, N.Y.B.C. S
W.J. Finn, K.C.W S
C. F. Quimby, B.B.C C
W. C. Seeds, W.A.C....,

;

C
C. E. Kluge, J.C.A.C

'

C
R. W. Steves, K.C.W S
F. M. Dampman, A.C.S.N.... P
T. J, Hall. Jr., N.Y.A.C S
C. A. Elliott, W.W S
S. J. Graham, K.C.W i S
R. Coningsby, B.B.C C
E. A. Powers, R.W i

P
^
S
P
s
s
S
s
C
C
p
s
p
S

R. N. Rose, I.C.C
J. H. McCue, B.R
J. W. Judge, R.W
Frank Kenney, K.C.W
Richard Pedlar
A. W. Fishbough, E.W
E. O. Roe, C.C
W. Van Wagoner, N.Y.A.C.
Geo. Y. Lewis
J. G. High, C.C
E. M. Smith, H.C.W
T. Ward, M.A.C
F. Garrigues, O.W

TIME.

H.M.S,
1. 34- 35
1-34-44 1-5

1.36. 11

1.36.50

1.36.51

1,36.52
I-37-15 1-5

1.38.07 2-5

1.38.54 1-5

1.39.40

1.40.19

1.40.38 2-5

1.40.43
1.41.01 1-5

1.41.05 2-5

1-41-13 4-5
1.41.29 1-5

1.41.29 2-5

1.41.29 3-5

1.41.42

1.41.46

1.41:52

1.42.41 1-5

1.43.07 3-5
1.44.16 1-5

1.45.14
1.46.05 2-5

1.46.10

1.46.46 1-5

1.47.26 2-5

1-47-33 2-5

1.48.00 2-s
1.48.09
1.48.22 1-5

1-49-55
1.50.14 2-5

1.50-19 2-5

TABLE OF NET TIMES, IRVINGTON-

MILBURN RACE.

5

M.S.

Porter 17.24
Craig 17.33
Kluge 17.38
Dampman 17-39
McLean 18.29
Seeds 17-29
Graves 17-54
Mastin 17-48
T. J. Hall 18.06
Swain 19-07
Geyler 18.11
Van Wagoner. 17.39
Finn 18.04
Coggeshall 18.29
C. A. Elliott.... 18.35
Coffin 18.40
Powers 17-47
Holland 19-25
Steves 18.41

Peck 18.40
Judgre 1B.48
Quimby 18.59
Coningsby 20.36
Boismaure 19.01
Blakeman 20.16
Graham 19-34
McCue 20.25
High 17.44
Ward 19-39
Kenny 19.48
Rose 21.15
E. O. Roe 19-34
Pedlar 20.56
Fishbough 20.44
E. M. Smith 21.07
Garrigues 19-59

10 15 20 25

M.S. H. M. S. H. M. S. H. M. S.

34-30 52.12 1.09.20 1. 27.11

34-49 52-42 1. 10. 10 1.28.07 2-5

35-09 53-04 1.10.41 1.28.29 1-5

35-09 53-04 1. 10.41 1.28.29 3-6
35-05 53.06 1.10.48 1.28.44 1-5

34-42 53.00 I- 10.54 1-29-13 4-5
36-16 S5-o6 1. 12.48 1-30-35

35-35 54.18 1.12.28 1.30.40
36.02 54.56 1. 13.01 1-31-42
36.18 54-52 I. 13.11 1.31.52
36.27 55.06 1.13.48 1-32-51

35-45 54-12 1.12.54 1.33.00 2-5
36.28 55.21 1.13.55 1.33.01 i-s
37-13 55-55 X. 14. 12 1-33-15 1-5

36-53 55.55 1. 14.20 1-33-46
37-40 56-23 I. 14.52 1-53-50

35-34 54-17 1. 12. 29 1-34.07 3-5
3O-4S 55-43 1.14.31 1.34.19
37-14 56.18 1-15.34 1.34.29 2-5
37-16 56.23 1-15-47 1-35-54 1-5
37-i« 56-55 1.16.29 1.36.05 2-5

37-54 57-14 1.10.47 1.37.05 2-5
39-20 59-16 1.18.28 1.37.41 1-5
38-22 57-59 1.17.06 1-37-43
39-42 59.20 1.18.43 1.38.38 2-5

39-24 59-35 1.19,20 1.38-52

39.14 59-21 1.19.18 1.40.14

35-39 54-54 1.15.21 1.40.22 1-5

39- 3« 1.00.40 1.21.26 1.42.142-5
40.08 1.01.06 1. 21.46 1.43.10
40.35 1.00.57 1.21.48 1.43.16 1-5

38.42 58.58 1.20.01 1.44.33 2-5
41.40 1.02.21 1.23.36 1.44.46 1-5

41-39 1.03.10 1-24-35 1.46.26 2-5

40-29 1.02.08 1.23.29 1-46-55
40.50 1.03.12 1. 25.10 1-47-19 2-5

A COMPARISON OF THE THREE RACES.

Number of starters ,

Number who finished
Number who beat ih. 40m

" " " ih. 35m
" *' " ih. 34m
*' '^ *' ih. 33m
" " " ih. 31m
" " " ih. 30m

Best times
]

The first 20 men finished within

Fastest five miles \

Three men rode five miles in

Two " " " " "

No man " " " "

Fastest ten miles

Men who rode ten miles inside ih. 35m
" " " " " " ih. 36m

Fastest fifteen miles -

Men who rode fifteen miles inside s5m
" " " " " " 1 hour

Fastest time at twenty miles
j

Men who rode twenty miles inside ih. 15m
Craig's record .-

Kluge's previous record
Dampman
Seeds
T. J. Hall
Van Wagoner
Finn
Coggeshall
C. Elliott V

Holland
Steves
Judge
R. Coningsby
McCue
Ward
Kenny

34
27

15
11

9

4
2

65

51
36
19

15
11

7

Bensinger.
1-31-43

13m. 42s.

Taxis.-
17.04
17-15

Murphy.
1.28.29

6m. 03S
Murphy.

i6-53

17m.

Murphy.
34-55

I

Murphy.
34-36

3

Murphy.
53-41

10

Murphy.
52-41

10

Murphy.
44

Murphy.

1.34.40

1-33-04

1.36.17

1.36.44

I 10.02

19
1 30-09

1

1

1

29.06

29-38
28.31

1

I

32-53
38.30
32.28

I 35-12
1 33-00
1 37-03
I

1

1

1

37.02

36-44
49.56
39-58

67

37
26

16
11

8

6

Porter.
1.27.11

7m. 08s.
McLean.

16.36

17m.
Porter.
34-30

3

Porter.
52.12

12

36
Porter.
1.09.02

18

1.28.07 2-5
28.29 1-5

28.29 3-5
29- 13 4-5
31.42
33.00 2-5

33-01 1-5

33-15 i-S
33-46

34-19
34-29 2-5

36.05 2-5

37-41 1-5

40.14
42.14 2-5

42.10
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GRAVES finishes FIRST.

C. ELLIOTT. FINN. MERRIHEW. WELLS.

ILLINOIS DIVISION MEET.

The programme o£ the Illinois Division meet, which
is to be held in Rockford, on July 3 and 4, has finally
been arranged, and the matter is now in the printers'
hands.
As Rockford is but eighty-seven miles from Chicago

a very large crowd will undoubtedly attend from that
point, and a special train will leave the Illinois Cen-
tral depot at 8.45 a. m. of the 3d, arriving in time for
the business meeting in the forenoon. The afternoon
and evening will be devoted to a picnic and concert.
On the morning of the 4th a run will be conducted to
Schweinturth's " Heaven "— fifteen miles over good
gravel roads—and the return made in time for the
parade and races in the afternoon. Roy Keator will
attempt to lower the mile unicycle record, after
which the following races will be contested : One
mile novice, safety ; one mile novice, ordinary ; two
mile safety, open

;
ono-mile safety, local ; three mile

ordinary, handicap ; one mile safety, championship
;

one mile ordinary, championship
; one mile unicycle,

half mile safety, championship ; half mile ordinarj-,
championship; one mile safety, handicap; quarter
mile safety, championship; quarter mile ordinary,
championship ; two mile tandem, championship

; two
mile ordinary, open ; one mile safety, 3m. los. class

;

one mile consolation. Having a splendid mile track
good time can be made. The meet will wind up on
the night of the 4th with a full dress ball for the
socially inclined and a smoker for the stags.

INDIANAPOLIS CYCLISTS HOLD A
ROAD RACE.

The Annual Five Mile Handicap Road Race of the
Sig-Zag Cycling Club, of Indianapolis, was run on the
National Road, west of Greenfield, Ind., on May 30.

Rain had made the course heavy, but eight men
started. The result was as follows: Ellis Hunter,
first, time, 18:43, net time, 17:58 ; Edward Eigleman,
second, time, 18:52 ; Thomas Hay, third, time, 19:19.
The other contestants were Bert Willetts, H. Schultz,
Carl Koerner, Walter Ribble, and Malott Fletcher.
The finish was witnessed by a large number of

people. The judges were W. E. Hunter and Arthur
Newby; time keeper, A. E. Winters; starter, Clark
Tuttle ; scorers, B. W. Cline and J. H. Laird. After
the close of the race fifty-two cyclers made a parade
through the principal streets.

C. E. Kluge continues in training. Within a short
time he will try for the twenty-five mile record over
the New Rochelle course, and later will try for the
twenty-five mile record over the Irvington-Milburn
course. Kluge is now riding a Model B, cushion-
tired Victor.

At the Molineux Grounds, on Wednesday, May 20,

R. Howell won the scratch mile race, doing 2m. 37 3-ss.

At the same sports, T. Relph, 50 yards start, won the
mile handicap, in 2m. 39 4-5S.

RACING AT THE CAPITAL.

The races of the Columbia Cycle Club at Washing-
ton, D. C, on May 30, were entirely successful. A
summary follows :

One Mile Safety, Club Championship—E. C.
Bowen, A. W., handicap 70 yards, (penalized loo yds.
for pneumatic tire) first; W. T. Robertson, scratch,
second; W. L. Blunt, 80 yards, third. Time, 3m. loS.

Five Mile Handicap, Open—C. A. Proctor, 300
5'ards, first; E. C. Bowen, A. W., 200 yards, second;
H. Higham, Jr., 200 yards, third. Time, 20m. loS.

One Mile Handicap, Open—W. T. Sims,
scratch, first; H. A. Rhine, 20 yards, second; E.
Aschenbach, 60 yards, third. Time, 3m. 42^5.
Two Mile Tandem—W. R. Mackville, E. C. Bowen,

50 yards, first; W. E. Blunt, R. T. Anderson, no yards,
second. Time, 8m. 51s.

One Mile Safety, Open—W. R. Mackville, A. W.,
scratch (penalized 100 yards for pneumatic tire) first;

E. C. Bowen, A. W., 25 yards, second; J T. Mount, C.
C. C, 60 yards, third; H. A. Rhine, 25 yards, fourth.
Time, 3m. 15 2-5S.

Ten Mile Safety, Handicap, Open—E. B. Parker,
600 yards (penalized 500 yards for pneumatic-tired
wheel) first; D. L. Sandoe, 490 yards, second; J. T.
Mount, 550 yards, third. Time, 37m. 39s.

The officials were : Referee—George S. Atwater.
Judges-Joseph E. Casey, J. C. V. Smith and W. E.
Pierce. Timekeepers, C. R. Overman, W. H. Stearns
and Philip Brown. Starter—Harry Higham, Sr.
Clerk of the Course—H. J. Southwick. Assistant—A.
Humphrey. Scorer—J. T. Howinstein, Jr.

THE WOODSTOCK TOURNAMENT,
Fully 8,000 people witnessed the eighth annual meet

of the Woodstock Amateur Athletic Association on
May 25. A parade was held before the races, which
included representatives from Toronto, London,
Hamilton and other cities. A summary of the races
follows

:

Bicycle competition won by Hamilton with 41 men.
One Mile Novice—G. M. Wells, Wanderers, first

;

H. T. Wilson, Wanderers, second. Time, 3m. 05 2-5S.

Half Mile Dash—Starters, William Carmen, W.
A. A. A.; F. Lawrason, W. A. A. A., and C. J. Iven,
Rochester. Carmen won easily, Lawrason second.
Time, im. jo 4-5S.

One Mile Ordinary Handicap— Iven, scratch,
first ; Lawrason, 38 yds., second. Time, 2m. 53 2-5S.

Two Mile Tandem—W. H. Penseyres and Charles
Doontage, Buffalo, first; T. H. S. Kerrett and A.
Palmer, Hamilton, second. Time, 5m 57s.

ONE Mile Ordinary, Open—Carmen first, Iven
second. Time, 2m. 52 4-5S.

One Mile Safety, Novice—G. M. Wells, Wander-
ers, first; W. T. Coote, Hamilton, second. Time,
3m. lis.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—Wells first, Nash
second. Time, 2m. 45 1-5S.

Five Mile Ordin^ary—Carmen, first ; Penseyres,
Buffalo, second. Time, 15m. 17s. This was the most
exciting race of the day. There were four starters

—

Carmen, Woodstock; Penseyres, Buffalo; Iven,
Rochester, and Lawrason, Woodstock.

PNEUMATICS TO THE FORE AT
ROCHESTER.

The West End Bicycle Club, of Rochester, N. Y.,
held a 25-mile road race on Decoration Day over a
course that was very heavy on account of the rain of
the previous day. The result was as follows :

Han-
dicap.

W.Connolly, Pneumatic. Sc'tch
Fred Smith "

.. Sc'tch
T.A.Graham " ..5min.
W. Le Mesurier, Ordinary 4 min.
P. J. Dukelow "

4 min.
Fred T. Servis "

8 min.

The first prize was a $30 clock. Six other prizes
were awarded. The officials were : Referee, F. L.
Hughes

; Judge, C. B. Bramon ; Timekeepers, F. A.
Mabbett, F. C. Robinson, Thomas Wellman

; Starter,
Robert Leadly ; Clerk of Course, W. H. Love ; Scorers
S. B. Truesdale, Frank B. Chamberlin, Henry Car-
othra ; Umpires, Bert Anthony, Dr. L. A. Thompson,
C. S. Brodie ; Handicapper, Reuben A. Punnett.

Fin-
Start ish. Time.

3-25 5.04 1.39

3-25 5.04.15 1.39.15
3.20 5.06.15 1.46.15
3-21 5.06.17 1.45.17
3-21 5.07.19 1.46.19

3-17 5.07.45 1.5045

The South End's Bace Meet.
Guided by past experience and fiattered by the

success of former years, the committee in charge of
the fourth annual race meet of the South End Wheel-
men on June 27 at the Keystone Cycle Track, feel
confident that this year's event will far surpass all
previous efforts, and the reputation of the club in
this line is too well known to make further recom-
mendation necessary. A fine collection of prizes, a
centrally located track with fine surface and well
banked corners, leave but little to be desired on the
part of contestants. In making up the programme,
the class system has been adopted, which it is hoped
will ensure a large field of starters. Entries close
June 20 with C. A. Dimon, 1726 S. Broad Street, Phila-
delphia. Entrance fee, $1 for each division cham-
pionship, 50 cents for other events. Following is the
programme of events : One mile safetj', novice, open ;

I mile safety, 3.00 class, open ; i mile safety, 3.10 class,
open ;

i mile safety, j.20 class, open ; i mile safety,
handicap, open ; 'yi mile safety, scratch, open ; i mile
safety, handicap, club

; 5 mile safety, championship,
solid-tired wheels only, club; 2 mile safety. State
Division, L. A. W. championship, open ; i rriile tan-
dem. State Division, L. A. W. championship, open

;

'/i
mile ordinary, State Division, L. A. W. champion-

ship, open ; i mile ordinary, handicap, open ; 1 mile
ordinary, scratch, open.
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THE SCRATCH MEN, BAYES AND VAN WAGONER.

NOTES OF THE ROAD AND PATH,

Rich intends to try for the pneumatic mile record
at Hartford on July 4.

The English have added another to their list of cy-
cle race-paths, the Invicta, at Plumsted.

The Syracuse Cycling Club has decided upon
August 17 and 18 for the dates of their annual race
meet.

The Cincinnati Bicycle Club will run their annual
road race for the club championship on Sunday,
June 14.

Seventeen entries have been received for the
Bridgeport Wheel Club's ten mile handicap road race
on July 4.

The Racing Board has reinstated, as amateurs, E.
S. Bamburger, of Chicago, and Owen T. Morgan, of
Swansea, G. B.

The annual meet of the Montreal Bicycle Club will
be held August 29 at the grounds of the M. A. A. A.,
Cote St. Antoine.

The half-mile safety at the athletic games given at
Byram's track, Red Bank, on Decoration Day, was
won by B. Ford, George Ruhl, second.

The one mile ordinary run at the games of the St.
Paul's Cathedral School, Garden City, L. I., was won
by Baltes in 4m. soj^^s., Amerman second.

A two and a half mile road race was held at
Passaic, N. J., on Decoration Day. The result was :

W. E. Shuit, first; A. M. Campbell, second. Time,
9m. 40S.

The five mile road race of the Mattapan (Mass.)
Road Club on Decoration Day was won by J. D.
Anderson, Jr., Edward Meagher second, M. M. Cun-
niff, third.

The Charlestown Rovers will keep open house on
June 17, Bunker Hill Day, following the custom of
previous years, and all cyclists are invited to partake
of their hospitality.

The recent road race of the Independeut Cyclers of
Louisville was won by Tom Jefferies, W. Ruby
second, George Laib third. The distance was about
three miles and the time nm.

F. W. Mastin, the crack racer of the Gotham
Wheelmen, is in training for the races of the Wheel-
men's Racing League next Saturday and the races to
be run next week at New Haven.

A road race was held at Norwood, Mass., on May 30
for a distance of about nine and three-quarter miles
with eight starters. The first prize was won by
Bacon, Allen second. Time, 46m. los.

A New English Track Opened.

At the Heme Hill sports. May 23, Sheltema-Beduin
won the half mile handicap from scratch in im. 8 2-5S.,
one-fifth of a second outside the world's record.

A ten mile handicap road race was held at Dan-
ville, 111., on May 30, with five starters. Carrol Wil-
liams finished first, with Robert Custer a close second.
The best time was made by Clarence Brittingham,
38m,

The Queens County Wheelmen, of Long Island, are
arranging for a five mile road race on June 6, on the
Broadway course.

The fifteen mile road race of the Detroit Wheelmen,
proposed for Decoration Day, has been postponed
until June 6. The start will be made at Birmingham
and the finish at the corner of Woodward and Balti-
more Avenues.

At the seventh annual field meeting of the New
York State Intercollegiate Athletic Association, at
Geneva, on Saturday last, the two mile ordinary was
won by C. R. La Rue, Hamilton, in 7m. 47 1-5S.; H. T.
Noyes, Rochester, second.

The Columbia Bicycle Club, of Buffalo, held a
thirteen-mile road race, on Decoration Day. . The
road was in very poor shape. The race was won by
F. J. Steinback on a pneumatic, handicapped %%
minutes. He was 2% minutes ahead of the second
man.

At the Spring spqrts of the Haverford College
Grammar School, on Friday last, the one mile ordin-
ary (senior) was won by R. Williams; time, 3m. 4iJ4s.;
R. Lewis, second. The one mile ordinary (intermedi-
ate), was won by H. Coates in 3m. 52s.; R. Bowen,
second.

The Columbia (Pa.) Wheelmen held a seven mile
road race on Saturday afternoon last, at which the
previous record was broken by im. 2s. The winners
were: D. Fornwalt, first; time, 26m. 28s.; W. S.
Oberlin, second; time, 26m. 48s. Both riders rode
Victors.

The West Roxbury (Mass.) Athletic Club held a ten
mile road race and a five mile boys' road race on May
30. The first event was won by H. W. Estey, Macken-
zie second, Robinson third. Time, 47m. 35s. The
boys' race was won by Vogel, Dyer second, Whitcomb
third. Time, 26m. 35s.

The entry list for the Field Day, on June 6, of the A.
W. C, closed Decoration Day with about forty men
entered in the different contests. The event is an
assured success already, and with pleasant weather
the Wheel Club will give the biggest race meet that
this place has ever seen.

J. E. Wilkinson, of Baltimore, who has given many
interesting lectures on cycling in Europe, will cross
the pond again about the middle of July to remain
until September. He proposes to do the North of
England, Scotland and Ireland leisurely, and is
looking for a congenial companion.

The Committee in charge of the Norfolk Co. Wheel-
men's race meet, at the trotting park at Readville,
(Mass.) has decided to oiifer the following prizes for
a safety team race : First prize, gold medal

; second,
gold and silver; third, silver. Club prize to be a
framed photograph of the winning team.

Two cycle events were run under the auspices of
the West Roxbury (Mass.) Athletic Association on
Decoration Day. A five mile race for boys was won
by Vogel, Dyer second. Time, 26m. 35s. The ten
mile event was won by H. W. Estey, Otis McKenzie
second, Chas. Robinson third. Time, 47m. 35s.

There are ten events to be decided at the Woon-
socket Wheelmen's Association's meet, at Agricul-
tural Park, Providence, on June 6, including a five
mile championship of Woonsocket and a two mile
State, championship. Prizes to the amount of $250
-will be awarded, consisting of ggld and pilv^r medals.

The following events were run at the games of the
Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute Athletic Association,
on Wednesday of this week :

One Mile Ordinary—A. H. Feldmier, first; E.
McLean, second. Time, 3m. 15 1-5S.

Two Mile S.^FETY—A. H. Feldmier, first ; E. Mc-
Lean, second.

At a sport and play meeting held at Aston, on May
19, T. Relph, .30 yards start, won the half mile safety
handicap, in im. 10 2-5S. At the same sports Sheltema-
Beduin won the scratch quarter, in 35 2-5S., and the
scratch mile safety race, 2m. 34 4-5S, the last half in
im. 14 2-5S. Sheltema-Beduin alsojwon the three mile
club race, in 8m. 15 4-5S.

^ The Porkopolis Wheelmen, of Cincinnati, are mak-
ing elaborate preparations for their meet on July 4.
The Racing Committee consists of William Windisch,
H. Otto Barth and Randolph Meiser. There will be
ten races with suitable prizes for each. The club ex-
pects to have racing men present from all parts of
Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky.

Great preparations are being made for the meet of
the California Division at Stockton on July 4. From
present indications, this meeting will be one ot the
greatest ever held on the Pacific Coast. It is expected
that at least fifty racing wheelmen will go up from
San Francisco, while the non-racing members will
swell the number of Frisco visitors to at least one
hundred and fifty. The latest reports say that the
track is already in great shape, and by the day of the
meet it will be in order for record breaking.

A.~B. Rich is patiently waiting for his Columbia
racing pneumatic, which the Pope Mfg. Co. are build-
for him. His first appearance this year was at the
Harvard College races, when he rode from scratch in
better than 2m. 40s. Although manager of the New
York Athletic Club's team. Rich will pay every
penny of his racing expenses this year. He is as en-
thusiastic as ever over racing, and we hope he will
long be spared to the amateur path until his "last ap-
pearances" outnumber those of the diva, Adelina
Patti.

The two days' tournament of the Denver Cyclists'
Union has been postponed until July 4 and 5. There
were very few days suitable for training during last
month, and the riders are not in condition as vet for
good work. They could neither race with credit to
themselves nor satisfaction to spectators. Two more
races were placed on the first day—one-half mile
amateur, ordinary, heats, and one mile professional,
ordinary, heats, which will make a total of twenty-
seven races for the two days. The prize list will be
an extensive one. The prizes will be placed in the
races on the 15th of June, when the Board will hold a
meeting.

Chairmen of committees have been appointed as
follows by the Rochester Wheelmen's League for the
August meeting : Track, P. J. Dukelow, Ramblers

;

privileges, Robert S. Thompson, Genesees ; advertis-
ing, James Barnes, Crescents

;
programme, J. H.

Brown, Flower Citys ; transportation, F. B. Wickes',
Flower Citys; races, G. S. Montgomery, Genesees'
press, Thomas W. Shannon, West Ends ; entertain-
ments, Frank Tailing. Crescents; prizes, Frederick
Morgan, Lake Vi6ws ; tours and runs, C. A. Rockwell,
Lake Views ; finance, A. Dolbier, Ramblers; parade
and photographs, M. F. Shafer, Genesees : reception
W. H. Love, West Ends.

Two road races were held under the auspices of the
Waltham (Mass.) Cycle Club on May 30. The first
event was a sixteen mile handicap open to any rider
in Waltham. There were nineteen starters, and all
but three of them completed the distance. Bert Bul-
lock, 8m. 30S., was first; actual time ih. 7m. 38s. C. W.
Bowles, with the same start, was second ; time, ih!
/m. 3954s. F. Robinson, with six minutes' start, came
m third. The cup offered for the fastest time was
awarded to Benson, the scratch man ; time, ih. im.
27s. The other event was a four mile handicap, open
to members of the club only. There were seven start-
ers. Harry Ogden, with a start of one minute, was
first; time, 15m. 56s. W. Pride second, and S. Searles
third. Frank Swan, the scratch man, was looked
upon as a sure winner in this event, but as he took
part in the sixteen mile race he was not able to do his
best. In the evening an entertainment was given at
the rooms of the club, when the prizes were awarded

The two mile ordinary, at the intercollegiate games
at Berkeley Oval, on Decoration Day, resulted as fol-
lows : First heat—O. B. Hawes, Harvard, 6m. 82-5S.;
Edward Spahr, C. C. N. Y., second. Second heat—R.
H. Davis, Harvard, 6m. 2 3-5S.; H. P. Green, Yale, sec-
ond. Third heat—G. F. Taylor, Harvard, 7m. 4-ss.

;

E. A. Kellner, U. of Pa., second. Fourth heat—F. S.
Pratt, Harvard, 6m. 31 i-ss.; G. M. Costes, U. of Pa.,
second. Finalheat—G. F. Taylor, Harvard, 6m.i3 3-5S.

;

F. S. Pratt, Harvard, second ; R. H. Davis, Harvard,
third. Hawes was the only Harvard man in the first

heat. Taxis, of Pennsylvania, was not entered, and
so Harvard felt fairly sure of taking everything.
Davis, of Harvard, had the easy time that was pre-
dicted for him in the second heat. Taylor had his
heat with equal ease, and in the fourth trial heat
Pratt won by a rod. In the final heat Harvard was
eminently in it with her four riders. The Amherst
man stayed behind, and it was a great race for Tay-
lor, Pratt and Davis.

Schuylkill Navy.

Draper and Taxis Win the A. C. S. N. Races.—
The results of the wheel events at the A. C. S. N.
games at Stenton, on Decoration Day, is as follows :

One Mile Safety, Handicap—J. H. Draper, A. C.
S. N., 30 yards, first; W. W. Taxis, scratch, second.
Time, 3m- i 2-ss.

Two Mile Ordinary, Handicap—W. W. Taxis,
scratch, first; V. J. Kelly, 90 yard?, second. Time,
7m. 19 1-5S.
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THE MASSACHUSETTS
MEET.

DIVISION'S

The annual Spring meet of the Massachusetts Divi-
sion, at Worcester, on May 30, Decoration Day, was
entirely sucessful, although the day opened with a
cloudy sky.
As early as 6 o'clock the local wheelmen were up

and about, preparing for the reception of the visitors,

and two hours later the streets in the vicinity of the
depot presented a lively and interesting scene. Cy-
clers attired in all kinds and descriptions of uniformj
and riding wheels were seen on every hand, and their
number was augmented by those who came on every
incoming train.
The Rhode Island delegation arrived early in the

day, and at 10 o'clock the Boston train, having about
500 wheelmen aboard, rolled into the depot. As soon
as wheels were disembarked, the entire party wheeled
to Continental Hall, and there partook of hot coffee

and sandwiches.
The Parade.

As the time for the grand parade approached, the
cheerful face of old Sol peeped out from behind dark
and threatening clouds, and greatly raised the spirits

of the entire party. The parade, which was through
the principal streets of the city, was the best parade
of cyclers that has ever been seen in the State. As it

moved along the boulevard, estimated to be at least

one and a half miles long, it presented a pretty ap-
pearance. The Rovers' Club, of Charlestown, pre-
sented their usual neat appearance in their gray
uniforms, while the Summerville Club maintained its

reputation as an excellent-appearing club. But the
Rhode Island men, with their black uniforms and
splendid alignments, captured not only the applause
of the spectators, but also the prize offered to the
neatest-appearing club in line. The parade, which
i.icluded 592 men by actual count, headed by Chief
Marshal Arthur W. Robinson and his large staff, rode
in the following order :

Bay State Bicycle Club, 75 men ; Rovers' Cycle
Club, of Charlestown, 20 members ; Somerville Cycle
Club, 35 members ;

Roxbiiry Club, 25 men
;
Rhode

Island Wheelmen, 30 men ; Cambridgeport Cycle
Club, 20 men; Fall River Cycle Club; Lawrence
Wheel Club, 16 men ;

Fall River Ramblers ; Columbus
Cycle Club, of Worcester, 28 men

;
Owl Cycle Club,

of Cambridgeport, 6 men ; Massachusetts Bicycle
Club, 12 men ; Chelsea Five Points Club, 15 men

;

Fitchburg Wheelmen, 3 men ; New Hampshire Wheel-
men ; Salem Bicycle Club ; Whitinsville Bicycle
Club, 25 men ; Lynn Wheel Club, 12 men ; Narragan-
sett Club, 9 men ; Medford Bicycle Club, 12 men

;
New

Bedford Club, 8 men; Hyde Park Ramblers, 7 men;
250 unattached wheelmen, under command of Capt.
F. Wilson, of the Newton Bicycle Club.
At the conclusion of the parade the wheelmen were

photographed and then disbanded, to reassemble at

the race meet in the afternoon.

The Races.

Fully s,ooo persons witnessed the races in the after-

noon at the Agricultural Park under the auspices of

the Bay State Bicycle Club, and although the track
was somewhat heavy some excellent sport was wit-
nessed. The times, however, were slow. A summary
follows

:

ONE Mile Safety, Novice.—McDuffee, West Ever-
ett, first; Wheelock, Worcester, second; Hines, Fall
River, third. Time, 3m. 10 1-5S.

Two Mile Worcester County Championship.—
C. A. Fenner, Worcester, first

; J. F. Cronin, Milbury,
second

;
James Wilson, Jr., Worcester, third. Time,

7m. 3 3-5S.

One Mile Safety Tandem.—Schervee and John-
son, first; Wilson and Kern, second. Time, 3m 26 1-5S.

One Mile Ordinary, Scratch.—Monte Scott,
Providence, first; B. P. Hedger, Fall River, second;
E. A. Pressy, Newton, third. Time, 3m. 31s. There
were six starters in this race, including A. A. Zim-
merman, who adopted his usual plan of riding in the
rear and finishing with a rush atthe end. He delayed
his spurt too long, however, and failed to secure a
place. A time limit of three mmutes having been
placed on the race no prizes were awarded.
Half Mile Safety, Handicap—H. C. Tyler, High-

landville, first ; E. A. McDuffee, West Everett, sec-
ond ; C. E. Larom, New Haven, third. Time,
im. 23 2-5S. W. G. Class, on a pneumatic, was the fa-
vorite in this event, but his best efforts only secured
him fifth place.

ONE Mile, State Championship-C. a. Fenner,
first ; T. A. Connolly, Dorchester, second ; A. C.
Pressy, Newton, third. Time, 3m. 17 1-5S.

One Mile Safety, Worcester County Cham-
pionship—A. Martin, Milbury, first; C. A. Fenner,
second

; J. B, Dunn, third. Time, 3m. 24s.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap—B. P. Hedger, 100
yds., first; T. L. Connolly, 125 yds., second

; J. F.
Cronin, no yds., third. Zimmerman was scratch in
this event, but was unable to overcome his handicap.
He rode the fastest time of the day in this race,
2m. 554-55-

One Mile Safety, State Championship—G. Min-
turn Worden, first; W. A. Nichols, second; P. L.
Olmstead, third. Time, 3m. is. This was the pret-
tiest race of the day. Olmstead made the going dur-
ing the first lap, and his half mile was clocked in

im. 34KS. He then gave way to Connolly, who held
premier position until dangerously near the finish,

when Worden, to the surprise and delight of his Bos-
ton friends, made a magnificent spurt and won with
a few feet to the good. He rode a pneumatic.
Two Mile Safety, Lap—W. G. Class, 10 points

;

F[. C. Tyler, 9 points; H. B. Skidmore, 3 points. No
time.

ONE Mile Safety, Handicai' — E. A. McDuffee,
200 yards, first ; Daniel Connolly, 190 yards, second

;

M. I. Dean, 160 yards, third. Time, 2m. 44 3-5S.

There were twenty-two starters in this event.
Worden from the sixty-five yard, Mark and Tyler
from seventy-five yards succeed in passing all but
the above three contestants.

The officials of the race were : Referee, Abbott
Bassett, Boston, Mass. Judges, A. D. Peck, Jr., Bos-
ton, Mass.; Henry Goodman, Hartford, Conn.; J. L.
Spiers, Providence, R. I. Timers, B. A. Barber, Lin-
coln Holland, Arthur Weixler, all of Worcester.
Starter, W. W. Windle, Millbury; Clerk of Course,

J. W. Murphy, Worcester, Mass.
The Evenings Entertainment.

In the evening both the Worcester and Bay State
Clubs held smokers, and a ball was held at Horticul-
tural Hall in honor of the visiting wheelmen. At the
latter place the prizes were awarded to the successful
racing men, and to the Somerville Cycle Club for
having the largest'number of League members in the
parade. The Rhode Island Wheelmen captured the
prize for the second largest number of League rep-
resentatives, and the one for the neatest appearance.
Many of the wheelmen at the meet remained in

Worcester overnight and rode home on Sunday. The
first to leave was the twice victorious Rhode Island
wheelmen, carrying with them not only the prizes
but the good wishes of every cycler. They rode over
the road to Boston, stopping at the Woodland Park
Hotel for dinner. The Lawrence Wheelmen, and a
private party under the pilotage of Capt. A. D. Peck,
Jr., were the next to leave for home by the highway.
They had no sooner shaken the dust of the heart of
the commonwealth from off their wheels than the
" scorchers'" party, under cominand of Jack Cart-
wright, prepared to scorch over the roads to South
Natick. At exactly 9.35 a. m., the party, forty in num-
ber, left the Lincoln House, and started for the ren-
dezvous at Natick, a distance of about twenty-nine
miles. In the party were men who Avill, on June 27,

contest with each other in the Inter-Club road race,
and they were anxious to get ideas of each other's
riding ability. The Cambridgeport and Roxbury
men contended against each other, and for the entire
twenty-nine miles cut out some pretty hot work for
the others. Some of them, however, lost the course
and brought up in Marlboro instead of Natick, thus
making it difficult to compare the individual work.
The first man in was A. F. McDonald, of Chelsea,

time, 2h. 25m., and the other leaders came in as fol-

lows : George H. Place, of Concord, N. H., 2h. 27m.;
Chief Consul Frank A. McMaster, of New Hampshire,
2h. 27m. los.; Capt. George A. Perry, of the Medford
Club, 2h. 28m.; H. P. Andrews, J. W. Bean, J. A. Cor-
coran, P. C. Spring and H. P. Corbet, of the Cam-
bridgeport Club, and Pacemaker Cartwright finished
within a few seconds of each other, while the others
straggled in as they best liked.
The lazy man's touring party left Won ester 300

strong, under command of Capt. H. W. Robinson.
For the first three or four miles the pace was rather
slow, but as the Somerville men, with their brooms,
seemed desirous of sweeping everything before them,
the pacemaker gave them an opportunity of so doing,
with the result that the once compact mass of wheels
was soon extended over a stretch of a mile in length.
Many riders fell by the wayside during the trip,

either on account of exhaustion or trouble with their
mounts, and the tail enders passed many a man dili-

gently pushing a broken wheel. Both the solid and
pneumatic-tired machine came in for their share of
damage, but, singular as it may seem, not a pneumatic
tire broke or was punctured, the trouble being with
the wheels themselves. The advance guard of this
party reached South Natick a little after i o'clock,
and the others arrived singly, in pairs and dozens.
After dinner the congregation of cyclers dispersed,

and the most successful Spring meet ever held under
the auspices of the Massachusetts Division, L. A. W.,
came to an auspious finale.

MURPHY MAKES ROME HOWL.

The third annual tournament of the Rome Cyclers at
Riverside Park, Rome, N. Y., on May 30 resulted
most auspiciously for W. F. Murphy, who forsook
the Irvington-Milburn road races in order to secure
his eligibility to the national race at Detroit. He
won easily all the State championships that were on
the list. A summary follows :

Twenty Mile Road Race—P. C. Hammes, Utica,
scratch, first; time, ih. 2o'/ia.; A. C. Benjamin, Syra-
cuse, 4m., second; time, ih. 2m. 34s.

One Mile Safety, Novice—F. J. Highbee, Syra-
cuse, first; time, 3m. 10 3-5S. ; C. H. Statestone, Buffalo,
second.
Half Mile Ordinary—W. F. Murphy, N. Y. A. C,

first; time. im. 26>:j;s.; W. H. Murray, West Winfield,
second.
ONE Mile Safety, Central New York Cham-

pionship—George B. Penn, Syracuse, first; time, 3m.
i}4^s.; G. Lynn Prescott, Rome, second; time, 3m. 3s.

Quarter Mile Ordinary, State Championship—
W. F. Murphy, N. Y. A. C, first; time, 40 4-5S.; F. P.

Miller, Utica, second.
Two Mile Safety, Handicap—George B. Penn.,

Syracuse, 100 yards, first; time, 5m. 5oJ^s.; W. H.
Murray, West Winfield, second; E. S. Yarwood, Rome,
third.
Half Mile Ordinary, State Championship—W.

F. Murphy, N. Y. A. C, first; time, im. 44 2-5S.; F. P.

Hammes, Utica, second; W. H. Murray, West Win-
field, third.
One Mile Safety Tandem—W. D. Banker and F.

M. Banker, B. A. C, first; time, 3m. gYaS.; J. C. and F.

B. Robbins, Utica, second.
One Mile Ordinary, Central New York Cham-

pionship— F. P. Hammes, Utica, first; time, 3m. i4-;is.

ONE Mile Ordinary, Handicap—W. H. M-urray,
60 yards, first; time, 3m. s'As.; Harry Burnette, Rome,
second.
Half Mile Safety, Tandem-C. M. Brinker and

W. D. Banker, B. A. C, first; time, im. 21 2-5S.; C. H.
Statestone and J. J. Fibson, Buffalo, second.
Two Mile Safety, State Championship—W. F.

Murphy, N. Y. A. C, first; C. M. iVIurphy, N. Y. A. C,
second; time, 5m. ^y'/oH.

In this event the Murphy's were the only ones to
race. The judges, in order to make the race inter-
esting, told them that they must make better time
than 6m. los. They took it easy and made the two
miles in 6m. 22S. The judges would not give up the
gold medal on such poor time, so W. F. Murphy went
out and easily made it in sra. 27j^s.

THE ATLANTIC CITY RACES.

The race meet of the Atlantic City Wheelmen, on
May 30, at the new track was attended by a large
number of spectators. The Philadelphia Wheelmen
were largely represented and carried off most of the
honors. A summary follows :

One Mile Novice Safety.—H. K. Boyer, C. C,
first; Charles Cramer, A. C. W., second. Time,
3m. i65is.

One Mile Safety, 3 30 Class.—R. Hewitt, A. C. W.,
first; C. E. Clemens, M. A. C. second. Time, 3m.

One-half Mile Safety, Scratch.—S. H. Craw-
ford, Y. M. C. A., first

; J. C. Donnelly, O. W., second.
Time, im. 26}is.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap. —M. J. Bailey,
C. W., 60 yards, first; A. E. Stilger, M.A.C., 30 yards,
second. Time, 3in. 3 i-ss.

Two Mile Safety, Handicap.—Roland Hewitt,
150 yards, first; J. C. Donnelly, O. W., 70 yards, sec-
ond. Time, 6m. 37}is-

One Mile Safety Handicap.—Willie Owens, C. C,
150 yards, first ; C. E. Clemens, M. A. C, 100 yards,
second. Time, 2m. 57 3-5S.

One-half Mile Safety, for Boys Under Si.x-
teen Years.—Willie Owens, C. C, first; T. Sheen,
second ; H. Gormley, third.

One Mile Tandem, Scratch.—This race resulted in
a protest by Messrs. Stilger and Gray, M. A. C. team,
claiming dead heat. Time, 3m. g 4-5S. Declared
winners: Garrigues and Bailey: C. W.
One-Quarter Mile Safety, Scratch.—S. H.

Crawford, Y. M. C. A., first
; J. C. Donnelly, O. W.,

second. Time, 42m. 1-5S.

Five Mile Safety, Handicap, Atlantic City
Only.-Charles Cramer, 300 yards, first; S. T. Jones,
scratch, second ; W. H. Edwards, 225 yards, third.
Time, 17m. 15s.

Boyer, Hewitt, Clemens, Donnelly, Owens and
Jones rode pneumatics and were penalized 70 yards
per mile. Cramer rode cushion and was penalized
30 yards.

THE MEET AT LEWISBURG, PA.

Over fifty wheelmen from all parts of the State par-
ticipated in the third annual meet of the Central
Pennsylvania Wheelmen at Lewisburg, Pa., on May
30. The hill climbing contest in the morning was
won by Zimmerman, who succeeded in reaching the
top of the hill. There were three starters. The ten
mile road race over the Lewisburg pike was won by
R. Wilson ; time, 44m. 22 2-ss. The track events at the
fair grounds resulted as follows :

One Mile Safety—Wagner, Williamsport, first.

Time, 3m. 20s,

One Mile Ordinary—R. Wildon, first; Anderson,
second. Time, 3m. 22 1-5S.

One Mile Safety, Open—W. Wilson, first. Time,
3m. 15s.

One Mile Safety, Championship—W. Wilson,
first. Time, 3m. 25s.

ONE Half Mile Safety—Howard Rombach, Wat-
sontown, first.

One Mile Ordinary, Cha.mpionship—R. J. Wilson,
first; V. S. Anderson, second.

One Mile Safety, Championship of Union Coun-
ty—Aug. Meixell, first.

One Mile Consolation, Safety—Bowman, Wil-
liamsport, first; Weldon, second.

A lantern parade and smoker was held in the even-
ing. The meet was managed by C. S. Bigony, Sun-
bury ; R. J. and AV. B. Wilson, Mt. Carmel ; Bert Gal-
braith, Milton; W. R. Ritter, Lewisburg, and Ira
Dayton, Williamsport.

CLEVELAND'S GREAT ROAD RACE.

The twenty-three mile handicap road race of the
Cleveland Wheel Club was run on Decoration Day
with twenty-three starters, although the course was
heavy. The race was well contested, and there were
no accidents. Dave Nasmith, the Toronto Bicycle
Club's crack road rider won the race with 13m.
handicap. The best time was made by Williaiv.
Crane, of Erie, Pa. Following is the order'of the men
finished: D. Nasmith, Toronto, 13m.; time, ih. jom.
SOS.; H. C. Tolley, Akron, 18m.; William Crane, Erie,
Pa., 2m.; Paul Lowb, Cleveland, i8m.; T. C. Coliings,
Cleveland, scratch; F. G. Turner, Cleveland, jiii.;

Harry P. Smith, Cleveland, 12m.; H. H. Botten,
Cleveland, ism.; H. A. Lindsley, Cleveland, 20m.; C.
E. Vaupel, Cleveland, 14m.; A. R. Scott, Oberlin, 7m.;
L. H. Bannister, Youngstown, 17m.; Alfred Taylor,
Cleveland, 20m.; W. J. Ellenberger, Oberlin. i3ni.;

J. A. Purcell, Cleveland, 20m.; Ray .S. Blowers, West-
field, N. Y., 5m.; William C. Banhart, Massilon. Ohio,
20m.; G. A. Andrews, Lakewood, Oliio, 17m.; H. H.
Hemler, Cleveland, 12m.; W. J. Parr, Cleveland, i7ni.;

W. H. Irish, Cleveland, 15m.; Arthur L. Lynn, Jr.,
Cleveland, 23m.; Edward Lozier, Cleveland, lym.
The best times were as follows: William Crane,

Erie, 2m., time ih. 32m. 40s., actual time, ih. 31m. 40s.;
T. C. Coliings, Cleveland, actual time, ih. 30m. 42s.

Crane rode a pneumatic. Ten prizes were offired.
including ,$50 and $30, gold medals, a bicycle suit,
saddle, cyclometer, rifle and various cycle "sundriis.
The officials were as follows: Referee—W. A. Shinklc.
Judges—K. O. Oliver, C. A. Sebastian and W. A.
Crawford. Timers—C. F. Uhl, John W. Leavitt and
Gforge Collister. Clerk %( the Course -John P.
Petty. Starter—J. D. Pugh. Timers at Wickliffe—
James Goodrich, Thomas D. Davidson and Fred B,
Schrader.
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PULLMAN ROAD RACE.

Horace Bell was happy, very happy.
He smiled broadly. He smiled often, aye, and

many times liquidly. Had it been his first, and a boy
at that, he could scarcely have been more tickled.
" Did you see it ? " " Have you seen it ? " he would

vehemently inquire of every one who came within
reach.
" See what?

"

"See what? Why come man and take a look at it,"
and, seizing- his prey by the arm, he would push his
way through the crowd and bring up with an admir-
ing—
" Say, but ain't it a dandy ? ^4;«7 it a little dandy,

though !

"

Then he would gaze at it long and earnestly, and
become lost in admiration

" It " was a little gem of a pneumatic-tired Humber
racer, so light that one could hold it at arm's length
on two fingers. Bell looks after the Western interests
of the Huraber, and had but just returned from across
the streak with an advance shipment, amongst them
a couple of " its," and to have one of them, one of the
first featherweight pneumatic track wheels carry a
one hundred and sixty pound man over sixteen miles
of diversified road in the fastest time ever made in a
Pullman road race, without so much as turning a
spoke, was too much for Bell, and he waxed exuber-
ant. His spirits bubbled, sparkled, as it were.

It was not enough to have a pneumatic safety carry
off the time prize, but to have the meek and lowly
dwarf also finish in one, two, three, four order, was
worse and more of it. It was dimming, damning to
the glory of the good old ordinary, for hadn't some
one said that a safety couldn't live in a Pullman
race, and hadn't the ordinary in previous years as-
serted itself to such an extent that the safety could
come no nearer than one solitary thirteenth prize?
Yes, yes, but things are different now.
The first Pullman road race in 1887, with its forty-

one entries, was great; the following year with
eighty-six was greater yet ; i88g with one hundred and
twelve, it was even greater ; in i8go with one hundred
and eighty-si.x distinctly more; but the fifth and latest
that of May 30, 1891, was greater than all, with its im-
mense total two hundred and twenty-three entries,
and ten bicycles, amongst some forty prizes. "The
Derby of American Cycling," they call it now, and
who will say that it is not rightly named ? When one
looks back a bit the history of the Pullman can best
be appreciated, for what was it indeed that brought
Lumsden, Winship, Knisely, Githens, and half a dozen
others to the fore but the Pullman race? Verily,
where is its peer ?

THE RACE.

A more perfect day than May 30th can scarce be
made. One vast stretch of blue, cloudless sky, a soft
balmy breeze from the north (favorable to the racers)
with an occasional puff from the east which fanned
the brow and prevented the heat from becoming op-
pressive, were the conditions, while grass, tree, the
flowers all had on their holiday attire and were at
their best. It was a superb day. This year's race
attracted more public interest than usual, and the
vicinity of the start was early alive with spectators
and wheelmen. Every club in the city, and every
color in Christendom fluttered in the crowd, the
fiery red caps of the Lincoln scorchers being most
conspicuous any where and every where in the con-
stantly increasing crowd. The Lincoln's immense
tally-ho, with its imported bugler and flying colors,
and the Cook County's six-horse coach preceded the
start an hour or so, leaving a train of jollity in their
wake.

" Who would win?"
Last year, nearly everyone who was at all posted,

picked Chas Knisely for the winner after the handi-
caps had been announced, and this year the prophe-
sying was more difficult. The Chicago Club had a
number of likely men entered, of whom C. W. Ballard
seemed the most likely, with J. P. Bliss as a fair
second choice, although Barwise, who "'on, was not
without adherents. N. Trivers was the Illinois favo-
rite, while the Lincolns wrapped most of their faith
in Geo. Marr.
Those who had ridden with Barwise, however,

knewhim to be a strong rider, and, with his healthy
handicap, named him as the likely man. To Barrett
and Van Sicklen, who, with Ehlert and W. C. Thorne,
were penalized four minutes 'for riding pneumatics,
it was generally conceded the time prize would fall,

nearly everyone considering it a rash move when
Merrill refused his two minutes' start and went back
with the former quartette. Lumsden, on a cushion,
and Paige, of Waukesha, and Crocker, of Milwaukee,
on pneumatics, had been placed on scratch, but
Lumsden was unwell and viewed the race from a
buggy, and the other two failed to put in an appear-
ance. With Lumsden out the prophets named F.
Terry Andrae as next best man for the solid and
cushioned tire time prize.

THE COURSE.

The course was in splendid condition. It is, as is
generally known, a trifle less than sixteen miles long,
the first seven miles being a macadamized boulevard,
unmarred save by a number of stone foot-crossings
and some half dozen street car and railroad tracks, it

winds through Washington Park, up several very
slight grades to Stony Island Avenue, which is also
of macadam, but, being poorly kept, is usually in a
very rutty and dustv condition. Three more railway
tracks are encountered on this avenue. Three miles
from Pullman a common, everyday dirt road, which
cuts across an abandoned field known in cycling par-
lance as the " Potato Patch," where the riding is done
in the wagon tracks. Midway of the patch is the
famous Sand Hill, a little knoll hardly deserving the
term "hill," but which, from the character of the as-
cent and descent, some 250 yards through loose,
shifting, bottomless sand, it is always one of the most
interesting spots, both to riders and spectators, along
the course. The hill is covered with trees, through
which runs a narrow foot path, which was this year
in such good shape that quite a number made the as-

cent, though, save the pneumatics, few rode down,
the path ending at the top in a deep sand spot, which
brought the wheels to a standstill. The run down
hill through the sand killed many prominent candi-
date's chances, and was responsible for most of the
changes near the finish. The last three-quarter mile
of the course is over the good macadam streets of
Pullman, a street car track and several short, sharp
turns around corners, being the only drawbacks.

THE START.

As usual, the first half mile was fairly packed with
spectators, who despite the efforts of the police,
crowded out into the roadway, forming a long, nar-
row, craning "alleyway" of human beings, down
which the riders dashed, more or less hindered by the
crowd. -

The first man away was Jas. Levy, of the Union
Athletic Bicycle Club, with a handicap of loj^ min-
utes, none of the 11 or 12 minute men having turned
out. Fourteen minutes and thirty seconds later, or
10:28 o'clock a. m., the five penalized men were given
the word and the entire line of some 180 racers were
in motion, and the spectators were dashing in break-
neck haste for the special trains in waiting to carry
them to the finish in Pullman.
The pace was a hot one from the very start, the

favoring wind tempting many to set a gait which th ey
regretted later in the race. Barwise early asserted
himself, and turning into Grand Boulevard, 3% miles
from the start, had a good lead. Marr, the Lincoln's
best man, had also ploughed through the rabble and
was making tracks for the lead in magnificent style.
The Sixteenth Street car tracks, which were wet and
slippery, brought a number to grief, amongst them
McMahon, also of the Lincoln Club, who, although
suffering from a bad header over another rider and a
number of bruises on arm and leg, pluckily re-
mounted and, riding like mad, regained what he had
lost in less than half a mile. Ballard, the favorite, was
riding in good form, but not near enough to the
leader for a man on whom such odds as 20 to i and 40
to I had been offered in his own club. Bode, from
the seven minute mark, had ridden well, and on Grand
Boulevard was picking up man after man although
riding a slightly buckled wheel. As Stony Point was
approached the positions were constantly shifting, the
backmarkers commenced to show themselves. It
was near here that

THE LINCOLNS' HOPE WENT TO SMASH.

Marr was in fifth place at the time and still main-
taining a winning clip when a safety man, imme-
diately in front went down without warning, and
before Marr could turn out he pitched headlong over
him, striking on his head with great force. He was
stunned for a few moments, and could remember
nothing of the accident. The backbone of his wheel
was twisted out of shape and he was led to a near-by
residence, where the ladies of the house showed him
every attention, even, they say, giving him the price
of a railroad ticket to Pullman. Marr's fall was a
bitter pill for the Lincolns. In the same vicinity last
year their best man succumbed to the heat. Jos.
Stillwell, of the Lake View's, performed a note-
worthy feat just before reaching Stony Island Avenue.
The rear wheel of his ordinary had beeti in trouble
for nearly two miles, and finally gave out entirely,
but seizing the first wheel—a safety—that was lying
loose, he left his broken wheel in its place and pedaled
into eleventh place on his "borrowed" mount, and
afterwards was unable to recognize it. Bode over-
took his clubmate, Ballard, on Stony Island and tried
hard to coach and pace him, but to no purpose.
The penalized inen made a pretty fight of it. They

took turns in making pace, and the manner in which
they remained bunched excited the admiration of
the spectators all along the line. After striking the
loose road their progress was marked by one great,
swiftly-moving cloud of dust which left no happiness
to the men behind them All save Merrill sustained
nasty falls, Barrett scoring two of them, one of which
badly twisted his handlebar and lost him consider-
able distance.

AT THE SAND HILL

Barwise, fresh and strong, was the first man to reach
this memorable spot. He walked his wheel over the
hill while Herrick and the other camera fiends snap-
ped their kodaks at him. Starr followed half a min-
ute later, then Hoagland, Bliss and Bode in the order
named. Bode going over without a dismount. J.
Krach; of the Plzen Club, who failed to finish, and
who is not accounted for came next, followed in turn
bvLoescher, McMahon, Brandenburg, Stillwell, How-
ell, Pollock, Barnett, March, Bodach, McCulloh, Bar-
num. Gray. After this the men came over in droves.
Tuttle was 77th at the hill, Andrae, 87th, Githens, 86th
and Winship, 103d. The penalized brigade was
slightlv strung out at the hill, Barrett, io8th leading.
Van Sicklen, 109th and Thorne next. Merrill, 113th
and Ehlert, iT4th, were a hundred yards further back.
Just as Pullman was approached, Barrett, Van and
Merrill closed up, passing Winship about the same
time, though so intently were they eyeing each other
that they failed to notice it.

THE FINISH.

At the finish, in Pullman, another long, narrow,
serpentine alley of human beings was the gauntlet
through which the riders had to dash, and a gaunlet
it was, indeed. The constant craning of necks, and
shifting of the dense mass of eager spectators, and
the occasional darting from side to side of others
proved a serious danger to the racers and was re-
sponsible for a number of bad and aggreseive spills.

Hagaman, of the Illinois' being thrown and his shoul-
der blade broken, while Taft, of the Washington's,
sustained a bad scalp wound and others less serious
cuts and bruises.

Barrett and Merrill came in sight of the crowd still

watching each other intently. Van Sicklen started
the spurt, with Merrill right at his heels, but to the
utter surprise of all, Barrett was unable to hold it.

He had run himself out. It was a close and exciting
finish between the other two, but Van Sicklen on his

24 pound racer had a distinct advantage and landed
a winner by a scant length in 50m. 17s., the fastest
time ever made in a Pullman race

; Merrill 50m.
17 i-ss. ; Barrett, 50m. 25s. ; Thorne, 50m. 33s. ; Ehlert,
50m. 3qS.

Order of Finish.

Name. Club.

M. S. H.M. S.

I R. M. Barwise ..Chicago 10.00 56.00

54-552 J. C. Starr . .Englewood 8.30

3 E. C. Bode . .Chicago . 7.00 54.00
4 Ralph Hoagland... . .Kenwood 8.00 55.01

S J. P. Bliss ..Chicago 8.4s 56.17
6 F. J. McMahon
7 M. E. Loescher
8 J. I. Brandenburg.

. .Lincoln 7.30
8.00

7-45

55-13
55-51
56.02. .Chicago

9 G. D. Moffat
10 H. R. Howell

. .Illinois 9.00

8-45

56-55

57-17..Englewood
II J. F. Stillwell . .Lake View 10.00 58.47
12 J. W. McCulloch... . .Kenwood 8.00 56.49
13 0. R. Barnett ..Cook Co 7-3° 56.20

14 J. R. Pollock . .Lincoln 7.00 55-52
15 A. R. March . .Columbia 8.30 57-=7
16 C. D. Cutting ..Cook Co 5-3° 54-38
17 F. H. Brown
18 L. Bodach

a
5.30

7.3°
6.30
8.30

54-39
57-09
56.11

58.12

..^olus
19 C. W. Gray
20 J. J.Young

. .Illinois

..Lincoln
21 E. W. Ballard . .Chicago g.oo 59-04
22 H. L. Barnum ..Illinois 10.00 1.00.05

23 F. J. Fanning
24 F. J. Peale

"
7.00

8.30
57- 10

58.40. .Washington..

.

25 E. D. Bamburger.. . .Illinois 7-45 57-57
26 H. G. Chisholm
27 H. B. Revnolds....
28 F. S.Schmitt

1*
7-45

7-45
8.15

58- JO

58.24

58-59

. .Lincoln
. .Douglas

29 J. W. Patterson
30 A. W. Hatch

. .Illinois 9.00

7-45

59-47
58-37..Oak Park

31 W. B. Young....... ..Genesee 3.00 53-54
32 W. S. Farrant ..Englewood 4.30 55-25

33 J. I. Oakley ..Cook Co 7-45 58.41

34 A. W. Taft .Washington...
..Lincoln

lo.oo

9.00

1.00.58

1. 00.0035 A. V. Jackson
36 J. E. Parks ..Illinois 8.00 59.12

37 C. W. Davis ..Chicago 6.45 57-57
5-3°
6.45

56.48
58.0339 Leroy Cram . .Lake View

40 James hevy
41 Charles Enptrom..

. .Unions 10.30

6.30..Cook Co
42 A. H. Radell ..Lincoln 8.00

43 W. D. Castro
44 Frank Wing
45 James Liska
46 F. H. Allen

. .Illinois 7-3°
7-3°
8.30

. .Ottawa

..Plzen

. .Washington... 7.30

47 J. W. Thorne ..Chicago 4.00

48 H. H. Scovell

49 J. Vrastil
50 W. P. Eisenberg...

6.30
8.30
6.30

. .Plzen

..Cook Co
SI A. A. Taylor . .Chicago 2.00

53 E. J. Roberts
54 W. J. Anderson

Illinois . . . .

.

4.30

5-45. . Washington. ..

55 W. S. Weston
56 H.M.Wallace

. .Illinois 8.00
8.00. .Kenwood

57 R. W. Knisley
58 F. H. Tuttle

..Illinois 6.45

..Chicago & Ills 2.00

59 William Barker
60 P. Nickel

.Illinois 9.00

9.00
8.00

9.00
8.30
8.00

.Milwaukee
61 G. S. Olsen
62 G. B. Peck ...Illinois

. .Plzen

64 F. Wodrich
65 B. F. Becker

...^olus
. .Chicago 4.30

66 W. G. Bagley ..Cook Co 6.30

67 F. T. Andrae ..Milwaukee 1.00
68 L. Tagholm ..Columbia 8.00

69 F. H. White . .Lincoln 7.00

70 N. H. Van Sicklen. ..Chicago 4.00 pen.
71 C. S. Merrill . Chicago 4.00 pen.
72 W. B. Hassard .Englewood 6.30

73 Geo. K. Barrett ..Chicago 4.00 pen.

74 G. W. Strattman...
75 W. C. Thorne

.Illinois 2.30

.Chicago 4.00 pen.
76 W. T. Sanford ..Chicago 2.00

77 R. H. Ehlert
78 John Mason
79 H. R. Winship

..lEolus 4.00 pen.
6.45
1. 00..Englewood

80 J. J. Carmody...... .Columbia 7.30
81 G. Ulbricht .Columbia

.Lincoln
4.00
8.0082 W. H. Braun

83 R. G. Betts ..Lincoln 7-45

84 C. V. Anderson .Pullman 7-3°

85 R. P. Payne .Lake View 8.00

86 A. G. Bennett .Lake View 3-30

87 A. W. Hatch ..Oak Park 7-45

88 A. G. Wainwright.

.

..Chicago 7-45

89 S. Scovell ..Kenwood 9-15

go C. Chisholm
91 R. Racine

Illinois 8.45

. .Columbia 8.00

92 Harry Brandt .Columbia 8.00

93 H. Risser .Calumet 8.00

94 W. H. White .Washington 10.00

95 A. P. Miller .Cook Co 10.00

n6 C. G. Sinsabaugh. .

.

. Cook Co 6.30

97 H. W.White ..Washington S-30

98 H. B. Walker ..Douglas 8.1,

Q9 J. W. Bartholdy....
lio H. L. Stave, Jr

..Columbia 7-30

..Oak Park 7-45

loi H. L. Krause
102 R. G. Landon

..Illinois 8.00
8.00.Lake View

103 0. C. H. Relihen.... .Cook Co 6.00

104 G. W. Bemis ... . .Oak Park
..Cook Co

7.00

7-45los S. G. Reynolds
106 F J Liska .Plzen

..Illinois
8.30
2.00

3.00
107 F. W. Schmidt
108 P. A. Kasten .Milwaukee
log C. Brignon .Columbia 6.4.^

TIC C. P. Loesch .Fort Wayne. .

.

6.00

Ill C. P. Smith .Illinois 8.15

112 E. A. Hallenbeck. ..

113 S. V. S. Wilson
Illinoi.s 8.00

8.00.Chicago
114 G. Lindsay .Columbia 8.00

Continued on page 6 of Supplement.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Two Milwaukee physicians have abandoned their

carriages for safeties.

The members of the 1800 Elwell tour hold a banquet
at Delmonico's on June 5th.

Articles of incorporation have been granted the
Calumet Cycling Club, of Chicago.

A club of forty-one members has been organized in

Ravenswood, 111., a suburb of Chicago.

A thirty-eight pound thoroughly high grade safety
will be brought out by the St. Nicholas Mfg. Co. next
season.

The Western Wheel Works are now fitting cush-
ioned tires to their Rush safety without any advance
in the price, $115.

The Toronto Bicycle Club have moved into a new
club-house at 346 Jarvis Street, which affords in-

creased accommodations.

The Decoration Day team road race between the
Pall River Ramblers and the New Bedford Club has
been postponed until July 4.

The First Regiment, Texas State militia, has invited
the Houston Bicycle Club to form a corps of skirm-
ishers for duty in that regiment.

The Gotham Wheelmen have under consideration
a proposition to lease a four-story brownstone house
on Seventieth Street near Lexington Avenue.

The Chairman of the Committee of the Associated
Cycling Clubs of Philadelphia, which had the late
show in charge, reports the net receipts to be $352.

E. D. Whitney, of Brattleboro, has been appointed
Secretary-Treasurer of the Vermont Division by
Chief Consul Hubbard in place of F. A. Roberts,
resigned.

A large number of Milwaukee wheelmen and mem-
bers of the Wisconsin Division, participated in a run
to Whitefish Bay on Decoration Day where a supper
was served.

The Hagerstown meet party of the Long Island
Wheelmen will in all probability number twenty-five.
Captain Alden expects to have fifteen men in the
century run.

Eighteen months in the county jail is the healthy
sentence passed by a Chicago magistrate on William
Fleming, who was convicted of the theft of a wheel
in April last.

Messrs. Brewster, Morse and Stanford, of the
American Bicycle Club, San Francisco, made a cen-
tury run recently to San Jose and return in 13% hours,
actual riding time.

Art Taylor, Manager of the George R. Bidwell Co.'s
Chicago store, made a flying trip to New York on
Tuesday and Wednesday of this week, returning home
on Thursday morning.

The cycling members of the Acorn Athletic Asso-
ciation, of Brooklyn, have formed the Acorn Wheel-
men. Samuel J. Campbell is Captain. The first run
was held on Sunday last to Coney Island.

About 25 members of the Wissahicken and North
End Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, made a century run
on Decoration JDay. Starting from Harrisburg at 4
A. M. The route was via. Lebanon and Reading.

The French papers refer to Dan Canary's recent
flight from the root to the floor of the Mechanics' Pa-
vilion, at San Francisco, as a Tour de Force. They
refer to Dan as jtne acrobate-cycliste, and speak of son
audace.

The Alpha Wheelmen have recently taken posses-
sion of a commodious house on Columbia Avenue.
The Alpha is one of the youngest clubs in Philadel-
phia, but what it lacks in age is more than equaled by
enterprise.

The Referee Wheelmen,of Philadelphia,have adopt-
ed a new constitution and have changed the name of
the club to the Penn City Wheelmen. A large num-
ber of the members participated in a run to Reading
on Decoration Day.

Chairman Potter, of Roads Improvement Commit-
tee, has received a large number of photographs of
bad roads, in competition for the prizes offered for
views o£ poor roads, and many roads pictured are a
disgrace to civilization.

The wheel of the Rev. Dr Holmes, of the Shadyside
Presbyterian Church, Pittsburg, was stolen several
weeks ago, and some of the young men of the church
presented him with a new machine equipped with all
the latest improvements last week.

A Century Road Club has been organized
in Chicago. They will conduct century runs two
or three times each year and provide medals
or badges for all who " survive." A silver bar will
be added for each succeeding century.

Allen Glenn, a 17 year old boy, who resides in
Ridgefield, Conn., and who is making a tour awheel
of the Southern States, has sent word to his parents
that he was recently held up by highwaymen on a
lonely Virginia road and robbed of all his valuables.

The attention of the trade is called to the advertise-
ment of the Chicago Sewing Machine Co., who are
making two graceful types of a diamond frame and
drop frame safety, which they call the Empire.
Agents will do well to secure the catalogue of this
firm.

The Orange Wheelmen's run card for June contains
the dates of trips to Springfield, Somerville, Cald-
well, Elizabeth. Coney Island, and Asbury Park. The
Club will take part in the Brooklyn Parade, and
about twenty-five members have signed to go on the
Century Run.

F. Ed. Spooner, the Chicago correspondent of THE
Wheel, has been ill for some time with fever, which
has prevented him from attending to his work.
Writing on June i, Mr. Spooner informs us that he is

now convalescent, and expects to shortly be able to
attend to his business.

A large number of Philadelphia Wheelmen partici-
pated in the run to Washington, on Decoration Day.
The party rode to Mt. Vernon and crossed John
Bridge, and in the evening attended a stereoptican
exhibition of 100 magnificant views in Ireland and the
Isle of Wight, given by Arthur H. McOwen.

Chief Consul Boyle, of the Pennsylvania Division,
has secured reduced rates from the Pennsylvania
Railroad from Philadelphia to Hagerstown at the
time of the meet. The usual fare one way is $5.30,
but this amount will be sufficient to secure an excur-
sion ticket if obtained through the Chief Consul.

A well-known Cincinnati druggist, who has been
accustomed to take his favorite dog with him when-
ever he took a stroll, recently bought a wheel and on
Sunday took his first run. The dog accompanied him,
but whilst his owner was as fresh as a iaisy the next
morning, the dog has been lame and footsore ever
since.

The Boston Bicycle Club, accompanied by members
of the Town Club, rode to Weymuth on Decoration
Day, where they were entertained by their President,
Mr. W. B. Everett, at his shooting box. Most of the
bicyclers rode their wheels, but some of them shared
seats with the less athletic Town Club men on top of
a tallv-ho coach.

At a recent meeting of the St. Paul Cycle Club the
constitution was amended so as to admit lady mem-
bers, and the following officers elected : President,
C. C. Townsend ; Vice-President, A. L. Kershaw

;

Secretary, J. W. Loudenberg; Treasurer, Adolph
Giesen ; Captain, Thomas L- Bird ; First Lieutenant,
H. P. Hatch ; Second Lieutenant, George T. Biggs.

MB. GEORGE WOODCOCK,
LATE MANAGER OF RUDGE & CO.

The cyclists of Manasquan, N. J., have formed a
club with the following officers : President, Dr. J. B.
Wainwright ; Vice-President, Dr. Johnston; Secre-
tary, George M. Davison ; Treasurer, Archibald S.

Higgins; Captain, William H. Rutt; First Lieutenant,
Henry S. Cross; Second Lieutenant, J. Leslie Pearce;
Bugler, John I. Bailey; Color Bearer, Robert M.
Marks.

The Lowville (N. Y.) Cycle Club received the prize
offered to the club riding from the farthest point to
the race meet of the Rome Cyclers on May 30. Nine
members of the club rode the entire distance, over
45 miles, although the roads for 24 miles of the dis-
tance abounded with stones and deep sand. The
Lowville Cycle Club has gained a reputation as a
hard riding organization.

The Petersborough (Ont.) Bicycle Club, was organ-
ized recently with the following officers: President,
R B. Rogers ; Vice-President, Alex. Gibson; Secre-
tary-Treasurer, J. E. Dolan ; Captain, P. J. Might

;

First Lieutenant, R. J. Fife ; Second Lieutenant, Jas.
A. McGill ; Whipper-in, Wm. Fraser; Standard
Bearer, Colin Brown ; Bugler, H. Holland ; General
Committee, Jas. McKim, H. Holland. C. Brown.

The Springfield (Mass.) Bicycle Club has passed its

tenth birthday, and its outlook for future prosperity
is very encouraging. The membership has passed
the 100 point, and now the club is looking forward to
occupying quarters built especially for its conven-
ience. While the club is noted for its social features,
it is not a cycling organization in name only, for at
least two-thirds of its members own and ride wheels.

Ansonia now has a ladies' wheel organization which
is known as the "K. K. Club." It has fourteen mem-
bers with the following officers-: President, Miss
Lulu Peck ; Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Florence Good-
win.; Captain, Miss Mary E. Lee. The ladies are
evidently trying to make a secret society of their club,
as they keep all their actions very quiet and posi-
tively refuse to disclose the meaning of their queer
club's name.

The different committees in charge of the L. A. W.
meet are all hard at work preparing for the coming
jubilee, and all report everything going on smoothly.

A. M. Borothy reached New York on Friday of this
week, having ridden from Freemont, Ohio, which
place he left on May 9. He will sail immediately for
Hamburg. From there he will go to his home in
Geroszwardein, Hungary, where he intends to take a
short rest. After that he will make a tour of Southern
Europe, having planned a trip of 25,000 miles. He will
return in the Fall and enter the Rush Medical College
in Chicago.
Chairman Fuller has received the names of over

four hundred riders who intend to take part in the
Century Race, on June 13, from Newark to Philadel-
phia, and there are still many clubs that have not
been heard from. The survivors' medal this season
is superior to all previous ones. The centre repre-
sents a short stretch of road and a number of wheel-
men riding between two sign posts marked Newark
and Philadelphia.

Col. Austen of the Thirteenth Regiment, Brooklyn,
has written the Adjutant General asking permission
to enlist a company to be specially organized as a
bicycle corps and instructed in reconnoissance duty
and in signal corps work. He says: "I hope to de-
monstrate by the time of the next encampment of the
command that the work performed will show the
wisdom of permitting such organization in the prac-
tical work which such a company can perform."

The Muskingum County Wheelmen, of Zanesville.
O., have just been formed with the following officers :

President, B. V. H Schultz ; Vice-President, A. D.
Jones; Secretary-Treasurer, S. M. Culberton ; Cap-
tain, P. D. Gath ; Ensign, E. H. Ashley ; First Lieu-
tenant, Charles H. Shaw ; Second Lieutenant, H. C.
Jones ; Directors, E. E. Peabody and John Smith.
Their colors are orange and blue, and the club is

composed exclusively ot members of the L. A. W.
Allen W. Swan, of the New Bedford Cycle Club,

started on his trip across the Continent on May 24,
from New Bedford. He was accompanied as far
as Pall River by a large number of clubmates. His
route will lead him through New York, Philadelphia,
Gettysburg, Wheeling, Columbus, Indianapolis, St.
Louis, Kansas City, Salt Lake City, Leadville and
Denvur. He will probably cross Nevada by train and
expects to return by early Fall. He is mounted on a
safety.

ELEVEN THOUSAND FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL.
Writing from the little mining town of fronton.

Col., which is some eleven thousand feet above sea
level, N. T. Fisk, an old Lexington, Neb., wheelman,
gives a short account of the pleasures of cycling at
that altitude. "I have my Rambler with me," he
writes, "and think I enjoy the distinction of being
the highest cyclist in this country. There is about
two miles of road that I can ride when it is not snow-
ing, and 1 get out and try to imagine that I am hav-
ing a delightful spin. It is all right going one way
but the grade is such that it is considerable like work
coming back."

Chief Consul Mott visited the grounds of the Coun-
try Club one day recently, and, according to a Balti-
timore paper was the victim of a chapter of accidents
which were about as ludicrous to the onlookers as
they were unappreciated by the chief executive. As
a starter, while standing beside his wheel he lost his
balance and' the pedal of the machine got in a mali-
cious blow upon that particularly sensitive ankle-
bone. The sufferer was being made as comfortable
as possible when a careless passer-by stumbled and
landed a kick on the same spot, and the Chief Consul
was laid out on the grass, spread-eagle fashion, to
recuperate. While there a tennis player rushed
madly after a ball, and en route walked on the suf-
ferer's hand. The victim was then transferred very
tenderly to a hammock-chair, and was beginning to
be comfortable when a baseball came whizzing along,
landed on the Chief Consul's nose and was awarded
"first blood" without question. The organ was
deluged under a pump and ice-poulticed with un-
stinted hand, and the Chief Consul finally came out
of it all with a well defined case of grip and a
"busted" nasal artery. The latest bulletin reports
him as doing as well as could be expected under the
circumstances.

A Great Race.
One of the greatest races of the year will be between

Massachusetts and New York for the biggest League
championship cup—not that there is a cup, but there
should be. The Bay State has Arthur Robinson up,
while W. Sheldon Bull handles the whip in the Em-
pire State. Will it be 5,000 or 6,000 this year ?

A Tliousantl and One Miles.
Dawes E. Sturgis, at one time known to local fame

as the Mascot of the New York Club, but now grown
so tall over the Winter that he looks like a full-sized
member, has imitated, in a certain fashion, the ancient
story writer, and ridden 1,001 miles during the month
of May. Sturgis rode 24 days during the month.
There is one ride on May 9 of 105 miles, one ride of 68,

one of 65, one of 55, three of 52, and a number of day's
records between 30 and 45 miles.

Little Misses on Wlieel.s.

When we published that paragraph in last week's
Wheel about little Mabel Barne's twenty-mile ride,
it flashed across vis that we would unearth a number
of little " Mabels •' and little "Emilys" in other
towns. Minneapolis also boasts of a little Miss, and
Goshen, Ind., comes to the front with eleven year old
Laura Kindig—you bet she kin dig—"who?" we quote
for our own language fails, "with one foot on the
pedal and one hand on the handle-bar, will ride with
grace and ease, and at the same time carry articles of
considerable vsreight.

Laura is a remarkable little girl, but we will wager
that some town, probably in the far West, has some
little girl who coasts side saddle and twangs the
zither while she does it.
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Barwise finished fresh and unconcernedly with lots
of room to spare, but Bode crowded Starr closely for
second place, while the others trailed in singly and in
bunches in the order shown. No times except those
of the back starters were taken after the forty pound
man had finished. Terry Andrae who was about the
only backmarker to ride a high wheel, saved the g.
o. o. from annihilation by making the best time of the
solid and cushioned wheels, 53ra. 12s., and secured
that prize, though big Tuttle, looking dreadfully out
of place on a safety, was only five seconds to the bad.
Van Sicklen, well he will bear looking after in the
future. Starr, the second man, rode a Tourist and
Bode, the third man, the first of the new Moffat Dia-
mond safeties put together, in fact, it was still in the
r.iugh when ridden, having been neither enameled nor
nickeled. Terry Andrae, who won a bit of glory for
the ordinary, straddled a cushioned Victor ordinary.
Van Sicklen, as has been stated, rode a Humber pneu-
matic racer, while Merrill and Barrett both rode
Rovers, Barrett's being fitted with roller bearings.

THE OFFICIALS.

W. M. Brewster, referee; F. W. Gerould, T. L.
Sloan, C. E. Bandall, C. A. Sturtevant, B. F. White,
C. H. Castle, Wm. Herrick, judges ; M. A. Hosford,
T. Allen, A. W. Roth. W. A. Davis, timekeepers; A.
J. Street, starter, were the oflScials of the event.

THE PRIZES.

Of the thirty odd prizes ten were bicycles, as fol-
lows: A Rambler, Columbia, Rover, Humber, Vic-
tor, Swift, Featherstone Pneumatic, Paragon, Rush,
Cyclone, all donated by their respective makers. A
gold watch from i/ie Refei'ee, a stop watch from tlie

Bearings and a number of minor articles made up the
list.

The Rover came to the front nobly on Decoration
Day. In the Pullman race two of the first three men
were astride this make ; it was first in two events at
Washington, and first in a mile race at Danville, 111.

A. B. Rich & Co. are selling new cushion-tired Or-
mondes for $roo, regular price $140. The wheels are
all sound, high grade machines, and are brand new,
being a part of the firm's former stock.

Allen W. Swan, the New Bedford trans-continental
tourist, reached Hagerstown, Md., on Wednesday
evening of this week.

AN OUTRAGEOUS ARREST.

Twenty-six members of the Illinois Cycling Club,
of Chicago, were arrested on Sunday last in the out-
laying suburb of of Riverside by an over-zealous and
cycle-hating town marshal, and a fine imposed upon
the four leaders of the party under an old law prohib-
iting dog and chicken fighting and other such
breaches of the peace. The arrest is denounced as an
outrage, and the wheelmen declare that they will
fight the present case to the bitter end, as they have
all along been subjected to the petty tyranny of the
suburban authorities.

Barwise the winner, rode a cushion tired Union
No. 9. He is 23 years of age, of stocky build, and is

employed by the C. F. Stokes Co., this was his first
race.

HANDICAPS OF BICYCLE RACES
AT THE ORANGE A. C.'S GAMES.

At the games of the Orange Athletic Club, which
are to be held at the Orange Oval to-morrow, two
handicap races, a one mile ordinary and a one mile
safety, are to be decided. Following are the handi-
caps : One mile ordinary—W. H. Wells, scratch; B.
Shoch, no yards; C. S. Conklin, 125; C. T. Cogge-
shall, 90; H. W. Grasshofi', no; W. C. Hydecker, 100;

J. L. Miller, 100; S. B. Bowman, scratch; J. W. Judge,
80; C. F. Wersman, no; L. G. Hoppe, 100; G. C. Smith,
no; L. S. Barnard, 100; C. P. Teran, 100; W. S. Paige,
90; I. D. Cole, 90; W. H. Hall, Jr., 30.

One mile safety— E. A. Powers, 45 yards; Geo.
Coffin, 100; W. S. Paige, 90; H. C. Wheeler, 30; F.
Sternberg, 40; A. Knight, 100; W. Townsend, 100; C.
W. Young, 80; F. A. Watson, 100; E. R. Bellman, 100;

W. H. Wells, scratch; Paul Grosch, 30; J. W. Judge,
55; H. Hawthorne, 100; R. B. Bailey, 100; H. R. Innes,
100; C. T. Coggeshall, 70; G. Schwarz, 100 yards.

SPENCER WINS ^THE ROAD RACE
AT ANSONIA.

The five mile road race of the Ansonia Wheel Club
on May 30 resulted as follows : Irving N. Spencer,
first; P. H. Steinmen, second; Pemberton, third.
Time, 23m.
The race was started at 10 a. m., although up to the

last minute the rain came down in a slow drizzle, and
in consequence the course was unsuitable for racing.
Six men started, but only three finished. Spencer
took the lead at the start and maintained it to the
finish. About a thousand persons witnessed the race.
Medals were awarded for first and second place.

Philadelphia Manviel Training School.

At the annual Spring games of the Manual Ti-aining
School, Philadelphia, on Thursday of last week, the
cycling events were decided as follows :

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap—J. McLennan, 40
yards, first ; E. H. Johnston, scratch, second. Time,
3m. 29 2-5S.

One Mile Safety, Open—J. W. Draper, 30 yards,
first; W. W. Taxis, scratch, second

; J. C. Donnelly,
60 yards, third. Time, 2m. 58 2-5S.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—J. Good, 50 yards,
first

; J. Graham, scratch, second. Time, 3m. 23 2-5S.

One Mile Ordinary, Open— V. J. Kelly, 60 yards,
first; W. W. Taxis, scratch, second.

DOWN DANIELSONVILLE WAY.

plain talk on the gearing of safeties.

Dear reader, did you ever notice a would-be scorcher
churning along the road on a s7-inch geared safety
with 7-inch levers, or something close to that ? What
a sight it would be were the air visible that he is

stirring up with those legs, a pair of trip hammers
(three feet and a half for the round trif), a stamp
mill (s/ainpingVae rider a novice). And still they will
go, for two wheels, chain, handles, more or less rub-
ber, with or without the hole, some leather on which
to deposit their anatomies is a bicycle to the majority.
Coming down from the high wheel with its limited
range for adjustment as to gear, i. e., size of wheel
and length of crank, they divert the characteristic
which makes the safety superior and gear and adjust
themselves out of everything but the safety feature".
While we are speaking of gear and cranks I want a

little say. I got a safety ("got" is all right when
equivalent to " obtain ") which was geared to fifty-six
and and two-thirds. After I (i) got it I (2) obtained
considerable experience, but as I (3) was 07i the
watch for the experience I (4) didn't meet the experi-
ence so abruptly as I (s) have met experience ofi:

other wheels. You will notice I h-.d my J's open.
Now, then, this 56^^ inches had 6X-inch cranks and it

dragged hard on our heavy roads. Under favorable
circumstances, before a wind or down grades, it was
more work for me to pedal this rig than to pedal my
52-inch ordinary with 6-inch cranks, with which I

had been and am.still on very good terms. Of course,
I am talking now of my fast work. When I ride my
fastest I ride as fast as I can. That is a modest way
of putting it and will hurt none of the local feelings,
about twenty of whom read this paper. So I set to
figuring and it took me about as long to get the fig-

ures as it has to get thus far with this yarn; but I

shall be well paid (contrary to general ideas concern-
ing pen-pusher's pay) if "H ys, the stuff " don't
tell me my figures lie.

The 5671-inch gear does 356 revolutions of the crank
shaft to the mile and a 53j|-inch gear does ditto 377.
The 53^^ gear calls for cranks 6.35 inches long to put

it at equality with the higher gear with the 6.75
cranks. With either of these rigs the rider's feet will
travel 1,253;^ linear feet (I must be exact) in doing the
mile. But I could not adjust my pedals at 6.35 inches
on account of the crank construction, and had to be
content with 6.25 throw, a sacrifice of one-tenth of an
inch as you will see. But we don't have to churn our
thighs so high by half an inch as we did with the long
cranks on the high gear, and get a better thrust, for
even half an inch is considerable to the thigh muscles.
You probably think that one-tenth of an inch above

mentioned is quite insignificant. That one-tenth of
an inch shortening of the cranks makes a difference
of nearly 20 feet in pedal travel for the mile.
So, then, we changed the gear to 53^^ in. with 6% in.

cranks. We revolve our feet 21 times more to the
mile, but our feet travel 20 feet less, and, conse-
quently, do not " go " so fast as with the higher gear
and the complementary cranks. If we are climbing a
hill a mile long we have more leverage than before,
and 21 more times to make "the wheels go round,"
and yet don't work our feet so fast.

We see nothing at fault with this in practice except
that there is more friction on the wheel bearings, and
the "working joints" on the rider have to work
faster and reqviire more oil consequently.
Theoretically we get stuck on the apparent fact

that while the feet " go " around more times, they
don't go so fast, and yet the " working joints " work
faster. Here is a- chance for the theorizers and the
practical men to let off what they deduce
Don't change the gear on your wheel if you want to

keep your old bilge pumps working
;
you will have

more to siiow for your work just as you are.
Auphnwalk.

THE LORD OF HICKORYVILLE
LOSING HIS MIND.

his family have gone away for the SUMMER AND
THIS IS HOW IT AFFECTED HIM.

Not a drum was heard, nor a youthful shout.
As my way through the dooryard I wended

;

From the dear old house the lights had gone out.

And all homelike pleasures seemed ended.

I wandered up to my lonely room,
A lesson of sadness learning.

On the mantel I saw the face of my boy
By the light that was dimly burning.

Not a word had he for his " Dad " that night
But stood there just as I found him,

As if to mock my paternal right
To put my arras around him.

No children climbed on my desolate knee
Nor with pie nor molasses smeared me.

But I sat like a warrior taking his rest
With no word from the Mrs. to cheer me.

Few and short were the prayers that I said.
Filled wiis my cup with sorrow.

As I sadly shouldered my aching head
And bitterly thought of the morrow.

I heard as I lifted the " crazy " spread
And the sham from my lonely pillow

Naught, naught save the ticking of the bed
And the swish of the weeping willow.

Slowly and sadly I laid me down
In the dark and dreary attic.

From the sole of my head to the foot of my crown
I felt like a busted "pneumatic."

Lightly I talk of the family that's gone *

And through the long summer I'll wonder
If they are not having an elegant time
While I am as lonesome as thunder.

LOOKING BACKWARD TOWARD
WASHINGTON.

by sterling ELLIOTT.

CHAPTER V.
It looks now as though I might not get home from

Washington to go to Detroit but / want to as
we have planned to have a special train from
Boston, and are counting on having a very pleasant
trip, though it is still feared that W. W. Stall may go
along with us. " Griff " has offered me the use of his
spare room and guarantees that I'll not be robbed
while there.
My robbery in Washington when investigated by

daylight turned out thus: It seems that during the
early part of Cleveland's Administration there was a
certain office seeker (or ««certain is the word) who
came to Washington to see if he could better himself.
He had a little (borrowed) money and so he " put up "

at Willard's while he waited. They gave him "cold
storage" in the same room that I had. Cleveland
was fishing and one thing or another and didn't get
around to him. His money gave out (just as mine
did) but things looked hopeful—as they always do to
such a man—and the hotel people decided to "hold
him for a rise," but thought best to hedge a little by
putting him in a cheaper room (the Lord only knows
what such a room could have been, but that is what
they told me.)
The clerk, i. e., the man who was clerk at that time

(though being a relative of Harrison's he has a better
thing noiv) wrote an order to the head porter and
delivered it to his chief of staff, its purport being to
have the baggage taken out of No. and put in the
ice-house. I am not quite clear whether that order
got mislaid or whether it had just then been "passed
to a final reading," but, however, it was acted on just
in time to leave me in the condition mentioned in the
last preceding chapter.
The former occupant had long since died and his

baggage had been sold to pay for a lot in the Potters
Field, but that order, though it was combustible,
seemed to have " put on incombustibility."
The banquet which was tendered by the Washing-

ton clubs and ravenously partaken of by all hands
was a very pleasant affair. The introductory by Col.
Hay was immense. A number of things occur to me
that might be said about hay and grass, hayseed, etc.,

but I will be merciful (to the reader.) The Colonel is

bald and jolly, and though all flesh is grass. Hay isn't

all flesh, for he is brainy and big, and evidently'
would be a hard man to " cut down and cast into the
oven."
When he spoke of the "feast of reason and flow of

soul " great enthusiasm prevailed, but when he got
down to the "festal board " part of his address men
were seen to lay up against each other and think.
Chief Consul Bull, of N. Y., who was sitting in the
lower part of the hall was restrained with great dif-

ficulty from standing up in his chair during the
Excuse me, please, there comes another load of
Hickory.

FIREMEN ON CYCLES.

Cycling has been put to a new use at Houston,Texas.
A bicycle corps has been added to the fire department,
which has been put at the highest test and proved its

effectuality beyond the ideas of the most sanguine.
The idea originated with Captain Hoffman, late of the
German army bicycle skirmishers, pnd Chief Martin,
of the Houston fire department. The corps at pres-
ent consists of Messrs. Dumler, Roessler, O'Leary,
Cook, Lott, Arto, Foreman Protection No. 2, Sheriff
Ellis, Foreman Hook and Ladder No. i, and Captain
Hoffman. All of the above gentlemen, including the
Chief, are well known cyclers and all-round athletes.

Messrs. Roessler and Hoffman and Messrs. Cook and
Ellis ride tandems ; the others ride safeties with the
exception of Chief Martin, who still sticks to the good
old ordinary, using a sixty-inch wheel for his mount.
There was some discussion in regard to fitting the
machines whether to carry fire extinguishers or col-

lapsion leather backets, but Ben Riesner suggested
the following plan, which was carried out : Tandem
No. I, ridden by Cook and Ellis, is fitted with two
axes, two hooks and a length of knotted rope with
hook attachment ; Tandem No. 2, Roessler and Hoff-
man, carries a small reel and 100 feet of ij^-inch hose,
two nozzles, fire plug key and reducer. Each of the
single safeties carry forty feet of i^'inch hose and
connections. All are fitted with gongs, extra sized
lanterns and are geared to sixty.

'The Firemen's Bicycle Corps made a decided sensa-
tion when il turned out for the first time. It was
early in the afternoon and the streets were well filled

with pedestrians. Suddenly the clang of the gong
was heard and down the main street rode Chief Mar-
tin on his 60-inch wheel at the top of his speed. Right
behind him came the safety men, neck and neck, fol-

lowed by Tandem No. i. Tandem No. 2 emergea
from a side street and joined in therace. Fasthorses
tried to keep up with them but it was no use. It was
over a mile to the scene ot the fire and the Chief
made the distance in 4m. 12s. The others were close

behind him. The men quickly dismounted and three
minutes before the regular department arrived they
had a stream on the fire. The Houston fire depart-
ment is a volunteer one and as this annex has been
proven such a success the Houston Bicycle Club has
been asked to join. The fire board of the city has de-
cided to order two more tandem safeties and five

single safeties, and firemen on wheels will soon be
an every day sight in Houston.

The Denver Meet.
Our correspondent writes that the Denver meet,

although it may not be up to the Eastern standard,
will be one of the best attended and most successful
tournaments ever held in Colorado. Entries have
been received from many cities throughout the far

West, and a number of the prominent concerns, in-

cluding the Pope Mfg. Co., Gormully & Jeffery Mfg.
Co., and the Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co., have contrib-

uted prizes.
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THE NEW JERSEY DIVISION MEET.

The annual meet of the New Jersey Division, at

Elizabeth, on May 29 and 30, opened somewhat un-
auspiciously owing: to the inclement weather, but it

was brought to a close in a most pleasant and enthu-
siastic manner. The meet, financially, was a failure,
the Division losing around $400 by the show, but
Elizabeth wheelmen and the new county roads were
well advertised, and if those who attended were not
able to parade the streets and roads to as great an ex-
tent as was desired, the blame will have to be laid to

the clerk of the weather. Between the rain, the rail-

road accident at Elizabeth, the lack of track races,
and the Irvington-Milburn road race, the meet was
very heavily handicapped, and it was not until Satur-
day' afternoon that the town took on the appearance
that towns do when a League meet is in session with-
in its precinct. The programme as booked was
completely upset by the rain, and there were about
200 visitors present instead of 500 as expected.

Friday, the first day of the meet, opened gloomily
for the wheelmen, and as the lowering clouds were
still present at midnight it also closed gloomily. The
trains arrived in numbers that can be equalled by no
other town of Elizabeth's size, but the expected
cyclists from the distant points in the State were not
aboard of them. In the evening there were hardly
fifty visiting wheelmen in town.
The only amusement on Friday was the theatre

party at the Temple Opera House, where Nellie
McHenry was well supported in a musical farce
called "A Night at the Circus." But the jokes and
absurd situations of the characters in the play could
not awaken the few cyclists that were present, in
proportion to the house, from their sorrow and gloom,
and it coUld hardly be recognized as a wheelmen's
theatre party. The play was nonsense from begin-
ning to end, and as there were about as many seats
unoccupied as occupied, the Division lost about $150
for the privilege of seeing the company's mad en-
deavors to "meet Birdie." After the performance
the wheelmen strolled to the club-house of the Eliza-
beth Wheelmen and talked in a most uncompliment-
ary manner about the weather and smoked clay pipes.

SATURDAY.

Dark, threatening clouds, muddy streets and an at-

mosphere soaked with humidity were the characteris-
tics of Saturday morning when the wheelmen donned
their uniforms. It was decided early in the day that
the programme as published would not be followed,
and the cyclers gathered at the E. W.'s club-house to
talk over the situation. About lo o'clock the clouds
began to take on a more cheerful appearance, and be-
fore noon the sun had driven them all away. Quite a
number of visitors had arrived during the morning,
and after a consultation it was decided to have one
general run to Roselle and to abandon all others. It

was also found necessary to abandon the parade as
the streets were in too muddy a condition.
The business meeting was held at 10.30 a. m., after

which every one mounted their machines and pro-
ceeded to Roselle, but a few miles beyond the city.

As the macadam roads were comparatively dry the
run was extended to Westfield, returning immedi-
ately to Roselle. Here a large delegation of ladies
received the wheelmen at Van Court's Inn. The
wheels were stacked in front of the hotel, and the an-
aual photograph was then taken by Hiller. A lunch
was served on the lawn east of the hotel. At 3.45 the
wheelmen started for Elizabeth, and made a short
parade down Broad Street to Rahway Avenue, and
out Rahway Avenue to a point beyond Clinton Street.
The streets were muddy ; a striking contrast with
the elegant, clean and perfectly smooth country
roads. About 175 men were in line, including repre-
sentatives frem the following clubs, headed by Chief
Consul Brown and staff and the Elizabeth Wheelmen :

Orange Wheelmen, Asbury Park Wheelmen, West-
field Bicycle Club, Century Bicycle Club, Mercer
County Wheelmen, Atalanta Wheelmen, Newark;
Freehold Cyclers, Roselle Ramblers, Union County
Roadsters, Plainfield Bicycle Club, Trenton Lady
Cyclists, Red Bank Bic ,'cle Club, Flemington Bicycle
Club, Highstown Wheelmen, Bound Brook Bicycle
Club, Washington, N. J., Wheelmen, Owl Bicycle
Club, Bordentown ; Dovtr Wheelmen, Bergen County
Bicycle Club, New Brunswick Bicycle Club, Tourist
Cyclers, Paterson ; Business Men's Cycling League,
Newark; Morris County Wheelmen, Rockaway ; Pas-
saic Wheelmen.

THE BANQUET.

At 5 o'clock the banquet was held at Zouave
Armory, at which about 125 sat down. The limit was
200. An orchestra was present, and while the wheel-
men discussed the menu the air was resonant with
harmonious strains. The banquet was served in ex-

• cellent style, but it was expected that at least 200
would be in attendance.
When cigars and coffee had been reached. Chief

Consul Brown, acting as master of ceremonies, called
upon a number of distinguished gentlemen. Mayor
Rankin made a very cheerful address of welcome

;

James R. Dunn, of Ohio, President L. A. W., made an
address -vholly dignified and excellent ; Charles L.
Burdett, of Hartford, First Vice-President L. A. W.,
spoke happily and in good style ; Mr. Frank Bergen
told a little history of road making ; C. H. Luscomb,
ex-President L. A. W., and one of the Brooklyn Park
Commissioners, made a capital address and told how
the Brooklyn boys came to Jersey to cycle. Senator
Marsh made one of the best speeches of the day, tell-

ing of the legislative work in enacting the road bill.

A letter from Hon. F. M. Voorhees expressed his re-
grets that he could not be present, and congratula-
tions upon the work accomplished. Freeholder West
made a fine address in a few words, relative to coun-
try roads and city streets. Engineer Dunham spoke
briefly, and Prof. Anthony, of Connecticut, concluded
the speeches with words that were valuable as well
as happy.
The tone of the addresses was, as a rule, dignified

and earnest, and somewhat higher and more import-
ant than post-prandial speeches usually are.

THE BUSINESS MEETING.

The busineess meeting, held at 10.30 a. m. on Satur-
day,was well attended. Chief Consul Brown presiding.
'The reports of the Chief Consul and of the Secre-

tary-Treasurer were read, and the various com-
mittees were heard from. They were all valuable
and progressive reports, but the chief interest cen-
tered in that part of the Chief Consul's report relative
to road racing. Considerable discussion followed Dr.
Brown's concise but pointed remarks against this
practice, and at the proper time Mr. McDermott, legal
consul for the Division, offered the following resolu-
tion :

Resolved, That the New Jersey Division of the
League of American Wheelmen hereby protests
against and discountenances all infraction of the
laws of New Jersey relative to racing upon the pub-
lic highways of the State.
This resolution was liberally discussed and was

unanimously adopted without a dissenting voice.
Mr. McDermott also submitted the following :

Resolved, That the New Jersey Division hereby ap-
prove the action of the Joint Special Committee
appointed by the L. A. W., with power to form an
alliance with the A. A. U., and favor such alliance as
has been formed as promoting the settlement of long
disputed questions relating to cycle racing.

President Dunn was present and made an excellent
and lucid explanation of the alliance, at the conclu-
sion of which Mr. McDermott's resolution was
adopted. Secretary Pennell's report showed that at
last year's meet the association had a membership of
654. Of these, 59+, or 85 per cent, have renewed their
membership, placing the New Jersey Division at the
head of the percentage of renewals. There have
been during the past year 406 new members, making
a total membership of 1,060.

The wheelmen were congratulated on the comple-
tion of the system of macadamized roads throughout
New Jersey, and on the fact that eight new clubs
have joined the League since last year. In regard to
road racing. Chief Consul Brown said in his report
that under the laws of New Jersey it is prohibited,
and that the New Jersey clubs have respected the
prohibition, but the New York wheelmen have con-
tinued to obstruct the highways by coming over there
to race. This gave rise to so much complaint that a
bill was introduced in the last Legislature restricting
the speed of bicycles on highways to five miles an
hour, but Consul Brown succeeded in defeating the
bill. A resolution was offered and unanimously
carried, protesting against all infractions of the laws
of New Jersey relative to racing on the highways.
It was also proposed to submit to the next Legislature
an amendment excepting bicycles from the law pro-
hibiting vehicles from going on the sidewalks of un-
incorporated towns.

If the weather had been more propitious the Eliza-
beth Wheelmen would have had the honor of holding
the most successful meet in the history of the Div-
ision.

THE KENTUCKY DIVISION MEET.

MINNEAPOLIS—ST. PAUL.
THE WHEELMEN OF THE TWIN

CITIES HOLD A MEET.

The Kentucky Division has just issued a hand-
somely printed and well arranged programme for
its annual meet at Louisville, on June 26 and 27, con-
sisting of 28 pages and a handsome cover. The pro-
gramme contains a large number of advertisements,
all of which present a most artistic appearance and
add rather than detract from the appearance of the
book. In addition to information concerning the meet
it contains a history of the Louisville Cycle Club,
with a cut of President H. B. Tileston, and the Inde-
pendent Cyclers, with a likeness of President W. E.
Castle. Also a brief account of the League and the
streets of Louisville.

Among the attractions of the meet are a parade, a
banquet, a trip to Mammoth Cave, and two days of
racing. The business meeting will be held at the
rooms of the Louisville Cycle Club, at 9 a. m., on June
27, when officers will be elected. The clubs will keep
open houses, and visitors will be conducted around
the city to the various points of interest. Ample
hotel accommodations have been secured, as well as
special railroad rates from neighboring cities and
towns.
There are 12 miles of asphalt streets in Louisville

which runs through the important business portion
and the handsome residence section of the city, and
furnish an invitation for a parade too strong to resist.
Therefore, the Chairman of the Parades and Tours
Committee announces that, immediately after the
business meeting, Saturday morning, his bugler will
blow "boots and saddles" before the Louisville
Cycle Club headquarters, and a parade to see the city
and let the city see the wheelmen, will take place.
Chestnut, Broadway, First, Walnut, Third, Fourth,
and Eighth Streets, the ones paved with asphalt will
be ridden over. This parade will be about one hour
and a half long, only, and will start about n o'clock,
thus giving plenty of time for dinner before the races
at 2 o'clock m the afternoon.

The races will be held by electric light, at the new
auditorium track, which has heretofore been de-
scribed in The Wheel. A fine list of prizes will be
offered, including watches, bicycles, clocks, cups,
cycle outfits, sundries, and gold and silver medals.
The events are as follows :

First Day—One halt mile, novice, safety; three-
quarter mile, open, ordinary; one mile, open, ordin-
ary

; one mile, open, safety ; one mile, L. A. W. State
championship, ordinary; one mile, handicap, safety;
five mile, Kenton Club championship.
Second Day—One quarter mile, boys' safety (27 in.

wheel or under) ; one mile, open (heat race) safety
;

one mile, handicap, ordinary ; one mile, L. A. W.
State championship, safety ; two-thirds mile, open,
ordinary

; two miles, Aquillo Club championship
; one

mile, obstruction, open, safety; one-half mile, open,
safety ; one-half mile, consolation, ordinary

; one-half
mile, consolation, safety.

Wheelmen from all parts of the country are invited
to attend the meet, and a grand and glorious time is
assured.

The wheelmen of Minneapolis and St. Paul thor-
oughly enjoyed themselves on Decoration Day by
holding a meet at the latter city. Wheelmen from all

parts of the State were in attendance. A parade was
held in the morning and a photograph taken, after
which the riders sat down to dinner at the Windsor
Hotel. In the evening a number of races were held
on Summit, Western, Kent and Holly Avenues, and a
ball was held at Armory Hall in the evening. A sum-
mary of the races follow :

One Mile Ordinary—L. C. Whal first, Merrick,
Minneapolis, second. Time, 2m. sgj^s.

One Mile Safety—J. S. Johnson, Minneapolis,
first ; W. E. Walsh second. Time, 3m. 7^s.

One Mile Novice—C. C. Townsend first, Howard
Hatch second. Time, 2m. 49KS.
One Mile Ordinary, Open—J. S. Johnson, Minne-

apolis, first ; Alexander Graham second. Time,
2m. 39KS.
Children's Race—Fred Clark first. Miss Madge

Wellington second. Time, 3m. 20s.

Three Mile—Townsend first, Peterson second,
Harrison third. Time, 8m. 57s.

The Minneapolis and St. Paul race was not run, but
the St. Paul bicycliststhemselves entered the ten mile
event, D. W. Van Vlack winning, Thomas Bird sec-
ond. Time, 28m. 49s.
Two of the contestants met with very serious falls

which may terminate fatally, and there were besides
several minor accidents. The races were run through
the streets of the citv, and the course necessitated
many sharp curves. 'It is said that the turns in the
track were so short that a rider could not see who
was before him when he was rounding a corner. In
fact all the accidents occurred at the corners, and
many a bicycler was sent home bruised and bleeding.
The first accident was that of H. R. Steenson, of

Minneapolis, who had entered for the one mile race
for high wheels. He was rapidly rounding the cor-
ner of Western and Holly Avenues and taking the
inside track when he rounded too short and ran his
wheel into the curb. Steenson was thrown over his
wheel, the handle of his bicycle caught him in the
abdomen and laid it open exposing his intestines.
He is not expected to live.

The second serious accident occurred in the race
for children thirteen years old or under. A collision
occurred between W. F. Van Yorx and another youth
just as they were rounding a corner. The young
rider. Van Yorx, was hurled headlong over his wheel
and struck the hard pavement head first. He was
picked up unconscious and carried to the residence
of Dr. Hutchinson, where it was found that the front
of his skull was severely fractured. He, too, is in
danger of losing his life.

MAINE DIVISION'S SPRING MEET.

The sixth annual Spring meet of the Maine Div-
ision at Belfast on Saturday last was not largely
attended owing to rainy weather and muddy roads.
At 10 a. m. a parade was held through the principal
streets with seventy-five riders in line. At noon a
banquet was held at Crosby's Inn with Chief Consul
Breen as toastmaster. A clambake was served in the
afternoon at Northport and a business meeting
occurred in the evening.

BICYCLES MENACE HUMAN LIFE.

eighth avenue a constant source of danger to
pedestrians.

Is their not some way in which the riding of bi-
cycles ca.n be stopped on Eighth Avenue? Pedes-
trians are in constant danger of their lives when
crossing the avenue after 8 o'clock at night.

Citizen.
Captain MacEvoy, of the West Forty-seventh Street

Station House, said last evening when I showed this
letter to him :

" It is about time that something was
done to stop this dangerous amusement, which is
practiced more and more each night. The laying of
the asphalt pavement on Eight Avenue has made it

one of the finest thoroughfares in the city for bicycle
riding, a fact which the riders soon learned. At first
there would be but two or three bicycles, but now
there must be twenty or thirty of them on the avenue
each night.
"They ride along, some without lights or bells, and

are a constant menace to to the lives and limbs of
pedestrians. They go so swiftly that before one is

aware of it the bicycle is on him and there is a smash
up. We have have had one accident follow another
night after night until we can see that something
should be done to stop the practice. No longer ago
than Saturday night we had an accident from bicycle
riding which may result seriously. Frank Gottzger,
ten years old, of No. 310 West Forty-second Street,
was crossing Eighth Avenue at Forty-third Streef
when he was run into by one of the machines. He
was knocked down and it was necessary to send him
to Roosevelt Hospital. We arrested the rider of the
bicycle, Frank Dunseath, of No. 350 West Forty-
second Street. A daughter of David Bell, the ice
dealer, was knocked down one evening by a bicycle
and received a fracture of the skull.

" Some action should be taken at once to prevent
the use of the bicycle on public thoroughfares."
The above letter was published in the Herald of

Monday last. As noted in our editorial column, noth-

ing can abate the nuisance but the nuisances them-
selves. No law can keep them off the streets.-Aa'.]

The Brooklyn Ramblers have decided not to par-
ticipate in the inter-club parade in Prospect Park, on
June 20, having taken offense at the management.
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OMAHA.

Will we never have a period o£ settled weather?
Wheelmen are becoming despondent and look with
blank despair upon the mucky country roads, which
only a few short days ago presented such a smooth
and hardened surface. For four consecutive days the
rain has descended in torrents at times and converted
the roads into bogs and quagmires. But, wheelmen
with any particle of backbone at all will ride mud or
no mud, and our miles upon miles of asphalt, cedar
block and brick pavement, afford abundant means for
exercise. Quite a number crossed the bridge Sunday
morning and took a spin over the seven miles of cedar
block which connect the cities of Omaha and Council
Bluffs. 'Twas an informal run and a mixture of uni-
forms was the result. O. W. C's, Apollos, Tourists,
and T. M. C's rode side by side as happy as could be
under the circumstances.
At a late business meeting of the O. W. C. a com-

mittee was appointed to secure the photo of each
member and place it in the club album. After con-
siderable rustling the committee secured the services
of a prominent photo-artist, and now, each pleasant
day the observer may see groups of cyclists dressed
in their best togs, and wearing a half frightened
stare, emerge from the artist's studio, and with a
sigh of relief hurry away. One of the boys, after
undergoing the operation, remarked—" There are two
things that always make me feel as though I had lost
friends, home, and my wheel, and they are, sitting
before a camera and facing the minister at a tie-up."
The album when completed " will be a thing of beauty
and a joy forever."

The membership in the L. A. W. slowly but surely
draws nearer the coveted mark in this division. Chief
Consul Perrigo and his able assistants are untiring in
their efforts to persuade the cyclists that it is their
duty to send in their applications.

The Apollos held one of their enjoyable sociables at
the residence of one of their members, recently,
and spent the evening in a good old-fashioned
merry-making. Music, games and a banquet com-
posed the programme, which should have ended
in a moonlight run to Blair, a round trip of some
forty miles. Rain cut this unique ending out, how-
ever, and the social closed with a number of dances.
This young club have lately moved into larger and
nicer quarters in the Sheely Block, and have ptir-
ctiased quite a quantity of new club furnishings.

Jack Kastman continues the envy of the safety rid-
ers and the astonishment of the country folk. His
pneumatic is the cause of it all.

Walter Morris and Seth Rhodes, two of the O. W.
C's " cracks," are preparing to take the path again.
Morris is practising a spurt which he claims will fool
'em all.

On May 24, Snell, Pixley and Wertz, of the A. C.
C, indulged in an exciting little burst of speed at the
Driving Park track for a handsome gold medal. The
race was a short dash of half a mile, and each con-
testant rode his best. Wertz crossed the tape first in
im. 40S., which was excellent time considering the
condition of the track. Pixley finished a very short
second, and Snell reluctantly took the dust from their
wheels.

E D. Smith and Secretary Mathews have returned
from their Eastern trip quite satisfied that Omaha is

good enough for them.

George Waldron, the professional, has received his
reinstatement in the L. A. W. and will again join the
amateur racing ranks. He will very likely ride
under the O. W. C. colors. Crank.

FALL RIVER, MASS.

Derwin T. Johnson, Vice-President of the Fall River
Cycle Club, met with a painful and quite serious acci-
dent on Tuesday evening of last week. While riding
across Slade's I^^rry Bridge his tire came off, causing
him to take a bad header. He landed on his face, cut-
ting his jaw in a horrible manner. He was carried to
his home in a carriage, where he was attended by a
doctor who was obliged to take nearly a dozen
stitches. Mr. Johnson has been confined to his bed
ever since.

Allan Swan, of the New Bedford Cycle Club, passed
through the city Sunday on his trip to San Francisco.
About thirty of his fellow club members escorted him
to this city where they bid him good-bye, and wished
him a pleasant trip.

On Thursday evening last sixteen members of the
Fall Rivers road to Warren, where they took part in
the Lantern parade of the Bristol County Wheelmen.
After the parade they were entertained at the club
rooms where refreshments were served.

The Apollo Club of Taunton rode to this city on
Sunday last.

Nearly every one of the Fall River Clubs was out
Sunday. Runs were taken in all directions, and one
and all brought back the same report—sand. The
roads about Fall River are in bad shape, and
pleasurable runs are almost impossible.

I would like to call the attention of all well-meaning
wheelmen, and those who have the best wishes of
cycling at heart, to the doings ot certain would-be
schorchers who make a practice of going down to
Slade Ferry Bridge and racing backward and for-
ward across it. There have already been two bad
accidents from this practice, and it is a wonder that
there are not more m view of the number of teams
that cross. One runaway on the bridge would
cause the loss of life to more than one, and I call on
the wheelmen at large to make an attempt to stop this
foolishness before it leads to a serious result.

QUEQUECHAN.

Pneumatics are not popular in Scotland ; cushions
are all the fashion.

GRAND RAPIDS,

THE TWENTY MILE ROAD RACE.
After many days of hard work by the manager and

a few local racing men our first race is a thing of the
past. To say it was a success is putting it mildly

;

very few of our citizens and wheelmen had ever seen
anything of the kind before, and consequently it was
the topic of the day. A hard rain l-i'riday night aided
in making a good part of the road as smooth as a
floor, but, at the same time, no fast time was expect-
ed, as seven and a half miles of the course was newly
laid with gravel. There were twenty-four entries,
and the same number started.
Early Saturday morning every one, was astir, the

day was a perfect one for the event, the sun shone
bright and hot and there was very little wind. At
ten o'clock Michigan's galaxy of racing stars were
assembled in a vacant store near the starting point.
Promptly at 10.15 a. m. W. E. Metzger, of Detroit, as
referee, W. H. Stebbing, Grand Rapids, and A. F.
Peck, of Detroit, as time keepers and starter, took
their position at the tape and the first two men, F. A.
Richmond and C. S. Paul, city, were sent away. A
minute later Wm. Trigger and Fred Howard, city,
were sent off; after another minute G. E. Mitchell,
of Lansing, C. E. Brown, of Three Rivers, and G. W.
Sinclair, city, started. Another minute wait and
Will S. Turner and C. E. Richmond, city, with C. F.
Hartway, of Williamstown, were sent down the
stretch ; sixty seconds more rolled around and W. L.
Marks, Detroit, and F. N. Hyman took their depart-
ure ; another sixty seconds wait and F. N! Bonine, of
Niles, Wm. Melville and E. M. Mooar, city, rolled
away. The next to start were W. L. Marr, Saginaw,
H. D. Osborn, Detroit, and H. O. Dickinson, Detroit.
The scratch men, G. E. Lane, W. C. Rands, L. W.
Schimmell, Detroit, Burt Hulett, Armada, Dennis
Marshall, St. Johns, followed next and set off at a
lively pace.
There were three pneumatics in the race ridden by

W. C. Rands, L. W. Schimmel and E. M. Mooar. The
balance of the mounts were ordinaries and cushion-
tired safeties, the former being in the majority.
Rands brought an Eagle with him, but after driving
over the course decided he could do better work on
the pneumatic owing to the soft gravel.

THE RESULT.
The contest resulted as follows: W. C. Rand, De-

troit, 2 min., first, time ih. lom. 45s.; L. W. Schimmell,
Detroit, second, time ih. isJ^m.: F. A. Richmond, city,
third, time ih. 23m. 25s.; G. E. Mitchell, Lansing,
fourth, time ih. 21m. 20s.; G. E. Lane, Detroit, fifth,

time ih. 17m. 53S. The others P.nished in the follow-
ing order: F. N. Hyman, city, time ih. 20m. 52s.; W.
L. Marr, Saginaw, time ih. 19m. 13s.; Dennis Mar.shall,
St. John, time ih. iSm. los. ; C. E. Richmond, city, time
ih. 22m. lis.; H. D. Osborn, Detroit, time ih. 20m. 5s.;

Burt Hulett, Armada, time ih. 22m. 12s.; Wm. Leffing-
well, city, time ih. 22m. 58s.; E. M. Mooar, city, time
ih. 26m. 37s.; H. O. Dickinson, Detroit, time ih. 27m.
33s.; W. L. Marks, Detroit, time ih. 26m. 32s.; G. W.
Sinclair, city, time ih. 30m. ,27s.; C. E. Bown. Three
Rivers, time ih. 31m. 7s. The prizes were : First,
American Light Rambler; second, Clipper safety;
third, No. i kodak

;
fourth, opera glasses ; fitth, mar-

ble clock; sixth, L. A. W. pin; seventh, bicycle lan-
tern ; eighth, bicycle shoes ; ninth, L. A. W. pin

;

tenth, bicycle bell; eleventh, luggage carrier and $25
time medal. All the prizes from and including the
third and time medal were given by Messrs. Perkins
and Richmond, promoters of the race.
After lunch and a good rest a short parade and a

run to Reeds Lake was made. In the evening the
supper and dance took place, very few, however, of
the visiting wheelmen took part, as a good share of
them left on the early evening train much to the dis-
appointment of the local wheelmen, who had made
preparations for their entertainment.

It was generally conceded that the prizes were the
best ever given in the State,
Several of the competitors took headers, but the

only serious one was taken by Burt Hulett, of Arma-
da, who cut his face badly. His fall will lay him up
for a time, and he will probably not race again until
the coming meet at Columbus, Ohio, although he in-
tended to take part in the Detroit Club's road race.
By some mistake the scratch men were sent off one

minute ahead of time, and W. C. Rands, who changed
his mount to a pneumatic, was sent with them, when
he really should have started four minutes behind
scratch.
Probably the best riding was done by F. A. Rich-

mond, a limit man. He weighs about 100 pounds and
rides a 51-inch wheel. It was his first race,^nd he
had but little training. He was very fresh when he
finished, and was hustling about all day.
Pneumatics are the rage here ; already ten have

been sold and a like number have been ordered.
Owing to a very unpleasant state of affairs the Val-

ley City Wheelmen took no part in the day's sport.
It is to be regretted, as they are a jolly set of riders.

ST. LOUIS,

H. G. Wolzendorf having resigned the chairman-
ship of the Touring Board the oiBce is vacant. It is

an important position and a good man would receive
the thanks of the Division and much credit to himself
in filling it well. Who is that man with the good of
the Division at heart?

Next Saturday, June 6, the Hill Climbing Contest
on Son-of-a-Gun hill will be held. Two gold medals
are offered as first and second prizes. Safeties geared
below 50 inches will be barred. It will be remem-
bered the winner last year was accused of riding a
lower gear than that

Runs are called from both clubs to the hill, and a
supper at Ballwin and presentation of prizes will
follow.

The Division meet at Carthage, on July 3 and 4,

will probably be the best attended in the history of
the Division. The races wil' be very fine, and every
inducement will be offered to bring the fastest run in
the West to Carthage. The prizes will be fully equal

to what has been given in the East, and will consist
of bicycles, cups and medals, many of which have
already been donated. The Carthage riding district
is second, to none and embraces some 150 miles of the
best gravel roads in the State radiating in all direc-
tions from the city. The State championship races
which will be contested at Carthage are : Half
mile, one mile, and ten mile ordinary, and one mile and
three mile safety events. The prize list is as yet in-
complete, but at least_ two prizes will be offered for
each of the sixteen events of which eight will be run
each day.

Stone, Thompson, Knight and Jordan represented
St. Louis at the Pullman road race.

Nineteen members of the Cycling Club attended
last Sunday's run to Clayton and celebrated the vic-
tories of their racing men.
The lady members of the Cycling Club have all

procured riding habits to match the uniforms of the
male members, and they are much admired.

L. A. W. membership renewals are coming in very
slow from this city. To May 16 but 92 out of 47s mem
bers had renewed.
Cyclists who intend to compete in the B»lleville

races, on Sunday, June 14, are advised that while the
law does not recognize Sunday racing there is no
penalty attached for racing on that day.
The board of officers of the Missouri Division will

hold their quarterly meeting at the Missouri's club-
house on Thursday, June 4, to complete the arrange-
ments for attending the State meet and to receive the
customary reports. A contract has just been closed
with a tailoring establishment, who will furnish the
new uniform for $12.25. A new road book is needed
and it will doubtless be decided to get out a revised
edition of the old one. The proposed changes in the
constitution and by-laws will be read and will be put
to a vote of the members attending the Carthage
meet. FUTURE Great.

DENVER,

Last Monday evening the Board of Directors of the
Denver Cyclists' Union, met at the Social Wheel Club-
rooms, and talked "weather." It had been raining
steadily for a week with no sign of a let-up, and our
tournament was billed for Decoration Day and Sun-
day, only five days distant. Foster, the weather
prophet, predicted earthquakes, cyclones, and rain
storms enough to devastate and flood the Sahara
Desert—and our dates were in the middle of the
period of his prediction. In the face of all these dark
impediments it was concluded that a postponement
was the only thing to consider. Besides, the wheel-
men had had no training, and all were only waiting
for something to happen that would give them more
time to get in trim. July 4 and 5 (Saturday and Sun-
day) were unanimously selected for the spring tour-
nament. This gives the committees more time to
work, besides being in a month, while although hot, is
never noted for rains or bad weather.
The business men of the city have already very

liberally contributed to the prize list. The work of
collecting prizes is as yet only begun, yet the list in-
cludes three suits of clothes (two bicycle), a half
dozen gold medals, and lanterns and sundries with-
out end. Aside from these the local bicycle dealers
are all to be heard from yet, and Colonel Pope has
promised a prize. The Colonel donated a twenty-five
dollar silver cup last year, and something very nice
is expected this time.

Mr. Miles, in charge of the local branch of the Over-
man Wheel Co., is to be congratulated on the success
he has had with placing the Victor wheels among our
riders. Victor cushion-tired safeties are now quite
often seen on the streets, and since their initiation
here the little solid seems quite out of place.

A queer incident was noticed on Sixteenth Street
the other day. The asphalt pavers have taken pos-
session of the eniire street at places, and only the
cable tracks remain for the wheelmen. Fred. Han-
nan came tearing down the middle of the track, rid-
ing the cable slot, mounted on his pneumatic. Be-
hind him, at a distance of half a block, came a safety
rider of the " solid " variety, seeming to feel just as
sate and free of danger on the treacherous slot as his
brother wheelman ahead of him. Suddenly there was a
" swish," a bound and a wheelman landed in a bed of
paving mortar by the side of the track. Gentle hands
gathered him up and his wheel was pulled out of the
cable crack. He picked up his wreck and led it off,

unhurt, but a man of experience and wisdom in re
gard to riding cable tracks.

The pneumatics are creating quite a stir in Denver
since their arrival. G. E. Hannan is partly responsi-
ble for their advent. (He also, by the way, introduced
the first cushion-tired wheel in Colorado.) There are
now four wheels of the balloon persuasion in our
city, and Mr. Hannan says he will have a dozen more
before the tournament comes off. R. H. Biegel is the
latest convert to the pneumatic ranks, and I am
heartily glad to see him taking such a lively interest
in cycling as to warrant the purchase of a balloon, as
it. was recently whispered that Biegel intended to
give up riding. He rode creditably with Prince and
Gerwing last year, and the fact that he has purchased
a pneumatic means some fast time by him.

Lou Clark, of the Socials, will very likely ride a
cushion-tired ordinary this season. J. M. Barmettler
has a new cushion-tired high one, too, and Messrs.
Banks, Sutton and Shaw are others of the Social Club
who will be seen on cushion-tired wheels.

Mr. C. C. Candy is getting a reputation as an orator.
I think he could outshine " Griff's " much-talked-of
ability in this direction, as on two or three occasions
in little club controversies this characteristic has un-
consciously cropped out. Good, sound sense is his,
too, with few exceptions.

We have a new arrival. I forget his name, but he
is an L. A. W. outcast and says he is after Gerwing's
scalp. He comes from 'way down East, and if the
light air does not affect him I think he will do very
nicely out here—such a nice place for invalids—

I

mean—well, fellows with "mice in their garret."
Pedaller.
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K. C. W.

The Irvington-Milburn Handicap is over, and the
results show theK. C. W. to be still in the lead. One
man in particular, Durant McLean, ought to feel

specially proud, as his ih. 28m. 41s. will remain for
some time to come the best time under K. C. W.
colors made since Murphy's record. It was a grand
race, and duly appreciated bj' our Captain, who im-
mediately made the K. C. W. team for June 6th prac-
tically invincible by adding " Roulette Mac " to the
list of good ones. All the colts rode well on the 30th,

and under more favorable circumstances we would
have carried off a few more prizes. However, the
Memorial Day race is second in importance to the one
which will be in progress while some of the local
wheelmen are reading these notes, and if the God of
Fortune smiles on us Saturday afternoon with as
much good will as in time gone by, there ought to be
a grand blaze of glory at 1255 Bedford Avenue, at
about 9 p. m. Saturday. The cock ought to crow his
loudest, as in the days of the Alphabetical Associa-
tion. \Ve still have bird, all we need is victory to
make him shake off his drowsiness.

I understand Bensinger and McDonald intend^rid-
ing pneumatics after onlj' two days' practice. I fear
this is a mistake, but they ought to know what is

best. There is a vast difference between high and
low wheels, and two days on the dwarfs is hardly, in
my judgment, sufficient to overcome this difference.
According to reports the race meet, on June 27, will

be a great success. The prizes go on exhibition next
Monday, and their beauty cannot fail to attract many
entries. Silver all through the list, and when I saw
them I was tempted to lay aside my pipe, cork the
bottle tightly and get into condition, but I decided
that when I wanted silverware I would have to pur-
chase it, so I still accept when asked to join.

I understand that one man will drop a foot and re-

enter the fold. If he really does I can almost promise
him a hearty welcome on all sides as his friends of the
past are all willing to forgive and forget.

I saw Miles on an Eagle last Tuesday, and the way
he was pushing it would have done credit to an old
timer. Miles seems to take kindly to everything but
training. He seems to draw the line at that, and he
is not alone in his eccentricities.

There is a province near the U. S. called New Jer-
sey, and in that province there are some good roads
over which wheelm^ like to ride faster than four
miles an hour. On one of the roads it has been cus-
tomary for some of the natives of these U. S. to hold
an occasional road race, much to the enjoyment and
pecuniary advantage of the natives of this New Jer-
sey. Notwithstanding the ;favorable attitude of the
people aforementioned in regard to this habit of road
racing, a certain L. A. W. official in his frantic en-
deavors to pose as a conscientious servant of the
people, called a meeting of his associates and passed
a resolution protesting against the continuation of

road racing in N. J. While such action on the part of

the gentlemen in question may be consistent with the
laws of the L. A. W., it will surely do the New Jersey
Division no financial good.to try and remove the privi-
leges which the wheelmen enjoy by virtue of the
broadmindedness of the authorities in control of the
section. This unwarranted interference on the part
of the N. J. Division will work more harm than good,
for while wheelmen never expected the League to
countenance road racing, they did not expect any in-

terference where the local authorities were in favor
of it. The action has had its effect one way if not in

another. Quite a number of renewal blanks have
been thrown into the v^aste basket, and there is where
mine goes forthwith. Straddle.

MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club is booming along at
a pacethat will quickly give them a position in the
front ranks. Their latest departure is a handsome
and elaborately fitted up cafe, which is being so well
patronized by the members that the house committee
have found it necessary to employ additional help

;

those already in charge are overworked.

The membership roll is growing rapidly and the
limit number of applications which will be received
without initiation fees will soon be reached, there
bemg but twenty-five vacancies to fill. The secre-
tary has six new applications in hand at present.

A club run has been called for Saturday to the
Wheelmen's Racing League road race, on the Irving-
ton-Milburn course.

Owing to the protracted strike of the lumber hand-
lers the new runway for wheels leading from the
sidewalk to the wheel-room has been delayed. It will
be completed early next week.

EAST ORANGE.

At this early date twenty members of the East
Orange Cyclers have been registered for the Century
Run on June 13. This club has taken several runs to

Philadelphia under its own auspices and it is prob-
able that most of the starters will finish.

The racing team of the East Orange Cyclers who
started in the 25 mile race at Milburn on May 30,

seemed to have met with a case of wholesale hard
luck. Harry Wheeler did not receive the wheel he
was entered to ride, and didn't start; Brock was
suffering from the grip ; Pring, who started 87th man
(on the list) was doing nicely when he was fouled by
a by-stander and on attempting to remount his wheel
injured himself so that he could not proceed. Decker,
who started out in good shape and who has lately
covered the course in good time, found the track too
much for him and also dropped out.

About twenty members of the East Orange Cyclers
registered at the New Jersey meet of the L. A, W. at

Bli7,abeth, on DecovEVtjon Day,

RIVERSIDE WHEELMEN.
Every member interested in the great race of

Saturday last at Milburn had watched the clouds the
night before and retired, fervently hoping that the
morrow might be fair and pleasant. It was not en-
couraging when morning came around, for the
weather was threatening. Had the weather been
half decent many more members would have turned
out and made the run the largest of the season. As
it were, Sergeant Dunn was upbraided on all sides
for his disregard of the good time the wheelmen
expected to enjo}', and he at once realized that to
continue such weather might imperil his position.
He pulled the lever, and behold, the sun poked his
ruddy countenance from behind the feathery clouds,
and arladdened the hearts of all who were anxious to
se^a good race. Messrs. Powers, Judge, Miller, Ward
and Geo. C. Smith started in the race, and did ex-
ceptionally well considering the wheels they rode.
Training on solid tires and then riding pneumatics in
a race is not good policy. Hereafter they will not
monkey with a thing they know nothing about and
not used to. Had Powers ridden his own light wheel
the colors of the Riversides would have been launched
nearer the front than they were. " Smiling Joe "

Judge has been making use of language foreign to
the average church member since the race. He says
he won't push another truck.

Geo. C. Smith met with a very serious and unfor-
tunate accident. While riding about the eighth mile,
a rider attempted to pass him and get in front of him.
The trick caused Mr. Smith to fall from his wheel
with such force as to cut both legs to the bone. He
also scraped his arms, hands and face. He will be
unable to ride for a month.
The Entertainment Committee are hustling about

for talent with which to open the new house. It is

the intention of the officials to make this a great
success, for the members have been without a club-
house for a whole month, and have stuck by the club
like real men. Messrs. James T. Powers, Ketchum
and severol other prominent actors are about to join
the club. The club is in better condition to-day than
ever before, and the officers and members are work-
ing hand in hand to make things lively from now on.

HARLEM WHEELMEN.
What a pity the weather was so inclement Saturday

last. But for the elements we would have had fifty

men in line to witness the Milburn races. However
as man proposes and God disposes we must take
what we can and make the best of it. The little band
of ten who left the club on scheduled time did not re-
gret it later, even if they did get wet outside, instead
of inside. After the races several stragglers having
caught up, the captain gave the order to fall in, and
away we went bound for Plainfield to dinner at
Force's Hotel. Here we met the " Deacon and his
daughter" and also Miss MoUie Sheehan. The trio
having come out by train. About an hour after din-
ner the party started off for New Brunswick. About
three miles outside of New Brunswick poor "Jake"
gave out, being completely exhausted. Fortunately
just at this moment a farmer with his team came
along and offered to take him into town, which offer
was most gratefully accepted. It was originally the
intention of the party to push on to Trenton, but the
roads were so bad that it was decided to train it back
to Elizabeth, thence by wheel to Westfield for dinner,
and on through the Oranges home, where we arrived
safely about 7 p. m.
On June 20 it is expected that a large number of the

members will turn out to participate in the Brooklyn
parade.

On the 27th inst. a party of ten will leave New York
for Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, etc., winding up
at the Hagerstown meet.

Quite a number of parties are being made up for
little jaunts through the country this Summer.
Our Yonkers record smasher, and also our trick

rider Simpson, likewise our world renowned "Jake,"
and last, but by no means least. Pop de Graaf and
Deacon Raisbeck, are all in the party for the Southern
trip. Will the trip be tame ? I might prophesy a few
things in advance but guess I'll wait until it is all

over.

GOTHAM WHEELMEN.
The disagreeable weather on Decoration Day did

not dampen the ardor of the Gotham Wheelmen, who
were largely represented at the Irvington-Milburn
races. Nothing short of a specially chartered car of
the D. L. & W. and an immense tally-ho gaily fes-

tooned and heavily laden proved effectual in trans-
porting the boys.
About twenty of the members, under the leadership

of "Scorcher" Captain Wiener, enjoyed the run to

Coney Island last Sunday. The roads were in excel-
lent condition, and, coupled with the delightful
weather, it was not surprising that a most enjoyable
day was spent. But the pockets of some of the sports
were materially lightened ere thev were through
painting the Island a deep carmine.
A run is called for next Saturday, starting from the

club-house at 12.30, to the Irvington-Milburn course,
where the race of the Wheelmen's Racing League is

to take place. F. W. Mastin, " Handsome " Dan and
Benj. Weiner are to represent the Gotham Wheelmen
in the race, when itis expected that another star will

be added to the Gotham's flag. Mr. Mastin is also
entered for the New Haven races, which take place
next week at New Haven.
On next Sunday a wood party will take place, the

destination being New Dorp, S. I., the members leav-

ing the club-house at 8.30 a. m. Ample arrangements
have been made to provide the boys with a dinner

There are ten applications for membership to be
acted on at the next meeting. The membership
is very rapidly increasing, and we hope ere long to

be comfortably installed in a larger and more com-
modious l-.orae.

LOUISVILLE.

Efforts are being made to get the Robertsons, of
Washington, Frank Bell, of Columbus, Ga., J. D.
Herndon, of Clarksville, Tenn, Slusser, of New Or-
leans, Van Sicklen, Barrett, and the Thornes, of
Chicago, Bert Meyers, of Peoria, and others, to the
Kentucky meet, June 26, 27. Lumsden has signified
his intention to be present.

Kentucky is having a boom in League membership.

Howard Jefferis will not go for the Kentucky all-
day record until August.

P. E. Allison and M. J. Fleck are looking after the
Jlason's bicycle races, June 24th, at the Auditorium
Track. There will be a half-mile dash and mile heats
for safeties. Prizes, medals, first and second.

Mr. J. E. Johnson may possibly be a candidate for
Chief Consul, as some of his friends earnestly desire
him to go in the race if there is one. If so his methods
for booming the League membership, which have
been so successful in the last few weeks, will certainly
prove the desirability of placing one with his oppor-
tunities and ability in the chair.

Programmes of the meet are nearly all mailed.
Some, however, are reserved to send out on demand.
Those who have not received one should forward
their names to 448 W. Main Street. The Committee
has offered all the "Kids "who sell fifty tickets to
the races a bicycle lantern, and the little fellows are
hard at work. They are the best advertisement
known to the art. The sandwich man is not " in it."

Cincinnati alone has more League members than
the State of Kentucky, but with the pace that Johnson
is setting the Division membership is climbing to
the mark at a rapid rate.

Ed. Herget goes to St. Louis for a week's stay and
to attend a wedding for which Ed.'s brother is en-
tered. Ed. himself could get in a novice race of this
kind under League rules, but no one will start with
him.

•Tom Jefferis won the J. C. three mile road scorch
with Will Ruby second. The outing was a remark-
able success.

The Boone grounds and residence where the lawn
fete and dance was held in iggo, has been purchased
by the city, and will be known as the Boone Park.

Louisville has improved wonderfully in her park
system. The Commissioners have acted wisely, and
in a short while the Eastern Park, of several hundred
acres, will be thrown open. Jacob's Park, at the
south, is open, and is the largest of all. The West
Park is only "in prospect" but a good one. Baxter
Square has recovered from the cyclone, although
scars are still visible. The Court House yard is lux-
uriant with trees, grasses, flowers, and fountains, and
is directly opposite the Willard. The Commissioners
want the block from Jefferson to Green, and from
Brook to Floyd. They are also after that from
Breckenridge to Caldwell, and from Brook to Floyd.
Then Central Park and St. James Court are private
ventures, but certainly add to the beauty of the city

The Louisville Cycle Club will not promote an ex-
cursion by moonlight this year on account of the
League meet and the work it necessitates. It will be
resumed as an annual feature next year.

Jacob Bauer left last Sunday on his globe girdling
tour. He will be in attendance at the meet, but will
really start on his trip from his Ohio home about
fuly I. WHITE Hurley.

NASHVILLE.

The dates of the State meet have been changed to
July 10 and 11 to accommodate the wheelmen at
Memphis and other places in the State. The road
race will take place on the loth, and will be for a dis-
tance of eighteen miles tiO Franklin. It will be a
handicap race run under the same rules as the road
race. A special train will be run from which the race
may be witnessed at Brentwood, nine miles out and
then at the finish.

The track races will be held on the nth, including
the one and two mile championships for both safety
and ordinary. Never before has there been so much
interest taken in cycling as at the present. The ex-
citement over the coming road race is at torrid heat.

At the field of the Vanderbilt University, on Friday,
May 15, a one mile race was run between John Dyor,
on a cushion-tired safety, and James Starrett, on an
ordinary. Dyon won in 4m. 51s. The mile race be-
tween George Hubbard and L. A. Lafferty, both on
cushion-tired safeties, was won by the latter in 4m. 2s.,

which was considered elegant time for the track. It

is six laps to the mile and in wretched shape.

The "Last Days of Pompeii" is occupying the Ath-
letic Park at present. The show will be out by June
18, when the club will spare neither pains nor money
to make it the best track in the South.

Mr. Ed Fisher and party leave for an extended trip
in Europe about June i, to be gone eight months.

If any of the cycle makers wish for a test of their
pneumatics and cushion tires, let them come to Nash-
ville and ride on some of our pikes at this time of tlie

year. New broken lime-stone rock is spread over our
pikes, and it will tear a rim, ruin a tire and make a
rider feel as if he had been run through a sausage
machine.

Alex. Allen, of Decker's Springs, is looked upon as
a dark horse in the coming road race.

The leading agents here are Ed Fisher for the
Columbia, Combs & Roler for the Rambler, Swift and
Rover, Harrv Mvers for Singer and Psychos, and L.

A. Lafferty 'for Victors, All agents are behind on
orders, CON,
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LIFE IS A RIDE.

Viewed from more than a moral side
Life itself is a bicycle ride.

The cautious riders leisure take,
Keeping firm hands upon the brake.

But the reckless ones, how wild they ride !.

They lift their feet and " let her slide !

"

Over stones of responsibility
And ruts of imbecility

They coast pell-mell
Down the slopes of— well,

it isn't a personal matter with either you or I ; yet

—

tlie angels eyes are wet, and the truth of the simile
may not hide—Life is a bicycle ride.

C. S. W. FOR THE WHEEL.

A SPEED BOOT.

LITERARY NOTES.

The Review ofReviews for June will contain a most
striking list of fine portraits of men of contemporary
note. Included in tho list is a full-page portrait of
His Holiness Pope Leo XIH., a full-page portrait of
William Morris, the poet, a full-page group of En-
glish magazine editors, and a full-page portrait of the
late Von Moltke. There are excellent portraits from
new photographs of Professor James Bryce, M. P.,
Professor Goldwin Smith, Bishop Potter, Edward At-
kinson, President Harrison, Secretary Tracy, the Hon.
Edward J. Phelps, the Hon. Thomas F. Bayard, the
Hon. Mr. Goschen, Chancellor of the British Ex-
chequer; Stambouloff, prime minister of Bulgaria;
Canovas del Castillo, prime minister of Spain, the
newest portrait of Bismarck, and various others, in-
cluding excellent drawings of President Balmaceda'
of Chili, and Bishop-elect Phillips Brooks of Massa-
chusetts. Published at Astor Place, New York.

Dr. Charles G. Lucas, a popular cyclist of Louis-
ville, Ky., who is now in England, writes in a per-
sonal letter: "I have now been in London three
weeks, and have had some little opportunity to see
the famous English roads. They deserve their repu-
tation. Nothing I have pedaled over in the Bluegrass
country, renowned for its fine pikes, can equal the
smooth, clean roads between London and Liverpool.
In London there are eighty-eight bicycle clubs, and
one can find riders on almost every street. Many of
these streets are so crowded with vehicles that I
could hardly see any fun wheeling through them. A
fall would certainly be productive of bad results. A
great many pneumatics are ridden here, but they are
not so plentiful as I had been led to expect. On the
race course, however, nothing else is used.

The police of New Bedford are looking sharply
after the riders of that place who violate the ordin-
ances by riding on the sidewalks. The carrying of
lanterns after dark in that town is a very good plan,
as numerous accidents have happened there lately.

S''^-^^?iE?5^.^

THE LADIES EMPIRE, CHICAGO SEWING MACHINE CO.

Tenth Annual Race Meet,
\ 1 y

^VASHIJ^GTON PARK,
Fifth Ave. and Third St., Brooklyn,

Seven minutes ride from Brooklyn Bridge, via. Elevated Road.

Satarday, June 27tli, 1891, 2.30 P. M.

HANDSOME AND COSTLY PRIZES.

FAST FOUR I^AP TRACK.

Prizes of Unusual Value and Beauty ; Double the cost of any-

previous year.

COSTLY SILVER CUPS TO FIRST AND SECOND.

PRIZES AWARDED FOR THIRD MAN IN EACH EVENT.

LIST OF BICYCLE EVENTS-L. A.f . Rules to Govern.

i-o:\fE
2-ONE
3-ONE
4-ONE
5-TWO
6-ONE
7-TWO
8-TWO
9-ONE

MILE ORDINARY, Championship of America.
MILE SAFETY, Championship of America.

MILE NOVICE, SAFETY-Open.
MILE SAFETY, HANDICAP-Open.
MILE SAFETY, HANDICAP-Open.
MILE ORDINARY, HANDICAP-Open.
MILE ORDINARY, HANDICAP-Open.
MILE ORDINARY, SCRATCH-Open.
MILE TANDEM, SCRATCH-Open.

ATHLETIC EVENTS-A. A, U. Rnles to GoTera,

10-100 YARD DASH, HANDICAP-Open.
11-ONE MILE RUN, HANDICAP-Open.
12-ONE MILE WALK, HANDICAP-Open.

Pneumatic tired wheels v^ill be penalized
;
penalty to be fixed by Handi-

capper, and deducted from printed start in programme, which will be on a
solid tire basis.

Entrance fee for tandem race, $i.oo ; for each other event 50 cents. The
right is reserved to reject or strike out any entry.

Entries close June 20th, i8gi, with

JOHN BE:NSINGER, Clialrman.
Z255 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, K. V.

Entry Blank.—Detach and Return Properly Filled Out.

Date Received. No

Mr. JOHN BENSINGEB, Chairman, 1265 Bedford Are., Brooklyn, N. \.

Dear Sir :—Enclosedplease Jitid dollats cents,

for which yoti will enter nie in races numbered

Name .

Orga nization

.

Address . . .
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GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG. CO.,

BOSTON—CHICAGO—WASHINGTON.

"A DAINTY LITTLE LADY ON A DAINTY LITTLE WHEEL.
(TAKEN FROM LIKE.)
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IIMII'OK^TEIS.S OF

lU

SIMPLICITY IN CONSTEUCTION.

STEADY STEERING.

CUSHION TIEES.

m
H
O

EASE IN RUNNING.

BOWN BALL BEARINGS.

NO MALLEABLE.
FULLY GUARANTEED.

Manufactured for us by WM, BO^WlSy Birming^liaiii, England.

ALSO GENERAL AGENTS FOR

Kenwood, Psycho, Referee, and the St. Nicholas Lme of Medium Grade wheels.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

Perfection Bicycle Alarm, Tire Heater, and Bidwell Cyclometer.

GOOD AGENTS DESIRED. SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND TERMS.

Mf' Mi •*'<• •*'* Mk -sl^ •*!«•

•yjS" •»»«• •?»? "ii^ •»!«• •?!«* •*!«'

GEO. R. BIDWELL CYCLE CO.,

270 to 272 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL. 308 and 310 WEST 59tli ST., NEW YORK.
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lli)\oi) ^yeli^s will) tl^e I^a^;e.

WHICH? WHEN? WHERE?

One Mile Scratch, May 23, Harvard

One Mile Handicap, May 23, Harvard

Half Mile Scratch, May 30, Worcester

\SrALTHAM, MASS., ROAD RACE, HanSnTa^R^ce. MAY 30.

PULLMAN ROAD RACE, - - - MAY 30.

Longest runs ever made by Roodhouse, (111.) Wheelmen in one and same day were
made on UNION WHEELS.

What do these facts point to ?

I, Good material; 2, Easy riding qualities; 3, Good judgment of riders in making
their selections.

If you don't want the best all round wheel made, send your order somewhere else.

nvm GYGGB M¥-<§. GO.,
Mr. Stokes, of Chicago, looks after our Western business. HIGHLANDVILLE, MASS.

THE
MOST
POPULAR
IViACHINE
IN AMERICA

made by Messrs. J. K. SXARI^EY & CO., I.td., Coventry, England.

mom RIDERS OF THE BEST JUDGMENT.

We carry Seven Styles : Pneumatic, Cushion and Solid

Tires. Light weight, rigidity and beauty.

Get OTir Quotations on Sundries.

THE JOHN WILKINSON CO.
269-27X State Street,

CHICAOO, II.I.,
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BCEHTS, HERE VfE HUE M!
With as complete assortment of Wheels as one could wish^ comprising many of our own special

manufacture. It is with pleasure that we announce our acceptance of the New York State Agency for

the celebrated

SiAlIFT SKFBTIES,
which are known throughout the WORLD. The following mentioned machines we present to the

tirade, although at retail we handle all makes

:

Dandy, 24 inch. Cone Bearing,

King of Road, 27 « «

Pathfinder, 30 (< <(

Liiglitning', 24 Ball

Rapid, 26 (C tt

Manhattan, 28 t( t(

Greyhound, 30 <( <<

$25.00
33.00
45.00
35.00
42.00
50.00
60.00

liOne Star, 27 inch. Ball Bearing, - $45.00

Outing, No. 1, 26 " Full Ball Bea'g,Cush. Tires 65.00

" «* 2, 28 (t ft << " 87.50

« " 3, 30 « (t (( " lOO.OO

Gentlemen's Swift, 28 40 lbs.. - 135.00

«« " 30 50 « - - 135.00

Liadies' Swift, 28 40 " - 135.00

The Swifts we have with cushion or pneumatic tires. Our Bicycle Catalogue will be issued

shortly with full additional information.

MERWIN, HULBERT & CO.,
Prices to tbe Trade quoted on application. 26 WEST 23d STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

TO ALL WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
Applicants for agencies can save time by applying direct to our general agent in whose territory they are. We have

established general distributing agencies for our goods in various parts of the country to facilitate the transaction of our enor-

mous business, and we can assure every one who desires to handle the IROQUOIS and PARAGON courteous treatment, fair

terms and prompt shipment will be the results of an application made to any of our branch offices. We control the entire South

and much of the West ourselves from the home office, and extend our thanks to our numerous agents and correspondents for

their intelligent and hearty co-operation and support, and promise them in the future as in the past the BEST bicycles in the

nn3.rKCt

THE IROQUOIS AND THE PARAGON
are sold by ALL of our agents, and our principal branch offices are :

THOMAS KANE & CO., Chicago, 111.—Ohio, Indiana, No. Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin and Minn.

SIDWELL & SABEN, Boston, Mass.—New England.

MARTIN A STEYENS, Buffalo, N. Y.-Western New York.

G. A. LITCHHDLT.—Eastern New York.

SWEETING CYCLE CO., Philadelphia, Pa.—Pennsylvania.
ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO., St. Louis, Mo.—So. Illinois, Arkansas and Missouri.

PRINCE WELLS, Louisville, Ky.—Kentucky.

F. R. W. REH, Washington.—District of Columbia.

EDWIN MOHRIG, San Francisco, Cal.—Pacific Coast.

F. T. MERRILL, Portland, Ore.—Washington and Oregon.

We would like to publish the names of our army of lesser agents but this paper is not large enough. We would like to

send our beautiful catalogue to everyone and a postal addressed to us will bring one, send for it.

The Stover Bicycle Mfc. Co.,
FREEPORT, ILL.
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The Hartford Safety. + Price $100. * The Hartford Ladies' Safety.

Hartford Cycle Co.

HARXFORD, CONIH.

MANUFACTURERS.

Strong, «^

Durable,

-4^ Easy Running.

Send for iSgi Catalogue.

FOR

1891,

Nothing Lighter, Stronger or More Elegant

THAN

PAKABE GYGLES.

FOR

1.

«»PARA»E" UGHT ROADSTER No. I.

Safeties, Tandems, Ordinaries, with solid, cushion or pneumatic tires, built on
sound mechanical principles, on the interchangeable system, of best materials
only, and first-class workmanship employed in their construction. Prizes won
on Parades in various parts of Europe. Records held by Parade Safeties.

PARADE SAFETIES
1 St in Half Mile (Scratch) at Brighton 1

1st in One Mile Handicap, from Scratch |-on Easter MoQ^ay
1st at Carlisle )

1st in Catford and Polytechnic Inter Club Contest, at A^on, on
Easter Tuesday.

PUI.£l]VGER & CO.,
Parade Cycle Works, Hereford Place, New Cross, London, S. E., Eng.

Agents of sound financial position should note above.

Aeolus, No. 13, Cushion Tires. A Light Roadster Safety, $14O.O0. Aeolus, Ko. 17, Solid Tires, Light Roadster, $100,OO.
In Solid Tires, $135.00.

These Wheels are of the highest grade ; weldless steel tubing ; Aeolus balls all over. Finely finished.

BOWN'S "LIGHT OF THE ROAD." BOWN'S ROB ROY." BOWN'S "RADIANT."

Noted for durability and cheap-
ness. The light will not shake
out.

Pronounced best Lamp on the market. Will
fit any lamp bracket. Steady, powerful light.

Inextinguishable. Improved oil tank. Adjust-
able reflector. No rattle.

Durable Light. Steady, brilliant light. Noise-
less. Will not shake out. Best " spring back"
Lamp made. Will fit any lamp bracket. The
front glass is oval, with best German silver bell.

Diamond side lights. The reflector is of the best
German silver, covering the entire back of the
lamp, and detachable to facilitate cleaning. All
plated parts are brass. Improved oil tank and
lock burner. New design. No dirt or waste from
overflow oil. No leakage. Best lamp in the mar-
ket at the price.

All Inquiries should be addressed to MR. T. SANDERS, P. O. Box 2225, New York, U. S. A., who is now representing me in America.

W. BOWN, Summer Lane, Birmingham, England,
Patentee and general manufacturer of the celebrated Aeolus Adjustable Ball Bearings,

Every description of Cycle Fittings and Sundries, including Axles,
Forks, Rims, Lamps, Steel Balls, etc., etc.

Manufacturer of the famous " Tourists" for the George R. Bidwell Cycle Co.
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THE t- GHRFORD
WRITE FOR PRICES.

Md Mfg. Co.

EI.YRIA, O.
FOR LADIES. FOR GENTLEMEN.

Jl^e Qreat Euei)t of tf7e Year—WON ON

Fitted ^witK Cnsliioii Tires on Hollo^^ Rims.

WARWICK CYCLE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

REFBREES
Are still leading the cycle trade in original designs and improve-

ments. Men's and Ladies' patterns in SOLID tires now in stock

ready to ship on receipt of order.

BRKTZ & CURTIS MFG. CO.
1702 & 1704 No. Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

85.

No. I

66

Now, as ever since first introduced THE MOST POPULAR WHEEL IN AMERICA, and

admittedly THE BEST VALUE FOR THE MONEY ! Acknowledged by all THE KING
OF MEDIUM PRICED SAFETIES, and admitted to be SUPERIOR TO MANY COSTING
$30 MORE.

AGE;mT8 VkrAI>«XE». SEB(D FOR CATAI^OGVE.

SOLE U. S. IMPORTERS,

639 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

WHOLESALE BICYCLES. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

5

75.

No. 2
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GALES' ^ DIAMONDS,
FINE EASY RUNNING WHEELS.

PERFECT DIAMOND FRAME WITH A STRONG CENTRE BRACE.

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL FRAME ON THE MARKET TO-DAY.

w

Snlid Tms $85. Cushion Toes $95.

GALES MODEL "90" STRAIGHT FRAME $70.

. SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND GET OUR QUOTATIONS ON SUNDRIES
AND BOYS WHEELS.

SCHOVERLING, DALY & GALES, 302 Broadway, & 84 Duane St., New York.

LOVELL DIAMOND CYCLES
HIGH-GRADE

ONLY.

— ALL —
BALL-BEARING,
STEEL TUBING,

AND

DROP FORCINGS.

NO BETTER
MACHINE AT ANY #

PRICE.
'"

LOVELL DIAMOMD, - $86.00

WITH CUSHION TYBE, - 95.00

FOR LADIES', - - 86.00

CONVERTIBLE, - - 86.00

AGENTS WAflTEO.

Bicycle Catalogue Frea

iiiiiiiji|iiiiiiiili!iiiipii!"|»"''"i^^

manxJfactUred by

JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

BOSTOIT. MASS.
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SINGBR CYCL.es
16Tfl YEAR IN AMERICA.

SPECIFICATION.—30 inch wheels speeded to 57

inch (or 54 inch) patent 1 inch wired tires, Singer ball

steering, Singer ball bearings to all running parts, in-

cluding pedals, Singer patent steering lock. Singer

patent detachable crank bracket, weldless steel tube

frame, handle-bar and forks, guard to both wheels and

to chain, brake, foot rests, lamp-holder, best combined

saddle and spring, spanner, etc., etc. Enamelled, and

with parts plated.

Frice $1^0.

Cushion or Pneumatic Tires to order, extra.

5INQER fir CO.,

6 d> 8 Berlceley St., Boston, Mass. 2 Astor House, Broad-way, Neuv York:,

NEW MAIL
HANDSOMEST AND BEST

!

DIAMOND

FRAME

SAFETIES.

HAVE YOU SEEN THE

NEIJV 1891 PATTERN AT

$100.00

• 3135.00
Band Brake specially of advantage for Cushion Tires.
English reports mention Band Brake as best for Cushion
Tires.

MTITH CVSHIOK TIRES AMD
TANGENT SPOKES.

THE SENSATION OF THE YEAR.

SEND EOR CATAK,OGUE.

MANUFACTURERS,
3100.00

Best Medium Priced Safety. Look at it

'

Wm'. Read & Sons, 1 07 Washington St., Boston,Mass.
H. C. SQUIRES, 178 BROADWAY, NEW YORK AGENT,
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rUBLISHED EVERT FRIDAY MORNIN&.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

Single Copies, - -

Foreign Subscriptions,

$1,00 a year
5 Cents

- 10s. a year

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

COPY SHOULD BE RECEIVED BY TUESDAY DIOKMNG.

lATE COPY RECEIVED UNTIL WEDNESDAY MORNING.

CHANGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE RECEIVED BT

TUESDAY giORNING TO INSURE INSERTION.

SPECIAl ADVERTISING MATTER RECEIVED UNTIL THURS-

DAY NOON.

ADVERTJSJNG RATES ON APPLICATION.

Sv FOREIGN BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE,
W. S. SMITH,

3 St. Bride Street, London, E. C, England.

F. P. PRIAL,
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,

. P. O. Box 444. 243 BROADWAY,
New YORK.

'Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

respectfully requested to examine its contents and
give us their patronage., and asfar as is convenient,

aid in circulating the journal, and extend its in-

fluence in the cause which it so faithfully serves

Subscription price, %i. ooper year.

The Best Weekly PubUslied.
Every wheelman in this country who wishes to keep

thoroughly posted on cycling sports and news should
subscribe at once for The Wheel. Editor Prial is

giving the cyclists the best weekly published. Send
in your dollar at once and get this publication for a
yesiv.—Hudson (N. Y.) Herald.

A Journalist's Opinion.

My message is one of congratulation—one of sin-
cere and warmly expressed praise for the splendid
number you have sent me, and I think you deserve
the meritorious comment of every honest hearted
wheelman for the niagiiiflcent enteri>rise you are
exhibiting in the behalf of cyclists. I know whereof
I speak, as I have done a great deal of newspaper
work, and no one knows better than "yours truly"
the constant and tireless pegging away that is
required to make a name, as well as fame in journal-
istic ventures. •

Tlie Agent's Guide.
A British fortnightly trade journal has this to say

of The Wheel:
All who take an interest in cycling in the

United States, either from a trade or sporting
point of view, should secure a copy of THK
WHEEL and CYCLI^fG TRADE REVIEW of
New York, which treats in a full and impartial
manner on everything connected with the sub-
ject. In one respect it offers a very pleasing
contrast to our ow^n cycling journals, and that
is in the entire absence of that personal abuse
of contemporary journalists, which is such a
prominent feature of even tlie best of them,
but which in the main is totally unintelligible
to the great mass of readers. It is gratifying
to note the prominence given to English built
machines in the trade announcements, though,
of course, the home-made article is also well,
represented.

WE hear that Mr. Jenkins, of Buffalo, wants the

Chief Consulship of New York State, and
that he intends to make a run for it. We

hope not.

WE hear that Mr. Charles W. Wood, of Syracuse,

wants the Chief Consulship of New York
State, and that he intends to make a run for

it. Again, we hope not.

AN English firm have turned out five new styles

of pneumatics. The cycling trade is absorbed
in this tire question. At present we cannot

but regard the pneumatic as the tire of the future.

All these new types are interesting and valuable,

and will be, until some one with luck or genius or both
produces a tire that will neither soften wart, puncture
nor explode, and that can be " quickly and cheaply re

paired."

PARIS leads the world in this respect that the

Ligue Nationale de I'Education Physique owns
a public race path which is free to all Paris

wheelmen.

THERE is a growing impression that prospects of

a large crowd at Detroit grow more attenuated
from day to day. There is nothing the matter

with Detroit. The Press Committee need a little pok-
ing up, and, perhaps, it might be wise to reconsider
past decisions and send to all League members the
usual programme.

TO effectually prove that the top of the wheel does
move faster than the bottom, a mechanical au-
thority recommends this illustration : Place

the wheel against a white wall, attach apiece of black
chalk to the rim and move the wheel along wall until

one revolution is made and the scribe left on the wall
by the chalk will show that the top of the wheel must
move considerably faster.

WE can imagine the excitement of the pleasure-
loving French when that flock of human
birds on cycles whirled through their country

at "eighteen to the hour." How the nostrils of the
absinthe young man loitering at the roadside must
have dilated as the sturdy Englishmen flew past, re-

vealing to him a combination of muscle, grit, physique,
speed and stamina such as his cafe noir soaked brain
never could have conjured up. " Ah ha !" quoth Fran-
cois, " 'tis well ; I will do likewise. No more cigaroot;

no more dawdling over the black cup, but work, ex-

ercise, oxygen, blood, muscle, nerve, go and all that."

AN intelligent young Englishman, recently travel-

ing in this country, states that the most genteel

way of committing suicide that he covtld possi-

bly think of, was to don evening dress and walk on a

foggy night through one of the narrow streets of

London's Whitechapel district.

In this country we have a most pleasing passage
into social and political death, quite more suicidal

than bank-wrecking or filching ten pound notes from
Princes of the blood.

It is league office and especially League presidency.
Where are Pratt, Miller, Beckwith, Kirkpatrick and
Luscomb. All shelved, knifed or mobbed into peace-
ful and pleasurable private life.

OUR office boy, whose duty it is to send out
sample copies of the paper to the list of new
League members, rushed into the sanctum on

Saturday last with the terrible information that the

League organ had published the names but not tlie

addresses of the 550 members who had joined the

League during the week.

The E.xecutive Committee gave the Wheelman Co.

permission to do this. By omitting the addresses the

Wheelman Co. cuts down its expenses, but it sacri-

fices one of the most interesting features of the paper.

All they will have to do to complete the sacrifice is to

drop Sterling Elliott's advertisements.

The reasons given for the new departure are worth
some study. One reason was, of course, the saving in

expense, but the second is this : If the addresses of

new members are omitted, makers, dealers and
others could no longer mail catalogues and advertise-

ment circulars to them, and would, in fact, be forced

into the World to reach these new members.
We think this has been a weak step on the part of

the World. Is it reasonable to suppose that adver-

tisers will pay from one dollar to fifty dollars per

week to reach the two, three or four or five hundred
new League members, together with the old members
who have been sold and catalogued and circular-

ized into distraction?

Any man of experience knows that the day has long

since passed when the names and addresses of a few
hundred cyclists are of any material value to him.

There are twenty thousand League members out of

an American cycling population which must number
300,000.

What does the seller prefer: an advertisement which

will reach 20,000 cyclists who are fitted out, or a chance

of reaching the great lay public of 60,000,000 people ?

In the old days cycles were sold through cyclists.

Under the new order of things a man buys a cycle

just as he buys a pair of boots, and cycles are almost

as widely advertised now-a-days.

We have type written lists of 180,000 names and

addresses and 3,100 American bicycle agents, and

though The Wheel is circulated among these people,

is sent through various other channels and is adver-

tised in some of the magazines and dailies, we feel

that we are doing no more for our advertisers

than we should do.

THE history of a cycling concern is interesting,

and, rather funnily, its loss account gives more
information than its profit account. The loss

account tells the story of the birth and early struggles
of a firm

; it is the history of its mistakes, the price of

its experience; and frequently the greater the loss ac-

count, the greater the ultimate profit.

So that almost every firm can point to a terraced
monument of loss, each step being a step in the wrong
direction, costing money, or a stt-p in the right direct-

ion, costing more money.
Usually the base of the monument is broad and

thick and bears figures way up in the thousands.
This great big basic step means that the firm was
cursed with a vibrant, elastic, voluble, jack-o'-lantern
inventor, who came to the works every morning with
anew idea, with a new change, who would not or who
could not make a good, square, every-day bicycle, but
who had a world-beater, and who dreamed of riding
through the cycling trade world in a blaze of splen-
dor, with all the classic figures of the business drag-
ging at his chariot wheels.

Other little steps in the monument of loss are vari-
ously inscribed as : no tubing, machines too late,

racing team, this, that and the other imperfection.
Some monuments, happily very few, have a step in-

scribed thus: "We didn't advertise," and this is

usually the top step, for the firm went up then and
there; no white goddess of prosperity ever surmounts
those monuments which have one step thus inscribed.

LOOKING BACKWARD TOWARD
WASHINGTON.

BY STERLING ELLIOTT.

CHAPTER VI.
I didn't stay until the banquet was over and it was

well I didn't, ioi I 'earned afterward that they got so
full (of enthusiasm and good will) that I was called

on for a speech. During the earlier part of the even-
ing nothing was noticed on the tables stronger than
ginger tonic, but I feel sure that something with
more body to it (and less legs) must have come on
later to induce such recklessness.

Geo. Atwater spoke well in a rich pneumatic tone
of voice. Abbot Bassett did fairly well, though he
seemed to be somewhat exhausted after having read
his report to the tune of Minnehaha (and the ha! ha! of

those who heard it).

I left the " festal board " rather early, and after re-

deeming my baggage at the hotel and receiving the

benediction of the clerk (the usual sort) I wandered
toward the station and into a sleeping-car berth,

which my prudence and foresight had prompted me
to engage earlier in the day.

Just as the train was about to start. Colonel Pope
and " Bob " Garden came rushing in all out of breath
though they lacked a great deal of being out of bags,

bandboxes, etc. I expressed my regret at not being
able to stay and hear the Colonel's speech, and asked
him if he wouldn't go through it again for my benefit.

He was perfectly frank with me for a minute and I

waived my request. The weather had softened con-

siderably, and in fact was quite warm for that season
even in Washington. The car was not simply warm,
it was decidedly hot, and the Colonel, who had been
obliged to hurry to get there (probably not feeling

that he could afford to hire a cab), was in no condition

of mind to be tampered with. The porter had been
repeatedly appealed to to open ventilators and shut

off all heat, but after all, the air was oppressively hot.

Garden was to occupy the upper story of the section

in the lower berth of which was the " father of bicy-

cles," and when he had shifted his raiment the porter

evidently noticing Bob's aristocratic bearing, and
thinking to " cast an anchor to windward" came forth

with a small sawed-off step-ladder, which he offered

with all the deference and politeness born of a chronic

hope. Robert looked down at the little "step" with

an expression of contempt such as is seldom seen, ex-

cept on the janitor of a flat, and with a graceful bound
he landed on the top shelf. The porter turned to me
just as the heels of the athletic Scotchman vanished

under the blanket, and said he, "dat fellah ain't no
invalid." We tried hard to sleep, but the heat was
intense; in/«/2irt'tense the Colonel evidently dreamed
fori heard him moan: "Oh, if I only had one more
chance."

We soon left the perspiration and perplexity of

Washington for the marble and mud of Philadelphia,

and on to the politics and polygamy of New York.

The run between the two latter places being made in

one hour and fifty-two minutes, I wa?much surprised

to learn on inquiry that not only the engine but all

the cars were "fitted with" parallel bearings. I

thought that was pretty good for plain bearings.

Don't you?
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for
The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaug-h, Patent Law-
yer, Washington, D. C]

453,713. Attachment for bicycles. Rudolph W. Riess,
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed, Dec. 6, 1890.

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF PNEU-
MATIC TIRES.

The Cyclist has an exhaustive review of some new
types of pneumatic tires which are just about to be

placed on the market by Charles Mackintosh & Co., of

Kingsbridge Street, Manchester, England.

We believe that many cycling and rubber firms are

anxious to assimilate all the information on the pneu-

matic that is obtainable, and we publish the Cyclist's

review in its entirety :

" We understand that Messrs. Mackintosh have been
occupied during the last five months in perfecting
these tires, and some of them would have been in use
ere this but for the delay in the delivery of the special
rims.
"The first of the range is the 'Mackintosh ' laced

pneumatic tire, which is a solid-wall tire molded with
twelve pairs of short tabs or lugs each about ij^ incjies
wide. Each tab has three eyelet holes, by means of
which the tire is secured by lacing or tying the op-
posite tabs together over the rim. The diameter of
the air-space, when uninflated, is i^ inches, thickness
of wall next the road 3-16 inch, tapering oflE to 1-16

next the rim. Weight per pair complete, slbs This
tire, and also the third in the series, can be fixed to
any shallow rim suitable for a pneumatic tire. They
are also adapted for ordinary bicycles.
"The second is the 'Mackintosh' self-fixing pneu-

matic single tube tire, which is also a solid-wall tire,

molded with lateral flanges or fins, which take into
recesses in a specially constructed hollow rim. In
order to fix the tire it is placed uninflated over the
rim and pinched laterally from point to point, which
causes the flanges to spring into the recesses. When
inflated the air pressure holds the flanges securely
in the recesses, so that the side wrenches and strains
to which the tire is subjected while running cannot
pull it away from the rim. Air space when uninflated
i-% inches in diameter. Both the above tires have a
strengthening insertion of a specially flexible canvas
twill amalgamated with and vulcanized in the walls.
The difficulties of making a perfectly flexible solid-
walled tube for this purpose have, we learn, been
completely overcome, and, we are told, the methods
of manufacture are protected as well as the tires.
The effect of inflation upon these tires is to increase
the circumference in cross section, with a tendency
to lessen the inner circumference of the ring. They
are, therefore, when uninflated, easily put on and
taken off the rim, but when inflated they tightly clip
the rim. Repairs are effected in both these tires by
deflating and partly removing the tire from the rim.
A short cross-slit is cut through on the inner curve
next the rim, and a patch put in the interior over the
puncture. A loose patch of rubber coated canvas is
placed in the interior of the tire ; the edges of the slit

are coated with rubber solution, and when nearly dry
are pressed together and iown upon the loose patch,
which then forms an interior patch over the slit.
" The third is the ' Mackintosh ' buckled pneumatic

tire. This is similar in construction to the first
named, but the tabs are fastened together over the
rim by means of light three-pronged buckles. It has
a lining of flexible canvas twill vulcanized on, and a
separate interior tubular rubber bladder of special
construction for holding the compressed air.
"The fourth is the 'Mackintosh' self-fixing pneu-

matic double-tube tire. This is fixed to the rim in
the same manner as the -second tire, but its interior
construction is the same as the third. Both the third
and fourth tires are made with a slit on the inner
curve, temporarily closed by lacing, through which
the interior bladder is inserted and withdrawn. This
bladder, instead of being joined endless, has two
molded thin rubber ends, which abut close to-
gether when inflated. A narrow strip of flexible
canvas is solutioned along the bladder on both inner
and outer curves.

" Repairs are effected by deflating and partially re-
moving the tire from the rim, withdrawing the inner
tube, unsealing the canvas strip or strips just over
the puncture, putting a patch between, and replacing,
when the tire is ready to be ridden immediately. Or
a surplus bladder may be carried and drawn into
position by being tied to the end of the damaged blad-
der at the time of withdrawing it.

"The fifth tire is the 'Macintosh ' interchangeable
pneumatic tire. This consists of an outer tapered
casing of rubber, with canvas lining, and two flat-
ended interior tubular bladders lying end to end,
each fitted with inlet pipe, valve and air-tight cap.
The edges of the casing are molded with a narrow
beading. The rim is hollow, very light and strong,
and is rolled from weldless tubing. It shows in cross
section two shallow curves, one in the other, and par-
allel to each other. The sides of the casing are se-
cured to the flat surfaces of the rim by the spokes,
which pass through a thin band of metal with a curled
edge, through the side of the rubber casing and
through the rim, the heads lying outside the thin
bands. This makes a light, strong and rigid wheel,
and allows access to the spokes without disturbing
the tire. Between the two rows of spokes, on oppo-
site sides of the wheel there are two slits, each about
three inches long, cut through the rim. The two in-
terior bladdersJiave a light strengthening tongue
where they corrre under the slit. One or two surplus
bladders are carried by the cyclist, or they can be
placed in readiness between the curved sides of the
hollow rim. If a puncture occurs, all that is needed
is to withdraw the damaged tulae, drawing at the
same time a perfect one into its place. The damaged
tube can afterwards be repaired when convenient.

Such a method of repair by simple replacement or
interchange of the air tubes, without touching the
tire, can be effected on the road by the most inex-
perienced."

TRADE ITEMS FROM A TRAVELER'S
NOTE BOOK.

Pittsburgh.
According to my arithmetic about sixty thousand

dollars worth of bicycles have been sold in Pittsburgh
so far this season. Half of these wheels are of the
low grade order. I predict that twenty thousand dol-
lars worth more will be sold before we eat our next
Christmas dinner. Is the bicycle business flourish-
ing ? Well, yes ; and I think it'is just as sure and per-
manent as the instinct shown by the little tot to pull
an express wagon, push a wheel-barrow or play with
a flve cent tin horse.
And Pittsburgh is not blessed with an over-abund-

ance of good riding surface. True, the East End is

well asphalted, but you cannot well get there with a
wheel unless you ride over a mile on Belgium blocks.
Out of town there are a couple of fair plank roads. But
if you can imagine Pittsburgh with Buffalo's pave-
ments the figures above given would represent about
half the trade in wheels here.
And then again Pittsburgh has had a six weeks'

strike on its hand, and doubtless many workingmen
have thereby i)een prevented from buying machines
who otherwise would have done so.

Who sells all these wheels ?

Well, there's James W. Grow, the Columbia agent,
who has also been selling Peatherstone machines and
some of the Indianapolis goods. He does a very large
business.
John B. Kaercher, hardware dealer, on Wood Street,

is the Rambler man, and is placing lots of them. He
also sells Crescents, New Mails, Rob Roys, and
Giants.
Banker Bros. Cycle Company, in the East End,

carry a large line, and push the Union and several
other high grade machines, together with various
cheap makes. These people run a branch store in
Allegheny City.
Logan, Gregg & Co., hardware people, on Wood

Street, are Victor agents, and are doing nicely.
Lafferty & Obey, on Penn Avenue, near Shady Ave-

nue, represent the Singer and Rover wheels. They
repair and rent also.
Kirchner & Culbertson, 5922 Penn Avenue, sell

Columbias also.
A Mr. Johnson handles the Warwick and Hartford.
How I pity the dealer who sells a machine to a new

man and then must patiently listen to the new man
giving his experiences

!

There is an increased demand in Pittsburgh for
tandems.

Tyrone.
Tyrone, less than a score of miles east of Altoona,

has a main street a mile long and level as a billiard
board. It is liberally used by the wheelmen, and
tempts the fast man to scorch. W. H. Scullin, mer-
chant tailor, has been interested in wheels for several
years. His wife was also in love with the sport, but
she had never been over strong, and finally suc-
cumbed to the supreme destroyer, although she had
the best medical advice procurable. Richard Beaston,
a wheelman, was elected burgess of the town at the
last election. J. M. Hanscom, dealer in sporting
goods, is agent for bicycles also.

Greensbiirg.

Greensburg, Westmoreland County, is on the main
line of the Pennsylvania Railroad, east of Pittsburgh,
and druggist John V. Stephenson is the old-time
wheelman of the place. He was one of the earliest
Columbia agents, and rode, I think, a 58 or 60-inch
Expert. Years ago his name and records of his ex-
ploits were frequently found in cycling papers, but of

late he has not been so prominently before the wheel-
ing public. I remember riding with him once, and I

thought before we started that I would not be in it at
all, but I was.

BeUefoiite.

At Bellefonte, Pa., you can find a cycler's wants re-
ceiving attention at the hands of Ed. P. Garman, dry
goods merchant and Columbia agent. You can also
find in this town an abundance of hills and good
water. Down one of these hills I rode a safety some
years ago, and although I had the thing under perfect
control, at the foot of the hill and in front of the hotel
where I stopped, I exhibited myself in such manner
as to question my ability as a rider. I pulled myself
and machine into the corridor as soon as possible and
promised myself to be a little more careful thereafter.

Bedford.
Rudolph G. Wolff sells bicycles at Bedford, Pa., and

though his field is not particularly promising, he feels
encouraged to continue the business, which he ex-
pects to steadily increase. It is a pleasant ride from
Bedford to the celebrated springs by the same name.
Some years ago m touring over the mountains south-
west of Bedford, after being misdirected by all the
farmers I'd ask, hungry, and wondering where I'd
sleep that night, I caught up to two well dressed
ladies, and asked them the road to a certain town.
They answered :

" Straight ahead
;
you can't miss the

way." It was already dark, and houses were few and
far between. I hadn't gone over a quarter of a mile
when the inevitable forks in the road loomed up be-
fore me. The ladies had erred. It wasn't straight
ahead. I had to choose, and chose wrong, of course.
I retraced my course, as I hadTalready'done a number
of times before, took the other road and finally
reached my destination. Ralranhes.

HORSMAN'S NEW BROADWAY
STORE,

The new store of E. I Horsman, at 341 Broadway,
cannot fail to attract the passer-by. The show win-
dows are filled with the latest novelties in the way of
toys, games, etc., and are arranged in an artistic
manner. The first floor is devoted to the offices and
salesroom. On going down stairs one meets the
genial Chapman, who has charge of the bicycle de-
partment. Mr. Chapman has been with Mr. Horsman
for fifteen years, and previous to that time was en-
gaged in selling the velocipedes manufactured by
the Western Wheel Works. So he enjoys the reputa-
tion ot being among the first to engage in the cycle
business.
> This house handles several lines of wheels, the
Psychos, Victors, R. L. Coleman & Co.'s goods, and
the American Rambler. Besides carrying a large
stock of bicycles, they deal extensively in sporting
goods, and make a specialty of toys, dolls, and
cameras.
The store is one of the most convenient in New

York. All goods are received at the Leonard Street
entrance which is on a level with the basement, where
they are stored. In removing to this store Mr. Hors-
man returned to the scene of his first labors. It was
here that he began work a number of years ago.

Agents Wanted for tlie Viking.
The John Shirley Cycle Co., whose announcement

will be found in our advertising columns, call the
attention of riders and agents to the Viking. The
Viking has been brought into prominence by Mr. Mc-
Lean, of the Kings County Wheelmen, whose record
in the Irvington-Milburn road race and the inter-
club team road race is well known.

TJie Banker & Campbell Co., Ltd.

This firm are now making extensive alterations in
their Murray Street store. The business of the con-
cern has grown so rapidly that private offices are be-
ing fixed up for the officers of the firm. No firm in
New York is better situated to make a more emphatic
success this year than the Banker & Campbell Co.
•Their difficulties with their factory have all been ar-
ranged, and they are now receiving Meteors with
promptness.
Beside their wholesale and retail office in Murray

Street, the firm are doing a splendid business at their
Central Park branch and at their Brooklyn branch.
The Brooklyn branch is in charge of H. J. Hall, Jr.,
and the Central Park branch is in charge of W. S.

Campbell, Hector Campbell and L. B. Hamilton, the
latter the well-known racing man who rode under the
Yale colors several years ago, and made some remark-
ably fast records on the ordinary.

It is not generally known that the Banker & Camp-
bell Co. recently increased their capital to fifty thou-
sand dollars. One of the heaviest stockholders now
in the concern is Mr. H. J. Hall, Sr., who devotes con-
siderable of his attention and energy to advancing
the firm's interests. Since the increase of their capi-
tal stock, the company have opened up several new
and valuable lines of credit. Mr. Hall is one of
the firm of Reade, Hall & Hewlett, an important oil
house in Piatt Street, New York.

WilliamBown and His American Representative.
Mr. Thomas Sanders is now visiting the large trade

centres in the eastern and central part of the United
States in the interest of William Bown. Mr. San-
ders is showing various types of Bown cycles in
many styles, weights and prices ; also a list of lamps,
including the Light of the Road, the Rob Roy and the
Radiant. The concern of William Bown is well-
known abroad. Mr. Bown has an enormous plant
at Birmingham, England, where he employs almost a
thousand hands. Ever since his engagement in the
cycle trade his business has increased from year to
year, and he does not only a large business in his
own country but throughout all European countries.
His work was first made known to American riders
through the George R. Bidwell Cycle Co., who re-
cently placed with him a special order for the Tour-
ists. Specifications were supplied by the American
company and the English firm turned out the work in
first-class style, both as regards material, makeup
and finish. Mr. Sanders expects to take a number of
special orders for cycles and cycle sundries. He has
engaged passage for home on June 24.

H. A. liozier & Co.

OVER SEVEN THOUSAND WHEELS.

H. A. Lozier & Co., controlling the entire output of
the Lozier & Yost Mfg. Co., are moving along at as
fast a pace as any concern in the trade. Next year
they expect to have an American safety made with
American weldless steel tubing, which is certainly a
big jump forward. The firm write us as follows:
"It is possible that some of the factories are making
more wheels than we are but we doubt it very much,
and we are inclined to think that, with the exception
of the Western Wheel Works, we have the record on
shipments for the year." The following is the record
thus far: January, 793; February, 852; March, 1112;
April, 3,001 ; May, 2,256 ; total, 7,014. The firm is now
producing 450 wheels per week.

Kirkwood, Miller & Co.

A NEW PEORIA FIRM.

Messrs. Kirkwood, Miller & Co. are one of the latest
firms to go into the cycle business. This firm have a
place at loB to 112 South Adams Street, Peoria, where
they make a specialty of cycles. Besides this they
are an old-established firm, and have a large store at
125 and 127 South Washington Street, where they are
manufacturers and jobbers of buggies, harness and
specialties and have a carriage repository. They
have possibly been induced to go into the business by
the success of Rouse, Hazard & Co. At present they
are running the Atlas, the Rush, the Juno, the Rob
Roy, the Crescent and the Vassar.

Record for a Referee.
Murphy rode a Referee at the New Haven Meet,

and scored for that popular wheel the world's record
in competition. Ever since the firm of Bretz & Curtis
have handled the Referees in America, they have
had their wheels placed in many prominent events
both on the path and road, and this without any effort
on their part, proving that the riders selected the
wheels purely on account of their merits. ~
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FILINGS AND FORCINGS.

The Ormonde Cycle Mfg. Co.

Such will be the title of a new concern which will
be organized as soon as Mr. Willis returns to this
country, which will be on July i. The company will
be organized with a capital of not less than one hun-
dred thousand dollars, which is the figure that is

named at present. It will not only have English but
also a deal of American capital, and it is expected
that the present Ormonde people will have the con-
trolling share in the concern. The company will be
located at New York, and their factory will be situ-
ated in the suburbs of one of the largest American
cities, which we are not at liberty to name at present.

Ormondes.

The Ormonde Cycle Co. are receiving over a hun-
dred wheels weekly, and are now ready to promptly
fill all orders for iSgi Ormondes. The wheels are
made in several types, and this year's styles are
elaborate both in material and finish. The Company
have some stock on view at their wholesale and retail
store at 25 Murray Street. The attention of agents
who wish to add a good wheel to their line is called
to the advertisement of the Company.

A New Store on Eiglitli Avenue.

On Saturday, to-morrow, a new store will be opened
on Eighth Avenue, near Twenty-third Street. The
new firm will be entitled the Manhattan Cycle Co.,
and among the parties interested are an uptown
dealer, and W. Peterson, of the Mahattan Bicycle
Club. The location is excellent, and the firm should
succeed.

A simply constructed supporting rod has been in-
vented by F. G. Taylor, of Cranston, R. I., to prevent
safeties from falling over when not in use or when
the rider desires a rest. The brace is provided wilh
a sleeve fastened to the bicycle frame, preferably in

a vertical position, a rod sliding in the sleeve and
having a handle in convenient reach of the operator,
who, by turning the handle, with or without dis-
mounting, causes the brace to be moved down to
proper supporting position.

A. "W. Gump & Co., Dayton, Ohio, are this year sell-
ing on favorable installment terms, as will be seen by
reference to their advertisement on another page.
They report trade better than ever before.

Mr. Bert Morrison, the celebrated trick rider, has
accepted a position with A. W. Gump & Co., of Day-
ton, Ohio. His arrival has stirred up considerable
excitement among local riders.

Cycling is being pushed in Hopkinton, Mass. Al-
though there is not much good riding in the town,
there are fifteen wheelmen. The Columbia agent, C.
E. Claflin has placed seven Columbias and two Hart-
fords in town this season.

Lozier & Yost expect confidently to have on the
market next Spring a thoroughly high grade safety
made entirely of American weldless steel tubing.
Their plant for the manufacture of the latter, they
say, will soon be in active operation and turn out a
quality of tubing equal to any in the world.

Merwin, Hurlbert & Co. report that without any
extra effort they have sold twice the number of
wheels this year as they did last year, and that they
could have sold more had they been able to obtain
them. This firm makes a specialty of the celebrated
Swift safety.

The Premier Cycle Co., sole American agents for
the King of the Road lamps and Lucas' cyclealites,
announce that these specialties are for sale by every
first-class dealer in the United States. These sun-
dries have a high reputation in England and are meet-
ing with great favor in this country.

The Ormonde Cycle Co. have a special announce-
ment in this week's WHEEL, to which we call the
attention of riders and the trade.

NUGGETS FOR CYCLISTS.

In its catalogue of parts, the Overman Wheel Co.
gives the following pithy " suggestions :

"

How to true a wheel—Don't.
How to repair a bicycle—Send to the makers for a

duplicate part, and if it doesn't fit without being
touched with a file send it back for one that will fit.

If you lend your wheel, do not blame the maker if

it is broken. Novices injure a wheel more in an hour
than an expert would in a month.
Blame yourself part of the time. The machine

usually means well if you give it a chance.
If you have a break tell the maker so. The "slow

on the smooth road " is good, but . •

Many a cycle has been injured by riders "tinker-
ing " their machines. Practice on some other fellow's
watch first, less mischief result.
Oil often and little. Don't wait for a squeak. Keep

machijie clean, especially the working joints.
In tightening a lock-nutted bolt, always use two

wrenches, else the lock fails to lock.
Know every part of your machine and comprehend

its functions. Remember the greatest enjoyment
and benefits are had by moderate speed. You are
not obliged to go fast simply because you can.

DAVY POST ON CYCLING JOURNALS.

"I tell you what, Prial, the
absolutely dead and not in it.

flat and stale
;

and are
much improved ; but, after all, and every one admits
it, we all admit it, there's only one paper, and that is

." And here they let off the fire-works, and the
world will never know which paper Davy thinks is

the best,

HOW THE KENTUCKY DIVISION
MEET WAS PUSHED.

"I>oc" and His Colts.

As early as January the two Louisville clubs ap-
pointed each a committee of two to confer on arrange-
ments for the meet, June 26-27, and the committees
were C. F. Johnston and O. W. Lawson for the Louis-
ville Cycle Club, and Dan. L. Sauer and Ben. Hum-
phreys for the Independents. Humphreys is a member
of both clubs. The result of the conference between
themselves and the secretary-treasurer, G. E. John-
son, resulted in the appointment of a chairman for
each of seven committees, each chairman having
power to appoint his own committee. These chair-
men composed the Executive Committee, of which
Chief Consul Lamb being unable to attend, appointed
Dr. H. B. Tileston, Chairman.

DR H.B. TILESTON. G.E.JOHNSON.
Of course the Executive Committee must have a

secretary, and Mr. G. E. Johnson, secretary-treasurer
of the Kentucky Division was selected, he being also
chairman of the Press and Transportation Committee.
Not only has his work as secretary-treasurer of the
Kentucky Division been highly satisfactory, and
especially as all communication with the chief consul
being shut off, made his work that much more diffi-
cult, but his services as committeeman and secretary
of the Executive were cheerfully tendered and his
pages on the L. A. W. in the meet programme has had
a decided boom effect on the membership of the
Division. Besides this he has found time to edit two
bicycle columns each week, one in the Courier-Joui--
nal every Sunday, one in the Louisville Times every
Saturday.

M. J. FLECK. W. E. CASTLE.
M/. M. J. Fleck has done good work for the Racing

Department and it is confidently expected that this
feature will prove tlie feature of the Kentucky
Division Meet. 'Jhe track is a private venture anS
an entire article may be written on it at a future
time for the benefit of other associations trying to
arrange for a track.
Mr. Prince Wells has succeeded admirably in get-

ting together an array of prizes that would tempt a
retired racer to return to the contests of the path.
His committee also has charge of local advertise-
ment.

HERGET, O. W. LAWSON,

In charge of tours, runs, and the Mammoth Parade
is Mr. Ed. A. Herget, who proposes to successfully
pilot through the best streets in Louisville, five
hundred or more cyclers as an educational measure
just to show the "quality " of the cycler of to-day.
Mr. W. E. Castle will provide an entertainment

for the assembled wheelmen. Arrangements for the
banquet, open house at both clubs and other means
of amusement separate from the races. His com-
mittee will look after the comfort of the visitors.

BENJ. HUMPHREYS. p. E. ALLISON.
An important committee is the Hotel and Reception,

presided over by Mr. Benj. Humphreys, who will
make It a point to see that the Entertainment Com-
mittee get a "whack" at each visitor. He will
"steer" the innocent visitor against the two club
houses and their respective reception committees
there. Guests will be made to feel on their return
home "It is good to have been." A Committee of
fifteen will assist Mr. Humphreys.

Chairman of the Pro-
gramme Committee is O. W.
Lawson, and work on this
committee was necessarily
commenced early. Solicita-
tions for advertisements were
sent out just as soon as the
committee was organized.
The arrangements were only
partly finished when all space
was taken for, then came
collection of copy, cuts, etc.,
and arrangement for printing.
Mr. P. E. Allison, as Secre-

tary of the Programme Com-
mittee did remarkable work
for its completion, and even
the addressing of envelopes,
keeping the mail lists and
stamping.was all done under
his supervision, as well as
soliciting, returning cuts and
making collections for the
same.

Some one may want to know how the finances were
arranged, but like the track explanation, that's
another story. The Mammoth Cave party will be
made up after the guests arrive. Nine letters out of
ten ask about that trip. White BURLEY.

PRINCE WELLS.

A Fall River Tragedy.
One dark night in April last a suspicious character

was seen with a bulky bundle cautiously picking his
way through the shadows toward the river. Coming
to that part of the bridge which crosses the deepest
water he halted suddenly, glanced anxiously in either
direction, and, imagining he was unobserved, cast
his burden overboard. The dark, cold waters closed
over it and all was still save the hasty footsteps of
the man as he retreated into the darkness. This
much had been observed by a lad who, while he sus-
pected foul play, was too much scared to give chase.
He notified the officers of what he had seen, and, al-

though they might not find the murderer, they pro-
ceeded to drag the river in search of the victim.
Hooks were procured and after a few unsuccessful
attempts they brought up a large canvas bag covered
with mud. On opening it was found to contain a
Hickory bicycle. Investigation showed that it was
one that had been stolen from Dr. Abbe, of Fall
River, last December.

It is generally thought that the Missouri Division's
annual meet, at Carthage, July 3 and 4, will be well
attended. The town has twenty-five miles of fine"

streets of crushed flint and is surrounded by a riding
district of excellent, well made roads. The half mile
track is about the first in the State. A large grand
stand elegantly fitted up, with a seating capacity of
3,500, is on the grounds and the " bleachers " will ac-
commodate a i.ooo more. The track is situated in a
200 acre tract, is level as a floor, and not a hill of any
kind obscures the vision. It is built on a stone founda-
tion, has raised corners, is si.xty feet wide and when
it is brought into condition 2.30 can be made on it by a
good rider. With such a good track some fast times
ought to be made and the racing part of the pro-
gramme will be of unusual interest.

The finiil and deciding road race of the Denver
Ramblers and the Social Club for tl^ Higgins chal-
lenge cup will be run on Sunday, Junri4, as an ama-
teur race.

The wheelmen of the Minneapolis High School hel I

their annual ten mile road race on Saturday last for a
$50 gold medp.l. The contest was won by Harris in
32ra. 12S., Smith second,
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

"The ordinary still holds its own," is quite an
ancient wheeze. Good, old ordinary, long may it

continue to hold "its own"; but "its own" isn't

worth sixpence, judging from the signs of the times.

Pittsburg at present has about twenty-eight miles
of asphalt, and a bill has recently been passed which
will give it twenty miles more of this pavement.

Rev. G. H. Larah, of Doylestown, Dr. John H. Kulb
and Harry E. Kulb, of Wilkesbarre, and Guy Stevens,
of Scranton, recently sailed'for Glasgow for the pur-
pose of touring awheel through the British Isles and
the Continent. The party will be gone until Fall.

Mills' feat of covering the distance between Bor-
deaux and Paris in 26h. 36ra. 25s. deserves to rank
with the greatest of English road riding feats, and
has fairly electrified the cycling brotherhood of
France.

A rider at Southport, England, was recently
arrested for fast riding and fined los. and costs. An
officer swore that the cyclist was riding along the
road at the rate of forty miles an hour. The Mayor
spoke very severely on the subject, and said that such
fast riding could not be tolerated.

President Dunn has appointed W. M. P. Bowen, of
Providence, and Chas. W. Wood, of Syracuse, mem-
bers of the Committee on Improvement of the High-
ways of which I. B. Potter is Chairman.

The Buffalo Ramblers and Iroquois Athletic Club
have joined forces for a musical and variety enter-
tainment which will take place on the evening of June
16, at Concert Hall, Buffalo.

There are twenty thousand? or so wheelmen in Buf-
falo, and the Times of that city asks why they do not
combine and use their influence to prevent the laying
of any kind of pavement not entirely acceptable to
them. It says: "It is indeed a matter of surprise
that the wheelmen are so backward in looking out for
their needs. While it is probable that Main Street
will be laid with asphalt, it might have been laid with
spikes, points upward, without the wheelmen doing
anything. The wheelmen are an enormous power
that is passive. In this age of wheels, when there are
more people on bicycles than on the sidewalks, they
have a right to demand recognition. The wheel is the
poor man's means of quick transportation, as well as
the rich man's pleasure vehicle. Men are discovering
that they can live in the suburbs several miles from
business and go back and forth on their wheels, out-
running the street cars on every trip. The number
of wheels in use is bound to multiply rapidly, and the
paving problem has become one of vital importance.
If the wheelmen put in their oar and use their influ-
ence with aldermen and petitioners for pavements,
none but smooth roadways will be laid henceforth in
Buffalo."

The cycle clubs of Buffalo are working together
with the intention of holding the largest lantern par-
ade ever seen in this country. It will take place on
the evening of June 15. Besides the local clubs and
the cycling sections of the athletic associations the
clubs of all the surrounding towns will send large
delegations, and, with the great army of unattached
riders, it is expected that 2,500 cyclists will be in line.
The honorary staff will be headed by Chief Consul
W. S. Bull, with James R. Dunn, President of the
L. A. W., and Vice-Consul Charles W. Wood, of Syra-
cuse, as aides. G. Fred Chavel, the pioneer wheel-
man of Buffalo, and Dr. George E. Blackham, of Dun-
kirk, the pioneer wheelman of Chatauqua County,
will serve upon the staff, and it will also include such
old-time Buffalo wheelmen as Daniel N. Miller, John
B. Newman, John S. Kellner, Dr. J. E. Danelson, Dr.
W. J. Packwood, James O. Munroe and Will L. Fuchs.
Handsome prizes will be offered to the riders making
the finest display of decorations.

The Zigzag Bicycle Club, of Buffalo, are now agi-
tating the question of withdrawal from the League,
A special meeting will soon be called when the mat-
ter will be decided.

The summer tour of the Century Wheelmen will
begin on June 28 and consume twelve days. The
course of the trip is laid through Lancaster, Gettys-
burg and Hagerstown (stopping over at the meet on
July 3 and 4), Winchester, Stanton and Luray. 'The
distance to be covered is 420 miles.

W. E. Castle, President of the Independent Cycle
Club, and G. C. Johnson, Vice-President of the Louis-
ville Cycle Club, are both candidates for the office of
Chief Consul of the Kentucky Division. Both men
are competent for the position and popular, and much
speculation has been indulged in as to who wi.ll be
elected.

The Somerville Cycle Club will hold its annual out-
ing and ladies' day at Bedford Springs, on June 17.

A tally-ho will carry the associate members and
guests, while wheels will be used by the active men.

The Crescent Bicycle Club, of Dorchester, has ap-
plied for admission to ths Inter-Club Road Racing
Association, and if its application is favorably acted
upon a strong team will be entered in the coming
race.

The road officers of the Medford (Mass.) Bicycle
Club are evidently endeavoring to obtain novelties
for their club runs. Captain Perry has planned to
combine the wheel with sloop yachts and fishing lines,
and, if he continues in his work of introducing novel-
ties, the members can expect to be called upon to
ride a mile, swim a mile and run a mile in order to be
in the game. During June runs will be taken to Na-
hant for a fishing trip, to Manchester-by-the-Sea,
to Gloucester, where yachting and fishing will be in-
dulged in, to Nantasket Beach, to Rockport, Maine,
to Swampcott, for another fishing trip and other re-
sorts. If all club captains would devise as attractive
a list as this there would be no cause for complaint
as to the lack of attendance on club runs, j

The cycling population of France is placed at
80,000.

In Germany the Radfahrer is favoring the Austra-
lian system of cash prizes in amateur races, believ-
ing under the present system many a good man,
who cannot afford the expense, is lost to the path.
English IV/u'c'/in^ is also inclined in the same direc-
tion.

"The Mohawk cycles do not get left although rid-
den by gentlemen amateurs who buy and pay for
their machines" is the heading of an English ad.
" Cientlemen amateurs " is distinctly good but rather
rough on certain British racing men.

At an international race meet in Rheims, the home
of champagne, the principal prize was one hundred
francs and twelve bottles of champagne. As W/ieel-
ing remarks, the winner was able to celebrate his
victory without extra expense.

Russia is to adopt military cycling. At a recent
test between cyclists and cavalrymen the cyclists
carried a message twent5'-five miles and returned
with a reply four hours ahead of the horsemen.

Louis Masi, formerly of the Peoria Bicycle Club
but now of Switzerland, was a competitor'in the re-
cent French road race from Bordeaux to Paris.

During the latter part of the month the Rhode
Island Wheelmen are to issue in a handbook of pocket
size a complete table of American and English track
records, pneumatic and solid tire, compiled to date,
and with blanks for changes.

Dutch cycling volunteers must pass a real examina-
tion before being accepted for military service, but
when passed they receive five florins a day and trav-
eling expenses and are lodged as officers at the ex-
pense of the State. They must be able to ride sixty-
three miles in seven hours and thirty-one in two
hours and a half.

George Chinn, publisher of the old Essex County
(Mass.) handbook, is bringing out a revised issue of
that work.

The excellent photographs of the Irvington-Milburn
road race, published in last week's Wheel,were taken
by Charles F. Newbourg, 51 Exchange Place, who
has a number of these views for sale.

Lebanon, Pa., has quite a prominent club in the
Lebanon Wheel Club, which was organized. May 7,

with twenty-two members. The officers are John
Cilly, President ; H. D. Leinbach, Treasurer

; John
Lineaweaver, Secretary; F. D. Leinbach, Captain.

The H*idson County Wheelmen will formally open
their new club-house on Thursday, June 26. A lan-
tern parade will be held over a very short line of
march.

Plans are being considered for the building of a
track at Union Park, Baltimore.

A new club has been organized at Watsessing, N. J.,
a suburb of Newark, which will be known as the
Watsessing Wheelmen's Club. Many of the most in-
fluential men of the town are members.

Some mischievous urchins of Franklin, N. J., are in
the habit after dark of placing a row of large stones
across the main road leading through the town
for the purpose of seeing the passing cyclist experi-
ence a fall.

On Siwiday last the Crescent Cycle Club, of Roches-
ter, N. Y., had a club run to Churchyille, where a
dinner was given in honor of Fred. E. Mason, who
left that evening for the Catskill Mountains where he
will spend the Summer. Twentj'-five members par-
ticipated in the run. The runs of this club, in which
the lady members participate, are getting to be very
popular, as they attract so vaaxiY of the male mem-
bers.

The Johnston, R. I., Bicycle Club, will hold a hill

climbing contest on June 20. There will be six prizes
and two competitions, one between members of the
Jfohnston Club, and the other between Johnston and
Auburn Clubs.

The Narragansett Wheelmen, the new club at Pro-
vidence, has secured temporary quarters, and
adopted a black cheviot uniform. Officers have been
elected as follows: President, H. E. Morlock; Vice-
President, E. E. Hobbs; Secretary, H. Williams;
Treasurer, W. E. Whiteland ; Captain, Franlif W.
Randall ; First Lieutenant, Herman Morlock

; Second
Lieutenant, F. W. Crandall.

•
Horace Snyder, the trick rider, is one of the pro-

moters of a new club in Brooklyn, which was organ-
ized on June 3. The organization has been christened
the Victor Cycling Club, and has about twenty-five
members.

At the semi-annual election of the Denver Ramb-
lers, on Thursday of last week, the following officers
were elected : President, H. Salmon ; Vice-President,
H. V. Stauffer ; Captain, R. H. Biegel

; Secretary, T-

A. McGuire ; Treasurer, W. E. Perkins ; Librarian, J.
C. Bremlin ; G. O. A. T., H. G. Kennedy.

The Brooklyn Bicycle Club has made an appropri-
ation to provide for the entertainment of 300 wheel-
men on June 20, the day of the big parade.

The case of the Banker Campbell Co., which re-
sulted most favorably to their concern, was handled
by Mr. Joseph N. Goldbacher, a New York lawyer,
who is making a specialty of cycle cases, in which he
has already had considerable experience and much
success.

Many features of the development of the sewing
machine trade are duplicated in the history of the
cycle trade. The ' Draisine," original cycle of 1816,

has a counterpart in the " Saint " sewing machine,
first shown in 1790. In Great Britain 2,000,000 sewing
machines per annum is the output, of which one firm
alone produced 600,000 machines last year. We don't
ma.ke quite so many cycles yet, but some day

—

perhaps.

The Union Cp. Roadsters have taken deep interest
in the Century Run and about forty members have
signed to start. The racing menof the club are get-
ting in trim for the team road race with the Elizabeth
Wheelmen on June 27.

The Hudson Co. Wheelmen have issued invitations
to the clubs of this vicinity, to take part in a house
warming and lantern parade, on the evening of June
25. The parade will start at 8:30 a. m., and the route
will not be over two miles in length, owing to the
roughness of Jersey City's pavements. The club
has issued lengthy instructions as to the manner of
reaching its new quarters and hopes to have a large
turn out. In the case of rain the affair will be post-
poned one night.

The JF/zfrf admits that the pneumatic is an inven-
tion claimed by an Irishman, but says an American
disputes the claim. Quite so. We expect some
day to hear that it was an American built the Ark,
and that Noah was a mere thimble-rigging trickster.—Livertool News.

No! Noah! An American never could have built
the Ark. He would have built an enormous raft,
suspended to a balloon; he would travel hither and
thither on trained sea-animals on the bosom of the
flood; he would have trained the birds to talk and
the elephants to dance; in fact, have made life on the
ocean wave so delightful that he would have no use
for the dove, the olive branch, Mount Ararat and the
universal dry-up. We leave the Ark to Noah and
the English.

The Newton (N. J.) Bicycle Club was organized last
week with the following officers : President, Joseph
Warbasse, Jr.; Vice-President, Elwood Vought;
Secretary, Floyd H. Harding; Treasurer, Samuel
NichoUs, Jr. The following, including the officers, is

the list of members : Edward M. Quick, J. V. Rosen-
krans, Herbert Warbasse, Martin F. Wintermute,
George H. Savacool, Edward M. Dutcher, Joseph E.
Warbasse, Isaac V. Raub, J. F. Congleton, L. E. Cor-
rigan. Other cyclists are expected to join the club as
charter members.

A new club has been organized at Orange, N. J.,
which will be known as the Essex Co. Bicycle Club,
with 30 members. Following are the officers : Presi-
dent, A. J. Curtis ; Vice-President, John Snow ; Secre-
tary and Treasurer, A. T. Brennan ; Captain, Earl
Atkinson; First Lieutenant,Charles Benjamin; Second
Lieutenant, Louis Youmans ; Color Bearer, Frederick
Smith.

The Y. M. C. A. Wheelmen is the name of Roches-
ter's latest cycle organization. The officers are

:

President, Dean Alvord ; Vice-President, Stanley
Reynolds; Treasurer, F. H. Beach; Secretary, L. S.

Foulks ; First Lieutenant, J. M. French ; Second Lieu-
tenant, Walter WHitbeck ; Surgeon, Dr. Robert
French. A captain, bugler and color bearer will be
chosen at a subsequent meeting. The club starts off

with forty members.

Says Major Burdette, who attended the New Jersey
Division meet : "These roads are marvellous. If the
League never did anything but secure these roads, it

has justified its existence." And so say we all of us.

Major, and Brown and McBride are jolly good fellows.

Johnny Wetmore's May 30 wheelmen's monster edi-
tion of Town Tattle, was a most ambitious and suc-
cessful affair ; full of photographs and advertise-
ments and descriptions, and none could do it better
than our own and only "Jonah," whose brain teems
with facts and fancies about cycling and about Eliza-
beth.

Of course, many of you all know "Fenton," who
once upon a time wrote facts and fancies for THE
Wheel. Fenton is quite out of cycling ; is a Lieuten-
ant in the Twelfth Regiment, N. G. S. N. Y.; is study-
ing criminal law, plays short-stop on the Columbia
Law School base-ball nine, is all mixed up in amateur
theatricals, and, they say, has even found time to
marry. Fenton is a man of elusive ability and happy
despatch.

^he Chautauqua School of Physical Education will
add a bicycle department to their course of instruc-
tion this season, and are negotiating with the Pope
Mfg. Co. to open a store at Chautauqua for the rental
and sale of cycles. The school will be in charge of
Trick rider W. S. Maltby.

Among the members of Captain Peary's North Pole
expedition is a John Verhoeff, a wheelman who is

connected with the Louisville Cycle Club.

Bensinger made his record on a fifty-pound Irwell
pneumatic. He had been riding a cushion-tired Eagle
for some time previous to the race and had been
using a pneumatic safety but for a few daysr He
will ride a twenty-five pound pneumatic Rover, which
he expects to receive this week.

The South' Brooklyn Wheelmen have increased
their membership to thirty and are considering the
question of renting a club-house. The club surgeon.
W. Eason, has donated a prize which will be given to
the member securing the largest number of new
members. The applications will be acted upon at
the next meeting, on June 19. On Sunday next the
club will hold a run to Hempstead, L. I.

The Columbia Bicycle Club, of North Attleboro,
Mass., held a lantern parade on Monday evening of
this week. Cyclists from all the neighboring towns
were in attendance.

A new club was formed at South Providence, R. I.,

last week under the name of the South End Wheel-
men. Chester Campbell is President and William
Mathewson, Captain.

A novel sight was seen Friday evening when three
local wheelmen rode down Congress Street on a Hick-
ory safety. One man stood on the coasters, the sec-
ond sat in the saddle and the third was seated on the
rear mud guard. The combined weight was 420
pounds, but the wheel stood the severe test finely.—
Milford (Mass.)Journal.
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BACK FROM THE RACES.

IRVIP4GTON-MILBURN.
The great race of the East, competed for by machines of all the principal makes, May

30th. The fastest time was made on a Victor by A. W. Porter, of Boston, on a regular road
machine, who won the "TIME " prize and also the SOLID TIRE PRIZE. The prize for

fastest time on a cushion tire was won by A. P. Craig on a Victor. The fastest time on a

Safety Bicycle was made by Chas. E. Kluge on a Victor Model B with cushion tires. The
Victor took all the " TIME " prizes where entered.

THE PUI,I^MAN ROAD RACE
at Chicago, May 30th, had 223 entries. The fastest time on a solid tire bicycle was made
b)' Terry Andrae on a Victor in 53m. 12s., thus winning the "TIME " prize.

XHE PACIFIC COAST RACE
at Oakland, Cal., May 30th, was won by four Model B Victors, taking the first four prizes,

and beating the Pacific Coast "TIME " record.

AT I.OUISVII.I.E, KY.,
Inst week, T. E. Jefferis on a Model B Victor won the three mile road race from eleven com-
petitors. Another Model B took second place. These two Victors were the only ones en-

tered, and succeeded in beating out two pneumatics.

Moral ! " VICTORS DIAKB THE PACE."

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

BOSTON. WASHINGTON. DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO.

A. G. SPALDING &. BROS., SPECIAL Agents,

CHICAGO. NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA.
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R. L. COLEMAN & CO.,
. !i MRCUY SMil, ail 41 PARR PUC!, MI WRR.

Call Special Attention to their

CbescehI

S7XFETV BICVOL.E.
Which is admitted to be the best $85 thirty-inch machine on the market this year. Made

throughout of drop forgings and steel tubing, with balls all over, including head, a saddle as
good as the best, chain adjustment the simplest of an5^ it steers with the greatest ease and
runs like a winner. The Crescent is all right. And so is the

JUNO JUNO

This machine has 28-inch wheels, is shapely in its lines, and made of same material as its

male companion, with ball bearings to both wheels, crank shaft and pedals. It can be had
without ladies' dress guard at $70, and with dress guard at $75.

These wheels are made by the Western Wheel Works, whose complete line includes the
Rush, Rob Roy, Juniors and Pet. Send for catalogue.

K. L COLm/lN & CO.,
Ea-s-bem, So-u.t,llem and ]v^icic3.1e S-La,-te .A.gent.s.
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All shoes stamped with this Trade Mark are of the celebrated

NORMAIV & BEIVIVBTX

make. They are the best fitting and most comfortable shoe

ever produced for wheelmen.

For sale by the leading

dealers from Maine to Cali-

fornia,

IJNIXEO STATES HKADQUARXERS FOR

Z. 6r 5. 5T0C:KINQ 5UPPORTER5.
The Z. & S. Supporters have been greatly improved, having the Warren Clasp (we being the only manufacturers that can use the

Warren Clasp) which is the best. There is no wear on the pants, saves the stockings from tearing, and will not chafe the leg, and are
warranted not to " let go their hold." They are made in three styles: Z. & S. SllDUlder, price 50c. ; Z. & S. Belt, price
50c. and Z. & S. Hip Stocking Supporters, price 35c. They are sold by all dealers.

OTHER SPECIALTIES.—Adhesive Tire Tape, Z. & S. Bundle Carrier (for all machines), NewarR
Enamel (a perfect black), Newark Bicycle Horns, Newark Spoke Grip, Standard Kvil>ber Cement, Standard
Graphite, Woolen Touring Cap, Belts, Suits, Shoes, and many other specialties for which see Catalogue, sent free.

SIS :BT^CDJi^lD STK.EET, istew^k-k:, 3sr. j.

THE

GENDRON
IS THE

BEST ALL AROUND

WHEEL

IN THE WORLD,

AND THE

PRICE SATISFACTORY.

The Gendron
No. I—$40.00

I

No. 2-$50.00 '

No. 3—$75.00
No. 4—$90.00
No. 5- $110. 00

%siia

HEADQUARXERS FOR CYCIyE SVPPI^IES.
HIGHEST

^";/' The Gendron

Medium no. 6

PRICES. $100.00.

THE >

GENDRON
IS THE

BEST ALL AROUND

WHEEL

IN THE WORLD, »

AND THE

PRICE SATISFACTORY.

The Gendron

NO. 7 V

$115.00.

Eastern Office

DO NOT FAIL TO CET OUR CYCLE CATALOGUE.

GEJVDROJV IROJV fVHEEL CO.,
and Waie-Room, lOJ ClamlMts Street, B. I, PACT08Y MD HOME OFFICE, TOLEDO, 0.
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Ring of the Road Lamps
•^—MND— *•

LUC/IS'S CTCLE/ILITIES

Are for Sale by every first-class Cycle Dealer in the United States.

Don't buy a LAMP, BELL or HORN till you have seen Lucas's.

Everything for the Wheelman's Comfort.

*I PREMIER # CYCLE * COMRAlNY h-
Sole American Agents,

EIGHTH AVENUE and 51st STREET,

NEW YORK.

„«UNITY

^O^ ALL AROUND RlDlt*^

THE . . . 1 ARE POSITIVELY THE BEST MANUFACTURED.

^^fi^tlaS" for Gentlemen,

=sioo.oo=
oo<o

for Ladies,
THE ^^V/aSSBP
sioo 00=

and a Fiqe Line of Jfjediaiii ^rade Bicgdeg,

in Price from $4-0 to $60

BALL BEARING AND TANGENT SPOKE, EVERY ONE OF THEM.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF ^<

SENT UPON APPLICATION.

AMES & FROST COMPANY,
302-30^ WABASH AVR. GhIGAGO, ILIa.

For Sale by THE SPOONER PETERSON CO., I 7 Madison St., CHICAGO.
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THE ROAD AND PATH.

FIXTURES.

lUNE.

13-

13-

15-

15-16-

16.

16-17.

17-

18.

20.

25>

27.

20.

=5

27.

=7-

27.-

26-27.

27.

27.-

28.-

—New York Athletic Club's Spring Games,
Travers Island.

—Century Run—Newark to Philadelphia.
—Races of the Wilmington Wheel Club.
—Lantern Parade at Buffalo, N. Y.
17.—Athletic and Wheeling Tournament at Buf-

falo, N. Y.

—Picnic of the Palisade Wheelmen.
—Annual Meet Iowa Division at Newton.
Tournament of the Norfolk Co. Wheelmen,

Readville, Mass.
Annual Meet New Hampshire Division, Con-

cord.
—Games of the Bank Clerk's A. A., Philadelphia
—Carnival at Prospect Park, Brooklyn. Address

. H. E. Raymond, 245 Flatbush Av., Brooklyn.
,^Twenty Mile Road Race of the Buffalo Ream-

ers.
—Five Mile Road Race of the Westfield Wheel-

men.
—Century Wheelmen's Race Meet, Philadelphia.
,—Lantern Parade and House Warming of the

Hudson Co. Wheelmen.
—Ten Mile Team Road Race of the Elizabeth

Wheelmen and Union County Roadsters.
—Two Mile Ordinary and Two Mile Safety at

Columbia Athletic, Association's Games,
Washington, D. C. Address Howard Perry,
Secretary.

-South End Wheelmen's Race Meet, Phila-
delphia. Entries close June 20, with C. A.
Dimon, 1726 South Broad Street.

-Kentucky Division meet.
-Twenty-five mile Road Race of the Inter-club

Racing Association at Boston.
-Kings County Wheelmen's Cycling and Ath-

letic Meet at Washington Park. Address
John Bensinger, 1255 Bedford Av., Brooklyn.

-Kentucky Division's excursion from Louisville
to Mammoth Cave and return.

TULY.

2-3-4.—Race meet of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club
Hagerstown, Maryland. Address Geo. F.
Updegraff, Hagerstown, Md.

3-4. —Annual Meeting Nebraska Division at York.
3-4.—Annual meet of the Missouri Division at Carth-

age.
4.—Championship Races of Texas Division at

Houston.
4.—Watertovvn (N. Y.) Cycling Club's Inter-

national Meet.
4.—Union Co. Roadsters' Miilsummer'.Race Meet at

Rahway, N. J. Entries close June 24 with C.
S. Lippincott, Secretary 500 Maple Avenue,
Elizabeth, N. J.

4.—Two Mile Safety at Prospect Harrier's Games,
Brooklyn. Entries close June 27, with Chas.
Keeseman, Secretary, 286 Bridge Street,
Brooklyn.

4.—Race Meet at Danville, 111.

4.—Departure from New York of the Heyny Harz
Mountain Tourists.

4.—Columbia Cycle Club's tournament at Charter
Oak Park, Hartford, Conn. Address C. F.
Tucker, Secretary, Box 54, Hartford, Conn.

4.—The Poorman Road Race at Cincinnati. Ad-
dress J. E. Poorman, Cincinnati, Ohio.

4.—Annual Meet California Division, Stockton.
4.—Annual meet Illinois Division at Rockford.
4.—Bridgeport Wheel Club's Ten Mile Road Race.
4.—Porkopolis Wheelmen's Race Meet, Cincinnati.

4-5-—Tournament of the Denver Cyclists' Union.
9.—Start of the Detroit Wheelmen's League Meet

Tour from Niagara to Detroit. Address for
particulars, C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Avenue,
Detroit.

10.—Race Meet at Syracuse. Address R. P. Judd,
338 S. Salina Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

lo-ii.—Annual Meet Tennessee Division at Nashville.
II.—Annual Meet Indiana Division at Indianapolis.

13-14-15—Annual Meet, Ohio Division, Columbus.
16-17-18.—L. A. W. Annual Meet, Detroit, Mich.
16-17-18.—L. A. W. Championships at Detroit. Ad-

dress Jos. Bresler, 22 Lafayette Avenue,
Detroit, Mich.

22-23.—Tournament of the Green Bay Cycling Club
and Annual Meet of the Wisconsin Division.
Address F. S. Fox, Green Bay, Wis.

24-25.—Chicago Cricket Club's Annual Meet. Address
J. G. Davis, Park Side, Chicago.

29-—Departure from New York ot Smith's European
Tour.

AUGUST.

4--Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha
Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y. Ad-
dress Fred Bronner, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

ig-20.—New York State Division Meet at Rochester.
29.—Annual Meet of the Montreal Bicycle Club.

Address A. Harries, Hon. Sec, P. O. Box 958,
Montreal, Canada.

SEPTEMBER.

S-—Rhode Island Wheelmen's Tournament at Nar-
ragansett Park, Providence.

7-8.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn. Address J. J.
Grace, Secretary, Hartford, Conn.

12.—Second Fifteen Mile Team Road Race of the
Wheelmen's Racing League.

18-19.—Third Annual Tournament of the Peoria Bi-
cycle Club. Address Fred Patee, Peoria,
111.

KINGS COUNTY WHEEL^/tEN'S
CYCLING AND ATHLETIC MEET,

Washingtin Park, Brooklyn, June 27th.

Three valuable prizes for each event. Entries close
June 20, with John Bensinger, r255 Bedford

Avenue, Brooklyn.

MURPHY, 2.26 M.

Tbe Great Hagmtowi Meet, July 2d, 3d, 4tli.

An attractive list of events embracing many-
open races and several Division Champion-
ships ofPenna. Md., Del., D. C, & Va. Valuable
prizes, including bicycles, cups and medals.
Entries close June 27, with

HARRV B. IRVIKf,
Box III, Hasrersto^ivn, Ma.

$Boo in Valuable Prizes.

COLUMBIA CYCLE CLUB TOURNAMENT,
Charter Oak Park, Hartford, Conn., July 4th, 1891.

We guarantee the finest lot of prizes ever given
at a one day meeting held in New England.

Entries close June 27, with C. F. Tucker, Secretary,
P. O. Box 54. 6-26

$1,500-Iir PRIZES, G. B. C. C -$1,500.
SECOJiD ANNUAI, TOURNAMENT OF THE

fireen Bay Cycle Chb and Wiscossin Dirision Keet,

At Green Bay, Wis., July ^3 and 33,
Entries close July 15. S. A. Miles, Handicapper.
Write tor Programmes. Address, Fenton S. Fox,
I Green Bay, Wis.

FIRST ANNUAL RACE MEET
OF THE

Saturday, June 20, 1891,

3.15 p. M.

TO BE HELD ON THE GROUNDS OF THE

TIOGA ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION,
22d and Westmoreland Streets.

Fourteen Baces. Three State Championships.

ORDER OF EVENTS.
Safety Open
Safety 3.30 Class
Ordinary Open
Safety State Championship
Tandem Handicap
Safety 3.20 Class
Safety Open
Ordinary State Championship
Safety 3.10 Class
Ordinary Open
Safety Club Race, Handicap
Ordinary Handicap
Safety Handicap
Safety State Championship

All entries close June 13, with

C. W. DALSEN,
TVo. 1507 Co/u?niia Avenue, Philadelpliia, Fa

ist One Mile
2d One Mile
,d One Mile
4th Quarter Mile
;th One Mile
6th One Mile
7th Half Mile
8th Two Mile
qth One Mile
loth Quarter Mile

Two Milenth
12th Two Mile
13th One Mile
14th One Mile

THE DETROIT WHEELMENS' ROAD
RACES.

The fifteen mile handicap road race of the Detroit
Wheelmen on Saturday last, can hardly be set down
as a brilliant success. The roads were heavy and
none of thS riders made the distance within the time
limit. The start was made at Birmingham and the
finish was at the junction of Woodward Avenue and
the Boulevard. There were twenty starters with W.
C. Rands and G. C. Lane at scratch, the handicap
varying from \%, to ii minutes. Pneumatics were
penalized 4 minutes. The result was Geo. Thorn, 6m.,
first; time, 56m., 45s.; Howard Putnam, 3!^m., second;
J. H. Hoffman, 3m., third. The other riders were
more or less strung out. Eight prizes were offered,
including three handsome gold medals and a stop
watch.

Syracuse Y. M. C. A. Baces.
At the Y. M. C. A. field games, at Syracuse, on Tues-

day last, the cycle events resulted as follows :

One Mile Safety—Geo. Penn, first ; F. P. Hammes,
second. Time, 3m. 26 3-ss.

Two Mile Ordinary—R. P. Judd, first ; H. Curran,
second. Time, 7m. 14 2-5S.

Two Mile Tandem—Hammes and Miller, Utica,
first ; the Penn brothers, second. Time, 7m 35s.

AT THE NEW HAVEN MEET—A FINE
DAY'S SPORT.

The New Haven Club duplicated its success of 1S90,

and this was no easy matter, as their tournament of

last June, which was the first important one of the

season, was recorded by many as a model in its way.
This year's meet was held on Monday last, in con-
nection with the Connecticut Division Meeting. The
New Haven Club Committee arranged a parade in

the morning, the races in the afternoon, and a steam-
boat ride in the evening, all of which passed off with
success. The races were held on the half-mile trot-

ting track, which had been carefully prejiared iintil

it presented a smooth and unbroken surface. The
day was warm, and the absence of wind made it an
ideal record-breaking afternoon.

The races were started at 2:30, and were finished

shortly before six. Over three thousand people were
present, and the club probably netted a thousand
dollars profit. During the afternoon a band furnished
delightful music. The track was kept clear, there
were no serious accidents, the races were not long or
tiresome, and altogether the meet was a model one.

After the races, which are described in detail be-
low, Mr. Kinney, of the New Haven Club's commit-
tee, served dinner for the officials at Heublein's.
Later in the evening a delightful steamboat excur-
sion was given, which lasted' from half-past eight
until twelve o'clock. There was music on .board,
fireworks and plenty of refreshments, and the boys
had a good time.

The event of the races was W. F. Murphy's fast
mile. The Brooklyn man showed remarkable speed
for the little time he has had for path training, doing
2m. 264-ss, from scratch, and that although riding out-
side some twenty men, and despite the fact that he
lost his pedal at one time during the race. Murphy's
effort is described in detail below.

one mile safety, novices.

1. J. M. Grant, Jr., Hartford. Time, 2.56 1-5.

2. Geo. Tonkin, Brooklyn. By a few yards.
3. H. D. Wolcott, New Haven.

Time at the half, im. 33 2-5S.

ONE MILE ORDINARY, NOVICES.

1. H. P. Green, New Haven. Time, 2m. 57 2-5^.

2. W. H. Ballou, New Haven. By three yards.
3. E. C. Borst, Meriden. By seven yards.

Borst led at the half at im. 29 3-5S. • <

ONE MILE SAFETY HANDICAP.

1. P. T. Catlin, New Haven, 200 j-ds. Time, 2m.
25 2-5S.

2. . Fred Herman, Hartford, 180 yards.
3. W. F. Murphy, Brooklyn. Scratch.
4. G. M. Worden, Manhattan A. C, 75 yards.
5. A. W. Porter, Newton, 80 yards.
6. F. L. Olmstead, Cambridge, 140 yards.
7. S. N. Lockwood, Bridgeport, i8o yards.
8. H. J. Hall, Jr., New York, 100 yards.
9. C. E. Larom, New Haven, 150 yards.

10. C. N. Muzzy, New Haven, 150 yards.
11. F. W. Mastin, New York, 90 yards.
12. H. B. Hewitt, New Haven, 140 yards.
13. R. H. Davis, Cambridge, 25 yards.
14. W. G. Class, Brooklyn, 90 yards.

This mile handicap presented as pretty a field as
was ever seen. The winner, Catlin, made pace from
the start and was never headed. At the half he was
away clear of his field, but from the half to the mile
they gradually drew up on him, and he crossed the
line but a few lengths in advance of Herman, a Hart-
ford man who started from the 180 yard mark. Im-
mediately after Herman was Murphy, and close
behind him came a bunch of about ten men, who all
finished well up. Of course the feature of the race
was Murphy's wonderful riding. At the half mile he
had passed both Davis and Mastin. He passed this
point in im. 125., which is i 1-5S. faster than the best
American record. Going down the backstretch on
the last lap he slipped his pedal, which materially
interfered with his speed, as he had to slow up mo-
mentarily while he caught it. Riding all out he fin-

ished the' mile in 2m. 26 4-5S., beating H. E. Laurie's
record made with pacemakers at Peoria by one-fifth
of a second. Murphy rode the last quarter in jss.

The wheel he used was a Referee, which he has been
riding through the Winter and all this Spring. The
wheel is not in excellent shape, and the tire h.TS a
large wart, which made his course rather bumpy.
He rode all the way several feet from the pole, and
must have ridden some twenty yards over the dis-
tance. In this race many good performances are
noted. The winner, Catlin, is a novice, yet he must
have ridden in at least 2m. 45s. Later in the day he
won the solid-tired safety race in 2m. 49 3-5S. Davis
rode equal to im. 14s. for the half. Worden, of
Boston, showed remarkable improvement, riding in

fourth position and doing better than 2m. 35s. for the
full distance. Porter, who was mounted on a Victor
D cushion-tired wheel fitted with a spring saddle,
finished fifth, and also beat 2ra. 35s. for the entire dis-
tance, although he had not ridden a safety for more
than a year, and had had no path training whatever.
H. J. Hall, Jr., showed a good turn of speed for a
veteran, doing under 2m. 40s. for the full distance.
Murphy's effort was one of the best performa.,ces
ever done on the American path, and second only to
Windle's mile when he established the ordinary
ecord.
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ONE MILE ORDINARY, OPEN.
1. A. A. Zimmerman, New York. Time, 2m. 47 3-5S.
2. W. W. Taxis, Philadelphia.
3. Mont. Scott, Providence.
4. W. Van Wag-oner, Stamford.
5. W. S. Campbell, New York.
6. H. B. Hewitt, New Haven.
7. J. W. Schoefer, New York.
8. A. W. Porter, Newton.

Little Porter cut the pa;ce from the start, doing im.
27 2-5S. for the half. On the last quarter, Zimmerman,
who had been trailing the crowd, cut away and was
never afterwards headed. The finish was close.

ONE MILE SAFETY, STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.
1. H. B. Hewitt, New Haven. Time, 2m. 42s.
2. Fred. Herman, Hartford. By three yards.
3. C. E. Larom, New Haven. By ten yards.
4. T. J. Otell, New Haven. By five yards,
o. C. N. Muzzy, New Haven.
o. P. R. Puller, Hartford.
0. J. M. Grant, Jr., Hartford.

Hewitt ".ed to the half in the excellent time of im.
16 2-5S. ; he had made pace from the start, and was
never headed, riding along far in front of his field, he
was totally unconcerned, and never worried through-
out the race. He should do 2m. 35s. He is heavily
built and a strong looking rider, and looks thoroughly
iiiUrained. He rode a pneumatic.

ONE MILE ORDINARY, SCRATCH—2.50 CLASS.
1. G. P. Taylor, Cambridge. Time, 2m. 47 4-5.
2. Mont. Scott, Providence. By twenty yards.
3. H. B. Green, New Haven. By ten yards.
4. W. W. Taxis, Philadelphia". By fifteen

yards.
5. J. W. Schoefer, New York.
6. W. H. Mall, Jr., New York.
7. O. B. Hawes, Cambridge.

Andrews led to the half in im. 28s., with Taylor
second, and Mont. Scott third. Taylor forged ahead
in the brush for home, and won easily.

ONE HALF MILE SAFETY, OPEN.
1. R. H. Davis, Boston. Time, im. 16 2-5S.
2. G. M. Worden, Boston. Time, im. 16 4-5.

3. H. J. Hall, Jr., New York. By four yards.
4. W. S. Campbell, New York.
5. W. G. Class, Brooklyn.

ThiS' event was rendered less interesting by the ab-
sence of Murphy who was saving himself for the team
race. Worden made pace almost the entire distance,
and looked like a winner, but Davis passed him on
the home stretch and won by a couple of lengths. All
the men rode pneumatics but Harry Hall who had a
solid-tired safety.

ONE MILE SAFETY, NEW HAVEN BICYCLE CLUB.
1. P. T. Catlin, New Haven. Time, 2m. 49 3-5S.
2. T. J. Otell, New Haven.
3. C. E Larom, New Haven, stopped.

CatHn led the half in im. 25 2-5S., and won easily.
The race was for solid tired wheels only.

ONE MILE TEAM RACE.
1. a; A. Zimmerman, New York. Time, 2m.49i-ss.
2. W. Van Wagoner, Stamford.
3. W. F. Murphy, Brooklyn.
4. W. G. Class, Brooklyn.
5. R. H. Davis, Boston.
6. W. H. Hall, Jr., New York.

These men all represented the New York Athletic
Club, and the race was practically a walk over, al-
though to increase the interest they were divided
into two teams. The Murphy, Zimmerman and Van
Wagoner team won. Murphy did not try for first
place.

ONE MILE, SAFETY, OPEN.
1. W. F. Murphy, Brooklyn. Time, 2m. 39 2-5S.
2. W. W. Taxis, Philadelphia. Time, 2m. 39 3-ss.
3. R. H. Davis, Cambridge.
4. G. M. Worden, Boston.
5. A. W. Porter, Newton.
6. W. G. Class, Brooklyn.
7. W. H. Wells, New York.

This race developed into an exciting home stretch,
and finished finally Murphy and Taxis, with Taxis on
a solid tire, and Murphy on a pneumatic. The Phila-
delphia man gave the New York man a good chase
up the stretch, and had he had a pneumatic lie might
have even won. This is the fastest mile Taxis has
ever done, and it is.especially creditable, considering
the fact that it was made on a solid.

ONE HALF MILE ORDINARY, STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.
1. C. I. Sage, Hartford. Time, im. 26 1-5S.
2. W. H. Ballou, New Haven.

ONE MILE ORDINARY, HANDICAP.
1. W. W. Taxis, Philadelphia, 25 yards. Time, 2m.

35 2-5S.

2. Mont. Scott, Providence, 70 yards. Second
by a yard.

3. G. F. Taylor, Cambridge, 35 yards. Third
by a yard.

4. H. P. Green, New Haven, no yards. Fourth
by three yards.

5. H. G. Andrews, Hyde Park, 25 yards.
6. J. M. Schoefer, New York, 50 yards.
7. F. R. Fuller, Hartford, 130 yards.
8. J. W. Allen, New Haven, 125 yards.
9. A. A. Zimmerman, New York, scratch.

10. W. H. Hall, Jr., New York, 75 yards.
11. W. H. Ballou, New Haven, 150 yards.
12. H. C. Borst, Meriden, 140 yards.
13. J. M. Wainwright, Hartford, 150 yards.
14 A. W. Porter, Newton, 40 yards.
15. Fred Herman, Hartford, 140 yards.

Taxis rode a gritty race from start and finished
first in very fast time. Zimmerman rode the half in
ira. 20s., and finished in 2m. 40 2-5S., which is the best
time he has ridden in this season.

ONE MILE TANDEM, SAFETY.
1. W. F. Murphy and W.Van Wagoner. Time,

3m. 4-5S.
2. W. S. Campbell and H. J. Hall, Jr. Second

by a length.

TWO MILE ORDINARY, OPEN TO YALE UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS.

1. J. W. Allen. Time, 6m. 36 i-ss.
2. ii.P.r-Greene.
3. W. G. Brownron.

The officials were: Referee, C. S. Davol, Warren,
R. I. Judges, Major Charles L. Bvtrdett, Vice-Presi-
dent L. A. W., Hartford ; Arthur Allen Dean, Chief
Consul Connecticut Division L. A. W. Danielsonville

;

F. P. Prial, editor of The Wheel, New York City
;

David J. Post, Hartford. Timers, W. C. Dole, New
Haven ; N. A. Hubinger, New Haven. Scorer, Frank
Thompson. Starter, W. F. Perkins. Clerk of Course,
F. N. Kinney.
Murphy carried away as prizes a banquet lamp, and

a Columbia safety bicycle, while the New York Ath-
letic Club team won the one hundred dollar silk flag.
Taxis won a Kodak camera, a French clock and an
Eagle bicycle. Catlin won a Victor safety bicycle
and a gold medal.

Charles E. Persch, representing David Pettit& Co ,

was "on the spot" with a Hickory bicycle. Mr.
Persch states that his firm are now turning out quite
a number of wheels each week, all of which they are
marketing as quickly as produced. Mr. Persch ap-
pointed Mr. Bennett as the firm's New Haven agent.

Billy Atwell and Ed. Rolle made quite a conspicu-
ous team. Atwell, as everybody knows who knows
anything about cycling, represents William Read &
Sons at all the important meets. Rolle is a new man
in the East, who has been for the past several weeks
at the Ames Co., at Chicopee, forwarding the Feather-
stone wheels. He reports that he is now delivering
thirty-five pneumatic wheels a day.

THE RACE MEET AT WOONSOCKET,
R. I.

THE FIRST RACE OF THE WHEEL-
MEN'S RACING LEAGUE.

Bensinger Makes a New Kecorrt.

The first fifteen mile team road race of the Wheel-
men's Racing League took place Saturday last over
the Irvington-Milburn course. Of the eight clubs
that are members of the League six were represented
in the race, the teams of the New York Bicycle Club
and Manhattan Bicycle Club failing to appear upon
the scene. A crowd of probably 500 wheelmen wit-
nessed the race at the starting point, and about all

the clubs in this vicinity were represented. The
Kings County Wheelmen drove to the course on a
large six-horse tally-ho, and the Brooklyn Bicycle
Club also secured a roomy conveyance. The course
was rather heavy, and the long hill beyond the start-
ing point was covered with lumps of sod and dirt,
which somewhat inconvenienced the riders.

It was 4.48 p. m. before the race was started. Pneu-
matics were penalized two minutes, and cushions
thirty seconds. The lead was taken by Mastin of the
Gotham Wheelmen, and held by him until close up to
the tape at the finish when he was passed by McLean
of the K. C. W. The honors of the day were secured
by Captain John Bensinger of the K. C. W., who low-
ered the record made by Porter on Decoration Day
for five, ten, and fifteen miles. His mount was a
pneumatic. McLean and Mastin also rode within
Porter's time. The only accident of the day was at
the finish, when Robert Coningsby met with a colli-
sion and received several severe cuts.

The race was by points, and the Kings County
Wheelmen again showed their supremacy over the
others, in regard to racing material. The result was
as follows

:

Kings County Wheehnen 80 points.
Brooklyn Ramblers 61 "
Bedford Cycle Club 57 "
Brooklyn Bicycle Club 46 "
Gotham Wheelmen 35 "
Harlem Wheelmen 21 "

The following table shows the net times of the va-
rious contestants

:

Name. Club. .? .>:S |:S |.-S I g

D. McLean, K. C. W C 16.46^^ 34-14 51.25 24
F. W. Mastin, G. W C 16.40 34.071^ 51.253-523
J. Bensinger, K. C. W P 16.45 33.33 50.35 22
W. J. Finn, K. C. W S 17.13 35.04 53.22 21
Geo. Holland, B. R S 17.33 35.33 53.5° 20
Charles Hoppe, B. C. C C 16.52 35.04 53.47 19
A. H. Feldmeier, B. R S 17.53 36.06 54.31 iS

W. S. Paige, B.C. C C 17.53 36.39 55-i9 17
P. Bartel, B. C. C S 18.04 37.08 55.51 16
R. Coningsby, B. B. C C 17.54 36.37 55.23 15

J".
McCue, B. R S 18.21 37.10 56.02 14

P. G. McDonald, K.C.W... P 17.30 35.54 54.17 13
C. F. Quimby, B. B. C... C 19.13 38.36 57.33 12

Fred Coningsby, B. B. C... S 18.32 38.30 58.05 n
R. B. Morrison, H.W C 18.24 38.08 57.36 10
R. Pedlar, B. R S 18.55 38-39 58.19 9
C. K. Starr, B. B. C P 17.13 37.26 57,25 8

Thos. Powers, G. W C 18.47 39.08 59.00 7
H. C. Bryan, H. W S 19.04 39.24 59.36 6

W. Hovenden, B. C. C S 18.57 38.58 6020 5
T. M. Macy, H. W S 19.25 39.47 61.21 4
D. Levy, G. W S 20.22 41.57 65.22 3

J. Gerehart, G. W C 19.55 41.30 67.05 2

P. D. Olmsted, H. W S 21.54 46.06 67.35 i

The officials were: Referee, C. A. Smith; Judges,
F. W. Kitching, N. Y. B. C; A. H. Smith, K. C. W.;
H. E. Raymond, B. B. C; Timers, W. H. Kirk, G. F.
Stebbins, H. J. Hall, Jr.; Starter, A. B. Barkman, B.
B. C; Clerk of Course, T. C. Crichton, K, C. W.;
Scorer, P. P. Prial.

The Athletic Cycle Club of Cincinnati are making
arrangements for a club-run from Maysville, Ky.,
to Lexington, on July 4. Any riders who desire to
make this trip will be given a welcome. For in-
formation, address M. L. Kleeman, captain, 237 West
Fifth Street.

About six hundred people witnessed the races of
the Woonsocket Wheelmen's Association, at Agri-
cultural Park, Woonsocket, R. I., on Saturday
afternoon last. A large number of wheelmen were
also present, representing all the surrounding cities
and towns. Although the track was rather soft the
greater portion of the events were interesting. The
two mile handicap was decidedly the best race, and
evoked the most interest. Several cushion tired
safeties were used, G. Minturn Worden, who started
at the scratch, was considered by far the best rider
ever seen in Woonsocket. He passed Scott on the
seventh quarter, after "dogging" him for quite a
while; he attempted to pass Martin and Dunn on the
stretch but they spurted and passed under the wire
not more than two yards ahead of him. He received
merited applause for his plucky up-hill work and
splendid riding. The prizes were gold and silver
medals. Their total value was about $200. The affair
was a success, both financially and in the interests of
good racing, and reflected credit on the Committee of
Arrangements. A summary follows :

One Mile Novice, safety—Napoleon Be'dard,
Providence, first ; A. T. Noyes, Whitinsville, second.
Time, 3m. 25s.

One Mile Novice, Ordinary—M. C. Shiffie, Pro-
vidence, first; B. Franklin, second. Time, 3m. 30s.

Two Mile Safety Handicap (8 entries)—A. P.

Martin, Millbury, 150 yards, first; James B. Dunn, 175
yards, second ; G. Minturn Worden, Boston, scratch,
third. Time, 6m. 03s.

Half Mile]Dash (6;entries)—Mont. Scott, first; B. P.

Hedges, Foxboro, second. Time, im. 27s.

Five Mile Championship of Woonsocket (3

entries)—Thomas A. Hackett, first; time, i8ra. 52s.;

Fred. J. Batchelder, second.

One Mile Safety, 3 Minute Class (5 entries)—
James B. Dunn, Millbury, first; Napoleon Bedard,
Providence, second. Time, 3m. 18s.

One Mile Ordinary, 3 Minute Class (10 entries)—
A. K. Pressey, Newton, first; B. P. Hedges, Foxboro,
second. Time, 3m. 14s.

One Mile Tandem, Safety—Mont Scott and Henry
B. Scott, Providence, first ; B. P. Hedges and H. S.

Greene, Foxboro, second. Time, 3m. 35s.

Two Mile State Championship—Mont Scott first,

M C. Shiffe second. Time, 6m. 43HS.

Half Mile Boys' Safety—James Gaskill, Woon-
socket, first ; Harry E. Arnold, Providence, second.
Time, im. 40s.

The officials were : Referee George L. Cook, of

Providence ; Judges, John F. Johnson, of Whitins-
ville, W. F. Class, of New York, H. F.^Campbell, of

Providence; Umpires, Fred. Cole, E. I^. Walling,
Wendel J. Battye

;
Joseph P. Burgess ;

Timekeepers,
Albert H. Scott, Fred, M. Comee, John R. Boyden

;

Starter, Jerry F. McCarthy; Scorer, Charles H. Gor-
don ;

Clerk of Course, Eugene Getchell.

TRACK RACING AT ANSONIA, CT.

The first annual field day of the Ansonia Wheel
Club was held at the Derby Driving Park on Satur-
day, June 6. Over fifteen hundred spectators were
present. The cycle contests resulted as follows :

One Mile Safety (Championship of Ansonia, Bir-
mingham, Shelton, Derby and Seymour)—I. N. Spen-
cer, first ; E. L. Pemberlon, second. Time announced,
2m. 23s.

One Mile Ordinary, Club Championship—R. I.

Galpin, first ; W. A. Baldwin, second. Time an-
nounced, 2m. 2554s.

Two Mile Safety Team Race (three riders)—Won
by Ansonia Wheel Club, fifty-five points. Time,
6m. 49S.

Two Mile Safety, Open—C. E. Remer, A. W. C,
first; P. H. Steinman, A. W. C. second. Time, 7m.

One Mile Safety, Club Championships—I. N.,

Spencer, first; E. L. Pemberton, second. Time, 3m.
143-5S.

O.'^E Mile Ordinary (Championship of Ansonia,
Birmingham, Shelton, Derby and Seymour)—W. A.
Baldwin, A; W. C, first ; R. J. Galpin, A. W. C, sec-
ond. Time, 3m. 30 1-5S.

One Mile Safety, Open—H. B. Hewitt, N. H. B. C.
first; F. T. Catlin, N. H. B. C, second. Time, 310.

2 2-5S.

One Mile Safety, Club—J. N. Spencer, first ; R. A.
Wood, second. Time, 3m. 2 1-5S.

Half Mile Run, Open—E. R. Northrop, Seymour
A. A.

Previous to the races the Ansonia Wheel Club and the
K. K. Club, the ladies' wheel club of Ansonia, paraded
to the park accompanied by the Ansonia Brass Band,
which .i;ave a concert at the park.
The track was probably short, as the times an-

nounced are entirely too fast for the men.

Clul> Races at .Syracuse.

The Syracuse Cycling Club's races for m.embers
only on May 30, resulted as follows:

One Mile Championship—R. A, Bonta, first; W.
H. Johnson, second; Geo. B. Penn, third. Time, 4m.
3Ks.
Half Mile Ordinary—Geo. B. Penn, first; R. P.

Judd, second. Time, im. 37s.

Half Mile Safety, Geo. B. Penn, fii-st; C. A.
Benjamin, second; J. J. Laas, third. Time, im. 29 1-5S.

Two Mile Safety, Handicap.—Pred. Penn, 100
yards, first; Geo. E. Nearing, 200 yards, second

; J. J.
Laas, third. Time, 6m. 50 3-5S.
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THE NEW YORK DIVISION'S COMING
MEET.

The annual meet of the New York State Division
will this year be held at Rochester on Wednesday
and Thursday, August ig and 20, under the auspices
o£ the Rochester Wheelmen's League, in which is

embodied all the leading local clubs. Rochester is

fully capable of entertaining the division. Primarily
it possesses a good mile track, and the success of the
tournament held last August, which was admirably
managed, and one of the most successful meets of the
Fall circuit, speaks stronger than words.

It was here that Latirie, of England, and Hoyland
Smith chased around the track for a mile after the
others had been called back, making a quarter in

something like 30 2-5S., and here it was also that
Laurie's ill-nature first asserted itself, for he refused
to compete when the race was run over again, al-

though he was treated with every courtesy and an
elaborate explanation. At this meet Rochester
secured about all the cracks that appeared at Niagara,
including Windle, Zimmerman, Murphy, Anthony,
Berlo, Winship, Van Wagoner, Kluge^ Barrett and
Taxis, and some excellent sport was the result.

THOSE WHO WILL MANAGE THE MEET.

There are yet over two months before the meet
will take place, but nevertheless active preparations
have already been begun in order to insure success.
The committees who will perfect arrangements for
the various branches of the tournament have been
selected as follows

:

Track—P. J. Dukelow, Rambler; J. C. McNab,
Genesee; E. A. Carpenter, Lake View. ,

Privileges—Robert Thomson, Genesee; Robert
Leadley,"West End; E. H. Chamberlain, Crescent.
Prizes—Fred Morgan, Lake View; W. N. Barry,

Genesee; W. E. Williams, Lake View.
Races—G. S. Montgomery, Genesee; John H. Gra-

ham, Flower City; Frank Crouch, Lake View.
Entertainment—Frank Tailing, Crescent; Fred

Shedd, Lake View; F. J. McCall, Genesee.
Parade and photographs—M. F. Shafer, Genesee;

J. S. Groh, Rambler; C. H. Crouch, Lake View.
Programme—J. H. Brown, Flower City; M. B. Fox,

Lake View; G. S. Montgomery, Genesee.
Transportation—F. B. Weeks, Flower City; E. G.

Lane, Lake View; E. H. Craig, Genesee.
Press—T. W. Shannon, West End; T- H. Wiborn,

R. T. Olcott, West End; J. H. Brown, Flower City; C.

J. Iven, Lake View and Genesee; F. B. Weeks, Flower
City.
Advertisement—James Barnes, Crescent; W. R.

Pollock, Flower City; A. F. Nisbet, Genesee; W. N.
Williams, Crescent; F. M. Tailing, Crescent.
Reception—W. N. Love, West End; S. S. Braman,

Ci-escent; Bert Anthony, West End.
Finance—H. Dolbier, Rambler; C. F. Garfield,

Flower City; L. B. Vincent, West End.
Tours and runs—C. A. Rockwell, Lake View; C. J.

Connolly, West End; C. C. Newton, Flower City; G. E.
Montgomery, Genesee; Henry Marks, Lake View.

AN OUTLINE OF THE PROGRAMME.

Assurances are already being received from all

parts of the country to the effect that large represen-
tatives of wheelmen will be here to participate in the
races and festivities of the two days. Wheelmen, as
a rule, are a jovial set, full of life and enjoying good
things, the natural outcome and production of health-
ful indulgence in cycling, and therefore with four or
five thousand of them in the city during the week of
the races, besides the thousands already possessors
of the wheels who reside there, it may be presumed
that Rochester will vibrate with their noisy gayety.
The meeting promises to surpass its antecedents by
a large margin. Precision will be observed in the
arrangements for entertainments, runs and tours, in

the reception of wheelmen and in other matters add-
ing comfort to the visitors. A grand parade will take
place directly before the races the iirst day. In this
it is expected that two thousand cyclists will take
part.
As an inducement to visiting clubs to participate in

the parade two elegant prizes will be awarded for the
largest club representation. The clubs of the city
expect to turn out their members in large numbers.
The unattached in parade will probably number over
five hundred. The races in the Driving Park will, if

weather is propitious, be of a record-breaking nature.
The famous old mile track has the "bottom "to it

and the surface will be made as smooth as glass for
the racers.
The series of events will number twelve each day,

and the programme will embrace races at different
distances from a quarter mile to five miles. Four
State championships have been alloted to this meet-
ing by the racing board. They are one mile for ordi
nary, one mile for safety, two miles for ordinary, and
one mile for tandem.

THE RACE MEET AT SPRINGFIELD,
ILL.

The races of the Capital City Cycling Club, of
Springfield, 111., on Decoration Day, resulted as fol-
lows :

ONE MILE Novice, Safety—John Fogarty, first

;

Fred Grant, second. Time, 3m. i6Xs.

One Mile Ordinary—John Fogarty, first; Chas.
Bauman, second. Time, 3m. 29s.

One Mile Club Championship—J. L. Price, first

;

John Fogarty; second. Time, 3m. los.

One Mile Safety—Jerome Leland, first; Morti-
mer Reed, second. Time, 3m. 08s. ^

Half Mile Dash—Hal Smith, first ; Roy Donaldson,
second. Time, im. 33s.

Three Mile Safety—Jerome Leland, first ; Hal
Smith, second. Time, lom. 25s.

A banquet was held in the evening.

THE HAGERSTOWN MEET.

The entry blanks for the great meet at Hagerstown
on July 2, 3 and 4 have been issued, and it presents a
well-selected list of events and a fine array of prizes.
The importance of a race meet depends primarily

upon the interest and importance of the races, and if

these be good the number of spectators will be large.
For the races to be interesting they must be contested
by fast men, and in order to attract these it is essen-
tial that the prizes shall be worth competing for. At
least this is the way a Baltimore paper looks at it.

Though it is to be regretted, it is none the less true
that the amateur spirit has not yet reached that de-
gree of purity which makes the flyers insensible to
the monetary value of the prizes for which they com-
pete. Hence the total value of the trophies offered
has come to be regarded as no mean criterion
of the importance of a race meet. Judged by this
standard, if by no other, the Hagerstown meet as-
sumes a place of prime importance in the list of com-
ing events, for the prize list foots up the handsome
total value of $1,560. The attendance of many of the
fastest riders of the country was promised long ago,
and the statement of the above fact is the best guar-
antee that those promises will be fulfilled and that the
races will be of the best.
For the benefit of any who may have a lingering

doubt as to Hagerstown s ability to house and feed a
very respectable crowd, attention may be called to
the fact that the Dunkards assembled there recently
to the number of 30,000, and that, though they stayed
several days, none of them had either to go hungry or
to walk the streets all night for lack of a comfortable
bed. In view of this it is safe to assert that no wheel-
man will suffer.
Loafing and headwork will be discouraged at Ha-

gerstown. With a view to prevent this style of racing
two valuable time prizes will be offered. One is a
gold watch for the fastest mile, and the other a dia-
mond pin for the fastest half mile. Following is a
list of the events and the prizes :

first day.

One Mile Novice, Ordinary—First prize, gold
medal; second prize, silver medal.

Half Mile Heat Race, Ordinary—First, second
and third inen to qualify for final. First prize, hand-
some silver cup, presented by the Pope Mfg. Co.; sec-
ond prize, timing watch.

One Mile Safety, District of Columbia Divi-
sion Championship—First prize, gold medal ; second
prize, silver medal.

One Mile Ordinary, Maryland Division Cham-
pionship—Prize, gold medal.

One Mile Safety, Open—First prize, fine gold
watch, presented by Crawford Bicycle Mfg. Co.; sec-
ond prize, leather traveling bag.

Two Mile Ordinary, Handicap—First prize, "The
Hodgson" gold medal, presented by Harry H. Hodg-
son ; second prize, silver medal.

Hale Mile Safety, Pennsylvania Division
Championship—First prize, gold medal; second prize,
silver medal..

Half Mile Ordinary, Hagerstown Bicyle Club
Championship— Prize, gold medal.

One Mile Safety, Team Race (Bicycle Clubs)—
Prize, handsome silk banner.

One Mile Ordinary, Third District Riders—
First prize, "The Hotel Hamilton" gold medal ; sec-
ond prize, silk umbrella.

One Mile Safety, Heat Race, 3.10 Class—First,
second and third men to qualify for final. First prize,
gold medal, presented by the professional men of
Hagerstown ; second prize, silver medal.

second day.

One Mile Ordinary, Pennsylvania Division
Championship—First prize, gold medal; second prize,
silver medal.
One Mile Ordinary, District of Columbia Di-

vision Championship—First prize, gold medal ; sec-
ond prize, silver medal.

Half Mile Ordinary, Pennsylvania Division
Championship—First prize, gold medal; second prize,
silver medal.
Half Mile Safety, Hagerstown Bicycle Club

Championship—Prize, gold medal.
One Mile Ordinary, Open, Championship of the

Meet—First prize. Standard Light Rambler safety
bicycle, presented by G. & J. Mfg. Co.; second prize,
handsome silver cup, presented by the citizens of Ha-
gerstown.
One Mile Safety, Maryland Division Champion-

ship—Prize, gold medal.
Half Mile Tandem, Safety, Open—Prize, two

gold medals.

Half Mile Heat Race—Final.

One Mile Safety, 3.10 Class—Final heat.

One Mile Ordinary, Team Race, open—Prize,
handsome silver cup, presented by Crawford Mfg. Co.

One Mile Ordinary, 3.10 Class— First prize, gold
medal, presented by the Hagerstown merchants ; sec-
ond prize, silver medal.

ONE Mile, Delaware Division Championship—
Prize, gold medal.

ONE Mile Safety, Third District Rjders—First
prize, "The Baldwin House" gold medal, presented
by J. E. Thomas ; second prize, silver medal.

Two MILE Safetx, Handicap—First prize, a hand-
some silver cup, presented by the Overman Wheel
Co.; secon d prize, medal.
No athletic clubs will be allowed to enter the team

race. Pneumatic and cushion tires will be penalized
on the basis of solid tires according to the most ap-
proved tables. Entries close June 25 with Harry B.
Irwin, P. O. box m, Hagerstown, Md. Fee |i.

HOI FOR THE HAGERSTOWN MEET.

Through special train from New York and Phila-
delphia, via the famous Royal Blue Line—cyclists
from the West.
More perfect arrangements for the transportation

of delegates, clubs and their wheels from all points to
the meet at Hagerstown, July 2-4, could not have been
devised than those made by Mr. Albert Mott, chair-
man on Transportation, L. A. W., and his able assis-
tants. They have been fortunate in securing via the
Royal Blue Line a special train from New York,
Philadelphia, and other points which will run through
to Hagerstown via Washington without change. This
is to be the " official " train, will carry League oiBcials
and clubs, and will be composed of Pullman parlor
cars, elegantly furnished passenger coaches, and
baggage cars especially arranged for the transporta-
tion of wheels, upon which there will be no charge.
The Baltimore and Ohio, the Reading, and Jersey
Central Railroads have given the League officials the
unusual privilege of selecting the time of departure
of this train, same to be announced in the official pro-
gramme of the meet and at all bicycle clubs.
In addition to this special train there are two regu-

lar trains (foot of Liberty Street) making direct con-
nection in the depot at Washington lor Hagerstown.
One of these trains leaving New York at 11.30 a. ra.,

is the famous five hour flyer to Washington. The
other leaves New York at 12.15 ^- "i- ^n<i h^s sleeping
car attached.
Tickets will be sold at the lowest first-class fare for

the round trip from all points. The sale of tickets
will begin June 30 and tickets will be good for return
passage until July 7. Unattached wheelmen should
consult the train and other arrangements which will
be posted on the bulletin boards at the club houses.
Ample arrangements will be made for the accom-

modation of returning cyclists and their wheels.
All wheelmen purchasing tickets via the Royal

Blue Line will have the privilege of stopping off at
Washington, going and returning, a privilege which
should be enjoyed by all, as seldom is such an oppor-
tunity presented of visiting the National Capital, of
seeing its many sights, and of taking a spin over the
world famed smooth asphalt pavements of that city.

To cyclists who do not go to Hagerstown via Wash-
ington, including those from the West, who desire
to visit that city, tickets will be sold at a low rate.
From the West, as well as from the East and North,

the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad offers the best and
most desirable route for all who will attend the
Hagerstown Meet. Solid vestibuled trains, equipped
with the finest Pullman sleeping cars, run through
Pittsburgh, Columbus, Cincinnati, Chicago and St.
Louis as well as from New York, Philadelphia and
Baltimore. There is no route in America as attrac-
tive as the Baltimore and Ohio in the way of scenery,
of natural grandeur and historic interest. It should
be stated, too, that the Baltimore and Ohio was the
first road to grant the very liberal concessions of
transporting bicycles of passengers free of charge.
Detailed information in regard to time of trains,

sleeping car accommodations, rates of fare, etc., will
be cheerfully furnishedby any of the foUowihg named
agents of the line, viz : A.

J.
Simmons, New England

Passenger Agent, 211 Washington St., Boston, Mass.;
C. P. Craig, General Eastern Passenger Agent, 415
Broadway, New York ; C. R. Mackenzie, District
Passenger Agent, 833 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.;
B. F. Bond, Division Passenger Agent, Baltimore,
Md.; E. D, Smith, Division Passenger Agent, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.; W. E. Reppert, Division Passenger
Agent, Columbus, O. ; L. S. Allen, Ass't General
Passenger Agent, Chicago, 111.; O. P. McCarty, Ass't
General Passenger Agent, Cincinnati, O.; G. M.
Taylor, Passenger Agent, 105 N. Broadway, St. Louis,
Mo., or any Ticket Agent of the Baltimore & Ohio
R. R. ***

TAXIS WINS LAURELS AT THE
TIOGA MEET.

The cycle races at the annual meeting of the Tioga
Athletic Association, at Philadelphia, on Saturday
last, were all exciting and well contested. Taxis won
all the races in which he was entered, and Draper also
added a number of medals to his collection. He
overworked himself, however, and was unable to
compete in the last two events in which he was en-
tered. A summary follows :

One Mile Safety, Novice—J. A. Mead, first ; R.
H. Smith, second. Time, 4m. 3s.

Two Mile Tandem, Handicap—V. J. Kelly and J.
H. Draper, first; time, 6ra. 13 1-5S.; J. C. Donnelly and
S. H. Crawford, Y. M. C. A., second.

One Mile Ordinary, Open—W. W. Taxis, first

;

time, 2m. 56 2-58.; J. H. Draper second.

ONE Mile Safety, 3.30 Class—First heat won by
W. W. Owens, C. C; time, 3m. 31 1-5 s.; second heat
won by J. J. Diver, D. A. C; time, 3111. 32s.; final heat
won by W. W. Owens ;

time, 3m. 38 4-5S.

One Mile Safety, 3 Minute Class—V. J. Kelly,
first ; time, 3m. 02 i-ss.; J. C. Donnelly second.

Two Mile Ordinary, Handicap—J. H. Draper,
first ; time, 6ra. 05s.; S. W. Merrihew second.

ONE Half Mile Safety, Open—W. W. Taxis, first;

time, im. 23 2-5S.; S. H. Crawford, Y. M. C. A., second.

ONE Mile Safety, 3.15 Class—F. B. Marriott, first;

time, 3m. 19 2-5S.; F. H. Garrison, C. W., second.

One Quarter Mile Ordinary, Open—W. W.
Taxis, first ; time, 39 3-5S

; J. H. Draper second.

One Mile Safety, Handicap (nine starters)—F. B.
Marriott, first ; time, 2m. 48 2-ss.; J. H. Draper second.

ONE Mile Ordinary, 3 Minute Class—V. J. Kelly,
first; time, 3m. 4 1-5S.; J. C. Donnelly second.

One Mile Safety, Open—W. W. Taxis, first; time,
3m. 4 1-5S.

; J. C. Donnelly second.

Pneumatic tired machines were penalized 90 yards
in the mile and 160 in the two mile events ;

and cush-
ion tires 10 yards in the mile and 20 yards in the two
mile events.
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THE BUFFALO CARNIVAL OF SPORT.

THE CYCLE RACES ON TUESDAY.
The carnival of sport, which will take place in Buf-

falo, on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of next
week, promises to be an important affair, in that it

is the first great undertaking of the kind in Buffalo
which promises to be a financial as well as an athletic
success. On Monday there will be the athletic sports,
on Tuesday the cycling, and on Wednesday an all-

round programme of aquatic contests, etc. The Com-
mittee have received large subscriptions from various
business men in Buffalo, and they expect to entertain
visitors in fine style. The meet has been worked up
by Mr. Charles J. Griffiths. The wheeling events
which will be decided on the Fair Grounds track
on Tuesday, have scored not as many entries as were
e.Kpected, considering: the value of the prizes. There
are seventeen events in the programme, half of which
are open handicaps. We publish the entries and
starts of the principal events.

THE HANDICAPS.
Three Mile Safety, Open—Murphy, o; Rich, o;

Banker, 50 ; Brinker, 200 : Worden, 175: Dorntage, 27s ;

G. W. Wells, 275 ; J. Paul, 300; H. J. Hall, Jr., 200; W.
S. Campbell, icx>.

One Half Mile Ordinary—Zimmerman, o; Mur-
phy, o; Penseyres, 40; S. M.Jones, 60; George Lane,
70 (the two latter riders are from Detroit) ; H. J.
Hall, Jr., 35 ; W. S. Campbell, scratch.

One Mile Safety—Murphy, o ; Rich, o : Banker, 20
;

Brinker, 60 ; Wells, of Toronto, 70 ; Worden, 65 ; Dorn-
tage, 100; Bald and Prescott, 140; Penn, 130; H. J.
Hall, Jr., 80 ; W. S. Campbell, 45.

One Mile Ordinary—Murphy and Zimmerman, o;
Van Wagoner, 60 ; Penseyres, 80

;
Jones, 115 ; Lane, 01

Detroit, and Miller, of Buffalo, 125 ; H. J. Hall, Jr., 80

;

W. S. Campbell, scratch.

Three Mile Ordinary—Murphy and Zimmerman,
o ; Van Wagoner, 150 ; Penseyres, 200 ; Lane, 250 ; H. J.
Hall, Jr., 175 ; W. S. Campbell, 60.

One Half Mile safety—Rich and Murphy, o;
Banker, 10 ; Brinker and Worden, 25 ; Wells, 40

;

Schack, 50; Penn, 60; Werner, 70; Prescott, Bald and
Mc Wade, 80; Weill, Ottenott and Gibson, 90; H. J.
Hall, Jr., 35 ; W. S. Campbell, 15.

THE GREEN BAY (WIS.)

MENT.
TOURNA-

Themeet of the Green Bay (Wis.) Cycle Club will
attract the attention of the western riders on July 22

and 23. The medals will be of special design and
unusually costly. They will be made in New York.
The list of events and prizes follow :

Half-mile novice, safety, $25 gold medal ; Half-mile
novice, ordinary, §25 gold medal ; one mile safety,
handicap, $30 gold medal ; mile safety for boys under
iC, §17 gold medal ; five mile ordinary, championship
of America, $100 gold medal; one mile safety, 3.10
class, $30 gold medal ; two mile ordinary, handicap,
$60 gold medal ; half-mile safety, open, I50 cup; one
mile safety. State L. A. W. gold medal ; five mile
ordinary, State L. A. W. gold medal; one mile ordi-
nary, handicap, $35 gold medal ; five mile safety,
championship of America, §135 Light Rambler Safety;
one mile safety, championship of the United States,
$150 diamond medal, by the citizens of Green Bay;
one mile ordinary, championship of the United States,
$150 diamond medal, by the citizens of Green Bay

;

two mile ordinary, 6.20 class, $30 gold medal ; one
mile safetv, for members of the G. B. C. C, $20 gold
medal ; two mile safety, 6.20 class, $40 gold medal

;

half-mile ordinary, open, $50 cup; two mile for boys
under 16, $25 gold medal; one mile ordinary. State
L. A. W. gold medal ; five mile safety, State L. A.^W.
gold medal ; and two consolation races. A handsome
prize will be given to the club having the largest
membership in attendance. Gold and silver medals
will also be given to the second and third in each
event. For full information address P. S. Fox, Green
Bay, Wis.

G. P. MILLS, THE WINNER OF THE
GREAT FRENCH ROAD RACE.

Syracuse Cycle CluTj's Tournament.

Messrs. Judd and White were in New York on
Wednesday, pushing the arrangements for the Syra-
cuse Meet. The club intend to hold a meeting at
Kirkwood Park, on Friday, July 10. On this date
there will be a convention of Odd Fellows in Syra-
cuse, which will assure the cycling club an attend-
ance of at least 10,000. The prizes will be very
valuable, and special prizes will be awarded for all
records which may be made over the Kirkwood
track, and it is expected that many new figures will
be slated, as the Kirkwood track is a very fast half
mile circuit. The following are the events :

One mile ordinary, novice ; two mile ordinary,
handicap ; two mile safety handicap ; one mile tan-
dem safety, open; one mile safety, club champion-
ship; one half mile safety, open

;
one mile ordinary,

open ; one mile safety, novice ; three mile tandem,
open ; one mile ordinary, handicap ; one quarter mile
safety, scratch

; one half mile ordinary, scratch ; one
mile safety, handicap ; one half mile tandem, scratch;
one mile safety, scratch ; two mile safety team race.
All information will be supplied by R. P. Judd, 238

South Salina Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

Xlie Nebraska Division will hold a Meet.

The Nebraska Division will hold its first Annual
Meet and Tournament at York, on July 3 and 4.
Great preparations are being made and a large at-
tendance is guaranteed. The business men of York
deserve a great deal of credit for the interest they
have taken in the affair. They are determined to make
every guest feel at home, and have expended con-
siderable money and time in furthering the project.
The races will all be open to anyone who cares to
compete and no doubt will be the best events which
have ever occurred jn amateur circles in that vicinity.

G. P. Mills, who won the great Bordeaux-to-Paris
road race is 24 years of age, and a rider with an e.Nicel-

lent record. Although he has put himself through
many long rides and experienced many severe strains
on his constitution, he is the very picture of health,
and a living protest against the carpers who argue
that long distance riding affects a man's health.
In addition to 24 hours' rides too numerous to men-

tion, he has several times ridden from Land's End to
John o' Groat's. His bicycle and tricycle records
still remain unbeaten. Once he rode for five days
with but an hour and a half's sleep. Mills's best rides
were done 'n 1886, when he made no fewer than eight
long-distance records; but a little over a couple of
years ago he made his last record {previous to this
year), the Fifty Mile Tricycle record.
Mills has an idea that a machine geared to 64 inches

is the best for road work, and he likes a 2-inch pneu-
matic back wheel. The machine he started, as in the
Bordeaux-to-Paris race, the Humber, was a new one.
He had not gone very far when he was knocked off

his machine ; the framework was twisted. Conse-
quently, when he began to ride up and down the hills
the chain mounted the cogwheel. Mills practically
rode five different wheels. The first change he made
was on to an R and P, which he rode for thirty miles,
then he mounted a Humber, but as the tires were not
blown out, and the machine did not suit him at all, he
exchanged for a Stroud's racer ; on this machine he
could have gone through, but for the fact that the tire
punctured when he had ridden 300 kilometres. He
then mounted a Humber roadster, and rode to the end
of the journey. '

He argues that the changes he made were rather
disadvantageous than otherwise, because all the
machines were of a different height and length of
crank.
In writing about Mills, T. A. Edge states that per-

haps no race of such long duration has been ridden
with fewer and shorter stoppages. On his long jour-
ney, he relied mostly on beef tea mixed with a little

Valentine's meat juice. This last was very sparingly
used, as it is very strong. He ate but little solid food,
except for the first seventy or eighty miles, though he
ate as much fruit as he could get on the journey.
Some papers are talking about a match with Hol-

bein over the same course, but there is no truth
whatever in the rumor, and Mills states that he had
received no challenge from Holbein—nothing but
congratulations for his victory.
Mills has an idea that something approaching 380

miles can be ridden in 24 hours on the North Road,
providing everything is favorable ; and he may, be-
fore the year is out, make an attempt to beat the 24
hours' record.

THE CITIZEN CLUB'S CUP ROAD
RACE.

ENGLISH RECORDS TO DATE.

The members of the Citizen's Club held their fifteen
mile road race for the beautiful silver cup which
Gorham designed for them last year, over the Larch-
mont course on Saturday last. While the weather
was all that could be desired and the road in fair con-
dition, the race was not as interesting as was ex-
pected. Notwithstanding the generous handicaps,
several members did not start, well knowing, as they
thought, the ability of the few fast men. The race
proved that they were greatly mistaken, as Shaw,
with seven minutes, won with ease in the slow time
of 59m. 37s.

Promptly at 4.30, Dr. Hammond and Shaw were
sent away, the former on a cushion. Shaw was the
only one to ride a solid tire. Five minutes and twelve
seconds later French and Hanson followed, both on
cushions, and Harry Noble, one minute and forty-
eight seconds later, started on a pneumatic. It was
regretted that Thayer did not start, as he would have
made both Noble and French ride faster. As it

was, they both rode most of the way alone. Hanson
quit at ten miles, while Shaw and Hammond were in
close company most of the time. Noble will get the
time prize; he rode the distance in 55m. 27s.

Long Crank.

THE COMING FIFTY MILE ROAD
RACE AT RICHFIELD SPRINGS.

The Waiontha Bicycle Club will hold their fourth
annual tournament, on August ^, at Richfield Springs,
N. Y. In the morning a fifty mile handicap road race
will be run, starting at 10.30 o'clock, rain or shine,
and it is expected that the contest will be one of the
most important road races of the season. The course
will be four times around Lake Canadarago and once
around the Driving Park track, precisely fifty miles,
as claimed by a surveyor. The entries will close
promptly at 8 p. m. on Saturday, July 18. The entry
fee is $1.50 per man and must be sent with the entry
All entries to be made on the entry blanks furnished
for that purpose. Handicaps will be announced in
The Wheel of July 24, 1891, and the handicapping
will be done by F. P. Prial. Pneumatic and cushion
tired wheels will be penalized, penalty to be fixed by
the handicapper. The handicap limit is 18 minutes.
The prizes will consist of safety bicycle, Kodak
cameras, silver cups and other articles too numerous
to mention. There will also be a special time prize.
For entry blanks or other information address August
Kinne, Chairman, Richfield Springs, N, Y.

Miles. Ordinary. Safety.
M. S. M. S.

K flying ... . 0.32 1-5 Archer 0.321-5 S. Beduin
Yi starting. • 0-35 4-5 '' 0.33 4-5 Bradbury
K " • 1-13 3-5 1.08 1-5.. ..Jones
y. "

. . 1.51 4-5 Osmond 1.461-5.... "
I . 2.28 4-5 " 2.203-5 '

2 '* . 5.12 1-5 Illston 4.593-5 "

3 . 8.142-5 Osmond 7.381-5.... "

4 " .11.053-5.... 10.18 3-5 "

5 •13-53 1-5 Archer 12.542-5.... "

Tandem Tricycle.

Miles. Time. Holders.
M. S.

5^ flying 0.35 1-5. . .Crump and Scheltema-Beduin
yi, starting.. 0.393-5.

H " . I- 18 4-5. , .Turner and Scheltema-Beduin
K " . 1-583-5. .Turner and Kic erlen
1 - 2-384-5. " "

2 '' 5-33 3-5- . .Wilson and Dangerfield
3 " . 8.23

" *'

4 ,11.11 1-5. ^* *'

5 " -13-541-5- " "

Tandem Safety. Tricycle.
Miles. Time- Holders. Time. Holders.

M. s. M. S.

K flying ... . 0.39 1-5. .Lloyd & Glover 0.34 2-5 Sansom
Yi starting. . 0.42 1-5. " " 0.39 Stroud
K " . 1.21 2-5. 11 a

1. 17 3-5 Sansom
% "

.
. 2.03 2-5. " " 1.58 3-5 Turner

I " . 2.46 1-5.
it i(

2-37 3-5 "
2 "

- 5-41 3-5-
U It

5.24 2-5

3 " . 8.302-5. . " " 8.06 2-5 "
4 " .11.16 1-5. (( (( 11.06 1-5 "
5 .14.02 2-5. 13-50 3-5 "

GERMANY.

The' annual meet of the Indiana Division will be
held this year at Indianapolis on July 11,

pneumatics take all the honors on the
GERMAN path.

On May 24 the annual Spring meet of theF.B.C. took
place on the racing path in the Palmen Garten, at
Frankfort-on-the-Main. This meet was one of the most
interesting ever held here, not only on account of the
presence of'the best German racing men but because
it was the first race of importance in which the differ-
ent kinds of tires were brought together.
The first race was for a distance of 1.86 miles. It

was won by Carl Hess, Manheim, in 5m. 14 1-5S. ; Th.
Faide, Frankfort, second, in 5m. 21s. ; Ludw. Huber,
Frankfort, third, in 5m. 25 3-5S. The record of 1890
was 5m. 16 2-5S. Hess and Faide rode pneumatic-
tired safeties, Huber a solid tire.

In the novice race the three winners rode pneu-
matic-tired safeties and broke the former record.
The international safety race, open to amateur

cyclists of all countries, distance 2.48 miles, re-
sulted as follows : Alvin Hess, Frankfort, first, in

7m. 15 1-5S. ; Carl Hess, Mannheim, second, in 7m.
18 2-5S.; Ludwig Huber, Frankfort, third, in 7m.
24 1-5S. Record of 1890 7m. 12 1-5S. Vater and Hess,
pneumatic; Huber, solid tired.
The international race for ordinaries, open for ama-

teur bicyclists of all nations, distance 3.10 miles,,
resulted as follows: Aug. Lehr, Frankfort, first, in
9m. 40 i-ss.; Otto Beyschlag,Geluhausen, second, in 9m.
45 2-5S.; Emil Schulz,Bochum, third,in 9m.453-5S. Record
of 1890 8m. 48s. Aug. Lehr, with a pneumatic-tired
high wheel, beat the others, with solid-tired wheels,
without trying.
The most interesting number of the programme was

the handicap event for all kinds of bicycles, in which
twelve riders started, distance 1.87 miles. The re-
sult was : August Lehr, scratch, first, in 5m. 4s.

;

Awin Vater, scratch, second, in 5m. 4 1-5S. ; Wilh.
Stephan, 215 yards, third, in 5m. 6 1-5S. Records of
1890: High wheel, 5m. los. ; satety, 5m. 16 2-5S. Lehr,
who rode his pneumatic-tired ordinary, had a very
hard fight against Vater, with a pneumatic-tired
safety, and this was the reason that they could beat
the records of the last season, though the weather
was not very favorable. In every event on the pro-
pramme pneumatics were victorious and the record
lowered.
The principal result of this meet was that it showed

the solid tires to be inferior to the pneumatic, and
that on the smooth track they were to be preferred to
the cushion tires.

A racing club of a town near Frankfort-on-Main
has also adopted the pneumatic system for its medals.
The "pneumatic medals," which are hollow in their
interior, are known very well in the German sporting
world, but I regret very much that I cannot tell you
if they have also a valve and if an air pump is required
to blow them up. Herman Bach.

Sport at "Wilmington.

Following is a summary of the cycle events run at
the field sports of the Warren Athletic Club, at Wil-
mington, Del., on Saturday last:

One Mile Ordinary—W. C. Seeds, scratch, first

;

C. A. Elliott, 80 yards, second. Time, 6m. 46s.

Twro Mile Ordinary (Championship of Delaware)
—W. C. Seeds, first; C. A. Elliott, second. Time,
6m. 46s.

Two Mile Safety, Handicap — W. C. Seeds,
scratch, first ; F. B. Elliott, 130 yards, second. Time,
6m. 07s.

Scheltema-Beduin, the champion of Holland, is the
best trained man of the day, and has beaten all the
London cracks. Jones, the record holder (2m. 203-5S.),

is not up to the right pitch just yet, and has been re-
peatedly beaten by Scheltema-Beduin and Fentiman,
a new man.

Scheltema-Beduins 5m. 05s. in a two mile safety
event, is deemed scarcely worth a comment. How
we are getting along.
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ON FOREIGN TRACKS.

The Flying Dutchman.
At the opening, on May 23d, of the Heme Hill track-

a newly built race-track near London, some remark-
able times were clocked.
In a heat of the half mile safety handicap, F. G.

Bradbury started from scratch and cut out a great
pace, passing the quarter mile in 33 4-5S, which is now
the quarter mile pneumatic safety record. Bradbury
won his heat in im 09s. In the final, Scheltema-
Beduin, the Dutch champion, won in im. 08, 2-5S, one-
fifth second outside record, with Bradbury second
by three feet.
The mile ordinary handicap was won by Vi L.

Lambley, scratch ; time, 2m. 42s.

At Wolverliaiuptou.
On May 20th, at this track, R. Howell won the mile

ordinary scratch race in 2m 37 3-5S. The mile handi-
cap was won by T. Relph, 50 yards, in 2m. 29 1-5S.

At the Aylestone grounds, on May 22d, A. H. Dun-
ston won the mile in 2m. 42 3-5S.

At the West of Scotland Harriers' sports, held May
23d, R. Vogt rode in the half mile safety in im. 14 2-5S.

Scotch record.

At the Sp07-t and Play tournament, held at Aston, on
May 19th, T. Relph won the half mile from the 30
yard mark in im. 10 2-5S. The quarter mile safety
scratch race was won by Scheltema-Beduin in 36s.,

with Fentiman, Sansom and Jones all within two feet
of the winner.
In the one mile safety scratch race, Scheltema-

Beduin won a heat in 2m. 37 J4s., and won the final in
2ni. 34 4-5S.; Jones second by a yard.
T. Relph won the two mile safety handicap from

scratch in 5m. 35 2-5S. Scheltema-Beduin won the
three miles in 8m. 15 4-5S.

At the Irish Amateur Athletic Association's Whit-
Monday sports, Mecredy rode in the half mile safety
in im. 13 3-5S., and five miles in 14m. 01 1-5S., both Irish
records.

At the Irish Cyclist Association meeting, held May
23d, at Ball's Bridge, Dublin, Harvey DuCros, 25
yards, won the mile safety handicap in 2m. 33s.; Du
Cros also won the five mile scratch race in 14m. 22s.

At the " Metropolitan Railway Provident Society
Athletic and Cycle Meeting"—oh, what a title !—W.
J. Jones, 30 yards, won the half mile handicap in im.
14S. The mile handicap was won by C. A. Murray, 75
yards ; time, 2m. 24s.

The Stanley Club's Kace Meeting.
Held at Paddington, on May 30th

:

One Mile Tricycle Championship—Scheltema-
Beduin, first ; time, 2m. 51 3-5S.

One Mile Handicap, Ordinary—R. J. Bradbury,
70 yards, first ; time, 2m. 31 4-5S.

"Two Mile Scratch Safety Race—Scheltema-
Beduin, first ; time, 5m. 05 4-5S.

One Mile Tricycle Handicap—F. Bramson, 75
yards ; time, 2m. 45 i-ss.

We think that Kilkelly should stop racing and not
worrit that pairent 'o his'n.

Mecredy rode a private trial a few weeks ago in
2m. 31 2-5S. and tliis though he is at present fourteen
pounds over weight. Mecredy should do 2m. 23s. to
2m. 25S. this year; but Jones, ScMeltema-Beduin,
Fentiman, Murphy or Hoyland Smith will cut the
mile record to precious near 2m. 15s.

Howell is training on a pneumatic safety.

H. E. Laurie made his debut for this season at
Glasgow, on May 30. He rode second in the heat of
the half mile safety handicap, doing im. i4 2-5S., but
did not start in the final.

GRIMSBY SPRING MEETING.

Held May 30: One mile handicap, F. F. Sharpe, 35
yards, time 2m. 32 4-5S.

OXFORD vs. CAMBRIDGE.

The fifteenth meeting between the two great uni-
versities took place at Cambridge on May 30. One
mile safety, final heat, P. Armitage, won by 40 yards,
time 2m. 41 1-5S.; ten mile ordinary, B. W. Attlee,
time 30m. 23S.

BIRRCHFIELD HARRIERS' SPORTS.
Held at Aston, May 30th half mile handicap, H.

Lester, 40 yards, im. 11 4-5S. ; one mile novices handi-
cap, J. Lavatt, 25 yards, 2m. 444-5S.; one mile safety
midland championship, T. Relph, first, time 2m. 38s.

In the Bath Road Club's thirty mile handicap, the
fastest net time was made by C. A. Smith, who rode
in ih. 38m. los., which is equal to ih. 22m. for twenty-
five miles. In this race there were twelve pneumatic
safeties and two pneumatic ordinaries.

SOUTHPORT ATHLETIC CLUB'S SPORTS.
Held at Southport, May 30. One mile scratch

safety race, A. DuCros, 2m. 42 2-5S.

At the Bristol sports held May 30 : One mile safety
handicap, J. P. Neave, 75 yards, first, 2m. 31 2-5S.; two
mile handicap, D. W. Morgan, 200 yards, time 5m.
074-5S.

INTERSCHOLASTIC RACES, AT AMHERST, MASS
The following events were decided at the games of

the Western Massachusetts Interscholastic Athletic
Association, at Amherst, on June 6 :

One Mile Ordinary—P. Blogden, Greenfield, first;
T. A. Reed, .Springfield, second. Time, 3m. 19 2-5S.

One Mile Safety—P. Blogden, Greenfield, first;
F. Nichols, Springfield, second. Time, 3m. 33 3-5.

CYCLISTS ATTACKED BY A MOB AT
MOBILE.

Victorious Racing Men Forced to Flee for

Their Lives.

The Mobile (Ala.) Bicycle Club held a series of
races at Fraseati Park, on Sunday last, which were
witnessed by about 1,500 peopls, including many
ladies. Gold and silver medals were ofilered and the
first races of the club were set down as a success.
The majority of the medals were won by Julius
Mehlig and George Kramer, of New Orleans, and
Frank Mehlig and L. B. Anner, of Mobile. This ap-
peared to displease some of the spectators and after
the last race a crowd of 200 men and boys followed
Frank and Julius .-Mehlig, and, without provocation,
began to hoot and jeer and throw bricks and sticks at
them. Frank Mehlig was struck in the back with a
brick, and picked up a piece of plank to defend him-
self, which.he threw into the crowd, striking a boy on
the left side, who fell to the ground, and a report was
circulated he was killed. A cry was started by the
crowd, " Mob him ! Hang him ! Get a rope!" Mehlig
ran, pursued by the crowd, taking refuge in a room
in the rear of the Fraseati bar-room.
Two newspaper reporters interposed in Mehlig's be-

half and entered the room after him, after finding
that the mob could not be appeased. The mob by
this time had increased to five hundred men and boys,
who stood outside and yelled: " Hang them ! Get
me a rope ! Cut their throats !"

The mob remained three-quarters of an hour around
the building until the police patrol wagon arrived
from the city. The mob was armed with sticks and
bricks but beat a hasty retreat on the arrival of the
Chief of Police and his determined officers. No ar-
rests were made at the time.
Frank Mehlig was taken to the station, but the

father of the boy refused to prosecute, as he was satis-
fied the blow was not intended for his son. The boy
soon recovered and is only slightly hurt.
The action of the mob was the most disgraceful ex-

hibition of hoodlumism that has ever occurred in
Mobile and created the greatest excitement. This is
about the first time on record that cyclists have been
forced to run for their lives because of their su-
premacy on the path.

Deupree Wins the Final Series at Memphis.
The last race for the gold medal given by the

Racing Association of Memphis, Tenn., has been run,
and the medal is now the property of Thomas
Deupree, Jr. The contest has been on the boards
since 1889, and it was necessary for the final possessor
to win it three times. Until this race, Deupree, Woods
and Whitehead had each won it twice and a half
dozen others had won it once. It was decided that
the final race should be contested by the trio who had
twice been successful.
A start was made by sending Deupree out twenty

seconds ahead of Woods, and he (Woods) going out
about fifty-eight seconds, ahead of Whitehead. It was
a nice start. Woods almost catching Deupree before
going out of sight. At the turn of live miles Woods
and Deupree were within speaking distance. White-
head holding his own. On the return five miles
Deupree put on steam and finished first, and at the
wind up found he had gained ten seconds on the
whole race over Woods. Whitehead also gained on
Woods. The road was very rough, and the time was
fair, best time being 40m. 38s. made by Devipree.
This was a surprise to all wheelmen. Every one
thought Deupree would win, but that Wood would
make the time.

The following is the list of races that will be run at
the national meet, at Detroit, July 17 and 18

:

First day : 'One inile novice, safety ; one mile novice,
ordinary; one mile club handicap, safety; one-half
mile L. A. W. championship, ordinary ; one mile open,
ordinary; one mile L. A. W. championship, safety

;

one mile handicap, ordinary ; one-quarter mile L. A.
W. championship, safety ; one mile, three minute
class, ordinary ; three mile L. A. W. championship,
safety. Second day : One mile open, ordinary

; one-
half mile L. A. W. championship, safety; one mile
club handicap, ordinary; one mile, three minute
class, safety ; one mile L. A. W. championship, ordi-
nary : one-half mile open, safety; one-quarter mile
L. A. W. championship, ordinary; one mile handicap,
safety

J
three mile lap, ordinary; one mile L. A. W.

championship, tandem ; one mile consolation, ordi-
nary; one mile consolation, safety. In addition to
this a twenty-five mile road race will be run on the
morning of July 17, from Pontiac to Detroit.

Porter, the Fast Newton Boy.

Some of the best work at the New Haven meet was
done by A. W. Porter, Newton, Mass. Porter will
be eighteen years old this Fall. He has been riding
for eight j^ears and has won many boys' events. His
first prominent performance was his win in the Bos-
ton Athletic Club's road race, last October, in which
he covered the twenty-five miler in ih. 31m. 15s., with
7m. handicap, coming in second. His remarkable
riding in the Irvington-Milburn race, where he made
the record for the course of ih. 27m. us., has called
public attention to him as one of the most promising
men in America. Porter is about five feet seven
inches in height, and built very much like Hoyland
Smith, weighing but 118 pounds. Although he had
not ridden a safety for a year he rode a mile at New
Haven in time equal to 2rn. 36s. He is engaged in
business with his father, and will have all the time
he needs to train this year so that he may be looked
for among the fastest men on the path.

Among the events to be decided at the fifth annual
games of the Prospect Harriers, at Washington Park,
Brooklyn, on July 4, is a two mile safety, handicap.
Gold, silver and bronze medals will be awarded to
the first, second and third men respectively. Entries
close June 27, with Chas. Keescman, Secretary, 286
Bridge Street, Brooklyn. Fee, 50 cents.

The Union County Roadsters Will Hold a Race
Meet.

The Union County (N. J.) Roadsters will hold their
midsummer meeting at the Rahway Athletic Associ-
ation grounds on July 4. In addition to athletic
events the following cycle races will be run : One
mile club safety, handicap ; one mile club ordinary,
handicap; one mile open safety, handicap

; one mile
ordinary, handicap ; two mile safety, handicap; two
mile ordinary, handicap. Gold and silver medal
will be awarded to the first, second and third in -each
event. Entries close Wednesday, June 23, with C. B.
Lippincott, Secretary, 500 Maple Avenue, Blizabethi
N. J. Fee, 50 ceptSi

Ti-ack Rafces at Pittsliurgh.

At the Allegheny Athletic Association's inaugural
field games, at Pittsburgh, on Saturday, the wheel
races resulted as follows :

One Mile Safety, Handicap— Geo. A. Banker,
D. C. C, first ; C. W. Heppenstall, E. E. B. C, second.
Time, 4111. 33 3-5.

Two Mile Safety Handicap—G. A. Banker, first

;

Harry Packer, D. C. C, second. Time, 3m. 55 1-5S.

Half Mile Safety, Handicap—W. E. McKelvey,
first; G. A. Banker, second. Time, im. s'^%^-

On June 27 the Westfield, N. J., wheelmen will hold
a five mile handicap road race on the new county road

'

between Westfield and Cranford, notwithstanding the
fact that the New Jersey Division is decidedly op-
posed to racing on the roads.

Murphy expects ta receive his pneumatic tired
ordinary Ormonde to-day, Friday, and if so, he will
ride it at the New York games to-morrow.

The Bufiialo Roamers' postponed twenty mile road
race will take place on June 25, starting at 6 p. m. The
prize is a handsome gold medal.

At the spring games of the Columbia Athletic Club,
of Washington, D. C., on June 27, a two mile ordinary
and a two mile safety will be decided. Entries close
June 20 with Howard Perry, Secretary, 1732 G Street,
Washington, D. C.

C. G. Kilpatrick, the one-legged rider, of Milwaukee,
has been expelled from the League and forfeited his
amateur status.

At the annual spring sports of the Intcr-Academic
Athletic Association, Philadelphia, on Friday last,
the one mile ordinary was won by E. H. Rogers, P.
C. C. Logan second, C. Miller third. Time, 3111. 6)^5.

At the annual sports of the Northwest Branch of
the Y. M. C. A., at West Philadelphia, on Friday last,
the one mile handicap, ordinary, was won by W.
Pollock, 70 yards; W. Curtis, scratch, second. Time,
3m. 19 2-5S.

The one mile ordinary, handicap, at the games of
the Adelphi Academy, Brooklyn, on Friday last, was
won by Wilber Hanan, scratch ; Whittaker, second.
Time, 3m. J5S.

The Racing Board has unanimously voted to re-
instate Messrs. Brown, Coleman, Banks, Shaw,
Pynchon, Peabody, Block, Shepard, and Sutton, of
Denver; who were expelled sometime ago for con-
testing against professionals.

C. W. Carmen won the mile safety event at the
games of St. Paul's Cathedral at Garden City, L. I.,

on Saturday last, in 4m. 15s.

A rider named Bates won the Surrey B. C. twenty-
five mile road race handicap, in ih. lom. 50s., and
that from scratch. We Americans are hot yet up to
English form in road racing.

Some one has estimated that the English makers
clear .{^i,000,000 annually. It is mere rumor; probably
a space writer's guess.

The riders in the vicinity of Boston are deeply in-
terested in the team road race which will be held on
June 27. It is generally thought that the Medford
Club has a good claim to secure the trophv, and the
clubs of Cambridgeport and Roxbury are also looked
upon as probable winners. Very little is known of
the riders in the other clubs of the association.

McLean, who finished second in the Irvington-
Milburn Road Race, rode a Viking, geared to sixty-
three inches. The wheel had just been imported and
Mr. McLean had ridden it but a few times. He in-
tends, by the way, to go into the cycle business as
importer of the Roulette cycles.

The Now York Athletic Club Games.
The games, which include two cycle events, an

ordinary and a safety, will be held at Travcrs Island
to-morrow (Saturday) afternoon at 3:30 p. m. Special
trains leave the Harlem depot at (5ne Hundred and
Thirtieth Street and Second Avenue only, at 2.45 and
3:15-

BIrs. <'Jo" Penuell.
Cycling publishes the following notice of this charm-

ing lady :

AN actress WHO CYCLES.
. In the theatrical world Miss Elizabeth Robins is the
bright particular star of the hour. She has created
the title role in Ibsen's latest play, IJcdda Gabler, and
passed through the ordeal with flying colors. Miss
Robins is in reality Mrs. Jo. Pennell, and has done a
great deal of cycle riding in this country and in Ihe
land of her nativity, America. .She has a charming
literary style, and among the best known of lur
works is the "Canterbury Pilgrimage," which de-
scribes a tandem trip, taken by herself and her better
half and illustrated by the latter.

Oh !

The Italian Cyclists' Union has rescinded its rule
prohibiting racing with bare legs.

In Store, or Where ?

One English racing man has forty-three prize
clocks.
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The Business Men's Cycle League of Newark, will
hold a ten-mile road race on July 4- No agreement
has as yet been reached for the twenty-five mile road
race with the Orange Wheelmen.

In 1883 Hendee created a profound sensation by
riding at New Haven in 2m. 50s. In 1891 we accept
Murphy's 2ra. 26 4-5S. with merely a ripple of excite-
ment, a little flurry of pleasurable astonishment and
admiration.

The new one-mile track on the grounds of the
Trotting Association at Danville, 111., will be formally
opened on July 4, by a race meet under the auspices
of the Danville Cycling Club.

The Peoria Bicycle Club held a ten mile handicap
road race on May 25. The course was heavy and a
strong wind was blowing. The result was: Hunter,
55^m. first, time 40m. 30s ;

Hazard 2m., second, time
37m. 57S.; Hatfield, scratch, third, time 37m. 40s.;

Smith, 5m. fourth, time 42m. 41S.; Batchelder, 6m.
fifth.

The following riders have entered for the N.Y.A.C.
races which are to be held at Travers Island to-
morrow. Messrs. Hanson, W. F. and C. M. Mur-
phy, Zimmerman, Van Wagoner, Class, Tonkin,
Hoyland Smith, Rich, Davis, Bowman, French,
Noble, Thayer, Hall and Wheeler.

The two mile ordinary, at the Princeton College
games, on Saturday last, was won by L. R. Moffit, G.
Brinckerhoff second. Time, 7m. 30 3-5S.

The one mile ordinary, at the field games of the
Interscholastic Athletic Association, on Holmes Field,
Cambridge, Mass., June 6, was won by C. A. T'enner,
T. R. Kimball second, C. S. Pierce third. Time,
3m. I 4-5S.

Mont Scott, of Providence, has received his twenty-
five pound Columbia safety racer, geared to sixty-
three inches, and won three firsts on it at Woon-
socket last week.

The Madison (Wis.) Cycling Club held a road race
on May 30, m which thirteen men started and eleven
finished. The distance was slightly over six miles
and the course hilly. The result was: B. D. Paine,
first. Time 23m. H. J. Warner, second ; R. Stone,
third.

Kluge intends to make several trials for road
records this year, using either the New Rochelle
course or the Elizabeth-Springfield course.

The Duquesne Cyclers of Pittsburgh will hold a
twenty-mile handicap road race on June 13, over the
Butler Plank Road.

The Onondaga Cycling Club of Syracuse, N. Y.,
held a ten mile road race for the Club Championship,
on May 20, with eleven starters. The men finished in

the following order: W. J. Kuntz, scratch, time 35m.
20S.; Bex, time 36m. los.; French, time 37m.; Scharonn,
time 37m. 50s.; Milley, time 40m. los.

A one mile handicap bicyle race will be run at the
games of the South Side Driving Club, at Baldwin's,
L. I., on July 4. Entries close Wednesday, July i

with Paul Ayres, 217 Fifth Avenue, Brooklyn.

The Watertown (N. Y.) Cycling Club will hold an
international meet at Riverside Park on July 4. It is

expected that a large number of fast Canadian riders
will enter the events.

At the Oberlin (O.) College games, on May 26, the
halt mile safety was won by A. R. Scott, G. White
second. Time, im. 36 4-5S. The one mile ordinary
was won by C. S. rWilliams, I. S. Shaw second.
Time, 3m. 40s. The two mile safety was won by Scott,
White second. Time, 7m. 24 2-5.

F. E. Pope won the three cycle events that were run
at the games of the Eureka (111.) College, on May 23.

The one mile ordinary, at the games of the Phillip's
Andover Academy, on May 27. was won by Arm-
strong, '93, Townsend, '92, second. Time, 3m. 17 3-58.

Sixteen men started in the Toronto Wanderers
twelve mile handicap road race on May 30. Harry
Nash on a Pneumatic Safety won cosily from scratch
in 40m.: Wells was second; McQuillan, third; Wilson,
fourth; Hunter, fifth. Another race will be held on
June 13, for a distance of twenty miles.

On June 10, J. W. Meixall of Lewisburgh, Pa.,
made the first Century Run of the season, covering
the 100 miles in gh. som. His route was through
Berwick, Danville and Bloomsburg.

Honors to Henry Sturniey.

F. S Sc.—Mr Henry Sturmey has been elected
a Fellow of the Society of Science, Letters and Art
of London in recognition of his services to class
journalism.
We congratulate Mr. Sturmey on the honor which

has been done him.

li'ast Riding at the Orange A. C. Gaines.

The games of the Orange Athletic Club, at Orange
Oval, on Saturday last, were witnessed by nearly
2,000 persons. The five lap track was in good condi-
tion and the two cycle events caused great enthusi-
asm. They resulted as follows :

One Mile Safety, Handicap.—H. C. Wheeler,
O. W., 30 yards, first; Austin Knight, Y. M. C. A., 100
yards, second

; J. W. Judge, M. A. C, 55 yards, third.
Time, 2m. 49 4-5S.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap.—C.T. Coggeshall,
O. W., Qo yards, first ; L. G. Hoppe, Bedford C. C, 100
yards, second

; J W. Judge, M. A. C., 80 yards, third.
Time, 2m. 46 3-5S.

GRAND RAPIDS.

The road race continues to be the topic of conver-
sation among wheelmen here, and many regret it is

past. There is talk of having another race open only
to local men on July 4.

Since sending in my account of the race, I find that
some very "rocky" work was done by the starters.
For some reason, no one knows why, the scratch men
were sent off one minute ahead of time, and Rands,
who had a two minute handicap provided he rode an
Eagle, was sent off with the scratch men after chang-
ing his mount to a pneumatic. By this his tire was
not penalized, as he should have started two minutes
behind the scratch. Taking all things in considera-
tion it was anything but satisfactory, and as all ar-
rangements were made in ample time and certain-ly
understood by the judges, there was no excuse for
such work. Another case of misjudgment came to
light after the race, when the places of five who came
in in a bunch were announced. The men were caught
as follows: Seventh, Dennis Marshall; eighth, C. E.
Richmond ; ninth Burt Hulett; tenth, W. L. Marr

;

eleventh, H. D. Osburn. Both Marshall and Hulett
said Marr beat them, and that gentleman protested
for seventh place, but the judges decided that he
should have ninth. With these exceptions THE
Wheel's account last week was correct.

A movement is on foot for a consolidation of the
two clubs here and for securing a track at North Park.
The latter move is almost an assured fact, and it is

only a question of time when you will see an an-
nouncement of a tournament here.

On June 18 N. C. Johnson, the popular landlord of
" Sweet's," our L. A. W. hotel, leaves us to work in a
new field of labor at Piqua, Ohio. Mr. Johnson has
never failed to contribute his share toward our meets
both financially and as a host. Piqua wheelmen are
gaining a staunch friend in Mr. Johnson.
We like to see a dealer get all he can out of a race

in the way of advertising, but we object to a certain
Detroit dealer saying that his line won first and sec-
ond in our recent race.

A local firm has already sold twenty pneumatics
this season, and are receiving them at the rate of five

a day. Mark.

MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB.

No longer will the tired member, returning from a
long ride, be compelled to lug his wheel down a flight
of steps, tor the new runway leading from the side-
walk to the wheel-room has at last been constructed.
It is greatly appreciated by all members.
A meeting of the membership committee was held

on Thursday night, and the applications of eight
wheelmen were favorably acted upon after a strict
investigation as to their desirability as members.
This committee have adopted a new method to aid
them in their work of investigation. Invitations are
sent out to all applicants to meet them at the club-
house previous to passing on the would-be member's
request for membership, and are in this way enabled
to form a fair idea of those whom they are about to
offer for election. -

On Sundaya club run will be held starting from the
club-house at 9 a. m. sharp with Dobbs Ferry as the
destination, where bathing and boating will be in-
dulged in. On Saturday, June 20, the club will ride to
Brooklyn, starting from the club-house at 2 p. m., and
will participate in the Brooklyn Wheelmen's parade,
where they will striye to gain one of the special prizes
offered for the best appearing club. All members are
requested to appear in full uniform.

Vice-President Sanford Friedberger will start in
two weeks on a three months' trip through Europe.
He expects to visit all the principal cycle clubs in
England, France and Germany. Mr. Friedberger will
take with him his Manhattan uniform, which he will
wear on all his rides.

Facts About Alnminiuni.

The Cyclist follows the example of THE Wheel and
publishes in its issue of May 27 an editorial headed
" The Truth About Aluminium," in which is em-
bodied the speech recently made by Alfred E. Hunt,
President of the Pittsburgh Aluminium Reduction
Co. before the Boston Society of Arts. The Cyclist
properly accepts Mr. Hunt's statements as the best
information -ve have yet had on the qualities and
possible uses of aluminium. It may be repeated that
President Hunt did not see so rosy a future for this
metal as imaginative writers are wont to do. At the
present time it is entirely unsuitable for cycle con-
struction. The pure metal is soft; it lacks rigidity
and hardness. Its tensile strength per square inch is

not greater than that of common cast iron, and only
about one-third that of structural steel, while its
compressing strength is less than one-sixth that of
cast iron. For instance, a one-inch bar of cast iron,
four feet six inches between the supports, will sustain
a load of 500 pounds with a deflection of two inches.
A similar bar of aluminium deflects two inches with
a load of only 250 pounds.

The Century 'Wheelmen's Race Meet.

One of the best day's sports of the Summer season
will be furnished by the Century Wheelmen at their
tournament on June 20. The races will be held on the
Tioga Athletic track at Twenty-second and West-
moreland Streets, Philadelphia. The advertisement
of the committee on our fixture page will give all in-
formation.

Church Parades are a feature of English cycling
life. On a recent Sunday one of the parades num-
bered 710 cyclists.

The Rudge Cycle Co. directors have elected J. R. C.
Taunton to succeed the late Mr. Woodcock as Man-
aging Director.

A rider in Millbury, Mass., near which Willie
Windle lives, states that though the town has but
4,500 inhabitants, there are eighty-five cycles owned
there. This seems about record for a New England
town

Clubs have recently been formed at Amsterdam,
N. Y., Hillboro, N. H., Whitehall, N. Y., HotSprings,
Ark., Honesdale, Pa., and Towanda.

The Dayton Bicycle Club has invited the Ohio
Division to hold its annual meet at that city.

Mr. and Mrs. G. J. McArthur of Maiden, Mass.,
recently made a century run on a tandem, starting at
5.40 a. m., and finishing at lo p. m.

Cyclists who want reliable maps should apply to
the Gustav Kobbe Co. See card. This firm have
pocket form maps of New York, New Jersey, West-
chester County, New York City and vicinity. Long
Island, Jersey Coast to Tom's River andof othergood
riding districts.

The 6^(7r//'«.^ /,/y? states that the recent joint meet
of the St. Paul and Minneapolis Wheelmen was an
annual meet of the Wisconsin Division. Editor
Crowther's recent Western trip must have confused
him.

A stationery company in New York have thought
well enough to call a newly invented portable letter
copying press the "Little Giant." The compliment
will no doubt be appreciated by H. A. Lozier & Co.

The city of Bilboa, Spain, has 40,000 inhabitants, of
whom some 300 ride cycles.

The wheelmen of Summit, N. J., to the number of
thirty-five, held a lantern parade on Saturday last.

The Rutherford wheelmen will hold a smoker and
lantern parade on Saturday evening, June 27, at 8:15.

Invitations have been sent out to many of the clubs
in the vicinity. In case of rain the parade will take
place on the first clear night, Sunday excepted.

W. M. Brewster, Quincy, John Misner, Peoria, and
R. G. Betts, Chicago, have been appointed the com-
mittee to arrange the Illinois Division Entertainment
at the Peoria Meet. $250 has been appropriated for
the purpose.

The Quincy (111.) Ramblers have issued one of the
neatest little handbooks of the season.

Thereis still a strong possibility of a road racing
association being founded in New Jersey. Circulars
have been sent to many of the clubs in Esse.x, Union,
Hudson and Passaic Counties and a meeting will
probably be held next week to take decided action
upon the matter.

The League does not recognize road racing and the
New Jersey Division has put itself on record in its

endeavors to discourage this branch of the sport, yet
a twenty-five mile contest on the road will be one of
the attractions of the national meet at Detroit.

Chicago papers have recently been screaming for
the resignation of President Dunn, and now the Bos-
ton Herald says, in commenting on the action of the
Rights and Privilege Committee's declaration that
the famous Rule G is unconstitutional, despite the
opinion of a leading Western light that Chairman
Randall is in a delicate position. It further remarks :

" In the light of what has gone before, and especially
in the light of Chairman Randall's recent action, the
Eastern men are not averse to saying that, as his al-
ready short regime has been somewhat tempestuous,
it would be as well for him to resign and give Presi-
dent Dunn an opportunity of appointing a man con-
versant with racing matters to the vacancy." In con-
nection with the matter, the New York Sun says :

"The action of these committees, which is final, gives
a rather unpleasant look to the doings of the new Rac-
ing Board."

Miss Ella Chapman, of Norwalk, Ohio, has booked
a place with the Smith European Tourists.

Saugerties, N. Y., is a town of 6,000 inhabitants,
with fine roads, and not a bicycle rider in the town.

The racing rules for '91 have been published in
pamphlet form and can be secured by enclosing a
stamp for return postage to C. E. Randall, Chairman,
3709 Ellis Avenue, Chicago.

There is a probability ot the Union Co. Roadsters
building a Quarter Mile Track at Linden, N. J., dur-
ing this season. The club has indorsed Sunday rid-
ing, believing that a man whose business claims his
attention six days of the week, needs physical exer-
cise and recreation on the seventh day.

Little Porter reads The Wheel. He got a copy a
year ago and had to read it over three times before
he had even an idea of its contents. He thinks the
fixtures, articles on training and reports of races are
so valuable that no racing man should be without the
paper.

The Athletic Cycle Club of Cincinnati have at last
found suitable club rooms, and have furnished them
elegantly without regard to expense. The club has
a substantial membership, and its runs are well at-
tended.

Such is fame. At the corner of Canal and Varick
Streets, New York, is a gilded gin palace called the
Hickory House, after Elliott, no doubt.

On the afternoon of July 4, the Ramblers Bicycle
Club of Rochester, N. Y., will hold a twenty-five
mile handicap race over the Charlotte course. About
a dozen prizes will be offered. Entries must be sent
to P. J. Dukelow, 47 Clifford Street.
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AN UNSEEMLY WRANGLE.

THE RACING BOARD DEFIES THE
L, A. W. EXECUTIVE.

We publish below a circular letter from the Racing
Board which has been given to the press.

It is safe to say that tl^'S letter is the most remark-
able that has ever appeared in the League's history

;

remarkable because it is packed with ill-advised

statements and contradictions; remarkable because it

is an insult to the President of the League, and there-

fore to every member of the League ; remarkable be-

cause it projects into the public view and on to the

public platform a difference between a chief and his

committeeman, a difference that should have been
settled privately, peaceably, and without public

noise or clamor.

The parties in the case are not Dunn and Randall,

but the President of the League and the Chairman of

the Racing Board. We care not for the personalities

of these men, their several and various strains of

character, their strength or weakness; we consider

them officially.

The object of this letter does not appear, on the

surface, but that it is put forward solely for the pur-

pose of making public the statements it contains, we
do not for a moment believe.

It is not the work and does not contain the opinion

of the Racing Board. It is the statement of Chairman
Randall. We are certain that Messrs. Bassett and
Miller do not and will not support the chairman in his

position ; whether Atwater and Colhster support him
or not we are not informed.

If the Chairman of the Board believed that the

A. A. U. alliance was hurtful to cycle racing interests,

that it robbed the League of dignity, authority or

power, it was his duty to have at once resigned. The
administrations of great nations have set the exam-
ple, and it would have been no condescension if Mr.

Randall had pursued as dignified a course.

Since his appointment he has been diametrically

opposed to the policy of the League executive. He
revived Rule G despite the alliance agreement. He
objects to the alliance, although he signed it ; he par-

ticularly objects to that part of the alliance which
provides for the appointment of a committee of three

to try offendi.:g cyclists who are members of A. A. U.

clubs, despite the fact that he formally and officially

bound himself to accept that condition.

For the real cause of Mr. Randall's illogical

position and reprehensible method of discharging

the duties of his position, we may look with some
reason to the Power behind the Throne—that power
which used Dunn to whip and scourge Luscomb
for his decapitation of Mr. Potter ; that Power
which came to Washington to defeat Dunn, but

finding that impossible, aided his election for the

spoils of office there were in it, and deferred his

humiliation, defeat and annihilation to a later date

—

that Power which endeavored, unsuccessfully, to use

others as its catspaw to secure Dunn's defeat—that

Power which has always rated its own importance,

influence, and its personal pleasure in the manipula-

tion of the wires as of much greater importance than

the harmony and prosperity of the League—that
Power which revels in cliques and caucus rooms and

combinations, but has taken no interest in, or given

practical or moral support to any important work in

which the League has ever engaged.

In The Wheel of May 8 we predicted that this

fight would take place—a fight between the clique

and Dunn. Its policy was one of annoyance and

insult through those newspapers in which they have

carte blanche. This has failed in its object, and more
direct means were thought necessary. The ultimate

plan is to hold up Dunn to the cycling public as a

miscreant, a vendor of the League's privileges for

certain personal and social honors; to work up a pub-

lic scandal and to eventually bring him before a

meeting of the National Assembly, and having failed

to hound him out of office to actually vote him out.

We cannot suppose but that the letter of Mr. Ran-

dall was the first gun of the enemy. The second gun

was the letter which has been sent to all Chief Consuls

for a "business meeting" to be held at Detroit to

consider the "Alliance," "Rule G," and the "Sea-

board Association " matter.

Had care and caution been used, the malcontents

might have gained their point. They were advancing

nicely ; they had worked up considerable public

sentiment against "that man Dunn." But this Ran-

dall circular letter overstepped the bounds ;
they

leaped forward too far, and like men who over-jump

their measure, they fell backwards.

For no loyal League man can for one single moment
withhold his support from the League Executive.

We hope to see that "business meeting" held. We
shall find ranged behind Dunn enough "strongjmen "

to secure the defeat and humiliation of the clique.

We are confident that Mr. Randall, if freed from
the banefiil influences that have surrounded him,
would have made an excellent official. We believe

that Dunn can do nothing but immediately give him
his quietus. We are of the opinion that he will

neither resign nor pay any attention to Dunn's notice

of removal. He will probably make a legal issue of

the matter and fight it in courts.

"Therefore the Racing Board give notice "-J//-.

Randall's letter.

The Racing Board does not give notice. The notice

is Mr. Randall's, not the Board's.

"The Racing Board gives notice that said declara-

tion is unauthorized, null and void."

—

Mr. Randall's

letter.

Mr. Randall has no right to declare anything null

and void. Mr. Randall refuses to accept the judg-
ment and decision of the President of the League, the
Rights and Privileges Committee, and the Executive
Committee, but wants them to accept his opinion as
an ultimatum.
"The rule referred to, Rule G, is authorized by the

By-Laws of the League, and is not unconstitutional. " —
Mr. Randall's letter.

In The Wheel of May 8 we published a legal opin-
ion wherein it appeared that Rule G is unconstitu-
tional. That opinion has not been contradicted or
controverted. Taking that opinion as sound, which
we do, we believe that any man suspended on Rule G
may sue for reinstatement and damages. Athletic
clubs are now paying expenses, and that without the
permission of the Board. Why have they not sus-
pended the men?

" The Committees are Creatures of the constitu-
tion."

—

Mr. Randall's letter.

Quite true, as committees they are creatures of the
constitution. In' an impersonal sense, yes; but the
committeemen are creatures of the President. He
appoints them, creates them; he can remove and
uncreate.
" Does the President claim that he or the Committee

on Rights and Privileges created the Racing Board ?

—Mr. Randall's letter.
No. But he created Mr. Randall and has the power

of removal.

CHAIRMAN RANDALL'S LETTER.

Whereas James R. Dunn, President of the L. A. W.,
declares that the Rights and Privileges Committee
have declared Rule G of the Racing Board unconst i-

tutional, and that the Executive Committee have de-
clared said rule void, therefore the Racing Board
gives notice that said declaration is unauthorized,
null and void. The rule referred to is authorized by
the by-laws of the League and is not unconstitu-
tional ; but even if it were, neither the President nor
said committees have any power or authority officially
to sit in judgment to either condemn or approve the
rules of the Racing Board. That can only be done b5'

the League and amendment of the by-laws. All these
committees are independent of each other and crea-
tures of the constitution. As well might the Racing
Board declare the actions or proceeding of the E.xecu-
tive Committee or Rights and Privileges Committee
on matters within their province void. No committee
can intrench upon the powers and rights of another
committee. If an)' of these committees do exceed
their power, then the power that created the com-
mittee can hold them responsible. Does the presi-
dent claim that he or the Executive Committee, or
the Committee on Rights aud Privileges created the
Racing Board? If so, such claim finds no sanction
in the constitution or by-laws of the League, or in
parliamentary usages, but such claim must come
from that mental intoxication resulting from an
excess of exuberance in a condition of self-import-
ance. Rule G is in full force and effect.

Charles E. Randall,
Chairman Racing Board, L. A. W.

Chicago, June 6, 1891.

CAPITAL CYCLE COMPANY.
PSYCHO ANNOUNCEMENT FOR 1891.

Every Spring, just as certain as we are to have the blossoming of the apple tree, or the return of the
annual devastating flood, so we are sure to expect an announcement from the Capital Cycle Co., giving us
some pointers on Psychos. The Capital Cycle Co., which was, and pretty much is, Bert Owen, was organ-
ized in 1878. Bert was the central figure of a group of Washington City cyclists who made it a point to take
their wheels after breakfast, and never leave them until midnight. Bert has had the advantage of a couple of
trips abroad.
The Company claim that they made the first drop frame bicycle ever made, either abroad or in this

country. The accompanying cut is " practically " a fac-simile of that wheel. They also have been leaders
in cycling thought in many ways. They were the first to introduce the safety bicycle in America, and the
first to invent and introduce a tandem safety for ladies' use. This firm has many peculiarities from its
President down, or rather, from its President up, for the derrick in the top window of their four story build-
ing is not more odd or peculiar than the man whom you will find in the office, running things.

The Capital Co. were one of the first to advocate far and near, and to use their influence to introduce
light wheels. The first year they stocked up with light wheels, they practically had a monopoly of the light
wheel business in this country, and it was in this year that they laid the foundation for a larger develop-
ment of their business. Their profits were reported to be enormously large, and no doubt they greatly
increased their capital from their single season's sales. Another peculiarity of this firm is their insistence
on the fact that the wheel should be fitted to the rider, and not the rider to the wheel ; in other words, that
one weight and one style of wheel is not sufficient.
Another peculiarity and one that recommends the wheels of this firm, is that all the wheels they have ever

made of the safety pattern since 1885 are listed in their 1891 catalogue, and orders for any one of them can be
filled promptly. None of their different styles have proved themselves so defective as to be cancelled from
the list. They are all leaders in their different classes, and help to make up the 19 different types this firm
offers riders this year.
Psycho Cycles have always been noted for their lightness, simplicity and especially for their graceful

lines. The i8qi cushion tire, ball head Psychos emphasize this reputation. To the Psycho belongs the
credit of introcfucing the cushion tire. The first appearance of a cushion tire was on the Psycho, exhibited
at the Stanley Show, Crystal Palace, winter of 1889-90.

The Capital Cycle Co. after longer experience with cushion tires than any other firm is prepared to back
its tires with the broadest guarantee possible. It claims its tires to be successful in every respect. While
making three types their leaders, the Capital Cycle Co. is prepared to supply customers any of their 19

types with cushion tires.

The accompanying cut represents type 18, and is strong enough to carry any weight rider over any road.
This machine is supplied in two weights : with solid tires, 34 pounds ;

or with cusliion, as shown 40 pounds.
It has one of the neatest and simplest ball heads. The handlebar is brought well back doing away with

the tendency to making riders stoop.

This machine is fitted with the famous Psycho saddle not shown in cut, the only saddle invented by a
lady for lady riders.
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CHICAGO.

If you would your weight reduce just try five weeks
in bed with the typhoid fever. I've tried it and can
recommend it. Result of trial, twenty-five pounds
clear loss.

Saturday evening the Cook County Wheelmen gave
a .special stag party in honor of the club's nineteen
riders in the Pullman road race. Of the nineteen who
started, all crossed the tape at Pullman, although but
thr^e got prizes. Of the club's riders, C. D. Cutting
deserves especial mention. Although but a boy in

years, he has entered many a race and always made
a good showing. He has grit and nerve, and in future
vears will no doubt rank with the leaders. In the
Pullman race he made tenth best time and secured
sixteenth place. F. H. Brown, of the Cook Counties,
was eleventh in time and seventeenth in place. Both
Brown and Cutting had five and one half minutes
handicap.

Receptions will be given by the Chicago Cycling
Club at the Jackson Park Pavilion on the following
dates : June 15, July 16, August 12 and September 15.

A club road race will be held by the Farragut Cy-
cling Club August 15. The start will be made at Lin-
coln Park and finish at the club-house. This, to my
mind, is a foolish piece of business. As laid out the
course will lead the contestants through the most
crowded part of town and over the wet cobblestones.
There are many other good courses besides this.

The Cook County Wheelmen will hold a road race
on July II.

Although the great Pullman road race has been
brought to a successful finish Chicago is not satisfied,

and during September next will inaugurate a race
which it is hoped will in time equal that of "the Pull-

man road race. This is also to be promoted by the
Associated Cycling Clubs. Unlike the Pullman course,

this will be one continuous stretch of boulevard rid-

ing. There will be none of those vexatious ruts, nor
the potato patch, nor the sand hill, etc. This new
course will be the Sheridan Drive direct south to an
open space in Lincoln Park. The starting point wiH
be some eighteen to twenty miles to the north, but
the course will be lengthened as the years roll by and
the drive is extended until twenty-five miles is

reached. The race will probably be run on a Satur-
day afternoon at 4 o'clock. In all America there is

not another course equal to this -an entire boulevard
for twenty-fivo miles. Think of the chances for speed
and fast time there are here ! There will be no chance
to see both the start and the finish, but it will give
thousands of people a chance to see the wind-up of a
most exciting race without a tedious journey, and
will no doubt prove just as interesting.

That Cook County Wheelmen crowd who went to

Pullman Decoration Day had a high old time. There
were over thirty of them, and they had made arrange-
ments with their colored cook to hire an express
wagon, fill it with dainties and meet the hungry riders
at Pullman. This plan was carried out, and from one
o£ the party I find that all the dainties of the season
were in their wagon. By the way, this club hasn't as
yet stopped its onward march, as forty-two new
members were admitted at the last meeting. They
now number 330.

The Vikings Cycling Club have for some time been
contemplating removing to more comfortable and
convenient quarters, but have had to relinquish the
idea and will remain in their present quarters corner
Armour and Seymour Streets.

Sunday, May 31, about thirty of the Illinois Club
journeyed to Riverside where a dinner was enjoyed.
Four of the boys, Travers, Corliss, Krause and Car-
rigan, had placed their wheels on the grass in front
of the Town Hall and W. W. Edwards had ridden on
the sidewalk unwittingly. Marshal Charlie Long, a
young man with a inuch swelled head and of course
an exaggerated opinion of his own abilities, read an
ordinance to Mr. Edwards on the subject of abetting
cock fights, boisterous behavior, etc., when the riders
had but just arrived and dismounted from their
wheels. Some of them laughed while others felt not
so gay, and Johnny Mason, whose wheel was also on
the grass, grabbed it and lit out for the city at a better
gait than seen at Pullman. Later, he said that had he
felt the same incentive to go on Decoration Day the
race would have been his. Jas. Josephi, also guilty,
disappeared, and appeared later from a cozy nook in

the hotel. The five prisoners were taken into the town
hall, identified, and Mr. Mofl:att and Mr. Bryant de-
posited 525 for each of the culprits, and Friday night
their case was heard before Justice Bryant. Chief
Consul Davis was present to see that justice was done,
and the four were promptly discharged. Edwards
was fined five dollars and costs, and the fine suspend-
ed on payment of costs. Of course the wheelmen are
jubilant, and will keep out of sight of this town for-
evermore.

Roy Keator and brother left for New York by wheel
Saturday.

The Kavenswoort Cycle Club.
For the past four or five, yes ten years, the young

men of Ravenswood have endeavored to form a social
club, which would be able to support a club-house.
Each and every attempt has proven a flat failure.
Now, you must know that Ravenswood is a pretty
suburb of Chicago, or was until absorbed by that
great city. In this pretty town of 4,000 inhabitants
are hundreds of young men who have drifted along
in the same old ruts for an age. For some time im-
provements have been going on in Ravenswood,
among others being macadamized roads from one
end of the town to the other, in all about twenty
miles. These roads are now at their best, and taken
together with the superb eight-mile ride to the city's
centre over the very best of roads proves a great
attraction for wheelmen who are looking for a
suburban house. Recently Messrs. C. E. Salter, K.
F. Peterson, F. E. Spooner and J. R. Pollak, after
many confabs took upon their shoulders the task of
forming a club. Happily the riders of the wheel had
more "get up and get" to them than the would-be
formulators of clubs of former years, and success
crowned their efforts. At the first meeting five were

present. Weekly meetings were then held at the
home of Mr. Pollak, and each week the charter roll

increased, until June i, when the charter list was
closed with the names of twenty-six gentlemen and
nineteen ladies enrolled, all riders. Among these
might be noted the names of Mr. T. B. Jeffery, of

Gormully & Jeffery, and Mr. Jeffery's daughter, Mr.
A. W. Harris and wife, Mr. Arthur Bennett and Mr.
Walter Flinn, formerly of the Detroit Wheelmen. It

was at first intended to form the ladies and gentle-
men's clubs separate, but after much deliberation it

was decided to form but one club for the present.
The second lieutenant is a lady, who will act as cap-
tain of the ladies' division. After many evenings of

hard work the constitution and by-laws were drawn
up.
Monday evening, June i, the officers for the ensuing

year were elected as follows : President, C. E. Salter
;

Vice-President, Quartermaster and Librarian, K. F.

Peterson; Secretary and Treasurer, Robert Simons:
Board of Directors, A. G. Burnett. C. H. Newton and
F. Ed. Spooner; Captain, J. R. Pollock; First Lieu-
tenant, H. B. Reynolds; Second Lieutenant, Miss
Laura Phillips: Color Bearer, Dr. Frtdericks.
The colors decided upon were black and white, and

the club cap will be a black hook down, and on the
front will be a white diamond with a black raven in

the centre. A committee on quarters, after a week's
diligent search, decided upon an eight-room flat in

the new Holcomb Building on E. Ravenswood Park,
just South of the corner of Sunnyside Avenue. This
will be fitted up in good style. There are two large
parlors with a grate and mantel in each. Then there
is a reception room for the ladies, library and reading
room, smoking room, billiard room and card room.
The future of the club looks very bright. Ravens-
wood has again as many riders as have now joined
the club, and the associate membership will let in

many of those who tried so hard in former years to

form a club. FIRENZI.

badly, and had it not been for a pair of light boxing
shoes he wore he could not have finished the race, as
at each revolution of the crank his ankle scraped
against it. The upper of the shoe saved his ankle,
but after the race he was lame, owing to the awkward
position into which his leg was placed. He says
Stoddard puton his brake and thus caused the col-
lision, all of which Stoddard denies.

SAN FRANCISCO.

The 35 lUile Road Race.

The 25 mile road race of the Alameda Bicycle Club
proved the best contested and most interesting event
ever held in California. Nineteen entries were secured
and of these but one failed to start, he having taken a
severe fall a few days before the race.
The riders seemed all well trained and after the

race showed but few signs of the severe struggle
they had gone through. May 30 is usually a perfect
day in this State, but this year it did not act up to its

record, as about seven o'clock in the morning a slight
rain fell and a heavy mist set in.

Some of the Alameda Club members left home at
eight o'clock and found the roads heavy and generally
in a condition not conducive to a high rate of speed.
On arrival at the Estudillo House, San Leandro, a
party of the racing men were formed, discussing the
probable effect of the rain. The general opinion was
that the time would be slow and that the strong riders
had their chance of winning increased.
The rain stopped about nine o'clock and the sun

made repeated efforts to force its way through the
clouds, as though having seen the start of the Irving-
ton-Milburn and the Chicago-Pullman races, it felt

that it should see ours also, before it passed on to the
Occident.

THE START.

The first train from this city brought a number of

racing men, and other riders having, in the mean-
time, arrived on their wheels the headquarters pre-
sented a lively appearance. Many persons closely
identified with cycling on this coast during the past
six years were "present, some having their wheels
with them, while others took the train rather than
brave the elements. The race was announced for

10.30, but as the road was drying nicely the start was
delayed until nearly II o'clock. The riders were ar-
ranged according to their handicap and the start was
effected without trouble.
The course is a perfect triangle and measures eight

and five-eighth miles. Its surface is gravel and when
it is in good order as it was on the 30th, is as fast as
most bicycle tracks. It is nearly level and a person
may ride a safety around it without being able to find
a coast of fifty yards.
During the first lap of the race the weaker riders

say it was a trifle heavy, but on the other two laps all

agree that it was as fa^t as it would ever be.

AN INTERESTING CONTEST.

The limit man, H. R. Williams, led over the tape
for the first time, and from the easy way he was rid-
ing it was thought he would make a show amongst
the prize winners. He went to pieces in the second
lap, however, and finished nearly last. The riders
who had from 2^ to 5 minutes start all got together
the first lap and made a fine race. At the end of the
second lap Foster led with Osen and Waller in close
attendance. The two scratch men Ives and Stoddard
had in the meantime gained nothing on the handicap
men. Ives had heard so much about how Stoddard
would make a show of him, that he rode only to beat
him, and did not care what became of the other
riders.
When the riders came into view for the finish it was

seen that Foster, with Osen a few yards to the bad,
and Waller, according to the oflicial timer, some
twenty-five seconds behind the leaders.
A desperate race for the last quarter of a mile re-

sulted in a win for Foster by five yards, Osen second
to quite near the finish, just as he did in the cham-
pionships at San Jose last year.

HEADWORK ON THE ROAD.
The race between the scratch men was as pretty a

piece of headwork and good riding combined as
could be seen in any race. The only possible chance
.Stoddard had to beat Ives was to go all the way
through in the hope of finding a weak spot. Instead
of this he set a pace that brought Ives through with-
out starting him to perspire, and after the race he ran
upstair to his room in the hotel and assisted in rubbing
down a friend. About a quarter of a mile from the
start Ives ran into Stoddard and was thrown some
distance from his wheel. The fal' bent his pedal
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Prizes were offered as follows : Fastest safety time,
gold medal ; fastest ordinary time, gold medal; first

prize, gold medal; second prize. Butcher cyclometer
;

third prize, stop watch; fourth prize, nickel-plated
bicycle lamp; fifth prize, nickel lamp for ordinary or
safety; sixth prize, knit breeches and hose; seventh
prize, bicycle cap. Captain G. H. Strong was timer.
The handicapping committee were Messrs. Foster,
Howlett, Osborne, Smythe and Vincent. The follow-
ing is a correct list of the entries with the handicaps
attached : E. E. Stoddard, B. C. W., scratch

; Jesse
Ives, A. B. C, scratch; F. Waller, O. B. C, 3K min.;
George Osen, unattached, 3 min.; W. H. Hebard, A.
B. C, 4'/ min.; W. F. Foster, A. B. C, 3 min.; D. Mar-
shall, B. C. W., 3 min.; G. White, A. B. C, 4^ min.; O,
L. Pickard, L. A. W., s'A min.; W. E. Lee, B, C. W.,
2'A min.; Thomas H. Doane, B. C. W., 5 min.; C. H.
Bliss, B. C. W., 4^ min.; Al Alcayaga, unattached, 5
min.j Fred Brown, A. B. C, s min.; W. R. Lipsett, G.
C. W., 6 min.; F. Larder, G. C. W., 6 min.: Louis Vide,
L. A. W., 6 rain.; E. W. Bradford, A. B. C., 8 min.; H.
R. Adams, Jr., A. B. C, 9 min.

SAN FRANCISCO RIDERS WERE NOT IN IT.

The clubs from this city seem to have lost their
grip on racing. Last year's championships went

—

one to Los Angeles, one to Alameda, and two to San
Jose, and in this road race the first member of an
"S. F. club to finish could not do better than seventh.
The explanation is probably found in the fact that
the San Jose, Oakland and Alameda riders can ride
all the year through and thus develop gradually and
make all the better racing men for it.

As there is not likely to be any track racing in this
vicinity on September 9, some of the clubs should
arrange another road race. The San Leander people
enjoy the racing and assist in any way they can to
make it a success. The road was rolled and repaired
in some spots by the master for the recent road race
The Chronicle gives the following account of the

California Division century run, which does not
seem to have created the interest it did last year :

" The century run to San Jose yesterdaybrought
out some thirty odd wheelmen. The arrangements
made by Messrs. Cox, Hodgkins and Col were most
excellent, but the fact that most of the city riders
have been over the road many a time before and fully
realize what that head wind means may pcrhajjs
account for the small number of riders. The run left
Twenty-first and Mission Streets at 5.45 o'clock,
breakfast at Redwood City at 8.12 andSiin Jose at
12.12. The actual riding tiine down was sh. iSm .

coming back 7h., L. G. Hodgkins and T. C. Dodge, of
the Bay Citys, and A. Dietle being the first men in.

The following is a list of the men and clubs on the
run :

The Bay City Wheelmen— L. G. Hodgkins (who
managed the run), T. H. Doane, T. C. Dodge, J. G.
Hecker, E. E. Stoddard, Charles Dietle, A. E. J. iSfye,

J. J. Hull, J. F. Brown, Jr., A. M. Burns and W. B.
Sperry.
San Francisco Bicycle Club—Thomas H. Cobden

and Gus Mayer.
HoUister Cycling Club—E. J. Logan.
Unattachecl—A. Dietle, who was one of the freshest

men at the finish, though a very young rider
; R. Van-

dergow, M. Cavanagh, M. H. McGrew, N. P. Hansen,
C. Hansen, C. T. Wright, L. G. Wakeman, D. S. Bur-
kett, S. Lubin, C. L. Kilb, A. Desunone, of the Garden
City Wheelmen rode to Redwood to meet the run.

Previous races over the same course were as
follows :

H.M. S.

Nov. 25, 1887 F. D. El well, first 1.37.02 2-5
Feb. 22, 1888 F. D. El well, first i.j8

June 2, 1888 F. D. El well, first 1.33.56*
Sept. S, 1890 H. A. Pogue (fastest time). 1.39.04

Previous coast record.

From the above tables it will be seen that ten men
beat the previous record, and that seven of these did
better than ih, 31m. CALIFORNIA,
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RIVERSIDE WHEELMEN.

The fact that the regular meeting- of this club was
tt) be held for the first time in the new club-house was
the means of bringing a large number of the members
together on Friday evening last. The members were
loud in their expressions of approval, and everyone
present was enthusiastic over the outlook for the fu-
ture. The meeting was called to order by President
McCoy, and Secretary Foster read the minutes of the
previous meeting, which were adopted as read. Cap-
tain Edward Powers rendered an elaborate report,
and thanked the members for the way they attended
the runs so far this season. He hoped, however, to
have a much larger number participate in the future.
Vice-President Fitch talked for a half hour on what
the members could expect on the coming great stag.
When it comes to handling an entertainment Fitch is

right in it, and members may rest assured that every-
thing will be done to give them a good time on the
occasion of their housewarming. Mr. C. M. Driggs,
Chairman of the House Committee, also rendered a
report, which was received with much applause.
Treasurer Johnson's report showed that the treasury
was in good condition, and he impressed upon every
member in the room the importance of squaring ac-
counts as soon as possible. He started in on the bene-
fits to be derived from joining the L. A. W., but
President McCoy rapped the table in his character-
istic way, which took Lew off his feet and ended the
oration.
In future the dues of this club will be $2 per month

instead of $1.50, as heretofore, to take effect from the
first meeting in July.

J. W. Judge went to Orange Saturday last and car-
ried off two prizes. The cherry diamond which he
carries on his breast in the race appeared to be too
heavy for him. He would do better perhaps if he
would enter occasionally under the colors of the
Riversides.
George C. Smith has almost entirely recovered

from the injuries received in the Milburn race, and
will go to Philadelphia on Saturday, June 20, and
enter some of the races of the Century Wheelmen.

BROOKLYN RAMBLERS.

The Ifvington-Milburn race and the first ot the
team races, now being matters of the past, we sup-
pose cyclists will again settle down to their usual
smoothness. In the Milburn race but one of our
entries finished in time to be numbered among the
prize winners, the " Old Reliable " Holland, although
two others were well up in the ranks but not in time
for prizes. This result is credited somewhat to the
trouble e.xperienced in reaching the course in time,
as the men who were entered to ride were obliged to
do considerable walking and hurrying before start-
imr iu the race.
In the Team race, we are pleased to be credited

with second place, although holding it by a small
ui ugin only. However, when the fact is taken into
consideration that three of our team rode solid tired
Droinaries, and with the course in such miserable
condition at one end, we have no hesitancy in saying
that by the time for the next race a better showing
will be made, with modern mounts for our men. At
any r ite. we will endeavor to retain the second prize,
it .aitliful framing and determination can do so.

Rain again prevented a pleasant trip; viz.,the Tarry-
tnwn run. Jt seems that when a favorite 1 un is

scheduled, rain is sure to step in and prevent it.

However, we hope to have favorable weather on
[une 2t, when the Picnic run to Lake Success is

scliediiled.
Now that the most important racmg events are

p ist, the mileage question will again come to the
fiire. Until the record for May is posted, the leader
will not. be known, owing to the closeness of the con-
test. 1 noticed, however, a record of something like
iwo thousand miles on the cyclometer of one man,
antl if there are many others like this one, some tall

riding is being indulged in by the competitors.
Arrow.

DETROIT.

Six of the Detroit Wheelmen visited Grand Rapids
on M IV 3otb, and entered the twenty mile road
race. They succeeded in securing five first prizes,
including the first, second and fourth. The riding of
Rands and Schimmel was quite a surprise to many, as
Osborne, Huelett and Lane were picked out as sure win-
ners. Rands had intended riding a solid tire, but after
going over the course decided to ride a pneumatic,
.in i so was put back on scratch. He rode a fine race,
however, and finished five minutes ahead of the sec-
ond man, Schimmel, winning besides the first prize an
elegant gold medal.

The city authorities of this place have lately been
waging war against the unwary cyclists for riding on
the sidewalks, and not a few have been called upon to
a M a few shekels by way of fines to the city's already
well filled exchequer. Three of the gentler sex are
among the unfortunates.

Another cvclist is now identified with the interests
of Detroit wheelmen in the person of Chas. I. Gates,
lite of l-Juffalo, and formerly a correspondent to the
olfi i-il organ from that city. Mr. Gates h;is secured
a position on the staff of the Detroit Times, and ex-
pects to reside here permanently. It is expected that
he will be one of the starters in next Saturday's race.

Elnod.

The Pennsylvania Division championship races
have been assigned as follows: To Century Wheel-
men's meet June 20—Quarter mile safety, one mile
safety, two mile ordinary. To South End Wheel-
men's meet June 27—One quarter mile ordinary', two
mile safety, one mile tandem. To Hagerstown meet
July 3 and 4—half mile safety, half mile ordinary, one
mile ordinary.

K, C. W.

The residents along the route of the K. C. W. tally-
ho on Saturday last must have thought some strolling
menagerie had come to town, as the spirits of the
twenty-seven occupants fairly boiled with the heat of
victory, and as a result of the enthusiasm about
twenty voiceless cyclers assembled at the club house
on Sunday to discuss the different points of the pre-
vious day's victory in the Wheelmen's Racing League.
There was a quiet feeling of pride such as has never
before been experienced, and well might it be so, for
did not the club show that although one team was
barred another one could very easily uphold the repu-
tation of the brown and red ? And did not the team
show that it was not dependent on any one kind of tire
for victory? Best time on all three, pneumatic, cush-.
ion and hard. McLean rode an elegant race from
start to finish and he and our captain have done the
club a service which ranks equal to the excellent
work of the teams of former days. I am almost of the
opinion now that there is not a club in the universe
that can outride the Kings County Wheelmen at any
distance and any number of men on a team. This
expression will doubtless cause one of our members
to indulge in a hearty laugh, as he has been waiting
patiently since Saturday, June 6, to spread his fea
tures in the exercise which is said to make one fat.

When a member of a club becomes so thoroughly in-
sane on the subject of his imagined ill treatment and
so far forgets himself as to publicly express his pleas-
ure at the possibility of the club's defeat in contest
and still persists in withholding his resignation, he
becomes a subject for pity rather than censure and
should be treated for the malady in the usual manner— /. <?., let him have his say.

I am given to understand that the only thing neces-
sary for a successful race meet is pleasant weather,
and we all of us pray for that I am sure. Entries are
coming in fast and furious, the programme is almost
full and tickets are for sale everywhere.
Walter Steves is on a Roulette and says if he is not

on the next team someone has got to ride fifteen miles
in less time than fifty minutes, as he considers that
"dead slow " on a cushion or pneumatic.
Stump Koerner is rivaling Hastings in the matter

of voice. His beautiful falsetto can daily be heard
asking " who won the race," and it has been decided
that he is barred from joining the next tally-ho party.

If anyone wishes to buy a fast wheel Roulette Mac
will sell him a good one cheap. Inquire within.

Straddle.

BRISTOL, TENN.

A meeting was called on Monday night, June 8, at
the parlor of the Y. M. C. A., which was well attend-
ed. C. B. Cook, city editor of the News, one ot the
prime inovers in the affair, announced that the object
of the meeting was to form a bicycle club. The pre-
liminary steps toward such object were taken, and a
committee formed to drum up some of the more back-
ward riders who were conspicuous by their absence
and request their attendance at an adjourned meet-
ing, which is to be held a week hence.

The article which appeared in a recent issue of THE
Wheel has been copied into the YV^ty.s- of this place,
and had the effect of stirring public opinion to a point
of action. It should be stated right here that this
city is located right on the State line which divides
the Commonwealth of Virginia, more warmly known
as the Old Dominion, from the State of Tennessee,
but the Tennessee authorities were the first to act in
the matter, for three weeks after the article referred
to had appeared in the IVeivs the authorities on the
Tennessee side of Main Street, through the centre of
which runs the State line, voted on a subscription of
$50,000, $30,000 of which is for street and highway im-
provements. How's that for enterprise ? Well, one
week from the meeting of the council the proposition
was submitted to a vote of the people, with the result
that only forty-eight votes were cast against the ordi-
nance of the city fathers, and those votes ^vele only
cast by certain mugwump property holders. Active
work in the carrying out of the above projects has
already commenced, and a question as to the kind of
paving to be used on Main Street is now agitating the
minds of our citizens—whether they shall lay down
Belgian block, asphalt or vitrified brick.

We have a large number of very green riders here
—boys who have never heard or seen the pneumatic
tire and don't knowthe meaning of the phrase—boys
who may be innocent, but who ride around town in
the black shadows cast by the electric lights without
bells or gongs on their wheels, or lamps either. They
must be reached somehow, and the only way to do it

is to upbraid them in the press. They think because
they are saved and belong to the church everyone
else is, which is not always the fortunate circum-
stance, and they must be told plainly, and publicly
too, that some of us have an objection to being hurled
into eternity without timely warning. Selah.

C. B. Cook, city editor, and B. W. Virgie, business
manager, of the" Daiiy Neius, are in doubt what kind
of a wheel to trust their carcases on ; they will pur-
chase a goat, that's sure, but what the name of that
animal will be may materialize from the significant
remark, "to be continued in our next."

The Captious Critic.

ST. LOUIS.

That was a very serious accident which A. L. Jor-
dan met with on May 30 at Chicago. He was looking
over the Chicago Bicycle Co.'s factory with Mr.
Worth, and they opened the door of the enamel bak-
ing oven when the gas exploded, enveloping them in
flames and severely burning Jordan about the face
and hands. His eyes were burned and his hair
scorched. He was brought here Thursday and is im-
proving, but it will be a month or two before he will
be able to work. Whether it will do him any perma-

nent injury or not cannot as yet be said. His club
and fellow wheelmen have been very attentive to
him.

Geo. M. Wilder has sold out his interest in the cycle
business to W. P. & R. H. Laing who, with still an-
other brother, will run it in the future. The LaiuKS
are good square fellows, and deserve the success
they are getting. Mr. Wilder will not do anything
until after the Carthage meet, and is undecided as to
what he will do then.

Bert Taylor is selling wheels for Simmons Hard-
ware Co. in Iowa.
Ed. Knapp is still out in Illinois for the St. Louis

Wheel Co.

Carthage has one of the finest race tracks in the
country. It is 60 feet wide, has a hard surface, banked
corners and is well drained, underneath being under-
lain with stone. .There is also a large grand stand.
The roads are of broken flint, taken from the Jack
mines, for miles around, so it is an ideal place to hold
a meet. No doubt it will be well patronized. Every-
thing was in shape for the hill climbing contest on old
Son-of-a-Gun, but it has rained every night this week
so the contest was postponed until Sunday afternoon.

The amalgamation of the M. A. A. C. and the Mis-
souri Bicycle Club seems to be going through. The
Missouri Amateur Athletic Club have a good solid
membership, give good meets and good prizes, and
have always been friendly to wheelmen. The Mis-
souris will get new blood in their ranks and the ath-
letic club will get an elegant and comfortable club-
house.

The Pastime's club-house is nearly completed, and
will draw a good many cyclists. Future GREAT.

GOTHAM WHEELMEN.

It would be difficult to find a more enthusiastic
gathering of wheelmen than those virho attended the
run last Saturday afternoon to thelrvington-Milburn
coifi'se, where the initial road race, given under the
auspices of the Wheelmen's Racing League took
place. What the run lacked in numbers was more
than compensated for in hilarity. Every one anti.ci-

patad that the team of the Gotham Wheelmen, com-
posed of Mastin, Powers, Levy and Gerehart would
prove victorious. But anticipation is one thing, and
realization another, as was demonstrated when
Mastin, who undoubtedly ran a splendid race, came
in second instead of first, he being but a few feet
behind the winner at the tape. However, we were
victorious, as far as New York clubs were concerned.
Powers is to be congratulated on the excellent race
he ran, displaying great speed and wonderful endur-
ance for a new man.
The wood party scheduled to take place on last

Sunday at New Dorp, had to be abandoned, unfor-
tunately, in consequence of the disagreeable weather.

The House Committee, who have been looking for
some time for new quarters, have, it is believed,
finally decided upon an elegant four-story house on
Seventieth Street near Lexington Avenue as our
future home. The house in question contains every
improvement, and is especially adapted to a bicycle
club. Should the committee finally decide to take the
house, the Gotham Wheelmen will have a home,
which for size, location and general adaptability will
be unsurpassed by any other club of its kind in the
city.

The club intends to participate in the great Brook-
lyn parade on the 20th, and is expected to present an
excellent showing.

A ntimber ot members intend starting in the century
rvin, but as to how many will "stick it through " is

mere conjecture. Should Sergeant Dunn favor us
with bright skies and good roads next Sunday, tne
club will take a run to Coney Island, starting from
the club-house at 10 a. m., when it is expected that
the gay and festive scenes of Sunday week will be
repeated. .

Mr. Goldsmith has challenged Mr. Gerhart to a
race for the club medal won by the latter at Larch-
mont in the club races.

A Few Good Pointers.

A writer in the American Cyclist, in summing up
his experience as a rider, says :

" Have ridden seven
years and ridden a good deal. Have bought a new
wheel every year since the second, and believe it is

the most economical method. The first year's wear
is the best. Have never raced. Trained regularly a
month on the track. Got down to three minutes and
quit. Found the training highly beneficial. Find an
ordinary less wearisome for a long country ride than
a solid-tired safety, and the pneumat.ic safety the
best, preferring any risk of puncture to' the extra ex-
ertion necessary with the solid tire. While riding
five to ten miles daily find no inconvenience in taking
an occasional long ride. A Sunday trip of forty or
fifty miles after a week of no riding is invariably fol-
lowed by a day or two of staleness and disinclination
to any kind of effort. Feel the best when daily tak-
ing three miles out at a slow pace, scorching home,
and following with a quick sponge bath with a gill of
alcohol to a quart of water. Find the taking of any
stimulants, including tea or coffee, at start of a long
ride productive of discomfort. Also find that any
kind of wine or " hard " stuff taken while on the road
tends to weakened effort and weariness. Can drink
but a very limited quantity of water while out for a
dav and remain "right." Have always found a glass
of 'good lager, not oftener than once in ten miles,
when perspiring freely, and taken without stopping
more than five or ten minutes, a most excellent and
refreshing drink, unattended by subsequent depress-
ing reaction. Can't smoke while riding without get-
ting a villainous taste and sore lips. Can ride better
after prolonged abstinence from smoking. Eat ab-
stemiously of whatever comes handy when touring,
except fruit. A wayside apple or pear always gives
an "all broke up" sensation. Can't ride comfortably
before breakfast. Can start easily after a meal with-
out indigestion.
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DO YOD WANT SUNDRIES ?

If so, we can supply them at prices as low as the lowest. Besides the sundries
listed in our catalogue we can supply any others on the market at prices as low
as can be obtained in the United States. Being manufacturers as well as im-
porters and jobbers in these goods, we are in position to supply the

on the most favorable terms. We make it a point to fill orders on the same day
received. Polish, Lubricant, Enamel, Locks, Oil Cans, Wrenches, Trouser
Guards, Etc., are all very essential to a wheelman, while for long rides and racing
Bicycling Clothing, such as Hose, Pants, Sweaters, Etc., are indespensable. Send
for catalogue and discount sheet.

ROUSE, HAZARD & CO,, 13 G STREET, PEORIA, ILL

Manufacturers, Importers, Jobbers and Retailers of all makes of Cycles, both new and second-hand. Catalogue Free.

yiKlNG SAFETIES TAKE THE LEAD

IRYINGTON-MILBURN ROAD RACE
Our 30 pound Cushion Tire Roadster was first at 20 miles, second at finish.

RECORD LOWERED AND FASTEST TIME made on Viking Cushion Tire Safety in Club Team Road Race,

June 6th, over the same course.

SOLE IMPORTERS, THE JOHN SHIRLEY CYCLE CO.. ™™d,

AGENTS WANTED. 1404 Oxford St., Philadelphia, Pa,

Tenth Annual Race Meet,
\ ^

\irASHlN<5TON PARK,
Fifth Ave. and Third St., Brooklyn,

Seven minutes ride from Brooklyn Bridge, via. Elevated Road.

Saturday, June 27tli, 1891, 2.30 P. M.

HANDSOME AND COSTLY PRIZES.

FAST FOUR I<AP TRACK.

Prizes of Unusual Value and Beauty ; Double the cost of any-

previous year,

COSTLY SILVER CUPS TO FIRST AND SECOND.

iininniaminHBininiinniinmii

PRIZES AWARDED FOR THIRD MAN IN EACH EVENT.

LIST OF BICYCLE EVENTS-L. if, Bales to Goveri

1-ONE
2-ONE
3-ONE
4-ONE
5-TWO
6-ONE
7-TWO
8-TWO
9-ONE

MILE ORDINARY, Championship of America,
MILE SAFETY, Championship of America.
MILE NOVICE, SAFETY-Open.
MILE SAFETY, HANDICAP-Open.
MILE SAFETY, HANDICAP-Open.
MILE ORDINARY, HANDICAP-Open.
MILE ORDINARY, HANDICAP-Open.
MILE ORDINARY, SCRATCH-Open,
MILE TANDEM, SCRATCH-Open.

ATHLETIC EYENTS-A. A. U. Rnles to Govern,

10-100 YARD DASH, HANDICAP-Open.
11-ONE MILE RUN HANDICAP-Open.
12-ONE MILE WALK HANDICAP-Open.

Pneumatic tired wheels will be penalized
;
penalty to be fixed by Handi-

capper, and deducted from printed start in programme, which will be on a
solid tire basis.

Entrance fee for tandem race, $i.oo ; for each other event 50 cents. The
right is reserved to reject or strike out any entry.

Entries close June 20th, 1891, with

JOHPX BE9(SINGCR, Cbalrniaii,
X255 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. V.

Entry Blank.—Detach and Return Properly Filled Out.

Date Recnved No

Ur. JOHN BENSINGEB, Chairman, 1255 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Dear Sir :—Enclosedplease Jind dollars .cents

for which yoii will enter me in races numbered

Name.

Organization
.^

Address . . .
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^ ISQl

^

^1.

MONDESg I I 1^ 11 / l%l I 17 w ^^

CUSHIOK TIRED,

$140.00

PKKUMATIC TIRED,

$100.00 ^"^ ZMM.
EITHER DUNLOP OR CLINCHER.

ORMOfJDE CrCLE CQ.,

UNITED STATES PR/lNCIl:

25 MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK.
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AN OBJECT LESSON TO ROAD
RECORD BREAKERS.

Wlieeling\% of the opinion that the recent scurry
across France will serve the purpose of giving the
French riders entirely new ideas on fast road riding.
Says Wheeling: "The result will be an improvement
in road form among the French themselves. There
are some rare plucky riders among them, men of
speed, and, as they have shown, good staying powers;
but so far the majority of their long-distance trials

have been conducted in a very different style to ours.
A Frenchman going for a pomt-to-point record will

stop at a town half way and call on a friend, perhaps
dining with him and spendinganhour or two together.
Or he will, as we noted last week, spend a quarter of

an hour at a checking place in trying a friend's ma-
chine, perhaps of a different type to his own. lust
fancy an English record-breaker getting off his rotary
action machine during the race and spending even
five minutes on a vertict.l-action machine like a Facile;
yet a French record-breaker did this during his ride
against time.

Sit-down dinners and other devices which waste
time and allow the muscles to cool and stiffen by too
long rest will be cut out of the French scorcher s

time-table. He will begin to learn that every minute
—aye, or half minute—is of value.

DEPARTURE OF THE ELWELL
TOURISTS.

The third party of European cycle tourists to leave
this country under the charge of Messrs. Elwell and
Higgins, of Portland, Maine, sailed on the steamer
La (jascoyne for Havre on Saturday last. The tour-
ists are: W. W. Baker, Winchester, Va.; A. G.Col-
lins, Paris, Prance

; C. G. Cutter, Boston, Mass.
; A. G.

Eldridge, Knoxville, Tenn. ;F. A. Elwell, Portland,
Me. ; F. R. Goodrich, Girard, O. ; E. J. Gilbert, Mans-
field, O.; H. S. Higgins, Portland, Me. ; C. B. Hoffman,
Hook, N.Y. ; F. M. Higgins, Mansfield, O.; G. R. Linn,
Chicago; H. S. Marquardt, Des Moines, la.; C. M.
Miller, Providence, R. I.; F. M. McCutchen, Boston;
S. F. Re Qua, Chicago, 111.; H. G. Rupp, Philadelphia;
W. Shockley, Candelaria, Nev.; F. Swan, Springfield,
Mass.; F. Spielman, Fairfield, la.; L. I. Tuttle, Des
Moines, la.; C. M. Miller, Chicago.

According to the itinerary the cyclists will mount
their wheels at Havre on June 16 and reach Paris on
June 20. Geneva should bs reached on July g, and
until about July 25 the cyclists will tour through
Switzerland. Strassburg will be reached on July 28,

and all the interesting points in Germany will be
visited before sailing from Rotterdam for London, on
August 18, where the party disbands.

The runs scheduled for each day are all short,
forty miles being about the greatest distance, and no
riding will be done on Sundays.

The Centviry Kim.
According to the figuring of Chairman Fuller, from

the returns that have been made, about five hundred
wheelmen will take part in the Century Run on
Saturday, if the weather is favorable. In the neigh-
borhood of two hundred riders leave Philadelphia
on a special train this afternoon for Newark. Hotel
accommodations are at a premium in that city and
although the two Orange Clubs and several others
will not join the main body until Plainfield is reached,
there will be a very lively time in Newark to-night.
Both the Atalanta Wheelmen and Business Men's
Cycle League will hold open houses.

Past the Ten Thousand Mark.
Secretary Bassett informs us that the number of

renewals already exceeds ten thousand. New York
is setting a good pace, and will probably be in the
lead this year, as it was last year.

THE CARROLL BELL

This is the 'QaWyoti have long been looking for. It
is light, handsome, compact. It has two gongs, tivo
hammers, dust-proof band surrounding opening
between domes, perfect mechanism within, produ-
cing a rapid succession of strokes, blending into a
chiine both pleasant and musical. Will ring con-
tinuously over one and one-half minutes, and sound
over 500 alarms with the slightest touch, without
pushing or pulling.

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED.

PRICE, $2.50.

Whitten, Godding & Co.,
Sole Manufacturers' Agents,

FROVIIDElSrCE, R. I.

THEATRES.

BROADWAY THEATRE, Cor. 41st St., N. Y.
Frank W. Sanger, Manager.

DeWolf Hopper in "WANG."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at S.

GARDEN THEATRE.
Evenings at 8.30. Saturday at 2.

Mr. Richard Mansfield in his new play,
"DON JUAN."

A/riNER'S PEOPLES' THEATRE. New York.

"KIDNAPPED."
Matinee Wed. and Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

MADISON SQUARE THEATRE, New York.
A. M. Palmer. Manager. 24th St., nr. Broadway,

"THE MERCHANT."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.30.

SPECIAL LIKE.

SPECIAL PRICES.

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS.

SPECIAL ATTEMTION.

SPECIAL PROMPTNESS.

SPECIAL CATALOGUE FREE.

Oliver St., St. Lcuis, Mo,

PRINCESS No. 1, 30 inch, balls all over,

CLIMAX

Agents 'Wanted all over ttie liVorld.

2, 28 '
« « «

3, 26 ' " "

1, 30 ' Ball Bearing,

$85.00
75.00
60.00
65.00

CLIMAX No. 2, 28 inch, Ball Bearing, . $60.00
PRINCE " 1, 26 " " "

. . . 45.00
" 2, 24 " " " .... 35.00

THESE WHEELS ARE BUILT ESPECIALLY FOR US.

J. E. POORMAN, Agent,
CIITCIN-ITA.'T'T, O.

Why not use our Instruction Belt
And save yourself all damage while learning to ride.

Price $1.25.
With Instructions for use.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.,
•311 North i4tli Street, St, I^ouis, Mo.

TVe can use a limited number
of liig-li -wheels in exchangee for
new Safeties of standard make.
F^nclose stamps. Be lively.

ci.iN'ror* CYCI.E co.,
Clinton, Mass.

Bicycle Suits and Uniforms of all

kinds made at sliort notice. Special
rates to clubs. Send for samples,
prices and measurement blanks to
COI^YER & CO., 815 & 817 Bread St,,

Ne-wark, »i. J.

Actual stiipments of tirae Giant Safety Bicycles so far
ttiis year have been as follows:

JANUARY,
FEBRUARY,
MARCH,
APRIL,
MAY,

Above are facts and demonstrate conclusively to the practical mind the -widespread popularity of these wheels. We are now working
overtime and producing about 450 wheels per week. Pretty good for a factory not yet two years old, is it not?

H. J^. X^OZIE^Ii & CO.,
Hew Edition of Citilogue now being MaiM. CLEVELAND, OHIO.

- *93
- - 853

- 1113
- - 3001

- 3356
TOTAL, 7014
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
25 Words »5 cents
Two Insertions 40 "

New tork Bicycle Company, Nos. i and 6 East 60th
Street, N. Y. New and Second-Hand Machines. Choice
assortment. Prices reasnnrible. Wheels to rent. Cycling;
Accessories of all kinds, list of Bargaitis and Sundries
free upon application- 0)<1 mounts takon In part pay-
ment for Nerr.

CtQr EAGLE, '91 pattern, 48-inch, just like new in
-pOj every particular. L. Hoysradt, Rondout, N. Y.

6-12

FOR SALE—A Catford Premier Safety, i8gi pattern;
excellent condition; cost $140; will sell at a sacri-

fice, as I am giving up bicycling. Call or address
Progress, 37 East 62d Street, City. 6-12

A FEW BARGAINS—One Columbia L. R. Safety,
'90 pattern, condition perfect, $100; one 54-inch

Rational Expert, '90 pattern, fine condition, $80; one
Hartford Safety, '90 pattern, condition fine, $70; one
50-inch Volunteer Columbia, '90 pattern, not run 50

miles, $50; one 46-inch Columbia bemi-Roadster, good
shape, $20; one 42-inch Ideal, $10. F. C. Weston, Co-
lumbia Agent, Bangor, Me. 7-10

MY NEW '90 Columbia Safety, fully guaranteed,
must be sold before I leave for Europe. Wm.

Heyny, Jr., 301 Sixth Street, next cor. Second Ave.,
N. Y. City. 6-19

SAFETIES—BARGAINS—Hartford, nearly new,
$80, C. O. D.; Union No. 9, cost' $135, for $70 C. O.

D.; Singer, cost $90, run about two weeks, $70, C. O.

D.; Lovell Diamond, $60 C. O. D., good condition
; 55-

inch Col. Lt. Roadster, half nickel, cyclometer and
lantern for $65; Hall $40 Typewriter for $25; World
Typewriters for $10; don't miss this chance. C. E.

Claflin, Bicycle Agent, Sopkinton, Mass., Lock
Box 371. 6-12

FOR EXCHANGE—Three track Col. Trike in excel-

lent order for 45 or 48 Special Star; also second-
hand wheels for a tandem bicycle; Common Sense,

$60; '89 Rambler, $70; '90 Rambler, $80; '90 Model Gale,
used two weeks, $60; Giantess, used two weeks, $5o.

Leinbach Bros., Lebanon, Pa. 6-12

tQ^t COLUMBIA L. R. SAFETY, $115, perfect.
I 09 1 Hartford Ladies' Safety, cushion, $904 per-

fect. L. B. Sutton, New Canaan, Conn. 6-19

FOR SALE—An 1889 American Rambler in first-class

condition; cost $130; worth $100; will take $80

cash; must be sold. Address J. M. Adams, Scio, Ohio.
6-19

FOR SALE—Victor Spring Fork Safety in fine con-
dition, excepting tires; $80 cash. A. J. Baechle,

30 Genesee Street, Utica, N. Y. 6-19

WANTED—One or two companions on a leisurely,

picturesque and economical tour anywhere;
start about July 10; no fast riders. S. H. Dudley, Co-
lumbus Theatre, N. Y. 6-12

TT IS NOT "A THING OF BEAUTY NOR A JOY
-L forever " (we speak of our catalogue), but it goes
right to business in a way to please people who mean
business, and "no others need apply." Latest second-
hand list is just out too, and it may save you $5 to $25
all for one postal with your legible address on it.

KNIGHT CYCLE CO,, 207 N. loth St., St. Louis, Mo.

LTJ QCOTT, attorney and solicitor in patent
. CL. O cases; especial attention to bicycles;

Newark, New Jersey; N. J. headquarters, R. P.

Scott's book, " Cycling Art, Energy and Locomotion."

ZOOK, Lititz, Pa., sells, trades, buys cycles, sundries.
Catalogues and second-hand lists. $160 tricycle,

$50. 6-26-c

\7"ERY CHEAP—An '89 C. L. R. Safety, $80, and a
* '90 C. L. R. Safety, $90. Each worth $25 more.
Both in A-i condition, guaranteed, and are almost
good as new. A 34 inch Ideal Tricycle good as new,
cost $40, will sell for $20. G. Frank Fries, Akron,
Ohio. 6-12-c

KOBBB'S ROAD MAPS.
HANDY, HANDSOME AND CHEAP.

Part of Central and Northern New Jersey, 25c.

Jersey Coast to Tom's River, 35c.

Westchester Co., N.Y., 35c. Shows part of Fairfield
Co., Conn.

Long Island, 35c. Has a special map of the country
28 miles from Brooklyn.

Card Covers. Pocket form.

GUSTAV KOBBE CO., 251 BROADWAY, NEW York.

II. E. RAYMOND, I. B. POTTER.

RAYMOP*!) & POTTER,
:REJ^Ij ->^ EST.A.TE,

245 FLATBUSH AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

24 in. Boys' Safety $15.00

20 " " " 12.00

20 " " " .... 6.00

Giant, No. 4 " 50.00

Swift Safety, 70.00

Crescent Improved Safety, . . 50.00

Quadraait Satety, . , . . 70.00

1890 Columbia Ligtit Roadster Safety, 90.00

Buffalo Tricycle for Lady or Gent, 25.00
Send for Catalogue and List to

WHITE CYCLE CO., Trenton, N. J.

All American Wheelmen who desire to keep them-
selves posted upon matters concerning the Cycle
Trade and Sport of Europe should subscribe to

XHE CYCLISX
AND Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.

The only recognized authority of English trade and
manufacture. 84 pages weekly. Sent post free to
any part of America for one year $2.50. (To save pos-
tage subscriptions may be booked at office of The?
Wheel.)
American manufacturers having new ideas to intro-

duce in machines or sundries should advertise in

XHE CYCILISX
Terms on application to ILIFFE & STURMEY,
19 Hertford Street, Coventry, England.

Subscription Price, $2.50 per year. American Sub-
scription Agent, F. P. Pria], 243 Broadway, N. Y. City.

SCH1VAI.BACH CYCI.E CO.,
BROOKLYN AGENTS FOR

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND GALES CYCLES
9th Ave. & Union St., (Prospect Park Plaza).

Brancli Stores, X2x6 & X2IS Bedford Ave.,

TELEPHONE 126 SOUTH.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Most complete repair shop in the country. Nickel Plating plant and Enameling Oven
on the premises.

List of second-hand wheels mailed on application. We always have bargains. No wrecks.

Every wheel a good mount. Columbias and Hartfords to rent for any period. All parts and sundries

or sale. Full line of Jersey goods. Send for Catalogue.

I. j^. -w^BSTOisr & 00.,
JAMES-VH,t,E, N.Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAFETY BICYCLE WHEELS,
MADE WITH

Parallel Coned or BALL BEARINGS, Solid or Cushion Tire.

THE BEST MATERIAL, and THE FINEST FINISH.

HAVE \0U SEEN

THE NEW BUTCHER CYCLOMETER ?
ASK YOUR DEALER TO

SHOW IT TO YOU.

For Ordinary Bicycles.

Price $10.00. By Mail on

Receipt of Price.

For Safeties.

Price $11.00. By Mail on

Receipt of Price.

The unprecedented demand for this Cyclometer this season is our apology to our many
customers for delays in filling orders. With enlarged facilities, we can now fill all orders

promptly.

THE BUTCHER CYCLOMETER CO.,

33B in£73:SHINGXON ST., BOSTON. TV^KSS.

Agents Wanted in all Parts of the Dnited States.

Gentlemen's Empire Safety,
WEIGHT, 48 lbs. PRICE, $ I I O.OO.

Diamond Frame, Ball Bearings all over, Hollow Steel Rims,

Cushion Tires, Tangent Spokes.

Ladies' Empire Safety,
WEIGHT, 48 ibs. PRICE, $ M O.OO.

Material and Workmanship unexcelled. Direct Plunger Brdke,

Enamel and Nickel Finish.

GJ-XJ-A.I^^3SrTEEID.
LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO X ll E TRADE.

Oiiioj^oo SBvs7i3sro n^wd-A-QHiiisrE 00.,
42-44 N. HALSTED STREET, CHICAGO. ILL.

CAXAIvOQUK.
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Wc are toreafeing the prices on
Harrison Rells. Tire Cement, and
"Best" -Wlilstles.

CAMPBELL & CO., 33 Page St., Providence, R. I.

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
243 BROADWAY. r. P, PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor. P.O. Box 444, N Y. City.

OBiE DOL,l,AR^ PER^ VEAR.

Enclosed find ^i.oo in payment for one years subscription,

comencing with issue of.. „

J^ame

Address •.

^WHY DOBS XHIS MAN SMILE ?

Because he bought his bicycle from us and SA.VED MONEY. Send for catalogue and
bargain list and see 'what we can do for you. Remember we also sell on favorable install-

ment plan terms if desired. Write for particulars. Any wheel on the market supplied
at lowest prices. Ifyou are a Bicycle Dealer write for our "WHOLESALE prices.

A. W. GUMP & CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

INTERESTING TO JERSEY RBDERS.
We are sole agents for Newark and the Oranges, for the complete line of COL,XJ]MBIA Safeties, Ordinaries, and Tricycles, the Hartford,

and the Lovell Diamond. We also carry the Western Wheel Works' line of medium priced, and Boys' and Girls' Safeties, and a full stock of

parts, sundries and jersey goods. NE'W COI^UMBIAS XO H1R.B; to responsible and experienced riders. Repairs done reasonably
and well. Wheels bought, exchanged, and sold on instalments or commission.

A fT-'FTTNTT'PS wanted in all Northern New Jersey towns, for the Lovell Diamond, Premitun, and Boys' and Girls' Wheels. They
outsell anything at their prices.

"W. E. EXj3DK,IX30B, 499 Broad Street (near D. L. & W. Depot), No-Warlc., HST. J.

1891 HOWE CYCLES. 1891

.
Every Novelty and Improvement.

Unsurpassed for ELEGANCE, STABILITY and FINISH.
Catalogue of NEW Models on Application.

Manufacturers of Cycle parts of every Description.

NEW HOWE n/ICHINE CO., Ltd
BRIDQETON, QLflSQOW.

SCOTLflNb.

THE LARGEST CYCLE FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

OTHE; oro xj li Ts Tr

LIVE

AGENTS

WANTED

IN
Cushion Tires $140, weight 42 pounds. Cushion Tires $140, weight 42 pounds.

MARYLAND, IJV. VIRGINIA, VIRGINIA AND N. CAROLINA.
"WR.ITE3 ir-OK, DISCOXJISTTS.

Office and Salesroom, 1221 F St., H; W. WASHINGTON, D. C. Wheeleries and Cycling Rink, 92( H St, N. W.

BRA?(CH—231 E. BAI.TO STREET, BAI^TIMORE. M».
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25c, PER Box. Sold by Druggists.

Cycle Brush Tool

50 cts. Postpaid

Cleans chains, bearings,

spokes and rims.

Indispensible to every

wheelman.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.,

MAKERS,
Chicopee Falls, Mass.

Boston, Washington,
Denver, San Francisco

Ts intended for a permanent a? well as for a temporary binder. Thr
papers are bound as firmly as a book. THE WHEEL AND CYCLMa
tRADE Review printed in gilt letters.

Price. 75 cents. If ordered with 8ub8crli,tlon, 60 centli

The Barber Asphalt Paving Company,
The oldest and largest company in the United States, has
laid pavements in 27 cities, an area of 3,916,574 square yards,
or 25s miles of streets. It has laid more asphalt pavements
in 12 years than all other companies in Europe and America
Combined have laid in 30 years.

No. 1 Broadway, New Tork.

Le Droit Bnllding, Waghlngton, D. G.

COLLINS & NUTTALU

BICYCLE REPAIRING
(v6^A N D ^cM

I^CKEL-PLATING
A SPECIALTY.

^O vl^ P .- ,

8 YEARS EXPERIENCE,
FIRST CLASS FACILITIES.
418 ^'v^420 W.271SS1 N.Y

75 Cents Buys
Our Plated
Toe Clips, a

•a
IB
IH

Pi
Pi

<l

a
(B

s

That last tumble of yours might have been pre-
sented if you had used Hunt's Patent Balancing
Toe Clip. Cut shows just the position when you have
use for it. Made of best Steel Wire and Tempered.
Every wire braces another and prevents the foot from
catching or pushing off the pedal. The pedal can be
used other side up, with or without balances. Even
without the balance it is safer than any other clip.
Made in two sizes. No. i, for size of boot up to No.
3. No. 2, for size from No. 8 to 11. A bonanza for
agents. Send price at once. Clips Nickeled, 75 cents
per pair. Nickeled, with upper parts of wire coated
with vulcanized rubber, 90 cents. Nickeled Balances,
75 cents extra. J. A. HUNT & CO., BIfrs.,
No. 7 Soutli Street, 'W^estboro, »la8S.

Send Postal Note, not stamps.

IMPROVED ACME STEEL WRENCH.
FOB POCKET AND BICYCLE USB.

rhe Strongest and Best. Made of the Best Quality Steel.

Weight 6>^ oz.) Every Wrench is thoroughly hardened.
Awarded First Prize Medal at the Paris Exposition.

The Acme Combination Wrench and Spolte Grip.

Nickeled and Bright

Finished.

EVERY

WRENCH
WARRANTED.

The Cheapest and Best Steel
Wrench on the Market.

THE " HERCULES" STEEL BICYCLE WRENCH.
il4 in. long ; weight, 6 oz

All Cast Steel Bicycle Screw Driver.
(Patent pending). Length over all, 4K in- Warranted.

For sale by all cycle manufacturers and dealers.

CAPITOL MANUFACTURING CO.,
135 to 137 Rees St., Chicago, 111.

YOU CAP* HAVE YOUR.

ELECTROTYPES
MADE AT

RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.,
34-8C VANDEWATER STREET, NEW YORK.

Telephone Call—Cortlandt 245.

andcologne spirit,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE. ROSIN. ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St., New YorL

COMPLETE BALL BEARINGS
FOR THE MILLION.

You can buy Ball Bearings cheaper than you can malce

plain ones. Write for particulars.

NIAGARA MACHINE CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

PERFECT POCKET OILER.'

ONE-HALF SIZE.

For Bicxeles, Gun^t etc. Throws only small quantity of oil at
a stroke. Handsomely nickel plated. No leakage For sa'e everv-
where, or sentby mail on receipt of price, 60c. each. CUSHMAN &
DENISOM, 172 Ninth Avenue, New York.

HINTS ON CYCLING
By A. B. Barkman, Tour-Master L.A.W.

LEARNING, TRAINING, RACING, TOURING.
The most concise and complete little volume

ever written.

7J P^^S^^t cloth cover. Price, postpaid, jo cents,

THE WHEEI., P. O. Box 444.

INDISPENSABLE TO BICV-
tlilSTS, ATHLETES AND
IN THE GYMNASIUM.

Call's No. 5Supporters (jockstraps
with elastic back lace front and ad-
justable back straps. A sure fit. No.
(same as cut) 75c. No. C, with poek-

Ltb on each side ot lacing, Sl.OO No.
7 w ith hose supporter attached to
bides, Sl.OO. No. 8, pockets and liose
supporter, Sl.25. Order by number
and give tight measure top of hips.
Post paid (in receiptor' price.
S B CALL, 358 Main St, Spiingfleld,
Mass

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN

!

Smith's Bicycle Tour through Europe
England, France. Switzerland, Germany and

Belgium, from Juljr 29th to October
12th, 1891. Total cost, $300.00.

— ADDRESS —

C. H. SMITH, 211 Putnam Ave., Detroit, Micb.

PATENTS
Procured in the United
States and Foreign
Countries. Trade-
marks, designs, labels
and copyrights. Send

description, with model, photograph, or sketch, and 1

will let you know whether you can obtain a patent.
All information free.

"W. B. AUGHINBAUGH,
Baltic Building, Washington, D. C.

SIGNAL CYCLOMETER,
Strikes at the completion o£ every mile. Many ne-«

features in the '91 pattern. Send for Circular to

J. A. I<AKI7>( & CO.,
WESTFIELD, N/IASS.
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PRICES TALK!
You are going to buy your Bicycle where you can

get a good one lor little money.
Elxamine our prices.—We can save money lor you.

t/lpacham Diamnnd—A Gents' or Ladles'meacnam uiamona
safety, diamond

FRAME ol seamless tubing, ball bearing
all over. Including socket, ball bearing
head, lightly built, liigh grade in all

respect6( see cut). .List, $115.00; Net. $76.00
F*npp«« Cpnfc'—30-inch wheels, ball bear- '!

'.Express, benTS
j^^^ ^jj around, frame ?

]

oTsteeltubing-.LiBt. $90.00; Net. $61.33
'

Express, Lad ieS'-SOTtach wheels, ban bear-
{ I

L l ings all around, frame '

of steel tubing.. List, $90.00; Net, $61.33
2fi-lnph Snfptv—Combination wheel for ',CO intn oaiBty GENTSorLADIES. ball :

bearings all over.. .List, $75.00; Net, $53.33
Large Boys' and Girls'-c°'°t""^tion^,y

26-inch wheels, adjustable cone bearings

all over List, $40.00; Net, $24.00
O-„„»_05.ij,|,^ wheels, adjustable saddle and brake, rnbber tires, mud guards, adjustable ^^n nn°"y "

coTip bearings •• ,• ••. i?''^*' A^^-''?k^?i?*'
*^"'""

- ~- "" ^^.-..^ -• _i... i.-, .J—-"ble CONE
.$35.00: Net,

DIAMOND FRAME of Bteel tubing, adjustable BALL
Bnuc' !»nH'fiipl«'—24-inch wheels, DIAMOND FRAALE of Bteel tubing, adjustable '^yjmr. «')'> fiftoOyS ""0 oiriS

bearings List.$35.00: Net, *^^.DO
Rnue' anrt ftiplo'—24-inch wheels, DIAMOND FRAME of Bteel tubing, adjustable BALL «qj eoPOyS ana Uirit)

bearings List, $40.00; Net, !>^*.D0

clSJ,yS'..E.C. MEACHAM ARMS CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

Ttm Kalamazoo Parcel Carrier,

The most useful attachment ever put on a

bicycle.

Light, Strong and ornamental ; can-ies any-
thing from a coat to a bag of eggs ; carries either

in front or at the rear of the handle-bar ; folds

compactly when not in use ; nickel plated frame
;

net is linen twine.

DISCOUNT TO AGENTS. SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
MANUFACTURED BY

THE KALAMAZOO PARCEL CARRIER CO.,

KALAIMAZOO, IVIICH.

! SADDLES

!

For Manufacturers or for tie Trade,

ORDER NOW.

BOLTE SPRING FORK SADDLE
ADJUSTABLE TO ANY POSITION.

Special LADIES' Styles
no^sv ready.

" We are out of sight."

P. H. SERCOMBE,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

STYLE A.

With Seat Post complete $6.00

Spring Seat Post (only) $1.50

TO THE TRADE,
>

We are

Headquarters for BICYCLE BELLS
and can furnish the best at the lowest possible price.

THH i<o?{DO?i cbcime;.
LATEST AND BEST. Get our quotations and sam-

ples before placing orders elsewhere.

Ml JOHN WILKINSON CO., Ifaoufachrers,

269 &, 27 1 State St., CHICAGO.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Weldless Steel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

Imported and kept in stock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher Street, NEW YORK.

SOI.ID COMFORT.

THE U.T. K. Spring
The most practical Loop Spring made. Per-

fectly adjustable. Fits any size saddle post.
Every rider should have one.

Price $1.25. By Mail. 20c. extra.
'*' MANUFACTURED BV

C. H, BROADBENT & CO., UTICA, NY.

IF
you will take the trouble to examine and
inquire into the merits of the ECLIPSE
SAFETY BICYCLE, you will conclude it

is the one you want.
The frame is made of material that is guar-

anteed to stand a tensile strain of 80,000 pounds
to the SQUARE INCH.

Workmanship is first-class in every particular.

The SPRING FORK AND ECLIPSE SAD-
DLE remove all jar.

The machine is elegantly nickel plated, ball

bearing throughout, tangent spokes, and a wheel
that will last you for years.

Do not fail to see the ECLIPSE BEFORE
PURCHASING.

PRICE $100.

Steel Pulley & Machine Works,

PATENTEES MB SOLE MAKERS,

INOIKISKPOI-IS, IND,
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New York State and Northern New Jersey Agents, Attention !

"WE ARE GENERAL AGENTS FOR THIS TERRITORY FOR

CHAS. F. STOKKS MFG. CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

3u;eeti9(5 ^ ^yele^ Qo.'s ^ [\r)(( ^ of )i^ \iJ\)ee\^,

R. & P.. $140
Minnehaha, 140
Sweeting Diamond, 110

Rival " 100
Rival, 75

Irwell Pneumatics

Percival Tattersfi eld's

" POPUI.AR "

$85.

'^^wssci'^ a /f^J r. £v<; CO pfi

IvlAKlEPtS OF TliE

MKTEOR CYCLES
WRITE FOR TERMS

AND

DISCOUNTS.

WRITE FOR TERMS
AND

DISCOUNTS.

New York, Brooklyn and Jersey City.

A.C»EilTTS FOR
JOHN WILKINSON CO., Chicago, ML, ROVER.

UNION CYCLE CO., Highlandville, Mass., UNIONS.

STRONG & CREEN CYCLE MFC. CO, Phila., Pa., QUADRANTS.

BANKER & CAMPBELL CO., l

12 MUEHAY STREET, HEW YORK.

IMITED.

BRANCH HOUSES
1786 BROADWAY, IJ. Y. 1311 BEDFORD AVENlJE, BROOKLYN.

Riding School, Adelphi Hall, Cor, 7tli Aye, and 5^d St,
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SPECIAL ORMONDE LIGHT ROADSTER.

'^^SfM

0<\ PRICE, $100.00. 1^

NOW IS TOUR CIANCE TO BUY A WHEEL GQEAF.

0000000000

These are the same wheels for which we have formerly asked

$140.00.

These are the same wheels for which other dealers and the

manufacturers are still asking $140.00.

BUY OF US AND SAVE $40.

f

TBRMS : CASH ^WITH ORDBR. /

AQUILA B. RICH & CO.,

1790 BROADWAY,

CORNER 58th STREET, NEW YORK GITY.
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Annual European Cycle Tours
Conducted by Wm. Heyny, Jr.

tmm THE mi fountains, gehmnv,
60 days, total cost $200.

First cabin ocean passage—Sail July 4th-

Address, Mr. Heyny, Jr., 30 1 Sixth St., N.Y. City.

lilliard&Pool Tables

ATALOG^^E^REC
"" VACATION.

SAMPLE CAN
BY MAIL,

25 CENTS.

LIBERAL TRADE
DISCOUNT.

J. P. DO^WNS,
P. O. BOX 1202,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

Baltimore and Ohio R. R.

COMPLETE SERVICE OF

Fast Express Trains
BETWEEN

NEW YORK, PHILADELPHIA,
BALTIMORE,

WASHINGTON,
CINCINNATI, CHICAGO

and ST. LOUIS.
Pullman's Cars on all Trains.

OFFICES

:

New York—21, 261, 415, 1140 Broadway and
Station foot of Liberty Street.

Boston—2ir Washington Street.

Philadelphia—833 Chestnut Street and Station

24th and ' "hestnut Street.

PRICE-LIST OF SPECIALTIES
MANUFACTURED BY

ELASTIC TIP CO.,
157 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

Mailed Post-Paid on Receipt of Price.

Dropped Forged Steel Spade Handles, all nickeled
and threaded to fit any machine, $2.50 per pair.

Soft Rubber Handles, pear shaped, $1.50 per pair.

Vulcanized Handles, pear shaped, $1.50 per pair.

Boy's Soft Rubber Handles, pear shaped, $1.00 per
pair.

DOUBLE GRIP PEDAL RUBBERS.
No. A, I inch x 3^4 inch, $2.00 per set of four.
No. B, I inch x 4 inch, $1.50 per set of four.
No. C, ij< inch x 4 inch, $2.00 per set of four.

Pedal Rubber, round or square, made from white
rubber,$i.ooper setof four. When ordering state
size required.

Spade Grips, vulcanite, 50 cts. per pair.
Safety Handles, vulcanite, to fit any machine, $1.00

per pair.

Safety Handles for Boy's Wheel, 30 cts. per pair.
Soft Rubber Grips for Safety, $1.00 per pair.
Soft Rubber Grips for Boy's Safety, 50 cts. per pair.
Soft Rubber Sleeves to fit over Vulcanite Grip, 75 cts.

per pair.

Steel Balls, 3-16 inch, $2.00 per C ; 5< inch, $2.40 per C ;

S-16 inch, $3.00 per C.

Imported Tire Cement, 25 cts. per box.
Tire Tape for holding on Tire, 25 cts. per roll.

Rubber Cement for repairing cuts in tires, 25 cts. per
can.

Bicycle Spokes, price according to quantity.
BICYCLK TIRES, SOLID OR CUSHION, either red

or grey, price according to size. Send for cata.
logue.

GIllOTrS STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST

• PERFECT.

THE INDISFENSflBLE

SAFETY BICYCLE SUPPORT
Is reliable, convenient and safe.

It folds out of sight on the under side of the
pedal and you know where it is

when you want it.

A TEKT LIBEBAIi DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE.

Send the make of machines you wish. Supports to fit.

P. W, TII.I.INGHAST,
114 DORRANCE STREET, PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Bnj Your Wheel Where You Can Learn to Ride Free of Charge.

THE ONLY RIDING SCHOOL IN BROOKLYN
We handle a full assortment of the Best

Wheels in the Market.

BIACHIKES R£1«TED and STOREH,
Ladies' and Gent's Dressing Rooms on Premises.

High Grade Bepalringr, Enameling and Nickel-Plating
a Specialty.

Send for Catalogue and
Bargain List.

Fifteen Years' Experience in the

Cycle Trade.

Telephone Call, 677 Bedford.

The Starrett &. People Cycle Co.,

1171 Bedford Avenue,
Near Putnam Avenue, BROOKL.'V?!.

KEEFE $( BECANNON,
157 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Comet K. & B. Diamond Cycles,

-^OSSCff^'

The "Popular" 15^$85.

AGENTS for New York State and Northern
part of New Jersey,

BANKER k CAMPBELL CO.,
12 Murray Street, N. ¥. City.

For other Territory, apply to

PERCIVAL TATTERSFIELD,
13th and Oxford Sts., Philadelphia.

INTEND1>G BUYEBS SEE OUB MACHINE
AT LOCAL AGENTS.

S£?il> FOR CAXAI,OGUE.

ALL THE BEST MAKES AT LOWEST PRICES.

1891.

VICTOR,

IDEAL,

CRESCENT,
JUNO.

AM. RAMBLER.
RUSH,

NONPARIEL,
ROB ROY.

SPORTING GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
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n •?• WORLD ••• BEHTER.

The HonpareJI SbIbIy

26 INCH WHEELS.

DOUBLE TANGENT SPOKES.

CRANKS THREE THROW, KEYED ON.

STEEL TUBE BACKBONE.

HANDSOMELY FINISHED IN BEST ENAMEL
WITH NICKEL TRIMMINGS.

BALL BEARINGS.
$40. BALL PEDALS.

VXTULiV 'WA.ITRA.Ti'r^D.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,

loa MADISON STREET,

CHICAGO.

241 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

I032 CHESTNUT STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.

NEW YORKBELTiNC&PACKING CO
(LIL^ ITEID).

JOHN H. CHEEVER, ) y^ffl T bAIRD
J. D. CHEEVER, ^Managers. ^'"- '' '^^iKU.

F, CAZENOVE JONES.) Secretary. 15 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.
Patent applied for.

Oldest and largest Manufacturers in the United States of

Vulcanized Rubber Fabrics,

FOR MECHANICAL PURPOSES.

Patent applied for.

This shape can be fitted to a
solid tire wheel.

Old Style Cushion Tire.

We are prepared to execute Orders for the ONLY Perfect

^>fCUSHION TIRE^<-
Patent applied for.

AND ANY ARTICLES OF SOFT RUBBER FOR

WHEELS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

S. p. Cushion Reinforced.

Patent applied for.

Showing our S. P. Cushion
Tire under compression mak-
ing a double cushion.
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PBBRLESS * CYCLES
Are fitted with the only ADJUSTABLE SPRING FORK on the Market,

Can be adjusted into a RIGID FORK.

ROCHESTER CYCLE MFG. CO.,

AGENTS WANTED. 75 So. St. Paul Street, Rocliester, N. ¥.

TH08. WARWICK & SON-S,
ALMA STREET, BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND,

Manufactieecs nf Hi|h-Glass Hycle Matemls n! Hyebj Descsiptian.

Patentee and Makers of Xlie Celebrated YiTarivick. Hollo^w Rims, as

used by all the principal cycle makers throughout the World.

Among our specialties for 1891 season are the following Hollow Rims for Cushion and

Pneumatic Tyres, no weight and of extraordinary strength, never cut the Tyres or Buckle.

Solid Rims for Cushion and Pneumatic Tyres, various sections.

Hollow and Solid Rims for Solid T3a-es.

Finished wheels with (or without) above Tyres.

Finished Frames of latest design and best quality.

Weldless Fork Sides, Brazed Fork Sides, Weldless Steel Tubes.

Stampings, Ball Bearing Hubs and Pedals.

^^^^"^r" -^ff'

FUI.1^ PARTICUI.ARS AND II.I.USXRATED LISTS FREE ON APPLICATION.
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"OUKDRKNT"
ARE RENOWNED FOR

^^

-

g-^ f"^^ XTVT J^ X Xn^^^^ ^* make our own designs, and work our own patents, constantly incorporating in our machines about 12 or id

V^JlvA>5AAN-^^^A J. ! of our own inventions.

'J-*,
-^cjr^^T^ -»- TT TJT' IVT^^ XT*'

^" these days when the common&st rubbish is advertised as " the best, the lightest, the swiftest," etc., and

-E'-^^^^-^^-^^-^^-^'X^ V*^.C/B even sold as such, we can only ask intending buyers to send for our iSiji Catalogue, and read the sixteen

pages of unsolicited testimonials received during the past season.

^^^j^ XTC^T^XJCy^^TSn^XJTXTVrt*' ^^ Ci " ^ prominent feature of their exhibit (Philadelphia Exhibition) is a ' Quadrant," which
A X\^ \J ^D A. Mm. Vi/J\_ A XIXJL^ .C/ ^3 ^9a was caught between two cable cars on Columbia Avenue. This machine is bent

and twisted in every direction, but not a thing is broken."

—

Bicyclitig IVorld^lJ. S. A.), 6lh March, 1891.

" The machine is twisted out of all resemblance to a bicycle, but so far as can be seen not a single break

occurred."

—

Referee (U. S. A.), 6th March, 1891.

4iSKFBTIBSi^
No. 17 and No. 20, "with Tangent Spokes and Solid, Cushion and Pneumatic Tires

are the leading^ lines of the season.

WHOLESALE AGENTS :

For New England, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware. Maryland, West Virginia and District of Columbia, THE STRONG &
GREEN CYCLE MFG. CO., 707 Arch St., Philadelphia.

For all other States east of the Mississippi, ALFRED FIELD & CO., 93 Chambers St., New Yorli.

Makers: The Quadrant Tricycle Co., Birmingham, England.

FEATHERSTONE'S PNEUMATICS.

^13S
HIGHEST GRADE.

Catalogue Now Ready.

AGENTS WANTED.

PHEUMATIC DIAMOND,

PNEUMATIC DROP,

^135-

CUSHION DIAMOND,

CUSHION DROP,

CYCLONE TANGENT,

$IIO.

CYCLONE DIRECT,

$90.

W. & D. DIAMOND.

^85.

W. & D. DROP,

^85.

JUVENILE WHEELS,

^15 to ^45,

- Sole Agents for A. FEATHERSTONE, and HUMBER & CO.

578 & 580 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS,
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C£ THE DOUBLE DIAMOND 93

'We (Speak ag^ain of frames for ti^vo reasons, i^liicli may be briefly given
as follows :

—

First—We have found, as we hoped and expected, that the "Double Diamond" frame

has met with the greatest appreciation from wheelmen and purchasers (as our order book

shows), and has won the highest encomiums from all unprejudiced observers. A critical

public has set its seal of unqualified approval on this frame.

Second—We wish to impress it upon you that this frame is the outcome of careful

study and deliberation, of research and observation, of experiment and invention, and that

it is offered as the best on the market.

liVlietlier or not it is the best we leave you to judge, asking only a careful in-

vestigation.

Call at stores or agencies and see this frame, note its details, and learn its possi-

bilities. Failing this, send for our Catalogue.

POPE M'F'G CO.,
77 FRANKI^IN STREE:T,

BRANCH HOUSES:

12 Warren Street, - - NEW YORK.
291 Wabaeh Avenue, • - CHICAGO.

Factory, HARTFORD, CONN.

Pbbbb of NcmtAMH Bboi., 310 Twion Sz., N. X.

BOSTON, MASS.
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PUBLISHED EVERT FRIDAY MORNING.

Bntered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

Single Copies, - -

Foreign Subscriptions,

$1.00 a year
5 Cents

- 10s. a year

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

COPY SHOULD BE RECEIVED BY TUESDAY UORNING.

lATE COPY RECEIVED UNTIL WEDNESDAY MORNING.

CHANGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BK RECEIVED BY

TUESDAY MORNING TO INSURE INSERTION.

, SPECIAI, ABVERTISINS MATTER RECEIVED UNTIL THURS-

DAY NOON.

ADVERTJSING RATES ON APPLICATION.

FOREIGN BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE,

W. S. SMITH,

3 St. Bride Street, London, E. C, England.

F. P. PRIAL,

EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,

P. O. Box 444, 243 BROADWAY,
New YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are
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THE " Randall letter " continues to cause surprise,

amusement, annoyance and regret on all sides

Those who have met the Chairman, who gives

one an impression of sturdy mentality, are asking

each other " How could he do it ? " Randall may well

say : I came ! I saw ! I—blundered ! !

SAITH Luscombrt? "Randall letter": "He has only

slopped over. v4//men slop over. He who slops

over the least, men call great. But all, great

and small, slop over."

THE cyclist who confines his riding to the park,

the drive, or to a limited district does not quaff

as deep a draught of pleasure as he who gets

out of the unbeaten path, who experiments and ex-

plores. Elsewhere in the paper we publish the direc-

tions and route of a two days' tour, from the pen of a

rider who has gotten as much out of the sport as any
man who ever rode a wheel. We hope many of our

readers will take the tour outlined.

THE firm which has a completed '92 model by
September and passes that model into the maw
of a well-equipped farctory will have an enor-

mous stock of wheels ready in ttjne for the '92 trade,

and much gnashing of teeth will be saved, and the

telegraph wires won't get hot with cuss words from

disappointed agents. The firm that looks after its

weldless imported tubing will not be able to get more
than it needs and will be able to use or sell all that it

can obtain. The tubing outlook for next season is

doleful and vexatious and puzzling.

THE Earth will know no fairer or showier sight

than may be seen in Brooklyn on Saturday
next, as the cavalcade sweeps on wheels

through the green mazes of Prospect Park. There
will be "fair women and brave men," bright wheels
and black wheels, high wheels and low wheels, fat

tires and thin tires, bicycles and tricycles, and baby
carriers, and flowers and ribbons; every man will

look bright and fresh and dignified, every woman
will fly by the grand stand gracefully. There are

prizes, of course, but the great reward will be the

exultation of taking part in such a brave show. And
there must be a blue June sky and a radiant sun to

complete the picture.

ANEW form of dementia, called cyclomania, which
attacks cyclists with little or no provocation,

has been discovered. Just as soon as the cyclist

leaves home his brain lets up, his system lets down
and the dread disease insiduously steals upon him.

It is somewhat to be deplored that cyclomania is

not somnolent; soporific; that it does not gag the

victim into a state of sleeplessness and inoffensive-

ness.

Its effect, however, is quite the contrary. Its vic-

tims go through the strangest vitus-dancelike antics.

They tumble about towns in cabs, rip up hotels and
things and vent their surplus idiocy in strange whoops,

howling like a Sioux brave who has no more whiskey.

Seriously, now that the time for the festive meet
approacheth, a word in favor of common sense and
common decency may be permitted. There is no
reason why cyclists should leave home and mother
solely to get drunk, to tear about, to turn night into

day, to drive peace and quiet out of respectable hotels,

to illuminate towns, to turn themselves into a verita-

ble menagerie with the stowing capacity ot camels;

the sleeplessness of owls, the antics of monkeys, the

hootings of hyenas, and all the rest of it.

The way to enjoy a meet is to do as you please ; to

ride, to walk, to rest, to talk, to think, to smoke, to

drink as much as you please, whenever you please,

how you please. Then we should have temperance
and a good time.

However, few men do this. They are at the beck
and call of some harum-scarum, who sets the pace
while the others dance and cut up monkeyshines and
fancy they are having a good time..

This sermon is based on the fact that the proprietor

of the Continental Hotel, Newark, has decided, after

his experience with the Century Run, that no more
will cyclists receive welcome at his house. He can-

not see the fun in having his furniture ruined, his

pillows torn up and the feathers scattered to the four

winds. Neither can he see the fun in the fact that cer-

tain men, who,with assinine stupidity and simian mis-

chievousness, thought it would be a good joke to so fix

a heavy folding bed in the proprietor's private room,
which had kindly been given over to their service, so

that the chambermaid, in setting matters to rights,

should have her hand caught in the bed; all of which
happened and the woman was sent to the hospital

;

and thus the joke was brilliant and successful beyond
anticipation.

So that it appears to be about the proper time to

call a halt in this sort of thing. Mind you, there are

many ways of having a good time. But the injury of

another's peace or pleasure, or the destruction of

property, or an infringement of the rules of any place

of lodging is the province of the school-boy, the over-

grown lout and the simpleton. No gentleman com-
mits any of those breaches we have mentioned in

having his good time. So we ask cyclists not to com-
pletely forget themselves the moment they shut their

house door behind them. In their efforts to be tough
they are simply noisy and obnoxious te those rational

beings who have the misfortune to be of their com-
pany.

MR. ATWATER THINKS THE RAN-
DALL LETTER AN INSULT.

WASHINGTON, D. C, June IS, i8gi.

P. P. Prial, Editor The Wheel.
Dear Sir—As a member of the L. A. W. Racing

Board I desire to state through the columns of your
paper that Chairman Randall's resolution, which ap-
pears in your issue of the 12th inst., was never sub-
mitted to me for my vote, and does not in any sense
meet my approval.

I desire to go upon record as being strongly op-
posed to the resolution, which I consider uncalled
for, disrespectful and insulting in the extreme.

If you will kindly allow me space for the above in
your next issue you will greatly oblige

Yours fraternally,

George S. Atwater, Member Racing Board.

[In his hearty, bluff, unmistakable, Pennsylvania
Avenue way George Atwater, member of the Racing
Board, says of the Lake Michigan Lochinvar's letter :

"Opposed ; letter is disrespectful and insulting in the

extreme." Well, Messrs. Bassett, Miller and Atwater
are on the right side. Mr. Collister maintains a deep
and solemn silence and we can't tell where he is. But
he will soon speak.

Although all but two or three of the pneumatic tires
that were ridden over the roads between Newark and
Philadelphia, on Saturday last, collapsed. George
R. Broadbent recently rode an inflated tire for seven
days through the wilds of Australia, covering a dis-
tance of 546 miles without meeting the least trouble
from the tire. Does this curious state of things lie

with the roads or the rider's intelligent use of the
tire?

THE GREAT CENTURY RUN.

The fourth annual Century Run, from Newark to

Philadelphia, took place on Saturday last, June 13,

and eclipsed, in every way, all previous events of

the kind. There were 458 starters, and of this number
378 finished. The greater portion of those that gave
up the run were compelled to do so owing to the
breaking down of their machines. The number of

starters and those that finished far outrank any of the

other century runs. The weather for the first time
in the history of these events was propitious, albeit a
trifle too warm, but entirely free from rain. Although
there were many falls sustained, and a number of

collisions, no one was seriously injured. The man-
agement was as near perfection as it was possible to

have it in connection with the handling of so large a
number of men, and beyond the grumbling of the

scorchers over the checking system, there were few
complaints. The prize banner offered to the club
having the largest number of men to complete the run
was again captured by the Century Wheelmen of

Philadelphia, while the Park Avefiue WhsoUndjl 'M
Philadelphia captured the second p^ize.

FRIDAY night AT NE^V•4-B?£ . _

Cyclists began to arrive in Newai'k: as ^atfj^ 4!
Thursday, for the run, but it was not u!rtil-".Frid#y
afternoon they put in an appearance in earnest.
About 6 p. m. the special train carrying the contin-
gent from the Quaker City arrived, and wheelmen
from other sections continued to turn up at the Conti-
nental Hotel until 10 p. m. All Friday afternoon and
evening Chairman Fuller and his assistants were
kept busy assigning quarters to the visitors, and sup-
plying badges and return railroad tickets. The
wheelmen were entertained at the club-houses of the
Atalanta Wheelmen, and the Business Men's Cycle
League in the evening, both of which kept open house.
The quarters of the latter club were decorated within
and without with Chinese lanterns. By 10 o'clock the
major portion of the Century runners brought their
evening's enjoyment to an end and retired in antici-
pation of being routed out before daylight. The
Continental, Americus and United States Hotels and
the Park House were filled to overflowing with cyclists
and a hundred or more were sheltered for the night
in private houses in the vicinity of the Continental.

DISGRACEFUL BEHAVIOR AT THE NEWARK HOTELS.
While the greater portion of the wheelmen con-

ducted themselves in a manner becoming to gentle-
men, there were some who let their sky-larkin.g
proclivities get the better of them and by their idiotic
and puerile actions, they have brought down dis-
grace upon the heads of the entire body of wheelmen
and possibly will cause the series of runs with
Newark as a starting point to come to an end. From
the Continental Hotel comes complaints of a kind
that would lead one to believe that some of the wheel-
men who stopped there were a set of uncivilized
beings and that they were not accustomed to the
ordinary mode of living. Sheets were torn to shreds,
pillows cut open and the feathers strewn about pro-
miscuously, furniture broken and sad havoc made of
the household accessories generally. Three members
of the Penn City Wheelmen, who occupied the room
of one of the proprietors, balanced the folding bed in
such a manner tnat it would close with a snap upon
the slightest touch. A chambermaid, after the de-
parture of the wheelmen, attempted to open itand was
caught in between the rear two folding parts and seri-
ously, and at one time it was thought fatally, injured.
The proprietors are very much incensed over the un-
seemingly conduct of the cyclists and state that they
will never again house a large body of bicycle riders.
They have the names of those who occupied the
rooms wherein the greatest amount of damage was
done and threaten to make trouble for the culprits.

THE START.
At 3 a. m. the riders were awakened and a break-

fast served at the Continental Hotel and the Park
House. Inspiring blasts from a bugle, echoed
through all the streets in the vicinity of the former
hotel to awaken those who had been quartered out-
side. Precisely at 4 o'clock, W. E. Fuller gave the
word to start and amid the blowing of bugles and
horns the cyclists mounted their wheels. Down
Broad Street the column moved in one solid body,
eight or ten abreast. The street was almost entirely
deserted and the appearance of the riders and the
wheeling noise made by so large a number of wheels
passing over the bio k pavement in the stillness and
dusky light of early morning was peculiar and
unusual to both the eye and ear. When the macadam
boulevard running to Elizabeth was reached, the
Elizabeth Wheelmen and a score of other riders fell

in, and when that city was reached there were 465
cyclists in line by actual count. The dust on the
macadam roads was thick and rose in clouds, and
being damp from the morning dew it clung to the
riders so persistently that they soon took on the ap-
pearance of having been coated with a white powder.

THE STORY OF THE RUN.
The morning air was cool and bracing and the roads

perfect, so that a brisk pace was maintained through
Elizabeth, Roselle and Cranford until Westfield was
reached, where the first half was luade at 5.15, a half
hour ahead of the schedule. Coffee and rolls were
supplied out here through the generosity of Dr. Kinch,
and after partaking of those and brushing off some of
the dust, the march was again taken up. From here
on the road, which is one of those recently macadam-
ized by Union Co., twists and turns through a slightly
undulating country. Tlie riders fell into line two
abreast, and as the sun, very red in the face, began
to dispel the early morning mist, the riders from a
distance took on the appearance of a long serpentme
body, winding in and out, up hill and down dale,
seemingly endless. It was here that the cyclists
presented the best appearance, riding uniformly.

n^v\^
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without any breaks, and the buglers tooted away
until they were as red in the tace as Old Sol. About
a mile this side of Piainfield, is the Hotel Netherwood,
a larjce Summer hotel, located on a high knoll, an
eighth of a mile or so back of the road. Here the
second halt was made and the wheelmen ]Dhoto-
graphed while grouped picturesqtiely upon the piazza,
steps and lawn of the large hostelry. The Orange
and East Orange Clubs joined the run at this point.
Then the run was again resumed, after coats had
been strapped to the wheels and in fifteen minutes
the Piainfield Bicycle Club's quarters were reached
where milk and rolls were distributed.

It was 6.45 when the start was made from Piainfield,
and here the riders were checked for the first time,
and the column became strung out in consequence.
From this point to Soraerville it was a single file

scorch. The macadam ended at Bound Brook and
side path riding predominated. The paco for this
thirteen miles was a lively one, and the first men ar-
rived at Soraerville at 8.15, three-quarters of an hour
ahead of the schedule. The riders had become so
badly separated that it was twenty minutes before
all arrived. A great scramble took place in the hotel
bar for liquid refreshmens, and for half an hour it

seemed as though it would be impossible to ever
quench the general thirst. Coffee and rolls were also
sold in the barnyard and a thriving business ensued
during the half hour's stop.
Just beyond Soraerville another checking point was

reached, where fence rails completely barred the road
and permitted but one man to pass through at a time.
This caused the line to be strung out for a distance of
over a mile.
The next stop scheduled was Hopewell, eighteen

miles, but thirst caused many to halt whenever they
reached a well, for the sun was making itself strongly
felt by this time. The roads were in excellent con-
dition for common country highways, as a rule, al-

though occasional bad stretches were encountered,
and the run partook much of the nature of a go-as-
you-please race for ten or twelve miles. Then a gen-
eral halt was made at a cross-roads grocery store, and
such a tumultuous and thirsty crowd took possession
of it that the proprietor couldn't tell whether he re-
ceived payment for his sales or not. Every one ap-
parently helped themselves. A good gait was taken
up from this point to Hopewell, which place was
reached on time, at 11.30. Liquid refreshments were
again partaken of, and a fourteen mile scorch
to Trenton followed. The roads were as a rule quite
rideable for every style of wheel and there were many
good side paths as well. Every man rode with the
tliought of dinner in mind and looked out only for
No. I. Breakdowns were frequent, and men tinker-
ing with their machines could been seen at frequent
intervals.

A LONG STOP AT TRENTON.
The first men to reach Trenton—63 miles from the

start—were Tom Roe, of Chicago, and Chas. Edge, of
the Atalanta Wheelmen, who rode ahead of the pace-
makers and arrived before 12 o'clock. The wheelmen
were there at 1.30, but the pacemakers arrived at
12.45 followed by a long string of riders. For almost
an hour after this time the wheelmen continued to
put in an appearance. The large dining-room of the
hotel was quickly filled with a hungry and perspiring
crowd, and it was soon found necessary to close the
doors in the faces of over a hundred of the late arri-
vals. Many of the riders were greatly fatigued, and
gladly availed themselves of the opportunity to rest.
According to the schedule the start should have been
taken at 2.30 o'clock, but it was 3.30 before the men
again mounted their wheels. Meanwhile a large
number had become dissatisfied with the long wait
and started on ahead. Some waited for the main
body before reaching Philadelphia, while others con-
tinued all the way ahead of the pacemakers. The ten
mile stretch from Trenton to Bristol was abominable,
consisting of deep sand or gravel, and "edge riding

"

was the only manner of making progress. A halt was
made at Bristol, as the throats of the riders had again
become parched.
Prom Bristol to Holmesburg hard roads and good

ride paths were found, and the latter town was
reached at 6 o'clock and all hands again engaged in
a general wet-up. This was the last stop until the
destination was reached, eleven miles away, chiefly
over miserable roads, badly-paved streets and sundry
lanes. Passing through Frankfort the wheelmen
were assailed with a continuous string of remarks,
complimentary and otherwise, from the motley
throng of factory hands that lined the ill-paved
thoroughfare. The last stretch of bad road was
" Nicetown Lane "—Misery Alley would be more ap-
propriate—and then the asphalt of Broad Street was
reached, while a light of satisfaction would flit over
the coun:enance of the riders or an exclamation of de-
light escape from them. Then all was plain sailing
for two miles until the house of the Century Wheel-
men was reached.

AT PHILADELPHIA.
Broad Street was lined with spectators when the

pace makers put in an appearance. They reached
Oxford Street, the end of the run at 7.20 o'clock,
amid cheers of the crowd and red fire. A squad of
policemen had roped off Broad Street from Oxford to
Montgomery Avenue to keep the crowd back and
upon the sidewalks. The tired, dust-begrimed en-
thusiasts were received cordially by the club-men
and spectators. After the first ten minutes they be-
gan to arrive alone in pairs and small groups. It was
after eleven o'clock before the last of the belated
riders reached the club-house. Wheels were stored
in the Century Club's immense wheel room, and a
light supper partaken of in the same place. Then the
weary wheelmen made their respective ways to their
homes or to the hotels, and the great Century run of
i8gi was a thing of the past.

SUNDAY AT THE QUAKER CITY.
By ten o'clock Sunday morning. Broad Street in

the vicinity of the Century wheelmen's club-house,
was jammed with cyclists. Very nearly all the
Century runners were on hand to take part in the
parade to Pairmount Park, and with this large dele-
gations from the various Philadelphia clubs, fully 600
men participated in the run. At Strawberry Mansion
ice cream and cake were served and another photo-

graph was taken. After lolling about in the grass
for an hour or more the march was again taken up.
The New York and New Jersey contingent made
their way to the railroad station and stowed away
their wheels in the cars and then separated for din-
ner. It was after four o'clock before the special train
departed from Broad and Hanover Streets. Excel-
lent service was furnished by the railroad company,
and the New York and New Jersey riders all reached
their respective homes in good season.

THE CLUBS THAT WERE REPRESENTED.

Following is a list of the clubs and number of rep-
resentatives that took part in the run, from the official

list: Century Wheelmen, 61; Park Avenue Wheel-
men, 30; Orange Wheelmen, ig ; Elizabeth Wheelmen,
19 ; East Orange Cyclers, 13 ;

Quaker City Wheelmen,,
12 ; Atalanta Wheelmen, 12 ; Union Co. Roadsters, 11

;

Columbia Cyclers, 11 ; Business Men's Cycle League,
10; Lehigh Wheel Club, 1 ; Manhattan Athletic Club,
I ; New York Athletic Club, i ; Kings Co. Wheelmen,
2; South End Wheelmen, 7; Oxford Wheelmen, 5;
Mount Vernon Wheelmen, 6; Penn City Wheelmen,
4j Frankford Wheelmen, 3 ; Yonkers Bicycle Club, 1;

New York Bicycle Club, 4 ; Alpha Wheelmen, 4 ; Mont-
clair Wheelmen, 2 ; Royers Ford Wheelmen, i ; First
Regiment Athletic Club, Pennsylvania, i ; Bound
Brook Wheelmen, i; Collins Wood Wheelmen, i;

Outing Wheelmen, 3; Amsterdam (N. Y.) Bicycle
Club, 3 ; Hudson Co. Wheelmen, 2 ; Bergen Co. Wheel-
men, 5; Mercer Co. Wheelmen, 6; Philadelphia Bicy-
cle Club, 7 ; Americus, Pennsylvania, 2 ; Marion Bicy-
cle Club, 3; Centaur Bicycle Club, 3; Queens County
Wheelmen, i; Poughkeepsie Bicycle Club, 3 ; West-
field Wheelmen, 4; Jefferson Wheelmen, 2; Cranford
Bicycle Club, 4; Asbury Park Wheelmen, i ; Staten
Island Athletic Club, i ; Morristown Bicycle Club, i

;

Long Island Wheelmen, 2 ; Mercury Wheelmen, i
;

Y. M. C. A., of New York, i ; Binghamton Bicycle
Club, I ; Camden Wheelmen, 5; Harlem Wheelmen,
2: Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, 2 ; West Jersey Cy-
clers, 2 ; York (Pa.) Bicycle Club, 5 ; Palisade Wheel-
men, 2; Ansonia (Ct.) Bicycle Club, i ; Rhode Island
Wheelmen, 1 ; Fairmount Ladies Cyclers, i ; Atlantic
City Cyclers, 6 ; Gotham Wheelmen, 3 ;

Knickerbock-
er Wheelmen, i ; Fordham Wheelmen, i ; Piainfield
Bicycle Club, 2; Prospect Wheelmen, 4; Brooklyn
Bicycle Club, 5 ; unattached, 17.

The following clubs had men finish the run as noted
ahead of the pacemakers, and this being a violation
of the rules they have been considered by the com-
mittee to have forfeited their claim for credit : East
Orange Cyclers, 7; Quaker City Wheelmen, 4: Kings
Co. Wheelmen, 3; Atalanta Wheelmen, 3; Century
Wheelmen, 2 ; Park Avenue, Mercer Co., Americus
and Darien Bicycle Clubs each i.

Notes of the Run.

Although the newspapers reported that there were
thirty lady riders in the run, there were but two,
Mrs. C. W. Dalson and Miss Powell, both of whom
rode ninety-six miles.

President Bunnell, of the Park Avenue Wheelmen,
reached Newark at 9 p. m. on Friday night for the
run, having ridden 'from Boston awheel, starting
from that city at 4 a. m. on Wednesday.
The pace makers were Messrs. Fuller, Swain, Martin

and Dalsen. Although they did not travel fast enough
to suit all, their pace was steady and entirely satis-
factory to the main body of riders.

The first man to reach the Quaker City was A. W.
Evans, of the N. Y. A. C, who rode ahead of the pace
makers and registered at 4.30 p. m. He returned im-
mediately to New York by train. He also finished
first last year. The next men to arrive were Messrs.
Swain, Eldridge and Edge, of the Atalanta wheelmen,
before 6 o'clock. They were followed by a number
of others who had scorched down from Trenton
ahead of the pace makers. None of these riders were
given credit for the run.

This Century run eclipsed all previous ones by a
large margin. In 1888, less than ten of the fifty start-
ers finished. In 1889 there were sixty-five to finish
and in 1890 eighty-five did the distance out of 135
starters. Rain caused half of them who signed to go
to drop out last year. W. E. Fuller and G. L. Warner,
of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club, and W. G. Spier and J.
L. Bromley of the Century Wheelmen, 'have taken
part and finished all four of the runs.

The thanks of the committee and of all those on the
run are due to Dr. F. C. Kinch, President of the West-
field Wheelmen, and the Piainfield Bicycle Club for
the courteous reception provided. "The Century
Wheelmen were also generous hosts at the conclu-
sion of the run.

It was a bad day for pneumatic tires. They began
to pop long before Trenton was reached and contin-
ued to pop until within a few miles of Philadelphia.
Of the score or more who started on air-inflated tires,
but three reached the destination with their tires in
a sound condition. Even the pneumatic of Captain
Bensing-er of the K. C. W. exploded at Frankford,
near Philadelphia, although he announced at Trenton
that the reason so many were collapsing was because
they were not properly handled. He entered the city
of Brotherly Love in a wagon.
The committee having the run in charge are pre-

paring a table showing the various styles of machines
ridden and the number of each make that stood the

S. J. Black, who left his home in Cleveland, Ohio,
on June 2, on a globe girdling tour, registered in
Fort Wayne. Ind., on the nth. He is the son of a
Cleveland banker, and is described as "a fine,
athletic-looking young fellow, rather reserved in
manner and apparently not anxious" to tell everyone
that he is on a long and perilous journey that may
take from now until 1893." He is riding an American
Champion and carries a brace of revolvers, a small
tent and "a few other necessities." He has a care-
fully mapped route extending through Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska, Wyoming, Utah, Nevada,
California, Japan, China, India, Persia, Asia Minor,
Servia, Bulgaria, Turkey, Hungary, Germany, France
and England.

A TWO DAYS' TRIP.

Some readers of The Wheel may care to know of
a very delightful trip that can readily be taken in
two days by means of making short connections by
railroad, and which can easily be extended or cur-
tailed at pleasure, the route running near the railway
at many points.
The first point to be considered is whether the two

days will include a Sunday or not. If Sunday is

included the trip should begin in New Jersey, but if

Sunday is not included it should end there, as in the
latter case one has a slight advantage in the grades.
Suppose the trip is for Saturday and Sunday. Take

the y.io a. m. express on the D. L. & W. R. R. to Mor-
ristown, arriving at 8.50. Leave the train there and
ride to Mendham on the old road. All the hills can
be ridden, but the seven miles will take a full hour.
After a brief stop the same road is followed straight
on through Chester into German Valley, which lies
right at the foot of Schooley's Mountain. This stretch
is about eleven miles ; the road continues pretty
good, but the hills are steeper, and some of them
must be walked. The country is charming, how-
ever, the views extended, and the air very bracing.
If one stops occasionally and takes things comfort-
ably, he. can use up an hour and a half or more on
this stretch.
A little rest here is desirable, as one must now

push his wheel for over a mile straight up Schooley's
Mountain. But this climb of the mountain side is not
tiring, if taken slowly, while the scenery and atmos-
phere alone repay one for the trouble. When the top
is reached, feet can soon be placed on the rests, and
a grand coast obtained for nearly two miles. Down
you plunge throvigh woods and around curves in a
most exhilarating race. You can seldom run full, as
the road is often rough, sometimes soft, and i regular
and winding, but except for a few short dips through
which you need to pedal you can coast nearly two
miles. Then two miles of nearly level road bring
you into Hackettstown, sometime between i and 2
o'clock, and there you get dinner at the hotel, having
done twenty-four and one-half miles from Morris-
town.
After dinner take the 3 o'clock express to the Water

Gap, reaching there at 4. Go up the hill into the
village, down again aver the bridge and turn to the
right. Then follow the main road for twelve and
one-half miles to Bushkill, where you will arrive
about 6 o'clock. You are now near the Delaware
River, and the scenery is perhaps even finer than that
of the morning. If you are in good shape the thirty-
seven miles you have done will not prove wearisome,
as the air is very invigorating.
A good night's rest at Bushkill will put you in

shape for the fine run of twenty-eight miles to Port
Jervis in the morning over the famous Shale Road.
You can time this so as to leave Port Jervis at 12.15,

2.28, 4.30 or 6.00. If you live in New Jersey, you can
leave the train, if you choose, at Paterson or Passaic
and ride home. If you return the whole way by
train you will have ridden sixty-five miles through a
most delightful country. If you leave the train at
Paterson or Passaic you can, of course, add a good
deal to that figure.

If you reverse the order you can take the 9 o'clock
express on the Erie to Port Jervis, dine there and
reach the Gap in time for supper. The next morning
train to Hackettstown and then ride to Morristown,
or down to Orange, as you prefer. Thus vou can get
sixty-five to eighty-five miles of most delightful rid-
ing in the two days. The writer has recently been
over this route and found it thoroughly enjoyable.

L. H. P.

WHERE RIDING IS NOT A PLEASURE.

Chas. H. Penner and E. D. and L. J. Frederic, three
members of the Louisiana Cycling Club, are credited
with one of the toughest rides of the season—that
from New Orleans to Mobile, Ala., over a route which
no bicycle had ever gone before, by way of Coving-
ton, La., eight miles north of Russellville ; thence
across the State of Mississippi, through to Poplar-
ville and Perkinston, on the Gulf and' Ship Island
road ; thence eastward, crossing the Pascagonia river
at Graham's Ferry, Wells' Lake at Parker's Ferry
and Dog river at Dickon's Ferry ; thence to the cross-
ing at Big Creek and following the usual route from
there to Mobile, by way of Spring Hill, 196 miles, cy-
clometer measurement, the greater part of which
was through virgin piney roads, where the roads are
much as the Indians loft them—full of roots, tree
stumps, deep, shifting sand and unbridged creeks.
The riders lost their way a number of times, and took
four days and a half to make the journey. They all
rode ordinaries, as no safety would ever have lived in
the deep sand. Corn bread and fat meat was their
usual diet, and they suffered much from thirst result-
ing from the eating of so much "salt horse." The
bicycles were great curiosities to the backwoods
folk. At Sun post office, a little cross road point
twenty miles from Covington, the riders found a
postmaster who could not read writing.
The trip from New Orleans to Mobile has been

made on several occasions, but, until this time, always
on the Louisville and Nashville Railroad bed, where
there is much walking and little riding.

A writer of a Pittsburgh paper in an article entitled
" Across the Continent on Foot," says :

" The first rule
of walking for pleasure is to walk light, and for that
reason I had long ago discarded the bicycle for long
trips. It is very pleasant to r;de. but when j'ou have
to carry your 'horse,' which would be about half the
time on such a journey, is as bad as a ball and chain."
It seems rather odd for any one to state at this late
day, that a rider will be forced to carry his machine
when touring across the country awheel, when a score
of riders have ridden from the Atlantic to the Pacific
without being forced to carry their "horses," as is

know to fame. This Pittsburgh writer probably dis-
carded the wheel before he conquered it.
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FIXTURES.

TUNE.

-Games of the Bank Clerk's A. A., Philadelphia
-Carnival at Prospect Park, Brooklyn.
-Century Wheelmen's Race Meet; Philadelphia.
-Lantern Parade and House Warming of the

Hudson Co. Wheelmen.
-Twenty Mile Road Race of the Buffalo Ream-

ers.
-Five Mile Road Race of the Westfield Wheel-

men.
-Team Road Race of the Orange Wheelmen and

Business Mens' Cycle League.
-Ten Mile Team Road Race of the Elizabeth

Wheelmen and Union County Roadsters.
-Two Mile Ordinary and Two Mile Safety at

Columbia Athletic Association's Games,
Washington, D. C. Address Howard Perry,
Secretary.

27.—South End Wheelmen's Race Meet, Phila-
delphia. Entries close June 20, with C. A.
Dimon, 1726 South Broad Street.

26-27.—Kentucky Division meet.
27.—Twenty-five mile Road Race of the Inter-club

Racing Association at Boston.
27.—Kings County Wheelmen's Cycling and Ath-

letic Meet at Washington Park. Address
John Bensinger, 1255 Bedford Av., Brooklyn.

28.—Kentucky Division's excursion from Louisville
to Mammoth Cave and return.

JULY.

2-3-4.—Annual Meet and Championship Races of Texas
Division at Houston.

2-3-4.—Race meet of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club,
Hagerstown, Maryland. Address Geo. F.
Updegraff. Hagerstown, Md.

3-4. —Annual Meeting Nebraska Division at York.
3-4.—Annual meet of the Missouri Division at Carth-

age.
4.—Races at Syracuse. Address Fred Wetherell,

627 Catherine Street, Syracuse, N. Y.
4.—Watertown (N. Y.) Cycling Club's Inter-

national Meet.
4.—Union Co. Roadsters' Miilsummer'Race Meet at

Rahway, N. J. Entries close June 24 with C.
S. Lippincott, Secretary 500 Maple Avenue,
Elizabeth, N. J.

4.—Two Mile Safety at Prospect Harrier's Games,
Brooklyn. Entries close June 27, with Chas.
Keeseman, Secretary, 286 Bridge Street,
Brooklyn.

4.—Race Meet at Danville, 111.

.4.—Departure from New York of the Heyny Harz
Mountain Tourists.

4.—Columbia Cycle Club's tournament at Charter
Oak Park, Hartford, Conn. Address C. F.
Tucker, Secretary, Box 54, Hartford, Conn.

4.—The Poorman Road Race at Cincinnati. Ad-
dress J. E. Poorman, Cincinnati, Ohio.

4.—Annual Meet California Division, Stockton.
4.—.A.nnual meet Illinois Division at Rockford.
4.—Bridgeport Wheel Club's Ten Mile Road Race.
4.—Porkopolis Wheelmen's Race Meet, Cincinnati.

4-5.—Tournament of the Denver Cyclists' Union.
9.—Start of the Detroit Wheelmen's League Meet

Tour from Niagara to Detroit. Address for
particulars, C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Avenue,

^
Detroit.

10.—Race Meet at Syracuse. Address C. G. White,
338 S. Salina Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

lo-ii.—Annual Meet Tennessee Division at Nashville.
II.—Annual Meet Indiana Division at Indianapolis.

13-14-15—Annual Meet, Ohio Division, Columbus.
16-17-18.—L. A. W. Annual Meet, Detroit, Mich.
16-17-18.—L. A. W. Championships at Detroit. Ad-

dress Jos. Bresler, 22 Lafayette Avenue,
Detroit, Mich.

22-23.—Tournament ol the Green Bay Cycling Club
and Annual Meet of the Wisconsin Division.
Address F. S. Fox, Green Bay, Wis.

24-25.—ChicagoCricketClub's Annual Meet. Address
J. G. Davis, Park Side, Chicago.

29.—Departure from New York ot Smith's European
Tour.

AUGUST.

4.—Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha
Bicycle Club, Richaeld Springs, N. Y. Ad-
dress Fred Bronner, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

iQ-20.

—

Nevr York State Division Meet at Rochester.
29.—Annual Meet of the Montreal Bicycle Club.

Address A. Harries, Hon. Sec, P. O. Box 958,
Montreal, Canada.

SEPTEMBER.

5.—Rhode Island Wheelmen's Tournament at Nar-
ragansett Park, Providence.

7-8.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn. Address J. J.
Grace, Secretary, Hartford, Conn.

12.—Second Fifteen Mile Team Road Race of the
Wheelmen's Racing League.

18-19.—Third Annual Tournament of the Peoria Bi-
cycle Club. Address Fred Patee, Peoria,
111.

Best ! Exclusive ! !

The wheel papers this week are full of the Pullman
and Irvington-Milburn road races. The Wheel, of
New York, devotes considerable space to the latter,

and gives excellent instantaneous pictures of the start,

the finish, etc. The Wheel is probably the best ex-
clusive bicycling paper pnhhshed.—Loitisv/7/e Times.

$800 in Valuable Prizes.

COLUMBIA CYCLE CLUB TOURNAMENT,

Charter Oak Park, Hartford, Conn., July 4th, 1891.

We guarantee the finest lot of prizes ever given
at a one day meeting held in New England.

Entries close June 27, with C. F. Tucker, Secretary,
P. O. Box 54. 6-26

BIIDSVIHCiaER MEETING
UNION COUNTY RO/lbSTERS,

Rail-way, N. J., July 4tli.

One mile open Safety handicap. One mile open Or-
dinary handicap. Two mile open Safety handicap.
Two mile open Ordinary handicap.

Entries close June 24th, with C. S. Lippincott, 500
Maple Avenue, Elizabeth, N. J. 6-19

Foarth Annual Championship Bace Meet of the

50UTH END WHEELHEN,
KEYSTONE CICLE TRACK,

Broad and Dauphin Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

SATURDAY, JUNE a7tll, X891.

17 Events, 3 State Championships.

$1,000.00—In Prizes,—$1,000.00

INDIANA DIVISION, L. A. ¥., RACE MEET,

Indianapolis, July xitb.

15- events embracing 7 state championships and 6

open races. Entries close July 4th, with L. J. Keck,
116 N. Penn St. 6-26

Tie (ireat Haorston Meet

JULY 2(1, 3d, 4th,

An attractive list of events embracing many
open races and several Division Champlon-
sMps of Penna, Md., Del., D. C, & Va.

$1,560.00 IN VALUABLE PRIZES.

Including Bicycles, Gold Watches, Diamond
Pins, Silver Cups, Gold and Silver Medals.

l<lxcursion rates on all railroads. On© fare
for the round trip, good from June 30th to
July 7th.

Entries close June 27, with

HARRY B. IRVIN,

Bos: iix, Hagersto-wn, Md.

THE IID-SUIIER EVENT.

COIIIMBU CTCIE m
TOURNflMENT

At Charter Oak Park, Hartford, Conn.

JULY 4th, 1891.

II exciting races. Fastest cycling track in

America. 3 costly prizes in every event. 2

elegant prizes given to out of town clubs in

parade. See official programme. Concert at

1.30 v. M. ; Races at 2.30 p. m. Excursion

rates from Bridgeport, New Haven, Meriden

and Springfield. Entry Blanks mailed on ap-

plication. Entries close June 27th.

C. F. TUCKER, Secretary,

P. O. Box 54,

Hartford, Conn.

KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN'S
CYCLING AND ATHLETIC MEET,

Wasliingtm Park, Brooklyn, .June 27th.

Three valuable prizes for each event. Entries close
June 20, with John Bensinger, r255 Bedford

Avenue, Brooklyn.

$l,500-IIf PRIZES. G. B. C C -$1,500.
SECOND ANNUAL TOURNAMENT OF THE

&reen Say Cycle M and Wiscossin Bmsion ^eet,

At Green Bay, Wis., July 23 and 33,

Entries close July 15. S. A. Miles, Handicapper.
Write tor Programmes. Address, Fenton S. Fox,
I Green Bay, "Wis.

THE BUFFALO TOURNAMENT.

The second day June 16, of the three days' athletic
tournament at Buffalo was devoted to cycling events,
but owing to the fact that it was not very extensively
advertised the entries were not numerous. A num-
ber of crack riders were present but no remarkable
times were made and many of the events were
genuine loafing matches. Van Wagoner does not
appear to be in very good fettle as yet, for in the fifty

mile road race he came in third, and was overtired
and lame at the finish, whereas he was first last year.
In the one mile ordinary both Zimmerman and Pen-
seyers defeated Murphy, who for one of the few times
this season had to be satisfied with third place.

THE LANTERN P.\R.ADE.

On Monday evening the wheelmen opened their
part of the programme with a monster lantern
parade. About 1,500 men were in line and it was a
success in every particular. The crowd of spectators
were so dense in places that they crowded into the
street and interfered somewhat with the riders. It

was close to 9 o'clock before the start was made.
The order of the procession was as follows: Mounted
police. Acting StaiT—Louis Bruch, adjutant; GeorgeR.
Hearne and Fred. F. Rick, adjutant's aides; and club
aides, Messrs. W. C. Holland, Dai. H. Lewis, Harry
D. Gates,

J. J. SchefHer, C. H. E. Frank, Dr. E. L.
Gager, Will Penseyers, F. J. Steinbach, John Malcolm,
J. J. Pauly, Thos. Kirk, Ulysses Dietzer.
Buglers—W. H. Butler, Walter Hearne, F. L. Ger-

man, A. G. Richardson and C. Blanchard.
Band Wagon—7th Regiment Band.
Honorary Staff—Grand Marshal, W. Sheldon Bull;

James R. Dunn, President L. A. W. and Charles W.
Wood, Vice-Consul L. A. W., Marshal's Aides; with
Pioneer Wheelmen of Western New York.
Division A.—Women's Wheel Club, unattached

wheelwomen, visiting clubs of Rochester, Batavia,
Lockport, Niagara Falls, Tonawanda and Lancaster,
and the Buffalo Bicycle Club.
Division B.—Ramblers, Zigzags and Wanderers

BicycleClubs.
Division C.—Roamers, Press and Doctors Cycling

Clubs.
Division D.—Columbia, Fraternity, Meteors and

Iroquois Cycling Clubs.
Division E.—Southside, Delaware and Mohawk

Cycling Sections.
Division F.—Unattached wheelmen.
Many residences along the line of march were

handsomely and profusely decorated. The best ap-
pearing organizations were the Ramblers Bicyele
Club and the Press Cycling Club. The various prizes
were awarded as follows :

The prize for high-wheel decoration, a sweater, was
won by C. Armbuster, of the Ramblers. The woman's
safety prize, bicycle lantern, was taken by Miss Ella

Vine, unattached. The man's safety prize, a silk um-
brella, was won by George H. Snyder, of the Zigzags.
The prize for tandem bicycle, a pair of Venetian
bronze vases, was won by Messrs. Trautman and
Bamburg.

THE ROAD RACE.

The fifty mile handicap road race began and ended
at the track at the Driving Park, the course being
over the Batavia route to Corfu and return. The
start was made at 10.30 a.m., the contestants being Van
Wagoner, Crooks, Crane, Christ, Conn, Alward,
Fisher, Weing, Fornes, Peitch, Stuntz, Kittinger,
Southworth, Wagner and Thompson.
At 2.52 p. m. the. first man returned, Austin Crooks,

of the Ramblers, and he made the last mile on the
track amid great enthusiasm from the spectators
at the regular contests. As soon as he finished

he was carried off on the shoulders of his jubilant
clubmates. He reported the roads to be in a very
bad condition and the sun to hot for pleasure. At
3.02 the second man arrived, William Crane, i6m.
handicap, of the Erie Wanderers. He was badly
used up and it took him eight minutes to make the
mile on the track. Van Wagoner, scratch, arrived
third, at 1.14, and finished the last mile at 3.20. He,
too, was exceedingly weary and when he dismounted
he walked with a limp. The other contestants
straggled in at odd intervals, and a few dropped out
of the race.

THE TRACK RACES.

The attendance at the Driving Park, where the
track events were contested, was large. All the seats
in the grand stand were occupied, and over one hun-
dred carriages were on the grounds. Although a
strong breeze was blowing, the heat was intense.

The track was in fair condition except the back
stretch. A summary of the events follow :

One Mile Safety, Novice, Open—G. L. Prescott,

Rome C. C, first ; H. P. Werner, Zigzag B. C, second
;

J. R. Neumann, P. C. C, third. Time, 3m. 4%s.

One Mile Novice, Orijinary, Open— S. H. Water-
bury, Z. B. C, first ; H. W. Nachbar, B. A. C, second

;

H. A. Smith, third. Time, 3m. 654s.
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Three Mile Safety, Handicap, Open—C. W.
Dorntage, 275 yards, first ; B. C. Bald, Roaraers,
second ; Geo. B. Penn, Syracuse, third. Time, 2m.
35 3-4S. Hall and Banker withdrew from this event
at the last minute.

One Mile Ordinary, Open—A. A. Zimmerman,
scratch, N. Y. A. C, first; W. H. Penseyres, P. C. C,
80 yards, second. Time, 2m. sos.
This race was the prettiest of the day. Penseyres

led until close to the wire when Zimmerman passed
in ahead on the final spurt.

One Mile Tandem—Penseyres and Dorntage first,

Gibson and Slatestour second ; time, 2m. $3%^-
The machine of Banker and Brinker broke down at

the start. It was a pneumatic tandem safety.

THE WILMINGTON WHEEL CLUB
RACES.

The Wilmington Wheel Club held its postponed
race meet on Saturday last at the Wawaset Driving
Park on a half-mile track. There was a good attend-
ance, and many of the contests were highly exciting.
Following is a summary :

One Mile Novice Safety—Albert Beggs, W. W.
C, first; J. H. Benson, Wilmington, second. Time,
3m. II^S.

Two Mile Ordinary, Scratch—W. C. Seeds, W.
W. C, first; F. W. Dampman, A. C. S. N., second.
Time, 6m. 20s.

One-Half Mile Safety, Boys-S. H. Benson,
Wilmington. Time, ira. 32 4-5S.

One-Half Mile, Hands Off Safety—W. C. Seeds,
W. W. C; time, im. 37s.; B. F. McDaniel. W. W. C,
second.

One Mile Safety, 3.30 Class—J. L. Hanley, W. W.
C. Time, 3m. 4s.

One-Half Mile Ordinary-, Scratch—W. C. Seeds,
W. W. C; time, im. 27^3.; S. W. Merrihew, W. W. C,
second.

One Hundred Yards Ordinary, Slow Race—S.
D. Wilson, W. W. C. Time, 3m. 17KS.

Two Mile Safety, Handicap—W. C. Seeds, W. W.
C, scratch, first; time, 6m. 26Ji(s.; F. M. Dampman,
A. C. S. N., 100 yards, second.

Qne Mile, Married Men, 4.00 Class—H. Jackson,
Wilmington; time, 3m. 26s.; G. C. Smith, W. W. C,
second.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap—W. C. Seeds, W.
W. C, scratch, first; time, 3m. 3 3-5S.; S. W. Merrihew,
W. W. C, 25 yards, second.

One-Half Mile Ordinary, 1.45 Class—J. L.
Hanley, W. W. C, first; time, im. 34s.; A. B. Donald-
son, W. W. C second.

Five Miles Safety, Handicap—G. L. Hanley, W.
W. C, 200 yards, first; time, 15m. 43 3-5S.; P. M. Damp-
man, A. C. S. N., 100 yards, second.

Hoyland Smith Above Par.

Hoyland Smith is struggling bravely against fate
and with some success. That nature intended him as
the thin " dood " of the " Dime Museum " is certain.
When quite a lad he was no stouter than his mother's
broom-stick, but it is recorded that he smiled even at
that early age. Last year he tipped the scale at 118
pounds, and was known as the "Skeleton Scout," but
he changed his last name to " Scoot," and lived up to
it in many a hard-fought race.
Last Saturday he made his '91 bow at Travers'

Island, and rode at 133 pounds—think of that, a gain
of fifteen pouads in a season. Hoyland Smith may
some day yet be fat. He has only to hope on, smile
on and ride on.
Meanwhile, " Billy Murphy " is in despair, for while

Smith has tipped the beam at 133 the Brooklyn man
has literally fallen away to 125 pounds; so that if he
keeps up the same decrease all season, he will be
"out of sight," both on the path and on the scales,
before the snow-flakes flicker.

A Koad Race from Pompton to Orange.

A meeting of the Racing Boards of the Orange
Wheelmen and the Business Men's Cycle League of
Newark, was held on Thursday of last week, and
arrangements for the long-discussed team road race
between the two clubs were made. It was decided to
hold the race on Saturday, June 27, the course to be
from Pompton to Orange via Little Falls, Paterson
and Passaic, Belleville and Bloomfleld. The roads
vary from common dirt and sand to fine macadam.
The distance is over twenty-five miles. The teams
will consist of four men each, and each club will
make a deposit ot $50 for a handsome trophy which
will become the property of the club making the
greatest number of points. The winning clnb will
have its deposit returned. The contestants will go to
Pompton by train, and the start will be made from
there at 3 p. m. Messrs. Grosch, Oakes, Coffin and
Coggeshall will constitute the Orange Club's team.
The team of the B. M. C. L. has not as yet been de-
cided upon.

Tlie South End Wheelmen's Kace Meet.

Great preparations are being made by the South
End Wheelmen of Philadelphia, for their fourth
Annual Race Meet, to be held at the Keystone Cycle
Club Track, Broad and Dauphin streets, on Saturday
June 27. The track has been much improved since
last season and now has well banked corners and a
fine surface well adapted to fast time.
The grounds are centrally located and surrounded

by a fine grand stand. A large number of entries
have been received. The programme is made up on
the class system so that there are events suited to all
kinds of riders. The prize list includes medals, gold
watches and other articles of value.

PLAN OF A THREE LAP TRACK.

Inquiries for plans and specifications of racing
paths are becoming more frequent with the develop-
ment of the sport. We recently published a drawing
and specifications of the Peoria track, and as a sup-
plement we print a plan of the new track at Bristol,
England, upon which the English Championships will
be run this year.
The track itself measures nearly a foot (to be pre-

cise) over one-third of a mile at 12 inches from the
inside edge, and is 30 feet wide along the finishing
straight in front of the grand stand, and 21 feet wide
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NOTES OF THE PATH.

on the other three sides. The corners are banked in
proportion to the radii, as marked on the plan, from
three to four feet on the outside, commencing 15 to 20

yards along the straight. The finishing straight is

dead level in the run; and all four straights fall

slightly towards the centre of the ground for the
purpose of drainage. The soil was excavated to an
average depth of 15 inches, but, where deemed
necessary, considerably lower. In this was placed a
foundation of rough stones and clinkers, upon this a
layer of rough limestone chips, and for a surface a
mixture of fine limestone, natural gravel and chip-
pings. Of course, these various stratas were carefully
laid and rolled in. Drain gratings were laid in
around the corners, and at other spots as deemed
necessary.

The Philadelphia T. M. C. A. Races.
The three mile ordinary run, at the games of the

Y. M. C. A. athletic department, Philadelphia, on
Saturday last, resulted as follows: J. H. Draper, A.
C. S. N., 140 yds., first; J. C. Donnelly, Y. M. C. A.,
220 yds., second; Benj, Coates, 270 yds., third. Time,
am. S5S. The one mile safety was won by C. L.
Allison, Y. M. C. A., 165 yds.; J. C. Donnelly, Y. M. C.
A., 80 yds., second; jf. H. Draper, 35 yds., third.
Time, 3m. 7s.

The Columbia Cycle Club's Meet.
The preparations for this meet have about been

completed. A number of high class entries have been
received, and there is sure to be good sport at Char-
ter Oak Park on the Fourth. A New Yorker may
take a train at nine o'clock and reach Hartford at
twelve, or a train at eleven o'clock and reach Charter
Oak Park at two. Cyclists are sure to have a good
time as the Hartford men know how to entertain.

Races at Syracuse on the Fourth.
The Syracuse Musical Protective Association in-

tends to hold a celebration on July 2, 3 and 4, at Syra-
cuse. On the 4th there will be a two mile safety
handicap. Entries close June 27, with Fred Wether-
ell, 627 Catharine Street, Syracuse.

A Meeting of the Handicappers.
Chairman Randall is considering the advisability

of calling a meeting of the handicappers, to be held
at the Detroit meet. The principal business of the
meeting, should it be called, wil' be the elucidation
and exchange of ideas, a discussion of systems, forms,
tracks, tires, cigars, and strong drink.

Records Galore.

The Cyclist prophesies the following safety records
for 1891 : Quarter, 30s.; half, nearly one minute ; mile,
nearly two minutes. Our prophecy is : Quarter, 31s.;

half, im. 6s.; mile, 2m. i6s.; two miles, 4m. 455.

Indianapolis Division Meet.
This meet will be held at Indianapolis on July n.

Fifteen events are on the programme, of which seven
are State championships and six open races. Entries
close July 4 with L. J. Keck, 116 North Penn Street.

Murphy's Record Cannot Stand.
Mr. F. N. Kinney forwards us the official statement

of Mr. Frank Bruen, a New Haven civil engineer,
who has surveyed the New Haven track, using a
Chesterman steel tape. The track, measured eighteen
inches from the pole, was found to be 2638.76 feet long,
or exactly 2>4 feet short to the mile. This, of course,
invalidates Murphy's record, though there is no doubt
that he rode over the full distance, as he was six feet
from the curb most of the time.

The hill-climbing contest on Sun-of-a-Gun Hill,
near St. Louis, which has twice been postponed on
account of rain, is now scheduled for June 20. The
medals that will be awarded to the winners are
valued at $30, and it is expected that with favorable
weather the present record of im. 52s., held by Rich-
ard Hurck, will be lowered.

Four events will be run under the auspices ot the
Chelsea, Mass., Ramblers, at Chelsea Park Oval, on
July 4.

E. P. Burnham has been appointed official handi-
capper of New England in connection with Henry
Goodman.

John W. Overstreet, of Little Hickman, Ky., re-
cently rode 117 miles in 12 hours. This is the State
record for the time.

The Independent Cyclers, of Louisville, will hold
their first five mile handicap road race, on June 21, on
the Shelbyville Pike.

The pneumatic was used in Sydney recently, for
the first time in a race, and its rider managed to win
by something like a lap.

The five mile handicap road race of the Queens Co.
Wheelmen last week, was won by J. Magee, scratch,
time 19m. loj^^s.; C. E. Berton, 2m., was second.

Holbein, the man who is good for 100 miles on the
road in five hours and a half, was given the limit in a
mile track race last year and beaten out of sight.

The Providence Cycling Club, which started out
about a month ago with eight members, has now
thirty-six and applications are still being received.

Danv.ille, 111., will open a new $4,000 track on
July 4 A dozen races are on the list, but the date
unfortunately conflicts with the Illinois Division meet
at Rockford.

The Orange Wheelmen have entered Messrs. Cogge-
shall, Coffin, Grosch, Oakes, Baldwin, Wiseman and
Knight in the K. C. W. race meet, and they expect to
capture a medal or two.

The two mile ordinary at the games of the New
England Association of the A. A. U. at Worcester,
Mass., on Saturday last, was won by G. F. Taylor; J.

J. Clark, second. Time, 6m. 45 1-5S.

At the games of the Maine Inter-scholastic Athletic
Association, Augusta, on June 13, the one mile ordin-
ary was won by Harry Tyler, Waterville; G. V.
Michaelis, second. Time, 4m. i(i%&.

The one mile handicap at the Berkeley A. C. games
on Wednesday of this week was won by H. Hall, Jr.,
scratch; Philip Richards, 150 yardsy second. Time,
3m. 18 4-5S. Hall rode a safety and Richards an
ordinary.

An eighteen mile i:oad race will be held at Nash-
ville, Tenn., July 10. A Victor Safety has been
donated, by the Overman Co., a clock by the Pope
Mfg. Co., and the time medal by the Gormully &
Jefferv Mfg. Co.

The Auditorium track at Louisville is lighted by
electric lights every evening for the convenience of
those who wish to train. There are an abundance of
arc lights around the circuit, which are so placed that
there is not a shadow on the entire track.

All Western League men are invited to the annual
meet of the Nebraska Division at York, on July 4.

There will be a parade in the morning, a tournament
at the driving park in the afternoon, and an enter-
tainment in the evening, besides a large number of
minor attractions.

The clubs in the vicinity of Boston are deeply in

terested in the inter-club twenty-five mile handicap
road race which will be held on June 27. The teams
of the Medford and Roxbury Clubs are getting into
excellent shape and it is generally thought that the
first honors will be captured by either of these two
organizations.

The annual meet of the Indiana Division will be
held at Indianapolis, July n, under the auspices of
the Zigzag Cycling Club. The State championship
and a long list of other events will be run on the half-
mile at the Exposition Grounds. For infqrmation
address L. J.

Keck, Chairman, 118 North Pennsylvania
Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

The Oberlin (O.) Bicycle Club held their annual
races on June 13. Following are the winners: One
mile safety, novice, W. A. Hemingway; one-half
mile ordinary, N. E. Pease; one-fourth mile ordinary,
Q. E. Tenney; one-half mile safety, W. A. Heming-
way; one mile ordinary, handicap, R. M. Robinson;
one-fourth mile safety, W. J. Ellenberger; two mile
safety, handicap, Q. E. Tenney.

Several road races will be among the attractions of
the Fourth of July celebration, at Elkhart, Ind., and
two hundred dollars worth of prizes will be offered.
The chief interest is centered in the ten mile handi-
cap race, from Goshen to Elkhart. The road runs
parallel with a railroad, and a special train will carry
spectators from start to finish, following the riders.

In the eveninga lantern parade will be held, in which
it is expected that one thousand wheelmen will take
part.

J. W. Busst, the champion rider of Australia, was
born in 1866, and has been racing since 1884. By in-
fringing the rules of the Victoria Cyclists Union and
racing for money, Busst is classed as a professional,
although contesting for cash prizes does not consti-
tute professionalism in Melbourne. His latest victory
was first place in the three mile safety championship
of Australia, in a field often, at the Melbourne Bicycle
Club's Autumn meeting, April 25. At this meet the
prizes amounted to £2.^°., the largest one of which
amounted to ^50. This meeting closed up the season.
The books of the club show a balance on the right
side, although their expenses have been heavy.

It is said, that the system of cash prizes has become
so thoroughly established, that the Melbourne Club
find they are likely to have too much to do in attempt-
ing to govern the sport, and that at present they are
not altogether opposed to the objects of the Racing
Men's Association, which was formed some time ago,
but which has been in a dormant state since as a
result of the antagonism shown to it by the leading
club
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JOHN BENSINGER. CYCLING IN THE ANTIPODES.

THE POPULAR CAPTAIN OF THE KINGS COUNTY
WHEELMEN.

The Kings County Wheelmen boys have had many
popular and able captains, but none more so than
John Bensinger, whose photograph is here published.
Mr. Bensmger commtnced riding in April 1887, but
did only a little riding during that year. In Feb-
ruary, 18SS, he joined the Kings County Wheelmen.
In November, 1888, he won the second prize in the
club twenty-five mile handicap road race, riding the
course in in. 38m.
On May 30th, 1889, Captain Bensinger won the time

prize in the Irvington-Milburn road race, doing ih.

31m. 43s. for the twenty-five miles, and later in the
season he won some prizes on the path, showing
promising form. Bensinger's latest effort was his
fifteen mile ride in the Team Road Race on June 6th,

which he covered in 50m. 35s., on a pneumatic safety.
This is the best time ever recorded over a measured
fifteen mile course. Bensinger also holds jointly
with H. J. Hall, Jr., the tandem safety record from
Tarrytown to New York, (ih. 34m. 104-5S.) Mr. Ben-
singer has also made two tours, one around New
York State and another from New York City to IMt.

Washington.
That Mr. Bensinger is popular with

his club is proven by the fact that he
was elected as First Lieutenant in the
second year of his membership, and
was elected to the Captaincy without
opposition in March, 1891, at present
he is chairman of the race meet com-
mittee.
Mr. Bensinger is tall and well built,

rather dark and has intelligent fea-

tures. He has a position of trust
with the Standard Oil Co., and is

altogether a fine type of mental and
physical manhood.

Geo. R. Broadbent, the champion long distance
rider of Australia, writes us that during April he gave
the pneumatic tire a thorough test, over all sorts of
roaus from a mere mountain trail to the best routes
and that he will have no more of hard tires. " On an
extended tourlike the one I took," he writes, "of 546
miles, it is a boon, completely annihilating vibra-
tion, thus saving a vast amount of wear and tear, on
the nervous and muscular system. One thing im-
pressed me very much, 1 did not feel tired or knocked
out after a long day's ride, nor did any soreness or
stiffness of the muscles deprive me of sleep, as a day's
journey has done on more than one occasion. During
that 546 miles the tire caused me no trouble whatever.
I wanted some one else here to give the pneumatic
a trial, but it was left to me and I am .glad to say it

exceeds all my expectations. I alwa^'S awoke in the
morning witli a delightful sprightliness, and ready
for work. In ordinary riding one need not fear
punctures, so long as he keeps his tires hard, the back
one particularly so, because that will keep the rim
from bumping on the road when going over a very
rough surface, thereby preventing any chance of
ripping the inner tube. I had confidence in the tires,
and it has just proved my conviction.

Ofiiicer Holly, of Chicago's mounted
Park Police, is to be presnted with a
medal by the Associated Cycling
Clubs of that city, in commemoration
of a brave act by which he di^Jlin-

guished himself on Decoration Day.
AVhile the contestants were being
lined up for the start of the Pullman
Road Race, and spectators fairly
packed the sidewalij and roadway, a
team of spirited horses took fright
and were dashing ^t full tilt on the
assembled multitude. Officer Holly
rode out and met them, and although
his saddle was torn from under him
by the shafts of the carriage, he con-
tinued to club the horses across the
head until they were forced into the
sidewalk and brought to a stop, just
as they reached the crowd, which had
begun to scatter in all directions.

The Poor Man's Horse.
The Detroit Journal says editori-

ally : "The invention of the safety
bicycle is one of the blessings of the
day. It is the poor man's horse. It

goes faster than all but the most valu-
able of nags. It saves the owner that
depressing consciousness as he hears
his steed champing in the stable that
the beast is eating greenbacks. It
seldom gets spavined, or breaks a leg
and has to be shot ; it is not a victim
of the " epizoot " ; is not afSicted with
a thousand and one ailments, or twists
of shoulder, knee and fetlock joint;
when once mastered, rarely, if ever,
breaks its owner's bones, much less
his neck, or even abrades the skin.
A piece of paper flying in the street
does not in thirty seconds destroy
.$10,000 worth of valuable animal, or
a life which to the owner is more valu-
able than any—his own. One has
only to see the increasingly long line
of riders every morning, noon and
night riding to and from work, or in
the afternoon, evening and holidays,
.spinning along the avenues, the roads
or the city parks, to realize that in
a few years these vehicles will far
outnumber all other kinds, and that
the bicycle riders, rather than the
horse owners, will have to be con-
sulted in regard to the kind of pave-
ment that is to be laid down. A bi-
cycling mayor and a bicycling board of aldermen,
elected by the patrons of that machine, is among the
not very remote possibilities. For the bicyclers will
soon be numerous enough to hold the balance of
power between the two parties and be having some-
thing to say about pavements."

A Statue in Honor of Von Drais.

The Father of the Draisine.—On Sunday last,
Carlsruhe, the native city of Carl von Drais, Baron of
Sauerbronn, discharged her debt of honor to the in-
ventor of the bicycle. Baron von Drais was born in
1785. Originally a forester, he devoted most of his
time to inventions, which swallowed the whole of his
fortune, and procured for him the nickname of "Pro-
fessor of Mechanics." Although to-day the bicycle is
in universal use scarcely anything is known of the
inventor, who gave the new locomotor the name
"draisine." It has been decided to erect a handsome
monument over the grave of the inventor, the ex-
penses of which will be exclusively borne by bicyc-
lists, thereby carrying his name down to the sports-
men of posterity.—Cour/Journal. May 2, 1891.

R. W. Slusser and B. W. Cason, of the Louisiana
Cycling Club, and two of the South's fastest men,
will likely be seen at some of the Fall tournaments.

JOHN BENSINGER.
CAPTAIN OF the kings COUNTY WHEELMEN.

The Pace that Kills.

When the average party of club men go out for a
few hours or a day's run nowadays, they are prone
to forget that there is any pleasure in riding at a
reasonable rate. Instead they scorch along with their
noses over the front wheel unmindful of the scenes
that they pass or the beauties of nature. The prime
motive of the run appears to be the endeavor of the
respective riders to reach the destination first or else
to make the distance in the quickest time possible,
for future glorification. Time was when a jaunt in
the country irieant an easy, quiet, companionable
ride. If a pleasant nook was reached a halt would be
made and the attractiveness of the scenery enjoyed
amid palaver and tobacco smoke. After such a ride
the cyclists would return home refreshed and every
way better for their outing. At present however, the
chief aim on a trip seems to be the desire of each man
to kill off the others and to arrive at the destination
over heated, exhausted and in a generally debilitated
condition. Of course a man with any mettle can't
permit his club mate to get away from him and as
there is always some flashy fellow ready to set a
terrific pace and others ready to cliase after him and
lower his vaunting colors, it looks as though the
matter cannot De remedied unless a mutual associa-
tion is formed in each club with the laudable object
of sitting down heavily on the panting scorchers.

Cycling for Women a Sensible View of the

Subject.

In an article on bicycling for women, who are be-
coming rather numerous by the way, a writer in a
Philadelphia paper says :

" Visiting one of tnc foremost schools a few daj's
since my good opinion of cycling for women was very
inaterially strengthened, and considerable informa-
tion was obtained regarding the initiatory exercises.
Very carefully I noted the movements Inade, from
the agile mount to the gracetu; descent, and 1 came
away full of the contagion and convinced that the
oft-expressed opinion as to the tom-boy character of
bicycling for girls is entirely founded upon prejudice
and ignorance. In expressing some of this newly
acquired enthusiasm to a good friend she excitedly
and quite pointedly remarked : 'Well, I hope I shall
never see you nor any woman for whom I care astride
awheel.' Astride a wheel ! I should hope not also.
Now how could anyone in her present garb get in
that uncomfortable position? Of course, from the
bounty of my bicycle knowledge I explained to her
the provision for skirts on the safety wheel, the posi-
tion ot the low, comfortable saddle, and in support of
my argument of the exercise for sweet health's sake
I quoted strong medical opinions. Then I appealed
to her artistic sense and pictured a graceful figure in
picturesque costume, completed by a bunch of wild

flowers, trophies of the hour's pleas-
ure, at the belt; a happy face, with
eyes dancing and glowing with vigor
yet unspent; wind-blown tresses,
cheeks painted from nature's own
rouge pot; strong movements be-
speaking energy and strength, the
gleeful little laugh accompanied by
another, heavier but equally joyous,
that came from the manly escort on
the protective-looking high wheel on
the right, and — well, before I had
drawn in the hair-lines on my imag-
inary canvas, my friend, who, after
all, was broad-minded and generous,
admitted she had been prejudiced and
should have reserved her opinion.
"The trouble is we are too ready

to denouncfe the novel as the naughty,
and for that reason new customs al-
ways have to fight their way into
popular favor. We all have an innate
something which looks askance at in-
novations and in ignorance singles
out some disparaging feature which
becomes the foundation for the most
unpardonable prejudice. We may as
well get used to the idea as soon as
possible that our lives must differ
from those of our grandmothers, and
that whatever conduces to health and
broadens the mind is likely to be
adopted, and that the present genera-
tion are going to wheel right through
all prophecies of broken necks and a
coming race of hoydens."

The Result of the Mobile Riot.
The trial of the ringleaders of the

mob who attacked the cyclists at Mo-
bile, Ala., at the close of the races of
the Mobile Bicycle Club, on June 7,
took place last week, and resulted in
two of the men being forced to pay a
fine of $50 or take sixty days' impris-
onment. The evidence given in court
was in substance that the baseball
park was rented by the bicycle club
for the races, and that Frank Mehlig
was manager of the races ; that before
the races began a number of boys
entered the ground without paying
admission ; that Mehlig undertook to
put these boys out ; that one boy
resisted and Mehlig slapped him and
kicked him ; that Mehlig threw pieces
of sod at the boys in drivingthem out;
that when Mehlig turned away from
the boys they pelted him with stones
and sticks, and that when the races
began they pelted hira whenever he
passed them

;
that toward the close

of the races the crowd pressed Mehlig
and his brother so closely they were
compelled to defend themselves ; that
Frank Mehlig threw a stick into the
crowd and struck a boy named Flynn,
knocking him down but not hurting
him seriously ; that the crowd then
became so furious that Frank Mehlig
and two friends who were endeavoring
to defend him were compelled to seek
refuge in the dressing-room; that

when the patrol wagon arrived with offices the crowd
was dispersed and the unwilling prisoners were re-

leased and carried to town. Chief of Police Felder
writes that if Mr. Mehlig had secured the services of
several police officers during the races perfect order
would have prevailed. S»s.lSi&\S&3

And Michael Dean Led All the Rest.

Michael Dean and his aids led the column of \f\iee\-

men.—A'ew Haven Ne2i<s. The Michael Dean referred
to is Chief Arthur Allen Dean, and how the reporter
transcribed the Chief Consul's Alfred Tennyson,
double-breasted name into the plain and pipe-like
"Michael " we cannot explain. But the Connecticut
boys like it arid " Mike '* Dean is in general circula-
tion.

Colder !

Stephen Golder, for aught we can learn, has dis-

appeared. He was last seen entering the office of the
Bearings in Chicago, since which time he has not
been known to any of his friends.

The Tillinghast pneumatic tire, which will be
handled by R"ankin & Bruce, of Providence, is giving
the utmost satisfaction. It was recently ridden over
three miles of crushed stone as an experiment with
the greatest ease and without injuring the tire in the
least.
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.
[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for

The Wheel, by \V. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Law-
yer, Washington, D. C]

454,070. Velocipede. Raphael Schweers, Dantzic,
Germany. Filed January 12, 1891

454,172. Velocipede Saddle. Thomas B. Jeffery,
Ravenswood, 111. Filed October 18, 1890.

454,431. Cycle Saddle. Wm. A. Hance, Freeport,
111., assignor to the Stover Bicycle Manufacturing
Co., same place. Filed December 22, 1890.

TIRES OF THE PRESENT—OF THE
FUTURE—SOLIDS—CUSHION

AND PNEUMATICS.

The Cyclist, which, despite the individual merits and
special features of its contemporaries, yet remains

the solidest and most reliable of the Britislr cycling

weeklies, draws some far-sighted and compact con-

clusions on the tire question. We reproduce the more
important lines.

The Perfect Cushion.

We have shown—and experience continually goes
to prove the accuracy of our statements—that, whilst
provided the quality of the rubber is of the best, the
section of the rim correct, and the strength of the
walls of the tire exactly proportionate to the weight
it is called upon to bear, a cushion tire can be made
and is a satisfactory and advantageous addition to a
machine, but that, given the absence of anyone of
these particulars, and especially of the last, the pos-
sibility exists, and exists largely, not only of puncture
and mere temporary inconvenience, but of absolute
destruction.

Pneumatics and Larger Solids the Tires of the
Future.

We may here say that so far as we can gather there
is a very strong impression in the trade, and an im-
pression'with which we are much inclined to concur,
that the present season will see a larger sale of cush-
ion tires than any year which will be found in th9
future. The trade are inclined to think, and so are
we, that the eventuality of the tire question will re-
solve itself mainly into pneumatic tires and large
solids of best rubber, with, perhaps, the survival of
the fittest in the way of cushions as a comparatively
small portion of trade.

The Use of Poor Rubber a Suicidal Policy.

The suicidal policy which is, however, being pur-
sued by manufacturers of the commonest class of
goods both in machines and rubbers will assuredly,
ere the season closes, incalculably damage the cause
of the cushion tire. The best rubber costs some 6s.

or 7S. per pound, and the average price to the manu-
facturer of a pair of cushion tires is from 30s. to £^—
speaking, of course, of those of the best quality.
When we come, however, to cushion tires supplied

at lis. 6d. the pair, said pair weighing no less than
eight pounds, some idea of the quality of the rubber
used—if there is any rubber in them at all—can be ob-
tained, and when the fact that, as we have pointed
out above, every step in the direction of deterioration
is increasing the chance of failure in the tire in every
direction, the possibilities of such tires giving even
equivocal satisfaction are remote in the extreme.

CHANGES IN THE SCHWALBACH
CYCLE CO.

It has become generally known that Charles Schwal-
bach is no longer connected with this company.
Some four weeks ago he resigned his official connec-
tion with the firm and took employment with it as a
salesman, but even this connection ceased last week,
and Mr. Schwalbach is now looking for a position.
Mr. Schwalbach started in the cycle business some

four years ago. He was the pioneer agent in Brook-
lyn, and had been well known and quite popular from
his connection with various cycling clubs and cycling
projects in the City of Churches. He established a
place near the Park, which grew rapidly into a good
business. Notwithstanding the growth of his busi-
ness, he found himself hampered for capital, and last
year a company was incorporated, in which the Pope
Mfg. Co., who were his principal creditors, were the
principal stockholders. As a inatter of fact the Pope
Co. were compelled to go into the concern to save the
amount due them, for had they not gone in and helped
to build up the business and strengthen it fit:;ancially,

they would have been compelled to have wiped it out
completely.
Mr. Schwalbach's management of the business of

the concern has been regarded as unsatisfactory for
some time past by the officers of the corporation, and
it was decided that it was best for him to leave the
firm's employ. Mr. Schwalbach is a practical bicycle
man, has a large fund of executive ability, and has
proven himself to be a thoroughly good businessman
in the building up of his business, and no doubt he
will make valuable connections with some large con-
cern.
The Schwalbach Co. is now managed by Mr. Fra-

•sick, wh© was with the Colt's Arms Co. of Hartford.
Mr. Frasick is about thirty-two years of age, and has
for many years been an euthusiastic cyclist.

The Tillinghast Pneumatic.
Mr. Tillinghast was in New York on Wednesday

and in Philadelphia on Thursday, showing the trade
his new pneumatic tire. Mr.Tillinghart's tire has many
new features, new method of attachment to the rim,
new inner construction, a \% inch air space, and
eight thicknesses of rubber and canvass on the out-
side arc of the tire, reducing the puncturing and burst-
ing tendency of pneumatics Mr. Tillinghast has the
tires fitted to a Tattersfield "Popular." He expects
to sell the tires in small orders at present. Later he
will have a tire fitting factory at Providence, R. I.

TRADE ITEMS FROM A TRAVELER'S
NOTE BOOK.

IJuftalo.

It's a great town, is Buffalo. I was there some time
ago, and my visit temporarily increased its popula-
tion to' 254,458. With its 2,500 manufactories, and
50,000 operacives ; miserable street car system, cover-
ing 50 miles ; its 45 elevators and capacity of fourteen
million bushels of wheat annually

;
its 638 acres of

park ground, and 17 miles of park drives; its 133

miles oi; stone paved streets, and 96 miles of asphalt,

or more than any city in the world ; its 250 passenger
trains running daily over 16 different railroads; its

48 public schools and 155 churches, and with its 15,000

to 20,000 wheelmen, and 15 cycling stores or agencies

—

Buffalo IS indeed a great town.

THE TRADE.

The bicycle business in Buffalo has assumed won-
derful proportions. I think 2,000 a fair estimate of the
number of machines sold so far this year, and at an
average price of S751 would show a business of 8150,-

000. The sale of these machines gives employment to
perhaps fifty people. New riders and new clubs are
steadily coming to the front. At some period of the
day there are more bicycles on Main Street than
people on the sidewalk. It is particularly noteworthy
that so many bicycles are used by mechanics. There
are a number of shops where the repair of bicycles is

the only business.
The Messrs. Sweet have been selling Victors with

great success. Models A, B and C have sold about
alike.

Ishain, the Pope Co.'s agent, has had a wonderful
trade.

J. F. Doll & Co., on Main Street, handle a number
of makes, the Swift being a leader, with R. L. Cole-
man & Co.'s line and the Giants in great demand as
medium grades. Banker, the racing man, is with
this party now.
The popular " Bert " Vincent, formerly with Doll

& Co., is a partner in the Smith-Vincent Cycle Com-
pany. Though in business only three months they
have been remarkably successful. Every time Mr.
Smith stops chewing gum he sells a bicycle.
The Standard Cycle Company whoop up Unions and

Warwicks.'
Bowen, the old-time dealer, has the largest repair

shop. His safety stand has been sold by the thous-
and.

S. O. Barnum & Son, on lower Main Street, are the
down-town agents for R. L. Coleman & Co.'s Crescent
and Rob Roy.
Pfeffer Bros., on Genessee Street, manufacturers of

baby carriages,' have yielded to the temptation.
They sell Rovers, Unions, and the W. W. W. line.

S. G. LeValley sells guns and Lovell's machines.

Niagara Falls.

I went up to Niagara Falls, and by way of variety I

allowed a cab messenger man to tell me where-all he
wished to carry me and my grip, and what-all he
wished to show me for a couple of dollars. Just as he
was in the highest pitch of theperoration, and as he
was about reaching, in his mind, for those dollars, I

told him that really he was wasting his eloquence and
time on me and my grips as we had, all of us, been
through it all before. It was cruel, but just—like me.

F. L. Gregory, one of the Falls agents, and every-
body saw him at the L. A. W. meet, is the exact second
of Sterling Elliott. If it was a cloudy day I doubt
whether Mrs. Elliott and Mrs. Gregory' could distin-
guish these men one from the other. Some time ago
Mr. Gregory was in Massachusetts. At the Pope
Company's office, one of the office men, thinking it

was Elliott after his week's salary, was about to call

the Colonel out, when the Falls man interfered and
said, " No, I am not Elliott; I'm Gregory, of Niagara
Falls."

Lancaster, N. Y.

At Lancaster, N. Y. , ten miles or so out from Buf-
falo, J. Gottschalk, not only handles the village mail
and makes harness, but sells bicycles by the score.
Mr. Gottschalk, Mrs. Gottschalk and all the little

Gottschalks ride bicycles, and two of the sons are
scorchers. The town has two clubs and a hundred
riders.

The "Way the Trade Looks at the League
"W^rangle.

I wish I knew how to compel the League officials to
stop wrangling, or if they must wrangle, I wish they
would hire an island, far, far away, go there, and
wrangle or fight it out among themselves, and not let

us hear from them until obituary time. The great
bulk of the hundred of thousands of wheelmen of this
country don't care whether rule B, G or O is right or
wrong. These wheelmen want good bicycles and
good roads, and for cycle reading, not the stuff the
L. A. W. officials are firing at each other.

Ralranhes.

G. & J.'s New Kamhler.
"Luxurious cycling," which is becoming quite a

G. & J. by-phrase, has another worthy exponent in

the firm's new diamond-frame Rambler, a sample of
which Tom Roe, one of their travelers, had when
here. The new wheel is very handsome, and certain
to become a prime favorite. It is of smaller tubing
and a tnfie less weight than the older Ramblers, but
contains all of their essential features, spring-frame,
long ball-bearing head, 26 and 30-inch wheels, etc.

Ne-w Agent at Port Richmond, S. I.

On Tuesday of this week, David Post, of the Hart-
ford Cycle Co., appointed as Hartford agents for
Staten Island, J. L. Saunders' Sons, of Port Richmond.
This firm will open a large riding rink, and will make
every effort to push cycling on the Island. By the
way; 5300,000 has recently been appropriated for new
roads in that district. .

THE CRAWFORD MFG. CO.

W e note frqm their announcement to the trade that
this Company has been growing since its entrance
into the cycle trade. Two years ago, Mr. Crawford
had a rather compact but small machine shop in

Washington, where he turned out Gazelles. Last
year the Company moved to Hagerstown, and set up
a manufacturing plant. The Company, on account
of its increased business, has just been re-organized
under the title of the Crawford Manufacturing Com-
pany, with R. S. Crawford, President and V. A. Van
Mater, Secretary and Treasurer. The Company has
increased its capital and facilities. At the present
time they are turning out the following safeties:
No. I, Gazelle Safety, a 28 inch wheel, with tubular

drop frame, adjustable hardened cone bearings, with
stay rod, adapting the machine for ladies' or gentle-
men's use, price, 545. No. 2, Gazelle, a drop framed
26 inch safety, detachable bar

;
price $35. No._ 3,

Gazelle, same as No. 2, but improved for 1891 ;
price

S35. No. 5, Gazelle. No. 5 is a 26 inch front wheel
and 24 inch rear wheel, both ball bearings ; this wheel
has a ball bearing crank shaft, and tubular weldless
steel drop frame

;
price §45: Gazelle, No. 6 ;

this is

a 28 and 30 inch ball bearing wheel with drop frame
and detachable bar. It is the highest grade wheel
the firm turns out, and is listed at S60. The Girls'
Gazelle Safety, a drop framed 26 inch front and 24
inch rear wheel

;
price §35.

Mr. Featherstone's Tire-Fitting Plants.

Mr. Featherstone, accompanied by Mr. Arthur
Du Cros, was in New York on Monday. Mr. Du Cros
comes over from Dublin, direct from the pneumatic
tire parent factory, to set up tire-fitting plants in the
principal cycling centres. The first plant will be
fitted up in New York City, after which Philadelphia
will be taken care of and then Boston. Mr. Feather-
stone reports that, in his opinion, the demand for
pneumatics is much greater in the West than in the
East. He has not enjoyed the best of health recently on
account of a serious accident which happened in his
factory. Some of his machinery fell on him, causing a
severe fracture of the skull, which confined him to
his home for several days.

Very Popular With Cyclists.

Almost every well-stocked dealer now has samples
of the Norman & Bennett L. A. W. special shoes.
These shoes have been largely advertised and gener-
ally introduced to wheelmen, and we are glad to note
that they are finding a ready sale all over the country.

Smith, Whitmore & Maloney, G. & J. agents in
Philadelphia, were much elated over the result of the
century run. Roe did some really noteworthy work.
He was among the first men to reach Trenton, and
was one of the last to leave after dinner, but having
been entrusted with some messages to the checkers
ahead he cut out a tall pace to Philadelphia.

Mr. Thomas Saunders, who has been in this country
for the past month representing William Bown, sailed
for home on Wednesday. This is Mr. Saunders' third
trip over here within the past six months. He is much
taken with America ; states that few Englishmen
have any idea of the extent of the country and thinks
the future of our cycling trade very bright. Mr.
Saunders will return here in December and thorough-
ly establish the William Bown cycles and sundries
with the American trade. He recollects with pleas-
ure the attention shown him by Mr. Bode, of Chicago,
and will never forget the row he took with Harry
Hearsey on that Indianapolis canal.

It hasn't quite come to it yet in this country, but we
opine will be here after a little—such ads. as these :

"Murphy uses Jones' horseskin shoes." " Windle
annoints himself with Gneumatic's oil," etc., ad lib.

It is just now quite the thing with English adver-
tisers.

A pneumatic tool-bag—that is, a bag carrying the
tools necessary to repair a "busted" pneumatic—is

the latest across the briny.

Pullinger & Co., makers of the Parade Safety,
whose ad. appears in The Wheel, are experimenting
with thick solid tires as faster all around and
better than cushions. Mr. Pullinger is fitting for his
own use a machine with one inch front and an inch and
a quarter rear tires, and says boldly that he believes
the large solid tire is—for the million—the tire of the
future.

A new machine constructed by a Chicago firm has
a specialtj' in an elliptical sprocket wheel. The ad-
vantages claimed for it are as follows :

" By placing
the cranks nearly at right angles to the major axis of

the elliptical sprocket wheel, we equalize the resist-

ance and power, the speed motion of the machine
developed by each crank being greatest when the
crank is moving directly downward, and the leverage
greatest when the rider is most disadvantaged in ap-
plying his power. Thus this form of sprocket wheel
gives the greatest speed where the rider commands
the greatest power, and the shortest arc of the wheel
being at the rider's dead center, the power is longer
retained on the downward stroke and sooner regained
for effective operation."

Colonel George Pope will attend the Hagerstown
meet.

Mr. Godding has been in England for the past three
weeks representing the Whitten Godding Cycle Co.

A Large Furniture Concern to Make Bicycles.

It is reported that the Heywood people, who are
large makers of cane furniture and who have a

large factory, are experimenting with a model with
the expectation of going in the cycle business.

New Yorkers had a "suburban day" this week.
Rather a good and suggestive name for a safety that.

"Suburban," and " Rural " is a likely name also.
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A SEWING MACHINE CO. EMBARKS
IN THE BICYCLE BUSINESS.

We have received several communications from the
Demorest Fashion and Sewing Machine Co., who
have a large plant at Williamsport, Pa., in relation to
a new spring frame safety which they are about to
manufacture. They possess the patent of a new
spring device which they consider to be very valu-
able. A model machine has been experimented with
and pronounced by experts to have many excellent
qualities. They guarantee that the wheels will not
flinch a particle when ridden obliquely over a rail or
other projection, and the spring can be adjusted at a
moment's notice to suit the weight of any person.
The machine will be constructed of the best mater-
ial only, and will be carefully inspected and finished.
The company have a high reputation in the sewing
machine trade and intend to maintain their high
standing with their cycles.
Tools and patterns are now being made for the con-

struction of the wheels, but in order to get them on
the market by Fall it will be necessary for them to
buy some of the parts. The machine will be known
as the "New York." They write that they are
not given to adopt anything new as a general thing,
but have in other departments old, tried and reliable
devices which have stood the test well and propose
to build in the same manner a sterling good wheel
and depend on them selling others. They have sev-
eral devices and improvements which they intend to
utilize in their machine which will be high grade and
sold for as little money as any other good machine
can be purchased for.

ARIEL CYCLE MFG. CO.

This firm have so far advanced in their business
that they are warranted m sending out a catalogue
which will be of interest to the trade. As stated ex-
clusively in a recent issue of The Wheel, the firm
have a plant at Goshen, Ind. The President is J. M.
Latta, and the General Superintendent, W. C. Smith,
who is well-known to the trade through his previous
connections with large cycling concerns.
The catalogue has a neatly designed gold cover

with this verse taken.from " The Tempest ":

"I come
To answer your best pleasure, be't to fly,

To swim, to dive into the fire, to ride
On the curl'd clouds; to thy strong bidding task
Ariel and all his quality."

The Ariel is a high-grade safety with a diamond
frame of really handsome lines. It is of cold-drawn
weldless steel tubing and drop forgings throughout,
wheels 30 inch, tangent spokes, i^-iuch cushion tire,

Ariel rear brake, detachable 6-7-inch throw, 7J^-inch
ball-bearing, socket-steering head, Ariel soft rubber
air-cushion handles, Garford saddle, adjustable coast-
ers, guards to wheel and chain, gear 57 inches, weight
47 pounds, finished in thrice-baked enamel and nickel
on copper. The Ariel is fitted, if specially ordered,
with J<i-inch solid or one-inch cushion to front wheel,
or the gear may be ordered at 54, 57 or 60 inches as de-
sired. The catalogue contains cuts of the wheel, and
also cuts and detailed descriptions of the various
parts, all done in good style. The firm also agree to
warrant to cover a year's use. The catalogue is lib-
erally sprinkled with poetry, the concluding verse
being as follows :

" Why, since I'm told in language bold to catch the
lightning on the light wing in its flight,

I beg to say the only way (try what you like) is an
Ariel 'bike '—that's right."

Mr. Featherstone, of Chicago.
Mr. Peatherstone has swarthy features of a com-

bative kind, with eyes that have lost much of their
light, for they are shielded with heavy glasses. There
is something about his features that reminds one of the
alert and ambitious Aaron and of Elwell, of tour
fame. Mr. Featherstone has had a "past," a " past "

well crowded with enterprise, dig, hard work and a
fair share of success.

It is hard to tell what business he will do this year,
but some of the Ames people say he is having 2,000
wheels made, and that contracts have been placed with
the Ames concerns for 15,000 wheels to be delivered in
1892. Mr. Featherstone's connection with the Dunlop
pneumatic tire deal was worth thousands of dollars to
him. It made him the most discussed man in the trade
this Spring, and gave him more ".public glare " than
if he had spent $20,000 in printer's ink. He is less than
forty years of age, lives permanently at the Audi-
torium Hotel, and personally manages his big factory.

Mr. F. Bowden, representing the Raleigh Cycle Co.,
of Nottingham, Eng., arrived in America on Thurs-
day morning. He expects to do some American
business for his company.

Mr. Thomas Charles Pullinger, of the London firm
of Pullinger & Co. makers of the Parade Cycles, will
come over to America about the middle of July.

The Steel Pulley and Machine Works of Indianapo-
lis are sending out a fine photograph showing Mr.
George C. Pyle and his two sons riding on an Eclipse
bicycle. Mr. Pyle frequently rides through the streets
of Indianapolis with his two sons. The aggregate
weight is 275 pounds, notwithstanding which not a
spoke in the wheel has ever been broken.

Minneapolis dealers state that there are about eight
hundred wheels owned by riders in that city, and that
the number will pass the thousand mark before the
season is over. About twenty per cent, of the ma-
chines sold by them this year has been to ladies.

A. J. Street, of the Illinois Cycling Club, has been
elected Treasurer of the Associated Cycling Clubs,
of Chicago, vice L. W. Conkling, removed to Phila-
delphia.

THE GREAT BROOKLYN PARADE, SOBERINGS UP AFTER NEW HAVEN.

Arrangements have all been completed for the great
cycling parade in Brooklyn to-morrow, Saturday, and
as this is the first time that wheelmen have secured
the privilege of the Park under the protection of the
authorities, it is expected that the representation will
be large.
The reviewing stand will be on the boulevard, just

below Bader's Hotel, and the same rules as at the re-
cent coaching parade will be observed regarding
spectators. The roadway through the Park over
which the procession will move will be kept clear of
other vehicles, and the same on the boulevard. Car-
riages of every kind will take the side drives on the
boulevard, and the walks will be kept clear for pedes-
trians.
The parade will start promptly at 4 o'clock, and the

assembly will be at Eastern Parkway, east of Bedford
Avenue. The route taken by the procession will be
along Eastern Parkway to the Plaza, and through
Prospect Park by the west drive to the south gate,
and along the boulevard for a mile or so, when a turn
will be made. A number of handsome prizes have
already been donated. A prize will be given for the
best decorated bicycle ridden by a woman. A silver
cup will be given to the Brooklyn club making the
finest appearance in line. It has been decided that
all should ride four abreast, and Mr. James R. Dunn
will act as grand marshal of the parade. Mayor
Chapin has been invited to review the parade from
the grand stand, and Police Commissioner Hayden,
Mr. Graham, editor of the Eagle and F. P. Prial"
editor of The Wheel, will act as judges.
The committee in charge of the parade desires that

participants should appear in club uniform and with-
out decorations on their wheels, excepting women,
who are requested to ornament their bicycles with
ribbons and flowers.
As Saturday is music day at Prospect Park, the pa-

rade will be confined to the west drive and will not
enter the east drive. Innes, band leader of the Thir-
teenth Regiment band, has composed and dedicated
a piece of music to the wheelmen, which will be given
for the first time on this occasion.
The Long Island Wheelmen, of which organization

Park Commissioner Charles H. Luscomb is president,
are making extensive preparations for the entertain-
ment.of the visiting wheelmen at their club-house on
Bedford Avenue.
Many of the out-of-town wheelmen, after the parade

is dismissed, will take a spin down to Coney Island at
the invitation of individual members of the various
Brooklyn clubs and be entertained there.

Cycling in Hot Weathei'.
A writer in an exchange in an article on touring

says, " don't ride in the heat of the day, but choose
instead early morning and late afternoon." If a
tourist follows this advice his daily mileage will be
rather small. Its a peculiar fact but one that all long
distance riders will admit that a properly dressed
cyclist can ride in the hottest of weather without
becoming overcome with the heat in the least. He
will perspire freely of course, and probably get red
in the face and very much sunburnt, but any one
who is healthy enough to take a long outing a-wheel
can stand all the heat Old Sol can pour down on him
without ill effects. This fact may be open to com-
ment, but there are number of riders who have rid-
den for a week at a time, twelve or more hours per
day, with the thermometer in the nineties and experi-
enced no bad results. No one knows how much heat
he can stand until he tries touring a-wheel in Sum-
mer. If the heat does eflfect a rider, however, a
couple of large leaves or a wet handkerchief worn
under the hat will be found to be an admirable pre-
ventative against sunstroke.

The New Haven Parade.
The New Haven parade held on Monday morning

previous to the races was an imposing affair. The
New Haven Club had seventy men all uniformed in
dark blue ; the Bridgeport Club had twenty-five men;
the Columbia Club, of Hartford, had twenty-two

; the
Colt Club, of Hartford, had forty-three men who were
uniformed in drab suits with buff gloves; the Hart-
ford had forty-four men all in the gray uniform of
the club ; the Rover Wheel Club, of New Haven,
which has been but a year in existence had 120 men
in line, of whom eighty-six were uniformed and about
forty ununiformed ; the unattached division number-
ing about sixty, were riders from Windsor Locks,
Meriden, Stamford and other Connecticut towns.

J. P. Lavign, of the New Haven Club, was judged
to have the handsomest decorations on his bicycle.
The Hartford Wheel Club took the first prize for hav-
ing the largest number, and the Colt Club the second
prize for having the second largest number. The
Bridgeport Wheel Club took the prize for the finest
appearance.

Health and Cycling Go Hand in Hand.
A Minneapolis paper advises its readers to take

up cycling if they want to enjoy life and be free from
sickness. It says, in a long article on the sport

:

"Maybe the opening Summer finds you a little bilious,
your liver is trying to make a " deader " of you, your
digestion is on the verge of anarchy, you are hollow
chested from your Winter's confinement at your desk,
and the run up the one or two flights of stairs to your
office winds you unless you wait for the elevator. If
you have any of those symptoms — no, don't take
Kickwick's Liver Tonic or Pearly Gates Bitters er
anything of the sort—ride awheel. You can do it,

provided you have two legs, or even one good one, a
fragment of a lung and enough money to buy or hire
a wheel. The time when bicycling was looked upon
simply as an expensive fad has gone by, and it has
come to be considered one of the most healthful and
delightful modes of locomotion.''

A newspaper correspondent writes that one of the
most notable things in English streets and roadways
is the common use of the bicycle, which has became
a most important feature in English life, and has
already largely supplemented the horse.

BY auphnwalk.

It had been a day of great hilarity in Elmtown and
Taxis, returning from the shadow of West Rock,
victorious with his Eagle, had repaired him, together
with Murphy, time 2:26 4-5, and the other "cracks"
to the hotel and we suppose had partaken of a sub-
stantial dinner.
Not so, however, with the N. H. B. C. which had

spread itself to furnish a feast and flow of spirits
which for gorge-o\xs,ne.&% was to far outgorge any-
thing known to the festive tournament wheelmen,
even in that thirsty and hungry age. All day long
or to be piously exact, for two long days and nights,
the boys now in short, at both ends of their breeches
had "owned the city;" and the idylic dream of a
"good time" was to be ushered out of June 8, 1891,
into the glorious never to be again. Kfleasant ?,2ci\

on the sound, leave Belle Doc'k promptly at 8 o'clock,
dark.
But to keep in chronology, a few of the best of them,

at 6 p. m. sat down to a feast at "Hugh Blind's calf.''
It was during the sipping of the nectar at this feast
that D. Post proposed to the best cycling journal in
the world, as has been modestly set forth in these
columns.
At 8.15 the head of the table escaped further con-

tact with the edibles and dampness by withdrawing
in good order through a side door to his hotel (side
door referring to the cafe), and hastily donning his
toga, stalked forth in search forum, that is, the resi-
due of the Connecticut Division, who were supposed
to be on the steamer awaiting the salt, which was
overdue about thirty minutes.
After stalking about at random for sometime, like

toad in a fit the Chief Consul who had doubled on
his track twice at the instance of well meaning
policemen, contracted with a coop (owner, we should
judge) and was " whirled rapidly away," and dropped
just two blocks (one including himself), away from
where he had meandered only a few long, long min-
utes before.
After a count of noses it was discovered that the

salt had once again crystalized and the lump, tor a
few, also long, long moments, fumbled around that
dock in search for the namesake of the "glorious
orb." At last through the black darkness, resplend-
ent in a sickly gleam of earth oil, the sunshine
glowed into vision and the boat sailed shortly a^ter.
After the roaming candle balls and sparks had

subsided, and everybody who had not taken a pre-
cautionary wetting on the inside, had taken their fill

of the smoke, when the harbor lights had sunk down
into the distance and were drowned, then the stars
that twinkle, twinkle all the night came out and
smiled, which was eminently fitting; the sunshine
glowed and glowed, on, on in the else dismal gloom,
and peace was on the deep.
But hardly thus on the ship. There was the rumble

of kegs and the drawing of spigots. Fifteen hundred
sandwiches bit the dust and were hurled down into
the darkness by the gurgling, foaming tide. Among
the wheelmen aboard, a few were noticed leaning
against the leeward rail (with their faces to wind-
ward.) Oh ! it was a gala night and a gala crowd.
Mirth and moisture swept the sunshine from forcastle
to poop and levied on the morrow's sunshine in a half
thousand eyes.
The business meeting of the Connecticut Division

was as largely attended as the after cabin in the first
story would allow. The meeting was "called to
order promptly" after it had wedged itself. The
reading of the various reports was unanimously
throttled, and after a short and crisp report from the
Highway Improvement Committee, the " slate" was
physicked through the meeting, which at once ad-
journed with great pleasure and unanimity to the
counter and sandwich box.
Meantime the harbor lights one by one came up out

of the sea; a few more candles were let off; Belle
Dock soon got near enough to throw us a beaux line,
and we were by the dear girl's side once more.
Thus ended the New Haven meet of '91. The few

hours more to each individual before home we can-
not trace. The last yellow earth-oil glow from the
sunshine is vanished; a few hurried hoof beats in the
village street; here and there a squad of blinkers
about the hotels; at the railway depot the customary
irrelevancies from train baggage men; and then the
morning which.'already grays the East brings another
day, and June 8 is a memory? Great is the L. A. W.

!

Great is the tournament ! Great is the meet, but
greater far greater and ever swelling is the drink!
AH the failures for lack of fine tact in the get up of
other entertainments were overcome here. Last
September's concert and ball in the Foot Guards
Armory in Hartford (where were' assembled our
wives and mothers and sisters and other sisters
(sweet the vision) who are to-day as we so loudly
boast, the refining and gracing of our sport) was
improved upon. Or was it not ? Or how was it ?

Anyway we had a glorious old blow out, and now
let Hartford do the chaste and proper thing in Septem-
ber. Whatever it be, have the ladies a part in it, and
give us a chance. One sunshine is enough for any
L. A. W. year. Auphnwalk.

The ride of the Misses Kirkwood from Maplewood,
Mass., to Portsmouth, N. H., seventy miles of miser-
able road, was really remarkable for Miss Jennie, the
younger, who is a lady of very slight build, Miss
Margaret, having shown herself one of the strongest
lady riders in the East.

It is the greatest mistake in the world to have too
big a wheel. A man's heighth is no criterion, the
length of leg alone being the guide. Long-legged
men have the pull in having bigger wheels, but a
long-bodied man always loo/is better on a machine.

—

M-'/ieeling.

The Maine Division has issued the Maine Wheel-
men's Road Book, which contains an excellent list of
wheeling routes, pleasure resorts, etc., which will
prove invaluable to any one touring through Maine.
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RANDALL REMOVED.

President Dunn upon official notification of Chair-
man Randall's letter, on Jlonday removed him from
the office of chairman and from membership on the
•'Racing Board.

MURPHY MAKES ANOTHER RECORD.

The brilliant audience who attended the New York
Athletic Club games, held on Travers' Island on Sat-
urday last, were treated to one of the finest exhibi-
tionsof speed riding that has ever been given in New
York. There were two cycling events on the pro-
gramme—a two mile oroinary and a two mile safety,
both scratch. Both were entirel}^ devoid of competi-
tive interest, as Murphy outclassed the other riders,
and in the safety race he left the field soon after the
the pistol was fired, and maintaining a good pace
throughout finished in record ;time. At the start
he allowed the others to lead, Hoyland Smith rid-
ing first. At the end of two laps, Charles Murphy
took the lead and paced William Murphy for one
lap. After this the others fe.l away and Murphy
rode entirely alone. He rode three laps in im. 30s.,

or a rate of 2m. 30s. to the mile. The mile was
covered in 2in. 42s., and the two miles in 5m. 26 2-5S.

Just two seconds under Laurie's record. Throughout
the race he made no special effort for time, but
merely gave a good exhibition of steady riding, and
another drawback was a defect in the pneumatic
valve of his wheel, which caused him to slow up two
or three times, fearing an accident. The record is

an excellent one under the conditions, but is yet far
behind the English record of 4ra. 59 3-5S. The track
is five laps to the mile with slightly raised corners.

SUMMARY.
Two Mile Ordin.^ry, Scratch—W. F. Murphy,

first; 'W. Van "Wagoner, second; W. H. Hall. Jr.,
third ; C. M. Murphy, fourth ; A. A. Zimmerman,
fifth. Zimmerman fell ata half mile. Time, 5m. 47 2-5S.

Murphy won by 150 yds.

Two Mile Safety—W. F. Murphy, first; Hoyland
Smith, second; C. M. Murphy, third

; J. H. Hanson,
fourth. Time, 5m. 26 2-5S. Murphy won by a lap.

GOOD SPORT AT READVILLE, MASS.

The races of the Norfolk County Wheelmen, of
Hyde Park, Mass., at the Trotting Park at Readville,
Mass., on Wednesday of this week, were carried
through with a snap and vigor that was appreciated
by the crowd. A large list of entries had been re-
ceived, and the sport was excellent. Gold and silver
medals were given to the men in each event. Follow-
ing is a summary of the events :

One Mile Ordinary, Novice— I. W. Arentzen,
Hyde Park, first ; Frank P. Munroe, Newtown Cen-
tre, second; H. Dennis, Dorchester, third. Time,
3m. 15s.

One Mile Safety, Novice—C. C. Orcut, Boston,
first ; Charles Measure, Needham, second ; George
Quinn, Chelsea, third. Time, 3m. 8 4-5S.

One Mile Ordinary, Open—James Clark, Dorches-
ter, first ; F. J. Clark, Dorchester, second ; T. L. Con-
nelly, Dorchester, third. Time, 3m, 1-5S.

One Mile Safety,'Open— H. C. Tyler, Needham
first; Daniel Connelly, Dorchester, second; Hugh
Robson, Salem, third. Time, 3m. is.

One Mile Safety, Championship of Norfolk
County—H. C. Tyler, Needham, first; A. P. Benson,
Newton, second ; A. H. Rhodes, Hyde Park, third.
Time, 3m. 8 1-5S.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap, Open—H. Dennis,
Dorchester (175 yds.), first; E. J. Clark, Dorchester
(25 yds.), second ; B. P. Hedges, Foxboro (150 yds.),

H. G. Andrews, Hyde Park (75 yds.), fourth. The
scratch man, J. Clark, failed to get a place. Time,
3m. 2S.

One Mile safety. Handicap—G. Minturn Worden,
Boston, scratch (pneumatic tire), first; H. C.Tyler,
Needham, second ; E. A. McDuffee, West Everett,
third. Time, 2m. 52S.

One Mile Ordinary, Championship of Norfolk
County—B. F. Hedges, Foxboro, first; H. G. An-
drews, Hyde Park, second •

J. W. Arentzen, Hyde
Park, third ; P.M. Hussey, Hyde Park, fourth. Time,
3m. 13s.

Two Mile Team Race (three clubs of three men
each)— Rain interfered at the finish, but it is believed
the Crescent Bicycle Club of Dorchester won. Time,
6m 15 3-5S.

Half Mile Boys' Safety—F. Ovurish, Dorchester,
first

;
James W. Wight, Dorchester, second ; Edwin

Thompson, Hyde Park, third.

Half Mile Safetx, Pneumatic—G. M. Worden,
Boston, first ; E. A. McDuffee, West Everett, second

;

J. P. Clark, Dorchester, third. Time, im. 26 1-5S.

The officers of the day were: Referee, A. D. Peck,
Jr., of the Massachusetts Bicycle Club

;
Judges, W. S.

Doane, W. W. Scott, and Theodore Rothe ; Scorers,
White and Walker ; Clerk of Course, Fred. B. Stevens;
Assistants, Henry Heydecker and Herbert McDowell;
Timers, Theodore Walters, C. U. Meigs ; Starter,
Robert W. Walker. Three men were piled up in the
second race, and in the fourth McDuffee struck the
fence and took a header over it, but remounted and
caught and passed two men.

The three mile ordinary, at the games of the Mon-
treal Amateur Athletic Association, on June f, re-
sulted as follows : W. Mussen, scratch, first; C. Low,
scratch, second ; D. Louson, 10 yds., third. Time,
lom. 32 i-jS.

A NEW JERSEY RACING ASSOCIA-
TION FORMED.

Representatives from the Atalanta Wheelmen,
Business Men's Cycle League, Union Co. Roadsters
Hudson Co. Wheelmen, met at the club-house of the
former organization on Thursday evening of this
week and organized the Associated Cycling Clubs of
New Jersey. The object of the organization is to
promote inter-club races. It was announced that
Duryea's trotting track at Elizabeth could probably
be secured and put into shape for cycle racing for a
trifling expense, and a committee consisting of
Messrs. Edge, A. W.; Kirkpatrick, B. M. C. L., and
Ames, U. C. R., was appointed to look into the matter.
If this or some other track can be secured, road
racing will be aban<ioned and race meets promoted,
consisting of a New Jersey team race, club and open
events. All clubs in the State will be invited to join
the Association. The initiation fee will be $5. Messrs.
Swain, A. W.; Holmes, B. M. C. L., and Chamberlin,
U. C. R., were appointed to draft a constitution. The
next meeting will be held July i.

The Syracuse Y. M. C. A. Kaces.
The following events were run at the games of the

Syracuse Y. M. C. A. June 9

:

One Mile Safety—George Penn, first; F. P.
Hammer, second. Time, 3m. 26 3-5S.

Two Mile Ordinary—R. P. Judd, first; H. Curran,
second. Time, 7m. 14 2-5S.

Two Mile Tandem—Hammer and Miller first

;

Penn brothers second. Time, 7m. 35s.

A New Track at Bridgeport.
Major Burdette of Hartford, is' studying up the

question of track construction, as he intends to
superintend the building of the new race path
which is to be built in the Park at Bridgeport, Conn.
The track will probably be three laps to the mile
and on the most modern plans, with raised corners
and wide straights.

The one mile safety record for South Africa, now
stands at 2m. 56 4-5S., to the credit of Mr. Greenvall
of Kimberley.

At the games of the Indiana Intercollegiate Athletic
Association at Terra Haute, June 6; One Mile Safety
—I, H. L. Wetherbee R. P. I., 3m. 54s.; 2, A. P. Peek
R. p. I., 3m. 5SS.

HOUSTON, TEXAS.

The law allowing bicycle clubs to a charter and
placing them on the same footing as railroad and
like corporations, was passed at the last session of
the Legislature through the influence of the L. A. W.
and the Houston Bicycle Club. Our capital stock is

$5,000, in shares of |io each. Sufficient stock has
been subscribed and we|are putting in one of the finest
one-fifth mile tracks in the South, if not in the
United States. It will be of shell and cement surface,
as smooth as asphalt, and will cost $1,000. It is situ-
ated in Magnolia Park. The track encircles a pretty
little artificial lake, supplied with artesian water
from a well in its centre. The lake will be planted
with water lillies and tropical plants. Everything
will be ready by July 4, when the State Division meet
will be held and the State championship races run.
There are a great many wheelmen in Texas, and

now we ought to have at least one hundred and fifty
or two hundred cyclers here July 3 and 4.

We would like to see wheelmen here from all parts
of the United States, and if any would like to be here
or contemplate coming, just write and we will see
that you are taken care of and have the most royal
time you ever enjoyed.
The programme embraces a street procession, a

wheel on the morning of 3d, and in the evening a
grand prize lantern parade. On the 4th the, champion-
ship and other races will be run, and the day ended
up with a grand ball and banquet to the visiting
wheelmen.
On the 5th we will take a special train and

spend the day in Galveston, first dinner and a
swim in the Gulf of Mexico. If the weather is good
we will also have a five mile road race over as pretty
a course as you ever saw. G. W. S.

DETROIT.

Detroit is still booming. Quiet work is being done
looking after the details that will go to ma'ice up the
entertainment and welfare of the wheelmen who
come here in July.
The island, that Mecca of all cyclists, never was in

better condition, and is worth going a long way to
see. Our race track is said to be in splendid condi-
tion, in fact, as good as Peoria, and visiting wheel-
men, and there are many of them, say that Detroit
will prove the most beautiful place the national meet
has ever assembled in.

The road race brought many visitors who for the
first time got a glimpse of the City of the Straits and
her charms.
Roy Keator and his brother, Harty, spent a day and

evening with the boys, and Roy astonished the natives
by making a trip from the heart of the city to the
island and returning again to the foot of Woodward
Avenue on the one large wheel of his 54-inch ordinary.
On Friday he was put through the Custom House at
Windsor, and with his brother started for Buffalo,
where he expects to enter the races.

C. H. Smith is here so as to be present at his old
partner's wedding, B. H. Holcombe, the Vice-Presi-
dent of the D. W., who, after fighting shy for "lo
these many years," is at last a victim of the little

god. He and his bonny bride start East, but both
will be here again in time for the national L. A W.
meet, July, 16, 17, 18.

NEWARK.

Newark was a pretty lively town on Friday even-
ing last from a cycling standpomt. Wheelme'n were
here, there and everywhere, and the club-houses of
both the Atalanta Wheelmen and the Business Men's
Cycle League presented an animated appearance.
Both cKibs held open houses in honor of the century
runners, and cycling enthusiasm ran high.

The Atalanta Wheelmen made a creditable record
in th^ century run. Twenty men signed to partici-
pate in the trip, eighteen started and all but three
finished. Charles Edge, who is almost as strong a
rider as the Edges of English fame, became disgusted
with the set pace and rode ahead, reaching Trenton
at 11.30 a. m. Starting from there after the 3 p. m. he
reached Philadelphia before six o'clock. He has an-
nounced his intention of riding from this city to
Philadelphia and back in a day upon the first oppor-
tunity. Edge, Swain and Eldridge were about the
first to reach the Quaker City and forfeited their right
to a medal in coTisequence. Those who completed
the run were Messrs. Butterworth, Millar, Crosel-
mire, Leonard, Muller, Jones, Geib, Pridham, Struck,
Beardsley, Halsey and Belknap.

It is pleasing to note that the arrangement for the
team road race between the Business M^n's Cycle
League and the Orange Wheelmen has at last been
arranged, but there are still some riders in this city
who are incredulous enough to believe that the race
is still far from a certainty. The Orange Club has
a strong team out, with good substitutes, while the
Business Men's Cycle League team, judging from
the past, is a little weak, barring one or two of the
riders. Swain is the strongest rider in the team as
named and he is an Atalanta man. The course se-
lected ought to suit the most fastidious racing man,
giving all sorts and conditions of roads, up hill and
down. And the race, when it takes place, should be
an interesting one.

Captain L. N. Thorne, of the Atalanta Wheelmen,
has been compelled to resign his office in the club,
owing to ill-health, and has departed for Sullivan
County, New York, where he will rusticate for a
month or more. A new chief executive of road
affairs will soon be elected, and meanwhile a tempor-
ary captain will be appointed by the Board of Trus-
tees. The illness of Mr. Thorne is to be regretted, as
he had many admirable plans and ideas that he in-
tended to put into execution.

The old Essex Bicycle Club met for the first time in
two years on Friday evening of last week, and en-
joyed their annual banquet. Reports were read, and
officers elected as follows : President, Wm. A. Right-
er ; Vice-President, Frederick Kerr

;
Secretary and

Treasurer, C. H. McMahon ; Captain, E. E. Sergeant;
Lieutenant, H. W. Knight ; Second Lieutenant, A.
Hedges; Executive Committee, A. J. Clark, Samuel
N. Atwater, T. Bird Dixie. The question of with-
drawing from membership in the League of Ameri-
can Wheelmen was discussed and decided in the
negative. Spark.

DETROIT.

About a dozen members of the Detroit wheelmen
went to Toledo on Saturday last, to attend the house
warming of the Toledo Bicycle Club.
Most of the boys remained over Sunday, and were

taken care of by the club men in a style of hospitality
peculiar to cyclists.
They report a fine time and the new home of the

Toledo men to be first-class in all its appointments.

The printing committee on the L. A. W. meet have
got out very neat posters, which are being sent to all

the clubs in the country so as to keep the dates of the
nationsl meet of '91 fresh in the minds of all wheel-
men.
Come to Detroit on July 16, 17, 18, and we will treat

you right, is what all the boys wish to say.

Since the last road race of the Detroit wheelmen
there has been considerable talk among the club men
in regard to who is the fastest rider, and as four of
the contestants were mounted on pneumatics it was-
a hard question to decide. To put an end to the dis-
cussion, Capt. F. L. Abel has kindly come forward
and generously donated an elegant gold medal for a
fifteen mile road race over the same course as the
other race. Contestants to be mounted on solid tired
high wheels.

It is expected that there will be five starters, viz.:

Messrs. Lane, Jones, Huelett, Osborn and Rands.
ELNID.

A Canterbury Pilgrimage.
This dainty volume of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pennell,

has never been given the attention in cycling that it

merits. The WHEEL has made special arrangements
with the publishers, and will mail these books post-
paid for fifty cents.

A century run will be held by the Syracuse Cycling
Club on June 28, from Geneva to Buffalo.

In London machines of all sorts and descriptions
are used for all sorts of purposes—very largely for
doing errands, carrying small parcels, and making
deliveries. Though New York is now able to show
some good streets, these London streets, in their gen-
eral goodness, seem to the New Yorker a marvel of
perfection. They are for the most part made of
asphalt, laid on a cement foundation, or of wooden
blocks fixed in cement and carefully coated with
asphalt. Over these streets the heaviest teaming is

done. One sees enormous vans that would require
four horses to draw with ear-racking noise through
any American city except Washington, easily and
quie'tly drawn over the London streets by two horses.
With such a roadway it is a matter of a little time and^
of pleasant exercise to ride from a home in a suburb
to the heart of the city.

The Hagerstown Meet programme was mailed on
Thursday night, and is a neat little pocket pamphlet.
The Detroit invitations were also mailed on Thursday.
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THE MISSOURI DIVISION'S MEET.

Three hundred and thirteen miles southwest of St.

Louis is situated a town which is fairly on fire with
enthusiasm over the forthcoming sixth annual meet
of the Missouri Division. The town, which is known
as Carthage, is reached by two great trunk lines, and
has unequalled facilities for the entertainment of a
large crowd. The programme consists : First day,
July 3—Reception of visitors who will be met at the
depots by a brass band, and escorted to their hotels

;

10 a. m., inspection run around the city, and for those
who wish, a short run of eleven miles to inspect the
extensive lead mines at Oronoga, will be taken ; at
2 p. m. the hill climbing contest will take place on a
hill which has never been surmounted by a bicycle.
On the evening of July 3 the smoker and athletic
entertainment takes place at the Carthage Armory.
Refreshments will be served in abundance, but ad-
mission can only be obtained by presenting a League
ticket or a duly certified certificate showing that the
holder has applied for L. A. W. membership. The
Harrington Hotel will be the headquarters, where
badges will be distributed. On the morning of the
glorious fourth the annual parade will be held at 9
a. m. sharp, and will cover the principal streets of
Carthage. Three prizes are offered to clubs partici-
pating, as follows : first, a fine steel engraving to the
club having the most League members in line

;

second, etching for the club that ranks second in this
respect, and third, an engraving to the club making
the best appearance in line. After the parade all the
wheelmen present will be grouped at headquarters
and photographed. Then wheels will be remounted
and headed for the Opera House, where the annual
Division meeting will be held. In the afternoon, at
2 p. m,, the races will take place on the half mile
track at the Fair Grounds. Following are the events
(for which prizes aggregating $800 in value will be
given) : One mile ordinary, novice ; one mile safety,
novice; one mile ordinary, open; one mile safety,
handicap ; one mile ordinary, Missouri Division
championship ; three mile safety, Missouri Division
championship

; one mile ordinary, handicap; one mile
safety, Missouri Division championship ; two mile
ordinary, handicap; ten mile ordinary, Missouri Di-
vision championship ; one mile ordinary, consolation;
one mile safety, consolation. The annual banquet
will be served at the Harrington Hotel, at 9 p. m., and
will be an elegant affair. On Sunday, July 5, runs to
Joplin and Webb city will be taken.

NIAGARA-DETROIT TOUR.

Cost—$16 for seven days. Start—10 a. m., Thurs
"v-. ^^y- l^iy 9 '

from Niagara Falls,
N. Y. Sleep at St.
Catherines, Ont., 18
miles; Hamilton,
Ont., 33 miles;
Woodstock, Ont., 54
miles; London,Ont.,
31 miles; Port Hu-

o;^.- . ron, Mich., (famous
^^^; tunnel between

" Canada and United
States) 59 miles; Mt.
Cllemens", Mich.,
(celebrated mineral
springs) 45 miles;
Detroit, noon, July
15, 21 miles.
Roads —Gravel,

and the best in
America. Daily
runs short and can
easily be made by
inexperienced
riders. Ladies es-
pecially invited,
and no trouble or
expense will be
.spared to make the
trip pleasant and
interesting to those
attending. Those
intending to join
should send in their

names early, as tiic iiuuiuer 01 party is positively
limited to 150. All customs arrangements will be
made by the manager beforehand, so there will be
no vexatious delays in crossing the border. Send $1
to the undersigned and have your name booked.
Further particulars may be obtained from Clarence
H. Smith, No. 211 Putnam ave., Detroit, Mich.

IN MEMORIAM.

Not dead but only gone;
For his kind deeds in song.
In mind and hearts still dwell;
He cannot die, and it is well.********
We hear his voice in ev'ry passing breeze
Which rustles softly thro' the swaying trees.
We see his pleasant face and old-time look,
In each familiar spot and quiet nook
Where he was wont to wheel.
As twilight shadows steal,
The aisles of mem'ry throng
With friends that have gone on.

The day and night have met
And I am lingering yet.********
The curfew bells now swing

—

How low and soft they ring.
April 12, 1891. C. S. W. for THE Wheel.

ONE OF KENTUCKY'S POPULAR
WHEELMEN,
"WHITE BURLEY."

The Wheel last week gave considerable space to
a well-written article from the facile pen of " White
Burley," our correspondent in " God's country."
From hi s 7iom de flume, " White Burley " might be

sized up as a big bluff to-
bacco planter, who stuffs his
breeches in his boots, and
struts around with a gun in
one pocket and a whisky bot-
tle in the other. But he's
nothing of the kind. A more
quiet, more modest, or more
popular wheelman does not
live in Kentucky. Though
young in years, he is one of
the veterans of cycling in that
State, having taken his first

lesson from a rakeless Rudge
owned by an older brother
nearly ten years ago. He
came up smiling, however,
mastered the straight-forked
contrivance, and has been on
top ever since. He has little

„. ... „....„ choice about his mount to-day,

and can make'as^good time on a back-number hickory

as on a '91 light roadster ordinary. Mr. Lawson, or

"O. W."to his acquaintances (this is " White Bur-
ley " in private life), has one characteristic that

marks him plainer than any other : it is his devotion
to his friends. No sacrifice is too great, no business
too pressing for him to do a favor or show a kindness
to a friend. He loves in others what they cannot fail

to see in himself—honesty, straightforwardness, a

love for truth and hatred of all that is false.

Mr. Lawson is traveling salesman for a wholesale
house on Main Street, Louisville, and is on the road
about eight months out of twelve. Wherever he goes
he always hunts up wheelmen, and has frequently
favored The Wheel with interesting gossip and news
from Southern cities. He is an enthusiastic L. A. W.
man, and delights in -affixing his " O. W. L." to the

applications of new members.
Mr. Lawson is a splendid road rider, and. he hopes

to have a "go" at the Kentucky twenty-four hour
record—152% miles—some time this Summer. X.

O. W. LAWSON.

ROCKFORD, ILL.

W/ieelinff relevs to the Willis brothers, well known
in connection with their Ormonde cycles, as "two
phenomena of the cycle trade." Evidently the Willis
brothers have a good standing abroad.

The Rockford Cycling Club has fifty members, and
by July 4 expect to have seventy-five. The club has
no quarters but has been meeting at the houses of
the members. In the near future they expect to have
a house. All are working like beavers for the meet.
The roads surrounding the city and up and down

the banks of the Rock River are fine, and the city

streets are paved with block. Harlem Park is a
pleasant place. Here is located a roller coaster, and
band stand from which the watch factory band will

discourse music during the meet. Rowboats in

plenty will be provided. Excellent bathing can be
had. Football, baseball, a tug-of-war and other
amusements will be provided. The park can be
reached by steamboat, electric cars or wheel. The
riding is excellent.

THE COMING MEET.

Chicago cracks and riders all over the State, who
f»ar another Bloomington, can quiet their fears. The
Rockford track is not laid out in the field and scraped,
but is a most excellent mile track of clay formation,
so hard that horsemen asked that it be raked before
exercising their horses over it. After several days
of racing the track was " fit " for a bicycle race. For
a week before the Fourth no horses will be allowed on
the track, and it will be as smooth as a billiard table
on the day of the races. Rain will hardly affect the
track at all. Training quarters will be provided and
the races run as division races never have been run
before.
The prizes are all excellent, several bicycles being

among them, a gold watch, easy chairs, and the like,

besides a valuable prize presented by real estate men
for the man winning the most races. The programme
says nothing of a banquet, but the club has decided
to hold one after the dance.
The citizens of Rockford will give the fireworks,

and the display will be grand. His Honor, N. H.
Starr, Mayor of Rockford, is an active wheelman and
Chairman of the Reception Committee.
The ladies will be taken care of by a ladies' com-

mittee of which Mrs. Freeman Lillibridge is chair-
man. A picture will be taken at the close of the
parade, and it is hoped all will take part. The Chica-
go delegation will go by Illinois Central, a special
train leaving the city Friday morning, July 3, at 7.30,

and reaching Rockford at 10, in time for the business
meetingj returning Sunday afternoon. A touring
party will leave Chicago July 2, reaching Rockford
the morning of the 4th. J. M. Erwin, Captain, and E.
M. Newman, First Lieutenant of the Lincoln Cycling
Club, are forming a party. Following are a list of
the races : One mile novice, safety; one mile novice,
ordinary; two mile open, safety; one mile local, safety;
two mile handicap, ordinary; one mile safety cham-
pionship; one mile ordinary, championship; unicycle
race ; half mile safety championship ; half mile ordin-
ary championship; one mile handicap, safety; quarter
mile safety, championship; quarter mile ordinary,
championship ; one mile safety, 3-10 class ; one mile
handicap, ordinary ; two mile tandem, championship;
one mile consolation. FiRENZI.

The Overman Wheel Co.'s San Francisco branch
has now in connection an elegant riding academy 50X
100 feet ; it is, without doubt, one of the largest and
finest of the kind in the United States. Classes are
formed for the morning, afternoon or evening, and it

is meeting with great success.

CHICAGO.

Even though a young club the Lake View Cycling
Club are the most active in racing in this city. For
four Saturdays they have had a race, on Grace-
land Avenue to Edgewater and return, five miles.
Saturday, June 20, they hold a five mile club cham-
pionship race for safety riders. Saturday, June 27,
the tandem riders will contest a five mile race for the
club medal, and on July 4 the ordinary riders will
contest for the club championship. This club has no
club-house, having been unable to find one to suit.

Their treasury is in a prosperous condition.

Fifty of the Cook County Wheelmen were in line
for their run around the parks. This club, whom all

supposed would b« chiefly composed of non-riders,
has far more than some others of whom we brag.

Mr. Hossford, of the Chicago Club, has ridden
a pneumatic tired safety two months without a punc-
ture. H. R. Winship rode his about the same time
and sold it for one hundred dollars, disgusted, while
other riders go week after week and never cut their
tires. Winship is the only one about who has given up
his wheel because of cutting.

L. R. Fyfe, of the Englewood Club, has contributed
a gold and also a silver medal to be raced for by
members of his club. This race will take place early
Monday morning, June 15, at Jackson Park.

An interesting meeting of the Ravenswood Cycling
Club was held last Monday evening. The club rooms
will be fitted up in good style immediately. Bob
Simon's resignation as secretary and treasurer was
accepted and Harry B. Reynolds was unamiously
elected.

Several wheelmen of Brighton Park are forming a
club.

Monday evening, June 8, thieves broke into the A.
J. Street Cycle Co.'s store, 599 West Madison Street,
and stole two Crescent safeties. This firm has lost
five wheels altogether in one month in this manner,
and now have bars on their windows and doors.

At the Oakland Hotel, corner Drexel and Oakwood
Boulevards, one of the finest corners in this city, the
Chas. F. Stokes Mfg. Co. have opened a branch store
andj installed Mr. Barwise, winner of the Pullman
Road Race as manager. "This is the third branch
store for this enterprising firm, and all are doing
well.

A. H. Radill, a local rider of some ability and a
member of the Lincoln Club, performed a foolhardy
feat successfully this past week. Standing on the
seat of an Ormonde safety he coasted the steepest
hill of Lincoln Park.

Fifteen dollars is the initiation fee of the Illinois

Cycling Club. Ten dollars of this being refund-
ed to all who get in before the 350 mark is reached.
Twenty-seven applications were accepted at the last,

meeting and thirty are now posted on the board.

A prominent club of this city took summary actiom
on a man this week. For some time he has made him-
self an active member without the form of election,
not wanting to join. His name was therefore brought
up at the meeting, several of the members having
filled out an application. He was black-balled, and
so notified of the fact. He now keeps away from the
club.

The present location of the Lincoln Cycling Club
seems to have been selected to the taste of the mem-
bers as never a night goes by but what a goodly
crowd congregate at the house. The treasury,
mostly due to the lower rent, is rapidly growing
and the club is in a more healthy condition than ever
before in its existence. To president Gerould the
club members give due credit. A better president
never presided at a meeting, nor a more popular one
either.

A lady recently asked a dealer of this city for " a
pound of those shots to make a bicycle run easy."
Another dealer has shown me a letter from Iowa,
asking for " a hook to hang my torch on," meaning a
lamp bracket of course.

Will wheelmen, old and new, ever know how
pedestrians look upon them when they go scorching
along the park drives on a Sunday, scaring them by
a loud drawn blast on their whistle before they are
anywhere near. Take it easy ! say I, and keep what
privileges you have.

I have but just heard of a member of the Chicago-
Club who saw the handicapper and told him Barwise
couldn't ride a mile in five minutes, etc., and then
went and put up all his stuff on Barwise. I also
know a man who went to a near-by town where an
excellent wheel is made, and in a race won as a prize
one of this firms wheels. He now keeps that wheel to
run it down and sell his own light English make.
Such is gratitude.

The Oak Park Cycling Club hold an annual field

day, generally on the Fourth of July but not this year.
At the June meeting right triumphed and the majority
voted for Rockford, and to change the field day to

July II. The events bicycular at the field day will
be a one mile safety, scratch; ten mile handicap, one
mile ordinary, handicap; one mile safety, handicap;
boys' race, two mile ordinary, scratch.
"The Illinois Division, League of American Wheel-

men, will issue 2,000 handbooks this month for the use
of members of this Division duringthe season of 1801.

The size of this book will be 2,% by 6 inches, and it

will be bound in leatherette. The contents will be as
follows :

History of the L. A. W. and the formation of the
Illinois Division. Constitution and by-laws of
National League and of this Division. List ot officers
of the National League. Officers of the Division
since its organization. Division standing committees.
Chapter on "The Law of Cycling." Chapter on
"Health Hints." Chapter on "Temporary Repairs."
Chapter on "Touring." Bicycle records. List of all

the members of the tiivision, with their addresses by
towns, showing local consuls. League hotels, etc. List

.

of all the wheeling clubs, L. A. W. and otherwise, in
the State with their officers. In addition to the above,
each book will contain one of Rand & McNally's best
maps of Illinois, divided into districts and printed
especially for this Division. Fikknzi.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Brazil, Ind., has a club called the Aiiphenwauk
Cycling Club.

A Bible was one of the prizes at the recent Iowa
Division meet.

Sixteen and one-eighth miles is the exact length of
the Pullman course.

There are fully forty lady riders in Pittsburg and
Allegheny City at present.

Albone's recently invented bicycle baby-carrier
has been dubbed the "Kid Karrier."

Lozier & Yost will likely build a large additiion to
their present factory during the Fall.

A Warwick Safety and Union No. 12 are amongst
the prizes for the Poorman Road Race.

The wheelmen of Wilkinsburg, Pa., organized a
club last week with a membership of twenty.

Tom Busst, the Australian champion, has won dur-
ing his career prizes the total value of jCi,ooO'

On Sunday last the Illinois Cycling Club had sixty-
four out of eighty-nine men iinish its annual century
run.

Wheelmen belonging to the various branches of the
Brooklyn Y. M. C. A. have decided to form a cycling
section.

The Pullman road race advertising poster is the
largest thing of the kind we have ever seen gotten
ovitin cycling.

The Centatir Cycling Club one of Brooklyn's new
organizations, has secured new quarters at 702
Manhattan avenue.

Hon. Foster IVI. Voorhees, who introduced the
County Roads bill into the New Jersey Legislature,
has taken to cycle riding.

The Providence Ladies' Bicycle Club has about
reached its limit of membership and is in every way
in a very flourishing condition.

W. P. Murphy has received his pneumatic ordinary
Ormonde. It is the second one in this country, W.
W. Windle possessing the first.

The Racing Board of the Canadian Wheelmen's As-
sociation has decided to take no action in regard to
the classification of pneumatic machines.

The West End Bicycle Club, of Rochester, is mak-
ing a feature of daylight country runs on every
Thursday, which are proving very successful.

A six-year-old boy was knocked down and intern-
ally injured by a bicycle ridden by Mrs. E. H. Mars-
den, on Second Street, Brooklyn, Saturday last.

Woman's field is ever extending. Miss Annie Hall, an
Englishwoman, has been granted a patent on "im-
provements in bicycles and other velocipedes."

Crawfordsville, Ind., which was a hotbed of cycling
several years ago when Whittaker was breaking
records, is now dead, so far as wheeling is concerned.

Mrs. C. W. Dalsen, Captain of the Fairmount Lady
Cyclers, who successfully finished the century run on
Saturday, rode 122 miles in a day during the latter
part of May.

One of the English fads, which is rather largely ad-
vertised, is Kola, the new "muscle bracer." It is also
advertised as "Kola Chocolate," "Kolatina" and
"Kola Elixir."

The Chesapeake Wheelmen and Alpha Ladies
Cycle Club held a joint picnic run on Sunday last.
An abundant lunch was served in a grove several
miles from the city.

Fully 500 people turned out at North Attleboro,
Mass., on Wednesday of last week, to witness the lan-
tern parade of the Columbia Bicycle Club. There
were over loo wheels in line.

There apparently is something in a name for the
Doolittle Club of Sioux Falls, la,, has discarded the
title, and will hereafter be known as the Sioiix Falls
Cycle Club. Tlie club has 33 members.

There is still a possibility that before long champion
Tom Busst may visit England. He has not yet given
up efforts to obtain the necessary leave from the
Railway department where he is employed.

The Utica Cycling Club will hold a century run on
June 21, to Cooperstown and return. The route
abounds with good roads and side paths, and it is
intended to make the affair an annual fixture.

Walter Rademacher, who represents the Man-
chester Cycle Co., has been in this country for some
time, although he has made his presence known to
but very few people. Recently he was in Chicago.

The Scotch papers are slating Laurie, who recently
appeared at an important meet at Glasgow without a
wheel and entirely untrained. Laurie is careless,
pettish and caddish a:thome, as he was in this country.

The Manhattan Cycle Co., who opened their new
store on Eight Avenue near Twenty-third Street, on
Sattirday evening last, already report a brisk de-
mand, especially in the renting branch of their busi-
ness.

A banquet has been added to the programme of the
Kentucky Division meet at Louisville, on June 27-28.
Judging from the communications that have been re-
ceived from all parts of the State, a large gathering
is a certainty.

Two road hogs attempted to ride down D. P. Sands,
of Boston, near Dedham, Mass., during the first part
of this week, and struck him on the face and hands
with a whip. The facts of the assault were commu-
nicated to the police, and the assailants were cap-
tured and locked up.

The Missouri Athletic Club recently consolidated
with the Missouri Bicycle Club of St. Louis, and the
organizations will hereafter be known as the Mis-
souri Bicycle and Athletic Club. A fine piece of
property has been secured for the laying out of suit-
able grounds and a track.

A Coventry man has invented what he thinks is a
sure cure for loafing, but he has thus far been unable
to prevail upon anyone to try it. The device consists
of an arrangement under the saddle, which, when the
speed falls below a certain set pace, causes a sharp-
pointed pin to stick the rider.

Minneapolis has quite a bloody record. Within
three weeks one wheelman fractured his skull,
another was disemboweled by falling on his brake,
still another died from a cancer which had its origin
in a header, and last week one of the team of profes-
sional female racers fell and broke her collarbone.

The Neutakontacut Wheelmen, a new club of Johns-
town, R. I., with a membership of twenty-five, will
hold a hill-climbing contest on June 20. The club
will give §40 in prizes, and this being the first contest
of the kind some lively work is expected. After the
event a smoker will be held at the club's quarters.

HOLBEIN'S EXCUSE.
Holbein's explanation for his defeat in the great

French road race was a manly one. "I met a better
man " was all he said. All England is now agog over
his meeting with Mills in the North Road Club's
twenty-four hours' contest. Holbein's weak point is

hill climbing, and there were many of them on the
French course.

A new club has been formed at Washington which
admits to membership both ladies and gentlemen.
It will be known as the Nomad Cycle Club. The offi-

cers are : Arthur H. Smith, President ; Miss Mamie
A. Douglas, Vice-President ; C. C. Babb, Secretary;
Miss Grace Keefer, Treasurer ; T. H. Brooks, Cap-
tain; B. F. Larcombe, First Lieutenant ; Miss Daisy
E. Hepburn, Second Lieutenant.

At the close of the year, on April 20, there were 568
members of the League in Rhode Island, most of
whom were unattached. There are several clubs in
the State but only two of them are League clubs.
The officers of the League, including the Chief Con-
sul, Vice-Consul and the various consuls are hard at
work getting in renewals. Chief Consul Cooke re-
ports that since the close of the League year, on April
20, and up to June 11, that there have been 344 re-
newals and 114 new applications for membership.

They say in America that Windle, on his new pneu-
matic, will beat Jones' mile record. We in I,reland
say that Kilkelly can beat anything that either Jones
or Windle may do.

—

IrisJi Wheebnan.
Kilkelly can't beat anything while he is handi-

capped by that parent o' his n. Now, if the flying
Irishman had for a papa such sporting men as Mr.
Windle, Mr. Harry Hall, Mr. Du Cros, Mr. lUston
or Mr. Zimmerman, all of whom attend the races and
cheer their sons to victory, Kilkelly might do some-
thing.

A. D. Ruff, of Richmond, Ky., proposes to wheel
from that town to Louisville on June 25, a distance
of 102 miles, to attend the League meet. Mr.
Ruflf is one of the oldest wheelmen in the State, being
sixty-six years of age. He began riding about six
years ago, as a last resort, hoping the exercise would
do what medicine had failed to do—relieve him of
chronic rheumatism. That he has accomplished more
than he even dreamed of is attested by this great un-
dertaking He will be tendered an ovation by the
Louisville Wheelmen.

The Primrose Bicycle Club is the name of another
new Philadelphia organization. The officers are:
Captain, Charles Priest ; First Lieutenant, Geo. S.
Knoring; Second Lieutenant, William Brooks; Bugler,
Samuel McGowan ; Color Bearer, W. C. Fuchswanz.

A Pointer for the £nglisli Press.

The English paper that can catch the ear of Mr-
Thomas Saunders, who sailed for Liverpool on
Wednesday last, and get an " interview on America "

will get something of value to the English trade.
Saunders is a patriotic Englishman, but when he sat
in a chair, slotted a nickel, and in less time than
Armour's man can stick a pig, had presented to him
a tin type photo, in a brass frame and all for five cents,
he cannot help but think that America is entitled to
tTie cake. We are a beslotted race at any rate.

From all present indications the Hagerstown meet
will outshine in every way all other meets of the
year. From all points of the compass letters are
received, asking for accomodations and information.
Already very nearly 1,000 visitors are booked. Special
trains are to be run from a dozen diflferent points,
and touring parties are being formed in large num-
bers. One ot the novel attractions of the meet is the
grand open air smoker, which will be held on the
evening of July 4, in a beautiful grove, five minutes
ride from the town. Three large bands of music will
be on board, and also an abundant supply of tobacco,
pipes, lemonade and fireworks. The grove will be
lighted by electricity.

A new idea in cyclometers has just been put on the
market in England. Instead of being fitted to the
axle of the wheel it is affixed to the top of the forks,
and is kept in motion by the action of the spokes by
means of a rod and pinion. The cyclometer is fitted
to the top of the left-hand fork, and is tightened by
means of a clamp adjustment. The action of this
distance measure, which is one of the latest patterns
of the famous "Signal" cyclometer, is absolutely
correct. To the cycler there is a great charm in being
able to ascertain accurately the total mileage he has
covered in his trips a wheel, and this new type ol!

cyclometer is especially useful, as the dial indicating
the distance traveled is always in view.

While cycling, like the orb of day, shines for all,

there are some people who are a little out of place on
the wheel. For instance, the man with the high hat,
starchy collar and long coat presents a ludicrous ap-
pearance on a cycle, and extraordinary stout men in
knickerbockers also attract unpleasant attention. At
present men of high official position and fame, if

they ride along on a public thoroughfare secure
more homage than is pleasant. It is hard to define the
reason for this clearly, but the Minneapolis Tribune
says that the time is not far off when the attire of a
bicyclist will attract as little attention as though he .

or she were riding in a carriage, and when Minneap-
olis furnishes a president, in nineteen hundred and
something, it may be that out in the park a statue
will be erected in his honor, representing him astride
of a wheel, instead of a fiery charger.

T. A. Edge, one of England's road giants was in
France recently, and "shudders to think of the dis-
tance which could be ridden on French roads in
twelve hours, with the wind behind." He " fancies "

that two hundred miles could be covered very easily
in that time. He will not be surprised if all the long
distance records are eventually made in France
owing to the immeasurably superior roads of that
country. Edge found a long ride in France much
more enjoyable than in England, not only because of
the roads, but to the accommodation. There it is

possible to get such good breakfasts and dinners at
every little inn and country town that it makes an
Englishman disgusted with his own country and its

ham and eggs, the standard fare. He advises that
"road riders in search of fame and records, and
tourists who require good feeding, picturesque scen-
ery and every enjoyment for which they can wish, to
pay a visit to sunny France."

GENTLEMAN'S EMPIRE SAFETY,

OHIO^Gi-O SEWI2SrGi- I^/I^^OKIITE OG.
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MR. RANDALL IS INTERVIEWED.

Chairman Randall did'nt care to talk much, it was
very evident in fact, that Chairman Randall had

agreed with himself before hand on this point. He
was very guarded and cautious in his converse and

much inclined to give his replies in monosyllables, or

as few words as possible, indeed, for a time it was
much like drawing a tightly-wedged cork to get

much of anything out of him.

But he thawed before the evening was over.

" Well, are you the Chairman of the Racing Board?"

This was The Wheel man's ironical salutation to

Mr. Randall, who was found leaning against a pillar

in the corridor of the Grand Pacific on Thursday of

last week awaiting a quorum of Chicago's Associ-

ated Cycling Clubs, of which he is first vice-presi

dent.
" I think so," was his quiet but smil ing assent.

"That's good—and tell me what do you think of our

president's latest ? How's rule G now ?"

•'Still in force."

"So?"
"Yes."
"After what the Rights and Privileges Committee

has decided ?"

"Yes."
"What official action have you taken in the mat-

ter?"
"You'll see in this week's issues of the cycling

papers?"
" Heard something about that already, so you don't

recognize the power of either the president or the

committee to annul a rule ?
"

"No."
" What are they there for then ?

"

" The by-laws define their duties. They are there

to advise the enactment of legislation and that sort of

thing. They have no more authority to pass upon or

recommend the annulment of that rule than the

Racing Board has to declare against the doings of

the Executive Committee, not a bit. We " do not get

our authority from either the President or the R. and
P. Committee. Neither of them created the Racing
Board, nor can they define its powers. As it is, how-
ever, I understand that the R. and P. Committee was
not unanimous in its report—that one member be-

lieved the rule constitutional."

"Which one? " chimed in Geo. Barrett, of Bearings,

who was standing near.

"Oh ! one of them," evasively laughed the head of

the Racing Board.

"Hadn't thought of that," replied Barrett sardoni-

cally.

Then THE WHEEL went on :

"Suppose, during the present state of affairs that

the rule is violated, what then ?
"

"The offender will be promptly suspended."
" What do you suppose would be the result ?

"

"Well, we'll simply wait until the time comes—it

hasn't come yet—and I may not be chairman next
week anyway," he added suggestively.
" Don't mean to say that you have resigned ?

"

"Not much."
" Expect to be deposed then ?

"

Mr. Randall smiled.

"Understand that you knew nothing of the inten-

tion to declare the rule void until you saw the presi-

dent's notice in the Bulletin. Kind of a scurvy trick

wasn't it?"

" I should say it was—damnedest thing I ever heard
of. I wasn't advised that such a thing was contem-
plated or treated with even common decency. Seems
to me the ethics of courtesy would have suggested
that the Board been first requested to rescind the
rule, and on its refusal to do so, to have notified us of
the intention to publicly declare it null and void."

" I have clone nothing that I am ashamed of or
which I regret, except—

"

A SECOND INTERVIEW WITH CHAIRMAN RANDALL.

Chairman Randall was looking quite contentedly
for a man who has created such a rumpus and been
so thoroughly ripped up the back in cold, black type.
Possibly it was because he had just had his lunch-
possibly something else—at any rate The Wheel's
Chicago representative, after reading the editorial
strictures, was quite anxious to see him and apply
the interviewing pump once more, and as luck would
have it Mr. Chairman almost stumbled into Mr.
Wheel's arms. The stomach pump was applied in-
stanter. There was not much preliminary frill work,
the questions being put straight and direct, and save
in one, or possibly two instances, answered readily
and without hesitancy.
"Well, you've seen what the Eastern papers say

about you and your proclamation; what do you think
about it?" inquired the WHEEL man.
"I notice one thing, that both The Wheel and the

Bicvcle World keep clear of the principal point I
raised."

" What point is that?"
"That neither the president, nor the Rights and

Privilege Committee, nor any other committee, have

the power to pass oiBcial judgment on any rule of the
Racing Board any more than the Racing Board can
condemn any act or transaction of theirs. They are
4;here to advise, I admit, but have no such arbitrary
authority as they exhibited."

" But is not the point that THE WHEEL makes, that
your communication is not from the Racing Board
but solely from yourself, well taken?"
"Possibly it is."
" Have you heard from Mr. Dunn ?"

"Not a word."
" Do you think he will remove you from the chair-

manship?"
"Do you think he could do anything else?" re-

sponded the chairman, answering one question with
another.

" Your letter was pretty strong—there's no mistak-
ing that."

" Yes, possibly a trifle too much so. I am a bit
sorry for the personality in it, but at the time I was
hot, blanked hot and wrote it while in that condition.
His not according even the common courtesy of a
notification that such a move was intended was
enough to provoke any man."
"Well, if you do not recognize the power of the

president, or of any committee to pass on the legality
of the rule, who will you recognize—have you ever
submitted the matter to any other than the lawyer
whose opinion was published? "

"Yes, to half a dozen of them; and disinterested
ones at that; and they all agree that rule G is consti-
tutional."

" Who then is to pass final judgment on the ques-
tion?"

" The power that created us."
" The National Assembly?"
"Yes."
" What is this call for, a ' business meeting ?

' Who
issued it?

"

"I did."
" What is it for ? Is there anything behind it ?

"

"No; it is for a meeting of the National Assembly
at Detroit. I want to have this thing finally settled
one way or the other. We can't be ' chewing the rag

'

forever. We want to find whether Mr. Dunn is run-
ning the League, whether the Rights and Privileges
Committee is running it or whether the Racing Board
is to be let alone in its work."

" Why was the call sent to only a chosen few ? '

'

" What was the use of sending it to anymore? It
was a call for a special meeting of the National As-
sembly, and the constitution only requires fifteen sig-
natures to require the president to issue the call.

What was the use of wasting time sending out any
more than was needed?"
"What is ther« in; the statement that the rule has

been repeatedly violated as it is already this season ?

Have you done anything about that?"
"Of course, I have. I have written Mr. Miller to

see the men and get statements from them that they
are or are not receiving expenses. What more can I

do until I hear from him ?"

" Aside from the legality of the rule then do you not
think it a violation of the alliance with the A. A. U."
"No, how can it be? The A. A. U. agreed to abide

by the L. A. W. rules whatever they might be."
" But was not the previous upshot over this very

expense payment by athletic clubs?"
" Yes, but the new rules are different. Last year

Rule G exempted A. A. U. clubs and riders from its

application and did not provide a penalty for the pay-
ment of expenses while in training, which, as you
know, is the worst feature, and Mr. Davol in suspend-
ing the men had to go back to the constitution, which
stated that a rider who directly or indirectly accepted
expenses from anyone interested in the sport was not
an amateur. The new rule, as it should, fixes a pen-
alty for accepting these training expenses, and I do
not see how anyone who is honest and sincere in his
desire for the purity of amateur sport can protest
against Rule G in its present form. We know very
well that it is purely a matter of dollars and cents
with the racing men. They would just as soon race
for a bicycle club as for an athletic club if their ex-
penses were paid, and it is only by the payment of
these expenses that the athletic clubs secure the
men."
"You know very well, Mr. Randall, that those are

my sentiments to a dot, and that I would hail the re-
tirement of Dunn and the retention of Rule G with as
much joy as would you, but at the same time if the
alliance was supposed to explain away the difference
of last season, the expense payment, it looks the least
bit to me as if the present rule is somewhat contrary
to the spirit, if not the letter, of that alliance, though
I may be a little thick-headed on this point, I admit."
" You mean that there has been sharp practice on

our part? It may look that way, but I can't see it

;

but was there any worse breach of good faith or any
sharper practice than the A. A. U.'s shelving of the
agreement made with the League last year by its

committee, which had full power to act? The inten-
tional failure to spread it on their minutes and to
send out proper notice was the sharpest kind of prac-
tice to my eyes. No sir, I have done nothing that I

am ashamed of or that I regret, excepting, as I have
said, that personality in the notice that I sent to all of
the cycle papers and which was penned when I was
wrathy and provoked by the lack of courtesy shown
me." Bettsy B.

HOI FOR THE HAGERSTOWN MEET.

The British Road Book.

The Cyclists' Touring Club has just issued Volume
One of the British Road Book. This is a volume of
500 pages, bound in stiff pasteboard, with a pocket in
the inner half of the front cover, containing a map of
the lower half of England, of the Isle of Wight, and
of the South London district. The book contains a
table of routes which give the character of the road,
the places of interest in each town through which the
route passes, and ample and exhaustive descriptive
notes of the character of the country.

It was resolved, at a recent meeting of the Illinois
Division, to give as a prize to any member securing
the applications of one hundred or more riders for
membership in the Division for twelve consecutive
months, a $135 bicycle.

Through special train from New York and Phila-
delphia, via the famous Royal Blue Line—cyclists
from the West.
More perfect arrangements for the transportation

of delegates, clubs and their wheels from all points to
the meet at Hagerstown, July 2-4, could not have been
devised than those made by Mr. Albert Mott, chair-
man on Transportation, L. A. W., and his able assis-
tants. They have been fortunate in securing via the
Royal Blue Line a special train from New York,
Philadelphia, and otherpoints which will run through
to Hagerstown via Washington without change. This
is to be the " official " train, will carry League officials
and clubs, and will be composed of Pullman parlor
cars, elegantly furnished passenger coaches, and
baggage cars especially arranged for the transporta-
tion of wheels, upon which there will be no charge.
The Baltimore and Ohio, the Reading, and Jersey
Central Railroads have given the League officials the
unusual privilege of selecting the time of departure
of this train, same to be announced in the official pro-
gramme of the meet and at all bicycle clubs.
In addition to this special train there are two regu-

lar trains (foot of Liberty Street) making direct con-
nection in the depot at Washington tor Hagerstown.
One of these trains leaving New York at 11.30 a. m.,
is the famous five hour flyer to Washington. The
other leaves New York at 12.15 a. m. and has sleeping
car attached.
Tickets will be sold at the lowest first-class fare for

the round trip from all points. The sale of tickets
will begin June 30 and tickets will be good for return
passage until July 7. Unattached wheelmen should
consult the train and other arrangements which will
be posted on the bulletin boards at the club houses.
Ample arrangements will be made for the accom-

modation of returning cyclists and their wheels.
All wheelmen purchasing tickets via the Royal

Blue Line will have the privilege of stopping off at
Washington, going and returning, a privilege which
should be enjoyed by all, as seldom is such an oppor-
tunity presented of visiting the National Capital, of
seeing its many sights, and of taking a spin over the
world famed smooth asphalt pavements of that city.
To cyclists who do not go to Hagerstown via Wash-
ington, including those from the West, who desire
to visit that city, tickets will be sold at a low rate.
From the West, as well as from the East and North,

the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad offers the best and
most desirable route for all who will attend the
Hagerstown Meet. Solid vestibuled trains, equipped
with the finest Pullman sleeping cars, run through
Pittsburgh, Columbus, Cincinnati, Chicago and St.
Louis as well as from New York, Philadelphia and
Baltimore. There is no route in America as attrac
five as the Baltimore and Ohio in the way of scenery
of natural grandeur and historic interest. It should
be stated, too, that the Baltimore and Ohio was the
first road to grant the very liberal concessions of
transporting bicycles of passengers free of charge.
Detailed information in regard to time of trains,

sleeping car accommodations, rates of fare, etc., will
be cheerfully furnished by any of the foUowihgnamed
agents of the line, viz : A.

J.
Simmons, New England

Passenger Agent, 211 Washington St., Boston, Mass
;

C. P. Craig, General Eastern Passenger Agent, 415
Broadway, New York

; C. R. Mackenzie, District
Passenger Agent, 833 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.;
B. F. Bond, Division Passenger Agent, Baltimore,
Md.; E. D. Smith, Division Passenger Agent, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.; W. E. Reppert, Division Passenger
Agent, Columbus, O.; L. S. Allen, Ass't General
Passenger Agent, Chicago, 111.; O. P. McCarty, Ass't
General Passenger Agent, Cincinnati, O.; G. M,
Taylor, Passen.ger Agent, 105 N. Broadway, St. Louis,
Mo., or anj' 'Ticket Agent of the Baltimore & Ohio
R. R. ***

Why not use our Instruction Belt
And save yourself all damage while learning to ride.

Price $r.25.
With Instructions for use.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.,
311 North i4tli Street, Sf. I^oiii.s, Mo.

Bicycle Suits and Vnlforins of all

kinds made at sliort notice. Special
rates to clubs. Send for samples,
prices and measurement blanks to
COI^YER & CO., 815 & 817 Broad St.,

Pie-wark, N. J.

'We can use a limited nuiuber
of liig:li -wheels in excliang^e lor
ne-w Safeties of standard make.
Knclose stamps. Be lively.

CLrlNTON CYCIvE CO.,
Clinton, Mass.

TllEATRES.
DROADWAY THEATRE, Cor. 41st St., N. Y.
-'-' Frank W. Sanger, Manager.

DeWolf Hoi'PEK in "WANG."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at S.

pARDEN THEATRE.
^^ Evenings at 8.30. Saturday at 2.

Mr. Richard Mansfield in his new play,
"DON JUAN."

MADISON SQUARE THEATRE, New York.
A. M. Palmer, Manager. 24th St., nr. Broadway,

"THE MERCHANT."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.30.
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PROVIDENCE, R. I.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen disciplined two of
their members at their last meeting. They borrowed
a pair of pedals from the club's wheel-room from
what appeared to them to be the wheel of a member
of the club now in Buffalo. They were mistaken, and
the owner made complaint to the club, and, upon a
vote, they were suspended for one week. The club
as a whole think the punishment just, but there is

much condemnation of the way it was done. The re-
sults of this unfortunate affair are the resignation of
four members and a good deal of talk of further with-
drawals.

The Narragansett Wheelmen, of Providence, is a
new club. The members are mainly young men.
Their first appearance at any large gathering of
wheelmen was at Worcester on Decoration Day.
They turned out about twenty strong. All wore gray
caps with the script badge " Narragansett," making
a very neat appearance.
The air is full of the talk of challenges for hill-

climbing contests or road races between the different
clubs. The only thing of this kind which has devel-
oped is the invitation from the N. W., of Johnston, to
the Auburn Bicycle Club, to take part in their hill-
climbing June 20.

Another contest is being quietly agitated—a cen-
tury run. A handsome prize has been offered for
competition, to be given to the club turning out the
largest number of L. A. W. members. The Rhode
Island Wheelinen, the Neutakonkanut Wheelmen,
Westerly Bicycle Club, Narragansett Wheelmen,
Auburn Bicycle Club, Providence Cycling Club,
Mount Pleasant Bicycle Club, Warren Bicycle Club,
East Providence Wheelmen, Pawtucket B. C. and
Woonsocket Wheelmen ought to make such a contest
interesting.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen are about to issue a.

pocket edition of cycling records. JThe edition will be
printed on cardboard in a durable form.

Tom Lackey, of the Rhode Island Wheelman, has
ridden 2,300 miles in 68 days, a daily average of nearly
30 miles.

There is a strong jirobability that the next track
races in this State will be held in Pawtucket. The
City Fathers have favorably considered the proposi-
tion to give a series of races at the Pawtucket Driv-
ing Park as a part of the Fourth of July celebration.

Ever since the twenty-five mile race at Roger Wil-
liams Park, the wheelmen here have been of many
minds concerning the respective merits of Van Wag-
oner and Mont. Scott. The question us settled at New
Haven points to Scott as he finished ahead of Van in
the mile ordinary open.

Capt. Smith.of the Rhode IslandWheelmen, covered,
on his recent trip, some 516 miles. The chief places
gassed through were Westerly, Saybrook, train from

. to New Haven, Travers Island, Stamford, Yonkers,
Tarrytown. New York, Jersey City, Newark, Phila-
delphia. His little camera is how filled with over a
100 views, taken by the way, and many a landscape,
wheelman or wayside beauty will be developed by
him in his dark room.

HARLEM WHEELMEN.
It has been given out of late that Mr. T. A. Rais-

beck, popularly known as the "Deacon, President of
the Harlem Wheelmen, had joined the Manhattan
Bicycle Club. Permit me to contradict this state-
ment. The "Deacon" has not joined the Manhattan,
nor has he the remotest idea of doing so. The
" Deacon " belongs to us, and us alone.
We expect to have a good representation in the

Brooklyn parade. *

After the parade a run to Coney Island will be
made for supper, returning by moonlight.
Mr. A. Rauchfuss, late vice-president of the club,

sailed for Europe on June 18, for his health. Mr.
Rauchfuss was one of the oldest members of the club,
and it is with many regrets that he leaves us.
All preparations for the Southern trip are about

completed.
Letters have been received from the Maryland

Club and Chief Consul Mott, assuring our party a
hearty welcome and a "real " good time. The route
is via O. D. S. S. Co. to Norfolk, leaving there Mon-
day night, via Bay Lino Steamer for Baltimore;
arriving there Tuesday a. m. The party will be re-
ceived by a delegation from the Baltimore club.
Leave Baltimore, Wednesday 4 a. m. for a sixty mile
run to Frederick City, whence a delegation from the
resident club will coma out of town to welcome and
escort us to the house of Frank Mainhart, color
bearer of the H. W., where the crowd will have the
inner man catered to. On Thursday a. m., the entire
party, viz.: Baltimore Club, Frederick City Club and
the Harlem Wheelmen, will run into Hagerstown to
attend the meet. It is very likely that the Maryland
Club will be in the party.

FREEPORT, ILL.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.

The Los Angeles wheelmen have reorganized and
club runs are of course all the go. The last run was
to Pasadena. Ernest Stuart, our new local consul, is
rushing things lively for the Division. This may
have a familiar sound, aye even a flavor of well-
chestnuts, but we have a cause and we think our
cause is just, and as one of our best men said on a
memorable occasion " we are going to fight it out on
this line if it takes all summer." A large number of
our Southern California membership have failed to
renew this year, having become disgusted with the
way things have been run heretofore. But with a
Division with headquarters at Los Angeles, the cen-
tral point of Southern California, we believe wheel-
ing, especially organized work on League lines, would
boom, Pasadena and many lesser places which had
thriving wheel clubs last year have closed their
quarters. The Los Angeles wheelmen for a long time
slept the France-like sleep, but has come forth again
to have a local habitation.

THE STOVER MFG. CO.'S FACTORY.
" I can tell you, and you can bear in mind that the

Stover Mfg. Co. are distinctly in it." So spake Mr.
E. H. Wilcox, of the Stover Mfg. Co., upon the occa-
sion of a visit of your correspondent to their factory
last week, and not without good cause, for he had
there before his eyes one of the handsomest and easi-
est-ruuning diamond-framed safeties it has ever been
my lot to ride. Upon the scales this cycle weighed
but 35 pounds, fitted with solid tires, with cushion
tires it will run 37 pounds. The frame is a diamond-
frame, braced at the centre, the wheels 28 or 30 inch
tangent spoke, and the handle-bars are the same de-
sign as are fitted to the ladies' Paragon, with the
plunger brake acting through the handle-bar and
head. The general appearance of the wheel is most
excellent, and the running qualities were pronounced
" out of sight " by all. The Phoenix has been deter-
mined upon as a suitable name, and pneumatic-tired
machines will be put on the market soon. Said Mr.
Wilcox: "There are several patterns of pneumatic
tires on the market, but we think we have found one
that will eclipse them all."

To Mr. W. A. Hance, the genial superintendent of
the Stover Co., I am much indebted for a social hour
spent in looking through the factory. One hundred
and fifty men were hard at it, and in the polishing
room the men are working day and night. " The ma-
terial and workmanship in the Stover wheels is of the
best," said Mr. Hance, and I can certainly believe
that. They are 500 wheels behind orders, but are
rapidly catching up. The nickeling work-room has
delayed them in the past ; this, they feel confident,
will be averted in the future.
Freeport has nearly two hundred riders, yet it has

been unable to form a club of sufficient size to war-
rant a club-house. The Freeport Bicycle Club has
fifteen members, all of whom are nice fellows. The
quarter-mile cinder path that was laid for them last
year at the fair grounds, has packed down hard and
smooth and is now in excellent condition. Last year
the Freeport wheelmen held a race meet, and had an
excellent array of prizes. Rain spoiled the track for
the meet and it was postponed. With their present
track they could laugh at rainy weather, and conse-
quently are greatly tempted to try it again.
Thursday morning we took a very pleasant ten-

mile trip into the country over sand-papered roads.
Such scenery as we saw amply repaid us for the trip.

At one point a flock of sheep, 1,840 of them, attracted
attention, and an excellent picture of that flock now
adorns my desk, as well as one of the falls at Yellow
Creek. FIRENZI.

LOUISVILLE.

The time draws near and all arrangements are
completed for the Kentucky Division meet June 26-27.
Cason, of New Orleans, will be with Harry Hodg-

son's delegation, and the North and South will meet
"just over the line."
The judges will be Harry H.Hodgson, New Orleans;

J. E. Poorman, Cincinnati, Ohio, and Percy Stone,
St. Louis.
W. T. Robertson has written that his first decision

to not come has been reconsidered, and that he will
probably be on hand with one or two other Washing-
ton racers.
Harrodsburg has organized a club of fifteen and

has ordered a full outfit of L. A. W. suits for the meet.
The club has a membership composed of representa-
tive citizens, among whom are J. J. Robertson and
H. C. Gaither.
Lexington has a new club with eighteen members,

and will be in force at the meet. C. O. Updyke is the
Captain. He is a close friend of G. E. Johnson and
is doing good work " for the good of the Division."

It now looks as if the trip to Mammoth Cave would
be an immense affair.

Mr. G. E. Johnson is the most available man the
State may present for Chief Consul. He is a repre-
sentative journalist, one to whom the members of
the Division may point with pride and say "there is

the class of citizens patronizing the wheel." He does
no underhand work to secure the office and if not
elected he will not plead the baby act and resign.
His motto is: "For the good of the Division."

" Pop " Ruff, of Richmond, Ky., sixty-five years of
age, will attempt to ride to Louisville in one day, a
distance of 105 miles. His friends have confidence in
his ability to do tiis.

J. W. Overstreet, a wheelman and a merchant at
Little Hickman, recently made a trip of 117 miles in
i2h. 45m., and roads only fair.

Who will prove the most available man as an
officer of the division, one who has attended three
League meets, and as an officer of the Division for
two years is familiar with the work, or one who has
never held an office, has never been to a League meet,
and who spoke desparagingly of going to the Rich-
mond meet in '90 ? White Burley.

GOTHAM WHEELMEN.

In the century run last Saturday seven of the boys
participated, a larger representation than any other
bicycle club either in New York or Brooklyn could
boast of. They were Messrs. Dan Levy, B. Weiner,
O. Weiner, Hart, Van Nostrand, Gerehart and
Zeiraer. But three of the seven, Levy, Van Nostrand
and Gerehart, finished, the many allurements in the
City of Brotherly Love compelling the rest to forego
the enduring test. The boys had a splendid trip.
The run of last Sunday was to Coney Island and

was thoroughly enjoyable. It was led by Second
Lieutenant Miller. The weather was superb, the
roads excellent and the gay and festive time of Sun-
day week was repeated.
The club intends to participate in the Brooklyn

parade next Saturday. A full attendance is looked
for, and it is expected to make a fine appearance.

What's the matter with the Board of Trustees?
They seem to be resting on the laurels they are yet to
win.
The run on next Sunday will be to Lake Sviccess.

It is a picturesque spot on Long Island and well
worth the energy expended in getting there. " Hand-
some Dan " intends taking a special trip o nJuly 4 and
5 with about a dozen of the boys to Rockaway, where
merry times will be held, "rhere will be boating,
fishing, dancing, etc.
We have not as yet received from Mr. Judge, of the

Riverside Wheelmen, the $15 gold medal won by Mr.
Mastin at the twenty-five mile race on the Irvington-
Milburn course. Come, Mr. Judge, why this ielay?
Let us hear from you? Jack.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 Words 86 cents
Two Insertions 40 "

New Tork Bicycle Company, Nos. i and 6 East 60th
Street, N. \. New and Second-Hand Machines. Choice
assortment. Prices reasonrible. Wheels to rent. Cycling
Accessories of all kinds. List of Bargains and Sundries
free upon application. 01<1 mounts takon In part pay-
ment for New.

A

M^

FEW BARGAINS—One Columbia L. R. Safety,
'90 pattern, condition perfect, $100; one s4-inch

Rational E.xpert, '90 pattern, fine condition, $80; one
Hartford Safety, '90 pattern, condition fine, $70; one
50-inch Volunteer Columbia, 'go pattern, not run 50
miles, $50; one 46-inch Columbia fciemi-Roadster, good
shape, $20; one 42-inch Ideal, $10. F. C. Weston, Co-
lumbia Agent, Bangor, Me. 7-10

Y NEW '90 Columbia Safety, fully guaranteed,
must be sold before I leave for Europe. Wm.

Heyny, Jr., 301 Sixth Street, next cor. Second Ave.,
N. Y. City. 6-19

Q COLUMBIA L. R. SAFETY, $115, perfect.
I Oy I Hartford Ladies' Safety, cushion, $90, per-
fect. L. B. Sutton, New Canaan, Conn. 6-19

FOR SALE—An 1889 American Rambler in first-class
condition; cost $130; worth $100; will take $80

cash; must be sold. Address J. M. Adams, Scio, Ohio.
6- 19

T^OR SALE—Victor Spring Fork Safety in fine con-
^ dition, excepting tires; $80 cash. A. J. Baeclile,

30 Genesee Street, Utica, N. Y. 6-19

]T IS NOT "A THING OF BEAUTY NOR A JOY
^ forever " (we speak of our catalogue), but it goes
right to business in a way to please people who mean
business, and "no others needapply." Latest second-
hand list is just out too, and it may save you $5 to $25
all for one postal with your legible address on it.

KNIGHT CYCLE CO,, 207 N. loth St., St. Louis, Mo.

LTJ CCOTT, attorney and solicitor in patent
• -n.' ^ cases; especial attention to bicycles;

Newark, New Jersey ; N. J. headquarters, R. P.
Scott's book, " Cycling Art, Energy and Locomotion."

ZOOK, Lititz, Pa., sells, trades, buys cycles, sundries.
Catalogues and second-hand lists. $160 tricycle,

$50. 6-26-c

FOR SALE—Two $145 Featherstone Pneumatics,
ridden fifty miles, price $120. J. S. Roles, Nash-

ville, Tenn. 7-17

POR SALE OR EXCHANGE—A Universal Rover
•' Pneumatic Safety used about 20 miles, for a
Tandem Bicycle or high grade solid tired safety. Or
will sell cheap. "Bicycle," No. 17 N. Eighth St.,
Lebanon, Pa. 5-19

FOR SALE—Catford Premier $140 Safety, 1891 pat-
tern, excellent condition, must seel. Progress,

37 East 62d St., City. 6-19

FOR SALE—An 1891 pattern high grade safety, cost
$140, little used, will sell for $85 cash. Address,

Safety, Box 444, City. 6-19

pOR SALE—Cheap. 53 inch Columbia Light Road-
-* ster. A-i condition. For particulars see F.
Thaper, 61 West 76th Street. 6-26

AN Experienced English Engineer and draughts-
man at present engaged in superintendingthe

construction of high class and light cycles in London,
is open to an engagement with an American firm who
wish to manufacture this class of goods as works
manager. Every branch of the trade is thoroughly
understood by applicant, who is we'l up in the labor-
saving appliances at present in use in the cycle trade
in England. Address, P., care of Editor ""Wheel,"
P. O. Box 444, N. Y.

CAPITALIST OR CYCLE MANUFACTURER
WANTED.

To take up and work on Royalty the
American patent of a wheel which is

having an enormous sale in England,
which is eminently suited for rough
and heavy roads, and which can be
made for less than half the cost of
any other wheel in the market. Cor-
respondence invited. Address in
first instance,

G. B., P. 0. Box 2225,
N. Y. City.
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OP(E DOI^I^AR PER VEAR.

Enclosed find ^i.oo in payment for one years subscription,

comencing with issue of.,

JName..._ ;;

Address _ .._.

H. E. RAYMOND.
j, g. POTTER.

RAVniOI^D & POTTER,
IRE.A.L -X- ESTATE,

245 FLATBUSH AVE., BROOKLYN. N. Y.

SCH^WALBACH CYCI.E CO.,
BROOKLYN AGENTS FOR

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND GALES CYCLES
9th Ave. & Union St., (Prospect Park Plaza).

Brancli Stores, X2x6 & X2i8 Bedford Ave.,

TELEPHONE 125 SOUTH.

Brooklyn, K. Y.

Most complete repair shop in the country. Nickel Plating plant and Enameling Ovea
on the premises.

List of second-hand wheels mailed on application. We always have bargains. No wrecks.

Every wheel a good mount. Columbias and Hartfords to rent for any period. All parts and sundries

or sale. Full line of Jersey goods. Send for Catalogue.

I. -A.. "W^ESTOlsr & oo..
JAMESVII^I^E, N.Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAEETY BICYCLE WHEELS,
MADE WITH

Parallel Coned or BALL BEARINGS, Solid or Cushion Tire.

THE BEST MATERIAL, and THE FINEST FINISH.

24 In. Boys' Safety $15.00
20 " " " 12.00
20 " " " .... 6.00
Giant, No. 4 " 50.00
Swift Safety, 70.00
Crescent Improved Safety, . . 50.00
Quadrant Satety, . , . . 70.00
1 890 Columbia Light Roadster Safety. 90.00
Buffalo Tricycle for Lady or Gent, 25.00

Send for Catalogue and List to

WHITE CYCLE CO., Trenton, N. J.

THE CARROLL BELL.

This is the 'Q&Wyou have long been looking for. It
IS light, handsome, compact. It has Hvo goJigs. two
/tamme?-s, dust-proof band surrounding opening
between domes, perfect mechanism within, produ-cmg a rapid succession of strokes, blending into a
chime both pleasant and musical. Will ring con-
tinuously over one and one-half minutes, and sound
over 500 alarms with the slightest touch, without
pushing or pulling.

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED.

PRICE, $2.50.

Whitten, Godding & Co.,
Sole Manufacturers' Agents,

FRoviDEnsroE, k.. i.

Agents Wanted in all Parts of the llnited States.

Gentlemen's Empire Safety,
WEIGHT, 48 lbs. PRICE, $ M O.OO.

Diamond Frame, Ball Bearings all over, Hollow Steel Rims,

Cushion Tires, Tangent Spokes.

Ladies' Empire Safety,
WEIGHT, 48 lbs. PRICE, $ M O.OO.

Material and Workmanship unexcelled. Direct Plunger Brake,

Enamel and Nickel Finish.

Gi-TJJ^K.^IJTTEEID.
LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO TllE TRADE.

013:10.^.00 SEw^iJsro- i.a:.A.oH:iisrH3 oo.,
42-44 N. HALSTED STREET, CHICAGO ILL.

CAXAIvOGUE.

PRINCESS No. 1, 30 inch, balls all over,
" 2, 28 "

" " 3, 26 '

CLIMAX " 1 , 30 " Ball Bearing, ,

Asrents 'Wanted all o-ver tbe 'W^orld.

$85.00
75.00
60.00
65.00

CLIMAX No. 2, 28 inch. Ball Bearing, .... $60.00
PRINCE " 1, 26 " << •" ... 45.00

" " 2, 24 " " " .... 35.00
THESE WHEELS ARE BUILT ESPECIALLY FOR US.

J. E. POORMAN, Agent,
CIN'CI3SrN--A.'T'I, O.

>VHY I>OBS XHIS MAN SMII.K ?

Because he bought his bicycle from us and SAVED MONEY. Send for catalogue and
bargain list and see what we can do for you. Remember we also sell on favorable install-
ment plan terms if desired. Write for particulars. Any wheel on the market supplied 7l^
at lowest prices. If you are a Bicycle Dealer write for our AVHOLESALE prices.

A. W. aUMP & CO., DAYTON, OHIO.
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CARRIAGE builders have been giving the sub-

ject o£ cushioned tires some attention, and it

is not unlikely that a rubber-tired buggy or

carriage will sooner or later make its appearance.
The cost of the tires—$ioo per set—and the fact that

they will have to be renewed yearly is, however,
something of a drawback.

NEARLY all the manufacturers and large

agencies report the demand for cushioned
tires steadily increasing. In many instances

it is nearly double what it was earlier in the season.

^' IVT EITHER tires, spring forks, nor spring

I V frames are the correct solution of the vibra-

tion problem." A somewhat remarkable
statement at this day, but one, nevertheless, made to

us not long since by one who is not only sincere in

his belief, but who is conducting a series of practical

experiments with an invention which may or (and

most likely) may not some day startle the cycling

world out of two weeks expansion. What is it? The
inventor simply looketh wise and smileth.

IMBUED possibly by thoughts of the crank who is

stalking across Europe on stilts, a young Chi-

cagoan proposes to shortly undertake a one-

wheel tour to New York. The young man in question

is said to be very expert in the handling of a unicycle,

even to the conspicuous extent of riding one on club

runs and through the busy streets of the Windy City.

The unicycle is an unpractical affair, at best an affair

for exhibition purposes and nothing else, and unless

it be to make an exhibition of himself, we cannot con-

ceive what object is to be subserved by a man's rid-

ing one through the streets of a crowded city or on a

journey to New York. It certainly does not tend to

elevate cycling in the minds of the great untutored
public.

If not too late, his friends should endeavor to dis-

courage the young man.

TO get the best results from inflated or hollow
tires, Americans must learn to pedal different-

ly. Those who have seen Berlo ride have
noticed his powerful thrust downward, what is called

a "pounding " style, and Berlo's pedalling is a fair

sample of the style of the average American rider.

A model of the correct style is Murphy, who uses

the ankle action, who fairly winds his wheel up,

grinds the pedals almost all the way round the circle,

but at no particular point does he make a savage
thrust or drive. By using this smooth, winding-up,
ankle action the tires are not worked against the

ground, are notflattened, and fairly fly along, and the

best results may thus be gotten out of them and out of

the rider.

AT some period in its existence, almost every
organization is seized with the "club-house
fever"—a burning, uncontrollable, but thor-

oughly laudable desire to build and possess a house
after its own plans and in its own name. After the

first glow, the scarcity of the necessary funds usually
stares the enthusiastic promoters hard and squarely
in the teeth, and in most cases proves the quinine
which slowly dissipates the ailment.

The houses owned by bicycle clubs are not nearly
as many as they might be. We say this with the ex-

perience of the Louisiana Cycling Club, of New
Orleans, to guide us.

Two years ago that organization was attacked with
the "fever." It wanted a club-house of its own and
wanted it badly. Its members were mostly young
men on salary, but they wanted that house and as

the song goes " they got it." All sorts of well-known
and threadbare schemes were suggested and debated;
the limited stock company, the election of wealthy
honorary and associate members, and divers others,

even the usual "friendly disposed" capitalist and
real-estate owner who was willing to build the house
on a dubious—something for nothing—basis with 6

per cent, and a long lease added was found, but for

some reason or other, principally as involving too

much risk, and all were rejected, and it looked as if the

scheme was to be abandoned. Finally a happy idea

was hit upon. Some twenty shares were taken in

a building and loan association and a trifle over

$3,000 borrowed thareon at a premium of 17^^ per
cent., and, of course, the usual interest. Of this

amount $900 went for the purchase of two 30x130

foot lots on a side street in the garden district of

the city, as it is called, and only a hundred yards
removed from the principal asphalted thorough-
fares ana drive. The remainder was expended in

the [building, not a very pretentious, but ceftainly a

very cozy affair.

Less than eighteen months after the money was
borrowed from the association, the house and grounds
were entirely paid for and deeded over to the club,

and, save some $300, entirely from the income derived
from the annual dues of $12 per year, several months
of which was "clear profit," as the club was without
headquarters and consequently free of expense. The
building of this, the first and only club-house owned
by a bicycle club south of the Ohio River, placed

cycling and the club on a permanent foundation in

the South, and increased the club's membership
from fifty to nearly twice that number, and
to-day the Louisianas have a snug little crib

on a piece of ground which has almost doubled
in value, and a nice nest egg in the treasury for con-

templated improvement and enlargement, and all

this without stinting the members, the customary
races, smokers and ladies' nights, and without any
great risk or responsibility, and at only what would
have been a slight advance over the rental of its

quarters.

What the Louisiana Club has done many others

can do. It is not feasible in every city, especially in

the larger ones, but there are many, very many
places where from $3,000 to $6,000 will secure the land,

and erect such a building as will be a credit to cy-

cling, the club and the city, and to such these sugges-

tions are dedicated.

AN English firm, which has taken quite a number
of orders for sundries in this country, might
not be so elated over its good fortune if it knew

the practices to which its representative resorted.

The firm was represented by one of its principals.

He was quite smart in his way, and tricked many of

our dealers. But his smartness was of the short-

sighted order, and neither he nor his firm can ever

expect to get much of a foothold here. The feature

of his trading was the elasticity of his prices; he made
various prices to various firms on each and every arti-

cle he showed for sale. He made a specialty of giv-

ing exclusive territory to one party and then under-

sold him to the man on the next block. Altogether it

was a very fine and large policy but it won't wash.

M. Baudry de Saumiez, of Paris, is engaged on an
important work entitled "The General History of

Cycling." It will contain 150 old sketches.

MR. RANDALL'S RETIREMENT.

M'
R. RANDALL has accepted his removal with
good grace, and there will be no fight either in

or outside the courts or any where else on that

point, the deposed chairman stating to a Wheel rep-

resentative that it is not, and has not been his desire

to hamper the president in any move which it is clear

he has a perfect right to make, stoutly maintaining at

the same time, however, that the annulment of rule

G is not one of these rights, and expressing unbound-
ed confidence in the constitutionality of that measure.
Before his decapitation Mr. Randall made ample and
manly apology to Mr. Dunn for the public insult

given him in the now historical Randall " Whereas."
Mr. Randall denies emphatically that his actions

were controlled or prompted in any way by outside

aid, advice or suggestion. " If there is any credit or

any kicks," he says, " I am the man to get thein." He
claims to have letters from President Dunn " hoping"
that the rule is right and constitutional, and that it

will stand. He also states that it was not the Board's
intention to antagonize any official or organization,

that they were actuated solely by conscientious mo-
tives, and by what they considered right and consti-

tutional, and for the purity of the sport, and having
done so, he was fully prepared to stand or fall by
them, come what might.

He is convinced that the League constitution is very
loose and weak, and in need of a thorough remodel-
ing. It was to this end that his call for a business

meeting was issued. He forwarded the proper re-

quest to President Dunn early last week, but as the

executive call does not appear in the last issue of the

oflficial organ, the required thirty days notice cannot
now be given, nor can the meeting be held at Detroit.

It is a great evil indeed out of which no good can
result, and this little family jar cannot but have a

beneficial and far-reaching effect. Mr. Randall is a

busy, a very busy man. His duties as chairman of the

Racing Board have involved many personal sacri-

fices, his busmess being such as to keep him out of

doors'during the day, and he was compelled to devote
his evenings and Sundays to official work, which is

far greater than is generally supposed, and right or

wrong, he will not go down to history entirely " un -

wept, unhonored and unsung." Bettsy B.

ANOTHER MACHINE THAT WILL
REVOLUTIONIZE CYCLING.

A UNICYCLE THAT CAN BE PEDALLED A MILE A JUINUTE
Victor Bellinger, editor of the Courier, of Worces-

ter, Mass., has invented a unicycle upon the plan of a
wheel within a wheel, and a contract has been made
with the Ames Machine Co. for the manufacture of
the cycle. It is claimed that one of the machines was
recently ridden near Montreal seventy-three miles an
hour, or less than a mile a minute ! A public exhibi-
tion qf the wheel will be made in a week or ten days.
The machine is this : A large wheel about eight feet

in diameter at the outer circumference and six feet at
the inner circumference, the two circumferences be-
ing held together by common wire spokes about 14
inches long. The rubber tire on the outer circumfer-
ence of such a wheel is lYi inches wide, and the inner
circumference is 2j^ inches wide and one inch thick.
Upon the inner surface of this inner circumterence is

a spur gearing, and that is the sum and substance of
the outside wheel. Within this wheel is the seat for
the rider and the mechanism for the propulsion of the
machine as a whole.
This inner mechanism consists in simple terms ot a

frame-work which theoretically may be compared to
an equilateral triangle upside down, the three vertices
of which each consists of a small wheel with a spur
gearing running in conjunction with the gearing on
the big wheel. The weight of the rider rests upon
the lower small wheel, which is four inches in diame-
ter in a seven-foot wheel, and the theory is that the
preponderance of weight being upon the lowest point
of the triangle, when in motion the inside propelling
mechanism is given sufficient stability to prevent anj'

tendency on its part to revolve within the big wheel.
Now comes the propelling wheel to which are at-

tached the pedals. This wheel in the ordinary seven-
foot machine is 24 inches in diameter, or 30 inches in

the eight-foot machine. It is connected by a chain,
such as may be observed in the ordinary "safety,"
with the small wheel in front of the rider, which has a
diameter in the seven-foot machine of eight inches.
This small wheel, by means of its gearing, communi-
cates the propelling power to the large wheel, which,
14 inches from its outer circumference, is thus being
constantly pulled down at a point situate on the up-
per arc in front. The propelling wheel, which is

worked by the teet, may be pushed at least two revo-
lutions a second, which means, according to the in-

ventor, a speed of 100 feet a second, or 6,002 feet a
minute, or more than a mile in 60 seconds.
The machine is steered by the pedals rather than

by the handles, and as an aid to steering a one-inch
wheel, which may be compared to a rudder, by means
of a rod is placed near the ground at the rear of the
outer circumference of the large wheel. This is

called the "governor," and is turned one way or
another as the course demands. The inventor claims
that to propel his machine requires from seven to ten
times less power than is required to-day on the ordi-

nary bicycle.
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THE TRADE.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for
The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugli, Patent Law-
yer, Washington, D. C]

454.583- Bicycle. Frederick H. S. Moynahan, Bos-
ton, Mass. Filed Oct. 31, 1890. Serial No. 369,925.

TRADE ITEMS FROM TRAVELERS'
NOTE BOOKS.

liocliester.

The bicycle trade has a strong hold in Rochester.
The authorities allow wheelmen the use of pavements,
excepting on crowded thoroughfares, and, as a conse-
quence, the machine glides silently past the pedes-
trian and no harm results. If the average pedestrian
knew how careful a wheelman is, there would be less
apprehension felt as to being run into. Business has
been very good in Rochester, according to reports
recently furnished when visiting that city. The ordi-
nary is still used to a considerable extent.

. AMONG THE DEALERS.
Francis L. Hughes is one of the leading dealers. He

has a three-story brick building at 67 and 69 Exchange
Street filled with baby carriages, bicycles and toys.
He advertises " 2,000 baby carriages and 1,000 bicycles
to select from." Admitting that the figures sound
pretty large, he certainly carries an immense stock
of wheels, including Columbias, G. & J.'s, Hartfords,
Giants, Crescents, Junos, Rush, Rob Roys and Feath-
erstone's pneumatic. In several instances he controls
two or three counties. Mr. Hughes is quite a wheel-
man himself, and gives the bicycle business close and
personal attention.

C. J. Connolly, the Singer agent, is extensively
engaged in the wheel business and pays considerable
attention to repairs and rentmg. He is a pleasant
chap, and I wish him well.
Robert Thomson, at 21 South Clinton Street, has a

beautiful store in which to sell Victors, but his great
trouble has been to get enough of them. He wears a
six-by-nine smile, however, and I guess is satisfied.
Rich & Sager, 210 West Main Street, are new in the

wheel business. They became pretty well advertised
at the Philadelphia cycling show as makers of a baby
carrier, and while in that city fell in love with the
Common Sense bicycle, which thej' are now whoop-
ing up in Rochester.
F. W. Maxson, 24 Exchange Street, makes rubber

stamps, and people believe that there is no bicycle
like the Catford Premier, for which he is agent. He
says after people believe his Premier story they all
want Premiers, and that Premiers are not made fast
enough for his believers.

E. Schirck, at 191 West Main Street, fixes 'em—all
kinds. No matter if it's only the recollection of a
bicycle, it'll come out in good shape.
Then I picked up a paper and read, "2,000 bicycles

to select from" at the Novelty Carriage Works, 20
South St. Paul Street. The printer perhaps added
one or two ciphers to the copy just for fun. The pro-
prietors advertise themselves as agents for the Ken-
wood, Tourist, Union and Referee, all good wheels
and good sellers.
Sibley, Lindsay & Curr, dry goods, have added

bicycles to their business, and to their credit be it

said do not cut prices.
The electric cars are all right for speed, but they

kill too many people. The bicycle on the pavement
in Rochester is safer to the pedestrian than the elec-
tric car is on the street.

WHERE THE PEERLESS CYCLES ARE MADE.
A little way below this, also on South St. Paul

Street, may be found the f-tctory and office of the
Rochester Cycle Mfg. Co., makers of the Peerless
cycles. They make about thirty machines a week.
Mr. Kenfield, formerly a partner with Robert Thom-
son, is one of the proprietors. This company have a
patent spring in the head of their machines, which
they claim to be the most satisfactory spring on the
market. It certainly has one good feature : it cannot
be seen, and therefore does not detract from the
beauty of the machine. The company also pay con-
siderable attention to repairs and nickel-plating of
other makes.

Caiiandaigua.
A Central Hudson train landed me in Canandaigua

at ten o'clock one night last week. I was cordially
received by a committee of two—rival runners for
rival hotels. Their noise was so great, however, that
I think their interests were pooled. Harry C. Welch,
'connected with the Northern Central Railway, is the
Victor agent. In leaving his office he not only locked
the door but took the key with him, and his latch-
string was on the inside. 1 therefore did not see him.
Dr. Geo. H. Watson pulls teeth and sells Columbias.
He bought the business and inherited the agency
from his predecessor.
Fred L. Benham seems to be the hustler agent. (I

am tired of this word "hustler," but it is expressive
and will be used, I guess, until the coiners give us
something new.) Fred has sold eight or ten wheels so
far this season, and intends to sell more.
Will DeGraff, bookseller, is said to represent the

Hartford.
Will Martin, in Newman's drug store, represents

the Premier but rides a Victor.
John Willis is rounding out his school life in the sale

of wheels. It will therefore be noticed that there is
no lack of agents in Canandaigua.

Geneva.
Geneva's name is prettier than her streets are

good. But still bicycles sell, and they are used some-
where. Dorchester & Rose are the principal agents.
What a jolly time we had in that 'bus from the station
to the hotel. It contained four Summer girls, one
matron and five drummers, besides grips and um-
brellas. All goes and so did we.

Auburn.

Another pretty name and another pretty town, but
streets on which the pneumatic and cu.5hions only
can be ridden with comfort. James Carr, who is

quite a marksman, proprietors a sporting goods es-
tablishment, and this year hasadded tohis income by
selling Singer and W. W. W. bicycles.
Edward Leonard sells coal and tries to represent

nearly all the bicycle agencies not otherwise held.
He enjoyed a monopoly of the business for some
years, but those days, like the days of the small solid
tire, are among the things of the past.

Syracuse.

They call themselves Syracusans and they are
proud of themselves and their city. Indeed they are
proud of everything they've got but their water. If

you drink Syracuse water before retiring and forget
to wash your mouth, the next morning you'll find the
soil on your teeth ready for cultivation, and your
throat will smell like the Erie Canal. I have pedalled
a bicycle forty miles on a hot day without drinking
any water, and I'd run one a hundred and forty be-
fore I'd choose to drink Syracuse water.
Among Syracuse's proud possessions are hundreds

of wheelmen, four or five bicycle clubs, and a couple
of asphalted streets.

THE WOES OF A NEW MAN IN THE BUSINESS.

The dealers are numerous. Some are happy and
some are otherwise. One of the "otherwise " class,
and with whom I conversed, was new in the bicycle
business this year. He had heard of how many
wheels this agent and that agent had sold, and he had
heard how rich the " Colonel " was. He saw many
wheels on the street. He saw how easily they were
ridden, and imagined that they were just as easily
sold. So he began to send for catalogues, and write
for discounts. Just then a bicycle man came along,
and it was an easy case. The merchant consulted his
bookkeeper, and the bookkeeper agreed that it was
all right. The bookkeeper wanted the wheelman to
explain the meaning of ball-bearings, drop forgings
and steel tubing. Explanations followed. A few ma-
chines were ordered. After the salesman left other
catalogues and quotations arrived. Some of these
quotations were as large as the catalogues Here was
one quotation very large. The pictures in the book
looked as pretty as the pictures of the machines
already ordered. Yes, description about the same

—

ball bearings, steel tubing, etc. But the quotation
was much larger. Another consultation, several olf

them, followed, and it was decided that they would
order more machines, this time from the party so
liberal with a discount. And the machines came—

a

good many of them. Several of them were sold and
used a day or two. Then they came again—that is,

they come back and the owners wanted satisfaction.
Ever since then this merchant's troubles have been
multiplying. In his dreams he is receiving bicycle
catalogues and quotations, and in his waking mo-
ments, kicks—self-inflicted. Ralranhes.

tale of woe, with many a sigh of regret. Like many
another place just now, the state of trade has paused
between the two tires. Cautious men don't care to
get " bit," a.:d" the doubtful ones don't care to risk
losing a good thing by buying a solid. So everybody
seems to be holding off—watching the record of the
pneumatics. Nashville and the pikes thereabouts are
rocky to the extreme, and the boys are just a bit
bashful. Messrs. Combs & Raler are well supplied
with wheels, and have the agency for the Feather-
stone pneumatic, the Rambler, Psycho and several
others. They do the business of the city, of course.

Cliattaiiooga.

In Chattanooga things were but little better,
though much interest is being taken in the sport.
Among the more prominent wheelmen are Messrs.
Frank Steffner and Geo. Cole. Sedgwick & Bowser
have a good trade, and carry samples of most of the
leading wheels in stock. I found a trip to the top of
Lookout mountain a most pleasant thing to indulge
in, as the breezes there hum sweet tunes through a
fellow's whiskers as compared with the dusty gusts
in the city far below. Uncle Kerlumbia.

PHILADELPHIA'S NEW CONCERN.

THE LUBURG MFG. CO.

The Luburg Mfg. Co., whose advertisement appears
in our regular columns, write us that they are mak-
ing arrangements to engage in the cycle business on
a large scale.
The Luburg Company was established in 1880. The

firm has offices and salesrooms at 321 to 325 North
Eighth Street, Philadelphia. They have done a large
business in children's carriages, adjustable reclining
chairs, invalid appliances and wheel chairs, office and
library desks,fancy chairs,rockers and safety bicycles
and tricycles. The officers are A. J. Lubvirg, Presi-
dent ; Charles E. Luburg, Treasurer and Manager.
The firm have just removed into a new building, of
which a Philadelphia paper writes as follows:
We notice the completion of the magnificent build-

ing (the largest of the kind in the United States de-
voted to similar purposes) just erected by the Luburg
Mfg. Co. at 321, 323 and 325 N. Eighth Street, Phila-
delphia, Pa., which presents a most imposing appear-
ance, and is a forcible verification of the old maxim.
'Honesty is the best Policy." It is built of brick,
with an ornamental front of massive architecture;
six stories in height, with frontage on Franklin
Street, where the shipping and receiving depart-
ments are located. It is provided with all the latest
improvements, including electric light, and will be
heated by steam. The first story, which is eighteen
feet in height, is finished throughout with hard woods,
and used as the principal salesroom and general
office.

This mammoth building had become a necessity
created by the rapidly increasing business of this
enterprising company, the cause of which is an open
secret—the large scale upon which they carry on
their manufacturing, and their method of selling
direct to the consumer at wholesale factory prices,
together with their straightforward, honest dealing
with everyone. In addition to their Baby Carriages,
of which they make a specialty and in the manu-
facture of which they are undoubted leaders, they
make the wonderful Luburg Chair (with its many
changes from easy chair to cozy couch,) refrigerators,
rattan rockers, rolling chairs and appliances of all
kinds for the comfort and convenience of invalids,
folding-beds, office and library desks, safety bicycles,
tricycles, velocipedes, etc., etc. In addition to their
enormous home trade, this company ship goods to
thousands of individuals in all parts of the United
States who order from the descriptive illustrated
catalogues that are sent out to all applicants who
mention what articles they need.

A NEW AIR SADDLE.

In (lianapolis.

Indianapolis is a wide-awake, booming place, well
up with the times, and forging ahead in all matters,
especially those pertaining to wheeling, very rapidly.
Her streets are well paved and wide; the city is level
and the roads thereabouts among the best in America.
The scenery, however, is dull, insipid and unin-
teresting—as even the local wheelmen acknowledge,
with regret. The perfectly level roads wind across
the plains, with fields of corn and wheat stretching
away on the sides, with possibly a farm house or two
or a deep wood, to vary the monotony between the
towns. The riders are much more practical than
those in many sections, as they wheel for what there
is in it. I saw many of them making it from town to
town at very good gaits over the dusty roads, while
in the city, wheels of various kinds are used in busi-
ness, wherever available. Package deliveries, mes-
senger boys and such are mounted on them,
reminding one greatly of Washington City.

THE TRADE.

Messrs. H. T. Hearsey & Co. carry a large stock of
Columbias, Hartfords, Eclipses, Giants, and the
Western Wheel Co.'s goads. Their place on Penn-
sylvania Street is open night and day, and seems to
be a favorite resort of the wheelmen. They have on
e.xhibition a peculiarly shaped pneumatic safety,
which a member of the firm recently brought from
England. This machine won from scratch a few
days ago, the five mile road race, in a fraction over
seventeen minutes.
Hay & Willitts are doing a good business in Eagles,

Victors and Ramblers, as might be expected with
three such popular wheels.
Kipp Brothers have a corner on the pneumatic busi-

ness, as they are the agents of A. Featherstone of
Chicago. 'The recent great victories of this tire
throughout the West has given their trade quite a
boom. The Kipps also handle the Indiana Bicycle
Co.'s wheels, and others listed at low figures.
Chas. Mayer & Co. keep in stock the Gendron, the

makes of the Indiana Bicycle Co., and the new Buf-
falo, which is taking well.
Indianapolis is well supplied with factories, too.

The widely known Western Wheel Works, who sup-
ply by the cargo the big jobbing houses of Chicago,
Peoria and St. Louis, hang out their shingle here, and
also do a large business with the local trade.
The same may be said of the Indiana Bicycle Co.
The Steel Pulley and Machine Co., whose Eclipse is

a most radical departure in the way of spring frames
on the market, claims this city for its home, too—and
the city is proud of the honor.

Nashville.

Nashville, Tenn., I found too busy wiping the per-
spiration off ot its face, to think about wheel matters.
It was averaging ninety in the shade when I was
there—and the water-melons were not good. With
one end of a big healthy straw in his mouth and the
other end somewhere else, Mr. J. S. Paler told me the I no further orders will be received.

Tlie Interceptor Saddle.

Air saddles are not new but comfortable ones are,
and that this has been at last reached is due to the in-
vention of the Interceptor saddle by Mr. Spratley.
Most of the old air saddles were simply a flat in-

flated mass of material of no particular shape, which,
when ridden, heaved and wobbled about like so much
blanc-mange, the action of the thigh compressing
the air in a hard lump in the centre, and injuriously
affecting the most vulnerable part of the rider, while
leaving the part of the saddle most requiring an air
cushion empty and hard. An attempt was made to
improve this by fastening the surface down here
and there, which only had the effect of inflating the
saddle in lumps like a stuffed chair seat.
In the present invention the rim of the saddle only

is inflated, thus confining the compressed air to the
part that bears all the weight, ahd leaving the centre
quite clear, totally preventing all perineal pressure.
The column of air which forms the saddle cannot be
forced from its correct position. It does not wobble
in the slightest, and, even when compressed by the
weight of a heavy rider is fully an inch and a half
deep, so that it completely intercepts all jarring to
the spine.
Most riders have experienced the injurious pressure

resulting from the hard surface of the ordinary
saddle. It is a fact that no matter how luxuriously
some saddles are devised as regards springs there
are faults in the shape of the solid ironwork and
and metal rivets on the pommel, etc. The Intercep-
tor adapts itself without alteration to all saddles, and
effectually prevents the ill-effects of the before-
mentioned fault. The maker is A. V. Spratley, John
Street, Luton, England.— Wlieeling.

Hints on Cycling.

The Wheel has entirely sold out the entire edition
of the excellent little book, entitled "Hints on Cy-
cling," which Mr. Barkman published last year, and
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A NEW RETAIL CYCLE CONCERN.

Messrs. Glasshoff and Niederlitz, of the Palisade
Wheelmen, have entered into partnership for the pur-
pose of conducting: a retail cycle business at West
Hoboken, N. J. Both members of the firm are ener-
getic wheelmen and capable of doinjf a pood business
in North Hudson County. Thev will carry a full line
of all high-grade wheels and also a full assortment of
sundries. They start out with the co-operation and
best wishes of all the cyclists in their vicinity.

The Belmont Safety.

Mr. Sweeting of Philadelphia has increased his
already large family of wheels by the addition of a
new safety which he calls the Belmont. The specifi-
cations are: 28 inch wheels; i W inch cushion; credenda
tubing ; steel forgings ; Garford saddle ; with direct
spokes, $100; with tangent spokes. §110. Mr. Sweeting
has hundreds of these wheels stored in Philadelphia,
and is filling orders as soon as booked. This firm has
a new sundry in the shape of a bell which will be re-
tailed at one dollar. It has a loud, musical ring, and
its cheapness should make it a great seller.

The Sinjier Picnic.

The Singer picnic took place at Stoneleigh Park,
Coventry, on June 13. These picnics are a feature of
English cycling life not yet known to Americans.
The cyclists wheeled or drove to Stonleigh Park,
•which we believe is a private residence, where they
were allowed the use of the handsome grounds and
where they enjoyed sports, refreshments, etc. Al-
most all the cycling clubs in Coventry took part,
the total number of cyclists present being 703.

Among the visitors were Mr. George Singer, accom-
panied by Mr. Alderman Hill, Mayor of Coventry.
Besides these gentlemen there were a number of Co-
ventry councillors, makers and other important
people present. After tea there was dancing on the
green followed by a concert. In the evening lanterns
were lighted.

Tjacy Hillier on a Hickory.
Hillier had the greatest novelty of the season down

the road last week. It was a Hickory safety by
Sterling Elliott, the man who writes such good comic
" copy " in the American wheel papers. Except the
handle-bar, the pedals, the front forks, the cranks,
the chain and the saddle stalk, every part of the
machine was made of wood—Hickory. The bearings
were plain but ran easily, the front wheel was very
small, something like the earliest type of Humber
safety, and the tires were solid rubber. The Hickory
has come too late to England, but a wrinkle may be
learned from its tool valise and oiler.— Wlieeling.

A New English Company.
The Auto-Machinery Co., Ltd., is the title of the

company which has just been organized in Coventry.
The company is capitalized at ^^60,000 in £s shares. It

will acquire the plant and business of tne Auto-Ma-
chinery Co., where it will inanufacture balls for the
anti-friction bearings used in velocipedes, carriages,
etc. It will also manufacture bolts, screw bolts, and
all fastenings and fittings of a like nature.

Rochester Cycle Mfg. Co.

The Rochester Co. are beginning to "see out from
under their orders," and are now shipping Peerless
safeties promptly. The company, are putting a cush-
ion tire, guaranteed, on their No. i Peerless, and are
working overtime to keep up with the orders. They
are already working on their '92 model, and promise
the public that it will be fully up to date. The Peer-
less adjustable spring fork has been a great feature
this year.

Ball Bearings.
Wheeling of June 10 publishes an article from the

pen of E. Martin, of the Peckhara Cycle Agency,
which will delight the heart of Sterling Elliott. Mr.
Martin believes that it is a mistake to apply ball
bearings to cycles.

A New Hundred Thousand Dollar Company.
The American Bicycle and Specialty Co., capital

stock $100,000, has been incorporated in Chicago for
the manufacture and sale of bicycles. Incorporators :

R. N. Simpson, George Johnson and H. Bowman.

The Boothroyd Pneumatic,
Our latest English exchanges report that the Booth-

royd pneumatic tire is coming into prominence on
account of some good work done with it.

Mr. Dunlop, of air-tire fame, has recently patented
another improved cushion tire and three hew devices
in pneumatics. He has also invented an improved
valve for the tire now on the market. His new ideas
in pneumatic tires are as yet in an experimental form.
A new brake has been invented for pneumatics, con-
sisting of a roller which presses against the front
tiie. When the brake is applied the braking power
or friction acts directly on this roller instead of upon
the tire, thus saving the rubber from being scraped.

The famous rubber firm of Mackintosh have five
varieties of pneumatic tires in their control and one
has already been placed on the market. The tire is

fastened to the rim by tabs which are buckled to-
gether at frequent intervals and it possesses several
other commendable qualities.

Don't think because you read a testimonial stating
that a wheel has been ridden two, three or four thou-
sand miles without being cleaned or loosening a nut
or bolt, that it is any reason why yours should do the
same. Such things, while possible, are the exception
not the rule.

If thy wheel rattleth, tighten it.

A Match Race on the Havemeyer Road.
Messrs. F. Becraft, champion of the Tuxedo Wheel-

men and Wm. Hilyer, of the Ramapo Wheelmen, met
on Saturday last, in a one mile match race, for a $25.
medal The race was run on the Havemeyer Road,
near Suffern, and was witnessed by a large crowd of
enthusiastic spectators. Becraft, who has won many
previous races, was looked upon as a sure winner.
He won the first heat in 3m. los., but Hilyer won the
second and third heats in 3m. 12s. and 3m. loj^^s. re-
spectively. The above time is considered very good
as the road was heavy from the recent rains, and the
entire distance was an up grade.

The Century Run Medals and Photographs.
Those who took part in the recent century run and

rode the entire distance, remaining in behind the
pacemakers, can secure a souvenir medal by sending
badge number and address to W. E. Fuller, 50 Wall
Street, N. Y. Price, $1.25. The photographs taken
at Netherwood can be ordered through F. L. C. Mar-
tin, Plainfield, N. J. Price, $1. Photographs taken
in Fairmotmt Park can be secured by addressing
C. W. Dalsen, 1507 Columbia Avenue, Philadelphia,
Pa. Price, $1.

Kilkelly TVill Ride.
It is definitely reported that P. P. Kilkelly, the

Irish racing man, will go into strict training and ride
this year. Great things are expected of Kilkelly.
Some' two or three years ago he went to a meeting
and won all the events, bicycle and tricycle, scratch
and handicap. Last year he took a bad header ; then
his father "put down his foot" and temporarily
stopped Kilkelly's path career. But Kilkelly's sire
appears to have melted, or been mollified, for he has
withdrawn his objections. Kilkelly lacks an inch of
standing six feet tall and lacks a' pound of 170 in
weight.

The Associated Cycling Cluhs of New Jersey.
The next meeting of the Associated Cycling Clubs

of New Jersey will be held at the house of the Busi-
ness Men's Cycle League, 84 Park Place, Newark, on
Wednesday evening, July i, at eight o'clock. All
New Jersey clubs are invited to be represented and
join the association. Officers will be elected, a con-
stitution adopted and plans arranged for the holding
of a race meet at which a team race will be run for
the championship of the State. Further information
can be obtained of G. J. Ames, 408 Jefferson Avenue,
Elizabeth, or E. J. Day, Jersey City. Those who are
pushing the association are desirous of securing the
co-operation of all New Jersey clubs.

A Century Run at Chicago.
The first annual century run of the Illinois Cycling

Club was held on June 14, the start being made at 4
a. m. The first stop was made at Naperville, twenty-
eight miles, and breakfast was secured at Aurora at
8 o'clock. The start was made from here at 10 o'clock
and Elgin was reached at 12.30, where two hours were
spent. The return was then made to Chicago by the
State road, the first man arriving at the club-house
at 6.08. The actual riding time of the pacemakers
was about nine hours. There were ninety starters
and sixty-five finished. Forty-one rode safeties and
twenty-four ordinaries, including six pneumatic safe-
ties, two of which burst during the run. Of the
wheels ridden 33 were Columbias, 7 Victors, 6 Ref-
erees, 3 Ramblers, 3 Unions, 3 Rovers, and the rest
scattered among other makes. Collisions and break-
downs were numerous.

A Dotible Century Run Spoiled by Rain.
Messrs. Eldridge, Swain and Edge, of the Atalanta

Wheelmen, Newark, attempted to ride from that city
to.Philadelphia and return in twenty-four hours, on
Sunday last, a distance of about 192 miles. They
started at 12.30 a. m., reached Plainfield at 1.50, Sum-
erville at 3.20, Trenton 7.20, breakfasted at Bristol at

8.25, reached Frankford at 10 and Philadelphia at 11

o'clock. At Frankford a hard shower was encounted
and a half hour lost by waiting. Shortly after leav-
ing their place of shelter rain began to fall again, and
with such violence that their clothing was quickly
saturated. Notwithstanding the downpour of rain a
half dozen members of the Quaker City AVheelmen
met the century runners at the outskirts of the city
and escorted them to their club-house, where every
attention was given them, even supplying dry clothes
and a dinner at the club-house. The rain caused the
Newark riders to abandon the idea of returning by
wheel, and the Quaker City Wheelmen entertained
them until evening, and, after a supper at the club-
house, escorted them to the depot. The Atalanta
men are very enthusiastic over the handsome manner
in which they were treated by the Philadelphians.
They intend to repeat the performance in a few
weeks, and with favorable weather anticipate no
trouble in accomplishing the feat. The roads were in

an unusually bad condition.

Road Hogs Pay Dearly for Tlieir Pun.
The Somerville Club already has reason to be

pleased at its recent action in becoming a League
club, for last Sunday, while it was returning from its

weekly run it came in contact with two veritable road
hogs in a carriage. They were both men, partially
intoxicated, who had the erroneous idea that they
were entitled to more than their share of the road.
When the yvheelmen approached the carriage the
driver whipped up his horse and guided it right into
the party of wheelmen, breaking no less than four
wheels and injuring the riders of the same. Several
of them quickly dismounted their wheels and caught
the horse before thp men had an opportunity to drive
away. This, however, did not deter the men from
jumping out of the carriage and running oflf. In the
meantime, one of the club had ridden into the town
and secured the services of a constable who managed
to capture both men. The case was reported to Chief
Consul Arthur W. Robinson, who in the name of the
Massachusetts Division L. A. W., obtained the ser-
vices of Lawyer Joseph S. Dean to appear for the
prosecution, and he did so in such a capable manner
that the men were each fined about $60 in all. The
cost of the prosecution was born by the Massa-
chusetts Division,

The Niagara Falls-Detroit Tour.
C. H. Smith writes that he will soon go over the

road and make official arrangements. The party will
take a steamboat ride on Hamilton Bay. There will
also be some scrub races at Woodstock for their en-
tertainment. At London an evening reception has
been arranged by the Port Huron Club. The party
will start from the Spencer House, Niagara Falls, at
10 a. m. on July q. All who go to Niagara from the
West will have tickets furnished them from Detroit
to Niagara for five dollars if they will previously ad-
dress Manager C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Avenue, De-
troit, Mich., otherwise these tickets will cost §7.50.
The same terms will be made for those who wish to
return to the East after the meet. All who intend
going on this tour should at once remit one dollar to
the manager, C. H. Smith. This is asked as a guar-
antee so that the tour committee will not be at a loss
in arranging with hotels. At present it looks as if

there would be 150 in the party. The tour last year
from Detroit to Niagara was most enjoyable and this
year promises to be a successful week's outing.

Thomas B. Jeffery, of the GormuUy & Jeffery Mfg.
Co., has been granted a patent on a new tire, an im-
proved lantern supporting bracket of wire, and a
spring-frame saddle. '

William A. Hance, of Freeport, 111., has patented
and assigned to the Stover Bicycle Mfg. Co. an im-
proved spring-frame saddle, arranged to move from
front to rear without material downward motion of
the rear spring. Weight upon the saddle is borne
entirely by springs, producing no tension upon the
saddle cover.

The Kalamazoo Parcel Carrier Co. have changed
the name of their firm to the Kalamazoo Cycle Co.

Humber & Co., Ltd., have decided to form a sepa-
rate limited stock company in France to take care of
their French business.

An English maker claims that % and one-inch solid
tires are as effective and weigh less than ij^ inch
cushions.

HO! FOR THE HAGERSTOWN MEET.

Through special train from New York and Phila-
delphia, via the famous Royal Blue Line—cyclists
from the West.
More perfect arrangements for the transportation

of delegates, clubs and their wheels from all points to
the meet at Hagerstown, July 2-4, could not have been
devised than those made by Mr. Albert Mott, chair-
man on Transportation, L. A. W., and his able assis-
tants. The}' have been fortunate in securing via the
Royal Blue Line a special train from New York,
Philadelphia, and other points which will run through
to Hagerstown via Washington without change. This
is to be the " official " train, will carry League officials
and clubs, and will be composed of Pullman parlor
cars, elegantly furnished passenger coaches, and
baggage cars especially arranged for the transporta-
tion of wheels, upon which there will be no charge.
The Baltimore and Ohio, the Reading, and Jersey
Central Railroads have given the League officials the
unusual privilege of selecting the time of departure
of this train, same to be announced in the official pro-
gramme of the meet and at all bicycle clubs.
In addition to this special train there are two regu-

lar trains (foot of Liberty Street) making direct con-
nection in the depot at Washington tor Hagerstown.
One of these trains leaving New York at 11.30 a. m.,
is the famous five hour flyer to Washington. The
other leaves New York at 12.15 ^. '™^- ^"d has sleeping
car attached.
Tickets will be sold at the lowest first-class fare for

the round trip from all points. The sale of tickets
will begin June 30 and tickets will be good for return
passage until July 7. Unattached wheelmen should
consult the train and other arrangements which will
be posted on the bulletin boards at the club houses.
Ample arrangements will be made for the accom-

modation of returning cyclists and their wheels.
All wheelmen purchasing tickets via the Royal

Blue Line will have the privilege of stopping oflf at
Washington, going and returning, a privilege which
should be enjoyed by all, as seldom is such an oppor-
tunity presented of visiting the National Capital, of
seeing its many sights, and of taking a spin over the
world famed smooth asphalt pavements of that city.
To cyclists who do not go to Hagerstown via Wash-
ington, including those from the West, who desire
to visit that city, tickets will be sold at a low rate.
From the West, as well as from the East and North,

the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad offers the best and
most desirable route for all who will tittend the
Hagerstown Meet. Solid vestibuled trains, equipped
with the finest Pullman sleeping cars, run through
Pittsburgh, Columbus, Cincinnati, Chica.go and St.
Louis as well as from New York, Philadelphia and
Baltimore. There is no route in America as attrac-
tive as the Baltimore and Ohio in the way of scenery
of natural grandeur and historic interest. It should
be stated, too, that the Baltimore and Ohio was the
first road to grant the very liberal concessions of
transporting bicycles of passengers free of charge.
Detailed information in regard to time of trains,

sleeping car accommodations, rates of fare, etc., will
be cheerfully furnished by any of the followihg named
agents of the line, viz : A. J. Simmons, New England
Passenger Agent, 211 Washington .St., Boston, iVJass ;

C. P. Craig, General Eastern Passenger Agent, 41.5
Broadway, New York; C. R. Mackenzie, "District
Passenger A.gent, 833 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.;
B. F. Bond, Division Passenger Agent, Baltimore,
Md.; E. D Smith, Division Passenger Agent, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.; W. E. Roppert, Division Passenger
Agent, Columbus, O.; L. .S. Allen, Ass't General
Passenger Agent, Chicago, 111.; O. P. McCarty, Ass't
General Passenger Agent, Cincinnati, O.; G. M.
Taylor, Passenger Agent, 105 N. Broadway, St. Louis,
Mo., or any Ticket Agent of the Baltimore & Ohio
R, R. V
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THE ROAD AND PATH,

FIXTURES.

JUNE.

27.—Five Mile Road Race of the Westfield Wheel-
men.

27.—Ten Mile Team Road Race of the Elizabeth
Wheelmen and Union County Roadsters.

27.—Two Mile Ordinary and Two Mile Safety at
Columbia Athletic Association.

27.—South End Wheelmen's Race Meet, Phila-
delphia.

26-27.—Kentucky Division meet.
27.—Twenty-five mile Road Race of the Inter-club

Racing Association at Boston.
27.—Kings County Wheelmen's Cycling and Ath-

letic Meet at Washington Park. Address
John Bensinger, 1255 Bedford Av., Brooklyn.

28.—Kentucky Division's excursion from Louisville
to Mammoth Cave and return.

TULY.

2.—Superior Cycle Club's Race Meet at West Su-
perior, Wis.

3-4.—Annual Meet and Championship Races of Texas
Division at Houston.

2-3-4.—Race meet of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club,
,. Hagerstown, Maryland. Address Geo. F.

Updegraff, Hagerstown, Md.
3-4.—Annual Meeting Nebraska Division at York.
3-4.—Annual meet of the Missouri Division at Carth-

age.
—Twenty-five Mile Road Race of the Ramblers'

Bicycle Club, Rochester.
—Tournament of the Elkhart Wheelmen, Elk-

hart, Ind.
,—Road Race at Boston.
.—Chelsea Ramblesrs Races, Chelsea, Mass.
,—York County Wheelmen's Race Meet at Driv-

ing Park, Saco, Me.
—Races at Syracuse. Address Fred Wetherell,

627 Catherine Street, Syracuse, N. Y.
—Watertown (N. Y.) Cycling Club's Inter-

national Meet.
—Union Co. Roadsters' MidsummerJRace Meet at

Rahway, N. J. Entries close June 27 with C.
S. Lippincott, Secretary 500 Maple Avenue,
Elizabeth, N. J.—Two Mile Safety at Prospect Harrier's Games,
Brooklyn. Entries close Jun« 27, with Chas.
Keeseman, Secretary, 286 Bridge Street,
Brooklyn.

,—Race Meet at Danville, 111.

,—Departure from New York of the Heyny Harz
Mountain Tourists.

.—Columbia Cycle Club's tournament at Charter
Oak Park, Hartford, Conn. Address C. F.
Tucker, Secretary, Box 54, Hartford, Conn.

—The Poorman Road Race at Cincinnati. Ad-
dress J. E. Poorman, Cincinnati, Ohio.

—Annual Meet California Division, Stockton.
,—Annual meet Illinois Division at Rockford.
.—Bridgeport Wheel Club's Ten Mile Road Race.
,—Porkopolis Wheelmen's Race Meet, Cincinnati.
.—Tournament of the Denver Cyclists' Union.
.—Start of the Detroit Wheelmen's League Meet

Tour from Niagara to Detroit. Address for
particulars, C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Avenue,
Detroit,

lo-ii.—Race Meet at Syracuse. Address C. G. White,
338 S. Salina Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

lo-ii.—Annual Meet Tennessee Division at Nashville.
II.—Annual Meet Indiana Division at Indianapolis.
13.—Safety and Ordinary events at the Rochester

(N. Y.) Athletic Club's Tournament.
13-14-15—Annual Meet, Ohio Division, Columbus.
16-17-18.—L. A. W. Annual Meet, Detroit, Mich.
16-17-18.—L. A. W. Championships at Detroit. Ad-

dress Jos. Bresler, 22 Lafayette Avenue,
Detroit, Mich.

18.—Fall River Cycle Club's Race Meet.
22-23.—Tournament of the Green Bay Cycling Club

and Annual Meet of the Wisconsin Division.
Address F. S. Fox, Green Bay, Wis.

24-25.—Chicago Cricket Club's Annual Meet. Address
J. G. Davis, Park Side, Chicago.

27.—Team Road Race of the Orange Wheelmen and
Business Mens' Cycle League.

29.—Departure from New York of Smith's European
'Tour.

AUGUST.

I.—Race Meet of the Cortland (N. Y.) Wheel Club.
4.—Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha

Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y. Ad-
dress Fred Bronner, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

13-14-15.—Annual Meet of the Massachusetts Division
at Cottage City.

15.—Road Race at Waukesha, Wis.
19-20.—New York State Division Meet at Rochester.

29.—Annual Meet of the Montreal Bicycle Club.
Address A. Harries, Hon. Sec, P. O. Box 958,
Montreal, Canada.

4'

4'

4
4'

4-5'
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SEPTEMBER.

5.—Rhode Island Wheelmen's Tournament at Nar-
ragansett Park, Providence.

7-8.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn. Address J. J.
Grace, Secretary, Hartford, Conn.

10-11—Springfield Bicycle Club's Tournament, Hamp-
den Park, Springfield, Mass. Address D. J.
Canary, Box 107.

12.—Second Fifteen Mile Tearri Road Race of the
Wheelmen's Racing League.

18-19.—Third Annual Tournament of the Peoria Bi-
cycle Club. Address Fred Patee, Peoria,
111.

12th Annual National L. A, W. Meet,

Detroit, July x6, 17, 18, 189X.

National Championship Races and many open events.
A large and valuable collection of prizes will be on
exhibition at the cycle exhibit. 25 mile road race.

J. Bresler, Chairman Race Committee, 22 Lafayette
Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

$1,500-IN PRIZES. G. B. C. C -$1,500.
SECOIND ANNUAL TOURNAMENT OF THE

\m\ Bay Cycle Cliil) and WiscoBsin Birision Illeit,

At Green Baj, Wis., July 33 and 33,

Entries close July 15. S. A. Miles, Handicapper.
Write tor Programmes. Address, Fenton S. Fox,
I Green Bay, Wis.

$1,000.00—In Prizes,—$1,000.00

INDIANA DIVISION, L. A. W., RACE MEET,

Indianapolis, Jnly xitli.

15 events embracing 7 state championships and 6

open races. Entries close July 4th, with L. J. Keck,
116 N. Penn St. 6-26

t Haorst

JULY 2(1, 3d, 4th.

An attractive list of events embracing' many
open races and several Division Champion-
ships of Penna, Md., Del., D. C, & Va.

$1,560.00 IN VALUABLE PRIZES.

Including Bicycles, Gold Watches, Diamond
Pins, Silver Cups, Gold and Silver Medals.

iilxcursion rates on all railroads. On© fare
for the round trip, good from June 30th to
July 7th.

Entries close June 27, with

HARRY B. IRViN,

Box ixx, HasrerstO'wn, md.

THE MID-SUMMER EVENT.

coiiuu m, m
TOURN/inENT

At Charter Oak Park, Hartford, Conn.

JULY 4th, 1891.

II exciting races. Fastest cycling track in

America. 3 costly prizes in every event. 2

elegant prizes given to out of town clubs in

parade. See official programme. Concert at

1.30 p. M. ; Races at 2.30 p. m. Excursion

rates from Bridgeport, New Haven, Meriden

and Springfield. Entry Blanks mailed on ap-

plication. Entries close June 27tli.

C. F. TUCKER, Secretary,

P. O. Box 54,

Hartford, Conn.

The Superior Cycle Club's ^Tournament.

The Superior Cycle Club will hold a tournament at

the West Superior (Wis.) Driving Park on Thursday,
July 2. The entrance fee is 25 cents for each event.

Entries close with W. A. Linghan, 1809 Winter Street,

West Superior, Wis. Following are the events for

which gold and silver medals are offered for first and
second place : Two mile novice, open ;

one mile open
;

half mile obstacle; halt mile boys'; one mile club
championship ; half mile run and ride, open ; half

mile dash, open ; two mile club, handicap ; half mile

ladies' ; five mile open.

THE ENGLISH CHAMPIONSHIPS.

Sclieltenia-Beduin Wins the Mile Safety.
Seven thousand people witnessed the English cham-

pionships, held at Bristol June 13. The "gate"
amounted to ;^234. In running the races. Dr. Turner's
rules for alternating the pacemaking were adopted,
and with success.
The mile safety championship was a dead heat be-

tween Jones and Scheltema-Beduin; the latter won in
the run-off by a fine piece of sprinting. In one of the
heats J. Rickard, a new man, clearly outspurted
Relph, a good man, and won in 2m. 42 4-5S. In the
second heat the rim of Mecredy's wheel broke, and
Jones and Scheltema-Beduin, upon learning of the
accident, at once dismounted, and with Mecredy on a
new wheel the heat was run over. In the twenty-five
mile tricycle championship Dr. Turner met with an
accident which cut up the doctor and put him out of
the race.

A Remarkable Finish.
The finish of the tricycle race was remarkable for a

curious and amusing incident. Stadnicki fairly rode
himself blind in the effort to hold Bramson and Stroud,
and on rounding the last corner came tearing down
on the grass a foot away from the path. Just clearing
the press table by a few inches, he charged full tilt

into the crowd of officials and others—principally
others—who were congregated round the judge s en-
closure, and knocking half a dozen of them flying,
fell on the top of the heap.

Summary of the Championships.
One Mile Safety, Trial Heats.—Heat i, H. H.

Sansom. 2m. 44 4-5S. Heat 2—F. P. Wood, 2m. 46 2-5S.
Heat 3—J. Rickard, 2m. 42 2-5S. Heat 4—\v . C. Jones,
2m. 42 4-5S. Heats—R.J. Mecredy, 2m. 56 2-5S. Heat
6—P. W. Scheltema-Beduin, 2m. 40s.

Second Trial Heat.—Heat 1—F. P. Wood, 2m.
54 3-ss.; Sansom, second; Rickard, third; last quarter,
32 3-5S. Heat 2—Jones, 2m. 41 3-5S.; Scheltema-
Beduin, second; Mecredy, third.

Final Heat.
Scheltema-Beduin and Jones ran a dead heat.

The race was all in the last quarter. Turning into
the home-straight, Jones was somewhat behind, but
coming with a grand rush, he just notched Schultema-
Beduin on the tape ; Wood, third. Time, 3m. 1 4-5S.
In the run-off, Scheltema-Beduin won by a half
length after a desperate struggle. Time, 3m. 1-5S.

Five Mile Ordinary Bicycle Championship—
N. L. Lambley, ism. 13 3-5S.; J. H. Adams, second; F.

J. B. Archer, third.

Twenty-Five Mile Tricycling Championship—
L. Stroud, first: W. G. Bramson, second; H. H.
Sansom, third. Time. ih. 25m. 34 2-5S.

RACING ON FOREIGN TRACKS.

An important meeting was held at Paddington on
May 30, 8,000 people being in attendance. The feature
of the meeting was the club race between the Irish-
men, H. DuCros, A. DuCros, Martin and Mecredy,
and the English cracks, Leitch, Mole, Edwards and
Jones. The race was for three miles, the men finish-
ed in the following order ; Leitch first, H. DuCros
second, Mole third, Edwards fourth, A. DuCros fifth,

Jones sixth, Martin seventh, Mecredy eight. Time,
8m. 44 1-5S. The last mile was riden under 2.30.

'The mile ordinary handicap was won by F. P.
Wood, 30 yds. Time, 2m. 34 3-5S. The half mile safety
handicap was won by W. C. Jones, the mile record
holder. Time, im. i'3S. In this race Jones beat Schel-
tema-Beduin. We believe this is the first time Beduin
has been outsprinted this year.

At the Birmingham athletic sports, held at Aston,
May 30, T. Parker, 50 yds. start, won the mile handi-
cap ; T. Ralph, scratch, finished second by four yds.
Time, 2m. 31 i-ss.

At the Halifax Cricket and Football Club's sports,
held May 30, S. J. Bayliss, 80 yds., won the half mile
handicap. Time, im. 11 2-5S.

At the Liverpool Masonic A. C. sports, held May 30,

J. W. Schofield, 60 yds., won the half mile handicap in
im. lis.

At the Queen's Park meeting, held at Glasgow, on
May 30, 10,000 people witnessed H. E. Laurie win the
three mile handicap from scratch in 8m. 21 2-5S.

At the Kildare Sports, held at Paddington, June 13,

the mile handicap was won by C. F. Harden, 250 yds.
Time,^m. 23 4-5S.

At the Brighton A. C. Sports, held at Preston Park,
June II, H. H. Frowd won the mile ordinary handicap
from scratch, in the fast time of 2m. 34 1-5S ; M. B.
Fowler, second by six: yards.

Tihe Philadelphia Bank Clerks' Games.
The Spring sports of the Philadelphia Bank Clerks'

Athletic Association, held on the University grounds.
West Philadelphia, on Saturday last, were witnessed
by a large crowd. The track was in good condition,
and the cycling events created much enthusiasm.
They resulted as follows :

One Mile Safety, Novice—W. N. Emery, B. C. A.
A., first; C. L. Allison, Y. M. C. A., second. Time,
3m. 12S.

Two Mile Ordinary, Handicap—G. M. Coates, U.
of P., 20 yards, first; E. W. Bair, P. A. W., 110 yards,
second. Time, 6m. 26>^s.

One Mile Safety, Handicap^W. N. Emery, B. C.

A. A., no yards, first ; H. M. Stamford, First Regt. A.
A., 9® yards, second. Time, 2m. sS^s.

A Chip of the Old Block.

At some sports recently held in London, a young
son of H. A. Speechley won a boys' race, and yet but
a few years since Speechley was about tfee fastest of
the London racing men.
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NOTES OF THE PATH.

The French championships will be held June 28 at

Calais.

There is some talk of having a bicycle tournament
in Norvvalk some time during the Fall.

The French are organizing a race from Paris to
Brest and return, a distance of 750 miles.

A cycle race will be among the attractions of the
Fourth of July celebration at New Bedford, Mass.

Hoyland Smith and Harry Arnold are training on
Windle's track, at Millbury, for the Hartford meet.

A one mile handicap race will be run at the games
of the South Side Driving Club, at Baldwins, L. I., on
July 4.

An athletic tournament is to be held at Richmond,
Ind., on July 4, at which four cycle events are to bg
contested.

The Cortland (N. Y.) Wheel Club will hold a race
meet on August i, at which the handicap and other
events will be run.

J. R. Hazleton is back in Philadelphia from Chicago,
and will appear on the track at the races of the South
End Wheelmen to-morrow.

A series of races will be run at Franklin, Pa., on
June 27, under the auspicies of the Y. M. C. A. Ten
events are on the programme.

The one mile ordinary run at the games of the
Sharpsburg, Pa., Y. M. C. A., on June 16, was won by
Charles K. Gibson, of Pittsburg.

The Farmingdale Bicycle Club will hold an open
race, at Farmingdale, L. I., on July 4. The first prize
is a gold medal and the second a lantern.

The Rochester (N. Y.) Athletic Club will hold a big
athletic tournament at the driving park on July 13.

Several cycle events will be on the programme.

The one mile ordinary run at the games of the
Colby Athletic Association, at Waterville, Maine, was
won by Lombard; Noyes second. Time, 3m. 55s.

The local twenty-four hour record of Pittsburg, 118

miles, was recently broken by Frank G. Lenz, who
made 121 miles in fifteen hours actual riding time.

Penalties On Tires.

In a two mile safety handicap, H. H. Griffin penal-
jzed cushion tires 100 yards and pneumatics 200 yards.

A. W. Ballard won the Danbury Wheel Club's ten
mile handicap road race on June 12 in 46m. The time
prize was won by O. W. Swift, scratch, who rode a
pneumatic, time, 39m.

The Cambridgeport Cycle Club's twenty-five mile
road race on June n for the Sanborn gold medal, was
won by Geo. F. Kehew, time, ih. 44m. 22s.; J. W. Bean
was second and J. S. Carmen third.

Van Sicklen, who won the time prize in the Pullman
road race, has selected a bill of household furniture
as his prize. Andrae and Merrill, who won the other
time prizes, have chosen stop watches.

A party of about fifty-five members of the McKees-
port (Pa.) Bicycle Club will leave that town on July
g for Niagara Falls, and will ride from there to De-
roit awheel to attend the League meet.

The Columbus (O.) Safety Cycling Club held a five
mile road race on June 12 over an excellent course.
The result was: T. C. Cosner, first; time, 16m. 133.;
E. H. Severly, second

; J. L. Gordon, third.

The M. A. C. Bicycle Club will take a two days' tour
to the Water Gap on July 3 and 4. Dr. Miller has
resigned as captain of the club, and Lieutenant How-
jand has taken the work on his shoulders.

Quarter Mile Tricycle Record.
At the Hern Hill track, on June 11, F. Bramson,

scratch, won the quarter mile tricycle handicap in
38 3-5S., beating the previous record of 39s.

The Rovers Bicycle Club, of West Lynn, is making
preparations to participate in the Fourth of July pa-
rade at Lynn. Arrangements are also being made to
hold a series of races on the road in the afternoon at
West Lynn.

Among those who will compete at the races of the
South End Wheelmen to-morrow are : Seeds; Mc
Daniel, Taxis, Hazelton, Zimmerman, Draper, Merri-
hew, Kelly and Donnelly. Very nearly 150 entries
were received.

Peter J. Berlo, of South Boston, who was one of the
men who were suspended from the race track pending
an examination into charges preferred against them,
has been reinstated, and will immediately go into
active training for the different race meets of the
year.

The Ramblers Bicycle Club, of Rochester, N. Y.,
are preparing for a twenty.five mile handicap road

• race which will be held on July 4. A number of valu-
able prizes have been donated to the club, and as the
race is open to all wheelmen in Monroe County, an
interesting contest is counted on.

Upward of one hundred men including a large num-
ber of fast riders have entered the races to be held at
the Louisville meet to-morrow. Among them are
Van Sicklen, Merrill, Barret, Marion, and Carson. A
fine list of prizes is offered, and the new Auditorium
track is now in good shape. Seven events will be run
on Friday evening by electric light and the result of
the experiment is waited with interest by many.

FAST RIDING AT THE CENTURY
WHEELMEN'S RACE MEET.

The Century Wheelmen's first annual race meet, at

the track of the Tioga Athletic Association, West-
moreland station, Philadelphia, on Saturday last, at-

tracted a great crowd of spectators in spite of the
threatening weather. The contests proved to be the
most interesting seen in Philadelphia for a long
while. The track was in excellent condition, and
there were very few spills. Murphy, Zimmerman,
Taxis and Draper all rode in fine form. Following is

a summary :

One Mile Safety, Open—W. F. Murphy first, W.
C. Seeds, W. A. C, second; J. C. Donnelly, O. W.,
third. Time, 2m. 41 2-5S.

Murphy set a hot pace from the start, followed by
Taxis, but the latter dropped out at the three-quarter
post.

One Mile Safety, 3.30 Class—First heat—J. J.

Gessleman, Wiss., first ; R. C. Loos, second. Time,
3m. 4 3-ss. Second heat—J. R. Kendrick, unat., first

;

F. H. Campion, 'Wiss., second. Time, 3m'. 10 3-5S.

Third heat— G. B. Menges, unat., first ; W. H. Hall,
N. Y. A. C, second. Time, 3m. 11 1-5S. Fourth heat

—

J. B. Pearson, C. C , first ; G. B. Menges second. Time,
3m. The final heat was between R. C. Loos, J. J.

Gessleman, J. R. Kendrick, F. H. Campion, G. B.

Menges, W. Hall, H. Bilyen, F. Schoeneman. Bilyen
spurted at 100 feet from the tape and finished first

in 2m. 59 1-5S., W. H. Hall second. The referee
afterwards declared Hall to be ineligible in this race
and gave second place to Menges.

One Mile Ordinary, Open—A. A. Zimmerman,
first; W. C. Seeds, second; S. W. Merrihew, third.

Time, 2m. 56s.

Quarter Mile Safety, State Championship—W.
W. Taxis, first

; J. H. Draper, second. Time, 39 1-5S.

One Mile Tandem, Handicap— S. H. Crawford and
J. C. Donnelly, 130 yards, first; V.J Kelly and J. H.
Draper, scratch, second. Time, 2m. 46 4-5S.

One Mile Safety, 3.20 Class (three heats)—First
heat: J. W. Judge, M. A. C, first ; E. A. Powers, M. A.
C., second. Time, 3m. 03s. Second heat : H. G. Hill,

P. A. W., first
; J. Grant High, C. C, second. Time,

3m. 01 3-5S. Final heat, E. A. Powers, first; J. Grant
High second. Time, 3m. 01 1-5S.

One Half Mile Safety, Open—W. F. Murphy,
first; W. W. Taxis, second. Time, im. 17 i-ss.

Two Mile Ordinary, State Championship—W.
W. Taxis, first; J. H. Draper, second. Time, 6m 11 3-5S.

A limit of 6m. los. was placed on this event. The
starters were F. M. Dampman, W. W. Taxis, V. J.
Kelly and J. H. Draper, all of the A. C. S. N. The
men were closely bunched with Taxis in the lead,
until entering the last lap, Kelly then dropping out.

The race between the other three men was then a
very pretty one. The three men finished within a
space of ten feet. The limit of 6m. los. was not reached,
but the referee declared it a race.

One Mile Safety, 3.10 Class—F. B. Marriott, S. E.
W., first

; J. L. Hanley, second. Time, 2m. 52 3-5S.

One Fourth Mile Ordinary, Open—a. a. Zim-
merman, first; W C. Seeds, second. Time, 40s.

Two Mile Safety Club Race, Handicap—Louis
Geyler scratch, first ; M. N. Keim, 100 yards, second.
Time, 6m. 13s.

Two Mile Ordinary, Handicap—J. B. Pearson, 190
yards, first; A. E. Stilger, 190 yards, second ;

Merri-
hew, 225 yards, third. Time, 5m. 39 4-5S.

One Mile Saf:ety, Handicap—W. P. Murphy, 80
yards behind scratch, first ; W. H. Hall, 150 yards,
second ; H. Gill, 160 yards, third. Time, 2m. 32 2-5S.

To scratch (i mile and 80 yards), 2m. 40 2-5S. There
were eighteen starters in this event. At the report
of the pistol Murphy rode like a demon, gradually
closing up the 150 yards between him and the next
man. One after another was passed until the last man
was overhauled within twenty feet of the tape. The
first seven men finished within a space of twenty-five
feet. This was the race of the day.

Y. M. C. A. Kaces at Hartford.

At the games of the Y. M. C. A. at Hartford on Sat-
urday last, the following events were run :

One Mile Ordinary—Bollan, New Haven, first;

Wainwright, Hartford, second; Sage, Hartford, third.
Time, 3m. loj^s.

One Mile Safety—Sage, Hartford, first ; Hewitt,
New Haven, second ; Warren, Hartford, third. Time,
2m. 5sKs.

A Great Day for the Maas Family.

At the games of the Maywood, Ills., Athletic Club,
on June 12, the following events were decided :

One Mile Boy's Handicap—Ed. Maas first, W.
Hatch second.

One Mile Ordinary-Alex. Vaillancourt first, B.
Hart second. Time, 3m. 44s.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—Will Maas first,

Walter Maas second. Time, 3m. 13s.

Three Mile Safety, Handicap—Walter Maas first.

Otto Maas second, A. Vaillancourt third. Time,
iim. 30S.

Great local interest is manifested in th« ten mile
team road race between the Elizabeth Wheelmen and
the Union Co. Roadsters, and some of the contestants
have an idea that the ten mile road record will be
broken. The course will be on Westfield Avenue to
a point about a mile beyond Cranford and return,
starting at 5 p. m. Pneumatics will be penalized 30
seconds. The teams are as follows : E. W., S. B. Bow-
man, F. C. Gilbert, A. F. Calkins, L. B. Bonnett, H.
Tomey, W. P. Ackor ; substitutes, N. H. White, Geo.
H. Davey, A. H. Kent. U. C. R., James Blake, Geo.
Chumar, R. Laggren, H. J. Bauer, Wm. Ball, H. W.
Stacey ; substitutes, J. H. Gray, J. Mooney, G. J.
Ames.

THE IOWA DIVISION HOLD A SUC-
CESSFUL MEET.

The eighth annual meet of the Iowa Division, at
Newton, June 16 and 17, was the most successful affair
of the kind ever held in the State in every way. The
list of entries in the races was unusually large, and
several extra events were added to the programme.
The rain both evenings prevented the lantern

parade, but the dance was well attended and thor-
oughly enjoyed. The banquet was participated in by
about 150 wheelmen, and was one of the finest spreads
ever given in Newton. The State record was lowered
in almost every race. C. H. Curley set the State rec-
ord for half mile safety at im. 285|s.; Van Gorder, of
Grinnell, lowered the two mile State championship
ordinary record from 7m. 55s. to 6m. 30s. The half
mile ordinary was lowered to im. 2g}is.; one mile
safety State championship record was established by
W. E. Bowman at 3m. y^/ls., best mile record ever
made in Iowa. The quarter mile ordinary was estab-
lished at 43s. by Fred H. Clifford, of the Newton Cycle
Club. The quarter mile safety was established at
42^s. by W. E. Bowman, of Farmington. Fred H.
Clifford, of the Newton (iycle Club, entered in five

races; he won three first, one second and one third
prize, a record not equaled by any other contestant.
A summary follows :

FIRST DAY.
One Mile Safety, Novice—A. R. Edmonds, Al-

gona, first, time 3m. loKs.; W. E. Bowman, Farming-
ton, second ; W. J. Snooks, Newton, third.

One Mile Ordinary, Novice—W. G. McCormack,
Grinnell, first, 3m. 3o^s. ; W. H. Rhodes, Grinnell,
second ; G. F. Schilling, State Centre, third.

One-half Mile Safety, State Championship—
C. H. Curley, Prairie City, first, im. 28}<s.; W. E.
Bowman, Farmington, second ; A. E. Hodgson, Des
Moines, third.

Two Mile Ordinary, Championship—E. S. Van
Gorder, Grinnell, first, 6m. 28s.; E. Kostomlatsky,
Oskaloosa, second ; W. P. Chase, third.

One Mile Safety, Open—George W.Dennison, Chi-
cago, 111., first, 3m. 23j;;;s. ; W. E. Walsh, Minneapolis,
second ; Charles H. Bennington, Des Moines, third.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap—Fred H. Clifford,
Muscatine, first, 3m. 20s.; E. Kostomlatsky, Oska-
loosa, second

; J. B. Green, Des Moines, third.

One Mile Ordinary, Open—George W. Dennison,
Chicago, first, 3m. loj^'s.; W. E. Walsh, Minneapolis,
Minn., second ; Lester Holton, Omaha; third.

One-half Mile Safety, Boys Under 16—G. G.
Garfield, Algona, first, im. 41s.

R. H. Gill, Prairie City, second ; Fred Shaw, Mon-
roe, third.

Slow Race—W. F. Harrah, Newton, first ; Hult-
siser, second.

second day.

Two Mile Safety—a. B. Edmonds, Algona, first'

Sm- 55/is.; A. E. Hodgson, Des Moines, second ; Chas.
H. Bennington, Des Moines, third.

One Quarter Mile, Ordinary—Fred. H. Clifford,
Newton, first, 43s.; J. A. Cravath, Grinnell, second;
second ; E. Kostomlansky, Oskaloosa, third.

One Quarter Mile, Safety — W. E. Bowman,
Farmington, first, 42^3.; Seth A. Perkins, Des Moines,
second ; Fred. Clifford, Muscatine, third.

One Half Mile Ordinary, Championship—E. S.

Van Gorder, Grinnell, first, im. 2q%s.; Fred. Clifford,
second; E. Kostomlantsky, Oskaloosa, third.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—Fred. H. Clifford,
Muscatine, first, 3m. 14s

; J. L. Laird, Newton, second.

Five Mile Team Race—E. D. Van Gorder, Grinnell;
James Cravath, Grinnell ; C. F. Montgomery, Grin-
nell.

One Mile Safety, Championship—W. E. Bowman,
Farmington, first, 3m. 07XS. ; A. B. Edmonds, Algona,,
second; Chas. H. Curley, Prairie City, third.

Two Mile Ordinary, Handicap—Wm. Walsh,
Minneapolis, first, 6m. 3iJ^s.; Wm. Schnell, Omaha,
second ; C. F. Montgomery, Grinnell, third.

Two Mile Safety, Handicap—Geo. W. Dennison,
Chicago, first, 6m. 15s. W. E. Walsh, Minneapolis,
second ; A. B. Edwards, Algona, third.

THE HUDSON CO. WHEELMEN'S
LANTERN PARADE.

The Hudson Co. Wheelmen formally opened their
new house at m Belmont Avenue, Jersey City, on
Thursday evening of this week with a lantern parade.
Jersey City's streets however are not conducive to a
brilliant success in this direction, as all the thorough-
fares are paved with granite blocks. Before the
parade had advanced scarcely a sixteenth of a mile
the candles in the lanterns were extinguished by the
jolting^and darkness enwrapped the paraders, except
where the street lamps and red fire flared up. Some-
where in the neighborhood of 200 men where in line,
representing about all the clubs in this vicinity. The
start was made at 9 o'clock and the route was about
three miles in length. Much enthusiasm was mani-
fested at various points along the line of march and
fireworks sputtered and banged in regular Indepen-
dence Day fashion.
Upon returning to the club house refreshments

were served amid much shouting and scrambling
and Minstrel Will Lyle amused the crowd with songs
to the accompaniment of a banjo. The house of the
club is still only partially furnished, but it is by far
the most complete and roomy quarters of any cycling
organization in the state.

Fifty Miles Road Record.
On June 13th, R. J. Illsley cut the fifty miles ordin-

ary bicycle road record to 2h. 46m. 20s.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

The Buflfalo Bicycle Club may hold a tournament
next month.

A twenty-five mile road race will be run at Logans-
port, Ind., on July 4th.

The Columbia Cycle Club has been formed at Can-
ton, Md., with a dozen members.

The Ohio Division will make their headquarters at
the Wayne Hotel at the Detroit meet.

The ordinary is not dead yet in England, for at the
Woodford meet out of the 1,500 riders in the parade
265 rode the high wheel.

A Lynn newspaper calls Belonger's unicycle, a
" one wheeled bicycle " and another paper styles it a
"single wheeled unicycle."

JBig Foui- in Town.

Major Burdette, Davy Post, Abbott Bassett and Jo.
Goodman were in town on Saturday.

A farmer has lodged a claim against the N. C. U. of
England for damages to a cow which was poisoned
by licking paint off a danger board.

C. J. Appel, of Rochester, has been expelled from
the League, having forfeited his amateur status.
Amateurs are warned not to compete with him.

Won't the foolkiller kindly pay his respects to the
amateur poet who continues to make " cycle " rhyme
with " pickle," and " bicycle " with " icicle-?-"

Fred. T. Merrill of Portland, Oregon, proprietor of
" Cycle Castle " has issued a handy pad of blotters
for distribution, on the cover of which is a fine dis-
play " ad."

South Norwalk has a lively club by the name of the
Norwalk Wheel and Social Club. It has forty mem-
bers and an excellent club-room which is handsomely
furnished.

A furniture house of Providence have furnished
their collectors and outside employers with bicycles
for use in the business, thereby saving much time
and car fare.

Messrs. Hearne and Weig, of the Zigzag Bicycle
Club of Bufiialo, have started on a cycle tour from
that city to Chicago. They expect to make the dis-
tance in a week.

W. G. Delbaere, of the Leyden University Bicycle
Club, recently accomplished a fine out and home per-
formance on the Holland roads, covering 31^ English
miles in ih. 38m. 57s.

Great preparations had been made by the New
Hampshire Division for the annual meet, at Concord,
on June 18, but rain upset all the plans, and the event
was postponed until June 25.

At the tournament of the Columbia Cycle Club, at
Hartford, on July 4, a diamond medal will be given by
the club to the rider "breaking the American record
for one mile in competition.

Mr. Sweeting, of Philadelphia, was in town on Tues-
day. It was very hot in Gotham, but T. Henry
popped about like a two-year-old and did some good
business with some local dealers.

The Cincinnati Bicycle Club held a fourteen mile
road race on June 14, near Hamilton. The result was:
Geo. Gano first, time ih. 22s.; C. F. Domm second.
The other contestants dropped out.

By the death of Harriet Mellor, owner of the Lord
Redcliffe estate in England, C. W. Mellor, an Ann Ar-
bor, Mich., wheelman, comes in for one-ninth of the
property, which is valued at $2,500,000.

A new club has been organized at Norwalk, Conn.,
which will be known as the Columbia Wheelmen.
The club consists of twenty members, and is really
the reorganization of the old Norwalk Wheel Club.

Bunker Hill Day, June 17, the Charleston Rovers
threw open their club house to all wheelmen. Rep-
resentatives from ten different cycling organizations
reviewed the parade from the roof of the club house.

The Union County Roadsters have decided to hold
their entry list open for their games of July 4 until
June 27. The track is being put in good condition,
and handsome medals will be awarded to the win-
ners.

An advance party of the Heyny Harz Mountain
tourists sailed from this city on June 18. They were
Messrs. Hassey, Kinzel and Dorer, of N. Y., and Mr.
Busse, of Hamburg. .

The remainder of the party will
follow in two weeks.

The wheelmen of Lebanon, Pa., have organized the
Lebanon Wheel Club with twenty-two members.
The officers are: President, John Cilly; Treasurer,
H. D. Leinbach ; Secretary, John Lineaweaver ; Cap-
tain, F. D. Leinbach.

F. Ed. Spooner, of Chicago, has issued a circular
booming the plan of forming a two weeks' cyclist
camp at Whitefish Bay, beginning August i. The
article which recently appeared in THE Wheel on
the subject is quoted.

A one mile safety and a two mile ordinary will be
contested at the games of the Sons of St. George at
Stockton Park, Camden, N. J., July 4. Entries close
June 29 with A. Mitchell, 3,057 Reese Street, Phila-
delphia. Fee 50 cents.

At an exhibition of -cycles held at the Tynemouth
Aquarium there was but one ordinary shown, which
weighed eleven pounds, and was contrasted with a
fourteen pound safety, both of which were excellent
specimens of workmanship.

Cornell is going to improve all the roads on the
University property, using the different kinds of
pavement, and thus furnish a standing object lesson
as to style and cost of maintenance, for the guidance
in the improvement of roads.

The Bergen County Wheelmen held a lantern
parade on June 23, from the Leonia Lyceum, through
Englewood to Tenafly and return. Over a hundred
cyclists were in line from all the nearby towns.
Refreshments were served at Leonia.

Scheltema-Beduin, or the Dutchman as he is styled
in England, does very little active training, and what
he does is done in a manner peculiarly his own. Each
evening he takes a long, easy ride, and does very lit-

tle spurting. He frequently smokes cigarettes.

The Bridge City Wheelmen is the name of a new
club organized at Logansport, Ind., with 27 members.
On the morning of July 4, the club will hold a parade
and a twenty-five mile road race in the afternoon. A
number of short events on the road will also be run.

On June 23 the Holly Bicycle Club was organized
at Holly, N.Y., with the following officers : President,
C. C. Caydue; Vice-President, H. T. Buell; Secre-
tary, James O'Brien ; Treasurer, Frank Bradford

;

Captain, B. W. Robb ; First Lieutenant, Dr. Davisson.

The steamer City of Paris, which arrived at New
York on Thursday last, contained very nearly 1,000
cycles. This is the largest number of wheels ever
brought to this country by one vessel. The shipment
consisted chiefly of Psychos, Ormondes, Premiers and
Gales safeties.

Belgium has been divided into four touring dis-
tricts : Antwerp and Limburgj Liege, Luxemburg
and Namur; Brabant and Hainault; and the two
Flanders. Each will be administered by a Chief Con-
sul, the whole being under the direction of a Consul
General, M. Wauthier.

The Roamers Bicycle Club, of Buffalo, has decided
to secure new club rooms, and a loan association has
been formed among the members. They will pledge
themselves to subscribe a certain sum per month as
a loan to the club on which interest will be paid. The
plan so far is working well.

The foreign press states that P. F. Ives, of Meriden,
has joined the Catford C. C. and may be seen racing
in England before the end of this year. . We saw Ives
last Saturday week. He made no mention of any trip
abroad. This must be another impersonator—perhaps
another brother to "Billy " Rowe.

Kalamazoo Cycle Co.

This company has been organized with a capital of
$10,000. The officers are Dr. Rush McNair, President;
H. H. Everard, Treasurer

; M. E. Blood, Secretary
and General .Manager. The company will manufac-
ture the Kalamazoo Parcel Carrier.-

Captain Powers, of the Riverside Wheelmen, has
accepted the challenge of Mastin, of the Gotham
Wheelmen. Several members of the former club are
willing to meet the Gotham's man in a twenty-five
mile contest on the road and request that arrange-
ments be made as soon as possible.

The Stirling Bicycle Club has been organized at
Greenport, L. I., with the following officers : Presi-
dent, J. L. Clark; Vice-President, J. C. Wells; Secre-
tary, F. T. Wells ; Treasurer, J. F. Price ; Captain, H.
Jennings ;

Lieutenant, Vernon Moore ; Bugler, J. F.
Lumpton ; Color Bearer, B. Wiggins.

Some of the prizes at the fourth of July country
tournaments are awful in their simplicity. Here are
a selected few : Barrel of flour, one dozen photo-
graphs, half dozen pairs socks, poker cabinet, two
silk handkerchiefs, four bottles champagne, one car-
ton chewing gum, one shaving ticket,

Some lof the married riders of Pittsburgh have a
novel manner of enjoying the pleasures of an early
morning ride awheel. A quartette of cyclists are in
the habit of riding from that city to various nearby
towns accompanied by their wives, and after break-
fasting, they return in time to attend to their busi-
ness.

Fred. T. Merrill, the well-known dealer, is endeav-
oring to effect some sort of an organization of the
wheelmen of Oregon and Washington- A meeting is

to be held next month at Newport, Oregon, for the
purpose. Races on the beach will be made a feature
of the meet. A $150 corner lot in Newport has been
donated as one of the prizes.

It is seldom that a man takes up cycling upon the
solicitation of his wife, but such is the case with a
Pittsburgh couple. In this case the initiative step
was taken by the lady, who becoming enamored with
the sport, purchased for herself a wheel, and by force
of example her husband fell in line. They are now
both firm advocates of the sport.

No. 3 of Kansas Wheelmen's Library contains an ad-
dress by Col. A. A. Pope, on "Highway Improve-
ment," delivered before the Carriage and Builders'
National Association, at Syracuse, October 17, 1889.
Copies can be secured of Chas. S. Davis, Chief Con-
sul, Junction Citv, Kansas. Subscription price $1.00
per annum. Single numbers 10 cents.

Mr. Peterson, of the Spoonef-Peterson Co., of Chi-
cago, was in New York on Friday last, looking prin-
cipally after Ormondes and trying to get some other
lines of wheels which he has sold but can't deliver.
Mr. Peterson is a bright, pushing young man and will
sit in the front row with the bald heads some day. He
thinks New York is a " big country village."

The Millbury Bicycle Club elected the following
officers on June 23 : President, W. W. Windle ; Cap-
tain, J. F. Cronin ;

Secretary, S. W. Rogers ; Treas-
urer, E. C. Baker ; First Lieutenant, F. S. Stewart

;

Bugler, H. F. Lincoln. The club has recently taken
possession of new rooms and is in a fiourishing con-
dition. Run to Hartford will be taken on July 4.

The number of lady cyclists in Norwalk is steadily
increasing. Last year there were but four young
ladies who rode the wheel, and this year the number
exceeds twenty.

To Miss Mabel E. Beers, of the Mystic Wheel Club,
belongs the honor of being the first wheelwoman to
ride from Boston to Providence, R. I., Portsmouth,
N. H., Newburyport, Gloucester, Concord, Sharon
and many other cities, says the Boston Herald. She,
escorted by her brother, the noted long distance rider,
has visited almost every city or town in the State,
and her only rivals are the Misses Kirkwood who have
also ridden long distances.

Cycling has advanced so rapidly in Plainfield, N. J.,
eince the completion of the macadam roads that the
liverymen are complaining of a falling off in trade.
It is reported that one carriage dealer has not sold a
buggyjn months, while a cycle agent is said to have
sold $io,ooo worth of machines last year. A plan is
on foot to arrange for a meeting of all the local cy-
clists. It is estimated that about 800 wheelmen reside
in Plainfield.

Mr. Tillinghast showed his tire to the Philadelphia
trade on Friday and Saturday last. One of the feat-
ures of the Tillinghast pneumatic is a thin band of
steel which is encased beneath the rubber on that
part of the tire not protected by the rim. Thiss'.eel
band protects the tire from punctiire, and, so far as
we could judge from a short trial of the tire on
crowded Broadway, it does not seem to affect the
resilient quality.

Chief Consul Brown of the New Jersey Division,
is sending out a pamphlet entitled " Our Good Roads."
They will be distributed widely throughout the
state. Bundles of them will be sent to the state L. A.
W. consuls, the mayors of every city, and the county
clerks and boards of freeholders of every county.
This will doubtless prove the most effective piece of
good road missionary work that the L. A. W. has
ever done in the state.

The annual meet of the Massachusetts Division will
be held on August 13, 14 and 15, at Cottage City, as in
former years. The programme as now mapped out
is : First day—Meeting of consuls at Town Hall, base-
ball game, band concert. Second day—Run around
the island, sailing excursion, coasting match, ball.
Third day—Parade and photograph, races, torchlight
parade. Other features will be added later.

Chief Consul Boyle, of the Pennsylvania Division,
has announced that complaints have been made of
the ungentlemanly, and, in some cases, ruffianly, con-
duct of wheelmen in Fairmount Park, Philadelphia,
and that unless this state of affairs comes to a speedy
end he would request the Park Commissioners to per-
mit only League members to have the park privileges.

Down in Maryland they have some queer ideas.
Near Chestertown there is a bridge which prohibits
"baby carriages and bicycles " from crossing. A
party of Baltimore Wheelmen who recently crossed
the structure were fined $2.50 each. They did not
notice the sign which announced this. A written
statement of the affair has been prepared and the case
will be put in the ha'nds of the Division's lawyer.
Shades of St. Draise ! as a Baltimore paper says,
that all bicycles and baby carriages should be made
to trot in the same class.

The Century run from Newark to Philadelphia
resulted in bringing one of the contestants behind
prison doors. Hamilton Turner, age 18, of Atlantic
City, resolved to enjoy the trip at all hazards, and
being short of funds wherewith to achieve the height
of his ambition, forged his father's name to a check
for $15. He was arrested when he reached his home
and brought before the bar of justice, and sent to
jail. His father stated that he was incorrigible and
would not permit any one to go his bail. Turner's-
wheel broke at Bristol, but he finished the trip inside
the time limit.

Jameson B. Hall, the three-year old son of H. C.
Hall, of Pleasureville, Ky., is an expert cyclist,
although he weighs but twenty-seven pounds. A
Louisville paper says that he took to the bicycle like
a duck to water, and never had a serious fall. He
first pwned a velocipede, but this was not to his taste,
and his father had a two-wheeler built for him. He
can ride almost any way—feet over handle-bars, side-
ways on a pedal, or standing on the saddle. He is
never so happy as when standing on the backbone of
his father's fifty-inch ordinary and coasting down
hill, doing the steering himself.

The Elkhart Wheelmen Tournament.

The wheelmen of Elkhart, Ind,, will be able to en-
joy a surfeit of cycling events on the Fourth of July.
The Elkhart Wheelmen have arranged an excellent
programme for the day, and expect to entertain a
thousand wheelmen. A parade will take place at 10
a. m., and at 11.45 the ten mile handicap road race
from Goshen to Elkhart will start, and a special train
will run on the railroad parallel with the course from
the starting point to finish. At 4 p. m. the following
track events will be run : Half mile, open ; half mile
ordinary : half mile safety

;
quarter mile ladies ; half

mile hands off ; half mile boys ; fancy riding. A lan-
tern parade will be held in the evening.

A wheelman on a 58-inch ordinary rolled into
Hagerstown on Wednesday of last week and regis-
tered at a hotel as John Weissner of Washington, D.
C. The cyclist was attired only in a shirt and knee-
breeches, riding bare legged and without shoes or
stockings. He carried two hundred pounds of bag-
gage on his machine in the form of boxes and bundles
strapped to all parts of the wheel, and stated that he
was on his way to central Pennsylvania. His peculiar
appearance and over-loaded wheel attracted a great
throng of curious people about him on the streets, and
all attempts to induce him to remain over until the
great meet proved futile. The Hagerstown Globe is

responsible for this story. Wonder if the reporter
saw Capt. Updegraff.
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THE BROOKLYN PARADE.

Brooklyn suffered from cyclomania on Saturday
last. Directly after lunch the streets of the City of
Churches became lively with cyclists. They came
from the vicinity of the clubs on Bedford Avenue,
they came over the big bridge in crowds. All were
riding towards the Eastern Parkway to take part in
the parade of the afternoon. .

The cycle parade was suggested to the Park Com-
missioners by Mr. Luscomb, who is himself a member
•of the Commission. It was well advertised among
-the people, and Raymond and Palmedo had done ex-
cellent work among cyclists. The day was most
beautiful, and the park and the boulevard presented
a rare sight. The route was lined with people all out
for a holiday's outing, and all anxious to see the
cyclists on parade.

It was long after 4 p. m. when they started. The
route was through the park and down the boulevard
about a mile and then a return to the starting point.
On the Boulevard a grand stand had been put up,
upon'which were the "Judges," prominent Brooklyn
men, and quite a gay crowd of "influential " people.
The line vtras headed with the mounted police, who

rode past the grand stand and tipped their hats to
the "dignitaries."
Then came President Grand Marshall Dunn and

his aides. Major Burdette, First Vice-President of the
L. A. W.; C. H. Luscomb, President L. I. W.; A. H.
Smith, President K. C. W., I. B. Potter, President
B. B. C.; G. Carleton Brown, Second Vice-President;
W. H. De Graaf and a number of other prominent
cyclists.
The Ladies Division followed the aides and a grand

show was made by the fair riders. They were in
charge of Miss L. E. Paige, and the greater portion of
them wore fancy costumes and rode on artistically
and in every case very elaborately decorated ma-
chines. The wheel of Miss Paige was decorated with
a floral horseshoe, forming an arch over her head sur-
mounted with a star. Other wheels were decorated
with umbrellas of roses and green foliage, flowers,
ribbons and streamers of all colors and flags. But
the machine that captivated the judges was the tan-
dem ridden by the Misses Bowers, which was fes-
tooned with daisies and floral trimmings, with a
white dove hanging between the riders. They re-
ceived applause all along the line. Miss Raisbeck, of
the Harlem Wheelmen, received the second prize.
Following the ladies rode the Long Island Wheel-

men, who presented a handsome appearance in their
light- colored suits, and rode uniformally four
abreast. The Kings County Wheelmen were next.
Many of the riders rode racing wheels in "hump-
back" fashion, and wore medals enough to decorate
the breasts of two score men. F. W. Aymar was
dressed in full military uniform, and rode a Singer
wheel equipped for army use, and created merriment
for the spectators all along the line. The Brooklyn
Bicycle Club was- next in line, and their neat blue
•uniforms, white gloves and collars, erect carriage
and even lines caused the club to carry off two prizes.
Their appearance was faultless and decidedly capti-
vating to the eye. Then followed club after club, all,

with a few exceptions, riding in good form and pre-
senting a pleasing picture. The unattached riders,
in charge of E. J. Dickerson, as a rule rode in a helter-
skelter fashion, wore all sorts and kinds of uniforms,
and were a moving object lesson of the disadvan-
tages of not belonging to a club.
On the whole the parade was about two miles in

length. The pace varied, at times being slow and
again causing the riders to push their pedals at a
lively rate. All along the route the wheelmen rode
through a throng of spectators and hundreds of car-
riages. Following is a list of the clubs with their
number of men and position in line as named :

Columbia C. C 22

THE SYRACUSE TOURNAMENT.

M. A. C. Wheelmen
Knickerb'ker Wh'lm'n 15
Hudson Co. " 37
Atalanta " 30
Plainfield B. C 10
B. M. C. League 21
Orange Wheelmen 13
Cranford C. C n
Rutherford Wheelmen 15
Roselle Ramblers 5
Passaic City Wh'lmen 13
Passaic Falls
J. C. A. C.
Bergen Co.
Englewood
Palisade
Uunattached 307

Total 1250

Ladies
L. I. Wheelmen
K C "

Brooklyn B.C..!".! ! ! ! !

!

Bedford C. C
Bedford Wheelmen
Prospect " ....

S. B'klyn "

Peerless B. C
Bohemian Wheelmen.

.

Chelsea B. C
Fulton Wheelmen
Y. M. C. A. (Bedf'd Br.)
Amity A. C. Wh'lmen.
Centaur B. C
Queens Co. Wheelmen
New York B. C
Harlem Wheelmen
Riverside "
Manhattan B. C
Gotham Wheelmen

The prizes were awarded as follows :

To the lady having the handsomest decorated
wheel in line, a tortoise shell and gold hairpin,
donated by the-Pope Manufacturing Company, Miss
Alice Bowers and sister.

To the Brooklyn club making the best appearance,
a silver cup, donated by Messrs. Schumacher &
Schoefer, Brooklyn Bicycle Club.
To the club having the largest number of men in

line, a silver water pitcher, donated by A. G. Spald-
ing & Co., Brooklyn Bicycle Club.
To the best appearing club, taking numbers into

account, among the out of town clubs, a prize donated
by G. R. Bidwell, Harlem Wheelmen.
The judges were Police Commissioner, Henry J.

Hayden, James F. Graham and Francis P. Prial. The
parade was under the auspices of the Brooklyn
Bicycle Club, Kings County Wheelmen, Long Island
Wheelmen and Bedford Cycling Club. The general
committe in charge consisted of I. B. Potter, B. B. C;
H. E. Raymond, B. B. C, D. McLean, K. C. W., H. H.
Blakeman, K. C. W., C. C. Alden, L. I. W., U.
Palmedo, L. I. W., J. Ketchum, B. C. C, G. L. Titus,
B. C. C.
After the parade the visiting wheelmen were re-

conducted to the club houses of the various Brooklyn
organizations and entertained. All the clubs fur-
nished refreshments which were doled out most
generously.

SYR.^CUSE WILL FURNISH TWO DAYS' SPORT.
The Syracuse Club was so much encouraged by

their success of last year that they feel certain their
two days' tournament of this year will rank among
the most important among all the great meets of '91.

The convention of Odd Fellows, which is to be held
in Syracuse on July loth and nth, insures the Club a
financial success, and enables the Club to go ahead in
the way of expenditure on a large scale for prizes and
advertising. Last year the remarkable times made
on the Kirkwood track would make it seem probable
that all the records should go at this meet, especially
as costly prizes will be offered for every new record
made. There will be offered §1,200 in prizes. An
effort is now being made to induce the crack Western
wheelmen to race with the New York Athletic Club's
men. Excursions will be run to Syracuse from a
number of the larger cities. Railroad tickets will be
sold at half rate.
The chairmen of the various committees appointed

to arrange for the Second Division meet to be held
here July 10 and II, are as follows: Executive Com-
mittee, Robert P. Judd ; Races and Track, Carl G.
White; Prizes, Dr. G. Edward Nearing ; Finance,
Horace H. Doxsee ; Reception, G. Howard Avery.
The official programme of events is as follows :

FIRST DAY.
One "mile safety, novice ; one quarter mile safety,

division championship; two mile ordinary, handicap;
one half mile safety, division championship

; one mile
safety, club championship ; one mile ordinary, divi-
sion championship ; one mile safety, 3. 10 class; one
mile safety, open ; one half mile tandem, open ; one
mile ordinary, open.

SECOND DAY.
One mil'e ordinary, novice ; two mile safety, handi-

cap ; one mile tandem, division championship; one
mile safety, club championship; three mile tandem,
open

J
one mile ordinary, handicap ; one mile safety,

division championship ; one mile safety, handicap

;

one half mile ordinary, open ; two mile safety, team.
Further particulars may be found in our advertis-

ing columns.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
25 Words 35 cents
Two Insertions 40 '«

RIDERS IN CENTRAL PARK MUST
CARRY TWO LIGHTS AFTER

DARK.

At the meeting of the Park Commissioners this week
an ordinance requiring cyclists using the park at
night to carry a light on their wheels in front and in
the rear was adopted. The necessity to carry two
lanterns will undoubtedly be received with disfavor,
and it is probable that some action will be taken to
have the ordinance rescinded. Park Commissioner
Luscomb, of Brooklyn, thinks the ordinance a good
one as it will protect the riders from being run down
from behind.

The Hagerstown Bicycle Club will distribute a
novel souvenir at the coming meet. Instead of the
old-time badge, a pin has been adopted in the shape
of half of an oyster shell, upon the inside of which
will be a suitable inscription. It is made of metal,
and will be given to each visitor.

"The "Wheel" Keijorts Everything Worth
Reporting.

Irish cycle racing must be rather more generally
interesting than it used to be. In the New York
Wheel to hand we find condensed reports of racing
at Ballsbridge and Waterford, as well as an allusion
to Kilkelly.

—

Jris/i Wheeimaji.

At the annual sports of the Lawrence (Mass.) Canoe
Club, June 17, the one mile safety was won by P. W.
Higgins in 4m. 58s.; E. F. Tolman, second.

At the games of the Connecticut High School, at
Charter Oak Park, Hartford, June 6, the one mile or-
dinary was won by H. Olmstead in 3m. 16 2-5S. ; the
one mile safety by H.Warren in 3m. 22 2-sS.; the three
mile ordinary by H. Olmstead in 12m. 13 2-5S.; the two
mile safety by H. Warren in 8m. 46 1-5S.

won by c r. id-yiui, j. j. v^itt

noUy third. Time, 6m. 45 1-5S.

A one mile ordinary was run at the games of the
Brookline (Mass.) High School June 17. E. W.
Wrightington, '93, won in 3m. 52s., M. N. Jackson
second.

The Detroit High School held their annual games
on June 6. The one mile ordinary, handicap, was won
by Botel, 40 yards, in 3m. 50s-.; Thompson, scratch,
second. The half mile safety, handicap, was won by
Zarparia, 10 yards, in itn. 50s. ; Austen, scratch, second.

A Tii> On Blowing.
If the valve of your pneumatic leaks, just squirt

some water through it and pump up, and ten to one it

will be staunch again. This is a tip.—Irish Wheel-
man.

At the games of the Solvay Athletic Club, Syra-
cuse, June 13, the one-mile safety was won by E.
Hall. Time, 3m. 43 3-5S.

At the Connecticut Y. M. C. A. Athletic Association's
games, at Charter Oak Park, June 20, the following
two events were run :

One Mile Ordinary—N. H. Ballou, first; H. Wain-
right, second ; H. Sage, third. Time, 3m. 10 1-5S.

One Mile Safety—H. Sage, first; N. H. Hewitt,
second ; H. Warren, third. Time, 2m. 55 3-5S.

The Long Island Amateur Athletic League will
hold a cycling tournament during the Fall. The
Brooklyn Ramblers, Centaur Wheelmen and Kings
County Wheelmen are members of the association.

New York Bicycle Company, Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th
Street, N. ¥. New and Second-Hand Machines. Choice
asBortmeut. Prices reasonable. Wheels to rent. Cycling
Accessories of all kinds. List of Bargains and Sundries
free upon application. OM mounts taksn in part pay-
ment for New..

WANTED—An A i Safety, 30 inch full ball bearing,
Address, W. W. Y., Jr., 28 W. 105th St. 6-26

FOR SALE—Ladies' Rover Safety, in good condi-
tion, cheap, at A. G. Spalding & Bros., 241 Broad-

way, N. Y. 7-3

BARGAINS—Columbia Tandem Bicycle, $125; Cov"
entry Tandem Tricycle, $75; 58 inch Victor, $50;

56 inch New Mail, I29; 55 inch Victor, S29; 54 inch Vol-
unteer Columbia, $35; 50 inch Singer, $3s; 50 inch Stan-
dard Columbia, $15; two 50 inch B. finish Eagles, $75
and $85. Safeties—Boston, $50; Rambler, $100; Lovell
Diamond, $65; Gendron, $75; Union, $05; Warwick,
$95; Columbia, §75; Hartford, $75. Write for full par-
ticulars to Wm. E. Tanner, Fall River, Mass. 6-26

FOR SALE—50 inch ball bearing ordinary Singer.
Tangent spokes, Kirkpatrick saddle, cow horn

handle, excellent condition, weight 38 pounds. §45
takes it. Address, Cooper, P. O. Box, 3548, N. Y. 6-26

"POR SALE' OR EXCHANGE—Full ball bearing
- ordinary. 5oinch Apollo Singer. Fine condition.
Address, Cooper, P. O. Box, 3548, N. Y. 6-26

FOR SALE—$85. Catford Premier Safety, in A i

condition. Fine English Wheel, weight 36 pounds.
Cost $140. Great bargain. Can be seen at 201 Sterl-
ing Place, Brooklyn. 6-26

FOR SALE—A 52 inch Columbia Bicycle, with lan-
tern, all nickel, ball bearing, in good condition.

R. A. 114 South Second Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 6-26

WANTED—Tennis Racket. State condition, make
and lowest price. Address, Racket, P. O. Box,

444, New York City. 7-3

FOR SALE—Bicycle retail store and good will;
agency five best bicycles; Pennsylvania city,

40,000; bargain; owner ill. Burr Cummings, 54B
Hamlet Street, Columbus, Ohio. 6-26

FOR SALE—"Crescent" Safety, excellent condi-
tion, with new " Fish " saddle, $50; also English

" Referee " Safety in first-class order, almost new,
with cyclometer, Sue; can be seen m Brooklyn. Ad-
dress F. G. F., P. O. Box 2866, N. Y. City. 6-26

TANDEM PSYCHO; cushion tires; double brake;
in perfect condition; good as new; cheap for

cash. Address Julius J. Jose, care Capital Cycle Co.,
Washington, D. C. 7-3

FOR SALE—5x8 English R. R. Lense (Optimus)
Camera Tripod and entire outfit, $35; cost $80.

Address 860 Lexington Avenue. 6-26-c

Goocl Bicycle Kepairer.

Wanted a good bicycle repairer. Apply The

Humbcr Cycle Depot, 978 Eighth Avenue, New York.

6-26-c

BARGAINS.—54-in. Volunteer Rational Columbia,
new; ridden 100 miles, $75; 54-in. Express, fitted

with Columbia saddle ; fine condition, $50
;
52-in. Ex-

pert Columbia, ball bearings to front wheel, $zo
;
42-in.

ordinary, never used, $18 ; Giantess safety, used one
week, §60; 30-in. Advance safety, used two days, $40;
Giant, never uncrated, $80; Model "C" Victor, cush-
ion tires, never uncrated, $125. B. V. Covert, Ovid,
N. Y. 6-26

$-. . w CASH.—1891 Columbia safety, like new in
^ ••• 5 every particular, sent C. O. D. for §5. Bar-

gain for any one intending purchasing a Columbia.
B. T. Williams, Campbell, N. Y. 6-26

(t_ _ buys new 1891 Ladies' Rambler, warranted.
-Pyy Cheap Victor, 1891, new, loop frame, $70. Ad-
dress Willis, 73 Main St., Cortland, N. Y. 7-3

Man To Take Charge.
Wanted a man to take charge of the manufacturing

department of a large bicycle manufacturing busi-
ness; none but thoroughly competent men need apply.
Address Audit, care THE Wheel, P. O. Box 444, N. Y.
City. 7-17-c

A FEW BARGAINS—One Columbia L. R. Safety,
-'-^ '90 pattern, condition perfect, $100; one 54-inch
Rational Expert, '90 pattern, fine condition, $80; one
Hartford Safety, '90 pattern, condition fine, $70; one
50-inch Volunteer Columbia, '90 pattern, not run 50
miles, $50; one 46-inch Columbia bemi-Roadster, good
shape, $20; one 42-inch Ideal, $10. F. C. Weston, Co
lumbia Agent, Bangor, Me. -i

TT IS NOT "A THING OF BEAUTY NOR A JOY
*- forever " (we speak of our catalogue), but it goes
right to business in a way to please people who mean
business, and "no others need apply." Latest second-
hand list is just out too, and it may save you $5 to $25
all for one postal with your legible address on it.

KNIGHT CYCLE CO,, 207 N. loth St., St. Louis, Mo.

LTIJ CCOTT, attorney and solicitor in patent
• -LI- *^ cases; especial attention to bicycles;

Newark, New Jersey; N. J. headquarters, R. P.
Scott's book, "Cycling Art, Energy and Locomotion."

ZOOK, Lititz, Pa., sells, trades, buys cycles, sundries.
Catalogues and second-hand lists. $160 tricycle,

$50. 6-26-c

FOR SALE—Two $145 Featherstone Pneumatics,
ridden fifty miles, price $120. J. S. Roles, Nash

ville, Tenn. 7.17

"POR SALE—Cheap. 53 inch Columbia Light Road-
^ ster. A-i condition. For particulars see F.
Thayer, 6i West 76th Street. 6-26
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NEW ORLEANS.

The racing feature of cycling presents a very poor
outlook in this district at the present time, and the
national events are likely to have no fitting represent-
ative of the Fifth District. In the past the Louisiana
Division has always taken initiative steps that have
given the speedy youths in this locality an opportun-
ity to test their powers. Having done nothing in
that direction this season, the Division officers will
have to wake up soon to save their laurels.

It really seems a pity that some attempt is not made
to send a champion from this district to uphold our
honors at Detroit. It might not be a bad idea to
make inquiries and ascertain whether the officers of
the Louisiana Division are still in existence. A little

effort in the right direction would give us a good
track and the accessories for racing. That we have
the material for some fast goers is undoubted, but
whether they could approach their competitors from
other sections will never be known while the present
apathy is shown in the Fifth District.

The Louisiana Cycling Club sent out a unique in-
vitation for a smoker given recently at their club-
house. It consisted of a suitably inscribed and hand-
somely printed card bearing diagonally across the
face a miniature clay pipe attached with ribbons

corresponding with the colors. The affair was large-
ly attended and a pronounced success. The cigar-
ettes used were manufactured specially for the occa-
sion, and were of the usual diameter and five inches
in length.

The Southern Athletic Club has been changed into
a stock company with a capital stock of $75,000, and
an athletic park with a track for bicycling, etc., is

one of the features promised in the near future.

The New Orleans Bicycle Club has at last succeed-
ed in negotiating a loan from the Homestead, and
will proceed to break ground within the month.
Recently Messrs. E. D. Frederic, L. J. Frederic, Jr.,

and C. H. Fenner, of the L. C. C, made a trip through
the Piney woods from New Orleans to Mobile, dis-
tance 196 miles; time 45^ days. They carried their
wheels with them probably to show the residents of
Mobile that they could have ridden had the roads
permitted. At one place they encountered a post-
master whom they positively affirm could not read
the letter of introduction they presented.

P. P. Gluck is in town with the Paragon. He leaves
shortly for Texas.

B. W. Cason, Jr., will represent New Orleans at the
Kentucky Division races. Mr. Cason is one of the
fastest riders in the South, and great things are ex-
pected of him in the future.

Harry Hagerstown Hodgson will chaperone our
Babe (Cason), and will in all probability take him to
Maryland.

NO TRUTH IN THE STATEMENT
THAT TREASURER BREWSTER
REFUSED TO HAVE HIS AC-

COUNTS AUDITED.

A statement has been made in several newspapers
during the week that Treasurer Brewster had been
called upon by the president for a statement of the
finances of the League, and that he had refused either
to furnish the information or to allow his accounts to
be audited.

President Dunn was seen by a representative of
The Wheel in regard to the matter, and he stated
that it was a lie made out of whole cloth. All his
correspondence with the treasurer has been of the
most friendly nature. Mr. Brewster makes regular
monthly statements of the League's finances to the
proper committee and no trouble whatever exists.

BE WAS A CARJiFUL JHA:S

M^epnrod lot any Eciff;(«Kf ita.
THE DEMOREST FACTORY AT WILLIAMSPORT, PA.

FROM T"HK QKRIVLAN.

AT THE CIRCUS.

THE AIR FLYING MACHINE.
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RACE MEET OF THE KINGS
COUNTY WHEELMEN.

The tenth annual race meet of the Kings County-
Wheelmen will be held at Washington Park, Brook-
lyn, June 27. Some athletic events will be held in

connection with the cycle races. From the Bridge
the grounds are reached by the Fifth Avenue eleva-
tor, getting off at Third Street. Following is a list of
the handicaps

:

Two Mile Ordinary—H. S. Blakeman, 200 yards
;

Frank Kenny, K. C. W., 180; C. M. Murphy, K. C. W.,
70 ; W. F. Murphy, K. C. W., scratch : F. G. McDon-
ald, K. C. W., 200; C. J. Coggeshall, O. W., 130; C. B.

Austin, N. Y., 190; R. L. Jones, K. C. W., 170; H. C.
Shimer, K. C. W., 200; R. Pedlar, B. R., 200; L. G.
Hoppe, B. C. C, 170; L. Nicholson, K. C. W., 200; H.
S. Wiegand, K. C. W., 160 ;. S. H. Feldraier, B. R., 180;
G. Holland, ,200; J. W. Schoefer, M. A. C, 140; G. C.
Smith, R. W., 225 ; W. J. Finn, K. C. W., 180

; J. W.
Judge, R. W., 180; A. E. Stilger, M. A. C, 150; William
Van Wagoner, N. Y. A. C, 80 ; A. Zimmerman, N. Y.
A. C, scratch ; William H. Hall, N. Y. A. C, 170; W.
S. Campbell, M. A. C, 50.

Two Mile Safety—H. P. Matthews, B. B.C., 200;
D. McLean, K. C. W., 160; M. H. Phillips, K. C. W.,
225 ; J. Bensinger, K. C. W., 140 ; C. M. Murphy, K. C.
W., 70 ; William F. Murphy, K. C. W., scratch ; F. G.
MacDonald, 200: C. W. Young, K. C. W., 200; C.
Manee, K. C. W., 250; W. H. Henderson, K. C. W.,
225 ; Gus Schwarz, 200 ; N. S. Paige, B. C. C, 200

; Geo.
Tonkin, K. C. W., 170 ; C. A. Hoppe, B. C. C, 225 ; L.
H. Hoppe, 200; G. W. French, N. Y. A. C, 200; J. H.
Harrison, N. Y. A. C, 200 ; George Coffin, O. W., 160 ;

B. K. Baldwin, O. W., 225; Paul Grosch, O. W., 160;
A. H. Feldmier, B. R., 190; Harry Skidmore, B. R.,
180: H. J. Hall, M. A. C, 130; C. W. Goodwin, B, C.
C. 210 ; C. F. Whitbeck, R. W., 210 ; F. L. Warner, M.
A. C, 200; D. Del Giorno, New York City, 17s; E. H.
Powers, R. W. and M. A. C, 170; R. W. Steves, K. C.
W., 180: J. W. Judge, R. W., 180; W. G. Class, N. Y.
A. C, 150; Hoyland Smith, N. Y. A. C, 40; W. H.
Hall, N. Y. A. C, 190 ; A. B. Rich, N. Y. A. C, scratch

;

H. Wells, K. C. W., 120; S. B. -Bowman, N. Y. A. C,
150 ; L. B. Whymper, K. C. W., 210.

One Mile Safety Handicap—G. J. Heim, B. B. C,
120; H. P. Matthews, B. B. C, no; D. McLean, K. C.
W., 100; R. W. Steves, K. C. W., no; M. H. Phillips,
K. C. W., 140; C. W. Osborn, H. W., 160; John Ben-
singer, K. C. W., 80; C. M. Murphy, K. C. W., 40; W.
F. Murphy, K. C. W., scratch; F. G. McDonald, K. C.
W., 120; L. Goldsmith, G. W., 150; R. B. Bailey, P.
W., 140; C. W. Young, K. C. W., no; Chas. Manee,
K. C. W., 170; Wm. F. Henderson, K. C. W., 160

; J.
Quiell, K. C. W.. 160; E. H. Sturgis, 130; G. S.
Schwarz, 150; A. Hempsted, Victor C. C 120; W.J.
Hendricks, no; C. L. Lersner, M. A. C, 90; P. A.
Watson, 140; W.S.Paige, no; Geo. Tonkin, 100; C.
A. Hoppe, 140; L. G. Hoppe, 120; H. S. Wiegand, no;
G. W. French, 130; J. H. Harrison, 130; George Coffin,

90 ; B. K. Baldwin, 130; Paul Grosch, no; A. H.
Feldmier, 100 ; Alfred Martin, 130 ; C. L. Cohen, 130;
W. M. Waterbury, 130; H. B. Skidmore, 100; H. J.
Hall, Jr., 80; H. C. Wheeler, 70; D. E. Sturgis, 140;
G. E. Stakes, 130; A. J. Doetschman, 120; R. M. Robert-
son, 130; C. F. Whitbeck, 130; F. L. Warner, 120; I).

Del Giorno, no; E. A. Powers, too; G. B. Menges, 120;

J. F. Hagerty, 130; W. H. Roberts, 120; W. G. Class,
100; Hoyland Smith, 20; W. H. Hall, no; A. B. Rich,
scratch ; \V. H. Wells, 70 ; S. B. Bowman, 70 ; L. B.
Whymper, 140.

One Mile Ordinary—R. W. Steves, K. C. W., ns
;

H. S. Blakeman, 130; C. M. Murphy, 40; W. F. Mur-
phy, scratch; F. G. McDonald, K. C. W., no; C. F.
Coggeshall, O. A. C. and O. W., 70; C. B. Austin,
N. Y., 140; R. L. Jones, K. C. W., no; H. C. Shimer,
K. C. W., 120 ; L. S. Barnard, K. C. W., 160 ; C. L. Lers-
ner, M. A. C, 80 ; T. K. Hastings, K. C. W., 120 ; L. G.
Hoppe, B. C. C, no ; L. Nicholson, K. C. W., 130 ; H.S.
Wiegand, K. C. W., 100; L. D. Cole, K. C. W., 150; H.
Taylor, N. Y., 130; William E. Sheffield, B. B. C, 140;
A. H. Feldmier, B. R., no; G. B. Kuhlke, P. H., 120;
Robert Mills, B. R., 140;. George Howland, B. R., 125;
A. J. Doetschman, K. C. W., 130; J. W. Schoefer,
M. A. C, 70; G. C. Smith, R. W., 150; William H.
Roberts, K. C, W., 120; W. J. Finn, K. C. W., 120;
A. F. Stilger, M. A. C, 100; William Van Wagoner,
N. Y. A. C.,50; W. H. Hall, 100; W. S.Campbell, 20;
H. C. Wheeler, 70.

FOURTH OF JULY RACES AT BOSTON

An appropriation of $275 for prizes has been made
by the city fathers of Boston for the cycle races to be
run on the road at Franklin Park, on July 4. The
entire matter has been placed in the hands of experi-
enced wheelmen and they have arranged the follow-
ing programme

:

One mile ordinary, novices, no wheel to weigh less
than 35 pounds; one mile safety, novice ; time handi-
cap, one mile safety, for pneumatic and cushion tires;
time handicap, one mile ordinary; final heats, one
mile ordinary and safety, novice ; one mile, safety,
solid tires- half mile boys', safety, under 16 years of
age; final heat, one mile, safety, solid

;
quarter mile,

ordinary
;
quarter mile, safety; final heat, quarter

mile, ordinary; quarter mile, safety, ordinary, and
one mile consolation race.
In any of the above races where there are a large

number of entries, the event will be run in heats, first
two men in the preliminaries to ride in the finals.
The starting point will probably be near the well,
where it was two or three years ago, and as the first
event will.be started at 9 o'clock sharp, the different
contestants will report to the clerk of the course at
8.30 a. m. Entires for the handicap event can be made
with Clerk of Committees Hilliard at City Hall,
amtil I o'clock June 27, and for the remaining events
until Tuesday, June 30. The races will be governed
byL. A. W. racing rules.
The committee hag selected these officers: Referee,

A. D. Peck, Jr.; Judges, A. W. Robinson, G. A. Per-
kins, H. W. Robinson ; Timers, W. S. Atwell, J. C.
Kerrison, E. P. Burnham; .Starter, W. K. Corey; Clerk
of Course, W. S. Doane ; Assistant Clerk of Course,

E. C. Wade ; Scorers, G. W. Kehew, F. S. Wilson
;

Umpires, A. E. Dennett, N. N. Atwood, Arthur K.
Peck, C. H. Chamberlaine ; Signals, F. M. Riddler
and H. M. Mansfield.

A BIG TIME AT HARTFORD JULY 4.

The outlook for the Columbia Club's Hartford
tournament July 4 could not be better. Nothing but
bad weather can interfere with the entire success of
the Columbia's venture. The entry list is large and
contains the names of most of the crack riders.
Public interest in the event is at a high pitch, and an
immense attendance is assured. Hartford's City
Council has appropriated a liberal siim for a public
celebration of the Fourth, which will make the
wheelmen's visit to the capital city doubly attractive.
The wheelmen will be given the right of the line in
the big street parade at 10.30 a. m., and followed by
the military. Fire Department and civic societies.
•The City Fathers have entered into the cycling part
of the arrangements with a good deal of vim, and are
seconding the efforts of the clubs to get a monster
turn out. Visiting clubs from throughout Connecticut
and Massachusetts will be in line, and prizes will be
awarded for excellence of numbers, appearance, etc.

Of the 3,500 wheelmen in Hartford it is thought 1,000

will parade, and that these, with the visitors from out
of town, will form by far the largest cycling proces-
sion ever seen in America. Judges of the parade
will be Messrs. F. P. Prial, of THE WHEEL, Joseph
Goodman of the American Cyciist, and ex-Chief
Consul C. G. Huntington.
The full programme of the day at Hartford is as

follows: At 6 a. m , a salute of thirteen guns and an
hour's ringing of all church and school bells; 9 o'clock,
singing by 1,000 school children in the armory; 10.30
a. m., monster street parade of wheelmen, military.
Fire Department and civic societies; 2.30 p. m., the
Columbia Club's races at Charter Oak Park. The
fastest riders in the country will be there and the
sport exciting; 6 p. m., regatta on the Connecticut
River; 7.30 p. m., concert on Bushnell Park by Pope's
and Colt's f^ull bands; 9 p. m., same place, the most
elaborate display of fireworks ever seen in Connecti-
cut.
During the day the wheel clubs will keep open

house and cordially welcome all visitors.
Reception committees will meet out of town delega-

tions at the depots.
It would be difficult to imagine a greater variety of

entertainment for the cyclist's holiday than is offered
at Hartford.

THE FIRST MEET OF THE TEXAS
DIVISION.

The first annual meet and championship races of
the Texas Division at Houston, on July 3 and 4, will
be the greatest event in the histoty of cycling in
the Lone Star State if the weather is favorable. Great
preparations have been made for the event, neither
money, time or labor having been spared to insure its

being a grand success. The people of Houston have
contributed liberally to make the affair a credit to
the city, and the Houston Bicycle Club have a special
interest in seeing that the meet is carried to a suc-
cessful issue, as it is under their auspices it is to
be given. The track on which the races are to be run
is announced to be one of the finest in the country
and fast time is assured. The prizes will be gold and
silver medals and cups. The programme has been
arranged as follows : July 3—9.30 a. m. Address of
welcome by the President. Response by Chief Con-
sul Hope

; 3 p. m., business meeting
; 5 p. m., tour

awheel around Houston; 8 p. m., lantern parade.
July 4—9 a. m., street parade ; 10 a. m., picnic at Mag-
nolia Park; 3.30 p. m., races on concrete shell track.
The events are as follows : Quarter mile safety,
half mile safety, one mile safety, quarter mile ordi-
nary, half mile ordinary, one mile ordinary, one lap
obstacle race, two lap ride and run, one lap boys'
race.
The track at Magnolia Park, three miles below

Houston, was built exclusively for cycle racing. "The
foundation of the track is of crushed vitrified brick
and clay, on a well racked bed of sandy loam. The
surface is of reef shell and highest grade Portland
cement, thoroughly crushed and concreted. In shape
it has two straight stretches and two curves, and is
fifteen feet wide. The curves are so constructed that
they can be taken at the highest rate of speed. The
track is visible at all times from the grand stand, is
completely shaded by magnolias, and is at the same
time protected that the wind cannot affect the speed.
Among other improvements are grass sodded lawns
and plots of flowers ; a crystal lake with a miniature
island and castle ruins on its bosom. Around the
borders grow aquatic and tropical plants. The lake is
fed by an artesian well and stocked with game fish. A
club bath-house on its edge affords members facili-
ties tor a fine swim. The track and improvements
cost $2,500. The Port Houston Land Co., through its
president, Col. John T. Brady, paying one-half, and
the Houston Bicycle Club the other half.
F. W. Dumble is chairman of the arrangement and

reception committee; D. E. Kennedy has charge of
the entertainment, and A. F. Sharp of transporta-
tion.

Harry Ethrington, who is known to many Americans
is just now causing somewhat of a splurge in London
cycle circles by offering to the London public the
shares of a gold mine which he owns, value ;f25,ooo.
Harry was one time editor and owner of Wheeling in
the good old Tommy Moore-Charles James Fox days.
He visited America, imported a few Yankee notions,
sold Wheelings went to Australia and stumbled over
a gold mine. All the English cycling papers endorse
Harry's mine, which is called " Aitchee's Luck Gold
Mining Co." We hope Harry will send over a few
shares for this notice.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS., WILL AGAIN
HOLD A TOURNAMENT.

The famous old half mile track at Hampden Park,
Springfield, Mass., which was the scene of so many
interesting wheel contests in past years, is shortly to
be put in first-class condition for the tournament of
the Springfield Bicycle Club, which will be held on
September 10 and n. The reviving of racing interests
m Springfield is a good sign of the times and will be
a valuable addition to the Fall racing circuit. At
present it stands Providence, Hartford, Springfield,
Peoria.

The list of events at the Springfield tournament
have not as yet been fully decided upon, but there
will be ten races each day, all short contests, and
some novelties will be introduced. The value of the
prizes will amount to $3,500, and it is expected that all

the fast riders will be present. An endeavor will be
made to have the new house of the Springfield Bicycle
Club completed at the time, where visiting wheelmen
will be entertained and Sprinfigeld hospitality will
be dispensed as in the past. It is announced that
special weather will be made with Old Sol, Jupiter
Pluvius and the other fellows to have an invoice of
typical Springfield weather on hand for the occasion.
Following is a list of committees, with chairmen, who
will be pleased to furnish iuformation to all who de-.
sire : Advertising—Wm. S. Warriner, 72 Worthington
Street ; Racing—D. J. Canary, 56 Bancroft Street

;

Prizes—A. O. McGarrett, Box 816; Track—E. E. Saw-
tell, Box 402 ; Tickets—Louis H. Adams, Box 1536

;

Press—W. C. Colton, 348 Main Street ; Transportation
—E. H. Clark, ticket office. Union Station ; Police

—

George L. Gray, 307 Main Street ; Reception—Francis
H. Williams, Box 1337 ; Club address, Box 107.

THE HAGERSTOWN MEET.

The Hagerstown Wheelmen have issued their pro-
gramme for the big meet on July 3 and 4, in a new
and novel form, handy for the pocket and artistically
printed. It abounds with well displayed advertise-
ments and full information how to reach Hagerstown,
and what will take place at the races there. An out-
line of the programme and a description has alreadv
been published in The Wheel. The address o'f

welcome is as follows:
"For all the Knights of the Magic Wheel a good

time is in store. We bid you come and enjoy it.

Another Meet is here to which you will be welcome.
This is a Paradise for Wheelmen; our scener}' de-
lights the eye and makes the soul of one expand to
drink it in. The best we have is placed at your com-
mand, and our hospitable doors will open to your
knock ; and though you may be strangers in our land,
we will make you feel at home and make you wish to
come again.

If riding over smooth and adamantine roads that
wind through fertile valleys and over harvest laden
hills is a thing to be desired, then you'll be with us to
enjoy this treat. From labor cease, if only for a day;
let work be done, and lay dull care away; and if you
never before enjoyed the full pleasure the wheel can
afford, become acquainted with it now. Come breathe
the pure sweet morning air that comes from moun-
tain tops around, kissed by the golden fingered rays
of the rising sun; come rest with us beneath the wide
spread branches of our hospitable oaks at noontide's
hour and let us all be friends; or come and see the
glories of the finished day and glide with us among
the long, cool shadows of the evening time.
We will be happy to have you with us at thi:i, our

fourth entertainment and first Meet of the Third
Racing District, and will try to make j'ou glad that
you have come."

The Wheelmen of Oregon to Hold a Meet.
The cyclists of Portland, Ore., are preparing for a

meet in July at Newport. Riders from all parts of
Oregon and Washington will be invited, and a per-
manent organization will be effected.
According to the plans already decided upon, the

conference will continue for two weeks. During this
time there will be six days of straight-away racing on
the beach at Newport. The sport will be alternated
with the business sessions of the conference, and al-

ready quite a number of lady cyclists have announced
their intention of participating.
The projectors of the event announce that a corner

lot in Newport, valued at $150, will be given as a first

prize, and a $90 bicycle will be presented to the win-
ner of second place. In addition to these a number of
smaller prizes will be offered.
The wheelmen of Oregon, while not favored with

many good roads, are full of enthusiasm. Owing to

the present protracted rainy season very little active
work in cycling has been indulged in, and the wheel-
men are anxiously awaiting the approach of the sun
and dry roads.

The Missouri Division Meet.
Everything is now in readiness at Carthage for the

reception of her cycling guests on July 4 and 5, and it

looks as if the attendance will break all previous
records. The programme which consists of sixty
pages of matter, beautifully engraved and printed, is

out and is being praised on all sides for its neat ar-
pearance. The attractions of the meet were published
fast week. Sunday will be pleasantly spent by taking
runs to Joplin, Webb City, Nevada or Pierce City.
All railroad lines have conceded a rate of one fun-,

$9.40, from St. Louis, for the round trip. St. Louis
wheelmen should sign the lists hanging at all cvcle
agencies so that arrangements can be made in lime
to obtain a special car. Entry blanks cnii be olit:iined

from R. W. Garner, Carthage, Mo., to whom nil ml lies

should be addressed. Fee 25 cents. Entries close
June 29.

The Neutakokanet Wheelmen of Providence, have
postponed their hill climbing contest until June 26.

All the surrounding clubs have been invited to par-
ticipate in the contest and to attend the imoker that
will follow.
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IN CYCLING CENTRES.

CHICAGO.

Cycling has been retarded somewhat the past week
by frequent rain storms, which, however, have hurt
business but very little. Sunday last the Illinois Cy-
cling Club's century run occurred. This, together
with the removal of Chairman Randall, has kept the
gossips busy.

HOW THE WE3T LOOKS AT MR. RANDALL'S REMOVAL.
The action of Mr. Dunn is roundly denounced by

one and all. Whenever Mr. Randall has been seen

—

on the street or in the cycling stores—there has been
seen also many wheelmen discussing with him the
president's action. Mr. Randall said to your corre-
spondent :

" When I wrote the article which 1 did for
publication, I allowed considerable personal feeling
to manifest itself toward the end. This I regretted
later on, and I wrote a letter to Mr. Dunn immediately
stating so, and also one to the Bicycling World for
publication. When the papers say that 'the action
will be heartily condemned by good wheelmen in the
West, who are in favor of fair play, and who prefer
conscientiously-won honors to the burden of bought
glory,' they err, for the wheelmen of the East, as a
majority, I am sure, feel as do those of the West, that
the action is unjust."

" Can anything be done in this matter, Mr. Randall,
and, if so, what will be done ?

"

"The only recourse we have, said the ex-chairman,
"is to call a meeting of the National Assemblv and to
lay the matter before them. The president is bound to
call this meeting on a request signed by ascertain
number of States, and this petition, with the neces-
sary number of signatures, has been already sent on,
and ha will be forced to make the call when the
League meets m annual convention at Detroit next
month. What will then be done connot besaid now,but
we hope that the L. A. W. men with a sense of justice
will stand by the action of the Board and by fair play.
Personally Dunn may do his worst, but I care not."
Said F. W. Gerould :

" Dunn's action is outrageous.
The question has simmered down to this, and should
be put in this fashion to the League : Is the League of
American Wheelmen going to turn all its affairs over
to the A. A. U., and let that body run them, or has it

self respect and dignity enough to run its own affairs ?

The League, with its thousand of members, is a most
powerful body, and thoroughly capable of managing
its own business. It has no allegiance, or should have
no allegiance except to itself and to its own members.
If the National Assembly does not settle this ques-
tion in a fair and legitimate way, the League will
suffer."

ECHOES OF THE CENTURY RUN.
Echoes of the great century run, Sunday last, are

still heard from all quarters a few of which I give.

George K. Barrett, at Downer's Grove, broke the
front axle of his pneumatic-tired safety. Too plucky
to be downed he broke into a blacksmith shop and
made one himself, which, while good for use, pro-
jected several inches on both sides.

An unknown who started at 7 a. m., three hours
later than the main body, showed wonderful pluck
by finishing at 4 a. m. Monday morning and register-
ing. He showed up at business at the usual time.
His night riding must have been all walking.

At Bloomingdale the column, sixty-five strong, was
presented with one gallon of lemonade. Truly this
good Samaritan did not;know his hosts.

One of the Cook County members deserves some
notice. He finished the toughest part of the ride with
a sprained wrist. Another companion in misery fin-

ished with a sprained ankle. At one place a good
farmer presented the boys with a large can of milk.
They left the can empty.
George Webb, at Aurora, and Fred McEwen, at

Elgin, repaired all wheels brought to them and
would take no pay.

The brotherly feeling that should have existed all

along seems now to a reality ; the Chicago and
Illinois Clubs are now the best of friends, and let us
hope will always be.

Barrett's misfortune at Downer's Grove was fol-

lowed by a bent and twisted crank shaft at Aurora.
This was repaired only to be followed by a badly
punctured tire. Batavia afforded him a haven until
Monday morning.
Asphalt pavement is being laid on Ashland Avenue

from Lake Street south to Madison. The citizens
wish to confer with W. A. Davis that they may have
the wheelmen there in force on the night the street is

opened. They propose to provide a brass band and
do the thing up in style. This indeed is showing
good will toward the cyclists.

Saturday, June 27, will, be a gala day with the
colored riders of this city if arrangements are com-
pleted. A five mile race for the city championship
is on the programme, and those who think that color
affect a man's speed will be " fooled " to my thinking.

The Kenwood Road Club, one of our latest organi-
zations, is composed of thirty-five or more young
men, all under eighteen years of age, and all resi-
dents of that exclusive resident district, Kenwood.
They have no club-house, spending all their spare
time on the road. The initiation fee is their only
expense. Such promising little riders as Bob and
Jim Thorne, Bliss, Hoagland and McCulloh are mem-
bers. On June 30 this club will hold a handicap road
race. Officers elected are: Captain, Bob Thorne;
First Lioutenant, J. P. Bliss ; Second Lieutenant, D.
Dreier, and Secretary-Treasurer, W. Coolridge.

At Garfield Park, recently, an accident occurred
and a baby's life was probably the forfeit entirely
through the idiotic way some men have of riding in a
public park. At the west end of the park is a rather
steep hill which ends at the waters edge. The road
circles around the base of a bluff which hides the
road on the other side. A father with a ten months'
old baby in front came at full speed around the base
of the bluff right into the midst of a number of wheel-

men going the other way. The baby flew twenty
feet and was picked up bleeding profusely at the
nose, mouth and ears. The father grabbed it and
began " roasting " the wheelmen for being in his way.
He was called to his senses by no means gentle
words, and he then lit out for a doctor. Why any
man with common sense and reasoning qualities
should so far forget himself in this way, endangering
his child's life, is more than I can conjecture. The
lesson should prove a blessing to this man.
Riders go tearing through our parks on Sundays at

a twelve-mile-an-hour gait, missing children by a
hairs breadth, cutting under a horses nose, incurring
the enmity of drivers, scaring pedestrians crossing
the road, and so on.

The Douglas Cycling Club, after much deliberating,
have taken temporary quarters at 226 Loomis Street.
Preparations to build are being rapidly advanced,
and six months from now will see their new club-
house completed.

" Pop " Field, although they said he could not do a
century, took Otto Rillihan and E. F. LeCato and
went over the Elgin Aurora Circuit recently. At
Aurora Mr. LeCato dropped out. Field and Rellihan
both finished. " Pop " feels relieved.

A special car filled with nearly thirty of the Oak
Park Cycling Club left for Delaware, Wisconsin,
Saturday eve.

Saturday evening, June 20, a large party of Lincoln
members took the steamer Puritan for St. Joe. Sun-
day they participated in the strawberry harvest.
Next Sunday the L. C. C. members, together with a
number of friends, will do the century over the
Aurora-Elgin course.

The Oak Park Cycling Club are at present busy
preparing for an operatic entertainment. The
" Chimes of Normandy " will be rendered entirely by
local talent at Steiner s Hall. Date announced later.

E. L. Bevington, the club's secretary, has resigned.
June 25 a musical will be given.

Saturday evening a stag party and smoker was
given by the Cook County Wheelmen. This club's
boom is still on, and over thirty applications are on
the board.

From Captain Harry Dever, of the Rockford (111.)

Cycling Club, I received the following in regard to
the prizes at the coming meet :

" We can offer, among
other things, seven souvenir medals for the champi-
onship events, gold and silver medals for the novice
races, a Paragon bicy.cle, a $70 machine lathe, a gold
watch, a silver water service, a $45 chain, a fine office
desk, a full dress suit," etc., etc. These prizes are
sure to attract the flyers.

From several clippings from Detroit papers it would
seem that Roy Keator's wonderful unicycle ability
was gaining him endless fame and glory.

Lieut. Schneider, of the Columbia Wheelmen, will
lead a party of his clubmates, who will tour to Rock-
ford July 2. They would welcome other wheelmen
who wish to join. FIRENZI.

BROOKLYN BICYCLE CLUB.

Pride, unadulterated pride, stands plainly visible
upon the features of each and every member of this
club. For the cause of all this I would refer you to
the results of the wheelmen's parade held last Satur-
day afternoon. I confess that I have been pinching
myself continually since that time, fearing that I

might be the victim of some delicious dream. How-
ever, it remains a fact, that both the prize for num-
bers and best appearance went to the Brooklyn Club.
The prize for numbers was decided before the parade
started, and it was the prize for appearance that was
most coveted. It was a brilliant sight, the course
lined with the onlookers, and the wheels all newly
polished, every Brooklyn uniform had been brushed
and cleaned up, each man had a standing collar and
cuffs on, and to cap the climax, the Road Committee
had white gloves for all at the Club-House before
starting. What more significant demonstration can
we ask for to prove the efficiency of our new plan as
regards Road Officers. The first three months are
about up and the record the present committee have
made will be hard to beat ; two events stand out
clearly under this committee's management : the New
Haven trip and the Wheelmen's Parade, in both
events more men turned out than on any similar
occasion. But one thing in connection with this
parade that is of more importance even than prize
winning. It has brought the clubs into closer contact
with each other, absolutely no conflict or dissention
occurred, and the four clubs who managed the affair
all agreed in working for the success of the parade as
a whole and not for any particular aim to be obtained
by any one club. I might mention as an instance of
this on my own club's part, that without a murmur
they took the third place in line, when never has it

been known before in either bicycle or military
parades, but that the oldest club or company have
always enjoyed the right of line. However, it was
the desire of the majority that the positions be drawn
for, and th% Brooklyn Club faced position No. 3, with
the largest number of men turning out under the
colors of the first club organized in Brooklyn. In the
evening a very warm and social note of invitation
was received from the Long Islands to come up to
their club house and spend the balance of the even-
ing. I don't know whether they regret it now or not,
but we went and had a very lively time.
The winning of these prizes by this club came in

very aptly as a celebrationof our twelfth anniversary
which was the next day, June 21.

The road committee have scheduled a run for this
Sunday to Orange and invite any unattached wheel-
men who care to accompany them on the trip ; in fact,

it is known as an unattached run, and all such will be
made welcome ; a number of our members are going
along to make it pleasant for the strangers. ATOL.

MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club held their regular
monthly meeting on Monday evening, and among the
other business transacted was the election of nine
new members.
Ex-First Lieutenant Wm. H. Pederson has started

in the bicycle business, and opened a store on Eighth
Avenue, between Twenty-second and Twenty-third
Streets, which is a most excellent location. Mr. Pe-
derson has named his concern the Manhattan Cycle
Co., after the club in which he is so deeply interested.
A club run to Fort Schuyler on the Sound will be

held on Sunday, the start being made from the club-
house at 9 a. m. An inspection of the fort and sur-
roundings will be taken, and a most enjoyable day's
outing IS anticipated. The roads are reported to be
in excellent condition.
The Labor Day race committee have been appoint-

ed, a number of entries have already been booked.
The prizes will be more valuable than any yet offered
by the club.
The Building Committee are again pushing the

building scheme with renewed vigor, as the rapid in-
crease in membership evinces the fact that the pres-
ent enlarged quarters will before long prove insuffi-
cient for the accommodation of the large member-
ship, and that a building erected specially for club
purposes is the only thing that will suffice.

BROOKLYN RAMBLERS.

'Twas a merry party that left the club on Sunday
morning last for the picnic run to Lake Success.
About twenty members took part, all carrying odd-
looking bundles, which contained substantial retain-
ers for their appetite. The lake was reached in good
season. After lunch various amusements were in-
dulged in, and just as we were about to start for
home a hard shower came up; but, notwithstanding
the weather, the captain reported that all "stuck it

out" on their wheels.
We have several men entered in the coming K. C.

W. meet, and we hope to be able to add a few more
victories to our " blotter " when the day is done.
Extensive preparations are being made for the two

days' excursion to Greenwood Lake on July 4 and 5.

If all who have signified their intention of partici-
pating make themselves known at the time of start-
ing, "Papa" Rees will have his hands full caring fur
them. However, it is hoped that this anticipated
labor for our captain will not touch the "soft spot"
of the members and cause them to remain behind.
Make it a fixture not to be eliminated.
The new card of runs, etc., is on record, which will

carry the trips pretty well along in the season. Nine
day runs and ten by moonlight constitutes the re-
maining list of events. ARROW.

THE BISHOP AND THE LADY
CYCLIST.

Bishop Coxe's speech before a girls' school in
Buffalo in which he criticised freely lady cyclists
and likened them to an old woman on a broomstick
of Mother Goose fame has raised a storm of indig-
nant and facetious protests from the press. The
Bishop's ideas have not advanced with the times and
because girls did not ride cycles when he was young,
he should not take such a determined stand in the
matter, as the question has nothing to do with faith
or morals. The Sun says: "How an old woman
looks riding on a broomstick the average unsophisti-
cated teetotaler does not know and cannot imagine,
but doubtless this and many another strange vision,
beatific or diabolic, may be perfectly familiar to the
purged spiritual insight of a prelate. Yet, even if a
dainty woman speeding decorously and swiftly on a
well-wrought bicycle does suggest such a remote and
other-worldly pageant to the hyperassthetic Bishop,
that is scarcely a sound reason for the women of
Buffalo walking instead of cycling along their own
beautiful avenues. A girl who looks an angel off a
bicycle would to the average young man look an
angel on one, and the ladies whom Bishop Coxe saw
riding may have always seemed to him like witches
from " Macbeth," but till now he did not dare to say
so. What was the color of the Bishop's spectacles?
the lover might inquire; or is the Bishop hard of
hearing and was he nearly run over by a flying siren ?

Allen W. Swan, the trans-continental tourist,
reached St. Clairsville, Ohio, on June 10. He had
ridden at that time over 750 miles, and was in excell-
ent condition.

A Buffalo paper takes tip the cudgel in behalf of
women riders as follows:
" The bicycle is largely used by women engaged in

sedentary occupations and who without it would get
but little exercise in the open air. In many cases
girls go back and forth daily on the wheel between
their homes and their places of business, and thus
escape the unwholesome and uncomfortable crowd-
ing in street cars. Other riders are school teachers
and women closely confined by similar tiresome
labors and who find exhilaration and refreshment to
both mind and body in the swift, smooth motion of
the bicycle and in the acquaintanceship it enables
them to enjoy with the fields and the birds and other
gifts of nature. From a physical point of view, how-
ever, there is no question that the bicycle affords
them one of the most valuable means of recreation
which has ever been devised. The course of many
Buffalo physicians not only in recommending the use
of the wheel to their patients, but also in encouraging
members of their own families to ride, ought to settle
this phase of the matter. The women who use bi-
cycles have in almost every case shrunk from the
experiment for a long time in fear of the comments
of conservative folk like the Bishop. It is a question
for him to decide whether it is entirely Christian-like
to make the daily toil of hard-working women more
burdensome by robbing them of a wholesome, cheer-
ing, and entirely innocent recreation, by assuming
that a form of locomotion is necessarily unwomanly
because it was not familiar to him in his boyhood and
has not yet very generally been adopted among the
more fashionable persons of his acquaintance, who
have at their command less economical methods of
enjoying their pleasure.
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PROVIDENCE, R. I,

A party of wheelmen from this city is being made
up to go to the Fourth of July road race at New Bed-
ford, Mass. This event is a team road race, distance
twelve and one-half miles, for solid tires only. The
prizes are a $ioo silver cup and a $60 silver cup to go
to the winning club. The affair is run by the citizens
committee and is part of the city's celebration. So
far but one club has announced its intention of
entering from this State, and they are the Narra-
gansett Wheelmen, of Providence. The other teams
will be from the New Bedford Cyclers, the Ramblers,
of Fall River, and from the Taunton Bicycle Club.
The trouble at the R. I. Wheelmen seems about

blown over. The week of suspension is past, and the
two sinners are seen again in the club-room. Their
resignations will come before the club at its next
regular meeting, but it is tacitly understood that they
will not be accepted. With good management all
will come righti

It's an ill wind that blows no one any good. The
rain of last Saturday compelled the Neutakonkanet
Wheelmen, of Johnston to postpone their hill-climb-
ing contest to Friday, the 26th inst. The ill wind
which forced this change gave them the opportunity
which they accepted, of making the contest an open
one. This will be the first open hill-climbing contest
ever held in the state. The time is short for prepara-
tion, but everyone has an equal chance to get in trim.
After the contest the club will entertain visiting
wheelmen at their club-house on Plainfield Street.
The well-known M. B. C. boys. Peck, Sprague,

Pillsburg and Rider intend riding from Boston to
Providence next Sunday. Several of the Rhode
Island Wheelmen will go to Attleboro to escort therii
the remainder of their journey and entertain them in
this city.
The Auburn Wheelmen were compelled to postpone

their Newport trip until a later date to be selected at
their next meeting.
Capt. Smith keeps adding to his mileage at a steady

rate; last Sunday he made 102 miles, taking in Boston
and back.
The tournament committee of the R. I. Wheelmen

are quietly endeavoring to get the sentiment of the
various bicycle clubs in the State in reference to a
team race at their meet September 5. If enough
entries can be had they will make such a race one of
their list of events.
The principle bicycle races held in this State have

been run on the famous Narragansett Park track.
This year will be no exception, as the Rhode Island
Wheelmen will hold their third annual tournament
there September 5. The track will be improved this
year, and by Fall will be better than ever before.
The park management have removed the top and
replaced it with some 1,200 loads of clayey loam.
This will be rolled hard before the races.
The Providence Cycle Club held a moonlight ex-

cursion last Monday night. The affair was announced
to take place rain or shine, and a jolly party started
down the bay in the fog and mist. The weather acted
somewhat as a damper, but then the cyclers started
for a good time and they had it. James Foster.

ST. LOUIS.

THE HILL-CLIMBING CONTEST.

The twice postponed hill-climbing contest on Son-
o£-a-Gun hill, took place on Saturday evening last at
eight o'clock. It was run by moonlight on account of
the late arrival of most of the officers. A. G. Harding
was the first to essay the climb, and he crossed the
line in im. ss'/is. The second man was Richard
Hurck, who made every effort to win, but the best he
could do was im. 41^5. The third man was Will Cox,
on whom the Cycling Club had pinned their faith to
win, and they were not disappointed, as he crossed
the line in im. 35s. amidst great enthusiasm, thus
breaking Hurck's record by eight seconds. The hill
was in fine condition, excepting a short stretch near
the top. Cox's riding of the hill was a magnificent
exhibition. At no place did he waver, and he now
wears the proud title of hill-climbing champion of St.
Louis. The balance ot the entries did not start. The
entire town of Manchester turned out to witness the
novel spectacle, and the threatening weather did not
prevent a good delegation of wheelmen from being
present. The officers were: Referee, Geo. Wilder;
Judges, P. Kramer and C. Hutton at bottom and J.W. Bowman and A. J. Emery at the top of the hill

;

Timers, Wm. Oughton, A. J. Emery and Geo. Tivy
;

Starter, R. H. Laing. After the contest a good sup-
per was disposed of at the Ballwin Hotel. Gold and
silver medals were the prizes. Both the winner and
third man rode cnshioned-tired safeties. The opinion
is general that Hurck lost the contest by running off
the hill and getting a poor start. It was a great day
for the Cycling Club, and the majority of the mem-
bers remained out at Ballwin celebrating the club's
victory.

The Missouri Bicycle and Athletic Club, at a recent
meeting, decided to hold a series of bicycle races and
athletic games some time during August. Various
means were proposed to secure grounds, and a com-
mittee was appointed to make an investigation and
report at the next meeting.

A. L. Jordan, who is slowly recovering from the
effects of his burns, had the misfortune to lose his
only child on Friday. He has the sympathy of the
entire cycling community.

An Elizabeth (N. J.) rider recently took a header
which resulted in a sprained arm and a few scratches
and a local paper devoted five inches to the occurrence
and capped it all with a display head. The New York
rider who received a fall some time ago and was laid
up three months from the injuries sustained without
having the matter noticed by the papers, should go to
Elizabeth when he wants to take ahea4er and he will
be better treated by the newspapers,

SAN FRANCISCO.

Stephen Golder made his first appearance in this
city on Friday afternoon, June 12.

During the morning the train on which he was
traveling, ran into a gravel train. Luckily none of
the passengers were injured.
Golder has a collection of curiosities that will

astonish the natives of Coventry, when they are
placed on exhibition.
His photo of the water works at Pueblo, Col., and

the silver medal representing the Aztec Amateur
Bicycle Championship are worth seeing. If a certain
gentleman (known familiarly as Swin) and to the
cycling public as H. J. Swindley could have seen
Golder this afternoon, acting in the capacity of wet
nurse to a box full of horned toads, he would have
had material for many paragraphs. As I write
Golder is visiting Chinatown, and what trophies he
will return with, heaven only knows.
On Sunday he will be the guest of R. A. Smyth, of

The Wheel. A visit will be paid to Haywards, the
California Ripley, and as the roads are at their best
and the fruit along the road is just ripening a pleasant
ride is anticipated.

T. H. B. Varney who has had a large bicycle estab-
lishment in connection with the immense wagon and
carriage business, has decided to dispose of the latter
and devote himself exclusively to the wheel trade.
As he has a large capital he will certainly make it go.
He has not decided as yet where he will open his
bicycle business, whether at Golden Gate Park or on
Golden Gate Avenue.
Wilburn Knapp tells a good story of himself, one

that will be appreciated by his friends in the East.
While across the Bay, in Oakland, last week, he
thought he would visit the pool rooms which had
been recently opened there. Just as he was going in

the door a policeman stopped him and would not let

him enter. When asked for his reason for stopping
him the policeman pointed to a large sign which read
"No minors admitted." Knappy burst out laughing
and said that that was a good one on him ; he invited
the policeman to go and have something on the
strength of it but the latter could not see the point of
the joke, not even when Knappy explained that the
Knickerbockers which probably made him look
boyish was part of his cycling suit. And that is why
Knappy smiles.

J. F. Ives has been criticised for his action in riding
behind Stoddard and forcing him to make all the
running in the recent road race.
Ives' racing education was begun under a rider

who has made as deep a study of the theory and
practice of training and racing as any amateur in

America. This early education was followed up by
a further course under the best professional trainer
in this country. Under these circumstances it would
be against his" nature to go wrong, z. e., to make pace
in such an important race; and it was to be expected
that he would sit quietly behind Stoddard and let

him run himself to a standstill.

The committee having in charge the League meet
at Stockton, have prepared a very poor programme
of races. Only two championships, one safety and
one ordinary are to be contested. These are probably
the only championships that will be contested this
year and what a sorry show they will make when the
championship table for the year is completed.

California.

RIVERSIDE WHEELMEN,

"Step by step the ladder is climbed." The fact
that there are sixteen applications appended to the
bulletin board for action at the next meeting, would
denote that some of the members are hustling, and
realize that "now is the accepted time" to get in
their fine licks, and boom things for all they are
worth. Among the applications are those of Roland
Reed of the City Directory, and Fred Miller, the rac-
ing man. He will make an excellent addition to the
club's fast team.
Chairman Driggs is already getting things into

shape, and the house will be in a presentable condi-
tion the night of theopening. The Board of Trustees
decided not to do anything in the way of refurnishing
the house until the Fall, which is a sensible idea.

It is to be regretted that the club had only twelve
men out to attend the Brooklyn parade. It was not
the fault of the members, however, for no one had
been notified regarding this event.

The threatening weather of last Sunday deterred
many of the members from participating in the run
to Glen Island. A few of the regulars were on hand,
however, and seemed to have a good time.

Messrs. Powers, Judge, Stilger and a few more of
the flyers, went to Philadelphia, Saturday last, and
brought home some of the prizes offered by the Cen-
tury Wheelmen. Geo. C. Smith, who was also entered,
was unable to start owing to the fall he received on
the Milburn course. All eyes are now turned toward
the Kings County races.

Fred Becker is lending valuable assistance to the
Entertainment Committee in the way of securing ac-
ceptable talent for the grand opening. He is himself
an expert manipulator of the piano keys, and is always
willing to accommodate his club fellows with any-
thing from " Sweet Violets " to Wagner.

FALL RIVER, MASS.

Wm. E. Tanner has moved into his new store at 96
North Main Street.

The Fall Rivers will move into their new quarters
next week.
The road race of the Ramblers will probably be

postponed until the Fall.

New Bedford will wake up on the Fourth and will
have a series of bicycle races. The principal one will
be a team race, teams of tUree men from the Fall

River Cycle Club, Ramblers, of Fall River, Rhode
Island Wheelmen, of Providence, Taunton and New
Bedfords. They will compete in a i2}i mile race for a
first prize, a silver cup, valued at $ioo, and a second
prize of a silver cup worth $75. Pneumatics will be
barred, and solids and cushions will ride together.

The Fall Rivers will hold a tournament on Satur-
day, Julj^ 18, on the Fall River recreation grounds.
There will be eight bicycle races and two running
races. The club hope to make money enough to fur-
nish their new house.

The Ramblers narrowly escaped being burnt out
last Wednesday evening. Fire cleaned out the two
rooms next to theirs, but the only damage the club
sustained was by smoke. Quequechan.

BRIDGEPORT, CT.

President Smith, of the Rambling Wheelmen, is not
a "press the button we do the rest" photographer,
but an artist of ability. In a large frame on one side
of the club's billiard-room are to be seen nearly a
hundred group pictures taken by Mr. Smith on club
runs. But it does not contain one-fourth of his work
in that direction.

Thanks to the progressive spirit shown by the road
commissioners of Bridgeport and adjoining towns
many of the leading thoroughfares have been mac-
adamized for several miles. Let the good work
go on.

The Barnum Cycle Club experience difficulty in
securing a quorum at regular meetings, so have re-
sorted to a novel expedient. Instead of a regular
meeting they call a smoker. Business will not be de-
laj-ed as long as there is money enough in the treas-
ury to buy pipes and tobacco.

After an existence of a very few months the Fair-
field County Wheelmen have disbanded. Many of
their prominent members are to join the Rambling
Wheelmen.
Major Burdette, of Hartford, is to superintend the

construction of the three-lap race path at Seaside
Park.

The road riders of the Bridgeport Wheel Club are
actively training for their ten mile road race to be
run July 4.

Several members of the Rambling Wheelmen were
the guests of the Gotham Wheelmen on Sunday last.

Roland.

LOUISVILLE.

The big meet of Kentucky wheelmen and those of
adjoining States to take place in Louisville, June 26,
27, will be a thing of the past when this issue of The
Wheel reaches its readers.

The Independent road race, June 21, was won by
Wm. Ruby. He also secured the time prize, with
Howard Jefferis second. It was a five mile handicap,
and the time was slow on account of poor roads.
Abe Ullman and C. Smith toured from Anniston,

Ala., to Louisville. They reached Nashville, 'Tenn.,
on June 18 and left June 19 for Gallatin, Tenn. They
arrived at Louisville on June 22 at noon.
There has been a little change in the list of oflScers

of the meet. The referee will be Harry Hodgson, of
New Orleans; Judges, J. E. Poorman, Cincinnati;
Percy Stone, St. Louis ; Dr. H. B. Tileston, Louisville

;

Timers, Geo. W. Plinke, Max Lowv and P. E. Allison
;

Scorer, Walter Meek ; Clerks of Course, O. W. Law-
son and Dan Sauer. In a neat reply to Secretary-
Treasurer Johnson, Mayor H. S. 'Tyler declined to
serve as judge on account of absence from the city.

All local newspapers have made very kind editorial
mention of the coming meet, recommending the en-
couragement and patronage of cycling.

Extracts of The Wheel's illustrated article on
Louisville wheelmen were published in the Courier-
Jourtta/., Times and Post.

Thirty-three new names added to the Kentucky
Division membership in one week I and G. E. John-
son's heart is glad. He says next year must see 700
names on Kentucky's roll, and he is just the man to
put them there. He reads non-members the riot act
through the Cottrier-Joui-tial and the Times occasion-
ally. White Burley.

GOTHAM WHEELMEN.

At the regular meeting held last Wednesday even-
ing, which was very largely attended, a new office
was created, that of financial secretary, and " Sam "

captured the prize. Instead of holding meetings
twice a month during the Summer months they will
hold one, on the first Wednesday.
The club made an excellent showing in the Brook-

lyn parade last Saturday, fortv-nine members par-
ticipating. They wore white gloves, while the wheel
of each bore a silk American flag, which elicited
loud applause from the spectators. It was a fine
sight and reflected great credit upon its projectors.
After the parade the boys were given a warm recep-
tion at the homes of the different bicycle clubs in the
City of Churches, where collations were served to
them. Many of the boys after the parade took a run
to Coney Island, where they remained over Sunday.
But few of the members attended the run, last Sun-

day, to Lake Success. " Billy " Lord and the " Twins "
enjoyed the invigorating ozone which their ride to
Passaic afforded.
The run next Sunday will be to the South Beach,

starting from the club-house at 9 a. m., with a moon-
light ride home.
Our racing man, F. W. Mastin, is to ride in the

K. C. W. races next Saturday. He is also to ride in
the races of the Columbia Bicycle Club, at Charter
Oak Park, Hartford, on July 4. He is at present en-
joying a rest in the perkshire Hills. Jack,
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NEW ORLEANS.

The New Orleans Bicycle Club has been to a certain
extent in a state of repose of late, owing to the club
being- without a house. In a few months however the
club will take possession of their new abode, the
finest quarters of a cycling organization in the South,
and runs and cycling interests generally will be
r»suraed. The house is to occupy a large lot of
ground on the corner of Baronne and General Taylor
streets, is to have a beautiful lawn, on which will be
set up an absolutely perfect tennis court, and from
Dutch tiled vestibule to big assembly room, will be
the very ideal of a clubhouse for young men who are
fond of manly sports.
The clubliouse will be 40 feet wide and 80 feet deep.

The front will be of pink pressed Milwaukee brick
;

the top story done in plastic work, with an outside
freize of blue and white tiles.

The beautiful corner-stone is to be the gift of a
member, Mr. Codman Ford. The entire lower story
is to be floored with Schillinger pavement, and one
side will be devoted to a ten pin alley that will be
perfect of its kind. Also down stairs there will be a
billiard room, a gymnasium, a lavatory, bathroom,
finely fitted up lockers and a big wheelroom.
Up stairs, on one side the hall will be a reading-

room and library, a private parlor and toilet-room
for ladies, and one or two committee rooms.
On the other side the hall will be a reception room

and two parlors, all connected by arches or folding
doors, and these in turn will give with folding doors
upon the large assembly room, that- will cross the
entire rear of the house. When these are thrown
into one it will make one of the largest ball-rooms in
the south.
The whole is to be beautifully finished in native

woods and tiles, and beautifully furnished.
The boys expect to spend $10,000 on their club-

house, and to make it the prettiest of the sort in the
country.
The building committee to whom so much is due is

as follows: H. R. Lewis, Rene Grunewald and H. H.
Hodgson.
The contract for the building has already been

made, and ground will be broken immediately.
The special committee on finance, whose good

management has made the attainment of this hand-
some clubhouse an easy matter, consists of Harry H.
Hodgson, chairinan ; F. Codman Ford and Placide
Reynes.
\Vhen the clubhouse is finished it will be opened

with a big reception!; after that Thursday nights will
be " Ladies' Night " and Thursday afternoons always
"Ladies' Day." On these days the tennis courts,
billiard rooms, reading rooms and bowling alley,
"and other beverages " of the club will be gallantly
dispensed to the fair guests.
There are at present about forty applicants for

membership to the club, most of whom, it is thought,
will be accepted, and by next winter the New Orleans
Bicvcle Club,when it meets in Audubon Park or comes
up the avenue from its clubhouse, will be at least 200

strong in members.

The New Orleans Bicycle Club expects soon to have
a racing team which they will send to all the import-
ant meets. Sustaining a team is a new feature in the
South, and is an experiment which will be watched
with interest. For some time past the N. O. B. C. has
been practically dead, and this waking up is an evi-
dence of the unprecedented boom in this section.

The Louisiana Cycling Club has adopted a novel
scheme to attract members to club meetings. A so-
ciety has been organized by a dozen of the zealous
club members, and is designated the L O. R. A. R.
The meetings of this mystic society- are held in the
club-rooms on the same night as the regular club
meetings, and for some time past the members have
hal their hands full initiating new subjects. The
mysterious and inttresting (to members) features at-

tending this part of the exercises exerts so salutory
an influence, that it is safe to say a fellow once admit-
ted becomes a regular attendant of the meetings.

Regarding the mobbing of the Mehligs at Mobile,
on June 7, there seems to be more in the affair than
appears on the surface. The statement as furnished
a reporter of this city by Mr. Julius Mehlig does not
agree in any particular with the facts as brought out
at the trial in Mobile. Mr. Mehlig stated that while
going over a hurdle, his ring caught and the diamond
setting was thereby pulled out. While hunting for it

the spectators crowded him and his brother Frank,
and an altercation was started which ended in the
row. Nothing was said of this episode at the
trial, nor did Julius Mehlig testify at the trial. The
whole affair has a piscatorial odor, and it is the
general impression here that the Mehlig boys were
up to some crooked work which the spectators would
not quietly submit to, although nothing definite is

known or charged. It is not to be supposed that in

any city in the country the people are so far uncivil-
ized as to mob a man simply because he can ride
faster than the home talent

Something like sixty wheels have been sold within
the past month. All of them being safeties, and the
majority being cushions. The pneumatics do not
seem to have taken hold. The boys seem to think
thaf the oyster shells which are occasionally dumped
on our roads are not conducive to the wellfare of the
' puddin.' "

BRISTOL, TENN.

Arrangements are being made by the wheelmen to
hold a celebration on the Fourth. If any Northern
wheelmen are contemplating a trip South about that
time, it is to be hoped that they will stop off here on
the Fourth, and ;iend us a helping hand. They will
find two or three offices which they could fill, such as
liandicapper, referee and suchlike

; offices which have
more of glory in them than remuneration.

Col. Geo. Pope, of the Hartford Cycle Co., will
attend the Hagerstown Meet, and will also be at
Detroit.

DENVER.

THE RAMBLERS SOCIAL RACE.

The George F.Higgin's cup, that article of contention,
disappointment and wrangling, is now in safe keep-
ing for good. It is no longer swinging in obscurity
but reposes in a glass case (purposely made for it two
years ago) in the Ramblers club-rooms, in the Cham •

ber of Commerce Building. This means that the
road race last Sunday was won by the Denver Ram-
blers. They didn't expect it (with one or two excep-
tions, Mr. Perkins having repeatedly prophesied the
race to come out as it did), but the so-called " kids,"
together with the assistance of three pneumatics and
three good men to push them, performed wonderful
work, and threw the dust and mud in their opponents'
faces until the latter were completely "out of sight."
The race came off on Sunday, June 4, the course

being the same over which the two previous races
were run, namely, from Denver to Plattsville, 33}^
miles. The start was made from Fortieth Street at
about 10 a. m. Each club was composed of nine men.
All along the course wheelmen swarmed in enthusi-
astic bunches, and many rode on their wheels all the'
way to Plattsville to witness the finish. From the
special train, which was in charge of E. S. Hartwell
and J. C. Epineter, the race could be watched with
scarcely any obstruction to the view. At Brighton,
ij% miles from the start, the score stood : Ramblers,
95 points : Socials, 74. But even at this slight advan-
tage in the Ramblers' favor none of the members of
the club were found who would bet even on the re-
sult, many fearing the strength of the "kids" would
not last, and others that a pneumatic or two might
collapse. But at Fort Supton the Socials were de-
cidedly not in it, for the swift pace by Lyon, Dolson
and others was beginning to tell on the would-be
vets and they either lay by the roadside or slackened
their pace and viewed the scenery at a distance.
At Plattsville, where the tape was stretched for the

finish, quite a gathering of wheelmen, citizens and
farmers were waiting when the trainful of club men
and their friends drew up. C. C. Hopkins held his
watch in eager anticipation. The first man proved
to be F. T. Lyon, mounted on a pneumatic-tired
safety, and he came over the tape before there was
another man in sight. He seemed as fresh after his
thirty-three mile ride as when he started. This was
a complete surprise, as the Socials were counting on
one of their men getting the handsome time medal
offered by the Overman Wheel Co. Then all eyes
were turned down the stretch, and what was the still

greater surprise and astonishment to see Fred Dol-
son, another Rambler, approaching at full speed.
Behind him came three men, Ramblers, George and
Fred Homan and Al. Yardley, the two former on
pneumatics. This settled the race as far as vrinning
it was concerned. Hilton was the first man on the
Social's side to appear.

J. L. Blackadore, the good-natured president of the
S. W. C, thought it was time to laugh, and as it was
all on his club he gave the signal by a hearty congrat-
ulation to the Ramblers Club. Bottles were brought
into play, and wheelmen danced, shook each other's
collar and tore up the grass so wild did they become
over the result of the race. Odds of 5 to 2 were offered
on the Socials before the race, but the risk seemed too
great, and few takers were found.

Following will be found a table of the positions as
the men finished

:

">1J Time in
y 2. ^° Hours,

Contestants. 0-3
P'^ Minutes

^i" mi" and
w Seconds.

F. T. Lyon, pneu. safety 18 2.03.01^
F. 0. Dolson, cush. ord

11
2.07.24
2. 08.22 J^G. E. Hannan, pneu. safety

F. B. Hannan, " " 15 2.13.37
Al Yardley, cush. safety 14 2.15.26
C. H. Hilton, cush. safety 13 2.18.40
E. R. Py nchon, solid ord 12 2.20.10
Edward Mclntyre, cush. ord II 2.20.53
Fred AUers, cush. safety 10 2.22.255^
W. E. Perkins, cush. safety 9 2.27.58K

8 2.22.45^^
2-3°-i5/<

2.31.40^^

Austin Banks, cush. ord
IJ. M. Barmettler, cush. ord

Louis Block, cush. ord
B. J. Sylvester, solid ord 4 2.36.04

3 2.36.05
H. S. Shaw,* solid ord
Wm. Franz,*

Total 118 50

*Did not finish.

NOTES.
Fred Lyon and his pneumatic are heroes at the

Ramblers club rooms.

H. S Shaw was not in it on account of a " solid-
tired" feeling which came over him at Lupton.

Barmettler rode better than was expected, as did
also his clubmate, Hilton, who came m first of the
Socials.

Gerwing rode over the course for record, which he
broke, making the distance on a cushion-tired Victor
safety in 2 hours and 2 seconds.

Mclntyre, of the Ramblers, won new laurels for
himself. He started on a high wheel, but after taking
a header and being knocked unconscious he was
placed on a safety and finished well up.

Fred Dolson, who came in second on an ordinary, is

but sixteen years old. Al Yardley, who was fifth, is

seventeen. Pedaller.

OMAHA.

The Bedford Cycle Club, of Brooklyn, has been in-
corporated to encourage bicycle riding, to improve
the roads, to promote social intercourse among its
members and also for the purpose of providing a
club house.

Cycling has reached a stagnation point here at last,
and the situation is very easily explained, strange to
say. The continued bad weather has had something
to do with it, yet this is not the main trouble, the
cause is with the cyclists themselves. No new feat-
ures are presented to the beginners and very little
encouragement, then too, the different wheeling or-
ganizations are too conservative, too wrapped up in
themselves, as it were to pay any attention to the poor
struggling individual who is learning to ride, con-
sequently the poorstrugglereithergivesup in despair
or steers clear of clubs and club houses. But worst
cause of all is the lack of interest taken in cyciing by
the club members themselves, men who own wheels
«Jid prefer to let them remain in garret or storehouse
to rust and decay rather than exert themselves a
little and turn out with the faithful few who answer
to the bugle when a run is called. Take the Omaha
Wheel Club for instance, an organization whose
growth has been wonderful, and unless a sudden
interest in wheeling is revived, whose decay will be
just as wonderful. Club runs are attended by four,
five sometimes ten riders out of a membership of one
hundred. Just think of it, and then wonder that
cycling is at a stagnation point. There was a time
when the Omaha Wheel Club was a power and an
authority in the Western cycling world. Alas I that
day has gone by. Our members do not seem to have
the indomitable pluck and push that characterized
the members of a few years ago. Each year the
change is more preceptible and unless something is
done now the Omaha Wheel Club will be merely a
skeleton of its former greatness. At present it is
ueither a wheel CInb nor a social organization.

The Apollo Cycling Club at present is the only
active wheeling organization in the city, yet they are
too conservative in their tactics. A bold push, a
strong push and everybody's shoulder to the wheel
will bring about a great change in the listless, in-
different interest taken in wheeling to-day. Out
through the state the situation is quite different,
wheelmen and wheel clubs are springing up like wild
flowers and flourishing in grand style, and Omaha,
the metropolis of Nebraska can scarcely muster a
corporal's guard when called upon. Thank Heaven !

we still have a few plucky fellows who prefer breath-
ing the pure country air from a bicycle saddle to
lounging in a stuffy club house. I don't suppose this
complaint will do the least bit of good, but it may
cause adeal of thinking.

Moonlight runs are being pushed hy the active
cyclists, and club runs after sundown are quite com-
mon. Last Saturday at 9 p. m. the tourists assembled
at Perrigo's, and started for Council Bluffs. The way
is paved with smooth cedar block for a distance of
six miles between the two cities, and the riders
seemed to skim along in the bright moonlight, their
machines not giving forth a sound. A couple of
hours were spent in the parks of the prohibition city,
and at twelve o'clock the party returned to Omaha.
Messrs. Rhodes and Siefkin were the guests 01 the
club upon this occasion. Messrs. Young, Belt and
Smith did the honor's in great shape. At twelve
o'clock the same evening the A. C. C. boys started for
Blair, a distance of twenty-one miles over a wooded
and hilly road. The club made very good time, how-
ever, and enjoyed themselves immensely. Only one
header was taken on the entire trip.

Sunday a few of the faithful, wearing the uniform
of the O. W. C, journeyed to Bennington, fifteen miles
away, and spent the day coaxing the finny inhabitants
from the pellucid waters of the Little Pappio. They
returned in the evening very sunburned and dusty.
Kastman and his "balloon" tire did not get along
very well together, a puncture being the point of
contention.

Captain Townsend, of the O. W. C, has returned
from an extended pleasure trip through the East.
While away he visited the wheel clubs of Washing-
ton, Baltimore, New York, Boston, Philadelphia and
Pittsburg. " Billy " will again take to the saddle and
lead its gallant riders on to glory and muscular de-
velopement. Lieut. Couradt has taken charge of all
runs during the captain's absence, and deserves a
great deal of praise for the manner in which he has
stuck to his duty. Would that the O. W. C. had
dozens more like him.

The York meet is the all absorbing topic now, and
quite a number of cyclists will go down from Omaha.
Several of the fastest men have been in training and
are in good shape, so that Omaha will not want for
champions. Waldron, Morris, Kastman, Siefkin and
Porterfield will represent the O. W. C. Flesher,
Wertz, Potter, Holton and Schnell will represent the
A. C. C. There is no reason why Omaha should not
carry away a lion's share of the spoils.

Messrs. Holton and Schnell have j ust returned from
the Newton, Iowa, meet, and report a grand time, al-
though they failed to secure any prizes. Crank.

The wheelmen of Newcastle, Pa., have organized a
club but object to joining the L. A. W. on account of
the "laxity of the membership rules governing the
admission of semi-professionals." The club, says the
Pittsburg Bulletin, evidently considers that their
judgment is paramount to that of the officers of the
League ; that the latter have no ability to properly
construe the meaning of the title "amateur"; that,
in tact, such organizations as the L. A. W. and A. A.U.
have not brains enough to separate the wheat from
the chaff, even after years of study on the subject of
amateurism. The ground taken by the New Castle
club is untenable, and it is to be hoped that they may
see their error and not foolishly stand aloof from the
organization that has done so much for cycling in
this country.

A cycling auxiliary has been formed among the
members of the Rochester Athletic Club who own
wheels. Officers have been elected as follows : Presi-
dent, Daniel B. Piatt; Vice-President, H. V. Wood-
ward ; Secretary and Treasurer, C, J. Pike ; Corre-
sponding Secretary, L. D. Eldridge,
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IXDISPENSABtJE TO AGENTS.
The early and complete accounts given of cycle

improvements make your paper indispensable to

agents who desire to keep fully abreast with the
times. "While the complete editorial independ-
ence and journalistic enterprise of its manage-
ment are as commendable as they are rare in

wheel publications, I consider THE WHEEL su-

perior to all other Amierican cycle Journals.
Yours very truly,

C. H. OBBEITEB.
I/ancaster, Fa., June !33, 1891.

THIS Independence Day will be the greatest

cycling day ever known in America. There will

be sport everywhere ; sport on the road ; sport

on the track ; racing and touring, scorching and
dreamy dawdling along the shaded side-path ; races

will be held all over the country, at fairs, at trotting

matches and what not. We are hoping for one of

those perfect days—a fresh morning, a splendid mid-
day Sun, and a burnished sunset, which traverses the

trees and casts fanciful shadows on the road and side

path—a day that may linger in the memory as one of

the " dear, dead days " of life.

A SUGGESTION FOR RACE MEET
COMMITTEES.

THE youth who writes weak paragraphs for a

Buffalo paper, and who also occasionally occurs

in the columns of second-class cycling journals,

takes the handicapper of New York and New Jersey
to task because he was not at the Buffalo meet.
" The handicaps were poor ; the handicapper should
attend all race meets so that he would know what h«
is about," says the youth. The young man'» animus
is born of the fact that he once wrote for this paper
but was found but a poor stick and was dropped.
When you drop people they don't like you, and it's

quite natural, too. This man is simply a disappoint-

ment. He never fails to attack the handicapper of

the district, yet he must be aware that the pres-

ent handicapper never asked for the position, has
held it for four years and realizes as keenly as any-
one that handicapping in America is nowhere near
perfection, nor can it be, owing to reasons that all

cycling sportsmen know by heart.

Under no circumstances would the handicapper of

this district attend all race meets ; such a course
would undermine the most robust constitution. If

the young man or any one else is anxious to attend
all the race meets held in New York and New Jersey,
the handicapper of this district will recommend his

appointment.

AT some of the larger tournaments there will be
difficulties in connection with the handling of the

tire question. The penalty on pneumatics may
be fixed, yet the condition of the track or the state of

the weather may make a greater or less penalty more
desirable than that advertised. It may also be ad-
visable in some cases to penalize either pneumatics
or cushions, of both, in scratch races. At all events
we think it much wiser for club committees to retain

absolute control over these matters, which they can
readily do by printing on their entry blanks the fol-

lowing : "The penalization of tires in all events
will be made in accordance with the judgment of the
Tournament Committee." The Springfield Club have
already adopted this suggestion.

TRANSPORTATION MATTERS OF
THE FOURTEENTH ANNUAL

L. A. W. MEET AT DE-
TROIT, July i6, 17, 18.

Transportation matters to the National League
meet, held at Detroit, have been somewhat delayed
owing to the arbitrary actions of an association of
passenger agents formed of roads operating in the
State of Michigan. The arbitrary action of this as-
sociation has been caused by a State lajv enacted in
Michigan placing a passenger tariff of two cents per
mile upon all the railroads. Their action has been to
force the Legislature in line to abolish this law.
Owing to this fact no large assemblies of any kind
have been granted any concessions on the roads in
this State with the exception of the G. A. R., who
held their annual encampment in Detroit.
The matter of transportetion has been in the hands

of Chairman Albert Mott and his committeemen for
some time past. The Central Traffic Association
have refused to make any special rate unless
the Michigan Association approves. The matter has
recently been taken up by the Eastern lines out of
New York and New England, and owing to the fact
that the Boston & Maine and other lines out of Boston
wished to secure the business and send it on the
northern roads through Montreal and Toronto into
Detroit, and these lines not being members of the
Trunk Line Association they were urged to secure
the business. The trunk lines in retaliation imme-
diately made a rate of one fare for the round trip to
wheelmen out of Boston and New York. Wheelmen
from the New England States can feel sure of receiv-
ing this concession on behalf the Trunk Line Asso-
ciations, and we would suggest that wheelmen from
this territory communicate with Mr. Charles A.
Sheehan, a member of the Transportation Committee,
at 5 Vanderbilt Avenue, for New York and territory,
and with Dr. J. B. Seward, a member of the Trans-
portation Committee, at 35 Milk Street, Boston, for
transportation in his territory.
Wheelmen from Chicago, St. Louis and the West

will undoubtedly receive some concessions at the
hands of the Cental Traffic Association, as the matter
is being pushed by the Western trunk lines, inas-
much as the lines not members of the association are
put to cut rates. By July 4 the matter will be defin-
itely decided by the associated lines. Wheelmen
may be certain that the same concessions that have
been made in the past for transportation to the annual
meets will be secured for Detroit, and on the Eastern
lines they will receive the benefit of a reduced fare
for the round trip.

A Million Dollar Cycle Company Gone Up.
No doubt many readers have heard rumors of a

million dollar cycle company, which was organized
last Winter under the name of the Mascot Cycle Co.
It was alleged, and we say alleged advisedly, that
the capital was 1,000,000 ; that Messrs. George Gould
and Sidney Dillon were among the stock brokers

;

that the company had a machine that was going to
lick creation. We understand that the company had
offices at 15 Wall Street, that the active men were
Mr. C. H. Dunham, projector, and Col. Foxwell,
manager. The company had a model submitted to
them by an inventor, which they had placed with an
Albany agent, Mr. James Bradley, we think, who was
engaged to experiment with it in his machine shop.
A few months sinca Mr. Dunham died, and now we
understand the company has " gone up."

A Family of Cyclists.

Hagerstown has a four-year old rider in little Violet
Hiberger. She rides a diminutive drop frame safety
constructed by her father, which weighs fifteen

pounds. The frame is made entirely of gaspipe, be-
comingly finished. The wheels are sixteen inches in

height. Mr. Hiberger and his family are enthusiasts
on the subject of cycling, but he says he finds it is

cheaper to buy bicycles and bread for his family than
medicine. He has six children—four daughters and
two sons—each one of whom owns and rides a bi-

cycle. When the father and si.x children, seven in

all, start out for a constitutional it is a miniature
meet of itself, and withal a happy party, that knows
not dull care.

The Elwell Tom-ists.

A letter from the Hotel Continental, Paris, conveys
the information that the Elwell tourists arrived in

that city on June ai, in fine condition and excellent
spirits. The trip over was most enjoyable, although
several of the party experienced their first taste of

seasickness. The tourists have .been favored with
delightful weather and the roads were found to be in

tip-top condition. No mishaps of any kind have
occurred. The party left Paris on June 28, and will

arrive in Geneva on July 8.

THE OHIO DIVISION MEET.

It is a pleasure and duty to congratulate the people
in charge of the Ohio Division Meet on the style of
the programme which they have gotten up to adver-
tise and announce their gathering. It is in pamphlet
form, with a heavy cover, upon which is shown a
handsome design. The paper and printing are ele-
gant, but neither gaudy nor costly. The programme
is such as all State Divisions should get out. In the
past they have paid hundreds of dollars to engraving
companies, which the trade has had to pay for. We
submit to all chairmen of committees that this pro-
gramme of the Ohio State Meet is a model of its kind.

THEIR ELEVENTH ANNUAL, JULY 13, 14 and 15.

Besides a number of advertisements the programme
contains a list of the national officers of the League,
a list of the officers of the Ohio Division, a list of Ohio
representatives, of League Club representatives, lists
of the Meet Committees, list of Ladies' Reception and
Entertainment Committee, which is formed from
members of the Buckeye Ladies' Cycling Club ; list
of local committees on finance, races, programme,
etc. A short and sweet introductory, covering about
two pages, concluding with these appropriate lines
from Hiawatha :

All our town in peace awaits you,
All our doors stand open for you.
You shall enter all our wigwams.
For the heart's right hand we give you.

PROGRAMME OF ENTERTAINMENT.
The entertainment of the first day, on Monday the

13th, will be informal. There will be the usual escort-
ing of wheelmen to tiuarters ; a run to Lake Park

;

ladies' reception to visiting riders ; a run and visit to
the State institutions ; a run to North Columbus, and
visit to the State University. In theeveningthere will
be a constitutional convention and meetings of cap-
tains of clubs.
On the second day, Tuesday, there will be a

scorcher's run to Franklin Park, starting at 7 a. m.
;

at 9:30 will be the parade; at 11:30 the Meet photo-
graph ; at 12 a reception and address by the Governor;
2:30, the races

; 7:30, run to United States Barracks ; 8

p. m., open air concert; 9 p. m., reception of Buckeye
Ladies' Cycling Club.
On the third day there will be in the morning a visit

to the penitentiary ; at 10 a. m., excursion to Detroit

;

and the rest of the day will be spent in runs to various
points of interest.

^<lj.^^^ii
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE /DIVISION

HOLDS ITS ANNUAL lllEETr^ 7 i89l^EE'

p - -

The postponed meet of the New Hampshire Diyisjo
was held at Concord on Thursday of last week, and" a
the weather was perfect the affair was a success in
every particular. The morning trains brought in
visitors from all parts of the State. The rooms of the
Capital Wheelmen were filled with cyclists all day.
A parade was held in the morning in which 148 wheel-
men took part, after which a dinner was served in the
club rooms. Among those present were representa-
tives from Noshua, Manchester, Keene, Hennixer,
Walfeboro, Tilton and a number of Massachusetts
towns.
At 1:30 p. m. a special train was taken to Silton,

where the races were held. At seven o'clock the
wheelmen returned to Concord, and the business
meeting of the Division was held at Pythian Hall.
At 9:30 a banquet was served at the Eagle Hotel, and
remarks were made by several prominent League
representatives.
"The races at the Tilton Trotting track were fairly

attended. A strong wind prevailed which caused
slow time. Following is a summary :

One Mile Novice.—Harry Hall, Concord, first; A.
W. Ray, Manchester, second ; C. W. Alexander, Mil-
ford, third. Time, 3m. 26J^s.

One Mile Ordinary, State Championship.—W.
K. Barrett, Concord, first ; Moses Sheriff, Manchester,
second. Time, 3m. 32j^s.

Thee Mile Open Safety.—E. A. McDuffy, Everett,
Mass., first : A. W. Porter, Newton, Mass., second

;

George F. Tavlor, Ipswich, Mass., third. Time, 8111.

38KS.
One Mile Boys' Safety.—Charles Fairbanks,

Concord, first ; G. C. Jackman, Concord, second.
Time, 3m. 28^5.

One Mile Safety, State L. A. W. Champion-
ship.—Harry Hall, Concord, first; F. A. McMaster,
Nashua, second ; C. F. Alexander, Milford, third.
Time, jm. 47>^s.

One Mile Open Safety.—Hugh Robson, Salem,
Mass., first ; Arthur W. Porter, second ; E. A. Mc-
Duffy, third. Time, 2m. 47X8.
Half Mile Safety.—a. W. Ray, Manchester,

first; Harry Hall, Concord, second ; E. A. McMaster,
Nashua, third. Time, im. 28KS,

One Mile Team Safety.—Won by the State
Capital Wheelmen, of Concord. Best time, 3ni. iiJ4s.

The referee was Thomas F. TuUy, of Lynn.

i^T 3iV

Tlie Minheliaha.
One of the lightest and easiet running wheels we

have ever seen is a Minhehaha, the property of Neil
Campbell, who uses it between his store and his home.
It has a light, strong graceful frame of thin double
tubing, weighs not over thirty pounds and moves
with remarkable ease. The Minhehaha is made by
the Iroquois Cj'cle Co., an English firm, and imported
by the Sweeting Cycle Co.

The Pope Mfg. Co. have turned out a cushioned
tired rational light roadster, with a 22-inch trailing
wheel and several pneumatic safeties, as samples.
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FIXTURES.

JULY.

3-4'

2-3-4'

3-4.

3-4-

4-5'

9'

—Annual Meet and Championship Races of Texas
Division at Houston.

—Race meet of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club,
Hagerstown, Maryland.

—Annual Meeting Nebraska Division at York.
—Annual meet of the Missouri Division at Carth-

age.
—Twenty-five Mile Road Race of the Ramblers'

Bicycle Club, Rochester.
—Tournament of the Elkhart Wheelmen, Elk-

hart, Ind.
—Road Race at Boston.
.—Chelsea Ramblesrs Races, Chelsea, Mass.
,—York County Wheelmen's Race Meet at Driv-

ing Park, Saco, Me.
.—Races at Syracuse.
—Watertown (N. Y.) Cycling Club's Inter-

national Meet.
—Union Co. Roadsters' Midsummer^Race Meet at

Rahway, N. J.
,—Two Mile Safety at Prospect Harrier's Games,

Brooklyn.
.—Race Meet at Danville, 111.

.—Departure from New York of the Heyny Harz
Mountain Tourists.

.—Columbia Cycle Club's tournament at Charter
Oak Park, Hartford, Conn.

,—The Poorman Road Race at Cincinnati,
dress J. E. Poorman, Cincinnati, Ohio.

.—Annual Meet California Division, Stockton.

.—Annual meet Illinois Division at Rockford.

.—Bridgeport Wheel Club's Ten Mile Road Race.

.—Porkopolis Wheelmen's Race Meet, Cincinnati.

.—Tournament of the Denver Cyclists' Union.
—Start of the Detroit Wheelmen's League Meet

Tour from Niagara to Detroit. Address for
Earticulars, C. H. Smith, 211 Putnam Avenue,
letroit.

—Race Meet at Syracuse. Address C. G. White,
338 S, Salina Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

—Annual Meet Tennessee Division at Nashville.
—Annual Meet Indiana Division at Indianapolis.
—Five Mile Club Road Race of the Kings County

Wheelmen.
,—Safety and Ordinary events at the Rochester

(N. Y.) Athletic Club's Tournament.
-15—Annual Meet, Ohio Division, Columbus.
-18.—L. A. W. Annual Meet, Detroit, Mich.
-18.—L. A. W. Championships at Detroit. Ad-

dress Jos. Bresler, 22 Lafayette Avenue,
Detroit, Mich.

18—Annual Meet of the Michigan Division, at
Detroit.

—Fall River Cycle Club's Race Meet.
—Race Meet of the Atlantic City Wheelmen.

Entries close July 17, with Isaac Bacharack,
929 Atlantic Avenue, Atlantic City, N. J.—Tournament of the Green Bay Cycling Club
and Annual Meet of the Wisconsin Division.
Address F. S. Fox, Green Bay, Wis.

—Three Mile Club Road Race of the Kings
County Wheelmen.

—Team Road Race of the Orange Wheelmen and
Business Mens' Cycle League.

AUGUST.

I.—Race Meet of the Cortland (N. Y.) Wheel Club.
4.—Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha

Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y. Ad-
dress Fred Bronner, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

13-14-15.—Annual Meet of the Massachusetts Division
at Cottage City.

15.—Road Race at Waukesha, Wis.
19-20.—New York State Division Meet at Rochester.

29.—Annual Meet of the Montreal Bicycle Club.
Address A. Harries, Hon. Sec, P. O. Box 958,
Montreal, Canada.

29.—Race Meet of the Quaker City Wheelmen,
Philadelphia.

SEPTEMBER.

5.—Rhode Island Wheelmen's Tournament at Nar-
. ragansett Park, Providence.

7-8.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn. Address J. J.
Grace, Secretary, Hartford, Conn,

g.—Third Annual Tournament of the Fort Dayton
Wheelmen, at Herkimer, N. Y.

lo-ii—Springfield Bicycle Club's Tournament, Hamp-
den Park, Springfield, Mass. Address D. J.
Canary, Box 107.

12.—Second Fifteen Mile Team Road Race of the
Wheelmen's Racing League.

18-19.—Third Annual Tournament of the Peoria Bi-
cycle Club. Address Fred Patee, Peoria,
111.

22—Rockland Co Wheelmen's Race Meet at Spring
Valley, N. Y. Entries close with Gardenier
& Cole, Spring Valley, N. Y.

25-26.—Chicago Cricket Club's Annual Meet. Address
J. G. Davis, Park Side, Chicago.

qpHE RHODE ISLAND WHEELMEN'S
-•- Third Annual Tournament will be held

SEPTEMBER 5th,

At Narragansett Park, Providence, R, I.

For a valuable compilation of

BICYCLE RECORDS.
Send stamp to J. L. Speir, 13 Asia St., Providence, R. I

13-14-
16-17-

16-17-

16-17-

18.

22.

22-23.

26,

27.

Prizes of Unusual Value and Beauty. Double the
cost of any previous year.

Atlantic City Wlieelmen Summer Race Meeting,

Wednesday, July 22, 1891, at 2.30 P. M.

On their New Bicycle Track at the inlet. L. A. W.
rules to govern. 14 open events. Entries close July
17, 1891, with ISAAC BACHARACH, 929 Atlantic
Avenue, Atlantic City, N. J. 7-17

12tli Annual National L. A. W. Meet,

Dett-olt, July 16, 17, 18; 1891.

National Championship Races and many open events.
A large and valuable collection of prizes will be on
exhibition at the cycle exhibit. 25 mile road race.

J. Bresler, Chairman Race Committee, 22 Lafayette
Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

$1,500-IN PRIZES. G. B. C. C -$1,500.
SECOIND ANNUAL TOUENAMENT OF THE

Hreei lay Cycle Club and Wiscoasin Division Heit,

At Green Bay, Wis., July 33 and 33,

Entries close July 15. S. A. Miles, Handicapper.
Write tor Programmes. Address, Fenton S. Fox,
I Green Bay, Wis.

GOOD SPORT AT THE SOUTH END
WHEELMEN'S RACE.

The fourth annual race meet of the South End
Wheelmen, held at the Keystone cycle track, Phila-
delphia, on Saturday last, was witnessed by a large
and enthusiastic crowd. The track was in fair condi-
tion excepting on the corners, which were not prop-
erly banked, and a number of falls -were sustained by
the riders in con'sequence. "In the mile safety event
Marriott started 80 yards behind scratch on a pneu-
matic machine, and although he rode hard the entire
distance he was unable to overtake the limit men.
The principal race of the day was the mile tandem
for the State championship between Kelly and
Draper, Donnelly and Crawford, and Taxis and
Hazleton. The defeat of the latter team was some
what of a surprise. Following is a summary :

One Mile Safety novice.—First Heat—J. S.

Groupe, S. E. W., first ; H. F. Rebman, W. W., second.
Time, 3m. 17 2-5S. Second Heat—W. T. Bilyeu, P. A.
W., first : W. Dickson, S. E. W., second. Time, 3m.
37 2-5S. -Third Heat—A. Gracy, C. C, first

; J. J.
Gesselman, W. W., second. Time, 3m. 17s. Final
Heat—A. Gracy, first; J. J. Gesselman, second. Time,
3m. 13 2-5S.

One Mile tandem, State Championship.—V. J.
Kelly and J. A. Draper, A. C. S. A., first ; W. W.
Taxis and J. R. Hazleton, second; Donnelly and
Crawford, Y. M. C. A., third. Time, 3m. 01 1-5S.

One Mile Safety, 3.20 Class.—W. W. Owens, C.

C, first ; W. T. Bilyeu, second. Time, 3m. 17 2-5S.

Five Mile Safety, club Championship.—F. B.
Marriott, first ; P. H. Koeing, second. Time, i8m. 22s.

B. F. McDaniel led until the last lap. There were
eight starters.

ONE Mile Ordinary, Open.—W. W. Taxis, first;

W. C. Seeds, second. Time, 3m. 13 2-ss.
Kelly, Hazleton, Merrihew and Pierson also started,

bvit Taxis took the lead at the start and no one caught
him.

One Mile Safety, Championship Mt. Vernon
Wheelmen.—F. S. Hoover, first ; R. F. French,
second. Time, 3m. 46s.

ANOTHER RACE
TIC

MEET
CITY.

AT ATLAN-

One Mile Safety, j-minute Class.—J. C. Don-
nelly, A. W. first ; S. H. Crawford, second. Time,
3m. 19 1-5S.

One-quarter Mile Ordinary, Championship of
Pennsylvania.—W. W. Taxis, first

; J. H. Draper,
second. Time, 42 2-5S.

One Mile Club Safety, Handicap.—W. J. Greer,
go yards, first ; B. F. McDaniels, 120 yards, second.
Time, 3m. 06s.

Greer was penalized 80 yards for riding a pneu-
matic.

Two Mile Safety, Championship of Pennsyl-
vania.—J. H. Draper, first

; J. R. Hazleton, second.
Time, 6m. 35 4-5S.

Taxis was entered for this race, but did not run.

One Mile Safety, Championship of the Wissa-
hickon Wheelmen.—J. J. Gesselman, first ; W. L.
Welch, second. Time, 3m. 19 2-5S.

One Mile Ordinary, Championship Frankford
Club.—G. B. Crocker, first ; A. B. Tomlinson, second.
Time, 3m. 32s.

One Mile Safety, Handicap, Open.—W. C. Seeds,
80 yards, first ; W. L. Welch, second ; S. W. Merrihew,
third. "Time, 2m. 57s.

Half Mile Safety, Open.—W. C. Seeds, first
; J.

C. Donnelly, second. Time, im. 32 2-5C.

Taxis broke his saddle on the first lap.

One Half Mile Safety (Match Race between H-
Longbottom, of the Premier Cycle Club, Coventry-
England, and H. H. Hoffman, Keystone Cycle Club))
H. H. Hoffman won in 3m. 30 3-ss.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap.—W. W. Taxis,
first

; J. W. Pierson, .C. C, second. Time, 3m. 2 3-5S.

The Judges were : Thomas Hare, C. Wh. ; O. S.

Bunnell, P. A. W. ; and Lawrence Barsuglia, A. C. S.

N. A. F. Bracher, P. B. C, was Referee.

The Atlantic City Wheelmen have decided to hold
their second Summer race meet on Wednesday, July
22, at 2.30 p. m., on their new 5-lap track at the inlet,
which is carefully banked at the corners. Great
pains will be taken to have it in tip-top condition.
The prizes will be of unusual value and beauty and

double the cost of any previous year. The following
comprise the Racing Committee : W. M. Perrett, J. H.
Draper, J. A. Moeller, W. H. Edwards and I. Bacha-
rach. Admission will be free to the mammoth pier in
the evening where the prizes will be distributed. A
grand hop will afterwards be held in honor of the
visiting wheelmen. Following is the list of events:
One mile safety, novice; half mile, boys under 16,

A. C. only; one mile safety, 3 minute class; one mile
ordinary, 3 minute class ; one mile safety, 3.20 class

;

one mile safety, 3.30 class ; one mile ordinary, scratch
;

half mile safety, scratch ; one mile safety, handicap
;

two mile safety, handicap; one mile tandem, handi-
cap ; two mile ordinary, handicap ; one mile team
race ; half mile ordinary, scratch.
Pneumatic and cushion wheels will be penalized

;

penalty to be fixed by handicapper and deducted
from printed start in programme, which will be on a
solid tire basis.
Entrance fee for tandem race, $1 ; team race, $2 ; for

each other event 50 cents. The right is reserved to
reject or strike out entry.
Entries close July 17, i8gi, with Isaac Bacharach,

929 Atlantic Avenue, Atlantic City, N. J.

The Quaker City Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, are
out with the announcement of a race meet on Au-
gust 29.

The Springfield Tournament.
The Committee appointed by the Springfield

Bicycle Club, mentioned in the last issue of The
Wheel, are hard at work perfecting details and
arrangements for the coming tournament, and are de-
termined to give the matter the time and energy nec-
essary to make this occasion the event of its kind for
1891, and a grand success in every particular. Follow-
ing is the list of events for both days :

First Day.—Start of twenty mile road race ; one
mile safety, novice ; one mile safety, open, handicap

;

two mile ordinary, open, handicap ; half mile safety,
open ; one mile safety, 2.50 class ; iinish of twenty mile
road race ; one mile ordinary, open ; exhibition by D.
J. Canary

;
quarter mile safety, open, flying start

;

half mile ordinary, open ; one mile tandem.
Second Day.—One mile ordinary, novice ; two mile

tandem, handicap ; one mile ordinary, 2.50 class;
quarter mile ordinary, open ; half mile safety, open,
handicap; exhibition by D. J. Canary; one mile
safety, world's record ; one mile ordinary, handicap

;

half mile tandem ; half mile ordinary, 1.25 class; one
mile consolation.

L. A. W. rules will govern all races. Tires be pen-
alized according to. the judgment of the committee.
Entrance fee $1.00 for one event and fifty cents for
each additional. Fees must accompany entries. For
blanks and other particulars address D. J. Canary,
Chairman Racing Committee, Box 107.

The plan of the twenty mile road race is to start on
the track, ride to Holyoke over a straightaway, level
course, a distance of about eight and one half miles,
and return, finishing the last three or four miles on
the track, giving the spectators a chance to see both
the start and finish. As will be seen in the list of
events, D. J. Canary, will give an exhibition on both
days, using both the ordinary and safety machines
and introducing many specialties. Special attention
is centered in the one mile safety, world's record race,
on the second day, which will have a low time limit.
As a special inducement for fast time and the record,
the first prize will be a $1,000 piano presented to the
Club for this special purpose. It will be an upright,
finished in quartered oak and suitably engraved.
This is the largest prize ever offered for any athletic
event, and shows the energy and enterprise of the
Club, as well as the interest manifested by local'par-
ties in the tournament. Music for both days will be
furnished by the Overman Wheel Co's band. W. S.
Bull, ot Buffalo, has been invited and is expected to
officiate as Referee.

RacinsT at Tineland.

The race meet of the Vineland (N. J.) Wheelmen, on
Saturday last, was fairly attended. "The events re-
sulted as follows :

One Mile Ordinary—Sharp :first, Smith second
;

time 3m. 32S.

One Mile Safety, for Novices — Miller first,

Keighley second ; time 3m. 33s.

Half Mile, Ordinary—Pierson first. Miller second;
time im. 30s.

ONE Mile Safety—Miller first. Lodge second; time
3m. lOS.

One Hundred Yard Slow Race—Won by Keigh-
ley.

Half Mile Safety—Won by Lodge; time im. sos.
One Mile Club, Ordinary—Won by Lodge ; time

3m. 19S.

ONE Mile Safety, for Boys Under Sixteen—
Halsey first, Carson second ; time 4m. 26s.

One Mile Club, Safety—Miller first. Lodge second;
time 3m. lis.

Two Mile, Ordinary—Lodge first, Pierson second;
time 7m. 34S.

Two Mile, Safety—Won by Lodge; time 6m. 52s.

The twenty mile handicap road race of the Wander-
ers Bicycle Club of Buffalo, on June 20, was won by
G. G. Buse, scratch

; J. J. Scheffler, 3m., second ; W.
B. Buse, scratch, third ; G. M. Bower, 3 m., fourth.
Time, ih. 5m. Scheffler won the race by half a
length, but was disqualified for sidewalk riding and
awarded second prize. There were nine starters.

The two mile ordinary handicap at the games of
the Belleville, Mo. A. C. games on June 14, was won
by A. G. Harding, scratch ; O. L. Ruh, 50 yards,
second. Time, 6m. 36 2-5S. The three mile safey
handicap was won by R. M. Milford, 50 yards ; G. E.
Tivy, 759, second. Time, 13m.
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THE KINGS COUNTY WHEELMEN'S
MEET.

This popular Brooklyn club held their annual
Summer meeting at Washington Park, on Saturday
last. The Kings County Club has done more for
cycle racing than any other club in the vicinity of
New York, and it is therefore most pleasing to record
for the boys another success.
The track is a quarter-mile path of clay and cin-

ders, with sharp comers. It had been gotten into ex-
cellent condition,and after the wind had died away late
in tne afternoon the spectators were treated to the
best sport that has ever been seen in Brooklyn.
The day was bright and sunny, with a strong

breeze, which hindered the riders for a good part of
the afternoon. There was music, the grand stand
was quite well filled with many of Brooklyn's well-
known wheelmen, escorting their sisters, cousins and
aunts, whose bright costumes lightened the picture.
The two open stands were crowded with enthusiasts,
who had their favorites and who made the welkin
ring.
On the field were the men who so frequently offici-

ate at events of this kind. Many people whom one
knows or should know were there, so that it was quite
a family party.
The programme was long ; all the events filled well

and were warmly contested, and the handicaps were
not devoid of interest. The disappointment of the
afternoon was Murphy's fall in the scratch safety
race, which was the cause of his poor attempt in the
two miles, after which he withdrew to his tent and
was seen no more that day. Zimmerman pleased the
audience with a good quarter mile spurt which won
him a race. Feldnieier showed remarkably good
form. The final heat of the mile safety was racing as
it should be, but as one don't often see it. The time,
2m. 43 3-5S., was remarkably fast for the track. The
time honors belong to Harry Hall, who, in the two
mile handicap, rode the first mile in 2m. 48s., which is

by several seconds the fastest mile ever made at a
Brooklyn meet.

Summary of the Races.
ONE MILE SAFETY, NOVICE.

First Heat—i, Milton H. Phillips, K. C. W., time,
3m. 42-5S.; 2, Charles A. Hoppe, Bedford C. C, by
twenty yards

; 3, Gus Schwartz, of Brooklyn
; 4, J.

Perry Steves, of Brooklyn; 5, G. Depaw Fox, L. A. W.;
6, Lewis Goldsmith, G. W.: 7, Wm. T. Henderson,
K. C. W.
Second Heat— i, E. W. Goodwin, Bedford C. C,

time, 3m. II 4-5S.; 2, Chas. F. Whitbeck, R. W.: 3, Geo.
W. Shannon, P. W.; 4, M. A. Benner, R. W.; 5, J. F.
Haggerty, R. W.; 6, Donate Del Giorno, New York.
Final Heat— i, Milton H. Phillips, K. C. W., time,

3m. 6 1-5S. ; 2, Chas. A. Hoppe, Bedford C. C, time, 3m.
9 4-5S.; 3, E. W. Goodwin, Bedford C. C; 4, Gus
Schwartz, Brooklyn

; 5, Chas. F. Whitbeck, R. W.; 6,

Geo. W. Shannon, P. W. Phillips and Goodwin led to
the quarter in 40s. At the half Phillips was clear of
the field. He passed the half mile post in im. 29 2-5S.,
and was never afterwards headed. In the second
heat Goodwin led to the half in im. 30s. He led all
the way from the start and was not interfered with.
Phillips and Goodwin showed excellent form for
novices.

ONE MILE tandem, SCRATCH, OPEN.
C. M. Murphy and W. F. Murphy, K. C. W., iirst,

time, 3m. n 4-5S. ; A. A. Zimmerman and W. G. Class,
N. Y. A. C, second by 60 yards. This race was prac-
tically a walk-over for the Murphys. They led to the
quarter in 50s.'; to the half in im. 38s.; and to the
three-quarters in 2m. 24s.

TWO MILE ORDINARY SCRATCH RACE.
I, C. M. Murphy, K. C. W., time, 6m. 29 1-5S.; 2, J.

W. Schoefer, Brooklyn B. C; 3, A. E. Stilger, Man-
hattan A. C. Schoefer ledto the milein 3m. 30s. The
race was decided on the last lap. When the bell rang
Murphy went away, and, riding the last quarter in
39 1-5S., won easily. Zimmerman, who had started
"with the field and was expected to win, took a bad
fall in the last quarter. He was coming around the
curve at a very fast pace, but the track not being very
wide and the corners sharp, his wheel slid from under
him. The wheel was badly smashed, but Zimmer-
man managed to save himself by great dexterity.

ONE MILE SAFETY.
I, C. M. Murphy, time, 2m. 54s.; 2, A. H. Feldmeier,

Brooklyn Ramblers; 3, Durant McLean, K. C. W.
; 4,

F. G. SicDonald, K. C. W.; 5, H. J. Hall, Jr., Man-
hattan A. C; 6, W. H. Wells, K. C. W. C. M. Murphy
led to the quarter in 44 1-5S. W. F. Murphy led at the
half mile in im. 24 2-5S, and to the three-quarters in
2m. oQS. At the three-quarters a most interesting in-
cident happened. W. F. Murphy had been trailing
C. M., urging him on, and it was expected that these
two would divide the race between them. But Harry
Hall pushed the Murphy boys so hard that at the
three-quarters W. F. Murphy determined to leave C.
M. to his fate, and, going at a 2.30 pace, he started on
the last quarter. Rounding the first curve, at which
point he was rapidly riding away from his field, he
took a bad fal), the cause of which appears to have
been that he became frightened at a piece of paper
which was on the track and which he thought was a
rock. He turned his wheel aside so quickly that it
slid from under him. Murphy was badly cut up ; the
wheel was so much damaged that it could not be
ridden. Harry Hall also fell over Murphy, but man-
aged to remount and finish the race. The accident
gave C. M. Murphy the so-called championship of
America, while Feldmeier easily took second honors.
Had there been no accident, W. F. Murphy would
have won, with Harry Hall second.

TWO MILE ORDINARY, HANDICAP.

I, H. C. Shimer, K.C.W.,200 yards, time, sra. 43 4-5S.:
2, G. C. Smith, R. W., 225 yards ; 3, W. J. Finn, K. 0.
W., 180 yards; 4, Geo. Holland, B. R., 200 yards; 5,

-C. F. Coggeshall, O. A. C. & O. W., 130 yards ; 6, A. E.
Stilger, M. A. C, 150 yards ; 7, H. L. Blakeman, K. C.
W., 200 yards ; 8, L. G. Hoppe, B. C. C, 170 yards ; 9,

J.
W. Judge, R. W„ 180 yards ; C. B. Austin, Brook-

lyn, 190 yards
; J. W. Schoefer, M. A. C, 140 yards

;

A. A. Zimmerman, N. Y. A. C, Scratch ; L. Nicolson,
K. C. W., 200 yards.

In this race Zimmerman used a "39x30" Star, but
had not gotten used to the wheel, and did not make
much of a showing. The best work was done by
Coggeshall, who rode into fifth place from the 130
yard mark. Stilger also rode well.

ONE MILE ORDINARY, CHAMPIONSHIP OF AMERICA.

I, A. A. Zimmerman, time, 2m. 56 3-5S.; 2, C. M.
Murphy

; 3, W. F. Murphy ; 4, H. S. Wiegand
; 5, J. W.

Schoefer. The two Murphys made pace until the
three-quarter pole, riding to the quarter in 47s., to the
half in im. 30 2-5S., to the three-quarters in 2m. 17s.

At this point Zimmerman started away on the pony
Star and was never afterwards headed, although W.
F. Murphy stuck to his wheel for some distance. The
last half was ridden in im. 26 3-5S, and the last quarter
in 39 3-5S. Murphy's defeat was undoubtedly due to
his bad fall, which had probably robbed him of con-
siderable energy.

ONE MILE ORDINARY, HANDICAP.

I, G. C. Smith, 150 yards, time, 2m. 48s.; 2, W. J. Finn,
K. C. W., 120 yards; 3, H. C. Shimer, K. C. W., 120
yards

; 4, George Holland, B. R., 125 yards
; 5, W. E.

ShefBeld, B. B. C, 140 yards; 6, G. B. Kuhlke, P. H.,
120 yards

; 7, H. L. Blakeman, K. C. W., 130 yards ; 8,

C. F. Coggeshall, O. W. and O. A. C, 70 yards
; 9, L.

G. Hoppe, B. C. C, no yards; 10, T. K. Hastings, K.
C. W., 120 yards.
This event attracted thirty-three entries, of whom

eighteen started. The race was well fought through-
out. At one time it looked as though George Smith
would die away into the crowd, but he just managed
to squeeze himself over the tape first, W. J. Finn
pushing him hard. The time would have been much
faster but for the wind.

TWO MILE SAFETY, HANDICAP.

I, A. H. Feldmeier, B. R., 190 yards, time, 5m. 41 2-5S;

2, M. H. Phillips, K. C. W., 225 yardsj 3, U. S. Paige,
B. C. C, 200 yards

; 4, H. J. Hall, Jr., M. A. C, 10
yards

; 5, G. W. French, N. Y. A. C., 200 yards ; 6, W.
H. Wells, K. C. W., 120 yards

; 7, J. W. Judge, R. W.,
180 yards ; 8, F. G. McDonald, L. C. W., 80 .yards

; 9,

J. H. Harrison, N. Y. A. C, 80 yards ; 10, H. B. Skid-
more, B. R., 180 yards; H. P. Matthews, B. B. C, 80
yards ; C. W. Young, K. C. W., 200 yards ; C. A. Hoppe,
B. C. C, 225 yards ; C. M. Murphy, K. C. W., 50 yards
behind scratch ; D. McLean, K. C. W., 160 yards : E.
A. Powers, R. W. and M. A. C., 170 yards

; J. W. Judge,
R. W., 180 yards ; E. W. Goodwin, B. C. C, 210 yards

;

B. K. Baldwin, O. W., 225 yards.
The feature of the race was Harry Hall's riding.

Harry started from the 130 yard mark, but went back
to the ten yard mark on account of the pneumatic
penalty. He rode the first mile from scratch to
scratch in 2m. 48s., and finished in fourth position.
W. H. Wells also made a good showing in this race.
The penalization was 120 yards. Five pneumatic tires
were used, and the penalty was found to be too much,
as few of the men knew hov? to ride their pneumatic
properly, and besides this the track was too small.

ONE MILE SAFETY, HANDICAP.
FIRST Heat—1, C. A. Hoppe, B. C. C, 140 yards,

time, 2m. 53 4-5S.; 2, A. Helmsteadt, V. C. C, 120 yards;
3, J. H. Hanson, N. Y. A. C, 60 yards; 4, J. F.
Hagerty, R. W., 130 yards; 5, H. S. Wiegand, K. C.
W., no yards ; 6, W. T. Henderson, K. C. W., 150 yards;
7, H. B. Skidmore, B. R., 100 yards ; 8, C. W. Young,
K. C. W.; 9, D. E. Sturgis, N. Y. A. C, 140 yards ; 10
Charles Mannee, K. C. W., 170 yards. This race was
hotly contested from start to finish.

Second Heat— i, M. H. Phillips, K. C. W., 140 yards,
time, 2m. 53 3-5S.; 2, A. H. Feldmeier, B. R., oo yards

;

3, U. S. Paige, B. C. C, no yards
; 4, G. W. French, N.

Y., A. C, 130 yards ; 5, D. E. Sturgis, N. Y. A. C, 140
yards ; 6, E. A. Powers, R. W. & M, A. C, 100 yards

;

7, C. W. Osborn, H. W., 160 yards
; 8, Gus Schwarz,

Brooklyn, 150 yards; 9, H. P. Matthews, B. B. C, no
yards.
Final Heat—1, Feldmeier, 2m. 434-5S.; 2, Phillips;

3, French ; 4, Paige ; 6, Hanson. When the pistol was
fired the men went off at a great pace. They fought
all the way and it was literally a mile spurt. "The
spectators was greatly enthused and it was an ex-
citing finish. French might have won had he
punished himself more earlier in the race.

Feldmeier, Philips and George C. Smith are promis-
ing riders. Feldmeier is but seventeen years of age,
and has apparently grown a foot since he won the nov-
ices race at the K. C. W. meet in June of last year.
With care and not too much racing, he should become
a really fast man. Phillips is rather new to the path.
George) Smith has made several unsuccessful bids,
but seems to have improved on his previous form.

In one of the safety races, W. H. Roberts, who
would be a good man if he could shake off a perpetu-
ally lethargic feeling, started out on a wonderfulpace,
ran down his field like a world-beater, and then at
the half mile lay over gracefully on the grass.

Some athletic events were on the programme.
Some objections were made that the programme was
long enough and that such outside attractions were
unnecessary. These critics hardly stopped to think
that these events helped fill the grand stand, which
is a very important thing in its way.

The field was not kept very clear which was some-
what of a misfortune.

The officials of the meet were : Referee, Judge
James G. Tighe, V. B. C. Judges, Elliott Mason,
C. B. C. ; Arthur H. Smith, K. C. W. ; H. E. Raymond,
B. B. C; L. Chapman, R. W.; C. C. Alden, L. I. W.
Scorers, E. H. Douglass, K. C. W. ; W. Schumacher,
L. I. W.; R. F. Hibson, K. C. W. Clerks of Course,
A. H. Miles, J. Van Borstel and Charles McLaren,
K. C. W. Starter, Will H. Robertson. Timekeepers,
F, P. Prijil, N. Y. A. C; C, C, tiuglies, M. A. C; Robert
StoU. N. Y. A. C, '

The committee having the races in charge were :

John Bensinger, chairman ; R. W. Steves, F. C. Mc-
Donald, W. I. Amerman and H. C. Shimer.

Tommy Crichton ran off the events in good style.
Some men criticised the delay in placing the men in
the handicaps, but few of his critics could have done
half as well with the large entry list.

The referee sat upon a chair on top of the press
stand. He didn't seem to know much about sport

;

but perhaps he did ; one can't always tell.

NOTES OF THE ROAD AND PATH,

The Watsessing (N. J.) Wheelmen will hold a five
mile handicap, club race, on July 4, in East Orange.

The Fort Dayton Wheelmenjwill ;hold their third
annual tournament at Herkimer, N. Y., on September

A one mile handicap, open to all styles of wheels,
will be held on the road at Geneva, N. Y., on the
Fourth.

R. L. Ede, a London rider, recently had a crack at
the fifty miles' road record, but 3m. 30s. outside,
doing 2h. 36. 6s.

The Quaker City Wheelmen have secured the Phil-
adelphia Base Ball Park track for their race meet,
which will be held on August 27.

At the spring games of the Columbia Athletic Club,
at Analostan Island, Washington, on Saturday last,
the following events were run :

Two Mile Safety, Handicap—D. L. Sandoe, 195
yards, Arlington Wheelmen, first; time 5m. 53 3-5S.

Two Mile Ordinary, Handicap—E. C. Bowen, iq<
yards, C. A. C, first; W. H. Ward, Y. M. C. A., 200
yards, second. Time, 5m. 51s.

Pittsburgh's two clubs, the Keystone and the Du-
quesne, will hold a joint run on July 4. In the after-
noon three races will be contested in Schenley Park.

The members of the Toronto Bicycle Club partici-
pated in a century run, on June 13, riding to Calborne.
The distance was made in i3h. 50m.; actual riding
time, 9h. 45m.

Several cycle races will be included in the Fourth
of July celebration at Michigan City, Ind. As none
of the local riders have ever taken part in a race,
considerable sport is anticipated.

F. J. Osmond, the English mile bicycle record
holder, was at the recent English championships
looking "awfully ill." Synder ill, Osmond ill, not
much of an argument in favor of racing.

A special ten mile road race has been arranged to
take place at the Hagerstown meet between the teams
from Philadelphia, Wilmington and Washington
Clubs. The finish will be made on the race track.

Twelve events will be decided each day at the tour-
nament of Denver Cyclists' Union on July 4 and 5.

The entry fee will be returned to all men'who start.
With favorable weather a successful meet is assured.

The one mile ordinary won at the games of the Y.
M. C. A., at Wilmington, on Saturday last, was won
by W. H. Sheward, in 3m. 3 4-5S. He also won the
mile safety in 3m. i8s., and the half mile safety in im.
28s.

The Cook Co. Wheelmen of Chicago, will hold their
first ten mile handicap road race on July n, at 6.30
a. m. The course will be over West Side Boulevard,
and it is expected that about fifty entries will be
received.

The races of the Missouri Division at Carthage to-
day and to-morrow have attracted one of the largest
entry lists ever secured in the West. Among the con-
testants are Rule, Harding, Todd, Hurck, Gardner,
Milford, Tidd and Wilder.

The Park Avenue Wheelmen are arranging for a
race meet which will be held in September. The
ofiicers of the club expect to be able to offer unusual
inducements in the way of prizes, and to eclipse all
previous club meets held in the Quaker City.

Rich will not ride at Hartford. He has had a
Columbia pneumatic racing wheel but a week and is

in no sort of form. Murphy and Zimmerman have
had bad falls. They expect to compete at Hart-
ford, but, unless they mend rapidly, cannot show
anything startling. Hoyland Smith, who has been
training at the Windle track, should do some big per-
formances.

Le Petit Jourtial^ of Paris, the paper that is

accredited with the largest circulation of any paper
in the world, is organizing a road race on a large
scale to take place in September. The course is to
be from Paris to Brest, 750 miles, which will be the
longest distance ever ridden in competition. Cash
prizes will be offered, which will bar out English and
American amateurs if they cared to enter such a test
of endurance.

A correspondent from Seattle, Wash., writes that
the riding district in that booming Western city is

constantly spreading, and as soon as the inhabitants
get over the present rush for the Almighty dollar, and
take a little time for sport, cycling will boom. The
local club has fifteen members. There are a large
number of unattached riders in the town, and one
lady cyclist. The officers of the Club are : President,
W. A. Brooks; Secretary, J. King; Treasurer, J. D.
Noble; Captain, C. D. Wilson ; First Lieutenant; E,
Gaffney ;

Second Ifieutenapt, ti, R, Kemp,
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Harry Hall was on a new pneumatic Raleigh at the

K. C. W. meet.

The Michigan Division will hold its annual meet at
Detroit at the same time as the National meet, July
16, 17 and 18.

The Muskingum County Wheelmen, of Zanesville,
Ohio, have just issued the club constitution and
by-laws in a neat form.

Chief Consul Sam'l A. Boyle, of the Pennsylvania
Division, sailed for Europe on June 27, and will not
return until September.

Captain Bilye of the Park Avenue Wheelrnen, has
resigned from that organization and has joined the
Century Wheelmen. H. D. Simmons will succeed
him.

The Century Wheelmen hold the mileage record
for a single day. On June 13, the day of the century
run, over 6,900 miles were ridden by members of the
club.

Abbott Bassett, Chairman fro tern of the Racing
Board, announces that by a unanimous vote D. J.
Spangler, of Elkhart, Ind., has been reinstated an
amateur.

Seven members of the Keystone Bicycle Club, of
Pittsburg, made a century run on June 20, riding to
Butler and return. Their actual riding time was
sixteen hours.

Twenty-four exhibits will be made at the cycle ex-
hibition at the Detroit meet. A band will be in at-

tendance at the hall, and the exhibition will be free
to all wheelmen.

The John A. Green Cycle Co., of which Messrs.
Green & Perrett are the proprietors and active men,
is making a big_ success m Atlantic City, where they
started early this year.

Another Bicycle Stolen.

A Pyscho Safety, No. 4681. Any information con-
cerning it will be well paid for by the Michigan Cy-
cle Co., Detroit, Mich.

The Camden Wheelmen are experiencing great dif-

ficulty in having the ofBce of captain filled to every-
one's satisfaction. Since the first of the year four
men have been elected to the office.

Arrangements are being made for a team road race
between the Citizens' Club element of the N. Y. A. C.
and the Riverside Wheelmen, for the championship
trophy won by the latter club last Fall.

A press cycling club has been formed in Boston
with twenty-five members. Only men who are con-
nected with the pi-ess of the city, and who are actual
riders, will be admitted to membership.

G. A. Kilpatrick and Henry Dahnicke left Helena,
Mont., June 25 for a trip awheel to Chicago. Their
route is via Bismarck to St. Paul and Milwaukee.
They expect to complete the tour in fifty days.

C. Meltzner, of 119 East Ninetieth Street. N. Y., is
endeavoring to organize a club for riders between
the ages of 12 and 17. If his efforts meet with success
a series of races for boys will be held on July 27.

John Laris, of W ashington, Penna.. has a great local
reputation as a trick rider, and his rifle and pistol
shooting while riding a wheel is said to be remark-
able, lie can break a ball every time with a rifle.

The West Philadelphia Bicycle Club, owing to a
split among the members, has become stranded. The
sheriff has seized their furniture and effects. The
club will be reorganized under new management.

A professional rider named Dauchy fell while
racing on the cycle track, at Denver, on Thursday of
last week, and received a compound fracture of the
shoulder. He was mounted on a 59-inch ordinary.

A tax of $1.25 has been placed on bicycles at Fre-
mont, Ohio. The wheelmen are paying the sum
without protesting, and feel that they will now have
a right to demand favors from the local authorities.

The Asbury Park Wheelmen have appointed a com-
mittee to inquire into the feasibility of graveling one
of the most attractive avenues in that resort and
making it a good road. At present it is unrideable.

Cushion tires—English.
Caoutchoucs creiix—French.
Cushionringe—Danish,
Gomme Tubolari—Italian.

— Wheeli7ig.

The Chelsea Ramblers have decided to add three
open events for non-residents to the programmes of
of the city of Chelsea Fourth of July races. These
events will be a one and two mile safety and one mile
ordinary.

The South Brooklyn Wheelmen will hold two vaca-
tion runs this month to Albany. The first one is
under the charge of Lieutenant Curtis, starting on
July 6, and the second one, under Captain Nash, will
leave on July 18.

The Pennsylvania Division will issue a new supply
of 1890 road books to meet the present demand. Re-
ports for the new edition have been received so slowly
that the committee cannot get the book out in time
for this season's use.

The Utica Cycling Club will hold a twenty mile
handicap road race on July 4. In the evening a
lantern parade will take place. It is expected that a
large number of wheelmen from all the surrounding
towns will b^ present.

The Fairmount Lady Cyclers and the Time Wheel-
men, held a joint run, on Thursday last, to Ardmore.
About thirty couples were in line, and they attracted
considerable attention as they roae through the Park
and along Lancaster Pike.

The Mount Vernon Wheelmen, of Philadelphia,
formally opened their new quarters on Monday even-
ing of this week. About four hundred wheelmen
from the various city clubs were present, and they
were most hospitably entertained.

The Banker & Campbell Co. have gotten out atrade
catalogue of their Meteor cycles. Meteors are now
being turned out promptly at the Rockaway cycle
factory, and the wheels that have thus far been put
on the road have given satisfaction.

Messrs. Schoverling, Daly & Gales are now prepared
to ship Humber and Featherstone pneumatic safeties
on receipt of order. They are headquarters for sun-
dries of all kinds and descriptions, and would be
pleased to send quotations to dealers.

A newspaper despatch states that G. F. Pollock a
dealer in bicycles and pianos at Paterson, N. J., was
arrested on June 23, for embezzlement. It is alleged
that he sold machines for F. C. Edwards of Newark,
collected the money and made no returns.

The Belmont Cyclers, a Philadelphia organization,
innocently announce that they flatter themselves in
inaugurating something new in the way of cycling, a
hare and hound hunt on bicycles, a paper chase on
wheels is not new by a large number of years.

F. J. Osmond has entirely recovered from the effects
of the severe fall he recently sustained, and is making
good time on a safety. T. A. Edge thinks that Os-
mond will this season bo able to show all riders that
he is the fastest ma:n in the world on any kind of cycle.

The Toronto Bicycle Club took possession of their
newly purchased club-house, at 346 Jarvis Street, on
June 15. The house is a handsome, large brick struc-
ture, of modern architecture, eminently fitted for the
Club's needs. The house will be formally opened on
July 9-

Yovi Must Sit Way Back.
London scorchers consider that the best results are

got on pneumatics by sitting a little further forward
than they did on their solid tires. They still sit con-
siderably further back than Irish rideri do.

—

Irish
Cyclist.

The Brooklyn Bicycle Club's innovation of having
road matters governed by a committee instead of by
officers, has met with entire success. A new com-
mittee for the next three months has just been ap-
pointed, consisting of Messrs. Quimby, Corby and
Raymond.

The bill introduced into the Illinois Legislature by
Mr. White, of Stark County, which proposed that
wheelmen should dismount fifty yards before meet-
ing a vehicle drawn by a horse and remain standing
until it had passed, died with the adjournment of the
Legislature.

Here's a piece of high-geared humor. Nick Tre viss
of the Illinois Club, had his wheel stolen. The next
day it was returned to him with a note attached bear-
ing these words :

" Your blasted wheel is too rigid.
Loosen it up for me and I'll see if I can use it."

—

Chicago Post.

The dogs of Canada must be the possessors of re-
markably strong teeth. A report comes from Toronto
that a rider was recently chased half a mile by a
canine, and that the cur finally snapped at the rear
wheel of his safety and pulled off the tire, leaving the
rider in a doleful plight.

From the present outlook the tour from Grand
Rapids to Detroit, and the one from Niagara to De-
troit will be both well patronized. About 100 riders
are expected to take part in the latter trip. The start
will be made from the Spencer House, Niagara Falls,
at 10 a. m. sharp, on Thursday, July 9.

Wheelmen enroute to the Detroit meet who pass
through Sandusky, Ohio, will be entertained by the
Sandusky Wheelmen. A banquet at Cedar Point, a
famous local resort, is contemplated. A steamer
runs from Sandusky to Detroit in five hours, and the
sail is reported to be an exceedingly attractive one.

Another New Factory.
The Central Cycle Mfg. Co., is the title of a new

concern about to be established m Indianapolis. A
number of well-known Western trades people are in-
terested in the new comer, the output of which will
be principally the cheaper and medium grade wheels.

A boys' handicap road race was run under the aus-
pices of the Washington Avenue Cycling Club, of
Chicago, on Friday last for an unmeasured distance.
There were eighteen starters and twelve finished.
Frank Young made the distance in twelve minutes
and won first prize, J. Scovill was second, H. Ballard
third.

Boston wheelmen were out in full force on Sunda}'
last, and many long runs were taken. The Somerville
Club rode to Nahant, the Roxbury Club took in
Swampscott, the Cambridge Club pedalled to River
Side, on the Charles River, and the Rover Cycle Club
of Charlestown, went to Marblehead and inspected
the racing yachts.

A. W. Swan, who left New Bedford May 20, reached
St. Louis on Sunday last. He rode each day from
sunrise until sunset, averaging fifty miles a day. His
longest run for a day was one hundred miles and the
shortest twenty-two over the Allegheney Mountains.
He is in excellent condition, atid expects to reach San
Francisco by September i.

Captain Benj. Smith, of the Rhode Island Wheel-
men is endeavoring to have the clubs in the State
unite in a century run. He is desirous of having
every club in the State communicate with him in
reference to the matter.

The Maryland Division has taken up the case of the
bridge authorities in that State who charge wheel-
men an outrageous toll. The matter has been placed
in the hands of a law firm, who report that investiga-
tions show that the local authorities are entirely
without power to discriminate against bicycles as
they have been in the habit of doing.

The Parkside tournament will be held at the Chica-
go Cricket and Athletic Club grounds, on September
25th and 26th. The bicycle track is to be rebuilt. It
is a quarter mile path of excellent shape. When the
track is banked at the corners it should be a very fast
path. These corners are to be raised 3}^ inches to the
foot, and the, track is to be resurfaced with crushed
brick.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen have issued a neat
little card containing the American and English
records for all distances up to 100 miles. The card is
issued for the purpose of advertising the Fall meeting
of the Club at Narragansett Park. It is very valuable
for the information it contains. It will be sent to
every meet and to all dealers thoughout the country.

At a recent meeting of the Columbia Wheelmen, of
Norwalk, Ct., it was unanimously voted to change
the name of the organization to the Alpha Wheel Club.
The officers are : E. M. Jackson, President

; E. J.
Thomas, Secretary and Treasurer; and Clinton
Seeley, Captain. The club is now thoroughly organ-
ized, and will be one of the most active clubs in that
vicinity.

The racing team of the Medford Cycle Club, com-
posed of Messrs. Perry, Tolford and Sise, is anxious
to try conclusions again with the Waltham Bicycle
Club s team, Messrs. Robinson, Swan and Kuhu, the
men who won the cup for the Waltham Club on Satur-
day last in the inter-club team road race. It is quite
probable that a match race will be arranged before
the close of the season.

The time for the closing of the prize contest for
photographs of bad roads has been extended until
December 15, 1891, owing to the fact that the number
of competitors has not reached the number required
by the conditions of the offer. Therefore the original
conditions remain the same, and Chairman Potter
will be pleased to receive bad road photographs until
the date announced above.

Record for a Humber.
Schoverling, Daly and Gales are much pleased over

the manner in which the light styles of pneumatic
numbers are being received. At Travers Island Mur-
phy made a two mile record on a twenty-seven pound
Humber pneumatic. Bowman also rode a Humber of
the same style and weight when he made the ten mile
road record over the Elizabeth-Cranford course.

Harold R. Lewis, ex-President of the Philadelphia
B.C., left that city last week for a tour through Japan,
via Vancouver. He expects to ride about soojmiles
in that country, returning home in September. This
is Mr. Lewis' second cycling trip abroad, he having
ridden about 2,500 miles through Europe in 1887.
Prior to his departure a farewell supper was tendered
him by the members of the club at the country house
in Ardmore, the decorations being entirely Japanese.

The York County Wheelmen will furnish all the
celebration that Saerand Biddeford, Maine, will have
on July 4, In the morning they will give a big fan-
tastic parade and a baseball game. In the afternoon
a series of races for cups and medals at the Saer
Driving Park, and in the evening a bicycle lantern
parade. A band will be in attendance both afternoon
and evening. The affair has been extensively adver-
tised and all the wheelmen in that part of the State
are interested.

The plan of Chief Consul Bull for the recovery of
stolen cycles was highly successful in its initial en-
forcement. A wheel stolen from a Lockport rider,
which was recently advertised in the official organ
and announced throughout the State, was received
by the owner last week, having been shipped by ex-
press from Troy, N. Y. It was in good condition,
but the plate bearing the name of the maker and the
number of the machine hal been filed down. Mr.
Jenkins is of the opinion thatthe thief saw the adver-
tisement and came to the conclusion that it was wise
to return the stolen property.

An exchange says that somebody wants to know
what is the happiest moment in a wheelman's life. Is
it when he takes his first coast, or masters the pedal
mount, or buys his first machine, or beats record ?

Each and all of these are seasons of positive ecstasy
no doubt, but there is one which beats them all. It is

when a little boy has playfully punctured our back
wheel tire with a broken knife blade, and, making
off in the exultation of his joy, has been overtaken
and captured by the man he has wronged. That
sweet five minutes of acute satisfaction and revenge
is the dearest time x cyclist can ever know.

John D. Black, of Providence, likes to ride a cycle,
but he is not partial to a jaunt when at the mercy of
a scorching sun. Therefore, with Yankee ingenuity,
he has rigged a huge sunshade to his machine, and in
the future he will take his " trips awheel " under its
friendly shelter. In connection with this an exchange
states that to further increase the comfort of the rider
a revolving fan blade should be rigged under the
ribs of the umbrella and have the motive power come
from the pedals. Then when the warm cyclist began
to wheel the breezes would circulate and the flies
would depart. This is not an insinuation that there
are any flies on John D. Black.
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KENTUCKY DIVISION MEET.

The annual race meet of the Kentucky Division
was held at Louisville, on June 26 and 27. It could
not be otherwise than a success as the committeee in
charge worked untiringly for it ever since it was in-
augurated.
The experiment of holding a race meet by electric

light proved successful, and to the Louisville wheel-
men belong the credit of holding the first race of this
kind.
On Friday evening nearl>^3,ooo people were present

and witnessed some fine racing. The local riders
were outclassed and did not come in for many of the
prizes. George K. Barrett, of Chicago, won all the
races in which he competed.
At the conclusion of the races on the first evening a

dance was tendered the visiting wheelmen by the
Independent Club, of the city.
The officers were : Referee—Harry H. Hodgson,

New Orleans, La. Judges—Dr. H. B. Tileston and
Percy Stone, St. Louis

; J. E. Poorman, Cincinnati.
Timers—Max Lowey, George W. Plinke, P. E. Alli-
son. Scorers—W. H. Meek, M. J. Fleck. Starter—
E, Moraweek. Clerks of Course—Dan L. Sauer, W.
C. Marion, Jr., Hartford Cycle Club. Umpires—W.
W. Watts and W. G. Crush, Louisville ; Harry Han-
ford, New York; R. G. Betts, Chicago; Dr. M. D.
Green, Cincinnati. A summary of the races follows.

First Day, June 36.

HALF MILE, NOVICE SAFETY.
L. A. Lafferty, Nashville i

W. A. Rubey, Louisville 2

Jessie B. Green, Evansville 3
Phil Laib, Louisville ; H. E. Russman, Louisville;

R. M. Tidd, St. Louis ; H. R. Mitchell, Louisville, also
contested. Time, im. 30S. Rubey won easily by
three lengths.

THREE QUARTERS OF A MILE, OPEN, ORDINARY.
George K. Barrett, Chicago i

Bert Harding, St. Louis 2

B. W. Cason, Jfr., New Orleans 3

John S. Barber, New Castle, Ind.; Viuten Perrin,
Cincinnati ; C. P. Updike, Lexington, also started.
Time, 2m. 20s.

Barrett was in front and held the lead by half a
length until the last lap, when he opened out and won
by two lengths, Harding being two lengths before
Cason. Updike dropped out after the third lap.

ONE MILE ORDINARY.
Bert Harding, St. Louis i

C. W. Croninger, Covington, Ky 2

John S. Barbee, New Castle, Ind 3
L. B. Perm, Cincinnati, also started.

ONE MILE, OPEN, SAFETY, HANDICAP.
George K. Barrett, Chicago, pneumatic tire, 50
yards , i

L. A. Lafferty, Nashville, cushion tire, 20 yards 2

C. S. Merrill, Chicago, pneumatic tire, 50 yards 3
W. A. Ruby, Louisville; Thomas Jefferis, Louisville,

also started. Time, 2m. 59 2-5S.

ONE MILE L. A. W. STATE CHAMPIONSHIP, ORDINARY.
Charles M. Croninger, Covington, Ky i

Dan. P. Hemphill, Nicholas ville, Ky 2

Jake Bauer, Louisville 3

Time, 3m. 13KS.

ONE MILE SAFETY, HANDICAP.
George K. Barrett, Chicago, scratch i

Bert Harding, St. Louis, 120 yards 2

Thomas E. Jeffieris,'Louisville, 175 yards 3
B. W. Cason, Jr., 160 yards, New Orleans; W. A.

Rubey, 200 yards, Louisville ; Al L. Arnot, 200 yards,
Cincinnati

;
Jessie B. Greene, 200 yards, Evansville

;

C. S. Merrill, 100 yards, Chicago : P. M. Tidd, 175
yards, St. Louis ; A. Ropke, 200 yards, Louisville, also
started. Time, 3m. i6s.

TWO AND ONE HALF MILES, KENTON CLUB CHAMPION-
SHIP.

Ed. H. Croninger, Covington i

G. H. Lockwood, Covington 2

Time, 9 m.

QUARTER-MILE SAFETY.

ONE-QUARTER MILE BOYS' SAFETY (27-INCH WHEEL OR
UNDER.)

Oscar Wilder i

George D. Arnold 2

Frazier Bonnie 3

J. M. Robinson, Ben Choate, Clifford Shurraan, J. E.
Robinson, George Rinker and H. Caldwell also
storted.

ONE-QUARTER OPEN SAFETY, IN HEATS.
George K. Barrett, Chicago i i

C. S. Merrill, Chicago 2 2

Barrett took the lead and maintained it to the tape,
winning by sixty yards. Barrett won the second
heat by three-quarters of a lap. Time, 2m. 52s., 2m.
54 1-5S.

ONE MILE HANDICAP, ORDINARY.
Dan p. Hemphill, Nicholasville, Ky., 300 yards i

Fred R. Taylor, Covington, Ky., 300 yards 2
Chas. M. Croninger, Covington, Ky., 150 yards 3

R. W. Cason, Jr., 120 yards, New Orleans; Jake
Bauer, 200 yards, Louisville ; Chas. T. Sparks, 225
yards, Nicholasville ; L. L. Buchannan, 300 yards,
Newport, Ky.; John S. Barber, 200 yards, Newcastle,
Ind.; Bert Harding, 100 yards, St. Louis ; R. M. Todd,
180 yards. St. Louis, and C. P. Updike, 300 yards, also
started. Time, 2m. 47s.

Hemphill went out in front and was never headed,
winning by five yards.

ONE MILE SAFETY, L. A. W. STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.
Thomas E. Jefferis, Louisville i

W. A. Rubey, Louisville 2
Time, 3m. iis.

TWO-THIRDS OF A MILE ORDINARY, OPEN.
George K. Barrett, Chicago i

Bert Harding, St. Louis 2
Time, 2m. 14 4-5S.

Barrett held the lead to the finish, winning by two
lengths.

ONE MILE AQUILLA CLUB, COVINGTON CHAMPIONSHIP,
HANDICAP.

L. P. Spalding, 175 yards i

Fred. R. Taylor, 175 yards 2

Charles M. Croninger 3
W. H. Porter, 250 yards, two-thirds mile ; F. L.

Michaels, 175 yards ; Ed. Vazeielle, 250 yards, also
started. Time, 3m. 3 1-3S.

ONE MILE OBSTRUCTION, OPEN, HANDICAP.
Thomas E. Jefferis, Louisville i

H. M. Tidd, St. Louis 2

W. A. Rubey, Louisville, also started. Time, 6m.36s.

ONE-HALF MILE, OPEN, SAFETY.
G. K. Barrett, 25 yards, pneumatic tire, Chicago i

Bert Harding, 10 yards, cushion tire, St. Louis 2

L. A. Lafferty, 10 yards, cushion tire, Nashville 3

C. S. Merrill, 25 yards, pneumatic tire, Chicago,
also started. Time, im. 26 4-5S.

ONE HALF MILE, CONSOLATION, ORDINARY.
B. W. Cason, Jr., New Orleans i

Jake Bauer, Louisville 2

Chas. T. Sparks, Nicholasville 3

C. P. Updike, Lexington, also started. Time, im.
35 J<s.

ONE HALF MILE, CONSOLATION, SAFETY.
R. M. Tidd, St. Louis '

Jesse B. Green, Evansville 2

Time, im. 32 2-5S.

BARRETT'S FAST MILE.

At the conclusion of the last race George K. Barretti
of Chicago, went a mile to make the record for the
Louisville track. Bert Harding set the pace for the
first half and C S. Merrill the last half. The distance
was covered in 2m. 46s.

A FINE PRIZE LIST AT SYRACUSE.

Although the arrangements for the tournament at
Syracuse on July 10 and 11 have been made on rather
short notice, nothing has been left undone that will
in any way tend to add to its success. Ten events
will be run each day on the famous Kirkwood Park
track. The value of the prizes to be awarded amounts
to $1,029. A Bradley road cart valued at $90 will be
given as a special prize to the rider making the best
time under a record, and a prize will also be given for
every record broken. Following is a list of events
and the prizes

:

FIRST DAY.

One Mile Safety, Novice—Gold medal, first; sil-

ver-mounted cane, second.

Quarter Mile Safety, Division Championship—
Gold medal, first ; silver shaving set, second.

Two Mile Ordinary, Handicap—$30 antique oak
roller-top desk, first ; bamboo rod and reel, second.

Half Mile Safety, Division Championship—Gold
medal, first ; silver cigar box, second.

One Mile Safety, Club Championship—Gold
medal, first ; silver medal, second.

One Mile Ordinary, Division Championship—
Gold medal, first; gold ring, second.

One Mile Safety, 3.10 Class—Silver stopwatch,
first; framed etching, second.

One Mile Safety, Open—$80 Waltham gold watch,
first; §30 diamond scarf pin, second.

Half Mile Tandem, Open—Two silver cups, first;

two silver-mounted umbrellas, second.

One Mile Ordinary, Open—$35 Pope cup, first;

$15 rocking chair, second.

second day.

One Mile Ordinary, Novice—$20 gold medal,
first; buck-horn handle silver-mounted cane, second.

Two Mile Safety, Handicap—$30 Union Cycle Co.
gold medal, first

; $14 Smith & Weston revolver, sec-
ond.

One Mile Tandem, Division Championship—Two
gold medals, first ; two Smyrna rugs, second.

One Mile Safety, Club Championship—$30 gold
medal, first ; silver medal, second.

Three Mile Tandem, Open—Two silver prize cups,
first; two pictures, framed, second.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap—$25 gold medal,
first ; diamond scarf pin, second.

ONE Mile Safety, Division Championship—Gold
medal, first; Winchester repeating rifle, second.

ONE Mile Safety, Handicap—$25 tilting silver
water service, first ; Wm. Read & Sons' field glass,
second.

Half Mile Ordinary, Open—Overman Co. clock,
first ; English grain cyclist's traveling bag, second.

Two Mile Safety, Team—Banquet lamp, first;

ornamented clock and figure, second.

AMATEUR PATH RECORDS.

Canadian Wlieelnxens' Association.

The ninth annual meeting of the Canadian Wheel-
mens' Association was held at Hamilton on July 2.

Two championship records were lowered, and a third
tied. F. H. Skeeret, of Hamilton, lowered the half
mile record in im. 17s., and W. Carmen, of Montreal,
the one mile ordinary, time, 2m. 42s. The tie was for
the mile championship safety, by A. W. Palmer, of
Hamilton, time, 2m. 42^'^s.

Syracuse.

Don't fail to examine the advertisement of the
Syracuse Cycling Club. The club are offering valu-
able prizes, and will have a great entry list.

" We offer the prizes you do the rest," is the way the
Fort Dayton Wheelmen announce their forthcoming
third annual tournament, at Herkimer, N. Y. It will
be held during the county fair, on Wednesday, Sep-
tember 9.

As some records may be broken on the Fourth we
publish these tables.

'A •33

V? 1. 10

% 1.49
I 2.25
2 5-21

3 8.07

4 II. II

5 13-51

K 38
V7 i.i^

Vi* 1. 12,

'A 1. 51

I 2.27
I* 2.26

2 5.26

3 8.13

4 II. 01

5 13-44
4 Not

mi le.

AMERICAN RECORDS.

Ordinary Bicycle.

4-5, A. E. Lumsden, Providence, Aug. 30, '90.

4-5, W. W. Windle, Peoria, Sept. n, '90.

2-5)
" " " 14, '90.

3-5.
" " "

3-5, W. A. Rowe, Springfield, Oct. 23, '85.

3-5i
" " " 19. '85-

3-5, A. B. Rich, Peoria, Sept. 14, '90.

3-5,
" " " "

Pneumatic-Tired Safety.
1-2, H. E. Laurie, Peoria, Sept. 15, '90.

1-5,
" " '^ "

W. F. Murphy, New Haven, June 6, '90.

4-5, H. E. Laurie, Peoria, Sept. 15, '90.

1-5, " " "

4-5, W. F. Murphy, New Haven, June 8, '90.

2-5, " Travers'Island, June 13, '90.

2-5, H. E. Laurie, Peoria, Sept. 13, '90.

3-5i
" " " "

1-5. " " " "

official; the track was 214 feet short to the

Tandem Safety.

Yi .39 3-5, Kluge and Smith, Hartford, Sept. 2, '90.

Yo. 1. 13 1-5, Murphy and Smith, Peoria, Sept. 15, '90.

Yi 1.54 1-2, Lumsden and Winship, Peoria, Oct. 4, '89

1 2.27 Murphy and Smith, Peoria, Sept. 15, 90.
2 5-15 2-5, Masi and Noyes, Peoria, Sept. 15, '90.

ENGLISH RECORDS TO DATE.

Miles.

K flying ..

Yi starting

Oi-dinary.
M. S.

, . 0.32 1-5. .Archer
. 0.33 4-5. .Bradbury
• 1-13 3-5- -Archer
. 1. 51 4-5. .Osmond
. 2.28 4-5.. "
. 5.12 i-5..Illston
. 8.14 2-5.. Osmond
.11.053-5.. "
•13-53 1-5- -Archer

Pneumatic Safety.
M. S.

0.321-5 S. Beduin
0.33 4-5.. . .Bradbury
1.08 1-5 Jones
1.46 1-5.... "
2.20 3-5. ... "

4-59 3-5---- "
7.381-5.... "

10.18 3-5 "
12.542-5.... "

Trophies for Cycle Races.
Mr. Jens F. Pedersen, who has for the past ten

years been known as a maker of more than ordinarily
fine trophies for athletic and cycle sports, has just re-
ceived an important order from the Green Bay Cycle
Club, of Green Bay, Wis. Although there were a
number of competitors, Mr. Petersen's designs took
the fancy of the committee who placed their order
with him. Mr. Pedersen recently brought these de-
signs to the office of The Wheel, and we have never
seen a more beautiful collection of medals offered at
a meet, no two medals being of the same design.

A New^ American Tubing Company.
Mr. A. T. Brook, of 102 Chambers Street, New

York, who is selling agent for the Hartman Mfg. Co.;
called at the office of The Wheel for the purpose
of looking into the extent of the cycle trade. Mr.
Brook's concern, the Hartman Co., have a plant at
Beaver Falls, Pa., where they are about to organize
a company to be called the Union Drawn Steel Co.,
which will manufacture steel tubing for safety bi-
cycles. The firm are now manufacturers of a safety
chain. The new firm will put up a new plant at Elk-
wood, Pa.

Bidwell Cycle Co.
Mr. Bidwell informed a representative of THE

Wheel that he would be ready to fit pneumatic tires
on July 15. He has greatly improved the original
Thomas tire, the valve especially being a new feature.
It is fitted into the tire and looks merely like an oil-

cup. Mr. Bidwell claims to have entirely overcome
the tendency of the inner tube to burst by the use of
various new materials, all of which will shortly be
explained in these columns.

The Hagerstown Globe publishes three columns of
interesting cycling matter in its issue of July 2. The
Globe reports that on Wednesday, the ist, it was
cloudy, with rain toward the evening. A reception
to President Dunn had been arranged for Wednesday
evening, but a telegram announced his unavoidable
detention. On that evening, however, a reception
was tendered to a delegation of New York, Phila-
delphia, Baltimore and Washington clubs. This
delegation numbered about a hundred, and repre-
sented the Maryland, Baltimore, Chesapeake and
Centaur Clubs of Baltimore, the Pennsylvania and
Philadelphia Clubs of Philadelphia, the New Haven,
Conn., Club, and the Alpha Ladies' Club of Balti-
more. The party were taken to the Hagerstown
Club in hacks, the procession being headed by the
city band. A speech was made by Norman B. Scott,
vice-president of the club, to which both Mr. Hodgson
and Chief Consul Mott made short speeches in reply.
The Park Avenue Wheelmen of Philadelphia, num-
bering about sixty, arrived at n o'clock W«dnesday
evening.

A number of dealers have taken advantage of the
meet to show some of their wheels. Among those who
are exhibiting are the Capital Cycling"Co., Gormully
& Jeffery, Eisenbrandt Cycle Co., Overman Wheel
Co., and Crawford Mfg. Co.

The Rockland County Wheelmen hold a race meet
at Spring Valley, N. Y., on September 22d. Entries
close September 15th with Messrs. Gardinier and
Cole, Hillsdale, N. J.
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George C. Pyle, Captain of Indianapolis Club L. A. W. , with his two sons mounted on

an Eclipse Bicycle and as seen riding through the streets of Indianapolis almost daily. The

aggregate weight of Mr. Pyle and his sons is 275 pounds. Mr. Pyle has ridden his Eclipse for

about six months and although a heavy man and a rider that does not spare a wheel he has

never had so much as a broken spoke.
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A New^Tandem Safety.

B. V. Covert, a dealer in bicj^cles, sewing machines,
guns, etc., at Ovid, N. Y., has invented a new tandem
safety, cut and specifications of which will shortlv
be published in THE Wheel.

Allee Saniee Blelican Man.
The bicycle rage has reached Chinatown of this

city, and three of the Celestial now ride the popular
steed, allee same Melican man. Too Lee rides in re-
verse curves with all the grace of a Boston dude.
Fred T. Merrill is responsible for this excitement in

this town.

—

Hoquiam, Washington, Exchange.

took Out for the Thief.

An '88 New Rapid safety. No. 1749, with deep cut
on handle-bar, has been stolen from the Park Cycle
Repair Co., of Baltimore.

The Fay Mfg. Co., of Elyrla, Ohio,
This firm are makers of the Fairy tricycle which is

used for cripples, invalids and ladies. They also
handle a line of medium grade and cheap safeties,
although they have not yet started the manufacture
of that class of goods.

Smith's European Tour.
Clarence Smith will be unable to take charge of his

European tour on account of business arrangements,
and a member of the party will arrange the details.
Clarence writes that the Niagara-Detroit tour is a
great success. A large party will join the tour at
Port Huron.

A Big Time at Hartford on the Fourth.
The Columbia Club should hold a most successful

meet at Charter Oak Park on July 4. The entries
number 168, among which are many of the fastest
men in the country.

Independence Day at Huntingdon, Pa.
The Juniata Wheelmen, C. S. Drake, Secretary,

have invited cyclists to attend the fourth annual
meet of the club, which is to be held at Hunt-
ingdon, Pa., on July 4. At 9 a. m. there will be a club
run to Center Union, with a scorch home, and a prize
for the first man in. At one o'clock there will be a
grand parade of civic societies and secret orders, and
wheelmen will lead the crowd. At three p. m. there
will be a visit to th« Pennsylvania Industrial Re-
formatory, where many interesting events will take
place. At seven p. m. there will be a hill-climbing
contest on Fifth Street hill. At eight o'clock there
will be a lantern parade and $1,000 worth of fireworks.
Altogether the Juniata Wheelmen will have a proud
time on the Fourth.

Premier Cycle Company.
To be convinced that this is the greatest year in

cycling America has ever known, one need only visit
the warerooms of the Premier Cycle Company, at 846
Eighth Avenue, any afternoon between 4 and 5 o'clock.
At the Fifty-first Street entrance a couple of custom
house trucks may be generally seen unloading crates
of Premier safeties or great hogsheads of King of the
Road lamps. Packed up on the asphalt in front stand
the wagons of Adams, National, tfnited States, Wells
Fargo, American and New York and Boston Express
Coinpanies loading on crates marked and tagged, and
boxes of lamps, bells and what not for anxious agents
and their customers. One shipment to Portland, Ore-
gon, the other day consisted of twenty-nine Premier
safeties and two big casks of sundries. Messrs. Lucas
& Son have written to the Premier Cycle Company
that their deliveries of King of the Road lamps and
other " cyclealities " have already exceeded that of
any previous year's shipments to the United States
five-fold, a fact which speaks volumes for the growth
of the sport as well as the business energy of the
Premier Cycle Company.

The New Jersey Cluhs Organize.
The Associated Clubs of New Jersey held their

second meeting at the house of the Business Men's
Cycle League of Newark, on Wednesday evening of
this week. Representatives were present from the
Atalanta Wheelmen, B.- M. C. L., Elizabeth Wheel-
men, Hudson Co. Wheelmen and the Union Co. Road-
sters. The constitution drawn up by the committee
was adopted as a whole, and it was decided to issue a
circular letter setting forth the object of the Associ-
ation, which will be sent to the various clubs in the
State for the purpose of enlisting their support.
Each club will have a representative in the Associ-
ation for every twenty-five members. The constitu-
tion calls for an examining board, whose duty it will
be to look into the standing of the applicants for
membership in the various clubs in order to protect
the individual organizations from admitting undesir-
able members. The next meeting will be held at the
B. M. C. L. house on July g, when permanent officers
will be elected, and it is expected that a larger repre-
sentative of the clubs of the State will be present.
The mile track at Elizabeth will be put into shape for
cycle racing gratuitously at any time that it is desired,
and as soon as the support of the other clubs is
secured a race meet will be promoted.

The Hagerstown Meet.
Lively times are expected to-day, to-morrow and

Sunday at Hagerstown. Wheelmen began to arrive
on Tuesday and have been coming in ever since,
awheel and by train. Thursday was spent in getting
acquainted and touring. To-day runs and races will
attract attention, and on Saturday a parade will be
held in the morning, races will be run in the after-
noon, an open air concert in the evening with a dis-
play of fireworks will be the attraction. Philadelphia
.wheelmen will be out in full force. Among those en-
tered in the races are : Taxis, Hazleton, Draper,
Kelly, Seeds, Merrihew, Dampman, McDaniel and
Robertson. The New York clubs are not represented.
Hagerstown is the centre of a famous riding district,
and many will spend considerable time in touring.
Arrangements have been made for the accomodation
of twelve hundred visitors.

The JeflPrey Pneumatic.
The pneumatic tire, on which Mr. T. B. JefEery, of

;

GormuUy & Jeflfery Co., has been granted a patent, is
j

said to be rendered practically non-slipable by the
corrugations running its entire circumference. It is

also much lighter than any other and cemented to
the rim much like the ordinary rubber tire, no can-
vas or linen being used.

To-morrow We Live Or Die.
The first day of the Texas meet, according to the

programme, will wind-up as follows: "9.30 p.m.,
Fold thine eyelids and slumber, for to-morrow we
live or die." In this phrase, the writer seems to have
caught the spirit which enwraps a race-meet town
the night before the races. The men have taken their
preliminary stretches on the track in the morning
and afternoon ; have lounged about the hotel corri-
dors in the evening and then sought nature's sweet
restorer, that the morrow may find them fit and well;
that they may live—not die.

Buil'alo Cyclers to be Compelled to Kide Slower.
An ordinance has been put into effect in Buffalo that

forbids the riding of bicycles on streets faster than
ten miles an hour, and requiring riders to put bells
on their machines to be rung at street crossings and
requiring rid»rs to show red lights at night. Fast
riding over the asphalt streets has caused much
complaint and several persons have recently been
run down by careless riders. The clubs at different
times have taken the matter up and endeavored
to remedy the trouble, but no power could
be exerted on the unattached riders. A Buffalo
paper says editorially: "Never in the city's history
has there been less consideration paid by a certain
lino of wheelmen to the rights of others than now,
and the benefits derived from the protest over a year
ago that led to an agreement between the authorities
and the representatives of the cycling clubs would
seem to be entirely out of date. The trouble seems
to be that while the mass of riders tend to their knit-
ting there are many little nincompoops whose alleged
brains have been turned by the legal recognition of
the bicycle as a vehicle having road rights, and they
confound the privileges granted them with license to
interfere with the privileges of others." On Monday
of this week the following ordinance was passed:
No person shall ride any bicycle or tricycle in any
street, lane or alley of the city at a faster pace than
at the rate ten miles per hour, and any person riding
any bicycle or tricycle shall, when approaching any
pedestrian, sound an alarm by means of a bell, horn
or whistle, and shall in the night time carry upon the
front of such bicycle or tricycle a lighted lamp or
lantern.

No Advertisement No Entries.

The Wheel's new feature of publishing advertise-
ments of race meets on its racing page, has proved a
grand success. Those clubs which have placed ad-
vertisements have secured a large number of entries.
The Buffalo meet was entirely unknown among
racing men ; it was not advertised, the entry list was
poor and the sport not up to much.
There are thousands of racing men who are no-

toriously careless of dates, lists of events, closing of
entries, etc., and where entries may be secured by
the publication of a card. In the past the cycling
journals did publish puffs to no end ; it is time the
club's reciprocated and gave some support to the
cycling journals.

New English Records.
The N. C. U. Records Committee has booked the

following records, safety, flying, start quarter, 31 1-5S.,

by Scheltema-Beduin ordinary bicycle, standing
start quarter, 33 4-5S., by F. S. Bradbury.

Baltimore May Have A New Track.
The Maryland Division has passed the following

resolution :

Resolved, That the present Division Racing Board
be appointed a committee to consider the advisability
of purchasing property opposite Halstead's and fit-

ting the same with suitable track, buildings and other
appliances for bicycle racing and general athletics,
and that said Committee take up the matter where it

was left off by the committee formerly appointed by
the Board.

Statistics of the Century Run.
It was the intention of the promoters of the recent

century run to secure an accurate report of the var-
ious styles of all the wheels that were carried through
the run, but owing to lack of attention to the matter
at the Philadelphia end complete statistics could not
be made. There wera 458 badges given to starters
and the report of but 327 machines has been handed
in. As far as ascertained 178 safeties started and 124
finished, and of the 43 ordinaries to start 30 finished.
The styles of machines ridden in the run, minus 131
not accounted for, according to the report submitted
by Chairman Fuller, are as follows :

THE TEAM ROAD RACE AT
ELIZABETH.

Wheel.

Columbia
Victor
Quadrant
'Tourist
Referee
Commonsense.
Ormonde
Rover
Warwick
Catford
New Mail
Eagle
Regent
Sparkbrook
Crescent
Success

bo
. c
OX!

m
129

S8
28

104

45
23

9
8

7

7

4
6

5

3
6

Wheel.
. c
ox;

M

2i! 2:.2

Royal Mail i

Ajax 2

Rapid I

Swift 2

Star 4
Union 4
Rambler 6

Apollo I

Rudge I

Psycho 3
Hartford i

Greyhound i

Premier 2

Springfield i

Roulette 1

The long disputed question of supremacy between
the Elizabeth Wheelmen and the Union County
Roadsters of Linden, was settled on Saturday last by
a ten mile team road race over Westfield Ave., to a
point a little beyond Cranford and return, which re-
sulted in favor of the Elizabeth club. The start was
made at 5.24 p. m. The men were arranged in two
lines as follows: Gilbert and White, E. W.; Blake,
Stacey and Laggren, U. C. R.; in the front row and
Ball, Bauer, Chumar, U. C. R.; Bennett, Tomey and
Calkins, E. W., in the rear line. Bowman, E. W., rode
a pneumatic and was penalized thirty seconds. The
start was a good one the men getting away in a
bunch.
Bowman started with the intention of making a

new ten milo road record and rode at his top-most
speed this entire distance. His actual time was 31m.
58 1-5S. The previous best time for the distance was
33m. 33s., made by Bensinger on the Irvington-Mil-
burn course on June 6. A great advantage is gained
on the Elizabeth course inasmuch as it is almost a
perfect level. Near Cranford, Blake of the U. C. R.,
struck the rear of Bowman's machine with his front
wheel and sustained a bad fall.

A question arose after the race in regard to the
weight of Bowman's wheel, it having been agreed
that no machine should weigh less than thirty-five
pounds, but as it was found that the Elizabeth Wheel-
men had gained the race even with Bowman's points
thrown out, the matter was dropped. Following is
the order of finish :

Name. Time.

M. s.

1. Bowman 32.28
2. Tomey 32.31

3. Gilbert 32.40
4. Calkins 32.44
5. Laggren 32.54
6. Chumar 33-20
7. Blake 33.40
8. Ball 33.41

9. Bonnett 33-42
10. Stacey

, 33.43
11. Bauer

\

35.30
12. White 36.10

Totals

Points.
E. W.

Points.
U.C.R.

MEETING OF THE NEW JERSEY
DIVISION'S OFFICERS.

A meeting of the board of officers of the New
Jersey Division, was held at the club house of the
Elizabeth Wheelmen, on Monday evening of this
week, but there was not a quorum present and the
proceeding were entirely unofficial. The question of
running the State championship races was discussed.
It was decided that they should be given to the As-
bury Park Wheelmen, which club will hold a race
meet during the present month. Treasurer Pennell
read his annual report which showed a balance on
hand of $223. The recent annual meet at Elizabeth
proved to be a costly festival, the net loss being
I548.43. Over §250 wag lost by the banquet and over
$125 by the theatre party.
Vice Consul Benedict gave notice of an amendment

to the constitution, which shall give to the Board
authority to pay to represetatives full expenses of
attending meetings, instead of only car fare as here-
tofore. The Secretary reported the League renew-
als were up to the standard. At the last report, June
19, the membership was 800 and 300 applications have
come in since, making the total membership in the
State now 1,100 compared with 600 at this date a year
ago. It is probable that a special meeting of the
Board will be called at Asbury Park early in August.
Those present were Chief Consul Brown, Vice Consul
Benedict, Secretary-Treasurer, Pennell, F. L. C. Mar-
tin, A. A. Pope, F. C. Gilbert.

THE RUTHERFORD WHEELMEN'S
LANTERN PARADE.

Rutherford, N. J., is rather a small town on the Pas-
saic River, a few miles above Newark. It is in the
center of a large area of good macadam roads and
possesses two streets of its own paved in the same
manner. On Saturday night last, the Rutherford
Wheelmen held its annual lantern parade, and one of
the town's two streets was gay with fire-works and
the expectant populace. "The wheelmen began to
arrive before 8 o clock, and after being furnished
with a stick two lanterns and two candles, they were
given a position on the street alongside tlie curbstone,
while the inhabitants of the town did the parading
on the sidewalk. After the cyclists had been on ex-
hibition for an hour and a half the Captai.; of the
Rutherford Club climbed on his gaily decorated
Eagle and led the 150 wheelmen down the'Main Street
to street No. 2 and along this road until the darkness
could be felt. Then a counter march was made and
the foremost riders reached town in time to see the
tail-end ones mount their machines. The line of
march was continued up the main thoroughfare again,
returning through the same street to the Town Hall.
Here sandwiches and coffee were as eagerly fought
for after the fifteen minutes ride as they were after
the recent ten mile parade at East Orange.
Clubs were present from Newark, Fllizabeth, Pas-

saic, Cranford, Westfield, Paterson, and other neigh-
boring places. Many of the wheels were handsomely
decorated.
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for
The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Law-
yer, Washington, D. C]

455.014. Velocipede Saddle. Edward R. De Wolfe,
New York, N. Y., assignor to himself and Geo. R.
Bidwell, same place. Filed October ii, i8go.

455.058. Velocipede. Leonard W. Rhoden, North-
ampton, assignor to the Overman Wheel Company,
Chicopee Falls, Mass. Filed January 19, 1891.

455,220. Velocipede. Allan H. Lessells, New Brigh-
ton, England. Filed November 8, 1890.

TRADE ITEMS FROM TRAVELERS'
NOTE BOOKS. ,

Syracuse.

I didn't finish my say in regard to the dealers in

Syracuse but will do so now. I spoke of some of
them being happy. Among those might be mentioned
Spalding & Co., agents for GormuUy & Jefferey Mfg.
Co., on West Jefferson Street. So far they have sold
about eighty Ramblers this season, and expect to

make it an even century before the December books
are closed. They also represent Featherstone's
pneumatic, and sell some medium grade wheels.
Being large cutlery and sporting goods dealers they
have an extensive trade which can be worked upon
to advantage in the bicycle business.
George and Charles Wood are agents for the Pope

Company and handle several medium grade lines.

H. R. Olmstead & Son are in the harness and hard-
ware business, but as agents for Overman Wheel Com-
pany have been selling many bicycles this year.
They pay special attention to high grade wheels only.
White & Wilson, 338 South Salina Street, will sell

you a pound of tea or a bicycle, just as you prefer.
Their wheels are the Ormonde and Union. Both gen-
tlemen are members of the Syracuse Cycling Club.
They are doing nicely, as they should.
George Harris, on Jefferson Street, near Clinton,

has a store full of bicycles and a repair shop in the
rear. His leading wheels are the Warwick, Psycho
and Tourist. George is not very large in physique
but of immense proportions when he tackles a bi-

cycle or bicycle customer. Somebody tells this story
about him : Some time ago repeated letters and tele-

grams to a New York house for certain wheels would
invariably be answered by the statement, "Shipment
will be in to-morrow. Will forward yours at once."
But the wheels never came. He became desperate.
Catching the next train for New York he arrived in

the evening, too late for business that day but early
enough for it the next. He ate breakfast just after
daybreak, and was at the business man's place before
anybody else arrived. Four wheels of the kind he
wanted stood on the pavement, crated and bagged
for shipment to various parts, but he wasn't in it.

The porter stood by the machines, waiting for the ex-
pressman. When the latter was about to load up the
wheels George pulled one aside and held on to it

until the proprietor and his clerk arrived. George
wanted no more monkey business. He wanted that
wheel and told the proprietor so, and he got it. This
just gives the reader a glimpse of the volumes of en-
terprise and grit that George possesses. George is

quite a rider and so is his wife.
W. W. Plaisted & Son, dealers in house furnishing

goods, added a line of medium grade wheels to their
business last year and more than doubled their bi-

cycle trade last year.
Butler & Johnson, originally W. P. Butler, stoves

and tinware, began the bicycle business several
months ago.
The Syracuse Cycling Club has connected with its

organization a complete brass band numbering
twenty pieces. It would be nice, indeed, if they
could play their instruments and ride at the same
time, and perhaps they will some day.

Cortland.

Cortland is quite a wheel town. It has a healthy
club of active wheelmen, a nicely furnished suite of
rooms and a continually increasing interest in the
sport.
Willis Cloyes, formerly the Columbia agent, now

represents the Overman Wheel Company,. and I think
has a partnership arrangement with W. F. Beardry in

the sale of medium grade machines. Mr. Cloyes is an
old-time wheelman.
Mr. Houck, formerly of Ithaca, is the Columbia

agent now and operates a branch at his old home.

Scvanton, Pa.

Down from New York and into Pennsylvania the
D. L. & W. express passenger trains rush with great
speed, and a short stop is made at Scranton. Con-
siderable new asphalt is being laid here this year,
and the wheel business is good. Fred C. Hand is the
Columbia and G. & J. agent. His partner. Van
Kleeck, manages the business in the Arcade building.

E. R. Parker, sporting goods dealer, is the bicycle
repairsman of the city and sells wheels also.
Courten, Clemens & Co., china and house furnish.

ing goods people, are agents for one or two makes of
wheels.

Honesdale, Pa.

This place is reached from Carbondale by a fifteen
mile ride over the Delaware & Hudson's gravity rail-

road, and it is one of the most enjoyable rides 1 have
ever experienced. Riding in the front car of a grav-
ity train is nearly as delightful as bicycle coasting.
Honesdale is a very pretty town of five thousand
people. One of itsprettiest featuresis apublic square
in which cycling is alloweri. The transition from the
ordinary to the safety in Honesdale has been slow,
and this is largely so by reason of the excellence of
the streets. One of the leading dealers is Otto L.

SchuUer. Ralranhes.

CLARK CYCLE CO.'S AFFAIRS.

Messrs. Miller & Bonsai, a Baltimore law firm, will,
in a few days, make an attempt to set aside the pref-
erence which the Clark Cycle Co. made in favor of
Philip R. Clark just previous to their failure. The
Clark Cycle Co., on January i, 1891, made an assign-
ment for the benefit of its creditors to Thomas R.
Clendennin, trustee. It is alleged that a day or so
prior to this, the company made a chattel mortgage
of all its assets in preference of Philip R. Clark to
secure him for advances made for the company and
tor endorsements made by him, partly due and partly
not due. The company also confessed a judgment in
favor of Philip R. Clark for $15,000, upon which execu-
tion was issued and a lieu obtained upon the assets of
the company. By this mortgage and confession of
judgment nothing was left to pass to the trustee
except the equity in the assets of the Clark Cycle Co.,
over and above the mortgage.
In the course of time the trustee obtained an order.

ex parte, to satisfy the chattel mortgage and confes-
sion of judgment. As the trustee represented that
there was nothing for him to render an account of
the court furthermore dispensed with an accounting.
At this stage of the game the law firm mentioned, re-
presenting the creditors, filed a petition, alleging
that the trustee had collected various sums of money,
of which no account had been made, and asking that
the case be referred to an auditor. After argument
the court granted this petition, and the trustee was
directed to file his account. The time for the filing
of this account will expire within a few days. It is

the intention of the creditors to file exceptions ob-
jecting to the preference which has been made in
favor of Philip R. Clark, on the ground that an insol-
vent corporation in Maryland has no right to make
preferences, and that the assets of an insolvent cor-
poration constitute in equity a trust fund for credit-
ors, and the directors have no power to divert this
fund and applj" it to any one creditor. A number of
cases are on record in which this principle is upheld.
Should this preference be set aside, the creditors will
get a respectable dividend, but if not set aside the
general creditors will get nothing.

THE CHAIN LIGHTNING LUBRICA-
TOR.

MANUFACTURED BY JOSEPH KETCHUM & CO., OF
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

We refer the trade to the advertisement of this con-
cern. Mr. Ketchum, who has ridden a cycle several
years, is engaged in a manufacturing business which
requires machinery making 3,000 revolutions a min-;.
ute. It became necessary to experiment with lubri-
cators to obtain the best possible results with this
high speed machinery, the principal points being that
the journals must be kept cool, and the material
polished at the same time. The Company writes as
follows of their " Chain Lightning Graphite "

:

" After thorough experimentation, we have adopted^
and are using this material for our high speed ma-
chinery, because we think it is the only thing which
will keep the bearings bright, clean, free from gum
and cool. We have given a practical trial of the lubri'
cator, having ridden a bicycle over a thousand miles.
It works admirably, keeps the bearings brightly
polished, and by actual dynamometer test it show's
25 per cent, less frictional resistance than the best dy-
namo oil we can buy. The material is composed of
Chromite of Iron, held in suspension in glycerine.
There is absolutely no tendency to dry up, it will not
gum under any circumstances, and is free from grindr
ing tendencies. We believe the ' Chain Lightning
lubricator' will be a success."
The Company has gone about the establishment of

this department of their business in a thorough
fashion and are advertising for and circularizing the
trade.

Messrs. Stanley & Goodwin, of the Ixion Cycle
Works, of Southampton, England, have made up a
complete pneumatic repairing outfit."

The Union Company drop into"poetry in their half
page space of this issue. Wonder whether it is the
smiling Measure or the bland McCune that woes the
Muse?

Hubert Synyer, who for the past two years, has
disputed with Osmond the premier honors on the
English path, is reported in very poor health. It is

probable that he may never race again.

A machine somewhat on the order of the Eagle,
with a smaller rear wheel and larger front one, has
been invented by Frederick H. S. Moynahan, of Bos-
ton. It has a patent gearing on the cranks attached
to the rear wheel and other specialties.

Mr. Tillinghast, the inventor of the pneumatic tire
of that name, rode to New London Friday over the
turnpike for the purpose of testing the tire. The road
is one of the worst in New England, being sandy,
stony and hilly. He made the distance of forty-five
miles in five hours and a half, and reports the behavior
of the tire as very satisfactory.

The Macintosh pneumatic tire is receiving consid-
erable favorable attention in England. A repair can
be made in less than five minutes, whilst a new inner
tube can be put in and the old or damaged one taken
out in the short space of two minutes. Instead of the
inner tube being made endless, it has two ends which,
of course, fit up close together when in the tire. They
can be taken out by simply letting the air out, undo-
xn'i the outer covering, which is laced on for about
t ree or four inches, and taking hold of one end, pul'.-

ing the tube out, and another can then be immeiliately
put in. In practice it is said to act splendidly. Wm.
Golding is the inventor.

I LOVE TO WHEEL.

I love to wheel
Thro' Morning's early grey

;

Where buds and flowers hold sway
Adown a leaf-arched way,

I love to wheel.

I love to wheel
Where the dew falls on my hair.
Where the Day breaks wondrous fair
Where Life is in the air

;

A thousand miles from care,
I love to wheel.

C. S. W.

THE INTERCLUB TEAM ROAD RACE
AT BOSTON.

The Walthani Bicycle Club Captures the Cup.

The first twenty-five mile road race of the Interclub
Road Racing Association, which includes six of the
leading clubs of Massachusetts, was held at Boston,
on Saturday last, and it is put down as the most suc-
cessful event of the kind ever held in the State.
Not an accident of any consequence happened, and

that, too, with. a field of thirty-four contestants, all
anxious to make a name for themselves and assist
their organizations in their endeavor to win the mag-
nificent silver cup, emblematic of the road racing
championship of the State.
Almost all the contestants were unknown to racing

fame outside their own circle of friends, and no one
dared to conjecture as to their respective riding
abilities; but it was generally conceded that the
battle for the cup lay between the Waltham and
Medford clubs.

, The start was made from the junction of Winship
Street and Chestnut Hill Avenue, at 3.30 p. m., and
the course was past the Chestnut Hill Reservoir,
through Newton to South Natick and return, finish-
ing at the Reservoir rendezvous. The starters were
as follows: J. J. Fecitt, A. R. Keltic, C. C. Orcutt, P.
G. Alexander, of the Roxbury Club ; F. E. Swan,
Alfred Bullock, Henry Ogden, Victor Kuhn, H. W.
Robinson, H. Smith, H. M. Neal, of the Waltham
Club ; George W. Bean, Jr., J. W. Bean, John S. Car-
man, John A. Crocker, W. H. Dowd, W. H. Fitch,
George F. Kehew, C. H. Kehew, Edward La Croix, H.
C. Spear, P. D. Spring, F. J. Kelly, Harry Ross, of the
Cambridgeport Club ; H. G. Andrews, Alexander M.
Corbett, C. F. Corbett, W. W. Scott, F. B. Howard, of
Hyde Park ; W. H. Barker, Jr., F. H. Tucker, of Med-
ford ; and E. H. Norris and C. F. Dadley, of Charles-
town.
Robinson took the lead at the start and held it

throughout the entire race without trouble. By the
time the last man had completed the first twelve and
one-half miles he had passed through Newton.
At the entrance to the reservoir Robinson had in-

creased his lead fully half a mile and simply had a
mortgage on first place, while Swan had passed
Keltie and captured second position.

.
Following

Keltie came Dowd, with Ogden, Kuhn, Howard and
H. Smith after one another. By this time Robinson
was seen riding down the home stretch hands off,

and appearing to be in as good a condition as when
he started. Just as the watches of the timers be-
spoke the passage of exactly one hour and a half
from the time of starting he crossed the tape a win-
ner.
He was immediately lifted from his machine and

carried around the track on the shoulders of his
Waltham constituents who cheered him to the echo.
Swan was the next man to ride leisurely in, with

Howard close behind him, but no sooner had they
crossed the tape when Keltie and Ogden were seen
having a go down the homestretch. It was nip and
tuck bety?een them both, but by a magnificent spurt
Keltie succeeded in crossing fourth. The rest finished
during the next twenty minutes in this order : Kuhn,
Smith, Howard, Fitch, C. F. Corbett, Corbett, Bul-
lock, G. H. Kehew, Kehew, Kelly, A. R. Keltie, Nea

,

Norris, Dadley, Alexander, Carman, Tucker, Fecitt,
Spear, Scott, J. W. Bean, George W. Bean, Jr.
This makes the result as follows : Waltham Bicycle

Club, first ; Cambridgeport Cycle Club, second ; Hyde
Park Ramblers, third. Best time, ih. 30m.
The first eleven men to finish will receive a prize.

The list is as follows : Club prize, silver cup valued
at $100, presented by the association ; first prize, gold
medal, presented by the G. & J. Mfg. Co.; silver cup,
presented by the Pope Mfg. Co.- silver-mounted re-
volver, presented by the John P. Lovell Arms Co.;
gold-handled umbrella, butcher cyclometer, in-
vincible lantern, $10 worth of sundries from Sidwell
& Sabeu ; $10 worth of sundries from William Read
& Sons ; lantern and bell, presented by the Overman
Wheel Company.
The winners of these prizes choose from the list to

suit themselves, having choice in the order in which
they finish.

The club cup is a magnificent affair, being a sample
of the silversmith's workmanship, suitably engraved
and standing two feet high.
The officers of the day were : Referee, A. D. Peck,

Jr.; judges, C. W. Fourdrinier, J. B. Seward, C. C.
Ryder; timers, E. P. Burnham, W. Kirke Corey and
O. E. Davies.
The start and finish was witnessed by a great

crowd ot wheelmen.

At the team road race at Elizabeth on Saturday last

the timers, W. H. Caldwell, E. W. and C. R. Robinson,.
U. C. R., became rattled, and only secured the times
of the first two men. Outsiders furnished the times
of the other contestants. Bowman's actual time, de-
ducting the thirty seconds penalty, was 31m. 58 1-5S.

The course was surveyed by Engineer Dunham, and
the time has been vouched for by several persons who
held watches besides the timers.
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One of the first engagements Mr. S. Golder (former-
ly of Coventry, Eng., but now of Chicago, U. S. A.)
made after his arrival in this city, was to visit

Haywards, tfie famous out of town ride of the cyclists
residing in the neighborhood. The riders to accom-
pany him were R. M. Welch, P. H. Bernays, W. F.
Knapp, G. H. Strong, L. R. Welsh and R. A. Smyth.
The party left this city on the 9 o'clock boat, and

the morning was a perfect one. After crossing the
bay the narrow gauge train was taken, and we were
soon in the midst of Alameda. Instead of getting
out of town by the most direct route, the riders were
shown some of the elegant private residences of the
town. After a half hour's ride over finely macadam-
ized streets a start was made for the Haywards road.
For the first three miles the road was found to be in
bad order, owing to recent repairs. A short stop was
made at the road house of Joe Dilves and at the Estu-
dillo House at San Leandro. There is an excellent
orchard (used as a picnic ground) at the back of the
hotel, and it was not long before the riders were
perched in a cherry tree and disposing of large quan-
tities of the fruit. Not knowing when he would reach
another such tree, Golder loaded the pockets of hia
C. T. C. jacket until it would hold no more.
As dinner time was drawing near a start had to be

made, and we were soon spinning on the triangle

—

that stretch of road about which so much has been
written. No scorching was indulged in, with the
result that we reached Haywards at about 12 o'clock.
A large party of riders, including three young ladies
who had ridden down on safeties, were found at the
hotel. One of the ladies was quite an expert, as later
in the day she was seen riding along buttoning one of
her gloves.
The dinner provided wag an excellent one, consist-

ing of oysters, turkey, chickens and an abundance of
good things. After dinner cigars were produced, and
the array of beauty, as seen on the hotel porch, was
closely studied. It was nearly 3 o'clock before the
party was ready for the return journey, which was
expected to prove disagreeable on account of the
strong head wind blowing. A short ride over a well-
made avenue through the centre of an orchard
brought us to more cherry trees, the property of W.
M. Meeks. Golder, Bernays, Knapp and Smyth dis-
mounted and were soon picking as fine a lot of cher-
ries as ever grew. The fruit was just ripe, and being
picked from the tree it seemed to taste all the better.
In the meantime the other members of the
party hjd called at the residence for the proprietor,
who happened to be a friend of Capt. Strong. He
placed his fruit at their disposal, and the four who
were helping themselves were sent for to be intro-
duced. It was funny to see the shame-faced look on
their faces as they were brought forward and pre-
sented to the proprietor. Goldet's pockets were send-
ing out protests in the shape of leaves and stems and
the cloth flaps of the pockets would not down, owing
to the quantity of fruit he had placed there Mr.
Meeks soon made all feel at home, and a lot of infor-
mation was had regarding the fruit business.
The party had tea in Alameda and spent the even-

ing looking over a collection of cycling photographs
and pictures, the latter being most interesting to
Golder, as he was closely identified with many of
them. This visit to the California Ripley will long
be remembered.

S. Golder has placed agencies for Mr. Humber's
wheels in the following cities : Southern California
and Arizona ; Shabel, Los Angeles

; North and South
Dakota, John E. Johnson, Moorhead ; New and Old
Mexico, Arthur Everitt, Alberquerque ; Iowa, Hodg-
son Cycle Exchange, Des Moines; Kansas, William
Taylor, Topeka ; Minnesota, Lawrence & Smith,
Minneapolis; Northern California and Nevada,
Edwin Mohig.

Los Angeles will send a number of representatives
to the League meet at Stockton, and as they are ex-
pected to be mounted on the inflated tires they should
prove invincible in the safety events. The opposi-
tion will not be strong from present appearances.

The Bulletin wants to know more about the fast
time accomplished in the twenty-five mile road race
on May 30. I can vouch for the distance being cor-
rect but a shadow of doubt has been cast over the
timing. This doubt exists only in the case of Frank
Waller, who is credited with ih. 24m. 57s. as the fast-
est safety time. W-. F. Poster's ih. 25m. 25s. is be-
lieved to be correct. An effort was made after the
road race to prove that Waller is a professional. He
does not act like a pro., as a few days since he wanted
to bet that he could ride over ninety miles on the
road in seven hours, the prize to be a glass of ice
cream soda. His friends persuaded him not to at-
tempt the ride. California.

HARLEM WHEELMEN.
"The good old Harlems " have added another

feather to the many already in their cap. They went
in to win, and succeeded in capturing the prize for
best appearance of out of town clubs, at the Brooklj'n
parade. From the moment the first column entered
the Park the clapping of hands and cheering was al-

most incessant, continuing along the entire line. The
wheels right, left, were made with such militarj' pre-
cision as to bring out all sorts of complimentary re-
marks, and even the daily paperg referred with
emphasis to the fact. It only goes to .show what can
be done with a little will and effort. It has been re-
marked that the club had been drilling for some time
previous to the parade, but such was not the case.
The secret of the success was that every man went
into the thing heart and soul.
Miss Raisbeck (the Deacon's| daughter) had her

wheel decorated most beautifully. The entire wheel-
frame and all was covered with buttercups inter-
twined with smilax (representing club colors), while
on the front was a largo handsome bouquet of roses.
Miss Raisbeck's costume consisted of ahunter'sgreen
dress, trimmed in yellow and gold. After the parade
the club ran down to Coney Island, a most delightful
run for an afternoon.

Sure enough, " There is a ttde in the affairs of men
which, taken at the flood, leads to fortune." So said
some one, and in no instance has it been more un-
questionably verified than in the case of the Kings
County Wheelmen. The "tide" appeared to the
clear sight of the managers of the Club when
prompted to give the initial race meet some ten years
ago, and being "taken at its flood " immediately led
us on to fame, and it is undoubtedly true that fortune
has slowly but surely been asserting itself and taking
a more material form with each succeeding meet.
The latest one, the Tenth Annual, was a complete
success —judging from advance reports —and de-
servedly so, for the Committee worked night and day
without intermission for three solid months. This is

not "judging by reports," but from personal observa-
tion. Sunshine, 01 course, is always an important
factor, and in this case old Sol proved himself a bet-
ter friend of the K. C. W. than to some of its sister
organizations. He was present in all his glory, and
gave the utmost support in his power.

It is reported that Captain Bensinger, as soon as the
box office receipts had been checked and found cor-
rect, straddled home as fast as his merry limbs would
carry him, sought his couch and so successfully
courted Morpheus that he has not been seen at the
club house since.

So Bowdish has resigned the Vice-Presidency and
intends studying medicine. Another good man gone
wrong—not that he is making a mistake in training
for the ordeal of passing a Bellevue examination, or
possibly buying a diploma, but in resigning his office.

There was no necessity for that step.

To go back to race meet matters. What a faculty
we have for winning most of our own prizes. Thirteen
out of a possible twenty-four. Good record, eh ? And
by new talent—most of it—too. Every time Fred
Burns announced the result of a wheel event the K.
C. W. came in for a share, and it was with much re-
gret that I noticed the absence of the club yell,

which, in times gone by greeted the ears of a K. C.
\V. -when winning a first, second or third. It will
soon be very diflScult to find grounds for censuring
dur racing element for carrying the colors of other
c lubs if this apathy on the part of our club members
continues. There is nothing in this world which so
c uickly and effectually turns aman's loyalty to oppo-
sition than to find that his efforts are unappreciated.
yVe have started on a very successful season, from a
facing standpoint, and such men as Skinner, Phillips,
IJIcLean, Finn, and, last but not least, Bensinger,
dught to at least be greeted with the old time enthu-
siasm when adding another to the many trophies won
under the colors of the K. C. W. The two Murphy
Ijoys in discarding the Winged Foot for the day
showed that their hearts beat warmly for the Brown
^nd Red. I know that every member of the Club ap-
preciated the action, and wishes them every success
on the "Circuit."

j The two day run to Greenwood Lake ought to
bring out at least fifteen men, as it is a most delight-
lul ride, rough and hard work in places but scenery
4nd air which make one feel at the end of the trip as
tjhough a new life had been entered upon. The return
crip Is comparatively easy, and the only drawback is

that one dislikes very much to leave a spot so pleas-
ant as the Lake after tasting of its advantages for
Several hours.

I
I am pleased to note that the cup series of club road

races will start on Saturday, July n, with the five
Jnile contest. The races will be handicapped by the
foad officers, and a gold and silver medal will go to
first and second in each race. This, taken in connec-
(ion with the points to be counted in each race, ought
to induce at least twenty starters. The three mile
j:ontest will occur July 26, and the racing element
Should bear in mind that these races will be hot, and
that cigarettes and late hours are not conducive to

fast pace, no matter how good a rider a man may be.

! McDonald came within an ace of collecting some
tnoney on his accident policy Tuesday afternoon.
While riding in the park and practicing the "wind-
iip" ankle motion, for which Billy Murphy has be-
come famous, and watching the chain intently, he
suddenly struck something, turned an involuntary
somersault, the accuracy of which would have made
fe circus acrobat turn green with envy, and then
wanted to know what had happened. No serious
liarm was done, however. Straddle.

BROOKLYN RAMBLERS.

Our racing element again showed itself to be of
feood material in the K. C. W. races on Saturday last.

Feldmeier covered himself with glory, and he«done
Very creditable work. He seems to be made of the
proper material, and he has a bright future in the
ranks of the speedy. Holland also rode a fine race in
the two mile ordinary, but his inability to sprint had
jts natural effect. He is working hard to gain this
ijioint, and when he succeeds—well, let's wait and see.

i; The run to Plainfieid was, as usual, well attended,
4nd thoroughly enjoyed by those who participated.
'Irhe roads were excellent. A number of the members
took advantage of the kind invitation of the River-
Side Wheelmen, of New York, to attend the opening
<^f their new quarters. They report that a pleasant
Evening was spent, and desire to express their appre-
oiation of the courtesies extended by our New York
friends. We hope to be able to reciprocate in a short
*ime. I noticed five applications on the bulletin to
jeceive attention at the next meeting. If the mem-
bership keeps increasing as it has been in the last
few months we will soon be able to show it up with
three figures.
' The Greenwood Lake trip will undoubtedly be well
attended, and judging from the arrangements which
have been made, will be most successful. We have
flow but to ask the indulgence of the weather man to
fop it off. Arrow.

CHICAGO.

'What's new in Chicago?" you ask. That's hard
to tell. Nothing of great importance has occurred
this past week. The weather was superb the entire
week, trade was brisk and the departure of tourists
the rule. Rockford, ho ! is the cry, and from present
appearances Chicago will be most ably represented.
Those who have been to that lively little town the
past week report plenty of good, earnest work
"a-going on,' and that the racing will be excellent.
The full entry list as published shows seventeen
races, seven of which are championships. Among
the Chicago cracks entered are G. K. Barrett, N. H.
Van Sicklen, C. S. Merrill, W. C Thorne, F. H. Little,
E. C. Bode, E. W. Ballard, J. B. Card, J. P. Bliss,
A. W. Harris, J. R. PoUok, Arthur G. Bennett, C. S.
Thomas, Joseph Stillwell, C. P. Smith, G. D. Moffatt,
G. D. Greenburg, R. C. Linnie, A. W. Hatch, H. A.
Githens, W. J. Brady, A. H. Radall, G. W. Dennison,
W. Farrant and many others. These races alone will
draw the Chicago crowd probably to the number of
five hundred. Touring parties will go forward every
day this week, so that you can see that Illinois is
about to hold the banner meet of this Division.

The Lincoln Century, run over the Chicago, Elgin,
Aurora Course, was to have come off on Sunday iast,
but kind fate interposed, and many an ardent cycler
was saved a hard day's work. Saturday night a hard
shower caused many of the riders to keep to their
couches on Sunday morning. However, at 4:30 a. m.
seven hardy riders, Erwin, Newman, Herrick,
Moffatt, Southern, Montross and Swinscoe were on
hand. A fair trial out over Ogden Avenue convinced
them that the Century could not be made over the
course, and they returned to the city to ride the 100
miles on the boulevards. The finish was made at 6:30,
and all the riders were in good condition.

Incorporation papers were filed for the Century
Road Club during the past week. The initiation fee
ia three dollars, and the dues two dollars per year.
Each member upon joining receives a badge, and
upon each properly certified Century Run is entitled
to a bar. At present the club has fifteen members,
and to my personal knowledge no properly elected
officer. Mr. Herrick, the self-called " chief cen-
turion," receives the cash.

R. B. Shorb and W. F. Hochirck of the L. C. C. sue
cessfully rode the century course. They started
Saturday noon, stopping at Elgin over night, and
^oing from there to Aurora and Plainville and return
to this city on Sunday. Chase and McMahon rode to
Elgin the same day.

Much interest is being taken in the cyclists camp,
to be held at Nagowicka Lake, Waukesha County,
Wisconsin, August ist to 15th. This camp is open to
•(vheelmen all over the United States, and the mana-
ger extends a most hearty invitation to join the
party. Nearly one hundred wheelmen in three or
four divisions will participate. The expense will
not run over twenty-five dollars for the entire two
weeks. Colored cooks are employed, and one may
not do a stitch of work for the entire time. Boating,
swimming, fishing, reading, athletic sports, target
and other shooting, and above all those pleasant little

towns over the superb roads of this region to the
neighboring summer resorts of Oconowawac, Spring
Banks, Waukesha, Lakesides, Pewaukee may be en-
joyed, and also the beautiful lakes of this region.
Information can be obtained by addressing F. Ed.

Spooner, 15 and 17 Madison Street, Chicago.
The Chicago Evenirig Fost has this to say: When

the constitutional convention meets next month.
President Dunn is likely to learn the unpleasant in-
telligence that his summary removal of the Chairman
pf the Racing Board was offensive to all wheelmen,
and that they do not propose to allow either him or
the Amateur Athletic Union to usurp the function of
the League. There are 25,000 League members and
it will be odd if they are crowded out by Dunn and
his associates of the A. A. U. Randall himself puts
the whole case in a nutshell when he says :

" Will
the Athletic Clubs or the League govern bicycle
racing? Will we have pure amateurism, or not?"
This IS a fair sample of the rot that has appeared in
the daily press.

No definite action was reached at Friday's meeting
of the directors of the Chicago Cricket and Athletic
Association concerning the proposition to spend $750
in the improvement of the track. The matter was
lengthily discussed and then deferred until next
Monday. However, it is some relief to the wheelmen
of the South Side to know that there is every reason
to believe that the appropriation will be made.
Lumsden will race only at Peoria this year, and

then probably only for records.

Githens will probably carry oft' all the ordinary
championships of this Division at Rockford.
Arnold Westcott and Robert Parsons handily cap-

tured the Lake View Club's tandem road race, Satur-
dav last, in 14m. 35s. Arthur Bennett and Mr. Thomas
were thirty-five seconds behind.

The Englewood Cycling Club will hold a series of
races, beginning June 31, at Jackson Park. Eight
laps will be ridden, each race and points will count,
the winner counting three, second two and third one.
The greatest number of points for all races combined
will denote the winner.

Mr. Featherstone, it is said, paid a South Side
mechanic $500 for a patent on a wrench which can be
separated into a spanner. It also contains a scr^w
driver.

Gormully & Jeffery's new diamond-frame safety
appeared on the streets this week. It is a very pretty
wheel, a pound lighter than their Light Rambler.

Over a dozen men have informed me, "on the dead
quiet, you know," that they were going down to Dan-
ville to scoop the races Fourth of July. Young will
scoop them all.

Van Sicklen will have another go at the Poorman
road race this year, and will not be seen at Rockford.

Sixteen Clincher tire Ormondes have been given a
month's trial and not a puncture has been heard of.

The tire stands nobly.
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FALL RIVER, MASS.

The Ramblers' road race has been postponed until
Fall.

The Fall Rivers have decided not to change quar-
ters at present.

Messrs. George Brocklehurst, Ernest Taylor and
Arthur Marsden, will represent the Fall Rivers at
New Bedford on the 4th. Wm. A. Turner, who was
to have ridden on the team, is laid up by a burning
accident.

W. A. Nichols, M. I. Dean, and R. B. Dean, will ride
under the Ramblers' colors on the 4th. Nothing short
of first prize will satisfy them,
N. C. Johnson and L. R. Darling leave Saturday for

a trip across Massachusetts to Albany, N. Y., down
the Hudson and then through Connecticut. The trip
will consume about two weeks.
About two weeks ago an article appeared in a local

paper in relation to riding bicycles at a high rate of
speed on Main Street, which caused considerable talk.

On Monday evening last a prominent club man who
has the racing fever, was seen spurting up and down
the Main Street. Now this rider must know that the
example he was setting would be of no benefit to
wheeling or himself either. The sight of a man all

doubled up, wearing full tights, and riding over pave-
ments at a break-neck gait is not likely to gain the
good-will ot the public for cycling, to say nothing
about breaking the ordinance for fast riding. If some
of this rider's friends will only take him off Main
Street all would be well.

The Fall Rivers will have a lantern parade on Fri-
day evening, July 17, to advertise their tournament.
On Thursday^ evening last two men in a buggy de-

liberately ran into a safety that was left against the
curbstone on Main Street and made a total wreck of
the machine. The men whipped -up their horse and
escaped.

A pernicious habit that will soon cause trouble, is

the way some riders take to the sidewalks and run
into people. They drive them into the gutter, and
laugh at them when they remonstrate. If the police
would arrest a few of these riders and make an ex-
ample of them it would quickly bring the practice to
an end.

A two mile bicycle race will be run on the Fall
River Recreation Grounds, July 4. The prize is a
silver cup valued at $30. Quequechan.

The Fall River Club expected to move into their
new room this month, but owing to a misunderstand-
ing with the landlord, the plan has fallen through.
The person of whom they hired the new rooms after
making a bargain with the Fall Rivers turns about
and leases the same rooms to other parties for the
sum of five dollars advance. The indignation which
is expressed not only by the club but by all local
wheelmen is very strong, and he has lowered himself
in the estimation of the wheelmen at large by his
action.

The Ramblers quarters have been newly painted
and now look better than they did before the fire.

The number of lady riders is steadily increasing,
and the Fall Rivers admitted four ladies at their last
meeting. The oldest lady riders are the Misses Win-
wards, who ride in a very graceful manner, and
others of the fair sex would do well to take lessons
from them; E. R. N.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Last year when the pneumatic-tired machine first

appeared at the race meets of this country an English-
man captured many prize*. This year there is a de-
sire on the part of many to see the American riders
compete with the best English talent on more equal
terms. For this purpose an endeavor is being made
to organize a pool among the clubs giving tourna-
ments to raise sufficient money to pay the traveling
expenses of two of the English cracks. If this idea ii

carried into effect the Englishmen will compete at
the race circuit beginning at the Rhode Island Wheel-
men's tournment on September 5. Then will follow
Hartford, September 7-8 : Springfield, September 10

and II, and the grand final at Peoria.
"The Rhode Island Wheelmen held a special meet-

ing on Tuesday last when the necessary arrange-
ments for sending a team to compete at New Bedford,
July 4, were discussed.

The Neutakonkanett Club's hill climbing contest,
held on the 26th ingt., was a grand success. It was
the first open contest ever held in the State. Over
300 wheelmen were present, and they watched the
twenty-two contestants struggle for the prizes with
interest.
The prize winners in the open were : S. L. Randal,

first, time, im. ; S. Bowles, second, time, 1.03 ; J. Hull,
third

; J. Foster, fourth. In the Club contests C. P.
Johnston was first in 1.08; C. Walsh second in i.io;

E. F. Mathewson third, H. Couldhurst fourth.
The officers of the meet were : Referee, J. L. Spiers :

Judges, H. Campbell. N. S. Gibbs ; Timer, H. L.
Perkins ; Starter, E. Brown.
The Neutakonkanett Wheelmen have adopted as

their club pin a combination of a wheel and a toma-
hawk in gold, with the club's initials thereon.
Roger K. Polk and Al Lenan, two Eagle riders,

started on Monday last for New York. Their route
lies through E. Greenwich, Westerly, New London,
Sag Harbor and the shore road through Long Island
to New York.
N. W. Littlefield, Chairman of the R. I. Division

L. A. W. Road Committee, has had interviews with
prominent officials in relation to introducing a wagon
tire ordinance at an early date.
The Auburn B. C. will hold a trial race this week to

select a team to represent them at the New Bedford
Fourth of July race. The course selected is from
Roger William's Park to Appanang. There are a
large number of candidates for the race. The team
will be composed of the first three men to finish.

The Providence B. C. are to have a lantern parade
on July 17. All the clubs in this vicinity will be in-
vited to t»ke part. Prizes for best appearance and
for the club having the largest number of men in line
will be offered. James Foster.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

To all outward appearances trade in this city is not
as brisk as it was last season, but dealers report a
better business and a largor outside trade. There is

very little activity among club members, and since
Decoration Day very little has been heard of the
clubs. An invitation has been received from the cel-

ebration committee of Muskegon asking the
wheelmen to visit them on the Fourth, and as there is

no celebration here a large number will accept. There
are several races on the programme which will add
interest to the trip, as a few would-be's have avowed
their intention of going over to play the «coop act.

The national meet is the topic of conversation, and
present indications point to a large attendance from
here. Chief Consul Richmond is daily in receipt of
letters from parties coming here to join Hunt's tour
to Detroit, and it will no doubt be a success.

Capt. Emmer and Vice-President Bickford, of the
Valley City Wheelmen, leave Monday for Buffalo to
join Smith's Niagara-Detroit tour.

Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Provin, who were booked for
Smith's European tour, will ride through Yellowstone
Park, now that the former trip has been given up.

Messrs. Smith and Beamer, of Detroit, have been
with us the past week. Mr. Smith toured over, com-
ing by the road book route, and reports the road in
fine condition.

The Macabees will offer five hundred dollars worth
of prizes for bicycle races to be held during their
convention at Jackson, Mich., in August. Rumor has
it that Michigan will have a bicycle journal of its own
before many days pass, and this hustling city will be
its home. MARK.

DETROIT.

The race committee have already received the entry
of Van Wagoner and several other noted road riders
for the twenty-five mile handicap road race, which
will be run on the first day of the meet, July 16, and
he wants to be more liberally treated by the handi-
capper than he has been in the past. Entries to all

the races are now being received and include many
of the noted flyers from the East as well as the West.

"Pop "Smith, of the Kings County Wheelmen, of
Brooklyn, was in town for a few hours one day last
week, and, in company with the writer, visited the
rooms of the Detroit Wheelmen.
Parties of wheelmen from Ann Arbor, Toledo, San-

dusky and other places adjacent to Detroit, visited
the city last Sunday and were looked after by the
members of the Detroit Wheelmen.
The special race which was to have taken place last

Saturday between Messrs. Hubett, Lane, Jones,
Osborn and Rands was postponed and will probably
not take place for some time owing to sickness on the
part of two of the contestants.

W. C. Rands will ride in the Poorman Road Race at
Cincinnati, on July 4, under the colors of the Detroit
Wheelmen.
Messrs. Mackay, Hoffner and Twedel, members of

the Detroit Weelmen, returned last week from an ex-
tensive trip on their wheels, having ridden about 850
miles altogether. Elnod.

GOTHAM WHEELMEN.

Over twenty members participated in the run to

the Kings County Wheelmen's races last Saturday.
Unfortunately Mastin, who was entered in some of
the events, was unable to be present.

A most enjoyable trip was indulged in on Sunday
to Dobbs Ferry by Messrs. Lord, Ernst, West and
Forrester.

The regular meeting on Wednesday evening last

was well attended. It was decided to utilize the
front parlor in conjunction with the rear one for a
wheel-room during the short stay in their present
home.
There are a number of special trips for the Fourth.

Mastin is to race at Hartford on Saturday, at Charter
Oak Park, after which he will take a trip to Bermuda
to put himself in trim for the race with W, S. Camp-
bell, of the Riversides. Jack.

RIDING ON COUNTRY ROADS.

There are many cyclists to whom a good surface
and a level road are absolutely essential to partici-
pation in the pastime. This is true of some because
having but recently learned to ride, and of others
because they will never ride except where all condi-
tions are favorable; there are still others who are a
little less fastidious but are content to stick to roads
they know to be good.
When the ordinary was the only type of machine

this was not to be greatly wondered at, for the diffi-

culties and dangers of travel off from the beaten
routes were too great to attract many riders. But
the present type of safety has removed all dangers
and greatly reduced the difficulties, so that travel
awheel is by all odds the most delightful means of
touring.
Many riders consider that they have not the time,

inclination or strength to undertake a tour, but they
need not on that account always confine themselve to
beaten tracks. There are few localities in which one
cannot discover new and attractive rides simply by
following out side paths and roads that appear un-
attractive at the start. After a few trials one will
find a strong attraction in making such explorations,
even though the time be short and their scope lim-
ited. One's skill increases rapidly with this sort of
practice, the eye gets quicker, the hand firmer, and
paths that formerly seemed too narrow, and gullies
that were too deep, are easily taken.
A host of charming rides, quite off the usual track,

may be found in the Orange riding district and be-
tween it and iti connections on three sides. A few
years ago the Orange roads were rather contracted,
but now they connect with other systems in nearly
all directions, enabling one to find much variety and
change. To get the benefit of these routes one ought
to ride a safuty, and in many places a cushion tire
will prove a decided advantage though not a neces-
sity. But the chief thing is to break away from the
rut and routine of riding about town and seek fresh
sights and new conditions on less trodden roads.

L. H. P.

ST. LOUIS.

All roads point to Carthage. Fine roads, fine track,
big field of starters and fast time inevitable. The
wheelmen will hold the deed to the town for two
days, for they are fine entertainers down there, and
they don't see a lot of visiting wheelmen as often as
people in the East. Nice runs will be taken to sur-
rounding towns and mines, and the banquet will beat
all previous records with eight courses to be stowed
away. The clubs are vieing with each other as to
who shall take down the largest delegation to the
meet and who shall put the most men on the track.

I think 1 can predict which club will bring back
the bulk of the prizes and a royal celebration will
follow.

L. Jordan is around again, but he still looks very
bad. He cannot attend to business yet. The wet
weather is succeeded by very hot weather, but busi-
ness is still good. FUTURE GREAT.

A Western Idea of Why A. W. Swan is Biding
Across the Continent.

A. W. Swan, who left New Bedford for a cycling
trip to San Francisco on May 24, reached Mexico, Mo.,
on June 26 in good condition. A reporter who saw
him at this town sent the following amusing story to
a St. Louis paper: Mr. Swan expects to reach San
Francisco on September 16, and a week later he is to
marry a beautiful young heiress. Although Mr.
Swan is possessed of considerable wealth the young
lady, before she would consent to become his wife,
requested him to demonstrate his love for her in some
other wajr than mere verbal avowal. Although he
was convinced of her seriousness, he treated the
matter as a joke, and suggested that he would swim
the ocean and jump off the Eiffel tower if it would
convince her of his love. Other suggestions, the ac-
complishment of which were equally impossible, were
made by him in the hope that a little ridicule would
induce her to change her notion. Her mind was made
up. She was no ordinary girl to be caught by a few
sweet words. He finally hit upon the bicycle plan,
and it was accepted by the young lady. Mr. Swan
states that before the wedding takes place he expects
to try to exact a promise from the young lady to re-

turn with him to Massachusetts the same way. "Of
course if she refuses," said he, " it will not interfere
with the wedding." Mr. Swan left Mexico at seven
o'clock this morning. He goes by way of Centralia
to Columbia, and then to Boonville. The recorder on
his wheel showed that he had traveled just 1,560

miles.

Horses Superseded hy Bicycles.

Henry George sends an interesting letter to the
Boston Globe, in which he concludes that in England
the horse is being superseded by the bicycle. The
following are the most interesting parts of his letter :

"It is estimated that there are three-quarters of a
million machines in England. In London machines
of all sorts and descriptions are used for all sorts of

purposes, very largely for doing errands, carrying
small parcels and making deliveries. The London
streets seem a marvel of perfection. One sees enor-
mous vans that would require four horses to draw in

American cities, except Washington, easily and qui-

etly drawn over the London streets by two horses.
Boys in uniform are stationed along the busy thor-
oughfares to keep them clean and to scatter gravel in

slippery weather. An American is at once struck by
the cheapness of cycles in England. A good machine
can be purchased for fifty dollars."

A Seriovis Coasting Accident,

A serious coasting accident occurred near Plain-
field, N. J., on Monday of this week. Craig A. Marsh,
Corporation Counsel, and Albert Venino, a music
teacher, were speeding down the hill on the road
leading from Feltville to Scotch Plains, and in round-
ing a sharp curve they suddenly came upon a heavy
wagon loaded with crushed stone. Mr. Marsh avoided
the wagon, but Mr. Venino crashed into it and was
hurled headlong down the hill. His bicycle was
ruined, and he was covered with cuts and bruises
from head to foot, besides suffering dangerous inter-

nal injuries. He was taken to his home in Plainfield,

where he lies in a critical condition. The mountain
road from Feltville is a favorite coasting resort for

wheelmen, but after a wheel has once started down
the mountain it is virtually a runaway, and cannot be
stopped until its momentum dies out on the straight

two mile stretch of level highway running into Scotch
Plains.

The "Z. & S." stocking supporters are having a
sale far exceeding all expectations. This is probably
due to their superior qualities and the comfort they
give to the wearer. Messrs. Howard A. Smith & Co.,

Newark, N. J., the manufacturers, are the only firm
licensed to use the Lindsley Button Loop Catch, which
neither wears a hole in the kniokerbockers, tears the
stockings,nor chafes the leg. They are fully described
in our advertising columns.
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NEWARK.

The plan o£ forming an association of the New
Jersey '^lubs, which is now ^"^'J^^^^JtreaUy
that will tend to advance cycling in tl^fStfte greatly^

if the various clubs will take an interest m the matter

and work together harmoniously. It is more than

can bTexpected, however, to hope for an association

in which all the clubs will take an active part, work

weU together and not squabble over petty jealousies^

As it Itands now five clubs are interested- m the

union, and they are anxious to secure the support of

orte? organizations in the State. The plan wa^

broached with the intention of P5°™°tin« a team

road race between New Jersey clubs, but since it has

been found that Dwyer's mile track ^t El^i%^.^fJl (°"

which horse racing was recently prohibited), can be

secured and put in condition for cycle facing, free of

expense, the aspirations of the promoters of the As-

sociation have bounded upward wonderfully. Ihe

p^an is now to hold a race meet on the course, includ-

fng among a variety of open events, a New .Jersey

telm race and a club race for each organization be-

longing to the association A clause has already been

made m the constitution for the distribution of the

receipts. ^, , c

Another plan of the Associated Cycling Clubs of

New Jerssy is to elect a membership committee

whose duty it will be to keep a record of all club men
Each club which is a member of the association will

be obliged to send in a list of all applicants for mem-
bership. They will be passed PPO^^jy the commit-

tees and returned to the club with the result of their

investigation. This, it is thought, will purify the

membership of all the clubs, keeping out members
who are backward in paying dues or otherwise objec-

tionable. While the plan has got some good points

there are strange reasons to believe that it will not

work. A club will not submit thus to be deprived ot

power to judge for itself as to its choice of members.

The plan will also cause a long delay in admitting

new members, and bother and confusion to the sec-

retaries of the various clubs. It is safe to predict

that the plan will not prove a success.

The all-absorbing topic in Newark and Orange is

the coming race between the Business Men s Cycle

League and the Orange Wheelmen, on July 27, from

Pompton to Orange via Paterson, Belleville and

Bloomfield, a distance of about twenty-seven miles.

The roads for almost the entire distance are macadam
with many down grades. No record has been made
over the course butit|is probable that the distance will

be made in ih. 55m. and possibly in a trifle less time

The Orange team consists of Messrs. Coggeshall,

Cakes, Coffin and Grosch, while Messrs. Swain, Peck,

Kirkpatrick, Brock or Holmes will ride for the a. M.

C L Owing to the great local rivalry prevailing,

the result of the contest is awaited with deep interest.

Messrs. Eldridge, Swain, Miller and Belknap, of the

Atalanta Wheelmen left Twenty-third Street and

Eighth Avenue, N. Y., at o o'clock, on Sunday morn-

ing last, and reached Yonkers at 10.30. They started

from that place at 10.50 and boarded the ferryboat at

Tarrytown at 11.40. Dinner was secured at Nyack,

and the start for Newark made at 2 p. m. via Tenafly,

Closter, Englewood and ' Carlstadt. The distance

covered was close to seventy miles.

Messrs. Edge and Miller, of the A. W., departed for

Bangor, Me., last week, and are now touring to New
York On Fourth of July a number of members of

the ciub will ride from the Delaware Water Gap to

Port Jervis over the famous shale roads.

Four members of the Irvington Cycle Club will

start on July 4 for a trip through New York, Connec-

ticut and Massachusetts, and expect to cover 500 miles.

On Wednesday evening of this week, W. E.

Eldridge gave a supper to a number of his best cus-

tomers in honor of the successful close of his first six

months in the cycle business. SPARK.

FOR SALE. EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 words 2f,'=^f*^
Two Insertions *"

THE ROAD RACE AT NASHVILLE.

The eighteen mile road race to Franklin, Tenn.,

will take place on July 10, at 4 p. m. It will be a

handicap affair, with eight minutes limit. Cushion
"tires will be penalized one minute and pneumatics
four minutes. The time limit will be two hours. A
special train will be run to enable spectators to have
a view of the start at the Reservoir and also to view
the race at Brentwood ten miles out where the rail-

road runs parallel with the Pike for half a mile or

more. The best riders in the State will participate

and a large delegation is expected from Memphis.
The interest and excitement of the coming event is at

torrid heat. • The prizes donated thus far are : Victor
safety, French clock, fine gold medals, and a dozen
other articles. The race will take place rain or shine.

In the evening, at 8.30 o'clock, a grand lantern parade ,

will be held in which about 300 wheelmen will partici-

pate.

An old fashioned wheel that was manufactured
twenty-five years ago, is on exhibition at Hagers-
town. It consists of two wooden wheels a little higher
than the wheels of the safety bicycle, the pedals are
of wood, a reaper seat answers the purpose of a sad-
dle, and a straight iron rod does the service of a
handle bar. The old machine is quite a curiosity,

and though old and rickety it can be ridden at a fairly

rapid ^ait.

The newly organized Press Cycle Club, of Boston,
took its first run on Sunday last. A halt was called
in a pleasant grove and a business meeting conducted.
Following are the officers elected : President, B. W.
Isfort of the Herald : Vice-President, William B.

McDowell of the Globe ; Secretary-Treasurer, A. J.
Ochs; Captain, W. P. Kennedy of the Herald : First
Lieutenant, J. C. Kerrison of the Herald ; Second
Lieutenant, J. Taylor of the Globe : Color Bearer, W.
J. Thompson, Globe. The committee appointed to
draw up by-laws and constitution will report at the
next meeting.

New Tork Bicycle Company, Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th

Street, N. Y. New and Stcond-Hand Machines. Choice

assortment. Prices reasonable. Wheels to rent. Cycling

Accessories of all kinds. List of Bargains and Sundries

free upon application. OJd mounts takan In part pay-

ment Mr New- '.

.

TTOR SALE-Ladies' Rover Safety, in good condi-

r Uonfcheap, at A. G. Spalding & Bros., 241 Broad-

way, N. Y. __.^.

7-3

TXTANTED-Tennis Racket. State condition make
W and lowest price. Address, Racket, P. O. Box,

444, New York City. '"3

O^ANDEM PSYCHO; cushion tires; double brake;

i in perfect condition; good as new; cheap for

cash. Address Julius J. Jose, care Capital Cycle Co.,

Washington, D. C. 7'3

^ buys new 1891 Ladies" Rambler, warranted.

4)99 Cheap Victor, 1891, new, loop frame, %^o. Ad-

dress Willis, 73 Main St., Cortland, N. Y. 7-3

Man To Take Charge.
Wanted a man to take charge of the manufacturing

department of a large bicycle manufacturing busi-

ness; none but thoroughly competent men need apply.

Addi-ess Audit, care THE WHEEL, P. O. Box 444, N. Y
City. 7-17-'^

A FEW BARGAINS—One Columbia L. R. Safety,A 'qo pattern, condition perfect, $ick); one 54-inch

Rational Expert, '90 pattern, fine condition, |8o; one

Hartford Safety, '90 pattern, condition fine, $70; one

,o-inch Volunteer Columbia, '90 pattern, not run 50

miles, $50; one 46-inch Columbia bemi-Roadster, good

shape, $U one 42-inch Ideal, $10. F. C. Weston, Co

lumbia Agent, Bangor, Me. »-i

TT IS NOT "A THING OF BEAUTY NOR A JOY
J- forever " (we speak of our catalogue), but it goes

right to business in a way to please people who mea^n

business, and "no others need apply." Latest second-

hand list is just out too, and it may save you $5 to $25

all for one postal with your legible address on it.

KNIGHT CYCLE CO,, 207 N. loth St., St. Louis, Mo.

LTT OCOTT, attorney and solicitor in patent
. ll. O cases; especial attention to bicycles;

Newark, New Jersey; N. J. headquarters, R. P.

Scott's book, " Cycling Art, Energy and Locomotion.

-pOR SALE-Two $145 Featherstone Pneumatics,
r ridden fifty miles, price $120. J. S. Roles, Nash

ville, Tenn.
" 7-i7

BRONCHO—My new " '91 Broncho" Safety ;
run two

months ; not a scratch.; not a fault. Also Union

No. 9, in fine condition, $75. Columbia V, solid tires,

$110. Square dealing to all. Write me, N. Y. Higgms,
Cycle Agent, Milford Mass. 7-31

SEVERAL $135 Safeties to trade on favorable terms;

no old wrecks. Large lot "rock bottom bar-

gains. Send for list. John G. Zook, Letitz, Pa. 8-28-c

FOR SALE -Columbia L. R. Safety, 1890 pattern, in

the best of condition ;
used but little and in every

respect new ; must sell quick
;
price, $100 cash. Ad-

dress J. Clyde Swigert, Newville, Pa. 7-1°

/COLUMBIA SAFETY BICYCLE—1891 pattern
;
ex-

^ cellent condition. $115, C. O. D. W. H. Talcott,

No. 300 Asylum Street, Hartford, Ct. 7-3

A7ICTOR SAFETY BICYCLE—1890 pattern ; first-

V class condition. $85 only. E. J. Hoskms, P. O.

Box 341, Hartford, Ct. 7-3

FOR SALE—Second-hand Referee (English Safety)

Bicycle, in perfect order, used but little, latest

and most improved make. Address, or call on owner,

428 Franklin Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y. 7-3

WANTED—Will accept good good 52 or 54 inch Or-
dinary in part payment for new Safety, or

might buy if cheap. L. H. Porter, 29 West 23d Street,

New York. 7-'°

BICYCLE BARGAINS—New Safeties at one third

discount. Second-hand ones slaughtered. Or-

dinaries at any price. Sundries big cut. Cut Rate
Store, 2192 7th Avenue, near 130th Street. 7-3

ONE FULL NICKEL 54 inch Eagle, in first-class

order ; one 50 inch Eagle, half nickel, in first-class

order; one 1890 Victor Safety, in fine order; one 1890

Columbia, in good order. For sale at F. Fairbairn's

Bicycle Exchange, Erie, Pa. Prices low. 7

WATCH CHAIN BAR.

Pat. April 15, 1890.

eolid Gold, - $5.50. 1 Gold FiUed, 1.2&

No. 119.

Gold Filled Watch Charm
Parts all work, $2.50.

No. 144A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

No. 144B.

League Pin, Solid Gold

with top for letter-

ing, $5.00.

No. 144C.

Same as 144B, except

top.

No. 144D. No. 144E.

Same as 144B, except top.

No. 140.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $2.00.

No. 196.

Solid Gold.

Enameled, $1.75.

WANTED—51-inch Columbia L. R. in exchange for

New Mail Safety, '90, with cyclometer and lamp
carrier ; all in first-class order. New Mail, care of

The wheel. 7-3

BARGAIN—A New Mail Safety Bicycle, 1890 model,
with latest improvements; cost $135.00; price $80;

in good condition. Address Rev. J. A. B. Scherer,
Pulaski, Va. 7-10

FOR SALE or will exchange for a first-class

"Safety," an 18 foot centre-board yacht in fii st-

class condition all rigging complete. Address, H. G.,

P. O. Box looi. 7-3

CAPITALIST OR CYCLE MANUFACTURER

WANTED.

To take up and work on Royalty the

American patent of a wheel wliicli is

having an enoi-mons sale in England,
which is eminently suited for rough
and heavy roads, and which can be
made for less than half the cost of

any other wheel in the market. Cor-

respondence invited. Address in

first instance,
G. B., P. O. Box 2226,

N. Y. City. ,_.o

No. 140B.

Solid Gold, Enameled
top for engraving,

$3.00.

No. 199.

Solid Gold, Enameled
bottom plate for en-

graving, $1.75,

In ordering League Pins or Badges which all have

stone in cencer of wheel, state whether you want

Garnet, Ruby, Sapphire or Emerald Doublet. Use

NUMBER of article wanted (no further description

necessary). Will quote special price for 144 pins

with GENUINE DIAMOND or other stones.

F. H. CAMPBEI^Iv,

243 Broadway, Room 25, New York.
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24 In. Boys' Safety $15.00
20 " " " 12.00
20 " " " .... 6.00
Giant, No. 4 " 50.00
Swift Safety, 70.00
Crescent Improved Safety, . . 50.00
Quadrant Safety, . , . . 70.00
1 890 Columbia Light Roadster Safety. 90.00
Buffalo Tricycle for Lady or Gent, 25.00

Send for Catalogue and List to

WHITE CYCLE CO., Trenton, N. J.

THE CARROLL BELL

This is the Bellyou have long been looking for. It
is light, handsome, compact. It has ^wo gongs, two
hatnmers, dust-proof band surrounding opening
between domes, perfect mechanism within, produ-
cing a rapid succession of strokes, blending into a
chime both pleasant and musical. Will ring con-
tinuously over one and one-half minutes, and sound
over 500 alarms with the slightest touch, without
pushing or pulling.

ABSOLUTELY ttUARANTEED.

PRICE, $2.50.

Whitten, Godding & Co.,
Sole Manufacturers' Agents,

FK.O"VIIDE3SrOE, K,. Xm

Bicycle Suit» and XTnlforins of all
kinds made at short notice. Special
rates to clutis. Send for samples,
prices and measurement blanks to
COI.YER & CO., 815 & 817 Broad St.,
Ke>vark, BJ. J.

PHOXOGRAPHS FOR SAI^E.

Irvlngton-Milburn Road Race,
Prospect Park Parade,

Kings County Wheelmens Race Meet.

CHAS. BiE-WBOVIG,
51 Ex:cliansre Place, N. Y. City.

H. E. RAYMOND.

RAVmOMB
:rE -^L -^

245 FLATBUSH AVE.

I. B. POTTKK.

& POXXER,EST J^TE,
., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

THEATRES.
"DROADWAY THEATRE, Cor. 41st St., N. Y.
-'-' Frank W. Sanger, Manager.

DeWolf Hopper in "WANG."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

riARDEN THEATRE.
^' Evenings at 8.30. Saturday at 2.

Mr. Richard Mansfield in his new play,
"DON JUAN."

The Wheel and Cycling Trade Review.
243 BROADWAY. F. P. PRIAL, Editor and Proprietor. P. 0. Box 444, N T. City.

ONE BOI^EAR PER YEAR.

Enclosed find $1.00 in payment for one years subscription,

comencing with issue of,.

J^ame

Address

I. j^. ^WESTOisr & 00.,
JAMESVIEEE, N.Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAEETY BICYCLE WHEELS,
MADE WITH

Parallel Coned or BALL BEARINGS, Solid or Cushion Tire.

THE BEST MATERIAL, and THE FINEST FINISH.

PRINCESS No. 1, 30 inch, balls all over,
.. 2, 28 "

" 3, 26 "

CLIMAX " 1 , 30 " Ball Bearing, ,

Asrents "W^anted all over tlie ^Vorld.

$85.00
75.00
60.00
65.00

CLIMAX No. 2, 28 incli, Ball Bearing, .... $60.00
PRINCE " 1, 26 " " "

. . . 45.00
" " 2, 24 " " " .... 35.00
THESE "WHEELS ARE BUILT ESPECIALLY FOR US.

J. E. POORMAIV, Agent,
CIISrCIlTlT.A.T"T, O.

>VHY OOKS XHIS MAN SMII.E ?

Because lie bought his bicycle from us and SAVED MONEY. Send for catalogue and
bargain list and see "what we can do for you. Remember "we also sell on favorable install-
ment plan terms If desired. Write for particulars. Any wheel on the market supplied
at lowest prices. If you are a Bicycle Dealer write for our "WHOLESALE prices.

A. W. aUMP & CO., DAYTON, OHIO.

THE STRONGEST AND LIGHTEST
IS THE BEST I

THE "SYLPH" SPRING FRAME SAFETY.
Every wheelman knows the lighter a wheel is built the better pK)vided it carries the load all right and is easy running.

The Sylph combines these features and yet has the advantages of the Spring Frame which differs widely from all other Spring
Frames, in being trussed, and consisting of three separate and distinct parts ; one part carrying the front wheel, another the rear,

and the third the rider. Other Spring Frames consist of two parts, thus leaving the saddle rigidly connected with either the

front or rear wheel. The arrangement of the springs is such on the Sylph that they are less liable to breakage, as they are held

firmly to place in casings, and cannot spread out or throw sideways. It is graceful in appearance while the workmanship and
material used cannot be excelled. If you want the best buy the Sylph and not be dissapointed. Full descriptive catalogue sent

free on application.

ROUSE-DURYEA CYCLE CO.,
Literal Discounts to Dealers Md Ageals, 13 G STREET, PEORIA, ILL.
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Subscription Price,

Single Copies,

Foreign Subscriptions,

$1.00 a year
5 Cents
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Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

COPY 8H0CI.D BE KECEITED BY TUESDAY IIORNI>'0.

LATE COPY RECEIVED UNTIL WEDNESDAY HORNING.

CHANGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS HUST BE RECEIVED BY
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ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

~ FOREIGN BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE,
W. S. SMITH,

3 St. Bride Street, London, E. C, England.

F. P. PRIAL,
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,

P. O. Box 444, 243 BROADWAY.
New YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

respectfully requested to examine its contents and
give us their patronage, and asfar as is convenient,

aid in circulating the journal, and extend its in-

fluence in the cause which it so faithfully serves

Sithsc7-ipti'on price, %i.oo per year.

Tills Issue of TBE: "WIXECL, ^nrlll

meet tlte e>es of tlie spectators of tlie
Columbus and Detroit races. It Is no
special edition any more than that
every edition of XHE 'WHEBL is a
special edition. XHE "W^HCEI^ costs
but one dollar per year, it is the
larsrest cycling: vreekly ; Has tbe most
ne-ws and tbe most advertisements.
It bas easily led cycling- journalism
Mince its establisbment in December,
1886.

SOME of the clubs are striving for novel features

to advertise their sport. We hope no club will

revive the idea of holding professional races

In the majority of cases they vrere a disgrace to a
sport which is in vogue with gentlemen ; their tactics

on the path and their antics off it were disgusting
and may well be left to the dead past. America has
never had a decent professional element, and the

number of professional riders in America and Great
Britain who rode square, who acted square and who
knew anything beyond sitting on a wheel could be
counted on the fingers of one hand.

BISHOP COXE, of Buffalo states that women on
bicycles remind him of the old children's pic-

ture books which show old ladies straddling

broomsticks and bounding o'er the grinning moon.
This is rather hard on Buffalo's wheelwomen, or else

the Bishop in the search of a simile became muddled
and forgot the hundreds of graceful women who
make tracks on Buffalo's asphalted streets. When
one leaves his field one often is ridiculous when he
would be sublime. The Bishop should have held fast

to his theology and left sport to the sporting critics.

AT Huntington, Pa., part of the feature of the

Fourth's entertainment was indeed novel,

nothing less than a run to the Asylum for " im-

becile youths." Wonder why any one can take pleas-

ure in inspecting such a pitiable collection of God's
creatures. The imbecile is an abnormality of nature.

When nature is abnormal she is monstrously so, and
her freaks should be secluded not placed on exhi-

bition. We hope there was some lesson of kindness
and care in this visit, though why one should ride

afield to see what may be seen here, there and every-

where, is not to be readily understood. I

WHEELING sinks in the estimation of the judi-

cious by giving a two-column notice of a six-

day professional race, which, it is alleged,

Mr. Thomas Eck will project and manage at the Mad-
ison Square Garden, New York City, in October of

this year. It is of no interest to us that Wheeling
should boom the Eck project, but certain statements
made to the English public are much misleading and
for sake of our sport we take extreme satisfaction in

making the proper corrections.

There may be twenty thousand cyclistsjin New
York and vicinity as Wheeling- states, but less than
two hundred of them could be induced to visit the

Eck show. We all remember but too vividly his

many exploits with six-day female races, horse vs.

cyclist, and what not. Both Eck and his quondam
"pal," " Senator " Morgan, have done much to hurt

the sport over here.

Mr. Eck is not backed up by business men, as
Wheeling states. No one in New York has ever heard
of this "great race."

No American makers will exhibit ; no American
makers would in any way assist at, directly or indi-

rectly, any Eck project. Wheeling states that it will

equal the Stanley show. Wheeling has been badly
stuffed. What will our makers exhibit in October,

we should like to know. We shall take care to coun-
sel riders to completely cut the Eck races. It is such
a relief to have our good, straight races, free from the
waiting and jockeying and monkeying of some of the

meets of the past, at which American and English
professionals competed, that we would much regret
the revival of professional sport in this country or

an inundation of foreign hippodromists and fakers.

TOPICS OF THE TIMES.

A-
Parades.

BICYCLE parade is a good thing in its way.
Just what is its way I am not prepared to say.

I know that I have been in one bicycle parade.
I know also that I have sworn a great big swear

never to go in another.
For five long years I had resisted the dubious temp-

tation, but the other day my club wanted to make a
strong show numerically, and in a weak moment I

fell, but if the good Lord will forgive me this once I

shall sin no more, neither for the sake of the club nor
anything else.
By this I do not wish to be understood as belittling

parades—for the average parade is belittling enough
in itself—far from it. In a well-ordered and well-
conducted turnout of two, three or more hundred
uniformed, well-behaved wheelmen, I recognize a
powerful instrument for impressing and opening the
eyes of the great green jjublic, but the fact remains
that the average parade is neither well ordered nor
the wheelmen well behaved, and that it is usually at-
tended by a display of boisterousness and cadishness
that can only tend to sicken. For the usual club
run or outing I detest gold epaulettes and uniforms
with braided fronts, likewise colors and bugles and
rigid disciplining and "lining up " of the men and all

the rest of that sort of film flummery. One goes on
a club run for pleasure, not show,and conspicuousness
of any nature whatsoever is to be avoided as much
as a cyclist's costume and mode of locomotion will
permit.
But there are times when one turns out for show,

not pleasure. A parade is such an occasion. Then
should the man with epaulettes and bespangled coats,
the bugles, the banners—every one, in fact, save the
dear little Willie-boy with ribbons on his handlebars,
be urged forward in all their glory. Then, too, should
the captains and lieutenants exert their authority
and preserve silence and decorum at all hazards.
The club is out for show, and show alone, and should
make a good one or none at all. It is out to impress
the public by force of numbers and appearance, and
a long line of straggling, disordered, shouting, noisy,
nondescript uniformed wheelmen, which is, unfortu-
nately, a true picture of the average bicycle parade,
can leave but one impression on the more intelligent
mind—and not a good one at that. On the other hand
the impression left by .such an appearance as
the Brooklyn Club ' presented in the recent
Prospect Park parade—ten or twelve four-abreast
rows of quiet, decorous, dignified, straight-backed,
white-gloved, clean-shirted, harmoniously-uniformed
men—can easily be pictured.
Whether uniformed or not, club officials and parade

managers can do the cause telling service by empha-
sizing the fact that order and decorum must be pre-
served at all hazards. The cad who considers it his
bounden duty to turn loose the club yell and a hila-
rious "He's all right," etc., at regular intervals and
send it bounding down the line to give a ragamuffin
flavor to the whole, should be sat upon heavily. He's
a nuisance.

I am no better than the rest of my kind, and can, on
occasion, voice a club yell or a "He's all right," and
make as much noise as any one who wears specs, but
there are times when even the worst of men grow
weary of their fellows, and a bicycle parade usually
comes very close to being one of those times.
As for the sweet little Willie-boy with his ribbons,

he shouldn't even be allowed a place in line. Rib-
bons are essentially a feminine fancy, and should be
reserved for the ladies, and the ladies alone.

WHAT will you have to drink ?

It is well enough to talk about citric acid and
aerated water, and lime juice, and clam juice, and oil

of vitriol, and all that, but the average wheelman on
a good long ride on a good hot day is more apt to

answer

:

" Gim'me anything you've got so long as it's wet
and cold."
And it is about time the writers who recommend all

these different juices and concoctions understood
that the average farm house doesn't keep them in
stock. Half the battle is in fighting down the first
temptation to drink, but when once it is begun it will
be found that a tablespoonful of vinegar in a glass of
water and sweetened with a little sugar will be hard
to beat as a thirst quencher.' One needn't be afraid
to drink lots of it, and as vinegar is an article to be
found in nearly every household, the convenience of
obtaining this beverage commends itself.

TN all the discussions of the prize question, no one
-•- has ever seen fit to seek a feminine opinion on the
subject.
Possibly for very good reasons, possibly not.
The first few medals a fellow wins make splendid

breastpins for his best girl, but when the fellow is as
speedy as Van Sicklen and married, and surfeited
with medals at that, things take on a different aspect.
Without intending, I got a lady's views while at the

Illinois Division meet, and they are worth recording.
The lady was none other than the wife of the redoubt-
able Van Sicklen, who has just added the Poorman
medal to his already large collection.
"Medals," said Mrs. Van, "are awful nice, but, as - - -

"

Van says, they get to be aHy^«/ chestnuts. Now, i?C A. F?
they would only give a nice kitchen range pf some-
thing like that, it would be of some u&i^"

J BETjI^Y^B.^^^ ^Oo

Trust to Luck. \^ ^^

As a rule pneumatics puncture at t^e^'vel^r plaoe
where there is not a stone to be seen. T^^^iegt^

—

'-'

is to go straight ahead, without any twisting or dodg.-

ing, but trust to luck.

Pity, Please, the Sidewalk Cad.
It is best to take no note of the pedestrian who

"passes remarks." As a rule he is of no account, a
cad and a guy, not worth even a fifth-second glance.
As cycles multiply they will grow tired of their airy

persiflage. Cyclists should remember that the corner
loafers of great cities must guy, "jollying " they call

it, and when they are not chaffing the passersby they
are chaffing each other.

Don't Stick to the Middle of the Road.
In the matter of morals 'tis best to "keep to de

middle of de road," the broad, straight path. Not so
with cycling, however. Riders who stick to the high-
ways Bliss the beauties of a ride over the by-ways.
If you make up your mind to a bit of discomfort, and

A little hardship now and then
Is apt to make us better men,

there is nothing so pleasant as an exploration tour.

GEORGE S. ATWATER CHAIRMAN OF
THE RACING BOARD.

President Dunn has appointed George S. Atwater,
of Washington, as Chairman of the Racing Board.
Mr. Atwater has been on the Board for three years.

A SPECIAL MEETING TO BE HELD
AT HARTFORD.

President Dunn has called for a special meeting of
the National Assembly, to be held on September g
and 10, at Hartford, Conn. The meeting, however, is
not called, as has been stated, in compliance with a
request or petition but in accordance with plans
framed before the present unpleasantness broke out.
The meeting is called at the time of the tournament
at Hartford, and will doubtless be well attended.

MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB.

The Manhattan Bicycle Club's next run will be to
Coney Island, leaving the club house at j a. m. on
Sunday. The roads are in excellent condition and
the pace will be slow. Plenty of time will be had for
bathing and sight-seeing.
Several members ran to Patchogue, L. I., on Sun-

day and report an excellent time.
Lieutenant W. J. Monahan has just returned from a

trip West, having visited Chicago, Detroit, Buffalo,
Niagara Falls, Des Moines and Davenport, and
Windsor and London, Canada. He reports a warm
reception at a number of the oUibs which he visited.
At the last meeting of the club the resignation of

Mr. W. K. Kubin, one of the charter members of the
organization, was road and accepted with regrets.
Mr. C. A. Sheehan, however, proposed that he be
placed on the honorary membership list, in con-
sideration of the good work and valuable service
rendered by him in the past. His motion received a
hearty second, and Mr. Kubin was unanimously
elected to the first place on the honorary membership
roll.

Mr. Albert Shire, of the Board of Trustees, has left

for the West. He will visit Chicago and other West-
ern cities, visiting the clubs and doing considerable
wheeling. He will return in about two weeks.

W. H. Malley, of Detroit, Mich., announces that he
will hold his first amateur indoor " bicycle race for
ordinaries" on Tuesday evening, July 21, for the fifty

mile championship of America, "rhree prizes will be
given. Entries close July 11. Fee $1. A. H. Griffiths^

will act as judge,
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A FEW WORDS OF INTEREST TO
THE ONE HUNDRED AND ONE.

The hundred and one men who take particular in-

terest in League politics, will read with amusement,

pleasure and satisfaction certain resolutions which

are embodied in our report of the Illinois Division

meet.

Our "man on the spot," Bettsy B., sends a most

graphic account, which makes even the silent elo-

quent. We can, in fancy, see Doctor Wachter
" risein' in meetin' ". We can see him grasp the back

of that chair which, by the way, has now become his-

torical, and will, no doubt, be cut up into small pieces

and retailed to the devotees by some State Street

shop for bric-a-brac.

You have seen a man rise in a meeting and grasp

the back of a chair. When a man does that he has a

mission ; his eye is purposeful; his face is red; his fea-

tures vibrate. He is about to drop the nickel of inter-

rogation into the slot of investigation, and he will get

his committee.

Committees cost so little ; and they are so orna-

mental.

The Doctor, to again return to our meet, surely

comes from Freeport, 111. He is a paragon of modesty.

He merely thinks that "we ought to do something

about this question of Mr. Randall and Mr. Dunn."

There is no question between them, but the Doctor

thought there was. Then the Doctor, after gazing

pleadingly at his neighbors, released the chair and

sat down. " Not a voice was heard."

There was a silence, a silence as real and deep and

pelucid as one of those crystal lakes that bosom them-
selves in the Alps, and which man may not fathom.

The Doctor put the question three times, just as the

boys do when trading a jack-knife for a yellow dog.

Once, and it is recorded as an interesting fact, the

Doetor "looked appealingly" toward "Pop" Brewster,

" Sam " Miles, and Charles Randall—Charles, by the

way, was not in public life long enough to become
known to the masses by any endearing appellation

;

indeed, they had not even time to halve his front

name ere he fled from the " public glare " to the un-

pleasurable and profitable fields of private industry.

It is not recorded whether this trio of gentlemen

all sat in the one seat, or were in various parts of the

meeting—but the one fact made clear is that Doctor

Wachter looked " appealingly " at them, and the lorn

expression of the hooked trout hath not in it a tithe

of the " sad sorrowfulness, or the pitiful piteousness of

that Wachter gaze."

Had the camera been there, the sun would have

painted a visage so sweetly sad that e'en the " old

masters," could they revisit the sphere, would

destroy their Greek Slaves, their Joans "at the

stake," and their other sorrowful whatnots and

whatevers. One thing only was needed to complete

the picture ; the one thing needful was a band and

Annie Laurie.

We quote: "Then up spoke Sam Miles." Brave

man who thus broke the silence, who rushed to the

rescue and saved the Doctor from that awful stagna-

tion which steals upon the mind and body and soul

when one drops a thunderbolt in meeting and there

is no report,when you harangue a mob for three hours

on prohibition and are then asked to step up to the

bar.
" Then up spoke Samuel Miles. " He did not merely

speak, or tremulously talk or querulously interro-

gate ;
but, mark you, he " spoke," and in fancy we are

carried back to the Forum, the robed Senator, and the

fire of the Philippic, the periods of Demosthenes, the

exposition of Cicero, and the wisdom pearls of

Socrates. Bravo '.Miles. Was ever such a Roman?
Mr. Miles "moved a committee;" the committee

was appointed ; went to its labors and brought forth

a—"mouse."

THOSE RESOLUTIONS.

Seriously, the resolutions are interesting, in our

opinion wild on some points, right on others, and are

at the time lucid, and framed with phraseological

punctilliousness.

The committee who framed the resolutions appear
to be wrong on three points.
There is no difference of opinion over the right of

the Racing Board to make racing rules, but they must
be within constitutional lines, and be so made as to
carry out the spirit and sense of the League Constitu-
tion. The Rules and Regulations Committee, who are
the League's legal advisers, reported Rule G as un-
constitutional, therefore the Board is powerless to
either make or enforce any such rule.

In view of the "alliance agreement," the Executive
Committee clearly appear to have the right to declare
Rule G void.
Whereas number two explains that Chairman Ran-

dall has apologized for the personal allusions in his

letter. Whereas number three states that Mr. Ran-
dall has been removed.

Whereas number four states that the present alli-

ance between the League and the Athletic Union has
been productive of results not beneficial to the League
—to which, one has but to say when? how? why?
where ?

After the preamble outlined above, the committee
resolved as follows : That the Board may make Rule
G and similar rules ; that neither the President nor
any committee has the.right to annul or interfere; that
the Division deeply regrets the "personal allusions"
—very feathery phrase that—of Mr. Randall's letter:

that the action of Mr. Dunn in removing Mr. Randall
is ill-advised—why, one is not informed—and that no
reason for such removal was given. If ten thousand
tons crush the life out of a man, he is said to be dead.
No one asks for particular reasons, becaus* common
sense flashes the fact that when ten thousand weight
fall on a man, the weight " aint" hurt but the man is.

Mr. Randall had insulted President Dunn ; his poli-
cy was opposed to the League's policy as projected
by the League President and the League executive,
hence the decapitation.
Other sections of the resolutions state that "Rule

G " is for the best interests of the League, which is a
debatable question ; that Mr. Randall should be at
once reinstated, which is nonsensical and impossible;
that the alliance is a detriment to the League, which
is not easily proved. The concluding section of the
resolution is the one of the most importance. It

shows the proper spirit ; it disclaims any intention of
making the Dunn-Randall controversy a sectional
issue ; "Pop " Brewster gets up in meeting—"looks
towards the East and likewise bows"—and insists upon
it that the Division particularly disclaims any inten-
tion or idea of creating a sectional row. This is all

very well and gratifying. It will mean much cheese
and prizes at Detroit instead of charge and counter
charge. Pop Brewster and Davy Post may even fall

on each other's necks and weep. Dunn and Randall
may shake hands, and Major Burdette will give a few
much needed pointers to the representatives of the
Western press who have been ranting and roaring
about the utter wreck of the League, and raising
monuments to fallen heroes, and have altogether
made themselves hysterical and ridiculous.

Dr. G. Carlton Brown and the Elizabeth Cycle Com-
pany are one and the same, if I correctly understand
the ten year old boy who was running the place, and
who tried his best to sell me a Rambler or Victor. 1
offered him within a half dollar of list price but he
wouldn't drop an inch. Bully for that boy.

Pertli Amboy.
In this old town, with its pretty public square and

ancient church, its defunct brass band and lovely
bay view, I found Gren ville S. Titus as the only agent
for bicycles, and he is not in need of an extra clerk
for copying wheel orders. But with me he hopes.

Keyport.
Keyport I reached at night, and the hotel man said

my traps didn't need checking, he'd take charge of
them. I was assigned to a room facing the bay, and
the breeze was delightful. Next day I found A. M.
Brown, T. H. Roberts & Co., and A. Sealz & Co. all
willing to write orders for all the bicycles needed,
but they did not propose to carry stock, and I didn't
stay in the town longer than necessary.

Red Bank,
Here I was pleased to see the machine held, owned

and loved with a fervor worthy of a place where
better roads abound. Adlem & Cole are Pope Com-
pany's agents, and Hendrickson & Applegate sell
Giants. Red Bank is full of business and quite a
breezy town.

liOng Branch.
This summer resort is promised improved streets,

and a corresponding increase in the wheel business
is expected J. R. Wert & Co., druggists, represent
the Overman Wheel Company, but sell medium priced
machines also. Telegraph boys use bicycles here for
the delivery of messages. RalranHES.

TRADE ITEMS FROM A TRAVELERS'
NOTE BOOKS.

Binghamton.
Binghamton, N. Y., people don't like you to spell the

name of their town with a "p " in it, and in conse-
quence the average stranger must exercise caution
when he writes to, of or about that segar and bicycle
place. It is likewise famous for fast horses and also as
being the home of Jones, who always pays the freight.
As a bicycle town it is Ai. It has a lively wheel club,
and so far nothing sufficiently serious has transpired
to endanger the existence of that institution. Ladies
are taking an interest in the machine, and as several
of "the 400—more or less—have learned to ride, it is
safe to assume that the sport is a "go." God bless
them and the sport, that Buffalo Bishop to the con-
trary notwithstanding.
Columbia and Hartford wheels are sold by the

Binghamton Cycle Company, which is composed of
Dudley C. Greene and two other young business men.
Their success has been marked.
The Victor wheels have been sold by E. H. Towle

Cycling Company, whose headq^uarters are adjoining
the Hotel Bennet. Mr. Towle is by trade a barber,
but early this year forsook shaving faces for the more
profitable business of shaving off the discount on
bicycle bills. His concern has done remarkably well.
Babcock & Stowell, hardware men, began selling

bicycles this year, and though handling medium price
machines only expect to enlarge upon this line in
1892.

Susquehanna, Pa.

Coming along the Erie the traveler reaches Susque-
hanna, and he wonders who in the world would ride
a bicycle in such a hilly place. Still stranger will it

strike him is the fact that the safety was slow in get-
ting a start here. The writer undertook to talk up the
low wheeler here a couple of years ago, but it was a
failure. All they wanted was ordinaries, and I natur-
ally filled them up in that line.

Port Jervis.

This pretty little place is surrounded by mountains,
and in consequence there are many places where
beautiful scenery attracts the wheelman. George W.
Case is the lively and popular agent.

Middletown, N. T.
Twenty-one miles nearer New York arid the traveler

reaches Middletown, where cycling has made rapid
strides during the last two years. Here Harry C.
Ogden, a drug clerk, can be found selling Columbias
and W. W. W. machines; Frank C. Masterson, a dry
goods clerk and L. A. W. consul, the Victors, and
Millspaugh & Son, hardware, handle several makes.

Elizabeth.
Elizabeth is considerable of a wheel town, indeed it

is way up in wheeldom. Mostly all machines are rep-
resented, and those that are not can readily be gotten
by the Elizabethtown man in New York, where
chances are, he is himself engaged in business. P. c!
Gilbert, Columbia agent, I didn't happen to meet, as
he is only at his Elizabeth place of business in the
evenings, and it wasn't evening when I called. I am
told that he is quite a wheel talker, and that's the
kind of man it takes to sell some bicycles now-a-days.
W. A. Tubbs, stationer, was burned out several

weeks ago, but barring the disadvantage of not hav-
ing space to display bicycles as of old, does not seem
to be much the worse off. Mr. Tubbs was a partici-
pant in the recent Newark-Philadelphia run, using a
Criterion wheel, and though the tire loosened he got
through in pretty fair shape. He sells the Juno, Rob
Roy and Crescent wheels.
Pendleton & Co., printers, are a new concern in the

wheel biisiness, their place being 260 Morris Avenue.
They carry R. L. Coleman & Co.'s line.

BOSTON TRADE NOTES.

A CURIOUS TALK WITH A MORAL.

Among the curious tales I found floating about was one
concerning the officers of a certain wheel building cor-
poration, whose advertised "authorized capital" is $1,000,-

000. This firm, like many another, Jcame out with a
great blowing of trumpets and a glare of dizzy and daz-

zhng advertising matter, scattered to the four winds of

cycledom, which gave them a good start a year ago. But
through the very bad course of everybody trying to run
the business, matters began to get mixed, and when they
all tried to straighten out matters the thing was-worse
mixed than ever.
Finally th« funeral came, and hungry plucked doves

(creditors) fluttered around, and perched on the fence that

surrounded the factory near Boston; on the eaves of the
buildings and the smokeless stack, waiting to pounce
down on the remains as soon as the spirit had flown.

But life is a precious thing, and an extention was
secured by the hokus pokus arrangement of additional

capital being put in, and a couple of trustees appointed
to superintend the disbursement of these funds. But a
counter-hoppers' trying to tame a rattlesnake is not half

so bad or disastrous as a green hand's attempt to run a
bicycle business, as the bare results in this case go to

show. I have it straight from headquarters that they
have sold only six machines this year, while many times
this number, which were put out last season, have been
returned; in some cases, payment for same refused; in

others, the return of cash demanded, on the claim that the
wheels were not what they were represented to be.

But the regular back-woods hucKleberry picnic comes
in just here. These trustees whom I have mentioned,
according to their legal rights, have supreme control over
all. They are the twin Great Moguls of the occasion, and
soon began to make their power felt. The "General
Manager," the "Superintendent" and the Manager of the

Boston branch, had, by their personal and self-sacrificing

endeavors raised this money with which to carry on the

business, and as they are regarded as being fully compe-
tent, it is natural to suppose that the establishment would
be well on its way to success now.
But not so. In a very short time ; a matter of a few

days only, the trustees presumed that they knew enough
of the business to run it without any one's assistance;

and the "General Manager" (ex), the "Superintendent"

(ex) and the Manager of the Boston branch (ex), all

picked themselves up off the sidewalk, and wondered
how they had gotten there.

A party who had been formerly connected with them,

and who was dropped by the management this winter,

was put in again by the trustees, as—I don't know just

what to call him—and the business is now serenely float-

ing along on illy calculated prospects and the remains of

the "additional capital," which latter is disappearing

with dazzling rapidity.
, , , ,.

However, those well posted, feel sure they will last

sixty days, at least, though I doubt it. But to show how
unpremeditated the action on the part of those now in

authority, it is necessary but to relate that the General

Manager, with whom connection was so unexpectedly

severed, owns most of the patents under which the

machines are built, especially the indispensable ones, and
it is in his power to close down on them at any time.

Readers of The Wheel will remember seeing in its

columns some months ago, an item regarding the proba-

bility of the erection of a large factory at Providence, R.

I and I learn that the subject is again being brought

strongly to the front. It is on these very patents that they

expect to work, and I understand that the necessary capi-

tal has been offered by the Rhode Island parties. So the

old company's future is not very bright.

PERHAPS A NEW FACTORY AT PROVIDENCE.

The Providence company is also calculating a deal

whereby they will acquire a working interest in the pat-

ent tendem frame of Mr. Val H. Muller, New York city,

which is, I believe, the only frame by which a tandem

safety can be built, and both wheels made drivers, without

chains. A new and very light gearing, which will speed

a 4--inch wheel to 60 has just been invented, which it is

proposed to work in connection with a single marhine at

well as the tandem. It is an inner hub arrangemens.

chainless, and permits of adjustment from 50 to 70 inches,

So I am sure time will develop some very interesting

things in connection with these matters, and it may be

well to watch for them,
k-,.=t „.-...Kerlumbia.
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WHEELING LEADS THEM ALL!

FISHING.

O, they prate of the rod and the reel,
And the glorious "feelings they feel,"

As they sit in the damp
Or the glare of the light.

On the edge of a rock
And don't get a bite

—

We smile at the joys of the reel,
And those " feelings " they feel

!

HUNTING.
A tiresome run,
A busted gun.
The shy of a horse
At a bunch of moss,
A twelve-foot ditch,
A quick, neat pitch

—

Include these in your fling
That "hunting is the thing,"
And glory the sports afield,

And the " fun " they yield.

WHEELING.
But the wheel in an hour
Can match the power

Of all the sports the world can bring !

From pleasures Quixotic
And sports aquatic

We turn to the wheel—to it we sing.

We sing of the road that winds the hills.

We sing of the splash of sparkling rills.

Of moss-grown, picturesque old mills,
We sing of the wheel.

From the ills of life we may
To the haunts of Nature stray

;

There's inspiration grand
In the touch of her quiet hand,
And thoughts in the waving grasses
That rise as the cycle passes

;

Lessons in running brooks
Which are not found in books.
In the land of Nature's reign
Is rest for the tired brain.

Then sing with me of the hills
;

The laughter and splash of the rills,

Theecstacy that thrills

—

Sing with me of the wheel.

—C. S. W. for The Wheel, July 3, 1891.

How to Ride Gracefully.
A correspondent of the Minneapolis Tribune writes

as follows in relation to cycling for ladies :
" Grace-

ful riding is always admired, even by the opponents
of cycling. Ungraceful riding is an abomination and
it is no hard task to appear on a wheel like some
winged imp. Saddles too low and too far back, body
bent over like a hoop, knees describing an outward
curve and ankles stiff make a sorry sight to see and
it is one too often seen In fact very few riders adopt
the best position. The reason is easy to explain.
Most beginners commence with a low saddle because
easy to mount. There is a peculiar disposition on the
part of a beginner to watch the rolling of the front
wheel. He or she bends over at the start and this
habit is retained. It is often a fact that those who
walk erectly bend over on the bicycle. The saddle
should be far enough forward for an erect position.
It must be high enough to cause a complete straight
turning out of the knee. The last closing of the
knee gives the greatest power. The ankle movement
should be freely used. By observing these rules the
rise of the knees will be lessened about five inches.
It is the strongest way to ride, because there can be
no question but that the centre of weight and point
of resistance should be in line. The body should not
sway from side to side but should be apparently a fix-

ture of the saddle. The feet should be in line with
the machine, the heels turning neither in nor out. The
knees should not move out of a perpendicular line
latterly. Mounting should not be made from hitch-
ing blocks or curbstones. Dismounting is most dif-
ficult of all to learn. It is most difficult to learn
this properly without careful instruction by a compe-
tent teacher. The rider should not jump off, but
should bring the wheel to a standstill at moment of
dismount and should alight without noise. Freaky
dressing is out of taste. Have a full skirt. This is

the whole chapter on dressing."

Business Meetings of the Kentucky DiTision.
The business meeting of the Kentucky Division at

Louisville, held on June 27, was as harmonious and
pleasant as could be expected. The nominations for
officers for the ensuing year attracted considerable
attention, but no hard feelings were engendered.
For Chief Consul, G. E. Johnson and W. E. Castle
were chosen candidates. W. W. Stephenson, Esq., of
Harrodsburg, was named for Vice-Consul. Mr. Ste-
phenson is a lawyer of ability, a member of the Leg-
islature, and an enthusiastic wheelman. His election
will help the sport in Kentucky. W. W. Watts, Esq.,
of Louisville, is the nominee for Secretary-Treasurer.
Mr. Watts is also a lawyer of more than local reputa-
tion. For representatives on the State Executive
Board, C. O. Updike, of Lexington ; E. H. Gaither, of
Harrodsburg. and N. G. Crawford, of Louisville, were
nominated. Two representatives only will be elected.
The election is to be by mail vote, between the isth of
October and the ist of November. Every member
casts his own ballot.

Paid Amateurs.
According to Wheeling, English amateur sport

appears to be in a bad way. Wheeling states that
one noted amateur is receiving ^4 a week from the
maker whose machine he rides. Wheeling also makes
this broad statement :

" Men are being paid for
riding in all parts of the country."

The Cyclists' Road Book of Northern Illinois
and Southern Wisconsin,

We are in receipt of the 1891 volume of this book,
which is published annually by the Chicago Cycling
Club, the chief compiler this year being L. W. Conk-
ling. The book contains maps of northern Illinois
and southern Wisconsin. Its routes embrace the
Chicago, Milwaukee and Peoria riding districts.
There are thirteen maps illustrating the routes. Be-
sides this there are chapters on " The Rights of Bicy-
cles Upon Public Highways," "Park Regulations of
Chicago Parks," "Temporary Repairs," "Dr. L, A.
Bull's Directions in Case of Accident," an article on
dress, on luggage, a chapter on weather signs, a chap-
ter on the care of machines, a page of thanks to ad-
vertisers who have helped the club pay for the book.
Altogether it is a most ambitious volume, and a most
valuable addition to the touring literature of the
sport.

Three Riders Pedal Do-wn Pike's Peak.
The Denver papers of June 30, reported that on Sun-

day, June 28, three riders pushed their wheels to the
summit of Pike's Peak and then rode back to the
level. The riders were Horace F. Kennedy, Charles
Candy, the well-known Victor traveler, and W. E.
Perkins, a prominent Denver wheelmen. The party
left Manitou at 4.30 a. m., and reached the signal
station at 2.30 p. m.
At 4 o'clock they started for the bottom. The road

was in very bad condition, and at times there were
some steep grades. The brake levers were strapped
to the handle-bars, and at times the spoons became so
hot that the rubber tires were burned.

A Self-Mending Pneumatic Tire.

A self-mending pneumatic tire has been in the ex-
perimental stage for some time. You stick a knife in
It and the hole closes automatically. We only hope
it will be brought to perfection.

Fifty Mile Road Record.
On June 20 R. L. Ede covered fifty miles over a

regular measured course in ah. 24m. 44s , beating the
previous record by 7m. 51s. Ede rode an Ormonde
pneumatic safety, and his performance is regarded
as marvelous. His average pace during the ride ex-
ceeded twenty-one miles an hour; the first twenty-
five miles were covered in ih. 13111.

R. t. EDE.

THE 21 YEAR OLD BOY WHO RODE 50 MILES IN 2H.
24M. 44S. ON A SAFETY.

In his fifty mile road record ride R. L. Ede rode the
first twenty-five miles in ih. 13m., and the last twenty-
five miles in ih. nm. That the time for the second
half of the journey was faster than the time for the
first twenty-five miles is due to the air-inflated tire,

which saves the rider from nervous and muscular
exhaustion.

A Plume in the Ormonde Cap.

R. L. Ede, who recently made a fifty mile record of

2h. 24m. 44s., is just past his majority, is very small
in build and weighs but iio pounds. The course was
straightaway, and the little fellow outdistanced all

his pacemakers. His time is better than the path
record. His time was made on an Ormonde fitted

with pneumatic tires.

Officers of the A. C. C. of N. J.

A meeting of the Associated Cycling Clubs of New
Jersey was held on Thursday evening, at Newark,
and the following officers elected: President, J. S.

Holmes, Jr., B. M. C. L. ;
Vice-President, Charles

Edge, A. W. : Secretary, Dr. Holmes, U. C. R.;

Treasurer, E. J. Day, H. C. W.

Cash or Medals.
Wheeling \& va.a.'kins a strong plea for cash prizes,

instead o£ the usual medals, clocks, vases, cups, etc.

Wonder why the papers are continually agitating
this question. In other branches of sport, their
amateurs compete and that is all there is to it. Cy-
cling journals, on the other hand, seem never so
happy as when discussing some phase of the amateur
question.

"Willie Windle.

Willie Windle was at the New Haven and Hartford
meets. At Hartford he took care of Mr. Hoyland
Smith, and was more elated over Hoyland's two mile
record than Smith himself. When not starting "his
man" he was away up aloft in the judges' stand
clocking the last quarters. Windle looks well and
rosy. He is carefully trainingon a pneumatic safety.

At present he has decided to ^o in for some safety

records, and if he feels that he is as good a man on a
safety as he was on an ordinary he will go into some
of the important tournaments and meet all comers.

His Mother Helped Him Out.

Stroethof, the Dutch flier, is a lucky man. His
pneumatic racing Parade had not arrived by the
middle of the week, and, as the race meeting was due
for Saturday, it looked as if he would have to go
pneumatic-less. But not so, not so. His mother at
once came over to England and took the machine,
and a racing tricycle as well, back to Holland with
her. This worthy lady deserves to see her son win
after taking so much trouble to help him to do so.

—

Wheeling.

It Is The Heart.

We could not help noticing the difference in the
physical state of the men who finished "placed" in
the running mile at Catford Bridge and the state in
which cyclists would have been after riding a mile.
The secret i.s in the heart. The heart hangs in a bag,
and the less the heart is shaken about in that bag the
better it is able to pump the blood through the body.
In running it is naturally shaken ; in cycling it rests
comparatively quiet.— Wheeling.

Battle Creek,;Micli.

Herman J. Gute, Manager of the Battle Creek
Cycle Co., writes us that cycling is rapidly increas-
ing in Battle Creek. A club of 120 members was
organized on Monday evening last, twenty-seven of
whom are ladies. Within a week or two a twelve
mile road race will be held between Battle Creek and
Marshall, Mich. A number of the boys will attend
the Detroit meet.

We Endorse This.

How often the question is asked : Why don't cy-
clists have their machines lit by electricity at night ?

and how hard it is to convince the non-practical that
the question of weight is a momentous one to the
wheelman. Until power can be stored that will give
a maximum of weight in the apparatus to be carried,
we fear electricity for cycling has no chance what-
ever.

—

Cycling.

iVIr. Grormully Will Sail For Europe.

Mr. R. Philip Gormully, President of the Gormully
& Jeffery Mfg. Co., will sail for Europe, leaving New
York to-morrow, July 11.

A Letter From the Inventor of the Marvelous
Unicycle.

Mr. V. Belanger has written us the following letter
from Worcester in response to an inquiry from us for
full particulars about his wonderful one-wheel cycle :

"The test of the cycle, that is to say, the trial of the
metal wheel, will be made soon, and m the meantime
your letter has been put on file to receive due consid-
eration in time. I take rather time because the ma-
chine will be exhibited in all parts of the world. It
will do all what I have said. When it is finished I

will furnish you with cut, etc., with great pleasure."

H. E. liaurle Coming to America.
H. E. Laurie, who was over here last year, has left

the Ormonde Cycle Co. and taken a position with the
Howe Machine Co., whose advertisement appears in
our columns. Laurie will visit this country in Au-
gust and September, with the object of opening up
business for the Howe Co. He writes that he has no
intention of racing.

On the Irvlngton-Mllburn Course.
The Business Men's Cycle League, of Newark, held

a ten mile handicap over the Irvington-Milburn
course on July 4. There were nine starters. The re-
sult was : Peck, scratch, first, time, 33m. 27s.; Swain,
ij^m. behind scratch, second; Rink, third ; Eldridge,
fourth. On July 18 the first of a series of club ten
mile road races will be held for the Murray cup.

The Pneumatics Behaved Badly.
On a recent Friday night twenty-five members of

the North Road Club started on a ride from London to
York. Although they did not start until midnight a
crowd of 300 cyclists witnessed their departure. The
ride of 197 miles was covered in 2tJ^ hours. The sta-
tistics of this ride are interesting. There were eigh-
teen pneumatic-tired wheels used of which three
came through unharmed ; of the others one leaked,
six punctured, three others burst, a pneumatic ordi-
nary came through unharmed, while the balance of
the pneumatics were in other ways injured and ren-
dered useless.

Bishop Coxe Thinks Cycling for Women
Ridiculous.

The remarks of the Rev. A. Cleveland Coxe, of
Buffalo, who is reported to have recently said that
"women on bicycles look like witches on broom-
sticks "have been the subject of a deal of comment
from the press. Mr. W. E. Hicks, who recently sent
a. remonstrance to the Bishop mentioning several
women who had received physical benefit from
wheeling, recivsd the following reply :

" Dear Sir—It is impossible for me to object to your
remonstrance based upon the therapeutic merits of
the bicycle. But I am surprised and amused at the com-
ments of the press on some incidental remarks which
fell from my lips while addressing a school for girls
which is under my care and to which I was commend-
ing modesty as indispensable to character in women.
I am still of the opinion that bicycling is grossly im-
modest as well as ridiculous for women : the excep-
tional use of it for health does not come under my
censure, save only when the crowded thoroughfares
of a city are chosen for such exercise. I submit that
to pick out a word or two from a deeply serious and
well-studied lecture, and to treat them apart from
time, place and circumstance, with no reference to
the argument in which they were imbedded, is not
fair to any speaker, much less to one whose experi-
ence among men and whose studies in ethics are not
inferior to those of his critics. With sincere thanks
and true respect, I am, faithfully yours,

A. CLEVELAND CoxE, Bishop, etc."
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

A mile on a tandem tricycle in 2m. 31 2-5S. is rare
going, is it not?

" As sound as a roach," says Wheelings of F. J.

Osmond. Not elegant but apt.

Mr. G. E. Nearing was at Hartford on the Fourth,
representing the Syracuse Cycling Club.

Pneumatic-tire riding along sandy beaches is the
newest and most pleasurable torm o£ cycle riding.

Efforts are being made to include Fort Wayne, Ind
,

in the Fall circuit. A. B. White is at the head o£ it.

The Kentucky Division will hold its next annual
meeting at Lexington, between July 10 and August
10, 1892.

The Green Bay (Wis.) Club has secured space atthe
Detroit exhibit and will display the prizes for its

coming race meet.

Eight bicycle and two running events are on the
programme for the tournament of the Fall River
Ramblers, on July 18.

The lady riders of Rockford, 111., have formed a
club with ten members.

C. A. Boyle, of Pittsburg, who has been spending
some time in Wells, Minn., started July 6 to ride
awheel to the Smoky City.

Baron Charles de Drais, inventor of the " Drais-
ienne," died in penury at Carlsruhe. He frittered
away his fortune in many inventions.

The Apollo Bicycle Club was recently organized in
East Boston, and in West Lynn a number of riders
have started the Rovers' Bicycle Club.

It is stated that in the department of Seine-et-Oise,
cycle riders are compelled to wear conspicuously a
placard bearing their names and addresses.

All the clubs of Providence and vicinity will take
part in a lantern parade on July 17, which will be
held under the auspices of the Providence Bicycle
Club.

The roads in and around Old Point Cornfort,Va., are
excellent for wheeling, and the guestsat the hotel as
well as the soldiers ride about with the greatest en-
joyment.

At future race meets of the Kentucky Division there
will be but two open events each day, except the handi-
caps. All other races will be open only to members
of the Division.

The Story entitled " A Canterbury Pilgrimage," by
Mr< and Mrs. Joe Pennel, is an extremely^ interesting
one to wheelmen. This book can be obtained for fifty

cents at the office of The Wheel.

Louisville has 119 League members, or more than
the entire State of Kentucky could boast of one year
ago. At present the Kentucky Division has 267 mem-
bers, an increase of 158 in a year.

Mr. George K. Barrett, of Chicago, has a record
which he will probably hold for some time. At the
Louisville meet he made a Safety record of am. 46s.,

which is the one mile electric light record.

The Razzle-Dazzle Bicycle Club has been organized
at San Francisco with the following officers : Presi-
dent, H. F.. Morken ; Secretary, J. T. Haley ; Treas-
urer, D. P. Dolan. The membership is fourteen.

Arthur Banker, of the Pittsburgh and Allegheny
firm ot Banker Bros., has been enjoying a two weeks'
stay in New York City, returning home on Tuesday
last. Arthur and A. C. attended the Hartford Meet
on the Fourth

The Missouri Bicycle and Athletic Club has issued
a handbook in which is set forth the many advantages
of jninine the organization. The club offers unusual-
ly liberal inducements to members, and the dues are
only $1 per month.

Harry Hodgson has been swinging round the circle
with eclat this season. He was referee at Louisville,
cut quite a figure at Hagerstown, and he will proba-
bly shed light at Columbus and Detroit. Harry
"dearly loves a Lord.".

The Ramblers Bicycle Chib, of Buffalo, has accepted
the challenge of the Press Cycle Club for a team road
race, but the event will not take place until August.
Dorut.ge, who has a local reputation as a fast rider,
has joined the Press Club.

Jacob Bauer was tendered a farewell reception by
the Louisville Cycle Club Tuesday evening last. He
left Wednesday for his home in Dayton, O., and will
go from there to Detroit. Mr. Bauer's start around
the world will be made from Detroit.

The Grand Forks (N. D.) Wheelmen is the name of
a new cycle club. "The officers are : President, Wil-
liam Hall; Vice-President, Fred Lasham; Captain,
D. W. Hammond ; Secretary, H. C. Lander ; 'Treas-
urer, William Rand; Bugler, Will Hall.

There is talk of a stock company being organized
at Louisville, Ky., with the object of holding a race
meet at the Auditorium during the Fall. The com-
pany will aim to secure the attendance of all the
crack riders by offering valuable prizes.

"I will hold my first amateur indoor bicycle race
for ordinaries on Tuesday evening, July 21, for the
fifty mile amateur championship of America." This
is the wording of circulars being scattered broadcast
by one W. H. Malley, of Detroit, Mich., whoever he
may be.

Dr. Winfield H. Baldwin and Miss Fannie Benedict,
of Norwalk, Conn., were married in that town on
July 6, and after a reception they started off on a
cycle trip that will last until Fall. They will visit
Niagara Falls, St. Paul, Omaha, New Orleans and
Washington.

F. J. Osmond is of the opinion that big men are
better suited to the safety than are little men. Os-
mond, F. P. Wood and Kilkelly, all of whom are big
men are carefully training on safeties, and sensa-
tional times are expected when they make their
debut.

The Crescent Cycle Club, of Dorchester, Mass., is

composed almost exclusively of fast men. The most
recent addition to its ranks is McDuffie, of East Ever-
ett, and Berlo will probably soon be a member of its

racing team. The club has been represented at about
every local race meet held this year.

Fifteen members of the Bedford Wheelmen, of
Brooklyn, rode to Patchogue on July 4, returning the
following day. Messrs. Lersner and Sprague, of this
club, will start on a three weeks' wheeling trip to
Boston and vicinity on Saturday. The annual elec-
tion of officers will be held on July 10.

The Track Association of St. Louis are at their wits
end to find suitable grounds for their regular August
tournament, as the track at Compton Park, where the
previous race meets have been held, cannot be se-
cured. There is a possibility of the races being held
on the Fair Ground's track at Louisiana.

"When one sees E. P. Burnham on the racetrack
he cannot help but recall the days when he, Rowe,
Hendee and the pick of the world rode against each
other," says the Boston Herald. "Burnham still re-
tains that style of riding peculiarly his own, and, con-
sidering his age, covers the territory pretty lively."

The Press Cycling Club, of Buffalo, held a century
run from Erie on Sunday of last week, and out of
twenty-four starters twenty-three finished. The
riding time was loh. 40m. Members of the Buffalo
Bicycle Club made the run in iih., and F. M. Peith
rode to Erie and return, 200 miles, in 23h. 25m. Two
lady riders have also ridden over the course, their
time being loh. 35m.

Scheltema-Beduin suggests the following route for
a tour in Belgium : Take train from Ostend to Brus-
sels ; from there to Dinant or Namur, where a few
days may be spent in the Ardennes ; from Ardennes
the tourist should make his way via Liege to Holland,
and enter that country by Maestricht ; from Maes-
tricht the route is via Gennep, Arnheim, Amsterdam,
Haarlem, Leyden to Rotterdam.

H. C. Dahncke and G. A. Gilpatrick, who left Hel-
ena, Montana, on June 6 to ride to Chicago, were in

Billings, Montana, on July 4. Rain and the hard
mountain roads have proven a severe strain on both
men and wheels, and their progress has been slow,
Mr. Gilpatrick having been particularly unfortunate,
having no less than three breakdowns within a week.
They expect to be thirty to forty days.

There is a good deal of talk and counter-challeng-
ing, or at least talk to that effect, between William H.
Lord, Fred. Mastin and L. Goldsmith, of the Gotham
Wheelmen, and George C. Smith of the Riverside
Wheelmen. They all want to ride George for various
kinds of prizes. A number of challenges have been
sent to The Wheel, but we have no space for them.
The men can meet each other in local races, and have
it out for the benefit of the public.

In Bristol, England, a person named Frederick
George Stock has organized a club exclusively for
Christian cyclists. His notice reads as follows :

" Christian cyclists will be glad to hear that a
Christian cycling corps has been formed here at
Bristol, the members of which are all Christians."
Wheeling goes into a column of editorial protest
against this goody-goodyism, but we think it wasting
good powder on something not worth a line.

" Pete " Berlo, who ranked as one of the best safety
rider of last year, and who holds the one mile solid
tired safety record of 2m. 30s., is training in the Bos-
ton Park. Berlo is said to have grown much heavier
since last season. He looks well and with a little

extra weight should be able to make the best of them
ride this Fall. Berlo has made a frame which he has
sent to Featherstone, who will fit it with Dunlop
tires, the whole weighing twenty-six pounds. Berlo
was entered at Hartford but did not compete.

The Commissioners of Fairmount Park, Philadel-
phia, have framed a number of new rules relating to
cycle riding in that pleasure ground which will be
strictly enforced. Among th«m is one that states
explicitly that the carrying of a sleigh bell will not
answer for a gong. Heretofore many riders have got
around the rule requiring each cyclist to possess a
bell by attaching a sleigh bell on to their handle-bars.
None of the rules will detract from the wheelmen's
pleasure and there is no reason why they should not
be carried out to the letter.

The wheelmen of Rochester, N. Y., are bothered
with bicycle thieves, and it is thought that one or
more persons are making a regular business of steal-
ing wheels. A number of machines that have been
left in front of stores and houses have mysteriously
disappeared, and cyclists are compelled to keep a
sharp eye on their mounts when left standing in the
street. W. D. Worden caught a man in the act of
wheeling off his machine last week which he had left

standing in front of a store, but as he claimed he was
only examining the wheel he was permitted to de-
part.

A dispatch from Washington says that on Tuesday
evening the Rev. Dr. William A. Schubert left his
house and started to walk across the street to where
his little daughter was playing. Owing to his age
and feebleness he was not able to move quickly, and
stopped to allow two boys on bicycles to pass. As
the boys reached the spot where the Doctor was
standing, one of them, eleven years old, took a header.
He fell against Dr. Schubert and knocked him down.
The old gentleman fell on his back on the asphalt
pavement, and was unable to rise. He waspicked up
and carried into his house, and died about midnight.
Dr. Schubert was sixty years old.

A Kennedy-Childe left New York on Tuesday fof
the West. He will represent the Warwick Cycle Co.
at Columbus and Detroit.

Mr. and Mrs. Pennell have recently issued a new
book, entitled "The Stream of Pleasure," which de-
scribes the Thames, and is beautifully illustrated.

A single fare for the round trip from New York and
Boston to Detroit is a remarkably low rate, and
Charles A. Sheehan got this rate for the League
Transportation Committee.

The citizens of Altoona, Pa., are getting into line
with citizens of other large cities which have asphalt
streets. They object to bicycle riders playing the
hog on their asphalt avenues.

Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Owen are making an extended
pleasure trip West. They will go as far as California.
Mr. Owen, that is, the Capital Cycle Co., have booked
all the orders for Psychos they can fill, hence the
pleasura trip.

Mr. R. W. Ryan, of the Police Department, has be-
come an enthusiastic cyclist. If we get the Police
Commissioners and Park Commissioners on wheels
they will stop passing ordinances providing for the
carrying of a full line of sundries before one can
venture in the street.

It is charged against Mr. Dunn that he is attempt-
ing to get into New York society. Surely no great
crime. Men with more money and perhaps more
ability than Mr. Dunn have counted their lives wasted
because they have failed to penetrate to the inner
circle of the fashionable.

The Bicycling World of last week contains over
a page of explanations ot the recent trouble between
Messrs. Dunn and Randall. The article is published
by the Executive Committee of the League, and con-
tains clear statements of the alliance agreement and
a report of the Committee on Rights and Privileges,
all of which go to show that Rule G was unconstitu-
tional.

A good story is told of Herbert Laurie. He was at
a Scottish race meeting and his wheel had gone
wrong. Jokingly promising to give him the prize in
case he should win one, Laurie borrowed amount
from a stranger. He rode in the race and won, and,
to carry out the joke, tendered the prize to the
stranger, who, however, took it seriouily, and, to
Laurie's .amazement, promptly accepted the trophy
and walked away with it.

Eight Hundred Dollars a" Day.
A gentleman who knows something of the cycle

business estimates the income of the Pope Mfg. Co.
at eight hundred dollars a day.

Fares from Illinois, Indiana and Ohio to Detroit.
Parties of ten wheelmen in the States of Ohio,

Indiana and Illinois, fare to Detroit and return two
cents per mile for each person. Round trip rate from
Chicago to Detroit, $7.15 each for parties of fifty.

Xlxe Chief Consulship of New York State Goes
a Begging.

With Mr. Bull out of the race there has been con-
siderable speculation as to who will succeed him.
Two men, whom it would be a disgrace to the Division
to elect, want the office badly. The following men,
either of whom could be elected, have' refused point
blank to run. The men are W. H. DeGraaf, Charles
H. Luscomb and H. E. Raymond. Candidates for the
mantle should let their friends a talking.

Mr. Featherstone Commences Suit.

Mr.A. Featherstone, who was in New York on Wed-
nesday, called at THE Wheel office and stated that
he had commenced suit against the Bidwell Cycle
Co. over the' pneumatic tire patents. Mr. Feather-
stone, as most of our readers know, controls the Dun-
lop tire for this country and the Bidwell Co. control
the Thomas tire. A number of complicated questions
are involved. The principle of inflating the tire, of
course, does not enter into the action, as that prin-
ciple was used and patented by Thompson in 1845 and
the patent has long expired. We understand the two
principal points in the action will be the method of
fastening tires and the thickened outside edge of the
outer rubber tube. .

SOME INTERESTING INFORMATION
ABOUT TIRES.

The air tires which have come into prominence
abroad thus far are as follows : The JDunlop, the
Boothroyd, the Macintosh and the Clincher. The
Dunlop, of course, is the first and best-established
tire. The Clincher is making a name for itself, and
the Boothroyd is also making a name for itself. The
Jrish Cyclist booms the Dunlop tire, while Wheeling
and Bicycling News are booming the Boothroyd.
Wheeling puhMahes an interesting editorial in which
it strongly praises the Boothroyd tire, making the fol-
lowing point

:

"It is deserving of special mention that on a ma-
chine weighing in all 39 pounds, and fitted with the
Boothroyd inflated tire, F. W. Shortland finished in
the London Centre twenty-five miles championship,
being beaten a yard by Jones, but having such flyers
on the Dunlop as Scheltema-Beduin, R. L. Ede, H.
Parsons and others behind him. In his heat of the
mile handicap Shortland, who was not trained for
track riding, was beaten a foot in 2m. 33 2-5S. from the
sixty yard mark. There can now be little question
but that the Boothroyd tire has gotten within a very
short distance of the Irish pneumatic for speed. It
is cheaper by far, less liable to burst or puncture and
is easily repairable, even by an amateur."

^^^^//7/^ further states :
" We venture to say that

these are very important facts for the trade to con-
sider ere thinking about big solid tires. The public
will have an inflated tire and nothing else once its re-
liability is assured."
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FIXTURES.

JULY.

lo-ii.—Race Meet at Syracuse.
io_ii.—Annual Meet Tennessee Division at Nashville.

II.—Annual Meet Indiana Division at Indianapolis.
II.—Five Mile Club Road Race of the Kings County

Wheelmen.
13.—Safety and Ordinary events at the Rochester

(N. Y.) Athletic Club's Tournament.
13-14-15—Annual Meet, Ohio Division, Columbus.
16-17-18.—L. A. W. Annual Meet, Detroit, Mich.
16-17-18.—L. A. W. Championships at Detroit. Ad-

dress Jos. Bresler, 22 Lafayette Avenue,
Detroit, Mich.

16-17-18—Annual Meet of the Michigan Division, at
Detroit.

18.—Fall River Cycle Club's Race Meet.
21.—Fifty Mile Indoor Ordinary Race at Detroit

Mich.
22.—Race Meet of the Atlantic City Wheelmen.

Entries close July 17, with Isaac Bacharack,
929 Atlantic Avenue, Atlantic City, N. J.

42-23.-Tournament of the Green Bay Cycling- Club
24.—Postponed Race Meet of the Watertown Cy-

cling Club.
and Annual Meet of the Wisconsin Division.
Address F. S. Fox, Green Bay, Wis.

26.—Three Mile Club Road Race of the Kings
Countv Wheelmen.

27.—Team Road Race of the Orange Wheelmen and
Business Mens' Cycle League.

AUGUST.

1.—Race Meet of the Cortland (N. Y.) Wheel Club.
4.—Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha

Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y. Ad-
dress Fred Bronner, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

13-1^-15.—Annual Meet of the Massachusetts Division
at Cottage City.

15.—Road Race at Waukesha, Wis.
19-20.—New York State Division Meet at Rochester,

zg.—Annual Meet of the Montreal Bicycle Club.
Address A. Harries, Hon. Sec, P. O. Box 958,

Montreal, Canada.
29.—Race Meet of the Quaker City Wheelmen,

Philadelphia.

SEPTEMBER.

5.—Rhode Island Wheelmen's Tournament at Nar-
ragansett Park, Providence.

7-8.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn. Address J. J.
Grace, Secretary, Hartford, Conn.

g.^Third Annual Tournament of the Fort Dayton
Wheelmen, at Herkimer, N. Y.

lo-ii—Springfield Bicycle Club's Tournament, Hamp-
den Park, Springfield, Mass. Address D. J.
Canary, Box 107.

lo-n.—Chicago Cricket Club's Annual Meet. Address
J. G. Davis, Park Side, Chicago.

12.—Second Fifteen Mile Team Road Race of the
Wheelmen's Racing League.

i8-ig.—Third Annual Tournament of the Peoria Bi-
cycle Club. Address Fred Patee, Peoria,
111.

22—Rockland Co Wheelmen's Race Meet at Spring
Valley, N. Y. Entries close with Gardenier
& Cole, Spring Valley, N. Y.

12th Annnal National L. A. W. Meet,

Detroit, July 16, 17, 18, X89X.

National Championship Races and many open events.
A large and valuable collection of prizes will te on
exhibition at the cycle exhibit. • 25 mile road race.

T. Bresler, Chairman Race Committee, 22 Lafayette
Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Prizes of Unusual Value and Beauty. Double the
cost of any. previous year.

Atlantic City Wheelmen Summer Race Meeting,

Wednesday, July 22, 1891, at 2.30 P. M.

On their New Bicycle Track at the inlet. L. A. W.
rules to govern. 14 open events. Entries close July
17, 1891, with ISAAC BACHARACH, 929 Atlantic
Avenue, Atlantic City, N. J. 7-17

$1,500-IN PRIZES. G. B. C C -$1,500.
SECOlNn ANNUAL TOURNAMENT OF THE

&ree& Baj Cycle M and WiscoBsin Division M^
At Green Bay, Wis., July 32 and 23,

Entries close July 15. S. A. Miles, Handicapper.
Write tor Programmes. Address, Fenton S. Fox,
1 Green Bay, Wis.

'pHE RHODE ISLAND WHEELMEN'S
-•- Third Annual Tournament will be held

SEPTEMBER 5th,

At Narragansett Park, Providence, R. I.

For a valuable compilation of

BICYCLE RECORDS.
Send stamp to J. L. Speir, 13 Asia St., Providence, R. I.

waiontha bicycle club
Fifty Mile Handicap Road Race,

Bichfleld Springs, N. T., August 4, 1891.

Dated 1891.

To AUGUST KiNNE, Chairman of Committee,
Richfield Springs, N. Y.

Enclosed please find $1.50 entrance fee in above
race, and I hereby certify that my best times are as
follows :

5 miles at
10 " "
20 " *

'

25 " "
50 " "

Name
Address

Club '.'.'.'.'.'.'.' '.'.'.[.'.'...'.'.'...'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'..'........

Ci(ub Address
Remarks

jE^"No entry received unless properly filled out
and stating whether competitor will use a pneumatic,
cushion, or solid tire wheel. Pneumatic and cushion
tired wheels will be penalized.

The "Watertown Meet Postponed.
The meet of the Watertown (N. Y.) Cycling Club,

which was to have been held on Fourth of July at
Riverside Park, was postponed until July 24.

Wasliington Park Handicap.
A two mile safety handicap was run in connection

with the Prospect Harriers' games, at Washington
Park, on the Fourth. Summary : First, Ed. L. Blau-
velt, Brooklyn Ramblers, 180 yards; second, H. B.
Skidmore, Brooklyn Ramblers, 145 yards ; third, Al.
Feldmeier, Brooklyn Ramblers, 55 yards. Time,
6m. 12 2-5S.

The promise of an exciting finish was destroyed by
one of the men taking a header, which brought down
George Holland, U. S. Paige and H. B. Skidmore.
C. M. Murphy started 100 yards back of scratch but
was never able to get up.

Scrub Races at ZanesTille, O.

Several cycle races were run on a three-lap track
at Zanesville, O., on July 4, as part of the Independ-
ence Day celebration.

Two Lap, Boys'—Alexander Speer, first ; Dana
Palmer, second ; Harry Townsend, third. Time,
2m. 55s.

One Lap, Safety—H. K. Thomas, first; Charles
Shaw, second ; A. D. Jones, third. Time, im. 6s.

One Lap, Ordinary—E. K. Gilbert, first; H. C.

Jones, second ; E. H. Ashley third. Time, im. iis.

One Lap, Open—Charles Shaw, first ; U.K. Thomas,
second. Time, im. 12s.

One Lap, Safety, Match Race—Gath, first;

Thomas, second. Time, im. 6s.

Westtield Wheelmen's Road Race.
Six of the ten men who entered for the race came

ready to start in the five mile handicap road race of

the Westfield Wheelmen. The day was pleasant and
the course good, with perhaps a little too much wind
for very fast time. At 4.03 the start was made.
Crowds of people lined the roads on both sides and
at the finish, for the W. W.'s are favorites, and what-
ever they undertake the people uphold them and turn
out to see. A summary of the race is appended :

Handicap. Net Time.
M. S.

1. James Willis i min. 16.30

2. C. Whitehead 3 min. 20.08

3. E. Bloodgood 30 sec. 17-465^

4. B. Wyckoff 2 min. 19.28

5. R. B. Whitehead Scratch i8.oi>^

6. John Dovvall i min. 20.06

A Team Road Race.
ENGLEWOOD defeats BERGEN COUNTY.

The team race between the Englewood Wheelmen
and the Bergen County Wheelmen, which took place

at Englewood, N. J., on the morning of the Fourth,
proved to be an event of unusual interest.

The Englewood boys were on hand first, and were
ready to start at the appointed time, but the B. C. W's
were accidently detained and in consequence the

start was delayed about three quarters of an hour.

There were nine entries, five for the B. C. W., and
four for the E. W., the fifth man of the latter club

having been injured by a fall from his machine. For
a short distance the B. C. W's held the lead but before

a half mile had been covered Lieut. H. P. Stoney of

the E. W. took the lead and kept it throughout the

race, coming in about a quarter of a mile ahead of

the second man. Geo. Hinners and Lester Coyte of

the B. C. W. held s«cond and third place respectively

until near the finish when A. C. Fishbough (E. W.)

spurtfed past both and took second. Hinners finished

third and Coyte fourth. Wm. E. Moore (E. W.) came
in fifth, and Capt. C. Colgate (E. W.) sixth. This gave
the Englewoods 14 out of the 21 points contested for.

Messrs. C. F. Valentine andJ. R. Ireland of the E. W.,

and F. S. Bennet and J. H. Clark of the B. C. W. were
the judges. Mr. Donald Mackay acted as referee.

The course was five miles long, and the best time
made was 17m. 164-ss. Following is the official score:

' E. W. Pts.

Lieut. H. P. Stomey.... 6

A. C. Fishbough 5

Wm. E. Moore 2

Capt. C. Colgate i

Total 14

B. C. W. Pts.

Geo. Hinners 4
Lester Coyte 3
Capt. Jno. Hinners o

W. Meyer o

F.Key o

Total 7

Bicycle Races at Chelsea, Mass.
Some bicycle races were held at Union Square on

the Fourth. Summary: One mile race, A. McDon-
ald, first; H. C. Spear, second. Two mile race, A.
McDuffie, first ; George E. Quinn, second. One mile,
championship of Chelsea, E. B. Stratton, first ; George
E. Quinn, second. One mile, scratch, race, E. B.
Stratton, first ; George E. Quinn, second. One mile
ordinary, H. C. Spear, first ; G. L. Gary, second.

Sports at Waltham, Mass.
Three events were run on the road at Waltham,

Mass., July 4, which were witnessed by a large crowd.
The first event was a four mile, open to boys from 12
to 16 years. It was won by Mansfield in 15m. 15s. The
second event, a four mile, open to boys not over 12

years, was won by Prentiss Whiting in 20m. 19s. The
eight mile handicap, open to all, was won by William
Tracey in 31m. iBs. A gold and silver medal was
presented as first and second prizes, respectively, in
each race.

A Championship at Brockton, Mass.
A three mile ordinary, for the ch.impionship of

Plymouth County, was run at the games of the Cale-
donia Club, at Brockton, Mass., on July 4. The result
was : W. H. Centre first, George Tangney second.
The above event was for a cash prize and a medal.
A one mile ordinary, for amateurs, was also run,
which was won by F. G. Burns, W. Whitney second.

A half mile ordinary was run on the Common, at
the Fourth of July celebration, at Newton, Mass. 'The
result was : Bert Edwards first, John Hawks second.

Races at Pavetucket, il. I.

Cycle and trotting races were a part of the pro-
gramme at the Independence Day celebration, at
Pawtucket, R. I. The track was in a wretched condi-
tion for the cycle events owing to rain. Following is

the result

:

One Mile Safety, Boys'—Fred Devlin first, C. R.
Spencer second ; time, 4m. 27s.

One Mile Safety, Open—Herbert Cole first, Joseph
Walker second, Bert Lynch third , time, 3m. 56s.

One Mile Ordinary—Wm. Coflcy first, J. Walker
second ; time, 4m. i8s.

The Fourth Celebrated at Salem, Mass.
The cycle races run at the Fourth of July celebra-

tion at Salem, Mass., on the common, resulted as fol-

lows :

One Mile Novice—J. N. Peabody, first; H. F.
Dockham, second; A. F. Ward well, third. Time,
2m. 56s.

One Mile Scratch—Hugh Robson, first
; J. N.

Peabody, second ; Edward A. Bassett, third, "rime,
2m. 53s.

Boys' Half Mile—F. W. Price, first ; L. Clark,
second ; Arthur Dalton, third. Time, im. 41s. Hand-
some prizes were- given to the winners.

The Races at Lynn.
The following events were run at Lynn, Mass., on

July 4 at Market Square, and were witnessed by hun-
dreds of spectators, being part of the Fourth of July
celebration :

One Mile Novice—E. Hopkins, first; H. J. Pote,
second. Time, 2m. 47s.

One Mile Safety—M. Greenwood, first ; W. F. Mc-
Donald, second. Time, 2m. 39s.

One Mile Boys'—W. P. Brown, first ; Frank Gil-
man, second. Time, 3m. 17s.

One Mile Ordinary—Melville Lenfist, first; E. H.
Gargan, second. Time, 2m. so^s.

Two Mile Handicap—A. F. McDonald, first; J. H.
Shurman, second; M. Greenwood, third. Time, -5m.
33s.

The prizes consisted of medals, jewelry and various
useful articles.

Needham, M.tssS.

The following races -i/ere run .it Needham, Mass.,
July 4-

FIVE Mile Ordinakv—Charles Measure, first;

Chas. Courtenay, second ; Harry Fisher, third.

Time, 17m. 55s.

One Mile Town Championship-C. Measure, first.

Half Mile Boys—Alfred Measure, first; A. Chand-
ler, second.

Two Mile Ordinary—C. Courtenay, first ; Harry
Fisher, second ; Fred Marriott, third.

Two Mile Novice—Geo. Poggi, first ; David
Smith, second ; C. E. Standwood, third. Times not

taken. ,

Road Race at New Bedford.

A road race was held on French Avenue, New Bed-
ford, on the Fourth, the prizes being donated by the
State authorities. The cubs represented by three
members each were the New Bedford Cycle Club;
the Fall River Ramblers ; the Fall River Cycle Club
and the Rhode Island Wheelmen. The course was
three times around the Point, and the distance was
about twelve and three quarter miles. There was a
strong wind and the times were not very good, the
distance being made in 52m. 14s.

The prize was awarded according to points, the

first man in gaining 12, the second 11, etc. The score
was: New Bedfords, 28 points ;

Rhode Island Wheel-
men, 21 points ; Fall River Ramblers, 2< points ;

Fall

River Cycle Club, 12 points. The seeo id prize was
awarded to the Rhode Island Wheelmen, as the Fall

River Ramblers refused to ride off the tie.

A one mile open race was won by William Wolfen-
den, of New Bedford, who defeated F. C. Nichols, of

Fall River, and B. Taylor Bruce, of Providence. The
time is reported as 2m. 34s., with a strong wind at th«

riders' back.
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ILLINOIS DIVISION MEET.

ROCKFORD, JULY 3 AND 4.

11 was, this way: Willy Herrick and a few more
congenial Lincoln spirits arrived in Rockford early,
very early on Saturday morning. They had no
sleep, didn't want any and didn't want anyone else to
have any, so they went through the hotel and gently,
Oh ! so gently announced their arrival.
Saturday night, Willy and the rest of the spirits

were tired, very tired. They wanted sleep and wanted
it badly. While nearly everyone else was at the ball
and smoker they quietly slunk away to the hotel, and
without regard to the register, obtained the key to
one of the best rooms in the house and locking the
door from the inside, retired.
But they slumbered neither long nor peacefully.

They had forgotten to close the transom, and when
the rightful occupants of that room came in, Willie's
dreams were somewhat disturbed bjr a rat-tat-too,
and a rush of damp, cold water, which sent chilly
shivers through the marrow of Willy and his mates
and caused them to seek safety under the bed.
But Willy and the other spirits were revengeful.

Bright and early they arose the next morning, and
providing themselves with a can of red pepper and a
supply of straws, quietly hunted up the room occupied
by the disturbers of their slumbers. Carefully in-
serting the straws in the keyhole they blew pepper in-
ward until their throats burned—and—and only to find
when the door was opened, that their legitimate prey
had escaped an hour before and were at that moment
l^edaling Chicagowards, while a number of innocent
parties were being made the victims of the pepper.
The laugh is now on Willy and the spirits.
And this is only one stray incident of the many

which went to make up what was one of, if not the
finest, largest and merriest raeetsthe Illinois Division,
League of American Wheelmen has ever held.

It was at Rockford, and after the reception of visi-
tors and storing of wheels the meet proper began on
July 3, with

The Business Meeting
at Unity Hall, with some seventy-five or one hundred
members in attendance. Chief Consul Davis pre-
sided and Secretary Sheridan was at his post.
Ma.yor Starr, who was also Chairman of the Re-

ception Committee, welcomed the wheelmen in a
felicitous address, and after remarking that not only
was he an active cyclist, but so were his children and
grandchildren, he bid all welcome and figuratively
turned over the town, sidewalks and all.

The Chief Consul respoaded for the Division and
then delivered his annual address.
Secretary-Treasurer Sheridan fellowed with his

report, which was not only pithy but breezily brief.
With what is due from the League, the Division has
something like $2,200 at its command. The member-
ship is larger than ever before, and with the induce-
ment now offered—a high grade safety to every
member securing one hundred recruits, it is believed
that a membership of 3,000 will surely be reached by
the end of the year. That is the number aimed at, at
any rate.
At the call ''new business" there came a painful

lull, a suggestive silence. Everyone divined what
was coming, but just from what quarter and in what
shape no one knew. Everyone simply looked at each
other and waited. Then from away up in the front
row, arose a figure which, after noting that the close-
trimmed whiskers w^ere missing, one recognized as
that of Dr. J. C. Wachter, president of the Douglas
Cycling Club, of Chicago, and a. member of the Divi-
sion Board of OiScers.

'• Mr. President," said the .figure as it grasped the
back of its chair, " I think w"e ought to do something
about this question between Mr. Randall and Mr.
Dunn." Then the figure turned and gazed appealingly
into the faces who sat behind him, and then took its
sea^
But not a man stirred. Not a voice was raised in

support of the Doctor.
But the Doctor wouldn't down. Amidst a silence

that couldn't have been cut with an axe, he arose and
grasped the back of his chair once more and once more
did he look to those behind, whether at " Pop " Brew-
ster,, Sam Miles or Randall in particular, it would be
hard to say.

" Mr. Chairman," he remarked, " I thmk we ought
to do something about this—something that will show
that we believe Mr. Randall to be right. We ought to
pnt ourselves on record in some way."
Again came that painful silence, and then up spoke

Samuel Miles.
" In order to get the matter in some sort ot shape,"

said he, " I move, Mr. Chairman, that a committee of
three be appointed to draw up suitable resolutions."
"I secon'd the motion," promptly chirped in the

Doctor.
An i it was as promptly put, and as promptly car-

ried.
The Chief Consul and the Secretary hobnobbed for

a few moments, and announced Samuel A. Miles, of
Chicago, H. G. Rouse, of Peoria, and J. M. Erwin, of
Chicago, as the committe. The committee retired to
an ante-room, and there being no business to occupy
its attention, the meeting took a recess.
After an absence of some twenty minutes, the com-

mittee returned, and its chairman, taking a position
at the foot of the platform, read the following :

Whereas, Difference of opinion having arisen among
officers of the League of American Wheelmen on the
following questions, to wit : i. The right of the Rac-
ing Board to make rule G, as adopted at the last
meeting of the Board at Chicago, or similar rules and
regulations; 2. The right of the President and Execu-
tive committee or either of them to declare said rule
or any other rule void under advice of the Rights and
Privileges Committee or otherwise ; and
Whereas, Certain allusions of a personal character

were made by Mr. Randall while chairman of the
Racing Board to the president, which remarks have
been apologized for, and the apology accepted ; and

Whereas, Mr. Randall has been removed from the
chairmanship of the Racing Board by the president

;

and

Whereas, The present alliance between the League
of American Wheelmen and the Amateur Athletic
Union has been productive of results not beneficial to
the League ; therefore, be it

Resolved, That the Illinois Division of the League of
American Wheelmen is of opinion that it is within
the province of the Racing Board to pass and sustain
rule G or any similar rule ; that the President or
Executive Committee, or either of them, do not
possess the right to annul said rule or any other rule
of the Racing Board ;

that said rule G is and will re-
main in effect until annulled by the Racing Board,
and that while the person_al allusions above referred
to are deeply regretted, the action of the President in
removing Mr. Randall was ill advised, particularly
as no reason was given ; therefore, be it further
Resolved, That rule G is for the best interests of the

L. A. W., and that in the opinion of this Division Mr.'
Randall should be at once reinstated ; that the
alliance in its present form is detrimental to the
interests of the League, and an usurpation of its

powers; be it further
Resolved, That it is the sense of the Illinois Division,

actuated solely by a desire to benefit the League,
that the present controversy does not and can not
partake of the nature of a sectional quarrel between
East and West, but rather of a difference between the
League of American Wheelmen and the Amateur
Athletic Union; the Division particularly disclaim
any such feeling of hostility toward any other section;
that the strength of the League is such that it can
and should maintain its own independence, and that
any alliance with any organization should be of such
nature as to be favorable to the League ef American
Wheelmen.
The paper was passed up to the Secretary and the

adoption of the resolutions was promptly moved and
seconded, and the motion was about to be put with-
out argument when a voice from the rear requested
another reading. At this the assemblage actually
broke the silence with a good laugh, but as the voice
was in earnest, the Secretary gave a dispairing look
at the document and then called on Mr. Miles to
decipher it. Mr. Miles obliged and Mr. Betts thought
that the words " ar National Assembly" should be
added to the clause "until annulled by the Racing
Board " in the first resolve. Mr. Miles thought it a
capital idea, but Mr. Sheridan couldn't see the neces-
sity of it and the sentence was allowed to stand as
originally read.
Mr. Brewster advised that this was not s. sectional

affair, and that this point bS made particularly strong,
and at his instance the words " that the Divison par-
ticularly disclaim any such feeling ot hostility tow-
ard any other section " were inserted in the last resolu-
tion.
" Any further remarks ?" inquired the chair.
" Will you kindly have that clause about the rein-

statement of Mr. Randall read once more?" requested
Mr. Betts from his seit near the door.
Miles looked startled and Randall grew very red in

the face, while the silence deepened to that of a
funeral order. The clause was read again and every-
one looked askance at the man near the door. They
held their breath as if expecting something, but all
they got was a " I simply wanted to satisfy myself."
The motion was then put and the resolutions

adopted without a dissenting voice, and after a vote
of thanks to the Rockford Club the meeting adjourned,
most of those present taking the boat for the picnic
grounds, three miles up the river.

In The Kvenlng
an entertainment including some really enjoyable
talent drew the crowd to Unity Hall once more. A
mandolin orchestra discoursed sweet music, and a
male quartette took what honors were left by the
sweet-voiced and sharp-looking elocutionist.

Second Day, July 4.

A TRIP TO "HEAVEN."
How far Sheol is from Rockford can only be con-

jectured. It is a matter of cyclometer measurement,
however, that Heaven is but eight miles away. The
programme said it was only five miles, but the pro-
gramme told an untruth. This Illinois Heaven is not
the same that we read of in Sunday school books.
Its streets are not paved with gold, nor its angels
blessed with visable wings, but it is a very beautiful
place, nevertheless. This particular Heaven—for as
such it is known the world over—is the abode of the
head of an apparently mormonistic religious sect,
whose mode of worship and manner of life has occu-
pied much space in the newspapers and some little of
the last State Legislature's time, and it was a visit to
this place that brought most of the wheelmen and
wheelwomen out of bed at an early hour on the second
day of the meet.
Just what the visitors has done to the Rockford

clubman who acted as guide is not known, but if he
had a grudge against them he certainly had ample
revenge, for the opinion was quite general that if the
road to the heavenly Heaven is any rockier than the
one he led them over to this earthly spot, it would be
best to go afoot. About 150 of the party reached
Heaven, however, and if the pun hadn't been worn
threadbare already, it would be fair to say that rnany
of them got as near the genuine abode as they ever
will. One of the most interesting and grateful feat-
ures of the place to the perspiring riders, at least,
was the lemonade stand. After that one had time to
look around him and found a commodious, homelike
frame residence situated on a slight knoll and sur-
rounded by several acres of well-kept lawns, dotted
with flowers and shade trees and through which ran
a number of graveled walks, while on nearly every
side, as far as the eye could reach, was the waving
green of apparently highly cultivated fields, the
whole place comprising some 1,200 acres. At the front
of the house, was a commentary on human nature,
150 human beings standing gaping in open-eyed
curiosity at the little party of twenty-five or thirty
fellow humans who were gathered on the gallery.
The party on the gallery, the "angels" of this

Heaven, consisted of one young man with a sash
around his waist and half a dozen old gray haired
men, one of whom was dallying with a Holy Ghost
baby, and perhaps twenty feminine angels, a com-
fortably attired and cleanly looking lot of strong fea-
tured, sharp visaged wQmen, ranging from a soft

eheeked girl of fourteen or thereabout to an old,
wrinkled, bentover woman of seventy or eighty, but
by far the greater number seemed prtmatiirely old
girls still in their twenties. Dr. V^^acliter and a few
others pressed their Kodnks on them while a couple
of professional photographers had the wheelmen pose
for their pictures. After thisan exliibit of Heaven's
horses, fine, massive, proud looking animals, waS
given, followed by Mayor Starr, poorly disguised in

an outlandish costume and astride of an oullandislily
decorated donkey. His Honor made a guy of himself
for a few minutes and then delivered "a palrimie
Fourth of July address. The wheelmen applauded
and called for Schweinfurth, the founder and head ot

the sect. A medium sized, well dressed man, wliusu
short square cut red beard covered a soiiiewlial florid
face in which the thin tight set lips and lines bet(.U- •

ened earnestness and savage determination, but
whose eyes had a haunted restless look, njade his ap-
pearance at the head of the steps. Everyone drew
nearer and a deeply respectful silence came over the
gathering. Whether Schweinfurth be a pretender, a
bigamist, a scoundrel or an arch enemy to society
matters not. He gave no intimation of it on this oc-
casion and delivered a calk such as could not fail to
have weight with the thinking man. He did not ex-
hort nor gesticulate but spoke conservatively, and if

any one denoted the man's positiveness, his manner
of speech must have disarmed them. Every word
was spoken clearly, separately and as if it was meant.
He wished the wheelmen joy, spoke of the wonders
of this earth, the bicycle amongst them, and then
touched briefly on his objects ; said that he was work-
ing for the moral betterment of man, for a higher
state of being, the suppression of man's animal na-
ture, etc., and thanked God that he had not been 'en-

tirely unsuccessful.
The wheelmen applauded once mote and then made

their way to the headquarters in Rockford, whefe
The Parade

was being formed. Between 400 and 500 wheels were
in line. The Illinois Cycling Club in the premier po-
sition turned out in full force and in the neat League
uniform presented a good appearance, sharing honors
with the home club, which also showed up well. A
number of 'ladies were in line, a club of fifteen or
twenty Rockford misses in vari-colored costumes,
being one of the most pleasing features of the parade.
Mayor Starr was anxious to show the visitors the
city and led the line a terribly long and circuitious
route, but finally brought up before the camera in
time for the customary photographer.
After dinner came

The Baces.
It is doubtful if such a long pfogfamme—eighteen

events—had ever before been run in one afternoon,
and it should not be attempted again. It is entirely
too much and is not only tiring on officials and con-
testants, but surfeits even the spectators. Barring
this and the unfortunate absence of programmes, the
races were of high order.
The mile trotting track had been rolled and

sprinkled and save in a few spots was in fine condi-
tion. The weather was clear and pleasantly warm. A
high wind, which helped the racers home on the last
three-eights, prevailed. The grand stand was full to
overflowing.
Barrett, although claiming not to feel exactly ri^ht,

showed magnificent form, and did two lightning half
miles, placing a new record of im. 103 5s. to his credit,
and riding the last half of the one mile handicap in

four or five seconds better time, although, owing to an
unfoftu.:ate confusion of men by the party who was
timing, exactly What it was will never be known.
The phenomenal time given out was 57 4-5S., but it

was not official, as stated by the press and Announcer
Munger. This time was caught by Clerk of the Course
Patee, and was in no sense official 1 and investigation
proved that Mr. Patee had mistaken some one else
tor Barrett at the half mile post and then stopped his
watch on the latter at the finish. The time was un-
doubtedly remarkable, but very few took any stock
in the 57 4-5S. Barrett also did a last quarter in 30s,

Barrett and Van Sicklen, both of whom are riding
like demons, are foxily keeping apart, but their meet-
ing will be interesting, to put it mildly. Thorne
doesn't appear to be in it as yet this season. A new
man, J. L. Price, of Springfield, was developed, and
showed a most promising turn of speed. He is a little

fellow, but will bear watching, as also will Bode, v^ho
won the 3:10 class in 2m. 46s. Big Tuttle also pumped
a safety like a good boy, and gave a couple of his
astonishing homestretch bursts, but, as usual, only to

lose by inches.
Of the Ordinary riders, Githens easily outclassed

all of the others, although Taylor, of Aurora, on a
road wheel, made him ride hard enough to keep
warm. It is a pity that Taylor cannot find some well-
disposed " uncle '' or friead to do the "right thing"
by him, for the way he can drive that road wheel with
his old canvas shoes, prophecies better things under
better circumstances. Bamberger, of the Illinois

Club, whs had just been reinstated for racing for a
money prize exactly one year a day before, rode well.

Ballard, in the one mile novice, broke his racer at the
first push off, but securing a roadster and shedding
his cfeted shoes, rode to victory in his stocking feet.

It was essentially a Chicago Cycling Club day, too.

Of seventeen open events, C. C. C. men won fourteen.
Pneumatics were penalized 50 yards, and cushions 20.

The officials were : Referee, W. M. Brewster, Quincy.
'Judges. C. E. Randall, Chicago; T. F. Sheridan,
(Springfield; H. G. Rouse, Peoria; Freeman Tilli-

bridge, Rockford. Timers, R. D. Garden, S. A. Miles,

W. A. Davis, Chicago. Clerk of the Course, Fred.
I Patee, Peoria ; assistants, C. F. Vail, Peoria

; R. G.
Betts, Chicago. Announcer, L. D. Munger, Chicago.
Starter, A. J. Street, Chicago.

ONE MILE NOVICE, SAFETY.

J. B. Card, Chicago, C. C i

J. F. Stillwell, Lake View C. C 2

F. H. Allen, Washington C. C 3
10 starters. Time, 3m. 3 3-5S.

ONE MILE NOVICE, ORDINARY.

C. W Ballard, Chicago C. C i

H. N. White, Washington, C. C 2

f,
G. W. Bowers, Illinois C. C 3

]i " Ti starters. Tirae, 2m. 53 2-5S.
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TWO MILE SAFETY, OPEN.

George K. Barrett, Chicago C. C i

F. H. Tuttle, Illinois C. C 2
- E. C. Bode, Chicago, C. C 3
W. C. Thome, Chicago C. C 4
W. J. Bray, Lincoln C. C 5

F. J. Fanning, Illinois C. C o
Time, sni. 29;4s.'

All but Bray, who mounted a cushion, rode pneu-
matics. Bray led at the first mile, the others bunched,
but Barrett came out entering the stretch and won
handily. He rode the last quarter in 30s.

ONE MILE SAFETY, LOCAL.

P. A. Ross, by 5 yards i

M. E. Wilson... 2

Baird 3
F. Jastram e

Time, 3m. 9 3-5S.

TWO MILES ORDINARY, HANDICAP.

H. A. Githens, Chicago C. C, scratch i

E. D. Bamburger, Illinois C. C, 130 yards 2

J. P. Bliss, Chicago C. C, 150 yards 3

Time, 5m. 36s.

Also started— T. R. Pollock, 90 yards ; G. W. Patter-
son, 210 ; G, W. Denison. 90 ; H. N. White, 170 ; Austin
Webb, 170 ; A. D. F. Simmons, 90 ; H. G. Chisholm, 130.

Githens caught the field early in the game, and came
away at will.

ONE IIILE'.SAFETY, CHAMPIONSHIP.

F. H. Tuttle, Illinois C. C i

F. J. Fanning, Illinois C. C 2

G. W. Denison, Englewood C. C 3
Time, 3m. 15 4-5S.

Also started—C. S. Merrill, W. J. Bray. The men
got away at a slow pace, but warming up gradually,
Tuttle drew out and won rather easily by two lengths.
Thorne did not start, because he didn't, and Barrett
" felt too sick."

ONE MILE ORDINARY, CHAMPIONSHIP.

H. A. Githens, Chicago C. C, by 2 yards i

G. W. Denison, Englewood C. C 2

A. D. F. Simmons, Illinois C. C 3

J. T. Taylor, Aurora C. C 4
Time, 2m. 56 3-5S.

A gift to Githens, but a rattling Sght for second
place between Simmons and Denison.

HALF MILE SAFETY, CHAMPIONSHIP.

Geo. K.Barrett i

F. J. Fanning 2

W.J. Bray 3

Time, im. 10 3-5S. Record.
Barrett went for record in this race, and that there

might be no question, started some ten feet behind
the mark. He came out, winningeasily and estab-
lishing a new American record for the distance.

HALF MILE ORDINARY, CHAMPIONSHIP.

H. A. Githens i

J.T.Taylor 2

Time, im. 14 3-5S.

Only these two started, and Githens, of course, had
no trouble in winning, though Taylor on a road wheel
clung to him all the way and was only a length be-
hind at the finish.

' ONE MILE SAFETY HANDICAP.

J. L. Price, Capital City C. C, 110 yards i

G. K. Barrett, Chicago C. C, scratch 2

F. H. Tuttle, Illinois C. C, 20 yards 3

E. C. Bode, Chicago C. C, 25 yards 4
Time 2m. 2b 2-53.

Also started—W. J. Brady, 60 : C. S. Thomas, 100
; J.

B. Card, no ; H. A. Dever, no ; F. H. Allen, 95 ; A. H.
Randell, no; Carl Swanson, 100; W. S. Farrant, 80;

G. W. Denison, 60: H. L. Barnum, no; H. L. Scovell,

70 ; W. F. Parkhill, 85. Price rode a pneumatic
which brought him back to the 60 yard mark, but he
rode in fine style and entering the stretch had a long
lead. Barrett left the field at a standstill, and though
he spurted like mad after the leader and closed the

gap wonderfully, he couldn't quite make it and Price

won by four yards. The field, that is the men behind
Bode, were left fully 75 or 80 yards behind and had a
little race all by themselves. Barrett's time for the

mile was 2m. 32 3-5S. It was after this race that Patee
electrified every one by proclaiming that Barrett had
made the last half in 57 4-5 seconds.

ONE MILE UNICYCLE.

Austin Webb, Aurora C. C i

Time, 4m. 57 2-5S.

This event was placed on the programme for the

benefit of Roy Keator, who failed to turn up or even
enter, and Webb simply rode over the course alone.

QUARTER MILE SAFETY, CHAMPIONSHIP.

W. C. Thorne i

J. L. Price 2

G. K. Barrett, 3
Time, 33s.

Barrett was out for record again, but he had the

outside berth and got a poor pushoff to boot, and
ceuld never get up. To say he was mad was putting

it mildly. Thorne "won by half a length, Barrett the

same distance behind Price.

QUARTER MILE ORDINARY, HANDICAP.

H. A. Githens i

J. T. Taylor 2

A. D. F. Simmons 3

G. W. Denison 4

Time, 333-ss.
,

Githens won only by the hardest sort of sprinting,

Taylor lapping him clear across the tape.

ONE MILE SAFETY, 3-10 CLASS.

E. C. Bode •

J. L.Price 2

Carl Swanson 3

F. H.Allen 4
Time, 2m. 463.

Price had run himself out and Bode, riding as if his

life depended on it, had ten yards to the good at the

finish.

ONE MILE ORDINARY, HANDICAP.

J. P. Bliss, 80 yards i

H. A. Githens, scratch 2

J. F. Taylor, scratch 3
E. D. Bamburger, 70 yards 4

10 starters, time, 2m. 37 4-5S.
Githens had his men dead settled entering the

stretch, but Bliss had a bit up his sleeve and came
away and won by three 3'ards before Githens realized
who he was or what had happened. Taylor, who re-
fused a fifteen yards handicap, again clung to Githens
like a shadow but could not get by.

ONE MILE TANDEM, CHAMPIONSHIP.
W. C. Thorne and F. H. Tuttle i

Time, 3m. 21 2-5S.
This pair rode over the course at a leisurly pace

and were awarded the prize.

ONE MILE SAFETY, CONSOLATION.
G. W. Denison i

W. J. Bray 2

F. H. Allen 3
Time, 2m. 54s.

At the conclusion of the races, the wind having
moderated considerably, Barrett had a try for the
quarter mile safety record, but paced by Tuttle
could come no nearer than 33 seconds. Tuttle, paced
by Thorne, then had a shy at it but 33 4-5 seconds was
the best he could do.

The Wind tJp.

At night, a ball for those who danced and a smoker
for those who didn't, both of which were well at-
tended, wound up the meet, although many remained
over Sunday, and the C- C. Union made quite a run on
brooms and made the night hideous with their tin
pails, cow bells and fireworks, in celebration of their
long string of victories.

CANADIAN RECORDS BROKEN.

The Canadian Wheelmen's Association Anniial
Meet.

The most successful meet ever held by the Cana-
dian Wheelmen's Association took place at Hamilton,
Ont., on July i. Early in the morning when the rain
was coming down and t\\e sky was black with clouds
it was thought that the fun would not come off, and
the bicyclists felt blue. It was threatening rain un-
til two o'clock, but shortly afterwards the sun came
out and the weather was delightful.
Some of the wheelmen arrived on Tuesday night,

and they had a merry time, but the bulk of them did
not arrive until Wednesday morning. It was expect-
ed that 1,000 riders would be in attendance, but the
threatening weather kept many away. The streets
were alive with wheelmen riding up and down. Sev-
eral young ladies on wheels attracted considerable
attention. After being informed that the town be-
longed to them, the cyclists accepted the freedom,
and although they were jolly, and at times boisterous,
nothing was done to bring discredit on the associa-
tion.

Th^ Parade.
There was some delay in getting the parade olT,

some of the members being engaged at the annual
meeting, and it was 1.30 before a start was mada.
Although it was threatening rain King Street was
crowded with people. There were between 400 and
500 wheelmen in line, and it was a very irnposing pa-
rade. Among the clubs in line were the Forest City
and the Cycling Club, of London; St. Thomas, St.
Mary, Toronto Wanderers and Athenaeum, of Toron-
to ; Woodstock, Ottawa, Kingston, Sarnia, Petrolia,
New Market, Owls, of St. Catherine; Ramblers, of
Hamilton, and the Hamilton B. C.

It is estimated that between 4,500 and 5,000 people
witnessed the races at the track in East Hamilton.
When the wheelmen arrived the large grand stand
was already filled, and before the races commenced
the fences were lined with people. It was the largest
crowd that has ever been in the park. Many compli-
mentary remarks were made about the track by the
visitors. A more picturesque site could not have
been selected.
The wheelmen rode on the track and got in line for

the pbrade. They took the same order as the)' did in
the procession. There was considerable rivalry be-
tweeti the Torontos and the Wanderers, of the same
city, for the prize for the largest representation, and
the captains of the clubs hustled around to get every
member available in line. Admirers of the respec-
tive clubs applauded them when they rode past the
grand stand, the Torontos in their black uniforms,
the Wanderers in grey suils, and the Hamiltons re-
ceiving loud applause. The prize for the largest rep-
resentation was won by the "Torontos, who had sixty-
one members. The Wanderers had iifty-eight. The
Athenaura Club, of Toronto, won the percentage
prize, having ten out of eleven members on parade.

Tlie Races.
The races were very exciting, the finishes in most

of them being close. Hamilton was in it yesterdav
all right. The local riders more than covered them'-
selves with glory. A. W. Palmer won two champion-
ships, and broke the record in the three mile safety
race, his time being 8m. 58s. The best previous rec-
ord, loin. 04S., was made by C. J. Iven, of Rochester,
at Ottawa, on July i, 1890. He also broke the one mile
safety record of 2m. 593., made by W. Schumaker, of
New York, at Woodstock, on May 26, 1890. He won
the one mile safety race, open, in 2m. 44s., again beat-
ing Schumaker's record. The Woodstock flyer. Car-
man, in the mile championship race broke the record of
2m. 42 1-5S., made by Fred Foster, who rode against
him at Woodstock on May 24, 1887. The breaking of
four Canadian records is good work for one day,
especially when the wind was not favorable. Good
time was made in the other races. Following is a
summary

:

ONE Mile Novicf-, Ordinary—Sam'l Pearsall first,

John McKay, Jr,, second, L. D. Robertson third, W.
G. Mitchell fourth ; time, 3m. 1-5S.

One Mile Novice, Safety—W. Hyslop first, W. F.
Coote second, J. W. Tatley third, E. Perry fourth

;

time, 2m. 53 2-5S.

One Mile Novice Race, Safety-W. Hvslop,
Toronto, first; W. F. Coote, Hamilton, second; 'J. W.
Tatley, Montreal, third; E. Perry, Ramblers, fourth.
Time, 2m. 53 2-5S.

Half Mile Dash, Ordinary—W. M. Carman,
Woodstock, first; G. S. Low, Montreal, second; J. H.
Gerrie, Wanderers, third. Time, im. 19 1-5S.

One Mile Championship, Safety—a. W. Palmer,
Hamilton, first; G. M. Wells, Wanderers, second.
Time, 2m. 42 1-5S.

One Mile Race, 3.10 Class, Ordinary—J. H. Ger-
rie, Wanderers, first; G. S. Low, Montreal, second.
Time, 3m. i 3-5S.

Half Mile Dash, Safety—F. H. Skerritt, Hamil-
ton, first; G. M. Wells, Wanderers, second. Time,
im. 17s.

One Mile Championship Race—W. M. Carman,
Woodstock, first; F. Foster, Wanderers, second.
Time, 2m. 42s.

Three Mile Championship, Safety—a. W.
Palmer, Hamilton, first; W. Hyslop, Toronto, second.
Time, 8m. 58s.

Five Mile Championship, Ordinary—Carman and
Foster were the only entries, but the latter did not
start, and Carman was awarded the prize.

Two Mile Handicap—W. F. Coote, Hamilton, 200
yards, first; A: Palmer, scratch, second. Time,
5m. 32s.

One Mile, Open, Ordinary—W. M. Carman,
Woodstock, first; G. S. Low, Montreal, second; J. H.
Gerrie, Montreal, third. Time, 2m. 54 2-5S.

One Mile, Open, Safety—A. W. Palmer, Hamil-
ton, first; J. H. Nash, Wanderers, second. Time,
2m. 44S.

The officers of the day were: Referee—President
Woodroofe, Woodstock. Starter—Aid. Stewart.
Judges—W. B. Clark, Sarnia; E. C. Hill, Kingston;
H. B. Donly, Simcoe. Time-keepers—Geo. Orr,
Wanderers; W. E. Mullins, London; Dr. Rennie,
H. N. Kittson, Hamilton. Scorers—F. R. Close, W. E.
Rutherford, A. S. Devina, Hamilton; E. A. Fitzgerald,
Petrolia. Umpires—R. M. Raw, R. G. Dow, S. T.
White, C. Bews. Clerk of the course—R. A. Robert-
son.

The Bu$ines.s Meeting.
The regular business meeting of the Association

was called to order at 10 a. m. The annual report of
the Treasurer showed a balance of $681.31.
Secretary Donly presented his annual report, which

stated that in 1890 the Association had 893 members,
that there were 428 applications, making a total mem-
bership of 1,320. The Toronto Club has a inember-
ship of 159, the Wanderers, of Toronto, 104, the Ham-
iltons 106, Ottawas 84, and the Ramblers, of Hamilton,
^i. The Secretary referred to the decision in the
English-MeQuade case, which established the rights
of bicyclists, and to the successful protest against the
obnoxious Davis bill.

On motion of Charles Langley, Toronto, the Associ-
ation decided to recognize the expulsions and suspen-
sions of the L. A. W. and A. A. U.
Secretary Donly explained that the object of this

was to bar riders from the States who have been sus-
pended or expelled from riding here. Men suspended
by the Canadian Association would also be barred
from riding in the States.
The election of officers resulted as follows: Presi-

dent, E. C. Hill, Kingston ; Vice-President, T. A.
Beaument, Ottawa; Secretary-Treasurer,H. B. Donly.
In the evening the priaes were presented to the suc-

cessful riders at Dundurn, where a band concert took
place. A display of fireworks wound up the day's
festivities.

THE RACE MEET AT CINCINNATI.

The tournament of the Porkopolis Wheelmen at
Chester Park, Cincinnati, on July 4, was greatly en-
joyed by a large number of spectators. "The track
was as hard and smooth as a floor. The only thing to
mar the pleasure of the dajr was the accident to
"Teddy " Allsup. Following is a summary :

One Mile Safety, Novice—Geo. Bauers, first

;

Herman Serodino, second ; Chas. Domm, third. Time,
2m. 57s.

One Mile Ordinary, County Championship—
Aszman, first ; Tudor, second ; Rowe, third. Time,
3m. 23.

Half Mile Safety—Tyler, first
;
Jefferis, second

;

Baumann, third. Time, im. 23 1-53.

A false start was made in this event, and the bell
was rung to call the contestants back. Several of
them did not understand the signal, however, and
kept on toward the finish, and had just entered the
home stretch when Tyler's wheel swerved, hit the
fence and threw him. "Teddy" Allsup, who was
just behind, ran into Tvler's wheel, took a header
and broke the bones of hie left forearm. He was
carried from the track and the bones set by Dr. M. D.
Green, who was acting as one of the judges of the
race.

Half Mile Safety, Ride and Run—T. E. Jefferis,
first ; Ruby, second ; Domm, third. Time, im. 2s.

N. H. Van Sicklen rode a half mile against time in

im. 16 1-53.

Half Mile Ordinary—Aszman, first ; Rowe, sec-
ond ; Tudor, third. Time, im. 24 2-5S.

Half Mile Safety, Club Championship-O. L.
Graeser, first ; Barth, second; Meiser, third. Time,
im. 26 3-5S.

Two Mile Safety, Open—Tyler, first; Jefferis,
second ; Ruby, third. Time, 6m. 12 1-5S.

One Mile Ordinary, Open—Chas. Roth, first

;

Rowe, sacond ; Tudor, third. Time, 3m. 9 3-5S.

Slow Race, zoo Yards—Woh by Chas. Roth.
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THE HAdCRSTOWN MEET.

The name of Hagerstown is synonymous with all

that appertains to ur •estrainerl hilarity, frolicsome-
ness, and the genei.xl raisirg of Cain to the eight
hundred and odd wheelmen wiio attended the meet
of the Hagerstown Bicycle Club on July 2, 3 and 4.

From the time the cyclists reached the town until

they departed they pitched in to have a good time,
threw off all thoughts of anything else and permitted
their love of fun and the ridiculous to have complete
possession of themselves. If ever a town was set

topsy-turvey and controlled for a short period of

time by a crowd of rollicking, thoughtless young
men, its name is Hagerstown. Long before Mayor
Halm presented President Dunn with a huge wooden
key which he declared opened to him and his jolly

followers the freedom of the city and the hearts of

the citizens, the wheelmen held indisputed sway.
The greatest of hospitality was shown the cyclists

the moment they arrived, and the whole town seemed
bent on endeavoring to have them enjoy themselves.
Almost every store on the principal streets was gayly
decorated with bunting and flags. They hung from
cornices, signs, windows and awnings, and the colors

of the Hagerstown Club—orange, garnet and blue
stared one in the face at almost every turn. Signs of

"Welcome" and other appropriate mottoes were
numerous,and •ven the air seemed to be impregnated
with the essence of goodfellowship.
Wheels and men in knickerbockers
were everywhere, for the cycli:.ts were
apparently unable to remain quiet a
minute. All the arrangements for the
entertainment of the visitors were per-
fect, and not a hitch occurred. The
track was in excellent shape, and the
races were, in the estimation of Chief
Consul Mott, the best he had ever seen,
while the weather was perfect. Alto-
gether the meet can oe put down as a
success with a very large and corpu-
lent capital, and it is not probable that
Hagerstown will forget the wheelmen
or the wheelmen Hagerstown for a
long time.

THE LOCAL CLUB.

The Hagerstown Bicycle Club, under
the management of which the meet
was held has 115 adherents, 50 of whom
are social members, including many of
the most influer.tial men of the town.
It occupies a suite of three large rooms
over the Second National Bank which
are fitted up with every convenience.
The members let everything go by the
board and devoted their whole energies
to the success of the meet and the com-
fort of their guests, for the club con-
sidered that every man in town who
rode a wheel was its guest.
The officers are : President, Frank S.

Heard; Vice-President, Norman B.
Scott; Secretary, J. Edward Beck;
Treasurer, B. King; Captain, George
F. Updegraff ; Lieutenant, Harry
Rocker; Bugler, Chauncey D. Schild-
neck; Surgeon, Dr. K. A. Warehan.
In front of the club's quarters an

ordinary was suspended, which at night
was illuminated by fifty incandescent
electric lights. The committees who
done all the work for the meet are as
follows:

Executive—Albert Mott, Samuel A.
Boyle, George S. Atwater, Ira B. White,
S. Wallis Merrihew, J. M. Belleville.

Press—Guy P. Wilson, John J. Van-
nert, W. H. Stearns, H. Crowther, A.
C. Wilson, William J. Unverzagt,
Charles S. Wilson, Prank Witmer.
Reception— N. B. Scott, Jr., W. E.

Beachley, H. McC. Stouffer, George E.
Stover, S. A. Suter, Lewis A. Roach, J.

J. Winch, R. E. Thornburg, Dr. E. A.
Wareham, R. J. Halm, F. W. Mish, Col.
Buchanan Schley, C. A. Little, George
M. Stenebraker, V. M. Cushwa, R. M.
Hays, E. B. Emmert.
Invitation—George F. Updegraff,

Charles A. Little, J. Edward Beck, W.
K. Hoffman.
Advertising—W. B. King. Thomas

W. Lutz, James K. Calder, C. F. Hayden, George
Keyser.
Hotel Arrangements— C. P. Martin, L. R. Mobloy,

M. S. Kelley.
Races—Joseph F. Chism, C. E. Heard, F. A. Lech-

lider.
Prizes and awards—H. B. Irvin, George M. Stone-

braker, George B. Cearfoss, M. C. Dillon, R. J. Hahn,
Col. Buchanan Schlev, F. W. Mish, W. L. Hammond,
J. W. Monath, T. B. Cushwa.
Tours and Runs—C. R. Hays, Ernest Brining, John

Semler, c: E. Hiberger, Dr. V. T. Schlosser, LeRoy
Hays, W. A. Ford, C. King Keedy.
Track and Grounds—H. A. McComas, George F.

Updegraff, Charles W^ebb, of J.

THURSDAY.
Thursday, the first day of the meet, was devoted

chiefly to welcoming the visitors and assigning them
to quarters. Special ; -ains arrived during the days,
bringing crowds of yclists and their wheels, and
many rolled into to'vn on their machines. All was
activity and work at the Hagerstown Club's rooms.
As fast as the visitors arrived they were presented
with a yellow badg and a metal souvenir in the
shape of an oyster sh'^ll, with appropriate lettering,
registered, and conducted to a hotel. Although many
were deterred from "isiting the town on account of
rain, at the time of dt parture over 800 were registered
at the club-rooms.
The hotel accommodations were excellent, and

although the wheelmen were obliged to bunk with
trom three to six in a room, no complaints were

made. The Hamilton, Baldwin, Franklin, Central,
Mansion, American and Hoover were all filled to
their utmost capacity, and many private houses took
care of the overflow.
The reception of President Dunn was arranged for

Thursday evening, but earlier in the day a telegram
announced the unavoidable delay of his arrival. The
reception, however, was tendered Chief Consul
Albert Mott, Harry Hodgson, of New Orleans, and a
delegation of Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washing-
ton wheelmen, who arrived by the late train on the
Baltimore and Ohio Road.
In the party, which numbered nearly one hundred,

were representatives of the Maryland, Baltimore,
Chesapeake and Centaur Clubs of Baltimore, Penn-
sylvania and Philadelphia Clubs of Philadelphia, the
New Haven (Conn.) Club and the Alpha Ladies' Club
of Baltimore. The visitors were escorted to the
rooms of the Hagerstown Club, which played the
host in the most admirable manner, a four-horse
hack and other conveyances being provided for the
dignitaries, and the procession being headed by a
band. Norman B. Scott, vice-president of the club,
welcomed them in a pretty speech to the homes and
hearts of the people of Hagerstown. Both Mr. Hodg-
son and Consul Mott made short speeches in reply.
Mr. Hodgson was the guest of Mr. R. S. Crawford.
The speeches were in the happiest vein. The rooms
were crowded to almost suffocation, but the meeting
was such a joyous one that everything else was over-
looked.
The Park Avenue Wheelmen of Philadelphia, nvu^n-

SCHELTEMA-BEDUIN.

ONE MILE SAFETY CHAMPION OF ENGLAND.

bering about sixty, arrived via C. V. R. R. at 11

o'clock. They were received by the local club and
band, escorted to the club-room, and after register-
ing were assigned to their hotel. The club-room
closed after midnight. A number of unattached
wheelmen arrived during the evening on the incom-
ing trains of the several roads. The weather on
Thursday was gloomy and threatening.
About 200 wheelmen went to Pen Morin,twelve miles

away, in the afternoon, a famous Summer resort,
where the view of the valley was greatly enjoyed, as
was also the pleasure of dancing. Several" hours
were pleasantly spent here, and the local club em-
braced the opportunity to furnish the riders with
refreshments.

FRIDAY.

Cheer after cheer rang out through the hotels this
morning as the wheelmen got out of bed and saw the
sun shining brightly. Under its genial influence the
pikes around town dried rapidly, and except for an
occasional muddy spot were in better condition than
they were before the rain. Crowds of cyclists who
were detained over night by bad weather at the little
towns near Hagerstown, rode into the city this after-
noon and took the quarters assigned to them. The
rooms of the local club were thronged all day with
new arrivals.
Over 200 wheelmen, led by Mr. Crawford, made the

formal triangular run to Williamsport, across to
Cearfoss and back again to Hagerstown, a distance
of eighteen miles. The run was made in about three
hours. They stopped at the fair grounds, took a run

around the race track, and then continued on their
run. Numerous small parties of wheelmen made
short runs to the various points of interest about
town. In the afternoon everybody went to the races
and the town was left for a while in comparative
peace. But it was of brief duration. The stores had
laid in an extra supply of firecrackers and fireworks
of all kinds, and 'the wheelmen were not slow in
purchasing them. As soon as supper was over the
fun began. Firecrackers of the ordinary size were
set off by the pack, and large ones in constant suc-
cession, while roman candles spluttered and rockets
shot upward with a rush. As darkness descended
upon the town the wheelmen warmed up with greater
enthvisiasm, and along the streets on which the hotels
were situated it seemed as though pandemonium had
broken loose. Amid a continuous banging of crack-
'ers, shouts and exclamations of delight, the wheel-
men paced the streets in pairs and groups up to a
dozen or more. They threw packs of firecrackers
under the feet of others and roared at the scamper-
ing that followed, placed cannon crackers under the
feet of unsuspecting villagers and made things lively
generally.
The streets were jammed with town people country-

men and cyclists. Aboiit g o'clock a brass band
marched down the street to the quarters of the local
club. The wheelmen quickly fell in behind and
marched about town, all the while discharging fire-
works and shouting like fiends. A little later the fire
bell was rung furiously, and soon a hose cart wheeled
down the street towed along by a scoreof nimble-

footed wheelmen. It was quickly fol-
lowed by a hook and ladder truck,
hauled along at a rapid rate by thirty
or forty cyclists, while as many were
perched all over it yelling like Co-
manche Indians. Tom Roe, of Chicago,
towered up in front above all the rest
with a fireman's hat on his head and a
trumpet in his hand. The appearance
of the fire apparatus was merely a
prank of the wheelmen, and is a fair
example of the liberty they enjoyed.
Tiiey marched the streets, hooted and
discharged firecrackers until almost
daylight. In the hotels, skylarking'
was kept up and the " sounds of revelry
by night " emanated from very nearly
every transom and echoed throughout
t!ie halls. It was a great night, and
one that Hagerstown will long remem-
ber. Independence Day was probably
never welcomed by a town of its size
with a more noisy demonstration or
show of enthusiasm.

SATURDAY.
Saturday dawned bright and cool

with what a sailor would call a spank-
ing breeze. Although the majority of
the wheelmen did not turn in until the
small hours of the morning, they were
all up bright and early and ready for
another day of unalloyed pleasure.
As soon as breakfast was over the
wheelmen mounted their wheels and
scurried about town awaiting the word
to form the parade. Before 10 o'clock
the positions were given out, and they
all adjourned to South Potomac Street,
where the line was formed, Chief Con-
sul Mott having command.
The parade was headed by President

Jas. R. Dunn as Grand Marshal, with
whom rode the field marshal. Chief
Consul Albert Mott and H. K. Recker,
his aid. These were followed by the
buglers, B. C. Schildneck and Fred.
Bennett. The pace made by Chief Con-
sul Mott was excellent, and was fol-
lowed with ease. The clubs rode in the
following order:

Alpha, Maryland and Baltimore
Clubs, of Baltimore ; Frederick Club,
of Frederick; Hagerstown Club, Cen-
taur Club, of Baltimore; Potomac
Wheelmen, of Cumberland ; Cycling
Ramblers, of Westminster; Chesapeake
Wheelmen, Atalanta Wheelmen, and
Y. M. C. A. Wheelmen, of Baltimore;

, New Haven Club, Harlem Wheelmen,
of New York; Philadelphia Bicycle
Club, Pennsylvania Club, of Phila-
delphia; York (Pa.) Bicycle Club, Har-
rigburg (Pa.) Wheelmen, Century
Wheelmen, South End Wheelmen, Co-

lumbia Cyclers and Park Avenue Wheelmen, of
Philadelphia; Chambersburg (Pa.) Bicycle Club,
Quaker City Wheelrnen, of Philadelphia; Mount Ver-
non Wheelmen, Altoona (Pa.) Club, West Phila-
delphia Club, Y. M. C. A. Wheelmen, Arlington
Wheelmen and Columbia Cyclers, of Washington-
Wilmington (Del.) Wheel Club, and the unattached
riders. In all over 500 were in line.

The route of the procession was lined throughout
with enthusiastic crowds of citizensand visitors from
the surrounding coixntry, who were very liberal in

their applause. The Chesapeake Wheelmen, Mary-
land and Centaur Clubs, all of Baltimore, presented
a splendid appearance, as did also the Park Avenue
Wheelmen, who had the largest delegation in line.

Nearly the entire membership of the Alpha Ladies'
Cycle Club, of Baltimore, paraded, and these were
particularly well received by the spectators.
Arriving at the Armstronjf Grove, the cyclists'

thirst was slaked, a barrel of lemonade being pre-
pared for this purpose. The party was then grouped
upon the hillside and photographed by W. B. King,
who aimed at them twice and procured a most excel-
lent negative. The proof of the picture demonstrates
that it is one of the finest groups of wheelmen that
has ever been shown. The picture will be ready for

delivery in a few days, and a great many orders have
been received. It will sell for $1.30.

After dinner the race track was again the mecca of
the wheelmen. In the evening the roar and racket of
firecrackers smote upon the ear as it did the previous
night. At about 8.30 the band started oft for the
seminary grounds, followed by the wheelmen on
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foot, twenty abreast, who sang, shouted, and blew
their whistles or horns. The grove around the Kee
Mar seminary was decorated with Chinese lanterns
and presented a pretty . appearance. Lemonade,
pipes and tobacco were distributed to the tumultuous
crowd with the greatast difficulty, everybody being
anxious to be served first, and at one time it looked
as though all the pipes would be broken under foot
and the ground moistened with the lemonade. The
band rendered a select programme while the wheel-
men strolled about, played pranks on each other, or
scraped an acquaintance with the girls, of whom
their were hundreds present. A fine display of fire-
works was given on a nearby hillside. About ii

o'clock the medals and prizes won at the races were
presented to the winners at the club rooms by Presi-
dent Dunn amid wild applause. After this the wheel-
men bent every endeavor to make as loud a racket as
possible. All the fireworks remaining in the stores
were secured, and the booming was terrific until
midnicht.

While a special train, which left Hagerstown late
Saturday night, carried away a large number of
visiters their absence was hardly apparent on Sun-
day morning. Parties were organized for touring
trips to all the surrounding points of interest, and
some riders started for Washington and Baltimore
awheel. A special train left Hagerstown at 3 p. m.
which was filled to overflowing. By Monday night
the visitors had all taken their departure, and nothing
remained to show for their presence but the money
they left behind for value received, and streets littered
with papers and remnants of firecrackers, etc.

Notes of the Meet,

An advertising programme was issued on each day
of the meet containing the form of entertainment for
the day. They were for free distribution.
A town ordinance prohibited the firing of fire-

crackers before the Fourth of July, and several wheel-
men were arrested on July 3. This was the only
show of restraint made by the authorities during the
meet. They were fined each $3, which was paid by
the local club.
Harry H. Hodgson, of New Orleans, was present,

and was royally treated. He has joined the Hagers-
town Club and also the Harlem Wheelmen, which
makes about ten cycling clubs of which he is a mem-
ber. It is reported that he will apply to the Legisla-
ture to have his name changed to Harry Hagerstown
Hodgson. He has already been so named, and he
wants it legalized.
The bicycle dealers grasped the opportunity to ex-

hibit their wheels, and a vacant store was secured
and completely filled with machines. Among the ex-
hibitors were: The Capital Cycle Company, with the
Psycho

; Gormully-Jeffrey, with the Rambler ; Eisen-
brant Cycle Company, with the Columbia ; Overman
Wheel Company, the Crawford Manufacturing Com-
pany, of Hagerstown, and other manufacturers.
A large number of lad3^ riders attended the meet,

and they all apparentjly enjoyed themselves thor-
oughly. Among them was Mrs. Albert Mott. They
were quartered at private houses, and taken care of by
a reception committee of ladies.
The success of the meet is due, in a great measure

to Capt. Geo. F. Updegraff, who was here, there and
everywhere. He went so long without sleep that his
voice almost completely failed him, and he was
obliged to speak in a hoarse whisper. A local paper
says :

" Everybody knows George and George knows
everybody. He is Captain of the Hagerstown Bicycle
Club. He has been its Captain since a baby—that is,
since the Club was a baby. He is a six termer and is
liableto a life sit ; but he is not responsible for this
nor for anything else, especially the weather. He
commands the Bi, Club and is general ring-master of
meets. He lives on wheels—no, not exactly, but is a
devotee. This is not bad, neither is George. He has
a warm spot in every cyclist's heart and sympa-
thies.''
Excellent macadam roads, with a peculiar whitish

surface, extend, octopus-like, in every direction
from Hagerstown, and every body spoke highly in
their praise. The wheelmen seemed never to tire
gliding over them and several enthusiasts preferred
touring about rather than to participate in the festivi-
ties or view the races. Williamsport, Antietam, and
other historical spots were visited by scores of
riders.
Jas. E. Williamson, of Baltimore, was to have given

an "Illustrated Talk" on a bicycle trip through
Switzerland, on Friday night, at the club-rooms, but
his apparatus did not arrive in time.
The most unique club represented was the " Strag-

glers of the United States." This club was started in
Baltimore at the National meet in 18S8 by five wheel-
men. These men were Dr. Gibson, of California

;

Rev. W. L. Seabrook, then of Westminster, now of
Wichita, Kan.; H. S. Hickock, of Boston

;
John King,

of Pittsburgh; and G. H. Buehler, Gettysburg. Mr.
Buehler got up a badge this year made of a little
brown jug said to have been made from clay from the
first day's battlefield at Gettysberg. This jug hangs
pendant from silk ribbon.
About everybody in town wore a badge during the

meet, and the wheelmen were simply coated with
them. All the clubs came provided with a big supply
of their own emblems, which they exchanged for
those of other clubs, and in this way nearly every one
wore the badge of at least a dozen clubs besides his
own. The majority of the badges were of ribbon
with gold lettering.
The Park Avenue Wheelmen are designated by

small imitations of the human skeleton, which they
wear perched upon their caps. The little figures hold
tiny ]Ugs, stumps of cigarettes, playing cards and
fans, and were ludicrous in a ghastly sort of way.
They took at onc«, however, and the small supply in
a local "ten-cent " store was exhausted in a short
while by members of other clubs. The badge of the
newspaper men was a narrow piece of crimson rib-
bon, smaller than the ordinary badge, and bears the
words in gold, "Our Special Correspondents, July 2,

3 and 4, 1891." The end is cut off diagonallv, and
across it is a large stub pen. A tiny green frog hung
from the end.
A satire on Weverton is about in the shape of a

white badge marked in big type, "Survivors—Five
hours delayed at Weverton and alive to tell the story.
Julv I. iSgi. En rotite to Hagerstown. H. H. H. &
H.'' The H's are the initials of Hogdson, of New
Orleans, and Hekok, of Boston, who were delayed at
Weverton junction.

The Races.
The greatest attraction of the meet to many who

attended was the races. They were held in the after-
noons of Friday and Saturday at the fair grounds,
situated about half a mile from the centre of the
town. Captain Updegraflf had a large force of men
at work on the half mile clay track long before they
came off, and by Friday afternoon it was in splendid
condition. The Philadelphia and Wilmington racing
men enjoyed a regular scoop and carried away about
all the prizes worth winning. Taxis secured over a
half dozen prizes and won all the races in which he
started. Both days of the racing a strong wind blew
against the riders on the back stretch, but the time
made with a few exceptions satisfied the spectators.
A protest was made on Thursday against permitting
the A. C. S. N. men to compete, but it was not sus-
tained by the Referee. As the number of starters
present was not overly large, the races followed each
other in rapid succession owing to the prompt work
of th» clerk of the course. The prizes consisted
chiefly of handsome medals and cups.

FIRST DAY.
The races began shortly before 3 o'clock, in the

presence of about 1,500 people. President Dunn ar-
rived just after they began and witnessed them from
the grand stand. Pneumatic tires were penalized 40
and 50 yards in the mile and half mile races; Victor
cushions, 20 and 15 yards; ordinary cushions, 8 and 10
yards. Many of the finishes were exciting and the
spectators were enthusiastic. Following is a sum-
mary:
ONE Mile Novice, Ordinary—W. H. Mullikin,

Baltimore, first; Hobart Berrien, second; H. Rhine,
Washington, third. Time, 3m. 43s.

Half Mile Heat Race—First heat—W. W. Taxis,
A. C. S. N., first; W. C. Leeds, second; E. C. Bower,
third. Time, im. 21 i-ss.
There were six starters, and the first three men

were qualified to ride in the final on Saturday. 'The
time limit was im. 32s. Seven started in the second
heat, which resulted as follows: J. H. Draper, A. C.
S. N., first; J. R. Hazleton, second; S. W. Merrihew,
third. Time, im. 29 3-5S.

One Mile Safety, S. C. Division Championship—
S. L. Sandoe, Washington, first; E. B. Parker, Wash-
ington, second; W. R. Mackrill, C. A. C, third. Time,
3m. 55 1.5s.

One Mile Ordinary, Maryland Division Cham-
pionship—W. H. Mullikin, Baltimore, first; Wm.
Holland, Baltimore, second. Time, 4m. 25s.
There were but two starters in this race, and they

rode as if on parade for three-quarters of a mile
while the wheelmen on the grand stand whistled the
dead march. At the quarter Holland broke up and
spurted ahead, and kept the lead until near the tape
when Milliken forged ahead.
One Mile Safety, Open—Taxis, first ; Hazleton,

second; Seeds, third. Time, 3m. 4 4-5S.
A limit of 3m. 5S. was placed on this event. Out of

an entry list of fifteen but five started, Kelly and
Merrihew besides the winners. The riders were
bunched throughout the entire race, and finished
within the space of five feet. The prize was a gold
watch.

Two Mile Handicap, Ordinary—S. W. Merrihew,
210 yards, first ; W. C. Seeds, 120 yards, second ; Ha-
zleton, 00 yards, third. Time, 5m. 50s.
This race was for the Hodgson gold medal, and

Taxis, who was scratch, did not start. There were
eleven men in the field, and the finish between Seeds
and Merrihew caused great excitement. Merrihew
won by a fifth of a second.

Half Mile Ordinary, Hagerstown Club Cham-
pionship—J. P. Loose, first ; E. Briming, second ; Le-
Roy Hays, third. Time, im. 35 4-5.

Half Mile Safety, Pennsylvania Division
Championship—Taxis, first ; Draper, second ; Damp-
man, third. Time, im. ig 4-5S.
The time limit was im. 29s. The men kept well to-

geth'er, and Taxis won easily on the home stretch.

One Mile Safety, Heat Race, 3.20 Class—First
Heat, E. C. Bowman, C. A. C, first ; D. L. Sandoe,
second ; A. Beggs, third. Time, 3m. 7s. Second
Heat, A. A. Gracey, first; Wm. Holland, second ; E.
B. Parker, third. Time, 3m. 3 2-5S.

One Mile Safety, Team Race—Park Avenue
Wheelmen (Taxis, Draper and Kelly), first, 24 points

;

Wilmington Wheel Club (Seeds, Merrihew nnd Mc-
Daniel), second, 18 points. Best time, 3m. 1 i-ss. by
Taxis.
This race was open only to members of bicycle

clubs and a protest was entered against the P. A. W.
team of Athletic Club men which was not sustained
The Chesapeake Club of Baltimore, Capitol B. C. of
Washington and Arlington W. of Washington, with-
drew knowing they had no chance of winning.
One Mile Ordinary, Third District — Taxis,

first ; Draper, second ; Seeds, third. Time, 2m. 58 i-ss.
The tim^ limit was 3m. 8s. Taxis rode a Cushion

Victor and Seeds a Cushion Eagle. There were eight
starters and the finish was close, the three first men
being but a few inches ahead of each other.
The officials were : Referee, P. S. Collins

;
Judges,

Albert Mott, GeoTfie Atwater, Harvey Hodgson
;

timers, Messrs. De Graff, Belleville and Smith ; clerk
of course, Harry Irwing ; starter, Mr. Clark.

second day.

Every available inch in the grand stand was occu-
pied by spectators on Saturday, and a large crowd
also witnessed the contests from other points of van-
tage. It is estimated that 3,500 people were in the
grounds.
During the races a strong northwest wind blew and

made the finishes slower than they might have other-
wise been.
The fifteenth event, the one mile ordinary, was run

in clouds of dust. For both laps Seeds and McDaniels,

who did battle for this race, were hidden from the
spectators by the dust clouds. As they entered the
homestretch on the first lap, the wind lulled long
enough to see both coming down nearly neck and
neck. The sudden sight of the men emerging from
the dust and so close together, made the people wild.
Both were spurting for all they %vere worth. Seed's
wheel rolled over the tape about a quarter of a revo-
lution ahead of McDaniel.
At the last event the atmosphere became suddenly

chilly, and gusts of cold rain fell. The three con-
testants in the race, which wasa one mile safety, rode
in sweaters and stockings. Nevertheless, they put
up a fine bunch event, several hard dashes of rain
fell before the race was over, but only the edge of the
shower reached Hagerstown. Following is a sum-
mary of the events :

One Mile Ordinary, Pennsylvania Division
Championship—Taxis, first ; Hazleton, second. Time,
3m. IS. A limit of 3m. 5s. was placed on this eventand
seven men started. They all kept well together until
the homestretch and it looked like Hazleton's race,
but Taxis bent lower over the bars sixty yards or so
from the tape and spurted in ahead. Hazleton made
a superb attempt to hold his own and was only a fifth
of a second behind Taxis.

One Mile, Ordinary, S. C. Championship—W. C.
Robertson, C. A. C, first; E. C. Bowen, second; W. H.
Ward, third. Time, 3m. 15s.

Ward had the best of the start, but was soon pa.ssed
by Robertson. It was a great loaf until leaving the
back stretch on the last half, when Bowen made a
spurt, but was unable to hold it to the end.

Half Mile, Ordinary, Penn. Div. Championship
—Taxis, first; Hazleton, second; Van Dusen, P. A. W.,
third. Time, im. 20s.

The referee placed a limit of im. 30s. on this event
which sent the principal flyers out bunched together,
all expecting a hot contest. They got it, too, and
again Taxis had a narrow escape. It was again
Hazelton who pushed him all the way around, and
made those who believe Taxis unconquerable by any
wheelman present doubt the result, until Taxis came
in a winner, with Hazelton 1-5 of a second behind.

Half Mile, Safety, Hagerstown B. C. Cham-
pionship—Chas. T. Johnston, first; E. Brining,
second; C. T. Mentzer, third. Time, im. 28s.

One Mile, Ordinary, Championship of the
Meet—Taxis, first; Bowen, second; Leeds, third.
Time, 2m. 54 4-ss.
The time limit on this race was 2ra. sss., and it

proved to be the prettiest race of the day. Taxis was
taken with cramps in the legs after the race and did
not again compete.
One Mile, Safety, Maryland Div. Champion-

ship—Wm. Holland, Baltimore, first; W. H. MuUiken,
Baltimore, second; Chas. Turfle, Westminster, third.
Time, 3m. 9 3-5S.

One Mile, London Safety, Open—Kelly and
Draper, A. C. S. N., first; Perkenpine and Donnelly,
Oxford W., second. Time, 3m. 30s.

Half Mile Heat Race—Final heat—Hazleton,
first; Bowen, second; Merrihew, third. Time, im. 20S.

One Mile, Safety, 3.10 Class—Final heat—Hol-
land, first; Gracey, seeond; Sandoe, third. Time,
2m. 59 3-5S.

One Mile Team Race, Ordinary, Open—Warren
Athletic Club, Wilmington, first; Columbia Athletic
Club, Washington, second. Best time, 3m. 4-5S.

The A. C. P. N. did not start. The Columbia team
consists of Messrs. Brown, Bowen and Robertson, and
the Messrs. Seeds, Merrihew and Dampman constitu-
ted the Warren club's team. Seeds was the first man
over the tape and Dampman the second. The score
was 34 to 18.

Two Mile Handicap, Safety- I. H. Bilyeu, 240
yards, first; Seeds, 90 yards, second; Kelly, 165 yards,
third. Time, 5m. 54s.

There were 13 starters and 37 entries in this event.
Taxis, scratch, did not start, and Bilyeu ran hands
down. The prize was the Overm.in Cup.
One Mile Ordinary, 3.10 class-E. W. Blir P A.

W., first; W. H. Mullikin, second ; H. Berrien, third.
Time, 3m. 23 1-5S.

The wind blue a gale during the race. The finish
was a very pretty one, Blair being closely lapped by
Mulliken.

One Mile Ordinary Delaware Division Cham-
pionship—Seeds, first ; McDonald second. Time,
3m. 25S.

There were but two starters in this race and Seeds
won easily.

One Mile Safety, Third District—Draper, first;

Seeds second ; Hazleton, third. Time, 3m. 22s.

This event was run in the rain. There were eigh-
teen entries, but only three men started. Seeds was
ruled out after the race as his entrv had not been re-
ceived, and the prize awarded to Hazleton.
The prize for the best time made at the meet was

awarded to W. W. Taxis, making the mile in am. 34
4-5S., and the half in im. 19 4-5S.

Waioiitha Club's Road Race.

Entries for the fifty mile handicap road race, which
is to be held at Richfield Springs on August 4th, close
on Saturday, July 18th. The entry blank will be
found on another page of this issue.

"The Syracuse Meet.

Syracuse will furnish two days of sport on Friday
and Saturday of this week. The meet will be held at
the fast half mile track in Kirkwood Park. Special
medals are offered for all records broken. One hun-
dred entries have been received, including W. F.
Murphv, C. M. Murnhv, Hoyland Smith, A. B. Rich,
A. A. Zimmerman, W. W. Taxis, W. S. Campbell, W.
D. Banker, F. M. Brinker. H. J. Hall, J. W. Schoefer,
also a number of fast Buffalo, Rochester and Syracuse
men.
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HARTFORD.

MURPHY AND SMITH BEAT THE
RECORD.

One always has a good lime at Hartford, and the
Columbia Club's meet held on the Fourth was no excep-
tion to the rule. The Hartford meets were established
several year; ago by the Connecticut Club. As th»
Connecticut Club grew old and rich it stopped holding
meets and the mantle of Belden, Day and Huntington fell

to the Hartford Club, who have run the meets with con-
spicuous SHccess for thr e yeais past.
This was the first essay of the Columbia Club, which

is a new organization composed of employes of the Pope
Manufacturing Company's Hartford factory. The Hart-
ford people have been educated up to cycling, and this
taste for the sport combined with the holiday brought out
a crowd of 3,000 people to Charter Oak Park.
The races have always been held on the mile trotting

track, which is put into good condition, and has long
ranked as one of the fastest paths in this country.
The sports dragged somewhat, and it was long after 6

before the last event wps finished. The two sensational
events of the day wereW. F. Murphy's mile and Hoyland
Smith's fast two miles. In the mile Murphy created new
records at all the fractional disiances. The wind was
high. The men had it with them for the first 400 yards;
then they swept in the face of the gale, and on the third
quarter it was a battle, while on the last quarter the
wind fairly blew them home.
Murphy got to the half in im, n 2-5S., and rode the full

mile in zm 26 i-ss. \n analysis ®f the ride is interesting.
The quarters were 35s., 36 2-5S., 39 3-5S., 35 1-5S.; the half
against the wind occupied im. i6s.; the half with the
wind, that is, the first quarter and the last quarter,
occupied im. 10 1-5S. On the third quarter, 39 3-5S., the
wind lost the rider three seconds, and Murphy, being
completely hemmed in on the last quarter, could have
ridden it three seconds faster. At all events, Murphy
proved that Jones's 2m. 20 3-5S. " must go," as Ducker
used to say.
Hoyland Smith's two mile record of 5m. 23 3-ss. was

scarcely less remarlfable. The wind blew a gale, the
dust raised in clouds and the rain commenced to fall.

Hoyland rode into second place from scratch. G. M.
Worden showed remarkably good form, actually out-
riding Murphy on the last half of the mile. Bowman
showed a remarkable improvement, doing the mile in

2m. 3'; 3-5S., and giving Murphy a tough struggle on the
homestretch.
The officers were; Committee, Henry Goodman, George

R. McCrum and C. F. Tucker; Referee, L. A. Miller, of
the Racing Board; Judges, L. A Grover, Presidmt Colt
Club; Chas F. Gorman, President of the Hartford Wheel
Club; Major Charle.i L. Burdette. Vice-President of the
League; D. J. Post, e.\Chief Consul of Connecticut; F.
L. Hughes, Rochester; Timers, E. A. De Blois, J. J
Grace, of Hartferd, and C. W. King, Meriden; -tart-r,
T. W. Fahy, Hartford; Clerk of Course, George Smart,
Columbia Club.
Among the visitors were C. A. Sheehan, L B. Whymper,

H. E. RaymonrI, W. F. Masterson, A. C. Banker, Arthur
Banker and Willie Windle. Frank Belden and Charles
G. Huntington were in the judges stand.
Following is the result of the races:

ONE MILE SAFETY, 3.20 CLASS, PNEUMATICS BARRED.
First Heat— i, A. W. Warren, Hartford ; 2, F. R.

Fuller, Columbia Cycle Club; 3, A. W. Olmstead,
Springfield; 4, G. E. Van Name, Columbia Cycle Club;
5, C. F. Seeley, Norwalk ; 6, A. A. Francis, Hartford
V^Theel Club; 7, L. S. Main, Hartford Wheel Club; 8,

F. P. Lyman, Colt Bicycle Club; 9, H. D. Wolcott,
New Haven.
Times, quarter, 42s.; half, im. 27 2-5S. ; three-quar-

ters, 2m. 12 2-5S.; mile, 2m. 47 3-5S.

Warren won by a length, with a length between
Fuller and Olmstead. The other tour men were close
up, while the last two were distanced.

Second Heat— i, Fidel Bubser, Hartford Wheel
Club ; 2, C. H. Mazzy, New Haven : 3, G. B. Clark,
Colt Bicycle Club

; 4, F. H. Reynolds, Hartford Wheel
Club.
Times, quarter, 40s. ^ half, im. 26 4-5S.; three-quar-

ters, 2m. i8s.; mile, 2m. 53 2-5S.

The four men finished well. Harry Starkie, of
Hartford, and Charles A. Leishman, of New'Haven,
fell, and were out of the race.

Final Heat— i, F. R. Fuller ; 2, A. W. Olmstead
; 3,

Fidel Bubser; 4, A. W. Warren; 5, C. H. Muzzy ; 6,

G. B. Clark.
Times, Quarter, 48 2-5S.; half, im. 35X8-; three-quar-

ters, 2m. 21S.; mile, 2m. ;6s.

Fuller had no difficulty in winning. Warren, who
won the first heat, is a boy sixteen years of age, and
his time, 2m. 47 3-5S., is a most creditable perform-
ance.

ONE MILE safety RACE FOR CITY REPORTERS (PNEU-
MATICS BARRED).

I, James T. Sherman, Jr., Cliat : 2, A. R. Thompson,
Courant : 3, P. G. Perrin, Times; 4, Louis Webb,
Globe : 5, C. E. Wilson, Times.
Times, quarter, 45 2-58.; half, im. 42KS.; three-quar-

ters, 2m. 48 2-5S.; mile, 3m. 28 2-5S.

Rather a slow and uninteresting race.

ONE MILE ORDINARY, STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.
I, H. B. Arnold, New Britain ; 2, W. H. Ballou, New-

Haven, by four yards; 3, Ludwig Forster, Hartford,
by two yards

; 4, E. R. Faxon, Jr., Hartford, by thirty
yard*.
Times, quarter, 52s.; half, im. ^9 1-5S. ; three-quar-

ters, 2m. 34s.; mile, 3m. 8 1-5S. Ballou'stiine, 3m. 8 3-5S.
Arnold sprinted the last quarter in 34 1-5S. The

men loafed so badly on the first half that they failed
to beat the time limit of three minutes, and were
ordered to run over again. Coming up the home
stretch J. M. Wainwright, of Hartford, and P. G.
Hudson, of Hartford, both took headers.
In the second attempt the men finished as follows:

I, H. B. Arnold; 2, Ludwig Forster. Time, quarter;
39 4-5S.; half, im.. 39S.; three-quarters, 2m. 28 4-5S.,
mile, 3m. 4-5S. The last quarter was sprinted in the
remarkable time of 32s.

ONE MILE, ORDINARY, OPEN.
I, A. A. Zimmerman, N. Y. A. C, time, 2m. 49 2-5S.;

2, Ludwig Forster, time, 3m. 4-5S.

Zimmerman had no difficulty in winning. A-time
limit of 3m. 5S. induced him to hurry on the last quar-
ter, and although he rode entirely alone, he made the
quarter in 30 4-ss., which is the fastest quarter mile
ever sprinted on any kind of cycle.
Time, quarter, 40 4-5S. ; half, nti. 29 1-5S. ; three-

quarters, 2m. 18 3-5S.; mile, 2m. 49 2-5S.

ONE MILE, SAFETY, HANDICAP.
T, J. M. Grant, Hartford, 175 yards; 2, G. Minturn

Worden, Boston, 60 yards; 3, A. A l^rancis, 190 yards;
4, W. M. Haradon, Springfield, 100 yards; 5, Napoleon
Bedard, Providence, loo yards; 6, C. F. Seeley, Nor-
walk, 190 yards; 7, C. L. Sage, Hartford, 125 yards; 8,

W. F. Murphy, Brooklyn, scratch; 9, A. "W. Warren,
Hartford, 200 yards; 10, I. Mordt, Hartford, 175 yards;
II, S. B, Bowman, New York, 60 yards; 12, G. 1. White-
head, Haitford, 175 yards; 13, Chas. A. Leishman,
New Haven, 200 yards; 14, C. H. Muzzy, New Haven,
190 yards; 15, F. W. Mastin, New York, 140 yards; 16,

F. H. Reynolds, Hartford, 215 yards; 17, C. T. Rogers,
Hartford, 215 yards; 18, H. D. Wolcott, New Haven,
175 yards; 19, W. H. Merrow, New Haven, igo yards.
There were in this race thirty starters. The feature

of the race was of course the remarkable riding of W.
F. Murphy. Murphy rode to the quarter in 35s.; at the
half he was level with Mastin and Worden, although
the latter had had sixty yards allowance; at three-
quarters he was well in the field, and turning to the
home stretch, it looked as though he would win, but
he was unabla to catch up. From the half mile home,
Worden wisely took the outside of the track, and
riding outside the crowd, finished second. Worden's
last half mile must have been ridden im. 12s., or bet-
ter, and he rode the full mile in time equal to 2m. 30s.

Previous English
Murphy's Time. Records. Records.

M. S. M. S. M. S.

Quarter 35 381^ 334-5
Half I. II 2-5 i-isM 1.08 1-5

Three-quarters... 1.51 1.514-5 1.46 1-5
Mile 2.261-5 2.264-5 2.203-5

Murphy's time was taken as follows: Referee's
mile, 2m. 264-5S.; A. C. Banker, 2m. 254-5S.; Windle,
2m. 26 2-5S.; Belden, 2m. 26 1-5S.; Hughes, 2m. 26 i-js.

Murphy's mile is the best ever made in competition.
He had previously ridden a flying lastquarter in 31s.,

and he could certainly have done 32 in this race, but
the crowd interfered with him, and his last quarter
occupied 35 1-5S. It will be noticed that the third
quarter, which was run directly against the wind,
occupied 39 2-5S., which made the last half im.
14 4-5S. Murphy proved by this race that at the first
opportunity he will beat Jones's English record, made
with pacemakers, of 2m. 20 3-5S.

The time of the race was 2m. 23 3-5S. The winner
had no difficulty, but looked back on the home stretch.
Worden finished ten yards behind the first man.

ONE MILE SAFETY, OPEN.
I, W. F. Murphy; 2, S. B. Bowman; 3, Hoyland

Smith, N. Y. A. C; 4. G. Minturn Worden, Boston.
Murphy had no difficulty in winning, although the

feature of the race was the remarkable improvement
shown by Bowman, who finished within one foot of
the winner, and made a record for himself of 2m.
35 3-5S-

The times were as follows: Quarter, 42s.; half, im.
23S.; three-quarters, 2m. 03 2-5S.; mile, 2m. 35 3-5S.

No one would suppose for a moment that Sid. Bow-
man could ride a half mile in im. 12 1-5S., the first

quarter of which in the face of the wind, and the last
quarter in the remarkable time of 32 i-ss.

ONE MILE, ORDINARY, HANDICAP.
f, A. A. Zimmerman, N. Y. A. C, scratch; 2, Ludwig

Forster, 90 yards; 3, W. H. Ballou, 140 yards; 4, F. G.
Hudson, Hartford, 150 yards; 5, E. R. Faxon, Jr., 160
yards. Time, quarter, 37Ks.; half, im. 18s.; three-
quarters, 2m. 7 3-5S.

Zimmerman won easily by three yards.

HALF MILE SAFETY, L. A. W. STATE CHAMPIONSHIP.
I, H. B. Arnold; 2, C. L. Sage; 3, C. E. Stedman.

Hartford; 4, J. M. Grant; s, C. E. I/arom, New Haven;
6, Fied. Herman, Hartford; 7, A. A. Francis; 8, F. H.
Reynolds, Hartford; 9, F. R. Fuller; 10, H. B. Hewitt,
New Haven. Time, quarter, 394-5S.; half, im. 14 2-5S,

ONE MILE, SAFETY, CHAMPIONSHIP OF HARTFORD,
PNEUMATICS BARRED.

I, A. W. Warren; 2, A. C. Rose; 3, Fred. Herman; 4,

I Mordt. Time, quarter, 502-5S.; half, im. 362-5S.;
three-quarters, 2m. 24 2-5S.; mile, 2m. 58s.

It seems almost beyond belief, and makes one think
of the wonderful improvement there has been in
racing, when a sixteen-year-old boy, on a solid tired
safety, sprints the last quarter in 33 4-5S.

TWO MILE, SAFETY, HANDICAP.
I, C. F. Seeley, 350 yards; 2, Hoyland Smith, scratch;

3, W. M. Haradon, 170 yards; 4, C. H. Mussy, 330 yards;

5, W. F. Murphy, scratch; 6, S. B. Bowman, 100 yards;
7, P. W. Mastin, 250 yards. Time, 5m. 201-ss.
Just previous to this event a storm developed from

the hills which lie west of the track. In a few mo-
ments the scene was transformed, and the grounds
were swept by a gale of wind, and the contestants
could hardly be seen in the clouds of dust. In spite
of these remarkable conditions, Hoyland Smith,
starting from scratch, finished second in the remark-
ably good time of sm. 23 3-5S. Both Murphy and
Smith Started on scratch, but the former's effort in
his mile seemed to have used him up, and he was
quickly left behind.
The times were as follows: Quarter, 36 2-5S. ; half,

im. 21 3-5; three-quarters, 2m. 7S.; mile, 2m. 3BS.; two
miles, 5m. 23 3-5S.
Smith's time becomes the record, supplanting Mur-

phy's record of 5m. 26 4-5S., recently made at Travers
Island.
One Mile Team Race—Tie between New Haven Club

and the ^lartford Club, 18 points; Columbia Club, 9 points,

third. C, E. Larom finished first, with C. L Sage second.
Time, quarter, 45s.; half, im. 29 2 5s ; three. quarters,

2m. 12 2-5S,; mile, 2m. 48s. The run off was won by the

Hartford Wheelmen, 13 points. C. L. Sage finished first,

F. L. Catlin finished second, J. M. Grant, third; C. H.
Wood, fifth. Times, 46s., im. 35 2-5S., 2m. 22s., 2m.

55 1-5S.

THE DENVER RACES.

The meet of the Denver Cyclist's Union, on July 4
and 5, resulted very successful. The races were en-
joyed by a good sized crowd and there were many
exciting finishes. Another list of races will be run
on Sunday next.

SATURDAY.
One Mile Ordinary, Novice—Mclnty re, first

;

Oliver, second. Time, 3m. 08 3-5S.

One Mile Safety, Novice—Allers, first ; F. Han-
nan, second. Time, 3m. 06 3-5S.

Half Mile Safety, Professional — Kennedy,
first ; Hopkins, second. Time, im. 22 2-5S.

Sixty-Five Yards, Slow Race—Oliver, first

;

Yardly, second. Time, im. 54s.

Two Mile Ordinary, 6-20 Class—Collier, first;
Sutton, second. Time, 6m. 03 3-5S,

One Mile Safety. Professional—Kennedy, first;

Hopkins, second. Time, 3m. oB 2-5S.

One Mile Safety, Special—Hannan, first ; Sal-
mon, second. Time, 2m. 58 4-5S.

Two Mile Lap, Ordinary—Collier, first; Mcln-
tyre, second. Time, 5m. 58 3-5S.

One Mile Safety—Dolson, first ; L. Block, second.
Time, 2m. 49 3-53..

Half Mile Ordinary—Mclntyre, first; Banks,
second. Time, im. 21 4-5S.

Two Ml^E Ordinary, Special—Oliver, first ; Pyn-
chon, second. Time, 6m. 30 2-5S.

SUNDAY.
Quarter Mile Safety — Block, first; Dolson,

second. Time, 38 3-5S.

Quarter Mile Ordinary—Sutton, first; Mclntyre,
second. Time, 39s.

One Mile Safety, 3.20 Class—Allers, first ; White,
second. Time, 2m. 58s.

One Mile Ordinary, 3.00 Class—Mclntyre, first

;

Banks, second. Time, 3m. 01 1-5S.

One Mile Safety, Handicap, Professional—
Kennedy, scratch, first; Hopkins, scratch, second;
Croll, 60 yards, third. Time, 2m. 57s.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—Block, scratch,
first; Dolson, scratch, second. Time, 2m. 48 4-5S.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap—Sutton, scratch,
first; Mclntyre, scratch, second. Time, 3m. 3s.

ONE Mile Safety, Newspaper Men—Cassidy first
Kimball second. Time, 3m. 52 3-5S.

Two Mile Lap Safety—Dolson and Block tied on
points. Time, 5m. 58 1-5S.

Half Mile Consolation, Ordinary—H. Block,
first. Time, im. 27s.

Half Mile Consolation Safety—Salmom first.

Time, im. 27 1-5S.

Half Mile Safety—To decide tie. Block first,

Dolson second. Time, im. 20 1-5S.

The officers of the meet were : Starter and handi-
capper, J. L. Blackadove; Judges, A. H. Brown, A. V.
Stauffer, Sidney Eastwood ;' Umpires, E. M. Cornell,
Fred Wurizebach ; Referee, Frank Johnson; Clerk,
M. E. Harris; Scorer, E. S. Hartwell; Timers, H. T.
Collins, George Biggins, Robert Gerwing, C. C. Hop-
kins ; Announcer, S. C. McCurdy.

AMATEUR PATH RECORDS.

AMERICAN RECORDS.

Ordinary Bicycle.

Vt, -33 4"5i -A- E- Lumsden, Providence, Ang. 30, 'go.

y^ 1. 10 4-5, W. W. Windle, Peoria, Sept. n, '90.

% 1-49 2-S>
" " " '4. '90-

1 2.253-5,
" " " '

2 5.21 3-5, W. A. Rowe, Springfield, Oct. 23, '85.

3 8.07 3-5,
" " " 19. '85.

4 1 1. 1 1 3-5, A. B. Rich, Peoria, Sept. 14, '90.

5 I3-5I 3-5i
" " " "

X flying start, 304-3S., A. A. Zimmerman, Hartford,
July 4, '91.

Pneumatic-Tired Safety.

X -sSi W. P. Murphy, Hartford, July 4, '91.

ji I. II 2-5,
" " " "

I 2.26 1-5,

2 2.23 3-3, Hoyland Smith, " " "

3 8.13 2-5, H. E. Laurie, Peoria, Sept. 13, '90.

4 11.01 3-5,
" " " "

5 13-44 1-5.
" " " "

Tandem Safety.

Vt, -39 3-5> Kluge and Smith, Hartford, Sept. 2, '90.

\i. 1.13 1-5, Murphy and Smith, Peoria, Sept. 15, 'go.

% 1.54 1-2, Lumsden and Winship, Peoria, Oct. 4, '89.

1 2.27 Murphy and Smith, Peoria, Sept. 15, 90.

2 5.15 2-5, Masi and Noyes, Peoria, Sept. 15, '90.

Sport at the Queens Athletic Club Grounds,
Queens, L. I.

Some closed events were held at Mr. Lloyd's track
on July 4, with the following results : One-half mile,
handicap, W. N. Kissam, 40 yards, walked over, time
im. 46s. ; one mile safety race, for pneumatic-tired
wheels only, E. S. Van Nostrand, Queens County
Wheelmen, first, time 3m. 8 3-4S., J. W. Magee, Queens
County Wheelmen, scratch, second. The first race
ever held in this country exclusively for safety wheels
was held at Queens, and this is the first event ex-
clusively f»r pneumatic-tired .wheels ever run iiK

America.
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ROAD RACING AT ELKHART, IND.

The wheelmen of Elkhart, Ind., celebrated Inde-
pendence Day by holding a ten-and-a-quarter-mile
road race and a number of shorter events. The race
from Goshen to Elkhart was started at 12.25, 'Vfith six-

teen starters. A special train was run over the Lake
Shore road, so that the finish, as well as the start,

could be seen. The streets in Elkhart where the tape
Wis placed were literally packed with an excited
crowd at i o'clock, and the police had a hard time to

keep a passage way open. Soon a shout set in at the
south end of the street and grew louder and stronger
as it accompanied the first of the contestants to ar-

rive, and as it was realized that he was an Elkhart
man. As he crossed the scratch he was greeted with
a yell and a salute from a number of pistols. It was
C. E. CoUamer, and he had won the gold watch. The
enthusiasm continued until the last of the riders ar-

rived, which was seventeen minutes and twenty-eight
seconds afterward. Below is the official score;

Name. Time.
M. S.

4. F. H. Brown 45.0S

ji. H. G. Baine 51-26

2. C.H.Parker 45-2i

6. B. F. Kuhn 47'57

12. W. D. Tilman 53-57

13. S. Menges 54-11

15. H.Paulson 58-28

5. W. G. Pfleger 48.53

I C. E. CoUamer 47-02

8. C. K. Seibert 5220
14. J. Enbody 59-22

3. Will Lonn 48.40

9. T- J- Jones 54-55

7. P. M. Berkey 5'-56

10. Orra Neff ; 56. 15

Ben Schafer 64.30

CoUamer, of Elkhart, won the place prize, a
gold watch, valued at $50. F. H. Brown, of Elkhart,
won the time prize, a handsome gold medal. The
winners of the other prizes were: C. H. Parker,
Goshen, guitar; WUl Lonn, La Porte, nickel bicycle
lantern; F. H. Brown, Elkhart, Dunlap hat; W. G.
Pflf^ger, South Bend, silk umbrella; B. E. Kuhn, Elk-
hnrt, five oz. perfumery; P.M. Berkey, Goshen, box
of cigars; C. K. Seibert, Goshen, one dozen cabinet
photographs; John Jones, Elkhart, pair patent leather
shoes; Orra Neff, Bristol, luggage carrier; H. G. Baine,
Chicago, box of cigars.
The other contests resulted as follows:

Half Mile, Open—H. G. Baine, Chicago, first; F.

H. Brown, second.

Half Mile, Ordinary—Wm. Lonn, La Porte, first;

W. G Pfleger, South Bend, second.

Half Mile, Safety—H. G. Baine, first; C. E. CoUa-
mer, second.
Half Mile, Hands Off—C. K. Seibert, first; W.

Lonn, La Porte, second.

The girls race was won by Lillie Brown, and the
boys by Percy Dasy.

16.

r. E.

The Waioutha Tournament.
The following is a list of events which will be con-

tested at the Waiontha Bicycle Club's Tournament,
to be held August 4th : Half Mile Safety, Novice ;

One
Mile Ordinary, Open ; One Mile Tandem Safety,
Open ; One Mile Safety, Handicap ; Two Mile Ordi-
nary, Central New York Championship ; Three Mile
Safety, Lap, Open ;

Half Mile Ordinary, Open ; Two
Mile Ordinary, Handicap ; Half Mile Safety, Consola-
tion. Entries close July 25 with August Kinne.

Koad Race at Bridgeport.
Members of the Bridgeport (Conn.) Wheel Club en-

gaged in a ten, mile road race on the Fourth of July,
the course ridden over being from Bridgeport through
Fairfield to Sonthpoi-t Centre and return. The win-
ner proved to be Julien Sterling, Jr., who took the
gold medal constituting the first prize in 38m. 45s. He
was in receipt of a handicap of three minutes. The
second prize was won by W. S. Mills, whose time was
38m. 47S., his handicap being 45s. W. M. Middlebrook,
scratch, was awarded the prize offered to the maker
of the fastest time over the course, his figures being
3Bm. 3S.

Racing at Logansport, Ind.

At Logansport, Ind., on the Fourth, the following
races were decided :

Boys' race, under 12 years. Entries, Burt Neely,
first, Harvey Culp, second.
Half Mile Dash— Six entries, Frank Lytle, Galves-

ton, Ind., first prize, $8 ; A. Beck, Peru, Ind., second
prize, $4.

Quarter Mile Hands Off—Frank Lytle, First;
StoU, second.

Half Mile Logansport Wheelmen—Ed. Bui-g-
man, first ; Ed. Shafer, second.
The 25 mile road race to Royal Centre and return

was won by C. W. Burgman. Time, ih. 39m; R. Kuhn,
second; J. StoU, third.
Burgman rode a 54 inch light Champion wheel while

the others rode safeties. This race was only open to
Logansport riders to establish a new record for that
course. The former time was im. 58s. Burgman
made his return trip, 12% miles, in 39 minutes.
Wm. McClellan won both the two and three, mile

races, run at Ft. Wayne, Ind., on July 4th.

NOTES OF THE ROAD AND PATH.

0> nond rides a " Minnehaha " racing safety.

John Mason, of Chicago, won a two mile race at
Michigan City, Ind., on the Fourth.

Thomas Hay, of Indianapolis, won the three mile
bicycle race at Richmond, Ind., on the Fourth.

A one hundred mile road race will likely be made
one of the features of the Peoria tournament.

Albert Hale, Jr., won the half mile ordinary run at
the games of the Dedham, Mass. Boat Club, on July
4, in im. 30S.

Three more Denver men, J. E. Dauchy, J. C. Epen-
eter and A. L. Anderson have been reinstated by the
unanimous vote of the Racing Board as amateurs.

The ten mile road race, from Goshen to Elkhart,
Ind., was won by 4% minutes man D. CoUamer. F. H.
Brown, of Chicago, scratch, made best time, 34m. 20s

A report comes from Milwaukee, Wis., that Terry
Andrae recently rode twenty-five miles in ih. 21m. 32s.

over the Whitefish Bay Road, which, if authentic, is

record.

The one mile ordinary at the games of the Corin-
thian Athletic Club, on July 4, was won by George
McDonald, scratch, Le Roy Nichols, 50 yards, second.
Time, 3m. 40s.

At the Ravenbourne A. C. sports, held June 20, F. G.
Bradbury established a three-quarters of a mile grass
record, doing 2m. 3 1-5S. ; he also rode a mile in 2m.
45 3-5-1 which is also a grass record.

The best time ever accomplished by a scratch rider
in a handicap previous to Murphy's times at New
Haven and Hartford was 2m. 27 1-5S., made by Leitch
on the Paddington track last Autumn.

The five mile road race of the Kenwood Road Club,
at Chicago, on Tuesday of last week, was won by S.
Scoville, 2^m.; Joseph Cald, 30s., second ; Beers, 3CS.,

third ; Dwyer, 2j^m., fourth ; Bliss, scratch, fifth.

Time, 17m. 2s.

Safety Race at Baldwins, I,. I.

The one mile safety run at the games of th« Soutlj
Side Driving Club, at Baldwins, L. I., was won by
A, L. Feldmeier, E. W. Goodwin second. Time,
2m. 55S.

One Mile Road Race at Wappingers Falls,

A one mile road race was run at Wappingers Falls
on the Fourth, with the following results: j, Edward
Cashen ; 2, J. Rheubottom

; 3, E. Marlor
; 4, T. J.

Cashen
; 5, K. Stewart. Charles L. Hargreaves offici-

ciated as referee, with S. A. Simmons and W. R.
Blythe as timekeepers. Time, 3m 6 i-js, against a
Strong head wind.

TRANSPORTATION TO THE LEAGUE
MEET.

One Fare for tlie Round Trip.

I have been able to secure for this meet the lowest
tariff ever quoted to wheelinen atteiiding a national
reunion, i. e., one fare for the round trip.

For tickets, berths and other information. New
England wheelmen should apply to A. A. Smith, No.
300 Washington street, Boston, who is looking after a
party leaving Boston, via the Fitchburg R. R., at 3
p. m., Tuesday, July 14, that will connect with the
New York party at Rotterdam Junction, over the
West Shore R. R.
The round trip will cost as follows: From Boston,

$16.50; Fitchburgh, $16; Greenfield, §15; North Adams,
$14.75; New York, $14; Newburgh, $13; Kingston, $13;
Albany, $12.95: Utica, $9.98; Syracuse, $9.92; Roches-
ter, $8.32; Buffalo, $7.
Berth in sleeping car to Detroit will cost from Bos-

ton and Fitchburgh, $4.50; Greenfield and North
Adams, $4; New York and Albany, $3.50; Utica, $3;
Syracuse, $2.50; Rochester and Buffalo, $2.
Wheelmen from Harttord, New Haven, and that

section can join the party at New York, Albany or
Greenfield.
In addition to the above special rate, this road will

place a special coach at the disposal of any club, pro-
viding the party consists of thirty persons, or will
haul a sleeping car if the party numbers eighteen.

I am organizing a special party to go on train No. 3,

as mentioned above, which will be run especially for
wheelmen, and, if you can use this special service,
apply at once, when tickets will be promptly for-
warded and a place secured for you on the train,
which will convey the wheelmen from New York and
New England, making the largest train of wheelmen
ever carried to a meet in this country.

If you anticipate attending any of the meets, you
should secure tickets, berths, etc., early, in order
that the arrangements for the heavy travel will be
perfect.
Wheels will be carried free and have excellent care

in the baggage cars, which will be held exclusively
for wheels. It is suggested that the pedals be re-
moved from all bicycles, and that the wheels be
placed in baggage cars as much before the departure
of trains as possible, and that each wheel be tagged
with the name of owner and destination thereon to
avoid confusion.
Additional information will be furnished upon ap-

plication to
CHAS. A. Sheehan,

No. 5 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York.
No. I. No. 3. No. 6.

Leave

—

Boston 8.30 a.m. 3.00 p.m. 7.00 p.m.
New York, Jay I „ n u o n

St., W. 42d St.. f
'°-°° 5-00 8.00

Albany 2.57 p.m. 19.00 " 2.03 a. m.
Utica 5.29 a.m. 12.32 a.m. 5.21 "
Syracuse 7.10 " 1.58 " 7.2^ "

Rochester 9.20 " 4.05 " 10.10 "

Buffalo 11.35 " 6.05 " 12.30 p.m.
Detroit 8.05 a.m. 1.45 p.m. g.40 "

Arrive

—

Wheelmen's special train Tuesday, July 14, 1891.

W. I. HARRIS.

The lives of men are like leaf shadows, wind-
danced, fluttering, now here, now there—now gone.
The lives of men, like these shadows are evanescent,
mutable, and too often as purposeless. Some
shadows like some lives do last the whole day long, as
men whose span lasts till the sunset of old age baihes
them in a perpetual shade. Other shadows, like other
lives, scarce outlive the morn ; there are cloudy days
and beclouded lives. But the shadows may be born
again after the brief night and it has been written
that the same is for us.

Every tick of time beats out the ending of a human
life. Some one has passed away. But we note it not,
except when Death comes within the circuit of our
personal lives and calls some one whom we have
loved or known or have seen.

It is therefor with regret that we hear of the death
of W. I. Harris. Mr. Harris' active connection with
cycling ceased with the most important annual meet
the League's national representatives have ever held,
the meeting of February 12-13, 1887, at which the
Aaron unpleasantness was ventilated, and atwhicli
Harris was, with Charles E. Pratt, a leading figure.
That meeting sealed Aaron's career, it made pos-

sible the defeat of Beckwith, it was the last puljlic
appearance of Charles E. Pratt, and the first public
appearance of Davol. It is not necessary to rehearse
this unpleasant epoch in the League's history. Suf-
fice it to say that the hand of Aaron was heavily on
the League, and W. I. Harris, in the face of an almost
unanimous opposition, stood fearlessly by his guns
and fired off such hot interrogatory shot that the
League was financially saved and its life and growth
received an impetus that carried it up to the time,
when cycling became so broad that the League grew
and strengthened without further special effort.
W. I. Harris, "Wy" Harris, his friends called

him, was of New England origin, and was first pub-
licly known to cycling as Captain of that honored or-
ganization, the Boston Bicycle Club. In those days
it was the duty of the captaiustobe always at the
head of the procession. To be a captain was to be a
scorcher; to remain a captain necessitated the defeat
of every other man in the club who had any preten-
sions to pace. Mr. Harris, who was slight and weak-
ly as a lad, rode on nervous force and rode too much.
He afterwards believed that the duties of his cap-
taincy robbed him of vitality that mighthave warded
off the disease which resulted in his death.
Later we find him on the Boston Globe as a sporting

writer. He had a column in the old WHEEL for a few
years which was an important column in its day. He
was on the Big Four Tours, and turned up at all the
big meets, racing, social or legislative.
Mr. Harris made a reputation on the Globe as a

baseball writer. He invented the present method of
scoring. Later he came to New York, and was in
turn sporting and dramatic editor of the Press, then
of the .y/ar, and his last work was done on the Mail
and Express. He contributed for the Sporting Lije
and later for the Sporting Times.
His health failed nearly two years ago. He had

married, which seemed to have renewed hisambi-
tion, and he overworked himself with the idea of
making enough money to establish a home that he
might De proud of. A trip to Bermuda last March
failed to benefit him, and he gradually faded away,
his death occurring on Tuesday at his home in
Manhattan Avenue, from which place the funeral was
held on Thursday.
W. I. Harris "was not a magnetic, or even a

genial man, but an intelle'ctual man he surely was
He was a man of strong connections, of nervous ac-
tion, a fearfully rapid worker. He was abont thirty-,
six years of age. It is a pleasure to note that his
last days were mellowed by the sympathy and atten-
tions of those who knew him in his days of strength,
and among those Samaritans were certain members
of the Citizens' Club, of which Mr. Harris was a mem-
ber.
The funeral of W. I. Harris was held at his late

residence. No. 372 Manhattan Avenue, at 10.30 Thurs-
day morning. A large delegation of newspaper men
we're present. The floral offerings were numerous
and tasteful. Newspaper friends sent a pillow, and
others sent various designs. Rev. Mr. Cleveland,
assistant rector of St. Andrews, made a brief and
appreciate address. The remains were interred in
Woodlawn Cemetery.

Ferd. Hesse has entered for the matrimonial stakes,
and his racing wheel is for sale. Ferd. was a promis-
ing racing man. He had a weakness for headers, and
this last header was so serious that Ferd. will never
be seen on the path more. The lady was Miss Helen
Augusta Day, of West Hoboken, and the marriage
was celebrated on June 11.

''Pneumatics be BloAved."

The Scottish Cyclist of May 13 published a column
editorial on pneumatic tires. The editorial is a
crusade against the Dunlop tire. One of the state-
ments, which we quote, is the drift of the opinion
which the Scot/is/i cyclist has on the pneumatic tire.
"We do not utterly condemn the Dunlop pneumatic
tire, but we caution riders," and then the editorial
speaks of the faulty construction, of the ineffective
valve, of the cost and trouble of repairs, etc., etc.
This editorial has been printed on long slips of paper,
credited to the Scottish Cyclist, and sent out pretty
liberally to various parts of the United States.

The effect of this proceeding would be, and prob-
ably will be, to cause a slight reaction against pneu-
matics, and a corresponding increase in the sales of
cushion tires ; so that it may be stated that some firm
which is anxious to dispose of its cushion-tired wheels
may be responsible for the circulars. Mr. Feathers-
town, who is chiefly interested in the Dunlop tire in
this country, is investigating the matter, and some
interesting statements will likely be seen in print.

The Marshall Cycle Co.

The Marshall Cycle Co, of Marshall, Mich., who are
making the Baronet safety and the Hanson saddle,
are increasing their capacity by putting in several
thousand dollars' worth of new machinery. They
expect to bo in the field for a large trade next season.
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for
The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Law-
yer, Washington, D. C]

4551363- Bicycle Saddle. George E. Seymour, Bos-
ton, Mass. Filed February 26, iSgi. Serial No. 382,857.

455i395- Velocipede. Harry C. Goodrich, Chicago,
III., assignor by mesne assignments to the Velocipede
Manufacturing Company, of Illinois. Filed Novem-
ber 27, 1889. Serial No. 331,798.

455,4^8. Velocipede. Johann M. Golderer, Straub-
ing, Germany. Filed January 27, i8gi. Serial No.
379.347-

455i474- Velocipede Saddle. Charles E. McGlinchey,
Chicago, 111., assignor to Charles F. Stokes, same
place. Filed March 10, 1891. Serial No. 384,492.

4551673- Bicycle. David P. Vincent, Oil City, Penn.
Filed February 18, 1891. Serial No. £81,782.

Stephen Golder has been recalled from this country
by the Humber Co.

A Humber pneumatic tandem is expected to arrive
in time for the Detroit races.

An English patent has been granted on an armored,
non-slipping, pueumatic tire.

Mr. I. W. England has been appointed local agent
for the Eagle and Referee in Paterson, N. J.

Jandorf, a Harlem dealsr, who deals through the
Post Office and who has no store, is said to have sold
400 wheels this year.

The Toledo Rubber Company will probably engage
in the manufacture of bicycle tires in time for next
season's trade.

The Superintendent of the Eureka Fire Hose Com-
pany, an important New York concern, is experi-
menting with pneumatic tires.

Thos. H. B. Varney, of the Bay City Whee'men, San
Francisco, Cal., has opened a cycle establishment in
that city and has taken the agency for the Warwick.

Starley Bros., makers of the Psycho, have used 3,000
Macintosh cushions, of which they report only three
have been returned as unsatisfactory. The Macin-
tosh is guaranteed.

The Ormonde Cycle Company are very much
pleased over the performance of Ede, who recently
made a remarkable fifty mile ride on a light pneu-
matic Ormonde.

The Humbers scooped five new record* at the Hart-
ford meet, from one-quarter mile to two miles. Mur-
phy and Smith were both mounted on 27 pound pneu-
matic Humbers.

The Overman Wheel Co. recently sent out one of
their new wrenches to the editor of the C><:/zj'/, but
before that gentleman had a chance to inspect it or
review it it was stolen from his wheel.

An agent named MacAUister, not Ward, who is
employed by the Tidewater Oil Co., at Bergen Point,
is said to have done a large business in new and
second wheels this year. He has no store.

George W. Schlager, of Scranton, writes us to
correct a statement recently made in our " Traveler's
Note Book." Mr Schlager is the G. & J. agent, and
Mr. F. C. Hand is the Columbia agent at Scranton.

The CUnton Cycle Co., of Clinton, Mass., report that
they are doing a large exchange business this season.
They allow the highest prices obtainable for high
wheels towards new safeties of all the leading makes.

The Western Wheel Works, of Chicago, are about
to erect an $80,000 addition to their present plant.
The Gormully and Jeffery Co. are also preparing to
build an extensive addition on the property facing
their present factory.

The attention of cyclists and the trade is called to
th-i a Ivertisement of C. H. Bird, manufacturer of
wool Mnd worsted half hose. Mr. Bird claims for his
goods that they are of the best material and manu-
facture, and are listed at very low prices.

Another Nctv Valve.
Messrs. Haufeurt, of Monter in Paris, have intro-

duced a new valve for the pneumatic, so that the air
can easily be pumped in or out as desired.

THE WESTMINSTER CYCLES.
Messrs. Rickard & Dods, an English firm who are

making the Westminster cycles, are ready to do busi-
ness in the American market, and we refer the trade
to their advertisement, which will be found in our
rsgular columns. The wheels they make are called
the Westminster cycles, which they turn out in sev-
eral styles.
The leading styles of this firm are the Bath Road

Safety, the Double Diamond Safety, the Duplex
Westminster Safety, and the No. 2 Westminster
Safety, the latter being a medium-priced wheel. All
three are high-grade wheels, and are all of strong but
graceful design. They are made in the following
weights: 20 pounds, 28 pounds and 35 pounds, and are
fitted with solid tires, £ii i8s.; with cushion tires and
hollow rims, £^1 8s.; with pneumatic tires and hollow
rims, ;£23 los. We have seen no wheels which give
more promise of catching on quickly in the American
market.

The Affair.s of toiiis Glasel.
A summary of the statement of affairs shows gross

liabilities of ^434, of which ;{;4oi is expected to rank
for dividend. The assets are estimated at ;£;i2i, and
include cash on hand, £1^ ; stock, £^6; accounts, £io.
Preferential creditors claim £y, leaving ^114 for dis-
tribution, or a. deficiency of £2Zj.

THE FIRST MEET OF THE TEXAS
DIVISION.

The first annual meet of the Texas Division at Houston
July 3 and 4, was greatly marred by rain on the second
day, the most important of the two. The meet was
opened brilliantly on Friday, and would have been a
success in every particular but for the inclement weather,
which necessitated the postponement of the races.

A fair number of wheelmen arrived in Houston on Fri-
day in anticipation of a gay time, and the meet was
opened most auspiciously. In the evening a lantern
parade was held through the principal streets, and prizes
awarded for the best decorations.
Saturday dawned with the patter of rain on the roof

and window pane and low hanging clouds. By loo'clock
the rain had stopped and the parade was formed.
Headed by a military band, which occupied seats in an

artistically decorated band wagon, drawn by six steeds,

followed the Houston Club, about thirty strong. Then
representatives of the Sherman, Greenville, Waco, Hart-
ley, San Antonio, Hrmpstead, Denison and Austin Clubs,
mounted on their cycles and tastefully costumed in the
regulation suits, characteristic of their respective clubs.
There were perhaps in all seventy-five uniformed men,
and |they made a very pretty and attractive picture as

they glided along over the beautiful thoroughfares of the
city.
At II o'clock the procession rounded up at the station

of the Houston and Magnolia Railway Company, when
the cyclists with a fair sprinkling of citizens, boarded the
train for the picturesque park of magnolias. A business
meeting of the State division had been arranged at the
pavilion, and when all had arrived the meeting was called

to order by Chief Consul Hope of Sherman, who was
made chairman of the meeting. After roll call President
Shaw of the Houston Club was introduced and delivered
an address of welcome.
Chief Consul Hope read the Secretary's report, and

urged the members to boom the membership roll, which
now contains 107 names. Mr. F. W. Dumble, who has so
ably edited the official department of the Division in the
Houston Post resigned owing to lack of support, but was
induced to accept the position for another year. In refer-

ence to Mr. Dumble the Post says; While the Posi
appreciates the complimentary words spoken by Mr.
Dumble, it is inclined to the opinion that the great success
the wheelmen of Ttxas are meeting with, especially in

the matter of organization, is to be accredited more to

the untiring efforts of Mr. Durable than through the
influence of any other one factor. It was through his

instrumentality Ithat the law authorized associations of
wheelmen to incorporate; and also is Houston indebted
to his efforts for being to-day the possessor of the only
racing track in the State, and one of the finest in the
world. Without compensation he has ably edited the
wheelmen's department in the Post, and has looked after

the interests of the Texas cyclists in foreign papers. Too
much praise cannot be showered upon Mr. Dumble, and
the Post takes this opportunity of thanking him for his

valuable services in connection with its L. A. W. column.
Long before the business session was concluded a light

rain commenced to fall, which continued until late in the
afternoon, and, much to the disappointment of the
Houston Club its guests and quite a good-sized gathering
of people, it was found necessary to postpone the races.

The afternoon was pleasantly devoted to practice and
exhibition riding in the new pavilion, and in outdoor
games, social intercourse, etc. After the clouds had
rolled by a sail on the bayou was enjoyed, and a number
of the members engaged in a foot race on the new track,

much to the amusement of the witnesses. At 7:30 a grand
banquet was served to the visitors at the pavilion by the
members of the Houston Club.

Humbers.
The light Humber pneumatics are making a great

name for themselves. At a recent Dublin meeting all

the events were won by Humbers. Hoyland Smith
made his remarkable two-mile record at Hartford on
a wheel of this kind. Other records are Murphy's
quarter, half and three-quarter mile records, and his

two mile record, recently made at Travers Island,
which Smith wiped out at Hartford on the Fourth.
Worden also rides a Humber, as did Bowman in his
remarkably fast mile at Hartford and his ten mile
race m which he recently established a road record
for that distance.

The New Warwick Factory.
The contracts for the construction of the new War-

wick factory at Springfield was awarded on Monday
last. The company expect their new plant to be
ready for occupation early in October.

A Bankrupt.
Louis Glasel, of Smithford Street, Coventry, Eng-

land, has filed a petition in bankruptcy. Glasel has
probably done some business with Americans, hence
this note.

E. 4. Willis Home Again.
E, J. Willis, of the Ormonde Cycle Co., ar-

rived in New York on Sunday, and henceforth will
make his home in America, although he may return
to Europe in November. He reports that Ormondes
are being supplied with jjromptness, and that his
venture in opening a depot in New York has met with
success beyond his anticipations.

The Columbia Pneumatic Racer.
A number ot pneumatic Columbia racing wheels

were used at the Hartford meet. They are certainly
beautiful machines, weighing 27lbs. all on. They
have a diamond frame, crescent felloe, with consid-
erable rake to the front fork. The tire presents a
neat appearance, and has some startlingly new ideas
in the way of fastening it to the wheel. 'Phe inflatable
tube is clamped under the cover and can be quickly
removed when damaged and replaced by a new one.
The air-valve is of an entirely new design.

A New Jersey City Cycle Depot.
The demand for light, high grade safeties has in-

creased so rapidly among the members of the Hud-
son County Wheelmen and the local athletic clubs
that an enterprising and well-known rider, Mr. A. T.
Neilson, has opened a complete cycle depot for the
sale, repair and rental of safety bicycles and sun-
dries, making a specialty ot cushion and pneumatic
wheels of light weight. Mr. Neilson handles the well-
known Premier line of safeties, embracing sixteen
different patterns, and has also obtained the agency
for the "King of the Road " lamps and other Lucas
cyclealities. His store is at 159 Monticello Avenue,
opposite the club-house of the Hudson County Wheel-
men.

ENGL]

Miles.

SH RECORDS OF TO DAY.

Ordinary. Pneumatic Safety.
M. S. M. S.

5^ flying ... . 0.33 1-5. .Archer 0.31 1-5 S. Beduin
]4 starting. 0-35 4-5.. " 0.33 4-5 Bradbury
Vz

"
. 1-13 3-5-

• ' 1.08 1-5 Jones
M " . I. SI 4-5.. Osmond 1.46 1-5.... "
I " . 2.284-5,. " 2.203-5 "
2 ** . 5.12 1-5- -Illston 4-593-5 "
3 " . 8.14 2-5. .Osmond 7-381-5.-.. "

4 " .11.053-5.. " 10.18 3-5.... "

5 " -13-53 4-5- -Archer 12.542-5.... "

Tandem Tricycle.

Miles. Time.
M. S.

Holders.

Vi flying . .

.

- 0.35 1-5. . .Crump an d Scheltema-Beduin
% starting.

i "'
:

- 0-39 3-5---

• 1-15 4-5.--

- 1-54 3-5. -• " \\

I . 2.31 2-5.. . " *'

2 " - 5-33 3-5.. -Wilson and Dangerfield
3 " - 8.23 ... " "

4

.

.11.11 1-5- -

.

"

5 .13.541-5... " *'

Tandem Safety. Tricycle.
Miles. Time. Holders. Time. Holders.

M. S. M. S.

Yi flying ... . 0.39 1-5. Lloyd & Gl aver 0.34 Bramson
% starting. . 0.42 1-5. " 0-37 1-5 "

H " •
. I. 21 2-5. " 1.16 "

H '
.

. 2.03 2-5. " I-S4 4-5 "
I . 2.461-5. " 2-31 3-5
2 " - 5-41 3-5- 5.24 2-5 Turner
3 " - 8.302-5. " 8.06 2-5 "

4 ' .11. 16 1-5. " 11.06 1-5 "

5 " .14.022-5. " 13-50 3-5 "

Solid Tire Safety Bicycle.

}i .34 4-5, W. F. Gassier, Niagara Falls, July 11, 'go.

,/ 1 P. J. Berlo, Peoria, September 14, 'go.K 1.131-5, ^C. E. Kluge, "
"^ "

IS,' '90.

% 1.51, P. J. Berlo, " "
14, '90.

1 2.30,
" " '* "

2 5.28 2-5, H. E. Laurie, Hartford, August 15, '90.

3 8.133-5,
" " " "

4 11.00,
' an

5 13-39 2-5.
" " " "

Note.—At Rochester, August 23, 1890, Hoyland
Smith rode a half mile in 1.13 1-5, but being made on
a trotting track it was not allowed.

THE KALAMAZOO PARCEL CARRIER.

Probably nothing has caused wheelmen so much annoyance as their inability to carry, conveniently,
parcels or the many articles they may desire.

The Kalamazoo Parcel Carrier, recently patented
and now placed upon the market, for the first time is
is already being received by wheelmen as the very-
thing they have long wanted and is fully meeting all
the requirements of a handy and useful carrier, at
the same time beingan attachment that is simple and
light, and an ornament to the bicycle. • It makes it a
pleasure to do what before was only most awkward
and annoying; and riders instead of dreading to carry
articles with them will find themselves actually try-
ing to see what they can carry. Among the number-
less things it is adapted to carry are books, papers,
music, groceries, dry goods, parcels and lunches,
besides being as good or better than straps for carry-^
ing a coat or luggage. All it is necessary to do is to
dump the articles in the net and they ride with perfect
safety.
A lantern can be used in front and the carrier at

the rear of the handle-bar at the same time. The
carrier can be detached and used as a hand bag. A
stock company with $10,000 capital has been organized

at Kalamazoo, Mich., known as the Kalamazoo Cycle Co. for its manufacture. It is nicely made, nickel
plated, weighs about 16 ounces, and costs but $2.50. All wheelmen having one say "they could not do
without it.

"
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TWENTY MILE HANDICAP ROAD
RACE AT UTICA, N. Y.

A twenty mile road race was run off on the Fourth
from the club-house down Genesee Street, to Plant
Street, to Perkins Avenue, to French's Road, to Gen-
esee Street, to club-house, a distance of four miles.
This gave three miles of good dirt road with one
mile of asphalt pavement for a finish, and had to be
covered five times in making the twenty miles.
Considerable rain fell during the forenoon and the

mud was ankle deep on the dirt roads. This caused
several who had entered on pneumatics to change for
solid-tired wheels, but the first three men in rode
with pneumatic tires, thus demonstrating the suprem-
acy of that style of wheel, as there were unquestion-
ably better riders behind some of them.
The feature of the race was the riding of Mr. Ham-

mes, who started from scratch and won first prize in
ih. 23m., also taking the Pope clock which was offered
as a time prize.
Following is a record of the positions at the finish,

together with the handicaps and list of prizes :
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THE FLOWER CITY WHEELMEN'S
RACE MEET.

The Flower City Wheelmen, of Rochester, N. Y.,
held a series of races at Brockport, on July 4, A
summary follows:

One Mile Ordinary—M. D. Scanlon first, C. L.
Whiting second ; time, 3m. iz'^s.

One Mile Novice, Safety—J. A. Wilborn first, C.
F. Garfield second ; time, 3m. laj^s.

One Mile Ordinary, Open—F. T. Servis first, F.
F. Kammer second ; time, 3m. 20s.

One Mile Safety, Handicap, Club—J. A. Wilborn,
40 yards, first

; J. A. Gi'aham, 25 yards, second. Time,
3m OIS.

One Mile F. C. W. Club Championship, Ordinary
—F. F. Kammer first, L. R. Brown second ; time, 3m.
33S-

Half Mile Dash, Safety, Open—F. T. Servis first,

Bert Green second ; time, im. 20 2-5S.

Half Mile 3.30 Class, Ordinary, Open—F. T. Ser-
vis first, H. Ward Kelly second ; time, im. 34 2-58

One Mile F. C. W. Club Championship, Safety—
J. A. Wilborn first, J. A. Graham second ; time, 3m.
18s.

ONE Mile Ordinary, Handicap, Members'-P. P.
Kammer first, F. R. Brown second ; time, 3m. 20s.

One Mile Team Race—J. A. Graham, J. A. Wilborn
and James Connolly first, F. F. Kammer, Burt Backu»
and C. F. Rhinehardt second ; time, 3m. 13 2-5S.

The officers of the day were : Referee, James H.
Brown

;
Judges, F. J. Nugent, F. W. Maxon and

Robert Thomson ; Timers, George P. Gulp, M. A. Hol-
loway ; Starter, Louis La Baurie ; Clerk of the Course,
George M. Adams ; Handicapper, C. C. Newton. •

C. J. Appel, of Rochester, rode five miles against
time in 17m. 9 1-5S.

THE TWENTY-FIVE MILE ROAD RACE
AT ROCHESTER.

The twenty-five mile road race of the Ramblers'
Club, of Rochester, N. Y., was a complete success.
The course was laid out from the club-house to Char-
lotte and to complete the required distance it was
necessary to make two trips over it. T. W.Trena-
man, the limit man, started at 8 30 a. m., W. L. Mes-
sieur was sent off six minutes later and C. J. Connolly
two minutes behind him ; Smith and Dukelow, the
S' ratch men, started two minutes after Connolly.
They kept together for several miles when Smith
gradually forged ahead and passed all the other
competitors. Dukelow was dismounted twice but
finished second. Following is the result: Smith
first, time ih. 37m. 40s.; Dukelow second, ih. 37m. 50s.;
Le Messieur third, ih. 44m. 32s.; Connolly fourth.

THE UNION COUNTY ROADSTER'S
RACE MEET.

The Midsummer race meet of ttie Union County
Roadsters, at Rahway, N. J., on the Fourth of July at-
tracted such a large crowd of spectators that both
of the grand stands were completely filled, as well
as all of the available space in the field. The five
lap track had a fine hard clay surface, but it was
not banked at the corners, and was so narrow that
fast riding was only possible at the risk of a fall. In
very nearly every event one or more of the contest-
ants came to the ground.

It was lamentably evident from the start that the
members of the club were tyros in the management
of a race meet. The officials, who consisted almost
exclusively of U. C. R. members, were lax in their
duties and inexperienced. Some of them, in the ex-
citement attending a close race, forsook their posts
an-d cheered their favorites, and the scorers frequently
lost their heads. Several claims ©f foul were made,
but as they could not be verified by the judges they
were not allowed by the Referee. Wheeler of the
Orange A. C. received a bad fall in the one mile safety
handicap, in which he started scratch, just after beat-
ing the field, and his wheel was twisted out of shape.
In his next race the tire came off of his rear wheel,
and in his third attempt to secure a position he slipped
a pedal and fell among a crowd of spectators, causing
a wild stampede for a moment. After this mishap he
came to the conclusion that it was an unlucky day for
him, and he did not again appear on the track. Fol-
lowing is a summary of the events.

One Mile Safety, Handicap.—R. F. Laggreu, U.
C. R., 90 yards, first ; W. Ball, U. C. R., go yards,
second ; E. Taylor, R. W., 100 yards, third. Time, 3m.
56 i-ss.

One Mile Safety, Handicap, club.— H. J. Bauer,
scratch, first ; Geo. Chumar, scratch, second ; Thos.
Black 60 yards, third. Time, 3m. 19 i-8s.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap, Club.—A. C.
Watson, 100 yards, first ; W. J. Mooney, 75 yards,
second ; Wm. Ball, 50 yards, thirds. Time, 3m. 6s.

Two Mile Safety, Handicap.—W. C. Ball, U. C.
R., 140 yards, first ; R. G. Laggreu, U. C. R., 150 yards,
second ; C. A. Hoppe, B. B. C, 130 yards, third. Time,
7m. 14 1-4S.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap (Run in three
heats).—Final—George H. Smith, R. W., 50 yards,
first; C. T. Coggeshall, O. A. C, 20 yards, second

; J.
W. Judge, R. W., 50 yards, third. Time, 3m. i>^s.
Smith rode a cushion-tired ordinary, and made the

fastest time of the day.
Three-fifth Mile Boys Safety.—Elijah Stout,

first ; H. C. Wilson, Jr., second ; H. B. Van Saut,
third. Time, 2m. los.

Two Mile Ordinary, Handicap.—George S. Smith,
R. W., 90 yards, first ; C. T. Coggeshall, O. A. C, 30
yards, second

; J. W. Judge, R. W., 80 yards, third.
Time, 7m. i6s.

Foot, wheelbarrow and boat races and a base ball
game were other attractions on the programme.
The officials were : Referee, J. W. Shreve : Starter,

H. C. Wilson
;
Judges, Dr. C. B. Holmes, George J.

Ames, John Ross ; Timers, C. A. Gundaker, C. R.
Robinson and H. F. Morgan.

THE POORMAN ROAD RACE.

The second annual Poorman Handicap Road Race,
from Hamilton, O., to Cincinnati, on July 4, was in
every way successful. The rain of Thursday put the
course in superior condition, being as smooth as
asphalt in many places, and as a result good time was
made. Van Wagoner, who was expected to start, did
not come to scratch, much to the disappointment of
many, and the papers went so far as to call him the
" Great American Fake."
The race was full of surprises. Teddy Allsup, who

won second prize last year, came in twelfth, while
Tyler and Roth made good use of their handicaps and
secured first and second places respectively. They
were the only ones whom Van Sicklen, the scratch
man, was unable to pass. His time is thirteen minutes
faster than that made last year, which was thought
to be remarkable. Van Sicklen secured the time
medal, Tyler the Warwick safety, and Roth the Union
safety.

The time made was so much faster than was ex-
pected that the train which brought the judges and
timers from the starting point arrived at the finish
just after Allsup finished. The race was such a suc-
cess that it will be made a fixture and will be run
every year, and the probabilities are that the differ-
ent clubs will take hold and contribute a number of
prizes, medals, etc., which will insure a much larger
field of entries.
The result of the race is shown in the following

table :

Handicaps. Actual Time.
Name. M. s. H. M. s.

1. H. C. Tyler 6.00 o-54-5iM
2. C. H. Roth 9.30 1. 01. 21

3. N. H. Van Sicklen Scratch 0.52.47
4. R. O. Baumann 4.00 056.493-5
5. H. E.Anderson 12.00 1.06.43}^
6. R. M. Barwise 4.30 1.01.02J4
7. W. C. Rands 3.00 0.56.51
8. C. Aszman 7.30 1-01.53

9. AI. L. Arnot 12.00 1.08. 21

10. B. A. Gramm 5.00 j.o7.-32j^

11. C. F. Domm 9.00 105.232-5
12. "Teddy " Allsup. 7.00 1.06.28 1-5

The Watsessing (N. J.) Wheelmen held their initial
road races on July 4, which were witnessed by a
large crowd. The five-mile handicap resulted as
follows: Jacob Euhl, 4m. first; Harry Downer, 3ra.,

second ; Walter Elliott, scratch, third ; Arthur Hyde,
fourth ; Charles EUor, fifth. Time, 22m. 23s. Thetwo
mile scratch was won by Arthur Hyde, Herbert
EUor second

;
John Emelton, third.

MISSOURI DIVISION MEET.

The Missouri Division meet held at Carthage on
July 3 and 4 was a great success. A large number of
the wheelmen were from St. Louis, some arriving on
July 2, and others on the 3d. There was also a large
attendance from surrounding towns and from Kansas
City. The parade, which was arranged tor the morn-
ing of the Fourth was interfered with by rain, but in
the afternoon it cleared up. At about 2 o'clock the
line was formed and 250 cyclists rode through the
principal streets of Carthage, winding up'at the park
at which the races were held in the presence of 3,000
people.

SUMMARY OF THE RACES.
One Mile Ordinary Novice—J. H. Borgess, first,

G. M. Wilder, second, P. L. Tyler, third ; time, 3m.
28KS.

One Mile Safety Novice— H. J. Path, first, Gus
Loefell, second ; time, 3m. iSs.

One Half Mile Ordinary, Scratch--0. L. Rule,
first, A. J. Harding, second ; time, im. 345^8.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—R. H. Tidds, 75
yards, first ; W. A. Todd, 35 yards, second ; R. Hurck,
10 yards, third.

One Mile, State Championship—Harding and
Rule rode a dead heat, but Harding waived his claim
to the prize. This was the best race of the day. Time,
3m. 21S.

Three Mile Safety, State Championship—R.
M. Milford, first, A. G. Harding, second, R. Hurck,
third. Time, lom. 26J<s.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap— G. E. Tivy, 75
yards, first

; J. H. Borgess, loo yards, second ; P. L.
Tyler, 150 yards, third. Time, 2m. 56s.

One Mile Safety, State Championship—A. G.
Harding, first, R. M. Milford, second, R. Hurck, third.

Two Mile Safety, Handicap—W. A. Lord, 75
yards, first; G. E. Tivy, 150 yards, second; H. J.
Path, 175 yards, third. Time, 6m. ois.

Ten Mile Ordinary, State Championship-A.
G. Harding, first, O. L. Kule, second ; time, 35111. 52j^s.
This race was won by a yard.

One Mile Safety, Consolation—C. Hntton, first;

J. W. Bowan, second. Time, 3m. 17s.

One Mile Ordinary, Consolation—Will Nichols,
first. H. R. Warren, second. Time, 3m. 453.

Rule, Harding and Milford did the best work at the
meet, Hurck seeming to be in rather poorer form
than usual. Hurck afterwards won the hill-climbing
contest. Harry Gordon gave an exhibition of fancy
riding during the races. The events were run off
pleasantly to music by the Light Guards band.
At the meet the following nominations were made :

For Chief Consul; R. Holm, Will P. Lang and G. H.
Lucas; Vice.Consul, J. P. Sid well; Secretary-Treas-
urer, J. Rouglass. Future Great.

EXCITING RACES AT DAN-
VILLE, ILL.

The race meet of the Danvill* Cycling Club at the
new fair grounds on July 4 was successful. The one
mile track was used for the first time by the wheel-
men and in places it was a little rutty and uneven.
The entry list was large and over 2,000 people were in
attendance. The races are said to be the most suc-
cessful ever held in Eastern Illinois. There were
four prizes for each event. Following is a summary :

One Mile Novice Safety—First, C. P. Root,
Chicago; second, Clarence Brittingham, Danville:
third, D. C. McLaughlin, Chicago; fourth, Carroll
Williams, Danville. Time, 3m. 16s.

One Mile Ordinary — First, Charles Knisley,
Chicago ; second, C. D. Cutting, Chicago

; third, C.
P. Root, Chicago; fourth, Frank Padgett, Jackson-
ville. Time, 3m. 39s.

One Mile Safety.— Championship of Vermillion
County, first, Clarence Brittingham ; second, Carroll
Williams ; third, A. G. Woodbury ; fourth, Oscar
Back. Time, 3m. 34s.

One-fourth Mile, Mixed — First, C. P. Root,
Chicago; second, Charles Knisely, Chicago ; third,
Clarence Brittingham, Danville ; fourth. C. D. Cut-
ting, Chicago. Time, 2m. 27s.

One Mile Safety, Boys Under 16—First, Carl
Palmer -second, Carl Little ; third, Judson Wright

;

fourth, Phocion Howard, Jr. Time, 3m. 55s.

One Mile Safety—First, Charles Knisley, Chicago;
second, W. B. Young, Chicago ; third, Charles D.
Cutting, Chicago ; fourth, C. P. Root, Chicago. Time,
3m. IS.

One Hundred Yards Foot Race—First, Charles
Hoaten ;

second, William Turnbull ; third, Ed. Back
;

fourth, W. M. Berry. Time, 3m. 37s.

Five Mile Handicap, Safety—First, Carroll Wil-
liams, Danville, 2m.; second, Charles Knisley, Chica-
go; scratch, Charles Cutting, Chicago, 30s.; fourth,
W. B. Young, Chicago, 35s. 'There were iqs. differ-
ence between Williams and Knisley. Williams
labored under the disadvantage of riding a borrowed
bicycle. Time, i6m. 57s.

In the one mil* team race only Chicago and Dan-
ville were represented. Chicago won 14 points to 7.

Time, 3m. 20s.

One Hundred Yards Slow Race—First, Carl Pal-
mer, Danville ; second, Frank Padgett, Jacksonville

;

third, C. D. Cutting. Chicago; fourth, George
Learned, Danville. Time, 3m. 30s.

Two Mile Handicap, Safety—Danville Cycling
Club

;
first, Clarence Brittingham, scratch ; second,

Carroll Williams, 150 yards ; third, A. G. Woodbury,
150 yards. Time, 6m. 53s.

One-Fourth Mile Dash—First, Charles Knisley,
Chicago; second, C. D. Cutting, Chicago; third, W.
B. Young, Chicago; fourth, H. O. Fox, Chicago.
Time, 38s.
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THE NEBRASKA DIVISION'S FIRST
MEET.

The much talked of and long anticipated initial meet
of Nebraska Division at York is now a thing of the
past, and a bright, particular feature in Nebraska
cycling history. Chief Consul Perrigo, his aides,
IMessrs. Nicodemus and Van Horn, and the York
wheelmen deserve the highest mark of merit for their
untiring efforts and labor for the success of the meet.
Every man of them worked like heroes from begin-
ning to end endeavoring to interest the different
clubs throughout the State in the meeting, and to a
certain extent their efforts were rewarded. The Neb-
raska Division can congratulate herself that she has
such men as they are. Mr. Perrigo,especially,deserves
a large amount of praise and commemoration, as he
has given a great amount of his time and cash to
further the welfare of his Division and its first annual
meet.

THE PARADE.
The evening of the 3d was fair and balmy and gave

promise of a beautiful day on the morrow. The time
was spent principally by the reception committee in
escorting the different wheeling delegations as they
arrived to their quarters, and other preparations
which always precede an event of this kind. Bright
and early the morning of the 4th the wheelmen com-
menced to gather at the headquarters and scan the
frowning and threatening sky through the window
panes. A fine cold drizzle set m, and the streets were
soon converted into a mass of stickiness. The parade,
which was booked for 10 o'clock, bid fair to be a fizzle,

and the congregated cyclists looked glum. Suddenly,
however, the rain ceased. Old Sol. came out to see
the bo\ s, and smiled warmly. The streets soon dried
in fine shape, and by 10:30 the sidewalks were jammed
with enthusiastic and sweltering spectators. The
parade started as the clock struck eleven, and in the
following order : Marshals, Aides and Reception
Committee, York Cadet Band, Grand Island Bicycle
Club, Hastings delegation, Apollo Cycling Club, of
Omaha ; Omaha Wheel Club and the Tourist Wheel-
men, of Omaha; Lincoln Bicycle Club, Fremont
Bicycle Club,York Wheelmen and unattached cyclists.
Ordinaries and safeties were about evenly divided as
to numbers. Several nicely decorated wheels were
noticeable. All along the route of march the wheel-
men were greeted with cheers and applause.

THE RACES.
After the parade and dinner the different delega-

tions rode out to the Driving Park, and as the sky had
again assumed a threatening aspect, the races were
called before the time set. The grand stand was
comfortably filled, and the sides of the track and
qu irter were lined with expectant people when the
gong called the starters in the first race to the tape.
The races followed each other rapidlj' and were all,

with one or two exceptions, hotly contested. Below
is the summary and time of winners. CJnly two prizes
were given for each race.

ONE Mile Ordinary, Novice—Nelson, G. I. B. C,
iirst ; Holton, A. C. C, second. Time, 4m. 25s.

One Mile Safety, Novice—Morris, O. W. C, first.

Time, 3m. 33 4-5S.

Two Mile Ordinary, Open—Mockett, Lincoln,
firsr"; L. Holton, A. C. C, second. Time, 7m. gs.

One Mile Safety, Open— L. Holton, A. C. C, first

;

Porterfield, O. W. C, second. Time, 3m. 42 1-5S.

One Fourth Mile Ordinary, Open—Nelson, G.
L B. C, first; L. Holton, A. C. C, second. Time, 43s.

This race was appealed by Mockett of Lincoln, who
claimed that there was a misunderstanding aboutthe
starter's signal. Judges decided 10 call the race over
at the end of the programme, which was done.

Two Mile Safety, Open—L. Holton, A. C. C, first;

Porterfield, O. W. C, second. Time, 7m. 12s.

Half Mile Ride and Run, Open, Ordinary—
Munlefering, A. C. C, first; I. Holton, A. C. C,
second. Time, 2m. 20 3-5S.

One Mile Ordinary, 3-20 Class—Muntefering, A.
C. C, first; I. Holton, A. C. C, second. Time, 3m.
48 4-5S.

Quarter Mile Dash—L. Holton, A. C. C, first;
Mockett, Lincoln, second ;

Nelsen, G. I. B. C, third.
'I'imc, 43 2-5S.

This is the event that was appealed. The race was a
hot one and the three contestants got away, hub and
hub. Mockett took the pace but lost ground at the
quarter.

NOTES.

The York Wheelmen are great entertainers, and
the smoker which followed the distribution of prizes
in tlie evening demonstrated the fact.

The officers of the track were chosen from the dif-

ferent wheeling organizations represented, and were
as follows: Referee, J. H. Kastman, Omaha; Starter,
A. H Perrigo, Omaha

;
Judges, S. J. Rumel, Omaha ;

Dr. McConnaughy, York; M. Wheeler, Lincoln; R.
Powell, Grand Island; Timers, E. W. Mosher, York;
M. E. VVheeler, Lincoln.

The track was in poor shape and was very soft,

hence such slow time in ordinary races. Another
thing which marred the general appearance of the
races was the promiscuous crowding on the track of
the spectators after each event. The crowd was not
too large to handle and could easily have been kept
off the course. After the races the wheelmen assem-
bled and were photographed. Until Sunday morning
the town of York was the especial property of the
cyclists, and they proceeded to take possession ot it

right after the races. The ten mile road race, which
was to come off the morning of the 5th, did not take
place for some reason and was stricken from the pro-
.gramme, a run about the city being taken instead.
At 12 o'clock most of the wheelmen had bid the York
men good-bye, and were on their way home well sat-
isfied with the meet.

Nelson, of Gr.and Island, has the making of a very
fast man.
Hyder, of York, is a plucky rider, but has not yet

earned the easy racing position.

The Apollos, of Omaha, won six first prizes and two
seconds. The Omaha Wheel Club captured one first
and two seconds.

EUick, of Fremont, rode hard enough, but lack of
training told and he did not get a place.

Clarke, ot Hastings, is a prime favorite among the
boys, and a rattling good rider at that. He had no
chance to train and did not start in the races.

Lester Holton, of the A. C. C, Omaha, carried away
more prizes than anyone, and consequently wears a
smile continuously.

The Grand Island Bicycle Club are a gentlemanly
set of fellows, and created quite a sensation among
the crowds as they rode along. Several of them were
accompanied by ladies who were just as enthusiastic
as their escorts.

Fremont looked neat and rode well and were strict-
ly in it with the other clubs. The Apollos, Omahas,
Tourists and Lincolns were all well represented.
Grand Island or Fremont will very likely get next

year's meet. Crank.

RACING AT FRANKLIN PARK,
BOSTON.

For several years past the City of Boston has ap-
propriated a sum of money for the purpose of holding
cycle races. The races are part of the Ciry's Fourth
of July celebration, and are free to the public. For
the past two or three years they have been held on
Boston Common, and have attracted thirty or forty
thousand people, who lined the sloping grass plots of
the Common, and witnessed many exciting contests
on the small circular track in the centre of that his-
torical recreation ground.
The races this year were held at Franklin Park, and

were an improvement on the previous Fourth of July
meets. Two interesting incidents were the appear-
ance of E. P. Burnhara, the well-known veteran
racing man, and P. J. Berlo, who competed for the
first time this year, and won every event in which he
started. The races were started at 9 o'clock, and
were promptly run off, there being no delay between
the events.

summary OF the events.
One Mile Ordinary, Novice—William Clarke,

Dorchester, first; H. J. Batchelder, Allston, second;
N. G. Evans, Boston, third Victor Duplin, Charles-
town, o; William B. Carey, South Boston, o. Clark
was never headed, although Batchelder and Evans
made desperate efforts to overhaul him.

One Mile Safety, Novice—This event attracted
a field of twenty-five men, who were divided into
heats. First Heat—C. C. Orcutt, of Dorchester, first;

F. St. Ange, Boston, second. Time, 2m. 54KS. The
other starters were J. A. Darlow, J. A. Rapheal, C. A.
Sanborn, R. O. Leavitt, J. T. Bache. Second Heat—
F. S. Elliott first, J. E. Martin second. Third Heat—
H. E. Post first, J. P. Ogden second. Fourth Heat—
C. F. Bache first, E. Rapheal, second, L. W. Cole o.

Time, 2m. 57 4-ss. Final Heat—P. S. Elliott first, J. E.
Martin second, C. C. Orcutt third. Bache made the
pace at the start, but at the quarter gave way to St.
Ange, who set the pace until Martin and Elliott passed
him.

ONE Mile Safety, Handicap—P. J. Berlo, scratch,
first; C. F. Taylor, 50 yards, second ; D. Connolly, o;

J. S. Moore, 75 yards, o; A. H. Beers, 100 yards, o; W. L.
Russell, 125 yards, oj Fred St. Ange, 150 yards, o; J.
P. Ogden, o; H. E. Post and C. T. Abbott, 175 yards.
Berlo and Taylor swept by the field just before they
reached the home stretch. The time was 2m. 38 2-5S.,
Taylor being a half wheel behind Berlo.

ONE Mile Ordinary, Handicap—H. G. Andrews,
75 yards, first ; A. K. Pressy, 75 yards, second ; Peter
Alexander, 75 yards, third. Time, 2m. 41 4.SS. The
other starters were : J. Clark, scratch; E.J. Clarke,
25 yards; D. Connolly, 50 yards ; T. and W. Ourish, 100
yards ; Victor Duplin, W. Clarke, and W. B. Clough,
150 yards ; W. B. Handy, 175 yards.

One Mile Safety for Solid Tired Wheels
Only—C. F. Taylor first, D. Connolly second, J. A.
Darlow third. Taylor quickly secured a lead of 75
yards, which he held all the way without much
trouble.

One Half Mile Boys' Safety—G. O. Curtis first,

Vogel, second, James White third ; time, im. z6%5.

One Quarter Mile Ordinary, Scratch— D. Con-
nolly first, Pressy and Andrews dead heat for second
place, Clarke third by a foot ; time, 35 4-5. Andrews
and Pressy afterwards ran off their tie, Andrews
finishing easily in 38 seconds.

Quarter Mile Safety—First Heat—Berlo first,

Connolly second. Second Heat—Burnham first, Tay-
lorsecond. Final Heat—Connolly first, Taylor second,
Berlo third, Burnham fourth ; time, 35 4-53.

ONE Mile Consolation -A. H. Beers first, St.
Ange, second ; time, 2m. S2S.
The other starters were Swan, E. J. Clarke, Dawes,

Rapheal, Ogden, Owen, G. W. and J. A. Darlow, and
D. McCarthy.
Referee, A. D. Peck, Jr.; Judges, Arthur W. Robin-

son, George H. Perkins, Henry W. Robinson ; Starter,
W. Kirke Corey ; Timekeepers, William S. Atwell, J.
C. Kerrison, E. P. Burnham ; Clerk of Course, W. S.
Doane; Assistant Clerk of Course, E. C. Wade;
Scorers, G. W. Kehew, F. S. Wilson ; Umpires, A. E.
Dennett, N. N. Atwood, A. K. Peck, D. H. Chamber-
lain ; Signal, F. M. Ridler, H. M. Mansfield.

MAINE WHEELMEN FURNISH SPORT
FOR TWO TOWNS.

Song of St. George, Camden, N. J.

The two cycle events at the games of the Sons of St.

George, at Stockton Park', Camden, N. J., on July 4,

resulted as follows :

One Mile Safety—W. E. Green, S. E. W., scratch,
first ; H. L. Heffner, S. E. W. 50 yards, second. Time,
4m. 2-J%S.

Two Mile Ordinary—Lewis Castor, F. B. C, 100
j'ardSj first ; Wm. Strein, S. E. W., 50 yards, second.

The York County Wheelmen, of Biddeford and
Saco, Maine, gave the inhabitants of those two towns
the biggest day they have seen since the Centennial
celebration on July 4, notwithstanding the fact that
rain fell at frequent intervals throughout the day. As
no provisions were made by either of the towns for
an Independence Day celebration, the wheelmen took
up the matter to show the public that there was one
organization that was alive and able to conduct a
creditable celebration, and they did it. Everybody
enjoyed the result of their efforts, and were not stint-
'ing in praise for the enterprise of the club. The days
sport was opened by a fantastic parade in the morn-
ing. It was -necessarily much delayed by the heavy
raip, and many of the gaily decked teams which had
started for the gathering point were thoroughly
drenched. Believing, however, that the raiti would
not last long the committee went earnestly at work
sendin.g round the word that the parade would surely
start, and start it did at 9:30 oclock, although not
half of the teams were present that would have come
had the day been pleasant. Many of the most fanci-
ful and costly displays and some of the very best hits
did not come out at all, but the showing was a good
one, and was thoroughly appreciated by the crowds
of people that lined the route of the procession. It
was headed by three members of the Weelraen's Cele-
bration Committee on their bicycles, followed by W.
W. Mclntire, chairman of the fantastic committee,
who was the Grand High Cockalorum of the parade.
Next came the Salvation Army band, composed ot
members of the club in fantastic rig, led by Edward
E. Chadbourne, representing "Uncle Sam" to per-
fection. They were followed by the Light Infantry
drum corps, led by Charles Chadbourne, rigged up as
a darkey drum major. Next came the wheelmen's
division, led by Will W. Tarbox, well gotten up as a
winged fairy, and by George M. Leavitt, whose safety
bicycle was made to look more like a hobby horse.
Following them came a cavalcade of horses. One of
the best things of the parade was R. A. Fairfield's two
devils, one of them red and the other black, each
armed with a trident and sporting a long tail. They
rode a tandem, the wheels of which were apparently
covered with flames. They received the prize for the
best display. Then came the trade division. Prizes
were awarded for the best display, and all the local
retail dealers were in line with their wagons, many
of which contained allegorical representations of
their business.

THE races

The greatest sport ever seen in either city took
place in the afternoon, at the Saco Driving Park.
Very nearly two thousand people witnessed the races,
one-third of whom were ladies. The first event was
called at 2.30 o'clock, and the programme was com-
pleted without a hitch as well as with promptness.
The feature of the day was the defeat of F. M. Brown,
the fast man of the Portland Wheel Club, by J. G.
Lawrence, of the home club, in the mile. State safety
race. The track was heavy on account of the rain,
and a stiff wind was blowing. Following is a sum-
mary :

Half Mile Ordinary—First Heat—G. M. Leavitt,
Biddeford, first ; A. C. Berry, Saco, second

; J. G. Law-
rence, third. Time, im. 41s. Second Heat—Berry
first, Leavitt second, Lawrence, Saco, third. Time,
im. 37S. Final Heat—Berry first, Leavitt second,
Lawrence third. Time, im. 38s.

Quarter Mile Safety, State—Frank M.Brown,
Portland, first ; W. W. Tarbox, Saco, second ; George
Littlefield, Saco, third. Time, 455is.

One Mile Safety, State—J. G- Lawrence first,
Frank M. Brown second, Geo. Littlefield, third ; time,
3m. 13S.

Half Mile Boys' Safety—Hovey Hill, Saco, first

;

F. M. Ward, Kennebunk, second ; F. Hodgdon, Saco,
third. Time, im. 47!4s.

Half Mile Safety, York Co.—J. G. Lawrence
first, W. W. Tarbox second, G. M. Leavitt third ; time,
im. 32s.

Quarter Mile, Hands Off, Safety—
J'. G. Law-

rence first, Hovey Hill second, W. W. Tarbox third.
The other events consisted of a potato race for safe-
ties, exhibition half mile on a pneumatic, foot and
horse races.
The officials were : Judges, R. A. Fairfield, A. L.

Cummings, Charles Cobb; Timers, Geo. E. 'Twamb-
ley, Jas. H. Fenderson, Harry Twambley; Starter,
Frank S. Maxey.
In the evening a lantern parade took place, which

was witnessed by the largest throng ever seen on the
streets, but muddy roads greatly interfered with its
success, and many riders were too weary to take part.
The prize for the best display was awarded to W.

W. Tarbox ;
the second to E. H. McKenney

; the third
to Harry Jose. The wheel of W. W. Tarbox repre-
sented a ship and he was attired in a sailor costume.
It is the intention of the Club to give another celebra-
tion next year on a much larger scale.

The N. Y. State Division Kaces.

The list of events to be run at the New York State
Division meet, at Rochester, N. Y., on August ig and
20, is as follows :

First Day.—One mile novice, ordinary; one mile
open, safety; one mile tandem, State championship;
one mile 3.10 class, ordinary

; two mile open, safety
;

one mile handicap, ordinary
;
one mile safety, city

championship ; one mile ordinary. State champion-
ship; five mile open, safety; quarter mile dash,
ordinary.

Second Day.—Onetmile novice, safety; one mile
open, ordinary; one mile safety. State championship;
two mile 6.00 class, ordinary ; three mile team race,
safety ; two mile ordinary, State championship; one
mile 3.10 class, safety ; two mile handicap, ordinary

;

one mile safety, championship Western New York;
two mile ordinary, handicap.
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ON FOREIGN RACING PATHS.

At Birmingham, on June 20th, some good sport was
held at Aston Grounds. T. Relph won the halt mile
safety scratch race, time, im. 15 1-5S. In the half mile
ordinary handicap, J. H. Adams rode in im. 15s. from
scratch.

At Leeds on June 17.—Half Mile Safety Handicap—
C. E. Hudson, 90 yards, first, time, im. 10 2-53 ; D.
Stewart, 45 yards, second. Hudson is but sixteen
years of age. In one of the heats of this race Stott
rode the final distance in im. 12 2-5S. Two Miles
Safety Handicap—A. Armitage, 185 yards, first. Time,
5m. II 3-5S.

Scottish Amateur Cliampioiisliips.

The Scottish Cyclists' Union ran off two of their
championships at Glasgow, on June 20. Five thous-
and people being present. Summary :

One Mile Safety Championship.—Heat i—R. A.
Vogt, 2m. 47 4-5S. Heat 2—J. E. Young, 2m. 42 2-5S.

(Scotch record). Final heat—Vogt, 2m. 54 3-5S.; Camp-
bell second by four yards.

Twenty-five Miles Safety Championship.—R.
Vogt, first

; J. McLaran, second. Times : ten miles,
29m 58 2-5S. ; twenty miles, ih. 2m. 5s ;

twenty-five
miles, ih. i8m. 34 1-5S.

Mecredy's Fast Five Miles.

R. J.
Mecredy competed in the five mile safety

handicap, at Balls Bridge, Dublin, on June 20th, run-
ning from scratch in the fast time of 13m: 13 4-5S.

The record, made with the aid of pacemakers, stands
at 12m. 54 2-5S. Mecredy's is the fastest five miles
ever ridden in competition on any sort of cycle. It is

twenty seconds under the American pneumatic
record.

The other event was—One Half Mile Safety Handi-
cap, W. L. Martin, 35 yards, im. 10 2-5S.

At some London sports, held June 20th, W. Howitt,
70 yards, won the mile safety handicap, time, 2m. 31

2-5S. The five miles scratch race was won by W. C.

Thompson, time, 14m. 40 4-5S.

Flying Quarter on a Tricycle.

At the Heme Hill track some good sport was seen
on the 20th. Hon-tJ. H, Scott, Cambridge University
won the mile safety handicap, 100 yards start, time,
2m. 20 2-5S.
During the afternoon W. G. Bramson rode two fly-

ing quarters on a tricycle, doing 34 2-5S. and 34s., the
last time being 2-5 seconds under the previous record.

Sixteen thousand people witnessed the Huddersfield
Cycling and Athletic Club meeting which was held
on June 20th. One mile safety scratch—F. P. Wood
and F. F. Sharpe dead heat, time, 2m. 39 3-5S.

At the Civil Service sports, held at Paddington on
June 20, L. Strong, 35 yards, won the one mile bicycle
handicap, time, 2m. 24 1-5S.

Records.
On June 18 W. Bramson made the following records

at Heme Hill track : Quarter mile, from standing
start, 37 1-5S.; one-half mile, im. 16 4-5S.

A Kemarkalile Sprint.

At the Heme Hill track, on June 18, A. G. Fentiman
on a safety, rode three-quarters of a mile, starting
from scratch, in im. 47s. This is the fastest three-
quarter mile time ever recorded in a race, and is but
four-fifths of a second outside of W. C. Jones' record
made with pacemakers.

A Novlce'Rides in 3.29.

G. P. Mills, who during the past three years has
made some marvelously fast records over English
roads, recently rode a trial mile on the track, it being
the first time that he had ever ridden on a racing-
path. Mills, mounted on a pneumatic safety, did
2.29 for the entire mile.

The French Amateur Championsliips.

The safety and tricycle amateur championships of
France were decided at Calais on Sunday, June 28.

The track was of oblong shape with unbanked corners,
the most difficult to travel round at top speed, and
hardly wide enough for two tricycles to pass with
snfety. In the tricycle event Bramson, the English-
man, fell, but remounted and finished second.
Summary.—s,ooo Meters (3 miles 188 yards) Inter-

national Safety Championship : L. Stroud, Oxford
University, time, 8m. 55s. The best previous record
was 9m. 21S. G. Cassignard finished second, time 8m.
56 2-5S.

5,000 Meters (3 miles 188 yards) Tricyle Champion-
ship was won by Dervil, the amateur champion of
France, with W. G. Bramson, of London, second

;

time, 10m. 4 1-5S.

The Bath Road Club's Thirty Mile Handicap,
This race was decided on June 27. The fastest time,

- ih. 34m. 50s., was made by C. A. Smith.

At Norwich, on June 24, L. Stroud rode a half mile,
Eneumatic safety, in im. i6s. on a grass course,
troud also won the two mile safety scratch race, in

5m. 31 t-ss.

Remarkable Tricycle Records.
At the Heme Hill track, on June 25, the following

records were made :

TANDEM tricycle.

X mile—Sheltema and Crump 39 2.5s.
^ mile— " " im. 15 4-5S.

5i mile— " " im. 54 3-5S.
I mile— " " 2m. 31 2-5S.

SINGLE tricycle.

J^ mile—W. G. H. Bramson 37 i-js.
yimUe— " " im. i6s.

)< mile— " " im. 544-5S.
I mile— " "

, 2ni. 31 3-5S.

Previous records : Tandem, 2111. 38 4-5S., by E. B.
Turner and E. Kiderlen. Tricycle, 2m, 37 3-5S.

The Belgians have formed a highway improvement
association.

W. A.. Illston thinks of coming back to the path this
year as a safety rider.

On July 12 an international cycle race will be held
at Jarnac in the Charente, France.

At Cardifi:, Wales, on June 27, J. Rickard won the
five miles scratch safety race, in 13m. 55s.

Sports were held at Glasgow on June 24, at which
J. E. Young, 35 yards, won the mile handicap in

2m. 39 3-5S.

The Scotch fiftv mile road record has been cut by
James Blair, or '"Kitten" Blair. His time was
2h . 51m. 22s.

J. Blair, of the Catford Club, recently rode twenty-
five miles on the road in ih. 17m. 35s. His mount was
a Premier pneumatic.

Over 300 entries have been received for the road
race from Paris to Brest and return. The race will
be held in September.

A new track will be opened at Barcelona, Spain, in
September. The principal event will be a race open
to all, the first prize in which will be valued at $200.

Bicycling Neius reports that eight out of the twenty-
three air tires used on the London to York ride burst
or punctured before 200 miles of English roads had
been covered.

Interesting sports were held at Wolverhampton on
June 27. Half mile handicap, W. Travers. 75 yards,
time im. 103-5S.; one mile handicap, W. Travers, 150
yards, time 2m. 24 2-ss.

Jack Lee, who spent one racing season in America,
now weighs 210 pounds. He is training in Coventry.
It is really a marvel that a tweuty-four pound Mar-
riott & Cooper safety can stand the weight and strain
put upon it by Lee, who is a powerful rider.

Some Holland cyclists never think of venturing upon
the' road without a whip. Holland is a dog-ridden
country and the Dutch dogs cannot resist the calvular
attractions of the Dutch cyclist, hence the whip.
Evidently Elliott's dog paralyzer is unknown.

At the Hull Athletic Club Grounds, on June 25, J.W.
Stocks, with pacemakers, rode five miles on a pneu-
matic safety in 13m. 10 3-4S., and on the same evening
H. R. Thacker, 70 yards, won the half mile handicap,
in im. II 3-5S., and W. H. Burrows, 165 yards, won the
mile in 2m. 30s.

Why will men wear their cycling badges in every-
day life? a correspondent complainingly inquires.
Echo answers, " Why ?"

—

Bicycling News.
Excuse us. Echo doesn't answer. It is too busy an-

swering easier questions and takes no note of such
decorative idiocy.

At Ball's Bridge, Dublin, on June 20, some fast time
was clocked, the half-mile safety Harvey DuCros
rode in im. 12s-, beating the previous Irish record
I 4-5S. In the safety handicap R. J. Mecredy rode
from scratch in 2m. 28 3-5S., or 6 1-5S. better than the
previous Irish record. In the five mile race Mecredy
rode the first mile under 2.30.

The ordinary is far rarer in Germany than it is in
England, while the tricycle is extinct. The average
German safety is said to be a poor copy of an English
model, and weighing over fifty pounds. Rat-trap
pedals are rarely seen. The finish is rather handsome.
The German rider is never seen abroad without a
lamp, valise, bell, dog-whip, brake and as much other
paraphernalia as he can crowd on to the machine.

The Kildare meeting was held at Paddington, on
June 27. Two mile safety, scratch: R. L. Ede, first;

time, 5m. 41 1-5S. One mile safety, handicap : C. W.
Nettleton, Catford, 70 yards, 2m. 31s. Twenty-five
mile safety, championship of London Local Centre :

F. P. Wood, first ; time, ih. 14m. 53 2-5S. The record
is ih. lom. 5 2-5S. The twenty miles were ridden in

sgm. 30 3-5S., with Lloyd leading, and in the first hour
20 miles, 280 yards were ridden. The last mile was
ridden under 2.30.

A pointer on cycling in GERMANY.
When an English cyclist touring in Germany de-

cides to send home a parcel of useless impediments
he is a little disconcerted to find on presenting it at
a post-office that four forms must be filled up in Ger-
man and numerous seals affi.xed. His only means of
escape from this dilemma is to place this in the hands
of the waiter at his hotel, who will usually carry the
business through for him.

—

Bicycli7ig News.

At the Heme Hill track, on June 18, F. J. B. Archer
competed in the three-quarter mile ordinary. Final
heat, G. E. Osborn, 50 yards, first ; time, im. 53 1-5S.

Archer finished fifth in im. 54 1-5S. The three-quarter
mile record is im. 51 4-5S. 'Three-quarter mile safety,
handicap—First heat, F. P. Wood, scratch, first ; A. G.
Fentiman, scratch, second; time, im. 493-53. Final
heat, R. J. Bradbury, 40 yards, first ; time, im. 43 1-5S.;

A. G. Fentiman, scratch, second ; time, irh. 47s. Fen-
timan got within four-fifths of a second of the world's
record, which is held by W. C. Jones.

The Chicago Cricket Club has appropraited $750 for
the improvement of its track, which will be banked
three inches to the foot and furnished with a new
surface. The annual race meet of the club has been
postponed until September.

At a meeting of the Atalanta Wheelmen, of Newark,
on Monday last. First Lieutenant C. S. Swain was
elected Captain in place of L. N. Thorne, resigned.
This necessitated a general change of road officers as
follows: First Lieutenant, .S. R. Pridham; Second
Lieutenant, W. P. Leonard, Jr. ; Color Bearer, Fred-
erick Croselmire. A ten mile handicap road race
will be held on August 8,

MEMBERS OF THE CASINO" COM-
PANY ARE ENTERTAINED

BY THE EAST ORANGE
CYCLERS.

About si.x weeks ago the East Orange Cyclers visit-
ed New York and Westchester County at the invita-
tion of the Casino people and were very handsomely
treated, and last Sunday the East Orange boys
endeavored to return the compliment. The train
arriving over the Erie road at 10.30 a. m. brought
with it Messrs. Ed. Stevens, Jeff DeAngelis, Max
Figman, Edgar Smith and Gus. Kerker, all connected
with the company now playing "Apollo" at the Ca-
sino, New York. The New Yorkers were met at the
train by a delegation of cyclers, among whom were
Harry McDonough, of the Casino, and Chas. Plunkett,
of Francis Wilson's company, both of whom are
members of the E. O. C. 's and are wheelmen.
From the train the New Yorkers were escorted to

the new club-house of the E. O. C.'s, where they -wtre
enthusiastically received by about twenty members
of the club and everything was made ready for the
run. At 11.30 the party started, headed by Captain
Godfrey and consisting of twenty-five men on wheels
riding three abreast. Mr. Kerker, musical director
of the Casino, brought up the rear in a buggy
drawn by a fiery steed from an East Orange livery
stable.

It was decided to give the New Yorkers an idea ot
riding on the best New Jersey roads, and the route
selected for the run was admirably adapted to this
end, being through the best parts of East Orange,
Orange, Bloomfield and Belleville, and thence along
the Passaic River road to Bendview, a place situate!
about one mile south of Rutherford. Dinner was
ordered at the Bendview Hotel at 3 o'clock, and the
party arriving at shortly after 12 had an hour or two
in which to enjoy themselves. A swim was proposed,
and in a short time nearly all present, clothed "in
nature's garment," were indulging in a swim in the
waters of the Passaic, and the sight of " Impressario"
Stevens, "Jonathan" DeAngelis and Conductor Ker-
ker " sporting with the wavelets " was something not
soon to be forgotten. The swim over, the party
walked back to the hotel and prepared for dinner.
The dinner was gotten up especially for the cyclers,
and was an extra effort on the part of the hotel peo-
ple. It was served in courses with wine, and was
voted a success by all hands. After dinner, an hour
or two were spent very pleasantly on the fine lawn in
front of the hotel.
At 5 o'clock the party retired to the hotel parlor,

where to accompaniments by Mr. Kerker the Casino
people gave some musical selections, which were de-
cidedly the event of the day. Mr. Stevens started
the music by rendering "Palms" with his fine bari-
tone voice, and before he had sung many minutes the
people within hearing distance recognized that the
performance was by an artist and collected around
the windows, and the selections were given to a very
appreciative audience. Edgar Smith explained that
the boys were "a little nervous, not being used to
such large audiences," but the concert was voted by
all a great treat. The music was wound up by the
grand chorus from the "Chimes of Normandy."
On the return home DeAngelis and Figman amused

the balance of the party with fancy riding. Mr. De-
Angelis rides in much the same style as he dances, a
kind of "all-over-the-place " style, not much appre-
ciated by any one within fouling distance, but very
pleasing to the eye on account of its many angles and
curves. Mr. Stevens and Mr. Smith are not such
"elaborate riders," but get over the same distance
quicker by not covering so much ground. Mr. Ker-
ker is also a fine rider, but prefers four wheels and a
horse to a bicycle for any distance over a quarter of
a mile.
On the return to East Orange the party stopped at

the St. Boniface Hotel, where refreshments and cigars
were served and more music was indulged in. Mr.
Stevens rendered the " Heart Bowed Down " in grand
opera style.
The Casino people returned home by way of horse

cars and Pennsylvania Railroad at 9 o'clock, more
enthusiastic than ever in wheeling and the ways of
wheelmen. Cyc LO.

A WONDERFUL ONE WHEEL CYCLE.

more about the new invention that WILL RUN A

MILE IN THIRTY SECONDS.

The Springfield Republican publishes an interview
with Victor Belanger, Editor of Le Courier de H'or-
cester, of Worcester, Mass., who claims to have in-
vented a one wheel cycle, eight feet in height, with a
speed capacitv of two miles in sixty seconds on a
good track. The inventor claims that his brother,
who lives in Montreal, rode the phenomenon seventy-
three miles an hour on an ordinary highway. Mr.
Belanger offers to wager a hundred dollars that he
will leave Worcester some day this week in the
presence of a number of witnesses at the same
moment that the Chicago Flyer on the B. & A. leaves
for Boston, and he believes that he will arrive at the
Hub at least fifteen minutes before the express train
reaches the Boston depot, although he will have to
travel sixty-six miles by highway, against the forty-
four mile journey by rail.

Mr. Belanger has made applications for patents in
five countries. The Ames Mfg. Co., of Chicopcc,
whom he visited a few days ago, are reported as
ready at once to commence the manufacture of his
machine tile moment its success is demonstrated. The
new machine will be sold for $70, and its weight will
be about fifteen pounds less than the weight of an or-
dinary safety. Mr. Belanger first got the idea of a
speedy unicycle from seeing a trick rider perform on
one wheel at a Worcester Fair. The result of his two
years of study and experimentation is this. A com-
plete description of this wheel was published in TllG
Wheel of June z6,
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FALL RIVER, MASS.

The Fourth of July bicycle race at New Bedford
was a grand success. The men were started promptly,
and all got off in fine shape. W. A. Nichols, of the
Fall River Ramblers was the first man in. The fol-

lowing are the points scored : New Bedford, 28 ; Rhode
Island Wheelmen, 21.; F. R. Ramblers, 21 ; the P. R.
C. C, 12. The R. I. W. and F. R. Ramblers being tie
for second it was decided to have the two teams race
again, but the Ramblers wanted to change their team,
so the judges gave the R. I. W. the second prize. The
time, 52m. 14S., was good considering the conditions.
On the first stretch the mud was three inch deep and
the wind blew a gale, but the home stretch was as
fine as any track.
Taylor and Macomber rode solid tired machines,

and at the finish they were two miles behind the
cushions.
The one mile open had seven starters. W. A.

Nichols led to about 100 feet of the tape, when Wm.
Wolfenden spurted ahead, and won in 2m. 34s. The
judges were : J. W. Marden, New Bedford ; L. R.
Darling, Fall River, and Wm. G. Rankin, Providence,
R. I. After the races the wheelmen were entertained
by the New Bedford Cycle Club.

George A. Brocklehurst, of the Fall Rivers, won the
two mile handicap at the games on the Fall River
Recreations Grounds, July 4—a handsome silver cup.

The Fall Rivers celebrated the Fourth in grand
style by firing off about $50 worth of fireworks, which
was about the only demonstration of the kind made
on Main Street.

The Ramblers will hold their road race some time
in September. There will be some little surprises in

store for last year's fast riders.

Taunton, Warren, Providence and New Bedford
wheelmen should not forget ihe date of the Fall
River's tournament.
Arthur H. MacOwen, Gilbert F. Wiese, H. L. Roberts

and Chester Roberts, of the Pennsylvania's Bicycle
Club, Philadelphia, Pa., were the guests of the Fall
Rivers last Monday night.

A wheelman named W. J. Allen bought a Victor
safety off a Fall River party recently who bought it

in Boston last Winter. A few days ago two Brockton
wheelmen were down to see Mr. Allen and they claim
that the wheel was stolen from them. Mr. Allen
showed his receipt, and as each preceding owner has
a receipt, we look for some fun to see where the re-

ceipts really end. QUEQUECHAN.

ROCHESTER.

Preparations for the New York State Division, L.

A. W., meeting to be held in this city, Wednesday
and Thursday, August 19 and 20, are being prosecuted
in a manner that warrants the prediction that the
tournament will be superior to any similar meeting
ever held in this State. Members of the different
committees are working harmoniously and sedulously
to attain an end that will give Rochester the distinc-
tion of offering the best prize, the best time socially,
the best variety of races, and in fact, the best of any-
thing that tends to the jpleasure of bicyclists. At a
recent meeting of the different committees, arranging
for the tournament, nearly jail the committees re-
ported progress. The track committee said it had
secured the track of the Rochester Driving Park
Association, and that the course will be put in excel-
lent condition. The committee on privileges reported
that the contract for the publication of the official

score card was let to Joseph Goodman, of Hartford,
Connecticut. The entertainment committee reported
that its arrangements for a minstrel performance at
the Lyceum in the evening of August iqth were well
under way, and the supper and ball at Hotel Ontario,
Charlotte, August 2otn, promised to be a brilliant
affair. Members ot the National League would be
admitted to the ball free. An effort is being made by
the transportation committee to secure reduced rates
over all the trunk lines, and the programme commit-
tee reported that its book will be ready for press in a
couple of weeks. It was decided to have but one
division in the bicycle parade, which will take place
the first day of the meeting. W. S. Bull, of Buffalo,
will act as grand marshal of the parade.

NEW ORLEANS.

A spirited discussion is going on between the
Louisiana Cycling Club and the New Orleans Bicycle
Club as to the relative merits of the two racing teams
owing to an article which the N. O. B C. caused to be
published in a local paper recently, and the L. C. C.
has challenged the N. O. B. C. to a race with one man
or twenty, any distance from one to one hundred
miles on road or track for a trophy or glory.
Messrs. Cason and Guillotte have been matched to

ride a five mile track race on August 2 for a one hun-
dred dollar diamond medal. Great excitement is

caused thereby, as the two riders are probably the
tastest wheelmen in the South.

PROVIDENCE, R, I,

The Rhode Island Wheelmen feel somewhat elated
over the good showing made by their team which
was sent to represent them at New Bedford, July 4.

The team, consisting of Messrs. Smith, Lakey and
Weld, captured second place and brought back with
them a very handsome silver cup as the result of
their efforts. The cup now adorns the club-rooms.
Messrs. Speirs and Ballou of the Rhode Island

Wheelmen, took quite a spin on the 5th inst., they
wheeled from Providence to Plymouth, Mass., via
Attleboro, Norton, Bridgewater and Kingston, dis-
tance, fifty-three miles; contrary to their usual
habits they took a train home.
They evidently thought that our annual tourna-

ment which is to be held September s, is so well fixed
in the minds of wheelmen about the country, that
they failed to circulate our little record card in that
section. C. E. D.

MEMPHIS.

At the games of the Bluff City Athletic Club, held at
Belleview Track, July 4, W. H. Whitehead won the
quarter mile safety race ; time 42s. Julius Wood
second. Track very heavy.
A large party is being formed here to attend the

Nashville Meet, July 10 and n. Among the number
are, Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Scherer, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Yates, Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Dupree, Mr. and Mrs. C. N.
Maypwell, Messrs. Whitehead, Wood, Ware, Sullivan,
Hess and Broadnax. Whitehead is regarded as a
sure winner in the road race, and Messrs. Dupree and
Wood are looked upon to uphold the Memphians name
on the track at the above meet.

HARLEM WHEELMEN.

THE SOUTHERN TOUR.

"O ye knights of the silent steed" who have not
yet been South—that is, Norfork, Old Point Comfort,
etc.—make haste and go thither as we have done, if

you would know what hospitality is, kind treat-
ment, and all the rest of it, for that is the place to find
it. However, before I go any further allow me to in-
troduce our party, consisting of Pop DeGraaf, Dea-
con Raisbeck, Messrs. Morrison, Boese, Wendehack,
Simpson, Mainhart, Wright and Freidenrick. We
left New York on the steamer Giiyandotte^ June 27, of
the O. D. S. S. Co. The commander, Capt. Walker, is

a hale, hearty fellow, well met, under whose care you
quickly forget there is such a thing as want, and
under whose sunshiny smile you cannot fail to lose
sight of and drive away dull care. Then there is

second officer Tunnell, who can spin a yarn to the
Queen's taste, and assistant purser Kniskern, who
can tell you all about Norfolk. Much might be said
of the trip on the steamer, but time is money and
space valuable.
We landed at Norfolk three hours late. Our little

party of eight was welcomed by Chief Consul Warren,
of Virginia, and several other members of the Nor-
folk Club, including Mr. White and Mr. Allen. These
gentlemen had planned a trip to Virginia Beach, but
our late arrival made it impracticable. Five o'clock
Monday morning Mr. White was on hand to take our
party for a spin over the Princess Anne Road as an
appetizer for breakfast. The roads around Norfolk
are shell, pulverized to a dust. They are very good,
especially after a rain, but in dry weather very dusty.
In the forenoon Mr. O'Neill led the way to Ocean
Beach. At 3 p. m. we set sail for Old Point Comfort,
arriving there about 4 p. m. Here, under guidance
of Messrs. Allen and Warren, we visited the fortifica-
tions, the Soldier's Home, and wound tip with a de-
lightful spin over the picturesque Hampton Roads,
returning in time for the steamer Carolina to Balti-
more.
'Twas with many regrets that we parted with Mr.

Allen and Mr. Warren, and we felt that words could
not express our thanks sufficiently, but some day
we may.
At Baltimore we arrived the following a. m. Hav-

ing registered at the Carrollton, we cleaned up, put
our traps in order, after which some started out to see
the town, while Pop attended to some business mat-
ters. At 3 p. m. we met by appointment Mr. Albert
Mott, Chief Consul of Maryland, who showed us the
beauties of Druid Hill Park, whence a spin was taken
over the country roads leading through some mag-
nificent wild scenery. On the return we stopped at
the Maryland Clubs Country Annex. A real cosey
little nook this, which is nestled in among old oaks
and surrounded by fruit trees.
We didn't want "to leave here, but Mr. Mott said he

was hungry, and so we started off. The next stop
was at a Road House, and to our surprise we were
ushered into a dining-room where a table was loaded
to the brim with all the good things you could think
of. After supper we smoked the pipe-of-peace,
told stories, and after a time we started once
more. This time we were taken to the club house of
the Marylands, where we again refreshed the inner
man, looked about the house, which, by the way, is a
"beaut." We tried to spend some money in Balti-
more, but the '" Doctors " refused our New York cash,
saying it was counterfeit and no good. At first we
were at a loss to understand, but when we saw the
merry twinkle in brother Mott's eye, 'twas nuff, for
it spoke volumes. We turned in at the hotel about
I A. M. with instructions to be up at 4 A. M.
Next week I will give our experience on the road to

Frederick City C. W.

GRAND RAPIDS.

BROOKLYN RAMBLERS.

The Greenwood Lake trip on July 4 and 5 was en-
tirely successful, although but half of the number
expected took part in it. A direct route was taken to
the lake, via Weehawken, Paterson and Pompton, but
on the return trip it was decided to try a new one.
The route led through New Milford, Newfotmdland,
Petersburgh, Rockaway, Denville, Morristown and
Newark. Some very hard riding was indulged in,
especially over the mountains beyond Morristown,
but the scenery repaid the efforts put forth.
Another speedy man has made his appearance in

our ranks. Blauvelt is the "unfortunate" this time.
His winning of the two-mile safety handicap, at the
games of the Prospect Harriers, put to rest, forever,
his aspirations as a novice. This event, it might be
remarked, was decidedly a Rambler's race. One,
two, three, was the order of the finish of the club's
entries. Holland rode his new safety for the first
time in this race and was well up in front, when he
was run into and thrown. Arrow.

The Fourth at Muskegon.

Muskegon has proved herself to be the champion
entertaining city of this State. Besides one hundred
cyclists, she fed and entertained seven military com-
panies on July 4. The 100 wheelmen from this city
who accepted the invitation of Muskegon, to spend
the Fourth in that town, were met at the depot by the
Muskegon Cyclists and escorted to the'starting point
of the parade. Here every man received a badge
and two meal tickets, after which we headed the
grand parade. After this came dinner and the fore-
part of the afternoon was spent in riding about the
,city and watching the prize drills and foot races. At
4.30 the bicycle races were called. The course was
over the magnificent pavements, for which Muskegon
is noted all over the State. The first race on the
programme was a half mile dash, with six starters.
Henry Kimball of this city won with Fred Hyman a
close second. Next came the one mile dash. There
were six starters in this event also, E. Mooar out-
distanced all the contestants and won easily. The
five mile race was the event of the day. There were
four starters and two finished. It was won by Fred
Hyman of this city. No fast time was made in any of
the races as they were all run against a gale of wind
from off the lake. The prizes in each event were
handsome solid gold medals. The feature of the
celebration was the grand lantern parade which was
headed by a brass band. About two hundred wheels
were in line. They passed through avenues with
handsomely decorated houses, and fireworks flared
and cracked all along the line of march. This ended
one of the finest celebrations which ever took place
on the shores of Lake Michigan, and with rousing
cheers for the Muskegon Wheelmen the Grand Rapids
cyclists reluctantly took the train for home.
Several of our boys went to Kalamazoo intending

to be contestants in the events there. They are loud
in their denunciation of the Celery City's Wheelmen,
and to use their own expressions they were " used
like dogs." They were told the races were not to be
started until 1.30, but for some reason they began at
12 o'clock, thus shutting them out entirely.
Louis Kanitz deserves great credit for the way he

handled the bicycle programme at Muskegon. The
Grand Rapids Cycle Co. have broken ground for
a three story factory and expect to be housed in it

some time in October. Mark.

GOTHAM WHEELMEN.

A number of special tours were indulged in by the
members on the 4th and 5th. One of the most enjoy-
able was taken by Messrs. Lord, Davidson and Hughes
on Friday night to Hartford. They trained to New
Haven, from which place they rode to Hartford by
wheel. Their journey back was by train to New
Haven, from whence tliey rode home on their wheels.
Allowing for the circuituous routes taken, they
covered over 100 miles. They were compelled to walk
over ten miles on account of the sandy roads.
A large number of the boys, under the leadership of

Captain Wiener, went to the same place, but rode by
train both ways. They, nevertheless, spent an enjoy-
able'time.
Gus Brunjes and Bob and Joe Ernst enjoyed a t1-ip

to Patchogue, remaining there until Sunday evening,
and, from reports, must have been royally feted en
route.
Elmer F. West and Jack Forrester enjoyed a run

down to the Island on the morning of the 4th, return-
ing in the afternoon.
On Sunday a run was taken by a few of the. boys to

Washington Bridge and return.
The club was never in better financial condition

than at present, while the membership is rapidly in-
creasing—nearingthe hundred mark. President F"or-
rester is very desirous of securing the coveted 100 by
September i.

We expect very shortly to be comfortably housed
in our now quarters, which will compare favorably
with any bicycle club in New York. Jack.

RIVERSIDE WHEELMEN.

Twenty-five members followed Captain Powers to
Rahway on the Fourth to witness the races of the
Union County Roadsters. Messrs. Powers, Taylor,
Warner, Whitbeck, Judge, Stilgers, and George C.
Smith, were entered in some of the events, and the
Club did not leave the grounds without scooping in
some of the prizes. Messrs. Taylor, Warner and
Whitbeck fell in their respective races, and received
slight injuries. The track is a bad one, and the cor-
ners very sharp, and it was all a rider could do to
keep from running into the fence on each turn.
George C. Smith did exceptionally well under the
circumstances, winning the one and two mile ordi-
nary events.
At the conclusion of the races, fifteen of the mem- '

bers started for Red Bank to spend Sunday. While
out for a walk Saturday night, a cry of fire was heard,
and upon investigation it was found that a barn was
ablaze. The wheelmen ran to the nearest fire house,
broke in the door, caught hold of the rope attached to
the old-time hose-carriage, and hauled it to the fire.

Tom Ward acted as chief, and had the fire under con-
trol before the regular firemen of the town came into
view. It was great sport, and the boys enjoyed the
evening immensely.
The run for Sunday will be to Bensonhurst and

Bath Beach. This being a short but pleasant run it is
expected that a large number of the members will
turn oitt.

The local wheelmen of Milwaukee will hold a cen-
tury run in the early part of August to Waukesha,
Oconomowoc, Pewaukee and return. It is expected
that there will be 100 starters, and all who complete
the run will receive a sovenir medal and be eligible
to membership in the Wheelmen's Century Club,
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PITTSBURG.

The glorious Fourth was spent in m.iny different ways
by riders here. Some went to Butler on the "planks,"
while others took in the Schenley park entertainment in

the morning and the athletic contests in the afternoon.
The Duquesne Cyclers were out in full force with flying
ribbons, decorated wheels, and all the fireworks they
could carry to witness their representatives. Acker and
Lange contest for the prizes.

The results of the bicycle races are as follows:
One Mile Handicap—Harry Acker, D. C, scratch,

first; Duffy, E. E. G. C, 35s., second; Snodgrass, tss.,

third. Time, 3m. 03 1-5S.

One Half Milk Boy's Race—This should have been
open only to boys under 16 years of age, but some
of the contestants that entered would never see 20 again.
The result: Henon, first; Kennedy Lange, secoryl. Time,
im. 45s.

The Two Mile Handicap wias given to McGrew, but
was won by Harry Acker of the D. C.'s. McGrew of the
E. E. G. C, who had 50s. start, was overhauled by Harry
Acker twice, but through some misunderstanding between
the judges Acker was not awarded first prize as he should
have been. There was a big row between the Duquesne
Cyclers and the judges.
The Duquesnes have secured new club rooms on Centre

Avenue, East end, near South Highlands, the riding
district of the city. The "boys" are making big prepa-
rations for the Annual League meet at Detroit, and the
Ohio State meet at Columbus. They will be represented
in the races by Harry F. Acker and George A. Banker,
accompanied by his trainer, Herman Smith.
G. A. Banker has received a Pneumatic Tired Parade

Safety.
R. J. Coughy, Herbert Van Kirk and Harry Yester of

the McKeesport Cyclers, passed through here on Monday
on their way to Detroit. They were all in happy spirits,

and confident of getting to Detroit by the 15th.

Mr. Frank Brewer, representing the Springfield
Tournament Committee, was in Hartford on the
Fourth working up lines for the Springfield Meet.
Mr. Brower told a representative of The Wheel that
a thousand dollars would be spent on the track, that
it would be put in record form and would be made as
fast as any track in the country. It will be open for
training about August 10.

Since commenting upon W/ieelitig's notice of the
Eck Madison Square Garden meeting we notice that
the Cyclist published exactly the same matter. The
English papers have never ceased censuring Ameri-
can professional racing men who have visited their
country, yet they give more space to Eck's meeting
than he couldpossibly obtain in an American journal.

The North Easton Club celebrated the Fourth with
a first annual "Howler and Smoker" at their club-
house at North Easton, Mass. The club members,
together with a number of guests, witnessed the
town's pyrotechnic display from the balcony of the
club-house, after which there were refreshments and
a good deal of smoke and conversation.
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Enclosed find ^i.oo in payment for one year s subscription,

comencing with issue of.. .._
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Address _ _

I. .A.. ^WESTOI>T & 00..
JAMESVI)t,l,E, N.Y.,

manufacturers of

SAEETY BICYCLE WHEELS,
MADE WITH

Parallel Coned or BALIi BKARINGS, Solid or Cushion Tire.

THE BEST MATEBIAj:., and THE FINEST FINISH.

BICYCLES-OVER 1,200 BICYCLES IN STOCK.

75. iA£. GU7V\:r S^ CO., DMVTON, OHIO.
SPECIAL BARGAINS.

30 inch, full ball bearing safeties, good as new $42.00
30 inch safeties, balls both wheels, good as new $37.00

Order quick and mention these prices as they are not in our catalogue.

I T^ ANNUflL HEET
IvE^J^O^XJE) orr^

J1MERICA|M tUfieeLMEfJ
At DETROIT, MICHIGAN, JULY 16th, 17th, 18th, 18&1.

SPECIAL WHEELMEN'S TRAIN JULY 14th, 1891.

Via Fitchburg and West Shore Railroads.
Leaves Boston, 3.00 P. M.; New York, Jay Street, N. R., 5.00 P. M.; West 42d Street, N. E., 5.15 P. M., stopping en route to pick up

Wheelmen at principal stations. Arriving at Detroit at 1.45 next afternoon.
One Fare for the Bound Trip, $16.50 from Boston ; $14.00 from New York. Tickets sold and berths secured upon application to any

West Shore Ticket Agent, or to

O. A.. SH:eE3I3:-A.2>T, e 'V'a.ncLerloilt .A-ve., Ne^w TTorls..

Wheels carried free in special baggage cars having best possible care.
Sleeping Cars on all through trains. OTHER TRAINS LEAVE

A. M. P. M. P. M.
BOSTON, - - . 8.30 *3.ob 7.00
NEW YORK, Jay Street, - 9.45 8.00 8.00

Wheelmen's Special Train, Tuesday, July 14th, 1891.

NEW ORK, W. 42d St., N. R.,

Arrive DETROIT,
r^#~ For further Information, apply as above, or to any West Shore Ticket Agent, or to

A. M.

10.00

8.05

p. M.
5.1a

1.45

p. M.
8.15

0.40

A. A. SMITH, New England Pass'r Agt., I H. B. JAGOE, Gen'l East'n Pass'r Agt., I F. J. WOLFE, Gen'l Agt., I E. J. WEEKS, Gen'l Agt..
300 Washington St , Boston, Mass. | 363 Broadway, New York City. I Albany, N. Y.

|
Buffalo, N. Y.

C. E. LAMBERT, CenM Pass'r Ae:ent, 5 Vanderbilt Ave., New York.
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THE CARROLL BELL

This is the BeUyou have long been looking- for. It
is light, handsome, compact. It has /wo gongs, two
hammers, dust-proof band surrounding opening
between domes, perfect mechanism within, produ-
cing a rapid succession of strokes, blending into a
chime both pleasant and musical. Will ring con-
tinuously over one and one-half minutes, and sound
over 500 alarms with the slightest touch, without
pushing or pulling.

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED.

PRICE, $2.50.

Whitten, Godding & Co.,
Sole Manufacturers* Agents.

P'R.OVIIDEnsrOE, R. I.

f ^^
' .

-''1

Do you Wanr a bal("-

boi.€ ("bzst" alWay3 ("eels

iiTih f"iti ri^hr.

The best- for faet" l"bar

''^=a;S^pervSpire. =?==r^

The best" f'or.fjprin^,

3vmmerfi.f"all?

Then Wear my li^bl"

Wei^br v,)or.it"ei boie

- C'etler t'ban eotton

'^gjg.eya '^—b==^ f-or everyone

FasfDlaeK. 35ers. per pair. 3 pair for 4)i.oo

Mah/ral Gray, .ioeti, per pair. 4 pair for 4>i is

i 3i5es 9/1 -lo- lo'/i- II i^ps.sy^

CAPITALIST OR CYCLE MANUFACTURER

WASTED.

To take up and work on Royalty the
American patent of a wheel which is

having an enormous sale in England,
which is eminently suited for rough
and heavy roads, and which can be
made for less ..than half the cost of

any other wheel in the market. Cor-
respondence invited. Address in

first instance,

G. B., P. 0. Box 2225,

N. Y. City. ,.,o

H. E. RAYMOND.

:rE .A.L ^^

I. B. POTTER.

& POTTER,EST J^TE,
246 FLATBUSH AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

THEATRES.

BROADWAY THEATRE, Cor. 41st St., N. Y.
Frank W. Sanger, Manager.

DeWolf Hopper in "WANG."
Matinee Sat. at 2. Evenings at 8.

GARDEN THEATRE.
^ Evenings at 8.30. Saturday at 2.

Mr. Richard Mansfield in his new play,
"DON JUAN."

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 Words 85 cents
Two Insertions 40 "

New Tork Bicycle Companr, Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th
Street, R. ¥. New and Second-Hand machines. Choice
assortment. Prices reasonable. Wheels to rent. Cycling
Accessories of all kinds. List of Bargains and Sundries
free upon appllcatif>n. 0)4 mounts takan in part par.
mentforNen.

FOR SALE—American Light Rambler, '91 pattern'
used six weeks and in perfect condition. $100.00

takes it. Edward C. Lutz, Lincoln, Illinois. 7-1;

FOR SALE—1891 Columbia, Ladies' Safety, just like

new, for $115. Address for particulars. Lock
Box 75, Wappinger Falls, N. Y. 7-1°

FOR SALE—Double barrel Parkner breech loading
gun, in fine condition. Price, $30. Address, C.

F. Benedict, Box 248 Ocean Grove, N. J. 7-10

$.^^ Buys a 52 inch '91 " Eagle." A i condition,
100. not ridden 250 miles. Wheels enameled.

Address, F. B. Sawyer, Littleton, N. H. 7-17

WANTED—For cash, cheap, 54 inch Columbia Ex-
pert front vrheel, forks and handle bar. V.

MuUer, 25 East 6ist Street, N. Y. 7-1°

FOR SALE—A Universal Rover Pneumatic, used
5 miles, for $110. Perfect order. Will take a 45

Star in part payment, or a high grade ladies' wheel.
Leinbach Bros., Lebanon, Pa. 7-10

FOR SALE—51 inch Rudge Humber Racer, perfect
condition. $55. Address, F. B. Hesse, Mechan-

ics' and Traders' Bank, New York City. 7-17

FOR SALE—One '91 Solid Tire Columbia Safety,
only $110. One Union No. 12, $100. One Feather-

stone, drop frame, $100, good as new, must be sold.

F. B. Catlin, Winsted, Ct. 7->o

WANTED—A position by a practical man as travel-

ing salesman or take charge of shop. Address,
Peerless, care WHEEL. 7-24

FOR SALE—1891 Gents' Kenwood Cushion rear,

ridden 10 miles. One Union, No. 12, ridden 50

miles. Both new and in perfect condition, $110 each.
Fred Colsom, Norwalk, Ohio. 7-17

IMan To Take Charge.
Wanted a man to take charge of themanufacturins;

department of a large bicycle manufacturing busi-
ness; none but thoroiighly competent men need apply.
Address Audit, care THE WHEEL, P. O. Box 444, N. Y.
City. 7-17-C

FEW BARGAINS—One Columbia L. R. Safety,
'90 pattern, condition perfect, $xoo; one 54-inch

Rational Expert, '90 pattern, fine condition, $80; one
Hartford Safety, '90 pattern, condition fine, $70; one
so-inch Volunteer Columbia, '90 pattern, not run 50
miles, $50; one 46-inch Columbia bemi-Roadster, good
shape, $20; one 42-inch Ideal, $10. F. C. Weston, Co
lumbia Agent, Bangor, Me. 8-1

TT IS NOT "A THING OF BEAUTY NOR A JOY
^ forever " (we speak of our catalogue), but it goes
right to business in a way to please people who mean
business, and "no others need apply." Latest second-
hand list is just out too, and it may save you $5 to $25
all for one postal with your legible address on it.

KNIGHT CYCLE CO,, 207 N. 10th St., St. Louis, Mo.

HQCOTT, attorney and solicitor in patent
• ^ cases ; especial attention to bicycles;

Newark, New Jersey ; N. J. headquarters, R. P.

Scott's book, " Cycling Art, Energy and Locomotion."

FOR SALE—Two $145 Featherstone Pneumatics,
ridden fifty miles, price $120. J. S. Roles, Nash

ville, Tenn. 7-17

BRONCHO—My new " '91 Broncho" Safety ; run two
months ; not a scratch ; not a fault. Also Union"" -•• ••-

tires,

ins,

7-31

SEVERAL $135 Safeties to trade on favorable terms;
no old wrecks. Large lot " rock bottom" bar-

gains. Send for list. John G. Zook, Letitz, Pa. 8-z8-c

FOR SALE—Columbia L. R. Safety, 1890 pattern, in
the best of condition ; used but little and in every

respect new ; must sell quick
;
price, $100 cash. Ad-

dress y. Clyde Swigert, Newville, Pa. 7-10

TX7ANTED—Will accept good good 52 or 54 inch Or-
*' dinary in part payment for new Safety, or
might buy if cheap. L. H. Porter, 29 West 23d Street,
New York. 7-10

A

L

No. 9, in fine condition, $75. Columbia '91, solid ti

$110. Square dealing to all. Write me, N. Y. Higg
Cycle Agent, Milford Mass.

QNE FULL NICKEL 54 inch Eagle, in first-class
^^ order ; one 50 inch Eagle, half nickel, in first-class
order; one 1890 Victor Safety, in fine order; one 1890
Columbia, in good order. For sale at F. Fairbairn's
Bicycle Exchange, Erie, Pa. Prices low. 7-31-c

"DARGAIN—A New Mail Safety Bicycle, 1890 model,
-»-' with latest improvements; cost $135.00; price $80;
in good condition. Address Rev. J. A. B. Scherer,
Pulaski, Va. 7-10

"DARGAINS—10 Safeties, Pneumatic, Cushion and
J-' Solid Tires taken in part payment for new Or-
mondes to be cleared, highest offers taken, room
wanted, call and inspect them. Ormonde Cycle Co.,
25 Murray St , New York. 7-24

Bicycle Suits and Vnlfornis of all
kinds made at sbort notice. Special
rates to clubs. Send for samples,
prices and measurement blanks to
COr,YE». & CO., 815 & 817 Broad St.,

Ne-wark, N. J.

"WATCH CHAIN BAR.
Pat. April 15, 1890.

eolid Gold, - $5.50.
I
Gold Filled, 1.2&

No. 119.

Gold Filled "Watch Charm
Parts all work, $2.50.

No. 144A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

No. 144B.

League Pin, Solid Gold
with top for letter-

ing, $5.00.

No. 144C.

Same as 144B, except
top.

No. 144D. No. 144E.

Same as 144B, except top.

No. 140.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $2.00.

No. 196.

Solid Gold.

Enameled, $1.75.

No. 140B. .

Solid Gold, Enameled
top for engraving,

$3.00.

No. 199.

Solid Gold, Enameled
bottom plate for en-

graving. $1.75.

In ordering League Pins or Badges which all have

stone in center of wheel, state whether you want
Garnet, RuTiy, Sapphire or Emerald Doublet. Use
NUMBER of article wanted (no further description

necessary). Will quote special price for 144 pins

with GENUINE DIAMOND or other stones.

F. H. CAMPBKI<I«,

243 Broadway. Room 25, New York.
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Bacing Hoard.

MR. DE GRAAF SUCCEEDS MR. BASSETT.

Abbott Bassett retired from the Board voluntarily
and W. H. De Graaf of New York, is appointed to fill

the vacant place.

THE FIRST GUN AT DETROIT,

Siss;!

Boom ! ! Ah ! !

The meet is off.

And a great meet it is going to be too.

It is Wednesday at midnight in Detroit as I sit

dovirn to despatch a few preliminary lines to THE
Wheel, and though the meet does not regularly com-
mence until the morrow, one who has attended League
meets can see success written across the horizon.

Detroit is a city of a quarter of a million people

with quite some asphalt, with some fine business

streets, with blocks of superb residences. There are

plenty of trees, the streets are kept clean and lighted

from electric light towers ; altogether a most present-

able city.

The League headquarters is the Cardillac, an enor-

mous white pile with a wonderfully large corridor,

and altogether the whole finely fitted and appointed.

Then there is the Russell House, the Wayne and many
minor places.

The meet will be held about three points—the rink,

the Cardillac Hotel and the club house, all of which

are within a short walk of each other.

On Wednesday a lot of people came to town, and as

the night came on the city assumed a " meety " look.

The West Shore train brought in quite a party from

New York and Boston ; later in the day came the

"Columbus" crowd; then towards evening every

train dropped cyclists and cycles.

Personals.

There are quite some people here already. Follow-
ing are some whom I have already " gripped "

: Pres-
ident Dunn, in light suit and straw hat, floating about
and quite at his ease. Major Burdette, who is on the
warpath, who began at Columbus talking- " alliance,"
Rule G and all the rest of it. The Major is as clear
cut as a Tiffany diamond, cannot be "downed," and
he has made " converts." The Major was the nucleus
of the "Connecticut crowd," which included "Jo."
Goodman, editor of the Cyclist ; Henry Goodman, of
the Pope Mfg. Co. ; Col. George Pope, president of the
Hartford Cycle Co.; Davy Post, of the Hartford Co.;
L. A. Miller, of the Racing Board ;

" Eddie " DeBlois,
Secretary-Treasurer of Connecticut Division, and
W. C. Marion, Hartford Cycle Co.

In the Boston crowd were Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
Stall, Boston; Billy Atwell, of William Read & Sons;
Mr. J. B. McCune, Union Cvcle Co.; Sterling Elliott,
whom everybody knows; Abbot Bassett, Mr. Robin-
son, brother of Chief Consul Arthur Robinson;
G_eorge Place, of Concord, N. H. A photographic
fiend, Lonny Peck, who placarded every station
from Boston to Detroit with Columbia advertising
cards.
New York sends C. A. Sheehan, Mahattan Bicycle

Club; F. P. Prial, of THE WHEEL. Brooklyn has Mr.
Starrett, Starrett & People Co; the Overman Com-
pany are represented by Charles R. Overman and
Dan Canary; the Gormully & Jeffery Mfg Co. send
M. L. Bridgman, R. G. Betts and J. Elmer Pratt.
Among other people here are: C. H. Lawson, of
Portland, Me.; Mr. J. H. Ketchum, of Brooklyn, who
comes to push his cycle sundries; Mr. Sweet, of
Buffalo; Mr. Thompson, of Rochester; George Col-
lister, of Cleveland.
Among the racing men here are : Taxis, Hazleton,

Draper, and Kelly, all of Philadelphia
; W. F. and C.

M. Murphy, Zimmerman, Terry Andrae, Howard
Tuttle, C. S. Merrill, Barrett, Van Sicklen, Githens,
Tyler, Berlo, Dennison, and a lot of other fast men.
The track is reported very fast. All the men took

spurts this afternoon. Barrett is much feared by the
Eastern men in the safety championships.
The Pope Company also have here Lester, Hickok,

and Harry Hanford, whom all Harlem wheelmen
will remember.
The cycle exhibit is going to be quite an affair.

The firms intend to " blow themselves," as they say
in these parts. The show is to be held in the Rink,
which already looks well, though it is still incomplete.

Brewer, of the Springfield Club is here, looking
after entries.

Frank White, of the Bidwell Cvcle Co., will have a
great show of Tourists. He has already gotten on the
right side of the press.

No one hears a word about Randall, or his rein-
statement. Pop Brewster has not yet shown up.

The feature of the meet is the number of Western
wheelmen who have already turned up.

Clarence Smith's tour from Niagara to Detroit was
a success. There were but twenty people in the
party, but the trip was delightful and the Canadian
hospitality unlimited.

The Overman band came here at ii p. m, A con-
cert was announced for 8 p. m., and from that hour
until twelve a crowd of one thousand people sat on
the grass, the garden rails and in the club windows
waiting for the Overman band. At the eleventh hour
they arrived, tooted a few toots, and then made for
the restaurants. They are expected to do great work
at the meet.

Badges ! Why there are thousands of them. Ster
ling Elliott has his trade-mark worked in nickled tin,

which he pins on all comers. He has vowed to let no
man escape.

Charles W. Wood, of Syracuse, is in line.

Tyler, of Highlandville, Mass., is expected to do
phenomenal work.
M. A. High, Ohio's chief counsel, is on hand.

Howard A. Smith, of Newark, was with the New
York party.

Mr. Whitten represents the Whitten Godding Com
pany, of Providence.

The Pope Company's Boston office has H. A. Lien
hard on deck.

J. Harry Sager, of Rich and Sager, is at the exhibit
with his child's seat attachment.

The Ohio Division has 150 men at the Wayne.
George Banker, of Pittsburg, and Bunnell, of the

Park Avenue Wheelmen, were early arrivals.

Hoyland Smith, Thorne, E. P. Burnham and Min-
turn Worden are in line.

Bay City, Michigan, sends the following men: A. G,
Lewis, C. C. Drake, Frank Zagelmeyer, C. N. Ghent,
Ed. Babcock, O. Knoblauch, F. O. Watrous, C. R.
Taylor, Charles Cottrell, D. G. Jackson, Luther West-
over, C. Crusp, S. Swart, F. P. McCormick and A.
Campbell.

A Detroit paper says: " Mr. Bassett is short and fat
has a pleasant face covered with gray whiskers,
could not ride six miles on a wheel, but is authority
on all league matters."

A. B. Barkman, of New York, arrived late Wednes-
day night.
" Griff," Clarence Smith and the other committee-

men hover about and look after the welfare of all.

The local press men are emulating the ant and the
beaver. They are interviewing, publishing photos
and writing against space at a great rate.

The Grand Rapids Tourists arrived to-day. There
were twenty-two cyclists who left Grand Rapids, but
additions £'« ro;;/;? made a total of fifty-six when the
party reached town.

A meeting of the Racing Board is called for to-
morrow.

HUNDREDS OF WHEELMEN AT
DETROIT.

The Winnar of the Boad Race.

As we go to press the twelfth annual meet of the

L. A. W. is in progress at Detroit. By special wire

we learn that the meet is a success in every particu-

lar, and that the attendance is very large, probably
outranking all previous gatherings of the kind. The
streets are thronged with wheelmen, and wheels are

seen everywhere. The exhibition of cycles at the

rink is excellent and largely attended.

The twenty-five mile road race on Thursday from
Pontiac to Detroit over a rather heavy road was won

by B. J. Grahanr; of Detroit, in ih. 40m. 25 4-ss. He
had a handicap of 20 minutes. Kittinger was second
in ih. 34m. 48s.; Dickinson third in ih. 34m. 32 2-5S.,

an-d Van Sicklen, scratch, finished sixth in ih. 25m.
us., which was the best time made. Twenty-seven
men started. There was a big crush at the finish,

where fully 10,000 people congregated to see the men
come in.

Thursday night a lantern parade was^held to Belle
Isle, in which 1,100 wheelmen participated. At least

100,000 people lined the streets to witness it, and the
display of fireworks and red fire was constant from
the start to the finish. Everything is favorable for

some interesting races to-day and to-morrow.

PNEUMATIC TIRE LITIGATION.

The Featherstone-Bidwell pneumatic tire litigation
is already commencing to assume interesting phases.
Mr. Featherstone has fired an opening gun by circu-
lating the following private circular letter, to which
we call the especial attention of the trade :

Copy of the Affidavit Blank.

Circuit court of the U. S., So. Dist. of New York.
Alfred Featherstone, Compt., 1

vs. J- In Equity.
Geo. R. Bidwei; Cycle Co., Deft.

(

State of Illinois, County of Cook, ss.

:

being duly sworn, deposes and says that he
is a resident of Chicago, in County of Cook, State of
Ills., is years of age, and has been for and is
at present engaged m the business of manufacturing,
importing and selling sporting goods, particularly
bicycles and tricycles, and is familiar with all the
principal styles and makes of such machines now on
the market. Deponent further says that he is familiar
with the special form of tire known as the Dunlop, or,
in this country, better known as the Featherstone
Pneumatic Tire, made in accordance with the descrip-
tion contained in the Dunlop reissued patent No.
11,153; that these tires though more expensive than
ordinary tires are in great and growing demand, and
wheels equipped with these tires are universally re-
garded by the trade as a great improvement over all
others.
That deponent is informed and believes that no

tires of the particular construction of the Dunlop or
Featherstone pneumatic have been supplied to the
trade in this country, except those made and fitted in
England by the Pneumatic Tire and Booth Cycle
Agency, and imported into this country by A.
Featherstone at Chicago.
Deponent further says that the company with

which he is associated did import from England
and sell some wheels fitted with Dunlop pneumatic
tires, but upon notice from A. Featherstone to said
company that the sale of such tires in this country
was in violation of his rights under reissued patent
No. 11,153, the company believed upon investigation
that the said reissued patent was good and valid, and
fully protected Mr. Featherstone in respect to the
sole right to manufacture and sell such tires, and de-
sisted from the importation and sale of such tires,
and thereafter sent all its wheels to Mr. Featherstone
to be fitted with Dunlop tires of his own manufacture.
Subscribed and sworn to before me,

[It is rumored that many of the firms have refused

to sign the affidavit. They claim that any firm

which signs the affidavit will be liable to damages to

Mr. Featherstone should they handle any other tire

during the period over which the litigation may
extend. It is stated that a modified circular letter is

being sent out.—.£</.]

EDE AGAIN BREAKS THE
MILE RECORD.

FIFTY

On Thursday of this week the Ormonde Cycle
Company received a cablegram from England stating
that R. L, Ede—"the pocket Hercules"—who last
week made a world's record for 50 miles of 2h. 24m.
44S., beating by 8 minutes all previous records, had
again made a wonderful performance by breakin.g his
previous record. Ede was timed by 'Mr. Coleman,
the official timekeeper, as follows : Twenty-two
mile 1,400 yards in one hour

; 44 miles 450 yards in
two hours, and 63 miles and 49 yards in three hours,
breaking all records from 6 to 63 miles, and making a
new record for 50 miles of 2h. 17m., bettering his
former record by nearly 8 minutes. The Ormonde
Company have just cause for feeling highlj' elated
over this great performance, as it was made on one
of their new model B machines.
This achievement beats Parsons' record made at

the end of last season for one hour by half a mile,
and for three hours by thr«e miles. Ede's Ormonde
was fitted with Dunlop pneumatics, geared to 65
inches with 954 inch cranks.
The previous holders of records from 6 to 60 miles

are Pry from 1883 to 1890, and Parsons 1890 to 1891.

HOLBEIN RIDES 317 MILES IN 24

HOURS.

M. A, Holbein, on July 7, again demonstrated his
wonderful staying powers. Mounted on a pneu-
matic-tired tricycle, he broke the 24-hour record by
28 miles, riding in that time 317 miles. He also broke
the 12-hour record made by him last May by i mile,
covering 175^^ miles in that time.
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Fliiladelpliia Will Have a Tournaraent.
The cycle dealers of Philadelphia have joined

hands for the purpose of holding a race meet, with
fourteen events, on Saturday, August i. A ten mile
road race will also be held, and in the evening an
immense lantern parade will take place. The prizes
will be both expensive and numerous, and extra in-
ducements will be made for record breaking.

The Niagara-Detroit Tourists.
The Niagara Falls-Detroit tourists, under the guid-

ance of Clarence A. Smith, left the Falls on Thursday
of last week. The party consisted of about thirty.
They crossed the bridge in the morning and dined at
the Falls, some little time being taken.to pass the cus-
toms. In the afternoon they made St. Catherines, and
Friday wheeled to Hamilton. At Port Huron they
were joined by a large number of wheelmen from
Detroit, and were escorted to that city, where they
joined in the festivities of the meet.

Peculiar Metliod of tlie Frencli.

Th« mode of starting in scratch races strikes an
Englishman as novel. The men ride in their drawn
positions at a funeral pace until about thirty yards
from the post, when they come across a gentleman
with a flag, who, by dropping the same, decides
whether or not they may scurry for the post. The
flag once dropped, pace is instantly increased, the
men go over the mark as the starter, comfortably
seated in a chair, lets off his piece, and the race is
under way.

—

Tlie Cyclist.

Ssmitli's Tourists Forded the Thames.

Luggage Carrier Smith's touring party arrived in
Detroit late in the evening of July 14. The trip was a
novel one, and at the same time pleasant. They were
hospitably received by wheelmen along the route.
Near Hamilton they were met by a party of wheel-
men with a wagon load of refreshments. They had
to wade through the Thames River, carrying clothes
and wheel, as the bridge had been swept away. The
party stopped to rest, and Smith fell asleep. They
stole away from him, and when he awoke they were
miles away.

rjexinjjton, Ky.
Lexington is next to the largest place in the State,

and is well represented in wheeling matters. The
streets are all well paved with brick and stone, and
some smooth pavement has been laid recently.
Among the agents are Messrs. S. B. Updike, &
Son pushing the Columbia, and C. Updike, Esq.,
training on one of their wheels for the Southern
race meets. Messrs. Thompson & Boyd make leaders
of the Rambler and Eclipse, and have a very good
trade. The Rambler seems particularly well adapted
to the roads in the vicinity, and iscatchingthe wheel-
men right along. Ed. Gordon rides and sells the
Lovell output, and is doing well. E. B. Updike has
another favorite in the Victor, and expects a big trade
with the cushion tire. Lexington roads are fine.

How the Fourth Was Celehrated at Hunting-
don, Pa.

Mr. D. S. Drake, Secretary-Treasurer of the Juniata
Wheelmen, Huntingdon, Pa., writes as follows:

Editor of The Wheel :

The Juniata Wheelmen, of Huntingdon, Pa., are re-
flected upon in an editorial of THE WHEEL, July 10,

for finding pleasure in a visit to " an asylum for im-
becile youths." We do not know where THE Wheel
got this information, but it has evidently fallen into
an error as to the nature of the institution visited.
The club, by invitation, visited the Pennsylvania In-
dustrial Reformatory, or prison for young convicts.
It was a gala day for the 450 inmates, who spent the
whole day in football, baseball, athletic competi-
tions, drills, etc., and afforded a great deal of pleas-
ure to all who were fortunate enough to witness the
exercises.

Will Springfield Regain Its Old-Time Prestige?

It begins to look as though the old-time enthusiasm
will be revived on September 10 and 11, at Spring-
field, Mass. The news that a tournament on a large
scale is to be again held in that city has been received
with pleasure by wheelmen in all quarters. Every
one has heard of or attended the great race meets
held annually in Springfield several years ago, under
the management of Henry Ducar, where records in-
numerable were lowered by the old-time cracks, and
where the entire town turned out to view the con-
tests. From the large scale on which the coming
tournaraent is to be conducted, it looks as though
Springfield will regain its old-time prestige. The
great value of the prize list is causing comment all

over the country, and the number of entries promises
to be enormous. The managers are advertising the
meet in a most businesslike manner, and it bids fair
to eclipse all the other fall tournaments.

A Cycle Thief Fscapes Punishment.

On a recent Sunday a party of Chicago riders
toured to Willow Springs and returned on the train.
At Jackson Park, a wheelman got off the train and took
with him a Swift Safety belonging to a member of
the Illinois Cycling Club, leaving in its place a fifty
dollar cheap machine. The thett was of course not
discovered until the city was reached. Last Sunday
as a party of wheelmen sat talking in the Chicago
club-house, one of the party espied a wheelman
coming from the park. Rushing from the club-house
he grabbed the man and jerked him from the wheel,
and with the aid of several companions forced him to
ride the stolen wheel to the police station, where he
was put under arrest. Bonds were placed at $500,
which he could not furnish. He was brought before
the justice two days later, and was discharged be-
cause the cyclists could not prove that he "intention-
ally stole the wheel." The wheelmen are fully con-
vinced that he deliberately stole the machine, for it

was impossible to have mistaken the wheel for his
own.

Headquarters for Wheelmen at Coney Island.
Messrs. Piper & Co., proprietors of the West End

Hotel at Coney Island, have made special arrange-
ments for the comfort of cyclists visiting the Island.
They have set aside a large wheelroom in the hotel
basement where machines may be left in charge of a
competent attendant—a reliable employee—who has
been appointed to the post, and who checks them up.
The room is fitted with fifty lockers, with wash-

stands, shower baths, racks for wheels and other im-
provements. Enterprise of this kind should be met
more than halt way, and cyclists visiting the Island
should not fail to take advantage of -the conveniences
of the West End Hotel.

A Foolhardy Cyclist.

On the night of July i a bicyclist made a bet io
Berlin, Germany, that during" a terrific storm of
thunder and lightning he would ride through the
Thiergarten on his machine, says an exchange. He
started, and was followed by a cab with the other
parties to the wager. At a street crossing the coach-
man pulled up and reported that the bicyclist had
been thrown off, he having seen the accident during
a flash of lightning. The young men alighted, and
finally found the rider insensible upon the ground,
with both arms broken and the bicycle twisted into
a shapeless mass, the machine having been struck by
lightning. The rider was thrown twelve feet by the
concussion, and was badly bruised, besides having
had his arms fractured. The parties to the bet have
all been arrested.

The Prizes at the New York State Meet.
The committee of arrangements for the coming

State meet at Rochester announces that the aggre-
gate value of the prizes to be awarded at the races is

$2,250. A plush parlor suit, valued at $125, will be
given as a prize to the league club having the great-
est number of men in line in the parade, and a hall-
rack and set, valued at $125, will be given to the club
not in the league having the greatest number of men
in line. These prizes will not be open to clubs from
Rochester. If a record is broken in either the one,
two or five mile safety races, the winner will receive
a diamond ring valued at $88. For the one, two and
five mile open safety races, three safety bicycles are
offered, valued at $135 each. In the open mile race
for ordinaries, a silver coffee set, valued at $40, is

offered, and in the one-fourth mile a silver cup, val-
ued at $25. The other prizes include gold medals,
gold watches, a diamond stud, handsome pieces of
antique furniture, etc.

Buflfalo W^heelmen Make a Double Century Run.
When Peitsch of the Press Cycle Club, of Buffalo,

rode from that city to Erie and return, 200 miles,
about three weeks ago in twenty-four hours, it was
confidently prophesied that it would be a long time
before the local riders would lower the time. On
Saturday last, however, Messrs. Klipiel and Weinig
covered the distance in 2ih. 21m. The start was
made at 1.15 p. m., the party being composed of
Messrs. Kane, Klipfel, Weinig and Kayser of the
Ramblers Bicycle Club. The roads were rough for
nearly the entire distance, having recently been
worked, and night riding was exceedingly difficult
without lamps or moonlight. Kayser quit at Angola,
and Kane's wheel broke down a short distance out of
Westfield. But Klipfel and Weinig kept on, reaching
Erie at 11. 15 p. m., where they were met by members
of the Erie Wanderers under Captain Crane, who es-
corted the boys into the city. After a hearty supper
the two Ramblers left Erie at 12.05 for the return trip
and reached Buffalo at 10.55 a. m. Sund.ay. Un-
doubtedly better time could have been made, but as
the boys were over four hours ahead of the record at
Bay View the finish was made at an easy pace. The
actual riding time was about i8 hours. This gives
Klinfel the record of seven century runs this season,
and a total of fifteen-to his credit. He rode an Or-
monde. Weinig never made a century run before,
which makes his performance all the more credi-
table. He rode an Isham roadster made by the
Buffalo Cycle Works.

That Pike's Peak Trip.
Charles C. Candy, who is now permanently located

at Denver, pushing the business of the Overman
Wheel Company, in that territory, sends us some in-
teresting notes of the trip which Messrs. H. G. Ken-
nedy, W. E. Perkins and C. C. Candy made from
Pike's Peak down to the level. We quote the most
interesting note

:

"We left Manitou at 4.30 a. m. and followed the
trail for a while, but it was so rocky and rough that
we were forced to take the cog road. The trail is a
sort of sluice way and impassable for anything but
horses, and we would have been toiling for the top
yet if we had taken the wagon road. Breakfast was
taken at the half-way house, which we left at 7.30
o'clock, pushing our wheels before us, bound for the
top, which was hidden in the clouds. Five hours of
hard work found us at the lone signal station on the
summit of the peak.
"We found a small party of Kansas editors there,

about half of the original party that started, the
other half turning back on account of the horrible
condition of the road, which was opened last Friday.
We left for the bottom at 4 o'clock in the afternoon,
and—well, I wouldn't have missed the trip for $500,
but wouldn't take it again for ten times that amount.
'Once is enough for me.'
" The first five miles were simply a series of bumps

and jars, and if it had not been for the large cushioned
safeties, we would never have gotten half way down.
At the end of five miles the roads began to improve,
and it was a continuous coast with the brake-levers
strapped to the handle bars and the spoons at times
getting so hot that they burnt the tires. I had to

swallow my heart several times as we went round
corners where a slip would send the rider down a
precipice of 3,000 feet.

"We finally landed in Cascade, in less than two
hours from the summit. At times, in the descent, we
traveled at the rate of nearly twenty-five miles an
hour. We all finished in good shape, and our ma-
chines did not need a screw turned. It was a trip to
be remembered, but I don't want another.

One of the Sights of the Millennium.

A visionary cyclist gave voice to the following day
dream in the presence of a Sun reporter :

" It would
be a fine big thing," said he " if we had one bicycling
street here in New York running from the upper to
the lower end of the city. I believe that if there were
such a street 50,000 of the up-town people who ride
down town every day on the cars would wheel down
on their bicycles. The bicycling street ought to be
kept smoothly paved, and a width of at least fifty
feet should be kept clear all along for the wheelmen.
Perhaps there might be a space of ten feet left at one
side for wagons and carriages going up town and on
the other side for those going down town, while the
bicyclers gotthe middle of the road. What aspectacle
it would be to see tens of thousands of men, and a
good many women, wheeling down town in the morn-
ing and up in the evening! They would have the
best kind of exercise, and it would be good for their
health. They could make quick time, too. Just let
your imagination loose and look at them with your
mind's eye!"

The Chicago I.ake View^ Cycling Club's New^
House.

In a new club house, at number 59 James' Place
the Lake View Cycling Club, of Chicago, may now
be found, in a three story brick house of ten rooms.
This house is the last in the row, and but two hundred
feet from the mineral water spring in the north end
of Lincoln Park, a favorite rendezvous for Chicago
cyclists. The house itself is nicely fitted for a club
house, containing two large parlors, four rooms for
committee rooms, library, card rooms, &c., and two
large rooms for billiard and pool tables, and a large
wheel room. On an adjoining lot they will lay out
lawn tennis courts, and in this way add to their mem-
bership, which is BOW fifty, with seventeen applica-
tions posted for the August meeting. The North End
Cycling Club, with twenty-five members, and the
Freemont Cycling Club with fifteen members, talk
strongly of joining forces with each other, and if

they do the membership will easily pass the hun-
dred mark.
Twenty ladies have also asked that they may be

allowed to form an auxiliary membership. Their
request will be favorably answered.
Two years ago a party of school boys started the

club, and six months ago it was incorporated. The
organization is a strictly riding club, as they have
had no club house before to attract other members.
The officers are : Edgar Wescott, President; Robert

Parsons, Secretary and Treasurer ; F. R. McDonald,
Captain; and Arnold Westcott, First Lieutenant. The
club has fostered racing, and has developed some of
the hardiest-like road riders in this country. The
club has a racing board of its own, and is a member
of the Associated Cycling Clubs.

The employees of the Massachusetts Mutual Life
Insurance Company of Springfield, Mass., held a road
race on July i, in which nine persons competed. It

was won by Edward Allis in 29m. 51 2-ss. The others
arrived in the following order : T. T. Davee, 30m.
50S. ; W. L. Gammons, 31m. 30s. ; A. S. Haskins, 32m.
40S.; A.Hughes, 33m.; Henry E. Schmuck, 34m. 30s.;

Lennox F. Beach, 34m. 35s.; Charles W. Bliss, 35m.
37s.; Hari-y W. Haskins, 42m. 40s.

How to Train for Track Racing.

In an article on " How to Train," a writer in an ex-
change says :

" To successfully stand the wear and
tear of a long racing season an abundance of blood
and muscle is necessary to a wheelman. This must
be made if not already possessed. Don't eat too
much ; it taxes the organs to digest it and entails
waste. Have your meats broiled or roasted, not fried,

and avoid greasy things. Beef is your best friend,
while plenty of farinaceous food, milk and bread are
valuable seccjpds. Leave absolutely alone all sweet-
meats, pastry, tea and coffee. Vegetables are all

right if well cooked. Drink water sparingly. Avoid
all liquids of an alcoholic nature. Get plenty of sleep.

" While the track is admittedly the proper place to
train on, a stretch of good road will answer. Lay out
the schedule of your work with a view to increasing
the amount done each day by trifling degrees. Don't
try to do too much the first day. Start out in the early
morning before breakfast and ride a few miles. If

the stretch of road selected has a hill in it, so much
the better. Every time it is climbed the muscles are
strengthened. Having taken your morning ride, re-
turn home at a slower pice to enable the perspiration
started by the exercise to gradually subside. A rub
down with a crash towel and an outward application
of alcohol, will avert colds. Use the limbs as much
as possible during the day by walking, and in the
afternoon take another spin, and then add to the
home treatment before described a cold shower bath
and a violent rubbing until the flesh is aglow. Repeat
this performance each day, increasing as beforead-
vised.
"The work if continued in will in due season har-

den your muscles, and you can then begin your
endeavors to obtain speed. When you begin to ride
fast always be careful to observe where you are
going. It will become a habit of use to you in a race.
What is termed the "spurt" in a bicycle race is a
very necessary adjunct. As races are contested at
the present time, almost all are won in the last few
yards. Start a rapid pace and gradually increase it

until you reach top speed.
"A bad habit many unconsciously encourage is

the placing of more force or pressure on one pedal
than the other. This has a tendency to throw the
wheel to one side and results in a loss of speed.
"Don't grasp the handles of your machine as

though your life depended on it. A wheel can be
safely guided by a slight pressure, while a tight hold
strains the arm from wrist to shoulder, to say nothing
of the cramping of hand and' fingers. The position
on the wheel should be as erect as possible. Give
the lungs full play, so they may be able to perform
their proper functions."
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Cyclometers are not in use among the wheelmen of
Australia.

Norwalk, Conn., has a new League Club in the
Alpha Wheel Club. It starts off with twenty mem-
bers.

On July 23 an industrial celebration will be held at
Jeffersonville, Ky. Several cycle races will be among
the attractions of the day.

Stephen Golder arrived in New York this week and
departed on Thursday for Detroit to attend the meet.
He will return to this city early next week.

A large number of members of the Hagerstown
Bicycle Club formed an encampment this week
several miles from that town on the Conococheague
River.

A number of members of the Denver Ramblers will
start on a ten day tour July 19, the route being to
Pike's Peak, White Sulphur Springs, Leadville,
Salida, Canon City and Pueblo.

About fifteen riders have formed a new club at
Elizabeth, N. J., which will be called the Mercury
Wheelmen. At present the organization is only tem-
porary, with W. A. Clum as president.

C. A. Boyer, of Pittsburgh, left Wells, Minnesota,
for a tour awheel to the former city on July 6, a dis-
tance of goo miles. His routes leads him through
Dubuque, Chicago, Fort Wayne and Cleveland.

It is rumored that W. H. DeGraaf has consented to
accept an appointment on the Racing Board. There
is at present no vacancy on the Board, but it is ex-
pected that one of the present members will shortly
resign.

Some of the English clubs think that if the pace on
club runs is lowered they will be better attended,
Many members have resigned recently because, as
they state, the pace on runs is so fast that they are
unable to participate in them.

Prince Wells, of Louisville, is broaching apian to
hold a handicap race every Saturday evening by
electric light on the Auditorium track, for a $100
diamond medal. The idea is to award it to the rider
winning the greatest number of the contests.

The Cedar Rapids (la.) Cycle Club has elected the
following officers : President, J. F. Rail ; vice-presi-
dent, E. A. Sherman ; secretary and treasurer, Frank
Mourer ; captain, A. K. Jones ; first lieutenant, Harry
French ; second lieutenant. Prof. S. E. Meek ; bugler,
Harry Bennett.

The front name of Mr. Smith, the famous long-
limbed Eastern racing man, appears to greatly puzzle
newspaper compositors all over the country. When-
ever he is chronicled in a dispatch as a winner, nine
times out of ten his cognomen is printed as Hoyl and
Smith or Hoyt and Smith.

St. Louis athletes and cyclists are determined to
hold games and races on Sundays, and as the A. A. U.
does not permit Sunday contests they have cut loose
from that body and formed the Western Association
of Amateur Athletics. The president elected is James
A. St. John of the Missouri Bicycle and Athletic
Club.

Extensive alterations are being made at the club of
the Century Wheelmen, which, when completed, will
give the niembers additional accommodations. A
new story is being added to the wheel room and the
rear portion of the main building, which will give
them a gymnasium 120 by 25, and another story will
be added to the central portion of the building, which
will be used as a locker room. The present locker
room will be changed into a smoking and reading
room.

The Twenty-sixth Middlesex, the crack regiment of
British cycling volunteers, is composed of 120 men
divided into three companies. Every member must
be eighteen years of age or over and ride a safety.
He is furnished arms and equipment by the govern-
ment, and is expected to attend sixty drills during
the first two years. He can attend as many of these
sixty as convenient the first year and the remainder
the second year, after that he must present himself
for at least nine drills annually. He must fire sixty
rounds and hit the target at least a dozen times.
Prizes are given for riding and shooting, and for rid-
ing and firing combined.

A despatch from Cairo, 111., says; Wood Ritten-
house, electrician of the electric light power house,
on July 9 left his new $135 bicycle on the sidewalk near
his office, and had hardly disappeared within when a
well-dressed young man mounted and rapidly rode
off. After considerable telephoning the thief was
located going through Mount City, seven miles dis-
tant, at a rapid gait. Captain Huckleberry, thor-
oughly informed from here, gave chase, sending
several shots at the fleeing man as he ran, who sud-
denly, under the rapid fire, deserted the machine and
took to the woods. He was not captured, but the
owner recovered his property.

The Missouri Bicycle and Athletic Club's last
monthly meeting proved to be a midnight session.
Forty-five new members were admitted on a single
ballot, much to the regret of some of the members,
who, though they might have had objections to some
of the applicants, would not on that account black-
ball the entire crowd. Later the suspension of a
certain member by President Holm during the month
came up for consideration. The charge was that the
member had conducted himself in a manner un-
becoming a gentleman. To suspend a member a two-
thirds vote is required, and President Holm's faction
was one short of a majority. As a result Mr. Geo. W.
Mark withdrew from the House Committee, and
President Holm threatened to send in his resignation.

A safety geared to 152 inches is the freak of a Bel-
gium racing man.

A number of members of the McKeesport (Pa.)
cyclers are touring from that town to Detroit to
attend the meet.

The Racing Board, by a unanimous vote, has de-
cided that pneumatic and cushion tires will not be
penalized in championship events.

Nelson A. Brandt, the trans-continental tourist,
reached San Francisco on July 6. A press dispatch
states that the trip was made in 86 days.

Rochester, N. Y., wheelmen are endeavoring to
have a cement path built from that City to Charlotte,
on the lake, and have so far met with success.

A Boston paper announces that George M. Hendee,
once champion amateur rider of the IJnited States,
has notified the Springfield club of his intention of
entering for the races.

The South End Wheelmen, of Providence, have
been consolidated with the Providence Cycle Club,
which increases the strength of the latter organiza-
tion by twenty-two members.

H. H. Kraium, a dealer at Williamsport, Pa., has
challenged any Victor rider in Lycoming County,
Pa., to meet him in an equal contest, he to ride a
pneumatic and the opponent a Victor cushion.

An endeavor is being made by riders residing in
the East End of Louisville to form a club. About
twenty wheelmen have signified their intention of
joining if the plan is put into execution.

During the next few months New York will miss
one of its most enthusiastic lady riders, Miss Rais-
beck having gone to Washington for a month's
recreation and pleasure.

Vigorous efforts are being made to induce the young
ladies of Birmingham, Ala., to ride bicycles, one of
the leading dealers believes this will largely in-
crease the sale of mens' wheels, for where women go
men will surely follow.

Pf^/ieeh'ng- tbin'ks America "takes the biscuit "for
funny sounding titles for its wheel clubs, and cites
the name Keokuk Cycling Club as an instance. Evi-
dently Wlieeling is not as well up on the geography
of America as it might be.

The Juniata Wheelmen headed the Independence
Day parad* at Huntingdon, Pa., and in the afternoon
gave an exhibition of riding before the 450 inmates of
the State Reformatory. A hill-climbing contest took
place in the evening, which was followed by a lantern
parade.

On May 23 all the clubs of Melbourne, Australia,
and vicinity joined in a "Monster Meet " for a three
days tour. One hundred and thirty men took part in
the trip. The route was to Gisborne, Mount Macedon,
Melton and other places of interest. It was the
largest touring party ever brought together m
Australia.

At a meeting of the Bedford Wheelmen, on July 10,
an election of officers for the ensuing year took place
with the following result: President, D. H. Judson;
Vice-President, A. Johnson; Secretary, F. M. Lock-
wood; Treasurer, Charles Rhodes; Captain, John
Chevallier; First Lieutenant, James Brown; Second
Lieutenant, Hubert H. Cappe; Bugler, W. Sprague;
Color Bearer, Joseph Smith.

The Mercury Wheel Club, of Flushing, L. I., reor-
ganized on Monday evening of this week, and elected
the following ofBcers: President, Dr. A. Foster King;
Vice-President, Jas. Bunting; Secretary-Treasurer,'
A. Doncourt. F. W. Nichols, J. M. Hadden and J.Van Herwerden were appointed a committee to take
charge of the runs until the constitution can be re-
vised so as to admit of having a road committee on a
plan similar to that of the Brooklyn Bicycle Club. A
run to Bowery Bay Beach is scheduled for to-morrow.

A gratifying evidence that bicycling is not only a
manly but a moral and healthful sport is the fact that
the ministers are now taking it up with enthusiasm.
A Louisville paper states that one agent in that city
sold wheels recently to five preachers. Revs. Manly
and Sample, of the Baptist Theological Seminary, are
among the number. The first minister to take to the
bicycle in Louisville was Rev. Fred Hale, of the
McFerran Memorial Church. He has been an enthu-
siastic rider for two years, and has only words of
praise for the wheel.

The Norfolk Co. Wheelmen, of Hyde Park, Mass.,
was reorganized on Saturday last, and with the sup-
port of several unattached riders the Hyde Park Cy-
cle Club was formed with fifty members. The officers
of the new organization are : President, W. W. Scott

;

Vice-President, J. F. Levering ; Secretary, H. A. Hey-
dacker; Treasurer, R. W. Walker ; Captain, R. S
Plummer ; First Lieutenant, F. B. Stevens; Second
Lieutenant, W. J. Bleakie ; Color Bearer, A. W. Cor-
bett ; Bugler, G. T. Sherman. It was voted to become
a League club, and W. W. Scott was elected repre-
sentative.

The Wissahickan Wheelmen, of Germantown,
elected the following officers last week : Presi-
dent, Alexander McConaghey; Vice-President, Edgar
P. Paris; Secretary and Treasurer, Charles F. Hoser;
Captain, F. H. Welsh; First Lieutenant, William
Wunder; Second Lieutenant, David Howard. The
club now has a membership of seventy, including
several riders of note. The club will occupy their
new quarters after August i. The building is on
Main street, below Penn street, and will be fitted up
in luxurious style. There will be a parlor, reception
room, pool rooms, etc. When the members take pos-
session of the new quarters it will be made the occa-
sion of a reception and housewarming.

The colored riders of Pittsburgh, Pa., have formed
a club with fourteen charter members.

At the last meeting of the Missouri Bicycle and
Athletic Club, of St. Louis, forty-one applicants were
admitted to membership.

Business men's clubs are in existence in several
cities, but it reinained with Grand Rapids, Mich., to
introduce a working man's bicycle club.

John V. Jenkins of Pittsburg recently rode over the
National road from that city to Baltimore in four
days, a distance of over 300 miles.

The Keystone Bicycle Club of Pittsburg has secured
a very low rate to the Detroit meet, and expects to
have a special car for members and their friends.

Probably the oldest wheelman in New England is
Michael Cullen, who is 70 years of age. He rides from
his home in Plainville to his work in Bristol daily, a
distance of about three miles.

The pneumatic-tired Referee safety on which Jones
made the mile record in England last year is now in
the possession of Holland, of Baltimore, and was
ridden by him at Hagerstown.

On July 19, a number of members of the Denver
Ramblers will start on a tour to Pike's Peak and
Leadville. The trip will cover a period of about
seven days, and will be in charge of W. E. Perkins.

The wheelmen of New Albany, Ky., have formed a
club with twenty charter members. Rooms have
been secured on the principal street of the town and
the club has every advantage for a long and prosper-
ous life.

The Zigzag Bicycle Club of Buffalo will hold a
25-mile handicap road race on August 8. The course
is 12K miles out toward Aurora and return. It is ex-
pected that the entry list will be large, as a fine lot
of prizes are offered.

The Lynn Wheel Club, to the number of about
thirty, had a run to Gloucester on Sunday. The
scorchers started a half hour after the main body,
and had no difficulty in overtaking them. J. Harry
Shurman reached the destination iirst.

Despite the heavy expenses of the recent Kentucky
Division meet, the indications are that the subscri-
bers to the guarantee fund will not only get their
money back but also about twenty per cent profit on
their investment. The advertising bills of the meet
amounted to over $500.

Seventeen enthusiastic wheelmen of Canton, III.,

have formed a club forthe purpose of pushing cycling
.

to the front in thattown. The officers are : President,'
W. D. Plattenburg, Jr.; vice-president, O. Danielson

;

captain, F. Guilbault; secretary, Walter Robbins

;

treasurer, Howard Heald.

While Henry W. Geis was riding in front of Bellevue
'

Hospital on Saturday of last week a dog ran under his
wheel and he was thrown to the pavement. When Mr.
Geis was picked up it was found that his right leg was
broken. He was carried home in a carriage, the
wheel was taken into the hospital and the dog trotted
off contentedly.

A business meeting of the Massachusetts Division
was held at Clarendon Hotel, Boston, on Saturday
evening last. Arrangements were made for the
Cottage City Meet, and a sum of money appropriated
to allow members to participate in all entertainments
and contests free of charge. It was also voted to pav
half the railroad fares of members who attend the
meetings of the Board of Managers held in Boston.

Two cyclists who were touring in Maryland, at-
tempted to cross the Antietam River in a boat at
Myers Mill, on the road between Keedysville and
Sharpsburg, last week. The boat became unmanage-
able and floated down the stream, and it did not have
far to go before a dam was reached. Fortunately the
skiff went over it without capsizing or harming the
occupants or their wheels, but it was a ride attended
with great danger and one which the cyclists will
not soon forget.

Dunkirk, N. Y., isgoing to invest heavily in vitrified
brick pavement, the whole space to be paved aggre-
gating 28,860 squar« yards. Vitrified brick makes an
excellent surface for cycling. It is a fine brick glazed
something like a tile, and is the size of an ordinary
brick but much heavier. As all the bricks are of
uniform size the pavement is said to have tnose
merits which are always claimed for the best block
pavement. It is cheaper than stone, as the best
Medina costs about $3.50 a yard while the best vitrified
brick may be had for about $2.65 a yard.

Reports constantly come before our eyes of cyclists
who announce that they intend to give up riding, for
the reason that they prefer to devote more time to
business or take on the matrimonial yoke. Nothing
is more injudicious. By all means work for a large
and plethoric bank account, but don't do it at the ex-
pense of your health. A man confinin.g himself
closely to business requires a little judicious exer-
cise in the open air, and there is no way in which he
can better secure it than by cycling. A man who
takes recreation of this kind will be able to apply
himself more zealously to his business than the one
who works until exhausted, and starts anew the next
day unrefreshed, with flabby muscles and weak-
chested. It is, of course, very simple to find amuse-
ment and recreation in other channels, but none are
equal to muscular exertion in the open air, and how
better can it be obtained than by an exhilarating
spin on the wheel ? And, why should a man sell his
wheel bscause he intends to join the army of Bene-
dicts? It does not lower him in anyone's estimation,
or detract from his dignity or domestic relations in
any manner. Certainly, it is a great mistake to
neglect the body for a larger bank account, and there
is no earthly reason for a man to doff his Knicker-
bockers upon taking unto himself a wife.
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SOME PLEASANT TODRING

ROUTES.

reversing the trip and starting from the Gap, you
can then ride as far as you want on Sunday, and get a
train on the Erie from almost any of the towns you
pass through.

New York to Easton,

The writer and a friend, having recently taken
short tours think that perhaps a few o£ them will

interest readers of The Wheel, who have the time
and inclination for country riding.

rrom North Artams to New York.
Our first trip was made in IVIay, from North Adams,

Mass., to New York, through part of the Berkshires,
and into New York State across to the Hudson.
Leaving New York on the 3.50 train, in the afternoon,
by the Harlem Railroad, you reach North Adams
the same day about 9 p. m. The Wilson House is the
best place to put up here. Starting early next morn-
ing, we wheeled to Williamstown, 5X miles, and then
down the Hancock Valley to Lebanon Springs, 23

miles from the start. You can reach the Springs
about noon, and get an excellent dinner at Field's

Hotel. This 23 miles is an easy run, no heavy hill

work and through beautiful country. Next we
wheeled to Hudson, N. Y., through Brainard, Maiden,
Chatham Center and Kinderhook. From North
Adams to Kinderhook is 45 miles, and it can be rid-

den easily in a day without fatigue. It is only 13

miles more to Hudson, and the road is good most of

the way with but one hill of any account to climb.

June or July is a good time to make this ride, as the
days are long, and if you enjoy the fresh bracing air

of the early morn, start about 5 o'clock and ride till

say II, when you will have reached the Springs,
stopping at Williamstown for breakfast,and for a look
about that beautiful village. After dinner and a
good rest, then ride to Kinderhook, and if not too

late in the day, or too tired, continue on to Hudson,
where the Worth House furnishes good table and
good beds. If preferred, you can take a train from
Kinderhook in the evening, reaching Hudson about
8 or 9 o'clock. This is a beautiful ride all the way
and will well repay anyone undertaking it. The next
morning, which was Sunday, having left New York
on Friday afternoon, we took a train on the Central
Railroad to Rhinebeck, and from there had a fine ride

on our wheels of 22J4 miles to Poughkeepsie, where
we arrived at noon and got dinner, and then again
took the railroad as far as Tarrytown, where we
again mounted our wheels and rode to New York
reaching the city about dusk. By thus taking the

cars, as we did, we avoided such parts of the roads as
are poor, and were able to get in some fine runs over
good roads and reach home without getting tired
and in good time.

If you have a diamond framed machine, as R. & I.

have, you can have made from good stout leather, a

sort of valise or luggage bag, which will fit in the

forks of your wheel, where it is out of the way and
the weight best placed, and in it you can carry all

one needsfortwo or three days, and with the addition
of a luggage carrier one can take a week's supply. I

find that an extra flannel shirt, undershirt and a pair

of stockings are well to take, also a good heavy
wrench, a screw driver and file, some extra bolts and
nuts and an extra treadle-pin, come in very handy at

times, besides the regular assortment of things that

come in a tool-bag. I have also a small leather case,

which is placed behind the head-post and just below
the handle bar, in which I put my maps, road-book
and railroad time tables, and also a small rubber
drinking cup. These few things do not make any
great weight, and you have all you need and it is al-

ways with you, and so you can tour for days and
always be provided for, and ready for any emergency.

Tlie Poi-t Jervis "Water Gap Route.

L. H. P., in The Wheel of June 19, has given a two
days' trip to the Water Gap and Port Jervis. I went
to the Gap last month, with a companion, by another
route. We left New York one morning early by the

Erie Railroad for Suffern, where we left the cars, and
then wheeled through Tuxedo, Turner's, Chester and
Goshen to Middletown. This route is through the
Ramapo Valley, and the roads all the way are good.

The train reaches Sufiiern about 9.30, and you will

reach Turner's about noon, where you can get some-
thing to eat at the road house in the village. It will

do, although it is not Delmonico by any means.
From Turner's good roads carry you to Middletown,
where you will find good lodging at the Russell
House, and you will get there about 5 p. m. This will

make 38K miles for the day. The next day it was
raining when we awoke, and it was not until 2 p. m.
that it cleared off so we could make a start. We
rode however, to Milford, Pa., 28 miles, and reached
there in time for supper. From Middletown go
through Otisville and Cuddebackville to Port Jervis,

and then straight down the Delaware River road to

Milford. Take the road from Middletown to Otis-

ville, which is known as the "hill road," and goes be-

tween Howell's and Mt. Hope. This is the best road
to Otisville, and, although hilly at times, has the best

surface, and is the shortest route. From Otisville to

Cuddebackville the road is in places very sandy, and
thp hills are well covered with loose stones, and care

should be used when descending. It is through a

beautiful stretch of country, and well worth the
undertaking, in spite of sand and hills.

After leaving Cuddebackville the road is level, and
in places fine, and at Port Jervis you get the excel-

lent shale road that goes as far as Bushkill. 'We had
an excellent supper at Fouchere's, in Milford, a place

well known for its fine table, and where many driving

and coaching parties go for dmner from summer re-

sorts that are located in the valley. Leaving next
morning at 8 o'clock, we rode to Bushkill in good
time, and then had 12 miles of very poor road to the

Gap' where we arrived at 1.30 p.m., and took the

afternoon train on the D. L. and W. for home. The
entire run from Suffern to Middletown follows the

Erie Railroad closely, and if one should get an early

start, about 6 o'clock say, you could easily reach Port
Tervis that same day, and the Gap the next afternoon.

If you leave by this route on a Saturday, you will

have to spend Sunday night at the Gap, as there are

no Sunday trains on the D., L. and W. Railroad.
. By

A Highly Eiyoyahle Tour-
Pa.

Last month a friend and myself went to Easton, Pa.,
by the way of Orange and Princeton. We left New
York on Friday afternoon, going over the ferry to
Fort Lee, and then into Hackensack. After descend-
ing the hill from Taylorsville, continue straight
ahead through Leonia and across the meadows to
Hackensack. Then to Carlstadt, Rutherford, Belle-
ville and Bloomfield to Orange. Leaving Orange on
Saturday morning at 5 o'clock, we rode to Milburn,
where we stopped for breakfast, and then through
Springfield and Scotch Plains to Plainfield. This last
10 miles is over the finest kind of macqdam, and we
rode it easily in 50 minutes, and from Plainfield to
Bound Brook by the way of Dunnellen and New
Market. We reached Bound Brook, 2$}^ miles from
the start, about 11 o'clock. From here we took the
tow-path of the Raritan Canal, which gives good sur-
face, and is much better than the road, although it is

a little pebbly, but it is level and hard, which cannot
be said of the road. I advise dismounting when
meeting tows, as the mules sometimes frighten
easily, and that is the only objection there can be
to riding on the path. You can reach East Millstone,

6J^ miles from Bound Brook, in time for dinner at the
Franklin House, where the food is better than the ap-
pearance of the house would indicate. Continue on
the tow-path as far as Kingston, where you leave it,

and, turning to the right, a poor side path leads to
Princeton, 48 miles from Orange. Here put up at the
Nassau Hotel, where you will get good accommoda-
tions. Next morning, leaving at 6.45, go as far as Elm
street in Princeton, and there turn right, and then the
first turn to the left, and on direct to Pennington.
You will have no trouble in finding the road, as guide
posts are frequent all the way. Keep on straight
through Pennington to Titusville, which is on the
Delaware River. This last run, some 6 miles, is hilly,
but not tiresome, and the last 2 miles are mostly
down grade. At Titusville, take the tow-path, which
runs to Lambertville, and although at first is some-
what rocky and sandy, will improve, and along the
extreme side gives a very fair surface. We reached
Lambertville at 10.30, 21^ miles from Princeton, and
waited for dinner, after which, at 1.30 p. m., we
crossed the river and took the tow-path of the Dela-
ware Div. Canal. This is only fair to Lumberville,
but after passing that town it gets better, and is fine
riding as far as Easton.
For excellent surface and elegant scenery, this is as

fine a ride as I have ever had, and it is doubtful if it

can be duplicated anywhere within easy reach of
New York. With the canal on one side, and high
mountains rising from its left bank on the other,
flows the Delaware River, in places 25 feet below you,
and then again out of sight, separated by broad level
stretches of cultivated land, and the small villages
that line its shores. At Milford, which is on the Jer-
sey side of the river, you can get a good supper at the
hotel just beyond the bridge, and then again, cross-
ing to the Pennsylvania side, wheel the 16 miles to
Easton, which will make 63 miles for the day's run.
Next morning a fast train on the Lehigh Valley Rail-
road will bring you to town in time for business.

E. C. H.

SIMMERINGS DOWN AFTER
FORD.

HART-

BY AUPHNWALK.

When the Ishmaelitic offshoot from the Massa-
chusetts Bay Colony some years since, straddled off
through the wilderness driving their flocks and their
herds before them, and, after mature deliberation,
brought up on the bank of the lordly Connecticut, it

found the Dutch had built a cozy little fort on the
farther shore, and had named the stockade Fort Goed
Hop. Our friends from the Eastward, though of
Puritanical religious views and in search of a place to
grow up in, were not slow to recognize the good hop
men across the river, and, notwithstanding a strong
aversion to water, at once plunged into the stream,
and in an incredibly short period of time were dry-
ing their surtouts and buskins preparatory to the
taking of an absorbing interest in the Goed Hop
plant.
While our progenitors were thus crossing the stream

and rearranging their toilet, the Dutchmen had
called a town meeting, and regularly assembled, " a
committee was appointed," with instructions to frame
a suitable " memorial " for launching against the in-
vaders. Another committee was commissioned to
remonstrate, and this being of no avail, a meeting of
the "assembly " was ordered, in which, after much
pipe smoking, it was unanimously voted that they
were frozen out. Thereupon the garrison immedi-
ately donned its three extra pairs of breeches and be-
took itself down the river to the tear gardens of
Weathersfield, leaving: the English in the possession
of Goed Hop and thirteen barrels of Amsterdam
cofRn varnish.
After weeping at Weathersfield for a little, the

Dutch retired from the place leaving the onions in
their beds to the French, among the leaders of whom,
at the present time, is M. De Blois. History does not
record that aught of a more damp nature than onions
was left in the hamlet when the worthy Dutch gam-
bolled out ; but knowing the secretary-treasurer quite
well we are at loss to understand, not that he shall
reside where nothing was left in kegs, but that one
so gallant with the fair should presume to allow the
breath of those onion beds to traverse his moustachios.
Possibly this is irrelevant ; but one has to approach
a great theme town, the causeways of narrative with
more or less flourish of trumpets and glint of hous-
ings, even if, like our good people from Massachu-
setts, we have to swim the moat and dry our shirts on
the ramparts.
We are approaching Hartford bicycularly and must

needs begin at the beginning ; and surely had not we
swam the river and taken the fort, how had we ever a

Davy Post to pin our faith to ; or had not the Dutch
been driven from their gardens, how had we a De
Blois to punch our tickets and give us the pretty
badge ? Now, then, we are at the beginning.
"The night before the Fourth" in Hartford ended

immediately after twelve p. m. July third, and the
fourth _^/-o/t'r assumed commenced at the same time
with no variation in watches. Morning improper was
ushered in by the booming of thirteen guns and by
heavy discharges from the "artillery of heaven." We
awoke long enough to go to sleep again conjecturing
as to why thirteen guns is regulation for this day-
break ceremonj'—we do not think Harbford displayed
good form in selecting thirteen, as we understand
the New Haven Bicycle Club have a previous claim
on the number. We can't expect to know everything,
however. Morning still more proper struck the tower
of a church next window to our aerie at six a. m., and
for a full hour wrestled with the old bell.

I awoke! Close-reefed clouds, like dingy-sailed
harbor boats, were scudding along the skies; now
and then a spatter of rain portended gloom for the
day's sport; the all-nighters of once a year, with
close-hauled sheets, tacked tor their pillow-slips ; the
four o'clock twenty milers came in "all mud," and
the morning express trains brought in others with
sleep sticking out all over them like the spikes on a
horse-chestnut burr. Now the heavens lighten

;
prom-

ise brightens; the activities of the day begin to as-
sume semblance ; the veteran "fire laddies" in very
big hats and very big red shirts covering very big
feelings are hastening somewhere on a very import-
ant mission ; drum and fife corps in the bulk are also
scurrying hither and thither as if to impress you
with the idea that something is about to transpire

;

and by and by up that beavitiful street comes the pa-
geant.
Now come the finest with their big chests and blue

coats; there are a few of the best of us who are
marching in hacks. There are the veterans who have
"pulled mud" in Virginia, and these next ones are
"pulling mud" in Hartford. These soldiers next in
line are marching in platoons, and those down the
street who will soon be up with us wish they were
marching on pontoons. The great, wide street rocks
with the rythm of martial music and thrills with
pulse beats of chivalry as the host marches on in
every conceivable file known to the trade, including
"slab" and "rat-tail." The last faint rub-a-dub-dub
is being rubbed into the drums in the distance ; the
country is safe; the procession is duly checked on
the score card of the day as a record performance,
and another aching void has been filled.

Now, in all its pristine vigor, the badge warfare is

waged, Joseph in his many colored coat is dragged
from the pit; those who have not got acquainted with
each other hasten so to do, and those who are ac-
quainted do it again, and the day waxes warm and
bright, and we think us of those beautiful mountains
to the westward of the race track at Charter Oak,
and of the afternoon's sport, and of the sweet faces
and the bright gowns and all the excitement which
has been described. So let us fly back to the city,
just at eventide, when the lamps are low. The popu-
lace is relaxing from its bout with a hot holiday, and
the welcome night is expressed in happy faces, in
little squads and duets wending their ways toward
Bushnell Park, where, in a grand blaze, the good old
Fourth is to go out.

Dear reader, did you ever see the Capital at Hart-
ford by—by—moonlight under favorable circum-
stances? Did you ever sit in the soft shade of Bush-
nell Park when the moonlight shone on the glinting
crystal of that fair pile and some—and your sister's
eyes? If you have not, faint can be your realization
of the scene to-night, as the happy throng wends its

way hither and thither about the lawns or stands, en-
raptured and oblivious to all the world besides.
Ah! I have seen the fair Hulda, closely, with locked

finger, follow her hay-tanned swain about the be-
guiling circus, or sanctimoniously through shaded
walks at camp meetings, or at the country fair. Lit-
tle did I dream that at the Capital of my native State
I should see the armistice of spooning.
And so the rockets were sent up; and the mines

were fired ; the big pin-wheels were let off; the bal-
loons were wafted away into darkness and some-
body's back yard ; all the people said ah ! ! ! as much
as they liked, and the great, white, gold domed capi-
tol flashed away up into the night, the myriad lights:
the little river pushed its way through the Park, and
the several loving ones, who had embraced every op-
portunity during the fizzade, also purred away to
each other as if welded in thought by the echo of the
hour—"United we stand, divided we fall."

The last rocket stick has sounded its merry thud
"in thicket and copse; "the rest seeking multitudes
are homeward wending ; I seek my hotel, procure the
key to my aerie, and am soon aloft. With a last sweet
remembrance of the departed hours, Idon my Elliott
robe and am soon at the mercy of the hotel. To-mor-
row, dear reader, we will waft out over the highways
toward home. To one and all a sweet good night.
The day is done.

Two Rumors.
Two of the rumors of the week were these: That the

Spalding's were making arrangements with the
Warwick Mfg. Co. to control their output for next
year. Rumor No. 2; that Colonel Pojje had gone to
Europe to corner weldless steel tubing. The War-
wick people smile at rumor No. i and say that their
output cannot be controlled by anyone. Rumor No. 2

is too silly for comment.

Overman "Wheel Co. vs. Hickory Elliott Cycle Co.

The Overman Company have commenced suit
against the Elliott Company for infringement of
patents. The point involved is the construction of a
hollow tire, in which the hole is not in the centre, but
nearer the side, or to one side of the centre. The
Overman claim to have this idea patented. The
papers were served on Monday.
Mr. Elliott informed a representative of The

Wheel that he was rather glad that suit had been
commenced. "It will clear up some interesting
points," said he, " and I shall make a :new departure
and supply the press with all the testimony as the
suit progresses."
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THE ROAD AND PATH.

FIXTURES.

lULY.

16-17-18
16-J7-18

-L. A. W. Annual Meet, Detroit, Mich.
18.—L. A. W. Championships at Detroit. Ad-

dress Jos. Bresler, 22 Lafayette Avenue,
Detroit, Mich.

16-17-18—AnnuaTMeet of the Michigan Division, at
Detroit.

18.—Fall River Cycle Club's Race Meet.
21.—Fifty Mile Indoor Ordinary Race at Detroit

Mich.
22.—Race Meet of the Atlantic City Wheelmen.

Entries close July 17, with Isaac Bacharack,
929 Atlantic Avenue, Atlantic City, N. J.

22-23.—Tournament of the Green Bay Cycling- Club
and Annual Meet of the Wisconsin DiVision.
Address F. S. Fox, Green Bay, Wis.

-Postponed Race Meet of the Watertown Cy-
cling Club.

-Team Road Race of the Orange Wheelmen and
Business Mens' Cycle League.

-Fifty Mile Road Race of the Buffalo Ramblers.

24.-

25--

25-— -t

AUGUST.

I.—Lantern Parade and Race Meet at Phila-
delphia.

I.—Race Meet of the Cortland (N. Y.) Wheel Club.
Address C. G. Smith, 40 Greenbush Street,
Cortland, N. Y.

4.—Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha
Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y. Ad-
dress Fred Bronner, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

6.—Cycle Races at the Syracuse Aihletic Clab's
Annual Games.

13-14-15.—Annual Meet of the Massachusetts Division
at Cottage City.

15.—Race Meet at Alton, 111.

15.—Road Race at Waukesha, Wis.
19-20.—Nev7 York State Division Meet at Rochester.

29.—Annual Meet of the Montreal Bicycle Club.
Address A. Harries, Hon. Sec, P. O. Box 958,
Montreal, Canada.

29.—Race Meet of the Quaker City Wheelmen,
Philadelphia.

30.—Twenty-five Road Race of the Zigzag Bicycle
Club, Buffalo.

SEPTEMBER.

5.—Rhode Island Wheelmen's Tournament at Nar-
ragansett Park, Providence.

7-8.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn. Address J. J.
Grace, Secretary, Hartford, Conn.

8.—Meeting of the National Assembly at Hart-
ford, Conn.

9.—Third Annual Tournament of the Fort Dayton
Wheelmen, at Herkimer, N. Y.

10-11—Springfield Bicycle Club's Tournament, Hamp-
den Park, Springfield, Mass. Address D. J.
Canary, Box 107.

lo-ii.—Chicago Cricket Club's Annual Meet. Address
J. G. Davis, Park Side, Chicago.

12.—Second Fifteen Mile Team Road Race of the
Wheelmen's Racing League.

18-19.—Third Annual Tournament of the Peoria Bi-
cycle Club. Address Fred Patee, Peoria,
111.

22—Rockland Co Wheelmen's Race Meet at Spring
Valley, N. Y. Entries close with Gardenier
& Cole, Spring Valley, N. Y.

Prizes of Unusual Value and Beauty. Double the
cost of any previous year.

Atlantic City Wheelmen Snmmer Race Meeting,

Wednesday, July 22, 1891, at 2.30 P. M.
On their New Bicycle Track at the inlet. L. A. W.
rules to govern. 14 open events. Entries close July
17, 1891, with ISAAC BACHARACH, 929 Atlantic
Avenue, Atlantic City, N. J. 7-17

$1,500-IN PRIZES, G. B. C. C -$1,500.
SECOND ANNUAL TOURNAMENT OF THE

Green Saj Cycle Club and Wmm Mm M,
At Green Bay, Wis., July 33 and 33,

Entries close July 15. S. A. Miles, Handicapper.
Write tor Programmes. Address, Fenton S. Pox,
I Green Bay, Wis.

'pHE RHODE ISLAND WHEELMEN'S
-'- Third Annual Tournament will be held

SEPTEMBER 9th,

At Narragansett Park, Providence, R, I.

For a valuable compilation of

BICYCLE RECORDS.
Send stamp to J. L. Speir, 13 Asia St., Providence, R. I.

On the Detroit A. C. Grounds.
The following two events were run at the games of

the A. A. U. Central A-ssociation, at Detroit, July 4

:

One Mile, Ordi.nary— G. Lane, D. A. C, first; H.
Putnam, D. A. C, second ; Bert Hulett, D. W., third.
Time, 3m. 29s.

Two Mile, Ordinary—H. Putnam, first; G. Lane,
second ; Bert Hulett, third. Time, 6m. 26s.

A One Hnndrert 3Iile Road Race at Peoria.
The Peoria Bicycle Club is to run a 100 mile road

race during the tournament over the Chillicothe
course. A prize valuable enough to attract all the
greatest road riders of the country will be offered.
The course is a level sand road, good in all kinds of
weather, twenty miles straight away, with a turn
around a block square at each end, and return. It
promises to be one of the most interesting events of
the meet.

Terry .Andrae's Twenty-Five Mile Record.
Mr. Henry P. Andrao writes us that the twenty-five

miles ridden by Terry Andrae on the road in ih. 21m.
32S. was clocked by three timers, and that he had live
pacemakers. The course was 6^ miles on the White-
fish Bay Road, and was measured four times by
different cyclometers with the same result. Andrae
rode a 56-inch Victor cushion tired ordinary. Mr.
Andrae adds that if the statement made is not enough
to put the time as record the distance will be ridden
over again in still faster time.

Some Racing at Ann Arbor.
July 14 was a red letter day with the wheelmen of

Ann Arbor, the Wolverine Bicycle Club entertained
over a hundred wheelmen of the State, who were on
their way to attend the L. A. W. meeting at Detroit.
In the afternoon a ten mile race was run. Ed. Stabler
won in 38m. 42s. over six competitors. George Wright
was a close second. Both rode safeties. William
Frank won the hill climbing contest, finishing first in
the race up the long lower town hill. One of the
Lansing contingent was hurt by a collision while
coasting down the hill, but not seriously.

Quaker City ^Vheelmen's Road Meet.
The race meet of the Quaker City Wheelmen, Phila-

delphia, on August 29, will be held on the track at the
Philadelphia ball grounds. The following list of
events has been arranged :

Twenty-five mile handicap road race {finish on
track); 1 luile safety, novice ; i mile ordinary, i mile
safety ; i mile safety, handicap ; 1 mile ordinary, ride
and run ; i mile safety, 3 minute class ; i mile safety,
3.20 class; I mile safety, 3.30 class; i mile tandem,
handicap; 2 mile ordinary, handicap; l{ mile ordi-
nary

; % mile safety, Q. C. W. Club championship.

The "Waukesha-Milwaulcee, Road Race.
The Milwaukee Wheelmen's fourth annual i6J^

mile handicap road race from Waukesha to Milwaukee,
on Saturday, August 15, at 4 p. m., bids fair to be
the largest event of the kind ever held in the State.
Pneumatic tires are to be penalized 2m. 30s., and
cushion tires 30s. The list of prizes is not yet com-
pleted, but the managers announce that they will
greatly excel anything heretofore offered in the State.
The list will include several high-grade safeties and
valuable gold medals. Entry blanks can be secured
from F. J. Schroeder, chairman, foot of Walnut Street,
Milwaukee, Wis. Entries close August 8. Fee $1.

The Race itfeet at Watertown.
The list of events to be decided at the postponed

race meet of the Watertown (N. Y.) Bicycle Club on
July 24 is as follows : Mile road race, halt mile novice,
safety ; one half mile, ordinary, op«n ; one mile,
safety ; one mile, ordinary ; one half mile, safety,
open ; one mile, safety, championship of Central and
Northern New York; two mile, safety, open; one
mile, ordinary, handicap

;
quarter mile dash, safety

;

one mile, safety, championship of Jefferson County
;

half mile, safety, championship of Central New York
;

one mile, tandem, open ; half mile, safety, for boys
under eighteen ; one mile team race, safety ; one
mile, international, free for all; one mile, safety,
Watertown Club ; one mile, safety, handicap.

Racing at Attleboro, Mass.
A large number of persons witnessed a series of

races held at Attleboro, Mass., on July 4. ^following
is a summary :

One Mile, Safety—Albert Wetherell, first ; Fred.
Waite, second

; J. Neuschutz, third. Time, 3m. 30s.

One Mile, Ordinary—Albert Carpenter, first;

Howard Carpenter, second. Time, 3m. 23s.

Half Mile, Safety—A. Wetterell, first ; Neu-
schutz, second ; Waite, third. Time, im. 40s.

Half Mile, Ordinary—H. Carpenter, first
; A.

Carpenter, second. Time, im. 34s.

Half Mile, Safety, Boys—A. Schneider, first

;

F. Carpenter, second, "rime, im. 59s.

Half Mile, Safety—Wetherell, first
;

Waite,
second. Time, im. 34s.

A race meet is announced for August 15, at Alton,
III., under the management of the Cycling Club.

At the Columbia Athletic Club games held, at Wash-
inton on Analoston Island, June 27 :

Two Mile Safety Handicap—D. L. Sandow, Ar-
lington Wheelmen, 80 yards, first, time sm. 533-55.;
W. R. Mackrill, C. A. C, 130 yards, second.

Two Mile Ordinary, Handicap—E. C. 'Bower,
C. A. C, first, time, 5m. 51s.; W. H. Ward, Y. M. C. A.,

200 yards, second.

At the games of the Banker's Athletic Association,
Toronto, Ont., on July 11, the following events were
decided:

One Mile Ordinary—F. Foster, Wanderers, first;

G. S. Low, Montreal, second; J. H. Gerrie, W. B. C,
third. Time, 3m. sa.

One Mile Safety—G. S. Low, first; W. G. Mitchell,
second; J. H. Eddis, third. Time, 3m. 21 3-5S.

The mile ordinary run at the games of the Y. M. C. A.
at Warsaw, N. Y., on July 4, was won by M. W. Smith;
B. P. Gage, second.

A one mile ordinary was contested at the Inde-
pendence Day games at Newlon Centre, Mass. It was
won by O. Hawes; W. Morse, second.

It is reported that one of the largest and most
prominent American makers is industriously perfect-
ing a chainless system of gearing.

A team road race will be held on August i between
the Ramblers Bicycle Club and Press Cycling Club,
of Buffalo, for a distance of fifty miles.

Y. M. C. A., at Williamsport, Pa., June 26: One
mile ordinary, W. F. Updegraff, time, 3m. 04 4-5S.;
one half mile ordinary, C. Burtnell, time, im. 2SJ^s.

A number of cycle races will be held at Shelbina,
Mo., in August, in connection with the annual fair.
Particulars can be obtained of A. Connolly, Shel-
bina, Mo.

O. S. Bunnell of the Park Avenue Wheelmen and J.
C. Detwiler of Mt. Vernon Wheelmen. Philadelphia,
rode from Harrisburg to that city last week in twelve
hours. The distance is 120 miles. This is the fastest
time ever made between the two cities on cycles.

A mile race on the Nahant Road, near Lynn bound-
ary, took place on Monday evening last between
Maurice Greenwood and Alexander MacDonald, two
prominent Lynn riders. Both men got away on an
even start, and to the finish line it was a beautiful
contest, MacDonald winning by about a yard. The
betting was largely in favor of Greenwood, his previ-
ous numerous victories counting in his favor, while
MacDonald is comparatively a novice.

Cycling at Queens, L. I.

John W. Magee, Q. C. W., rode a mile on the track
at the Queens County Athletic Club's grounds on
July II for a medal offeYed to him if he could beat the
track record on a pneumatic of 3m. 8J:j;s. He secured
the prize by making the mile in 3m. 7s. Afterwards
to satisfy himself of the value of a pneumatic he rode
the distance on a solid tired ordinary in 3m. i6^e.

THE WHEELMEN OF BUFFALO DO
NOT WANT TO CARRY LAMPS.

The wheelmen of Buffalo, N. Y., have taken up the
cudgel in defiance of the ordinance recently passed
requiring the carrying of a lamp at night, the sound-
ing of a bell, horn or whistle at crossings and the
limiting of the pace to ten miles per hour. The wheel-
men were given a hearing by the Council Committee
on Ordinances last week, at which there were present
Chief Consul Bull, Attorney W. S. Jenkins and the
chief executives of all the leading cycle clubs. The
wheelmen chiefly opposed the change referring to the
carrying of a lantern. They claimed that the only
way a lantern could be carried on an ordinary was
between the spokes, and that it was not only unhandy
but dangerous.
Mr. Bull added that while a lamp might aid the

wheelmen slightly, it increased the danger to pedes-
trians who could not measure the speed of the lighted
wheel, and a lamp was expensive, $5 being the mini-
mum price. The benefit to the public, if any there
was, did not correspond with the burden. " We don't
say, 'the public be damded,' " continued Mr. Bull,
"but that the public will' not be benefitted by this
lamp provision. '

Mr. Lloyd said that a lamp costing $6 to $8 would be
a heavy burden to many wheelmen who used their
wheels in going to and from their work.
Dr. Benedict explained that there were from 50 to

75 doctors who were wheelmen. They, in common
with the vast majority of wheelmen, were in favor 6f
public regulation of the use of bicycles. The lamp
provision would impose a tax of $30,000 to $40,000 on a
limited number and special class of people.

.Mr. Gething added that one riding a lighted wheel
could not see on either side, or in front beyond the
range of the light, so well as with no lamp at all. He
then read a resolution signed by sixty-six members
of the Buffalo Bicycle Club, in which they opposed
the clause which requires the carrying of lamps at
night.
Col. Bloomer, president of the Buffalo Bicycle Club,

said the remedy lay with the Police Department. A
few arrests for example would be better than forty
lamps on every wheel. He thought the speed should
be limited to eight miles rather than ten, which was
a very high pace. He opposed the lamp clause be-
cause he didn't believe lamps would protect the
public. He thought, however, that lamps would help
the wheelmen. He spoke from experience, for he
carried a lamp himself.
Alderman White said he knew many a workman

who by means of his bicycle could live on the out-
skirts of the city where everything was clean, where
there was room, and where rents were easy, and
when the day was short they had to ride to and fro
in the dark. It would be hard to make them pay out
their wages for lamps.

Col. Bloomer said that from the county jail, once,
when he was on jury duty, he counted 221 wheels
passing on Delaware Avenue between 5:30 a. m. and
7:30 p. m., and they were ridden by workingmen,
clerks, etc., not by the well-to-do.
Upon motion of Alderman Franklin, Aldermen

White and Summers concurring, the matter was laid
over for two weeks, and the City Clerk was directed to
write in the meantime to all the principal cities for
information as to bicycle ordinances.

It may be added that there are innumerable cities

and towns that require cyclists to have lighted lamps
after dark. A good lantern can be purchased for

$2.50, and one can be carried on a safety machine
without becoming a nuisance to the rider.
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CHICAGOS TO HAVE A NEW BANKED
TRACK.

The Chicago Cricket and Athletic Club has decided
to rebuild the quarter mile oval which was built last
year as it is not up to the standard desired, and conse-
quently they have advertised for bids on the work
necessitated by the change.
The surface of the new track will probably be brick

dust, which is known to make a firm and extremely
fine top dressing. The track will be, as now, twenty-
four feet wide on the winning straight and twenty
feet elsewhere, with the turns banked three and one-
half inches to the toot, making the outside five feet
ten inches above the curb. The banking will extend
about twenty-five yards into the straights and gradu-
ally falling, merge into the level.
An investment of $100,000 is represented in the

grounds of the Club and it has been decided that the
track must be made as fast as any in the world, bar-
ring none.
The accompanying cut is from a photograph taken

during a race on the track as it existed in its old form
and will serve to give the reader an idea of the sur-
roundings. The grounds contain ten acres, situated
on the Illinois Central Railway near Parkside Sta-
tion, and is bounded by Seventy-first street on the
north and Seventy-second street on the south. On
gala days the Illinois Central trains stop at the gate,
thus making it possible for one to reach the grounds
and return without the usual long tramp between
the station and grounds.
The Club proposes to hold a National Cycle Tour-

nament at the new track on September nth and 12th,

TRACK RACES AT DENVER.

The Denver Cyclists' Union held a series of races
at Sportsman's Park on Sunday last, which were
witnessed by 500 people. In the mile race for safeties,
Fred Dolson, a sixteen-year-old boy, riding a pneu-
matic, covered the distance in 2m. 44s., facing a
strong wind. Without this disadvantage, experts
believe Dolson would have made the mile in 2m. 37s.

Following is a summary:

One-half Mile Ordinary, 1.30 Class—A. W.
Brazee, cushion, won. Time, im. 35s.

One-half Mile Safety, 1.30 Class—W. T. Banks,
cushion, won. Time, im. 35j|s.

One Mile Ordinary, Open—J. L. Sutton won.
Time. 3m. 12 4-5S.

One Mile Safety, Open—Dolson, pneumatic, won.
Time, 2m. 44s.

One Mile Ordinary, 3.20 Class—Yardley won in
3m. 15 4-5S.

One Mile Safety, 2.50 Class—Banks, cushion,
first. Time, 3m. 2 3-5S.

One Mile Safety, 3.20 Class. Banks won. Time,
3m. 19 4-5S.

Half Mile Safety—C. Davis won. Time, im.
26 2-5S.

One Mile Ordinary—Sutton won. Time, 3m. 13HS.

Two Mile Safety, Open—Louis Block, cushion,
won; Dolson, pneumatic, second. Time, 5m. 49s.

Half Mile Boys, Handicap—Matthewson won.
Time, 2m.

THE HARTFORD TOURNAMENT.
On September 7th and 8th the Hartford Wheel Club

will hold its eighth annual tournament at Charter Oa^
Park, and the programme has already been arranged.
There are twenty races on the list, judiciously
arranged for the accommodation of all classes and
conditions of riders, including seven races open to
the fast men, seven to the slower middle class of
riders, and two for local men. The high wheel has
lost popularity on the path as well as on the road, and
but four ordinary events are on the list.

The Club will have exclusive control of the track
after the third week in August, and a great many of
the flyers will go to Hartford to complete their train-
ing. The Park is beautifully situated four miles out
of the city. Being out in the country and with excel-
lent accommodations in its immediate neighborhood,
racing men will find it an ideal training ground.
The track at Charter Oak Park has long been

famous as a cycling path, and a Hartford tournament
seldom passes without the creation of several im-
portant records. It was here, in 1884, that Sellers
rode a mile in the then unheard of time of 2m. 39s.
Later on Wood, from scratch, passed every other
competitor, in a mile handicap race, finishing in 2m.
33S., and established a competition record which re-
mained unbroken for years. Again, at the Columbia
Club's meet, on July 4th, of this year, W. F. Murphy
rode the fastest mile ever ridden in a race, crossing
the t«pe from scratch in the wonderful time of 2m.
26 1-5S., and Hoyland Smith broke the two mile record
at the same meet. Murphy and Smith earned dis-
tinction for the track as well as for themselves, for
their great work was done under conditions of wind
and weather unfavorable to fast time.
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CHICAGO CRICKET AND ATHLETIC CLUB'S TRACK.

and the cycling world is assured of their intention to
make it the equal of any race meet in the country,
both as regards prizes and fast time. The conamittee
in charge of the track express it as their opinion that
in spite of the dates clashing with Springfield, the
Chicago meet will not suffer. In view of the fact that
the meet of last year did not come up to their expect-
ations, they do not want to be guilty of making any
promises or assertions that cannot be realized.

'The club announces that if you want to ride on the
fastest track in the country, come to the Chicago
meet.

Weekly Races to be Held at Maspeth, L,. I.

The managers of the trotting races at the Queens
County Driving Park, Maspeth, L. I., have decided to
precede the horse racing on each Friday with several
cycle events. Valuable and useful prizes will be of-

fered and the half mile track is wide, with broad
corners and a good surface. The races to-day con-
sist of a two mile safety and a one mile ordinary,
both scratch. On Friday, July 24, the events are :

Two mile safety, handicap, one mile ordinary handi-
cap, one mile safety, scratch. The prizes each Friday
will be as follows : To winner, a gold watch or a dia-
mond ring ; to second, a silver watch or gold medal

;

to third, a silver or bronze medal. The entries will
close a week before the entries are run. Pneumatics
will be penalized one hundred yards. Entries close
with McNeill and Allen, managers, Cayler street,
Brooklyn, or H. W. Jackson, care of Schwalbach
Cycle Co., Prospect Park Plaza, Brooklyn. The races
will begin at 2:30 p.m. Grounds can be reached by
car from foot of Grand street, Brooklyn.

Willsville, Ohio, July 4.—Two Mile Race, Asche,
of East Liverpool, first, time, 7m. 34s.; Stevenson, of
Wheeling, W Va., second. Prize, §50 gold medal.

THE COMING RACE MEET AT CORT-
LAND, N. Y.

The Cortland (N. Y.), Wheel Club is making great
preparations for the success of its first annual race,
meet on August i. The club has fifty-seven active
members ; one of the fastest tracks in Central New
York at its disposal, in which is an elegant new and
commodious grand stand, and will offer a fine list of
very valuable prizes which should attract racing
men from all parts of the country. Although the club
was organized in November, 1890, it possesses well
equipped quarters and its members are full of energy
and enterprise. The roads in all directions from
Cortland are unsurpassed and tourists can ride to or
from the town with pleasure. A reception committee
will meet all trains and the town is well supplied
with first-class hotels, four of which will charge Lea-
gue rates. In the evening after the races a run will
be taken to Little York, a summer resort seven miles
from Cortland, where dancing, etc., will be indulged
in. Racing men will be provided with convenient
dressing rooms and a band of music will be in at-
tendance at the race track. In the morning at 10:30
o'clock a street parade will be held, and at i o'clock a
fifteen mile handicap road race will be started over a
course, every inch of which is as fine as a track.
The list of track events to be started at 2 p. m. is as

follows : One mile novice, safety ; one mile ordinary,
open; one mile safety, open ; one mile safety, 3.20
class; one mile team race; half mile ride and run

;

two mile handicap, safety ; one mile ordinary, 3.10
class; half mile safety; three mile lap race; two
mile club handicap

; man against horse.
Entries close July 28 ; handicap and class races July

23, with C. G. Smith, 40 Greenbush Street, Cortland,
N. Y. Entrance fee 50 cents.

The annual gathering of the Connecticut Division
of the L. A. W. will occur at Hartford on the same
dates as the tournament. There will be the usual big
parade and various entertainments in addition to the
races, and one thousand dollars, raised by appropria-
tion and subscription, will be expended in entertain-
ing visiting wheelmen. So a rare season of cycling
jollity and festivity is anticipated. Wheelmen who
are disposed to arrange their vacationsthis year with
a view to attending the Fall tournaments can take in

five days of racing out of seven. The tournament cir-

cuit in the East starts in at Narraganset Park, Provi-
dence, September 5th. Then follows the great Hart-
ford event of the 7th and 8th, and Springfield's two
days of racing on the loth and nth. Following is the
list of races to be run at Hartford :

First Day, September 7th. — One mile novice,
safety ; one quarter mile L. A. W., State champion-
ship ; one mile, open, ordinary ; two mile 5.40 class,

safety; one quarter mile safety heats; two mile 6.10

class, safety ; one mile handicap, open to the members
of the Hartford Wheel Club, the Colt's Bicycle Club,
and the Columbia Cycle Club only

;
one mile tandem,

safety; one mile safety, handicap heats; one mile
ordinary, handicap.
Second Day, September 8th.—One mile three min-

ute class, safety ; one mile 2.40 class, safety ; two mile
open, safety ; one quarter mile, open, ordinary ; ona
mile tandem, handicap ; two mile safety, handicap

;

two mile ordinary, handicap ; one mile, open, safety

;

two mile, team, open to Connecticut clubs only ; one
mile safety, consolation.

A match race took place on July 4 at Wellsville, O.,

between Walter Archer, of East Liverpool, and
William Stevenson,of Wheeling,which was won by the
former. The prize was a purse and a $50 gold medal.
Amateurs should give these men a wide berth.
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THE RACE MEET AT NASHVILLE.

The annual meet of the Tennessee Division, at
Nashville, on July lo and ii, was largely attended.
All the various features of the meet resulted satisfac-
torily to all concerned, and great enthusiasm was
manifested by both the wheelmen and the citizens of
Nashville. The attraction of Friday, the first day,
was the road race from Nashville to Franklin, a dis-
tance of seventeen miles, which was won by C. W.
Woodward, a Nashville rider.

THE ROAD RACE.
Over one thousand people witnessed the twenty-

three men start at Nashville, and as many more were
strung along the course. At the finishing point, at
Franklin, the largest crowd seen in years gathered.
The special train from Nashville with five hundred
spectators of the start on board, did not arrive at
Franklin until two of the riders had crossed the line.

Col. John Overton required a $10,000 bond from the
bicyclists to indemnify the turnpike against damage
to patrons,and he got it smoothly and easily. He then
drove to Franklin, giving notice to dwellers along the
route of the race and had the toll gates raised. Con-
siderable difficulty was experienced inside the city
limits by the riders in rounding the buggies and
wagons which were constantly getting in the way.
At Col. Overton's, six miles out, A. L. Bates wa« in

the lead, with John Dougherty an interesting second,
-and W. S. Ware, of Memphis, third.
At Brentwood, nine miles out. Bates was still in the

van, with Dougherty at his heels. But Woodward
had pushed Ware back into fourth place.
The finish resulted as follows : C. W. Woodward,

Nashville, first ; time, ih. 3m. 368.: A. L. Bates, Nash-
ville, second, ih. 7m. 37S.; John W. Dougherty, Nash-
ville, third, ih. 12m 15s.; Jay Newson, Nashville,
fourth, ih. 4m. 22S.; Julius Wood, Memphis, fifth, ih.

6m. 30S.: W. S. Ware, Memphis, sixth, ih. nm. los.;

Chas. O. Thomas, Murfreesboro, seventh, ih. 3m. 15s.;

Wm. H. Whitehead, Memphis, eighth, ih. 3m. 37S.J
Duncan R. Dorris, Nashville, ninth, ih. gm. 44s.; J. H
Ozanne, Nashville, tenth, ih. um. los.

;
John Gardner,

Nashville, eleventh, ih..3m. 45s.; H. J. S.lack, Nash-
ville, twelfth, ih. 8m. 56s.; John Cunningham, Nash-
ville, thirteenth, ih. lom. 38s.; W.L. Hartung, Nash-
ville, fourteenth, ih. 12m. 53s.; Alex. Allen, Dixon,
Springs, fifteenth, ih. 5m. 27s.; L. A. LafEerty, Nash-
ville, sixteenth, ih. 6m. 5s.; F. S. Schwab, Nashville,
seventeen, ih. 12m. 7S.; P. S. Whiteman, Nashville,
eighteenth, ih. 8m. 308.; George C. Hartung, Nash-
ville, nineteenth, ih. 13m. 20S.; Paul Hardeman, Frank-
lin, twentieth, ih. i6m. 22s.; Bennet, Pearson and
Herndon not timed.
According to the Handicapping Committee's order,

the first man to set out on the journey was Dougherty,
followed by Bates two minutes later. The others
started at the following intervals; Ware, im.; Ben-
nett.l^ra.; Woodward, 2j^m.; Ozanne and W. Hartung,
J^m.; Dorris, im.; Wood, J^m.; Schwab, Hardeman
and G. Hartung, 2m.; Newson, Ware and Slack, K^i-;
Thomas and Pearson,- 2m.; Whitehead, Allen and
Gardner, im. The three scratch men were Allen,
Herndon and Lafferty, who left fifteen minutes after
Dougherty, the first man. The best time was made
by Thomas.
On Saturday morning a parade was held in which

over flft-y riders took part.

THE TRACK RACES.
The races in the afternoon were run on an excellent

track before a large number of spectators. Follow-
ing is a summary ;

ONE MILE Novice, Safety—J. H. Gardner, Nash-
ville, first; W. S. Pearson, Nashville, second. Time,
3m. 43s.

Quarter Mile Safety, Open—L. A. Lafferty,
Nashville, first; W. H. Whitehead, Memphis, second;
A. J. Rawlings, third. Time, 47s.
This was a hot race. Whitehead took the lead, but

could not maintain it to the finish. Typewriter,
bicycle shoes and box of cigars were the prizes.

Three Mile, Handicap, Safety—Alex. Allen,
Dixon Springs, first; Winfrey, second; Gardner,
third. Time, um. 38s.

This was the race of the day. Gardner led. In
third lap Allen came to second place with Ware
third. In the seventh lap Winfrey came from rear to
second place, but dropped back in the eighth. In the
last lap Allen made a splendid spurt, winning by
thirty yards.

One Mile Ordinary, State Championship—j.
D. Herndofl, Clarksville, first; W. W. Pohlman,
second. Time, 4m. oss.

Half Mile, Boy's—Dorris, first; Bruntly, second.
Time, 52s.

too Yards, Slow Race—Schwab, first; Dorris,
second ; Pohlman, third. Time, 3ra. 02s.

ONE Mile SafeTty, State Championship—Laf-
ferty, first ; Dupree, second

; Allen, third. Time, 3m.
30 3-5S-

Dupree though penalized lac^feet on account of his
pneumatic, came nearly to th? front in the first lap.
At the close of the third lap the order was White-
head, Dupree, Allen and Lafferty. At the close of
the fourth lap Lafferty was second and he won by ten
yards.

One Fifth Mile, Safety—Dupree, scratch, first;
Whitehead, second. Time, 47s.

Half Mile, State Championship—Allen, first;
Whitehead, second; Lafferty, third. Time, im.
43 I-4S-

In the second lap Lafferty ran into Gardner's
wheel ; Gardner was thrown to the ground and run
over by Dupree, but without injury. Allen won by
two feet, with Lafferty rapidly gaining at the close.
On account of Lafferty's foul, second place was given
to Whitehead.
One Mile, Consolation—Rawlings, first ; Ware,

second. Time, 3m. 15s.

The officials were as follows : Referee, C. J.
Scherer. Judges, Jennings Dortch, A. S. McAlexan-
der and Robert Rodes. Timekeepers, Dr. Heighway,
W. M. Leftwich, Jr., and F. R. Birdsall. Starter, J.

C. Combs. Clerk of Course, Alf Howell. Umpires,
Jos. Weakley, Jr., and Robt. Harris.
After the race a game of ball was indulged in be-

tween the Athletic Club boys and a picked nine
from the League of American Wheelmen. The latter
club was very awkward, and before the second in-

ning was played, the audier.ce became disgusted and
left. The score stood 12 to i in favor of the Athletic
Club.
None of the riders of pneumatics had ridden them

over two weeks except Dupree, who was not in train-
ing.
Rawlings had had but two weeks' practice, and his

winning in the last race was a surprise to his friends.
Pearson, though hardly recovered from a severe

accident, rode well.
Not a solid tire was in the races, except the boys'

race.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

the coming tournament.

Several changes have been made in the list of races
as published in The Wheel of July 3, and the revised
list is given below :

first day.

Start of twenty mile road race ; one mile safety,
novice; one mile safety, handicap, open; two mile
ordinary, handitap, open ; half mile safety, handicap,
open; one mile safety, 2.50 class; finish of twenty
mile road race; one mile ordinary, open; exhibition
by D. J. Canary; quarter mile safety, iiying start,
open; half mile ordinary, open; one mile tandem,
open.

second day.
One mile ordinary, novice ; two mile tandem, hand-

icajj, open ; one mile safety, 3.40 class
;
quarter mile

ordinary, open ;
half mile safety, open : exhibition by

D. J. Canary ; one mile safety, world s record
; one

mile ordinary, handicap, open ; one mile safety, hand-
icap, closed; half mile safety, 1.20 class; one mile
consolation. The one mile safety, closed, handicap
race the second day is for Springfield riders and
those residing within ten miles radius. No machines
weighing less than forty pounds allowed.

It has been voted to expend $1,000 to put the famous
half mile track on Hampden Park in first-class con-
dition, and the thick growth of weeds which has cov-
ered the track for the past few years will be removed
at once and the work of rebuilding commenced.
Assurances are being received every week from

the leading racing men that they will be here to par-
ticipate in September, and many of them are anxious
to do their training on the noted Springfield track.
Several will come as soon as the track is in condition,
and the committee hope to have it in shape by August
10 or thereabouts.
Although Windle has done no racing thus far this

season, he has assured the club that he will doubtless
participate in the races here September 10 and n. He
IS understood to have been trying the safety wheel
in private, and his friends state he has shown speed
that will make things " hum " when he gets into act-
ual training and racing form once more.
The list of officials for the tournament is as follows :

Referee, W. S. Bull, Buffalo, N. Y.; Judges, Mayor
Edward S. Bradford, Springfield ; Samuel A. Miles,
Chicago, 111.; Sanford Lawton, Springfield; Dr. W.
H. Emery, Boston, Mass.; Henry E. Ducker, Buffalo,
N. Y.; H. M. Farr, Holyoke, Mass.; Starter, A. D.
Peck, Jr., Boston, Mass.; Official Handicapper, Henry
Goodman, Hartford, Conn.; Timers, O. N.Whipple,
Chas. E. Whipple, W. H. Jordan ; Clerk of Course,
H. B. Wadsworth ; Assistant Clerks of Course, C. R.
Culver, C. B. Tr.ask ; Scorer, Frank M. Coe ; Assistant
Scorers, Wm. A. Bleloch, A. S. Haskins ; Umpires,
Wm. C. Stone, Geo. C. Grime, F. W. Tinker, A. B.
Cowles.
Zimmerman and Murphy (W. F.), of the N. Y. A. C.

team, W. S. Campbell and G. M. Worden, of the Man-
hattan Athletic Club, were the guests of the Spring-
field Bicycle Club on Tuesday evening the 7th inst.,
and all announced their intention of being on hand
for the Springfield races. Zimmerman stated that he
was particularly desirous of riding on the Spring--
field track, because down in "Jersey" it is every-
where referred to as the standard bicycle track in the
former racing days.

The club has advertised $3,500 in prizes, but judging
from present indications the amount is quite likely to
reach $4,000 or more, and many of the prizes will be
quite valuable. The $1,000 Haines Bros, piano, first
prize in the world's record race, is attracting consid-
erable attention, and it is quite likely that some of
the English flyers may be tempted across the water
in the Fall, as correspondence is being carried on now
with that end in view.

The conditions of the quarter mile safety race with
flying start are as follows : Contestants to start 100
feet back of quarter pole from the word "go," the
first wheel reaching the quarter pole to be considered
the start of the race, time t1> be taken from pistol
flash at this point.

Springfield will be heard from at the Detroit meet.
W. S. Campbell, of the Banker & Campbell Co.,

New York City, a member of the M. A. C, and a rac-
ing man, has recently joined the Springfield Bicycle
Club.

In the consolation race safety and ordinary riders
will be allowed to compete together.

When you come to Springfield you will not be
obliged to go several miles out of the city to reach
the park, for 'tis only a short distance from the hotels
and the railroad station. And remember the races
are to be on a half mile track, practically in constant
view of the spectators.

Some of the local riders who will participate are
F. C. Graves, winner of the Irvington-Milburn road
race ; W. M. Haradon, who got third place in both the
one and two mile open handicap races at Hartford
on the 4th ; A. W. Olmstead, who was second in the
mile safety, 3.20 class, at Hartford ; and there are
novices galore.

A representative of a Boston cycle house who is on
his way to England carries with him letters of intro-
duction to some of the leading racing men there
signed by tournament officials, and efforts will be
made to secure their presence in the Fall tourna-
ments.

If men like Beduin, Osmond, Jones, P. P. Wood and
one or two others could be induced to attend, it would
make matters interesting for all concerned. Wait a
while and see what developes, and plan to be here.

THE FIRST COMPANY OF MILITARY
CYCLISTS IN THE U. S.

Company I, of the Thirteenth Regiment,
Brooklyn, has a bicycle corps of twelve mem-
bers. On July 4 and 5 an experimental trip was
taken by the cycling soldiers to Hunt's Point, West-
chester county. The men were equipped the same
as any light infantry soldier of the National Guard,
They rode army cycles with knapsacks strapped to
their handle bars, and were under command of Cap-
tain Cochran. Those who took part in the trip were
Sergeant Pahnstock, Corporals Johi and Hawley and
Privates Armstrong, Bole, Brown, Aymar, Forbes,
Barrett, Thomas J. Cochran and Emleigh. Each
man carried about 50 pounds of luggage, with a rifle
on the side of his wheel. While passing through
this city and Brooklyn they attracted marked atten-
tion, and a great crowd gathered around them when-
ever a halt was made. While camped at Hunt's
Point many manoeuvres were successfully carried
out. In the evening Colonel Austen extended to the
command an informal reception, congratulating them
upon the success of their trial and their evolutions.
The bicycle corps of Company I has been regularly

organized, and will be justly proud in the future
to know that they were the ones to take the initiative
in the United States militia. It is proposed by them
to make a number of other trials, and it is likely that
in the course of a few weeks they will be dispatched
to the State camp to exhibit their work before Gov-
ernor Hill.
In Brooklyn the Seventeenth Separate Company, of

Flushing, has a number of bicycle riders among its
members, but never formally organized a bicycle
corps, although the matter was agitated and thought
favorably of by the members, "rhe South Brooklyn
Wheelmen, a new bicycle club in that section of the
city, intended to organize a military bicycle corps
several weeks ago, under Captain Nash, but nothing
of any importance was done in accomplishing the
project. Captain Luscomb of Company K, Thir-
teenth Regiment, and president of the Long Island
Wheelmen, has spoken for a long time past of the
efficiency of the bicycle ;for military purposes, and
just as he was getting the matter of organizing a
bicycle corps in his company into shape, the wily
Captain Cochran scented a good idea ahead and fore-
stalled him in the projected enterprise, thus getting
the honor of being the first in the field.

Some of the manoeuvres carried out by the troops
at Hunt's Point are as follows : Several riders were
sent a distance away from the camping ground to
pose as the enemy. After being allowed time to take
a strong position about a mile distant, an advance
guard was seat out to skirmish, and made an attack
on the enemy, but were repulsed, as per programme
laid down. Back they rode like track racers Cor rein-
forcements, and the buglers dexterously signaled for
a combined attack. With a dash that savored of a
road race, the attacking party swept down on the
enemy, put them to flight, and finally run them down
and captured them on the Westchester road after dis-
lodging them from the protection of stone walls, trees
and other of nature's defense works and places of
refuge. The "rebs," as they were alluded to by the
attacking force, were brought back to camp at a pace
that few prisoners of war would have to maintain.
In answering the bugle calls for skirmish drill, and

all manner of signal and dispatch manoeuvres, the
soldier cyclists, although not all good riders, showed
that they were far better mounted for certain classes
of road and field work, than a horseman would be,
under similar conditions, and in dismounting, firing
and mounting, and getting under way, less than six
seconds were required. They were even at this rate,
under the disadvantage of having to untie their guns
from the machines, as the latter, with one exception,
were not furnished with the regular rifle clips.

THE JUZAN-BUCHIN
TIRE.

PNEUMATIC

This tire, the invention of Messieurs Juzan &
Buchin of Bordeaux, has filled the breasts of its in-
ventors with a mighty hopefulness. It is on the prin-
ciple of the Dunlop pneumatic, but contains //tree air
tubes, one inside the other. The valve has three
channels, one for each tube, so that first the outer
one can be inflated, then the second, and lastlj' the
third. This allows of three bursts or punctures be-
fore repairs are necessary, and when repairs do be-
come necessary the valve with the three tubes at-
tached can be withdrawn, the punctures repaired,
the tubes replaced, and within half an hour the tire
is ready to use again. There is no stripping of the
outer covering required, the tubes being withdrawn
entirely from the rim by the va.\ve.— HViee/t'ii^.

A Neat Little Improvement.
A very clever little patent, by Mr. W. C. Surplice,

of the Bournemouth, East Cliff' Cycle Depot, has just
been brought out by Messrs. Lucas. It consists in a
light clip attaching the brake handle to the handle-
bar. On moving a catch the brake may be placed
and retained at any pressure and so free the hands
from gripping it. A touch releases the catch. Mr.
Surplice is armorer sergeant to the local cyclists'
volunteer corps, and the idea of the regulator was
suggested to him during last season's manoeuvers.
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THE OHIO DIVISION MEET.

The largest gathering of Ohio Wheelmen ever
known in the history of that Division, were present
at the eleventh annual meet at Columbus, on Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday of this week. All the
trains that arrived on Monday brought crowds of
wheelmen to take part in the festivities, and their
headquarters at the Park Hotel presented an ani-
mated appearance throughout the three days of the
meet. The parade, runs, races and all the other
features were well patronized and successful in
every particular. The large number of lady riders
present added much to the attractiveness of the three
days of jollity. Columbus is peculiarly well adapted
as a city in which to hold a meet, as it offers 215
miles of streets, 143 miles of which are paved with
macadam, asphalt, fire brick or stone block. In
addition it is situated in the centre of the State, easy
of access, being on the line of thirteen railroads, and
is tlie seat of many public institutions and places of
interest.

First Day.
Monday, the first day of the meet was devoted to

escorting the visitors to their respective quarters,
runs and the constitutional convention.
Mr. Charles G. Smith, chairman of the transporta-

tion committee, was busily engaged during the
morning in arranging for those who expected to attend
the National meet at Detroit, and in signing certifi-
cates which entitle those who have come to the re-
duced railroad fare.
Among the prominent wheelmen who arrived on

Monday, were M. A. High, of Cincinnati, Chief Consul;
Dr. William D. Kempton, Cincinnati, Secretary-
Treasurer ; Charles L. Burdette, of Hartford, Conn.,
First Vice-President ; the two Goodman Brothers and
A. D. Post, of Hartford, Conn.; George CoUister, of
Cleveland; Thomas Wayne, Cincinnati; G. Minturn
Worden and P. J. Berlo, of the M. A. C.
In the afternoon the Local Entertainment Commit-

tee gave the visitors a run to Lake Park, leaving the
Park Hotel at 1.30. At the park the wheelmen were
given a taste of the different mineral waters for
which the place is noted, and returned so as to take
part in the run which left the hotel at 2.30, for a trip
to the various State institutions. At 3 a run was
made to North Columbus and the State University.
The ladies of the Buckeye Ladies' Cycling Club gave
a reception to the visiting lady riders at the Park
Hotel, after which many of them joined in the runs
to points of interest about the city.

The Constitutional Convention.
After a long rest it was announced that the League

members and visitors would adjourn to the park
rink, where the constitutional convention would be
held.
The convention was called to order by Chief Con-

sul, M. A. High, with Dr. William A. Kempton at the
secretary's desk.
At the conclusion of the reading of Chief Consul

High's annual address, it was moved that the society
express in writing to Mr. High their high apprecia-
tion of the manner in which he had managed the
affairs ot the office, and also to express their appre-
ciation by the same means of his executive ability.
This motion was unanimously passed.
This was followed by a report from Dr. Kempton,

as secretary and treasurer. His report showed that
the organization was in a prosperous condition, both
in point of number and finance—his books showing a
balance on hand of $6,262.84. A committee, composed
of the following gentlemen, was appointed as an
auditing committee : George Collister, W. R. Mon-
roe and K. D. Moore.
The executive committe appointed was K. D. Wood,

F. B. Everett, Dr. C. O. Probst.
A special committee was next appointed for the

purpose of harmonizing the present constitution and
by-laws with the national constitution framed and
adopted at Niagara Falls last summer. That com-
mittee was composed of A. E. Mergenthaler, Cleve-
land, chairman; George Collister, Cleveland; K. Kirk-
patrick, Circleville; T. B. Everett, Columbus.
Under a change made in the constitution a com-

mittee of nomination and one of elections ware estab-
lished. On the former was appointed W. A. Skinkle,
Cleveland; Dr. C. O. Probst, Columbus; H. O. Barth,
Cincinnati. The board of election has for its mem-
bers C. G. Smith, Cleveland; T. J. Brown, Dayton;
O. L. Grasser, Cincinnati.
Considerable other business was transacted, and

the revised constitution adopted. The nomination
for officers resulted as follows : Chief Consul, M. A.
High; Vice Consul, A. E. Merganthaler; Secretary-
Treasurer, Dr. William D. Kempton. Major Burdette
was present, and made a few remarks on road im-
provements. It was arranged to give the secretary-
treasurer a salary of ^100 per year.

Second Day.
The morning of the second day of the meet opened

clear and hot, but soon small crowds began to
gather, and by the time the parade took place a good
breeze sprang up, which, added to the clouds, made
the day an ideal one for riding.
The first thing on the programme was at 7 o'clock,

when the "scorcher" run was made to Franklin
park. It was truly a "scorcher," as the pace set by
the leader put the boys up to all they could do. A
number of ladies went on the ride.

THE PARADE.
All of the clubs were on hand in time to take their

positions in the line, and thus permitted the parade
to move out exactly on time for the grand display.
It was a feature of the day. By actual count there
were 637 wheelmen in line. The tally-ho and the two
patrol wagons moved out of Goodale park at a signal
on the bell of patrol No. i, given by Sergeant Doyle,
and on to High street. The line of march was con-
tinued south to Broad street at a moderate pace, but
as soon as the fine roadway on Broad was reached
the pace-makers set a gait that made it interesting
for the others.

The run on Broad was continued to Alum Creek,
where a countermarch was made to Woodland Ave-
nue, thence to Mt. Vernon, where the column again
covintermarched to Franklin Park. Here a dismount
was ordered and lemonade furnished. After a rest
of twenty minutes the parade was formed again.
From the Park to the State House the procession was
made over the route as laid out. After the State
House was reached all the cyclers were grouped on
the steps on the west side, where they were photo-
graphed by Baker. Governor Campbell was down
for an address, but as business at Cleveland was of
vital importance to him he was excused. Auditor of
State Poe gave them a short address. It was a happy
effort and well received.
The parade giv»n by the wheelmen was beyond all

doubts one of the finest ever witnessed in Columbus.
It was under the command of Chief Consul High as'
Grand Marshal; W. T. Eldridge, of Columbus, Chief
of Staff; T. I. Kirkpatrick, of Springfield; George
Collister, of Cleveland; A. E. Mergenthaler, Fostoria;
Dr. F. S. Maxwell Steubenville, and Elmer M. Houck,
of Dayton, acted as aides. The parade was in three
divisions as follows :

First Division—Pace makers, two patrol wagons.
Fourteenth Regiment Band on "Tally-ho coach,"
Grand Marshal and Staff, Dayton Bicycle Club, Buck-
eye Ladies' Cycling Club, accompanied by lady
guests and unattached members, Steubenville
Cyclers.
Second Division—Cleveland Wheel Club, Crescent

Wheelmen, Cincinnati; "Wanderers," Cincinnati;
Muskingum County VVheelmen, Columbus Safety
Bicycling Club.
Third Division—Porkopolis Wheelmen, Cincinnati;

Chillicothe Wheelmen, Cincinnati Bicycle Club, Dan-
ville, Ky., Cyclers, Derwotte, 111., Cyclers, unattached
L. A. W. members.

THE RACES.

As early as i o'clock large crowds could be seen
moving toward the Fair Grounds, and by the time
the gong sounded for the first race on the programme
at least four thousand had gathered there./Among the
spectators were hundreds of ladies. Although the
renewal of old acquaintances and the making of new
ones was no small part of the attraction of the meet,
the largest interest, however, was centered in the
racing.
The track was a half mile one, and for days the

track committee had been actively engaged in trying
to remove all holes, lumps and soft places. The sur-
face was racked over, smoothed and rolled with a
heavy street roller, but in spite of all the hard and
careful work, it was not in record-breaking shape.
There were soft places just where they were not
wanted, and a few bumps made careful pedalling a
necessity.
Taken as a whole, however, the races were very

satisfactory, and good times were made in many of
the events. Some of the finishes were so close that
several minutes would elapse before the judges could
give a decision. Promptly at 2:3oo'clock the first race
was called. Following is a summary :

One Mile,Novice, Safety—A. L. Baker, Columbus,
first ; W. J. Wiant, Marion, second ; A. Kuybolts,
Cincinnati, third. Time, 2m. 53 2-5S. Ten starters.

Ome Mile, Novice, Ordikary—E. C. Johnson,
Cleveland, first ; W. W. Scheuler, second

; L, C.
Johnson, Cleveland, third. Time, 3m. 7 4-5S. Six
starters.

Half Mile, Safety, Division Championship—R.
Q. Banman, Dayton, first ; H. Seroding, Cincinnati,
second. Time, im. 21 1-5S. Seven starters.

One Mile, Ordinary, Division Championship—
Chas. Aszman, Cincinnati, first ; E. C. Johnson, Cleve-
land, second. Time, 3m. SJ^s.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—H. C. Tyler, High-
landsville, Mass., first; J. S. Shobe, second. An-
nounced time, 2m. 25^3. Fourteen starters.

Quarter Mile Ordinary, Division Champion-
ship—E. C. Johnson, first ; C. H. Geiger, Dayton, sec-
ond. Time, 42 2-5S.

One Mile Safety, Division Championship—a. L.
Baker, first ; C. H. Roth, second ; T. T. Swearingen,
third. Time, 2m. 44 4-53.

Half Mile Ordimary, Handicap—G. W. Dennison,
lo yards, first; Chas. Aszman, scratch, second. Time,
im. 28 4-5S.

Quarter Mile Safety, Division Championship—
J. S. Shobe, Columbus, first ; Herman Serodina, sec-
ond. Time, 42 2-5S. Seven started.

Two MILE Safety, Open—Tuttle, first
; Worden,

second. Time, 6m. 45 i-ss.

The time limit was 6 minutes and the race was de-
clared off. The men loafed during the first half.

Half Mile Ordinary, Division Championship—
C. Aszman, first ; E. C. Johnson, second. Time,
im. 29S.

One Mile, Safety, Open—H. C. Tyler, first ; P. J.
Berlo, second

; J. H. Fuller, third. Time, 2m. 42s.
This was a very exciting race, as Berlo was looked

upon as an almost sure winner, but-Tyler, who had a
handicap of twenty-five yards, set the pace and held
his advantage to the tape. He was notheaded during
the race and showed the way to the others in fine
form.

Two Mile, Safety.Open—Dead heat between War-
den and Tuttle in 6m. 26 1-5S. The race was declared
off, being a genuine loaf. They started again and
perpetrated a slovenly loaf around for two miles that
consumed 13 m. 26 3-5S. This is about the greatest
waiting race on record. It was fortunate that only a
few of the spectators remained of the many thousands
that had been present, and the race promotors were
spared the shame in part of an exhibition of head-
work that was disgraceful in the extreme. It result-
ed from the refusal of Tuttle, of Chicago, to make
pace for the other competitors.

The officials were as follows: Referee, M. A. High,
Cincinnati; Judges, Major Charles L. Burdett, Hart-
ford, Conn.; T. R. Everett, Columbus; Timers, D. I.

Post and E. A. DeBlois, Hartford, Conn.; William A.
Shihkle, Cleveland; Announcer, W. C. Marion, Hart-
ford, Conn.; Starter, George Collister, Cleveland;

Clerks of Course, Dr. W. C. Kempton, Cincinnati;
Charles G. Smith, Columbus; Umpires, George B.
Topping, R. W. Evins, William Grah, Jr., Will
Glucher.
The run to the barracks after the races had to be

abandoned owing to the rain. In the evening a re-
ception was tendered the visitors at the armory by
the Buckeye Ladies Cycling Club. It began at o
o'clock and lasted until midnight, and every one
present had a lively time.
Wednesday, the last day of the meet, was spent by

participating in runs to various points of interest and
a visit to the penitentiary. Many of the visitors left
for Detroit in the morning.

THE TOURNAMENT AT GREEN BAY,
WISCONSIN.

Arrangements have all been completed for the re-
ception and entertainment of the wheelmen who at-
tend the Wisconsin Division's annual meet at Green
Bay, on July 22-23. The tournament is to be held
under the auspices of the Green Bay Cycle Club, and
its members have worked together energetically and
with enthusiasm for the success of the meet, and it

now but remains for the wheelmen of the State to
show their appreciation of the efforts that have been
made by an attendance that will eclipse the record of
the gatherings of any Western State. Railroad rates
of one and one-third fare have been secured.. The
track is in prime condition and racing men will re-
ceive the best of attention. Chief Consul W. L.
Simonds is working hard for the success of the meet,
and in a circular letter says :

" Let us give two days to the wheel, let us show the
numerical strength of our fraternity, let us encourage
our friends who are striving, not for prizes and
medals, but for the fame, honor and satisfaction of a
victory on the track, let us know each other, and by
our concourse show to the public our earnestness,
and the loyalty of the bicyclist to his chosen recre-
ation."
The programme as arranged is as follows: First

Day— I p. m.. Parade ; 2.30, Races; 7.00, Business Meet-
ing

; 9.00, Banquet. Second Day—Forenoon, Informal
runs and excursions on the river and bay ; 1.30 p. m..
Photograph at Washington Park ; 2.00, Races

; 7.30,
Prize awardments. The list of events, for which
prizes to the value of $1,50x5 are offered, is as follows :

First Day—One mile novice, safety ; five mile ordi-
nary, state championship

; handicap, one mile safety;
handicap, two mile ordinary; one mile safety, 3.10
class; five mile ordinary, American championship

;

handicap, two mile safety ; one mile safety, boy's
;

one mile ordinary, 3.10 class ; half mile safety, Ame-
rican championship; one mile ordinary, State cham-
pionship

; one mile safety, American championship.
Second Day—One mile novice, ordinary ; five mile

safety, American championship; two mile safety,
boy's; half mile ordinary, American championship;
two mile ordinary, 6.20 class; one mile safety, G. B.
C. C; five mile safety. State championship ; one mile
ordinary, handicap ; one mile safety. State champion-
ship; one mile ordinary, American championship;
two mile safety, 6.20 class ; half mile ordinary, conso-
lation ; half mile safety, consolation.
The following gentlemen are chairmen of the vari-

ous committees: Managing, E. A. Arthur ; Reception,
F. B. Warren

;
Entertainment, Mayor J. H. Elmore

;

Hotels, W. J. Casey ; Racing, F. J. Fox.

An Interesting Census.
A cyclist has taken a census of the riders in Bristol,

England. The total is 3,003, of whom 1,123 are club
men and 1,900 unattached ; 11 per cent, ride tricycles,

7 per cent, ride ordinaries and 82 per cent, ride
safeties.

The Roselle, N. J., Ramblers will hold a five mile
road race about August i.

The towns of Burnley and Lancaster, England, have
ordered safeties for the use of the police.

The Plainfield, N. J., Bicycle Club will hold a road
race next month, open to all riders of that town.
Three medals will be given as prizes.

A one mile safety race was run at the Queens Co.
Driving Park, Greenpoint, L.I. , on Friday last. It
was won by A. H. Feldmeier, B. R., with C. L. Lers-
ner, second. Time, 3m. 22s.

Frank R. Bigelow, of Gloucsster City, N. J., has in-
vented a differential gear for safeties that can be
changed at a moment's notice, in accordance with the
condition of the road. It will be admirably suited to
those using cycles in hilly sectiorka of the country.

Four scratch cycle events will be run at the annual
games of the Syracuse Athletic Club at Kirkwood
Park on August 6, as follows: One mile safety, two
mile safety, three mile ordinary, and two mile tan-
dem. Entries close August i with Fred. A. "Whelan,
Syracuse, N. Y.

H. P. Nichols and F. W. Elliott were run into by a
horse driven by Frank Hand, in Plainfield, N. J., on
the night of June i, and their cycles were smashed
and the riders injured. When they made a claim for
damages Hand told them they were not riding in ac-
cordance with the State laws. A suit for the dam-
ages sustained was instituted, and the whsfclmen re-
ceived a verdict requiring Hand to pay the full
amount of damages in the case.

A cyclist visiting Sydney, Australia, writes as
follows to a friend in England : "Cycling out here is

not the same article it is in England. It is quite a
wonder to see a quarter of a mile of level road, and
as for surfaces they are something dreadful, many of
them being either virgin clay with ruts two feet deep,
or else covered with pieces of rock about the size of a
couple of bricks stuck together. The clubs are about
ten years behind England, with their, bugles, uni-
forms and, in one club, jockey caps."
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THE SYRACUSE MEET.

MURPHY MAKES A NEW RECORD.

The Syracuse -meet was bright, quiet, uneventful,

successful. It -was held on Friday and Saturday last

by the Odd Fellows and the Syracuse Cycling Club.

The Odd Fellows of a certain chapter held a conven-

tion at the Salty City all the week. There were flags

and bands and iiying colors and what not. Fifty

thousand Odd Fellows were expected, but oddly

enough only an odd man here and there could be seen

now and then ; consequently, instead of 50,000 men,

with big crowds, illuminations, money-spending and

general cain-raising and devil-to-pay generally,

there were but 500 ; and consequently again, those

tradesmen in Syracuse who had subscribed

five, ten or five hundred dollars for the entertainment

of the Odd Fellows, became indignant when only

hundreds instead of thousands turned up, when in-

stead of fireworks it was a fizzle. And the indignation

spread miasma-like all over Syracuse, so that by
Friday and Saturday the Syracusians had become
completely sick of their Odd Fellows and would have

nothing to do with their celebration and goings on,

so that the cycle meet, which was a part of the Odd
Fellows' entertainment, fell flat, and there were 2,000

people present on the first day, and not very many
more than 500 on the second.

But this is no fault of the Syracuse Club. Their

men. White, Wilson, Judd, Johnson, Hains, every

active member of the club, in fact, were on hand both

days. They took care of the visitors they enter-

tained at their club house on Onondaga street, a

house by the way which in furnishings and arrange-

ments might easily call down more pretentious

organizations. They had a "special " spread all the

time, and lunched and supplied all who came.
The weather was brilliant on both days. Syracuse

is a bright city, and the writer never remembers any
July days which surpassed Friday and Saturday last.

Kirkwood Park is twenty minutes by electric car

from the hotel centre; and such cars, beautifully

painted and decorated in orange and gold, and quite

beyond the dirty and wretched conveyances of New
York, Chicago and Boston.

The cars whirled you past the new City Hall, a

handsome new structure worth some study and ad-

miration. On the journey out you saw the club

house, gaily decorated, right opposite a cathedral,

which, later in the evening, looked well under a pale

new moon, while from within the lights shed through

its stained windows, and the song of the worshippers

lulled theluUable. There were also pretty suburban
houses, some fine stores on the main streets, and
quite a gay crowd of shoppers. Altogether Syracuse
seems a rather promising city.

The park, Kirkwood, has a half-mile. trotting track.

Last year it was equal to the best in the country ; this

year, not having been properly scraped, it was hard
and bumpy and some few seconds slow, and rather

shook up the riders. The buildings in the park, the

grand stand, the press and judges' stand, are the

work of modern architects, and quite outclass any
similar buildings we have ever seen at a cycling

meet.

The sport proved nothing sensational, if we except
Murphy's half-mile. The times were fairly good, the

prizes desirable, the events run off promptly and
without hitch or accident. A new man was developed
in Dorntge, of Buffalo, who will rank with the best

before the last pistol shot of the season is heard.

Owing to an arrangement with the Odd Fellows the

meet was a financial success. The competitors were
well treated, and Syracuse should be greatly in favor

next year. A summary of the events follows :

First Day, July 10.

ONE Mile Safety, Novice— i, John Wilkinson, S.

C. C; 2, H. R. Peck; 3, G. W. Chadwick, Chadwick
Mills

; 4, J. H. Colgrove, S. A. C. Won by ten yards
;

twenty yards between the second and third men, with
Colgrove distanced.

Times, quarter, 53 1-5S.; half, im. 38 4-5S.; three-
quarters, 2m. 23S.; mile, 3m. sj^s.

ONE-QUARTER MILE SAFETY, STATE CHAMPION-
SHIP— I, W. F. Murphy, N. Y. A. C; 2, C. W. Dorntge,
B. A. C; 3, W. D. Banker, B. A. C; 4, F. M. Brinker,
B. A. C; 5, C. M. Murphy, N. Y. A. C. Dorntge gave
chase to Murphy, and the latter allowed him to hold
him by a yard all the way up the home stretch ; the
others were out-classed. Time, 36 x-ss.

One Mile Ordinary, Scratch Race— i, A. A. Zim-
merman, N. Y. A. C.:.2, C. M. Murphy; 3, W. H. Pen-
seyres, B. A. C. C. J. Iven did not finish. Zimmer-
man had no trouble in winning.

Times, quarter, 57 3-5S.; half, im. 49^8.; three-quar-
ters, 2m. 38s.; milej 3m. 14 2-5S.

ONE-HALF Mile Safety, State Championship—

I, W. F. Murphy ; 2, C. W. Dorntge
; 3, F. M. Brinker,

B. A. C. Murphy had no diflficulty in winning.
Dorntge was expected to make a big race, but 600

yards from home Murphy shot away and was never
afterwards approached.
Times, quarter, 42 1-5S.; half, im. 15s.; last quar-

ter, 32 4-sS.

One Mile Safety, Club Championship— i, Geo. B.
Penn ; 2, F. W. Penn

; 3, R. A. Bonta, Jr.
Times, quarter, 50s.; half, im. 36s.; three-quarters,

2m. 28 1-5S. ; mile, 3m. 12s.

One Mile Ordinary, State Championship— i, W.
F. Murphy; 2, F. T. Servis, R. A. A.; 3, W. H. Pen-
seyres

; 4, C. M. Murphy
; 5, C. J. Iven, R. A. A. Mur-

phy again had no difficulty in winning. The only
incident of this race was the poor form shown by C.
M. Murphy, who seems not yet able to get any pace
out of himself. Murphy won by six yards, with
three yards between the second and third men.
Times, quarter, 48 3-5S.; half, im. 32j^s. ; three-quar-

ters, 2m. 17S.; mile, 2m. 53 1-5S.

ONE Mile Safety, 3.10 Class— i, F. T. Servis ; 2, G.
W. Chadwick; 3, H. L. Curran

; 4, W. H. Bex, Syra-
cuse.
Times, quarter, 58s.; half, im. 45s.; three-quarters,

2m. 31 4-5S.; mile, 3m. 12 4-ss.

One Mile Safety, Open— i, W. F. Murphy ; 2, C.
W. Dorntge

; 3, Hoyland Smith, N. Y. A. C,; 4, W. D.
Banker. Murphy again won easily, the only man
giving him chase being Dorntge, Smith appearing to
be in poor shape.
Times, quarter, 46s.; half, im. 271-5S.; three-quar-

ters, 2m. 5 1-5S.; mile, 2m. 40S. ; the last half, im. 12 4-55.

Two Mile Ordinary, Handicap— i, F. T. Servis,
170 yards; 2, C. J. Iven, 140 yards; 3, A- A. Zimmer-
man, scratch; 4, H. L. Curran, 220 yards; 5, A. E.
Weed, Syracuse, 220 yards Time, 5m. 45s. Zimmer-
man seemed to be unable to make any effort, riding
the mile in 3 minutes and the two miles in 6m. 5s.

OHe-half Mile Tandem, Scratch—i, A. A. Zim-
merman and Hoyland Smith, N. Y. A. C; 2, W. D.
Banker and F. M. Brinker, B. A. C. C. W. Dorntge
and W. H. Penseyres also started, but the chain of
their machine broke as soon as the pistol was fired,
which threw them out of the race. The Buffalo team
were mounted on a pneumatic tandem made by the
Buffalo Cycle Works, and the race was most exciting
up to the finish, the last quarter occupying but 34
seconds.
Times, quarter, 41s.; half, im. 15s.

Second Day, July 11.

One Mile Ordinary, Novice— i, H. R. Peck ; 2, R.
Abrams, Syracuse, by thirty yards

; 3, Jos. A. Atwell,
Syracuse, by forty yards; 4, A. E. Weed.
Times, quarter, 50s.; half, im. 33s.; three-quarters,

2m. 23s.; mile, 3m. 5s.

One Mile Safety, State Championship—i, W. P.
Murphy ; 2, C. W. Dorntge

; 3, W. D. Banker
; 4, P. M.

Brinker. Murphy won by seven yards, with three
yards between second and third men, with Brinker
distanced. Dorntge led to the three-quarters. The
last quarter was sprinted in 32 seconds.
Times, quarter, 525.; half, im. 36s.; three-quarters,

2m. 19.; mile, 2m. 52S.

Three Mile Tandem, Scratch—i, Zimmerman
and Smith; 2, Dorntge and Penseyres.
Times, one mile, 2m. 56s.; two miles, 6m. 7s.; three

miles, 8m. 57s. The last half was sprinted in im. 13s.

One Mile Safety Club Championship— i, George
B. Penn ; 2, F. W. Penn.
Times, quarter, som. }{s.; half, im. 35s.; three-

quarters, 2m. 24S.; mile, 3m. los.

One Mile Tandem, State Championship— i, W.
D. Banker and F. M. Brinker ; 2, C. W. Dorntge and
W. H. Penseyres, by thirty yards

; 3, C. M. Murphy
and W. F. Murphy. The two Buffalo teams had the
race beteen them, while the Murphy boys sat up on
the last hundred yards, at which time they were being
left behind, C. M. Murphy being unable to assist his
brother in making pace. The last quarter was 33
seconds.
Times, quarter, 54s.; half, im. 39s.; three-quarters,

2m.25'^s.; mile, 2m. 58KS.

ONE Half Mile Ordinary— i, A. A. Zimmerman
;

2, C. M. Murphy
; 3, C. J. Iven.

Times, quarter, 43s.; half, im. 20s.

Two Mile Safety Team Race—Buffalo Athletic
Club, Penseyres, Banker and Brinker, 53 points;
Syracuse Cycling Club, George B. Penn, F. W. Penn
and Higbie, 30 points. Penseyres finished first, with
G. B. Penn second, and W. D. Banker third. The
Syracuse Club had only a scrub team gotten up on
the moment to make a race.

One Mile Safety Handicap— i, C. W. Dorntge,
30 yards ; 2, W. F. Murphy, penalized 40 yards

; 3,

William Connolly, 80 yards
; 4, Hoyland Smith,

scratch. Dorntge won this race with ease, his time
from the thirty-yard mark being 2m. 33s. Murphy
finished about ten yards behind him. Murphy's
times, taken from the exact point at which he started
by the referee were as follows: One-half mile,
im. IIS.; one mile, 2m. 31 4-5S. Murphy's remarkable
speed was shown on the first half, after which he
seemed to fall away, occupying im. 21 4-5S.forthe
last half. This was due to the many races he com-
peted in, and to the rough condition of the track.
Dorntge's actual time for the last half was im. 15s.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap— i, C. M. Murphy,
60 yards ; 2, F. T. Servis, 100 yards; 3. A. A. Zimmer-
man, scratch; 4, J A. Atwell, 150 yards; 5, A. E. Weed,
130 yards ; 6, W. H. Penseyres, 60 yards

; 7. C. J. Iven,
80 yards. The last three men were distanced. Time,
2m. 42j^s. Zimmerman was expected to do some fast
time, but he failed on the last quarter. His times
were: Quarter, 42s. ; halt, im. 2o}^s. ; three-quarters,
2m. 06"^.

Two Mile Safety, Handicap— i, C. W. Dorntge,
50 yards; 2, Hoyland Smith, penalized 80 yards.
Dorntge simply romped around the track, spurting
when it pleased him, and easing when it pleased him.
On the last quarter he made na attempt to race home.
His time was 5m. 35s. Smith's times for the two miles :

Half mile, im. 13s.; mile, 2m. 42s.; two miles, 5m. 36s.
From the 50 yard mark, Dorntge rode the mile in 2m.
25S., and the mile and a half in 3ra. 50s., so that he
actually rode the first mile in about 2m. 30s., and the
last mile in 3m. los.

The officers were : Referee, F. P. Prial, New York
;

Judges, H. E. Ravmond, Krooklyn, and W. H. John-
son, Syracuse; Timers, Dr. E. M. Santee, Cortland;
ex-Mayor Wallace B. Burns, and W. H. Olmsted,
Syracuse ; Scorers, E. H. Towle, Binghamton, A. I.

Fuller, Rome ; Starter. Carl G. White, Syracuse
;

Clerk of Course, Dr. G, Edward Nearing, Syracuse.

AMATEUR PATH RECORDS.

AMERICAN RECORDS.

Ordinary Bicycle.

/^ -33 4-S1 A.. E. Lumsden, Providence, Aug. 30, 'qo.

% 1. 10 4-5, W. W. Windle, Peoria, Sept. n, '90.

M 1.49 2-5,
" " " 14, 'go.

1 2.253-5.
" "

2 5-21 3-5, W. A. Rowe, Springfield, Oct. 23, '85.

3 8-073-5, ''. „
''

", i9> '85-

4 II. II 3-5, A. B. Rich, Peoria, Sept. 14, go.

5 13-51 3-5,
' " " "

J{ flying start, 304-5S., A. A. Zimmerman, Hartford,
July 4, '91.

Pneumatic-Tired Safety.

•35, ^- F- Murphy, Hartford, July 4, '91.

i.io 3-5 G. K. Barrett, Rocktord, "
4, 'gi.

1.51, W. P. Murphy, Syracuse, " n, 'gi.

2.26 1-5,
*' Hartford, " 4, 'gi.

5-23 3-5, Hoyland Smith, " " "
8.13 2-5, H. E. Laurie, Peoria, Sept. 13, '90.

II. 01 3-5,
" " " "

Tandem Safety.

/^ .39 3-5, Kluge and Smith, Hartford, Sept. 2, '90.

^ 1.13 1-5, Murphy and Smith, Peoria, Sept. 15, 'go.

% 1.54 1-2, Lumsden and Winship, Peoria, Oct. 4, '89.

1 2.27 Murphy and Smith, Peoria, Sept. 15, 90.
2 5.15 2-5, Masi and Myers, Peoria, Sept. 15, 'go.

Solid Tire Safety Bicycle.

J^ .34 4-5, W. F. Gassier, Niagara Falls, July n, '90.

,/ ( P. J. Berlo, Peoria, September 14, 'go.K ^-13 i-S,^c.E. Kluge, " ^ " 15,' '90.

5^ 1.51, P. J. Berlo, " "
14, 'go.

1 2.30,
" " '* "

2 5.28 2-5, H. E. Laurie, Hartford, August 15, '90.

3 8.133-5,
" '' "

4 11.00, " '*

5 13.39 2-5,
" " " "

Note.—At Rochester, August 23, 1890, Hoyland
Smith rode a half mile in 1.13 1-5, but being made on
a trotting track it was not allowed.

ENGLISH RECORDS OF TO DAY.

Miles. Ordinary.
M. S.

J^ flying 0.33 1-5. .Archer
% starting.. 0.35 4-5.. "

.. I. 13 3-5..

.. 1. 51 4-5. .Osmond

.. 2.28 4-5.. "

.. 5.12 i-5..Illston

.. 8.14 2-5. .Osmond

..11.05 3-5- • "
•13-53 4-5---A-rcher

Pneumatic Safety.
M. S.

0.31 1-5 S. Beduin
0.33 4-5 Bradbury
1.08 1-5. . ..Jones
1.46 1-5.... "

2.203-5 "

4-59 3-5.... "
7-381-5.... "

10.18 3-5. ...
"

12.542-5.... "

Miles. Time.
M. S.

K flying .. . 0-35 1-5-

X starting • 0-39 3-5-

'4 u
- I-I5 4-5.

K " • 1-54 3-5.

I " . 2.31 2-5.

2 " - 5-33 3-5-

3 " . 8.23 .

4 .11.11 1-5.

5 •13-54 1-5.

Tandem Tricycle.

Holders. .

.Crump and Scheltema-Beduin

.Wilson and Dangerfield

Tandem Safety.
Miles. Time. Holders.

M. s.

i & Gloverli flying ... 0-39 1-5.

a starting. . 0.42 1-5.

V2
"

. I. 21 2-5.

K "
.

. 2.03 2-5.

I " 2.46 1-5.

2 " 5-41 3-5-

3 " . 8.302-5.

4 " .11.16 1-5.

5 .14.02 2-5.

Tricycle.
Time. Holders.
M. S.

0.34 Bramson
0.37 1-5 "
1. 16 "

I-S4 4-5 "
2.31 3-5 "

S-'M 2-5 Turner
8.06 2-5 **

11.06 1-5 "
13-50 3-5 "

The Duty on Cycles Imported Via Canada.

A dispatch from Washington, dated July 15, reads :

"The Treasury l)'-partment has decided that English
,sa" tv bicvclpv imported into this county by way of
Canada are dutiable according to the actual market
value or wholesale price of such articles in Canada at
the time of shipment, without regard to the price
origin, illy paid lor them in England " No mention is

made of the ordinary, wnich shows that the Treasury
Department is remiss or aware of the decline of the
high wheel.
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SAN FRANCISCO.

California Division Meet.

The sixth annual meeting of the California Divis-
ion, L. A. W., was celebrated at Stockton July 4 and
5. A large number of the riders from this city went
up to Stockton on the boat, leaving here on the eve-
ning of the 3d, and arriving in Stockton early on the
Fourth.
The wheelmen participated in the public parade in

the morning In the cycling division were one hun-
dred and thirty-six riders. These included three
ladies and seven little girls.
The races were of course the chief attraction, and

drew an attendance of about 1,500 people, who saw
some excellent contests. Following is a summary:
One Mile Novice, Ordinary—a. Alcayaga, L. A.

W., first; J. F. Brown, Jr., B. C. W., second. Time,
2m. 57 2-5S. Also started, A. Snow, G. March, O. L.
Pickard, L. S. Upson, W, A. Hubert.
This race was announced on the programme to be

run in two trial heats and a final, but for some unex-
plained reason it was run in one heat. At the first

attempt to start one of the riders was pushed into
Pickard who was thrown and had his light racing
wheel badly broken. He had to use his road wheel
in consequence. There was no reason why this race
should not have been run in two heats.

One Mile Novice, Safety—W. F. Foster, A. B.

C, first ;D. Marshall, B. C. W., second. Time, 2m.
39 3-5S. Also started, F. Waller, O. B. C.
Poster used a cushioned tired road wheel.

Half Mile ordinary. Handicap—J. F. Brown,
Jr., B. C. W., 60 yards, first; A. Alcayaga, L. A. W.,
40 yards, second. Time, im. i8s. Also started, L.
Vidy, G. Marsh, V. Hansan, W. A. Hubert and J. E.
Hickinbotham. Burke, Southworth and Lee refused
to start as they considered the handicap unfair.
Burke should have won, however, had he started as

he did a starting quarter in practice some days before
the races in 36 seconds.

Two Mile L. A. W., State Championship, Safety
—G. Osen, G. C. W., first ; W. F. Foster, A. B. C,
second. Time, 5m. 45 2-5S. Also started, E. E. Stod-
dard and F. Waller.
Osen rode a Featherstone pneumatic, Stoddard a

Warwick geared to seventy-one inches. Foster and
Waller cushion tired Victors. If Osen's time was
taken for the mile he will get both that and the two
mile records.

One Half Mile, Safety, Handicap—G. Osen, G.
C. W., scratch, first ; E. E. Stoddard, B. C. W., second.
Time, im. 18 4-5S. Also started, D. Marshall
One Mile L. A. W., State Championship, Ordi-

nary—D. L.- Burke, Los Angeles, first ; F. E. South-
worth, second. Time, 2m. 50 2-5S. Also started, J.
F. Brown, Jr. and O. L. Pichard.
Burke far outclassed the other riders, and using

excellent judgement won as he pleased.

Three Mile Ordinary, Handicap—L. S. Upson,
175 yards, first : A. Alcayaga, 150 yards, second.
Time, gm. 17 4-5S. Also started, G. Marsh and Han-
sen, W. A. Hubert, D. L. Burke.
Near the finish Alcayaga fouled Upsan and the

race was awarded to the latter. The foul was unin-
tentional. The officials were very strict in some
matters. I hear they sent some riders, who appeared
in racing tights that exposed their knees back to the
dressing rooms to get larger ones.
During the progress of the three mile race Burke

asked for a drink of water, and the officials would
not permit anyone to hand it to him. There is

nothing either in the rules or ethics of cycle racing
that will sustain this act. Burke came up from Los
Angeles, four hundred miles, to attend this meet and
every courtesy should have been shown him. The
weather was extremely hot, and judgment should
have been used in providing competitors with water
or anything they might have wanted.
The question as to whether the winning of a road

race eiiects one's standing as a novice, was fully dis-
cussed after the races. Walter Foster and F. Waller
were protested when they came out to start in the
novice road race. The rules state that a novice race
is open only to those who up to date of event have
never won a prize in a race. Webster defines a novice
as a beginner. Foster has won two road races this
year and wears two medals as the result. It may be
claimed that the League does not recognize road
racing, but this claim will not stand, as amateurs
and professionals cannot race on the road without
impairing the amateur standing of the former.
There is no rule compelling promoters of cycle races
to announce that their races are run under L. A. W.
rules, so that practically all races are governed by
these rules. There are no rules for road racing, but
the League rules are invariably referred to in order
to settle any point that may arise.
A somewhat similar case occurred some years since

when old bicycle racing men tried to ride' in novice
tricvcle races. Of course they were barred.
In England novice races are invariably handicaps;

something that is unheard of in this country. The
matter has been referred to the National Racing
Board, and its decison will be awaited with interest.

The bicycle hop, in the big pavilion, was a social
success, and the picnic run on the fifth was also
greatly enjoyed. Many of the riders secured teams
and drove to the picnic grounds, some fifteen miles
from the city, instead of riding in the very hot sun.
Stockton is noted as being a warm part of the State

and it proved no exception during the meet.

n. a. bradt's arrival.
The first of the transcontinental tourists to reach

this city was Mr. Bradt, who arrived on the morning
of the 4th. He left New York on April 9, and took
eighty-six days to make the trip. His cyclometer
showed 4 420 miles. He rode a 52-inch Eagle which
stood the hard work and came through in good order.
Bradt will return by rail to his home in Johnstown,
N. Y., in about a week.
T. H. B. Varney has located his bicycle establish-

ment on Market Street,one block from Golden Gate
A venue. He intends to make a big d rive for business
and should do well.

The Bay City Wheelmen have nominated the fol-
lowing gentlemen for L. A. W. officers for next year:
Chief Consul, Arthur Wright; Vice-Consul, Dr. Van
Arden, Alameda; Secretary-Treasurer, C. N. Langton,
San Francisco; Representatives, O. Gramcher, San
Jose ; A. Col, San Jose ; C. A. Elliott, B. C. W.; L. D.
Owens, S. F. B. C. I have been informed that T. L.
Hill, the present Chief Consul, knew nothing of this
nominating caucus until the meeting was over.

Two papers have been started here recently, that
devote considerable space to cycling news. They
will find that wheelmen as a rule are bad patrons, I

am afraid. California.

RACE MEET OF THE NATICK
BICYCLE CLUB.

The Natick (Mass.) Bicycle Club held its first annual
tournament at Elm Park, Natick, on Saturday last.

The third event was a mile novice safety, and quite a
lively controversy arose because the officials rightly
refused to permit the winners of the first event, a half
mile novice, to compete again as novices. A sum-
mary of the events follows :

Half Mile Safety, Novice—F. E. Yeager, Cochit-
uate, first; C. C. Orcott, Boston, second. Time,
im. 24S.

Two Mile Lap Race, Safety-E. A. McDuffee,
West Everett, first; E. P. Burnham, Newton, second.
Time, 6m. 15s.

One Mile Safety, Novice—H. E. Wright, Cochit-
uate, first; Chas. E. Bache, second. Time, 3m. is.

One Mile Ordinary—T. L. Connelly, Dorchester,
first ; T. M. Gallagher, second. Time, 3m. 5 3-5S.

Half Mile Safety, Novice—Albert Hatch, Natick,
first ; L. Quinish, Dorchester, second ; S. D. Hillord,
Boston, third. Time, im. 28s.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—E. A. McDuffee,
scratch, first ; Geo. Quinn, Chelsea, 150 yards, second.
Time, 2m. 40 1-5S.

There were twelve starters in this event, the limit
man having 175 yards. McDuffee's riding from
scratch astonished everyone. He made the best
time ever ridden on the track. The prizes consisted
of sundries, useful articles and medals.
The officials were as follows : Timers, C. H. Mitz,

W. E. Sanborn and Theodore Rothe ; Referee, C. D.
McDonald; Judges, George Harvey, D. W. Caswell,
E. P. Morton.

THE ROAD RACE AT LOS ANGELES,
CAL.

The Los Angeles (Cal.) wheelmen held an open
18-mile handicap road race to Santa Monica on July
4 with fourteen starters. The day was perfection,
and the roads were in a generally good condition,
although walking was necessary at one spot for a
short distance. A strong headwind was blowing,
and the time made by Tuffts, who is but 18 years of
age, is considered very creditable. The race was
well started, and it was generally thought that Shrode
would be the winner. Three or four minor accidents
occurred, and Abel, scratch, was compelled to finish
by train, as his wheel broke down tour miles out. The
railroad company was unaccommodating, and those
who took the train to see the finish did not reach
Santa Monica until fifteen minutes after the last man
had arrived. After the race a dinner was served at
the Hotel Arcadia, and the whe«lmen enjoyed them-
selves royally. The following table shows how the
race resulted :

Actual
time. Place at

Handicap. m.s. finish.
H.B.Cromwell 10 1-36-15 12

Al Brooks 10 1.30-40 7W A.Taylor 9 1.25-40 6

Steve Wicks 9 i-3o-55 9
W. M. Jenkins 9 1.24-20 4
F.H.Talbot 9 1.56-40 13
Fay Stephenson 8 1.31 10

G. W. Simpson 8 1.30-40 8

King Macomber 7 1-33-27 "
E.E.Russell 6 - 1.24-40 5
W. I. Allen 4 1.20-50 2

W. A. Tufts 2 1.17 3
D. L. Shrode Scratch. 1.22-55 i

The Servis Brothers 'Win the Baces at
Kochester.

The cycle events at the games of the Rochester
Athletic Club on Monday last resulted in a scoop for
the Servis Brothers. Following is a summary :

ONE Mile, Handicap, Safety—F. T. Servis, 100
yards, first; E. E Servis, 80 yards, second ; F. Hus-
bands, 120 yards, third. Time, 2m. 48!^s.

Also started—C J. Iven, scratch ; C. J. Conolly, 100

yards; W. J. Conolly, 90 yards; C. S. Dukelow, 50
yards.
The two Servis boys had been allowed an extra

handicap of 20 yards each because they used cushion
tires. All the others had pneumatics. Iven found
the handicap against time too great to be overcome,
as he has not been riding up to his usual clip this sea-
son, and at the five-eighths post he gave up. Hus-
bands finished right up with the two leaders, pushing
them hard all the way round. He has only had his
wheel a short time and his riding was remarkable.

One Mile, Ordinary, Handicap—F. T. Servis, 80
yards, first; E. E. Servis, 60 yards, second. Time, 2m.
57 3-5S.
Also started—C. J. Conolly, 100 yards ; C. J. Iven,

scratch.
Iven overcame the handicap at the first quarter and

afterward trailed the field. On the home stretch he
gave up and the race was confined to a closing spurt

I
between the two Servis boys.

THE INDIANA DIVISION MEET
A SUCCESS.

The annual meet of the Indiana Division, at India-
napolis, on Saturday, July 11, was the largest gather-
ing of the kind ever held in Bie State. After an
informal reception in the morninga parade took place
in which 237 riders participated. All along the line of
march the streets were full of people who had assem-
bled to see tlie spectacle. The line of march ended at
the Fair Grounds where the races were held. In the
neighborhood of 1,200 spectators were present, almost
completely filling the amphitheatre, among whom
were many ladies. Although a large number of en-
tries had been received in each event, a large propor-
tion did not start. Pneumatics were penalized at the
rate of fifty yards to the mile and cushions twenty
yards.
The races were for the most part exciting through-

out, and the prizes were all worth working for, some
of them being valuable. F. C. Tuttle, of Chicago, car-
ried away two bicycles. The prizes were delivered
to the winners at the Board of Trade Hall, in the
evening, where a smoker was held by the Zig Zag
Club. Lemonade, cake and cigars were served to
refresh the inner man, and everybody had an enjoy-
able time.
The races passed off without an accident or other

unpleasantness, and some good time was made. There
were two or three "loafing " events, but they are in-
evitable in bicycle races. The finishes were exciting
and the larger number'of the races were warmly con-
tested throughout. William Lonn, of Laporte, carried
off many medals. Walter Marmon, of Indianapolis,
covered himself with glory by making a mile in 2m.
49 4-5S. on a pneumatic racer. Following is a. sum-
mary :

One Mile Novice, Safety (eight starters)—Geo.
M. Lazarus, Indianapolis, first; time, 3m. 3-5S.; Miles
Burford, Indianapolis, second ; Harry G. Nye, Rich-
mond, third; William Schrader, Indianapolis, fourth.
Prizes, Kodak, plush album, bicycle lamp, silk shirt.

One Quarter Mile, L. a. W., State Champion-
ship (five starters)—William Lonn, Laporte, first;

time, 42S.; G. W. Kibble, Indianapolis, second.
Prizes, Gold medals.
Two Mile Handicap, Safety (eight starters)—H.

C. Tuttle, Chicago, 60 yards, first; time, 5m. 25 2-5S.;

George W. Dennison, Chicago, 150 yards, second

;

Richard Hurck, St. Louis, 135 yards, third. Prizes,
Safety bicycle, silk umbrella, guitar.

One Half Mile, L. a. W., State Championship,
Ordinary (four starters)—William Lonn, Laporte,
first; time, im. 26 3-5S.; John S. Barber, Newcastle,
second. Prizes, Gold medals.
One Mile, Zig Zag Club Championship, Mixed

(five starters)—Walter Marmon first; time, 3m. 4KS.;
Ellis Hunter, second; G. W. Ribble, third. Prizes,
gold medal, silk hat, silk shirt. -

One Mile Open, Safety (three starters)-H. C.
Tuttle, Chicago, first; time, 3m. 16 2-55.; George W.
Denison, Chicago, second; G. W. Ribble, Indianapo-
lis, third. Prizes, Eclipse safety bicycle, opera
glasses, gold pen.

One Mile, L. A W. State Championship, Ordi-
nary (five starters)—William Lonn, Laporte, first;

time, 3m. 9 2-5S. ; Carl C. Koerner, Indianapolis,
second. Prizes, gold medals.

One Quarter Mile, State Championship,
Safety (five starters)—Ellis Hunter, Indianapolis,
first; time, 37m. %s.; Walter Marmon, close second.
Prizes, gold medals.

One Mile, L. a. W. State Championship, Tan-
dem (two starters)—Charles P. Hughes and Walter
Marmon first; time, 3m. 50 2-5S.; Thomas Hay and
Ellis Hunter second. Prizes, gold medals.

One Mile, 3:30 Class, Safety (six starters)-Harry
G. Nye, Richmond, first; time, 3m. 72-5S. ; William
Schrader, second; George M. Lazarus, third. Prizes,
French clock, diamond lamp, dozen photographs.

One Mile, Handicap, Ordinary (fourteen start-
ers)—William Lonn; Laporte (130 yards), first; time,
2m. 43s.; G. W. Dennison, Chicago (sixty yards),
second; Carl C. Koerner, Indianapolis (185 yards),
third. Prizes, Rush bicycle, stop watch, scarf pin.

One Half Mile L. A. W State Championship,
Safety (three starters)—Ellis Hunter, first ; time,
im. 24 3'-5S.; Charles P. Hughes, second. Prizes,
gold medals. Walter Marmon's wheel broke and
held him back in this race.

Two Mile Open, Ordinary (seven starters)

—

George W. Dennison, Chicago, first; time, 6m. 43s.;

H. C. Tuttle, Chicago, second ; William Lonn, La-
porte, third. Prizes, Silver cup, gold-headed cane,
silk shirt.

One Mile L. A. W. State Championship, Safety
(two starters) — Walter Marmon, first; time, 2m.

49 4 5s.: Ellis Hunter, second. Prizes, gold medals.

ONE Half Mile, Boy's, Safety (age fourteen or
under, wheels under twenty-six inches)—Thomas
H. David, first; time. im. 50s.; Hugh Raymond,
second ; Will Atkins, third. Prizes, boy's bicycle,
bicycle horn, guide lamp.

ONE MILE, Consolation, Mixed (eight starters)—
Thomas Hay, first; time, 3m. 11 2-5S.; Howard M.
Stout, second ; Oscar Herman, third ; Charles P.
Igleman, fourth.

The following were the officials of the races :

Referee, L. J. Keck. Judges, L. M. Wainwright, of
St. Louis ; H. B. Hanford, of New York City ; A. B.
Irvin, of Rushville, Ind. Timers, Prince Wells, of
Louisville ; Clark C. Tuttle, A. E. Winters. Clerks
of the Course, W. C. Marion, Jr., of Hartford, Conn.;
H. I. Hearsey and A. C. Newby. Starter, T. O.
Rudy. Scorer, Elmer Pratt, Chicago.

The German Radfahr-Hiimor, an important cycling
paper published at Munich, employs a translator for
the purpose of translating news from the columns of
The Wheel.
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for

The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Law-
yer, Washington, D. C]

455,864. Bicycie. Wilbur F. Conelius, Indianapolis,
Ind. Filed October lo, 1890. Renewed May 20, 1B91.

Serial No. 393,489.

455,882. Saddle for Velocipedes. Emmit G. Latta,

Friendship, N. Y. Filed November 10, 1890. Serial

No. 370,934.

455,945. Bicycle. Felix J. Huelson and Jacob Nagel,
Cleveland, Ohio. Filed November 19, 1890. Serial

No. 371,916.

Stillman G. Whittaker is now located in Baltimore,
having become associated with the Royal Cycle
Company.

Hal V. Rhodes and William H. Rhodes, of Colum-
bus, Ohio, have assigned to the Colurnbus Cycle
Company certain patents on a safety bicycle.

Jens F. Pederson, 41 and 43 Maiden Lane, New York,
is making a specialty of getting out original de-

signs for badges. Mr. Pederson also maljes prize

cups and medals.

E. H. Corson, of Rochester, N. H., is one of the most
successful bicycle dealers in New England. His sale

of R. L. Coleman & Co.'s line of wheels this year has
been remarkable.

The Chas. F. Stokes Mfg. Co. have a large stock of

Warwick convertible safeties, which they are offer-

ing at a reduced rate. Attention is called to their

advertisement, which appears on another page.

The Ormonde Company report a heavy business
for this season of the year. Their model B has
proven a great success, and at no time have they
been up with their orders, although receiving very
large shipments weekly.

Francis L. Hughes, one of the leading dealers of

Rochester, has been in this city several days combin-
ing business and pleasure. He visited the Pope Com-
pany's factory at Hartford, and says that the com-
pany is still behind on orders.

The addition to the works of Crawford & Co., cycle
manufacturers at Hagerstown, Md., is being rapidly
pushed to completion. The present factory is over-
crowded with work and to fill orders satisfactorily

more room is an absolute necessity.

The Royal Cycle Company, of Baltimore, was in-

corporated in the Superior Court with a capital stock
of $20,000, divided into 2,000 shares of $10 each.
Joseph L. Weitzel, Harry W. Pierson, Harry B.

Weitzel, James B. Reed and James B. Dunlap are
the incorporators.

It is rumored that the Lovell Arms Company, whose
manufacturing agents are the Iver Johnson Com-
pany, of Worcester, are anxious to remove to a new
location. The Marlboro Board of Trade recently
met a representative of the Lovell Company for the
purpose of influencing them to locate at Marlboro.

It is evident that Messrs. Howard A. Smith & Co.,
Newark, N. J., are wide awake to the interest of

cyclers, as their line of sundries and general supplies
are among the most complete in the United States.

See their advertisement for agents in every town in

New Jersey for the Featherstone Pneumatic and Vic-
tor Bicycles.

J. K. Starley & Co., Ltd., makers of the Referee
safeties, are putting into their factory at Coventry
some very fine machinery, much of it is built on the
automatic principle, and especially designed for the
construction of cycle parts. They are introducing
the systematizing of work throughout their factory,
much after the style of the larger American makers.

The Rouse-Duryea Cycle Co. have not rushed the
Sylph on the market to find, after a trial, the defects
in many parts, but, on the other hand, have withheld
them that they might test and perfect them in every
part. This is wise on their part, and any one wishing
to purchase a first-class machine with the best known
principles of mechanics brought out, will do well to
investigate as per advertisement on another page of
this issue.

The Cycle Improvement and General Patent Com-
pany has been incorporated at Albuquerque, N. M.
The basis of the enterprise is a cycle improvement
invented by Everitt, a jeweler, and Col. Anthony.
Mr. Stever, of the Novelty Works, made the experi-
mental machine to order. The invention is a device
whereby the speed of the wheel may be varied at
will, to accommodate itself to any kind of ground en-
countered. The wheel may be geared at 80, and re-
duced to 45 if desired. In coasting the drive-wheel
runs free, without the pedals revolving.

A Pointer for Agents.
Agents who wish to extend their business might glean

some interesting pointers if they could have placed
in their hands all the advertising matter which is sent
out from the Overman Wheel Company's stores at
San Francisco and Denver. We make use of these
stores as examples, because we know of no other two
places from which so much stuff is sent out. We
understand that Mr. P. H. Bernavs is responsible for
the literary output of the San Francisco house, and
that Mr. Charles C. Candy commands the literary
bureau at the Denver branch. It is impossible to
make notes or descriptions of the various pamphlets
sent out, but they are of all sorts and conditions ; are
bright, spicy and brim full of fact and suggestion.

A New Sundry.
H. A. Chapin, of 303 West Twelfth street. New

York, is the inventor of a handy little device, which
is patented under the name of a lamp igniter or ex-
tinguisher. It can be fitted to any lantern by cutting
a small square hole in the side of it, and a match,
when thrust through the aperture, is ignited directly
over the wick, by coming in contact with the corruga-
tions of the igniter. The little device is of metal, the
parts of which are dove-tailed together so that it is

not affected by heat. By its use a lantern can be light-

ed instantly, in all kinds of weather, as it does away
with the necessity of opening the front door. Mr.
Chapin is about to put the article on the market.

Pneumatic Tires.

The Thomas Inflatable Tire Co., of Philadelphia,
have issued the following circular : Attention is

called to the existence of the letters patent ot the
United States, granted to Mr. Amos W. Thomas, on
March 12, 1889, numbered from 399,354 to 399,362, both
inclusive, and also reissue letters paten*" ot the United
States, numbered 11,155, granted to the Thomas In-
flatable Tire Company, as assignee of Amos W.
Thomas, on April 7, 1891.

It is the opinion of well-informed experts and care-
ful legal authority, that these patents are valid, and
that they cover or underlie any and every form of

pneum tic tire that can be made.
The Thomas Inflatable Tire Company have entered

into an arrangement with the George R. Bidwell
Cycle Company, 308-310 West Forty-ninth Street, New
York, constituting them the sole licensees, under
ttiese letters patent, to manufacture and sell pneu-
matic tires throughout the United States.
The George R. Bidwell Cycle Company is now pre-

pared to supply the trade with pneumatic tires of the
latest and most improved patterns, at reasonable
figures, and in any quantities desired.
The Thomas Inflatable Tire Company is prepared

to fully protect its rights under these letters patent,
and already several suits for infringement have been
brought and are now pending, and all persons are
cautioned not to buy or sell any pneumatic tire that
is an infringement on the Thomas patents, as all in-

fringers will be promptly prosecuted.

LOUISVILLE.

TRADE ITEMS FROM TRAVELERS
NOTE BOOKS.

Aslbury Park, N, J.

Upon reaching Asbury Park, one of the delightful
summer resorts along the Jersey coast, my mind was
fixed upon W. H. Stauffer, photographer nnd bicycle
agent, and without getting a directory by which to

locate him, I asked somebody as to where my man
could be found. My listener answered :

"Stauffer, the photograph man? Yes. He's the
best photographer in town. Everybody knows him
He's just down that street a few blocks. As for
bicycles, he is an enthusiast on the subject, and
knows more about them and sells more of them than
anybody in the Park."
With such a send off I soon had a connection made,

and as he was then engaged in selling a Juno safety
to a hundred thousand dollar customer who was try-
ing to beat down tlie price, he asked me to testify to

the effect that reputable manufacturers and reputa-
ble dealers did not cut list prices.

I did so.

Mr. Stauffer represents the Western Wheel Works,
G. & J. and Featherstone. He is a wheelman of con-
siderable ability, and "went through " on the New-
ark-Philadelphia run.

It is the intention of the local wheelmen to place
Second avenue in good condition. The best material
procurable will be used.
The electric railway cars will run again by Au-

gust 1.

Trenton.

Here ths White Cycle Company hold supreme
sway. Harry White, the manager, who is just about
as tall as the highest stoves in the White stove store,

where the business is conducted, is full of it (busi-

ness), and has no time for anything connected with a
back number. He has increased his trade from year
to year until its proportions are surprisingly large,
and the end is not yet. He handles nearly all makes.

Saston, Pa.

Situated at the junction of the Delaware and Lehigh
rivers, Easton is surrounded by hills and inhabited
by people who have so Ear never spent much money
in buving bicycles. More juvenile machines, how-
ever, have been sold there this year than any preced-
ing year. Charles C. Protz is a dealer and repairs-
man. La Payette college buildings stand on high
ground, and to climb the hill thereto on an ordinary
some years ago mada the writer feel quite elated.

Bethlehem, Pa.
And Bethlehem is about as hilly as Easton, but its

streets are better. A number of good riders and
plenty of pretty girls abound here—as the geography
would say. A favorite run of the Bethlehem wheel-
men is on the pike leading to AUentown. It is used
for record-breaking by the fast men. Howard Mit-
man is A dealer, and the Bethlehem Machine Works
handle wheels. • Ralranhes.

A letter from L. E. Hickok, of Boston, says that the
Hagerstown Meet was all in all a grand success, and
that hospitality was pretty generally on top, but that
the Kentucky meet would certainly not suffer in com-
parison, and that Kentucky wheelmen had certainly
done their duty in preserving the good name of the
State for hospitality.
Harry Hanford, of the Pope Manufacturing Com-

pany, made many friends in Louisville, and was the
life of the Cave party. Nearly fifty wheelmen took in
this trip.

W. C. Marion, Jr., of the Hart^ford Co., makes a
most excellent clerk of the cours^e, and will be re-
membered kindly by a host of friends that he left be-
hind him. His speeches at the Division meet were
full of wit.
Percy Stone was somewhat disappointed that Bert

Harding did not " do " Barrett in some of the races.
Bert did nobly, however, and to him belongs the
credit of making the racing more interesting for the
spectators.
Barrett certainly outclassed all his competitors.

Only Harding could push him.
Merrill had many friends, and those who knew of

his fine showing in the Pullman race expected more
of him.
Cason disappointed many who wanted him to make

a good showing for the South.
Lafferty rides like an old racing man. He went in

the novice and won hands down, and later he won
several important events. He showed up well also
at the Nashville meet.
Charles Croninger lost two State championship

medals at the meet. One of them was won at
Nicholasville and the other at Richmond.
" Pap " Ruff was ill and did not make his ride from

Richmond to the meet. The Division sent a telegram
of condolence. However, the Louisville Cycle Club
got in a telegram several hours ahead of the Division.
Dan Hemphill, of Nicholasville, Ky., is a good strong

rider, and has speed that will surely develop.
There is but little doubt of G. E. Johnson's election

to the chief consulship. His host of friends at the
Danville meet and the Richmond meet are all sticking
close to him and doing some good missionary work
in the State.
W. W. Stephenson, of Harrodsburg, candidate for

vice-consul, is a member of the Kentucky Legislature,
and will fight all road hog legislation in the Assembly
of the State.

J. J. Robertson, of Harrodsburg, is a good solid sub-
stantial citizen and business man. It certainly speaks
well for cycling to have such men in the ranks, and
it would be a good thing for the sport if there were
more of them.

It is said that since G. E. Johnson has been doing
bicycle work for theCourtesJourna/ tha.t gas bills have
been larger. They have adopted electricity as a re-
sult
The meet will be in Lexington next year, and every

man in the division should vote for C. O. Opdike, of
Lexington, for representative.
A large delegation of the Louisville Cycle Club

went to Jeffersontown, Ky.. for a run July 12, while
the I. C.'s went to Corydon, Ind.
A new club has struck Louisville, composed of East

End riders, and will probably be known as the
Olympics.
Electric light racing is a success, and all the visitors

spoke highly of it. White Burley.

HARRODSBURG, KY.

A typical pretty little Kentucky village, clustered
down among green hills. The wheelmen are few, but
the girls very, very fair. Only three wheels are rep-
resented. Messrs. Stevenson & Gaither have sold
quite a number of Columbias, and threaten to sell

more, if the people want them, and the chances are
they will. The Reverend P. S. PoUit is the only
minister of the gospel I have met in the South who
both rides and sells wheels ; but Brother Pollit cer-
tainly does ; and they are Victors, of course, for
good people always want good things Brother Pollit
loves the wheel so that if I hear of his growing eloquent
while in the pulpit some day over the beauties of a
ride through the blue grass region of Kentucky I will
not be at all surprised. Kerlumbia.

ST. LOUIS.

The wheelmen are still talking of the big time they
had at Carthage last week.

The Cycling Club will hold a tournament at Alton,
111., on July IS- President Todd is now making,ar-
rangements for it.

Jordan, who was burned while at Chicago several
weeks ago, is out again, but he looks badly.

It is said the Missouri Club will match Ed. Grath
against O. L. Rule for a race.

Will Cox, who was badly cut in the legs by collid-
ing with a carriage while training, is around again.

It is rumored that Bert Harding will be associated
with Will Laing in the cycle business. He has been
with Laing for a long time as repairer.

The club-houses are well patronized now. The
Missouris admitted over forty new members at the
last meeting, which shows the popularity of low dues.

Future Great.

NEW ORLEANS.

At a meeting of the Louisiana Cycling Club, held on
July 8, R. W. Slusser was elected captain, vice E. M.
Graham, who resigned on account of the pressure of
business. Mr. Graham is about to join the ranks of
Benedicts, and did not feel as though he could devote
the proper amount of time to the duties of the office.

F. M. Cook, second lieutenant of the Louisiana
Cycling Club, had a narrow escape from being badly
injured last week. He was standing near the polish-
ing belt in E. C. Fenner's cycle repair shop, and when
about to walk away he tripped on something and fell

against the pulley. He was rescued by M. O. Spring,
and a badly lacerated arm was the result of the acci-
dent. He will recover in a few weeks.

With the close of the League year. New York steps
down from first place in the membership list and
Massachusetts, with 2,848 members, takes that honor.
New York has 2,513 members. Pennsylvania is third,
with 2,132; Connecticut, fourth, 1,817, ^"d Illinois, with
1,676, fifth. Then comes Ohio with 1,408, and New
Jersey with 1,205. The total membership of the
League is 19,386, ot which number 6,075 were received
during the year and 13,311 renewed.
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CHICAGO.

Two more applicants for the Century Road Club
fell in line last week, earning by good hard road rid-
ing that bar which all covet so much. Charles Curtis
and H. M. Taylor rode the circuit of Elgin—Aurora
and return—on the Fourth, in twelve hours.

" Billie " Herrick was officially elected Chief Cen-
turion of the Century Road Club and is not " self
called " as has been stated. There were present
about halt a dozen members at the time of the elec-
tion. Herrick has since ridden a Century and fully
earned the title.

George Thorne, of the Chicago Cycling Club, has
been at Stuttgart University, Germany, for the past
year. On July 15th he will start for a two thousand
mile trip through Europe on his wheel and expects to
reach home by September i. He is riding a German
safety and has written his brother, W. C. Thorne, for
a lighter and stronger wheel.
A raffle will be hbld by the Douglas Cycling Club

early in August. The articles to be disposed of are :

Three Model B. Victor Safeties, one camera and a silk
'umbrella. One thousand tickets are to be sold.

Pot hunters on the Fourth some called them, others
think their heads were level. Either way, the Chica-
go racing men who were not at Rockford came out

, well in other places. Billie Young, Chas. P. Root,
' Chas. Kinseley and Chas. Cutting captured twenty-

eight out of a possible thirty prizes at Danville, Illi-

nois, Kinseley getting rather the best of the argu-
ment. Johnny Mason at Michigan City, Indiana,
captured a two mile race and Horace Bame of the L.
C. C, at Elkhart, Indiana, did better than all. He
came back with two twenty-five dollar gold medals, a
ten dollar box of cigars, an Ariel Safety and a suit of
clothes. Probably none of these men would have
captured a prize at Rockford.
Since the Rockford meet the west side wheelmen

have seen how impossible it is to compete with those
of the south side since riders of that division have a
good track on vyhich to train. In accordance with
this idea a delegate has been sent to interview Mr.
Hawkins with regard to putting in a two lap track
inside the enclosure of his mile track at the West Side
Driving Park.

Several club races will be held by the Douglas
Cycling Club on the Parkside track in August. That
is providing the track can be obtained. These com-
prise the annual twenty-five mile race for the Wach-
ter medal, a five mile race for a silver medal, one
mile for the club championship and several handicaps.
Twenty members of the Ashland Club have joined

the L. A. W. and Captain Harry Ambler has been
elected a delegate to the State Board of Officers.

Hustling for League members in this division goes
merrily on. A high grade bicycle has been offered to
every member who sends in one hundred applications.
Ex-chairman of the Racing Board Randall has been
especially energetic in the "good cause" and has
sent in up to date eighty-eight applications.

Tuttle over again, the Illinois cry, and with good
cause. E. T. Richardson began riding but six weeks
before the Pullman, yet took fourth in the Novice
race at Rockford. He is a big bulky fellow, six feet
two and one-half inches high, and strong as an ox.
Bamberger of the Illinois Club would make many of
them hustle had he sufficient training. This he can-
not have until the West Side gets a track.

John Taylor, of Aurora, kept Herbie Githens hust-
ling at Rockford, and without straining trailed him
closely a mile in 2m. 37s.

Chicago racing men at Danville, Fourth of July,
protested a man entered as J. D. Black, of Jackson-
ville, because he appeared in the Decatur, 111., races
last year under the name of Winslow.
Five days were consumed bj' four members of the

Kenwood Road Club in riding from Toledo, Ohio, to
Chicago.

Dennison won, Starr was second, and Farrant third
in the Englewood Club's recent five mile road race at
Jackson Park. Five races are to be run for points,
the first three counting. The date has not been set for
the next race.

As soon as the repairs now in progress at the Park-
side track are finished matinee races will be held
every Saturday afternoon.

E. O. Mead, of the Lake View Cycling Club, is tour-
ing through Michigan. He reached Buchanan on the
Fourth just as a road race was to be started, and was
coaxed to enter. A handsome gold lined silver cup
was won by him, which was the first prize.

Twelve members of the Farragut Club, Chicago,
attended their run to Oconomowac on Sunday of last
week.
Captain Stimpson, of the Oak Park Club, mourns

the loss of his ten year old son, who was killed by
being hit on the head by a base ball.

H. C. Tyler, of Highlandville, Mass., winner of the
Poorman Road Race, was training in this city priorto
the Detroit and Columbus meets.
A meeting of the colored cyclists of this city was

recently held, and an organization formed. There
are a large number of colored riders in this city
and among them many women.

S. Golden, of Coventry, England, made his appear-
ance here last week, a little tanned, strong and
healthy. He was loaded down with curios collected
on his travels. These he unloaded and when arranged
in his room at the Palace Hotel, made a showing
which drew the cyclists in large numbers. All the
large cities and many of the smaller ones have been
visited from Chicago to California. He is tired of
roaming, and has sold all the wheels America can
handle in his line. He has made innumerable friends
and carries their autographs and very best wishes
back to the old country with him.

Charles Heywood, ex-Captain of the Lincoln
Cycling Club, held the Elgin to Aurora, twenty-two
mile record, of ih. sqm, Austin Webb, on Tuesday,
broke this record, making the distance in ih. 21m. los.

FIRENZI.

K. C. W.

In my last notes I expressed pleasure at the near
approach of the first of the cup series of races which
the road officers promised would take place during
the season. As I daily cast my eye on the captain's
notice on the bulletin board calling for entries, I

could but see a marked lack of enthusiasm on the
part of the racing element of the club. As the day
for the closing of the entries came and only six or
seven had signified their intention of competing, I

felt certain that the race would be called off. It was,
and every one must admit that the abandoning of the
series is justifiable when in the face of the handsome
offer made by the captain and his lieutenants only
seven entries could be received out of a list of over
twenty-five men eligible to compete in these races'.

I understand now that the only club race which will
take place during the season will be a fifteen-mile
handicap to pick a team to foreclose the mortgage
which the K. C. W. now hold against the first prize
in the Wheelmens' Racing League. It is to be hoped
that more enthusiasm will be shown in trying for
this, the highest honor the club can confer on any of
its members. To be considered worthy of a position
on a team sent out to defend the standing of the
Kings County Wheelmen is something to be proud
of, and one who does not consider himself compli-
mented by the appointment is not properly up in
sentiment. At the same time I censure no man for not
racing when his inclinations lead him in other and to
my mind more enjoyable directions. But, having so
many men among us with the blood of Tenny
coursing through their veins, and who would not be
satisfied if they could not occasionally " do up " each
other and themselves, it seems almost ridiculous to
go around and beg for entries.

I am on the point of being convinced that sooner or
later the entire membership will down to more solid
enjoyment for the actual benefits of the wheel. It is

difficult to dispute this when we consider that never
during the life of the K. C. W. was a rope needed to
bring one of our members from Patchogue until the
advent of our friend Andy. Does this not show that
the tendency is toward taking things easy and allow-
ing others to do the work? Just as soon as such
becomes the rule every one will depend on every one
else, and there will be nobody to depend on. Result :

Total collapse from a racing standpoint, and great
social activity and healthy booms in the direction of
enjoyment.
Gossip tells me that the run to Greenwood

Lake on July 4 and 5 was a great success. Good
roads, fine weather, bracing atmosphere, no scorch-
ing, and hospitable treatment at the Glen House,
where some twenty of the Hudson Counties helped
to make things pleasant. All seemed to make the
trip one full of delightful memories. Even that one
hundred and sixty pins difference in count at the end
of the ninth frame had no mortifying effects on the
K. C. W., so full of happiness and "good will toward
men " were they. The boat on the lake and the return
trip to Paterson are reported beyond comparison.
The stories told by those who journeyed to

Patchogue indicate one contmual round of pleasure
—especially for the party who was towed in—and on
the whole the Fourth must have proven glorious in
all directions.
Who wants a wheel rack? Come around and get

one—plenty now and more to come. Some of the
boys can carpenter better than ride, and others are
not very bright at either.
Jack Bedford is back from quite a lengthy stay at

Lake Waramug, or some other kind of a " mug," and
when rolling up the miles on his red tired wheel it is

difficult to see any difference between the color of
the tire and Jack's face. Both reddish brown and
healthy looking. His accounts of the easy times and
good feed he enjoyed have induced McDonald, Steves
and McLaren to apply for board at the same place,
and they leave Saturday for the lake. A good two
and a half, but " Stump " Koener ought to be with
them to make it three. Straddle.

ABERDEEN, WASH.

The Independence Day celebration has eclipsed
anything of the kind ever held in this section of the
country, and one of the most prominent features was
the cycling race.
The day dawned bright and cool with a light breeze

stirring, altogether an ideal day. Early in the morn-
ing the boats began to bring in loads of people from
the many different towns in the neighborhood. There
was an immense crowd of people at the large dock
when the steamer Syphoon pulled in from Montesano
with Colie Bell on board. When he appeared he was
greeted by a storm of cheers. He was escorted to
the club-rooms by the Aberdeen Bicycle Club and a
brass band.
The race was held at six o'clock, and was witnessed

by an immense crowd which blocked up the road and
barely gave the contestants room in which to ride.
It was run on a plank road three blocks long. The
contestants rode over the course twice, a distance of
a little over half a mile. When time was called only
two riders came to the scratch, Colie Bell and W. A.
Mitchell, a plucky new rider. "The entry list in the
morning showed a dozen men who were to ride for
championship honors, but they were evidently all

frightened by Bell. When the pistol was fired Mitch-
ell at once took the lead, while Bell was satisfied to
fall back in the rear. Bell remained behind until
near the turn, when he took the lead. After turning
he gave as pretty an exhibition of speed as any one
could wish to see. He finished hands down in im.
i7-Xs. Mitchell got in five seconds later. Bell was
awarded a handsome $100 medal for his work. He
was tendered a banquet in the evening. Bell is su-
perintendent of the Tacoma, Olympia and Gray's
Harbor Electric Co. ORPHEUS.

Van Sicklen will try to lower Terre Andrae's
twenty-five mile record at Milwaukee, August 15.

Andrae's alleged time is ih. 21m. 32s.

HARLEM WHEELMEN.

THE SOUTHERN TOUR CONTINUED.
T'was hard to be shaken up so early, but it had to

be done, so we tumbled out of bed and dressed, half
asleep. By quarter to five we were in the saddle
making a bee-line-for Druid Hill, where Mr. Albert
Mott and several other early birds met us, to act as
escort to the county line. The roads were fairly
good, so that we made good progress, passing through
Catonsville with a rush. A little while later we
could see Ellicott City away down in the valley. The
road now began to descend, winding around the
mountain and skirted by the Patapsco River. The
scenery was grand. Ellicott City, about seventeen
miles from Baltimore, is located in a hollow, partly,
and partly on the mountain side, and to look at the
houses, you wonder why it is that they don't slide
into the river. We stopped here at the Howard
House for a country breakfast, after which we rested
an hour, when we again started off. From here on it

was almost continuous climbing. The rule seemed
to be one eighth of a mile coast, one quarter of a mile
climb, one quarter of a mile coast, one half mile
climb. MakinK time was out of the question, princi-
pally because of sand and loose stone. As far as the
eye could reach the road was straight as a bee line.
No pretty curves to relieve the monotony. At Lis-
bon, some sixteen miles from Ellicott City, it began
to rain. Ridg:eville, where we intended to have
dinner, was still seven miles off, so we made a rush
for Poplar Springs, one mile, and by the time we
reached the hotel every man was thoroughly drench-
ed. We had a good dinner while our clothes were
drying in the laundry. After stopping an hour it

was decided best to make a break for Frederick. It
was still raining and by the time we reached Ridge-
ville it was coming down in torrents. The nearest
railroad station, Mt. Amirv, was three quarters of a
mile straight cross country, and we had little over
half an hour to do it in. Only part of the way was
rideable. Walking was out of the question, it was
wading and ploughing through puddles of water and
mud, nigh a foot deep.
At last we reached Frederick, where to our con-

sternation we found the trunk had not arrived from
Baltimore. The natives must have wondered why
the air grew hazy during the next half hour. And so
it was that we hustled to our rooms, took off our wet
duds and donned our slumber robes, which some
were fortunate enough to carry on the luggage car-
rier. Imagine what a spectacle we presented. Thus
it was that we had supper in full un-dress. The
next morning we were compelled once more to sit
down in the costume of the evening before. Some
one suggested a camera. No sooner said than done.
The camera came in, and took two shots at us while
at breakfast. By 11 a. m. the trunk arrived, and by
twelve we were once more at liberty. In the after-
noon we took a spin to some little village about fifteen
miles out, notable for its poor beer and warm soda.
On the way back we inspected a wheat cutting and
binding machine which was extremely interesting.
In the evening we attended a reception given in our
behalf by Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Dean at their residence,
about a mile out of town. The house is one of the old
time Southern mansions, large enough to ciuarter a
regiment. In due course we were introduced to the
ladies some twenty—in evening dress. Standing in
the hall, looking through the wide doorway the
scene was most beautiful. The room was decorated
with green vines and wild flowers. Wax candles
plentifully placed in the many little nooks, furnished
a mellow light, which set off to advantage the pretty
colored dresses of the ladies. As all good things
come to an end much too soon, so did the evening's
entertainment. On leaving we gave the club cry,
and sang the old but ever new chestnut " Good Night
Ladies." Both cry and song were heartily cheered.
In the morning the sky was gray. We had all in-
tended to ride to Hagerstown (27 miles), but the
prospects of another drenching scared Messrs. Mor-
rison, Freidenrich and Wendehack into taking the
train, while the others determined to take chances,
and they came out all right after all. The roads
from Frederick to Hagerstown are good, and the
view from the top of South Mountain beggars des-
cription. Five miles out from Hagerstown the party
were met by Mr. Mott and a number of the Maryland
Club members, also "Jake" Wright, who was left
behind at Baltimore. His reasons were that he feared
"ambulances were scarce in that section of the
country, and he didn't care to let his bones bleach on
the hot pike." Jake's wheel is not particularly fond
of hills, neither is Jake, and the two are good mates.
They understand each other only too well. The
train party gained only one hour on the others.
Chimes the query, "O! Hagerstown, shall we ever
forget you?" Toots the answer, "Never. No Never."
My indulgent readers have undoubtedly read of

the doings at this little paradise for wheelmen, so
that all I shall say is that "We were in it."
Sunday morning Pop DeGraaf, Mr. Mott and Mr.

Freidenrich started to ride homeward to Mechanics-
ville, thence by train to Baltimore and New York. At
Baltimore they were royally entertained at the
Maryland's house. Messrs. Morrison, Boese, Wende-
hack, Deacon Raisbeck, Wright, Mainhart, Smith, of
Washington and Belknap, of Newark, embarked on
the 3 p. m. special for Washington. "Freddie"
Simpson was missing but later he turned up, and
when asked how he missed the train he simply winked
his left optic, and said, "that's all right." We hope
it is. Under guidance of Mr. Smith and Mr. Albert
of the Washington Cycle Club, we paid a flying visit
to Arlington, thence back and through the various
public buildings, up the 898 steps, through the monu-
ment, etc., etc. We reached the B & O. depot in
time for the 5.10 Royal Blue which brought us to
New York in little over five hours.

All the boys are more than well pleased with the
trip. Not a single unpleasant circumstance occured
during the entire period. All are home safe and have
put on the yoke of business cares, but these are a
pleasure, even after such pleasiint times. C. W.

Clam juice, of Boston manufacture, is being recom-
mended to cyclists by the English press.
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Washington, D. C, July 16, 1891.

Mr. F. P. Piial, Proprietor of " The Wheel,"
New York City.

Dear Sir—It is our iileasure to say that abso-
lutely no cycling paper exists half as ably edited
as " The Wheel." Very respectfully yours,

HENDKKSHOT & KOWE.

THE Detroit meet had some political significance.

The Executive Committee were on deck and
there was a sea of explanation on "alliance,"

Rule G, Randall and kindred topics.

Major Burdette unloosed his tongue and did yeo-

man work. It was expected that there would be con-

siderable opposition shown to Dunn at Detroit. At
Columbus on the previous Monday and Tuesday his

name was greeted with jibes and cheap witticism.

But at Detroit a different air was played. The Ex-
ecutive Committee took particular pains to meet all

prominent wheelmen and hold extended discussions

on the mooted parts. It was the general impression
that the Western anti-Dunn feeling had been worked
up by Mr. Brewster, Mr. Miles and Mr. Gardon.
All of these gentlemen were present. Mr. Brewster

has undoubtedly receded from any action he may
have taken in the matter. He disclaimed all respon-

sibility for all or any part of the Randall letter. Mr.

Garden was non-committal and Mr. Miles was left

alone in the fight. Mr. Randall was not present.

The last " kick " of the Dunn-Randall, Rule G fight

was a caucus at one of thehotels. There were thirty

men present, as they were about to discuss the pro-

priety of passing certain resolutions. Mr. Van Sick-

len happened into the room. Calling the attention of

the meeting to the fact that of the thirty men present
twenty-three were members of the Chicago Club,

and that any resolutions which might be adopted
could not be regarded as anything than a club mat-
ter, he suggested that the meeting adjourn.

That was the final flash in the pan. There is no
longer a quarrel between any important factors, sec-

tions, or even between any important individuals.

We shall no doubt from time to time hear an isolated

grunt against Rule G, the alliance and athletic Dunn,
and we shall also semi-occasionally hear a whimper
about a new Western league, but it will be nothing
more than the noise of the thick-headed, who had
hoped to make personal capital out of a political

problem.
Afid the good old League goes on its ways. Mr.

Randall will not be reinstated, Mr. Dunn will not be
impeached, there will be nosecession and no Western
league and the kickers have lost such weight and
influence as they may have had.

THE Racing Board, in meeting at Detroit, decided
that tires may no longer be penalized, either
in handicap, class or scratch races. This is a

timely decision and will give quite a fill up to the air

tires. A racing man who uses a solid will no longer
have any chance.
Of course clubs may yet give;events open to riders

of solid tired wheels only. We hope that during the
remainder of the tournament season that clubs will
give many solid tired events. It will be some time
yet before racing men will be generally mounted on
pneumatics.

THE Detroit meet is over. The Detroit people
wanted the meet "very badly." They "got
it," like the fellow in the comique and handled

it "very badly." They meant well, so did ." Griff,"

and Metzger, and Bresler and the rest of the boys,
but the thing overweighted them.
To manage a League meet requires experience. It

necessitates an expenditure of time, money, tact,

energy, enterprise and originality. It is as legiti-

mate a matter as the running of a theatre or circus.

The Detroit man was new to public entertainment,
to handling big affairs.

The failure of Detroit points out the necessity of

associating with local meet committees, official

representatives of the League Executive. We have
before suggested this. After the Detroit fiasco, per-

haps the Executive Committee may consider the

idea.

AFTER a long and painful struggle, the M. V.
Livingston Company, makers of the Broncho
Bicycle, are about to give up the ghost.

The company was formed three years ago to make
the Broncho bicycle, the invention of Frank White, a

Boston man. The leading spirits were Frank Peck
and H. S. Drake. The company put up a model plant

at Westboro, made some noise in an advertising way,
put in a deal of energy, and the Broncho became
kn»wn all over the country.

The company in its earliest days was called the

White Cycle Co., and was largely managed on Mr.
White's ideas. The officers never sesmed to be ia

touch with the people. At a time when almost all the

firms had completely dropped the tricycle as some-
thing of a past era, when even the ordinary received

but little attention at the hands of makers, the White
Cycle Co. were busily engaged experimenting on a

tricycle.

The company built its hopes on the driving gear
principle which it controlled—the principle of cog
wheels instead of the general method of using the

chain and sprocket for driving purposes.

The chief drawback of this method of propulsion

was that the weight centre was too far back, and the

wheel constantly tilted from the ground, and the

position of the rider was strained and artificial.

The first Broncho was shown in September, i8Sg.

At that time the White Company, to save itself, leased

its plant to Mr. M. V. Livingston, a Bostonian. Mr.
Livingston, knowing nothing of cycling, was entirely

in the hands of the other officers of the company.
Last year the company again became involved, and
Livingston, in order to save something of his personal

fortune which was almost entirely invested in the

business, formed the M. V. Livingston Cj'cle Co.

At that time the concern also parted with inventor
White, and, it is said, his ejection from the firm was
sudden and unamiable.

The affairs of the new company continued to drift

downward. The employees at Westboro went on a

strike. The factory was closed up, a keeper was
placed in the Boston store and the creditors came out
with attachments, injunctions and what not.

Attempts were made to secure Providence capital,

but the bad reputation of the Broncho reached them,
and the desired capital was not forthcoming. The
trustees put in new capital, and labored hard and
earnestly, but the water came into the scuttled ship

faster than they could bail it out, and they were
compelled to take to the lifeboats for safety.

The assets of the company are $127,000, the liabili-

ties $162,000. The actual assets on sale will probably
approximate $75,000, of which the plant at Westboro
will be the principal item. Of this $65,000 will be used
for secured and preferred debts, leaving from $5,000

to $15,000 to pay $y6,ooo unsecured liabilities.

The failure is the worst ever recorded in the cycling

trade. There appears to have been a deal of im-
practicability and a deal of extravagance. Had
Purvis Bruce lived the concern would never have
failed. It would have built safeties on Referee

models and had capital and a reputation to-day.

A
MILE in 2m. i6s., and that by ti: j last and great-
est English rider of the ordinary wheel, Fred-
erick J. Osmond.

We had hoped that an American would have the
honor of cutting under 2m. 20s. We have now san-
guine expectations that an American will cut under
2m. lOS.

We are approaching the trotting standard. The
bicycle and the trotting record have always been
compared because there is a rivalry between horse
owners and cycle owners.
In the driving and riding classes cyclists have al-

ways found much insult, enmity and opposition. So
haste the day when the cycle record will displace the
trotting record.

Osmond's mile would seem to carry the lesson that
a good little man is good on a safety, but a good big
man is better. His remarkable ride would also sec-m
to prove that Heme Hill track, a quarter mile track
with the corners built up five feet on the outside, is
the fastest track in the world.

If we expect to approach English times this year
our race meet promoters must pay more attention to
our tracks. A perfect surface is necessary for amih a
flight of speed as Osmond has shown us. -- I^A. il

HOW TO SPEND SUNDAY. 97 18 9"' l

During the Summer montlis most wheelmen are
able to leave business early on Saturday afternoon ' ^•'
and many of them use their half holiday' for"a rid-g^"^

'

awheel, while quite a number indulge in more or less
riding on Sunday. Both plans serve their purpose
and each is excellent in man v cases

; but it is possible
by combining the two to get the advantages of both
together with an amount of recreation and change
not obtainable from either ride alone.
The plan suggested is as follows: Select some de

sirable town anywhere from twenty to forty miles
from your home. Prepare your luggage and strap it
to your carrier on your wheel on Friday night. Start
Saturday afternoon as early as possible, find ride to
your destination if you have time

; if the distance is
too great, time your ride so as to take a train part of
the way, but try to get two or three hours riding at
least.
Let the destination be some small town off in the

hills, if practicable, for in such a place one will find
the most bracing air; will be able to ride further-
will feel the grades least, and will get far more ex-
hiliration than if smoother roads in a more level
country are resorted to. Spend the night at a quiet
hotel; retrre early so as to get a long night's sleep
and start fairly early on Sunday morning, especiallv
if the weather is warm. The distance to be ridden
the kind of roads and the temperature will determine
whether to divide the ride with a stop by the way for

'

dinner, or whether to push through without it In
either case, make it a point to return by a road differ-
ent from the one taken on the outward trip th°
previous day. ^

An off country run of this sort gives one an amount
of diversion and rest quite beyond expectations and
serves as a sort of introduction to real touring It
secures complete change of scene and thought and
gives two agreeable rides with a good rest between
The riding is done with a definite object, and thereby
becomes more attractive. New roads are covered"
and the real pleasures of the wheel opened to the
rider. It is likewise very inexpensive.
For wheelmen living in or near New York there are

many desirable places to which one can easily go
especially into the hills of northern Newjersevand
along the borders of New York or up the Hudson In
New Jersey there are within riding distance such
places as Mendham, Chester, Hackettstown, Den ville
Boonton, Hopatcong or Greenwood Lake. Along the
Erie are Suffern, Tuxedo and many other towns, wliile
every one knows of the points nearer the Hudson
In fact about all that one needs to do is to take a good'
map and select a route, only taking care to keep toler-
ablv near a railroad, so that one can return by train
in case of a heavy storm. If onehas a little expe'rience
in off country riding and uses a large tired safety it
is quite unnecessary to adhere to any road book
routes. L. H. P.

THE C. F. S. BANQUET.

On Thursday night the C. F. S. held a banquet at
Swan's, the swell restaurant of Detroit. The banquet
commenced at g o'clock and lasted until 2 o'clock
After the party had refreshed themselves, a number
of pleasant and informal speeches were made.
The ladies and gentlemen who sat down' to the

board were ; Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Stokes, of Clii-
cago ; Mr. and Mrs. Measure, of Highland ville, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Poorman, of Cincinnati; Mr. and Mr.s'
Robbins, of Chicago; Mr. J. B. McCune, Union Cycle
r'^ . .\ l.'on„orl\r T'lTilHrt \\7'jf,.r,W O-,..^!.. /.„ . „i' *..

A. T. Marrett, Covcntrv Machinists' Co., of Ghicairo-
and Mr. F. P. l»rial, of Tin; Wheel. '

Kennedy Childe more than acceptably filled the
chair. All of the gentlemen spoke, and some inter-
esting trade questions were discussed.

It was hinted that the scope of the C. F. S. would be
broadened, and that the organization would be given
a strong trade complexion.

Fred. Patee, of Peoria, and Mr. Gerrould, of Chicago,
are being talked of by thcjir friends for positions on
the Racing Board.
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A MARKED MAN.

In five clubs he is a member and is always at the meet,
Where the girls admire his muscle and declare him

" just too sweet !

"

lie the weather cold or scorching, in the sun or steady
pour

You may find this scarlet-runner, with its top la
pompadour.

And whene'er he gets a medal, gold or silver, brass
or tin.

In it goes to his collection—to his heart he takes it in
;

'Till his breast is scaled and coated with the trophies
bought or won.

And they make a worthy rival to the flashings of the
sun.

And his walk is very sporty and his store-clothes
jaunt and trim

;

But the smiling population everywhere are "onto
him." C. S. W., tor THE WHEEL.

Mr. Golder Returns to England.
Mr. Stephen Golder, who has been in this country

for several months representing the Humber Co.,
sailed for home on Wednesday. Mr. Golder has been
in nearly every State in the Union and has placed
agencies, having sold over 4,000 wheels. He, in com-
mon with every Englishman who has been here,
thinks this is a big field for the cycle trade. On his
return he will write an account of his trip. His trade
pointers will doubtless be valuable, and his views
on the country in general, even though they should
have a Kipling tinge, will be interesting.

A Good Way to Fasten a Loose Tire.

Here are directions for fastening a loose tire that
will be found to be superior to the use of tire tape for
long di.stance riding. It was sent to us by an Iowa
cyclist in an account of a tour across the State. He
writes: "My companion's wheel was suifering from
fourteen inches of loose tire, which we cemented to
the felloe by the use of a handful of shellac bought at
a drug store and a red-hot iron obtained at a' black-
smith shop. The loose portion of the tire was held
aside and the shellac sprinkled in the groove of the
felloe, which was then heated by the application of a
hot iro.: on the under side. The shellac melted
promptly, the tire was pressed into the groove, and
in five minutes the cooling process was over and the
tire was fast. It has remained so through 200 miles of
riding since that date. This method of repair is be-
lieved to be not generally known to wheelmen, and is
recommended for cases of emergency."

American Wlieels Are Not Good Enongli for
Tliis Britisher.

An English cyclist, who has seen one small corner
of this country, writes knowingly to an English paper
as follows from, Bridgeport, Conn.:
"I like this place very well, but the weather the

last few days has been intensely hot—fancy 92 degrees
in the shade. The roads are very bad here for cycling.
Machines in general are not nearly so good as our best
grad»s at home. I do not care for the 'Victor,' the
wheel that 'Dan Canary' travels for, but the cushion
tire they use is very fair. The 'Yanks,' taking them
all round, are a 'rum lot,' very cute, etc., but very
courteous, nevertheless.
"The gentlemen are very good, but the ladies (bless

'em) cannot hold a candle to our English girls. I say
this with all confidence, but some fellows will perhaps
hold quite a different opinion. Of course, I am not
much of a judge. 'Brother Jonathan' doesn't do
things by halves ; only the other day a famous sport-
ing paper reported a race at a cycling meeting by
saying, 'Davis won bj' an eyelash, time, 3m.'
" P. S.—The duty on a machine coming to this coun-

try is 45 per cent., both new and second-hand, but the
latter can of course be declared at a lower price.
When I commence riding again I shall not ride an
American machine, but shall import one at about the
same cost, and get a much better mount than what
they make here."

Tlie Scorcher's Position in tlie Saddle.

We have heretofore remarked upon the prevailing
tendency of riders to ape the position o£ racing men
when riding, by placing the saddle as far back as
possible, and above the level of the handle bar,
thereby making it necessary to lean forward per-
ceptibly, producing a very unattractive appearance.
While riding in this position in city streets is not to
be corQmended, good all around road riders state
that on a long tour at a rapid pace it is the most com-
fortable position to assume, and one permitting the
greatest leverage on the pedals with the least exer-
tion with the body. While to non-cyclers a man rid-
ing in this position presents an unsightly appearance,
and croakers who never ride more than a mile or two
on smooth pavement condemn the practice, it is
hardly probable that those who have become accus-
tomed to this style of riding will abandon it. It is all
very well, they say, to cry, " Sit up straight and throw
back your shoulders," but all who are addicted to the
stooping practice affirm that when ofi: a wheel no ten-
dency results to round shoulderedness, nor does the
position aflfect the expansion of their lungs. In rela-
tion to this subject, a writer in the American Cyclist
says: " When on parade the rider should, to besure,
sit straight, and neither need he on street or road
make a spectacle of himself by striking an ultra
racing altitude; but on all save full dress occasions,
the body should be held reasonably well forward.
No man can breathe right while keeping up a con-
tinual pull on the handle-bars, and neither can it be
well to have one's abdomen constantly strained up
like a drumhead. By leaning over the rider can
bring his weight to perform much of the work com-
monly done by the back and arms. Lung expansion,
free circulation of the blood, and other vital func-
tions are no longer hampered by maintained rigidity
of the upper body, and the abdominal muscles are re-
lieved of tension. Above the legs the cyclist should
cultivate Delsarte and relax "

The Racing Hoard Meet.

The Racing Board held two lengthy meetings at
Detroit. It was decided to remove the tire penalties.
Much other business was transacted, but it was as
secret as the functions of the Three Tailors, and
nothing was given to the press. The proceedings of
the Board will eventually find a last resting place in
the columns of the official organ in due time.
The members present were Messrs. Atwater, Bas-

sett. Miller and CoUister.

The Overman Wheel Company at Detroit.
The Overman Wheel Company was fully repre-

sented at Detroit during the National League meet.
A special car left Springfield Tuesday evening, July
14, containing W. Overman, manager Boston branch

;

C. L. Pepper, superintendent ; C. C. Morgan, super-
intendent agencies ; G. H, Powell, advertising man-
ager ; C. E. Hadley, master mechanic ; A. B. Bark-
man, of A. G.. Spalding & Bros., New York

;
John W.

Drown and A. P. McGarrett, of Springfield, Mass.
At Rochester, N. Y., Robert Thomson, a prominent
Victor agent, joined the party, and at Buffalo, Geo.
C. Sweet, another Victor man, followed suit. With
the aid of plenty of cigars and the dining car the
journey to Niagara Falls was made very enjoyable.
The Overman Wheel Company band, twenty-five

pieces, also accompanied the party, and at the prin-
cipal stops played several selections.
The car was decorated on both sides with " Victors

Make the Pace," " Victor Bicycles Lead," etc., etc.
The band captured Detroit, and were at the dis-

posal of the managers of the meet, who gladly availed
themselves of the opportunity to furnish good music,
and plenty of it. It is noteworthy that the Overman
people were alone in this enterprise.

Kalamazoo Claims that Grand Rapids Cyclists

W^ere Not Treated I^ike Dogs.
A Kalamazoo, Mich., correspondent denies the

statement made by our Grand Rapids correspondent
that the wheelmen trom the latter city who visited
Kalamazoo on July 4 were not well treated and brands
the whole story as false. He writes : "As I wish to
set matters straight I enclose programme and clip-
ping from the local press and ask if you can see in
what shape the Grand Rapids representatives were
'treated like dogs.' Our five mile races were pub-
lished to come oflf at 2.3c, and Mr. Jordan so tele-
phoned the Grand Rapids Wheelmen the day before,
and they could have easily gotten here at 9 a. m., as
the train leaves Grand Rapids at 7.40. They conse-
quently missed the race owing to their own negli-
gence. But after they were here and were put out
because the races were finished, Mr Jordan put up a
$25 tea set (three pieces) and had a consolation race
in the afternoon, barring the winners of the morning
race, in which all of the Grand Rapids wheelmen en-
tered Now, if you can tell me how they were "used
like dogs ' all I can say is, it is an expensive way to
use them, especially when they turn and bite you
for favors willingly shown them."

T. A. Edg« Booms Cycling for Ladies.
" Cycling has hardly gained that popularity with the

fair sex in this country that it enjoys in America,"
says T. A. Edge, in British Sport. " The freedom of
the American girl, her brave stand against criticism.
Puritanical ideas, and the knowledge that nothing
increases her natural beauty more than exercise in
the open air, are component parts which have induced
the ladies of New England to participate enthusiasti-
cally in the pleasures of the wheel. It is our duty as
cyclists to induce our lady friends to take part in a
pastime which gives so much pleasure. At present,
when ladies' cycles are designed and made
so perfectly, every attention being paid to the com-
fort of those who ride them, the fair ones can ride
without any of the inconveniences and drawbacks
with which ladies who cycled years ago had to en-
counter. In the ' good old day;,' if one can call them
such, the lady cyclist generally had made for her
special benefit a cycle far "heavier and much more
clumsy than that built for gentlemen, consequently
she was placed at a decided disadvantage. Now ma-
chines are made which makes cycling one of the most
graceful accomplishments of which ladies can be
possessed. The health of our sisters and wives
should make eve.ry male cyclist an enthusiastic advo-
cate of cycling amongst his fair friends."

Touring in Iowa.
Ralph W. Craur, in an account of an eight days'

tour, writes : "A descriptive article upon a bicycle
ride across Iowa might with justice be entitled 'Up
Hill and Down, or Riding a Rut.' The trip is not so
full of adventure as to make a detailed description
pardonable. But, be this as it may,.there is much in
the trip to interest, amuse and instruct. In constant
recurrence there are brought before the eyes 'views
that defy the brush of the artist. One revels in the
scent of sweet clover and the songs of birds

; he
drinks the rich milk and feasts upon the substantial
fare that the farmer's wife is ever ready to place be-
fore him. And if while on the road he can remember
there are two sides to every hill he can derive an im-
mense amount of enjoyment from this method of
spending a vacation. We met Trick Rider Black
near Colfax. He is crossing the country and stop-
ping at all prominent towns to give exhibitions and
pass the hat. He expressed the laudable (?) intention
of going around the world, paying his way in this
manner, 'to kill time.' When his motive was depre-
cated, he inquired : 'What would a man do—work ,>'

The inflection upon the last word was a sufficient
testimony as to the calibre of the man. The road
hog? We met him everywhere, of all colors and
nationalities. He comes as near being omnipresent
as anything that may be found in this world. On the
narrow country roads he is an unfailing source of
trouble. As we approached Des Moines we met a
farmer with his team driving home from town. The
driver was a young man. As he drew nigh the sweet
strains of ' Be our joyful song to-day,' gospel hymns.
No. 286, whistled with a lavish expenditure of wind,
floated to us through the circumambient air. The
odds were 10 to 1, however, that he wouldn't turn out,
and the bet vyould have been a .safe one. He didn't.

The fieverage Question Solved.
" What will you have to drink ?" This trite question

which has been disturbing the cycling scribes of late
has been solved by some of the Niagara-Detroit tour-
ing party. The remedy, however, is said to produce
somnia.

The Postponed Championships.
The Racing Board has assigned the postponed

championships which were to have been held at
Detroit, as follows: One mile ordinary, to the tour-
nament at Peoria, Ills.; one mile tandem, to Phila-
delphia

; one-quarter mile, to Providence, R. I.; one-
half mile safety, to Hartford, Conn.

Froni Buffalo to Chicago Awheel.
W. B. Bogardus, an eighteen year old boy, who

lives at 125 South Water Street, Buffalo, N. Y., rode
from that city to Chicago, a distance of 706-X miles, in
ten days actual riding time. George Hearn, Presi-
dent of the Zigzag Cycling Club, and Joseph Weig
started on the journey but stopped at the end of 240
miles.

Cushion Tire.s.

Wheeling scoffs at the. Cyclist's statement that
cushion tires are a failure and that large solids will
be the go next season, and says :

" We think thatthe
public will be perfectly safe in buying cushion tires
if they see that they get them good, and if any appre-
ciable proportion of the cycling world goes back to
the solid tire in any shape next season we shall in-
deed be surprised." In this country the cushion has
gained many friends, and reports of tires of this
variety cracking at the sides are seldom if ever
heard. Manufacturers thatrat first would not guar-
antee or encourage their use have since issued circu-
lars recommending them to their patrons. Acushion
tire of the best quality of rubber is unquestionably
a success and will hold its own until the pneumatic
reaches the acme of perfection.

What Mr. Golder Left Behind Him.
"Them's the queerest beasts I've ever seen," said

an expressman, as he gingerly placed a crated box
on the desk of the interviewing editor in The Wheel
office on Wednesday of this week. The bo.x was ad-
dressed to Mr. Stephen Golder, and was forwarded
from Detroit. Peering through the lattice-work
sides of the box were half a dozen or more scaly,
lizard-like reptiles, much on the order of chameleons,
and right over their heads was the word "Danger-
ous." The menagerie arrived at noon, and as Mr.
Golder had shaken off the dust of this country short-
ly after sunrise, the hungry-looking beasts were
given to the snake editor. As none of the staif are
versed as to the diet preferred by the caged visitors,
they will be executed by electricity, this being the
only known means of relieving their pangs of hun-
ger, and their funeral will be to-morrow. Mr. Golder
should have left instructions about his followers.

How You Should Pedal.

"A matter of considerable moment to the wheelman
and which, surprisingly enough, is given but little
attention, is the position the foot should take on the
pedal," says an English exchange. " To an experi-
enced rider—one who has ridden for comfort and has
studied every position awheel in order to secure a
maximum of ease and speed with a minimum of
power—this subject of pedalling is one oi great im-
portance. A safetv requires far more brute-force to
drive than did the old ordinary; and that this may
be done well, the foot must be fair and square on the
pedal. Some riders seem to think that it looks neater
to pedal from the toe ; so it does, but the more this is

done, the less you are able to use the most powerful
sinew in the whole leg—that above the heel. The
proper position—from the writer's point of view and
experience—is for the big toe joint to be immediately
above the pedal barrel, the back plate being there-
fore well into the waist, and the front one be/iind the
toes. By this position ankling is actualh' improved.',

Against the Use of Lamps.

W. E. Hicks is plainly not a friend of the lamp
makers. He raises his voice against the use of lights
and bells on cycles in a Bufl^alo paper as follows

:

'•As a wheelman who has ridden in all the large
cities of Europe and America I find that a lamp does
more harm in every way than the absence of it could
cause. The public overlook the fact that in case of a
collision the wheelman always runs as great risk of
injury as the pedestrian. Therefore, any regulation
compelling him to avoid a collision is absurd, since
the instinct of selfpreservation is far stronger. A
lamp suddenly flaring upon a pedestrian can and does
confuse him,j so that he actually gets in the
wheel's way. Nothing that I can imagine would
scare a horse more than a light dashing suddenly up
to him. In all my rides I have never carried a bell or
whistle, and would not ride with a wheelman who
did, for the simple reason that a bell or whistle natur-
ally startles or confuses people, especially women,
but also appears so mandatory that the public resents
it. The tones of the voice have always carried me
through the thickest crowds without collision.
Neither have I ever carried a lamp. I can avoid
people better by not confusing them. Wheels are
under such control that if pedestrians would not get
confused they would not be hit. It is a reflection,
moreover, on the lighting of your streets to compel
lamjis to be carried. In my tourney over Europe I

rode in all nearly 2,000 miles. Often delayed on the
road, I didn't get to town till after dark. Still I would
not carry a lamp but braved the ordinances.
Wouldn't I have been a fool to drag a lamp weighing
considerable all over the 2,000 miles to avoid a colli-
sion which I would have ridden a mile to avoid?
Pounds count in riding. Wait till President Bloomer
takes a long tour; he will drop his bell and lamp the
second day (>ut. Let us settle these bicycle regula-
tions on the basis of common sense, not on the basis
of prejtidice. Goto St. Louis, Mo., where there is no
restriction whatsoever placed on cycling, and you
will never hear of accidents; and they do say they
have riders in St. l.-ouis."
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Hartford, it is said, may run its prize list up to

§10,000 value.

Rhode Island has another cycle club, the Conanicut
Wheelmen, o£ Jamestown. It starts with a member-
ship of five.

Arrangements are being made for a championship
contest between Canary and Maltby for supremacy
in trick riding, to take place at the Springfield tourna-
ment.

It is estimated that there were over i,ooo wheelmen
at the Devon encampment near Philadelphia on Sun-
day, 102 riders passing through the Eagle toll-gate in

one hour.

Dr. Minnie C. T. Love, of San Francisco, who is a
teacher of physical culture for women and a strong
exponent of cycling, arrived in New York this week,
en route for England.

Pianos are becoming great leaders in the prize lists

of the larger tournaments. Louisville is the latest to

come into line, and announces a Steinway piano and
five high-grade wheels as prizes for its September
meet.

In the one mile Danish championship one of the
competitors fell and brought down the man behind
him, whereat the third and remaining competitor,
SvenRubow, dismounted and refused to finish, declin-
ing any such empty honor.

Captain Ben Smith, of the Rhode Island Wheelmen,
Providence, on a recent Sunday rode from that city

to Boston, and thence to Worcester and return, a dis-

tance of 142 miles, in 13% hours actual time. He will

endeavor to ride 200 miles in twenty-four hours be-
fore the season closes.

Oscar A. Lappe, of Pittsburgh, Pa., and Frank
Clark, of Chicago, 111., have just left London, for a
bicycle tour over the Continent, taking in Germany,
along the Rhine, through the Black Forest to Switzer-
land, then to Italy for the winter, thence to France
and back to England— Cyc/i'n^.

A number of business men of Louisville are talking
of promoting a big tournament on the Auditorium
track in that city this Fall. Prizes to the value of

§4,000 would be offered, and efforts made to secure
the presence of all the fast riders. They are in doubt,
however, as to whether the public would give the
tournament proper support.

Cycling is enjoyed by scores of ladies at Bar Har-
bor according to a newspaper correspondent, who
says that there is probably no other resort along the
Atlantic coast so well fitted for the use of the wheel.
The towpath which winds itself in serpentine whirls
around the rocky coast is as smooth and level as the
avenue in Central Park. Cycling parties are out
almost every day.

Cycling has become so popular among ladies at

Denver that a club has been formed for the promotion
and encouragement of the sport. It will be known as
the Victoria Cycling Club. The officers are : Presi-
dent, Miss M. L. Wheeler; Secretary-Treasurer, iVIrs.

G. A. Worth ; Captain, Miss Vinnie Hendey ; Lieuten-
ant, Miss Fannie Burlingame.

The Premier Cycle Company have had stolen from
their Orange branch a Popular Premier safety bi-

cycle (diamond frame). No. 45856. The machine was
second-hand, in good condition, and fitted with a
dark leather English saddle, stamped Foley & Webb.
The company will pay a liberal reward for its return
or any information leading to it.

The editor of the Bicycling World should scan his
exchanges a little more closely so that he will not, in

an good intention, credit a Philadelphia sheet that
uses the shears rather heavily with matter that first

appeared in THE WHEEL. There are half a dozen
other short-sighted editors that frequently fall into
the same error.

W. S. Maltby, the trick rider, has sixty pupils at
Chautauqua which he is teaching how to ride. Cycling
is a new feature of physical culture at Chautauqua,
but it has jumped at once into popularity. Maltby
frequently gives exhibitions of trick and fancy rid-

ing to keep in practice, and astonishes every one by
his clever performances. He will remain at Chaut-
auqua as instructor of cycling until September.

The Baltimore Herald states that Chief Consul
Boyle, of the Pennsylvania Division, is constantly
hampering the work of the Transportation Committee
by favoring one particular railroad in order to

secure a political pull, and cites the case of the De-
troit meet as an example. The Chief Consul pub-
lished a notice in the official organ that he had been
notified by the Pennsylvania Railroad that no special
rate would be made to Detroit. This misled a great
many wheelmen, not only in Pennsylvania but in

other States, who naturally believed that such an
official as the Chief Consul of Pennsylvania would be
sure of his ground before committing himself, and
the Detroit meet was mmus the attendance of a great
many Eastern members on that account. The Trans-
portation Committee had been in negotiation with
the Central Traffic Association in Chicago and the
Eastern Trunk Line Association in New York, and,
though greatly handicapped by Mr. Boyle's work, at

last succeeded in getting the cheapest special rate
ever made for a National League meet—one fare for
the round trip. The concession was made too late to

publish, however, and offset Mr. Boyle's notice.

Many wheelmen in Baltimore, Philadelphia, Wil-
mington and Washington who wanted to attend the
Detroit meet made other arrangements for their va-
cation after reading Mr. Boyle's manifesto.

A new ladies club has been formed at Denver, Col.,
with twelve members.

Harry Esterle, a charter member of the Louisville
Cycle Club and one of the oldest wheelmen in that
city, died suddenly on Friday of last week.

The Park Board of this city has passed a resolution
requiring the use of side lamps on all carriages that
are driven through Central Park at night.

Mr. John A. McGuire, of Denver, Col., will shortly
start on a trip awheel to Ogden, Utah, returning by
way of Leadville through the Rockies.

The Poughkeepsie Bicycle Club held a moonlight
excursion on the Hudson Tuesday evening of this
week. A large number of wheelmen from other
clubs also participated in it.

The Brockton (Mass.) Bicycle Club is the name of a
new organization recently formed. The officers are :

President, R. W. Patten; Vice-President, F. P.
Churchill; Secretary and Treasurer, F. A. White.

H. Withers, of Paterson, N. J., rode from that city
to Little Falls, Singac, Preakness and Pompton and
return, a distance of twenty-six miles in ih. 47m. on
Monday evening of this week. The previous best time
was ih. 56m.

The Leadville (Col.) Cycle Club was organized on
July 17 with thirty members. The officers are : Pres-
ident, David La Salle

; Secretary-Treasurer, W. B.
Felker; Captain, W. F. Crispell

;
Bugler, J. M. Mc-

Donnell.

About fifteen Denver wheelmen started on a ten
days tour on Sunday last under the guidance of W.
E. Perkins. The trip will include a visit to many of
the interesting places of the State, and the riders will
cover about 500 miles.

Jacob Bauer, of Louisville, recently rode from Day-
ton to Detroit, and repeats that the roads are the
meanest on the face of the earth. The trip occupied
two weeks. He will ride from Detroit to Chicago,
and then to Minneapolis.

A. H. Meyers, an Oshkosh wheelman, has made a
canopy for his bicycle which he claims is a big suc-
cess and which he will have patented. It does not
interfere with the equilibrium of the machine a par-
ticle, and when he takes his child out for an airing
they are both protected from the sun and rain.

At a meeting of the National Association of Bag-
gage Masters, held in Boston last week, it was voted
to hereafter charge for the transportation of bicycles,
the tariff to be rated in accordance with the rules
governing excess baggage. Bicycles will be classed
as 100 pounds excess baggage. Many of the railroads
have heretofore carried wheels free when accompa-
nied by their owners.

Philadelphia has another new club in the Ormonde
Cyclers, formed among uptown wheelmen. The
officers are : President, James R. Maloney ; Vice-
President, John H. McNelly ; Recording Secretary,
Alexander Couper; Financial Secretary, William
Law; Treasurer, William L. Yeager

; Captain, John
H. McNelly; First Lieutenant, William Law; Second
Lieutenant, E. G. Hickman ; Color Bearer, Charles
Hock.

The Mercury Wheelmen, a new club at Elizabeth,
N. J., have perfected their organization and elected
the following officars : President, William E. Clum;
Secretary, F. P. Pendleton; Treasurer, Geo. M. En-
gel; Captain, Wm. Ulrich ; First Lieutenant, Albert
Hopkins ;

Sergeant, Arthur Mulford
; Color Bearer,

August Laggren. A committee.has been appointed
to secure rooms. The club starts out with nineteen
members.

The St. Louis Cycling Club have announced a race
meeting at Alton, 111., on August 15, and at Belleville,
111., on August 16. Both of the cities named have
good tracks which will be placed in first-class condi-
tion for the events and will doubtless attract a good
crowd of spectators. The Alton track is a mile
course and is pronounced fast by all the leading
horsemen. The Belleville track is better known and
is a halt a mile in circumference and is situated inside
of the Belleville fair grounds.

A cycle for riding on ice has been patented by Leo-
pold Terski, of Detroit. It is constructed somewhat
on the order of an ordinary, consisting of a spiked
front wheel attached to a backbone mounted on run-
ners. The front fork is also supplied with runners
having vertical slats therein which permit the peri-
pheral spurs on the wheel to secure a purchase on the
ice. A saddle is attached to the backbone, and the
machine is steered in the usual way.

The penny-a-liners at the various summer resorts
are getting in their fine work again. One scribbler
writes of a lady cyclist who '" bounds over the hills
at twilight like a light-footed deer," a most absurd
simile, and also states that another mounts like a
cavalry colonel. The correspondent says of another :

" Her movements are cautious, but her turns are
wonderfully accurate, and her position on the long
stretch betokens coming ability to ride well." The
same correspondent writes: " Miss Beatrice Jones,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rhinelander Jones, of New
York, and the niece of Senator Jones, is the acknowl-
edged belle of the wheel. She rides like a Diana

; sits
straight and soldier-like and moves the pedals with
rythmical and regular motion. She is brilliant and
scintillating. She wears a most striking costume. It
is made of dark blue cheviot, striped, with gilt.
There are epaulettes on the shoulders and the collar
is high and rolling. Her wheel is silver-plated and
has her initials wrought in pearl on the front of the
sent." When one contemplates on the mass of rub-
bish that is written about lady riders he wonders how
cycling progresses as rapidly as it does among
women.

C. C. Hopkins has resigned the presidency of the
Denver Cyclist Union, and Robert Gunning has been
elected to succeed him.

Fourth of July was celebrated gloriously in a cer-
tain Colorado mining town, and in the afternoon, to
make the day's sport complete, arrangements were
made for a cycle race by local talent. The result of
the contests are described by a correspondent as fol-
lows :

" I did not run in the races, as I would not have
been in it. There were four entries, Mr. H., Mr. E.,
Mr. C. and Mr. N. Mr. C. broke his chain in first

block. Mr. N. had a 'jag' on and got left. Mr. H.
and Mr. E. tied the first time, although E. lost hir
pedals. Second attempt : Mr. H. ran into a dog ; race
was called a draw. Third attempt: H. got left by
half a block, fair and square.

A New York paper in referring to the proposed ride
of Victor Beranger, editor of the Worcester Courier^
on his unicycle in competition with the " Chicago
Flyer," which will necessitate him to drive his wheel
at a rate of two miles a minute, say s :

" This is a great
circulation, and will place our esteemed contemporary
easily in the front rank in that respect. Monsieur
will, we know, pardon us if we withhold our hearty
congratulations upon his feat magnijique until after
he has accomplished it ; and, at the same time, may
the good angel that watches over all editors in peril
keep him from taking a ' header.' "

" Belva Lockwood was the first woman to ride a bi-
cycle in Washington, and she was ridiculed and
jeered by the multitude, and the regulation anath-
ema of ' unsexed woman ' was hurled after her by the
old fogies of conservatism," says the Detroit }^rce
Press. "Now Mrs. Lockwood can ride the length of
Pennsylvania Avenue and not a masculine head
would'be turned. Custom makes laws as inexorable
as those of the Medes and Persians. A bicycle tour-
nament has just been held in this city, and the wives
and sweethearts of the boys rode their bicycles be-
side them, and the crowds looked on and approved.
The world 'do move,' and the wheels help it along."

AMATEUR PATH RECORDS.

AMERICAN RECORDS.

Ordinary Bicycle.

K -33 4-S1 A. E. Lumsden, Providence, Aug. 30, '90.

Yi 1. 10 4-5, W. W. Windle, Peoria, Sept. 11, '90.

% 1-49 2-5.
" " " "4- '90-

1 2.25 3-5.
" " " "

2 5.21 3-5, W. A. Rowe, Springfield, Oct. 23, '85.

3 8.07 3-5,
" " " jg, '85.

4 II. II 3-5, A. B. Rich, Peoria, Sept. 14, '90.

5 13-51 3-5,

Yi flying start, 30 4-ss., A. A. Zimmerman, Hartford,
July 4, '91.

Pnevimatic-Tired Safety. ,

% .35, W. F. Murphy, Hartford, July 4, '91.

% 1. 10 3-5 G.K.Barrett, Rocktord, " 4, '91.

% 1. 51," W. F. Murphy, Syracuse, " 11, '91.

1 2.26 1-5,
" Hartford, " 4, '91.

2 5.23 3-5, Hoyland Smith, " " "'

3 8.13 2-5, H. E. Laurie, Peoria, Sept. 13, '90.

4 ii-oi 3-5>
" " " "

5 13-44 1-5,
" " " "

Tandem Safety.

% .39 3-5, Kluge and Smith, Hartford, Sept. 2, '90.^ 1.08, Banker and Brinker, Detroit, July 17, '91.

% 1.54 1-2, Lumsden and Winship, Peoria, Oct. 4, "89.

1 2.27 Murphy and Smith, Peoria, Sept. 15, 90.
2 5.15 2-5, Masi and Myers, Peoria, Sept. 15, 'qo.

* Track two feet short.

ENGLISH RECORDS OF TO DAY.

Miles. Ordinary. Pneumatic Safety.
M. S. M. S.

i< flying ... . 0.32 4-s. .Lambley 0.311-5 S. Beduin
Yi starting. • 0-35 4-5- .Archer 0.33 4-5 Bradbury
K " . . I. 12 2-5. .Lambley 1.07 3-5 Osmond
M " - • 1.51 4-5. .Osmond 1.42

I " . 2.28 4-5.
" 2.16 .... "

2 " • 5-12 1-5. .Illston 4-59 3-5-. --Jones
3 . 8.142-5. .Osmond 7-381-5---- "

4 .11.053-5. " 10.18 3-5. ... "

5 •13-53 4-5- .Archer 12.542-5.... "

Miles.

Tandem Tricycle.

Holders.Time.
M. S.

% flying 0-35 1-5. . .Crump and Scheltema-Beduin
Yi starting.. 0-393-5---

M " -• 1-154-5--. "

Yi
" -. 1-54 3-5- • " "

1 " .. 2.31 2-5... " "

2 " -- 5.33 3-5. . .Wilson and Dangerfield
3 " .. 8.23 ..."
4

" ..II. II i-s... " "

5
" ..13.541-5... " "

Tandem Safety.
Miles. Time. Holders.

M. S.

Yi flying . . 0.37 4-5. Williams&Glover
J starting 0.402-5. " "

Yz " 1-181-5-

K " 1-583-5-
1 " 2.40 . " "

2
"

5-41 3-5- Lloyd & Glover
3

" 8.302-5.

4
"

II. 16 1-5. " "

5
" 14.022-5. " "

Tricycle.
Time. Holders.
M. s.

0.34 Bramson
0-37 1-5

"

1.16 "

1-54 4-5
"

2.31 3-5
5. -24 2-5 Turner
8.06 2-5 "

11.06 1-5 **

'3-5° 3-5 "
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A SONNET.

TO BISHOP COXE.

Good Bishop Coxe harrangues his flocks,
His sermons teem with teaching

;

There's not a soul, from pole to pole,
Would underrate his preaching.

But when he told the lassies bold
That cycling was wicked,
Alack a day ! he found that they
Unanimously kick-ed. -A. S.,

A MILE IN 2.16.

On Monday evening, July 13, P. J. Osmond made a
successful attempt to lower Jones' mile pneumatic
safety record of 2m. 20 3-53., on the new banked track
at Heme Hill. He was paced by Stroud, Ede, Crump
and Wood and succeeded in making the mile in 2m.
i6s. The times were—Quarter mile 34 3-5S.; half-mile,
im. 7 3-ss.; three quarters, im.42S.; and mile, 2m 16s.

He rode a "Whitworth" safety. The times were
taken by Pembroke Coleman, official timekeeper N.
C. U. Osmond beats the records at half, three-
quarters, and one mile. A cablegram from London
says that since the above feat Osmond made another
onslaught on the records and cut all figures from one
to twenty-four miles. Time 60m. 40 4-5S. In one
hour he rode 23 miles 1260 yards. . Full particulars
have not as yet been received.

A cablegram from Geneva says :
" The Elwell Bicy-

cle Club, consisting of twenty Americans, which left
Havre two weeks ago, arrived at Geneva early in the
week and stayed three days at the Hotel Metropole,
where they were entertained in great shape by the
Swiss bicyclists. The Americans all looked exceed-
ingly well, and said they were enjoying their trip
more than could be imagined. They left on Friday
on their way toward Vienna, where they expect to
make a stay of several days. They have received
invitations from the bicycle clubs of almost every
city in Europe which lies on their way."

Two Ordinary Records Beaten.
The joint meet of the London, Lewisham and Brix-

ton Bicycle Clubs, at Herne Hill, on Saturday, July
II, resulted injseveral exciting finishes, and the record,
was beaten on four occasions. The records for the
half mile ordinary were broken in the following
order : In heat two Lambley did im. 13s. dead.
Weatherley followed in the next heat with im. 12 4-5S.

and Lambley repeated the dose in the final, starting
at a disadvantage, winning the handicap, and doing
im. 12 2-5S. Four thousand people were present. A
summary of the principal events follows :

Half Mile Ordinary, Handicap—U. L. Lambley,
scratch, first ; Weatherley, scratch, second ; Hyde, 25
yards, third. Time, im. 12 2-5S. Record.
N. C. XJ. Mile Ordinary, Championship—Lambley,

first ; Archer, second ; Weatherley, third
; Osmond,

fourth. Time, 3m. 10 3-5S. Lambley made the last
quarter in 32 4-5S. Record.
Ten Mile, Scratch—Osmond, first ; Wood, second!

Stroud, third. Time, 28m. 56 3-5S. Last quarter, 32 3-53-

The N. C U. Championship.
The N. C. U. championship races were run at Bris-

tol before 4,000 spectators July 4. The chief interest
of the meeting was centered in the one mile ordinary
championship, for which Lehr, the champion of
Europe, and defeater of Osmond and Synyer in the
in the same event in 1889, was entered, but, contrary
to expectation, he more than met his match in J. H.
Adams, the only Englishman who got a mount in the
final, and who rode in magnificent form and with
splendid judgment, securing an apparently easy
victory. A summary :

One Mile Ordinary, Championship—First heat:
A. Lehr, Frankfort, first ; H. Roosdorp, Amsterdam,
second ; E. Osmond, third ; time, 2m. 52 2-ss. Second
heat: Adams, first; Lambley, second; Milsom,
third ; time, 3m. 3s. Final heat : Adams, first ; Roos-
dorp, Amsterdam, second ; Lehr, third ; time, 2m.
54 2-5S.

Five Mile Tricycle Championship—W. G. Bram-
son, first ; L. Stroud, second ; Sansom, third ; time,
15m. 47 1-5S.

Twenty-five Mile Safety Championship.—F. J.
Osmond, first; Scheltema-Bedtiin, second; R. J. Me-
credy, third

; time, ih. 14m. 2s. There were a dozen
other starters. Sansom stopped in the twenty-third
mile and Jones in the last. Linton and Chapman did
all the p^cemaking for twenty-four miles. Wood got
to the front two laps from home, with Mecredy, Os-
iTLond and Beduin well up. Osmond took the lead in
the last lap, followed by Wood and Beduin, with
Mecredy and Fletcher in close attendance. Prom
now a splendid race was witnessed, a grand finish rt -

suiting in favor of Osmond by two-yards.

i*bt^

F. M. BKINKEK. MV. D. BANKER.
The Speedy Tandem Team of the Biift'alo Athletic Cluh.

Holbein Lowers the 100 Mile Tricycle Record.
On Saturday, July 11, M. A. Holbein attempted to

lower the 100 mile tricycle record. He was badly
paced, and the first fifty miles were made- five minutes
behind record. The second fifty miles were also rid-
den in slower time than expected, but he succeeded
in reducing the figures by 4m. 42s., the record now
standing 6h. 5m. 26s. Holbein is dissatisfied at the
small slice he chopped off the former figures, and will
make another attempt.

The first church parade at Leeds was scarcely the
success anticipated, as the weather was stormy. Ten
clubs were represented. There were, however, over
200 wheelmen present to listen to a sensible sermon
expounded by the Vicar of Leeds, who recommended
all cyclists to attend one or other of the numerous
places of worship when out Sunday riding.

Lehr is a fine, strong-looking chap, very fair, and
with stooping shovilders, says the Irish Cyclist. He
rides his machine with much vigor, wagging his head
from side to side. Tlie other foreigner, Roosdorp, is

areally good little man, and pedals marvelously fast.
He looked like winning at one time. .A.dams aston-
ishes even his admirers by the wonderful form he
showed. He is a very old racing man, and was be-
ginning to be looked upon as played out. He showed
pretty conclusively that some of the old stagers can
still raise a gallop when properly wound up. Lehr's
defeat goes to prove that the pneumatic ordinary is

little, if any, faster on the track than the solid tired
ordinary, especially when the finish is against a
strong wind.

A brake holder has been put on the market in Eng-
land intended to relieve the muscles of the hands
from the strain put upon them in descending a steep
hill.

Lehr ascribes his failure in the one mile bicycle
championship to the use of the pneumatic ordinary.
Directly after the meeting he telegraphed to Frank-
fort for his solid-tired machine.

Osmond, the great English ordinary rider, has de-
monstrated the fact that a good man is a good man
no matter what is the mount. It was prophesied that
he would be a failure as a safetyist. The safety he
rode was designed by himself.

Cash prizes are still being exhaustively discussed
in all the English papers. While a few are in favor
of permitting the racing men to compete for money
the majority scorn the idea. Wheeling sums the
matter up as follows: "The question of cash prizes
is still agitating the community, and we are daily the
recipient of letters dealing with the subject ; but we
do not see that any good purpose would be served by
publishing them. Enough has been said to show
that the large majority of our racing men would
prefer to race for cash rather than for articles of
vertu^ if it could be done without imperilling their
amateur status; but, as we have pointed out in our
leader to-day, we do not think that the amateur
definition would ever be totally abolished, and
therefore, for the present, at any rate, cash prizes
are not likely to enter into the category of practical
politics."

The latest notable to take up cycling in England is

George R. Sims, the well-known authorand poet.

The Cyclist thinks the cushion tire bubble is burst-
ing, and that large solid tires of the best rubber only
will be the go in 1892.

Wheeli/ig- advises owners of pneumatics to be care-
ful about leaving them in the sun, as under the influ--
ence they are more than apt to pop.

The authorities at Ocean Grove are raising a row
over the habit of bathers of walking from their homes
to the beach in their bathing costumes. Wheelmen
in tights have, for a long time, been denied the privi-
lege of a stroll at that resort, and even men in knick-
erbockers have been looked at with an unsympathet-
ic eye.

Geo. S. Atwater opens his campaign as Chairman of
the Racing Board by suspending, for thirty days, W.
Curtis and W. Pollock, of Philadelphia. Amateurs
are warned not to compete with them.

It will not be many days before the League can
boast of 20,000 members with honesty, the member-
ship on July 10, being 19,386. The Middle States have
the largest number of members, with the New Eng-
land States second and North Central States third.
Philadelphia lead the cities in point of membership,
with Boston, New York, Chicago, Hartford, Balti-
more, Providence, Brooklyn, Cincinnati, St. Louis,
Washington, Pittsburgh and Detroit toUowing in the
order named.
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FIXTURES.

JULY.

15--

15--

19-20.-

22.-

29.-

3°--

-Team Road Race of the Orange Wheelmen and
Business Mens' Cycle League.

-Fifty Mile Road Race of the Buffalo Ramblers.

AUGUST.

I.—Road race between Press Cycling Club and
Ramblers Bicycle Club at Buffalo.

I.—Lantern Parade and Race Meet at Phila-
delphia.

I.—Race Meet of the Cortland (N. Y.) Wheel Club.
Address C. G. Smith, 40 Greenbush Street,
Cortland, N. Y.

4.—Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha
Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y. Ad-
dress Fred Bronner, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

6.—Cycle Races at the Syracuse Aihletic Clab's
'Annual Games.

10.—Annual Tournament, Toronto Bicycle Club.
14-15.—Annual Meet of the Massachusetts Division

at Cottage City.
-Race Meet at Alton, 111.

Road Race at Waukesha, Wis.
•New York State Division Meet at Rochester.
Race meet of the Columbia Bicycle Club, North

Attleboro, Mass.
Annual Meet of the Montreal Bicycle Club.
Address A. Harries, Hon. Sec, P. O. Box 958,
Montreal, Canada.

Race Meet of the Quaker City Wheelmen,
Philadelphia.

-Twenty-five Road Race of the Zigzag Bicycle
Club, Buffalo.

SEPTEMBER.

5.—Race Meet at Birmingham, Conn.
5.—Rhode Island Wheelmen's 'Tournament at Nar-

ragansett Park, Providence.
7.—Races at Minneapolis.
7.—Race Meet of the Union Co. Roadsters, at

Elizabeth, N. J.
7-8.—Tournament at Hartford, Conn. Address J. J.

Grace, Secretary, Hartford, Conn.
8.—Meeting of the National Assembly at Hart-

ford, Conn.
9.—Third Annual Tournament of the Fort Dayton

Wheelmen, at Herkimer, N. Y.
lo-ii—Springfield Bicycle Club's Tournament, Hamp-

den Park, Springfield, Mass. Address D. J.
Canary, Box 107.

lo-ii.—Chicago Cricket Club's Annual Meet. Address
J. G. Davis, Park Side, Chicago.

12.—Second Fifteen Mile Team Road Race of the
Wheelmen's Racing League.

12.—Race Meet of the Park Avenue Wheelmen,
Philadelphia.

18-19.—Third Annual Tournament of the Peoria Bi-
cycle Club. Address Fred Patee, Peoria,
111.

19.—Races at the Games of the Atlantic Division of
the A. A. U. at Baltimore.

22—Rockland Co Wheelmen's Race Meet at Spring
Valley, N. Y. Entries close with Gardenier
& Cole, Spring Valley, N. Y.

22.—Bicycle Races at the Goshen, Ind., Fair.
26.—Race Meet of the Elizabeth, (N.T.,) Wheelmen.

Sept. 7, 1891, 1:30 p.m.

BICYCLE RACES,
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE

VISION COUNTY ROADSTERS,
ON THE GROUNDS .OF THE

New Jersey Jockey Club, Elizabeth, N.J.

1 , 2 and 5 Mile Safety Races, Handicap.
1, 2 and 5 Mile Ordinary Races, Handicap.

HANDSOME PRIZES.
Gold and Silver Watches. Gold and Silver Medals.

Address GEO. J. Ames, 408 Jefferson Ave., Eliza-
beth, N.J., for entry blanks. Entries close Aug. 29.

One Mile Track. No Corners. Grand Stand soats 4,000.

T^HE RHODE ISLAND WHEELMEN'S
-•- Third Annual Tournament will be held

SEPTEMBER 5th,

At Narragansett Park, Providence, R. I.

For a valuable compilation of

BICYCLE RECORDS.
Send stamp to J. L. Speir, 13 Asia St., Providence, R. I.

WAIONTHA BICYCLE CLUB
Fifty Mile Handicap Road Race,

Biclifleld Springs, N. T., August 4, 1891.

Dated 1891.

To August Kinne, Chairman of Committee,
Richfield Springs, N. Y.

Enclosed please find $1.50 entrance fee in above
race, and I hereby certify that my best times are as
follows :

5 miles at
10 '* "
20 '* "
25 " "
50 " "

Name
Address

Club '.'.'.'.'.'.'.' !!!!!!!!!!!!"!!!!!"!!!!!!!!]]!!!
Club Address
Remarks

CS~No entry received unless properly filled out
and stating whether competitor will use a pneumatic,
cushion, or solid tire wheel. Pneumatic and cushion
tired wheels will be penalized.

TWO RACE MEETS FOR NEW-
JERSEY.

The mile trotting and running track owned by the
New Jersey Jockey Club, at Elizabeth, which has
been in a state of rest since book-making at horse
races was stopped by the Legislature, will in Septem-
ber be the scene of two cycle race meets that should
prove of more than common interest. The Union Co.
Roadsters will hold the first series of races on the
track, which is to be scraped and rolled until it is in
record breaking shape, on Labor Day, September 7.

The prizes will be offered by the Jockey Club and
will consist of gold watches and trophies of value.
The races will be under different management than
had charge of the contests conducted by the Club on
July 4.

The Elizabeth Wheelmen have also secured per-
mission to use the track whenever it is desired and
accordingly they are preparing for a great race
meet for Saturday afternoon, September 26, when in
all probability the greatest series of cycle races ever
held in the State will be run, as the club has experi-
enced men in its ranks and the date does not conflict
with any other meet. The track will be in the pink
of condition and by the absence of curves fast time
should be the result. It will be as fast as.any in use
during the great Fall circuit, according to all ac-
counts, and an endeavor will be made to secure the
presence of all the crack riders.

THE UNION CO. ROADSTERS RACE
MEET.

The mile track on which the U. C. R. will hold their
race meet on September 7, Labor Day, is one of the
finest in the country for cycle racing. It is sixty
feet wide all around, quarter mile home stretch,
enabling the spurters to get in their good work. No
pains will be spared by the Roadsters to make this
meet the largest ever held in this section of the
country. The grand stand seats 4,500 people.
Following is a list of the events :

One Mile Safty, Handicap, Open—First, gold
medal; second, gold and silver medal; third, silver
medal.
One Mile Ordinary, Handicap, Open—First, gold

medal; second, gold and silver medal; third, silver
medal.
Two Mile Ordinary, Handicap, Open—First, sil-

ver watch ; second, gold medal ; third, silver medal.

Two Mile Safety, Handicap, Open—First, silver
watch ; second, gold medal ; third, silver medal.

Five Mile Safety, Handicap, Open—First, gold
watch ; second, gold medal ; third, silver medal.

Five Mile Ordinary, Handicap, Open—First, gold
watch

;
second, gold medal ; third, silver medal.

Ten men that have a record of 2m. 30s. can race
one mile agaijist a trotting horse (flying start), prize,
$100 gold watch.
Ten men that have a record of 2m. 40s. can race one

mile against a trotting horse (flying start), prize, $50
gold watch.
Entrance fees will be 50 cents in each event, except

the race against the horses, when no entrance fee
will be charged. For entry blank address G. J. Ames,
408 Jefferson Aveuue, Elizabeth, N. J.

The Next Tournament at Philadelpliia.

At the race meet of the Philadelphia Cycle Dealers,
at the Keystone Track, on August i, the following
events will be run : One mile novice, safety ; one
nule, 3.20 class, safety; one mile, 3.10 class, safety;
one mile, 3.00 class, safety; one mile, 2.50 class, safety;
one mile, 2.50 class, ordinary ; one mile open, handi-
cap, safety ; one mile open, handicap, ordmary

;
two

mile open, handicap, safety ; one mile dealers', handi-
cap, safety

;
quarter mile open, safety

;
quarter mile

open, ordinary ; two mile handicap, tandem. In ad-
dition to the track events a ten mile road race will be
given, the finish of which will be on the track. En-
tries close July 27 with R. H. Kain, 26 North Seventh
Street, Philadelphia.

The Holyoke Bicycle Club held a ten mile handi-
cap road race on July 10, on the Springfield Road.
It was won by Scott Williamson in 34m. 50s. Merriam
was second ; Ratcliffe, third ; King, fourth. The
handicaps were known only to the judges, all the men
starting from scratch. The plan worked successfully.

A Koad Race at Chicago,
Fully 200 wheelmen witnessed the start of the Cook

County (Ills.) Wheelmen's first annual road race, on
Saturday, July 11. The course was from the Wiscon-
sin Central tracks, between Garfield and Douglas
Parks, south around the circle at Douglas Park, back
past the starting point to Humboldt Park, and return
to the starting point. Cutting's time for the ten
miles is an excellent performance. O. R. Barrett, the
winner of the contest, is comparatively a new man at
racing. The distance was about q% miles and twenty-
five men started. Following is the result

:

Names.

0. R. Barrett
CD. Cutting

,

Burt Salvage
W. P. Patterson..
W. P. Eisenberg.

.

W. A. Thompson.
1. D. Wilson
P. H. Green
J. D. Atchison....
F. H. Brown
Chas. Engstrom..,
D. C. McLaughlin
C. H. Stinson
Walter Scott
J. R.Dillon
R. Craigie
W. K. Hamilton..

Handicap.

Scratch.
I'A rain. back.
6 min.
7 min.
'/i min. back.
^'A min.
2 min.
3 min.
3 min.
1% min. back.
K min. back.
1 min.
2 min.
2 min.
2 min.
5 min.
5 min.

Actual
time.

32-30

30.4s 4-5

36.40

37-50
32-58
32.48
3S-IO
36.00

36-15
32.50
34.00

35-90
35-32
35-31
36.02

38.03

40.15

A Record of Five Years' Standing towei'cd.

E. A. McDuffee. of East Everett, Mass., on Sunday
of last week succeeded in breaking the reservoir
record at Boston, a task which Neilson, Gaskell and
Hendee have vainly attempted, and a record which
has been in existence for five years. The path around
the reservoir measures about a mile, and the best
time made on it heretofore was 3m. 15s. In the first
attempt McDuffee made the circuit in 3m. los. He
then made another trial with pacemakers, and put the
figures at 2m. 52s. McDuffee has given promise of
becoming a speedy man on the track. His first race
was ridden at Worcester on Decoration Day, when he
defeated a field of fifty starters in the novice one mile
race. Not content with winning that event, he en-
tered several others and won second place in the
halt mile safety, and first place in the one mile handi-
cap. At the meeting of the Norfolk County Wheel-
men he secured second place in the half mile safety
event, pneumatic, defeating J. P. Clarke and others,
Worden being first, and also got third place in the
one mile safety handicap. At the New Hampshire
meet McDuffee defeated Porter, the winner of the
Irvington-Milburn race, Taylor, the Harvard crack,
and Worden, thereby winning the open three mile
safety race, in , the time of 8m. sS^s., and more
recently he fairly walked away with the mile handi-
cap at Natick.

Another Race Meet at Philadelphia.

The Park Avenue Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, is an-
other club that has come forward with the announce-
ment of a race meet. They have secured the grounds
oftheTiogaA. A. for September 12, and announce
that Murphy, Zimmerman, Barrett, Tuttle and other
cracks will be present. They also claim that the
prizes will be the most valuable of any ever offered
m a Philadelphia meet. Among the trophies will be
several bicycles and a cup valued at §150. The pro-
gramme will include the one mile tandem, L. A. W.
championship, and a team race between the Chicago
and Wilmington, Del., clubs.

Andrae's Twenty-five Mile Record TVill Not
Standi

The course over which Terry Andrae recently rode
twenty-five miles in ih. 21m. 32s., according to the
announcement, has been found to be two miles short
by accurate measurement, and the time will there-
fore not pass as a record.

A Race Meet at North Attleboro, Mas.s.

The Columbia Bicycle Club, of North Attleboro,
Mass., is arranging for a tournament to be held at the
Fair grounds on August 22. The club has heretofore
managed several successful race meets, and is one of

the most progressive cycle organizations in the State.

The half mile track at the Fair grounds will be put m
the best condition possible, and valuable prizes will

be offered.

A ten mile track race took place at Lincoln, Neb.,
on July 18, for the amateur championship of the State.

E. E. Merkett, of Lincoln, won, in 34m. 30s., D. Wortz
second.

Two cycle events will be on the programme at the
games of the Atlantic Division of the A. A. U., at

Baltimore, on September 19. A quarter mile cinder
track will be put in good condition at Union Park.

Ex-Captain Artman, of the Quaker City Wheelmen,
intends making an attempt to lower McDaniels' 24-

hour local road race of 212 miles.

McDaniel and Seeds recently rode from Wilming-
ton to Dover and return, about 100 miles, in gh. .j8m.

The previous best time was made by C. Elliott,

iih. 55m.

The wheelmen of Minneapolis will hold a series of
races on September 7 in connection with the State
Fair.

The M-arlboro (Mass.) Rubber Co. promoted a twen-
ty-two mile road race through Berlin, Northboro,
Westboro and Southboro on Saturday last. Clif Wal-
cott won first place, making the trip in ih. 22ni., Fred
St. Louis took second, James Sheehan third, Fred
Osgood, of Hudson, fourth, and Frank Dewey fifth.

Gold medals were presented to the two first men, and
sundries to the others.
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DETROIT,

THE TWELFTH ANNUAL LEAGUE
MEET.

A Successful Failure. There were a Thousand
Wheelmen. But They Entertained Them-
selves. The Races, The Cycle Exposition,
Overman TVheel Co.'s Band, The Lantern
Parade and the Races were the Features.

The " twelfth annual " L. A. W. meet was a success-

ful failure.

'What success there was is success of a cycling
crowd. "When wheelmen come together they can
manage to enjoy themselves. If it is sunny they go
out and ride ; if it is wet they can lounge around the
hotels and smoke and talk—with an occasional drink
to kill time.

At Detroit, it may be said, there was no formal pro-

gramme of entertainment, or if there was any, it re-

quired something more than human erudition to pro-

cure, to note even a trace of system or management.
The visitors commenced to arrived on Wednesday.

Among the first to arrive were those well-known
figure.'! one always sees at League meets. By Thurs-
day night there was somewhat over five hundred
people in town, and these with Detroit's cyclists, made
up an active cycling population of nearly a thousand
wheelmen and wheelwomen.
The meet centered about the rink. Within five

minutes walk of the rink was the Cadillac, the Russell
House and the Llub house.

The rink came to occupy a peculiar position during
the meet. - It became the centre of the show.
When you wanted to find anything- or anybody you

went to the rink. At the rink an exhibition was held,

at the rink a dance was given, at the rink a smoker
was given. In the rink at all times was a mob of

small boys, young fellows, idlers and curiosity

seekers. Perhaps a few of the light-fingered were
also there. There was a policeman at the gate, but
he was of the do-do order—not ornamental and not
useful.

' Thus, in the rink the wheelmen were lost sight of in

the crowd. Thus, the better class of ladies and
gentlemen who came to see the cycle exhibit quickly
retired to the galleries to escape the pushing and
jostling..

Things That "Were Not Done.

On Wednesday night a concert was announced to

be given in front of the club-house. A thousand
people crowded the house, or sat on the rails and
grass on the front lawn. Up to nearly midnight no
concert was given, though, we believe, the band ap-

peared long after eleven o'clock, played two or three

selections and then decamped for refreshments and
sleep.

On Thursday night there was a lantern parade.

Six hundred and twenty-nine cyclists took part. It

was a "dead htistle " all the way, and may be classed

as a failure.

On Friday night a sail was advertised, but no sail

took place. On Saturday the rain caused a permanent
postponement of th« races. On Saturday night a

smoker and dance were given at the rink. The place

was too crowded for dancing and too smoky for com-
fort, and it was an absolute fizzle. On Saturday
morning a parade was held in the muddy streets. By
the tinre the procession reach Belle Isle, it was a race

instead of a parade, and the way the men plunged
through the muddy roads on Belle Isle was enough to

provoke a smile from the most stolid.

"What Might Have Been Done.

The Cadillac's dining-room is really fit for a royal

banquet hall, and a banquet there would have been a

feature. A supper might have been served at a

beautiful island with an unpronouncable name, which
is reached by an eight mile sail down the river. There
would be the sail down, the supper at a really hand-

some hotel, a stroll about in the moonlight and the

return sail.

An evening run could have been held to Pointe le

Grass, an eight mile ride over good roads. The
Pointe juts out into Lake St. Clair, the scenery is as

fine as the best part of Long Branch, and a number
of country houses make a specialty of fish, frog and
broiled chicken suppers.

A picnic might have been held on the beautiful

Belle Isle, when, with supper and music, and lanterns

and the moonlight, an ideal evening might have been
passed.

The club mi.ght have entertained, but it didn't. It

was "open" all the time—from cellar to roof. You

were constantly reminded that it was "open;" the
managers said so, the papers said so. What particu-
lar merit there was in keeping the club "open" the
writer has not yet been able to unearth.
Altogether the meet may be written down as a

quiet, tame, enjoyable affair. It was not misman-
aged, for there was no management of any kind,
good, bad or indifferent. The men labored hard for

success, but the thing was too great for them to
handle.

The Natural Advantages of Detroit.

Detroit is considered by many as the most beauti-
ful city in the Union. Its trees and lawns are tfie
great features. In the better residence streets, and
there are miles of them, every house is surrounded
by a well-kept lawn. All the streets, with the excep-
tion of a few of the greater shopping thoroughfares,
are lined with trees, affording ornament, shade, beau-
tiful street perspectives and a cooler temperature.
Some of the principal avenues, notably Woodward,

Cass and others, are lined for miles with palatial
houses, of varied and beautiful designs, with lawns
which are the care of artist gardeners.
The streets are paved with asphalt or wooden block

pavement, and one can ride almost anywhere. They
are lighted by electric lights, which crown spider-
like street towers. They are about a hundred and
fifty feet high, and are at once serviceable and beau-
tiful.

There are two favorite resorts. Belle Isle, a beauti-
ful island in the Detroit River, and linked to the city
by a half-mile wide bridge. The island is many acres
in extent, is well arranged and kept, and is a charm-
ing resort. The other resort is Grasse Pointe, a long
arm of land extending out into Lake St. Clair. It is
eight miles from the city and is a favorite ride and
drive. Once there one may see beautiful residences,
inhale the lake breeze, bathe, row, sail or dine at the
country hotels. But this beautiful spot was appar-
ently not knownto the visitors, for on Sunday after-
noon, despite the beautiful weather, but five cyclists
were met by the writer on the sixteen mile journey
out and home.
The first day, Wednesday, was devoted to receiving

the visitors. In the afternoon the Eastern trains
brought a number of people from New York and
New England. Later in the day came a number of
cyclists who were at the Ohio State- Division meet,
which was held on Monday and Tuesday. On Thurs-
day morning clubs from Michigan, Illinois, and cy-
clists from the neighboring States commenced to
come in.

An inrush of Western wheelmen was expected, but
they failed to materialize. Outside of the home cy-
clists and those visitors who were brought to Detroit
by trade interests and for the races, there was hardly
a corporal's guard, and that guard was composed of
regular League meet attendants who expect to attend
a League meet each year just as much as they intend
to eat their Christmas dinner on December 25. The
reason why so little new blood was brought in was
due to the new departure of not sending out an offi-
cial programme to every member of the League,
which has always been the custon.

EVENTS OF THURSDAY.
In the morning there were " meets and runs."

These were badly advertised, were not formally an-
nounced and no one paid much attention to them.

The Road Race.
The event of the afternoon was the road race. The

course was from Pontiac to a point at the western
terminus of Woodward Avenue, Detroit. A train left
Detroit, went out to Pontiac, and for some distance,
ran alongside of the contestants, running within a
block of the finishing point a few minutes before the
first man arrrived. But few people took advantage
of this movable grand stand.
At the finishing point ten thousand people gathered

and watched the men as they rode up to the tape.
The first man arrived shortly after five o'clock. The
race was not close. "Van Sicklen, the scratch man,
got fifth place though he rode the course on a pneu-
matic tired safety in ih. 2sm. 12 2-5S., beating the pre-
vious twenty-five mile record of ih. 27m. iis., which
A. W. Porter made in the recent Irvington-Milburn
race riding a solid tired ordinary. The winner had
twenty minutes handicap. Van Sicklen was in splen-
did form, and his effort is perhaps the best piece of
road riding ever done in this country. The first three
miles were covered in 8m. 40s.

FRIDAY—THE RACES.
At the outset the meet committee had intended not

to hold races but they wisely reconsidered that de-
cision and thus saved the meet from being a flat

failure. The races were held at 2.30 in the afternoon
at the Driving Park. The track was a mile clay cir-
cuit, in fairly good condition. There were over three
thousand people present, the events were well con-
tested, the weather was favorable, and, altogether,
they furnished a good afternoon's sport.

"W. F. Murphy won the blue ribbon event of the
year, the one mile safety championship of America,
upon which he had set his heart. There was some
regret that Barrett did not start in this race. That
very much improved rider was content to win the
open mile in 2m. 32 i-ss. Tyler, of Highlandville,
Bode, of Chicago and Burnham all rode under 2m. 33s.

in that event. Zimmerman showed very good form.
A remarkable feature of the meet was the penaliza-
tion of cushions and pneumatics in scratch races, and
even in the lap race. Cushions were penalized
twenty and pneumatics fifty yards. One of the inci-
dents of the afternoon was the half mile exhibition
of Banker and Brinker mounted on a tandem safety
shod with pneumatics. They rode a half mile in
im. 8s., the fastest time for that distance ever made
on any form of cycle, Osmond's recent performance
excepted.

Summary of the Races.

ONE Mile Safety, Novice— i, L. W. Schimmel,
Detroit ; 2, H. O. Cossitt, Owosso, Mich. Time, 3m.
8 3-5S. D. L. Watson, Jr., of Detroit, fell. Cossitt
finished first but was disqualified on a claim of foul.

One Mile Ordinary, Novice— i, W. L. Marks, De-
troit; 2, O. W. Slocum, New Haven, Mich.; 3, C. H.
Christ, Tonawanda, N. Y. Time, im. 25 2-5S., 3m.
6 3-ss. Christ distanced.
One Mile Safety, Club, Handicap — i, J. M.

Keenan, scratch ; 2, L. A. Lafferty, penalized 50 yards
behind scratch

; 3, H. Dickinson, 50 yards. Won by a
yard. Time, 2m. 55 3-5S. Lafferty rode to the half in
im. 26s. His time was equal to 2m. 48s. all the way.

ONE HALF MILE, ORDINARY, L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP.
1. A. A. Zimmerman, Freehold, N. J.
2. H. H. Githens, Chicago.
3. W. W. Taxis, Philadelphia.

Times, 39 2-5S., im. 18 3-^s.
Githens led to the quarter, after which Zimmerman

came away and won easily.

One Mile, Open, Safety- i, George K. Barrett,
Chicago; 2, H. C. Tyler, Highlandville, Mass.; 3, E.
C. Bode, Chicago : 4, E. P. Burnham, Newton, Mass.

;

5, J. R. Hazleton, Philadelphia
; 6, George A. Banker,

Pittsburgh
; 7, F. M. Brinker, Buffalo ; 8, W. C.

Thorne, Chicago. Tyler, who was on a cushion tired
wheel, was given a start of twenty yards. He led at
the quarter in 43s., half, im. 19s.; three-quarters, im.
58s. On the homestretch he was caught near the tape
by Barrett, and beaten home by a foot. Time, 2m.
32 1-5S. Barrett showed remarkably improved form,
as did Bode. Tyler may be called a phenomenal
rider. Burnham also did well.

One Half Mile, Ordinary, Open—i, a. a. Zim-
merman ; 2, H. H. Githens

; 3, W. M. Carman, Wood-
stock, Ont.; 4, "V. J. Kelly, Philadelphia; 5, George W.
Dennison, Chicago. Times, 39 3-5S, im. 20 2-5S. Zim-
merman easily defeated Githens.

ONE MILE, SAFETY, L. A. W. CHAMPIONSHIP.
1. W. F. Murphy, Brooklyn.
2. F. H. Tuttle, Chicago.
3. J. M. Worden, Boston.
4. S. B. Bowman, Elizabeth,
o. W. W. Taxis, Philadelphia.
o. L. A. Lafferty, Detroit.

Times, 50 3-ss., im. 36 3-5S., 2m. 21s., 2m. 56 3-5S.
The men fought shy of making the pace "Worden

cut the wind all the way. At three hundred yards
from home the pedalling commenced. There was a
rare struggle between Murphy and Worden. The
latter led to within a few yards of the tape, when
Murphy just nipped him and won by a foot. Tuttle
had come up on the inside, and finished so close that
the judges, after some discussion, awarded him
second place.

One Mile, Ordinary, Handicap—This race was
decided after two attempts. On the first trial one of
the contestants fell, but the bell, not being loud
enough, failed to stop the other contestants, and they
raced all the way. Ballard, of Chicago, 105 yards
start, finished first ; time, 2m. 34 1-5S. 'The second
attempt was more successful, the men finished as
follows: I, E. W. Ballard, Chicago, 105 yards ; 2, J.
H. Draper, Philadelphia, 85 yards ; 3, J. R. Hazleton,
85 yards

; 4, ]. P. Bliss, Chicago, 70 yards. The winner
could have ridden in 2m. 25s. 'There was no scratch
man.
One Quarter Mile, L. a. W.. Safety, Champion-

ship— i, W. W. Taxis, Philadelphia ; 2, W. C. Thorne,
Chicago

; 3, E. P. Burnham, Newton, Mass.; 4, P. J.
Berlo, Boston. Time, 36 4-5S. All the sportsmen were
pleased to see Taxis place himself among the list of
American champions.
Three Mile Lap Race, Ordinary—Zimmerman

and Githens tied with eight points, and Githens won
the prizes by the toss of a copper. Zimmerman won
the first two laps, sprinting ahead within a few yards
of the tape. The speed he got out of his pony star was
astonishing. Having won two laps he thought the
race was won, and he carelessly delayed his spurt
too long on the third lap, and was beaten home.
Times, 2m. 52 2-5S., 5m. 52 3-5S., om. 4 3-5S. W. M.
Carman, of "Woodstock, rode third all the way.

A Flight of Speed.
After the last regular event W. D. Banker and F. M.

Brinker rode a half mile against time. They were
mounted on a pneumatic shod tandem. They started
at the quarter pole and finished at the three-quarter
pole, so as to avoid the strong push against the wind.
The pair flew like the wind, doing the quarter in
34 2-5S., and the half in im. 8s. The course was four
feet short, so that this will not stand as record. At
the same time it was the fastest half mile ever ridden
on a cycle.
The officials of the meet were : Referee, George S.

Atwater, Chairman of the Racing Board
;
Judges,

George CoUister, Cleveland : Abbot Bassett, Secreta-
ry Editor L. A. W., and F. L. Abel, Detroit; Timers,
S. A. Miles, Chicago

; A. F. Peck, Detroit, and F. P.
Prial, of New York ; Starter, William Metzger, De-
troit ; Clerk of the Course, Jos. Bresler, Detroit ; An-
nouncer, L. D. Munger, of Chicago.

The liast Day, Saturday.
There was a parade announced for the morning,

but few people took any interest in it. A storm had
made its appearance on the previous midnight and
had thoroughly saturated the earth and the air. "The
parade was4ield, however, and about 150 people took
part in it.

The races were announced for the afternoon. Short-
ly after noon someone spread the rumor that the track
was a quagmire and that the races were postponed.
Some other one spread the rumor that the races had
not been postponed. And these two rumors were
bandied about for two hours. Hundreds of people
hired expensive carriages and started for the track,
but were turned back at half way. It was announced
that the committee were in secret session. What the
committee accomplished the world will never know.
Some of the officials went to the track, decided that
it was dangerous to ride on it, and they drove back
to the town, telling the people as they came.
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It was surely five o'clock before everyone in town
was informed that there were to be no races. Then
everyone crowded into- the rink and remained there
until midnight, when the League meet petered out.

During the afternoon music was given by the Over-
man band, and at night there was a smoker and after
the smoker a dance.

The Cycle Exhibit.

The cycle exhibit washeld in the rink. Nothing of
especial interest was shown, although all the firms
had fine exhibits. Mr. Sercombe showed a new pneu-
matic tire ; Mr. Tillinghast showed his pneumatic

;

the Paige Steel Wheel Company also had a wheel.
The charge for the spaces was ridiculously high.
There was no space for the press, but the George R.
Bidwell Cycle Co. generotisly leased a large space
and put up an appropriate sign.

Exhibits.

Among the firms represented were the following:
Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co. showed the only ordi-
nary in the building, a National cushion tired Light
Champion, also the only tricycle and tandem tricycle.
Their representatives were: Messrs. Bridgman, Belts,
Pratt, and Roe.
The Pope Mfg. Co. had a fine exhibit and a host of

representatives present, including Messrs. E. W.
Pope, Hickok, Lenbard, Henry Goodman, Shumway,
Harry Hanford, and Lonny Peck.
Thos. Kane & Co. showed Stover and Warwick

wheeli. Their stand was manned by Messrs. Palmer
and Josephi.
The Overman Wheel Company were represented

by C. R. and W. R. Overman, Mr. Powell, and A. B.
Barkman, of Spalding & Bros.
Mr. Sager showed the Rich & Sager child's seat at-

tachment. Mr. Ketcham showed his sundries. The
Stover Company had R. C. Lennise on deck. Messrs.
Sercombe and Bolte showed the various Sercombe
specialties.
Hickory was boomed by Sterling Elliott, and W.

W. Stall. Rouse, Hazard & Co., with Mr. Patee in
charge, showed their lines, making special display
with the new Sylph.
The Union Company were represented by Messrs.

McCune and Measure. Mr. Stokes, of Chicago, and
Mr. Poorman, of Cincinnati, were at the show.
H. A. Lozier & Co. were represented by Messrs. H.

A. Lozier, Edwin Oliver, and Mr. Enright.
The Hartford Company was represented by Colonel

George Pope, Davy Post, and W. C. Manor.
The Grand Rapids Cycle Company had Messrs.

Hoffman, Richmond, and Hain to show their wheels.
The Western Wheel Works and the Steel Pulley and
Machine Works were also represented.
Besides the regular exhibitors, a large number of

agents visited the meet and spent most of their time
at the rink. Some of the exhibitors undoubtedly
booked more than enough orders to pay for their
outlay.
A feature of the show, not to be passed without

special mention, was a number of samples of weldless
steel tubing, shown by Mr. H. A. Lozier. This tubing
is the first American weldless tubing ever made, and
is the product of the tubing company which Messrs.
Lozier and Yost recently organized.

BETSY B'S OPINION OF THE
LEAGUE MEET.

" Mr. Griffith, some one is lying and I know it isn't

me," said Mr. Bunnell, of Philadelphia, to Mr. Griffith,
of Detroit.
Mr. Bunnell is president of the Park Avenue Wheel-

men of the City of Brotherly Love, and Mr. Griffith,

the head of the Detroit Wheelmen, of Detroit, Mich.
Mr. Bunnell some months ago gave to the press the

statement that he had been told by one who should
have known that Detroit wanted the League meet for
the money there was in it, as much as anything.
Mr. Griffith said 'twasn't so.

Mr. Bunnell said t'was.
Mr. Bunnell went to Detroit. Mr. Bunnell meets

Mr. Griffiths. Says Mr. B. to Mr. G:
" Mr. Griffith, some one is lying and I know it is'nt

me."
And what^ great, gigantic, disappointing, puzzling

splash in the pan the Detroit meet was to be sure.
It was literally a case of every man for himself,

God for us all. At most meets it is usual for the
home club to help at least a little bit, but the
Detroit boys evidently couldn't see it that way.
"Griff?"
Oh! dear, yes, he was there and a right pretty man

he is, too. "That soft, sweet voice and that head of
curly, rakish, bangy hair even the dizziest of brun-
nette maidens might envy. Mind, I say, might.
Seriously, though. Griff is a nice sort of a chap and
tried hard, but Griff and a band of music can't make
up a League meet no matter how hard they try.
To begin at the beginning, the Detroit meet was

simply an excuse for a meet. The guests furnished
everything, the hosts nothing. The Detroiters
started off by practicing extortion on the exhibitors
at the cycle show. Their charge for space was simply
outrageous and beyond all reason and precedent,
but the manufacturers were considered legitimate
game and most of them allowed themselves to be led
to slaughter entirely too willing. In the next place
there was absolutely no entertainment. True, there
were two parades, a road race, a number of track
races and an exhibit of cycles, but that is all there
was and none of these come under the legitimate
definition of "entertainment," according to my
idea. Had it not been for the trade the affair would
have been even flatter than it was. The Overman
Co. brought its band down in a special car and placed
it under the orders of President Dunn and this band
together with Dan Canary, the fancy rider, who is
also of the Overman concern, were two of the most
pleasant features of the meet and two which helped
fill up the gap amazingly. The Geo. R. Bidwell Co.
also helped shame the Detroiters. The latter made
no provision whatever tor the press and when the

Bidwell folks arrived, they noted the lack, and
promptly divided their high priced space and erected
railings, and placed rugs, chairs, tables and ink,
making a snug little booth for the newspaper folk.
Possibly.nothing can better serve to show the very
rankness of the meet than this.

I stated above that parades and races made up the
entire meet, but on second thought I recall that this

is not exactly correct, as one common ordinary
everyday clay pipe, which, together with some fifteen

er twenty badges (not one of which was furnished by
the Detroit clubs) forms my only tangible remem-
brance of the last League meet, these remind me that
Detroit did give something away. I shall treasure
that pipe for the memories it can conjure. The
memory of a previously announced "smoksr," a
smoker of clay pipes and cheap tobacco which lasted
twenty minutes and ended by a Detroit man mount-
ing a platform and bawling that it was "an insult
for men to puff such pipes in the presence of ladies."
Ye Gods ! it was a meet, but may the Saints pre-

serve the League and all of us from such another.
Betsy B.

RACING BY THE SEA.

The Atlantic City Wheelmen's midsummer tourna-
ment, on the new track, at the Inlet Base Ball Park,
was patronized by about 2,000 people. The track was
in fine condition, and the spectators witnessed some
excellent sport. The track is five laps to the mile and
well concreted. The Philadelphia riders were out in

full force, and Taxis rode a mile in 2m. 55s. The A.
C. S. N. men were right at home, and scooped a large
portion of the prizes. Coggeshall, of the Orange
Athletic Club, also rode well and captured several
firsts. Pneumatics were penalized 60 yards and cush-
ions started with solids. A summary follows :

One Mile Safety, Novice—Maurice Newhall, A.
C. W., first; E. T. Miller, V. W., second. Time, 3m.
2 4-5S.

Half Mile Safety, Boys' Race—E. W. Dassey,
first; Louis Cummings, second. Time, im. 5s.

One Mile Safety, '3.00 Class—Owens, C. C, first;

R. P. McCurdy, S. E. W., second. Time, 3m. i-ss.

One Mile Ordinary, 3.00 Class—C. J. Coggeshall,
O. A. C, first; G. C. Smith, R. W., second ; W. F. Rob-
inson, C. A. C, third. Time, 2m. 58s.

One Mile Safety, 3.20 Class—J. A. Mead, Q. C.
W., first ; W. H. Ward, Y. M. C. A., second. Time,
3m. 2 4-5S.

One Mile Safety, 3.30 Class—W. H.Ward, Y. M.
C. A., first; J. A. Mead, second. Time, 3m. 4 4-5S.

One Mile Ordinary, Scratch—W. W. Taxis, A. C.
S. N., first; W. W. Leeds, W. W. C, second; C.J.
Coggeshall, third. Time, 3m. 5 4-ss.

Half Mile Safety, Scratch—J. R. Hazleton, A.C.
S. N., first ; S. H. Crawford, Y. M. C. A., second ; W.
W. Leeds, third. Time, im. 24s.

ONE Mile Safety, Handicap—H. Gill, Jr., P.A.W.,
150 yards, first; S.H.Bilyeu, P.A.W., 100 yards, second.
Time, 3m. 17 2-5S. Jack Hazleton, the Schulkill Navy
crack, started from scratch in this race, and was rid-
ing at tremendous pace when he fell. He cut his
leg badly.

Two Mile Safety, Handicap—F. B. Marriott, S.

E. W., 170 yards, first ; N. Newell, A. C. W., 250 yards,
second. Time, sm. 37 2-5S.

One Mile Tandem, Handicap—J. H. Draper and
V. J. Kelly, A. C. S. N.,'20 yards, first; W. W. Taxis
and J. R. Hazleton, second. Time, 2m. 44 4-5S.

Two Mile Ordinary, Handicap—C. J. Coggeshall,
160 yards, first ; Smith, R. W., 190 yards, second
Time, 5m. 45s.

One Mile Ordinary Race—W. W. Taxis, first;

V. G. Kelly, second. Time, 2m. 55 4-5S.

Half Mile Ordinary, Scratch—W. W. Taxis,
first ; G. E. Smith, second. Time, im. 25 4-5S.

A CHICAGO CLUB HOLDS A RACE
MEET.

The Oak Park Cycle Club, of Chicago, held their
second annual field day, on Saturday, July 11. The
Cicero Town Board had granted the use of the Boule-
vard for the races, and a dozen officers patrolled the
grounds and kept all vehicles off the street while the
races were taking place. Fourteen events were run.
The cycle races resulted as follows :

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap—W. G. DeVore,
90 yards, first; J. W. Carter, 200 yards, second. Time,
2m. 58s.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—M. Mill, 140 yards,
first; A. W. Hatch, 60 yards, second. Time, 3m. us.

One Mile, Handicap, Run— Bert Ball, scratch,
first; E. J. Randall, scratch, second. Time, 5m. zij^s.

Half Mile (for boys under 15 years)—Frank Keefer,
first; Fred L. Wells, second. Time, im. 56s.

Two Mile Ordinary, Open—G. D. Keefer, first; W.
G. DeVore, second. Time, 8m. 04s.

One Mile Safety, Open— G. D. Keefer, first ;W.
F. Knott, second. Time, 3m. 22s.

Ten Mile, Handicap, Road Race— J. W. Carter,
8 minutes, first; time, 44m. 05s.; W. G. DeVore, 3
minutes, second ; A. W. Hatch, 2 minutes, third ; W.
F. Knott, 30 seconds, fourth. Knott won the time
medal, covering the course in 38m. 46s.

The first race was protested by Keiter and Davis,
who claimed that they went a block further than the
other racers before turning. The race will be run
over at a future date. In the evening the members
had a stag party at their hall. The prizes were pre-
sented by President Charles A. Sturtevant. They
consisted of medals, cups, sundries, and various use-
ful articles.

ROCHESTER.

THE COMING STATE MEET.
Over twenty-two hundred dollars in prizes are of-

fered racing men by the Rochester Wheelmen's
League on the occasion of the New York State Di-
vision meeting L. A. W., to be held here Wednesday
and Thursday, August jgand 20. Besides this induce-
ment to the wheelmen we propose to turn over the
town to them, if necessary, in order to bring them
here. We want them all to come. Entertainments
of every description are innumerable and those di-
rectly interested in the tournament feel safe that no
club ever did or ever will know how to royally enter-
tain visiting bicyclists until they are shown at the
meeting here next month. Ample provisions are per-
fecting for the care and comfort of the great army of
cyclers that are expected here, and, as for racing,
Springfield, Peoria and Hartford were never in it as
Rochester will be. Willie Windle will ride his first

races of the season in this city, and from private
communication the local boys are encouraged upon
the prospect of having with "them the premier racing
talent extending from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
The committee having in charge the purchasing and
assigning of the prizes have submitted the following :

FIRST DAY.

One Mile Novice, Ordinary—First prize, gold
badge. $20 ; second prize, gold badge, $12 ; third prize,
bicycle shoes, $5.

One Mile Safety, Open—First prize, Victor safety
combination bicycle, $135 ; second prize, vintage silver
vase, $40; third prize, silver ornamented cigar box,
$18.50.

One Mile Ordinary, 3.10 Class—First prize, en-
graved silver water pitcher and cups, $30; second
prize, smoking set, five pieces, $12.25; third prize,
silver and gold lined shaving cup and brush, $9.25.

Two Mile Safety, Handicap—First prize, gold
watch, §60; second prize, cameo ring, §20 ; third prize.
League pin, $7.50.

One Mile Ordinary, City Championship—First
prize, gold medal, $25 ; second prize, gold medal, $15 ;

third prize, silver medal, $9.

Two Mile Tandem, Open—First prize to each con-
testant, one dozen silver fruit knives in morocco
case, $38.50; second prize to each contestant, silver
cigar cases, $22.70.

Quarter Mile Ordinary, Open—First prize, mu-
sic bo.x, $40 ; second prize, complete smoking set, ^10

;

third prize, case of silver nut picks, $3.75.

One Mile Safety, 2.30 Class—First prize, antique
oak sideboard, §55 ; second prize, banquet lamp, $15 ;

third prize, guiding star bicycle lamp, $7.50.

FIVE Mile Safety, Open—First prize, Columbia
safety bicycle, $135 ; second prize, field glasses, §30 ;

third prize, silver coffee urn, $20.

Two Mile Team Race, Safety, Open (three men
each)—First prize, three gold medals, $45; second
prize, three silver medals, $24.

One Mile Ordinary, Handicap—First prize, an-
tique oak cabinet, $40; second prize, seal traveling
bag, $15 ; third prize, silk umbrella, $7.50.

second Day.
One Mile Novice, Safety—First prize, gold medal,

$18; second prize, silver medal, $12; third prize,
sweater, $3.50.

One Mile Ordinary, Open—First prize, silver
coffee set, $40; second prize, steel engraving and
frame, $aD ; third prize, collar and cuff set, $8.

Two Mile Safety, Western New York Cham-
pionship—First prize, gold medal, $25 ; second prize,
gold medal, $16; third prize, silver medal, $10.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—First prize, gold
stop watch, $40 ; second prize, upholstered chair, $20;
third prize, gold headed cane, $10.

One Mile Safety, 3.10 Class—First prize, silver
and glass dessert set, $24 ; second prize, carving set,

$14 ; third prize, traveling case, $7.50.

Two Mile Ordinary, Handicap— First prize,
diamond stud, $65; second prize, calendar watch, $30;
third prize, mackintosh coat, $15.

Two Mile Safety, Open—First prize. Feather-
stone pneumatic, $135; second prize, silver tea set,
six pieces, §45; third prize, smoking jacket, $18.

One Mile Ordinary, 2.50 Class—First prize. No. 4
Kodak, $50; second prize, oak rocking chair, $t8;
third prize, cyclometer, $10.

Half-Mile Safety, Open—First prize, silver fruit
dish, $55; second prize, marble clock, $30; third prize,
racing suit, $10.

One Mile Tandem, Open—First prize, two gold
medals, $70 ; second prize, two gold medals, $40.

Two Mile Safety, Six MinuteClass—First prize,
diamond medal, $40; second prize, gold medal, $20;
third prize, gold medal, $15.

Besides the above prizes two additional ones will
be given, which are valued at $250. One will be
awarded the largest visiting League club in the
parade. It will be a handsomely carved antique oak
hall rack, with fixtures.
The other will be a complete silk plush parlor suit

of six pieces, to be awarded the largest non-League
visiting club in line. The parade will take place
Wednesday, the first day. Nearly 2,000 wheelmen
will be in line, it is expected.

If any records are broken in the one, two or five

mile safety events the successful competitor will be
presented with an $80 diamond ring.

The Bristol County Wheelmen, of Providence, held
their annual meeting on Tuesday of last week and
elected the following new officers: President, Fred.
A. Bliss ; secretary, Fred. C. Greene ; treasurer,
Albert H. Stanwoo'd ; captain, Edward V. Brown;
first lieutenant, William F. Speakman ; second lieu-
tenant, Charles N. Wheaton ;

bugler, George W.
Foster.
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THE TRADE.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for
The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Law-
yer, Washington, D. CI

456,217. Bicycle. Harry C. Goodrich, Chicago, 111.,

assignor to Louisa M. Goodrich, same place. Filed
November ii, 1890. Serial No. 371,101.

456,347- Bicycle Support. Frederick G. Taylor,
Cranston, R. I. Filed March 19, 1891. Serial No.
385,582.

456,348. Bicycle Support. Frederick G. Taylor,
Cranston, R. I. Filed April 13, 1891. Serial No.
388,699.

456,387. Bicycle. Walter Stillman, Jr., Gloster, N.
J. Filed October jo, i8go. Serial No. 367,678.

456,411. Bicycie Support. Edgar F. Hathaway,
Hornellsville, N. Y. Filed May 2, 1891. Serial No.
391)415-

SOME PERTINENT REMARKS TO
MAKERS, DEALERS AND RIDERS,

The Bicycle Trade No Longer an Exclusive One.
Evidences are accumulating that the sale of bi-

cycles is going more and more into the hardware
trade, and with it there is an appreciable decrease in
feeling that the cycling trade is a business of itself.

While this is to the interest and profit of the hardware
men and perhaps to the momentary benefit of certain
manufacturers, yet I believe the latter will be losers
in the end. I always feel good in talking to, or deal-
ing with, a bicycle agent or dealer, but I confess to a
sense of goneness, or I might say, of actually feeling
small and mean when I must answer questions from
hardware men who want to sell bicycles, as to the
meaning of ball bearings, socket steering heads, anti-
vibratory devices or what-not pertaining to the
wheel. True, it is commendable that some of them
are willing to learn, but it is more for sordid motives
than any actual love for the machine. What does the
hardware man care about maintaining list prices?
Nothing. He will buy one machine as cheaply as pos-
sible, and sell it at a dollar and forty-nine cents profit
if he cannot make the even dollar and a half.
The dry goods house and the toy shop are no better

than the hardware or sporting goods dealer. Per-
haps they are worse. There is one truth. The dry
goods man knows even less about the machine than a
dull hardware man. To illustrate. It isn'tlong since
an employee of a certain cycle house was sent to ex-
amine the stock of wheels held by a dry goods house
—a complaint having coine in that some of them were
unsalable. To the employee's disgust he found two
of the machines standing where perhaps a hundred
women and children daily took hold of the handle
bars of the machines with perspiring hands. The re-
sult was the nickel rusted and the department man
and saleswoman who managed the line, thought the
machines were no good. It is positively painful to
continue this line of thought. I want to appeal to the
manufacturers not to kill the goose that lays the
golden egg.

Some Advice to the Young Man.

And now a word to the young man who has broken
a part to his machine, and by next mail writes to the
maker and wants it replaced or repaired free of
charge. In the first place don't say in your letter
that you were " riding very slowly and on smooth
ground when it happened." The manufacturer
knows that. It has been told to him in every letter
of complaint since the first bone shaker was sent out.

I happen to know of one exception. It was in the
case of a young man in the oil regions of Pennsyl-
vania. He c»me up with his little hatchet and said :

"Dear Sir: I have had an accident with my ma-
chine. It was carelessness on my part that caused
the crank axle to break. Please send me a new one
with bill for same, as I want to pay for it. Yours,
etc., Geo. Washington."
The manufacturer at once ordered that a new crank

axle should be forwarded to the young ra&ry^free of
cliarge, as he was the only one he had ever known to
tell the truth when reporting a breakdown.
Therefore I say in writing about your accident skip

that "smooth road " lie. In the next place don't mail
your letter of complaint with order the same day you
write it. Wait a day and then carefully read your
order. See if you have really ordered what you
want. About one-half the owners of bicycles in
ordering parts for their machines order what they do
not want. This results in much confusion, loss of
use of machine perhaps for a while, and is only driv-
ing another nail into the coffin of the " parts man " in
the factory office who is dying daily in his vain at-
tempts to understand your unintelligible orders and
correcting your mistakes.

The Folly of tlie Consignment System.

Manufacturers are continually receiving applica-
tions from agents who want wheels on consignment.
It is pretty safe to assume that the manufacturer who
consigns wheels is heavily loaded with an unsalable
article, and I am glad to be able to say that so far
pretty much everything made has found buyers.
From this standpoint, therefore, there would appear
to be no reason on the part of the maker for him to
consign goods. Yet the persistence with which some
dealers have plied the manufacturer resulted in the
consignment of wheels, and in nearly every instance
coming under my notice it has proven an unprofitable
transaction. In fact I can only recall one case where
it proved a success, and that was where only one ma-
chine was consigned at a time.
In a tour in the western part of this State I was

looking over the stock of wheels held by a dealer,
and before quitting him something led us to go into
his basement. I saw a wheel standing in a corner.

and said ;
" Hello, why is that machine (one of the

most popular in this country) down here ? Why is it

not up on the floor with your other wheels ?

"

He replied, " Oh, you know, that machine is on con-
signment, and I only sell it when I must."
Some years ago I was assigned to the settlement of

a consignment account in one of the large cities of
Pennsylvania. Not a tenth of the wheels had been
sold. It was a flat failure.
Other instances could be noted, and all prove conclu-

sively to my mind that the consignment of bicycles is

a mistake. It is by far better that an agent or dealer
should buy his wheels outright. He will then try to
sell them, and chances are he will succeed.

Ralranhes.

THE M, V. LIVINGSTON CYCLE M'FG.

CO. WILL "WIND UP."

Westboro, July II, 1891.

To the Credi/ors of (he M. V. Livitigston Cycle Manu-
facturing- Co.:

The trustees, under the deed of trust made by this
company on the loth of April, 1891, make the follow-
ing report

:

At the time of the conveyance of the property of
th« company to them it was represented by the
officers of the company that the company then had
orders for more than 1,000 bicycles, and that a con-
siderable portion of the work necessary to complete
1,500 bicycles was done, so that that number of ma-
chines could be finished and made ready for sale
with the additional expenditure of $30,000. Believing
in the truth of these representations, the trustees
proceeded at once to give notice of the assignment to
them and to secure the assent of the creditors thereto,
which was necessary to free the property of the
company from attachments and to brirg the same
completely within their control so as to enable them
to make deliveries of machines sold ; and also pro-
ceeded at once to call upon the parties who had
agreed to make the advances to.them for the purpose
of carrying on the business of the company, provided
by the deed of trust, and advances amounting to the
sum of $20,000 have been made and expended, and
further obligations have been incurred in addition
to that amount. The creditors are numerous and
widely scattered so that considerable time was
required to communicate with them, and the release
of the property of the company from all attachments
so as to bring it fully within control of the trustees
has only recently been obtained. In the meantime
the actual condition of the business and the future
prospects of the company have become known to the
trustees. We have had orders for, and have shipped
to purchasers, not exceeding fifty machines, and the
representations as to the orders for other machines
turn out to have been unfounded in fact. They find
that the statement made to the creditors atthe time of
the deed of trust of the value of the assets was also in-
correct in that the item Stock and Material has turned
out to have been taken at an amount of at least $30,000
in excess of its cost to the company. Owing to the
delay in obtaining the consent of the creditors to the
assignment, the delays on the part of parties who
had agreed to advance the money for the purposes
of the company, and to the lack of credit growing
out of the condition of the business, the work of
construction has proceeded more slowly and less
economically than it otherwise would have done, and
the money expended has not brought the material on
hand into the condition in which it was hoped it

would be. The trustees find further that there is no
demand in the markets for the bicycles of the pattern
which the company has been and is now manufactur-
ing. The machine is radically different from other
machines. It is unpopular, and the trustees have
been unable to place orders tor them through agents
or otherwise, though they have made efforts so to do.
They have been, and are, hampered in their dis-

posal of the machines on hand by an agreement
forced upon them some time since, before the real
condition of the business had become known to them
by the western agents of the company, not to cut
prices.
In the meantime, the liabilities of the company

have been increased, or attempted to be increased
by the directors of the company since April 10, 1891,
by more than $15,000 in excess of the amount repre-
sented to the creditors to be due at that time.
For these and other reasons the trustees are satis-

fied that they cannot expect to profitably continue
the business of the company, and that good faith to
the parties who agreed to make advances to the
company for that purpose forbids their being called
upon further than is absolutely necessary to protect
advances already made. After the best considera-
tion they have been able to give it, the trustees are
satisfied that the situation presents no alternative
and that it is their duty to wind up the business and
sell out the property as soon as possible with a due
regard to the interests of all parties. This they now
propose to do without unnecessary delay, and having
reached this determination they desire that the
creditors shall have immediate notice of it so that
they may have an opportunity to take any action
which may be deemed best for the protection of their
interests in the matter.
A statement of the condition of the company is

submitted herewith. (Signed)

CHESTER MARR,
FRANK W. FORBES,

Trustees.

Assets—Land, buildings and machinery, $47,577.51 ;

tools, supplies, material in process of construction,
finished bicycles, accounts, cash on hand, $79,587.05 ;

total assets, $127,164.56.
Liabilities—Debts secured by mortgage and land,

buildings and machinery, bill of sale of engine,
boiler, machinery and bicycles, taxes, $31,049.27 ;

pre-
ferred accounts advanced to trustees, $20,000 : debts
contracted by trustees, $7,500 ; wages assigned to
Westboro Board of Trade and others, $7,000; un-
secured debts, including notes and open accounts,
$96,495.29 ; total liabilities, $162,044.56.

Features of the Thomas Pneumatic Tire.

The Air Tube.—This is the one part of a pneumat-
ic tire that causes the most trouble, and has been the
subject of considerable experimenting. To confine
and retain air uirder pressure in a rubber tube and
guarantee the tube against bursting, was the object
sought and accomplished. Our air tube is construct-
ed of pure Para gum, and treated with a compound
that closes all the "blow" holes which exist in rub-
ber, and which causes the leakage in most pneumatic
tires. We guarantee our air tube against bursting
and leakage of any kind not caused by puncture
through the outside covering.
Non-Expansible Tube.—This is next in import-

ance as it protects the air tube and prevents the ex-
pansion of the rubber tube to a bursting point. In
all other pneumatic tires this tube is made from two
pieces of linen canvas and consequently the fabric
tube has a seam on each side. It is the parting of this
seam that generally causes the bursting and collapse
of the air tube. In the Thomas tire the non-expansi-
ble tube is made seamless to an exact diameter and
by a machine designed and constructed especially
for the purpose.
The Valve.—In most aU. pneumatic tires the valve

is a crude affair composed of a simple rubber tube
cemented to the air tube by ordinary rubber cement.
It is well known that a proper joint cannot be made
in this way, and as a result most all tires leak at the
junction of the air tube and valve. Our valve is con-
structed of brass, is automatic, admitting the air and
closing at each stroke of the pump, and is vulcanized
to the air tube by the rubber makers while making
the tube; thus the valve actually becomes by the
vulcanizing process a part of the air tube, rendering
leaks about its junction impossible.
Another feature we claim is the very important one

of deflating the tire. With the ordinary valve it is
impossible to deflate the tiie except by puncturing
the air tube. With our valve, by simply unscrewing
the inside cap the air is permitted to escape, thus de-
flating the tire, and greatly facilitating any repairs
that may be necessary, at the same time rendering
the tires safe for storage or shipping.

—

Geo. R. Bid-
well Cycle Co.

A T-5FO Hundred Thousand Dollar Company.
A cycle manufacturing company is being capital-

ized at Toledo, for the above amount. The projector
is reputed to be a shrewd financier and business man
and those who know think that the corporation will
cut an important figure in the trade. We are not
permitted to make public further details.

A New Cleveland Concern.

The Mcintosh Huntington Co., a large wholesale
hardware company in Cleveland, are just taking up
bicycles. Mr. H. H. Bishop, Secretary of the com-
pany, was at the Detroit meet.

He Sold "Wheels hut Could no*'Ride Them.
A popular Pittsburgh cycle dealer rode a wheel,

after considerable coaching, for the first time last
week. '

FILINGS AND FORCINGS.

Mr. F. C. Weston, of Bangor, Me., a practical wheel-
man of many years experience, has invented and ap-
plied for a patent on a cyclometer which is especially
adapted to safety bicycles. It can be applied to any
fixed part, preferably the front left fork, and, ac-
tuated by the running gear, the advantages claimed
are simplicity, lightness, accuracy, reliability, easily
read from the saddle, and, last, but not least, moder-
ate in price. Cuts and full specifications of this cyclo-
meter will be published in The Wheel.

The Union Drawn Steel Co., who are manufactur-
ing a safety chain, report that they have a capacity
to turn out one thousand feet per day. The chain is

guaranteed to draw over 1,400 pounds. The company
intend to manufacture steel tubing as soon as a suita-
ble plant can be established. Mr. A. T. Brook, of 102

Chambers Street, New York, is one of the head men
in the concern.

Mr. L. W. Conkling was in New York on Monday
representing the Sweeting Cycle Company with the
Belmont Safety, a new machine manufactured by the
company. He has given this wheel some severe tests
in the Pennsylvania coal region with gratifying re-
sults.

Wright & Ditson are selling Beeston Humbers
fitted with Garford or Fish saddle for $ido. Attention
is called to their advertisement which appears on
another page.

Humber wheels scored a big success at the Detroit
meet. Every rider who started on a Humber in Fri-
day's races secured a place.

Tom Roe was in Pittsburgh last week representing
the Gormully & Jeffrey Co.

The Massberg Manufacturing Company, of Attle-
boro, Mass., large makers of tools and machinery,
intend to add the manufacturing of bicycles to their
business.

The Cincinnati Bicycle Manufacturing Co. are
pushing the Coaster, a speedy interchangeable wheel
that is meeting with marked success.

The Western Wheel Works are fitting cushion tires
to their Crescent and Juno safeties. The tires are
fastened to the rim in a new and improved manner,
and they are giving great satisfaction. R. L. Cole-
man & Co., the Eastern, Middle andiSouthern States
agents, are ready to supply these wheels with either
solid or cushion tires.

Mr. Myron E. Header, secretary and Treasurer of
the Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co., of Goshen, Ind., was in Phil-
adelphia and placed the agency for the Ariel with
Smith, Whitmore & Maloney. He was in New York
on Tuesday and Wednesday of this week, and ap-
pointed Schoverling, Daly & Gales as their agents.
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NEWARK.

From the present state o£ things, the Associated
Cycling Clubs, of New Jersey, has not a very flatter-

ing outlook for a long and successful career. Beyond
the four clubs that fostered the scheme at its incep-
tion but little interest is manifested in it, and without
the hearty co-operation of all or the major portion of
the clubs of the State, it can never become the associ-
ation that its name and constitvition implies. The
clause in the constitution that is intended to make the
Association a sort of a " Bradstreet," whereby the
records of all the wheelmen of the State can be ascer-
tained, has not been received with favor. A club, as
has been stated before in this column, does not want
to be hampered in any manner in regard to its gov-
ernment, and every organization ought to be able to
decide for itself who is and who is not wanted as a
member, and to inquire for itself into the standing of
those proposed for membership. The Elizabeth
Wheelmen do not like this restriction nor the one ne-
cessitating the sending of the list of members to the
Secretary of the Association, and have decided not to
join. Other large clubs give the matter no attention.
Both the Elizabeth Club and the Union County Road-
sters, the latter cme of the supporters of the Associa-
tion, intend to IVold races on the track which the
Association had in view. This does not in anyway
hinder the Association from securing the track for a
race meet, but it shows that self interest is naturally
paramount above everything else. Quite a contro-
versy has taken place in an Elizabeth paper over the
matter, m which Captain Gilbert, of the E, W., and
President J. S. Holmes, Jr., of the A. C. C, of N. J.,

have figured prominently. A special meeting of the
Association has been called for Friday evening of
this week, and its future will be decided'Upon.
An unusual amount of interest is centred in the

team road race between the Business JMen's Cycle
League and the Orange Wheelmen, which takes place
on Saturday afternoon next. The contest eminated
through a former president of the B. M. C. L., who
took offense at a facetious paragraph that appeared
in this column last year, anent the slow riding of his
club. He issued a challeng^e to any club in the State,
which w.'ts taken up in a spirit of fun by Capt. Racey
of the Orange Club and after six months haggling
the wheel world is about to see itsconsumation. The
course is from Pompton to the store of Racey &
Coggeshali, Orange, via Paterson, Passaic, Belleville
and I^liio nlield. The distance has been variously
measured, but is supposed to be about 27 miles. The
course is c .lefly macadam roads, although there are
some sandy stretches above Paterson. The men in
both teams have been training sedulously and the
result is a matter of great speculation, upon which
considerable money is staked. The prize is a $50
banner. The teams are as follows : B. M. C. L.,

Messrs. Swain, Peck, Kirkp lUrick and Swartout

:

O. W., Mes-irs. Coggeshall, Coffin, Wheeler and
Grosch. With the remembrance of individual
records in the mind one would name the latter club
as winners.

Some time ago a paragraph appeared in a certain
cycl>. journal in which an exaggerated account of
how some wheelmen stopped the Royal Blue Line,
Washington, flyer by waving a red light at a crossing
on the C. R. R. of N. ]. near Dunellen. The story was
taken from a Plainfield paper and led the reader to
believe that the cyclists deliberately waved a red
lantern to frighten the engineer and then laughed
mockingly when the train slowed up as though the
trick was a most clever one. In point of fact the
whole affair was an unintentional happening in which
three Newarkers figure prominently. They were
making a century to the Quaker City and crossed the
railroad track at an early morning hour, when all

honest people are supposed to be in their beds. The
red side lights in the lanterns were spied by the engi-
neer as they slowly crossed the rails, and at the point
named, and interpreting the swinging red lamp as
danger he slapped on the air brakes so suddenly that
the people in the cars were thrown out of their seats.
The train did not come to a halt nor did the cyclists
laugh mockingly, for nothing was said to them and
they were unaware that they were the cause of the
train's sudden decrease of speed until recently.

Guford C. Jones, of the Atalanta Wheelmen, imag-
ines that he is pursued by more ill luck than any
cyclist in the State. He has broken his arm, collar
bone and other parts of his anatomy two or three
times by headers, and believes the wheel to be the
most ossifragous machine invented. He recently
toured to the Delaware Water Gap and Port Jervis.
He was arrested in Chatham for sidewalk riding and
fined. Further on he was bitten in the ankle by a
dog, poisoned by mercury, caught in a storm and dis-
turbed by a number of minor unpleasant events.

Chas. Edge and Geo. H. Miller, of the Atalanta
Wheelmen, have returned from a trip from Bangor
to New York. Edge made the trip in about nine days
and took in all ten points of interest. Miller, who is

also a member of the Fat Men's Club, rode one day
awheel and the next in a train until Boston was
reached, when he thought a ride on the water would
be pleasant diversion, and so reached New York by
boat.

The Atalanta Wheelmen will hold a ten mile club
handicap race on the Irvington-Milburn course on
August 8, and a number of the members have signi-
fied their intention of competing. The race is to be
held merely to create a little enthusiasm and interest.
The famous I. M. course was never in better condi-
tion than it is at present, being free from stones and
dirt from end to end. SPARK.

SYRACUSE.

stolen on Wednesday, July 22, a Black Diamond
Safety Bicycle, marked with figure 8 on handle bar,
and factory No. 1737. Has rear mud guard broken
ofif at frame and is minus front mud guard. The man
who hired the wheel gave the name of Frank Wilson,
42 Columbia Street, Brooklyn; was well dressed
spoke with a (lerman accent and wore a derby hat.
Any information please send to J. W. Bate & Co., 324
Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn.

All over the country where club runs are indulged
in there seems to be a complaint of the ever-present
scorcher. It seems strange that here in America, at
least, nothing can be done slowly, not even an even-
ings trip awheel. The scorchers, if thev are not
tamed, will work injury, possibly death, to the quiet,

orderly and enjoyable club ride. In the Syracuse
Cycling Club all men on the ride are required to

follow the captain or go through more than a scorch

—

an actual roasting.

The Cycling Club's hospitality on the occasion of
the recent meet and at the State meet last fall, has
been widely commented upon. The club owes much
of its success to the kind words spoken for it by
visitors, those words, of course, being well deserved.
Wheelmen know good things when they see them,
and are not slow in the expression of praise or
criticism.

The S. C. C.'s license for 1891 has been received, and
we are at liberty to sell all the L. A. W. line of soft
things.that are in the market.
Fred. W. Penn is at the 1,000 Islands. One or two

islands are not good enough for Fred. After he gets
through with them his racing brother, George, is

going to use them for a while.

Secretary Doxsee is in Canada. His accounts are
balanced.

C. Edward Wood, cor. secretary., has resigned. L. S.

Wilson has been chosen to fill his shoes. But he
can't do it. Lute wears 60 gear.

The ladies' cycling club does not get up much
speed. As yet it is but talk. But, then, what can one
expect aside from that.

Syracuse's Superintendent of Public Schools, Blod-
gett, is an enthusiastic wheelman. Several pro-
fessors and ministers are riders.

Syracuse will be represented at the Cortland Club's
tournament August i. August is a bad time for large
attendance at meets. Keep your events shady during
the later party of July and all of August.

Charlie Murphy got a small piece of the recent meet
here, but he is plainly not in shape, and should get in

line before he does much more riding. A reputation
is a long time making. You know about how fast it

can go.

There are~"several prizes still due the Syracuse men
who attended the Buffalo Athletic Club's races a
month or more ago. Such treatment don't go here.

If you wish to see a genuine smile ask Zimmerman
where and how and when he secured that bronze
horse (clock ornament) he is carrying aroundwith
him.
The thanks of the club are due that oldH^lcing man,

C. E. Titchenen, of Binghamton, for several excellent
photos of the races.

Congratulations Bank and Brink for that half mile
tandem record at Detroit. Give us more at Spring-
field.

The New York team went through here at 1:30 Sun-
day morning. A delegation of club men went to the
depot, and, breaking into to the car, told them they
had got to go back to Syracuse. Zimmerman got up
and walked the platform. He wanted to stay over a
day or two, but Cocoran said " No." Before Ro-
chester, two or three days maybe, they will see us
again.

FALL RIVER.

THE CYCLE CLUB'S RACE MEET.

The first race meet of the Fall River (Mass.) Cycle
Club was held on Saturday last in the presence of

400 spectators. The weather was threatening, which
kept many away from the grounds. Racing men
were present from New Bedford, Worcester, Taun-
ton, New York and Boston. Following is a sum-
mary :

ONE Mile Novice, Safety (three entries)—T. C.
Nichols, Fall River, first; W. A. Turner, Fall River,
second. Time, 3m. 16 2-58.

Half Mile Safety, Scratch (five entries)—W. A.
Nichols, Fall River, first; M. I. Dean, Fall River, sec-
ond; W. L. Wilcox, Fall River, third; T. S. Mills,

Worcester, fourth. Time, im. 3iJ4s.

One Mile Ordinary, Scratch (four entries)—M. I.

Dean, Fall River, first; F. C. Burns, Taunton, second.
Time, 3m. 20 3-5S.

One Mile Safety, Club Championship (five en-
tries)—G. A. Brocklehtirst, first ; F. C. Nichols, sec-
ond. Time, 3m. 13 2-5S.

ONE Mile Safety, Scratch (four entries)—M. I.

Dean, first; F. C. Nichols, second. Time not taken.
This race was protested on the charge of pace mak-
ing.

One Mile Safety, Pneumatics (three •ntries)-
W. A. Nichols, Fall River, first; M. I. Dean, Fall
River, second. Time, 3m. iis.

ONE Mile Safety, Hanpicap (six entries)—W. L.

Wilcox, 75 yards, first ; M. I. Dean, 50 yards, second
;

W. A. Nichols, scratch, third. Time, 3m. 9s.

Consolation Race (two entries)— A. Bernard,
Taunton, first. Time, 3m. 42KS,

The officers were : Referee, W. N. Jewett, New Bed-
ford

;
Judges. Paul L. Hosenforder, Taunton; Geo.

Sharpies, Walter E. Dow; Starter, E. S. Belcher;
Timers, F. E. Wood, E. Darling, G. S. B. Pritchard.
Pneumatics were penalized 6 seconds.

The club is talking of holding another tournament
in the Fall.

On Sunday last G. A. Brocklehurst and Arthur
Marsden maile a triangular run of over eighty miles,
starting from Fall River to New Bedford, to Taunton,
to Providence and home, making the distance in

about seven and a half hours.

The handicapping of the races was very poor. The
scratch men in every race caught the leaders in the
second or third lap. Quequechan.

MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB.

The next club run of the club is scheduled for Sun-
day to Pompton, N. J. It is expected that there will
be a large attendance, as the trip is a most attractive
one. Capt. A. Brogan will take command of the run,
which will leave the club house at 8.30 a. m.

Mr. C. A. Sheehan has just returned from Detroit
and the West where he has been representing his
club.

At the ne.xt meeting of the club there will be an
election of a new president to fill the vacancy caused
by the resignation of Mr. J. A. Clairraonte, who was
compelled to resign owing to business engagements
and his removal from this city, as he does not wish
to retain an office that he cannot afford the time to
properly fill. The names mentioned to succeed him
so far are C. A. Sheehan, A. C. Banker, A. J. Austin
and Adam Hahn.
Three new members were elected at the July meet-

ing. Several new applicants are already on the
board for election at the next meeting.

RIVERSIDE WHEELMEN.

It seems that a trip up the Rhine of America is one
of which few bicycle riders ever tire. With such
grand roads and scenery it is not strange that the
journey is always a pleasure. A number of the mem-
bers will take the day boat to Rhinebeck Saturday,
ride to Upper Red Hook and stop at that place for a
few days. Different points of interest will be visited
each day. Among the party going on this trip are
Messrs. Cole, Benner, Savage, Joe Judge and Wm.
P. Smith, Jr. They expect to be away for two weeks.
Unattached wheelmen will do well to pay a visit to

the new and handsome quarters of this club. Officers
are always in attendance, and visitors will be shown
every courtesy.

The run to Englewood Sunday afternoon last was
attended by some twenty odd members. First Lieu-
tenant Stilger conducted the run. The roads were
found to be somewhat heavy caused by the heavy
rain the day before.

Captain Edward Powers is to be congratulated for
the increased interest that is being taken in the regu-
lar club runs. There was a time when twenty mem-
bers constituted a large run, but now the ranks have
increased, and as many as thirty and forty may be
seen every Sunday morning starting from the club
house to some out of town resort.

At the last regular meeting the club decided to
have the name Riverside in gold letters put on the
collars of the uniform coat. The younger element
were responsible for this motion, and carried it

through with a whoop.
George Mendes and George C. Smith intended to

participate in the race meet of the Fall River Cyclers
Saturday last; their entries were received too late
to be honored, however, and they did not go.

John Becker is ahead in the clnb pool tournament.
He is putting up a good game, and the probabilities
are he will csipture first prize.

Messrs. Jacob King and William F. Smith, Jr., who
comprise the press committee, are keeping Gotham-
ites well posted on the doings of their club. As a re-
sult of their efforts many applications have been re-
ceived during the past month.

Mr. A. Featherstone writes that he has not sent out
any circulars in relation to the pneumatic tire litiga-
tion as was stated in the last issue of The Wheel.

After a thorough and protracted test of the cushion
tire, a prominent hard road rider says that it's only
disadvantage is the marked tendency it possesses to
slip sideways on wet pavements.

A representative of The Wheel has ridden a 39
Sound Parade, manufactured by Pullinger & Co.,
ew Cross, London, for two months, over all sorts of

roads and it has stood the rough usage admirably.
The Parade as a racing wheel has made a great name
for itself in England. It is one of the easiest running
machines on the market.

The Wanderers Bicycle Club of Buffalo, held its

postponed races on Tuesday last at the Crandall
track. The half mile safety was won by Buse in im.
37S. He also won the one mile safety in 2m. 48s.;

the three mile safety in 9m. 55s. and the five mile in
13m. 27S. The three mile ordinary was won by
Christian in 19m. 1-5S.

On September 5 the Y. M. C. A. Bicycle Club, of
Birmingham, Conn., will hold a race meet in which
prizes varying from $10 to $50 will be offered. The
list of events is as follows : One mile novice, safety

;

one mile safety, open to Birmingham, Ansonia, Shel-
ton, Derby, and Seymour; one mile safety, open ; one
mile safety, Birmingham and Ansonia; one quarter
mile safety, open; one half mile safety, open; one
mile, safety, club championship; one mile safety.
New Haven and Bridgeport ; one mile club, handicap.

The Toronto Bicycle Club will hold their tenth
annual tournament on the Rosedale Grounds, Civic
Holiday Monday, August 10. The committee having
a much larger amount of funds at their disposal than
Hsual, will offer a finer and more valuable lot of
prizes than at any previous meet. The list of events
is as follows: Two mile, novice, ordinaries, 35lbs.,

open ; one mile, safeties, open ; two mile, club cham-
pionship, club : five mile, ordinaries, open

f half mile
combination race, open ; two mile, safety, handicap,
open ; one mile, ordinary, handicap, open ; half mile,
boys under fourteen, open ; one mile, safeties, club

;

two mile, novice, safeties, open ; half mile dash,
safeties, open. Pneumatic machines to be penalized

75 yards to the mile. Entries close August 5 with
Jas. Wood, 346 Jarvis Street, Toronto. Fee, 50 cents.
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BUFFALO.

Cyclinsf in Buffalo is not just now at fever heat.

Whether the exit of the Comet Cycle Co. from the

city has anything to do with the matter, or whether
Mr. W. S. Bull's announcement that he will retire

from the Chief Consulship tends to spread the wet
blanket or not I cannot say. I am not speculating on
any city but Buffalo, which has been dubbed a veri-

table Mecca for cyclists, and merits the appellation
for a hundred reasons, but is not just now afflicted

with an attack of egotistical insanity in the wheeling
line—no, not by any means.
Don't let it be thought, however, for one instant

that cycling is dead or pronouncedly languid in the
"Queen City of the Lakes "—it isn't. But the same
old splashing enthusiasm which has been noticeable
of yore does not show {itself. The larger clubs are
singing small, and the smaller ones, while not exactly
engaging in the chorus, are not doing too much—cer-
tainly not enough to drown the band.
Perhaps some of the success which the wheeling

clubs might have enjoyed has been militated against
by the fact that the crack riders are either being
bought or snapped up by the more influential athletic
clubs who have no sort of right or reason to embrace
them—but some of the athletic clubs are " stealing "

everything from high heaven to Etna's base.
Among the clubs that are really making a good

showing and which in enterprise would throw a Cats-
kill boarding house manager into the shade is the
Roamers. This is somewhat a young club with about
sixtv members, but there is a prospect of forty more
joining at the next meeting. No games occur in this

locality but what the Roamers have half a dozen en-
tries, and Blanchard, Balch, Ottenatt and Long have
won numerous prizes both on the field and on the
track. The club has so increased in membership
that new and extended quarters are required, and it

is possible that the directorate will hire ten rooms at

916 Main Street, at an early date. A gymnasium and
bath-room will be added in the near future.

SHALL WE CARRY LAMPS?
Buffalo wheelmen are j ust now very much exercised

over a certain ordinance introduced to the Common
Council by Alderman Franklin, asking that the
wheelmen of this city shall attach lamps to their

wneels after dark, carry bells or whistles to te used
as a warning to pedestrians, and prohibiting a greater
speed than ten miles an hour. Opinions of bicyclists
are very much divided as to what protest they shall

or shall not make with regard to the matter. The
local papers have been recently chronicling accounts
of accidents which have happened—caused by reck-
less riding—and the same publications have asked
that something should be done to stop the fly-by-
night action of the boys who snap their fingers at law,
order and decency. W. S. Jenkins, the Chairman of
the Rights and Privileges Committee, L. A. \V., has
framed an amendment to the ordinance asking— ist.

That the speed of the wheel shall be regulated to ten
miles an hour. 2d. That anybody who rides faster
shall be arrested by any citizen without a warrant

;

and 3d, That the use of lamps, whistles or bells shall

not be made compulsory. This amendment is com-
mented on by the Buffalo Bicycle Club—the leading
club of the city, ami in which Mr. Jenkins was a
prominent member until it gave the 7.. A. W. the good
by -which body agrees to the speed limit and whistles
or bells but not lamps. Both ordinance and amend-
ment will be considered on Friday night, and a full

report of what is done will appear in THE Wheel.
Jenkins' amendment is not likely to go through, but
some of the aldermen tell me the speed limit will be
reduced from ten to eig~ht miles.

A REMEDY FOR RECKLESS RIDING NECESSARY.
It is pretty certain that something must be done to

check the reckless Indian-like riding in the city. We
claim 8,000 wheelmen, and a big proportion of them
ride at about the same rate as frantic dogs run when
their caudal appendage has been decorated with a tin

can and a Pains cracker. What wheelmen do in the
day time is of no account, but it is the Delaware and
other avenue fiends that make the trouble between 7
and II at night.

" Excelsior " is the motto of the Zigzags. The mem-
bership roll is increasing week by week, and the
members are doing splendid work m racing as well
as in social circles. I understand that the latest move
in the club is to appoint a committee to look out for
larger quarters as those they at present occupy are
too cramped. Reports to the contrary notwithstand-
ing I believe the Zigzags have the local record for the
century. It was made last year by one of its mem-
bers. All the old disruptions and internal troubles
among the "jagged " boys have been banished, and
the club is on the boom.
The correspondence that appears in some of the bi-

cycle papers is simply disgusting, and has been the
cause of more club quarrels than anything else. It is

a pity that editors do not inquire as to the capability
of their correspondents before engaging them. An
amateur writer and a member of some club is natur-
allv inclined to believe the organization with which
he is identified with is the only one on earth, and his
letters are consequently colored with such a tone.
They are perfectly irresponsible, and if they get a
chance to dig some wheelman or another they do not
happen to like in the ribs they do it. His opinions as
printed are not alwavs honest or fair, and individuals
as well as the papers which the correspondent repre-
sents are brought into bad repute. Buffalo has suf-
fered much in the past from this kind of thing, and
some of the wheeling papers have appeared to cater
for the slush that the kids write.
W. G. Schack, of Main Street, one of the premier

bicvcle dealers in the city, met me the other day and
told me that business was simply " out of sight. He
says that his wheels are selling faster than ever. " If

I could only get what I want I could do twice the
trade," he said. "I never had such a demand for
wheels since I have been in the business, and the
manufacturers can't fill my bill fast enough. The
Wulfruna is the wheel I am making a mark on."

Sweet & Co., the Standard Cycling Co., Vincent
& Co., Doll & Co., and Bowen say about the same
thing. Who will come to Buffalo and make a fortune

by starting in the manufacturing business on a large
scale?

The next event of paramount interest to the Buf-
falo wheeling public is the team race between repre-
sentatives of the Press Cycling Club and the Ram-
blers. The challenge came from the Press Cycling
Club, and it was stated in the letter accompanying it

that it was meant to increase interest in road riding.
Whether this is so or not I don't know, but I do
know that the hustling Ramblers are the favorites.
If the Pressites win I don't think the town will be
decorated with bunting, nor will red fire be blazed at

every corner. Still they have some rattling good
men, and they are among the latest additions to the
club. The Ramblers have the good will of everybody,
which is more than every club in the city can say.
Tlie race comes off August i. The teams up to tWs

writing are not chosen, but the "hustlers " will have
a trial race on Saturday and the first six men in will

comprise the team. The course has not yet been
marked out.
There is a general expression of regret here that

Mr. Bull has decided to retire from the Chief Consul-
ship. Who his mantle will fall on we're afraid to

speculate on, but if one of the men who has been
mentioned for the office gets it why the Buffalo mem-
bers will pin some faith in the L. A. W. What is

wanted is a man of some judgment, solid character
and decided integrity, not a born kicker and caviler.

W. Lautz, a sixteen-year-old boy, accompanied
some of the members of the Columbia Bicycle Club
on a century run on Sunday. He came through
"like a bird." The riding time was about eleven
hours. The other gentlemen who covered the dis-

tance were A. Arbogast, John Ley, John Franks, W.
Gettleman and R. J. Barth. AUCHESTER.

NEW ORLEANS.

Saturday, July II, Mr. J. Gore, the captain of the
New Orleans Bicycle Club and agent for the "New
Mail " wheels, was run over and seriously injured by
a buggy. The horse was driven by an intoxicated
gentleman named Fischer, who immediately stopped
and volunteered to pay all damages. Gore's wheel
is badly broken, and his bodily injuries will confine
him to the house for a month at least. He had only
just recovered from a dislocated shoulder, and is evi-
dently having plenty of fun with himself this summer.
Messrs. C. P. Chapman and Ed. C. Stoddard have

opened a bicycle agency at the corner of Thalia and
St. Charles Streets. They do a rental and general
repair business, and handle Warwicks, Bronchos and
Columbias.
At the games of the French Fete, held at the Fair

Grounds, July 14, two bicycle races were run for
which handsome diamond medals were offered as
first prizes.

One Mile, Ordinary—E. D. Frederic, first, time,
3m. 55S. ; W. Delahoussaye, second. Seven starters.

One Mile, Safety—L. J. Godberry, first, time,
3m. 56s. ; W. Fayssoux, second. Twelve starters.
Very heavy horse track.

It is a settled fact that we shall have no League
races this year. The first reason is that the Park
Commissioners have abolished the Anderbare Track,
leaving but the Fair Grounds, which is only fitted for
an ascension of Prof. Karl Meyer's ariocycle. The
second reason is that we have a very dead chief
consul.

The increasing popularity of the Cycle here is sur-
prising, considering the fact that the officers of the
League in this section have been practically out of
sight.

The all absorbing topic at present is the race be-
tween. C. B. Guillotte, the winner of the Mehlig
match race two years ago, and the only Babe Cason,
the eighteen year old hurricane.

C. H. Farmer, the champion road record breaker,
has left for a few months' tour through the Northern
States.

ANSONIA, CONN.

WATCH CHAIN BAE.

Pat. April 15, 1890.

eolid Gold, - $5.50.
I
Gold Filled, 1.2&

No. 119.

Gold Filled "Watch Charm
Parts all work, $2.50.

No. 144A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

No. 144B.

League Pin, Solid Gold

with top for letter-

ing, $5.00.

No. 144C.

Same as 144B, except

top.

No. 144D.
_

No. 144E.

Same as 144B, except top.

The Shelton Bicycle Club was organized on July 16
with siAy charter members, and already there are
several applications for membership. The club has
secured rooms, and will fit them up for the conveni-
ence of members. The following prominent business
men comprise the list of officers : President, W. J.
Miller J vice-president, Frank Tenew ; secretary,
Fred. Radcliffe ; treasurer, Fred. Sanford ; captain,
W. F. Askam.
The "K. K.'s,"the ladies' cycling organization of

Ansonia, has rented a cottage at Merwin's Point for
two weeks, the party consisting of twenty-one wheel-
women. The members of the Ansonia Wheel Club
take frequent runs to the shore to call on them.
The Y. M. C. A. Bicycle Club, of Birmingham, has

arranged for a field day on September 5. They hope
to induce the big racing men to enter their races by
offering valuable prizes, but it is doubtful if they will
succeed, as the track is a very poor one.

On July 3d Captain Pemberton, of the Ansonia
Wheel Club, with five other members of the club,
went to Albany, N. Y., and on the 4th and 5th wheeled
to New York City. One member of the party met
with a severe accident caused by the breaking of the
head of his bicycle while coasting a steep hill, oblig-
ing him to take to the trains. The others finished the
run safely, and it is now intended to make the run an
annual club event.

The associated towns of Ansonia, Derby and Hunt-
ington have nearly one hundred lady riders, with the
agents daily delivering new ladies' wheels.
The membership of the Ansonia Wheel Club now

exceeds seventy-five, and is constantly growing. The
club is in an excellent financial condition, with a large
surplus out at interest. Many of the prominent busi-
ness men of the place have joined, and the club
proved itself a power during the recent sidewalk
legislation. F. M. Smith.

No. 196.

Solid Gold.

Enameled, $1.7&

No. 140B.

Solid Gold, Enameled
top for engraving,

$3.00.

No. 199.

Solid Gold, Enameled
bottom plate for en-

graving, $1.75.

In ordering League Pins or Badges -whicli all have

stone in cencer of wheel, state whether you want

Garnet, Ruby, Sapphire or Emerald Doublet. Use

numi;er of article wanted (no further description

necessary). Will quote special price for 144 pins

with GENUINE DIAMOND Or Other stones.

F. K. CAMPBEI*!*,

243 Broadway. Room 25. New York.
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Tires to 189

1
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For detcbils of coTLstTuLctiort of tire see descriptive cir-

cuZcLr, lArKicK rrtcLy he ohtcLzned on CLppliccLtion. ' Tlvis

tire, Tvith all irrhprovemerLts, -will he fitted to hicyeles of

above patterrc at a. cost of $45. OO.
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308 and 310 WEST 59th STREET, 270 and 272 WABASH AVENUE,

NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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Oqioq Cycles Win Ttie Races.
•^• r^Sr

We have been numerously asked how UNION Cushion Tires are made, and how it is

that they are such splendid coasters. We are somewhat tired of answering this question and
hope that after the publication of this explanation we shall not be called upon for a repetition.

To begin with, we use a special size of hole for the interior ; we import these holes from over
the water and as McKinley has not laid his heavy hand upon them we can secure them at

a comparatively low figure. Having procured the aforesaid circular vacancy, we proceed to

fill it with the proper amount of atmosphere, to produce the cushion qualities which the
Union tires have. The purest rubber procurable is then moulded around it, and behold the
cushion tire is ready for use.

There are still a few people who have not had the pleasure of trying a No. 9, or No. 10,

fitted with the above. We don't wish them to depend entirely upon our reputation for truth-
fulness, but write them to personally encounter and "wrastle" with the critter before the}^

give up all hopes of getting a perfectly easy riding and reliable high grade bicycle at a
reasonable cost. Catalogue mailed on application.

UNION CYCLE MFG. CO.,

HiGHLANDVILLE, MASS.

Clincher+ Pneumatic + Universal + Rovers.
^t' ^Ik ;^!4 ^Jfe ^Ik Slk ^!& ^Ik, ^ ^ ^W •»»«• "iif w •?!? •?!? ^j? •?!? -w? ^ ^

In stock,

Ppiee SIZO.OO.

Mk M:. SIk. ^ Mk Hk S!k ^ iM^ Mk ^
^j? W W W W W W ^ ^J? W ^
The most practical Pneumatic Tire yet

produced and a machine unequaled
by any at the price.

Nearly all styles of ROVERS can now be supplied on receipt of order. Reports of

victories won on ROVERS continue to come from all directions.

^&. ^&. ^ Stk Slk ^Jk. ^kW W ^«^ ^«* •?!«• 'itf W

THE <JpHN ^KTZl^J^TN^ON CO,,

SOLE IMPORTERS. 269 & 271 STATE STREET, CHICAGO.
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It has taken the best mechanics of Great Britain three years to bring the Dunlop Pneumatic Tire to its

present state of perfection. In view of this it is not reasonable to suppose that any one can bring out a satisfac-

tory Pneumatic Tire that will stand up in much less time than this unless they copy substantially the Dunlop
patent construction, in which case we shall certainly look to the courts for a redress against the manufacturers,
sellers and users.

We advised the trade some time ago that the price on our improved Dunlop Pneumatic Tire would be
much cheaper for 1892 than 1891 and we shall stand ready to supply the trade at this rate.

Our Dunlop Pneumatic Tire for 1892 will be as near perfect as it is possible to make a Pneumatic Tire.

A great many valuable and new features enter into its construction. We have adopted a new patent valve
which will permit the letting out of the air when desired. The method of inflating our tire next year will be a
much simpler matter on account of its improved construction and any child will be able to inflate it.

The Pneumatic Tire Co. and ourselves have tested at least 100 different kinds of patent and other valves
none of which have proven satisfactory, with the exception of the one we have adopted.

We are advised that another house is now on the point of making Pneumatic Tires the greater part of

which is copied identically from the Dunlop construction, which is patented, and we advise all persons inter-

ested in the making, selling and using of Pneumatic Tire to buy nothing that is substantially like the Dunlop
construction as we snail proceed to protect our rights in every way.

It probably will not be necessary to do this however as the Pneumatic Tire Co. and ourselves have re-

jected one after another of the experimental tires that are continually being patented and brought out, as being
unsatisfactory and worthless for the purpose. We call your attention to these facts as these infringing tires

may fall into the hands of those who are not acquainted with the Pneumatic Tire, and condem the Dunlop
without seeing it.

Be sure the Dunlop Pneumatic trade mark is on every tire you use and you will not be compelled to pay
for experiments which you will find either unsatisfactory or an infringement of our patents.

m
j^. iH^E:j^arnE:BL«aro]N^E:.

CUM AND SlXmNTU STREETS A8D ARMOUR AVEKUE. CHICAGO, ILl..

iSî
MRMGON

^J^ ®). (s). (S)

One knows the value of pleasure only

after he has suffered pain.

Ride a PARAGON and you will see

the wisdom of the above.

By the way, we have a New Model Diamond Frame Machine, weight 40 pounds all on.

The PHCENIX. We have been "sawing wood" and have a surprise for the scorchers.

S^^ouez^ Q^iouotii^ SMtla. (Bo.^

Se'wb |ot^ (BoA^a^toau^n

.

^ZHil^^OI^^^ Sitcy.
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HCENll, HERE WE HHE PCHIIl!
With as complete assortment of Wheels as one could wish^ comprising many of our own special

manufacture. It is with pleasure that we announce our acceptance of the New York State Agency for

the celebrated

^^ SiAilFT SKFBTIBS,
which are known throughout the WORLD. The following mentioned machines we present to the

trade, although at retail we handle all makes

:

Dandy, 24 inch. Cone Bearing,

King of Koad, 27 " " "

Pathfinder, 30 " " "

Lightning, 24 *• Ball "

Rapid, 26 " " "

Manhattan, 28 " " "

Greyhound, 30 " " "

$25.00
33.00
45.00
35.00
42.00
50.00
60.00

LiOne Star,

Outing, No. 1,

" «« 2,

" " 3,

27 inch. Ball Bearing, - $45.00

26 " Full Ball Bea'g.Cush. Tires 65.00

28 " " *' «« " 87.50

30 " " " " " 100.00

Gentlemen's Swift, 28 " 40 lbs.,

•* " 30 " 50 «

Ladies' Swift, 28 « 40 "

135.00

135.00

135.00

The Swifts we have with cushion or pneumatic tires. Write for our Bicycle Catalogue

giving full additional information.

rVERWIN, nULBERT 6^ CO.,

Prices to the Trade quoted on Application. 26 WEST 23d STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

PHENOMENAL PERFORMANCE

ORTV^ONDEON AN MODEL B,

by R. L. Ede, the 20 year old boy (the pocket hercules) who weighs 97 pounds, who only

two weeks ago broke the World's Record for 50 miles on the road, again on July 16,

BEAT ALL THE WORLD'S RECORDS FROM 6 TO 63 MILES,

ON AN

(On Paddington Track, England, officially timed,)

OR7VYONDE MODEL B.

BELOW ARE THE TIMES :

22 miles 1400 yards first liour.

44 miles 450 yards second hour.
50 miles in 2 hours 17 minutes.
63 miles 49 yards in 3 hours.

BEATING THE OLD RECORD BY NEARLY THREE MILES.
l^RITE FOR OUR PRICE I.ISTS.

ORMONDE * CYCLK * CO.
25 MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK.
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THB t- GHRFORD
WRITE FOR PRICES.

Garforil Mfg. Co,

BI.YRIA, O.
FOR LADIES. FOR GENTLEMEN.

WARWICK SENDIFOR CATALOGUE.

PERFECTION

WARWICK CYCLE MFG. CO.,

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
CYCLES.

rm^

Are being shipped to agents in quantities and all are delighted with their beauty and
easy running qualities.

Steel tubing, drop forgings and high grade material only used throughout in their construction.

MANUFACTURERS.

EASTERN AGENTS. — W. J. Newman, Boston, Mass. Geo. B. Bidwell Cycle Co., New York City. Royal Cycle Co., Baltimore, Md.

s

85.

No. I

T.
Now, as ever since first introduced THE MOST POPULAR WHEEL IN AMERICA, and

admittedly THE BEST VALUE FOR THE MONEY ! Acknowledged by all THE KING
OP MEDIUM PRICED SAFETIES, and admitted to be SUPERIOR TO MANY COSTING
$30 KOBE.

age;p(T8 'wamxe;d. send for caxal,ogve.

sole u. s. importers,

fai iwiiiti© ©i©ii i®n
639 Arch Street, Philadelphia.

s

75.

No. 2.
"WHC liESALE BICYCLES, IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
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WIN EVERYTHING AT DETROIT.

First in mile open.

First and Second in quarter-mile Championship.

First, Second, Third, Fourth and Fifth in mile Championship.

They hold One and Two Mile American Records, and Ten Mile
Road Record.

-^o^

JSIKW YORK STATE AQENTS:

SCHOVERLING, DALY S GALES,
302 Broadway and 84 Duane St., New York.

LOVELL DIAMOND CYCLES
HIGH-GRADE

ONLY.

— ALL —
BALL-BEARING,
STEEL TUBING,

AND

DROP FORGINGS.

NO BETTER
MACHINE AT ANY §

PRICE.

LOYELL DIAMOND, -

WITH CUSHION TYRE,

FOR LADIES', :

CONYERTIBLE,

$85.00

96.00

86.00

- 86.00

AGENTS WAJSITED.

^^^
Bicycle Catalogue Frea

manUfactUrei) by

JOHN P. LOVELL ARMS CO.,

BosToasr. m:-a.ss.
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SINGER CYCL-ES
16TH YEAR IN AMERICA.

SPECIFICATION.—30 inch wheels speeded to 57

inch (or 54 inch) patent 1 inch wired tires, Singer ball

steering, Singer ball bearings to all running parts, in-

cluding j)edals, Singer patent steering lock, Singer

patent detachable crank bracket, weldless steel tube

frame, handle-bar and forks, guard to both wheels and

to chain, brake, foot rests, laftip-holder, best combined

saddle and spring, spanner, etc. , etc. Enamelled, and

with parts plated.

Price $1-4-0.

or Pneumatic Tires to order, extra.

D

SINQER fir CO.,
6 S 8 Berkeley St., Boston, Mass. 2 Astor ilouse, Broadnvay, !Ne^w^ York.

NEW MAIL
HANDSOIEST AND BEST

DIAMOND *

FRAME
m

SAFETIES.

HAVE YOU SEEN THE

NEW^ 1891 PATTERN AT

$100.00

^iss.oo
Band Bratce specially of advantage for Cushion Tires.

English reports mention Band Brake as best for Cushion
Tires.

'WITH ClTSHIOPf XIRHS APID
TANGENT SPOKES.

THE SENSATION OF THE YEAR.

SEND EOR CATAI.OGVE.

MANUFACTURERS,
3100.00

Best Medium Priced Safety. Look at it

!

Wm. Read & Sons, 107 Washington St., Boston,Mass.
H. C. SQUIRES, 178 BROADWAY, NEW YORK AGENT.
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p. O. BOX 444^
N. Y.

PUBUSnED ETERY FRIDAT MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

Single Copies,

Foreign Subscriptions,

$1.C0 a year

5 Cents
- 10s. a year

Newsdealers can order ihrough AM. NEWS CO.

COPY SHOULD BE RECEIVED BY TUESDAY MORNIfiG.

LATE COPY RECEIVED UNTIL WEDNESDAY JIORMNG.

CHANGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE RECEIVED BY

TUESDAY MORNING TO INSURE INSERTION.

SPECIAT. ADVERITISING MATTER RECEIVED UNTIL THURS-

DAY NOON.

ADVERTJSJNG RATES ON APPLICATJON.

FOREIGN BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE,
W. S. SMITH,

3 St. Bride Street, London, E. C, England.

F. P. PRIAL,
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,

P. O. Box 444, 243 BROADWAY,
New York.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

respectfully requested to examine its contents and
give us their patronage, and as far as is conve7nent,

aid in circulating the journal, and extend its in-

fluence in the cause which it so faithfully serves

Subscription price, %i. oo per year.

INCREASED DUTIES AND HIGHER
VALUATIONS AFFECT THE

IMPORTING TRADE.

FOR some time past the importing trade has been
much upset by the new departure at the various

prominent shipping ports, who now impose a

duty on the goods at a muoh higher valuation than

that of previous years.

Until this year the duty was thirty-five per cent.,

and that duty was based on a valuation amounting
to eight or ten per cent, above the cost ol: manu-
facture. Under the McKinley Bill the dut)' is, of

course, forty-five per cent., and the valuation is

based on the regular English wholesale price; that

is, between twenty-five and thirty per cent, above
the cost of manufacture.

The increased duty and the new method of valua-

tion is said to h,ave seriously cut into the profits of

importers. The cost of landing a high-grade cushion

wheel in America is now so great that, after deduct-
ing the thirty per cent, discount which is usually given

to the larger agents, there is less than $io gross profit

in each wheel. Especially is this true when honest

high-grade wheels are sold.

One of the Boston importing firms is in litigation

with the Custom House. The authorities imposed a
duty on the regular English agents retail price,

which they had in some way obtained. The firm has
appealed from the decision of the Collector of the

Port, and has commenced suit. It will submit to

have the duty based on a lower valuation, and it will

also attempt to prove that the fines for alleged under-
valuation are unjust. Other American houses are in

hot water, and there is constant bickering between
the Custom House people and the importers.

This sudden activity and close espionage on the

part of the Custom Houses may be traced to three

causes, all of which are more or less responsible.

The cycle importing trade has grown large enough
to invite the closer attention and a clearer knowledge
of values. No doubt there has been much under-
valuation, and this had probably become so flagrant

and general that an investigation was the result.

We may also hold trade jealousy responsible for

some of the trouble. It seems but fair to assume
that one firm, complaining of a competin.g company,
has invited a general investigation.

We hope the duty will be based on a lower valua-
tion than the present one, which seems unreasonably
high. It is also a bad custom to invite one dealer to

appraise the goods of another dealer, a case which
has frequently come under our notice :n New York.

THE Western pressmen worked Major Burdette
in most heroic fashion with the result that

much which was mysterious to them was made
clear. Our Windy City cycling newspaper man seems
not much inclined to take his position on merit and
work, but courts a fictitious and fleeting publicity by
making himself a political pot-boiler.

HARD racing on the road is the schooling which
the champions of the future must have. Two
or three seasons of road racing gives the

rider the foundation, the stamina, the last. With
staying qualities, speed may be the more easily

developed. Pullman and Irvington-Milburn have
developed some good material.

WE are becoming a nation of spurters. Two
mile races are infrequent; five mile races

still more so; ten mile races may be seen
but twice a year, and one must go back to the old

early days to recall a twenty-five mile event.

The Peoria and Parkside ten mile races of last

September were classic events. We should have
more of the kind.

THIS is the last year, 1891, that we shall see a Nat-
ional Circuit, that is a string of race meet dates
which will take in both East and West. Next

year so many races will bo held that no man can do
all of the meets. The Racing Board should also take
time by the forelock and insist that all applications

for dates be made to the Board, so that there will be
neither confusion nor ill feeling between clubs or

sections.

OUR esteemed contemporary. Bicycling World,
editorially states that Windle and Hendee
have avowed their intention of competing at

Springfield. We should like to see a racing man
"avow his intention." It must be a sacred ceremony;
quite as mystically mysterious as Chinese image
worship or the feeding of the sacred white elephant.

Cycling journalism is old enough to quit oil-can

Johnny's vocabulary.

WE have to thank the city of Milwaukee for

something—for a ride down the White Fish

Bay road. Go there and do the thing some
Summer day. The Lake Michigan breezes, the

glorious expanse of sea-green water, the mad white
caps vainly beating the beach, all this will remain as

a fresh and sweet recollection. But—don't get caught
in a shower as we did; and— don't forget to sample
Milwaukee's Schlitz or Hofbrau.

WE entered the den of a tire experimentor. Rub-
ber, rubber everywhere ; bits of linen and
canvas ; cement needles, pins, tacks and an

air pump. Cushion and pneumatic rims about the

place in all stages of puncture and general delapida-

tion. We felt much the same as we would in an hos-

pital, and when the inventor held up at full length a

Dunlop which he had been "studying," we thought

of the dissecting room. Truly have the cycling

times changed.

SOME people have stated that the Banker-Brinker
half mile tandem safety record cannot stand, "be-

cause the men started a quarter of a mile away
from the judges stand." No provision of the racing

rules states how near or how farthe timers must be to

the starting point or to the finishing point. An expert

can easily catch the pistol a quarter of a mile off

The track at Detroit was short. If Banker and
Brinker started the requisite distance back of the

quarter mile post their record is solid.

AT the great Clarksville road race, George
Weber, one of the simplest and most admir-

able men the American race path has ever

known, was won't to spend his leisure time strolling

along the banks of the Mississippi, casting pebbles

into its waters just like a schoolboy.

But, saith the modern amateur, " we have changed
all that; pebble casting is not up too much; our

tastes are more complex and cultivated." It is not

our purpose to draw aside the curtain of private life,

for 'tis oftentimes so much better to have the por-

tiere undrawn. But we do wish to say that the

meanderings and ongoings which the midnight moon
saw at Detroit are disgraceful to our sport, and dis-

graceful solely because they have become such

public property, and that we do not overstep the mark
in hinting that it were better to be just a little more
sensible and a little more manly.

AFTER the first days races at Detroit, the Racing
Board, becoming exasperated over the tire

muddle, which had caused more or less con-
fusion and trouble to all the officials at both Columbus
and Detroit, met in secret session, and it was reported
that the penalties on tires had been removed. Two
cycling editors devoted some time to a consideration
of the question as to when the new rule went into

efi'ect, both agreeing that the new ruling could not
properly effect the second days races at Detroit.

The rain kindly and gently fell upon the second
day and cut off all discussion. We suppose the board
will shortly make a public annotmcement of its

rulings, and will state when its ruling of no penalties

on tires goes into effect.

A
REPRESENTATIVE of The WHEEL who has
been swinging about the circle has heard so

many plans for the enlargement of old and the

establishment of new cycle plants that he is forced to

believe that there may be in the immediate present
too much in the way of output. It is quite true that

this year, during the earlier part of the season, all

the makers were behind their orders, but the old

firms are planning for a much heavier output for 1892,

while many new concerns will offer goods to the

public.

The building of good roads in the country and the

introduction of asphalt and other ridable pavements
in large cities will save the day. The trade, however,
makes no attempt to aid the work of highway im-
provement, and the League has not yet established its

highway improvement bureau.lj AULj ^ 184fl

ed all the large meets -ypV
ustoms which, for '

•

THE writer, who has attende'

of the year, has noted some
the sake of the sport and the elevation xrf rac-

ing to a higher plane, should be stopped by the Racing
Board.
Nearly all the important meets have been, and, for

this year at any rate, will be held on trotting tracks.

These are measured three feet from the pole, and to

make the men ride the distance required by the rac-

ing rules, the tracks are arranged after this fashion:

The usual finishing tape is nailed to the ground.
If the track is short according to cycle measurement
—that is, measured eighteen inches from the pole—

a

second tape is placed such a distance behind the pole

as to make up the requisite shortage. On mile tracks

two tapes are necessary for a mile race. On half mile

tracks two different tapes are necessary to run a half

mile race ; three tapes will be used for a mile, and
four tapes will mark the two miles. But even with

this, the fractional distances—that is, the quarter, half

and three-quarters—are a matter of pure guess work.
The Wheel suggests that clubs using trotting tracks

be compelled to erect temporary posts at the regular

fractional distances.

The other reform is in the matter of timing. The
Board has already several times accepted records at

the quarter, half and three-quarters which were taken

by one man stopping his split-second, while the other

timers read their watches, and read them as some
of the officials shouted "Now," as the rider flashed

past the post. We suggest that at fractional dis-

tances no records be allowed unless three of the

officials hold split-second watches, ani. split andy/j-

the times at the fractional distance posts.

TH E essential principle of the pneumatic tire is its

resiliency. This resiliency is greatest when
the tire is thin and when the air tube is thin.

But a tire in which the only material is rubber will

not stand ; the inner tube will cut against the rim
wherever the tire is not fully inflated, and where the

rubber wears very thin along the rims the air tube

will burst.

The outer covering or bearing surface, if made
purely of rubber will easily puncture ; a pin, a tack,

or any sharp substance will penetrate it; no matter

how thick the rubber may be the principle is just the

same—the tire will puncture just as easily.

The inventors and improvers who are working on
pneumatics are employing linen and canvas to pro-

tect the air tube from puncture and from wearing

against the rims.

Our American experience with pneumatics is necet -

sarily limited, but our opinion is that for practical

purposes the manufacture of the tire must be simpli-

fied, the cost of making reduced, the difficulty and
cost ol repairs musi be less, and the tube must be pro-

tected with vulcanized layers of linen or other strong

material. If the tire is to be made safe, practical and
for general use, some of the life of the tire must be

sacrificed to safety.

Rubber is a cantankerousthing to handle. You can

take no liberties with it. The more lasting and im-
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penetrable it is made the more lifeless it is. We
recently rode a pneumatic which had been made safe.

It had lost some of its life, but it was quite liv«ly, and
far beyond the solid or cushion tire. Tire makers
will have to compromise between life and liveliness,

that is, unless the genius of invention, which is ever

unaccountable, surprises us with the " tire of the

future."

CHICAGO FROM A TRADE STAND-

POINT.

THE WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
i

TRADE. '

Early in the year a Wheel representative visited

every house in Chicago and sent us a bird's eye view
of the CJiicago cycle trade. It was, in fact, the most
complete story of the trade of a great city that had
ever appeared in a cycling paper.

At this date when the bulk of the trade, especially

the wholesale trade, is over and done with, a WHEEL
representative has again spent a week in the Windy
City, visiting the various concerns.

The people are enterprising, it seems to be in the

air. This desire to do something big, to grow, extend,

and enlarge, sometimes causes the more enthusiastic

to go to ridiculous lengths, while the injudicious often

chew off more than they can bite, causing permanent
indigestion and bankruptcy.

Yet, on the whole Chicago is a thrifty city, witli

astonishingly high business buildings with grea;t

cable systems, with magnificent railway depots, witji

thousands of concerns capitalized at many millions

with a system of parks and boulevards second to none
in the country, and with thousands of manufacturing
enterprises.

The city is boundless, except on one side, upon
which is the beneficent and ever-refreshful lake. Chi-

cago was at first the dumping ground for Eastern

refugees and ne'er-do-wells, who fancied it another

Golconda after the fire had taken it by the throat and
thrown it to the ground. It was also the halting place

between the East and West. This constant inpouring

of people formed a substantial nucleus; the railroads

completed the job, and its wheat and cattle business

gave it the final necessary twist which made it a mil-

lion-peopled city.

At the present time it appears to be over-built and
over-sold ; there are too many " land " companies, too

many real-estate dealers. On the suburban streets

row after row of real-estate agents' signs stand up
and stare at you with wooden insistance, and seem to

mutely invite you to buy something.

At the present time there is much money being

, coined, and three hundred years from now Chicagp
may rank as the greatest city on earth. Up to date,

however, the people have made money; very, very
few of them know how to live to get the most out of

life; there is no deep and general cultivation; they
, are not a book-reading people. Yet these are only

the ear-marks of a new country, and the drawbacks
are more than o'erbalanced by the fierceness of the

business struggle, by the rush and bustle, and by the

vitality of the people.

Nearly Fifty Bicycle Depots.
The growth of the cycle industry in Chicago has

been phenomenal. The wheel has grown to be a very
general vehicle for transportation.

In 1886 the Pope Manufactory Co. opened the first

large bicycle store in the city. They had but one or

two competitors and their business for the entire

year was $26,000. This year, though the business is

divided by half a hundred concerns, the business of

the company for the month of May alone was nearly

$40,000. Other concerns also do a large trade and the

retail stores do a business from $10,000 to $40,000 a

month in the best part of the season.

The center of the retail trade was on Wabash
Avenue, one block west of the Lake. On this avenue
within a few doors of each other are Pope, Stokes,

Ames & Frost, Temple, Humber, Bidwell and a few
gun stores that handle bicycles.

The trade could not be confined to a common center

because a wheel may be ridden in any part of the

city. After Wabash Avenue the next important re-

tail street is Madison, on which are the Coventry Ma-
chinists' Co., Spooner & Petersen, Gormully & Jeflfery

and Spalding.

Further out on Madison Street towards the great

residence district on the west side are three firms,

A. J. Street Cycle Co., Stokes Mfg. Co.'s branch store

and the Western Cycle Co. Besides the streets al-

ready named there are other retail concerns in the

various parts of the city, also a number of smaller

stores and branch houses in the suburbs.

The retail trade appears to be rather choked up and
cut up. Avery much larger number of wheels have
been sold this season than ever before, but even this

increase could hardly make a really profitable busi-

ness for all the men in the retail trade. Some firms,

notably the older houses and those who job as well as

retail wheels, have made money, but some of the re-

tail houses have not made fortunes, and it will not be

surprising if a few of them should go out of business

during the winter. The list of half a hundred firms
will be increased next season, but very few will
probably embark in the retail cycle trade.

The Manufacturing Interests.

The manufacturing interests have multiplied within
the year. Old-established concerns, as the "G. & J."
Company, Western Wheel Works and St. Nicholas
Company have increased their business ; a number of
new houses have gone into the manufacturing busi-
ness. Some of them have finely-equipped plants and
big capital; others are turning out really sound
wheels in limited number, but with promise of in-
creased demand and better facilities for next year. A
few notes of the plans and scope of the various firms
will be of interest to the trade.

A New Building Seven Stories High.
That is what sticks in the crop of the " G. & J."

Company. Beginning ten year's ago or thereabouts,
this company have time and again added to their
plant on North Franklin street, until it is a great,
big, brick pile, filled from cellar to roof with men,
material and machines, the three important M's in a
manufacturing business.
Even though they have not a great force of trav-

elers on the road, they have done a large business.
Last year, the company purchased a big corner
opposite the factory. They have torn down a fifty

foot front and have already started a seven story
factory, into which they will remove their saddle and
sundry business. This corner building will be part
of an enormous plant 100 x 210, which the company
will build when their business calls for increased
facility.
The company have just caught up with orders on

general styles, but are still far behind on cushion tired
Light Ramblers.
The firm have improved their wheels from last

year. Next year their Diamond Rambler may be
made the leader, though it is hinted that Mr. Jeffery
has something good under the rose. The retail

store which they opened on Madison street in 1890,

has been a big success, despite the $6,000 rent. The
place is elegantly fitted up and money seems to have
been spent with a lavish hand. The windows are
brilliant at night with dozens of electric tongues.

J. O. Blake, an Ex-Chief Consul of Illinois, is the
master hand. The store was crowded when the
writer dropped in, there were a large number of
employees, aud customers were treated with marked
courtesy, and patience, and politeness, which are not
common commodities in many cycle stores.

The "G & J" Pneumatic.
We saw the " G. & J." Pneumatic. It has the inner

air tube and the usual outside rubber sheath. The
two notable features of the tire are these : it is

neither cemented nor sewn on to the rim, but
fastened with hooks. The bearing surface of the tire
is not smooth, but corrugated to prevent side slipping.
The tire is not yet quite perfected but the above are
its salient features. It is a peculiar coincidence that
the Richardson Co. was working on exactly the same
method of attachment and applied for patents a few
days after Mr. Jeffery.
Mr. Gormully, who handles the financial end of the

business, is at present in Europe. He is not ex-
pected home for six weeks yet. Mr Jeffery is the
mechanical and manufacturing head of the business.
He is a dark-faced, thoughtful man, talks but little,

lets you talk. He keeps a careful eye on all the
ongoings of the trade, and is a student of the English
and American trade journals. His mind seems en-
tirely wrapped up in the business, and his close
attention has been amply rewarded. He holds the
opinion that pneumatics and cushions will be the
tires of next year, and believes that the profits of the
business will be gradually cut down. He thinks that
this must be, in the natural law and lowering effect
of competition, and that no cycle trade union can
prevent the shaving of prices, the giving of large dis-
counts, etc.
The " G. & J." New England agency at Boston has

done a large business. A large number of Ramblers
have teen sold in New England, and the company
may open other branch houses

Twenty Thousand Wheels.
We have seen no plant which has impressed us

more than that of the Western Wheel Works. The
history of this great corporation was recently told in

The Wheel, and the growth of Mr. Schoeninger's
business from a small toy concern into a square
business block of activity is of the kind to inspire
emulation.
The company has 700 employees. T'.ie place is a

forest of belt and lathes, and thronged with workers
like a'bee-hive. It is bustling enough to cause a drone
to faint. The company are about to erect another five-

story building 110 by 140 feet, and this, despite the
fact that they built an enormous new factory last
year. The Wheel was taken, through, by Mr.
Unzincker, the head of the manufacturing business.
'The company carries an enormous stock of raw

material, such as tubing, rubber, steel, etc. It is

fitting cushions to its Juno and Crescents. Its East-
ern agent is R. L. Coleman & Co. In the west it

markets its output through several large jobbing
houses, notably the Simmons Hardware Company,
of St. Louis.
In 1891 the We.stern Wheel Works took a big bound

forward in the standard of its wheels, which are
beyond its output of previous years in material, de-
sign and finish.

Another Sewing Machine Company in the
Business.

Another firm which has gone into the business this
year is the Chicago Sewing Machine Company, who
have a big building at 42 and 44 N. Halsted Street.
The firm is composed of three gentlemen, all of whom
are capitalists and promoters of companies. The
active man of the company is Mr. Kaiser, the general
manager, a man under thirty-five, full ot push and
energy, and with as engaging a manner as Tom Cole-
man, whom he much resembles. Mr. Windsor, the
assistant manager, and a most courteous gentleman,
showed The Wheel through the plant.
The firm have long been eugaged in making the

Chicago Singer sewing machine, and the repeated
demands of their agents for bicycles determined
them to embark in the business. They already had
the machinery with which they make the metal parts
of their machines and hot air registers; also the nick-
eling and enamelling plants.
They make the Empire in two styles, ladies' and

gentlemen's. The Empire is a good and stanch look-
ing machine, with tangent spokes, %-inch solid tires,

listed at $no, or with i^-inch cushions at $120. The
firm have as yet only pushed their wheels among the
sporting goods and hardware trade. They have a
hundred and fifty people employed, have plenty of
room to grow and capital to expend. They have laid
plans for a much larger output for next year, and
will do a much larger business than they did this
year.

Moffat Cycle Co.
This name will be new to many readers of The

Wheel, and they are referred to the company's an-
nouncement in our advertising columns. The com-
pany have a large floor in the Singer building. Mr.
Moffat is a nervous, active, energetic man, who gets
right out among the riders and knows what they want.
He has not made many wheels thus far, but has

turned out all his limited plant enabled him to.

The Moffat is a good sound wheel, well liked by
riders. Chicago men speak highly of it, and agree
that the Moffat Company will make a good reputa-
tion next year.
Mr. Moffat is a New Orleans man and became inter-

ested in cycling while on a three years' business trip
in England. A feature of the Moffat is the inflated
cushion tire, a rubber tire with an inch hole and three-
eighth walls which is easily inflated, making a small
pneumatic. It is said to be a success.

Another New Factory, Four Hundred Feet Long.
The St. Nicholas Mfg. Co. is another of the concerns

that have made fortunes on juvenile and medium-
priced wheels. The proprietors of the firm are the
Owsley Brothers, who are young men, rich by in-

heritance and richer still by industry and enterprise.
The company have a great plant on West Madison
Street. The factory has been overcrowded for the
past two seasons, and this, with the greatly increased
value of the land on which the factory stands has de-
cided the firm to remove. About the middle of August
they will remove their entire plant to FuUerton and
Southport Avenues, some four miles from their pres-
ent location and quite outside of the city. The new
building is 400 feet by 60 and two storys in height.
The object of building the factory long and low is to
systematize the work, so that there will be little pull-
ing and hauling, and the cost of production will be
minimized. The work will go in raw at one end and
come out complete at the other. Railroad cars will
run directly up to the factory, cheapening and facili-
tating shipment. The company will make eight
styles, one of which will be a cushion and pneumatic
wheel of the highest grade. Among the company's
largest agents are Bidwell & Start, in the East, and
Bidwell & Wilkinson in the West. Mr. Harry Owsley
represents the concern at the office. Mr. J. \V. Ryan
is the road man.
Mr. Featherstone and the Featherstone Plant

and the I>unlop Pneumatic.
If any man in the trade had an uphill job this year

that man is Mr. A. Featherstone. Mr. Featherstone
was projected on to the cycling horizon in heroic size
when he cabled across the herring pond, brought over
Mr. DuCros and got the pneumatic tire patents.
Mr, Featherstone has a great big factory at Clark

and Sixteenth Street- It is five stories high, with out-
buildings, yards and sheds. Away out under the
sidewalks material is stored. Mr. Featherstone is a
maker of baby carriages, and the output is said to be
fifty thousand a year. The carriages in the raw first

come into view as a lumber yard. The lumber yard
is rushed into the welcome clutches of the saws and
lathes and human hands and comes out in the form
of baby carriages, holiby horses and other infantile
paraphernalia. An outsider told The Wheel that
the Featherstone is the neatest and handsomest thing,
the price considered, to be found in the great North-
west. The Fair, the Wanamakers of Chicago, takes
5,000 carriages each year into its maw.
With a greatand profitable industry already estab-

lished it was natural for a man of Mi. Featherstone's
temperament to look for new worlds to conquer. He
had the men, machinery and capital and he wanted
to turn out someting marketable.
His toy business attracted his attention to tricycles,

then to boys' bicycles, then to full grown cj'cles, then
to the pneumatic tire. Mr. Feather.itone saw that
the pneumatic principle was a great thing. Indeed,
at the time he "jumped" for it, it seemed that the
Pneumatic Tire Company were about ready to con-
trol the cycling trade of the world.
At that time little was known of the pneumatic.

The inflation principal was at once accepted as a great
improvement. Later it became known that there
were imperfections—liability to puncture, liability to
the explosion of the air tube

; it became known that
the principle was not patentable.
The knowledge of the imperfections of the tire

caused by far the large majority to hold to the
cushion or solid. A clear knowledge of patents led
Boothroyd, North British Rubber Co., Macintosh,
Tillinghast, Jeffrey, Bolte and others to make pneu-
matics. But at the "time" Mr. Featherstone
"jumped "the Dunlop tire looked like a monopoly
and world beater, and Mr. Featherstone's enterprise
in securing the tire is none the less despite subsequent
developments.
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THE TRADE.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for
The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Law-
yer, Washington, D. C.l

456,590. Velocipede. Frederick Newhouse, Toledo,
O. Filed February 3, 1891. Serial No. 380,073.

456,604. Bicycle. Arthur N.Thompson, Milwaukee,
Wis. Filed September 15, 1890. Serial No. 365,032.

456,625. Velocipede. Frederick Malfait, Paris,
France. Filed March 30, 1891. Serial No. 386,941.

Patented in France, May 5, 1888. No. 190,430.

456.631. Velocipede. Samuel E. Mosher, Chillicothe,
Ohio. Filed August 28, 1890. Serial No. 363,261.

456.632. Velocipede. Samuel Mosher, Chillicothe,
Ohio. Filed October 7, 1890. Serial No. 367,317.

456,702. Bicycle Tire. Charles F. Jacobs, Chicago,
111. Filed June 5, 1891. Serial No. 395,233.

456,792. Velocipede Saddle. Frederick Brooks,
Birmingham, England, assignor to Thomas Middle-
more, same place. Filed April 13, 1891. Serial No.
388,739. Patented in England September 12, 1888. No.
13,203.

456,815. Bicycle Wheel. Charles A. Hartman,
Washington, D. C. Filed April 25, 1891. Serial No.
39°a65-

Schwalbach's New Store.

Mr. Charles Schwalbach, the well-known Brooklyn
dealer who has been for many years connected with
the Schwalbach Cycle Co., has opened a new store at
Fifteenth Street and Fifth Avenue, the park circle.

In his new establishment Mr. Schwalbach has a
large riding academy under the charge of competent
instructors. Mr. Schwalbach himself has had over
ten years experience in the bicycle business, and is

thoroughly familiar with the wants of the cycling
public. He intends to carry on a renting and a
repairing business, and wheelmen will find his store
a very complete one to patronize.

A Tribute to the Victor Cushion Tire.

Henry Sturmey of the Cyclist^ has the following to
saj^ of the Victor cushion tire : ".The great bulk of
cushions are moulded tires and we have yet to learn
that the centurality of the holes in such can be guar-
anteed. We have pointed out that the holes should
be eccentric, yet the cushion of to-day is in nineteen
cases out of twenty, made with the hole in the
centre. We would also add that the "Victor" arch
tire, or so-called "cushion," will not, we think, split
under any circumstances, and, of course, to tires
such as these which are not "cushions " as the public
of to-day understand them, our remarks do not apply.

A New Cycle Concern.
Harris & Ross, wholesale and retail dealers in

cycles and accessories, have opened salesrooms at
148 and 150 Oakwood Boulevard, near Cottage Grove
Avenue, Chicago. Percy Harris, the senior partner,
has been connected with the cycle trade in this
country for several years, being formerly associated
with the Springfield Roadster Mfg. Co., Boston; H.
A. Lozier & Co., Cleveland; Standard Cycle Co.,
Buffalo, and Coventry Machinist Co., Chicago. Mr.
Ross, formerly of Toronto, was connected with the
agents of the Ormonde cycles. The new concern are
marketing all grades of machines in both juvenile
and full-sized patterns. They have a fine assortment
of renting wheels and facilities for repairing. In
location their establishment is unsurpassed in the
World Fair city for a general cycle business, having
a frontage of about thirty feet on the Oakwood
Boulevard.

TRADE ITEMS FROM A TRAVELER'S
NOTE BOOK.

We do not know how it will be in the next world
but in this one I think there is very little we get that
we do not pay for, or are expected to pay for. When
the man praises you or presents you with five dollars'
worth of flattery chances are sooner or later he will ex-
pect from you in some shape or other ten dollars worth
of something else. It sometimes falls to my lot
to read letters from cycling agents and deal-
ers, and one recently coming under my notice began
by bestowing unlimited praise upon a certain bicycle
sold the agent by the party to whom the letter was
addressed. The writer had not yet learned the value
of brevity, so before wading through the mass of
talTy he had spread out I dropped my eyes to the
bottom of the letter to see what the chap really
wanted. And it was this : He imagined the machine
would break down soine time, and he wanted to
know under such circumstances what would be done
about it. He really wanted the maker to promise
something unusual.
Hut another instance. A gentleman had presented

to him for his son a bicycle which happened to be too
small for the boy. Not knowing at the moment that
the niacliine had been a present, I asked him what he
had paid for it. He replied that so far it hadn't cost
him anything, but being a present he had to return
its equivalent, or more so, sooner or later, and that
eventually it would doubtless cost him more than he
would have to pay for it in any store.

The names of A. .Schoeninger and Otto Unzinger,
of Chicago, were registered at the Union Square
Hotel, this city, a few days ago. The former is the
president and the latter master mechanic of the
Western Wheel Works, one of the largest cycle
manufacturing concerns in the world. It is under-
stood that these gentlemen were here combining bus-
iness with pleasure.

Thomas L. Briggsisone of the lively cycling agents
of Chester, Pa. He is a sporting goods dealer and is

said to be quite a marksman.

The Warwick Cycle Company, of Springfield, are
charged with a desire to experiment with a chainless
safety.

Banker George C. Gunn, of Burlington, N. J., sells

bicycles for recreation and rides them for pleasure.

Oberlin Bros., Columbia, Pa., like many other
people, claim that Victors make the pace.

At Emporium, Pa., J. B. Shriever sells the Colum-
bia. He is a photographer by trade.

J. Holt, the Columbia agent at Goldsboro, N. C,
was a boy during the war but can recall and relate in
an interesting way many incidents of the great
struggle which came under his immediate notice.

Ralranhes.

TRADE TALK.

Mr. Featherstone will visit England in October.

Many English firms will send over deputations this
Fall and Winter and many Americans will go abroad.

It has come at last. Murphy's Sprintine, a Brook-
lyn embrocation, named after the well-known flyer,
has made its appearance.

H. B. Winship and George Dennison,two of Chi-
cago's well-known racing men, intend to start in the
cycle business at Englewood, a Chicago suburb.

A ladies' safety has been patented by Harry C.
Goodrich, of Chicago, with a flat spring attachment
from the seat post to the frame over the hub of the
rear wheel.

Work on Gormully & Jeffery's addition totheirpres-
ent factory has been commenced. The new place
will be seven stories and have a frontage of 60
feet and depth of 115.

The Ariel Cycle Mfg. Co., of Goshen, Ind., are ex-
perimenting with a two-inch cushion tire. They
claim that it has all the advantages of a pneumatic,
with none of the disadvantages.

F. G. Taylor, of Cranston, R. I., has patented a sup-
port for safeties, consisting: of a rod pivotally secured
to the rear axle, intended to hold the machine in an
upright position when not in use.

Charles S. Smith, a prominent cycler of Philadel-
phia, has opened a cycle store at 709 Arch street, and
will handle a large variety of high and low grade
wheels. John A. Wells, the noted hill climber is the
manager.

Another recently patented support for safeties is

the invention of E. F. Hathaway, of Hornellsville,
N. Y. It consists of a clip-block clamped to the
frame at inside of the rear wheel and a swinging
supporting brace rod.

An interlocutory order dissolving the partnership
between Timothy J. Keefe and William H. Becannon
was issued by Judge Truax, in New York, July 18.

Charles J. Jackson is named as referee for an account-
ing. Frederic Lewis continues as receiver.

Mr. L. B. Whymper is taking an extended trip
through Pennsylvania, Ohio and New York, repre-
senting Schoverling, Daly & Gales. He writes that
business is good, and that the dealers are in good
humor.

Art Taylor, manager of the Bidwell Cycle Co.'s
Chicago store and Mr. Marrett, general Western
representative of the Coventry Machinists' Co.,
Limited, are both anxious to cross the Herrin' Pond
this Fall.

Mr. Sim. E. Wursler, of 1170}^ Bedford Avenue,
Brooklyn, holds a musical concert at his store every
Saturday night, which attracts a great number of
people. This is quite a novel way to attract cus-
tomers in the cycle business.

The Banker & Campbell Co. contemplate enlarging
their Brooklyn headquarters, which is in charge of
Harry Hall, Jr., to double the present size. A new
building will probably be erected on the ground
adjoining the one occupied at present.

M. Hughson, who is proprietor of one of the finest

toy and house furnishing goods stores in Brooklyn,
at Bedford Avenue and Gates Street, is doing a very
large business in cycles this year. He has been in

business on the avenue for eight years.

The Kenton Car Co., of Covington, Ky., are putting
on the market a lens attachment for lanterns by
means of which a brilliant light can be thrown a long
distance in front of the rider, causing the road to ap-
pear as plainly as in the day. The device weighs
but five ounces.

The American Bicycle Riders' Co-operative Asso-
ciation, of Philadelphia, is sending membersliip cards
and circulars to all the wheelmen of the Quaker City,
offering all members 33!^ per cent, discount from the
list price of all cycles and sundries purchased from
a specified dealer.

The Syracuse Bamboo Furniture Co., of Syracuse,
N. Y., are making handles for bicycles. They claim
the handles will not blister the hands nor slip, and
are at the same time rigid. They have sample handles
which have been run from 600 to 1,000 miles, and are
as good as when first placed on the machine.

Mr. Ernest L. Ferguson, manager of the Western
Cycle Co., of Chicago, was in New York on Wednes-
day. He has been traveling in the East showing a
bicycle stand, which can be utilized as a luggage
carrier, by attaching it to the rear mud guard. Mr.
Ferguson also represents Brown Bros., Mfg. Co.

Thomas A. Edison has purchased two Premier
safeties from the Premier Cycle Company. The
question is, will the "Wizard " convert them into
flying machines by fitting them with enormous
pneumatics filled with gas and propelled by elec-
tricity, or will he be satisfied with the cycles as he
finds them and seek recreation in gentle exercise
after nights of labor in his laboratory.

Messrs. Schoverling, Daly & Gales have Beestoa
Humbers fitted with cushion tires in stock.

The Strombridge & Bodman Co., a sporting goods
firm of Portland, Oregon, have added a cycle depart-
ment to their business.

The catalogue of the American Sporting Goods Co.,
of St. Louis, Mo., contains prices, descriptions and
cuts of all varieties of sporting goods, including
bicycles and sundries of every kind.

Messrs. Morgan & Wright, 331 West Lake Street,
Chicago, 111., manufacturers of rubber goods, have
issued a neat catalogue explaining the manufacture
of the various types of tires. After quoting the dif-

.

ferent bicycle manufacturers' views as to the dura-
bility of tires, they come to the following conclusion :

" Our interests are solely with tires, regardless of any
particular kind, and we wish to say a cushion tire is

as durable as a solid pr^jvided it does not flatten down
under the rider's weight."

The Sweeting Cycle Co. have issued a little four-
page leaflet, entitled "Pointers on Machine Adjust-
ment," which contains much valuable information on
the care of a safety bicycle and how to keep it in good
repair. New riders can gain many valuable points
by a perusal of the pamphlet. The company have
printed a large number of them and will be pleased
to mail to any cyclist in the United States on receipt
of a stamp to prepay postage. Address the Sweeting
Cycle Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Montgomery, Ward & Co., of Chicago, have issued
a little sixteen-page pamphlet containing a descrip-
tion of the wheels they handle and the announcement
that they "must move 'em." They offer several
good bargains. The firm state that up to the present
season their cycle business has been but a side issue,
employing but five clerks out of the five hundred in
their employ. They have made themselves familiar
with the possibilities of the cycle trade and an-
nounced that they have decided to be "distinctly in
it from now on."

A drive shaft for safeties has been invented by
Walter Stillman, Jr., of Closttr, N. J., provided with
a bevel-gear atone end meshing with the bevel-gear
of the pedal-shaft, the opposite end of the shaft being
polygonal in cross-section and threaded at this poly-
gonal portion. It has a bevel-gear loosely fitted
upon the polygonal portion of the shaft, a sleeve and
check-nut located upon the threaded portion of the
shaft, the sleeve engaging with the gear and the
check-nut with the sleeve. A bevel-gear works in
connection with the axle of the drive wheel and a
larger gear is secured to the pedal-shaft.

The manufacturers of bicycle shoes say the demand
for novelties is unprecedented. A bicycle shoe, says
a designer, must possess a certain amount of firmness
and yet be flexible. To be comfortable the rider must
have as little restraint on the foot as possible. The
ankle must be supported and yet free. The ball of
the foot rests upon the pedal and it must have play
that the crank may be worked without trying the
limb. At the same time the shoe may be secured in
a manner that will insure a perfect fit. The soles
must be flexible, with a sufficient weight to insure a
firm foothold and protect the foot from injury. A
late novelty in this style is a lace shoe, with aside
goring.

Th« St. Louis Cycling Club will hold a race meet
at Alton, 111., on August 15, and another at Belleville
on August 16. The events for each day will be the
same and are as follows : One mile ordinary, 3.30
class; one mile safety, 3.20 class; one-quarter mile,
open ; two mile ordinary, handicap ; one mile safety,
handicap ; trick riding by Harry Gordon ; one mile
safety, open ; one-half mile ordinary dash ; three
mile safety, handicap ; one mile safety, consolation

;

one mile ordinary, consolation. The prizes will con-
sist of gold medals, jewelry and cycling sundries.
The Cycle Club will give five gold medals for first

prizes and the citizens of Alton will come down hand-
somely.

"The bicycle business among the retail dealers in
New York City this year has been better than ever
before," says Hardware. " The paving of some streets
with asphalt has been a great incentive to cycling,
but there has been a growth natural in its way which
seems common throughout the civilized world.
Dealers are very enterprising, fostering clubs and
endeavoring to make their commodious stores head-
quarters for expert riders, club gossip and cycling
literature. All information seems to radiate from
these places, and, all in all, a high order of enterprise
finds its home in many of these stores which the hard-
wareman who intends taking on this line of goods
would do well to visit."

Harry C. Goodrich, of Chicago, has patented an
improved wheel for bicycles. It consists of a series
of Jspokes, each formed of two sections united by a
turnbuckle, the outer section having at its rim end a
head and flat face adjacent to the head, a hub or disk
for attachment of the hub ends of the spokes against
turning, and a rim having a series of holes, each
formed of a circular portion for entering the head of
rim end of the spoke and a slotted portion having a
straight side face engaging and locking the flat face
of the spoke adjacent to the head, for inserting and
locking the rim ends of the spokes against turning.
Each spoke can be removed or replaced at will, and
can be loosened or drawn taut as desired.

The Mackintosh pneumatic tire, the latest inflated
air tire placed on the market, gives promise of be-
coming more than an ordinary success. The tire is

laced to the felloe between every fourth spoke. The
inner tube is a decided novelty. It is not a continu-
ous tube, the ends being closed by thin walls of rub-
ber, consequently it is very easy to pull out this air
tube through a laced slit on the inner side of the tire.

A second tube is supplied to be carried in the valise,
and, in case of a puncture, the rider would pull out
the injured tube, insert the spare one, and be riding
again within a few minutes of his accident. The in-
jured tube would, of course, be repaired at leisure,
and go into the valise to await an accident to the
second one, and so on.
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THE CUSHION TIRE DEFENDED.

Mr. Boothroyd Writes Intelligently of its

Construction and Merits.

J. W. Boothroyd, of pneumatic tire fame, con-
tributes to theCyc/is/ an interesting communication in
which he criticises an article that appeared in that
paper, condemning the cushion and favoring large
solids. He sums up the Cyclist's article as follows:

(i) That, given equal weight and quality of rubber,
a solid tire runs as easily and deadens vibration as
much as a cushion.

(2) That cushions wear very badly—the sense of
your article (judged, let us say, by anyone outside
the trade) being that the great proportion of them
go wrong in comparatively short time.

(3) That the reason for this is the constant bending
to and fro of the sides.
Mr. Boothrovd writes : With regard to proposition

I, I admit at once that, not having tried a solid rubber
of equal weight and quality, say to i^^ in. cushion, I

cannot speak from experience, but I should certainly
not expect to find from the former either such im-
munity from vibration, or such speed on bad roads
as with a ivell-designed cushion.

A WELL DESIGNED CUSHION.

I should describe a properly designed cushion as
one which, when running at average speed over a
smooth road, should sustain the rider's weight with-
out any considerable flattening of the surface, but
which, on meeting an obstacle of moderate size,

should, more or less, momentarily imbed or absorb
such obstacle instead of raising the rider to the
height thereof as would be the case with an unyield-
ing tire, say, of iron or wood. I know quit* well that
this ideal action can at best be only imperfectly
attained, but it is almost impossible to conceive of

a solid tire acting so well as a cushion. In the one
case the running surface of the tir» can give down-
wards, and by yielding escape the shock; in the other
the rubber can only spread out at the sides, having
nowhere else to go. However, it would be absurd
to dogmatize without trial, and you may be right in

the above proposition. I will only say that we have
a shopman who prefers to ride into town over
"holey " macadam and sits on a cushion rather than
a pneumatic, and I believe that, so far as vibration
only is concerned here, i%-inch cushion would be
superior to ij^-inch pneumatic. With rubber of the
commoner qualities the advantages of the cushion
over the solid would, I am sure, be very great in
respect of vibration.

PROPERLY MADE CUSHIONS WEAR WELL.
It is on proposition 2 that I must join issue with

you. My experience has been that, taken all round,
the cushion wears wonderfully w»ll. With the ex-
ception of a few early ones made with too large hole
or used with sharp-edged rims, we have had hardly
any trouble whatever: in fact, the results have been
surprisingly good. Taking an instance, I had occa-
sion to examine a few days ago the " G. F." of my
fri»nd, Mr. Webb, the popular vice-captain of the
Stanley C. C. This machine was made last October,
and has been in constant use ever since, and I should
think it has been ridden from 2,000 to 3,000 miles in

all weathers, and over all kinds of roads. The tires
are \% inch, with probably full J^-inch hole, and feel
rather too soft. They are in capital condition, so
good, in fact, that they might almost be put on a new
machine without a purchaser noticing anything
wrong. Yet Mr. Webb is a hard rider, and does not
spare either himself or the machine. The front tire
is hand made, and- the back tire moulded. This is

one example out of hundreds, and I mention it only
because I know the machine and rider. Of course, I

am fully aware that a large number of cushions have
worn badly, and will try to throw light on the
causes.

THE CAUSE OF INTERNAL CUTTING.
Coming to proposition 3, I think you are mistaken

as to the chief cause of trouble with cushions. Doubt-
less, any and every spring, of whatever material
it may be made, will break in the long run ; it is only
a question of time, and rubber, in the action you de-
scribe, is but a spring. But good rubber is so highly
elastic that, if other conditions are favorable, I be-
lieve a good cushion tire will outlast the rest of a ma-
chine, so far as internal cutting is concerned. The
true causes of internal cutting (the frequency of
which, I think, is much exaggerated) are, in my opin-
ion—(i) Putting on tires with too much stretch. (2)

The frequent irregular shape of the hole. (3) The
wrong position of the hole; and (4) the use of inferior
rubber. I have always denounced the excessive
stretch used with these tires. It is a monstrous thing
to put a 26-inch tire (external diameter) on a 28-inch
wheel, or, in other words, stretching the tire about
six inches, or about i in 12. This invites it to cut on
the surface, and greatly increases the chance of cut-
ting internally. Then, as to the shape of hole, This
is generally supposed to be round, but in a large
number of moulded tires it is very irregular, often
having a sharp corner, which is certain to induce in-

ternal cutting. Again, in the great majority of tires
the hole is central, the manufacture being, I suppose,
a little easier. The hole should always be eccentric^
viz., within y% inch or 3 3-16 inches ot the bottom of the
tire. If so made, a much larger hole may be used
confidently, say, ij^ inches by ^ inch for back wheel
of safety, and ij^ inches by 9-16 inch, or even Ya inch,
for front wheel. As to quality, I have found some of
the high-priced moulded tires very spongy when cut.

PERFECT CUSHION TIRES.

The best cushion tires we have used are those which
we have had made in lengths and put on with Hook-
ham's patent wire. We have used a considerable
number of these in sizes from J^-inch with J^-inch hole
to !% inch with J^ inch hole—the holes, of course,
being eccentric. These tires were made for us of best
Para rubber in about 100 feet lengths. Such a tire is

costly, but has the following advantages over the
usual moulded tires : (i) You can see what the inside
is like, what appearance the rubber has ; also the size

and shape and position of the hole. (2) The tire is put

on witlioiit stretchy and is, therefore, " at rest," which
every rubber manufacturer will admit to be the right
thing. In case of small cuts there is no tendency to
gape open. (3) In case of deep cut or injury, a portion
may be removed and a fresh piece substituted. The
wear of these tires is excellent. I have before me at
the moment a " Farringdon " ordinary which Mr. R.
C. Nesbitt rode for many months. It has ij^-inch tires,

and with the exception of two or three small cuts,
evidently from glass or very sharp flint, the tires are
hardly marked. In another machine belonging to a
friend with whom I ride frequently tires are as good
as new after about 1,000 miles of hard riding over
loose and stony roads, and in wet weather, when tires
cut most readily.

ALTOGETHER THE CUSHION IS AN EXCELLENTiTIRE.
Summing up the above lengthy communication,

which I trust may be of some service to the trade and
sport, I would say :'

(i.) That a solid tire 7nay be as fast and as comfort-
able as a cushion, but I very much doubt it.

(2.) That properly designed cushions wear splend-
idly.

(3 ) That cushions should be made with eccentric
hole, that hole should be round, or, at all events, free
from sharp corners, and that tire should be put on
with very little stretch.

(4.) That a good cushion is a very good thing
whether as regards speed, comfort, or durabilit}'.

THE FUTURE OF THE ENGLISH

CYCLE TRADE.

A LESSON FOR AMERICAN MANU-
FACTURERS.

Cycles are not selling. Manufacturers who have
been working overtime in order to prepare a stock
for the season find it accumulating much too quickly,
and no demand for machines, which a few months
ago were eagerly sought by both agents and riders.
With one or two noticeable exceptions, makers are
overstocked with machines of this years pattern.

A FALLING OFF.

The falling oft in the demand is attributed to the
long spell of bad weather, but the present plethora of

new machines in stock indicates over-production.
The cycle trade has flourished so exceedingly as to
attract the capitalist, and induced too great competi-
tion. The industry being a new one, unlike those
which have been handed down from father to son, or
where the knowledge accumulated in long years of

experience is imparted by the master to apprentice,
cycle manufacture is known only to the present gen-
eration, every individual of which deems that he is

as well fitted as another to follow the business suc-
cessfully. So all sorts of men, who would hesitate
before starting in any old-established trade to which
they had not been brought up, rush in

FOOLS RUSH IN WHERE ANGELS FEAR TO TREAD
with surprising foolhardiness to conduct a specially
difficult business of which they are entirely ignorant
and for which they are quite unfitted. They com-
mence in the modern manner with a large factory
and heavy expenses, and expect to obtain trade by
cutting prices. With too many it is purely a question
of brag ; they have no reputation, no knowledge, no
special facilities for cheap production, no aptitude
for the calling, and, worse still, no nous. With many
such competing, is it surprising that affairs are forced
to a crisis? Some of the younger firms, in an en-
deavor to obtain trade at any cost, have secured the
services of the most go-ahead salesmen, and the per-
sonal prestige of the agent is now found pitted against
the reputation of the goods ; other firms deem it nec-
essary to advertise hysterically, and to keep in "the
swim " by an appearance of great pressure, and
therefore work overtime to make goods for which
there is little demand ; it seems barely worthy of

credence that there should be feverish competition to
increase the output when sales are diminishing in im-
portance, but the cycle trade is run upon lines very
different to the majority of staple businesses. Another
factor in the production of the present crisis is the
continued manufacture of un.salable patterns and the
extreme difficulty even the most experienced firms
have in accurately predicating the direction of popu-
lar fancy.

AN OVERRATED TRADE.
The cycle industry is generally regarded by the

conservative manufacturer as an overrated trade, de-
pendent upon the whim of the most fickle section of
the public, and benefiting by an epherraeral popu-
larity. A long period of uninterrupted prosperitj'
has failed to convince the sturdy Midlanders that the
making of cycles is the trade for the investment of
their money ;

consequently it is largely composed of
a most undesirable element—the commercial ad-
venturer. At present the trade is suffering from too
much enterprise and too little reflection, makers ex-
hibiting an over-readiness to accept liabilities the
risks of which are great and the advantages infin-
itesimal, and too many seek success in competition
in the old market rather than in pushing for business
further afield. Cycle making is also too closely bound
up with the fortunes of professional riders for it to
assume the position of a staple industry ; makers are
too often made the victims of the path riders' fads
to secure a steady trade, and so long as a machine's
reputation is depending upon the holding of the rac-
ing record so long will the trade be at the mercy of
the pot hunter, and dependent upon a professional
rider's honor. The maker's cardinal failing is that
they have made too much of the record breaker
They have also erred in nursing special markets in

lieu of securing an extensive connection. Too many
of them are given to shriek hysterically concerning

the qualities of their wares instead of proving the
adaptability of them to any special purpose. We do
not suppose that the present crisis will develop into
a panic, and we are pleased to be able to assert that
there are firms doing well and steadilj-, but it is cer-
tain that the worst has not yet been reached, and the
weaker firms will certainly go to the wall, but the
ultimate effect may tend to check reckless specula-
tion and benefit the trade generally by preventing
further unnecessary competition.

A REPUTATION NOT EASILY MADE.
A reputation is not to be made in a single season,

even in the cycle trade, nor is a market to be rushed
repeatedly with profit. Those engaged in the cycling
industry must regard it as one of the most difficult in
which they can trade profitably and, consequently,
advance cautiously, and particularly guard against
the acceptance of costly risks which offer no com-
pensating advantage.
A slow growth is preferable to a phenomenal aggran-

dizement, and there is a grand future before the
cycling industry of this country if it is fostered with
earnestness and directed by good English common
sense. Let the trade be regarded not as one in which
it is possible to acquire an immediate fortune, but as
presenting unparalleled opportunities for earning
substantial profits, and it will take its place as a
national industry of the first importance.

—

Sporting
Goods Revieiu of London.

M. V. LIVINGSTON CYCLE MANU-
FACTURING COMPANY.

The creditors of the M. V. Livingston Cycle Manu-
facturing Company are making a final effort to re-
deem themselves. They propose to furnish capital to
complete for next year's market the 3,100 wheels
which are in the course of construction. The peculiar
feature of the original Broncho will be abandoned,
and a safety with the chain attached to the rear hub
will be turned out instead. If the trustees will co-
operate in this movement it is very probable that the
Westboro plant will be running in full blast soon.

An Appropriate Name for a Cycle Dealer.
XJtica has a cycle dealer by the name of Wheelhouse,

a rather appropriate name. It is an ad. in itself.

A Standard Dictionary of the Euglisli language
Messrs. Funk & Wagnalls, 18 and 20 Astor Place,

New York, have sent out advance sheets of their new
dictionary. This dictionary is being compiled by
the most distinguished scholars in America, and will
be an authority when completed, each department
being prepared b\- a specialist. Among those are
Mr. Horace Teall, who has charge of the com-
pounding of words. Mr. Teall has been doing similar
work on the Century dictionary. Other eminent
scholars employed are Prof. Shaler, of Harvard,
Prof. Doremus and Ex-Minister E. J. Phelps. The
price of the dictionary will be §12, but to advance
subscribers $7.

Wliere tUe Air Tire Scores.

The great secret of the speed of the pneumatic tire
lies in its momentum when once started, says Cycling:
Far more exertion is required to attain a certain
speed, but once it is attained the pedalling becomes
to an extent mechanical, while an even pace can be
maintained for a much greater length of time than it

can be on the solid. The sensation to a rider who
suddenly changes from the pneumatic to the solid is

that the latter will go just as far as you can push it

and no farther, so that pressure has to be kept up
continuously to make one's riding at all even and con-
sistent.

A Dog That Enjoys Being Run Over.

Dogs this season appear to be more ill-mannered
than usual. Reports come in from all parts of the
cotintry of their misdeeds and predilections to bark
at cyclists and raise the wheelman's ire. Recently
one of the contestants in the team road race from
Pompton to Orange while training over the course
ran into a bothersome cur with the praiseworthy in-

tention of silencing the voice forever. He succeded,
he has stated, killing the dog instantly, but he came
near ending his own life also, and battered and cut
himself so badly that he was laid up for a week.
According tot\\e Sim, however, the dog was not killed,
for it states that the canine that upset the wheelman
during the race was the identical one that experi-
enced the pleasure of being run over a few days
previous.

Cycling is growing fast in Denmark. The Danish
B. C., of Copenhagen, has elected 250 new members.

Allen W. Swan, the New Bedford tourist, arrived
in Denver on July 2. He had then scored 2,570 miles
on liis cyclometer. He has ridden on an average of
fifty miles a day, and is reported to be as brown as an
Indian. He spent a week at Manitou and Colorado
Springs, and then started for Salt Lake City via Lead-
ville, following the Eagle River.

The fifth edition of the " Wheelmen's Handbook of
Essex Co., Mass.," by George Chinn, has been issued
by the author, from 15 Vandewater .Street, New York.
It contains brief sketches of the cities and towns in
that county, road routes, hotels, places of interest,
local consuls and other information valuable to
tourists.

Albert Mott was in New York on Thursday. He
attempted to ride awheel to this city from a town in
central New York where his wife is summering, but
rain and muddy road caused him to seek transporta-
tion by rail at Cold Springs.

Now that the police of Rochester have captured the
man in that city who stole cycles as a means of live-
lihood wheelmen can attend the State meet on Au-
gust 19 and 20 without fear of coming home minus
their wheels.
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"THE

DETROIT, ROAD RACE,

35 MILES,

At the National League Meet, Detroit, July i6th, was won by

B. J. Graham, of Detroit, who rode a Victor Model B, fitted with

the celebrated Victor Cushion Tire—the only cushion worth

mentioning.

Victors make the Pace

(AND GENERALLY WIN THE RACE.)

Our Detroit agents couldn't begin to supply the demand for

Victors after the race. It seemed as though nothing but Model B

Victors were worthy of notice.

Without a doubt, there were more favorable comments among

the wheelmen at Detroit regarding Victors than all other makes

combined. Merit will tell

!

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.,

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

BOSTON. WASHINGTON. DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO.

A. G. SPALDING dt BROS., SPECIAL AGENTS,

CHICAGO. NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA.
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Bicycles are now fitted with Cushion Tires. The Rubber is of a superior

quaHty, and the tires are fastened to the rim in a new and improved manner.

A special feature with these Wheels is the entire absence of that draggy,

up-hill-like feeling, so noticeable in riding most cushion tire machines now

on the market. We are pleased to say that the sample cushion tire Cres-

cents and Junos sent out a few days ago are bringing duplicate orders, and,

of course, this makes us happy, proving, as it does, that the wheels are all

right. We still furnish the Crescent and Juno with solid tires.

FOLLOWING ARE THE PRICES:

Crescent, Cusliion Xires, - - $95*<>o

'< Solid " - - - 85.00

Juno, Cushion Xires and Dress Ouard, 85.00
" Solid " « " 75.00

Everybody, we suppose, knows that our Rob Roy is the best 26 in.

diamond frame machine for $50.00 in the market.

SENID FOK, O.^TA LOOXJE.

R. L COLEMAN & CO.,
35 Barclay Street and 40 Park Place,

NEW YORK CITY.
Eastern, middle and Southern State Agents for tlie W^estern Wheel Works.
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HAVE YOU EVER TORN YOUR TROUSERS
or scuffed your shoes on the crank

hubs of the wheels with straight

cranks ? The ARIEL has bent

cranks and avoids such misfor-

tunes, while the construction is

such that your feet are not spread

any further apart than on the

machines with straight cranks.

that is ONLY ONE LITTLE POINT
;

but the summation of all the

ARIEL points brings us express-

ions every day : "It's a beauty,"

"The easiest running machine on

the market," ' The steering is

perfect," and so on.

^J«. ^j«. ^j^ ^»«.
•»»«• tk^ tst" li^

SEND FOR CflT/ILOQUE

^t*.
:*J«. ^»«. ^T^

"Vi? "W" ^i? ^j?

^MMjaw^^^^igj Join the Procession and get

" "" ~~~ --^-^
- AN ARIEL.

^!& Mk Mk ^}&, ^Va Mk Mi "S!^ ^Ik. •i'^ •*'<• "S'^ ^^f' Mf" •*'*• "*'^ •*'*' "*'<• -s'^ •&'<• •»'<• "*'^ •*'«
•?iv ttf •»!«• tin- tin- tH" tin- ti^ ta- «?j? ^1^ ^i? ^(f w vj? tW ^W W ^^ W W ^j^ ^^

ARIEL CYCLE MANUFACTURING CO.,

oosHiEisr, insriD.

THE

GENDRON
IS THE

BEST ALL AROUND

WHEEL

IN THE WORLD,

AND THE

PRICE SATISFACTORY.

The Gendron
No. !—$40.00
No. 2-$50.00
No. 3-575.00
No. 4—$90. 00
No. 3-5110,

HEADQUARXERS
Highest
GRADE

AT
MEDIUM
Prices.

FOR CYCIvE SUPPI.IES.

The Gendron

NO. 6
$100.00.

THE

GENDRON
IS THE

BEST ALL AROUND

WHEEL

IN THE WORLD,

AND THE

PRICE SATISFACTORY.

The Gendron

NO. 7

$115.00.

Eastern Office aBd

DO NOT FAIL TO CET OUR CYCI,E CATALOGUE.

GEJVDROJV IROJy WHEEL CO.,
Wm-Room, m Ctanibers §ttMt, B. T, F4CT0RI AKD HOME OFFICE, TOIEDO, 0,
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All shoes stamped with this Trade Mark are of the celebrated

P^ORMAIV & BENNETT
make. They are the best fitting and most comfortable shoe

ever produced for wheelmen.

For sale by the leading

dealers from Maine to Cali-

fornia.

Ko^KTJ^Ri:) JL. SiidiTM <Sc Co.,
SIS BK,O.A.ID STREET, KTEW-A^RK:, IST. J.

Sole Now Jersey Agents for

FEMTHBRSTONE PNEUT^TT^TICS.
AGENTS WANTED IN EVER ST TOWN IN NEW JERSEY. Also AGENTS In NORTHERN NEW JERSEY

for the VICTORS, RAMBLERS, NEW MAILS, GBNDRONS, GAZELLES, ECLIPSE, CRESCENTS, Etc.

BICYCLK SUNDRIES.—** Z. & S." Stocking Supporters for Shoulder, Belt or Hip, prices 50c. and 35c. Adhesive
Tir« Tape, Z. & S. Bundle Carrier (for all machines), Newark Enamel (a perfect black), Newark Bicycle Horns,
Newark Spoke Grip, Standard Rubber Cement, Standard Graphite, Woolen Touring Cap, Belts, Suits,
Shoes, and many other specialties sold by ail dealers or supplied direct by the manufacturers, for which see Catalogue, sent free.

HO'WARO A. SMITH & CO.,
018 BROAD STREET, NEWARK, N. J.

Open Evenings.

ThE HaBtfnBd SafEtj.
Price, - - - - SIOO.
With Cushion Tires, 105.

HARTFORD CYCLE GO.

HARXFORD, COPiiM.,

MANUFACTURERS.
j

I
Strong,

I

I
Durable, Easy Running,

j

Guaranteed.

Tk HaBtfnBd LadiEs' SafElj.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

The Hartford Cuslilou XireB are made -wltli 8:r<^atest care and of the toest I»a»-a Rubber. Xbey have proved a great
succe>iS, entirely dolni; a'way with vibration.

FOR

1,

Nothing Lighter, Stronger or More Elegant

THAN

PAKADE GYGIES.

FOR

1891.

'> parade;** l,xqhx roadster ko. x«

Safeties, TanJems, Ordinaries, with solid, cushion or pneumatic tires, built on
sound mechanical principles, on the interchangeable system, of best materials
only, and first-class workmanship employed in their construction. Prizes won
on Parades in various parts of Europe. Records held by Parade Safeties.

PARADE SAFETIES
1 St in Half Mile (Scratch) at Brighton 1

Ist In One Mile Handicap, from Scratch
J-
on Easter Monday

Ist at Carlisle )

1st in Catford and Polytechnic Inter Club Contest, at Aston, on
Easter Tuesday.

PUI.I.I1VGER & CO.,
Parade Cycle Works, Hereford Place. New Cross, London, S. E., Eng.

A.^ents of sound finangial position should note above.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

Thomas E. Jefferies has been elected Captain ofthe
Louisville (Ky.) Cycle Club, vice Jacob Bauer, re-
signed.

Howard E. Raymond, of the Brooklyn Bicycle
Club, has been appointed by Chief Consul Bull Chair-
man of the Nominating Committee of the New York
State Division.

A party of French cyclists is being formed to tour
along the northern coast of France and the southern
coast of England.

Eight men started in a ten mile handicap road race
at Chattanooga, Tenn., on July 3. It was won by
Graham, in 35m los.

The Passaic City Wheeling and Athletic Club are
making preparations for a race meet in September on
the track at Clifton, N. J.

Italy was the first country to adopt the cycle for
military purposes, in the manoeuvers of 1875 using a
number of cyclists as couriers.

Buffalo boasts of upward of 5,000 wheelmen, and of
this number 119 are members of the League. There
is food for reflection in the above lines.

Thomas E. Jeffries has succeeded to the captaincy
of the Louisville Cycle Club, and the first run under
his command took place on Sunday last.

The Missouri Bicycle Club, of St. Louis, anticipate
an unprecedented turn out at their next club run.
The destination is the Anheuser-Busch Brewery.

The Norwalk Wheel Club, of South Norwalk, en-
joyed a moonlight sail to Northport, L. I., on Wed-
nesday evening. On Sunday last a run was taken to
Milford, 23 miles.

The Hagerstown Bicycle Club is considering a
project to build an athletic park, where a tennis
court, baseball grounds, cycle track and other
features would be laid out.

The village fathers of Jamaica, L. I., have passed
an ordinance prohibiting the trundling of a bicycle
on the sidewalk. Riding on the sidewalk has been
forbidden for several months past.

The wheelmen of Colorado Springs state that a
club can't exist in that town for a greater length
than two months. In Pueblo, Col., a club has been
organized in connection with the Y. M. C. A.

John J. Maguire was the only one of the Denver
cyclists to make the entire trip from Denver to Lead-
ville. He reached the destination Friday evening
last, and started on the return trip the next morning.

The Syracuse Cycling Club expect to take a small
regiment to the State meet at Rochester, on August
19 and 20, and scoop the plush parlor suit offered to
the visiting club having the largest number of mem-
bers in attendance.

The Illinois Division's new hand-book has been
issued, and presents a neat appearance. It is replete
with useful information for the cycler, contains a list

of the members' names and a map of the State show-
ing the various districts.

The Keokuk (la.) Cycling Club has issued a little

handbook containing a list of club runs for the
season, sensible road rules and notes on cycling.
The little book if widely distributed should help to
increase the club's membership.

Frank M. Munn, a cyclist of Orange, N. J., collided
with a horse and buggy driven by a woman on Mon-
day night of this week. The wheelman was run over
and seriously injured, but the woman did not stop to
ascertain what damage had been done.

" The L. C. C. Polka " is the. title of a very tuneful
bit of music which has been dedicated to the Lou-
isiana Cycling Club, of New Orleans, by Thomas O.
Harris. It is published as rendered by Paoletti's
Orchestra by Louis Grunwald, of that city.

Captain Henry W. Robinson, of the Boston Rovers,
carried to the Detroit meet the noted flag of the club
that has been seen at every national meet since the
organization of the club. The flag bears an excellent
oil painting of the Bunker Hill monument.

Mr. Hartley Gisborne is the pioneer safety rider in
the Qu'Appelle Valley district of Canada and proba-
bly the only member of the L. A. W. in that portion
of the Queen's Dominion. He writes that cycling is
at present very dull on account of the recent rains.

Bostons only cycling organization, the Union Cycle
Club, is flourishing finely. Many suburban wheel-
men are members, and express much delight at the
convenient arrangement for storing wheels during
business hours. Ten n«w members joined at the
last meeting.

P. H. Howland, Captain of the Manhattan Athletic
Club's bicycle contingent, has been trying the New
Jersey roads mounted on his cushion tired rational
ordinary, with which he is highly pleased, as are all
others who have tried it. This machine is fitted with
a 24-inch rear wheel.

Jacob Bauer, of the Louisville (Ky.) Cycle Club,
who left Louisville, May 27, fora leisurely, go as-you-
please journey around the world reached Chicago on
the 25th inst. having trained it from Chelsea, Mich.,
owing to the vile character of the roads and some
painful bruises sustained in a. race in Detroit. He
spends a week in the Windy City and then makes
tracks for Minneapolis, where he will spend a short
time with relatives. He expects to winter in Col-
orado and in the Spring reach San Francisco and sail
thence to Australia. He is not hurrying himself and
has spent a week in each of the larger cities through
which he has passed.

Ducker, Miles, Bull alnd Emery officials of the
Springfield meet

!

Mr. A. S. Brooks, vice-president of the Berkeley A.
C, and a party from the club are going to take a two
weeks' tour through the Berkshires.

The New Haven Bicycle Club will be conducted to
Massapequa, L. I., on August 9 by the Brooklyn Bicy-
cle Club.

An unknown cyclist ran into an elderly lady in
Rochester, N. Y., on Tuesday last while riding on the
sidewalk, knocking her down. She fell heavily on
the pavement and sustained a fracture of the right
arm. After the accident the wheelman mounted his
wheel and rode rapidly away.

A pneumatic safet}' owned by William Ruby, ofthe
Independent Cyclers, Louisville, was stolen last week
while lett standing in front of the club-house. Such
vigorous steps were taken to secure the machine that
the thief became frightened and returned it. The
club intends to prosecute him.

Walter Babb, a Lynn Cyclist, was thrown from his
machine last week through the carelessness of the
driver of a buggy, and was then forced to witness the
horse dance on his wheel until it was a shapeless
wreck and past repair. The driver rode off without
offering to make good the damage.

The Auburn (R. I.) Cycling Club held its semi-
annual meeting last week and elected these officers:
President, Herbert A. Potter ; Secretary-Treasurer,
James B. Grant; Captain, Robert Winsor ; Vice-
President, L. M. Clark ; First Lieutenant, John E.
Hull; Second Lieutenant, Joseph Turk.

A Boston paper says : "Few wheelmen know that
Eugene M. Aaron, once a big light in the cycling
world, is now a resident of a little town in Tennessee,
where he is slowly dying with consumption. He was
once Secretary of the L. A. W., and the founder and
first editor of the L. A. W. Bulletin."

The Press Cycle Club, of Buffalo, held a preliminary
fifty mile race on Sunday from Dunkirk. The finish
was as follows: Conn first. Strong second. Smith
third and Sullivan fourth. Comerford's wheel gave
out and he quit at Silver Creek. Several of the club's
riders failed to start on account of the weather.

A Providence rider, C. H. Welch, has visited 150
villages in New England during the past fortnight.
The longest run made by him in one day was 100
miles, going Irom Saylesville to Boston, thence to
Maiden, and then to Lowell, doing the distance in
fourteen hours, four hours of which he spent in
Boston.

California riders evidently are a bit reckless. A
San Francisco paper saj's that the present season has
been very fatal to a good many of the wheelmen.
Never before have so many accidents happened in
the course of a couple of months. Almost two out of
five riders show signs of having met with some kind
of an accident.

The amalgamation of the South End Cycle Club
with the Providence Bicycle Club was effected last
week and the latter organization has about one hun-
dred members. The treasury of the South End Club
was turned over to the Providence Club, and all the
former club's members were admitted without pay-
ing the usual entrance fee.

At the annual meeting of the Bristol County Wheel-
men, of Providence, last week, the following officers
were elected : President, Fred. A. Bliss; Secretary,
Fred C. Greene; Treasurer, Albert H. Stanwood

;

Captain, Edward V. Brown ; First Lieutenant, Wil-
liam F. Speakman ; Second Lieutenant, Charles N.
Wheaton ; Bugler, George W. Foster.

Cycling is one of the principal forms of amusement
at Cottage City this season, and complaint is being
made of the reckless driving that takes place at
night. There are no sidewalks at Cottage City, the
streets being concreted from one side to the other,
and pedestrians and vehicles of all kinds share the
streets alike. As a consequence, great caution is
required at night to avoid a collision.

Laurie made a very poor show at Blackburn, fail-
ing to make the slightest impression on the field.

For the first time in three years he was indueged with
a start. The handicaps were framed from an imagi-
nary scratch man, and in the half mile Laurie was
off fifteen yards, had forty in the mile and seventy in
the two miles, but he seemed quite unable to ride the
track or raise a gallop.

—

Scottish Cyclist.

One great advantage gained by the use of pneu-
matic tires on ordinaries is that mounting is made
much easier. The tires cause the wheels to glide
over the ground so smoothly that the machine keeps
moving forward for a greater space than when solid
tires are used, says Mecredy, so that there is not the
danger—and at night time the nervous dread—of the
wheel stopping before the rider can gain his pedals.
Thus in my old age I findmyself mounting my modern
ordinary with greater facility and confidence, on the
darkest night and the worst roads than in the days of
my vigorous youth.

Rural Journalism.
We have received a copy ofthe Wheebnen's Latitern.

Here are a tew of its rays :

Mr. Charles McNees has purchased Rev. Miller's
American safety, and will join in the sport the re-
mainder of the season.

Mr. Enoch Flower has sold his 4S-inch Special Star
to Mr. James Sutherland, of Negley, O. Enoch will
be wheelless the balance of the season.

Mr. Benj. Allcorn slid into town on his Star ma-
chine the other evening. Benj. is making up in grand
style. He says it makes his muscles kinder queer.

Rev. Miller has received his new Columbia cushion
tire safety. He says :

" Now I've got what I wanted."
It is a very fine machine and one he may well be
proud of.

DAVID BONNER THINKS THAT THE:
WHEELMEN MAY SOON PUSH

THE TROTTERS.

"It's many a long day since I have been as much)
surprised as I was when I learned that the bicycling
record for a mile has been chipped down to 2.16," said
David Bonner, ofthe Gentlemen's Driving Club, yes-
terday. "It's astonishing to see how those young
Englishmen contrive to lower figures. Until last
year—until August of last year—I believed that 2.25
would remain the limit for at least five years, but
when I watched ' Annie ' Laurie and his pneumatic
at Charter Oak Park I concluded that something
would happen. Something did happen when English-
man Jones covered the distance in 2.20 3-5 early in
September, and I put 2.10 or, possibly, 2.18 as the-
limit before September ot' this year. But2. 16, with
nearly two months yet to hear from, nearly makes,
me gasp.
"It is fascinating to me to consider the evolution of

bicycle racing. In 1883 I considered the bicycle a
rather useful and healthful toy for boys of sixteen or
eighteen. In 1884 I was amazed to hear that three
men, 'Sandy' Sellers, Prince and Howell, had each
ridden publicly in 2m. 39s. Two years later I was
much interested when Rowe made 2m. 29 2-5S., but as
for nearly four years Rowe's time stood apparently
unapproachable, I believed that at the very extreme
2m. 35s. would be the limit until 1895. Now I am in an
e.xpectant state, for it may be that in two or three years
Sunol and other crack trotters may have to do their
best to keep away from the time of Jones, or Osmond,
or Windle, or Murphy, on a pneumatic, always giving
the bicyclist credit for 2'4 seconds on account of his
start being a standing one. I believe, however, that
the horse will always be the faster for the mile. The
bicycle's time for every distance above two miles will,
I judge, be the faster, owing largely to the fact that
few heats of more than two miles are trotted.
"At all events, I and many other good horsemen,

will be sure to keep an eye open for fast bicycling
this season. We shall see'what we shall see."—6k«.

I SHOULD SMILE.

All Sorts and Conditions of Grins.

Of course, you all know the million-dollar grin of
Van Wagoner, quite as broad and satisfactory as that
of a hungry schoolboy when he strikes a big slice of

bread and a fat wad of butter.

It is even up whether Zimmerman or Murphy
smiles the sweetest smile. "Zimme " smiles without
guile, while Murphy is self-confident and knowing,
and half shuts his eyes while he does it.

Barrett has a curious kind of a twist—a mixture of
mirth, impertinence, cynicism and curiosity. Van
Sicklen smiles a sad, conservative smile, as a man who
has been there many a time, for Van has been before
the public ten years.

Tuttle and Berlo frown most of the time, though,
both can laugh heartily on occasion.

Hoylqnd Smith has a broad, friendly grin. Terry~
Andrae smiles with his whole face, and his eyes won-
derfuUj' help that broad matter when he makes up
his face.

Willie Windle has a self-contained, sanguine, con-
fident and self-helpful smile, the laugh of a serious
and intelligent man, for at heart Willie means busi-
ness all the time.

Porter smiles nicely, as a young boy should. The-
Hendee smile is a matter of history; men with the
Hendee moustache and the Hendee teeth can only
smil« in a certain fashion, just enough not to disturb-

the moustache, just enough to shovif the white teeth.

Taxis has a gentle smile, with sad eyes and a wist-
ful eye-glance, altogether a most fetching smile,

blending politeness and softness.

Vincent Kelly, who is such a favorite with the
Philadelphia girls, has a broad monkey grin, full of
good-nature and mischievousness.
"Charl" Murphy compromises on a smile and a

grin. " Quil " Rich has a lazy, tired, knowing smile,

like the smile of a man who once was and yet is, and
he sidl»s his head and looks hard at you with one eye
while he does.

W. S. Campbell actually grins, like a careless,

happy, good-natured boy, and that is just what he
is. Harry Hall smiles with some cultivation and that

but rarely. Racing is a serious business with Harry
;

he is always fighting the timers.

Sid Bowman smiles a good, round-faced smile.

Paul Grosch has the gentlest smile of anyone on the
path.

There are a lot more of them but I am tired of work-
ing up mental photographs and so shall quit.

Racing men are public property and must smile
like monkeys on all occasions, just like actors and
politicians.

E.K-Captain Artman, ofthe Quaker City wheelmen,
Philadelphia, broke McDaniel's 24-hour local record
last week by riding in that time 22o;-2 miles. Mc-
Daniel will soon make an attempt to recover the lott
glory. Artman rode over a ten-mile course laid out
on Montgomery Avenue and the Lancaster Pike, and
was paced by a number of club mates.
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FIXTURES.

•3-14-

19-20.

ig-20,

29-30,

30.

7'

7-8.

AUGUST.

—Road race between Press Cycling Club and
Ramblers Bicycle Club at Buffalo.

.—Lantern Parade and Race Meet at Phila-
delphia.

—Race Meet of the Cortland (N. Y.) Wheel Club.

—Tournament and Road Race of the Waiontha
Bicycle Club, Richfield Springs, N. Y.

,—Cycle Races at the Syracuse Aihletic Club's
Annual Games.

,—Annual Tournament, Toronto Bicycle Club.

-15.—Annual Meet of the Massachusetts Division
at Cottage City.

.—Race Meet at Alton, 111.

.—Road Race at Waukesha, Wis.
—New York State Division Meet at Rochester.

Entries close August 12 and 15. Address M.
B. Fox, Sec, T-f6 No. Water St., Rochester.

,—Race Meet at Shelbina, Missouri.

—Race meet of the Columbia Bicycle Club, North
Attleboro, Mass.

,—Championship Races at the Games of the Long
Island Athletic League.

,—Annual Meet of the Montreal Bicycle Club.
Address A. Harries, Hon. Sec, P. O. Box 958,
Montreal, Canada.

,—Race Meet of the Quaker City Wheelmen,
Philadelphia. Address E. B. Chapman, Capt.,
J400 Oxford St., Phila., Pa.

.—Race Meet of the Cook County Wheelmen,
Chicago.

,—Fall Meet of the Missouri Division at Louisiana.

—Twenty-five Road Race of the Zigzag Bicycle
Club, Buffalo.

SEPTEMBER.
,—Race Meet at Birmingham, Conn.
—Rhode Island Wheelmen's Tournament at Nar-

ragansett Park, Providence.

—Races at Minneapolis.

—Race Meet of the Union Co. Roadsters, at
Elizabeth, N. J. Address Geo. J. Ames, 408
Jefferson Ave., Elizabeth, N.J.

—Races of the Manhattan Bicycle Club, Kings-
bridge Course.

—Tournament at Hartford, Conn. Address J. J.
Grace, Secretary, Hartford, Conn.

,—Meeting of the National Assembly at Hart-
ford, Conn.

—Third Annual Tournament of the Fort Dayton
Wheelmen, at Herkimer, N. Y.

—Springfield Bicycle Club's Tournament, Hamp-
den Park, Springfield, Mass. Address D. J.
Canary, Box 107.

,—Chicago Cricket Club's Annual Meet. Address
J. G. Davis, Park Side, Chicago.

,—Second Fifteen Mile Team Road Race of the
Wheelmen's Racing League.

.—Race Meet of the Park Avenue Wheelmen,
Philadelphia.

,—Third Annual Race Meet of the Lowville Cycle
Club. Address Chas. E. Pelton, Lowville,
N. Y.

.—Third Annual Tournament of the Peoria Bi-
cvcle Club. Address Fred Patee, Peoria,
111.

.—Races at the Games of the Atlantic Division of
the A. A. U. at Baltimore.

—Rockland Co Wheelmen's Rac» Meet at Spring
Valley, N. Y. Entries close with Gardenier
& Cole, Spring Valley, N. Y.

.—Bicycle Races at the Goshen, Ind., Fair.

.—Tournament of the Valley Point Bicycle Club,
Cuba, N. Y.

—Race Meet of the Elizabeth, (N.T.,) Wheelmen.
.—Wilmington Wheel Club's Third Annual 25

Mile Road Race.

Sept. 7, 1891, 1:30 p.m.

BICYCLE RACES,
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE

UNION COUNTY ROADSXBRS,
ON THE GROUNDS OF THE

New Ji rsey J«ckey Club, Eliz,ibeth,N.J.

1, 2 and 5 Mile Safaty Races, Handicap.
1, 2 and 5 Mile Ordinary Races, Hand'cap.

HANDSOME PRIZES.
Gold and Silver Watches. Gold and Silver Medals.

Address GEO. J. AMES, 408 Jefferson Ave., Eliza-
beth, N.J., for entry blanks. Entries close Aug. 29.

One Mile Track. No Corners. Grand Stand seats 4,000.

T^HE RHODE ISLAND WHEELMEN'S
-'- Third Annual Tournament will be held

SEPTEMBER 5th,

At Narragansett Park, Providence, R. I.

For a valuable compilation of

BICYCLE RECORDS.
Send stamp to J. L. Speir, 13 Asia St., Providence, R. I.

PMladelpMa, Satiulay, Sept, 12, '91.

On the Tioga A. A. track, (which has a record
of 2.32.)

BE SURE AND COME.
We will have GOOD MEN, FAST RACES and

COSTLY PRIZES.

Look next week for list of races. For further
information and entry blanks apply to Sec-
retary of Race Committee, W. W. TAXIS, 1832
Park Avenue, Philadelphia.

THE HARTFORD TOURNAMENT.
The Constitutional Convention of the L. A. W., to

be held at Hartford, during the second week in
September promises to be a largely attended and
very spicy affair. The bone of contention will be the
Amateur Rule. Members of the League will go to
Hartford with varying intentions. Some want the
present rule stiffened up and some think it should be
unchanged ; others hope to get it modified in the
direction of liberality, and still others are determined
to have it knocked altogether endwise. Delegations
in various parts of the country are already preparing
for organized work at Hartford in the interest of
respective sectional ideas, and the outcome of the
meeting is awaited with eager interest by cycling
circles everywhere.
The Hartford Wheel Club's big Fall Tournament

occurs during Convention Week and also the Annual
Parade and Meet of the Connecticut Division, L. A.
W. The races include several important events and
championships, and among the prizes offered are
Columbia, Victor, Rambler, Hartford and Warwick
cycles, solid gold and silver watches, and other
articles of value. The combined events of Conven-
tion, Tournament and Meet will constitute a huge
cycling affair which Hartford wheelmen are pre-
paring to look after in proper style. By appropriation
and subscription $i,ooo will be raised to provide
entertainment for visiting wheelmen and legislation
and racing will be supplemented by general cycling
mirth and festivity.

THE SPRINGFIELD TOURNAMENT.

The Springfield tournament receives a glowing
tribute in Progressive Spriiigfield^ published by the
Springfield Board of Trade, of which John W. Drown
is Secretary. Among other things it says :

"The glories and galore of our famous bicycle
tournaments, which have been allowed to fade and
fall away, temporarily, are to be revived this season
with all their pristine brilliancy of exhibition and
beneficial community effect. In the days when bi-
cycling was more particularly a sporting feature of
our active life the bicycle tournaments of 1882-1886
flourished in Springfield as nowhere else in the
country, if in the world, the grand exhibition of the
whole series being in the summer of 1885. It is a
matter of congratulation, doubly so, in fact, that the
Springfield bicycle tournaments are to be revived.
First, that there is such a general interest in the
acceptance and adoption of the wheel as a personal
motive power; second, that the details of the man-
agement of this season's tournament is in such ca-
pable and progressive hands. The Springfield Bicycle
Club was never sronger in its personnel of men, both
old and young ; men of character and standing in the
community ; men of vigor, energy and push, than to-
day. After a rest of five years, with a constantly watch-
ful eye for the new and notable in the bicycling world,
our local club is well equipped at every point to give
the public an exhibition of bicycling wonders, not
only equaling in merit any of its own earlier prede-
cessors or of its present competitors in other fields,
but one that shall be up with the times and in every
respect worthy of a large attendance and of a pros-
perous outcome to the vigorous efforts now making
by the Springfield Bicycle Club to beat not only the
record of the world, but that of its own excellent
record of former daj's in the running of a tourna-
ment."
Commenting on the remarkable growth of cycling

since the days of the last Springfield tournament, the
same publication says

:

"Now, not only 'the boys' go up and down our
street or spin away into the country for miles and
miles gracefully poised on their wheels, but wheel-
riders multiply daily and almost hourly, until 'the
woods are full of them,' and they are 'thicker than
spatter ' on our streets, and pathways that have here-
tofore been held almost sacred to pleasure are being
invaded by business representation on wheels; the
parson who once walked slowly to his pulpit now
goes on a wheel, and sometimes his wife, not on a
pillion behind as in early days, but in some instances,
at least, gayly mounted, leading him a good reach
ahead ; the doctor wheels himself up to the door of

his patient, leavinghis conveyance untied, uncovered
and unfettered, leaning against the door-post ; the
merchant now goes down town flying where he
formerly crept slowly along on foot, or waited for
railway trains or street cars. The female persuasion
accountant, typewriter and school teacher

—

mirabile
dictu—go on their respective ways, swiftly and easily
on a 'ladies' cycle,' and it is fair to presume that it

will not be long ere our housewives will do their
marketing and shopping on their personally-propelled
conveyances."

MISSOURI DIVISION—FALL MEET.

It will doubtless be cheering news to a'l the partici-
pants in last Spring's Pike County tour to know that
the Louisiana Fair Association have made their offer
good to donate $300 for prizes to be given at a race
meet to be held on their half mile track on Saturday,
August 29. Local Consul Gregory immediately asked
for the Fall meeting of the Missouri Division, to be
held in conjunction with these races, and Chief Consul
Holm awarded it to that city. The programme as
provisionally adopted will be as follows : Saturday,
August 29, 9 a.m., parade; 10 a.m., photograph on
the "Pinnacle;" 11 a. m., business meeting of the
division at Opera House ; 2 p. m., races. There will
be twelve events, including a number of State cham-
pionships, for which costly prizes will be offered.
Full programme will be published next week. On
Saturday evening the banquet will be held at the
Palmer House, or a steamboat excursion on the river
with supper on board, at which the prizes will be
presented, will be substituted. Sunday morning
will see the inauguration of the grandest century run
over the Pike County gravel road ever attempted in
the West. The course will so be laid out that no part
of the fine gravel road will be covered more than
once, and complete arrangements for refreshments
en route will be made. Any one who has ever ridden
over these magnificent roads knows that a century
run is just as easily accomplished as a ride of 75 or
80 miles under other conditions, and the starters will,
therefore, be very numerous. A suitable souvenir
will be presented to every survivor after the com-
pletion of the run. Wheelmen from adjacent towns
in Illinois are especially invited to participate, and
also the cyclists of Quincv, Jacksonville, Jerseyville,
Springfield, Carrolton, Roadhouse. No city in the
West has better facilities for the handling of a large
crowd than Louisiana. The hotel accomodations
are ample for 500 visitors. Her streets are first-class
in every respect, and the Pike County Roads have a
national reputation for excellence. Application has
been made for a rate of one fare for the round trip
over all railroad lines which enter Louisiana, and
the request will doubtless be granted. The track at
Louisiana is a half mile in circumference, and has
been recently highly improved. LINNIUS.

AN INTERESTING TEAM ROAD RACE.

From Pompton to Orange, N. J., a distance of about
2^y^ miles, in ih. 32m. is a local record that was given
existence on Saturday last, and one that is likely to
stand for some time. It is the time made by Grosch
in the long talked of team race between the Orange
Wheelmen and the Business Men's Cycling League
of Newark, which resulted in a victory for the latter
club by two points. The course was from the Norton
House, Pompton, to the store of Racey & Coggeshall,
on Park street, Orange, via Preakness. Paterson,
Passaic, Belleville, Bloomfield and East Orange.
By cyclometer measurement the course is over
twenty-seven miles in length.

It was precisely 3.45 p. m., when the eight men left
Pompton. Officials were stationed along the course
and groups of spectators cheered the riders on at all

the towns through which they passed. Messrs.
Swain, Peck, Grosch and Wheeler rode well together
from the start, with the others more or less strung
out until the steep Preakness hill near Paterson had
been descended. At the foot of the hill, Wheeler ran
over a mongrel dog that persisted in barking at the
riders and was thrown to the ground, Grosch was
immediately behind him and his machine ran over-
Wheeler, Grosch was knocked from his saddle by
the shock, but quickly remounted and overtook
Swain and Peck who had forged ahead. Wheeler
was severely cut about the knees and his wheel was
badly injured. The three leading men continued
swiftly on with the tape at Orange uppermost in
their minds. At East Orange, Swain was first. Peck
second and Grosch third, but in the final -mile spurt
Grosch easily passed his competitors with Peck
second and Swain third. Coggeshall broke his wheel
and came in sixth and Kirkpatrick bestrided seven
different mounts before he crossed the tape, having
broken the pedal crank of his pneumatic at an early
part of the game. The weather was all that could be
desired and the macadam roads were m good con-
dition. The following table gives the result:

Posi-
tion,

Time.
Club. H.M. s.

O.W 1.32

Points.
O.W. B.M.C.L.Name

1. Grosch,
2. Peck, B.M.C.L 1.32.40 —

7

3. Swain, " .... 1.33.30 — 6

4. Schwartout, " I.36.45 —
5

5. Coffin, O.W 1.30.48 4
—

6. Coggeshall, " 1.42.40 3
—

7. Wheeler, " '.51-43 2 —
8. Kirkpatrick, B.M.C.L 1.55.40 — i

Total 17 19

The Orange Club entered a protest against Schwart-
out after the race, but it was afterwards withdrawn,
and a challenge for another race substituted, which
was not accepted. The officials at the finish were :

Referee, F. L. C. Martin, P. B. C. ; timers. Dr. T. N.
Gray, O- W. ; L. H. Johnson. All the riders rode
pneumatics excepting Coffin and Coggeshall, and
none of the tires burst.
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THE TOURNAMENT AT GREEN
BAY, WIS.

Although the weather was cloudy and threatening
at Green Bay, Wis., on ihe first day of the tournament
o£ the Green Bay Cycle Club and annual meet of the
Wisconsin Division, July 22 and 23, the city was
filled with wheelmen to take part in the festivities
and enjoy the races. Visiting cyclists began to
arrive early on the morning of the first day and con-
tinued to put in an appearance until long after noon.
Many of the buildings and business houses were
decorated pleasingly in honor of the wheelmen.
When the Milwaukee delegates arrived at 10 o'clock,
the rain was falli.:g in torrents but the clouds de-
parted at noon and the sun shone benignantly upon
the cyclists for the rest of the day. Large crowds of
people from the surrounding towns stood upon the
sidewalks and watched the ever-moving wheelmen
throughout the meet with evident enjoyment, and
the parade at i.oo was witnessed by thousands of
people. The line of wheelmen was the largest ever
seen at a League meet in Wisconsin and there were
many lady riders, who had a prominent position in
the line and were escorted by members of the local
club. The Milwaukee Wheelmen had the largest
number of men in line and secured the banner.
When the park was reached and the grand stand

filled, Mayor James H. Elmore, was introduced by
President E. Alden Arthur of the Green Bay Cycle
Club. The Mayor in a happy speech, welcomed the
wheelmen to the city and expressed the regret that
he was not a quarter of a century younger that he
might too, indulge in wheeling. In conclusion he
tendered the visitors the freedom of the city and
placed the keys in their hands. The cheer that went
up when he finished fairly shook the grand stand.
W. L. Simonds, Chief Consul of the Wisconsin

Division, League of American Wheelmen, responded
on behalf of the visitors and assured the Mayor that
he would have no reason to regret the confidence he
reposed in the visitors.
The annual meeting of the division was held on the

evening of the first day at the rooms of the local
club. Considerable business was transacted and
nominations were made as follows :

Chief Consul—W. L. Simonds and W. L. Foster,
Milwaukee.
Vice-consul—E. H. Page, Waukesha:, and H. M.

Baldwin, Kenosha.
Secretary and Treasurer—W. J. Casey, Fort

Howard, and Fred. J. Morawetz, Milwaukee.
First Representative—W. J. Casey, Fort Howard,

and Mr. Van Arsdale, Racine.
Second Representative—H. P. Andrae, and H. J.

Warner, Milwaukee.
Following the meeting came the banquet at the

Beaumont House. Long tables were spread along
the sides and ends of the dining room and a smaller
one in the centre. The guests were formed in two
columns, and headed by Mayor Elmore, Chief Consul
Simonds, of Milwaukee, S. A. Miles, of Chicago, and
Secretary Morawetz, marched into the dining room
and were assigned seats. The ladies and their
escorts were seated at the centre table. The menu
cards, which were of appropriate design prepared
especially for the occasion were very elaborate, and
handsomely engraved.
No special programme had been prepared, but

after arriving at the hotel arrangements were made
for speeches and a number of musical selections.
Mayor Elmore made an ideal toastmaster, and the
Green Lake Quartette sang. President A. C. Morri-
son, of the Milwaukee Wheelmen, responded to the
Milwaukee Club. He spoke of the club and wheeling
in general, and kept all laughing by his witty and
droll sayings. Fenter S. Fox responded to the Green
Bay Cycle Club and Chief Consul Simonds spoke on
the League. It was midnight when the guests de-
parted.

THE RACES.
The races were witnessed by 1,500 people, and were

in every way successful. A summary follows:

One Mile Novice, Safety—Fred Kaston, first;

Matin Petit, Milwaukee, second; Louie Reed, Ripon,
Wis., third. Time, 2m. 525^s.

Five Mile Ordinary, L. a. W., Wisconsin Division
Championship—F. Terry Andrae, Milwaukee, first;

H. P. Andrae, Milwaukee, second. Time, 17m. 48s.

One Mile Safety, Handicap—William C. Wegner,
150 yards, first; Freddie Holmes, 300 yards, Milwau-
kee, second; E. C. Bode, 35 yards, Chicago, third.
Time, 2m. 32^5.

Two Mile Ordinary, Handicap—Terry Andrae,
first; Philip Nickel, Milwaukee, second; W. A. Dawes,
Milwaukee, third. Time, 6m. iis.

One Mile Safety, 3.10 Class—William C. Wegner,
first; K. S. Merrill, Chicago, second; Fred Holmes,
Milwaukee, third. Time, 2m. 48s.

Five Mile Ordinary, American Championship-
George K. Barrett, Chicago, first; Terry Andrae,
second; G. W. Dennison, Chicago, third. Time, 17m.
ISS.

Two Mile Safety, Handicap—John S. Johnson,
Minneapolis, first; William C. Wegner, Milwaukee,
second; Martin Petitz, Milwaukee, third. Time, 5m.
26 4-5S.

One Mile Safety, Boys Under Sixteen Years-
Louie Reed, first; Johnnie Berttles, second; Freddie
Holmes, third. Time, 2m. so-Ks.

One Mile Ordinary, 3.10 Class—Phil Nickel, first;

Henry A. Andra, Milwaukee, second. Time, 3ra. 22j^s.

Half Mile Safety—George K. Barrett, Chicago,
first; Jay L. Price, Springfield, 111., second; E. C.
Bode, "Chicago, third. Time, im. i6}^s.

One Mile Ordinary, L. A. W., Wisconsin Division
Championship—Terry Andrae, first; Phil Andrae,
second

;
(two entries.) Time, 4m. 13s.

One Mile Safety, American Championship—E. C.
Bode, Chicago, first; George Barrett, Chicago, second;
Terry Andrae, Milwaukee, third. Time, 2m. 57^3.

This was the great event of the day, and was for
the citizens' diamond medal. Seven men started, all

mounted on pneumatics, and an exciting contest for
first place resulted between Barrett, Bode and
Andrae.

THE RACES AT WATERTOWN, N. Y.

The postponed meet of the Watertown (N. Y.) Cy-
cling Club attracted a large gathering of wheelmen
at that city from Central and Northern New York on
July 28. The eighteen events on the programme were
all interesting, and the 4,000 spectators present Were
not stinting with applause. Geo. Penn, of Syracuse,
made the fastest time of the day, a mile in 2m. ssj^s.
The races began at 1.30 p. m., and were not finished
until 6 o'clock. The ten mile road race preceding the
track events was won by E. S. Petrie, of Watertown,
in 46m. 12S.; Geo. Spicer, Carthage, second, and C. G.
Miller, Syracuse, third. Penn attempted to break the
quarter mile record, but his best time for the distance
was 36 i-ss. Following is summary :

Half Mile Novice, Safety—C. N. Sherman,Water-
town. Time, im. 23S.

One Mile Ordinary—W. A. Parker, Rome, first

;

A. S. Fuller, Rome, second; Petrie, third. Time,
3m. 38KS.

Half Mile Safety—E. S. Yarwood, Rome. Time,
im. 42s.

One Mile Ordinary, Championship of Central
and Northern New York—a. I. Fuller, Rome, first;

Parkers, second. Time, 3m. jsJ^s.

One Mile Safety, Championship of Jefferson
County—C. N. Sherman, Watertown, first; Massey,
second. Time, 3m. 3s.

Two Mile Safety—E. S. Yarwood, Rome, first;

W. A. Parker, Rome, second ; Taylor, Rome, third.
Time, 7m. 45s.

One Mile Safety, Championship of Central and
Northern New York—G. L. Prescott, Rome, first;

Penn, second. Time, 3m. 36j!(s.

ONE Mile Ordinary, Handicap—A. L. Fuller,
Rome, IS yards, first ; W. A. Parker, scratch, second.
Time, 3m. lo^s.

One Mile, Safety, Championship of Northern
New York—C. N. Sherman, Watertown, first; Leek,
second. Time, 3m.

Quarter Mile Dash, Safety—G. B. Penn, Syra-
cuse, first, time, 4i^s.; G. L. Prescott, Rome, second,
41KS.
Half Mile, Safety, for Boys Under 18—Bert

Ryan, Watertown. Time, im. 30I4S.

Half Mile, Safety, Championship Central
New York—E. S. Yarwood, Rome, first, time, im.
S4%s.; G. L. Prescott, Rome, second, time, im. 54 4-ss.

One Mile, Team Race—Awarded to Rome without
riding.

One Mile, Safety, Club Race—G. F. Leek, Water-
town. Time, 3m. gs.

*ONE Mile, Safety, Handicap—G. B. Penn, Syra-
cuse, scratch, first; Yarwood, 66 yards, second. Time,
2m. 545^s.

One Mile, Tandem—Watertown team, first, time,
3m. 40s.; Rome, second, time, 301. 41s.

One Mile, Free for All—G. L. Prescott. Time,
3m. 6s.

The officials were as follows: Judges, George
Clark, Wrtertown; L. L. Livers, Rome. Referee, F.
A. Sherman. Timekeepers, F. W. Streeter, F. W.
Haydon, and F. W. Babcock. Clerk of the Course,
Dr. H. deL. Knickerbocker.

NOTES OF THE ROAD AND PATH.

Several cycle races will be run at the county fair
at Shelbyville, Ky., on August 25.

English wheelmen are fast abandoning blue and
gray cloth for cycle suits and favoring that of a very
light hue.

The third annual race meet of the Lowville Cycle
Club will be held on September 17, during the com-
ing fair.

The third annual twenty-five mile handicap road
race of the Wilmington Wheel Club will be run on
September 26.

G. W. Houck won the scorchers' championship of
the Cortland Wheel Club on July 15 by riding fifteen
miles in ih. 7ra.

Charley Kluge has gone out of training owing to
press of business. He is undecided at present as to
what he will do in the Fall.

A. J. Street, of Chicago, has been appointed to fill

the vacancy on the Racing Board, caused by the
resignation of Abbott Bassett.

W. C. Rands, of Detroit, has accejited Burt Hulett's
challenge for a road race on solid-tired machines for
the championship of Michigan.

The Time Wheelmen is another Philadelphia club
that will hold a race meet in September. It will be a
busy month for the Philadelphians.

S. B. Bowman will make an attempt to lower the ten
mile record on the Plainfield-EIizabeth course to-
morrow. He will ride a Humber pneumatic.
A cycle race will be run at the games of the

Ellwood Socials at Stockton Park, Camden, on August
14. The winner will be awarded a gold medal.
The Narragansett Wheelmen, of Providence, held

a club road race to Apponaug on July 20, which was
won by W. Kenny in 32><m., H. F. Morlack second.
Arrangements are being made for a twenty-five

mile road race for the championship of Brid.geport,
Ct., which will probably take place in September.
The Propice Wheel Club, Springfield, (Mass.) will

hold a fifteen mile road race on August 14 to Chico-
pee and return twice. The prize is announced to be
a purse for I200.

During a mile ordinary race, at Calais, Maine, on
July 4, Edward Keyes took a header and broke his
nose. The event was won by Chas. Murphy, J. Lyons
second.

The cycle races to have been run at Jeffersonville,
Ky., on Thursday of last week, in connection with
the industrial celebration, were postponed on account
of rain.

W. R. Stevenson, of Wheeling, W. Va., states that
the race between Walter Asch and himself, on July 4,
was not for a cash prize as has been generally stated
but for a $50 gold medal.

Two championship races will be run at the meeting
of the Long Island Athletic League on August 22.

A number of the Kings County Wheelmen's fastest
riders will take part in them.

Two Rochester, N. Y., cyclists engaged in a race
from that city to Churchville on Sunday last, and in-
stead of the usual form of handicap one of the con-
testants carried a 35-pound sandbag.

A Knox hat will be given to the rider making tne
fastest time for one mile at the Cortland Wheel Club's
meet on August i. The club will also award a hand-
some prize for every record broken.

The Racing Board has reinstated F. P. Rough, of
South Bend, Ind., and C. F. Bemenderfer, of Goshen,
Ind., as amateurs, and Peter G. Daught, of Sigourney,
la., has been declared a professional.

The Chicago Cricket Club has decided not to give
way to Springfield in the matter of dates, and will
hold its tournament at Parkside, September 10 and
II, as announced notwithstanding the clash.

J. A. Bennett broke both the twelve and twenty-four
hours safety r.ecords for Northern (England) roads on
Saturday, July II. His times were: Twelve hours,
167 miles ; twenty-four hours, 287 miles.

A number of the members of the Alpha Wheel
Club, of Norwalk, Ct., are in training, preparatory to
entering in the races at Hartford. The club holds
weekly runs to various nearby seaside resorts.

W. F. Murphy and Harry Hall, Jr., will begin
active training for the Fall meets on August 20, at
the Springfield track. There is a possibility that
Murphy and Hall will ride for the tandem records.

The Riverside Wheelmen have decided to hold a
race meet at the Manhattan Field on October 3. A
series of five mile handicap road races will be run
during September.

W. F. West, who has made formal application for
reinstatement in the League will endeavor to
establish a record between Philadelphia and Newark
and to lower the best time made between Newark
and the Quaker City.

The fifty mile indoor race, at Detroit, on Tuesday
of last week, was won by W. L. Marks, Detroit, Jacob
Bauer, Louisville, second. Time, 3h. 12m. Bauer
sustained two falls. All the other contestants
dropped out before the finish.

The Park Avenue wheelmen, of Philadelphia, in-
tend to make their race meet on September 12 the
largest event of the kind ever held in the Quaker City,
and expect to secure the presence of some of the
cracks before they depart for the West.

The Tioga Athletic Association has offered souvenir
gold medals to the first three members of the associa-
tion riding a mile on the club track in 2.50 or less.
The attempt must be timed by three watches, one of
which must be held by a member of the cycling com-
mittee.

The professionals, both male and female, who have
a good grip on Minneapolis, Omaha and other Wes-
tern cities are at their tricks again and challenges,
disputes and exposures of false scores or alleged
records keep the Western sporting editors buss
writing free advertisements for them.

The Madison (Wis.) Cycling Club, held a twelve
mile handicap road race on July 16 from San Prairie
to Madison. The result was: R. R. Stone, scratch,
first, time 47m.; J. H. McNaught, 3m., second, time
52m. Small, 4m., third; Park, scratch, fourth; Wink-
ler, 6m., fifth; AWarner, scratch, si-xth. Seven other
men also finished.

In the twenty-five mile road race to be run on Au-
gust 29 in connection with the race meeting of the
Quaker City Wheelmen the course will be measured
off in lengths of five miles each, and timers will be
placed at the five, ten, fifteen and twenty mile points
to note the contestants' time for these distances. The
startin.g point this year will probably be Malvern,
23^^ miles from tne Philadelphia Ball Park, leaving
only ij{ miles to be ridden on the track, thus avoid-
ing the confusion of last year.

The Valley Point Bicycle Club, of Cuba, N. Y., will
have a wheelmen's day during the Cuba Fair, Thurs-
day, September 24. They offer §100 in race prizes, $50
being a cash prize for a mile professional race.
Prizes for the amateur events will consist of bicycle
sundries. There will be special arrangements for
the accommodation of lady riders. The programme
will consist of a morning parade, followed by the
races, and a lantern parade in the evening. Wheel-
men will be admitted to the grounds free.

Another Transcontinental Tourist.

J. W. Riker, of Schenectady, N.Y., will leave New
York on Saturday for San Francisco. He will ride a
58-inch ordinary and carry but little baggage. He
will take a steaiiier at San Francisco for Rio Janeiro,
and then tour through South America.

liuscomb for Chief Consul.
The nominating committee of the New York State

Division has announced the following candidates for
office. Chief Consul, Charles E. Luscomb, Brooklyn;
Vice Consul, C. S. Wood, Syracuse ;

and W. H. De
Graaf of New York for Secretary-Treasurer.
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COMMENTS ON CURRENT TOPICS.

THE FAILURE AT DETROIT SHOULD TEACH A LESSON.

One can't help feeling sorry for the Detroiters foi»

the lamentable fizzle they made of the meet. We are
prone to grumble on the slightest provocation, or
even on no provocation at all, and it has not been un-
usual to hear remarks that were anything but com-
plimentary about other gatherings (the extortion
practiced at Niagara last Summer being a case in
point), but never, probably, has the chorus of condem-
nation of a meet been so universal or so vigorous.
"Griff" and his coadjutors were there, and seemed
willing and anxious to do all in their power to entertain
their visitors, but their power, alas, seemed very
limited. And think what it would have been had
there been no races to look forward to and to see. It

is hardly to be wondered at, however, that the men
who knew so little of practical cycling as to assert
that they did not want the championships and would
be better off without them, failed in the handling of a
National meet. We are partly to blame because we
did not see that a successful meet could not be en-
gineered by men who had had no experience in sitch
matters, and had nothing to recommend them but
genuine (if youthful) cycling enthusiasm and a real
desire to entertain their visitors. The matter should
not have been left entirely to the Detroit men, but
the League officials should have kept an eye on
things, offered suggestions here and there, and, if

season ; consequently we rather expected to have to
watch a broom brigade and be chief mourners ; we
didn't dream, though, that the brooms would be pur-
chased before the races. Rather surprised were we,
therefore, to see the wouid-be sweepers go home
without a championship. It is a pity, too, they are
really good men and pleasant fellows withal. Is it

the air they breath, or what ? They will talk before
riding. Perhaps we are just as conceited, though,
and it is only our icy Eastern reserve that keeps us
quiet.

WHO IS THE SPEEDIEST MAN?
The new English records are little short of mar-

velous. That Osmond should do a mile in 2m. i6s. is

wonderful enough, even with the advantages of aper-
fect track, pacemaking and weather conditions, but
that he should ride twenty-four miles in ih. 40 4-5S.

almost exceeds belief. Have you ever figured out
just what that means? When anyone here gets below
2m. 35s. for the mile he is considered "some pump-
kins," but when it comes to doing twenty-four suc-
cessive miles at an average pace of 2ra 31s. and a
fraction, that .seems almost beyond belief. And sixty-
three miles within three hours, ton ! The appearance
of Osmond on a safety marks an epoch in the history
of racing. There is every reason to believe that he
has by no means reached his limit, and we can at last
entertain reasonable hopes of the trotting horse time
being equalled if not surpassed. In his first safety
race Osmond won, apparently without being pushed,
but with the other men close up; a week or solater he

OSMOND, THiS HOLDER OF THE WORLD'S RECORD—2rQ. 168.

necessary, taken charge of the meet. There is no use
doing things by halves, and there is little doubfthat
if the Detroiters had had some one to tell them what
to do and how to do it, they would have gone to work
and the meet would have had a very different ending.
And, by the way, isn't it too much to ask any but the
very largest cities to take upon themselves the entire
entertainment of the crowd at a League meet? Phila-
delphia, Chicago, Buffalo and a few other large cities
(large, that is, in their cycling population) can do it if
they go about it in the right way, but in smaller places
it takes an immense amount of time and money to
make a meet go, to say nothing of the risk incurred if

the weather is not propitious. It is time that the
League should give this matter a little attention, even
if it be to the detriment of more important matters.

CHICAGO AND THE CHAMPIONSHIP.
The brooms Chicago took to Detroit did not sweep

very clean, the East's scalp does not hang at the belt
of tlie Windy City, the combination did not go
through, and Messrs. Barrett, Tuttle, Thorne and
Githens did not " scoop " everything, and Chicago is,

consequently, quieter than just previous to the races.
How much nicer it is to keep quiet and then do some-
thing than it is to make boast of what we will do and
then get left. Wonder if Chicago ever will learn this
lesson, and learn it so thoroughly, that she will not
forget it? We really did think that we were in for it

this time, with the Western men riding " like demons"
—wasn't that the way they put it ?—doing halves in
fifty-seven seconds on a sandy horse track, and the
Eastern men being in rather poor shape (with the ex-
ception ofMurphy and Zimmerman), thus early in the

did 2m. 26s. in a handicap with seeming ease, and it
was thought that he could have beaten Jones's 2m. 20s.
that day, had he tried ; now he does 2m. 16s. without
being run out, showing a steady improvement. An-
other gratifying result is that there seems to be a
" best man " in England on the safety, one who clearly
over tops the vulgar herd, and, talk as we may, that's
what we love to see. Who did not have a feeling of
regret last Fall at seeing Windle dragged from his
position of fastest rider m America, it not the world,
even if his down-fall could be charged to poor form,
and that without a particle of herd feeling toward
Zimmerman ? The truth is that we like to have one
man to look up to and not divide our affections be-
tween half a dozen aspirants, rising and falling,
sometimes one winning and sometimes another. Who
was best safety rider in America last year? Who is
the best this year? It is too early to settle the last
definitely, though Murphy seems to have slightly the
best claim to the title. Who was the best ordinary
rider last year—at least before Peoria? Who is the
best this year so far.

THE DEALERS RACE MEET.
What promises to be quite a successful meet is

booked for Saturday, August 1st, at the Keystone
track, viz : the Philadelphia Dealers' ro.id and track
races, engineered by a combination of most of the
dealers of that city. The road race will start about
2 p. m., at a point on the York Road above Jenkin-
town, coming in Broad Street and finishing one mile
on the track. A good list of entries has been secured
for this, the first road race held in that vicinity this
year, including Graves, the winner of the Irvington-

Milburn race, Seeds,! Dampman, Pearson, Hanley,
Lodge, Miller, Lagen, etc. The track races follow
the road race, and over 120 entries have been re-
ceived. Telemacus.

Fast Quarters Ridden at Boston.
A number of fast riders assembled at the reservoir,

Boston, on Sunday last, for the purpose of attempting
to break the local record. A portion of the course
was in a state of repair and in consequence record
breaking was impossible. Several attempts were
made to lower the quarter record, however. The
first trial was made by Berlo, paced by Burnham,
McDuffee, Daniels and Drummond. Three watches
were held on him and they all stopped at 34 1-5S.
Burnham next rode the distance without pacemakers
in 34!^s. McDuffee, the holder of the reservoir record,
then made a trial at the suggestion of Burnham, who
is confident that when mounted on a pneumatic tire
the West Everett rider will astonish the crowd. He
started without pacemakers and came down the
stretch with a head wind. When he finished one ot
the two watches held on him showed 33s , while the
other was stopped at 34s. for the quarter. In order
that the distance might not be disputed all the men
rode fully twenty feet over the quarter and conse-
quently their respective times would have been just
a little better on a quarter mile track. All three men
are in the pink of condition and are recognized as
the leading racing men in Massachusetts, men who
will at Providence, Hartford, Springfield and Peoria
hold up the honor of the State. They all propose to
attend the race meets in the East during the coming
circuit, and will undoubtedly make a great endeavor
to hold their own with the best riders of the country.

The Coming Meet at Cottage City.

A feature of the Massachusetts Division's annual
meet at Cottage City, on August 13, 14 and 15, is that
a; League ticket will be the open sesaine to all the
entertainments and various forms of amusement.
Cottage City offers great opportunities for boating,
fishing and swimming, and those who attend the
meet are promised an extraordinary good time this
year. Several ot the more influential clubs have
hired cottages, where they will entertain their friends
throughout the meet. Among these are the Somer-
villes, who will be represented by about twenty
men ; the New Bedfords and the Cambridge Club,
which will send about fifteen men. Among the
many features will be a hill-climbing contest, a
coasting contest, a swimming match, a lantern
parade, a business meeting of the league and band
concerts. Saturday morning there will be a parade
of the clubs and unattached members. In the after-
noon races will be run as follows : One mile safety,
novice,"pneumatic tires excluded ; one mile safety,
open, pneumatic tires excluded

; one mile ordinary,
novice; one mile ordinary, open; one mile safety,
open, pneumatic tires permitted. The entrance fee
of fifty cents for each event will be returned on
starting. The prizes, two in number for each race,
will be gold and silver medals. The novice races are
onlv for members of the Massachusetts division,
while the others are open.

The Richfield Springs Meet.
The Waiontha Bicycle Club of Richfield Springs,

N. Y., has issued a handsomely designed and printed
programme for their fourth annual race meet on
August 4, on the track at the driving park. The club
says in its greeting: "Twelve months of storm and
sunshine have gone for aye, and the whirlgig of time
will soon bring around another August. That month
contains a day which we at Richfield dedicate to
cycling, and for the past three years honest endeavors
have made it a red-letter day in the town annals.
The custom o|S a Tournament Day was inaugurated
in '88, and continuance is evidence of its popularity.
Just what to attribute it to, however, seems difficult
to determine. Yet fair and courteous treatment,
coupled with Richfield's charming environments,
would seem enough to insure success to any venture.
Gentlemen, we bid you come to Richfield on the
Fourth Day of August. Race, enjoy the sports,
do anything you like in fact, but COME. That is what
we would impress you with. " We will do the rest,"
quoting the Kodak. Just favor us with your genial
presence, and we shall feel it as an inspiration to
better management. Come and find the neatest,
freshest garden spot among the summer resorts. A
royal welcome awaits you, and the heartiest of in-
vitations precedes it." All of Richfield's large hotels
have contributed generously to the prize list, which
embraces a variety of costly medals and useful
articles and sundries. The hotels also offer reduced
rates to wheelmen. A number of fast men have
entered the fifty mile road race on the road around
Lake Canadarago, including Van Wagoner, and
much interest is manifested in it's result by the
towns people. The start will be made at 10.30 a. m.,
ending at the track, where the events will afterwards
be contested.

The Quaker City Wheelmen's Race Meet.
The twenty-five mile handicap road race to be run

at the races of the Quaker City Wheelmen on Satur-
day, August 29, is expected to prove a contest of un-
usual interest. The start will be made at Paoli at
1.50 p. m., the course being over the famous Lancaster
Pike to the track at the Philadelphia ball park, where
the finish will take place. In addition to eight place
prizes, a time prize will be awarded. A number of
bicycles and other handsome prizes will be offered
in the track contests. The events are as follows:
One mile safety, novice, open; one mile ordinary,
open; one mile safety, open; one mile safety, handi-
cap, open; one mile ordinarj', ride and run, open;
one mile safety, 3m. class, open; one. mile safety,
3.20 class, open; one mile safety, 3.30 class, open; one
mile tandem, handicap, open; two mile ordinary,
handicap, open; quarter mile ordinary, open; half
mile safety, open; one mile safety, handicap, club;
one mile safety, Q. C. W. club championship. Entries
close August 22 with E. B. Chapman, captain, 1400
Oxford Street, Philadelphia. Fee to road race, $1; to
track events, 50 cents.
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THE CHARM OF MOONLIGHT.

I admire a mountain sunrise as, dismounted, high I

stand,
Watching all the tints o£ rainbows circling out on

either hand.
But the pale and tender moonlight falling fair upon

the lea,

Has a charm that glaring daylight never yielded unto
me.

There is early hint of quiet in soft twilight's deepen-
ing spell.

In the fading of the West lights, in the slow-swung
vesper bell.

Yet the pale and tender moonlight falling fair on land
and sea.

Holds a witching charm that daylight never yet has
yielded me.

C. S. W. ybrTHE Wheel.

Sidewalk Riding at Rochester, N. Y.

A new ordinance regulating the use of cycles has
been passed by the Rochester, N. Y., Board of Alder-
men. A wheelmen by paying a fee of forty-five

cents can secure registration by the City Clerk and
a numbered metal badge which will permit him to

ride on the sidewalks of the city, except those in the
business portion. He is, however, responsible for

any collisions or accidents that may occur.

Cycle Renting.

The renting of cycles is receiving considerable at-

tention at the hands of dealers and agents at present.
When properly conducted it proves a highly advan-
tageous branch of business, but it can also be man-
aged in such a manner as to become a great detri-

ment. A person in renting a machine does not want
some old rattle-trap which, from its repeated visits to

the repair shop, is a veritable boneshaker. He wants
a clean, smooth running machine suitably adjusted
to his requirements. He is willing in most cases to

pay for such, and most certainly should have what he
pays for. To the dealer who gives his attention to

these matters, says an exchange, the renting business
is sure to be most profitable and lead to many sales,

where, possibly, if the customer had been fitted out
on an inferior machine ne would have become dis-

gusted with the sport or gone to some one else who
better looked after his desires. It is almost abso-
lutely necessary to run a repair shop in connection
with a renting business. When a machine comes in

send it at once into the shop, have it properly ad-
justed, cleaned, oiled and put in condition for the
next customer. Make it as near a new machine as
possible. It will add to the durability of the machine
and to the profit of the business. A customer well
treated and one who becomes enthusiastic will cer-

tainly, sooner or later, devise some means for the
ourchase of a machine, thus adding greatly to the
profit of the renting department. Therefore, follow
up each machine carefully, and custom will follow
you.

A Tour That is Highly Commended.
Messrs. H. L. Roberts, Gilbert F. Weise, A. H. Mac-

Owen, of the Pennsylvania Bicycle Club, and Chester
Roberts returned last week from an extensive tour
awheel upon which they started July 4. Their des-
tination was the White Mountains. They visited

in route Coney Island, Newport, Nantasket, Salem,
Rye Beach, Portsmouth, Rochester, Farmington,
Centre Harbor, Woodstock, Franconia, Bethlehem
and Fabyans, at the foot of Mt. Washington. As the
mountain was clouded they decided that an ascent
would be useless in the way of any practical return,
and resolved to cross Vermont and \ysit the noted
Ausable Chasm, on the New York side of Lake Cham-
plain. Their road laid through Bethlehem to Little-

ton and St. Johnsbury, and thence to Montpelier and
Burlington on the Vermont shore of the lake. To
reach Lake Champlain they had to cross the State
from east to west over the Green Mountains, which
trip proved to be as trying as the ride through the
White Mountains had been. From Burlington the
trip was made across the lake by boat to the Ausable
Chasm, and then the steamer carried the tourists to

Fort Ticonderoga, at the foot of the lake, the scene of
Ethan Allen's revolutionary exploit, there being no
road along the shore that could be ridden. At Fort
Ticonderoga wheels were again brought into requisi-
tion, and through Ticonderoga, by way of Haag and
over Haag Mountain, through Bolton and Caldwell,
the tourists pushed their wheels into Saratoga
Springs. From Saratoga the journey th rough Albany
and down the Hudson was comparatively easy.
They covered in three weeks over a thousand miles
by boat and bicycle, averaging about fifty miles
daily.

He Captured the Thief.

A fugitive from justice at Bordentown, N. J., was
captured by Walter Kane, a cyclist, last week. The
criminal was eluding his pursuers by the county
road when Kane mounted his wheel and gave chase.
He overtook the man and held him until the town
marshal arrived.

It is Costly I'un to Run Down Cyclists in

Hartford.

A careless hackdriver had his evi.s opened to the
fact that wheplmen have rights, at Hartford, last

week. On May 27 Horace Lord and L. C. Grover,
President of a Colt Bicycle Club, were run into by
the team of the hackman. Lord was knocked from
his machine and one of the horses stepped on the
wheel damaging it badly. As this was only one of

the many cases where wheelmen have suffered from
the recklessness of hackdrivers it was determined to

put the case m the hands of Major Burdette. The
trial came off on Saturday last and the driver was
fined $10 and costs. The hackman's attorney endeav-
ored to prove that the cyclist fell from his machine
by losing his balance, but Major Burdette cornered
the witness and proved conclusively that Lord vfus

struck by the tearri;
.

Another Stolen Wheel.

A man, giving the name of Seymour, about five feet
seven inches in height, dark complexion, wearing
light trousers, a straw hat and tennis shirt, hired a
wheel at the store of M. Hughson, 1132 Bedford Ave-
nue, Brooklyn, on July 27 and has not returned it.

The machine stolen is a spring framed Rival safety,
with a Hart saddle, and is almost new.

A Precious Pair in a Dog Cart.

Murphy and Zimmerman are taking a complete
rest before resuming work at the Fall meets. Murphy
won a dog cart at the Syracuse meet and it is under-
stood that the pair are quite the sight of Freehold,
N. J., where "Arthur" lives. "Zimme" and
" Murphie " are quite favorites on the circuit. They
work together in great shape and divide up the
events with such good judgment that they have
quite a cargo of "loot," though the best part of the
season is yet to come.

Cycling in Orange County.

The wheelmen of Goshen, Middletown, Warwick,
Montgomery, Port Jervis and Chester have organized
the Orange County Wheelmen's Association, with
headquarters at Goshen, N. Y. The officers are as
follows: George F. Ketcham, President, Warwick;
Dr. J. J. Mills, Vice-President, Port Jervis ; Frank C.
Hock, Secretary, Goshen ; Bradford Durland, Treas-
urer, Chester ; Executive Committee, William Rogers,
Campbell Hall, F. Masterson, Middletown ; Dr. E.
Rose Elliott, Montgomery ; Isaac Litchfield,
Warwick ; B. C. Durland, Chester ; M. C. Dennison,
Washingtonville; R. D. Decker, Goshen ; G. W. Case,
Port Jervis. The first regular meet of the association
will be held at Goshen on August 13.

Novel Real Estate Advertising.

A real estate sign is usually the first thing one
sees in approaching Chicago and the last in leaving
it. The real estate merchants there are nothing if

not enterprising, and their enterprise leads to all

sorts of ingenious advertising dodges, but it has re-
mained for the firm of E. A. Cumraings & Co. to
score a distinct beat over all. This firm is building a
quarter mile cycle track on a piece of property
which it has for sale, and on September 5 will hold a
first-class race meet under L. A. W. rules and offer

such prizes as will tempt out-of-towu talent. One of

the prizes will be a gold mounted pneumatic safety,
that is, gold plating will be used where it is usual to
nickel the machine.

Ladies and Wheels.

Under this heading the Elizabeth Journal says

:

"Not every outdoor sport is good for women,
but it is highly gratifying to note the fact that ladies
are making use of bicycles to a greater extent each
succeeding year, and the prejudices that have existed
against this splendid form of exercise are very
rapidly disappearing. Occasionally a gentleman
like Bishop Coxe may endeavor to discountenance it,

but happily to no effect. It is now almost as popular
for ladies to ride their wheels as it is for them to play
croquet or tennis, and it is certainly more beneficial
if properly indulged in. It is no uncommon thing
now for ladies to take long trips on their wheels,
trips that cover not merely several miles, but several
hundred miles; trips that they could never have
dreamed of taking without much expense and with-
out horses, carriages and men to take care of them
but for the invention of ladies' bicycles. Ladies
with wheels find that they can go further, see more
of the country, get more of the fresh air, and come
home with better appetite than they can with horses
and carriages, and the beauty of it all is, to them,
they don't need any one to wait on them. Wheels
seem to have come to enhance the healthful exercise
of travel, especially for the ladies, and at the same
time to decrease the expense. Many who formerly
opposed cycling for ladies are now quite willing to
admit that lady riders are graceful, and the exercise
one of the most healthful."

Bishop Coxe's fulmination against cycling for
women has brought out no end of unfavorable com-
ments from the press. A woman writer in the Boston
Globe says, in an extended article, that young girls
from the best families should within a short time
have betaken themselves to whirling through the
public thoroughfares, like so many boys, is certainly
a new departure from all old-fashioned canons of
feminine decorum, at least as startling as many that
have brought down all sorts of thunderbolts from
pulpit and press. Had it been a prerequisite that an
amendment to the United States Constitution, or
even a statute of a State Legislature should be ob-
tained, the girls would doubtless have had to wait
many a weary year. However little she may realize
it every girl who rides her steel horse is a vivid illus-

tration of one of the greatest waves of progress in

this century, the advancement of women in freedom
and opportunity. Here as well as everywhere else
she IS a little belated in claiming her rights ; only a
little, for it is but twenty-one years since the bicycle,
as we knew it, was invented, while the safety styles,
which the ladies affect, are very recent improve-
ments. Perhaps by the time the public has become
fully accustomed to bicycles upon which girls do not
sit sidewise a woman may be allowed to ride a horse
as nature evidently intended. Meanwhile the girls
have mounted their bicycles. Bless you, my children,
what endless vistas of good times are before you !

What glorious landscape views and ocean moonrises,
what freedom, what fresh, airy delight in young life

and strength ! Just what is to be done about the
chaperone I am sure I don't know. The etiquette
books will doubtless have a new chapter. Already
one young doctor has departed with his bride on a
wedding tour to Texas, each upon a bicycle. Other
strange affairs will no doubt take place. But it will
all be arranged for Mrs. Grundy. Order will reign
and by and by the bishops will see no more irrever-
ence in bidding Godspeed to girls starting on a jour-
ney to California on bicycles than to girls departing
to Europe on a steamship,

W. C. Thome Retires.

W. C. Thome, of the Chicago Club haslpermanently
retired from the path, making his last appearance at
Detroit. Mr. Thorne v\fas one of the most promising
sprint safety riders of last year. He is manager of
the large Chicago house, Montgomery, Ward & Co.,
and prefers to sacrifice racing to a promising busi-
ness future. Unlike many speedy men, Mr. Thorne
is very fond of touring, and has a route booked for
every Friday and Saturday of the year.

Two Days of Racing at Shelbina, Mo.
A two days' race meet will be held at Shelbina, Mo.,

on August 19 and 20, by the Shelbina Pair Associa-
tion, under the management of the Shelbina Cycling
Club. The events will be run on a half mile track
and prizes to the valueof $200 will be offered. Special
hotel accommodations and reduced rates will be pro-
vided, and it is hoped that a large number of cyclists
will be induced to visit Shelbina. The town has a
population of 2,000 and residents are greatly inter-
ested in the cycle races, and wheelmen will be well
taken care of. The events are : August ig—one mile
safety, handicap; one-half mile safety, championship
of Shelby County ; three mile safety, handicap. Au-
gust 20—one-half mile dash, safety ; one mile safety,
handicap; two mile safety, handicap. The prizes
are costly gold and silver medals. Entries close
August 13. Address A. Connely, Shelbina, Mo.

The Bace Meet at North Attleboro.

Extensive preparations are being made by the Col-
umbia Bicycle Club, of North Attleboro, Mass., for
its race meet on August 22. The club has not for sev-
eral years taken an active interest in racing matters
and it numbers among its members several men who
were formerly quite speedy, and of these Fred Brig-
ham held for a long time the one and two mile
championships of Bristol County, while Harry Tufts
was well known throughout the State as a fancy
rider. This year the interest in cycling has been
very great in North Attleboro. The following is the
list of events : One mile ordinary, novice ; one mile
safety, novice ; half mile safety, open ; half mile ordi-
nary, open; one mile club championship.; half mile
boy's safety, under sixteen years ; half mile safety
" ride and win," open ; one mile ordinary, open ; one
mile safety, " Old North Purchase " championship,
open to riders in Attleboro, North Attleboro, Mans-
field and Rehoboth. In this last race only one prize
will be offered, which will be a gold medal valued at
$25. In each of the mile races there will be three
prizes, and in the half mile there will be two prizes,
all of which will be well worth contesting for.

The Associated Cycling Clubs of New Jersey.

The Associated Cycling Clubs of New Jersey have
decided to hold a race meet in September'on the
mile track at Elizabeth. The principal event will be
a fifteen mile team race, and each club belonging to
the association will have the privilege of holding two
club races. There will be no open events. New
Jersey clubs can secure full information concern-
ing the association by addressing Dr. C. B. Holmes,
Secretary, Rahway, N. J.

THE WOMEN WHO RIDE BICYCLES.

Editor of The Wheel :

I have just been reading a bitter attack on the
women who ride bicycles by a Washington corre-
spondent, who writes over the no7n de pluvie of Bab.

I doubt whether these attacks have the slightest
effect on the sport, but there is a dangerous element,
growing up in its ranks, that threatens to injure it

permanently, and plunge it to the lowest depths.
There is a nameless class of women who have leis-

ure and who seem to be taking to cycling. Once let

theirnumber increase and they can, and undoubtedly
will, bring what promised to be the brightest side of
cycling into disrepute. By their actions at hotels
and wayside houses they will place the sport before
the general public in such a manner that respectable
women dare not be seen on a wheel.

I am not an alarmist, but write of matters that have
recently come under my own observation. R.

FOUR PRACTICAL POINTERS.

Reader, have you a safety with a rear wheel spoon-
brake. If so, did it occur to you to examine it and
see how it has stood the rub. After a year's use you
will find it pretty well worn and sharp on the edges.
If you have a solid tire and change to a cushion do
you think about the brake-spoon ? Possibly not. You
just let the old spoon stay there, and when your tire

is badly cut up after a little use you blame the cush-
ion. That a heavier spoon thicker than what is used
on some of the principal makes would be much better
in every way there can be no doubt, except that it

would be a little heavier, and weight does not seem
to count in a high grade cycle.

What do you use on your chain ? Dry plumbago,
most likely. You rub some on in the dry state and ride
off, and it is jarred off in a few minutes To make
plumbago stay on well, that is, long enough to get in

the cracks of the chain and lubricate them, a mixture
of alcohol and plumbago or stove polish will be found
to give the most satisfaction.

Do you ever turn your pedal rubbers over? Hardly,
never thought of it, eh ? Well give them a turn oc-
casionally and they will wear evenly on all four
sides.
Your tires are very well worn, says so and so to

you. Then you observe, " Oh, they can be reversed."
Yes, they can be turned, if you turn them in time; but
if you let them stay on too long and then reverse
them, you will find that you are beautifully left; that
is, in the wear you expect to get out of them. If they
are worn badly, b?^ter let them Stay as they are, or
getnewone^, NiBS,
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SMITH'S '91 TOUR.

Well, the Smith Niagara-Detroit tour of '91 now be-
longs to the things of the past, but it will long be re-
membered by its participants as a season of enjoy-
ment. The start was made from the Spencer House,
Niagara Falls, on Thursday July 9, at ten o'clock,
after having their photographs taken at the side of
the hotel.
Owing to arrangements that had already been made

with the Custom officials, there were no vexatious
delay's in getting our wheels over the border, and,
best of all, no deposit was required of us. After
dinner at the American House and a ramble through
Queen Victoria Park and over to the Whirlpool
Kapids, we were oflE again on our journey. A halt
was made at the Brock monument where, thanks to
the perfect day we enjoyed, the boys took in the finest
view to be had in Canada—the Niagara Gorge down
to Lake Ontario. That the now riders might not be
too much fatigued, the first day's rice was made an
extremely short one, for our destination for that
evenmg was only St. Catherines, where numerous
courtesies were extended to us.
The next day saw us dining at Grimsby, and spend-

ing a large part of the afternoon by the wayside
plucking the luscious cherry and strawberry.
There were also encountered some several pains to
match these feastings, but the discovery that ginger
ale and whiskey could be had for a "nickel" led
many to seek any means of distress as an excuse for
continued indulgence. The Canadian wheelmen are
never behind-hand in well-doing, but the t>oys at
Hamilton are rivalled by those of Toronto alone.
Liquid refreshment, light and heavy, sandwiches,
etc., etc., were there for us in abundance, and the
good offices of the H. B. C. were evident at every
turn from that time until -ve left next day. That
evening we enjoyed as part of their programme a de-
lightful sail down to Burlington Beach. On our re-
turn a reception was held in our honor at the club-
house, and be it said that it was no fault of the local
wheelmen that we.did not spend the entire next day
in Hamilton. Midnight found many of us eating
beefsteak at the ' Pig's Foot," after which we turned
in for a much-needed rest. The next morning with
genial little Robertson as pacemaker for us we
climbed up over Dundast Mountain, 500 feet, in seven
miles, saw the magnificent rocks at Ancaster and
passed on to Brantford for dinner. As it was market
day we had an excellent opportunity for contrasting
the Canadian with the American hayseed. Thence
we passed on via Buriord, Cathcart and Eastwood to
Woodstock, a day's run of fifty-four miles. Sunday
we made a short run of thirty-one miles only. An
amusing incident on our route was the fact of the
bridge being down and our being compelled to ford
the historic Thames with our machines. Unfortun-
ately information as to what road we were to take
had been wrongly given, and so the Forest City
wheelmen had a fruitless run of fifteen miles on the
"north road" to meet us. We were welcomed in
London by a crowd of over 500 people, and well enter-
tained while there by the "Forest City " boys. Mon-
day we arose bright and early for our longest day's
run of sixty-one miles. Dinner found most of us at
Warwick, after which those who had not partaken
too freely of the kindly blacksmith's hard cider
stayed awake ; the rest did not. Some one was not
particularly pleased at our leaving him asleep under
a tree.
After crossing the ferry at Sarnia we hailed the

States once more, and enjoyed the first drink of soft
water that we had been able to obtain for two days.
Standard time here plays one of its favorite tricks,
and it certainly was a great " snap " for us to be able
to loaf along the road until seven o'clock and then
sup at a little past six in Port Thoron. Another
pleasant excursion was here tendered us by the
wheelmen of the place. Unfortunately our plans for
riding to Detroit were rudely shattered by the rain
of the night and of the following forenoon.
The idea of traversing the clay roads beyond was

out of the question, so by unanimous vote it was de-
cided to take the boat down to Detroit. Such was
accordingly done. It was not riding, to be sure, but
few of the boys will regret the chance they had for
the sail on the beautiful Greyhound. With sing-
ing, dancing and smoking the time passed away
rapidly, and it was with some regret that at nine
o'clock we stepped across the gang-plank at Detroit.
Here the members of the party we«t their several
ways with wishes, one and all, that another year
might see the members united once more.

The Scribe.

K. C. W.

Captain Bensinger and Ex-Captain Marion returned
on Sunday last from Lake Waramang, bringing with
them genial Charley McLaren, who had spent a week
at the Norris mansion getting heavy and nursing
his bump of lethargy so faithfully that the idea of
returning to servitude was nauseating. Every one
experienced a gay time.

Some persons are continually on the change. Some-
times for the better and occasionally for worse.
Bowdish has again changed his mind and is riding
vigorously, having bought a Meteor. Ike looks well
on a dwarf and the man who outrides him must
shake a good leg. It would be a great mistake for
him to give up riding and I note with pleasure his
return to the ranks.

The picnic run on August 23, ought to be a well
attended event as almost everyone in the club has
participated in one or more of these runs and knows
that there IS lots of fun in them. It behooves every
member who expects to be in town that day to put
his name down on the notice on the bulletin board.

I would suggest to the entries in the fifteen mile
club handicap that the Elizabeth-Plainfield road, on
which a seven and a half mile stretch of fine macadam
can be had, is the finest course in the neighborhood
for a race of this kind and would present a good
opportunity for some one to break a record.

Straddle.

MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB.

Ill fortune seemed to have waited on the partici-
pants of the club run held on Sunday last to Pompton,
N. J. A number of break downs and collapses were
among the mishaps, the most serious of which was a
smash-up, occasioned by two intoxicated men in a
buggy. They drove into and threw F. L. Washburne
from his machine, and the horse put his foot through
one of the wheels badly damaging it. The rider
escaped without serious injury by his agility in jump-
ing. He rescued the machine before it was totally
ruined by the horse. This accident occurred at Pas-
saic, near the railroad station. A number of witness-
es have signified their willingness to appear in court
if Mr. Washburne commences a suit against the par-
ties, who gave their names as Rogers, residents of
Prospect Street, Passaic.

hirst Lieutenant W. J. Monahan, Second Lieuten-
ant R. L. McFarland and F. L. Washburne will start
on Sunday next for a two weeks' vacation tour. They
will do considerable traveling awheel, and will jour-
ney through Morristown, Delaware Water Gap, Port
Jervis, White Lake, Monticello and Tuxedo Park,
where they will remain one day on invitation of the
superintendent. They will then journey to Ramseys,
where the party will receive the hospitality of Mr.
Washburne s brother, and will then return home by
way of Ramapo.
A party of Manhattans, under the guidance of

Messrs. Mendel and DeYongh, traveled to Fort Schuy
ler on Sunday, and on Sedgwick Avenue, at the Ford-
ham crossing, they took part in rescuing an old lady
from a wreck caused by a runaway horse.

Messrs. Connor, Clemens, Banker, Washburne,
Campbell, Keene and DeYongh are training hard for
the club races which take place on Labor Day.
In the competition for the medal offered by Mr. J.

Scheuer for the member attending the largest num-
ber of club runs during the season, F. L. Washburne
is leading all competitors.

R. H. Bartsch, with a mileage of nearly one thou-
sand, is leading the competition for the mileage med-
al, with R. L. McFarland a good second.

E. J. Keene will ride a cushion-tired Rational ordi-
nary in the club races.

Applications for membership are still coming in
rapidly.

RIVERSIDE WHEELMEN.

The dark horse of the R. W. again loomed up prom-
inently in the Atlantic City races—George C. Smith
capturing three second prizes. This is excellent
work, when the fact that he had no sleep the night
before the races is taken into consideration. The
club is well pleased with his work, and celebrated
the event in a fitting way. Joe Judge also rode well,
finishing third in two events. Judge is riding excep-
tionally well this season.

The club is concocting a scheme whereby it hopes
to take New York by storm. It will soon be an-
nounced.
Messrs. Wm. F. Smith, Jr., Joe Judge, E. H. Cole

and some other of the members started on a tour
Saturday last They will ride through the State, and
expect to be gone two weeks.

The bulletin board is again bedecked with applica-
tions. In this work Messrs. Powers, Haggerty and
Judge are rendering valuable assistance.

Speculation is rife as to who will win the five mile
club championship run over the Englewood course.
It will be a great race between Barker, Stilgers,
Judge and G. C. Smith.

HARLEM WHEELMEN.

Captain Morrison decided last Sunday to have a
day off, and so it was that no regular run was called.
A club run every Sunday is a bit monotonous. Hav-
ing an off day now and then gives the boys a certain
liberty, so that they can go where they please. One
party went to Belmont, others wanted to see Central
Park in daylight; while the " Siamese Triplets" went
to Richmond Hill, L. I.

Second Lieutenant Boese has some friends at Rich-
mond Hill, and as he has been there only a few hnn-
dred times (rather more than less), the others sup-
posed that he knew how to get there. They reached
Astoria in good shape, and every one seemed to be
sailing along very nicely, when suddenly brother
Boese collapsed. He said he was completely and
utterly lost. He was piloted to Maple Grove, and in
the course of time they arrived at Richmond Hill
station, where with all due respect the party once
more placed their fortunes in the hands of Lieutenant
Boese. He finally got his bearings, and in due season
the party reached their destination. Next Sunday
we have a run to Coney Island. C. W.

The wheelmen of Butler, Pa., have leased several
acres of ground in the suburbs of that little city, and
will construct a race track and ball field. Owing to
the willful negligence of liverymen in that vicinity,
several accidents have occurred of late damaging to
both riders and wheels, and it is now proposed that
prompt action will follow the next accident, and a
united effort be made to overthrow the pernicious
persecution of the liverymen.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen's entertainment com-
mittee has a scheme for a series of team races to take
place some time in August. The club will be divided
into teams as nearly as possible of equal racing
ability, and the contests will be for club members
only. After the races there will be a supper at one of
the shore resorts. On August 6 a combined run of all

the clubs in the city will be held to Silver Springs.

DENVER.

Our races are over, and they were all a success. Of
course they don't compare with the big Eastern meets,
for we have noMurphys, Smiths, Windles or Zims., but
we have some promising youngsters who might make
it very interesting for your cracks had they the same
advantages. All of them do their little training after
working hours. The honors were pretty well divided
between the two clubs after the three days' racing
which the Denver Cyclist's Union gave, and Dolson,
of the Ramblers, and Louis Block, of the Socials, got
the lion's shdre. Dolson is but two months over six-
teen years of age. His mile in 2m. 44s. on the last
day, and in a perfect gale, was a remarkable ride, and
shows the stuff that is in him. The lightest wheel
ridden weighed thirty-six pounds. Track is quarter
of a mile, and not the fastest on earth either. (No re-
flection, for I helped to make it.)

The object of the Union has been to furnish its own
prizes. On the last day it did so. But our races have
never been well enough patronized to make us rich,
although we manage to keep out of debt without
levying assessments. There may come a day when
we can go out and buy $500 worth of prizes and ad ver-
tise it as $3,500 and not call upon the generosity of our
merchants or beg of the dealers who, of course, reap no
benefit whatever from race meets. We will feel very
proud when that day comes. I am afraid we are
giving too much for the money. Imagine getting a
grand stand cushion seat, programme, band concert
and twelve races all for thirty-five cents ! There are
wheelmen enough in Denver to make it pay even at
that price if they would all come out. But they won't.
There's magic in a name. Old Jack Prince drew like
a magnet last year on very disagreeable days, but he
can't race with our riders.

Lots of our boys are out riding in the mountains
and having much fun and hard work. I went with
them for three days and a half down the foothills on
my pneumatic. Some of them marveled that I would
go so far from home. I do not know that thev are
disappointed because I returned without a mishap

;

but that's nothing, I may have one to-morrow. I did
not inflate my tires but once in the last ten days, and
in that time I have ridden 250 miles. I have had my
pneu. nearly three months and done 800 miles on it
(one day 140) without an accident of any kind as far
as the tires are concerned. I take all kinds of roads,
and have ridden over some which were very rocky
(literally), and the rubbers only show one cut in con-
sequence. I keep a close watch of the balloons and
keep them well filled. I am not very heavy (145
pounds), which probably has something to do with
my "luck," as some choose to call it. I paid for my
wheel, and can consequently talk about it as I please,
and to condense my opinions of pneumatic tires
would result like this

:

I don't believe in them for everybody.
I do believe in them for me.
I don't think the tire on the rear wheel is as heavj'

as it should be for the average rider and American
roads."
Every accident that has occurred here has been in

the rear wheel.
If I was a dealer I would not urge anybody to buy

a pneumatic. Those who buy of their own volition
will probably give them the attention they deserve.
If they are "the" wheel they will not have to be
pushed (not literally).

No kind of a brake but a roller or band on the hub
should be used. H. G. Kennedy made me a roller
brake which is quite effective and not injurious.
They will not run alone, but they do make one com-
fortable, and a comfortable person can do good work.
Gerwing is now President of the Cyclists' Union,

vice your humble servant, resigned.

A Fall meet will probably be held m September.
We now have four clubs — one a branch of the

Athletic Club, and the fourth a woman's club with
twelve members.
Colorado's natural roads are better than Denver's

unpaved streets. Some of our natural roads are not
equalled by any pike in this country.

The Ramblers now ride safeties almost to a man.
As soon as they can give away their s d t d g. o.
o.'s they will do so to a man.
L. Block is now Captain of the Socials, and R. Biegel

of the Ramblers. C. C. H.

BROOKLYN RAMBLERS.

Racing matters hereabouts being somewhat quiet
just now, the boys have again turned their attention
to the mileage contest. At the last meeting bars
were awarded to Holland, Feldmeier, Gruen, and
Jacoby, for having covered over one thousand miles
since the first of February, and several others have
completed a thousand or over, but will not be enlitled
to a bar until the next meeting. Atone time Feld-
meier had a good lead in this race, but at present he
seems content with making occasional additions to
his personal estate, from the prize lists of race meets.
Holland leads now, but is closely pursued by Jacoby
and others.

The moon-light run to Staten Island, was particu-
larly well attended and thoroughly enjoyed. Only
ten members were on hand for the trip to Englewood,
but there were just enough to make things disagree-
able for a bees' nest which they encountered. Jt is

needless to say that the bees reciprocated, much to
the discomfort of Rees and Bartlett.

A fishing party has been arranged for August 8th
and 9th through th» kindness of Mr. Hales, who prof-
fered the use of his fifty footer, and details are being
rapidly arranged.

Membership is still booming ; the following gentle-
men were added to the Club's roster at the last me t-

ing: F. Bishop, C. H. Bartlett, A. E. McKenzie, B. M.
Carlisle, G. W. Hales, and W. W. Webster. This is
certainly encouraging, and should be continued.

ARROW.
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THE CHIEF CONSULSHIP.

For some time past there has been a sort of zephyr
rumor floating about that W. S. Jenkins, the chair-
man of the Rights and Privileges Committee and the
League attorney, has ambitious aspirations towards
the high position of Chief Consulship of this division.
Of course nothing of the kind dared to be audibly
whispered until Mr. W. S. Bull had made an official

announcement of his intention of retiring from the
chair, but since that time chaff and corn have been
flying before the wind. It is sincerely to be hoped
that the selection for office will be most carefully
made. Incompetency has over and over again forced
the League into such sad straits that one does not care
to contemplate the past history of the national body,
and if one does take an interest in student lore it is

just possible that the early historj' of the League
might prove more satisfying and enjoyable than
the historic dish that has been served up the past
year. One or two gentlemen whom we all respect
have decidedly declined to run for the Consulship.
Now, whom shall we select and elect ? Mr. Jenkins has
not formally announced his intention of competing,
and perhaps he won't. There is a certain pastime
with the pasteboards that he may possibly know
something about. He may be able to tell you the
value of a "quartette of typewriters" as against a
" turkey comb straight flush," and advise gentlemen
at a Washington convention how to play "draw," but
whether or not he is the man to fill the position of
Chief Consul is an antipodeanmatter—I don't know.

PRAISE FOR MR. BULL.

But, gentlemen, and fellow league men, the ques-
tion has to be discussed, and it is more important than
beans or cards and spades. Mr. Bull has worked
faithfully for us, and we at Buffalo are proud of him.
We sincerely hope that the Consulship will once again
be given to the Queen City. We recognize with
gratitude that Mr. Bull's pregnant pen did wonders for
us in the early part of his administration, and if he
did not labor—or apparently labor—as assiduously to-
wards tne end as he did in the initial stages of his
office we are prepared to think that it has more to do
with the lack of co-operation that personal apathy.
Mr. Bull is not a giant in stature but he is in energy,
and he feels a snub as quick as royalty.
Let us have somebody in the position who will do

work, advocate the reforms that are much wanted,
pay strict and first attention to club membership,
joyfully support combinations which tend to
strengthen the League and its officers, aim to abolish
cliques and dirty " corners," elevate the cycling press
and eradicate the dirty and personal journalism
which so often disgraces the columns of the class
journals and bring about a healthy and commendable
state of affairs in League and general wheeling
matters.

An immense amount of interest is rampant in Buffalo
as to the possible outcome of the team race scheduled
for August I between six members of the Press Cycling
Club and six members of the Ramblers Bicycle Club.
As it is a team race of some consequence, nobody has
felt inclined to talk much about it, and the teams and
course have been kept a profound secret. The local
papers have been doing nothing but speculate. The
course will not be announced until late in the week,
so that I cannot put it down in this epistle, but I be-
lieve it will be from Brockton, the pretty village
among the vineyards and roses, to Bay View, some
six miles out of Buffalo The prizes will be—for the
winning team a club trophy, for the first man a $io
gold medal, and for each member of the winning
team a $s gold medal. If the Ramblers happen to win
part of the city will be en fete, while if the Pressites
win their jollification will betaken out in solid and
liquid cheer—a la Bohemian.

The Q. C. A. C. have decided to add a bicycle sec-
tion to their organization. The Queen City's have
recently sprung up into prominence, and a month ago
they were wallowing in the slough of financial de-
spond.

There was quite a row in the Roamers' Club the
other night, and the facts have not yet been printed
in the local press. A special meeting was called, and
the officers did not appear on time. The members
present formed themselves into a beautiful and par-
liamentary conclave and passed resolutions condem
natory to the officials. Of course the latter didn't
care "shucks," and it were just as well if the resolu-
tion had not have passed. Well, well, as Miss Dow
Price sings, " They're only boys at that."

The proposed bicycle ordinance did not come before
the Common Council Committee on Friday night as
expected, but it is probable that it will come up for
discussion and decision during the next few days.
The press is much exercised over the question even
now, and the Express a day or two ago printed the
following editorial, which is of interest to all wheel-
men and consequently worth reproducing here :

"Bicyclers form such a considerable element in our
community that any municipal interference with
bicycle riding is bound to excite no little opposition
in one form or another. Naturally enough they re-
sent what they believe to be onerous, unfair restric-
tions, and they talked so vigorously and vehemently
before the Committee on Ordinances the other day
that the aforesaid committee must have thought it

had unwarily stepped into an active volcano. The
wheelmen seem to object principally to that part of
the proposed ordinance which compels them to carry
lamps at night-time. Bicycle lamps are costly, and
if they are not going to help riders steer clear of
pedestrians or warn pedestrians out of the course of
bicycles, nobody wants them. There is no doubt,
however, as to the advisability of setting a speed
limit. Even bicyclers admit that. Racing is becom-
ing too frequent on our smooth asphalted streets, and
a ten mile an hour limit will give sufficient latitude
to those who prefer to ride at a good pace.
Bicycle riders are hampered by few restrictions in

Buffalo, and they should appreciate the fact when
discussing proposed ordinances relating to them.
But the public is inclined to treat the wbeelmen

fairly, and if the latter will only respect certain in-
alienable rights of pedestrians, the city can get along
very well in spite of its 10,000 bicycles.

It is true that the Common Council and the public
wish to treat the Buffalo wheelmen fairly, but it is

also true that the concensus of opinion is in favor of
compelling wheelmen to carry lamps on their steeds
the same as in New York and other cities. Leading
wheelmen here voluntarily carry them, and among
the number may be cited Col. W. Bloomer, president
of the Buffalo Bicycle Club, and he states that he
carries a lamp because it is useful to him.
Anyway the matter will be thrashed out during the

next few days. Auchester.

SYRACUSE,

There is considerable interest in Syracuse concern-
ing the probable make up of the officials of the New
York State Division, L. A. W., for the ensuing year.
Three of the most prominent wheelmen of the State
have already declined the honor, Chief Consul W. S.
Bull, Vice-Consul Chas. W. Wood, and Secretary-
Treasurer Geo. M. Nesbitt. The local wheelmen are
anxious that Mr. Wood should accept the office, and a
delegation called on him yesterday, but it is under-
stood that he gave them no encouragement.

—

Syra-
cuse Herald.

Regarding the alleged interest here, the matter has
hardly been mentioned by those who are in a position
to take an interest in the selection of Division officers
if they would. There's scarcely a man in the cycling
club, who, from choice, wouldnot rather be chairman
of a Sunday-school picnic, than the Chief Consul of
the State Division. The Centurys, to whom the Vice-
Consul belongs, are scarcely three months old ; they
will know more about the League later on. If "local
wheelmen " are anxious that Mr. Woods should ac-
cept the Chief Consulship, " local wheelmen " must
be construed to mean the Century wheelmen. That
would be no more than proper. It might be a feather
in their club cap to have the Chief belong to their
organization. If a delegation visited the Vice-Consul
on Saturday last, that also must have been from
their club, and that was proper. To seek the ad-
vancement of any member of the family is but right
and human.
But when "the wheelmen of Syracuse," are spoken

of, it implies the Syracuse Cycling Club, as much, if

not more, than any other club. In fact it implies little

else to the Syracuse mind, for anything that has been
done in the way of advancement of the wheeling in-
terest here has originated and been carried on by
them, either as a club or as individuals interested in
that club.

Fred W. Hatt has been appointed Second Lieuten-
ant of the Cycling Club, and Geo. C Westfall, the
leader in the mileage contest for the year, has been
named as Color Bearer in Mr. Hatt's place.

Give us better attendance on club runs. Save that
Tuesday evening for a trip with the boys, you'll never
miss the time.

Some of the Century's and one Smith Typewriter
wheelmen started to ride to Boston in three days.
They are fast men, but it's a long way to Boston.

There is a possibility of the club and the band going
to the State meet on the 19th and 20th, and seeing
about that furniture Rochester is offering.

Chairman Johnson of the House Committee, spent
last Sunday in Rochester. He intended to go over the
lake to his Canadian home, but he didn't. He got left

by the boat.

Some of the "fast men" will go in the scratch
events on the S. A. C.'s programme August 6. The
events are mile and two mile safety, three mile ordin-
ary and two mile tandem. Three mile races are two
miles too long for interest.

Chas. W. Wood, Vice-Consul, has been asked to act
as marshal at the Cortland races, and will be Chief of
StafT at the Division meet.

Talk of a drive on the hard beach along Onondaga
Lake, from the Liverpool Road to Maple Bay, is re-
viving. Such a drive would be the wheelmen's para-
dise for a ride.

The spirit that circles over the Summer resorts lit

on my shoulder last Sunday, and said that W. H.
Olmsted and family are at Glen Haven ; G. Howard
Avery is at Sylvan Beach ; A. T. Brown and family,
Glen Haven ; A. L. Bradley, New York City, etc.; H.
P. Bigelow, Baldwinville ; G. E. Brainard, North
Woods ; F. O. Bailey, Cazenovia Lake ; H. W. Chapin,
Chicago and the Northwest; Prest. Robert Cavasdale,
seaside in several places; Harry N. Denney, Round
Island Park ; Sec'y Horace Doxsee, Canada

; Jno. F.
Donovan, Canada

; J. B. Eccleston, Liverpool; T. E.
Gregory, Skaneateles Lake; Ed. L. Haskins, Fort
Garrison ; Lieut. F. W. Hatt, Round Island Park ; W.
H. Johnson, Belleville, Rochesterand Pleasant Beach;
Ex-Prest. McChesney had his trip ; E. T. McDougall,
Richfield Springs, Cooperstown, Glen Haven, etc.,

etc.; R. C. and A. H. Martin, Thousand Islands; Penn
Brothers, Thousand Islands ; Dr. G. Edward Nearing,
Oswego; George Gale, Peekskill and N.Y.; Wesley
Gale, Wagner's Falls.

Mrs. A. I. Dodge is the latest addition to the lady
riders of the town. The entire family are riders now,
the baby and all.

RUTHERFORD WHEELMEN.

L. M. Mier won a one mile run at Flushing last

week, and Geo. De W. Brown also won the three mile
road race of the Amicitia Wheelmen at Staten Island.

The Rutherford Wheelmen are at work on their new
track. It will be a quarter mile, with banked cor-
ners, and will be one hundred and twenty yards in

the straights. Everything will be done to make it

fast.

The Club will give a series of club games on Labor
Day, comprising running and cycle races. It is the
purpose of the Club to hold a series of open games
later in the Fall.

ROCHESTER.

THE COMING STATE MEET.

Time limits will be placed on nearly all the races
to be run here in connection with the ninth annual
meeting of the New York Division of the L. A. W.
to be held Wednesday and Thursday, August ig and
20. The prizes, aggregating $2,250, and the splendid
assortment reflects considerable credit upon the
committee to whom was assigned this work. All the
trophies, even to those offered as third prizes are of
sufficient value and excellence to tempt riders from
every part of the country to visit Rochester and
strive for the coveted articles. The programme for
the two days embodies about every adjunct to a suc-
cessful tournament. On the morning of the first day
probably one of the greatest bicycle parades ever
held will take place, the line of march being through
the principal streets and avenues of the city. For
this it has been decided to offer an oak hall rack and
clock valued at $125 for the largest lull uniformed
non-league club. There will be a minstrel perform-
ance at the Lyceum on Wednesday evening and on
Thursday evening a banquet and "smoker " at Cot-
tage Hotel, Charlotte.
AH entries for class and handicap races must be

received by August 12, accompanied by entry fees,
and all others by August 15. No attention given
to entries that do not comply with these conditions.
Full information and entry blanks can be obtained
of M. B. Fox, Secretary, No. 176 North Water Street,
Rochester, N. Y.
The track officers for the day will be : Referee, Chief

Consul W. S. Bull, Buffalo; Judges, W. S. Jenkins,
Buffalo ; M. F. Schafer, Rochester ; Dr. George E.
Blackham, Dunkirk, N. Y.; Vice Consul C. W. Wood,
Syracuse; W. H. De Graff, New York; Clerks of the
Course, Robert Thomson, W. E. Williams. James
Barnes, Rochester; Timers, James H. Brown, Rochees-
tes ; F. P. Prial, New York ; Charles W. Adams, Buf-
falo ; Scorers, M. B. Fox, Frank M. Crouch, F. L.
Hughes, Rochester ; Starter, G. S. Montgomery,
Rochester ; Handicapper, F. P. Prial, New York.

A DARING CYCLE THIEF CAPTURED.

To the many readers of THE Wheel it will be wel-
come news to know that Detective Dukelow of the
Rochester force arrested a professional bicycle thief
on Tuesday last. His name is William Russell, and
he had carried on his crooked operations in many
Eastern and Western cities. A short time ago he
stole a wheel from M. S. Smith and went to Buffalo
and sold it. This fact was reported to Chief Hayden,
and believing that the man would again return to
Rochester Detective Dukelow was detailed on the case
and Tuesday night arrested Russell. When taken
before Chief Hayden, Russell at first had very little
to say, but finally admited that he had not only stolen
Mr. Smith's wheel, but had taken other bicycles from
this city and committed similar thefts elsewhere.
Russell was arraigned m the police court Wednesday
morning and was held for the grand jury.
He is 30 years of age, of dark complexion, and

wears a black moustache.
In a statement made to Chief Hayden, Russell

confessed to having stolen bicycles as follows:
Columbia safety from the Trust building

; Victor
safety from Bank of Monroe ; one from the hallway
of the Trust building ; one from the hallway of the
Smith, Perkins & Co.'s building ; two Columbia
safeties from State street, near Powers block ; one
from the German Insurance building; a Columbia
safety from the New Haven bicycle club ; Columbia
safety at Buffalo and a Columbia safety at Spring-
field. He acknowledged stealing other machines,
but did not remember from where. He is liable to
five years imprisonment for every wheel stolen. He
will be severely dealt with.
Russell claims New Haven as his home, and he has

made his living forthe past year by stealing wheels,
having also operated in Syracuse, Detroit, Cleveland
and Springfield.

FALL RIVER.

Jas. E. Boyle, a telegraph operator of this city, bor-
rowed a Lovell diamond frame safety of a messenger
boy last Thursday and has not been seen since. The
owner, Michael Clancey, has notified the police, but
as he does not know the number of the wheel it is
doubtful if he can trace it. Boyle is a man of dark
complexion, about 5 feet 4 inches, wears black clothes
and eyeglasses, and a small moustache. He usually
sports two silver medals. Any one seeing such a per-
son will please notify Michael Clancey, care of E.
Fuller & Son, Fall River, Mass.

About twenty members of the Fall Rivers rode to
Beulah Camp Ground, Sunday, where the Salvation
Army are in camp. On Wednesday night the club
went in a body to a strawberry festival at Somerset.

The number of lady riders is increasing rapidly.
The majority are members of the Fall Rivers, and a
number are League members.

The Fall River Club expects to be well represented
at the Cottage City meet, and will probably occupy a
cottage.

Messrs. Darling and Johnston have returned from
their tour through Massachusetts and New York.
They report that but two wheelmen spoke to them
and invited them to their club-rooms on the whole
trip, these gentlemen belonged to Poughkeepsie.
When tourists pass through Fall River, the members
of the Fall River Cycle Club make it a point to invite
the visitors to their rooms and make things pleasant
for them. This is a plan that all clubs should follow.

The Fall River Cycle Club express their sorrow for
running their race meet on July 18, thereby interfer-
ing with the Detroit meet. Had we known what
harm and trouble we would cause for "Detroit in '91,"

I can assure you we would gladly have changed our
date so that it would not have conflicted with theirs.

Quequechan.
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CHICAGO.

Indignation is expressed on every hand at the
wish y- washyway of doing thinj?s at the recent Detroit
meet, and a howl of disgust from all quarters has
been the result. One thing I must speak of, which
shows how little some of the D. W. cared for their
visitors' enjoyment. A smoker and entertainment
was promised in lieu of the moonlight excursion
Saturday evening. When evening came they saw
that a few dollars would have to be spent if they sup-
plied lemonade and cigars for the crowd, and had it

not been for an e.x-member of the club nothing would
have been done. They claimed that by having no
races on Saturday they would lose money. Messrs.
Griffith and Smith,however,cannot be blamed, for they
worked hard; but when members of other committees
than their own are questioned they cannot tell what
they did for the meet's success. Who was told that
free fare could be had on the steamers to "jaw-
breaker" park above the city by presenting your
League ticket ; who knew that an elegant twenty
mile run could be had down the river bank across on
the Canadian side

; who knew of that elegant swim-
ming place up above the Belle Island Bridge, where
one might have more fun than he wanted on a tobog-
gan

; who was there to escort you to all these places
or anywhere at all ? Echo answers, who. Where was
that sociability so prated of, in the Detroit wheel-
men. Fie! Keep away from Detroit and you will
engender no hard feelings.

,

A club race meet with ten races and three prizes to
each event is a novelty to be sure. The Cook County
Wheelmen's lioad^ Officers are anxious to arouse
the racing spirit among their members and have
arranged for a meet on Saturday, August 29th, at the
Northwestern Athletic Club grounds, at Twelfth and
Lincoln Streets. The programme is as follows : One
mile novice, ordinary

;
one mile novice, safety

; one
mile handicap, ordinary

; one mile handicap, safetv
;

one quarter mile dash, ordinary ; one quarter mile
dash safety

;
one half mile dash, ordinary ; one half

mile dash, safety; one mile 3. 10 class, safety; five
mile handicap, ordinary.

The Douglas Cycling Club intend holding races at
Parkside as soon as the track is finished. The Wach-
ter medal will be contested for in a twenty-five mile
contest. The Steimer medal will also be contested
for in a ten mile scratch race. Besides these a five
mile, scratch, safety, and one mile handicap, safety
and ordinary events will be run.

A feeling of unrest has taken hold of our Chicago
wheelmen. Manv of them will go to the Eastern
tournaments in September whether the Chicago
tournament at Parkside is run in opposition or not.
At Detroit, the Springfield men cornered our Chicago
flyers, and so good talkers were they that they in-
duced them to promise a change of date for the Chi-
cago tournament. But their promises have apparently
had no effect on the Chicago Cricket Club, for they
declare that no change of dates shall be made.

A large real estate firm of this city, wishing to
boom Englewood on the Hills, is arranging for a
bicycle tournament. It will be a first-class affair.
The races will be managed and handicapped by the
official handicapper. This firm will build a fotir lap
track after the latest ideas. The prizes will be ele-
gant, among them an Ormonde Model B in the ten
mile scratch race, which will be the principal event.
Medals valued at $[50, $75 and $50 will be offered.
The promoters will run special trains, free fare to the
grounds, and no charge will be made to the grand
stand or grounds. Engle wood-on -the- Hills is a hand-
some suburb of Chicago at Sixty-seventh and Leavitt
Streets. Mr. Bob Givins has charge of all arrange-
ments.

Mr. Hawkins has agreed to put in a cycle path at
his West side track. This will lie inside the mile in-
closure. Three hundred members are wanted at five
dollars each. He will run bicycle races every Satur-
day, and put up good prizes himself. The West side
boys are happy for they can now train their men and
will no doubtshow up well on the track another year.

The cyclists' camp is off, not for want of recruits
for there were plenty of these, but for want of money.
Plenty of men said " Yes, I'll go," but these same
men backed down when- the advance money was
asked for. A camping party can hardly be run on
wind.

M. A. Hosford, of the Chicago Cycling Club has
ridden a Rover pneumatic since February 15th with-
out a puncture, and he has ridden hard too.

W. C. Thorne thinks E. C. Bode is the coming man,
and in support of his opinion notes his good riding in
the mile open at Detroit. Harry Leeming, the noted
English trainer, declares he can put Bode in condition
to beat the world. Bode is a surprise to his many
f I lends, a plucky rider and a fighter. He never yields
an inch on the track, but holds his own with them all.

E. C. Thorne has retired from the path as he does
not feel the enthusiasm that he did in the past.

Last Tuesday evening the Ravenswood Cycling
Club gave the opening reception of their club-rooms,
which presented an elegant appearance. Great banks
of flowers adorned every nook, and works of art hung
on the walls. The elite of Ravenswood society in-
spected the Club's quarters, and pronounced them
good.

S. S. Barnum and E. P. Benedict, of this city, started
last Saturday for Warsaw, New York. They will
ride the entire distance awheel.
An effort is being made to organize an ex-members'

club in this city of the Wanderers' Bicycle Club, of
Toronto. The affair is in the hands of J. Jay Ross,
who for eight years was a popular member of that
club, and he expects before long to have twenty
members on the membership roll.

Van Sicklen's time medal, in the Detroit road race,
is a miserable little affair, and of no account.

FIRENZI.

OMAHA.

Since I last wrote from Omaha, several changes
have taken place in the local cycling circles. A good
club has gone to pieces, and two new ones have
sprung into prominence, with every prospect that
another one will soon be organized. The first was
the disbanding of the Apollo Cycling Club, one of the
most promising ^nd enterprising wheeling organiza-
tions that has ever graced the local fraternity. Lack
of proper management, petty jealousies, ancl a sud-
den disinterestedness, were the prime causes. Among
its members were a majority of Omaha's best and
fastest riders, and the "smash up " was a surprise to
every one. Their new quarters in the Sheely Block
were but lately furnished, and from every appear-
ance the club was progressing finely. The A. C. C. is

now no more, and the wheelmen who rallied under its
colors have joined other organizations, sorry perhaps
that their hasty decision caused so complete a wreck.
The second is the steady increase in membership

and coming popularity of the Tourist Wheelmen, a
club which was formed on the 5th day of March, 'gi,

by a trio of the O. W. C's active members, more as a
novelty than anything else, and which has grown in
strength until to-day it stands the strongest riding
club in the city. It is officered by enthusiastic cyclists,
and backed by a goodly rnembership of active
wheelmen, every one of whom believe in the exhiler-
ating sport. Club runs are indulged in three times a
week and are always well attended. No club-house,
no dues, no initiation fees, are some of the features,
and to defray the expenses of running the club, each
member is assessed whenever occasion requires.
The Executive Staff at present consists of Richard
Belt, President; J. H. Kastman and John Kelley, Vice-
Presidents; Robt. Young, Secretary- Treasurer

;

Harry K. Smith, Captain ; W. J. Morris and E. L.
Lyttle, Lieutenants; Frank H. Siefken, Bugler; Sam
J. Rumel, Color Bearer. A recent " Blind Run "

given by the club was well attended, twenty-two
wheels being in line. In August one of the features
will be a century run from Omaha to Elk City, Neb.,
and from there back again through Omaha to Glen-
wood, Iowa. One inducement held out to the mem-
bers is a handsome gold med 1, which goes to the
rider who has the highest number of club runs to his
credit at the close of the season. In October the club
will tour to Sioux City, Iowa, the trip covering the
space of five days.
Another wheeling organization which of late is

causing considerable interest, is the Y. M. C. A. Wheel
Club, organized on July 20, with a membership of
eighteen. This is also a'riding club, and bids fair to
finish a very successful season. It is officered by the
following gentlemen, who are enthusiastic in every
sense of the word. President and Secretary, Prof.
W. S. Sheldon ; Captain, M. Grant ; Lieutenant, Geo.
P. Waldron. The constitution and by-laws are now
in the hands of a committee, and the " Called Run "

schedule is in process of preparation by another com-
mittee. Every Monday night the club takes short
trips into the surrounding country and turn out to a
man.
The last is a movement on the part of the Omaha

Athletic Club to organize a wheel club within its
circles. Nothing definite has yet come to the surface,
yet every indication points to a culmination of the
scheme.
The old reliable and ever popular O. W. C. still

holds its own; the members arc slowly resuming the
"silent steed," and club runs are fairly attended.
What it lacks in wheeling it makes up for in popu-
larity and social hospitality. The " Smoker " given a
few evenings ago in the elegant club-house was a
brilliant success, and was attended by a large gather-
ing of Omaha's best young men; the programme of
music and recitations was well rendered, each per-
former acquitting himself with credit. The refresh-
ments were wel' served, and when the lights were
turned out in the small hours of dawn, every guest
had expressed his complete satisfaction and delight
at the manner in which the committee in charge had
performed their duties. Quite a number of Tnatcher's
"Tuxedo " company were present and added much
to the evening's entertainment.

Chief Consul Perrigo represented Nebraska Divi-
sion at the National meet at Detroit; he is now visit-
ing at his home in Cleveland, Ohio.

Lieut. John M. Conradt, of the O. W. C. is spending
his vacation in Fort Madison, Iowa, his home. He
traversed the distance on his wheel, covering some
three hundred miles in about four days.

O. T. Colby, of the Y. M. C. A. W. C, started for
Chicago, awheel, the fore part of this week; he thinks
of making the trip via St. Louis in about nine or ten
days.

Every member of Nebraska Division has received a
copy of the by-laws and constitution of the Division,
thanks to Secretary-Treasurer Nicodemus, of Fre-
mont.

Omaha will have a fair representation at the coming
Peoria meet. Porterfield, Holton, Kastman, Denman
and Perrigo will all attend. Holton and Denman are
in excellent trim, and will undoubtedly bring home
some token of their prowess. Portertield is in good
form also.

Weather is fair -light showers almost daily—roads
in poor condition. Crank.

Baron Kelleskrauss, a captain in the Kovno regi-
ment of artillery, who for the last four months has
been touring on a bicycle through France, Spain,
Morocco, Algeria, Italy, Austria, Germany, Poland
and Russia, has arrived at St. Petersburg, after a
journey full of strange adventures. He covered al-
together more than three thousand miles, and is some
twenty pounds lighter than when he started, but is
otherwise none the worse for his protracted exertions.
The rate at which he traveled varied from thirty to
sixty miles a day, according to the state of the
weather and the condition of the roads.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

THE TOUR TO DETROIT.

The Detroit touring party, fourteen in number, left
this city at 2 p. m. Saturday, July 11. An uneventful
run brought us to Lowell, our first night's stop. At
six o'clock Sunday morning every one was tip and
ready for which proved to be our hardest and hottest
day's run. Our first stop was made at Clarkesville
at the farm of Mr. Scoville, who had arranged tables
and chairs on the lawn in front of his house, and his
wife had prepared an abundant supply of refresh-
ments. After taking a photograph of the house, we
pushed on to MuUiken. This was dinner place, and I

can vouch for it that a town was never before wel-
comed as this one was by our small band. Although
our trip from Clarkesville here was but a short one,
it was over very sandy roads with the hot sun beating
down on us. We were met here by a large party of
Lansing wheelmen, who had gotten tired of waiting
for us at Grand Ledge and pushed on eager to greet
us and make our trip into Lansing moVe pleasant.
While waiting here we were joined by Messrs.
Walker and Simans, of Chicago, who left Grand
Rapids Sunday morning. A short wait to give them
a chance for a lunch, and we again started, this time
for Grand Ledge, where we were to meet the balance
of the Lansing boys. This run proved to be a reward
for our hard morning's ride, as it was over as fine a
stretch of road as could be found any where. As we
could not reach Lansing in time for f upper, it was
deemed advisable to get it at Grand Ledge, which we
dill, after which we were given a complimentarv ride
on the river, enabling us to view the grand ledges of
rock and other beautiful scenery along the banks of
the river. The start after supper was not made until
quite late, and the balance of the ride to Lansing was
ridden by moonlight, the party arriving there about
nine o'clock. Rooms were soon sought, and every
one was soon in the land of nod.
Under the escort of several Lansing boys we were

conducted the next morning through the State
Capital building to the dazzling height of the dome,
after which we once more started for Detroit. At
Lansing our party was increased by six from that
place. On our way out of the city, a run was taken
through the grounds of the State Agricultural Col-
lege. Dinner was secured at Wiliiamstown. At
Webberville we were caught in a heavy storm, and
obliged to suffer a delay of an hour or so. While
waiting here we were joined by Editor Andrews, of
Wiliiamstown, who could not withstand the tempta-
tion, and had made up his mind in about five minutes
after we lelt his town to take in the great twelfth
annual. The storm soon passed over and left the
roads in elegant shape, and six o'clock found us in
Howell for supper and bed. During the night a heavy
storm arose and the morning found the roads heavy,
and threatening clouds were flying through the sky.
The sun, however, was making a brave effort to
shine. A start was made, and an advance guard sent
'ihead. We liad gone but a short distance when they
returned, saying the roads were too heav)', and we
had better take train. About half the party patron-
ized the railroad, while the other pushed on. The
sun came out and the roads dried quickly with the
aid of a cool wind. Twelve o'clock found us at the
depot in Ann Arbor, where we were rejoined by those
who had trained in. After a good dinner, a look
around showed us it was wheelmens day, and such it

proved to be.
A short run to the University grounds and a tour

through the museum was next in order, after which
we assembled at the starting point of the races, the
result of which have already been given in THE
WHEEL. Evening found us in A. O. U. W. hall, where
we listened to a brilliant speech of welcome by the
Mayor and music. We were afterwards marched into
the next hall where several long tables were loaded
down with good things to eat, and which it did not
take us long to get away with. At nine the next
morning we left Ann Arbor fifty-seven strong. Dinner
was secured at Wayne, and at three o'clock we were
passing down Michigan Avenue headed for the
Detroit rink. It looked for a time as if we would be
obliged to seek headquarters alone, but we met Gates,
forriierly of Buffalo, and he escorted us to the rink.
He ended the finest tour ever conducted in this State.
The Marshall, Mich., Cycle Co. filed a mortgage for

$5,000 last week. The company has done nothing
since they started, and this will probably be the end
of it.

NOTES.

Two hundred and eighty-six thousand three hun-
dred and ninety dollars will be the total cost of the
street improvements now in progress here.

Ed. Wagner, of this city, came near losing his life
in Cleveland by being run over by an electric car.
He lost his wheel by the accident.

The three races at Jackson, Mich., August 12,

should attract a large crowd of racing men. I am un-
able to get the distance, but give the list of prizes.
First event: Open— ist, $135 safety ; 2d, $85 safety;
3d, $70 .safety. Second event : Open to Jackson
County wheelmenonly— 1st, $25 medal ; sd, $15 medal

;

3d, $10 medal. Third event: Ojien— ist, $n5 safety;
2d, $100 safety

;
3d, $85 safety. These events are all

safety races, given under the auspices of the Knights
of Macaber. Mark.

The Kings Co. Wheelmen's annual picnic run to
Lake Success will be held on August 23. It is ex-
pected that fifty members will take part in the run.
The club will hold its annual twenty-live mile handi-
cap road race on August 15. Two prizes and one
extra time piece are offered.

Very nearly all the Philadelphia clubs will be
repi'escntcd in the lantern parade in that city to-
night, if the we.athcr is favorable, and it is expected
that in the neighborhood of 500 men will turnout.
The Dealers' Meet will be held on .Saturday at the
Keystone Cycle Track. A .'};2oo diamond medal will
be offered in the one mile safety race. Many other
valuable prizes will also be awarded.
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
35 Wor«ls 25 cents
Two Insertions 40 "

New York Bicycle Companr, Nos. 4 and 6 East 60th
Street, N. Y. New and Second-Hand Machines. Choice
assortment. Prices reasoui^blp. Wheels to rent. CrcUnK
Accessories of all kinds. I ist of Bargains and Sundries
free upon applicatieu. 0I<1 mounts takon In part pay-
ment lor New.

A FEW BARGAINS—One Columbia L: R. Safety,
-'^ 'go pattern, condition perfect, $ioo; one 54-inch
Rational Expert, '90 pattern, fine condition, $80; one
Hartford Safety, '90 pattern, condition fine, $70; one
50-inch Volunteer Columbia, '90 pattern, not run 50
miles, $50; one 46-inch Columbia bemi-Roadster, good
shape, $20; one 42-inch Ideal, $10. F. C. Weston, Co
lumbia Agent, Bangor, Me. 8-7

]T IS NOT "A THING OF BEAUTY NOR A JOY
-L forever " (we speak of our catalogue), but it goes
right to business in a way to please people who mean
business, and " no others need apply." Latest second-
hand list is just out too, and it may save you $5 to $25
all for one postal with your legible address on it.

KNIGHT CYCLE CO,, 207 N. loth St., St. Louis, Mo.

T T_T OCOTT, attorney and solicitor in patent
-L>. 11. O cases; especial attention to bicycles;
Newark, New Jersey; N. J. headquarters, R. P.
Scott's book, " Cycling Art, Energy and Locomotion."

BRONCHO—My new " '91 Broncho" Safety ; run two
months ; not a scratch ; not a fault. Also Union

No. 9, in fine condition, $75. Columbia '91, solid tires,

$110. Square dealing to all. Write me, N. Y. Higgins,
Cycle Agent, Milford Mass. 7-31

SEVERAL $135 Safeties to trade on favorable terms;
no old wrecks. Large lot " rock bottom" bar-

gains. Send for list. John G. Zook, Letitz, Pa. 8-28-c

QNE FULL NICKEL 54 inch Eagle, in first-class
^^ order; one 50 inch Eagle, half nickel, in first-class
order; one 1890 Victor Safety, in fine order; one 1800
Columbia, in good order. For sale at F. Fairbairn s

Bicycle Exchange, Erie, Pa. Prices low. 7-31-c

"POR SALE OR TRADE—Very cheap a New Patent
-L on Iron Wheels with Patterns for Childrens
Carriages, Bicycles, &c. Models on application.
Address, G. Hannes, 89 E. 3d St., Cincinnati, O. 7-31

pOR SALE.—48-inch full nickle Special Star; balls
-L front, hollovtr frame, power traps ; fine order. M.
P. Green, Norwich, N. Y. 7.31

pOLUMBIA TANDEM SAFETY for sale. No. 186;^ finish good ; tires cut some, but will wear two
years yet. Fred P. Hammes, Utica, N. Y. 7-31

pOR SALE CHEAP.—Cross Frame Unions and
-L Cushion tire Criterion Safeties ; brand new ; only
a few left. Apply to L. W. Beasley, No. 85 Beaver
St., New York City. t. f. c.

PNEUMATICS.—One Featherstone Drop Frame
-I- Pneumatic, 28-in. wheels with detachable bar

;

very little used; $ico; one Quadrant Pneumatic, Dia-
mond Frame, almost new, $iiq; other wheels in pro-
portion. White Cycle Co., Trenton, N. J. t. f. c.

pHEAP FOR CASH—'91 "Humber" Safety, Cushion^ tire ; ridden one week
;
year's guarantee ; also

Victor Ordinary, 56 inch, good condition. E. C.
Parker, 311 West 128th Street. 7-31

"POR SALE—1888 Victor Safety in fine condition.
-•- Will send C. O. D. on receipt of $jo. Address
Myron H. King, Box 83, Sag Harbor. L. I. 8-7

X7OR SALE-Two new Juno's Safeties, '91 pattern,
-- at $55.00. Address, H. A. Holmes, Gallatin,
Tenn. 8-7

POR SALE—A Columbia Light Roadster Safety,
-*- 1891 pattern, very little used, price $115.00 cash.
Apply C. W. Young, 1255 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn. 7-31

A. J, Street Cycle Co., £99 W. Mim St., Chicago.

OUR. BAROAI^N L,ISX.
PRICE OUR

STOCK NO. NEW PRICE
1. 1891 Pattern Rover Safety, new, never

taken from original crate. $135 $115
2. / Two Ladies' Rovers, new, never
3. ( ridden.

4. 1890 Convertible Rover for Lady or
Gentleman, good condition,

55 inch Columbia Light Roadster, half
nickeled, 1890 pattern, excellent con-
dition.

52 inch Humber Light Roadster, excel-
lent condition,

54 inch Light Champion, half nickeled,
good condition,

55 inch Semi-Racer, built sufficiently
strong for road use, almost new,

48 inch Eagle Roadster, half nickeled,
excellent condition,

45 inch American Star, half nickeled,
excellent condition,

42 .inch Pony Star, tangent spokes,
roller bearings, excellent condition,

) Two 1891 Pattern Referee Full Road-
f sters, ridden three to four weeks,

good as new,
Any of above wheels will be sent C. O. D., subject to

approval, on receipt of $5.00 to cover express charges.
Order by number.

19.

130

135

140

»35

135

•35

125

^25

T40

The Cork-Celluloid Bicycle Handle.
(PATENT ALLOWED.)

The most perfect handle on the market. Will
not Blip, blister the hands, and is soft as velvet
to the grasp. The most durable hand-grasp
made. Made in club colors. Sold only to the
manufacturer. Correspondence solicited.

SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE CO.,

HENRY LOFTIB, Manager.

/ItAMOy

At I a s /\Ho
TI-IE

3o and 28 inch.

Each • • ^looj oo.

A 7ira(JA(JWpCT(L5

PRICE3

'ake:

sAmes aFi^ost C°MFffliY:
^ '<302-304Vaba5H Ave Chicago.

• CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION •

Handled by the Spooner-Peterson Go . Chicago.

WATCH CHAIN BAR.
Pat. April 15, 1890.

Solid Gold, - $5.50. 1 Gold Filled. 1.25.

No. 119.

Gold Filled Watch Charm
Parts all work, $2.50.

No. 144A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

No. 144B.

League Pin, Solid Gold
with top for letter-

ing, $5.00.

No. 144C.

Same as 144B, except
top.

No. 144D. No. 144E.

Same as 144B, except top.

No. 140.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $2.00.

No. ig6.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $1.75,

No. 140B.

Solid Gold, Enameled
top for engraving,

$3.00.

No. -99-

Solid Gold, Enameled
bottom plate for en-

graving, $1.75.

In ordering League Pins or Badges which all have

stone in center of wheel, state whether you want
Garnet, Ruby, Sapphire or Emerald Doublet. Use
NUMBER of article wanted (no further description

necessary). Will quote special price for 144 pins

with GENUINE DIAMOND Or Other stones.

243 BroacJway. Room 25, New York.
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"We are breafeing- the prices on
Harrison Ttells. Tire Cement, and
"Best" Wliistles.

CAMPBELL & CO., 33 Page St., Providence, R. I.

•Vr oy Cfe yow Want" a bal("-

V>^^% hose rbar alv^avi feels

anA f"ifi ri^bt".

^^Tbe best- for feet" ("bar

•"s^ pe r-sp I r« . ^s=r^

Tb? best" for^pnn^.
3vmmeri§, Pall?

Tben Wear my H^hT
Wei^br vOor^rei boi«

&eTIer fban eotfon

Fas['&la(?b. 35eli per pair. 3pair for 411.00.

MaK/ral Gray, ioeb. per pair. 4 pair for 4>i is

c 3i5es> 9/1 -10- lo'/i- II .<i~<rcv-

e-H-blR.P- &emie.hem .gooneeTTeur

JEN'S P. I'JEDJSBSJSN,

41 and 43 WnUlen J^ane,

New Yorh.

I
MANUFACTURING

\ JEWELER.

H. E. RAYMOND.

:rE -A. H. ->^

I. B. POTTER.

& POXXER,
EST.A.TE,

24-S FLATBUSH AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

ROAD MAP OF CENTRAt INDIANA.
We have just published an excellent road map of

Central Indiana, with the gravel roads shown in red
ink. The map covers the best riding district in
Indiana, and we will mail it to any address upon re-
ceipt of 25C. in stamps. HAY & WILLITS, Cycle
Dealers, 113 W. Washington St., Indianapolis, Indiana.

The "COASTER" combination^ safety.

Agents Wante I, aildress Ihe Hannfacturer,

A. A. BENNETT, 6 E. 4th St., Cincinnati, 0.

ITE^V^

Speedwell Safeties

AT $75.00.

Selected line of cheap wheels.

Bargains to dealers only.

D. ©isriTJEK.,

Oliver St., f t. Louis, Mo.

Clincher, Dunlop, CusMon and Solid Tire Ormondes.
Record 50 miles, 2 hours 17 minutes.

Giants and Western Wheel Works Cycles.

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF BOY'S WHEELS.

1 130 and 1 132 BEDFORD AVENUE, corner Gates,

M. HUGHSON, Proprietor.

Buy Yonr Wheel Where You Can Learn to Ride Free of Charge.

THE ONLY RIDING SCHOOL IN BROOKLYN
We handle a full assortment of the Best

Wheels in the Market.

MACHIMKS RHMXEO and SXORES,
Ladies' and Gent's Dressing Rooms on Premises.

High Grade Repairing, Enameling and Nickel-Plating
a Specialty.

Send for Catalogue and
Bargain List.

Fifteen Years' Experience in the

Cycle Trade.

Telephone Call, 677 Bedford.

The Starrett &l People Cycle Co.,

1171 Bedford Avenne,
Near Putnam Avenue, BROOKL.VPi.

GILIOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST

PERFECT.

THE GcIiEYHOUND Sjz^KETY.
PRICE, $100.

SEMD FOR 189X CAXALOGVE No, zi.

BROiA^N BROS. 7V^F=G.
Jackson and Clinton Streets,

ACENXS 'WAPiXED.

CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

TTlTIi: I^ICCOIiM>.
STRICTLY HIGH GRADE. WEIGHT 48 POUNDS.

No material used in its construction but the Very Best, and that used in .i thorough
and Intelligent manner. Why, therefore, pay $ 1 35 for what we offer at $ 1 I O.

In Its construction we use the following—Who uses better ?
The frame, entirely of cold drawn Credenda weldless steel tubing and drop steel forgings.
Ball bearings all around including head, made from best quality tool Steel, hardened to

resist any pressure or wear.
Tires ot best grade gray para rubber, price, $iio. With cushion tires, price, $125.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO AGENTS. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

ST. NICHOLAS M'F'G CO.,
792 to 794 IIIADISOI>« SXRF.EX, CHICAGO.
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IBQl nown CYCLES.
Every Novelty and Improvement.

Unsurpassed for ELEGANCE, STABILITY and FINISH.
Catalogue of NEW Models on Application.

Manufacturers of Cycle parts of every Description.

1891

NEW nOWE mcniNE CO., Lm DRIbQETOM, QL/ISQOW.
SCOTL/INb.

THE LARGEST CYCLE FACTORY IN THE WORLD.

A. orhe: a. "toxiklx^t:^ •

LIVE

AGENTS

WANTED

IN
Cushion Tires $140, -weight 42 pounds.

MARYLAND, W. VIRGINIA, VIRGINIA AND N. CAROI.INA.

Office and Salesroom, 1221 F St., N. W. WASHINGTON, D. C. Wheeleries and Cycling Rink, 92( H St., N. W.

BRA?(CH—23X E. BAI^XO STREET, BA.L,TI]H:0RE. MD.

Cushion Tires $140, weight 42 pounds.

^55 lA^OI^

[rcOMBlKES THE BEST' 4
;ff?iHciPLE5orrHtB£5f i

^-^R'lPEK V/'E V/bULP",

if<EY6\y]bA)oiyMf fHE>>
"MOFFAfm Of\DER fnA'r f;

YOli /v)/^/fl/LLY I^PP^^^

OVER AMY.^)AC^il^lC ^S^lSj
4 A \/ E R 1 DD F M .

/- • • ./ .;
-''-^*^^

^

%•
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Boys

PRICES TALK!
You are going to buy your Bicycle where you can

get a good one for little money.
Examine our prices.—We can save money lor you.

Meacham Diamond-A.oents'or^i^adieB;

FRAME ol seamless tubing, ball bearing

all over. Including socket, ball bearing

head, lightly built, high grade in all tCA en
Tespects(seecut)..LUt,$115.0u; Net, »D'».t)U

P«nrp«e Rpnto'-^O-inch wheels, ball bear-
tXpreSS, tieni!> j^^^^ ^„ around, frame

of steel tubing..List. $90.00; Net, $61.33
Pvnrpce I nrtipo'—30-lnch wheels, ball bear-
CXpres>&, t-duies j^^^ ^^^ around, frame

ofEteeUubing..U3t, $90.00; Net, -$61.33
OR In oh Cnfptv—Combination wheel for
^a-incn aaieiy GENTSorLADiES baii

bearings all over.. Xist, $75.00; Net, $53.33

Large Boys' and Girls'-co^bination^^^

26-inch wheels, adjustable cone bearings

all over List, $40.00; Net, $24.00

^n^i^T^elsria^^ble saddle a"<l •^'^'^e- '"''^" tl';^'. ;""'*.
.^^^st^' Is^M-^N^ $20.00

^'"""""°
DIAMbNb'FRAME of' st'eei 'tubing. a<i3"?tal>'e

'"

JO THE TRADE.
^

BICYCLE BELLSWe are

Headquarters for

and can furnish the best at the lowest possible price.

Boys' nndGM^^^'^^^^-^^^^^^"^^'^^^ $22.66
" ^ 'jQ'lAisi'o'Nb FRAME of Bteel tubing, adjustable BALL j24 66

bearings.
List. $40.00. Net. »^t.uuB^y^''siiidGirJs'-2*^';^cf^7;.\^^^^

Send for
Catalogue. E.C. MEACHAM ARMS CO.,ST.LOUIS,MO.

XHH I.01«D01K CHIME.
LATEST AND BEST. Get our quotations and sam-

ples before placing orders elsewhere.

THE JOHIT WILKINSON CO., Manufacturers

269 & 27 1 State St.,

I

CHICAGO.

Tie Kalaiiazoo Parcel Carrier,

The most useful attachment ever put on a

bicycle.

Light, Strong and ornamental; carries any-

thing from a coat to a bag of eggs ; carries either

in front or at the rear of the handle-bar; folds

compactly when not in use ; nickel plated frame

;

net is linen twine.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

AGENTS WANTED. SEND FOR CIRCULAR.
MANUFACTURED BY

THE KALAMAZOO CYCLE CO.,
KALAIVIAZOO, IVIICH.

BOLTE CUSHION SIRE.

Weldless Steel Tubes,
COLD DRAWN,

SMOOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,

Imported and kept in stock by

JOHN S. LENG'S SON & CO.,

4 Fletcher Street. NEW YORK.

PHOXOGRAPHS FOR SAI^E.

Irvlngton-Milburn Road Race,
Prospect Park Parade,

Kinsrs County Wheelmen's Race Meet,
And other interesting views.

CHAS. NE-WBOtTRG,
51 Excliansre Place, N. Y. Citr.

IP Are fitted by us to all kinds of

SAFETIES EITHER HOLLOW OR SOLID RIMS WITHOUT CHANGING MUDGUARDS.

Price $15.00 per pair.

P. H. SERCOMBE, - - Milwaukee, Wis.

TO AGENTS

:

The representative of William

Andrews. Ltd., of Birmingham. Eng-

land, will arrive in New York about

the first week in August, for the pur-

pose of appointing agents for " Sans-

pareil" and other cycles. Letters

addressed, care of this paper, will re-

ceive attention. Address W. Andrews,

Ltd., P. O. Box, 444, N. Y.

(UjvuJjujcLoL ^IdJ: UiiL^ AriAh /UnM.4AmjUiL n^wacOy
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R
AOWAY'S
READY RELIEF.

Applied Externally, instantly Relieves Sprains,
Bruises, Backache, Pain in the Chest or Sides, Heiid-
ache, Toothache, or any other Pain, CONGESTIONS,
INFLAMMATIONS, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Lum-
bago, Sciatica, Pains in the Small of the Back, etc.

CURES ALL SUMMER COMPLAINTS.
Cramps, Spasms, Sour Stomach, Nausea, Vomitint-,

Heartburn, DIARRHCEA, Colic, Cholera Morbus,
FaintinK Spells. Internally, half to a teaspoonful in
half a tumbler of water.
Travelers should always carry a bottle of RAD-

WAY'S READY RELIEF with them. A few drojis
in water will prevent sickness or pain from change of
water. It is better than French Brandy or Bitters as a
stimulant. Price 50c. per Bottle. Sold by Druggists.

COLLINS & NUTTALU

BICYGIE REPAIRING

I^WCKEL-PUTING
A SPECIALTY.

_0 .\)^ ci.

8 YEARS EXPERIENCE,
FIRST CLASS FACILITIES.
4l8^'v^420 W.27I^ST. N.Y

Wheelmen how often do you attemj; t to rest
your -wheel and It fails to stand ? Use the
ACME BRAKE GRIP and avoid all incon-
veniencies. Over lO.OOO in use. Nickle
Plated, 25c. Liberal Discounts to Ag-ents.

S. n. WHiTWELL, Great Barrington, Mass,

Is intended for a permanent as well as for a temporary binder. Thfi
capers are bound as firmly as a book. THE WHEEL AND CYCLINQ
TftADE Review printed in gilt letters.

Price, 75 cents. If ordered with eubscrlvtlon, 60 cents*

The Barber Asphalt Paving Company,
The oldest and largest company in the United States, has
Jaid pavements m 27 cities, an area of 3,916,574 square yards,
or 255 miles of streets. It has laid more asphalt pavementsm 12 years than all other companies in Europe and America
combined have laid in 30 years.

No. 1 Broad>Tay, Nov York.

lie Droit Building, Washinston, D. C.

75 Cents Buys
Our Plated
Toe Clips.

u
a
•a

.2

ft
ft

<H

43

a
s>

That last tutuble of yours might have been pre-
vented If you had used Hunt's P«tent Balancing
1 oe Clip. Cut shows just the position when you have
use for It. Made of best Steel Wire and Tempered,
livery wire braces another and prevents the foot from
catching- or pushing off the pedal. The pedal can be
used other side up, with or without balances. Even
without the .balance it is safer than any other clip.Made in two sizes. No. i, for size of boot up to No.
8- No. 2, for size from No. 8 to n. A bonanza for
agents. Send price at once. Clips Nickeled, 75 cents
per pair. Nickeled, with upper parts of wire coated
with vulcanized rubber, 90 cents. Nickeled Balances,
75 cents extra J. A. HUBJT & CO., Mfrs.Kio. 7 Soutb Street, Westtioro, Mass.

Send Postal N»te, not stamps.

IMPROVED ACME STEEL WRENCH.
i FOR POCKET AND BICYCLE USE.

The Strongest and Best. Madeof the Best Quality Steel.

Weight 6>^ oz.) Every Wrench is thoroughly hardened.
Awarded First Prize Medal at the Paris Exposition.

The Acme Combination Wrench and Spoke Grip.

Nickeled and Bright

Finished.

EYERY

WRENCH
WARRANTED.

The Cheapest and Best Steel
Wrench on the Market.

THE " HERCULES" STEEL BICYCLE WRENCH
i'A in. long ; weight, 6 oz

All Cast Steel Bicycle Screw Driver.
(Patent pending). Length over all, 41^ in. Warranted.

1< or sale by all cycle manufacturers and dealers.

CAPITOL MANUFACTURING CO.,
135 to 137 Kees St., Chicago, lU,

"^VEBB^S

AND COLOGNE SPIRIT,
SPIRITS OF TURPENTINE. ROSIN, ETC.

James A. Webb & Son. 165 Pearl St. , New York.

COMPLETE BALL BEARINGS
FOR THE MILLION.

You can buy Ball Bearings cheaper than you can make
plain ones. Write for particulars.

NIAGARA MACHINE CO., Buffalo, N. Y.

YOU CA?( HAVE YOUK.

ELECTROTYPES
MADE AT

RAISBECK ELECTROTYPE CO.,
84-86 VANDEWATEK. STREET, NEW YORK.

Telephone Call—Cortlandt 245.

PERFECT" POCKET OILER

ONE-HALF SIZE.

For Bicycles, Guns, Fishing Tackle, etc. Throws only
small quantity of oil at a stroke. No leakage. Hand
somely nickel plated. Best and neatest oil can in
existence. For sale everywhere. Price 60c. each.

CUSHMAN & DeniSON, 172 Ninth Ave., New York.

A CANTERBURY PILGRIMAGE,
THE DAINTEST VOLUME EVER WRITTEN.

BY

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.

PRICE, FIFTY CENTS POSTPAID.
Address The Wheel, P. O. Box 444, New York.

INDISPENSABLE TO BICY-
CLISTS, ATHLETES AND
IN THE GYMNASIUM.

Call's No. 5 Supporters (Jockstrap)
with elastic back lace front and ad-
justuble back straps. A sure fit. No.
) (same as cut) 75c. No. 6, with pock-
ets on each side of lacing, 31.00. No.
7, with hose supporter attached to
bides, Sl.OO. No. 8, pockets and liose
supporter, Sl.25. Order by number
and give tight measure top of hips.
Post-paid on receipt of price.
S. B. CALL, 358 MaiuSt.,Si)riiigfleld,
Mass.

AGENTS WANTED-^
LaL^estglQYCLE

Establishment in the World.

STYLESf WITH
' Solid, Cushion or

___ ^PNEUMATIC Tires. Highest
Finish, Best Materials andWorkmanship. Prices nnparalieled*
Diamond Framefor Gents, Drop Framefor Ladies or Gent**
Catalogue free. For Agents Terms, &c., send 10 cts. In stamps.
LUBURG S1F(J. CO. 321, S28 & 325 N. 8th St. Fhila. P*

PATENTS
Procured in the United
States and Foreign
Countries. Trade-
marks, designs, labels
and copyrights. Send

description, with model, photograph, or sketch, and 1

will let you know whether you can obtain a patent.
All information free.

W. B. AUGHINBAUGH,
Baltic Building, Washington, D. C.

SIGNAL CYCLOMETER
Strikes at the completion of every mile. Many nev
features in the 'gi pattern. Send for Circular to

J. A. I^AKIK & CO.,
WESTFIELD, MASS.
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AGENTS WANTED IN ALL PARTS OF
THE UNITED STATES.

Laflies' or Mlemei'sEiire Safety

Weight, 48 lbs. Price, $110.

Diamond Frame, Ball Bearings all over, Steel

Rims, Cushion Tires, Tangent Spokes, Direct Plunger
Brake, Enamel and Nickel Finish. Material and
Workmanship unexcelled.

GUARANTEED.
Liberal Discount to the Trade.

mum snwiHO maghinu go.,

42-M «. H4LSTED STREET, CBIC4G0, ILL.

Seud for Catalo};ue.

INTERESTING TO JERSEY RQDERS.
We are sole agents for Newark and the Oranges, for the complete line of COLUBIBIA Safeties, Ordinaries, and Tricycles, the Harfford,

and the Lovell Diamond. We also carry the Western Wheel Works' line of medium priced, and Boys' and Girls' Safeties, and a full stock of

parts, sundries and jersey goods. NE'W COL,XJMBIAS TO HIRH to responsible and experienced riders. Repairs done reasonably
and well. Wheels bought, exchanged, and sold on instalments or commission.

A ("^"BTTNTnnp^ wanted in all Northern New Jersey towns, for the Lovell Diamond, Premium, and Boys' and Girls' Wheels. They
outsell anything at their prices.

VT". E. EIjIDK.IIDOE, 499 Broad Street (near D. L. & W. Depot), ITe-wark., IT. J.

BICYCLES-OVER 1,200 BICYCLES IN STOCK.

K. iA£. GUTV^R St CO.. DMVXON, OHIO.
SPECIAL BARGAINS.

30 inch, full ball bearing safeties, good aa new $42.00
30 inch safeties, balls both wheels, good as new $37.00

Order quick and mention these prices as they are not in our catalogue.

i i

WEB-CUSHION TIRES.

Ladies' 37 pounds.
Gent's 40 pounds.

Catalogue Ready, Send I

» 9 CYCLES.
DEALERS AND RIDERS

A close inspection of the w^heels ^ve

have to offer is what we
want of you.

SOLID TIRES.
Ladies' 34 pounds.
Gent's 37 pounds.

Catalogue Ready. Send !

BAIVKKR & CAMPBELI. CO., I^imited,

12 MURRAY SX., I«EW VORK.
nse BROAOMTAV, NEW^ VORK. 1311 BEDFORD AVE., BROOKX<VI«.

OUR PNEUMATIC GIANTS
Are ready for delivery, are thoroughly high grade and fitted with
the Dunlop Tires. We also have the same machines fitted with
Cushion Tires. Send for special circular describing them. We
have in stock also a few Reform Safeties, fitted with the Clincher
Pneumatic Tires, at a very reasonable price. The Clincher is

hard to puncture and can be repaired by the novice on the road
The demand for our regular line of Giant Safeties is as brisk as ever.

H. 7^. L.OZIER St CO..
Are now mailing a new edition of our catalogue. CLEVELANDj O.

without loss of time.
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SAVE $25.00.
Three i8gi sample safeties, ridden less than 50 miles

each, not to be told from new. Half cushioned
Columbia; full cushioned Diamond Rambler; Par-
agon, solid tires. Choice for $110; $10 with order,
sent C. O. D. for balance.

ci^iBjxoN cyci^h; CO.,
p. S.—New Giantess $60. Clinton, Mass.

Bicycle Suits and Uniforms of all

kinds made at sliort notice. Special
rates to clubs. Send for samples,
prices and measurement blanks to
COI^YEH. & CO., 815 & 817 Broad St.,

I«=wark, N. J.

|3|Qn| pC Ladles and girls,

'ae, buy a Fairy Trie;

RICYCLES.U Chenp for all.

Cl\l r^kEiOf if you want air
or eiercise^buy^a Fairy_Tncyole-j
foot or

hand power
Address U Cheap for alL
FAYMFG.CO.,EIrrla,O.Box tt.

Why not use our Instruction Belt
And save yourself all damage while learning to ride.

Price $1.25.
With Instructions for use.

ST. LOUIS WHEEL CO.,
311 ?iortli X4tli Street, St. I^ouls, I»Io.

KOBBE'S ROAD MAP
OF THE

COUNTRY AROUND NEW YORK.
ON FINE MAP BOND PAPER. INDEX.

Cloth. $1 .00.
Extending East, 26 miles; West, 36 miles; North, 40

miles, and South, 31 miles.

GUSTAV KOBBE CO., 251 BROADWAY, N. Y.

All American Wheelmen who desire to keep them-
selves posted upon matters concerning the Cycle
Trade and Sport of Europe should subscribe toXHE CYCI^ISX

AND Bicycling and Tricycling Trades Review.

The only recognized authority of English trade and
manufacture. 84 pages weekly. Sent post free to
any part ot America for one year $2.50. (To save pos-
tage subscriptions may be booked at office of THE
Wheel.)
American manufacturers having new ideas to intro-

duce in machines or sundries should advertise in

XHE CYCL.ISX
Terms on application to ILIFFE & STURMEY,
19 Hertford Street, Coventry, England.

Subscription Price, $2.50 per year. American Sub-
scription Agent, F. P. Prial, 243 Broadway, N. Y. City.

THE CARROLL BELL.

This is the BeUyou have long been looking for. It
IS light, handsome, compact. It has /wo gongs, two
hammers, dust-proof band surrounding opening
between domes, perfect mechanism within, produ-cmg a rapid succession of strokes, blending into a
chime both pleasant and musical. Will ring con-
tmuously over one and one-half minutes, and sound
over 500 alarms with the slightest touch, without
pushing or pulling.

ABSOLUTELY (GUARANTEED.

PRICE, $2.50.

Whitten, Godding & Co.,
Sole Manufacturers' Agents,

FK,OVII3E3SrOE, R. I.

I. ^. "WESTOisr & 00.,
JAMS;SVII,t,E, N.Y.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAEETY BICYCLE WHEELS,
MADE WITH

Parallel Coned or BALL BEARINGS, Solid or Cushion Tire.

THE BEST MATERIAL, and THE FINEST FINISH.

Cushion Xlres, Rims and Best Tire Cement Supplied to the Xrade.

HAVE you SEEN

THE NEW BUTCHER CYCLQMETER?^::
L'OUK DEALER TO

w IT TO rou.

For Ordinary Bicycles.

Price $10.00. By Mail on

Receipt of Price.

For Safeties.

Price $11.00. By Mail on

Receipl of Price.

The unprecedented demand for this Cyclometer this season is our apology to our many
customers for delays in filling orders. With enlarged facilities, we can now fill all orders
promptly.

33B iniKSHINGTON ST.. BOSTON. TV^T^SS.

SCHWAI.BACH CYCI.E CO.,
BROOKLYN AGENTS FOR

COLUMBIA, HARTFORD AND GALES CYCLES,
9th Ave. & TJnion St., (Prospect Park Plaza). TELEPHONE 126 SOUTH.

Branch Stores, 1216 & 1218 Bedford Ave., ... Brooklyn, l«. Y.
Most complete repair shop in the country. Nickel Plating plant and Enameling Oven

on the premises.
List of second-hand wheels mailed on application. We always have bargains. No wrecks.

Every wheel a good mount. Columbias and Hartfords to rent for any period. All parts and sundries
or sale. Full line of Jersey goods. Send for Catalogue.

THIS
IS

THE

WITH Ball
Head AND
Bearings.

IT IS GUARANTEED.

Xhe Price is 1^85.00.
APPLY TO

RTATTERSFIELD
12th k Oxford Sts., Philadelphia, Pa,

p. S.—We offer a few at $75. These are new
but scratched. Write for particulars.

189I

ALL THE BEST MAKES AT LOWEST PRICES.

189X.

VICTOR,
IDEAL,

CRESCENT,
JUNO.

AM. RAMBLER,
RUSH,

NONPARIEL,
ROB ROY.

SPORTING GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
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n •?• WORLD ••• BBMTBR.

Ttie lionpaFBil Spfely

26 INCH WHEELS.

DOUBLE TANGENT SPOKES.

CRANKS THREE THROW, KEYED ON.

STEEL TUB12 BACKBONE.

HANDSOMELY FINISHED IN BEST ENAMEL
WITH NICKEL TRIMMINGS.

BALL BEARINGS.
$40. BALL PEDALS.

F'XJt.I^Y >VA.ICirAI«iTED.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.,

IO8 MADISON STREET,

CHICAGO.

241 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK.

I032 CHESTNUT STREET,

PHILADELPHIA.
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Aeolus, No. 17, Solid Tires, Light Roadster, $100.00.Aeolus, No. 13, Cushion Tires. A Light Roadster Safety, $140.00.
In Solid Tires, $135.00.

These Wlieels are of the highest grade ; -weldless steel tubing ; Aoolus balls all over. Finely finished

BOWN'S "LIGHT OF THE ROAD." BOWN'S ROB ROY." BOWN'S "RADIANT.'

Durable Light. Steady, brilliant light. Noise-
less, Will not shake out. Best " spring back"
Lamp made. Will fit any lamp bracket. The
front glass is oval, with best German silver bell.

Diamond side lights. The reflector is of the best
German silver, covering the entire back of the
lamp, and detachable to facilitate cleaning. All
plated parts are brass. Improved oil tank and
lock burner. ^Nev7 design. No dirt or -waste from
ovei-flow oil. No leakage. Best lamp in the mar-
ket at the price,

Noted for durability and cheap-
ness. The light •will not shake
out.

Pronounced best Lamp on the market. Will
fit any lamp bracket. Steady, powerful light.

Inextinguishable. Improved oil tank. Adjust-
able reflector. No rattle.

W. BOWN, Suinmer Lane, Biriuingliam, England,
Patentee and generalmanufacturer of the celebrated Aeolus Adjustable Ball Bearings,

Every description of Cycle Fittings and Sundries, including Axles,
Forks, Rims, Lamps, Steel Balls, etc., etc.

Mantifacturer of the famous " Tourists" for the George R. Bidwell Cycle Co,
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PBBRLESS* CYCLES
Are fitted witli the only ADJUSTAB]LE SPRIKG FORK on tlie Market,

Can be adjusted into a RIGID FORK.

ROCHESTER CYCLE MFG. CO.,

AGENTS WANTED. 75 So. St. Paul Street, RocTiester, N. Y.

TH08. WARWICK 5 SONS.
ALMA STREET, BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND,

HanufactuBfiBs 0! Hi§h-Cla&s Cjcle MateMk a! EvaBy Descmptian.

Patentee and Makers of Xlie Celebrated l^anviclc Hollo^w Rims, as

used by all the principal cycle makers throughout the World.

Among our specialties for 1891 season are the following Hollow Rims for Cushion and

Pneumatic Tyres, no weight and of extraordinary strength, never cut the Tyres or Buckle.

Solid Rims for Cushion and Pneumatic Tyres, various sections.

Hollow and Solid Rims for Solid Tyres.

Finished wheels with (or without) above Tyres.

Finished Frames of latest design and best quality.

Weldless Fork Sides, Brazed Fork Sides, Weldless Steel Tubes.

Stampings, Ball Bearing Hubs and Pedals.

FUI.1^ FARTICIJI^ARS AND II.I.USTRATED LISTS FREE ON APPI^ICATION.
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"STIU THERE'S MORE TO FOLLOW."
We have said a good deal lately about the merits of our three part frame but we have not said as much

as we have thought. The Sylph three part frame is a way ahead article and will bear talking about. Still we
have some other features. Our tangent wheel is a beauty and no mistake, and it is as good aa it is beautiful.

It has no large holes in the rim to weaken it, no nipples at the rim to get wet and rust, no crossed spokes to get
loose and rattle if not resoldered ; no spokes to break off in the hub, and no large repair bills. It has sheet
steel flanges and wide bearings. Our front wheel is an ordinary direct wheel with double butted spokes. It

will stand more abuse with less repairs than any other form, and for running purposes only is better than a
tangent wheel. We don't cry "all forgings." Forgings are good in their place and we use them, but we have
used sheet steel wherever possible for we consider it better than forgings. Examine it and see if it is not.

ROUSE-DURYEA CYCLE CO.,
Catalogue Free, liie Agents Wanted Everywhere. 15 G Street, Peoria, III.

THE aJESTmilMSTER CrCLES
Are of the very LIGHTEST and HIGHEST GRADE.

Prises Won all over England, Scotland and France.

A few GOOD AGENTS WANTED to handle
these Cycles in America.

JAMES RICKARD,
Westminster Cycle Works, Doris Street, London, S. E., Eng.

The BEESTON HUMBER
$100. THE BIGGEST BARGAIN YET.

l^ith Garford or Fisli Saddle. $100.

We have a few of these cele-

brated wheels, perfectly new, and
warranted perfect in all respects,

that we will sell for cash at above

price.

Weight, 37 lbs.

Wheels, 30 Inch, geared to 57.

Balls all over, including long

socket head. All bearings dust

proof. Latest pattern Humber
frame, and plunger brake.

A^R^ioHor &: i>iar«o]v.
H G E NTS,

578 &. 580 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
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PRICE, $135.00.

WHAT IS COVERED?
We have many times said of Columbias (and have had it said by thousands of dis-

cerning wheelmen) that they are " unequaled in design, construction and finish.
"

Enamel and nickel may, like charit3^ cover a multitude of sins in a wheel.

In a Columbia, however, the enamel and nickel serve to enhance virtues and not

conceal faults.

That is, Columbias do not depend on the sheen of enamel or polish of nickel for

their beauty, but are thoroughly made before a bit of finish is applied.

Incidentally, the finish that serves to bring out the virtues of Columbias is the best.

(the best enamel, the best nickel) that has yet been found.

Is it not wisdom to choose a machine with honest work beneath the polish ?

Our Cushion Tires are receiving the highest commendations on all sides. Remember
what we have said about them before.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

POPE MFG. CO.,
77 FRA.NKI.I1V STREET,

BRANCH HOUSES:

12 Warren Street, - - NEW YOKK.

291 Wabasb Avenue, - - CHICAGO.

Factory, HARTFORD, CONN.

Pbbib or NiuiUMii Bkog., 310 FciiTox S*., N. Y.

BOSTON, MASS.
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PCBLI8HED EVERT PRIDAT MORNING.

Entered at the Post Office at second class rates.

Subscription Price,

Single Copies, - -

Foreign Subscriptions,

81.00 a year
5 Cents

- 10s. a year

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

COPY 8H0CLD BE RECEIVED BY TDESDAY mORNINO.

lATE COPY RECEIVED BNTII, WEDNESDAY BORNING.

CHAKSES FOn ADVERTISEaENTS MUST BE RECEIVED BY

TUESDAY HORNING TO INSURE INSERTION.

SPECIAIi ADVERfllSING MATTER RECEIVED UNTIL THURS-

DAY NOON.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

FOREIGN BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE,
W. S. SMITH,

3 St. Bride Street, London, E. C, England.

F. P. PRIAL,

EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,

P. O. Box 444, 243 BROADWAY,
New YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

respectfully requested to examijte its contents and

give us their patronage, and as far as is convenient,

aid in circulating the journal, and extend its in-

fluence in the cause which it so faithfully serves

Subscription price, %i.oo per year.

AT a recent Chicago "caucus" meeting it was
"agreed" that the delegates o£ the " West "—
meaning Chicago — should, at the Hartford

convention, "look pleasant and smile." Surely no

very difficult feat; quite simple and more harmless

than waving the "bloody shirt." For this, gentle-

men, many congratulations.

A
WRITER in Belford's, one Frederick Lyster,

who hangs out the shingle of "Dramatic Crit-

ic," states that " cycling is a fad." Lyster like-

wise states that music is also a fad in America. If

the publisher of Belford's will look through his mag-
azine he will find several half pages of cycling adver-

tisements. Wonder if Lyster thinks that advertising

is a fad.

Cycling is no fad, good Lyster ; and American souls,

some of whom are as vibrant and sentient as Monsieur

Demitasse or the Baron Spaghetti, the mission of

the critic is to judge justly, not to sneer. Perhaps
I'lipe, Overman or other advertisers in Belford's will

make the punishment fit the crime by compelling

Belford to publish an essay on " Cycling—the Uni-

versal Sport and the Universal Means of Transpor-

tation."

WE are usually disinclined to editorially notice

or advertise any enterprise connected with

cycling. We feel, however, that this policy

may be momentarily sacrificed for the purpose of

calling the wide-spread attention of the trade to the

development of a new phase of the cycle industry, the

establishment of an American plant for the manufac-

ture of the weldless steel tubing, which plays so

important a part in the make-up of the better grade

of cycles.

Up to this season, unless we have been repeatedly

misinformed, no weldless tubing has been produced

in America, the quality of which could be compared

to the foreign product. Taking into account the

duty, the cost of trans-Atlantic transportation, the

enormous amount of tubing that is used and the com
paratively limited foreign supply, the trade is really

to be congratulated upon this departure.

And it is a matter of still further congratulation

that the controlling interests of the Shelby Steel Tube
Co. are in the hands of men who are merchants in the

broadest sense of the term, and who will use capital

and every resource known to the manufacturer to

cheapen the tubing and make a name and a business

among the American trade. Some interesting details

of the manufacture of the tubing are published

among our trade news notes.

THE Empire State is to be congratulated that so

capable a man as C. H. Luscomb has consented

to accept the nomination for Chief Consulship

of the State. No man is more qualified for the posi-

tion. Mr. Luscomb's year in the presidential chair

was one of activity and all-round satisfaction, even
though the manner of his retirement was a most dis-

graceful episode, of which the chief actors are now
the most ready to give tongue to Luscomb's good
qualities.

IT
is quite the thing to say, nowadays, that So-and-

So, in order to ensure 'the correctness of such and
such a record, rode such and such a distance

more than the "regular" distance. Does this point

to a primitive state of things in racing matters or is

it true that we, of America, can no longer measure a

distance with accuracy? If a course is properly

measured, no going back or going forward, and any
other sort of filibustering will " hall-mark " a record.

This is all due to the present fashion of running

cycle meets on tracks that are measured according to

the trotting rules and not according to the cycle

rules. Under present conditions a man never knows
what is what ; how far he has ridden or how much he

has ridden short. The modern racing man finds a

civil engineer and an attorney just as necessary as a

trainer. And as for the judges and other officials,

it is more difficult for them to judge, score and time

than it is for a novice to beat Ajeeb, the chess king.

We have suggested that the Board compel race

meet committees to properly measure and mark their

tracks as provided by the cycle rules for track meas-
urement. But the suggestion has thus far fallen on

stony ground.

TOPICS OF THE TIMES.

" im. 103-5S.! That's nothing."

This was Murphy's commentary on the existing

half mile record, when the subject was under discus-

sion at Detroit, from which it is fair to deduce that

when W. M. gets good and ready, he will give us a

figure that really is something.

Ralph Temple does not shed as much light on the

cycling world as he once did, but he knows a thing or

two about head work in racing just the same. It

doesn't take a great deal to get Ralph started and he

got started a short while since within my hearing. He
was narrating some of his English experiences.

"Howell," he was saying, "always bested Rowe by
laying behind and watching him like a hawk. No
matter how fast a man is going, when he gets ready

to spurt, even if he doesn't bend his head or tighten

his grip on the handles, the little muscles near his

spine will commence to " play " before becoming set,

and invariably give the man who is watching him
due notice of what is coming. It was by watching
for the action of these muscles that Howell was able

to beat Rowe. No sooner would the first little symp-
toms of a spurt show themselves than Howell would
dash ahead and almost invariably pass Rowe before

the latter even expected it."

Then Temple proceeded to tell how he was able not

only to " do " Howell, but all the rest of the Britons

as well.

"In training," he said, "I never allowed any man
to pass me. I always kept my eyes open and when-
ever I saw anyone coming I would dash ahead
at full speed and stall him off. In this way they all

grew afraid of me and when it came to racing, I had
the men partly beaten before they came on the track,

owing to this lurking fear.

A couple of very fine and logical pointers for ambi-
tious novices.

Temple, I understand, has contracted to put what
he knows about training and racing in printed form,

and when it comes out, I opine that It will furnish

some pithy reading, as no matter what he has or has
not done, he possesses a clear head and some valuable

knowledge of racing matters.

" I believe that in three years' time, the League will

have such an officer as an ' Official Referee,' or pos-

sibly a set of them, the same as we now have handi-
cappers. They will be such men as Charley Davol

;

men of decision and judgment who have made the

racing rules a study, and who have all the fine and
intricate points at their finger tips." It was Jo
Goodman, of the Cyclist, who made this prophecy
while at Detroit. If it had been anyone else it would
have passed almost unnoticed, but Jo has been so

long identified with the Hartford tournament and
racing affairs generally, and usually sees so clearly

beyond the glint of his glasses, that The Wheel can
afford to record this augury.

Jo. Goodman has a brother, Henry by name. Henry
and Jo., or Jo. and Henry, rather, are a great pairi

except that Henry doesn't wear glasses
; Jo. does.

But Henry is one of the official handicappers for his

district, and at the Detroit meet I discovered an
awfully cute handicapping trick as practised by this

same Henry. Of course, he carries a stop watch, but
does he press the button on the first man, or the sec-

ond man, or the third man? Not much. The official

timers do that. He waits until the last man (unless

he be distanced) crosses the line before stopping his

docker. A memorandum of the time and contestants

is made and carried to Hartford, where they are en-

tered into a great big book, and if some racing man
who has never been placed in a race wonders where
this Mr. Handicapper obtained such a good opinion

of him as to place him on a mark where he must get

inside of some right respectable time to be in at the

distribution, this may furnish him the cue.

At the meet quite a little party were discussing as

to whether a handicap should be framed for the bene-
fit ot the scratch or handicap men.

" I believe," said one of the discussants, "that it

should be made for the scratch man to win. He has
all the work to do ; all the men to get around ; all in-

terest is centered in his moving up, and if any man
deserves to win he is the man. Yes, sirs ; he is the

man. It makes me weary to see any scratch mango
inside of 2.28 or 2.30 and not get better than tliMlbf""

fourth place." .<' V*" '^ '* l^
And with one or two exception*^ this seemed the

prevailing opinion.
(( AUG Q 189l
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Training is all right in its way,
rubbing down can do for a man
speedy company will. I believe the experience
most fast men will bear me out in this. The Chicago
Cycling Club alone is a remarkable example of what
speedy company will do. I daresay it has twenty-five

or thirty men, at the very least, who can get well

inside of three minutes ; in fact, I doubt very much
whether there is another club in the country that can
even approach it in its number of fast men.
How is it accounted for?

Very easily.

From the Club's earliest days. Van Sicklen has
been with them, has made the pace, led them on the

road, led them on the track, has pulled them out
unknowingly and made flyers out of "dubs." Bode,
the surprise of '91, is a most notable example of this.

A year ago he was what is regularly known as a
" dub " and hiSj" piano legs " were a standard joke.

But he entered the employ of Van Sicklen and Barrett

and by scorching home with them in the evening
was gradually drawn out and the racing records will

show that he is quite "a big boy now." Lumsden,
Winship, Githens and most of the other Western
flyers found their pace in trying to trail Van Sicklen.

Capt. Roberts, of the Illinois Cycling Club, bears me
out in all this. Robert's don't race much but he is

one of the West's swiftest nevertheless. Like many
an other he found his speed unconsciously and noth-
ing but speedy companionship did it.

"I used to do a good deal of riding with Tuttle,"

Mr. Roberts was telling me a short while back, " but
had no idea how fast I could go until one day while
out with Tut and Billy Maas, who was then one of

our fastest men. We were going at a good pace, but

it didn't seem to me to be particularly fast until Maas
commenced to puff and blow and fall back, while I

really didn't feel it at all. This opened my eyes, and
I went to racing."

Capt. Roberts is one of few chief road officers who
does not hesitate to say that he makes no effort to

prevent scorching on club runs, for the very reason
that it develops lots of the raw material. The slower-

goers, he thinks, flock to themselves naturally.

Does a free riding school pay ?

The manager of one tells me that of 430 pupils, by
actual record, exactly 150 placed orders for wheels
with the instructor. A number of others purchased
through clerks in the salesroom, but the exact record

was not kept. It is also worthy of note that of the

430 pupils a mere trifle less than 50 per cent, were
ladies. This same manager also tells me that the

three largest days' sales of the year were made dur-

ing the last ten days of July.

And this is supposed to be the dull season.

It is really wonderful what some members expect

of the L. A. W.
In Bay City, Mich., the wheelmen have been de-

barred the use of the sidewalks, but having the local
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papers on their side, hot shot has been fairly poured

into the city dads. One would suppose that the

illegality of sidewalk riding was generally under-

stood by this time, and also that the League isn't dab-

bling in local squabbles, much less defending illegal

action on the part of any of its members, but never-

theless a Bay City paper thinks that, as "a branch of

the League of American Wheelmen was recently

established in this city, the members of the local club

will now have a chance to show the public whether
there is any benefits whatever connected with the

Association or not."

This wouldn't be so very funny if it wasn't a very

general impression in some localities.

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Irish mile is 2,240 yards.

Swiss mile is 9,153 yards.

Italian mile is 1,766 yards.

Scotch mile is 1,984 yards.

Tuscan mile is 1,808 yards.

German mile is 8,106 yards.

Arabian mile is 2,143 yards.

Turkish mile is 1,826 yards.

Flemish mile is 6,869 yards.

Vienna post mile is 8,296 yards.

Roman mile is 1,628 or 2,025 yards.

Werst mile is 1,267 or i)337 yards.

Dutch and Prussian mile is 6,480 yards.

Swedish and Danish mile is 7,431.5 yards.

English and American mile is 1,760 yards.

Although savoring of Volapukery, and bordering

on the undoing of Babel, after reading the above one

can hardly stay the rusning suggestion :

Why not an universal mile ? Bettsy B.

SWINGING AROUND THE CIRCLE.

BY TITNAM.
When one goes abroad one sees new things, which

enter a writing man, and the desire to record is

irresistible, yea, even necessary, on occasion.
Among the readers of The Wheel there are men
who are more than cyclists; who have a soul above
the tire question.
Adding myself particularly to them, I intend to

write impressions as long as the editor's "blue"
will permit me. I shan't promise to introduce even
a drop of oil into my notes; I shan't even promise
that I shall keep to cycling subjects; indeed, I know
I shall not. It is good to leave " shop " behind some-
times, you know. And, having broken the ice, I will
dive into the depths. Much I shall bring up, but I

have also the chance of hitting upon an occasional
T)earl.

*
* «

You have, of course, noted that the nearer you
come to a great railroad depot the prices of meals
become lower and lower, until, near the depot, you
can get a " square meal " for fifteen cents.
Walking toward the Central's depot in Syracuse

one day I passed a place of refection wherein one
could satisfy the most ravenous inner man for fifteen

cents. A "man in the door" hailed me with " step
right inside; first-class dinner for fifteen cents." I

"winked the other eye" at him, smiled, and he
smiled back. The man knew that I would rather pay
" fifty " not to eat the dinner rather than pay "fifteen"
for it. Not a word was exchanged, but he read my
wink and facial expression. Some people call this
transference of thought, and plunge themselves into
a sea of occultism to explain the thing.

*
* *

The explanation seems quite clear, and needs
neither mysticism nor physical research. A man's
face mirrors his brain; all "the elements of his char-
acter are written there. This is proven in a thousand
different ways, but one bit oi prima facie evidence is

the reposefulness of a dead face. The brain has
entirely gone out, much more so than in sleep, and
the face becomes expressionless or peaceful.

* «
French and American people are noted for this

rapid face-mind reading. Take two bright people
who are in constant and close association, say a
husband and wife, a pair of lovers, or two bright
male intellects and how many thousand words are
slurred over so that no human being outside of the
mental bridge which connects the two could glean
an atom of information from the conversation.
This sympathy of intellect is becoming more

highly developed every day, and should reach its
highest state in the future American. It may gradu-
ally lead up to a state of being in which people will
merely look at each other and think—and never talk.
Great actors and pantomimists already do that sort
of thing. In the play of "Jim, the Penman," that
great actress, Agnes Booth, discovering that her
husband is a noted and infamous forger, talked a
volume of reproach and misery in one moment of
silence.

* *
"Ten cents will keep one baby one day at the

Lincoln Sanitarium." I saw this sign in a Chicago
restaurant. It was affixed to a glass globe on the
top of which was a slot to receive the offerings of the
kindly and thoughtful.
Think of it, a babe kept for a day for less than the

price of a good cigar. One man had dropped a
dollar in the globe. Probably he had a large family
of his own and knew how it was. It was a shrewd
bit of charity. The globe was on the cashier's desk

of one of the great restaurants, and what man, after
he has dined well, would not be ready to keep a
" babv for a day."

*
* *

Cyclists travel a good deal, and they should learn
to know a good restaurant. Don't go in— if there is

any food displayed in the window; if there are signs
in the window or on the walls telling the names and
prices of thing; if the tables have marble tops.

If the tables are covered with linen table cloths it

is a'good sign. A German or French restaurant is

generally good. If there are fly traps in the window,
fly yourself. If the attendants, too, are men, be off

hand, walk to your place and hand the waiter your
hat; this will make him think you are a tipping man.
If there are women attendants, a smile goes a long
ways; not the smile of a masher or a lady killer, but
the smile of a man of the world, which will seem to
say that you at once appreciate admire and respect
womankind.

* *
Here are a few dining pointers: Never dine in

Newark, N. J. In Orange go to Davis's on Main
Street. At Springfield, Mass., the Glendower is the
place, and at Hartford Heublein's. At New Haven
dine at Heublein's. In Chicago at Winter's or at the
Union on Dearborn Street. If you happen to know
Bob Garden or Mr. GormuUy, or some of the other
bloods, you will dine at the Union League Club, the
quietest and most cultured spot in Chicago. In Phila-
delphia, try the Bullitt Building. In New York,
Mouquin's or the Astor House. In Milwaukee, Gil-
lette's. In Peoria, ride up on the bluffs, go into a
suburban house where you see a sign that reads
" Vineyard." If they are Germans, the Frau will
serve you a fine lunch out under the trees, and you
can swim in native claret of fine quality at no cost
whatever.

*
* *

The Bearings has a new editor, Mr. L. J. Berger,
and the paper needed it sadly. Of the Beari7igs staff,

two are " race " mad, and not without reason, and the
trio who ran the paper. Van Sicklen, Barrett and
Bode, are the fastest newspaper outfit in the world.
Barrett and Bode may both touch 2m. 20s. this year

;

Van Sicklen has a racing career unparalelled in the
history of any country. For over ten years he has
raced on path and road, going into all sorts of events.
He has not the all-round ability of Murphy, nor the

speed of Windle; but his career extends over a decade.
He is about twenty-six, powerfully built, heavily
handicapped as to eyesight, and has two little Vans
who are rip snorters in their way, and who wear out
more clothes than any two colts in Chicago.

I have always taken pleasure in exploiting the per-
formance and quality of Willie Windle as a racing
man. His 2m. 25 3-5S. marks him as the speediest
amateur on the footstool,and I think of Rowe,Hendee,
Osmond, Furnival, and Howell as I write. Yet he is

not a great rider—not a man for the crowd.
Last year he did comparatively little work, though

what he did was brilliant. This year he is reported as
trained to the bone. Still I have not yet seen him on
the path. Windle seemed to have the peculiarnotion
that to make a really great reputation, he must have
a string of unbroken victories. No man in any sport
has ever born such fame. Last Fall Windle suc-
cumbed to Zimmerman, though Zimmerman is not so
fast a rider.
A great racing man and a popular one is he who

rides early and often, defeats many men, and is in
turn defeated semi-occasionally; who can win in both
scr.i.tch and handicap races. No one has ever yet
seen Windle ride a great handicap race, and I should
rather see him ride a mile handicap than to see him
beat all the riders of the day in a scratch race.

•X-

* *
George K. Barrett is said to be a vicious rider—that

he would as soon bring down a man as eat. A man
who has ridden much on the road says that Barrett
makes the same senseless dives and dips as he does
on the path. Barrett says it is his bad eyesight ; his
competitors say it is " cussedness," and a not over-
fine sense of honor.

*
* *

I saw Griff in Detroit on Sunday last. I was coming
home from Belle Isle. I knew I should see him, and
sure enough there he was, he and his wheel. He had
just been over to Canada talking at the Custom
House. Detroit, by the way, is filled up with "Clip-
pers " made by the Grand Rapids Cycle Co.

So Mr. Wood is to go on the New York State ticket
for Vice-Consul. Well, its harden the State. Wood's
a good fellow and all that, but he mad e a mistake, and
should have sought the solace of seclusion for a time
at least.

* * *
The success of the Charles F. Stokes business is due

to Charles F. Stokes, to system and to the staff of men
who surround Charles P. Stokes.

I find that Don Salambo is the best known corre-
spondent in the city and county. I assisted at the
birth of the Don ; I even named him. But he refused
to trot steadily and we parted.

Kirkpatrick, a bright and brainy ex-President of
the League, spends all his leisure time in his canoe.
Kirk is a newspaper publisher in Springfield, Ohio,
and has made a pot of money out of the Farm and
Fireside-, or some other hearthstone journal. His
health is not good ; hence the canoe.

" Pop " Brewster is said to be quite a patron of the
arts in these latter days. To see him lope with elfin
grace down the Detroit track with the incendiary
correspondent of a cycling journal in hot pursuit,
was a sight to make envious Mercury and Atalanta.

We have been wrong all along, haven't we .' We
have been talking about the West—the West says
this, the West says that. It was not the West but
Chicago we meant, and Chicago, dear boy, is not thv;

West.

* * *
There is going to be a political fight "between

"Griff "and Richmond for the Chief Consulship of
Michigan. Watch and see Richmond win in a canter.

* *
Grand Rapids has fine pavements, 1,200 wheelmen

and two clubs, the Grand Rapids Club, which is as
dead as a door nail, and the Workingmen's Club,
which is an active organization. You can't get up a
club now among the members of the Grand Rapids
Club. Wake up and shake yourself, as the policeman
said to the baron, when he found him asleep on the
park bench.

4:

Flattery is a most insidious form of insult.

*
* *

In model factories a chain is put on a machine and
tested at a strain of from 1,500 to 2,000 pounds. The
strain applied to a chain on a cycle is the weight of
his body, also his entire lifting strength, which means
from six hundred to over a thousand pounds; and
that is.augmented by the leverage of the cranks, and
that total is again effected by the transmission
through the sprocket wheels.

A MAP OF UNION CO.'S ROADS.

The Wheel will next week publish a full-page

map of the now famous macadam roads of Union
Co., N. J., which are a standing object lesson of the

good work performed by the New Jersey Division in

the way of road improvements. This is the first map
that has been made of these new roads, and contains

also the Irvington-Milburn course and many other

roads in Union and part of Essex Co.

THE FIFTY MILE CHAMPIONSHIPS
OF THE N. C. U.

The Paddington track on July 23 was the scene of
the fifty mile safety championship of the N. C. U.
and the fastest and most wonderful race ever held.
There were fifteen starters. After going about two
and three-quarter miles, Osmond rushed to the front,
took a terrifically long lead—doing a mile in 2m.
27 4-5S.—and speedily lapped the last contingent of
the other competitors, and going on at the same pace,
was not long before he had caught Ede and Shorland
who were second and third, and lapped them also.
He was then content to ride behind these two, and
the race, which might have become monotonous, was
enlivened by the extremely plucky efforts of Ede to
recover his lost lap, but in this he was not successful,
and Osmond, spurting in the last lap of the race, won
by about thirty yards more than his lap. He was
two laps ahead of every man except Ede. Time,
2h. 28m. 16 1-5S. The distance covered in one hour
was 20 mile 840 yards, and in two hours 41 miles 175
yards. The last mile, 3m. i 4-5S. Ede finished second,
Brown third, Walh fourth, Shorland fifth.

The fifty mile ordinary championship on the same
track July 22 was run in the rain, with seven starters,
and resulted in a victory for Adams. Archer dropped
back tor refreshments at forty four miles and thereby
lost his lead. At the bell Adams dashed away, and
drawing out left his man at every turn of the wheel,
and riding right to the finish won comfortably by
forty yards, four yards separating the next two,
Nesbitt being eight yards farther off. The last
quarter occupied 35 i-5S. The race, althougri 5m.
outside record, was the fastest ever ridden in com-
petition. Adams' time, 2h. 38m. 14 4-5S. Ilsley was
second, Walsh third, Nesbitt fourth. Archer fifth.

A FIFTY MILE ROAD RACE.

Chicago's newest organization, the Century Road
Club, is reaching out to national imoortance, and
will soon cease to be of merely local character. Its
promoters, Messrs. Herrick and Betts, were working
industriously to that end at Detroit, and enrolled
quite a number of the Eastern contingent, and hope
to give the club such scope as to make it the premier
authority of the country on road matters, for which
there seems some need.
The club has just decided to promote a fifty mile

road race, to occur immediately after the Parkside
tournament. The exact date and particulars have
not been decided upon, but a handsome batch of
gold, silver and bronze C. R. C. medals will consti-
tute the prizes.
This race, together with that to be held in connec-

tion with the Peoria tournament, will, it is hoped,
attract a few of the Eastern road men.
Wm. Herrick, No. 81 Madison Street, Chicago, is

the Chief Centurion of the C. R. C.

The N. C. U. championships at Bristol, July 18, re-
sulted as follows :

Twenty Five Mile Ordinary, Championship—
Adams, first ; Colborne, second. Time, ih. 26m. 243-5S.

One Mile Tricycle, Championship — Scheltema-
Beduin, first ; Bramson, second. Time, 3m. 20 2-5S.

Five Mile Safety, Championship—Final Heat-
Harris, first ; Rickard, second ; Kilkelly, third. Time,
i8m. 25 4-5S.

The two mile ordinary, at the Salford Harriers'
races, on July 18, was won by Synyer in 6m. 38 3-5S.
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THE TRADE.

A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for
The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Law-
yer, Washington, D. C.I

456,989. Velocipede. Andrew P. Hanson, Sergeant
Bluffs, Iowa. Filed April 6, 1891. Serial No. 387,717.

457,080. Safety Bicycle. Arthur L. Garford, Elyria,
Ohio. Filed September 10, 1890. Serial No. 364,524.

457,242. Velocipede. Henry G. Barr, Westborough,
and Frank E. Peck, East Wareham, Mass.; said Peck
assignor to Emerson W. Law, Cambridge, Mass. Se-
rial No. 366,748. Filed October i, 1890.

457,290. Velocipede. Charles Phillips, Chicago, 111.,

assignor of one-half to John Tholen, same place.
Filed April 10, 1891. Serial No. 388,376.

A Lubricator.
' A rider who has tried it on several occasions, tells
us that to coil a chain in tallow for half an hour is

ahead of any lubricant yet compounded. It also has
the merit of making the chain noiseless.

1.00k Out for Some Startling Kecords !

Victor Belanger, the inventor of the new machine
that he claims can be ridden with the speed of a rail-
road train, writes as follows: "In answer to your
letter I have the pleasure to inform you that the great
wheel is all up and that it will be but a short time
before it is put on the market. I have also the pleas-
ure to inform you that it will be a success. Like
every other invention mine has been criticised, but
its success will be only greater when it is known.
We shall issue our catalogue in a few days."

That New Toledo Comi>any Probably a Myth.
The Wheel of July 31 contained an announcement

of the organization of a new bicycle company at
Toledo, Ohio. The capital was placed at $200,000.
A representative of The Wheel has since visited

Toledo, but could find no tale or tiding of the new
concern. Toledo parties believe that the rumour was
founded on the circumstance that Birdie Munger
recently visited Toledo immediately after the fire had
destroyed the Chicago Bicycle Company's plant. At
the time it was intended by the Chicago company to
secure additional capital and locate at some other
city than Chicago.

THE FEATHERSTONE PLANT.

The Dunlop Tire.
All makers make mistakes, and Mr. Featherstone,

not being privileged proved the rule. A firm can't
make a bicycle in a year. Mr. Featherstone supposed
that once he had the patents the making of the tire
was a simple thing. But not so. The tire was put
into the hands of important rubber concerns, but
they could not catch the scent of making a lasting
tire.
After much experimentation and loss, arrangement

was made with a New England rubber concern; im-
ported men were put in, and the tires showed im-
provement. This year Mr. Feathersone sold pneu-
matic tired wheels and also filled the tires, and re-
paired punctured tires.
The frames of the Featherstone wheels were made

by a well known Massachusetts concern. That they
were not up to the mark, that they gave in many
cases, and caused considerable dissatisfaction is

well known. The tires were made by the rubber
concern we have mentioned, were sent to Chicago and
there fitted to the wheels.

PLANS FOR THE FUTURE.
A week ago plans for the campaign of 1892 were

fixed upon. Mr. Featherstone will remove his baby
carriage business and his cheaper bicycles to an en-
tirely new plant. The present factory will be de-
voted entirely to high grade pneumatic tired wheels.
These wheels will be ready for the late Fall trade
and will have been well tried before the next season
opens. Outside from disinterested parties The
WHEEL learned further of Mr. Featherstone's plans,
and it seems not extravagant to believe that he will
be able to make 5,000 wheels which should be second
to none in the country in appearance, finish, make
up and lasting qualities if the present ideas are held
up to.

Of the Dunlop tire it is hard to predict the future
;

ndeed the future of all the present air tires seems
problematical, as some of the men who now dream
of tires sixteen hours a day may at any time produce
something altogether new and valuable.
Judging between the tires we have seen, the pros-

pects of the Dunlop seem bright. The Pneumatic
Tire Co. have been constantly experimenting and
improving, and all the patents granted are the prop-
erty of the American lessee. On the other side the
Dunlop tire is being fitted at the rate of 2,000 pairs a
week, and there is no reason why the tire should not
make a reputation on this side.
Mr. Featherstone will fight vigorously for his

rights. He seems confident that he will win his suit
against the Thomas Tire people. He will sue all
firms that may import the Dunlop, and will protect
his rights up to the letter.
Personally, Mr. Featherstone is a shrewd business

man. He admits mistakes in the past ; thinks he has
learned something of the bicycle business, and ex-
pects to still further increase his store of knowledge.
With his enterprise, manufacturing plant, capital, the
resources of his great carriage business and a deter-
mination to get a share of the bicycle trade, we think
he will take a good position in the near future.
Among his men are Mr. Brownley, his chief

manager, also Mr. Neville, who was with the Rudge
Company for a number of years. Messrs. Alf. and
George DuCros are also at the factory.

A NEW BICYCLE COMPANY AT

SHELBY, OHIO.

A New Factory and a Capitalization of Two
Hundred Thousand Dollars.

A new company has just been formed at Shelby'
Ohio, with the title of Shelby Bicycle Manufacturing
Company, and a capitalization of $200,000.
Among the heaviest stockholders in the new con-

cern are Messrs. W. L. Yost and H. R. Lozier.
A few days ago the plans were decided upon. The

factory will be 200x45, built entirely of brick, and
with two one hundred feet Ls. The engine rooms
will be in an outhouse.
The factory will be located between the fork of the

B. and O. and Big Four roads.
It is intended to build a strictly high grade wheel,

in cushions and pneumatics. It will have a double
diamond frame, tangent spokes, balls all over, steel
drop forgings, and weldless tubing throughout. The
model is now being built at the Lozier & Yost factory
at Toledo.
The firm will build a very large number of wheels,

of one style only, and will be ready in ample time for
the season of '92. Mr. Hodgman, for the past seven
years with the Springfield Roadster Co. and the
Lozier & Yost Company, will superintend forthe new
corporation.

THE ENGLISH MARKET GLUTTED
WITH CYCLES.

Several failures have recently occured amongst the
cycle trade in Coventry, and it is feared that others
will follow. Something in the nature of a panic rules
at present, and the trade is as bad as the most pessi-
mistic of prophets may have predicted. A few firms
continue to work full time, and to employ the comple-
ment of hands; but there are other firms who, it is

thought, make the same show without having the
same warranty. This season the trade has been over-
done, the production, not equal to the immediate de-
mand of the dealers in the Spring, has quickly out-
stripped it, and heavy stocks will have to be carried
over to next season. The firms who are sufficiently
strong to carry over all will endeavor to, and arrange
with their, creditors and close down until the stock
can be disposed of at a fair price, as to force sales at
the present moment would, it is feared, completely
glut the market and injure small firms, and beginners
suflier severely, as even the best houses have had such
faith in the industry as to give credit freely, and there
has been much reckless trading.
At Birmingham local firms are restricting their out

put. At this period of the year it is usual to steady
down to a normal winter supply, but this year the
change has been made more suddenly and thoroughly
than would otherwise have been the' case had trade
not fallen away so rapidly. The failures in Coventry,
will it is feared, force some of the Birmingham houses
to suspend payment. There is little business doing
in cycle parts, and that little is primarily for export.—Sporting Goods Review.

RUMOR OF ANOTHER AMERICAN
PLANT FOR THE MANUFAC-

TURE OF WELDLESS
STEEL TUBING.

It is now reported that the real mission of Colonel
Pope's visit abroad is to arrange with one of the
large companies, probably either the Credenda or
Weldless Steel Tube Co. for a duplicate j^lant in
America.
This seems more probable than the recent rumor

that the Colonel went abroad with the intention ot
controlling the tubing outfit.

The Page Steel Wheel Company will name their '92

wheel the Latonia.

Harry Harford spent part of last week in Detroit
looking after the intersts of the Pope Mfg. Co. He
will push up through Michigan this week.
Among the recent visitors to Chicago were Howard

A. Smith, C. H. Lamson, C. E. Whitten, and George
MacDonald, of the Ormonde Company.
In the "Hickory" exhibited by Sterling Elliott at

Detroit, the steel tubing used was of the Shelby
make. It is reported that the Bidwell Cycle Com-
pany will also use this tubing in certain new pat-
terns which the company is getting out for '92.

A Popular Concern.
Traveling about the country it is surprising to note

what an enormous business the New York Belting
and Packing Company is doing. Its tires are to be
found in all the trade centres, and many large
makers will deal with no other concern.
The company has several styles of cushions and a

new pneumatic. It's tire trade is in the hands of Mr.
Strauss, who seems to have ably represented his
company from the good reports of him and the re-
liance placed upon him by the firms with which he
deals. Atpresent Mr. Strauss is in England studying
the tire question. The Belting and Packing Company
have an enormous capital, and they intend to make
and sell as good a tire as they can get out.

John L. Briggs is rushing the sale of medium grade
bicycles at Norristown, Pa. W. H. Rittenhouse is an
agent for Gormully & Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., in
the same town. Norristown is frequently made the
terminus of runs by Philadelphia clubs, it being
nineteen miles from that city.

AMERICAN STEEL TDBING.

THE SHELBY CONCERN READY FOR
BUSINESS.

In a high-grade bicycle there are from six to fifteen

pounds of weldless steel tubing.

It costs a lot of money, for the tube plant is a very
big affair; the process is "secret," there is more
"demand" than "supply"—in fact, the conditions

are altogether favorable for "fancy prices."

Our makers have, of course, been supplied from the

other side, either buying direct from one of the three

or four firms who have a "reputation," or from some
of the English " part and sundry " houses that carry

tubing in large quantities. The tubing may also be

bought from a very few American houses who carry

limited stock, but there is then a second profit to the

middleman.
Early this season the difficulty of getting tubing

promptly became a serious matter. Many American
firms were compelled to wait weeks, which delayed

their output and lost them much trade. The tubing

famine was caused by the remarkably increased de-

mand both here and abroad and the limited supply.

This scarcity of tubing and the general impression

that a duty of forty-five per cent, was about to be

imposed on it bred the idea that something must be

done ; that the trade must guard against a repetition

of the delay and annoyance.
It seemed quite clear that there was a fortune in an

American tubing plant, but it seemed quite clearer

that no one was quite ready to raise the half million

or so of capital which was stated to be the approxi-

mate cost of founding a tubing plant.

Then Messrs. Lozier & Yost went abroad. A
"deal" was made, and now there is a tube plant in

full operation.

The company is the Shelby Steel Tube Co., of

Shelby, Ohio. The corporation is capitalized at

$100,000. Mr. H. A. Lozier and Mr. W. L. Yost are

among the heavy stockholders. At least $50,000 worth

of stock is held by people in Shelby. The President

is Mr. D. L. Cockley, and Mr. Williams is the Manag-
ing Superintendent.

The plant is now in complete operation and the firm

is ready to supply tubing of any size. Samples of

the product were shown at the Detroit meet by Mr.

Lozier.

The tubing the company make is not experimental.

Arrangement was made with an English company
whose tubing ranks with the best. All of their secret

processes were purchased. The machinery for mak-
ing the tubing was purchased from the same company
that supplied the English firm. A man was sent over

here and the machinery put up and the plant started

under his supervision. So that the plant at Shelby

is an exact counterpart of the English plant and the

product a fac simile of the English product, for the

same steel is used and the same processes are em-
ployed.

The duty on tubing is 2j^ cents per pound and the

transportation about a like sum. The Shelby Com-
pany list their tubing at the English price, so that

there is a saving, in the rough, of five cents a pound,

and over the middle man's price of more than that.

The average salvage would be from nearly a dollar

to two dollars a wheel. On five thousand high grade

wheels the saving would be from ten to fifteen thous-

and dollars. And there will be even a greater saving,

for the American Company expect to cheapen the cost

of manufacture in time as their men become more
adept.

The tubing is made by a secret process. A piece of

steel tubing a foot long and of very thick " gauge "

is "drawn" out to various lengths and various

thicknesses, or "gauges," much like one stretches a

piece of gum. It is the "drawing" process that is

difficult as the tube is liable to breaks, flaws, and to

be " unevenly " drawn.
When the Shelby plant vjras completed, the factory

was thrown open for a day to thi stockholders and

their families; then the doors were shut and no one is

allowed "inside," but you can get a special letter of

introduction if you are on THE Wheel.

Sunderland & Wallace report from Oak Grove, off

in the southwestern corner of Pennsylvania, an in-

creasing demand for wheels. They are compara-
tively new in the business.

An English inventor has patented a steel strap, or,

rather, driving band, of spring steel, which he claims
is not only cheaper and lighter than any form of
safety chain in use but is also much easier to clean
and does not require tightening.
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THE LOm_&_YOST PLANT.

A GREAT FACTORY AT TOLEDO-
MANY POINTS AND PLANS OF
INTEREST TO MAKERS.

The Factory at Cycledale.
This factory is located on Central Avenue, Toledo.

The building, which is located in beautiful country
somewhat outside of the thickly settled portion of the
city, is an imposing structure of brick, 200x40 feet
long and three stories in height. In the centre of the
building is an immense cupola, which gives one the
impression that it is a school rather than a bicycle
factory.
On drawing near, however, this impression is dissi-

pated by immense lettering under the rows of win-
dows which read that it is the Lozier & Yost factory

;

that bicycles are made there, and that the building
was erected in 1884.

Beside the main structure there are two one hun-
dred feet L additions, each three stories in height.
There are also outbuildings for the storage of stock,
etc.

Mr. W. I,. Yost at his Desk.
In the office I found W. L. Yost bending over his

desk. In fact I have never seen him but up to his
eyes in work, and with the Lozier & Yost business, the
new Shelby Bicycle Company, and the Shelby Weld-
less Steel Tube Co., on his hands, it was no wonder
that he should be a little busier than ever.
The business of the company is enormous, and I

saw so many things that I will just jump ahead with
a few haphazard notes.

Nearly Ten Thousand "Wheels.

The company delivered to H. A. Lozier & Co., who
take the entire output of its factory, just 12,000 wheels
this year, and of these just 9,996 wheels were made
from January ist to date.
During all of this week the factory is closed, except

to a half hundred men who are busy making the tools
for the Giant '92, and working on the model for the
Shelby Bicycle Company. Passing through the build-
ing, I saw that each pile of parts, in fact, everything
in the building had a slip of paper on it. The com-
pany have stopped business for the entire week to
take stock before plunging ahead for the remainder
of the year.

Doctoring Up the Factory.
While the stock taking is going on, a score of men

are busy doctoring up the building; putting in new
glass, sweeping the rafters and giving the walls and
ceilings new coats of whitewash, inspecting the belt-
ing, in fact, getting the plant into condition for a large
and hard run, for that plant is expected to grind out
4,500 machines between now and January i.

A Pointer on Oil for Heat and I^ubrication.

One of the most important things that was being
done was the laying of oil pipes throughout the build-
ing and fitting all of the machines with a new "oil-
drip " outfit.

Upon each piece of metal that is being worked, oil

is dripped continually at the point where the tool cuts
the metal. The old method was to have a pail full of
oil with a drip faucet set above the machine, and
another pail was set under theifloor under the machine
to catch the drippings.
With the old plan there is much waste, and the

oil trickles all over the floor. The new plan is to have
the oil drip from a small, neat pipe, and drain through
a sieve back into the pipe again. This is a great
saving in oil, and the process is much cleaner and
economical than the old method. The cost of lubri-
cating oil in large factories will amount to a thousand
dollars a year.

Time Is Money—A Cardinal Principle in Manu-
facturing.

The principle most closely followed in the Lozier
& Yost factory is time saving, and many ingenious
and costly machines are used to facilitate the pro-
cesses and to replace hand and brain with automatic
work.
The power is supplied by enormous engines ; the

fuel used is oil. A rod from the building is an oil

tank ; a pump draws it into the building, forces it

into the pipes throughout the factory and sprays it

under the great boilers. The spray falls upon a
bed of ashes ; the flame is » blueish fluid and intensely
hot. This process in more economical and clearer than
either the use of coal or natural gas.
This oil plant is regarded as a model of its kind.

Mr. George Day, of the Pope Mfg. Co., came out to
see it in operation, and the same process is now used
at the Columbia factory.

The Value of a Well Kept Stock Koom.
The system employed in the stock room, which is

in charge of Fred McCune, is quite a feature in the
Lozier & Yost business. The men work on piece-
work and pass all parts over to the inspectors' depart-
ment, and if passed upon the work goes into the stock
room.
Here each part is assorted in the proper bin, and a

list is kept of all that comes in as well as of each
part that is given out. A report is made to the
superintendent each morning, and in this way the
exact number of parts on hand is known.
The advantage of this system is that the company

never runs out of a certain part, which cannot be said
of all factories, for too often has a firm been "held
up " and been unable to make up and ship wheels be-
cause it was behind on some small part.

How the Company was Established.

The company was founded by Mr. W. L. Yost. Mr.
Yost was for five years manager oftheWheekr&
Wilson Company's New York office. Becoming ac-
quainted with Mr. McCune, who built the Springfield
Roadster, they founded the Springfield Roadster
Company,

The work of establishing that company so told upon
Mr. Yost's health that he was compelled to sell out
his interests and go to California, where he remained
four months. His health was greatly improved by
his trip, and on his return he in company with Mr.
H. A. Lozier, who was also one of his friends, organ-
ized the Lozier & Yost Bicycle Co. The capital stock
is $200,000, and is held by a few parties.
While the writer was at the factory a telegraphic

order tor 2,200 wheels was received.
The factory recently enjoyed a strike in its polish-

ing room. The men struck, not for an increase of
wages, but because the firm would not make it a
union office. The National Metal Polishers' Union
issued boycotting circulars which were scattered all

over the country. The firm emploj-ed new non-union
hands and all went merry. The boycotting circulars,
if they fell into the hands of cyclists, seemed to have
no effect.

Mr. Yost has two valuable men on the spot in Col-
onel Ramsey, who much resembles Mr. McCune, and
in Mr. Moore. Mr. Ridley is now the acting superin-
tendent.
Behind the factory there are over twenty acres of

country, which a real estate syndicate cut up into
lots and named "Cycledale," with such streets as
"Lozier," "Yost," Giant," etc.

A Substantial Corporation.
Altogether the impression the writer had was that

the Lozier & Yost Company are in the business in a
substantial way. Mr. Yost is a rare combination,
having a keen mercantile sense, deep and broad me-
chanical knowledge and great executive ability. The
firm have the plant, the men, the capital and ar great
selling power as they have productive power. They
are in to stay, have not aimed to make a reputation
in a day but are working to build up a great name, a
great fortune and a great corporation.

ANOTHER FAILURE IN
TRADE.

THE CYCLE

WHAT ARE WE COMING TO?

Another manifestation that "fools rush in where
angels fear to tread," is contained in the above illus-

tration. Aside from being a "freak wheel " on the
face of it, the editor of an Iowa deaf mute journal has
been booming, fortunately with indifferent success.

a rather unique closed corporation for its manufac-
ture, i. e., that the company should be composed en-
tirely of deaf mutes. Freak as it is, and although no
special advantages were ever claimed for it, quite a
number of mutes seized the bait, happily not enough
of them to make the wheel a new possibility.

To Sell Out Keefe & Becannon's Stock.

Frederick Lewis, receiver of the firm of Keefe &
Becannon in a suit by Tim Keefe for a dissolution of
the copartnership, obtained leave from Judge O'Brien
on Thursday to sell out the firm's store on lower
Broadway.

The Cork-Celluloid Handles.
The cork-celluloid bicycle handles manufactured

by the Syracuse Bamboo Furniture Co., will be found
an excellent article for adding comfort and pleasure
to riding. The handles consist of nickel end pieces
with three narrow strips of celluloid relieving the
cork surface and forms a soft and comfortable grasp
for the hands. They relieve blistering, perspiring
and prevents lipping, and are also attractive in ap-
pearance. We have given the handles a trial and
found that they afford all of the comforts and for long-
distance riding we have not seen their equal.

The Premier Cycle Co.'s Orange Store Burned
Out.

The Park Rink, in Orange, N.
J.,

was totally de-
stroyed by fire on Wednesday night of this week.
The Premier Cycle Co. occupied a portion of the
building and their loss is estimated at about $12,000,
partially covered by insurance. About everything
in the store on the ground floor was saved from de-
struction, but a large unmber of new and second-
hand wheels on the second floor were an entire loss.

A number of the machines that were removed from
the building were stolen during the excitement
attending the fire. Since the Premier Cycle Co. es-
tablished their headquarters in New York the Orange
store has been used merely to supply the local trade,
and the fire will in no way inconvenience the com-
pany's regular business.

The Marshall Cycle Co. Sold Out.

The plant of the Marshall Cycle Co., of Marshall,
Mich., was sold out on Saturday last by the holder of
a chattel mortgage on the business. The company
did but a small business. The cause of the failure is

as yet unknown to us.

The " Whitworth " safety, as ridden by Osmond,
has the now fashionable irregular diamond frame,
with a long wheel base 28in. direct spoked driving
wheel and 3oin. steerer. The crank-axle bracket is

of the type that has been pointed out as being most
theoretically correct, viz., a dust-proof cylinder.
The axle has two sleeves which carry the ball races,
the adjustment being made by cones, as in the
"Beeston Humber."

The Pneumatic Bicycle Seat.

The many inventions and devices that are being
placed on the market to secure ease and comfort for

cyclists, cause the riders of the old-timed straight-
barred ordinaries to wonder where the improvements
will stop. A new article, designed to add happiness
to the wheelmen's life, is the pneumatic saddle man-
ufactured by the Pneumatic Bicycle Seat Co., 237
Summit Street, Toledo, O. The air saddle acts much
the same as an inflated tire. It saves the body of the
rider from jarring and vibration, and is highly praised
by all who have used it. It further obviates the dan-
ger of injury due to sudden jolts. It can be adjusted
to any seat, being readily removed or attached. It is

sold for $5.

TRADE TALK.

A pneumatic cyclometer is the latest idea in air-
inflated devices.

Mr. S. Johnson, of the firm of Geo. Townsend & Co.,
England, sailed for the United States on Saturday.

T. Henry Sweeting, of Philadelphia, made the
rounds of the New York trade on Thursday.

The firm of J. F. Doll & Co., of Buffalo, has been
dissolved. J. F. Doll continues and M. Doll with-
draws.

A. Kennedy-Child looked around Gotham for awhile
on Tuesday of this week and then departed for
Boston.

Mr. W. S. Loudon, of Coventry, Eng., maker of the
cement which bears his name, is still in this counti y.
He was in Chicago last week.

F. J.
Parrish, one of Indiana's most pushing deal-

ers, IS about to remove from Richmond, that State, to
take up residence in Arizona.

Notwithstanding pessimistic views of the trade in
England the Humber Co. is reported as contemplat-
ing the erection of another factory.

A. W. Scheffey, one of the travelers for R. L. Cole-
man & Co., has been in the office of that firm in this
city for the last four or five weeks.

J. B. Crook & Co., dealers in sporting goods on
Broadway, this city, have had in contemplation the
addition of juvenile bicycles to their line.

I. R. Johnson, better known as "Ike," Bidwell's
famous teacher, has returned to New York after per-
fecting a riding school in the Windy City.

The bicycle establishment of Howard Mitman, of
Bethlehem, Pa., was recently in possession of the
Sheriff, Some of the creditors realized 40 per cent, of
their claims.

Much of the cycling enthusiasm in Parkersburg,
West Va., is due to the energy and perseverance of
Dunbar Bros., Columbia agents in that city. They
are laboring now to spread the fever in other sections
of the State.

John Wood, sporting goods dealer, One Hundred
and Twenty-fifth Street, near Seventh Avenue, N. Y.,
is enjoying a fine trade in cycles. He sells the Swift,
Crescent and Juno machines.

Mr. Vantine Phillips, of 58 Seneca Street. Buffalo,
N. Y., claims to be the heaviest rider in America,
weighing 291 pounds. He has ridden a Peerless safe-
ty two years without any cost for repairing.

These are the days when manufacturers are bored
with suggestions as to what they should make next
year. It is noticeable, too, that many of these " offer-
ing " are from people quite new in the business.

Harry Weaver, W. Churchill and George Churchill,
of Buchanan, Mich., have filed an application for an
automatic air pump for pneumatic tires, so arranged
that the weight of the rider keeps the tire constantly
inflated.

Frank G. Silvers, of Edw. K. Trvon, Jr., & Co., Phil-
adelphia, left that city for a tour awheel on August 2.

He will ride through Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New
York, Long Island and Massachusetts, returning
about September i.

Many of the successful bicycle agents within a
radius of one hundred miles of Philadelphia were
started in the business by the veteran, H. B. Hart, of
that city. He occasionally alludes to this fact, and
simply smiles in doing so.
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A TALE OF THE EAST AND WEST.

(WITH SINCERE APOLOGIES TO WHITCOMB RILEY.)

Then, little boys don't cry;
You've " busted " your tires, I know;

And your craniums too.
And your suits of blue

Are things of the long ago.
But boyish troubles will soon pass by-

Then little boys, don't cry.

Then little boys don't cry
;

You've broken your faces, I know;
Your backs are hurt,
And your wonderful spurt

Is a thing of long ago.
But medals and loot may soon come by

—

Then little boys don't cry.

Then little boys don't cry;
They have broken your hearts, I know.

And the championship glearhs
Of your youthful dreams

Are things of the long ago
For Murphy and " Zimme " and Taxis went by-

Then little boys don't cry.

WHEEL GOSSIP.

The Aubeenaubee Cycling Club hag been organ-
ized in Rochester, Ind.

The Business Mens' Wheel Club has been organized
^at Detroit. OfKcers are to be elected on August 13.

J. W. Arnold, of Providence, who is eighty years of
age, has ridden a bicycle daily for the last five years.

I- our cycle races will be contested at the field day
sports of the Y. M. C. A., of Saugerties, N. Y on
August 22.

'

Pittsburgh riders who still cling to the ordinary
attach foot rests on the front forks and pronounce
them a great success.

General Booth's latest idea is a Salvation Army
Cycling Corps. Fifty young men will be secured to
travel over the country on cycles.

Owing to the rough pavements the managers of the
Providence tournament have decided to abandon the
feature of holding a street parade.

The Detroit wheelmen are agitating the question ofbuying ground and erecting a clubhouse. The matter
will be decided at a meeting to be held on August 12.

Dr. \Vm. H. Emery and Geo. E. Kezer, of Bostonmade a century run on July 26, riding from Roxbury
to Chain Bridge, beyond Newburyport, and return a
distance of 106K miles, in u}^ hours actual ridinsr
time. ^

The Pirates' Bicycle Club is the lurid name of awheel organization in Kimberley, South Africa Themembers, however, are content with seeking spoils
on the race path, which the club has built on theirown grounds.

The clubhouse of the Palisade Wheelmen at WestHoboken was recently entered by buiglers. They
broke furniture and pictures and carried away-
several boxes of cigars. Tne total loss amounted to
about $100.

Allen W. Swan, the transcontinental tourist ex-
pects to arrive at Renown, Nevada, August o-
Truckee, August 10; Colfax, August 11 and 12- Sacra-
mento, August 13; San Francisco, August 15 He
will return home by rail so as to be at his post of
duty in New Bedford by September 2.

The Rochester Jui-y predicts a good time for every-
body attending the coming State meet. It says-
•' Such events are of great value to the cities in which
they are held, and we hope Rochester will 'do the
admirable ' and win another laurel for its hospitalityWe should like to see Mayor Carroll lead the proces-
sion on a six-foot cycle on this occasion."

Don Albone's baby carrier is selling by the hun-dred in England.

The cyclists of New Castle-on-Tyne, England, sup-port a cot in the local hospital. ' ' & ^ v

" Mott's Messenger " is the title of the Maryland
Division s forthcoming hand-book.

A number of races will be held at Jackson, Michon August 10 and 11, during "Maccabee's Jubilee
'"

Five safeties are offered as prizes.

French railways carry a wheel any distance free,save a charge of one penny for registering, whichmakes them responsible in case of loss or damage.

^ J^^*f'"S''°°^ '^^P'^
°'" '=°^*> suitable for cyclists' use,would fand considerable sale. The general run ofwaterproof clothing is not only water but air proofas well, and tor a wheelman's use is little better thana sweat box.

A rneeting of the Wheelmen's Racing League willbe held on August 12 at the clubhouse of the HarlemWheelmen to perfect arrangements for the second

month
'' ""^t^es, which will take place next

'The Springfield Club is trying to secure the presence
of Governor Russell and staff for the second dav ofthe tournament, and it is probable that a display offireworks will take place at Hampden Park on theevening of the first day.

The cyclists of Canandaigua, N. Y., have formed a
?,. .,^"'^ ^^^ following officers: President, M PWorthy; vice-president. Will Martin; secretarv-
treasurer, Robt. Paterson ; captain, W. H. Welch-
lieutenant, Louis D. Canfield. '

Add Santa Cruz, Cal., to the list. A year ago cy-
clists were almost unknown in the town, but to-day
they are numbered by the hundred, including many
lady riders. Messrs. Thompson & Hammer, of San
Francisco, have lately opened a cycle store in thetown, and report the demand greater than the supply
Ihey intend to shortly organize a wheel club.

Since the late meet here of the League of AmericanWheelmen, the cycling papers have been roasting the
local club which entertained the L. A. W., and all theleaders feel very sore, says the Detroit Sun Ofcourse where there is much smoke there must be some
fire, and some of this roasting is perfectly justifiable
1 he trouble lay m a certain direction and could havebeen remedied before the meet, but advice would notbe taken, and those figure heads are now reaping thewhirlwind which they helped to sow.

In relation to wheeling the Detroit Free Press
recently published the following: "There are somepeople who still cling to the old-fashioned idea that
It is a waste of time for boys, youths and men topractice athletics. They regard it as, mentally dis-
sipating, as an interruption to the serious business
of life, and some of them even doubt its moral in-
fiuence. These good people should make it a point towalk the streets of the city when a crowd of wheelmen are there and study them as to their ruddy com-
plexions, erect figures, elastic movements and generalappearance of royal good health. Then when thevare together, although you find no restraint it isimpossible to find a better behaved lot of men anv-where. -The fact of the matter is that the practice
of bicycling directly antagonizes dissipation, and theman who has ridden a twenty-mile road race or a
series of races on the race track is not apt to makethe night hideous and himself irresponsible by reason
of drinking. '

IS Tms I^IKHIY?
Cycling has not been very extensively indulged inat Kansas City, Mo., ot late. Last month, however,the Kansas City Cyclers was organized with twenty-

five charter members, and it is expectsd the sport
will receive new impetus.

Prominent Boston cyclists think that unless racingon the road around Chestnut Hill reservoir is discon-tinued, and especially on Sunday, the authorities
will be apt to abridge their privileges, which thus farhave been extremely liberal.

TheY. M. C.A. Bicycle Club has been formed atDayton, O., with these officers: Captain and presi-
dent, Oscar P. Gilmore

; first lieutenant, H. A Mc-Gmnis
;
second lieutenant. Nelson Emmons ; secre-tary and treasurer, Victor Landis.

Massachusetts cyclists have greater distinctionshown them by the press than the wheelmen of anyother section of the country. The Giobe on Monday-
last devoted two columns on the first cage to thedoings of riders, with an eleven line display heading.
Manager French, of the Madison Square Gardenhas stated that that building will not be rented to anyone for a six-days' contest of any kind. It was a fore-gone conclusion that Eck's professional six-days' raceannounced in the English cycle papers to be held inthat building this Fall was a " fake.''

A wheel was stolen from W. B. Cobb, of Buffalo N
Y., on Tuesday of this week, which had been left iii

;I°"l°^/'^^i^°^''''°f Trade building. The next daythe thief endeavored to sell it at a second-hand storeand was promptly arrested. He gave his name asBurton, and claimed to live in Chicago.
The Boston Rovers Cycling Club is an informal

organization of riders who have no assembly placeand are inerely banded together for the sake of fra-ternity There are about thirty members. The Pneu-matic Club IS another Bo.ston organization of thesame kind. All members are required to ride pneu-matic machines. ^

Messrs. Allen and Sachtleben, who have just com-
pleted a tour through England, France and Italy,
occupying 200 days, and costing each of them three
thousand francs. They contribute to Le Veloce Sport,
of Bordeaux, a most exhaustive report of their ex-
penses.

*J^^ ^'^t
recent Hagerstown meet the band hired by

tne club played the air known as "Annie Laurie

"

every time it came out, and the visiting wheelmencame to the conclusion that it was the only tune thatthe musicians were acquainted with. It has sincebeen made known that the club stipulated with theband to play -'Annie Laurie " on all occasions in orderw get even" with the wheelmen who sang it con-
tinually at the meet held at Hagerstown two years
previous.

The Associated Cycling Club, of Philadelphia, haveadopted a black list similar to that proposed by theNew Jersey clubs, which was received with ill-favor
to protectjthe clubs from admitting members whohave been expelled from an other. Upon the expul-
sion of a member from any club in the organization amemorandum of the same will be forwarded to theSecretary of the A. C. C, who will hold the informa-tion subject to a request for the same from a properlyauthorized person in any other club. ^ j- j

The Wheel, the popular paper devoted to the in-terests of cycling, will shortly publish a map of theUnion County Road System, prepared by CountyEngineer F. A. Dunham, and in so doing will keep up
Its reputation for being the foremost cycling panerm the country. ° i"^y^>-

The Wheel is a welcome visitor to the home ofnearly every wheelman in this city, and those towhom It does not come miss a large amount of infor-mation and good reading that Is valuable to everyone who rides a vtheeX.—Elizabeth Herald.

O.M Anderson, who is reported to have shot andmortally wounded Newton Baker at Croton Landing
JM. Y., on August i, was one of the pioneers of wheelling in Kentucky and left Louisville about two yearsago. He with Itenry Schimpeler, made the first out!door century m the United States, riding from Louis
ville to Frankfort and back, 104 miles, finisMngTn asnow storm. The date was about 1880 or 1881 but \reference to back numbers of The Wlieehna?i showsthe 100 mile runs compiled by C. A. Hazlett and givesparticulars of their run. Anderson was at one time
?nT^?'f^>,'"'^^ '^^ ''}^ ??-"? .'^"y ^1"^' ^^^ Chief cS!sul of the Kentucky Division. He has many friendsm Louisville who know him well and favorably.

,av^^ "^'"%"r, 'Y^-^
Boomerang of a recent date

fn th ?-f'- P'^'-"'^'.^
professional bicyclist, arrived

i5. ili^'7
'""^^ eve;:ing on his trip around the worldMr. Black says he is making the tour on a wager of

J.4,000,
the conditions of which are that he shall makethe tour around the world in two years, and pay hisway and buy his wheels with the money he securesfrom exhibitions. From San Francisco he will sailto Australia, stopping at the Sandwich Islands

; fromthere to China, thence to India. After landing iSIndia he will make an overland journey through AsiaMinor to Europe, thence to England and then to nIwYork, from which he will continue his journey toCleveland. Mr. Black left Cleveland in June aboutSIX weeks ago, without one cent and arrived in Chevenne in a better financial condition. He has withhim a note book in which is accurately marked hisroute, the different places he is to stop at and the™oney necessary to take him from one seaport to an!

Mecredy's "Old File" writes against the scorchingmania as follows
: "Riders who follow hackneyeS

routes, and ride time after time along main roadshave httle Idea of the glories of sauntering along thelanes and byeways. Not merely is it, indled, a tritetruism that cycling along the lanes is pleasant- but
I occupy the wider ground of cycling, being usedmore as a means to an end than as the be-all and end-
all of a cyclist's recreation. To the dweller in townparticularly the cycle ought to be regarded as some-thing more than a kind of locomotive, afTordine-
pleasant sensations

; as a means of taking him fromone spot to another; and when that other spot isreached, the cycle should be given a rest, while theglories of being in the country are enjoyed in arational manner, regardless of the propinquity of thegood servant that has transported the rider so pleas-antly. The cycle, in fact, should merely take theplace of the railway train
; and when the cycle hasdone Its task the cycler should get off, stow it awayand roam the country just as though such a thing asa cycle did not exist, exploring bye lanes and foot-

paths, woods and meadows, loitering by rivulets orscaling steep hills in the full enjoyment of his liberty
until the flight of time compelled him to seek hiswheel and resume his journey. Make your cycleyour servant, not your master."

Here's what Wheeling says of Osmond's perfor-mance in the fifty mile safety championship: " Any-thing more wonderful than his electric spurt in the
third mile, when he drew clear away from such riders
as F. P. Wood, R. J. Mecredy, fidge. Bates, andParsons, should have been seen to be believed It isalmost incredible that there should be a man capable
of running these riders off their legs, and makecommon hacks of them inside ten miles, when he has
forty more of them to go, but this is what Osmond
did, and it is certainly the finest performance inmodern days. A tribute of praise must certainly be
given to little Ede for his plucky riding in this raceWhen Osmond had caught and lapped him his efforts
to get away from him and recover his lost lap was
simply marvelous, and proved him to be game to thebackbone. It was somewhat funny, too, to observe
these efforts, as Ede would suddenly spurt away and
get a lead of perhaps twenty yards from Osmond
whereupon the lengthy Speedwell man would pouncedown upon him and resume his old position, and itlooked very much like a large cat playing with a
small mouse. Still, it is worthy of note that whenOsmond tried to get away from Ed« he was either
unsuccessful or abandoned the attempt verv
shortly." ^
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OSMOND AND EDE CREATE A NEW
SET OF RECORDS.

The Heme Hill track was the scene of a remarka-
ble string of records on July 14 and 15. On the even-
ing following Osmond's 2.16 ride (July 14) R. L. Ede,
assisted by several pacemakers, including Osmond,
put an end to Parson's records, making new times
from six to sixty-three miles. The figures are as
follows ;

Ede's Times. Previous Records.
H. M. s.

1 2-33 z-s
2 5.07 4-5

3 7-44 3-5 H.M. S.

4 10.18 10.18 3-5 Jones.
5 12-57 2-5

6 15.294-5 15.543-5 Parsons.
7 18.073-5 18.37

"

8 20.452-5 21.203-5 "

9 23.251-5 24.01 2-5 "

10 26.053-5 26.414-5 "

II 28.404-5 29.264-5 "

12 31.162-5...'. 32-133-5 "

13 33-582-5 34.56 2-5 "

14 36.40 1-5 '•
. • 37-36 4-5

"

15 39-223-5 40.182-5 "

16 41.584-5 43.002-5 "

17 44-421-5 45-422-5 "

18 47.192-5 48.234-5 "

19 49-583-5 51.072-5 "

20 52.40 53-452-5
"

21 55-M 56.291-5 "

22 57-55 1-5 59.061-5 "

23 1.00.10 1-5 1.04.29 4-5 . "

24 1-03.13 1.07.151-5 "

25 1.05.55 2-5 1.10.05 2-5 "

26 1.08.38 2-5 1-12.54 2-5 "

27 1.11.30 3-3 1.15.05 1-5... "

28 1.14.16 4-5 1. 18.46 1-5 "

29 1.17.04 1-5 1.21.46 3-5 "

30 1-19.57 2-5 1-24-43 3-5
"

31 1.22.44 1-5 1.27.41 2-5 "

32 1.25.284-5 1-30-43
"

33 1. 28.12 3-s i-33'47 2-5 "

34 1-30.59 1-5 1.36.48 4-5
"

35 1-33-43 4-5 1-39-52 1-5 "

36 1.36.36 4-5 1.42.41 1-5 "

37 1-39-19 4-5 1-45-53 4-5
"

38 1.42.04 4-5 1.48.54 1-5
"

39 1-44-53 1-5 1-51-55 3-5
"

40 1-47-42 1.54.543-5
"

41 1-S0.53 3-5 1.58.07 2-5 "

42 1- 53- 27 2-5 2.00.59 2-5 "

43 1.56. 13 1-5 2.03.55
"

44 I-59-I4 4-5 2.06.54 2-5

45 2.02.12 3-5 2.09.52 2-5 "

46 2.05. II 3-5 2.12.48 2-5 *'

47 2.08.05 1-5 2.15.51 1-5 "

48 2.11.00 2-5 2.18.59 2-5 "

49 2.14.02 2.22.104-5 "

50 2. 17.01 4-5 2.25.26 2-5 "

51 2.20.08 1-5 2.28.56 3-5 "

52 2.23.08 1-5 .2.31.45 4-5 "

53 2.26.11 2-5 2.35.06 3-5
"

54 2.29.19 2-5 2.38.26 1-5 "

55 2.32.20 4-5 2.41.48 1-5 "

56 2.35.24 1-5 2.45.12 1-5 "

57 2.38.32 2-5 2.48.29 2-5 "

58 2.42.04 1-5 2.51.46 1-5 "

59 2.46.35 2.54.55 3-5 "

60 2.49.09 1-5 2 57.58 4-5 "

61 2.52.52 2-5
j

62 2.56.49 3-5 y No previous records.

63 2.59.55 3-5)

Hour Records.
Hrs. Ede. Parsons.

1 22 miles 1,395 yards 22 miles 620 yards.
2 44 " 450 '* 41 " 1,180 *'

3 63 " 49 "

The next evening (July 15) Osmond endeavored to
cover twenty-four miles in the hour and came very
nearly succeeding. He found consolation, however,
in the fact that he had wiped out the newly-created
records of Ede to twenty-four miles, as well as the
three that had still remained to the credit of Jones.
Osmond now holds all the safety records from the
quarter to twenty-four miles. Here are the figures.

Osmond's Times. Previous Records.
MILES. M. S. M. S.

1 2.251-5 2.16 Osmond
2 4-503-5 4-59 3-5 Jones
3 7-172-5 7-38175 „"
4 9.471-5 10.18 Ede
5 12.16 2-5 12.54 2-5 Jones
6 14.434-5 15.294-5 Ede
7 17.161-5 18.073-5 "

8 19.47 2-5 20.45 3-5 "

9 22.20 2-5 23.25 1-5 "
10 24.501-5 26.053-5 "
II... 27.23 28.404-5 "

12 29.53 4-5 31-16 2-5 "

13 32-273-5 33-582-5 "

14 35-03 36-141-5 "

15 37-33 ..39223-5 "
16 40.05 1-5 41.58 4-5 "

17 42-40 44-421-5 "
18 45-13 2-5 47-19 2-5 "

19 47-47 2-5 49.58 3-5 "
20 50.224-5 52.40 "
21 53.021-5 55.14 "
22 55-36 3-5 57-57 1-5 "

23 58. 10 4-5 r. . 60. 33 3-5 "
24 60.404-5 63.13 "

Distance ridden in the hour, 23 miles 1,260 yards.

The Rutherford (N. J.) Wheelmen will give a lawn
party on August 15, to which all the neighboring clubs
have been invited. An exhibition game of ball will
be played at four o'clock, and dancing and other
forms of amusement will follow^ and continue to a
late hour. The receipts will be used towards defray-
ing the expenses for the construction of a quarter
mile cycle track, on which it is intended to hold a
race meet, September 7, Labor Day.

Herbert Synyer, the English crack, recently be-
came a Benedict.

Holbein has ridden over 3,000 miles on the North
Road on a pneumatic and experienced but two bursts.

The Bath Road Club's fifty mile handicap race on
July 25, was won by Goldberg, 8ra., in 2h. 53m. 25s.;

Walsh, sm., second ; Nesbitt, scratch, third.

Osmond has to suffer for his fast riding. In a. recent
five mile event he was placed on scracth, with Adams
next 500 yards start. The limit man was 900 yards
ahead.

The Sefton twenty-five mile handicap on July 15
was won by Wilson, 17m.; Lyon, 2m., second. Wilson's
time was ih. 19m. 26s., which establishes a nevv
Northern record.

The North Road Club's fifty mile, handicap road
race on July 25 was won by H. Brown, 22m., in 2h. 54m.
12S. Ede, scratch, came in ninth in ah. 42m. sos., the
best time made. Twenty-five men finished.

P. J. Osmond, the record breaker, and J. H. Adams,
late of Buckingham & Adams, who is also quite a
goer, compose the Whitvvorth Cycle Co. It was on
one of the first " Whitworth's"—which is built on
lines after Osmond's own ideas of aflyer—turned out
that Osmond made his wonderful 2m 16s.

The Catford Club's hill-climbing contest on Waller
Hill on July 18, was witnessed by hundreds of cyclists
and local residents. The hill is 700 yards long with a
good surface. Twenty-eight men started, and all but
ten reached the summit. The result was; Chafer
Lea, first, time, 2m. 5 1-5S.; Felix Greville, second.

The West Birmingham News contains a column
account of the marriage of Wm. Priest, Jr., brother
of Henry Priest of the Quardrant Cycle Co., on July
14. It is described as one of the prettiest and most
effective of the many alliances that have been con-
tracted at the altar. The groom is prominent in
English cycling circles.

A NEW TWELVE HOUR RECORD.

Twentyman's recent twelve hour safety record
(181}^ miles) was not destined to enjoy a very long
existence. On July 15 George SraithJ of the Stoke
Newington Club, lowered Twentyman's colors by
riding iqi miles in twelve hours on a pneumatic James
safety. Smith held the 100 mile record in 1884.

I/ondon Championships.
The principal events in the London Centre's Cham-

pionship Meeting on the Paddington track, July 25,

resulted as follows :

Half Mile Ordinary, Handicap—Scheltema-
Beduin, scratch, first ; Fentiman, scratch, second

;

Fletcher, scratch, third. Time, im. 9 4-5S.

Five Mile Ordinary London Championship—
Lambley, first ; Archer, second ; Weatherley, third.
Time, i4in. 38 2-5S. *

Five Mile Team RACE-^atford, first, 13 points
Polj'technic, second.

TRADE ITEMS FROM A TRAVELER'S
NOTE BOOK.

AMATEUR PATH RECORDS.

AMERICAN RECORDS.

Ordinary Bicycle.

i^ .33 4-5, A. E. Lumsden, Providence, Aug. 30, '90.

y^ 1.104-5, W. W. Windle, Peoria, Sept. n, '90.

% 1-492-5.
" " " 14. '90-

1 2.25 3-5,
" ' " "

2 5.21 3-5, W. A. Rowe, Springfield, Oct. 23, 85.

3 8.07 3-5,
" " " 19. '85.

4 11. II 3-5, A. B. Rich, Peoria, Sept. 14, '90.

5 13-51 3-5i
" " " "

5< flying start, 304-5S., A. A. Zimmerman, Hartford,
July 4, '91.

Pneiimatlc-Tlred Safety.

Vi -35i W. F. Murphy, Hartford, July 4, '91.

% 1. 10 3-5 G. K. Barrett, Rocktord, " 4, '91.

Yi 1.51, W. F. Murphy, Syracuse, " 11, '91.

1 2.26 1-5, " Hartford, " 4, '91.

2 5.23 3-5, Hoyland Smith, " " "

3 8.13 2-5, H. E. Laurie, Peoria, .Sept. 13, '90.

4 II.01 3-5,
" " " "

5 13.44 1-5,
" " " "

Tandem Safety.

Vi -39 3-5i Kluge and Smith, Hartford, Sept. 2, '90.

*>^ 1.08, Banker and Brinker, Detroit, July 17, '91.

% 1.54 1-2, Lumsden and Winship, Peoria, Oct. i, '89.

1 2.27 Murphy and Smith, Peoria, Sept. 15, 90.

2 5-15 2-5, Masi and Myers, Peoria, Sept. 15, '90.

* Track two feet short.

ENGLISH RECORDS OF TO DAY.

Miles. Ordinary.
M. S.

i< flying ... . 0.324-5. .Lambley
y. starting. . 0.35 4-5. .Archer
K " . . 1.12 2-5. .Lambley
Y'.

"
. 1-51 4-5- .Osmond

I . 2.28 4-s.
'*

2 '* . 5.12 1-5. . Illston
3- . 8.142-5. .Osmond
4 .11.053-5. *'

5 -13-534-5- .Archer

Pneumatic Safety.
M. S.

0.31 1-5

0.33 4-5
1.07 3-5

1.42
2.16

4-50 3-5

7-17 2-5

9-47 1-5

12.16 2-5

..S. Beduin

. .Bradbury

. .Osmond

There are Meets and Meets.
For the past month or six weeks it has been nothing

but meet, meet, meet, with little rest and less sleep.
We have attended Indianapolis, Columbus and De-
troit meets. The latter was supposed (?) to be the
meet of all meets, but, alas, it fell far short of the
mark. The Detroit boys all mean well enough, and
undoubtedly did the best they could. Had the trade
and those familiar faces seen each year at our na-
tional meet been taken away from this one there
would have been a much smaller crowd than attended
any of the State meets I have been at.

Indianapolis held a very successful meet, which
was attended by a good crowd, who will smile in say-
ing we had a good time.
Columbus had the banner meet. It was handled by

business men in a business way. The entertainment
committee knew their business and left no stone un-
turned to give their visitors a time never to be for-
gotten.
The Ladies' Buckeye Club received in full dress on

the evening of the last day. This feature was pleas-
ant and could be imitated by other cities to an advan-
tage.
At the race track things did not run so smoothly,

and some of the " breaks " made there are hardly ex-
cusable when one knows the officials had such high
authority on racing matters as Mr. Joe Goodman, Mr.
CoUister and others to consult, the changing of handi-
caps being a notable instance. Taken all in all, the
Columbus gave us the best meet and best time of any
in the West.

Detroit.
Detroit seems to have had a cycling boom, which

was helped along by the recent street car strike, that
lasted a month, more or less. Huber & Metzger,
Columbia agents, report a very satisfactory trade.
T. B. Rayl & Co., who handle Victors, have done a
large business. The Michigan Cycle Co. have proba-
bly sold more wheels than any two concerns in the
city; they look after the interests of the Ramblers
and Centaurs, while the Anderson Mfg. Co., who are
new in the business this year, say they have no
reason to complain, and have done more business
than they anticipated.
A noticeable feature of the trade here this year is

the few light imported wheels sold as compared to
last year's trade. A 40 or 45 pound wheel in this city

means endless repair bills. Last season riders were
crazy for a 38 or 40 pound wheel and this finds them on
some of the leading American makes.

Bay City.

Bay City, with its fifteen miles of Nicholson block
pavements and twenty-five miles of county stone
roads, does a wonderful trade for a town of 30,000

souls. Zagglemeyer & Ghent, for several years
agents for Pope Mfg. Co., have had a fairly good
trade. Gedney Bros., who handle a little of every-
thing, have done well for new people. Allen R.
Baker seems to have the best of it all round. Mr. B.

has a neat storeroom, on one of the main streets, and
employs a man to look after his customers, who buy
Victors or Ramblers.
There are a great many lady cytlers here, who are

not only graceful but expert riders. Among whom
might be mentioned Misses Bessie Marlthroop, Belle
Frank, Mrs. D. G. Jackson and many others. At
present the city authorities are waging war on side-
walk fiends, who are foolish enough to think the
League will protect them.

Port Huron.
Port Huron is a city of 13,000 well-to-do inhabitants

who live here and do business. North Street has five

or six miles of rough Nicholson block, with no pros-
pects of anything better. However, just across the
river one can get miles of fine Canadian gravel roads
second to none in the world. The bicycle business
has been at a standstill for the past two years not-
withstanding the efforts of a well organized club of
prominent young men, who have tried to boom things
on several occas'ions with but small results.

Jesse Patterson, for several years agent for Pope
Mfg. Co., has done but little, and same may be said
of the Overman and Rambler representatives, Mr.
Dixon and S. A. Wood. Port Huron boasts of three
lady riders with a prospect of many more.
In THE Wheel of July 24 I notice a sound article b3'

"Ralranhes" relative to "Consignment System,"
"Advice to Young Men" and "Bicycle Trade no
Longer an Exclusive One." All of his remarks are
good and too true. No one knows better than the
traveling man what impositions upon manufacturers
are practised by small hardware dealers, who know
little of bicycles in general and nothing of their de-
tails, the only object ot such concerns being to secure
a wheel for themselves or some friend at a discount.

The hardware trade might be educated to this busi-
ness if travelers would take more time and pains to

post them for the future instead of running in on one
train and out on the next with no object but an order
for as many wheels as possible and no regard as to

what price they are sold at. I have found that at

least ninety per cent, of consignments are failures.

The trade should be confined to exclusive dealers as
far as consistent. "Curbstone salesmen " are another
class to be avoided, as they are prone to sell at profits

a trifle above cost. Rover.

The following well-known wheelmen have been
asked to serve as members of the staff in the parade
to be held during the State meet at Rochester, on
August 19: Chief Consul W. S. Bull, Buffalo; Vice-
Consul C. W. Wood, Syracuse

;
James R. Dunn, New

York ; Major C. L. Burdett, Hartford ; Dr. G. C.
Brown, Elizabeth, N. J. ; W. M. Brewster, St. Louis

;

Abbot Bassett, Boston ; Frank E. Drullard, W. M.
Beck, George C. Pennell, Charles H. Luscomb, Geo.
M. Nisbett, I B. Potter, W. H. De Graff, A. B. Bark-
man, L. A. Newcome, T. A. Raisbeck, G. L. Prescott,
D. E. Engell, New York

; C. F. Stevens, Elmira; W.
H.Gleason, Springfleld, Mass.; Charles F. Cossum'
Poughkeepsie ; N. S. Jenkins, Buffalo ; Dr. George E.
Blackham,|Dunkirk ; Dr. E. M. Santee, Cortland ; A.
B. Gardner, Utica ; Henry Gallien, Albany.
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FIXTURES.

29-30.

30.

AUGUST.
.—Five Mile Road Race of the Riverside Wheel-

men.
.—Annual Tournament, Toronto Bicycle Club.

.—Race Meet of the Apollo Bicycle Club, Taun-
ton, Mass.

-15.—Annual Meet of the Massachusetts Division
at Cottage City.

.—Race Meet at Alton, 111.

.—Road Race at Waukesha, Wis.

.—Race Meet at Lynn, Mass.

.—Five Mile Road Race of the Riverside Wheel-
men.

,—Race Meet at Belleville, 111.

—New York State Division Meet at Rochester.
Entries close August 12 and 15. Address M.
B. Fox, Sec, Tj6 No. Water St., Rochester.

,—Race Meet at Shelbina, Missouri.

.—Philadelphia Outing Club's Race Meet.

,—Five Mile Road Race of the Riverside Wheel-
men,

—Race meet of the Columbia Bicycle Club, North
Attleboro, Mass.

.—Championship Races at the Games of the Long
Island Athletic League.

,—Annual Meet of the Montreal Bicycle Club.
Address A. Harries, Hon. Sec, P. O. Box 95S,

Montreal, Canada.
.—Race Meet of the Quaker City Wheelmen,

Philadelphia. Address E. B. Chapman, Capt.,
1400 Oxford St., Phila., Pa.

.—Race Meet of the Cook County Wheelmen,
Chicago.

.—Fall Meet of the Missouri Division at Louisiana.
—Twenty-five Road Race of the Zigzag Bicycle

Club, Buffalo.

SEPTEMBER.
,—Race Meet at Birmingham, Conn.
—Rhode Island Wheelmen's Tournament at Nar-

ragansett Park, Providence.
—Races of the Southside Driving Club, Bald

wins, L. I. Address Paul Ayres, 217 Fifth
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

,—Races at Minneapolis.
—Race Meet of the Union Co. Roadsters, at

Elizabeth, N. J. Address Geo. J. Ames, 408
Jefferson Ave., Elizabeth, N. J.

—Races of the Manhattan Bicycle Club, Kings-
bridge Course.

—Tournament at Hartford, Conn. Address J. J.
Grace, Secretary, Hartford, Conn.

—Meeting of the National Assembly at Hart-
ford, Conn.

—Third Annual Tournament of the Fort Dayton
Wheelmen, at fterkimer, N. Y.

—Tournament at Freeport, 111.

-Springfield Bicycle Club's Tournament, Hamp-
den Park, Springfield, Mass. Address D. J.
Canary, Box 107.

,—Chicago Cricket Club's Annual Meet. Address
J. G. Davis, Park Side, Chicago.

—Manhattan A. C. Ten Mile Club Road Race.
,—Second Fifteen Mile Team Road Race of the

Wheelmen's Racing League.
—Race Meet of the Park Avenue Wheelmen,

Philadelphia.
—Third Annual Race Meet of the Lowville Cycle

Club. Address Chas. E. Pelton, Lowville,
N. Y.

—Third Annual Tournament of the Peoria Bi-
cycle Club. Address Fred Patee, Peoria,
in.

.—Race Meet of the Time Wheelmen, Phila-
delphia.

—Races at the Games of the Atlantic Division of
the A. A. U. at Baltimore.

22—Rockland Co Wheelmen's Race Meet at Spring
Valley, N. Y. Entries close September 15,

with Irving D. Cole, Spring Valley, Rock-
land Co., N. Y.

22.—Bicycle Races at the Goshen, Ind., Fair.
24.—Tournament of the Valley Point Bicycle Club,

Cuba, N. Y.
26 —Race Meet of the Elizabeth, (N.J.,) Wheelmen.
26.—Wilmington Wheel Club's Third Annual 25

Mile Road Race.
26.—Manhattan Athletic Club's Tournament, Man-

hattan Field.

OCTOBER.
3.—Riverside Wheelmen's Race Meet, Manhattan

Field.

3.—Annual Twenty-five Mile Road Race of the
Boston Athletic Associction.

q^HE RHODE ISLAND WHEELMEN'S
-^ Third Annual Tournament will be held

SEPTEMBER 5th,
At Narragansett Park, Providence, R. I.

For a valuable compilation of

BICYCLE RECORDS.
Send stamp to J. L. Speir, 13 Asia St., Providence, R. I.

12.

17'

18-19,

19.

The Lowvills Cycle Clubs Third hmi\ HaceM
WILL BE HELD AT

Forest Park, Lowville, N. Y., September 17,

In connection with the County Fair. Prizes of unus-
ual value and beauty. Entries close Sept. lo. L. A.
W. rules to govern. Address, Charles E. Pelton,
Lowville, N. Y.

Sept. 7, 1891, 1:30 p.rQ._

BICYCLE RACES,
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE

UNIOX COUIVTY ROADSTERS,
ON THE GROUNDS OF THE

New J< rscy Jockey Club, Elizabeth, N.J.

1 , 2 and 5 Mile Safety Races, Handicap.
1, 2 and 5 Mile Ordinary Races, Handicap.

HANDSOME PRIZES.
Gold and Silver Watches. Gold and Silver Medals.

Address GEO. J. AMES, 408 Jefferson Ave., Eliza-
beth, N.J., for entry blanks. Entries close Aug. 29.

One Mile Track. Ko Corners. Grand Stand 8f>ats 4,000.

Pari Ave. Wleeheiis Race Meet,

PliilailelBliia, Saturday, Sept. 12, '91.

On the Tioga A. A. track, (whicli has a record
of 2.32.)

BE SURE AND COME.
We will have GOOD MEN, FAST RACES and

COSTLY PRIZES.

Look next week for list of races. For further
information and entry blanks apply to Sec-
retary of Race Committee, W. W. TAXIS, 1832
Park Avenue, Philadelphia.

THE MISSOURI DIVISION'S FALL
MEET.

No event that has ever been held during the month
of August is claiming so much of the local cyclists'
attention as the Fall meet of the Missouri Division at
Louisiana on August 29 and 30 Local Consul Gregory
spent last Sunday in St. Louis conferring with the
League officials, and after some discussion the follow-
ing events were decided upon ; One mile safety, nov-
ice ; one mile ordinary, 3.20 class; half mile safety,
dash; one mile ordinary, handicap ; two mile safety,
Missouri Division championship ; trick riding by Mr.
Harry Gordon; one mile safety, handicap; two mile
ordinary, handicap; five mile safety, Missouri Divi-
sion championship ; one mile ordinary, consolation

;

one mile safety, consolation. At least two valuable
prizes will be offered for each event, and they will
consist of gold and silver medals, cups, jewelry and
cycling sundries. Local Consul Gregory states that
the track has banked corners, is level all around, six-
ty feet wide, and the home stretch is 300 yards in
length.
The century run on August 30 promises to be as im-

portant a feature .as the races, and it is already an
assured success. The course, as laid out at present,
embraces much new riding territory that has not
been covered during previous tours to this famous
region, and is as follows : Start 6 a. m. sharp from
Palmer House ; thence north to Frankford and return
to Louisiana, distance thirty-five miles ; after partak-
ing of refreshments and a short rest the ride will be
resumed over the nine and a half mile stretch to
Dover, and thence by the famous Belt road to Clarks-
ville, where dinner will be served at 13.30 p. m.
Arrangements for taking a sponge-bath have been
made at this point, and at 1.30 p. m. the ride
back to Louisiana will be resumed. On arrival at
this place light liquid refreshments will be provided,
and the century will be completed by riding to Bowl-
ing Green. All the centurions are expected back at
Louisiana by 7:30 p. m., and their arrival will be
marked by a grand reception, which is being arranged
by the citizen's committee. The managers are in
hopes of bringing at least fifty men through, and a
suitable souvenir will be presented to each survivor.
Railroad rates will be arranged on the one fare basis
for round trip. Responses are coming in rapidly
from neighboring cities in Illinois, and it begins to
look as if Jacksonville will again have the largest
crowd present. Wheelmen who have to date notspun
over these magnificent roads shoiild not fail to em-
brace the opportunity to do so on August 30, or they
will miss the greatest enjoyment of the season.

A RACE MEET FOR LYNN, MASS.

W. H. Pote, E. W. Hopkins, A. F. McDonald, and
W. E. Foote, four of the participants in the West
Lynn Rovers' ten mile road race, on Saturday last,
not being satisfied with the result, are to have another
ten mile prize bicycle race on the Glenmere Bicycle
Park, on the afternoon of Saturday, August 15.

The Rovers will offer a big prize for the winner of
the above race, and Avill also offer prizes tor several
other races which they intend holding on the above
date, so as to make the afternoon tif August 15 a reg-
ular field day for all lovers of the wheel in the shoe
city. A list of open events will be arranged, and
efforts made to secure the presence of all the fast
riders in New England.

THE HARTFORD TOURNAMENT,

The management of the Hartford tournament de-
sires to call the particular attention of the racing
public to the list of races and prizes for the 'gi meet.
As to the running it will be seen that short races are
the rule, two miles being the limit. Out of twenty
events there being twelve one mile, three quarter
mile and five two mile races. In regard to style and
order of programme great pains have been taken to
accommodate all classes as far as possible, giving the
best, medium and slow man each an equal chance to
enter in a sufficient number of events each day.
Taking the experience of previous meets this year as
a criterion, it is evident that a large majority of rac-
ing men have discarded the ordinary for the safety
wheel, and in consequence of this state of affairs the
Hartford Wheel Club deems it best to give but two
races each day for ordinary wheels.

It has never been the policy of this club to run a
tournament on a basis of inflation. By that we mean
advertising the affair as about three times its actual
size, claiming it to be the only event of the year, put-
ting on paper a cash value of $5,oco in prizes, etc.
However, the management will guarantee this : That
the Hartford Wheel Club will, in every particular,
sustain its previous enviable reputation in conduct-
ing a cycling tournament ; the Charter Oak Park
track will be in as perfect condition as labor and
money can make it; the officials will be men of long
experience and the best obtainable ; no long, tedious
races

;
good accommodations for racing men, and, by

far, the best array of prizes ever offered by the club.
We have to acknowledge the generosity ot the trade
in donating the five leading cycles manufactured in
the country, and also extend our thanks to the Hart-
ford business houses which have also aided us by
giving valuable articles. These gifts alone constitute
a value approximate to many tournament prize lists.

However, the club has not taken this fact into con-
sideration at all, but has invested more cash in prizes
this year than ever before, a sum which will exceed
the amount expended for prizes by any other club in
the country this season. Following is the official list

of races and prizes :

FIRST DAY, SEPTEMBER 7.

One Mile, Safety, Novice (Pneumatics barred)—
First prize, gold medal ; second prize, silver medal.

Half Mil^, Safety, L. a. W. Championship—
First prize, gold medal ; second prize, silver medal.

One Mile, Ordinary, Open—First prize, diamond
scarf pin

;
second prize, water set (four pieces) ; third

prize, silver mounted umbrella.

Two Mile, Safety, 5.40 Class—First prize, silver
tilting ice pitcher ; second prize, Colt's rifle ; third
prize, pair gold sleeve buttons.

Quarter Mile, Safety (Heats)—First prize,
Columbia safety bicycle, by Pope Manufacturing Co.;
second prize, diamond scarf pin ; third prize, alligator
toilet case.

Two Mile, Safety, 6.10 Class (Pneumatics barred)
—First prize, French marble clock; second prize,
triplicate mirror ; third prize, dressing case.

One Mile, Safety, Handicap (Open to the Mem-
bers of the Hartford Wheel Club, Columbia Cycle
Club and Colt's Bicycle Club)— First prize, silver stop
watch ; second prize, pair Lemaive field glasses ; third
prize, silver flask.

One Mile, Tandem, Safety, Open—First prize,
two solid gold lockets; second prize, two silver
mounted umbrellas.

One Mile, Safety, Handicap (Heats)—First prize,
Victor Bicycle, by Storrs & Cander ; second prize,
solid gold stop watch (14k.) ; third prize, diamond and
opal scarf pin ; fourth prize, etching ; fifth prize, gold
seal ring.

One Mile, Ordinary, Handicap— First prize,
Colt's doublebarrel shot gun ; second prize, umbrella
stand (Jones' ware) ; third {jrize, silver smoking set.

SECOND DAY, SEPTEMBER 8.

One Mile Safety, 3.00 Class (Pneumatics barred)
—Frst prize, alligator traveling bag; second prize,
diamond scarf pin; third prize, combination clock
and inkstand.

One Mile Safety, 2.40 Class—First prize, Hartford
safety bicycle, by Hartford Cycle Co.; second prize,
silver stopwatch; third prize, silver mounted um-
brella.

Two Mile Safety, Open—First prize, solitaiie
diamond ring ; second prize, Mackintosh ; third prize,
etching.

QUARTER Mile Ordinary, Open—First prize, sole
leather trunk

;
second prize, pair gold sleeve buttons;

third prize, silver headed cane.

One Mile Tandem Safety, Handicap -First prize,
two Smith & Weston revolvers; second prize, two
alligator toilet cases.

Two Mile Safety, Handicap—First prize. Ram-
bler safety bicycle, by Gormully & Jeffery Mfg. Co.;
second prize, oxydized silver toilet set in case ; thira
prize, pair Lemaive pearl opera glasses.

Two Mile Ordinary, Handicap - First prize,
silver tea set of five pieces and waiter ; second prize,
Kodak camera ; third prize, table.

One Mile Safety, Open— First prize, full nickel
lady's safety Warwick bicycle, by Warwick Cycle
Mfg. Co.; second prize, banquet lamp, silver finish;
third prize, diamond sleeve buttons.

One Mile Safety, Team Race, open to Connecti-
cut clubs only (Pneumatics barred)-Frst prize, oak
roller top desk ; second prize, standing cabinet.

One Mile Safety, Consolation—First prize, gold
seal ring ; second prize, fishing set ; third prize, solid
silver match safe.
A handsome diamond medal will be presented to

the contestant breaking the one mile safety record in
competition.
Entriesclose September i Entry blanks mailed on

application to J. Jf. Grass, Secretary, P. O. Pox 565,
Hartford, Conn.
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A GREAT TEAM ROAD RACE AT
BUFFALO.

The fifty mile team road race, between the Press
Cycling Club and the Ramblers Bicycle Club, of Buf-
falo, on Saturday last, resulted in a victory for the
former club by 16 points. The start was made at
Brig-hton shortly after 3 p. m., and the finish occurred
at Blasdell, where a large crowd of spectators gath-
ered to see the men cross the tape. The race was the
most interesting ever held in the vicinity.
The teams were : Press Cycling Club—W. H. Pen-

seyers, R. W. Conn, Jesse Kittinger, A. E. Strong, J.
A. Newman, and Henry Smith.
Ramblers — A. T. Crooks, E. F. Weinig, A. H.

Christ, J. J. Kane, F. E. Klipfel, and T. Furman.
Every man was in the pink of condition, and

at 3 o'clock when they lined up at Brocton for the start
they presented a pretty picture.
A few seconds past 3 o'clock the word was given

and the men dashed ahead. They were all bunched
for a time, but soon began to gradually spread out with
Penseyers in the lead. The committee having the ar-
rangements in charge had placed men all along the
line to report.
At Fredonia, Crooks, Penseyres, Weinig, and Conn

were bunched, and as they passed the checkers a
blanket would have covered the quartette. Then
stringing along came Smith, Klipfel, Kane, Neuniann,
Kittinger, Furman, Christ. Neumann met with an
accident, the head came out of his wheel and he
took a bad fall, he changed his mount, and lost
several minutes by the occurrence.
At Silver Creek, 22 miles from the starting point,

the pace was hot between the first four men. Pen-
seyers passed at 4.04 o'clock, and climbed Silver
Creek hill. Weinig was about 25 yards behind, and
Crooks and Conn were within easy hailing distance,
scarcely five yards apart. Then came Kittinger,
Smith, and Klipfel together, Kane, Christ, Furman,
Strong, Neumann.
At Evans Center the men .passed in the following

order: Penseyres, Conn, Weinig, Kittinger, Smith,
Klipfel, Christ, Kane, Strong, Neumann, Crooks, Fur-
man. The first men were riding easy, while those in
the rear were hustling to close up the gap in front of
them.

It was expected that good time would be made, and
as the watches began to point to s.30 anxious eyes
were cast up the road towards Bay View. Presently
a cloud of dust was seen a mile away. When this
cleared, men with sharp eyes announced that Pen-
seyers had emerged from the cloud—and this proved
to be true. In a few minutes he rode up as brown as
a berry but strong and hearty. Frantic cheers rent
the air, hats and caps were tossed high in the air, and
ladies waved their dainty pocket handkerchiefs. The
Pressites made a bee line for Penseyer's wheel and he
was lifted and carried shoulder high intoa bath room.
He rode an Ingram pneumatic wheel made by himself.
His time was 2h. 41m. 30s. While the winner was
being carried into the hotel by his elated cluljmates,
the Ramblers dolefully asked: "Where's Austin?"
meaning Crooks, who defeated Van Wagoner so
handily in the fifty mile road race of the June tour-
ney. But Austin didn't show up for some time, and
he was not the second man but the seventh. Conn
proved to be sectmd man, and he came at 5.55. He,
too, was greeted with cheers and carried into the
hotel by the Pressites. Then a chance was offered
the Ramblers to veil, and tliey seized the opportunity
with avidity, when Weinig sprinted along but two
minutes behind Conn. The yell had hardly died out
before the opposing side exercised its lungs aijain,

the occasion being the arrival of Kittinger, who was
second in the Detroit road race. Smith, another
Pressite, came next, and this gave his club the race
beyond all recall, as the necessary points to win had
been scored.
" Klip," the century maker of the Ramblers, shov/ed

up, and leisurely Crooks followed " Klip." The air in
his pneumatic escaped, and he had an attack of sick-
ness just as he struck the Indian Reservation. Christ,
who has not been on his wheel to train since the De-
troit race, was the next man to appear. He clearly
showed that he was out of condition. Strong then
finished in good style. Neumann and Kane crossed
the line about two yards apart, the Pressite ahead.
Kane took a fall at Silver Creek, disabled his wheel,
and changed six times "oefore he reached Blasdell.
Furman, the only ordinary rider in the race, was last
in, the roads being unfit for that style of machine.
The following table will show how the men finished

and the time they made :

Name. Club. Finish. Points.
Penseyers P. C. C. 5-48.50 12

Conn P. C. C. s 55.10 II

Weinig R. B. C. 5.57-08 10

Kittinger P. C. C. 5-58-11 9
Smith P. C. C. 6.15.56 8

Klipfel R. B. C. 6.19-30 7
Crooks R. B. C. 6.30.13 6

Christ R. B. C. 6.32.52 4
Strong P. C. C. 6.33.58 4
Neumann P. C. C. 6.37-58 3
Kane R. B. C. 6.38.00 2

Furman R. B. C. 6.53.i8 i

The Press Cycling Club score 47 points and the
Ramblers 31.

The ofiicers were : Referee, W. S. Bull
;
Judges of

Finish, W. W. Wilson, R. Kelsey, A. G. Batchelder
and G. W. Schooley ; Starter, H. Warren.
The Press Cycling Club will take the prize which is

a club trophy valued at $25 The other prizes are :

First man in, $10 gold medal and a solid silver initial

belt buckle. G. W. Schooley adds a $5 silk belt. The
other members of the winning team will have a $5
gold medal each.
In the evening a banqitet was held at the rooms of

the Press Club at which victor and vanqviished joined
hands and a roval celebration resulted.

THE PARADE AND RACE MEET AT
PHILADELPHIA.

One of the latest fool statements that has started
the rounds of the press is that "the leading lady bi-
cyclers of New York, Washington and Poughkeepsie
have signed an agreement to wear pants, coa^ and
vest a§ a club uniform,"

The race meet engineered by the local dealers of
Philadelphia on Saturday last was preceded by a lan-
tern parade on Friday evening. While it was not as
large as the parade of last Fall the display was very
unique and pretty, and the throngs of people who lined
Broad Street were evidently very well pleased with
the show. There were 500 wheels in line decorated
with bunting and lanterns.
The parade was scheduled to start at eight o'clock,

but it was nearly nine when the line, headed by Cap-
tain French, of the Mt. Vernon Wheelmen, was able
to get through the dense crowd which blocked the
street.
There were many striking displays, each club striv-

ing to have some unique feature Messrs. Bindewald
and Ludwig, of the Eagle Wheelmen, rode a tandem
tricycle covered with a framework upon which was
hung over 100 lanterns, which swayed to and fro in
the breeze, while Knor and Rich, of the same club,
had a similar machine very showily decorated, repre-
senting a yacht under full sail. Two members of the
Northeast Wheelmen, dressed as Chinamen, and rid-
ing a tandem bicycle covered with a canopy, created
considerable applause, while Wagner and Blythe,of
the Time Wheelmen, representing " Beauty and the
Beast," in a cage made of strips of bunting hung with
miniature lanterns, also made a very pretty showing.
The handsomest display of the parade, and the one

awarded the prize for the finest individual turnout,
was by W. H. Wyeth, William Lindenfelder and
C. F. Fischer, of the Time Wheelmen, who had three
single machines attached side by side and drawing
a bicycle made up as a chariot, in which rode a fan-
tastically dressed little girl. The men were dressed
as jockeys, and the machines were beautifully decor-
ated with lanterns and silk ribbons and streamers.
The prize offered tor the best club display was

awarded to the Time Wheelmen, and the prize for
the best individual wheel was given to Captain
French, of the Mt. Vernon Wheelmen.
Fireworks "'ere set off at different points along the

route, and many of the wheelmen burned red and
blue fire.

Although the weather was threatening on Saturday
afternoon, the races on the track at the Athletic ball
grounds were witnessed by several hundred spec-
tators. The profits of the meet will be used to start
a fund for the purchase of grounds on which to build
a cycle track of modern construction. Eleven promi-
nent dealers are interested in the Association, and
the many useful prizes offered were spiritedly con-
tested for. The track is evidently short, as the times
announced are unusually fast.
A ten mile handicap road race, starting from Noble

Station on the York Road, was the first event on the
programme, and the spectators sat anxiously await-
ing the arrival of the road riders for half an hour.
At ten minutes past three W. C. Seeds, scratch, of

Wilmington, dashed in at the northwest gate, closely
followed by F. B. Marriot and half a dozen other
cyclists. The last mile was to be finished on the track,
and most of the men reserved all their energy for the
final effort. Seeds held the lead until the third lap,
when he was passed at the grand stand by Marriot.
.Marriot's spurt gained him but little advantage, how-
ever, for Seeds again pushed to the front and came in
a good winner. The others followed in the order
named : J. G. High, 4m.; J. B. Marriot, 30s.: A. A.
Gracey, im.; Herbert W. Swank, 4m.; Edward Roe,
2m. Seeds time was 33m. 30s. Just as he was enter-
ing the gate, J. L. Hanley collided with a horse and
wagon and was seriously injured internally. The
first prize was a gold watch.

The track events resulted as follows :

One Mile, Novice. Safety (In three heats)—Final
Heat—H. F. Winder, T. A. A., first; G. W. Freeman,
P. A. W., second

; E. W. Kelsey. third. Tin^e, 2m. 58
1-5S. The first prize was a common-sense bicycle.

One Mile, Ordinary, Handicap—Harry Gill, P.
A. W., 140 yards, first ; E. W. Bair, P. A. W., 180 yards,
second. Time, 2m. 37s.

One Mile, Safety, Open—J. R. Hazelton, A. C. S.
N., first; W. W. Taxis, A. C. S. N., .second. Time,
2m. 35 3-3S. This was the race of the day, for the $200
diamond emblem. The finish between Taxis and
Hazelton was very exciting. Relly, Bilyeu and
Marriott also started.

One Mile, Handicap, Special—J. D. Lingle, no
yards, first ; Hoffman, second. Time, 2m. 55s.

Quarter Mile, Safety, Open—Hazelton, first

;

Mead, S. C. W., Second. Time, 39 2-5S.

One Mile, Safety, 3.00 Class—Harry Gill, first;
W. W. Owens, second. Time, 2m. sis.

One Mile, Tandem, Handicap—Crawford and
Donnelly, 330 yards, first ; Kelly and Draper, scratch,
second ; Taxis and Hazelton, scratch, third. Time,
5m. 43J4S.

One Mile, Safety, 3.20 Class—G. W. Freeman,
first ; E. W. Kelsey, second. Time, 3m. 8 1-5S.

One Mile, Lap Race—W. W. Taxis, first; S. W-
Merrihew, second. Time, 3m.

One Mile, Safety, Handicap—H. Bilyeu, P. A.
W., 90 yards, first ; J. A. Mead, Q. C. W., 165 yards,
second. Time, 2m. 33 2-5S.

Quarter Mile, Ordinary—Taxis, first; Draper,
second. Time, ^yl^s.

One Mile, Handicap, Special—J. S. Bretz, 150
yards, first ; S. W. Merrihew, scratch, second. Time,
2m. 58 4-ss.

The officials were : Referee, O. S. Bunwell
; clerk of

course, J. S. Bretz ; starter, C. W. Dalsen.

SUCCESSFUL RACE MEET AT CORT-
LAND, N. Y.

The Riclifield Springs Kaces Postponed.
The tournament of the Waiontha Bicycle Club,

of Richfield Springs, N. Y., which was to have been
held On August 4, has been postponed nnt'l August
II, owing to inclement weather.

A well managed and largely attended race meet
was that of the Cortland (N. Y.) Wheel Club, held on
Saturday last. Although rain fell during the close
of (the day's sport it did not to any extent interfere
with the races. A large number of central New York
fast riders were in attendance and the contests were
all interesting to the spectators, as cycle racing was
a novelty to many of those present.
In the morning the wheelmen to the number of

nearly one htindred and fifty, headed by the Homer
Band, gave a street parade. They rode in the follow-
ing order: Pacemaker, Dr. Santee, Homer Band,
•Grand Marshal and StaiT, Dryden Wheelmen, Nor-
wich Wheelmen, Syracuse Century Club, Binghamp-
ton Wheelmen, Cortland Wheel Club, Wappinger
Wheelmen, Oswego Wheelmen. They were followed
by a number of out-of-town representatives and
quite a number, as guests of the Cortland Wheel Club,
were also in line. The wheelmen made a fine appear-
ance as they rode through the principal streets, but
at times the road was so rough that it was necessary
for the wheelmen to dismount and walk.

It is estimated that 3,000 people witnessed the races.
The track was in excellent condition. Half a dozen
large factories in the town shut down in order to
permit the employees to witness the sport. In the
evening a picnic was held in Floral Trout Park, after
which refreshments were served in the rooms of the
wheel club.
The first event was a fifteen mile road race to Little

York and return, finishing four laps on the track.
The result was : G. W. Houk, C. W. C, first ; F. W.
Piatrow, Oneida, second ; E. H. Crosby, Y. C. C,
third

; J. F. Aldrich, Oneida, fourth. Time, 58m. 48s.

THE track events.
One Mile Novice Safety.-E. H. Martin, U. C. C,

first ; A. N. Scoville, Syracuse, second ; A. P. Babcock,
Norwich, third. Time, 3m. 2s.

A serious accident resulted during this event. Pia-
trow, of Oneida, when nearly at the tape found him-
self in a pocket. He tried to get out and take tho
pole, and in doing so collided with C. G. Smith, of the
Cortland Club. In a second the two wheels and their
riders were badly mixed up and heavily thrown. Pia-
trow had his shoulder bone broken in two places and
was removed from the ground to the office of a doc-
tor, where the bone was set. Smith received a severe
shaking up and was considerably bruised, so much
so as to prevent his entering in any of the latter
events.

One Mile, Ordinary—A. J. Fuller, Rome, first;
W. A. Doubleday, Cortland, second ; I. R. Rheu-
bottom, Wappinger Falls, third. Time, 3m. 35^8-

One Mile, Safety—W. D. Banker, Buffalo Athletic
Club, first; C. W. Dorntge, Buffalo, second; G. L.
Prescott, Rome, third. Time, 2m. 46s.

One Mile, Safety, 3.20 Class—Edwin H. Martin,
Utica, first; E. E. ;Cassin, Wappinger Falls, second

;

G. W. Houk, Cortland, third. Time, 3m. 4l4s.

ONE Mile, Team Race—Buffalo 30 points, Cort-
land 28, Wappinger Falls 14. Buffalo was the winner
in 2m. 50XS. The team was Banker and Dorntge.

One Mile Ride and Run—C. W. Dorntge, Buffalo,
first; E. H. Martin, Utica, second; W. H. Wells, N.

J. A. C, third. Time, 3m. 24s.

Two Mile, Handicap, Safety—W. D. Banker,
scratch, first; W. A. Doubleday, C. W. C., 150 yards,
second ; W. H. Dillon, B. W. C, 90 yards, third ; Rheu-
bottom, W. F. C, 140 yards, fourth. Time, 2m. 4i}4s.
No one thought Houk could be beaten with 160 yards

start, with Banker at scratch, but the Buffalonian sur-
prised them all and made up the 160 yards in the first

mile and a half. Houk saw he was not ij it so
dropped out, as did E. M. Marlow, of Wappinger's
Falls. Banker was cheered to the echo as he came in
a winner, and by those who for the first time wit-
nessed a bicycle handicap considered him a phenom-
enal rider.

One Mile, Ordinary, 3.10 Class—W. A. Double-
day, first ; H. J. Fuller, second ; M. J. Fountain,
Brooklyn, third. Time, 3m. i6}^s.

One Half Mile, Safety—C. H. Dorntge, first; W.
D Banker, second

;
John Wilkinson, Syracuse, third.

Time, im. 17KS.

Three Mile, Lap Race—J. R. Rheubottom, first

;

A. J. Fuller, second. Time, iim. 2gs.

Two Mile, Club, Handicap—W. A. Doubleday,
scratch, first : Frank Bell, 20s., second ; G. W. Houk,
scratch, third; Dalton, scratch, fourth; Grain, 30s.,

fifth. Time, 6m. 20}^.

The last event was a mile race between Dorntge, of
Buffalo, and a horse. Dorntge won easily. 'Time,
2m. 37HS.

The Manhattan A. C.'s Race Meet.
The cyclists of the Manhattan Athletic Club will

hold a race meet at the Manhattan field on September
26 under the direction of Chas. O. Perry. The events
to be decided on are as follows : One mile novice,
safety ; one mile handicap, safety ; one mile handicap,
ordinary ; half mile ordinary ; halt mile safety, open

;

two mile ordinary, handicap; one mile safety^ one
mile ordinary, 2.50 class ; two mile safety, handicap

;

two mile tandem, handicap ; two mile M. A. C. cham-
pionship. A ten mile club handicap road race will be
held on September 12.

St. Louis Wheelmen will be largely represented at
the race meets at Alton, 111., on August 15 and Belle-
ville on August 16. The list of prizes is valued at

.$500. Many new racing men will come forward and
for the first time show what they can do in the way of
winning some of the valuable medals. Instead of
having some of the usual novice races for safeties
and ordinaries, there will be class races—for safeties
a 3.20 class, and for ordinaries a 3.30 class—open to

I anyone not making better than that time fpr a mil?,
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A FIFTY-MILE RACE AT RICHFIELD
SPRINGS, N. Y.

The weather here has been most unfavorable for

bicycling for some time, a great deal of rain having
fallen, which has made both roads and track very-

heavy. For this reason the races of the Waiontha
Bicycle Club were postponed from their original date,

August 4, to Wednesday next, August 12.

The road race of fifty miles, however, came off on
Wednesday of this week. The original course, four
times around Canandaigua Lake, had to be given up
on account of the bad condition of the roads, as rain
had caused them to become extremely heavy.
The route selected was from the Earlington House

to the race track and thence ninety-five times around
the course, making about 150 yards over fifty miles.
Promptly at 10:42 a. m. the first man was started, C.

P. Giesy, of Oneida, with a handicap of i8m. After
him pedalled E. H. Crosby, of Utica, with a handicap
of 16m. Then P«ck, of the Business Men's League, of

Newark, N. J., with 12m. to his credit, and last, D.
McLean, of the K. C. W., with 4m. in his favor.
Giesy rode a cushion tire, Crosby a pneumatic,

McLean pneumatic and Peck a cushion.
The cushions paid a penalty of 2m. and the pneu-

matics 6m.
The wheeling over the village street, some half

mile, was very heavy, and the riders on arriving
took to the extreme outer edge of the track—the only
passable ground. The first few laps were made
slowly and laboriously, but the pneumatic's gradu-
ally rolled the narrow path down to such a condition
that the pace rose to thirteen miles per hour. The
track traveled in for the whole race was not over a
toot wide. Outside of this was slippery mud. Only
one man was dismounted during the race. Several
times machines were changed to give a chance to

clean off the mud. One ot the pneumatics had inch
wide strips of common sheeting fastened around the
tire at intervals of three inches, and these assisted
materially in preventing slipping.
At nine miles Giesy dropped out, as his machine

ran badly and he was not in condition for such work.
Crosby kept up pluckily till he had reached thirty-

seven miles and then gave way. He had caught cold,

and had not recovered enough to stand the work. He
had averaged only about 10.6 miles per hour.
McLean rode very easily, and steadily reduced the

twelve minutes he had started behind Peck. The last

half of the race was rather a monotonous grind over
the soft ground—first one leading then the other. It

was an interesting question as to the comparative
values of the tires for such work. The ground was
soft and springy, and the tires were covered with a
fine coating of mud that stuck like mucilage. The
pneumatic was broader and apparently got a stronger
adhesion and more resistance from the mud. The
gearing up to sixty-three inches made the work
harder, but it gave distance and speed, and the
deadening of vibration was a decided gain in a fifty

mile race on a hard saddle, McLean finished in much
better condition than Peck, who rode a cushion geared
to fifty-seven.
McLean gets the first prize, a Credenda bicycle and

the special time prize of the Pope Manufacturing
Company's remarkably pretty cup. Peck secured a
Kodak for second, and though he did not finish, the
third prize was awarded to Crosby, who rode pluckily
even after he was exhausted. The attendance was
only fair, but much interest is manifested in the track
races to come off next Wednesday, and there is every
prospect of a large crowd of spectators.
McLean's time was 4h. iK™. Peck's actual time

was thirteen minutes longer—finishing some 200 yards
behind McLean.

A ROAD RACE AT LYNN.

The Rovers Bicycle Club, of West Lynn, Mass., held
a lo-mile handicap road race from Lynn to Nahant
and return on Saturday last
The first prize was a French mantel clock, and the

others were a nickel lantern, a silver cake basket and
and a bicycle alarm and luggage carrier.
The starters were : W. E. Foot, with 2m. handicap

;

E. Dexter, 3m.; W. Coleman, 3m.; James La Blanc,
2?^m.; S. H. Pote and E. Hopkins, scratch ; W. B.
Humphrey, 2m.; James Turnbull, 2%m., and A. B.
Stimpson, 2%m. The men finished as follows :

Rider. M. s
W. E. Foot 39 01

E. Dexter 39 36
W.Coleman ... 39 40
James Le Blanc 39 56
James Macdonald 40 20
S.H.Pote 40 55
E. Hopkins 40 56

W. B. Humphrey 41 50
James Turnbull 42 n
A. B. Stimpson 42 40

The Judges were J. A. Waite and L. M. Marshall,
with George H. Alton, Referee

; J. A. Waite, Samuel
Deacon and George H. Alton, Timers ; A. F. Batch-
elder, Clerk of the Course, with ten Assistants, as
follows : E. E. Grey, C. W. Hallett, C. E. Davis, E. C.
Morrill, T. N. Johnson, T. Simonds, T. B. Robinson,
J. A. Bradbury, J. Leary, and J. E Kerrison.
Caine collided with Stimpson during the race on the

Nahant Road, and the latter was quite badly injured.
Macdonald was obliged to change his wheel three

times during the race. The last one he had was the
property of John Woods of Salem, and this was at-
tached by James McGarry at the finish of the race.

The events to be run at the third annual race me«t of
the Lowville (N. Y.) Cycle Club on September 17 con-
sist of nine open races, one novice, one championship
of Lewis, Jefferson and St. Lawrence Counties ; one
Central N.Y. championship; and one Lewis County
championship. The prizes will consist of medals,
silver cups and useful articles. As the club is backed
by the Fair Association, the meet will be directed on
a broader scale than in previous years.

CASON DEFEATS GUILLOTTE AT
NEW ORLEANS.

Four thousand people saw B. W. Cason, Jr., defeat
Chas. B. Guillotte in a five mile race for the cham-
pionship of Louisiana, at New Orleans, on Sunday last.

It was the most e.xciting and peculiar race ever held
in the city. The race took place at 9 o'clock, and not
withstanding that it was Sunday morning, there was
in the great crowd present many ladies. The men
had been urged forward by their friends into a de-
cided rivalry, but they shook hands before the match
and after it, spoke only pleasant words and left the
track firm admirers of each other. Although between
$15,000 and $20,000 were wagered upon the result, no
ill feeling was displayed anywhere ; there was no ex-
ultation by the victorious, and no demonstration that
was likely to injure any feelings or disturb the pleas-
ant relationship between local cyclers. It was simply
a fair and orderly test of the merits of two riders,
each of whom had a legion of followers believing him
to be the best man in the State.
Guillotte has won many races in his day, having

been on the path since 1886, but had never met Cason,
who has but recently sprung into popularity. For the
last two years Guillotte has scarcely turned a wheel.
Naturally when the new champion was talked about
therelwere many who remembered the old. Then came
a discussion as to their relative merits, and then the
talk of a match. Guillotte was reluctant at first, but
his pride was touched and he finally entered into the
project enthusiastically. As for Cason, racing is a
part of his existence. The race was made at five

miles, Guillotte's favorite distance, and the men went
into training. C. W. Ziegler and a party of friends
represented the Guillotte interests, and W. C. Grivot
and others the Cason side. They engaged the Fair
Grounds, prepared the track, issued over five thou-
sand invitations, and made all arrangements. The
latter included a magnificent diamond medal for the
winner. It is probably one ot the finest medals ever
rode for. The various parts are of gold of different
colors. The top bar bears the word "Champion,"
and is crowned by a victory head supported by cher-
ubs. The main design is suspended from the bar by
heavy chains, and are caught by the extended wings
of an eagle perched upon bicycle wheels. From each
wheel extends a spear headed staff, bearing a pen-
nant, and each pennant holds the name of one of the
contestants. The rest of the design is a large wheel
flanked by dragons, and in front of the wheel is a
bicycle of gold, with moving wheels, surmounted by
a rider in full costume.
Betting was heavily indulged in, and it is said that

$20,000 was wagered on the result during the race, and
fully $5,000 was staked on the previous day.
The race itself was not exciting, Guillotte set the

pace for over four miles, Cason trailing two lengths
behind. On the home stretch Cason had no trouble
in passing his competitor and crossed the line a six-
teenth of a mile ahead. Cason's victory was received
enthusiastically. The times were as follows :

First mile 3.52
Second mile 3.55
Third mile 4.00
Fourth mile 4.05
Fifth mile 3. 11 4-5
Cason's time 19-03 4-S
Guillotte's time 19.20 2-5

NOTES OF THE ROAD AND PATH.

N. Y. A. C.'s Team vrill not Attend the Peoria
Meet.

Neither Zimmerman nor Murphy, in fact none of
the New York Athletic Club's team intend to go to
Peoria this fall. They claim that they were to re-
ceive prizes last year for remaining over for the
record-breaking events, and that the promise was
never kept. It is stated, however, that Berlo and
Windle were given prizes.
Another reason why these riders are loth to

attend the Peoria tournament is on account of the
attitude of the west towards the A. A. U.
Atthe Illinois Division Meet a committee was ap-

pointed to draw up a set of resolutions favoring the
reinstatement of Randall, and on this committee was
a prominent member of the Peoria Club. If he voiced
the sentiment of his club, the athletic club men think
that they will not be welcome.

M. Dubois, the Speedy Frencliman, Murdered.
M. Dubois, the champion bicyclist of France, was

murdered by a workingman at Lux recently. Dubois,
who was riding at the time, was prevented passing
where the murderer was at work, and during an
altercation between him and the man he was struck
on the head by a crowbar, which smashed his skull.
The man claims that he acted in self-defence. An-
other report states that the murder was in revenge,
Dubois having reported the man to the foreman for
having thrown stones at him. Dubois held the larger
portion of the French records. Full particulars have
not as yet been received.

For the Edification of the Koa<l Hog.
Country newspapers are printing the following

paragraph which is probably news to many rural
inhabitants of this country :

'"
It may be interesting

to wheelmen to know that under the laws of 1887,
chapter 704, their rights are clearly defined. Section
I of that chapter gives them the same rights upon
the public highways as carriages or other public
vehicles. Section 2 forbids the local authorities to
§ass any law that shall in any way conflict with the
fate law, or exclude wheelmen from the use of the

highways. Section 3 authorizes the local authority
to pass ordinances to limit and determine the proper
rate of speed at which bicycles may be propelled,
etc., and to prohibit the use of such vehicles upon
that part of the street, highway or parkway, com-
monly known as the footpath or sidewalk."

A military velocipede, which is to seat twenty-eight
persons, is being constructed in France, and will be
experimented with in the approaching manoeuvres.

The Apollo Bicycle Club, of Taunton, Mass., will
hold a race meet on August 12. Address H. M. Cope-
,and, Taunton, Mass.

The Time Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, will hold its

race meet on September 19 at the Keystone Cycle
track.

Mr. H. E. Laurie writes that he does not intend to
do any racing, and that his visit here will be purely a
business one.

The Rhode Island Wheelmen, of Providence, expect
to secure the appearance of several English cracks at
their tournament, on September 5.

Forty-nine members of the Detroit Wheelmen
started on a century run on July 26. Of this number
twenty-nine finished before 10 p. m.

A half mile race in two heats was run at the Turn
Verein picnic at Williamsport, Pa., last week. The
first prize was won by Kramer, Murphy second.

A one mile race run at St. Louis on Sunday ot last
week resulted as follows: E. M. Knapp, first ; R. M.
Tiad, second ; Ed. Grath, third. Time, 3m. 32 1 5s.

It is possible that Bode and Barrett may double for
the tandem race. They have been driving a pneu-
matic Humber tandem m promising style in practice.

Capt. E. A. Powers, of the Riverside Wheelmen, has
returned from a wheeling tour through the State of
Connecticut. He reports the roads in excellent con-
dition.

O. W. Lawson, of Louisville, on Monday last rode
from Maysville to Shelbyvill'e, 117}^ miles, in i3h. 15m.,
which establishes a new Kentucky straight awa5'
record.

Sidney B. Bowman, of the N. Y. A. C, says he is in
fine condition and expects to ride a mile in 2m. 25s.

before the season closes. He thinks Murphy ought
to ride close to 2.16.

The Riverside Wheelmen will hold a series of five
mile races on the Englewood course during August.
On August 8 and y a run will be held to Highland
Beach and Long Branch.

The annual twenty-five mile handicap road race of
the Boston Athletic Association will be held on Octo-
ber 3 over the same course as used last year. About
twenty prizes will be offered.

Four cycle races will be run during the fair at
Carthage, Ohio, on August 18. Among the prizes is a
high grade safety. The races will be under the man-
agement of Charles Hanauer, of Cincinnati.

W. F. West, of Philadelphia, rode from Newark to
that city on Monday last in 8h. 35m., lowering the
previous best time, made by O. S. Bunnell, by 55m.
West is confident he can ride the distance in eight
hours.

The Pittsburgh local long-distance record was
broken on Sunday of last week by F. G. Lenz, who
rode 135 miles a day, twenty miles of which was
through rain and mud. His actual riding time was
19^ hours.

The Metropolitan Athletic Club, of Providence, has
taken up cycling and will hold a ten mile handicap
road race on August 8. The three men winning this
race will be entered in the open events of the Provi-
dence tournament.

At the annual fall trotting and athletic games of
the South Side Driving Club, at Baldwin's, L. I., on
Labor Day, September 7, a mile (safety) handicap and
a two mile (ordinary) handicap will be run. Entrance
fee 50 cents. Address, Paul Ayres, 217 Fifth Aveuue,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

A two mile open handicap salety race is among the
events to be held at the races of the Saugerties N. Y.
Y. M. C. A., on August 22, on the half mile track at
the Driving Park. The first prize is a $25 gold medal.
Entrance fee $1. Address, Ale.K. H. Leo, secretary,
Saugerties, N. Y.

R. C. Nesbitt, an English hill-climber of some note,
in a recent contest found it impossible to reach the
top of a steep hill on a pneumatic ordinary. On a
solid tired G. O. O., however, he reached the summit.
In the same contest the pneumatic tired safety riders
had it all their own way.

Frank G. Lenz and C. H. Petticord, of Pittsburg,
Pa., will start on a wheel tour to New Orleans on Au-
gust 9. The route selected is through Cumberland
and Hagerstown, Md., Stanton and Lexington, Va.,
Knoxville and Chattanooga, Tenn.; Birmingham and
Tuscaloosa, Ala., and Meridian and Sligo, Miss.

The mileage of the hardest riders of the Elizabeth
wheelmen up to July i is as follows : Ensworth, 1572

;

Bennett, 1318 ; Williams, 1269 ; Robinson, 1211 ; White,
1126. Riders who do not use cyclometers are allowed
to enter their mileage by estimation, a table of dis-
tances to the neighboring cities and towns having
been prepared.

Dogs are recognized as pretty good runners and the
possessors of great staying powers, but they cannot
hold their own with a man on a wheel. J. H. Dippold,
of Baden, Pa., took a run recently to New Castle
accompanied by his dog Fritz. According to the
Pittsburgh Bulletin, at the start Fritz would run
ahead, look back and encourage Mr. Dippold to hurry
up ; but when near New Castle Fritz was content with
the rear, trotting along with his tongue hanging well
out. On the return trip he was lost entirely at Beaver
Falls, being completely exhausted in the sixty-two
miles, and returned home two days later.
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THE PLEASURE OF IT.

'Neath the shady trees,
Rustling in the breeze,
When the twilight shadows
Lengthen o'er the meadows,
In the sunny rays
Of long summer days.

Steadily glide I,

Evenly ride I,

Never was pleasure
In such a measure.
Harmless and free,
Waiting for me. A. S.

CHICAGO.

The third annual run of the Lincoln Cycling Club
to Milwaukee and Waukesha occurred on Sunday
last. Thirty-six men made the round trip. The
steamer was taken to Milwaukee Saturday evening,
reaching there Sunday morning, returning in the
evening. The day was spent in a most enjoyable
eighteen mile ride to Waukesha, where a plunge in

an open air natatorium and an excellent dinner was
followed by a slow ride back to the cream city. To
the Milwaukee boys the Chicago riders feel greatly
indebted for kind and hospitable treatment. They
may depend upon a hearty reception on the occasion
of their visit to this city in the fall.

The Comet Cycling Club is an organization com-
posed of Lincoln Cycling Club members and north
side lady riders in about equal numbers. Their
meeting place is at the mineral springs in Lincoln
Park.

At Milwaukee any amount of money can be secured
on a wager that Terre Andrae will prove too much
for our Chicago war horse, Norton H. Van Sicklen.

R. L. Ede is to be in this country for the great
Peoria one hundred mile race. I don't see what show
our American riders will have against this " Pocket
Hercules," but no doubt many will make the try.

N H. Van Sicklen will .not be a competitor in the
twenty-five mile road race at Springfield, Mass., next
month. He will take part in the local tournament.

A postponement of the Lincoln Cycling Club race
from August 15 to August 22 is necessitated by the
non-completion of the Parkside track. The races to
be decided are the one mile championships, ordinary
and safety, and the old men's race. The latter is also
an annual fixture, and the feature of the year for the
club riders.

Ralph Temple gave a splendid exhibition at a recent
performance of a " Night in Pekin " in this city. He
had q_uite his old form, and says he never gave an
exhibition in so novel a way before. Fireworks were
spluttering all around him, and colored fires burned
constantly.

W. C. Thorne smashed the Chicago to Wheeling
record Saturday week, doing the twenty-six miles
over poor roads in one hour and fifty minutes. His
mount was a Bath Road Safety, but recently imported
by himself.

The course for the Lincoln Cycling Club's annual
race, as officially measured, is exactly ten miles.
Starting at a point on North Halsted Street, two
blocks north of Belmont Avenue, north to Evanston
Avenue, to Sheridan Drive to the large sign at end,
west one block and north to end of Macadam, west
one block and back to Argyle Station, thence east to
Sheridan Drive, south to Halsted, east on Belmont
Avenue, and south on Sheridan Drive to the Grant
monument. As over fifty men will be entered, and
the prize list is long, some interest will center in this
event. The medals are magnificent.

No change in the date of the Chicago two-days'
tournament is practicable. If run earlier, the track
would not be in condition, and besides a tournament
elsewhere is on for September 5th, and if run after
September 11 and 12, it would necessarily be after
Peoria, and danger of further postponement by the
equinoctial storms would be the result. Therefore
it wiil be a local tournament, and the races each day
equally divided between the safeties and ordinaries
will be run. No prizes of sufficient value will be put
up as to attract the Eastern fiyers. This will be a
great means of arousing local interest in racing, and
when Chicago has a record track, which she will have
soon, a national tournament will be promoted.

With the West, one feels that Mr. Street's accep-
tance of a position on the Racing Board during .the

present difficulty should have been postponed until
after the meeting at Hartford. Mr. Dunn telegraphed
to Mr. Street during the Detroit meet asking the
question, Mr. Street answered aye, and later received
official notification that he was an official member of
the Racing Board. Fred Patee, of Peoria, was warmly
indorsed by far the larger portion of Chicago riders
for the position.

While J. F. Wagner was riding south on Grand
Boulevard, Warren Springer came along in a light
speeding buggy so close to the rider as to scare the
horses. They kicked and plunged, striking Mr. Wag-
ner's wheel in several places, smashing a rat-trap
pedal, breaking out several spokes and buckling the
wheel. No assistance was offered by this road fiend
other than a gruff query as he rapidly drove away,
"Hurt any? Keep out of the way."
Washington Boulevard being now completed from

Fortieth Street west, the Illinois Cycling Club has set
the date for its annual ten mile road race for August
15th, Saturday, at 4.30 o'clock. The course is from
Fortieth Street five miles west and return. The en-
tries already number fifty, and the prize list is long.

To ex-Chairman Randall is due much credit for his
good work in the cause of the League, he having in-
creased the membership of the Illinois Division over
one hundred members, mostly from among the mem-
bership of the Chicago Cycling Club. An amendment

is posted on the bulletin board to make the Chicagos
a League organization. On account of the large
social membership, this can hardly be brought about.

L. A. Lafferty, of Nashville, Tenn., a member of the
Detroit Wheelmen, was in the city last week making
arrangements to push the Humberin Nashville. An
old Detroit boy himself, he is heartily ashamed and
mortified at the manner in which the Detroiters con-
ducted the national meet. He, as well as Jos. Josephi,
a resident of this city, state that they will sever their
connection at once with the home club.

The cyclist who attempts to run that blockade of
Hibernian coppers at Lincoln Park after dark without
a lantern runs a risk of the prison cell, as they have
stood it as long as possible and will now strictly en-
force the rule. This is what one of them told me as
he gently turned my face to a stiff wind and sent me
flying the way I didn't want to go. On account of my'
youth he disliked to lock me up.

Betts, Berger, Barrett and Bode, a quartet of B's—
and what a quartet of active newspaper and cycling
press workers they are !

A. J. Marrett, the genial manager of the Coventry
Machinists Co., came to this city a comparative
stranger from Coventry, Eng. Very deservedly he
has sprung into popularity, and is most highly es-
teemed by his fellow-members in the Lincoln Cycling
Club.

Mrs. H. F. Atkin, of Maywood, bears the proud dis-
tinction of being the first lady rider to complete a
century in a day, and over country roads at that.
She is the first lady member of the Century Road
Club, and of this she of course feels very proud. She
rode with her husband from Maywood to Joliet to
Aurora and return, doing 102 miles, and finishing in
good style and not at all done out.

Geo. Thorne, C. C. C, is now in Europe touring from
Stuttgart University, where he has been for the past
year, through Norway and Sweden. He had previ-
ously laid out a route through Switzerland by a cir-
cuitous road, but was induced by two other Chicago
boys now touring in that country, Tom and Dick
Ritchie, to change his route. They sail for Chicago
late next month, reaching Chicago in October.

There are six good and fast unicycle riders in this
State. Peoria, by putting up a good prize, might at-
tract them all. They are Keator and Nicolet, of this
city ; Myers, of Peoria

;
Woods and Badgett, of Jack-

sonville, and Webb, of Aurora.

The Douglas Cycling Club's annual races will take
place Sunday afternoon, August 30, at Corrigan's
track, at Hawthorne. The races to be run are, beside
several short distance contests, a twenty-five mile,
ten mile and five miles for the Wachter medal. Stumer
medal and club medal respectively.

A. W. Miller tendered his resignation as Captain of
the Douglas Cycling Club last Tuesday evening.
He gave as the reason the poor support of the club
on the regular runs. Henry Slavik was elected Cap-
tain unanimously.

A ride some of the hard road riders of to-day should
tackle Chicago to Elgin, to Aurora, to Joliet, to Pull-
man and return to the city, a distance by cyclometer
of isomiles^ and ridden once by W. A. Davis, Frank
Riggs and A. J. Street some years ago.

A half dozen wheels have been lost through renting
the last week by small out-of-town district stores.

THE DU CROS BROTHERS.
Alfred Du Cros leaves next Wednesday for his

home in Ireland. He expects to bring his brother
Albert with him for the Fall tournaments. Alfred
will do no racing himself this year, but will be seen
on the path in '92. He says that the six brothers
have won over 700 prizes, 80 of them having been
won this year and 40 of these have been won by
Albert from scratch. At their home they have four
rooms completely filled with prizes and have started
on another. These consist for the most part of cups,
solid silver and gold plate. Albert has raced none
to speak of for two months, but will now start again.
Alfred, accompanied by Albert, will be back for
Hartford, Springfield and Peoria.

A RACE MEET AT FREEPORT, ILL.

Freeport cyclists will give a tournament Septem-
b!;r 10, the day previous to Chicago. Last year's
tournament was hardly a success on account of rain
and muddy track. Since then they have built a
quarter mile cinder track inside the regular mile
track, with the finish in front of the regular grand
stand. This cannot become muddy, and is never
soft. When R. C. Lennie, now in the employ of the
Stover Manufacturing Co. is mentioned as the man-
ager of this tournament, all know a good time is a
certainty. A large list of prizes will insure the
attendance of all of Chicago's crack riders, even if

the offer to them of free board and no expenses
while in town will not. Freeport's hospitality is noted.

FIRENZL

BUFFALO.

NEW ORLEANS.

At the games of the " K. of P.", held at the Fair
Grounds, on July 30, J. Schillkoffsky won the one mile
safety race in 3m. 34s. Jno. Exnicios won the one mile
ordinary, time 3m. 46s. The events were run on a
heavy horse track.

Joe Gore, Captain of the N. O. B. C, has entirely re-
covered from his injuries sustained by a collision
with a wagon, and was out with his club on August 2.

The Louisiana Cycling Club attended the Cason-
Guillotte race, on August 2, with fifty-three men in
line, showing conclusively that it is the club of the
South. The Club will have its annual outing to

Biloxi, Miss., on Au ;ust j6. A private car will be se-

cured, which will be decorated on either side with
the name of the Club in large letters extending the
entire length of the car. A two mile handicap race
will be run on this occasion for a handsome gold
medal donated by P. J. Montross, proprietor of the
Montross Hotel.

One of the greatest events that has taken place this
year in local cycling circles came off on Saturday
last near Buffalo. For some time past an effort has
been made by the clubs to establish a series of inter-
club road races. Century runs have become of such
frequency that they have almost become monotonous.
Almost every wheelman, who is a wheelman, is ex-
pected to cover his century once or twice during the
season, and even the ladies indulge in that question-
able luxury. Something more was wanted, and it

occurred to the Press Cycling Club that if road races
could be introduced wheeling might become even
more popular than it now is. With this object in view
they issued a challenge to the Ramblers for a fifty mile
scorch. The Ramblers accepted, and the course was
measured out from Brocton—a pretty little village
within a few miles of Lake Chautauqua—to Blase-
dell, about six miles from Buffalo, and a large crowd
of wheelmen and women congregated to see the finish.
The result of the conteif will be found in another
column.
There is a rumor abroad that the Zigzags will chal-

lenge the Press team. A local paper is responsible
for the statement that the P. C. C. will challenge a
Rochester team. This will certainly not take place.

Capt. U. S. Dietzer, C. J. Planz and Louis Drummer,
of the Mohawks, covered a century on.Sunday in bad
weather. After the 100 miles had been covered, Diet-
zer and Planz took a twenty-five mile spin on the Park
roads.

There are rumors afloat that a bicycle league is to
be formed. Perhaps so, but up to date no steps have
been taken, and that zephyr-like rumor has been
doing the gossamer act for the past eighteen months.
Penseyers manufactured the wheel on which he won

the road race during the time he was employed in
the Buffalo Cycle Works, in which Chief Consul W. S.

Bull is interested.

Indoor cycling is to be a feature of the Winter
sports. The Sixty-fifth Regiment will promote sever-
al meetings. Auchester.

LOUISVILLE.

KENTUCKY POLITICS.

In a western journal there recently appeared an
article from the gifted pen of a would-be politician,
represented to be a " prominent cycler of Louisville,"
in which he attacks Mr. G. E. Johnson for the good he
has done the Kentucky Division. A careful perusal
of the article shows conclusively that Mr. Johnson's
work has been far superior with the materials to
work with than that o£ the big majority ot his brother
officers in States better favored with roads, riders,
etc. Mr. Johnson himself is above such mud-slinging,
and declines to be drawn into the filth that savors of
ward politics or bossism. , His position as a citizen of
this proud old commonwealth denies him the privi-
lege of digging in for votes with the pick of Slander
and a spade of Misrepresentation. He will win, and
he will win on his merits. The wheelmen of Ken-
tucky are not a lot of boys who cannot see that a com-
parison of the State of Kentucky with the State of
Illinois in round numbers is observed. They are not
a set of " floaters," who may be caught with a dinner
and a glass of wine. Its an insult to the intelligence
of the members of the Kentucky Division to tell them
Kentucky has made no advancement under the pres-
ent incumbents. The men who have stood by the
Division and watched its progress from 80 members
up, can tell a thing or two about that, and about some
other things also that will open somebody's eyes.
Why did not this well-known writer, whose promi-

nence made it unnecessary to attach even a name to
his letter, tell of the reason for the sudden move Mr.
Johnson's opponent got on himself for membership
increase ? Why did he not explain that Ambition
was the key to his sudden spurt, that the League was
a secondary consideration, and that Self actuated
the movement? "Honor to whom honor is due,"
quotes this authority on Kentucky's needs. Such
being the case, Mr. Abbot Bassett, the Secretary-
Editor of the League of American Wheelmen, in a
personal letter say§, " You can quote me at any time
as saying that Johnson has done good work for Ken-
tucky and deserves the thanks of the Division for his
earnest labors in its behalf. I can say this with no
reflection on his opponent whose record is yet to be
made." It might be to Mr. Johnson's credit to have
all his friends bring in an application for him to sign
just as often as one is taken, but he does not see it

that way, and is perfectly satisfied to have others
recommend "just so they keep coming."
How easy to deal in glittering generalities I How

easy to say Mr. so and so will run Kentucky's mem-
bership to so many millions. And then, as develop-
ments show no such increase, how easy would it be to

present the time-worn excuse ! Mr. Johnson's record
speaks for itself. Mr. Bassett wrote him personally :

" You have given Kentucky the best service she has
had in years." Who would pick a flaw in Mr. John-
son's record injures himself and his cause. "Honor
to whom honor is due."
The meet of 1892 will be held in Lexington, when

Chief Consul Johnson will tell again how many hun-
dreds (or thousands) have been added to the role and
just how many letters have been written to the mem-
bership throughout the State. When the figures and
percentages, and the lesson on common school arith-

metic contained in that wonderful epistle becomes
more generally known throughout this broad uni-

verse, the day will not be far distant when the promi-
nence of the author of it will no longer be contained
within the narrow sphere of the wheelmen's world,
but he may be found as the right bower of some rail-

road magnate calculating profits in a way to make
that dignitary's head swim, or occupying the chair of

mathematics in a great university, and teaching
political economy incidentally.

White Burley.
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PHILADELPHIA.

THE SPEEDY ENGLISH RIDERS.

The man must be bold indeed who, after the exami-
nation of the recent record breaking times in England,
ventures to predict any improvement on them in
America this year, or, rather, any improvement over
the records as they will ultimately stand. And yet
it is no disparagement to our riders to say that, the
conditions are so different that comparisons are al-

most out of the question. The first great difference
is the track, which exists to perfection in England
but is in its infancy here. In England the racing
man finds a track complete in every respect, good
pacemakers in plenty, perfect climatic conditions (at
least for long distance ; the middle of the day with a
hot sun might be better for short distance), the oppor-
tunity for training so as to get all out that is possible
and the serene consciousness that every arrange-
ment has been made and will be carried out and that
all he has to do is ride. Here everything is different.
The American racer must look out for himself, must,
in most cases, at least, make his own arrangements
and possibly do his own pacemaking, ride on a poor
track and submit to a thousand and one annoyances
that his English cousin is exempt from. The most
impressive feature of the records is the longer dis-
tances they ride and the much greater stamina, in-
herent or acquired, they possess. This is the case on
both track and road, but particularly on the track.
Here any race over five miles is a rarity, and, indeed,
even a five mile race might almost be placed in that
category. In England, on the contrary, ten, twenty-
five and fifty mile races are common and are ridden
by all classes of riders. It may be that the competi-
tion is so keen that the riders have to train for all

distances and take what they can get. And the pace
they go, too ! We have scarcely time to wonder at
Ede's sixty-three miles in three hours when another
figure looms up and promises to overtop all others,
as Rowe and Windle once did in America. Osmond's
2.16 for the mile will probably be equalled here before
the year is out, but his twenty-four mile ride seems
unapproachable. We are informed, however, by the
English papers that this ride was but a preliminary
to twenty-four miles in the even hour, and later,
when he has reached his best form, twenty-five miles
within the hour. That there is reason to look for
this, and, perhaps, 2.10 also, cannot be denied. This
is Osmond's first season on a safety and it is natural
to suppose that he has plenty to learn about it yet

;

it is but a few weeks since he made his first appear-
ance on it in a race and he has steadily improved.
The fact that in neither the 2.16 nor the twenty-four
mile ride was he at all run out, speaks wonders for
him, and I shall expect to see him attain the position
once held by the great "Wanderer," Herbert Liddel
Cortis.
Since writing the above the news comes from Eng-

land that on July 23 Osmond won the fifty mile safety
championship in 2h. 28m. i6s., and, more than that,
he lapped the whole field, including such men as
Mecredy, Wood, Parsons, Edwards, Edge, Shorland,
etc. This is, of course, the sensation of the year, and
easily places Osmond head and shoulders above his
competitors. The race started in the usual way, but
at the third mile Osmond went off at a hot clip, got
forty yards lead before anyone realized what he was
up to, made his mile in 2m. 27s., lapped the first man
at four and one-half miles, at seven miles caught
Wood and Edge, at nine miles Parsons was caught
and Mecredy dropped out, and at eleven and one-
half miles had caught Ede and Shorland, the only
two men ahead, and then took it easy. Next to
Osmond, Ede made the star performance, repeatedly
trying to regain his lost lap, but was unable to do so.
Osmond seems to far out rank all others, but in this
race his great point was in getting away before any-
one could hang on to him and have him bring them
around.

THE RACING MEN OF THE PAST.

Speaking of record breakers and racing generally
reminds one how fleeting are reputations gained on
the path. Of Englishmen, who (except the old-timers)
remembers anything about Percy Furnival, "Alpha-
bet" Webber, Speechley, the Uston family, or, to
come much nearer, Herbert Synyer? Or "Bob"
English, who astonished the London cracks used to
springing 150 yards by riding the last quarter all out ?

Cortis, Jack Keen, Sandy Sellers are remembered by
a few, the latter chiefly because he made 2.39 at Hart-
ford and laid out George Hendee. But most of them
pass out of sight as soon as they quit the track. It is

the same way in this country Rowe, Hendee and a
few others are remembered, but think of the multi-
tude of forgotten ones. The ever-lamented George
Webber and his co-workers for the Star, Joe Powell
(now fat and always lazy), Frazier, who always had
the legs to win a race but rarely the head, the univer-
sally-liked and regretted Cola Stone, Kluge, Stenken,
Hall, Wilhelm, Chickering, Finley, all pushing the
levers of the Star, the wheel then in its zenith and
and destined (m their opinion) to sweep the crank
from the face of the earth. How prone we are to en-
thusiasm and how seldom are our dreams realized!
And then, too, their opponents—the Columbia and
Victor teams, Rowe, Hendee, Ives—squabbling among
themselves but making joint cause against the Star
men, and all to be outridden by the faster English-
men. A little later the fast trio of little, or, at least,
medium-sized men. Rich, Crist and Fred Foster, the
Canadian (wonder if Foster is still alive?), well
matched in speed as jn size, and riding machines
running about 53-inch to 55-inch. Well do I remem-
ber the team race at Roseville, in 1886. I think it was
between Wilhelm, Harry Hall and Powell or Stenken
on one side, and Rich, probably Eugene Valentine
and one other on the opposite side, how Wilhelm and
Powell got Rich between them on the straight and
how Wilhelm called " Now, Joe, give it to him," and
how they did give it to him, and how my heart sank
at the victory of the hated Stars. Wilhelm believes
to this day that Rich never got over that defeat.

THE DEALERS' RACE MEET.
We had a race meet here last Saturday, undtr the

auspices of the Philadelphia Cycle Dealers' Associa-

tion, and if the sort of riding that was done then is

kept up I am afraid our heads will get as much
swelled as Chicago's has been for a few years. On a
four-lap track with sharp corners, almost flat, 2.35
was made in a scratch race. Even that pace would
not have won the safety handicap, while the novice
who couldn't ride under 2.58 wasn't in it at all. The
safety handicap with twenty starters was a very
pretty race, Herbert Bilyeu, 70 yards, winning in 2ra.

33S. The race of the day, however, was the one mile
open safety for the $200 diamond emblem. A time
limit of 2.50 was placed on it and Hazleton and Taxis
on pneumatics and H. Bilyeu, Donnelly and Kelly
started. Bilyeu took the lead at a red hot pace which
he kept up for over two laps, dropping first Kelly
and then Donnelly. Then Hazleton relieved him and
treated us to as fine a piece of leg and head work as
one may hope to see. I don't believe the pace was
any hotter, but the men were not fresh by any means
and they had now settled down to business and were
going for all they were worth, Hazleton, Taxis and
Bilyeu in that order, daylight between all. Around
the curve before coming into the straight Taxis
struggled hard to close up but Hazleton was too
much for him, and he sat up a few yards from the
tape, Bilyeu a good third. . All three men rode under
2.26. The tandem race (what there was of a race) was
also a good one. Draper and Kelly showing what
harmonious leg and head work can cfo against inhar-
monious ditto. Taxis and Hazleton can ride singles
but they can't ride tandem against the first named
pair, as was proved in this race, when, after a seven
lap loaf. Draper and Kelly just came away " with a
wet sail," as the English say, and the race was over.
The track races were preceded by a ten mile road

race, in which W. C. Seeds, on his Premier "Kitten,"
gave a fine exhibition of the capabilities of the pneu-
matic tire. He started from scratch with Graves of
Irvington-Milburn fame, Dampman and Pearson, got
right among his men from the start, passed them one
by one, and came on the track for the last mile on the
lead. His time was 33m. 30s., remarkably good con-
sidering the rough course and the fact that consider-
able doubling was necessary near the finish to avoid
a grade crossing. J. G. High, also on a pneumatic,
was second, followed by Marriott, Gracey, Lodge,
Swank, Roe, Lagen and Miller in order.

SEEDS BREAKS TWO LOCAL ROAD RECORDS.

Seeds followed up his Saturday's performance by
breaking two records at Wilmington on Monday, the
first from Brandywine Summitt Camp Grounds to
Wilmington, about eight and a half miles, his time
being 26m. 3s. I have been over this road ; the Wil-
mington men are very fond of taking visitors over it,

and hardly any one of note goes away without samp-
ling its attractions at one of the two corners; and if

it was as bad Monday as it sometimes is,, the ride is

deserving of great credit, as there are parts where it

is hardly ridable. On the same day Seeds rode from
Wilmington to New Castle (another favorite ride for
both natives and visitors), five and a quarter miles, in
i6m. 27S , beating the best previous record—his own

—

by two minutes.

CUSHION TIRES BUT MAKESHIFTS.
The interminable tire question is still agitating the

public mind, with fair prospects of continuing to do
so for some time to come. Our manufacturers have
all come over to the cushion as versus the solid, and
good cushions are giving general satisfaction.
There is a widespread feeling, however, that the

cushion is, however good, but a makeshift until an
inflated tire is brought out that will stand the test of
actual road riding. Many a poor devil is burning
the midnight oil endeavoring to hit on the correct
solution, and time alone will tell who is the lucky
one. Let us hope, at least, that it will be settled
before another season is on us, and that we will not
have to worry along for another year on compromise
tires.

QUAKER CITY QUIPS.

The Quaker City Wheelmen have not been doing
very much talking about their race meet (track and
road) on August 29, but they have not been sitting
with their hands in their laps waiting for something
to turn up, either. Handsome and valuable prizes
(or would valuable and handsome be better?) are
being collected to delight the eyes of the racing men,
who are expected to treat the spectators to the finest
meet of the year. For the road race a Victor B has
been secured for a prize, and a Columbia and Eagle
will probably be added and possibly more. These,
with gold watches, marble clocks, gold and silver
cups, medals, etc., are being gathered in, and when
the list is complete the racing men's mouths will
water profusely enough to keep them wet for a
month. The entry of A. W. Porter the fast young
Newton, Mass. rider (winner of the time medal at
Irvington) has been secured, and negotiations are
pending to have Van Sicklen of Chicago meet him
and Seeds, Graves, Dampman and a host of other
fast men. The cream of the track men will probably
be captured, as this race comes off just a week pre-
vious to the Providence tournament.
On Monday last W. F. West, winner of last year's

Irvington race, made his attempt on the Newark-
Philadelphia record, and succeeded in covering the
distance in 8h. 35m., beating the best previous record
—that of O. S. Bunnell—by s5m. West is confident of
being able to do it in 8h. or less.

There is a probability that on August 19 the Penn-
sylvania Bicycle Club will run off its two club cup
races, a one and five mile race, at the Belmont
Driving Park.
"Another Richmond in the field!" The Phila-

delphia Outing Club announces that it will give a
race meet at Keystone Park, Broad and Dauphin
Streets, on Saturday, August 22. There's lots of
room, so we wish them success. Telemachus.

Charles Schwalbach's new riding school at the
Park Cycle Hall, Ninth Avenue and Fifteen Street,
Brooklyn, will be formally opened on August 17 with
an entertainment and sociable. Cyclists ar6 invited
to call and examine his new store opposite the Pros-
pect Park circle entrance.

RIVERSIDE WHEELMEN.

THE COMING MEET.

The Riverside Wheelmen have decided to hold a
grand race meet on Saturday, October 3, at the Man-
hattan Field, One Hundred and Fifty-fifth Street and
Eighth Avenue. Games to commence at 2 p. m.
sharp. The arrangement committee consists of men
who have had much experience on the track and
understand pretty thoroughly how to conduct a suc-
cessful meet. The committee consists of Edward A.
Powers, Chairman ; William F. Smith, Jr., Secretary

;

M. F. Cossitt, J. W. Judge, A. E. Stilger, William C.
Barker, J. F. Fitch, A. C. Burr, H. E. Voorhis, J. L.
Miller, L. H. Johnson, H. L. V. Warner, William
Campbell, R. F. Macoy.
The committee held an enthusiastic meeting Mon-

day evening, and decided to hold the following events
open to all amateurs under the L. A. W. rules : One
mile novice safety, one mile novice ordinary, one
mile safety scratch, two mile ordinary handicap, one
mile safety 3.30 class, one mile ordinary scratch, two
mile tandem open, one mile safety 3m. class, one-
quarter mile ordinary scratch, three mile team race,
ordinary (four to a team), two mile safety handicap,
one mile ordinary handicap, one mile safety handi-
cap, two mile tandem handicap.
The prizes will consist of bicycles, silverware,

medals, watches, etc. Four high grade wheels have
already been donated, and there is no doubt that this
meet will be the most successful affair of the kind
ever held in this country. The track on which the
races are to be held is acknowledged by experts to be
about the fastest four-lap track in the country and
records are expected to be broken. William Murphy
has promised to try to break the one mile safety
record, while A. B. Rich, William Campbell and the
rest of the well-known cracks have all signified their
intention of pushing this event in dead earnest. The
three mile team race ought to bring out a large field

;

this race is open to all clubs. The race meet will be
thoroughly advertised and handsome lithographs
will be distributed all over this section of the coun-
try. Captain Powers or William F. Smith, Jr., secre-
tary of the arrangement committee, will be glad to
furnish all information appertaining to this meet.
The club will hold a series of club races over the

Englewood course. The first race will take place
Saturday afternoon, August 8. The races will be all

five mile events. These club races will be hotly con-
tested, and it will be an exceptionally fine race be-
tween Messrs. Stilger, Barker, Judge, Powers and
George C. Smith. Speculation is rife as to who will
carry off the prizes. Much rivalry exists between
the above riders, and it will be a race from the very
start to the tape.
Martinetti, the actor, participated in the run to

Englewood Sunday afternoon ; he seemed to enjoy
the trip immensely, and has promised to attend all of
the club runs in future. The boys enjoyed his com-
pany very much and prevailed upon him to be one of
the regulars.
Fred Becker, Chairmanof the Reception Committee

of the race meet, promises to give the members and
their guests a great time at the conclusion of the
meet. Mr. Becker is a hard worker and knows his
business.

A valuable Treatise on Roads.
The Department of State, at Washington, have in

press a compilation of the United States Consuls and
Ministers on the streets and highways in foreign
countries. Copies can be secured through Chairman
Potter, of the Roads Improvement Committee.

A Fatal Collision.

The non-use of lamps was most sadly illustrated
near Stourbridge, England, recently. Three cyclists
who had been out training were riding home in the
dark, and meeting a messenger cart the first man was
killed on the Spot, the second was much injured, and
the third escaped unhurt. The two occupants of the
cart were pitched out, and one was so much damaged
that his life is despaired of.

Here is a Chance to Gain Fame.
The 25-mile road record is subject to great fluctua-

tion, and at present it is announced differently in

various parts of the country. It would be a good
move for some speedy rider to gain renown by select-
ing a fine level course and a competent corps of
officials and put the figures where they won't be dis-
puted. Van Sicklen's time, ih. 25in. 12 2-5S., made at
Detroit, is record at present, but Eastern riders are
confident that he could not ride the distance on the
Irvington-Milburn course under ih. 3ora.

The Elwell Tourists.

Mr. H. S. Higgins, of the Elwell touring party,
writes from Zurich, Switzerland, as follows: "We
have had most delightful weather through France
and Switzerland, nearly all the rain tailing in the
night, and thus keeping the roads in perfect condition.
We are all in good health, and have "had no accidents.
We were very agreeably entertained here last even-
ing by several gentlemen and ladies in their steam
launches with a sail upon the lake ; and a moonlight
night upon a Swiss lake is a scene not soon to be for-
gotten."

A Brilliant tetter.

Wilkes barre, up in the coal district of Pennsyl-
V inia, has the honor of giving shelter to a cyclist who
evidently has never seen a cycling paper, a cycle
salesman or any one versed in cycle knowledge. Here
is a letter received recently from that town by
Messrs. Hillman, Herbert & Cooper, ot Coventry:
" Messrs. Peghain, England, London. You will find
enclosed postage for which please send by return
post a catalogue of American and English safety
bicycles, with prices there. Also state, if possible,
what you can place a first-class Columbia safety on
the American shore at New York, and oblige." 'This
is a case of "carrying coals to Newcastle" with a
vengeance.
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A BREEZY DISSERTATION ON

CYCLING.

IT IS A DEMOCRATIC SPORT IN
UNCLE DUDLEY'S OPINION.

The leading editorial in the Boston Globe of Sunday
last is entitled "A Chat About Cycles and Cyclists. '

It reads in part as follows :

The poet Tennyson has. written :
" Better fifty years

of Europe than a cycle of Cathay," and it may be
that his judgment on the Cathay pattern of cycle is

sound. I am not going to dispute it.

But what about the cycle of Boston, the glorious
wheel whose revolving hubs are the latest and su-
premest Summer delight of the Hub of the Universe .'

Guess not. Mr. Tennyson ! Fifty vears of Europe
may be a fair swap-off for a cycle of Cathay—which
was probably only a mediaeval bone-shaker with no
sort of style to it—but the cycle of modern Athens is

not to be disparaged in any such way.
The cycle, as seen and ridden along the broad ave-

nues that lead out of Boston into suburbs which are,
as everybody admits, her chief natural distinction
among American cities, is certainly " a thing of beau-
ty and a joy forever."
Of course Boston is captivated with it, and is in the

delirious stage of a high bicycling fever.
The average Bostonian is a philosopher. Our pre-

vailing wind is east, and all wisdom comes from the
East, you know. That accounts for this city—full of
philosophers, who, being philosophers, cannot be
anything else than great lovers of amusements.
Hence the popularity of the cycle in Boston. The

grace and beauty of its outline ; its silent and sedate
character ; its swift yet sure movement ; the ingenui-
ty of its construction ; the positively Yankee cuteness
and smartness that marks it all over ; its wonderfully
developed capacity for "getting there;" its flavor of
surprise and mystery, which give it a spice of the
marvelous and half incline us to regard it as a psy-
ihologic plaything—all these things have combined
to give the cycle the enthusiastic welcome it is having
in Boston
The cynical observer who thinks this is an epheme-

ral rage which will soon run its course and die out is

probably mistaken. The cycle is destined, in your
Uncle Dudley's opinion, to become not only the great-
est of our national out-door pastimeSj but the greatest
open-air pleasure of all cultured nations. The wheel
is positively conquering the world. It has more devo-
tees in England than cricket ; it promises very soon
to have more disciples in America than base ball

;

more lovers in France than the turf.
Nor is this at all difficult to understand. It is a

pastime that entices everybody, without distinction
of age, sex, race, color or previous condition of serv-
itude.
Cycling is democratic. All the essential Jefferso-

nian doctrines are covered in cycling. All men—and
the women and children—are free and equal in the
enjoyment of the wheel. No privileged class can
monopolize it, and none will ever attempt to do so.

Horses and carriages are luxuries, costly and unat-
tainable except to the more fortunate of Adam's sons
and Eve's daughters. The steam and electric cars
are very well, but they are for business not for pleas-
ure. But the steed of steel that requires neither food
nor fuel ; that, being bought and paid tor, lasts for
years and can always be repaired at small expense

j

that can be hired for a day, or a week, or a month, it

it cannot be bought outright ; that can be bought, as
it often is, on a co-operative basis. All of which
shows that for unostentatious merit, real Jeffersonian
simplicity of character, and general all-around, can't-
be-beaten-for-the-money excellence, as well as for
universality of use and enjoyment, the hearty recog-
nition of woman's equal right to participate in what-
ever merriment this world affords, and half-price
admission to the children, the cycle has the inside
track on all the competing sports of the day.
Yachting and boating are good, but they are exclu-

sive ; only the few can own or hire or use yachts and
boats. Horse racing is grand sport, but the million
can only enjoy it as spectators. Base ball is demo-
cratic, except as to sex ; but it draws the line there.
Tennis is nice—nice is just the word for it. There is

an air of aristocracy about it, though, and it has
never yet captured the plain people. Cricket—well,
that's English, you know, and simply won't go on this
side. Football? Yes, excellent for college students
and a certain class of robust and ultra-muscular men
—but it is too fierce a joy for the general run of mor-
tals. Boxing—well, that also requires a cultivated
taste, and only a minority of mankind will ever ap-
preciate it.

No; cycling is the out-door pleasure of all pleas-
ures for the great democratic multitude. The wheel
is everybody's servant and plaything.
The professionals do not monopolize the wheel as

they do most other sports. The racers on the cinder
track do some wonderful things, but the largest part
of the popularity of the wheel is quite outside the
racing world.
The Declaration of Independence distinctly pledges

to every mother's son and daughter of us three things—"life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness." And
for the successful "pursuit of happiness" the cycle
not only takes the cake—it actually collars the brown
bread and beans.
That happiness can be pursued more miles, through

lovelier landscapes, at a higher rate of speed, and
with more positive exhilaration of both mind and
body on a good safety roadster than by any other
means, is the discovery of the day.
And if your pursuit of happiness in this way is

vain, and you fail to overtake her, something must be
wrong either in your physical pedals, your mental
steering wheel or your moral brake.

Occasionally you will find a person who makes it a
point not to peruse all the advertisements in
a periodical. The unfortunates who do not read the
announcements of the dealers and manufacturers
that appear in THE WHEEL, miss much that is inter-
esting, as the advertisers are continually changing
the reading matter in their space, and their remarks
are often instructive as well as interesting. Every
cyclist who desires to keep up with the times cons
the advertising pages as thoroughly as he does the
regular reading matter.

The Cork-Celluloid BIcjcle Handle.
(PATENT ALLOWED.)

The most perfect handle on the market. Will
not slip, blister the hands, and is soft as velvet
to the grasp. The most durahle hand-grasp
made. Made in club colors. Sold only to the
manufacturer. Correspondence solicited.

SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE CO.,

HENBY LOFTIB, Manager,
222-245 West Onondaga Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

Speedwell Safeties

AT $75.00.

Selected line of cheap wheels.

Bargains to dealers only.

Oliver St., St. Louis, Mo.

JENS F. rEOERSEN,
41 and 43 Maiden L,ane,

New York.

MANUFACTURING

JEWELER.

THE PACE STEEL WHEEL CO., TOLEDO, OHIO.

Makers of HIGH GRADB CYCI.ES.

PAGK Xo. 2. $50.00.
FOR BOYS OR GIRLS.

24-inch Wheels, Tangent Spokes, Imported Cold

Drawn Weldless Tubing, Balls all over, Garford
Saddle, absolutely Highest Grade.

PAGE ISO. 6.

High Grade Convertible Spring Fork Cushions.

$115.00.

PAGE Xo. 4. $90.00.
PAGE No. 5.

Convertible. Of High Grade, Weldless Steel
Tubing, and Balls all over, Cushion Tires.

$95.00.

Our Spring Fork absolutely the best on the market. No side twist. Adjustable to any weight. In combination with cushon tires makes

our wheel equal to a pneumatic in ease and absence of vibration.

L,OOK OUT FOR OUR << L,ATONIA '92. »

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. AGENTS WANTED.

The New York Bicycle Co.
ARE WOIV L,OCAXE:n AT

956 EIOHXH ATK.) near sjtli St.

FULL LINE OF NEW AND SECOND-HAND WHEELS. COMPLETE REPAIR SHOP.
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Subscription Price, -

Single Copies, - -

Foreign Subscriptions,

$1.00 a year
5 Cents

- 10s. a year

Newsdealers can order through AM. NEWS CO.

COPV SHOULD BE RECEIVED BY TUESDAY HORNING.

LATE COPY RECEIVED UNTIL WEDNESDAY MORNING.

CHANGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE RECEIVED BY

TUESDAY MORNING TO INSURE INSERTION.

SPECIA?. ADVERrriSING MATTER RECEIVED UNTIL THURS-

DAY NOON.

ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.

FOREIGN BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE,
W. S. SMITH,

3 St. Bride Street, London, E. C, England.

F. P. PRIAL,

EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,

P. O. Box 444, 243 BROADWAY,
New YORK.

Persons receiving sample copies of this paper are

respectfully requested to examine its contents and

give us their patronage, and as far as is convenient,

aid in circulating the journal, and extend its in-

fluence in the cause which it so faithfully serves

Subscription price, %T.oo per year.

Our advertisement in THK WHEEL was per-
fectly satisfactory, We have received a large
number of Inquiries and effected a considerable
number of sal«"S through it. Joseph Ketclium
Sl Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Messrs. Colyer & Co., the uuiformists of New-
ark, write: "We have every reason to believe
that our advertisement in THK W^HEKLpays.
You may publish it for three months longer.
Since putting the advertisement in THE
W^HKEL our trade, which was large before, has
doubled.

T
HE Fall season opens with Rochester next Wed-
nesday and Thursday. And now may Osmond's
2.16 go by the board.

PEORIA wants the racing talent, and wants it

"bad." Pure amateurism is a good thing to

talk about and to write about, but when you
appeal to the tournament committee pocket-book it

is different.

O'
^^ >'~^ RDER, cleanliness and beauty." That should

be the motto of the cycle agent, says our

correspondent, Ralranhes, who both hears

and sees. Read his graphic pen picture of the aver-

age bicycle store.

IN
traveling about the country, the writer has seen

more than one '92 model, which he is not per-

mitted to describe in detail. One feature of '92

wheels, however, is the general use of a long head.

The weight of the majority of next year's mounts will

run from eight to ten inches. A double frame of light

tubmg, and of the genuine diamond shape, seems to

be the most popular line.

THE League '

' One Hnndred and One " must have
something to think about. So the Chicago

press, having muffed on Randall and Rule G,

and called off the dog on "Athletic Jimmy," have
turned the mud-scows on Major Burdett. The Major
is reported to have promised that vacant position on

the Racing Board to at least a score of men who had
the "bee," and now there is war to pay. Good old

Major.

OSMOND'S run in the fifty mile safety champion-

ship was as remarkably an exhibition of head-

work as it was of speed and stamina. After

various men had made the pace, Osmond "jumped"
the whole field, and putting all on, he was able to gain

a lap. Then he lay back in the crowd and had the

advantage of the others' pace until near the finish,

Osmond's times for each five miles were; 13m. 38 1-5S.

13m. 46 3-5S., 14m. 6 4-55., 14m. 26 4 5S., 15m. 22 1-5S., 15m.

48 3-5S., 14m. 47 2-5., 14m. 34 i-ss., 15m. 58 4-5S., 15m.

57 1-5S. The third mile was ridden in 2m. 28s;; twelfth

mile, 2m. 38s.; thirty-fourth mile, 2m. 37 1-5S.

WONDER how the National Assembly would
dispose of the following proposition if it were
brought before that body at Hartford : "The

Racing Board, which shall be appointed by the presi-

dent, shall have entire control of all racing matters

on the road and path, and may make such rules and
regulations as it may deem fit, without regard to the

League constitution and by-laws."

"The Racing Board shall be supreme, except that

the president has power of removal in case any mem-
ber of the Board prostitutes his office for personal

policy, interest or gain."

This would practically divorce the League from
racing matters ; a course which many men have long

believed would be good policy.

THE creditors of the M. V. Livingston Cycle Co.

seem to have acted wisely in deciding to make
every attempt to take hold of the Livingston

plant, make a chain-driven safety and endeavor to

recoup themselves, after which the plant will be

turned over to the company.
The creditors'committee makes this statement: "We

recommend that the manufacture of the Broncho be

discontinued." It embodied new ideas which were
not popular and failed to gain a ready entrance into

the market, which was the keynote of an argument
in The Wheel of July 31. Let even the name
Broncho be dropped, and let the creditors put in new
people and build a high-grade safety.

WE republish from the Coventry Standard a re-

view of the cycle trade which will be of in

terest to American makers. We are at great

pains to investigate and publish as much information

as may be obtained relating to what has been termed
the present crisis in the English trade.

As the cycle industry is older on the "tight little

isle," we naturally look across the pond for the
" straws " of indication and the " signs of the times."

When we are told, as we often have been, that cycling

is a fad—a fleeting fancy just like the roller skating

craze—we have pointed with pride and confidence to

the English trade, to its extent, its solidity and its

marvelous growth.

The Coventry Standard's article is well worth the

perusal. That there are hundreds of idle men in

Coventry and that a mild sort of crisis maybe ex-

pected, seems no longer to be a matter of doubt.

The Standard traces the difficulty to overstocking.

The trade was so satisfactory in 1890 that makers
threw conservatism overboard and ran their factories

night and day, working up enormous stocks, so thai

the aggregate output totaled up to " fabulous num-
bers." This is the very argument we are urging upon
American makers. They can safely increase the

output of one year over that of another, but in this

wild juggling of figures, of which we have heard

much, there seems to be an element of wildcat and
not much safety.

CREDIT to whom credit is due; honor to whom
honor is due. Since the days of Cortis we
have had some good men, as Windle, Osmond,

Furnival.Rowe, Hendee, Gatehouse, English, Webber,
Scheltema-Beduin, Mecredy, Jones, Howell, Murphy
and others.

Yet none of these men have ever received a tithe of

the credit and praise and honor which have been
heaped upon H. L. Cortis. All honor to Cortis, who
was a great racing man and a good man. We have
heard stories of his deeds of derring do ; but surely

is it not time to do justice to the men of the pres-

ent day ?

Cortis was the man of his time; he is a classical

figure in our sport, and we gladly place him in a niche

in the Temple of Fame that we may admire, respect,

applaud and keep his memory green.

But the times have changed, and he may no longer

be set above any of the men we have named. He is

like other "classics," a wonder in his day. But we
have ridden past Cortis, just as we have written past

.<Esop's fables and the Castle of Otranto, just as Na-
poleon or Wellington fought way beyond Alexander
or Pompey.
The "classic" is the measure or mark of the time;

it is an epoch. But the mawkish a.id rambling novel

of two hundred years ago would not now find a pub-

lisher; it is no longer the wooden horse and the bat-

tering ram, but dynamite and myriad-mouthed guns,

frorn which the bullets are literally ground out.

THE Congregationalist of August 13th published
an editorial disquisition on "Sunday and ths

Bicycle." It is at once pointless, tedious and
rambling. The bicycle is referred to as "one of the

strongest competitors of the preacher." No, no, it is

an ally of the preacher. As a rule he can't afford a

horse ; the bicycle is his horse ; on it he gets abroad,
clears his sedentary system of poisonous material,
fills his lungs with pure air, clears the cobwebs out of

his brain, so that he is cleaner, brighter, fresher, hap-
pier and has more energy, life, snap and work, and is

made lovable and loving.
" Of the Sunday school teacher ? " No, it is no rival

of the teacher. If a man will teach Sunday school
and it is an admirable thing to do, he will not ride ex-

cept at such times as will not interfere with his duties.
" And the home?" No it is no competitor of the

home—not more so than the piano or the baby car-

riage. It is an admirable ally of home life.

" It is a rival of the novel?" Yes, quite so; one
can't read and cycle at the same time ; and, taking
into view the average lachrymose and billions trash
which fills the bookstands, we will readily admit that

the bicycle is a rival of the novel—even though
dirision is the most novel thing one can do.

" It is a rival of the club? " It is not. "It is a rival

of the saloon ? " To be sure it is, good Congregationa_
list, and that is why you should urge all good christian

people to cycle.

Altogether the Congregationalist shows poor policy
in attempting to injure the sport with^
of readers. Cycling is a clean spo

ish, it has none of the aflBhatigiIs.o£\he skating rink'
and no religious weekly can^ afford to make-in'SiaOfls
comparisons. '

i l \Q^ \ U ^^

IN
conversation with the sepr^^seiitative-of^a'ftVJl

and respected English concern, we inquired ab(?ut

the condition of the English trade, which, as re-

ported in The Wheel, appears to be in a bad way.
Here is the story :

" Yes, it is true that there have
been some failures, and more may be expected. Even
the best of the English firms are loaded up with cer-

tain patterns of wheels."
" The trade within three years has grown from 120

to over 300 makers. There is now a great variety of

wheels, and firms which have made several patterns
have found one or two of them quite popular, while
the others have been left on their hands."
" The English trade has not been bad, even though

an unusually long wet season did curtail the retail

trade. The output has simply grown faster than the

sport, and the trade is conjested."

This is the first year English firms have experienced
this set back, and it will have good results. It will

make the older firms still more conservative, and will

frighten off new capital for a few years, which is a
thing to be desired.

There is also a lesson from this which should be
profitable to every American maker. Our firms
should move carefully, make goods "above re-

proach;" avoid buzz, boom, big 'head and a forced
growth. The trade will then be more staple and sub-
stantial. We know of a firm, for instance, that made
400 wheels in 1890 and 1,000 for 1891. Ne.xt year they
expect and are even now planning for an output of

5,000.

We like push, energy and enterprise, but 400, 1,000,

5,000 seems rather a steep ascent. Some firms, like

some people, outgrow their strength; the tall, rank
weed is short-lived. As the philosopher said in the

play :
" He was one of your rapid men, who die

early." The German proverb is :
" Make haste

slowly."

THE ROUTE FOR AN ENJOYABLE
DAY'S RUN.

Take the 8.30 a. m. train on the Harlem Railroad tor
Pawling, which you will reach at 10.30, and then take
the road wnich goes to West Pawling. The side of
the road gives good riding surface, and then comes a
steep hill of about three-quarters of a mile to climb.
After reaching the summit it is down grade all the
way to Fishkill, and some splendid coasts is the re-
sult. To Poughquag the road is excellent, and so on to
Storm ville. It is through a beautiful rolling country,
but there are no hard hills to climb. Continue on to
East Fishkill, and then through Johnsville to Fishkill
Village. After passing Stormville the road is not
quite as good as to that place, but is ridable all the
way and mostly level. Leaving Pawling at 10.30, you
can reach Fishkill Village in time for dinner at i

o'clock, and after a short rest, take the road to Gar-
rison's on the Hudson, which runs through Nelson-
ville. The side path will have to be taken for the
first mile and then sandy stretches until you get to
Davenport Corner, where to Nelsonville the road is

fine and on a down grade. It leads through the woods
and is shaded all the way. From Nelsonville to Gar-
rison s is a fine macadam road and you will reach
there in time to take the five o'clock train back to the
city. E. C. H.
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The Way They Advertise in New Jersey.

The managers of the race meets of the Union County
Roadsters advertise their races most effectively by
tacking glaring posters on the telegraph posts, fences
and barns as well as in the hotels along the country
roads. The outfit necessary for the work is easily
carried on their wheels, and large territory is easily
and quickly covered. It catches the countryman
every time.

Evolution.
SOME OF THE PRINCIPAI. PRIZES AT THE FALL MEETS.

Squedunk § o.oi tin whistle.
Podunk o.io harmonica.
Squashtown i.oo flute.

Jayville lo.oo accord eon.
Oshkosh 100.00 piano.
Springfield i,oco.oo piano.
Peoria 1,200.00 piano.

Next!
Osmond.

We publish another cut of "2.16" Osmond from the
Bicycling News. The several other portraits of the
great English rider which we have published have
been unsatisfactory. The present one will be studied
with interest by racing cyclists.

The position is peculiar. None of our Americans
seem to get so far back. We hope some ot our men
will get a few pointers from Osmond's costume. The
shoulders are not bared and the knee pants are really
knee pants. Osmond don't seem so much taken with
himself as some men we wot of.

Cycling for tiinatics.

A writer in an English medical journal says that so
largely is the medical profession getting to recog-
nize the value of cycling in nervous disorders that
the trial of cycling in lunatic asylums has been
recommended. It is spoken of favorably by phy-
sicians for use in cases of melancholia and where
there is an inveterate or systematic insanity. A
prominent physician is quoted as saying: "As re-
gards the benefit derived from cycling by those suf
fering from extreme nervousness it is simply mar-
velous. I have known people so afflicted who could
not remain in a room where there were even ten
people without fainting away, who could not read
three pages of a book without breaking off ; men who
have remained sad and moros* at the sound of sweet
music or the joyous clang of bells. In such instances
of nervous misery cycling has been recommended,
and the change for the better, if not swift, has been
sure and lasting." The inestimable advantage of
cycling over what Dr. Marshall has called " monkey
antics in a gymnasium " lies in the fact that it takes
its devotees out into the fresh air and sunshine of the
country. It is superior to walking, rowing or riding,
as it exercises more muscles with less fatigue. The
lungs draw in deeper draughts of air, the heart beats
more freely and the wearied brain is quickly relieved
of its congestion.

Women Riders and Their Wheels.
A writer in an exchange gives the lady cyclist

credit for an immense amount of enthusiasm. It says
that when her home is approached it is not necessary
to ask if she is in. If her wheel is leaning against the
steps she surely is. Then begin the conversation by
saying " I want to ask you about your bicycle." See
how her face brightens, how cordially she smiles and
invites her caller to be seated, she has been touched
in the right spot and is friendly from the start, and
then she will tell how long she has ridden, why she
first learned, and will give an account of the last run,
when the club met at 7.30 for a long trip into the coun-
try, with raspberries and cream preceding a moon-
light return. The devotion of a cycler to his wheel is

something truly remarkable. Man and woman alike
cherish their bicycle as the apple of their eye, and are
as jealous of its care as if it were something more
than a trusty friend. In an accident the first thought
is like a flash, " Is my wheel all right?" and then the
victim look.^ to his own bruises. A rider stood proudly
by her wheel the other day explaining its merits to an
interested visitor, and as she talked she gently rubbed
her hand over the nose of the saddle and then pulled
out her handkerchief to wipe an imaginary fleck from
the shining handle, but it was only an imaginary
spot, for had the steel surface been but a little
broader it could in its speckless condition had served
for a mirror.

The Graceful Lady Rider.
The cyclist so frequently seen speeding up the

street, turning his head neither to the right hand nor
to the -left, clad in a dark jersey suit, and a loose
blouse that catches the wind, with his body bent
nearly double, has all the appearance of a well fed
frog preparing to leap, says the Minneapolis Tribune.
This is a racer, and he is in what he considers the best
position, but he gives an observer the desire to see a
graceful lady rider. There she comes up the street.
Quietly and swiftly. She wears a full dark skirt that
falls straight from the band, with a silk waist or habit
basque and a close trimmed sailor hat. She sits erect,
her head is square and as she glides so rapidly by,
there is not an ungraceful movement, only the tip of
her shoe is visible as the pedal is pushed toward the
ground, and there is butaglimpse of the gaiterabove.
The point of her saddle is over the crank axle and
placed so high that she looks as if she were standing
up. That IS the secret. To see her is to admit her
grace, and this is due in great measure to her stiit.

To a careless observer it may seem as if her dress
were a simple contrivance, consisting of a full, round
skirt and a simple waist; but the fashioning of a
bicycle habit is an art. The first point to be consid-
ered in the choice of materials is a color that will not
show dust or axle grease. Cadet blue or steel gray
make a pretty color. The suit adopted in part by the
Ladies' Cycling League is a tasteful symphony in
mellow golden brown.
A novel idea for holding the skirt in position, de-

signed by a member of the Flour City Club, is a strip
of rubber braid three-quarters of a yard in length,
doubled and fastened inside the skirt. The loop, then
reaching to the hem, is slipped around the ankle.
The skirt should be of easy walking length that the
dismounted ridef ;nay pot fee viPf^o|Tifprt.abJe out of
Jier saddle,

New Tire.

It is reported that among the tire novelties for next
season will be a new tire composed of sponge rubber,
with an outer casing of ordinary rubber.

An Attractive Show Card.

One of the most attractive race advertising show
cards that has come under our notice has been issued
by the managers of the coming Peoria tournament.
It is handsomely printed on an excellent quality of
paper, and is illustrated with a large reproduction of
the photograph of a group of racing men, officials,

etc., taken at the Peoria track last year. In the pho-
to-gravure are excellent pictures of Murphy, Wil-
lis, Laurie, Andrae, Windle, Myers, Kluge, Berlo,
Smith, and others. The card is valuable not only as
an advertisement, but also as a souvenir.

The Cyclists of the Bav State Again Meet at

Cottage City.

The Massachusetts Division's annual meet is being
held as we go to press. The Boston contingent left

for Cottage City, which is the scene of the gathering,
on Wednesday afternoon by a special train. All the
various forms of entertainment are free to League
members. On the opening day, Thursday, a meeting
of the local consuls was held, and in the afternoon the
attractions were a ball game and a band concert.
The programme for the other two days is as follows :

Friday—10 a. m., tour around the island under com-
mand of Captain 1 . S. McCauseland, of the Somer-
ville Cycle Club; 3 p. m., coasting contest on Hebron
Avenue; 3.30 p. m., swimming contest; 4 p. m., five
mile contest ; 8 p. m., grand ball at Casino. Satur-
day— 10 a. m., parade, followed by photographs, Chief
Marshal, Chief Consul Arthur W. Robinson ; prizes
will be awarded to the club having the largest num-
ber of men in line, and also to the club making the
finest appearance in line

; 3 p. m., races on Common.
The three days' meet will be brought to a close by
the holding of a gigantic lantern parade at eight
o'clock Saturday evening.

Missouri Division Fall Meet.

Louisiana is all excitement over the forthcoming
Pall meet of the Missouri Division on Auj. ust 29 and

fo.
The recent heavy rains were a blessing to the

*ike County gravel roads, and they are now at their
best. On account of the late start the work of the
arrangement committee, who are getting out the
official programme and prize list, is somewhat de-
layed. The prizes will be such as to tempt the fastest
racing men. A medal will be given to every partici-
pant who finishes the century run, and it is pronounced
to be an elegant affair by all who have seen the de-
sign. The cyclists of Bowling Green and Clarksville
are very enthusiastic over the run, and will provide
special entertainment and refreshments for the riders
when they reach their cities. The racing prizes rep-
resent a cash value of nearly $400. The entries for
the races close on Tuesday, August 25, with A. J.
Gregory, Louisiana, Mo., of whom blanks and all
needed information can also be obtained. Will Tur-
ner, of Louisiana; C. W. Adams, of Bowling Green,
and E. N. Moody, of Clarksville, have charge of the
century run, and are making arrangements for re-
freshments at each stopping place.

Two New^ Diseases Discovered.

No physician is a physician and entitled to hold up
his head in his profession until he has discovered a
new disease. The sports have been a fertile field, and
we have all heard of " rower's heart," "tennis leg,"
etc.
Cycling has been credittd with the production of a

number of ailments, as myopia, pieopia, hernia, hy-
drocephelas and what not.
But here is the latest, by Dr. Paul. The first is a

" malformation " of the foot, called " bicycle foot."
The other is a peculiar form of gout in the calf of the
leg, called " bicycle gout."
The London 6'a/«ra'ay_/(7Kr«a/ comments on the new

discoveries as follows

:

" If, say the doctors who have studied the matter,
you could ensure that for four or five generations a
family should never move abroad save on cycles, you
wouldbe able so to modify the lower limbs of the race
as to render them unrecognizable as human legs.
You would probably, also, produce a stooping race
especially if j^ou obliged your victims to ride bicycles.
Fortunately, it is never likely to happen that any
family will move entirely by cycle for a hundred or a
hundred and fifty years in succession."

How American Cycling Strikes a Scotchman.

A correspondent who is now located in New York,
writes as follows to the Scottish Cyclist: "There
isii't the shadow of a doubt that wheeling in the
States is ' booming,' the number of cyclers in New
York being ' prodeegious.' The number of lady
bicyclists to be seen in and around this city would
make a Scottish Mrs. Grundy open her eyes, the
spectacle being so common as never to cause the
populace to turn their heads. For neatness in mount-
ing, the lady riders put the males, as a rule, to the
blush, their modus operandi being to halt the machine
with the right pedal about to decend, the handles are
then grasped, the right foot placed on the pedal, and
before you can wink the rideress is seated and the
machine in motion. In New York City the magnifi-
cent stretch of concrete forming Eighth Avenue and
the Boulevard constitutes a cyclist's happy hunting
ground, which they are not slow to take advantage
of, and on a fine evening they may here be counted
by the gross. The parks, too, in New York and
Brooklyn are open to wheelmen, and on Sundays,
etc., are fairly crowded up, the scenes at such ren-
dezvous as the Casino, in Central Park, being almost
Parisian in effect. "The way in which the recent
parade in Brooklyn was carried out struck me as
being a decided improvement on Scottish ditto, the
run through Prospect Park being made four abreast,
each club separate, while the perfect order which
was maintained gave to tl}e turnout an almost regi-
niental appgara;ice,"

The Gay Parisians.

The Parisians are very fond of highly colored
machines. Scarlet, blue, maroon, or even wholly
plated safeties are often seen. Nearly all the French
riders have brakes, and cushion tires are in great
favor, though solids are still in the majority. The
pneumatic is rapidly making its way over there.

—

VVIieeling.

Route W^anted.
Editor of The Wheel:
Can some subscriber give me the best route from

Newburghto Boston, which willinclude Hartford and
Newport, via Providence? A reply will greatly
oblige a tourist who is under obligations to The
Wheel and its correspondents who have furnished
several routes that he has used with great pleasure.

Peter.

Beach Riding at Cai>e May.
Wheelmen at Cape May, N. J., find that the beach

afiiords an admirable surface for riding, and the drives
are thronged with almost as many wheels as stylish
equipages. A correspondent writes from this resort,
as follows :

" I have often thought how grand a place
this would be for a bicycle meet. There would be no
need of a specially prepared track or parade ground

;

the beach would furnish both, and be much more per-
fect than any ever made by human hands. The hotels
are excellent and plenty, and as to any special enter-
tainment that, too, would be almost entirely unneces-
sary."

Road Racing at Provide.nce.

The twelve and a half mile handicap road race
under the auspices of the Metropole Club, of Provi-
dence, on Saturday last, brought out five starters.
Crowds of people witnessed the contest all along the
course and also at the finishing point. Four prizes
were awarded. The race resulted as follows : S. J.
Foster, Jr., 3^^ minutes, first; time, 47m. 54s.; Mont.
Scott, scratch, second; time, 44m 47s.; E. Buflfum, 2
minutes, third ; time, 47m, 25S.; C. H. Weld, scratch,
fourth ; time, 4sm. ^i%.\, A. Heilborn, 4 minutes, fifth

;

M. C. Shipper, 2 minutes, fifth. The first four men
beat the previous best record on the course of 48m.
47S. Scott made the best time on a 32-inch ordinary.
Weld rode a pneumatic safety.

A Prize Costume for Lady Riders.

Following is the description of the costume for lady
riders which captured the prize offered by an English
paper: The costume is of soft gray or fawn serge,
these tints showing dust the least, and it is trimmed
with military braid to match. The deep collars are
arranged to turn up during bad weather and to turn
down at other times, if desired. Under bodice ot
gray flannel or silk, slightly full sleeves with deep
cuffs, gray leather gauntlet gloves, gray cloth cap
with turned up drapery of gray waterproof silk (this
turns down and fastens under the chin, forming a
hood for wet weather), small gray wing, crimson
necktie. The skirt is plain and faced up a little waj'
with mackintosh to preserve it from the mud.

Complaint from California.

The Pacific Field Sports publishes the following
paragraph

:

"Are we to have a separate bicycle league to con-
trol the States west of the Rocky Mountains? is a
question which is gradually assuming the form of a
demand in the minds of California wheelmen. Mat-
ters seem tending that way and may ere long shape
themselves into a definite plan. The managers and
officers of the L. A. W. are pursuing a misguided
policy regarding Western wheelmen which musi in
time have its effect, and in case a " break away "

should occur, enough riders will be found to take the
matter in hand and form a separate organization
which cannot help but succeed. Colorado, on ac-
count of the neglect of the authorities, is already
clamoring for a separate organization. Southern Cali-
fornia wants one, and if our boys should feel so in-
clined what a nice little league we could have."

the thorne aggregation of riders.

Mr. Robert Thorne, Sr., the father of the five
"Thorne" boys, has at last succumbed and pur-
chased a safety. His two daughters and every living
relative in this city rides a safety, and for ten years
past they have been urging Mr. Thorne to join the
aggregation. Mr. Thorne has cause to be proud of
his boys. All are liberally possessed of wind, grit,
bone and sinew ; all are good all around riders and
as modest as they make 'em. W. C, the oldest, is

twenty-nine years of age, married, and the manager
of the great store of Montgomery, Ward & Co. W. C.
has ridden over 30,000 miles since he began riding in
1876. He is too well known on the racing path to
need a description here. Charles H., the second of
the boys, is twenty-three years of age. " Charlie " is

a great road rider and tourist. George Thorne is

twenty years old and has frequently shown excellent
form both on the road and path. He is now on an
extensive tour from Stuttgart University, where he
has been for the past year, up through Norway and
Sweden. He will return to this country the latter
part of next month and will race next year. In i8qo
he was fourth in time in the great Pullman road rai.e.

James W. Thorne, the fourth of the boys, is eighteen
years of age, and gives promise of becoming one
of the best and fastest road riders in the country.
" Bob," the youngest of the five, is sixteen and is the
tourist of the family. Having practically unlimited
time at his disposal he often leaves suddenly and re.,

turns in a couple ot weeks hardened and toughened,
having been' away on some long trip to the country.
One of his Spring trips was to Toledo, O. The best
time of the five boys is as follows : W. C, 2.32 ; Charles
H., 246; George, 2.38; James and Bob, 2.48, or an
average of 2.42 to the mile. The four youngest took
five prizes in the Pullman road race of i8go, George
capturing a time medal and place »lso. All the boys
are quiet and unassuming, and never a word of their
riding abilities escapes their own lips. They are d^.
seryedly popular with ^11 alike, '

"
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THE COMING TOURNAMENT AT
HARTFORD.

The regular annual Hartford tournament is always
a great event. Seven of them have already been
held and the eighth comes off September 7 (Labor
Day) and 8. It is a singular fact that there has been
but one occasion to postpone a single day's racing
at Hartford on account of the weather. Every one of

these great race meets has been a success financially.

As formerly, the Connecticut Division will this year
hold its annual out-of-door gathering on the dates of

the tournament. The constitutional convention to
consider the amateur rule, amendments and altera-
tions will be held in Allyn Hall, Hartford, September
8, and will be attended by the L. A. W. men from
throughout the country.
Crowds of cyclists will go to Hartford and elabor-

ate preparations are being made by the Division for
their entertainment. The sum of $i,ioo has already
been subscribed for entertainment purposes alone.
The purpose of the Division is not to make money
out o£ its guests but to take care of them and see that
every one has a good time. Hartford's three cycling

ing will adjourn until evening for actual business,
which, if need be, will be continued through Wednes-
day. Tuesday afternoon the races again will be the
attraction.
In addition to the regular programme events there

will be various runs to adjoining points of interest
and other forms of entertainment. The visitor will
have but to tell where he wishes to go or what may
be his especial need and he will be assigned to the
proper person to see that his wishes are fulfilled.

Reception committees will be detailed to meet all

arriving trains and visitors will be cared for prop
erly.
Ex-Chief Consul D. Post is chairman of the enter-

tainment committee, and his assistants are Henry
Goodman, L. C. Grover, E. A. De Blois and A. H.
Schumacher.
The officials of the races are men of long experience

and thorough knowledge of everything pertaining to
cycle racing. They are as follows :

Referee, C. S. Davolj judges, Charles L. Burdette,
Abbott Bassett and 1. B. Potter ; timers, General
Alexander Harbison, who timed Maud S. when she
made the fastest mile, J. P. Allyn, President of the
Gentlemen's Driving Club, and Leander Hall, Treas-
urer of the Charter Oak Park Association. These

Races to be Held at Foughkeepsie, N. Y.

In connection with a fair two days of racing will be
held at Poughkeepsie, N. Y., on September 22 and 23.
The events are as follows :

First day, September 22—One mile safety novice,
two mile safety handicap, two mile safety team race
open to the clubs in Dutchess and adjoining counties.
Second day, September 23—One mile safety cham-

pion.sh'p Dutchess County, one mile ordinary cham-
pionship Dutchess County, one-half mile scratch
safety race.

Entries close September 13, with J. Van Benschoten,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

The Quaker City Wlieeluien's Twenty-fii'e Mile
Road Race.

This race will be held on August 29. The club have
issued a blue print view of the course, which is along
the Lancaster Pike. The entry blanks which have
been sent out omitted to state that pneumatics will be
penalized four minutes and cushions one minute. A
map of the course is sent to each wheelman who en-
ters so that he may become familiar with it.

F. J. OSMOND, One Mile, 2m. i6s.; Twenty-four Miles, 6om. 40 4-53.

clubs will keep open house from Saturday, Septem-
ber 6. Sunday an orderly and decorous outing at the
beautiful Reservoir Park, seven miles west of the
city, will be handled by the Division committee.
The reservoirs, foiir in number, are beautifully situ-
ated in the wooded district on the eastern slope of
of the Talcott Mountain, and every foot of the seven
miles of driveways around them is hard and smooth
as a floor. The entire trip of fifteen miles out and
around the lakes is over the best macadamized sur-
face in New England.
Monday morning the usual big competitive parade

will take place. The prizes offered for members,
drill, appearance, etc., will be distributed among
visiting clubs only. Monday afternoon the racing at
Charter Oak will be the attraction. The programme
of racing events was published last week. Monday
evening the Division, assisted by the Ladies' Club, of
Hartford, will conduct an entertainment at Armory
Hall. There will be a band concert, dancing and re-
freshments. Tuesday forenoon will begin with a run
to the home of Secretary-Treasurer De Blois, at
Wethersfield, four miles south of the city. Pope's
band will be stationed on the lawn and Mr. De Blois
has made arrangements for a varied and pleasing
entertainment for his visitors. The constitutional
convention will meet and organize during the fore-
noon. Credentials will be passed upon and the meet-

gentlemen have had years of experience in timing
events of the greatest importance.
The Hartford Club will soon issue a handsome and

elegant souvenir programme which will be mailed
to 6,000 wheelmen, and to all others who will apply
for one by postal card.
Excursion rates will be made on all railroads lead-

ing to Hartford. The Trunk Lines Association will
sell tickets to Hartford on the certificate plan from
all points throughout the country.

At the Syi-acuse A. C. Games.
The cycle events at the second annual field games

of the Syracuse Athletic Club, on August 6, resulted
as follows :

ONE Mile Safety—John Wilkinson, S. C. C, first;
C. A. Benjamin, S. C. C, second ; E. E. Servis, R. A.
C, third. Time, 3m. i4!i's.

Two Mile Safety—Wilkinson, first ; E. E. Servis,
second; Benjamin, third. Time, 8m. 26 3-5S.
Three Mile Ordinary—E. E. Servis, first; F. T.

Servis, second ; A. I. Fuller, R. C, third. Time, iim.
49 2-5S.

Two Mile Tandem — Wilkinson and Benjamin,
first; Abrahams and Bex, Y. M. C. A., second. Time,
9m. 49 2-53.

Norri-stown Wheelmen Will Hold a Race Meet.

On Saturday afternoon, August 29, the Norristovvn
(Pa.) Wheelmen will hold a race meet at Oak View on
a quarter mile track. The races will be preceded by
a street parade, which will terminate at the track.
Valuable prizes will be offered in every event, and
souvenir medals will be presented to aU the contest-
ants. Entries close August 24, with Walter Derr,
Secretary, Race Committee, Norristown, Pa. Fee, 25

cents. The events are as follows : One mile novice,
safety ; half mile safety, open ; one mile safety, club

;

half mile safety, open
;
quarter mile safety, club

;

one mile safety, open ; one mile safety, city champion-
ship; one mile safety, 3.20 class; one mile safety,
county championship; halt mile safety, club; half
mile safety, boys'; two mile safety, club handicap

;

one mile safety, consolation.

The Ten Mile Road Record.

Sidney B. Bowman, of the N. Y. A. C, made a suc-
cessful attempt to lower his ten mile road record of
31m. 58s. Saturday last. His time as taken by Chief
Consul Brown, J. C. Ross and John Martin, was 31111.

23S. In practice he covered the distance in 3001. 37s.

The Elizabeth-Crantord course was the scene of his
riding.
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A SELECTED LIST OF PATENTS.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for
The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Law-
yer, Washington, D. C.l

457i435- Velocipede. Arthur L. Garford, Elyria,
Ohio. Filed October 31, 1890. Serial No. 369,927.

457,654. Velocipede Saddle. George Meader, Cov-
entry, assignor to Thomas Middlemore, Birmingham,
England. Filed January 16, 1891. Serial No. 378, 007.

A PEN PICTURE OF THE
CYCLE STORE.

AVERAGE

Why do cycling stores look so untidy ? Is it because
they are generally run by men ? A correspondent
writes us as follows on this subject: "In all my
travels I rarely find a cycling establishment that
looks neat and clean. One just^visited will describe
the average appearance of these new institutions.
The two windows apparently had not been cleaned
since the place was opened. A machine stood in each
window. On the floor of one window was scattered
an assortment of sundries, and the sundries were
covered with fly dirt, rust and dust—mi.xed. On the
floor of the other window was displayed some cycling
suits, or portions thereof—caps, belts, &c. Within
the room stood a lot of bicycles. Some without sad-
dles, others pedalless or short the handle bar.
Further along were second hand safeties, in all kinds
of condition. Then a bunch of ordinaries, piled one
against the other, all rusty, dusty and musty. The
rear of the room was divided off by a low rail fence.
This provided four additional corners. In one of
them was thrown promiscuously broken parts of
machines, and in another a half thousand catalogues,
for which the agent was hungering early in the sea-
son. A third corner contained a spittoon, resting on
a heap of dirt which the boy hadn't time to remove,
and the fourth corner could not be seen on account
of the manager's desk.
But the desk was seen.
Nearly all the pigeon holes were in use. The one

labelled " Bills Paid," wasn't very full, while the one
labelled " Bills Unpaid " was filled full (evidence,
doubtless, that all the agent's promises were not ful-
filled). The check book was off to one side, and be-
fore I left the place the man told me his balance in
bank, but I haven't the nerve to print these cold cruel
figures. Resting against the aforesaid railing was a
bursted pneumatic, near by a needle and thread
which he had just been using, and on the floor lay the
rubber tire belonging to the wheel. The safe door
stood wide open as though simply waiting for instal-
ment purchasers to come and pay up. The remainder
of the space was filled up with tools, bicycle papers,
more catalogues, more parts of machines, a pair of
worn out shoes and what not, the whole forming a
back ground in keeping with the other portion of the
place.
And what of all this ?

It proves that the average cycle dealer does not
know his business, or at least the part pertaining to
order, cleanliness and beauty. His place could be
made attractive, and the impression that a well kept
store makes upon a customer cannot be counted in
dollars and cents. If the cycle dealer would occa-
sionally ask his wife, or sister, or girl how he could
improve the appearance of his place the chances are
he would get valuable suggestions." Ralranhes.

FERD. STERNBERG'S NEW STORE.

Ferd. Sternberg, the well-known racing man, has
opened a new store at 4 East Sixtieth Street. He has
it well stocked with all the leading makes, including
Meteors, Rovers, Quadrants, Unions, Victors, num-
bers, Ormondes and Paragons. He has a complete
renting and repairing busmess, and also a space set
aside for storage. Purchasers will be taught to ride
free in his riding school, which is in charge of com-
petent instructors. This store is conveniently located,
being near the Fifth Avenue entrance to the Park.
Attention is called to his advertisement, which ap-
pears on another page.

A New English Company, I>iniited.

The Premier Cycle Company, Ltd.—This com-
pany has been formed to acquire the extensive busi-
ness of Hillman, Herbert & Cooper, Limited, cycle
manufacturers, Coventry. The capital of the new
company is to be ;£2io,ooo, divided into 22,000 six per
cent, preference shares of ;^5 each, and 20,000 ordinary
shares of ;£5 each. To meet the growing continental
demand the company have extensive (freehold) works
at Nuremburg, Bavaria, whilst at Coventry the busi-
ness necessitates the employment of over 500 hands,
and in eleven months last year the company did a
business to the extent of ;£ii9,59i. The six per cent,
dividend on the preference shares will be payable
half-yearly, and the dividend on the ordinary shares
will be payable yearly, but the articles of association
provide for the payment of an interim dividend.

Wiliani Bown to Open an American Factory.
William Bown, the English manufacturer of ball

bearings and parts, is making preparations to start a
branch factory in| New York or vicinity. Mr. San-
ders who is favorably known in this country, will
have charge of the works. Tlie Scottish Cyclist de-
plores the loss of Mr. Sanders from that soil.

The Wheel last week noticed the Union Club, of
Boston. This is not, so Mr. Measure informs us, the
Union Club which is connected with the Union Cycle
Mfg. Co., of Highlandville, which latter club, by the
way, is in a very flourishing condition.

TRADE ITEMS FROM TRAVELERS'
NOTE BOOKS.

It surprises the traveler to see in what out of the
way places—rough, sandy, and wild countries the
wheel is to be found now-a-days. The writeris mak-
ing a tour of the lakes, visiting the famous North
Michigan resorts, and has on several occasions been
amused and surprised at the number and kind of
wheels and riders to be found in these towns. Trade,
however, is very quiet, and with few exceptions the
mounts are old " crocks" bought from second-hand
dealers in large cities. The past ten days has brought
me in contact with new riders and those who ask
questions which remind one of years long since
p.issed.

Alpena.

In this wealthy lumber town, in Michigan, we found
a few riders of the silent steed, and good ones too, as
the writer learned after a twenty mile scorch over
rough, sandy and saw-dust roads, through a wilder-
ness to Long Lake and return. The trade (what there
is) is looked after by Mr. Geo. McRea, Rambler agent,
and Mr. Ben Morris who represents the Pope Co.
Nearly every well known make of wheel has a rider
at least. There are three lady riders in the town

—

Misses McRea, Churchill, and Creighton, all of whom
ride well and gracefully, particularly the latter.
Alpena has some fifteen miles of Nicholson block,

some of which is well worn, and too rough for com-
fortable wheeling. The town is inclosed by a strip
of sawdust and tan-bark extending into the woods for
a mile or more, rendering it almost an impossibility
for a solid-tired machine to get out onto the roads.

.Slielioygan.

This town has three riders, and the trade is looked
after by Mr. Ed. C. Nutt, a popular young business
and society gentleman, who declares that he will sell
some wheels if " we ever get over a mile of pavement
and less sand." Mr. Nutt is ably assisted by Mr.
Ramsey.

A Pleasant Kesoi-t.

Mackinac Island, just across the Strait about
eighteen miles from Sheboygan, is an ideal spot, and
a wheelman's paradise—standing like a sentinel in
the midst of the straits connecting Lakes Huron and
Michigan. It is the gem of American Islands, and has
been set apart by the nation as a natural park. The
island is about nine miles in circumference, 103 acres
of which is a military reservation. It is safe to say
that there is not a more delighful spot for the wheel-
man to spend his vacation than Old Mackinac Island.
TThere are hundreds of them here now, many have
their mounts, and those who have not regret that they
did not know of the beautiful drives in this little

garden of Eden.
Of course there are no dealers here, yet one feels as

if he were in the neighborhood of cycle industries, as
he passes hundreds of riders spinning here and there
intent upon securing the greatest amount of pleasure
in shortest space of time. A RovER.

TRADE ITEMS.

A New Pnenmatic Valve.

Wood's valve for pneumatics is now on the market,
and the Pneumatic Tire Co. are now fitting it to ma-
chines. It has been under trial for a long time, and
is considered to be absolutely perfect. 'The valve is

outside the rim, and can be got at in a moment if it

goes wrong, and there is a deflating arrangement
which acts admirably.

Xiglit for Cyclists.

The Kenton Kan Co., of Covington, Ky., are out
with an illustrated circular letter, showingthe " Ken-
ton Lens Attachment" for Bicycle Lanterns. It con-
sists of a powerful lens with leather fastenings, by
means of which it is made secure to the lantern. 'The
attachment throws the light a long way ahead, and
gives a wonderfully bright light. The attachment
weighs but five ounces, and is retailed for $1.00, or
mailed for $1.25.

The Profits of English Cycle Concerns.

The prospectus sent out by Hillman, Herbert &
Cooper, in forming their limited liability company,
contains some interesting figures. In four years
theirjsales have increased from ^63,078 per annum to
^^119,591 per annum, the latter sum being for n months
only ; while the profits, which, for 1889, represented
^^15^7561 had increased in the following ii months
to .£27,290, or nearly double, and it is believed that
the present year will even far surpass the figures of
1890.

The Boothroyd Tire.

This tire which has been heard of but little as yet,
has been in a state of evolution, but now it has been
very much improved, and we hear that a large firm
in Coventry contemplate using it on a large scale.
The ordinary tire is i^ inches, and is cemented into
the rim in the good old way. Should the tire be
punctured, it is easily deflated and a solution is put
into the puncture, which speedily hardens, and if a
strip of tape be tied around the tire before re-inflating
there is no danger from the tire giving way. When
the heat hardens the tires the valve is made so that
the pressure can easily be reduced. The cost of the
tires will be little more than ordinary cushions.

—

Cycling.

It is said that a Buffalo corporation with a capital
of $1,000,000 "threatens" to engage in the bicycle
manufacturing business.

T. Henry Sweeting, of Philadelphia, announces a
retirement from the retail cycling business, but he
will continue as a wholesale dealer.

Franklin & Co., of Coventry, the English sole agents
for the Garford saddle, have introduced a new design
of this article, which they style the Sphinx Scorcher.

The shares of the Rudge Co. now stand at 150 per
cent, premium

; that is £s shares are worth £12 los.

The New York Bicycle Co. have removed from
their old quarters, 4 East Sixtieth Street to No. 956
Eighth Avenue.

Poughkeepsie is looking up in a cycling way. J.Van Benschoten, who started in business this Spring,
has sold over a hundred new wheels this year. His
leaders are Psychos and Tourists.

These are trying times with some bicycle dealers.
Men who thought there were millions in it, now
find only thousands or perhaps lone dollars as the
harvest.

An English traveler tells us that Messrs. Hillman
and Andrews, of Hillman, Herbert & Cooper and
Andrews & Co., Limited, are two of the most inge-
nious men in the English trade.

"The New York Belting and Packing Co. have ap-
plied for a patent on a cushion tire with an opening
through the centre of such a shape that after the tire
is compressed to a certain degree it forms a double
cushion.

Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Co., have closed a
deal with the Manchester Cycle Works, of Coventry,
England, for the control of their wheels in the United
States next season. The line will include the cele-
brated Irwell Pneumatics.

E. H. Corson has given up his Portland, Me., cycle
store ar.d will erect a three-story building at East
Rochester, N. H., which he will make his head-
quarters.

In the English cycle factories woman are employed
in large numbers. The light work is performed by
them and they are reported to be able to work the
lathes and drilling machines with astonishing ease.

Carter's oil-tight gear box is being largely used in
England. The principle of the device consists in
keeping the chain always running through a box filled
with oil.

Mr. Dunlop, the inventor of the pneumatic tire, is
experimenting with a new wheel which will, if suc-
cessful, entirely absorb vibration and at the same
time do away with the necessity for a large air tire.

Robert Bonner believes rubber inferior to steel for
use in tires for racing vehicles. He believes that the
virtue of the pneumatic tire lies entirely in the re-
duction of vibration, and scouts the idea that there is

any less friction.

The English press are beginning to take up the
Boothroyd tire, as something which has not yet been
given the attention it deserves, and which is liable to
beat out other tires, which have occupied a larger
share of the public eye.

The Cyclist reports that Hillman, Herbert & Cooper's
business for 1890 was somewhat near $700,000, and their
profits were over $125,000, or about 20 per cent. There
are at least half a dozen firms in this country whose
business surpasses Hillman, Herbert & Cooper's fig-

ures, and the American manufacturer's profit is prob-
ably much m ore than 20 per cent.

H. A. Lozier & Co. have seven travelers on the road,
while the head of the firm occasionally takes a flyer
himselt. The best known of the travelers is Ned
Oliver, while Mr. Ensworth has covered every part of
the United States. At the Cleveland office Mr. Paul
is in charge, while Mr. Robinson has built up a big
retail business this year by enterprise, hard work,
patience and politeness.

The Rouse-Duryea Cycle Co., Peoria, 111., are now
delivering the Sylph and expectto make all deliveries
promptly for the balance of the sea>on. Those who
have been delayed in getting their machines will feel
well repaid, as the company have perfected ever)' part
of it as they went along and feel conndent the Sylph
is the coming machine.

Frank Griffy, of Mt. Pleasant, Pa., is the inventor
of a peculiarly constructed machine, built on prin-
ciples somewhat similar to those of a tricycle. It has
five sets of cog gearings, so arranged as to be most
conducive to speed with the least exertion on the part
of the rider. A test of the machine was recently
made, and it is reported that it showed a speed of
forty miles an hour.

We are sorry to learn that some of the Philadelphia
cycling dealers have placed a number of machines in
an auction house in that city to be disposed of to the
highest bidder. In fact, it is said these auction sales
of bicycles is to be a regular weekly affair in that big
cycling town. It is easy to understand that such
action on the part of dealers tends to injure the busi-
ness. If, however, it will result in weeding out con-
cerns that should never have engaged in cycling trade
it may be well enough.

Salmon & Lumley, 13 Mercer Street, this city, have
had sent them tor introduction in this country, a
safety bicycle patented by Claude Jolly, of Paris.
The inventor claims for the machine extra speed and
ease of hill climbing in comparison with other safeties
now in use. The machine has no chain, and therein
resembles the Broncho. It has a lever movement
with a cog gearing in front of the rear wheel, which
connects with levers which in turn operate upon
cogs on the axle of the rear wheel. The machine has
been examined by several American bicycle experts.
It is said it was recently tried in a race, but with what
has not been ascertained.
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THE LIVINGSTON CYCLE COMPANY'S
AFFAIRS.

At an adjourned meeting of the creditors of the
Livingston Cycle Company, of Westborough, held in
Boston on August ii, the creditors' committee re-
ported that the trustees had, between April i8 and
July 16, increased the assets of the company from
$120,670 to $126,600, and the liabilities from .$145,82710
$r59,6oo. The committee recommended that the manu-
facture of their principal machine be discontinued
and other styles substituted ; that the unsecured
creditors should extend their accounts two years,
with the privilege of three, at 6 per cent. ; that parties
advancing monej' to the creditors should stand on
the same footing as other secured creditors outside of
mortgage interests, and that the parties furnishing
money sliould have power to decide upon the manage-
ment of llie works.
Most of the creditors were present and none object-

ed to the plans. The trustees present stated that they
were favorably surprised with the plan,and would con-
sent to it if the new managers could help them to float

certain notes, and that if the creditors would furnish
additional indorsement the syndicate baclt of the
trustees would also become indorsers of these notes.
It was thereupon agreed to appoint a committee to
raise money, gain consents and make out papers, the
committee to report at a date to be fixed by the
chairman.

Detailed Report of the Coiumlttee's Work.

The committee began its work in Westboro Tues-
day, Aug. 4, upon that day looking over the plant,
books and material of the company and trustees, with
their consent and assistance. Both officers and trus-
tees did all in their power to help the committee in

its work. On April 18, when the trustees assumed
control of the works affairs were found to have stood
as follows :

Assets, including land, buildings, machin-
nery, tools, stock, office fixtures, etc $120,670.80

Liabilities, mortgages, secured and unse- .

cured accounts 145,827.16

On July 16, when the trustees completed their state-
ment of the business, having shut down the shop on
the previous Saturday, the condition was found to

be:

Assets, land, building, stock, etc., same as
above, with addition by trustees in work
and material $126,664.56

Liabilities, same as above, with the addi-
tion of money put in or debts assumed in

behalf of the trustees 159,544.56

The trustees had expended nearly $30,000, while in-

creasing the assets only about $6,000 and the liabili-

ties a little less than $14,000.

Accompanying the financial report, the committee
made the following recommeiTdations :

That the manufacture of the Broncho be discon-
tinued. It embodied new ideas which were not yet
poptilar, and failed to gain a ready entrance into the
market. A chain safety should therefore be manu-
factured instead. Experts had examined parts and
had made estimates showing what it would cost to
manufacture such a machine. Using the machinery
in the plant, the cost of new or additional tools was
found to be low.
Further, the committee recofnmended that the

present unsecured creditors extend their accounts
for two years, with privilege of three if neccessary,
at 6 per cent, interest, pending the payment of secured
creditors and accumulation of profits of running the
plant sufficient to pay all claims.

They also recommended that it be so arranged that
the secured accounts, outside of mortgages and bills

of sale, should be placed on the same footing as per-
sons who shall consent to furnish additional money
for running the works.
Those who furnish the money shall decide who shall

have charge of the plant and business. All claims
having been paid, the plant shall pass back to the
company.
Several creditors present at once readily consented

to the method of adjustment. Nooneobjected e.Tcept
Dr. li. K. Harvey, in the interest of the Westboro
Board of Trade, whose accounts he wished placed on
the list of secured accounts, on the ground that the
amount, $7,o'.>o, was for wages assigned. It seems a
secured account by statute, and will probably be ad-
mitted as such.
The trustees were agreeable to this arrangement.

Mr. Burton, one of the syndicate who furnished cap-
ital for the trustees, was favorably impressed. Mr.
Frank W. Forbes, in behalf of himself and Mr. Brig-
ham, both of Westboro, said that they, as other mem-
bers of the syndicate, would not consent unless
arrangement was made shifting responsibility for

certain notes. If new or additional indorsers were
secured by tlie creditors, they would remain as in-

dorsers themselves.
The committee stated that at a forced sale the assets

would not cover the secured claims. The only alter-

native was to fix things u]) and go ahead.
Mr. Wilkie, of New York, moved that a committee

of five be appointed to arrange details of the plan
suggested, raise money, get necessary consents, trans-

fers, deeds, etc. The creditors accepted the motion,
and the chair appointed as the committees. Y. L'Hom-
medieu, of Columbia Kubber Works, New York;
James Fratt, of John Leng's Sons & Co., New York

;

Mr. Billings, of Billings & Spencer Company, Hart-
ford, Ct.; Dr. K. B. Harvey, Westboro; J. H, (Juincy,

of Herbert & Quincy, 19 Milk Street, Boston.
This committee will make its report in print or to a

meeting of the creditors to meet at the call of the
chairman.

The recent Kentucky Division meet was well adver-
tised and consequently it was a success in every way.
The total receipts from all sources were about $r,2oo,

while the expenditures amounted to $900. This en-
abled the Executive Committee to redeem all guar-
antee certificates at par, and also to pay a dividend
to the gUMrantors. The heaviest expense was adver-
tisin.g, the bills for that item reaching $268.

A POINTER ON PNEUMATIC
REPAIRING.

TIRE

We always look to Mecredy for pneumatic pointers.
He is one of the stockholders of the Pneumatic Tire
Co. (Dunlop tire) and his paper, which has long been
the official pneumatic organ, has contained as many
valuable hints as it has advertising puffs. Here is a
good pointer on collapsed pneumatics :

When a pneumatic tire suddenly collapses the rider
generally concludes that it has been punctured by
some external means, whereas, in three cases out of
four, the injury is internal in the shape of the slitting
of the inner tube. This defect, which did not exist in
the 1890 tire, is caused by the sewing getting into
a wrong position on the rim, and for soine months
now it has been discontinued, and the canvas casing
is built up of a perfect tube of canvas, and completely
over this is wrapped another piece of canvas, the
ends of which form the affixing flaps. In repairing a
tire this should be borne in mind, and unless it is

quite evident that the injury is from external causes
the inner tube should be at once taken out. Last
Sunday we met a man with a collapsed tire and lent
him rubber solution, and advised him to take out the
inner tube at once if he found any difficulty in locating
the damage. InsteacJ of this he removed some two
feet ot the tire in tfying to find the hole, and not
content with this he inflated the inner tube and
immersed the whole tire in water in its open condition,
so that the canvas casing got thoroughly saturated.
Even then he failed to find the hole and had to take
out the inner tube, when he found it was a slit and not
a puncture. Three hours later, on our return, he was
struggling vainly to get the inner tube back, for owing
to the canvas casing being wet it stuck fast. Finally
he got to open the the tire at another place to work it

through, and the job took about five hours altogether.
Had he taken out the inner tube in the first case,
without endeavoring so persistently to save time by
locating the injury (which was a slit and not a
puncture), the job would not have taken over an
hour. The above teaches a moral. Short cuts are
often the longest in the end, and whatever you do
don't immerse a pneumatic tire in water while it is

open.

—

Jrish Cyclist.

PRACTICAL POINTERS.

A Suggestion.
Did it ever occur to some manufacturers who ad-

just their chain by moving back the rear wheel that
you move it from the brake spoon? The spoon and
spoon bracket should follow the wheel, so that the
spoon will wear all over and not at the bottom.

Poor Man.
The tall six-footer will have to assume the racing

position on his safety whether he wants to or not.
The handle bar can't be raised high enough for him.
Another point in the reduction of weight.

A Remedy.
Rapid eating after a ride is apt to produce "hea-

cups." An excellent remedy for it is to place the
point of a knife blade on the upper part of the bridge
of the nose. Hold about half a minute.

Bicycles to Fit the Men, Not Men to Fit the
Bicycles.

If you are small get a wheel to fit you. Don't ride
a big 30-inch safety with the saddle down at the
lowest point, and have to carry 10 to i2lbs. more dead
weight than you should. Try the 28-inch. Nibs.

A NEW GOWN, LADIES!

Miss Tunstall, an English lady, recently rode at a
prominent gathering of cyclists and caused consider-
able comment by a new style of bicycle costume
which she wore, and which Bicycling News describes
as follows

:

" The invention was brought about by the fact that
with the ordinary skirt of civilization they had so
many accidents, which were attended with danger,
that they resolved to abandon cycling. One of the
sisters, however, designed her present dress, and
since then they have had no trouble whatever, while
it is utterly impossible for anyone to tell that there is

the least peculiarity in the arrangement of the
drapery. And yet the simplicity of the whole thing
is touching. The bottom of the dress instead of being
open is closed, while at each side there is an opening
for the feet, with a short gaiter, which is part and
parcel of the dress, and this gaiter is covered by a
flounce of about nine or ten inches in depth. There-
suit is that the dress cannot fly up, and cannot by any
possibility be distinguished from an ordinary fashion-
able skirt.

Holding the Mirror Up to Nature.
The much-vaunted benefit which cycling is sup-

posed to bestow upon the human frame is probably a
delusion. At any rate, the votaries of the art do not
bear upon their faces the bloom of health. Indeed,
every cad looks cadaverous, and it will take a great
deal of argument to make us believe that bending for
hours two-double over his "safety," with rounded
shoulders and hollowed chest, can be anything but
deleterious. Moreover, moderation seems to be quite
an impossibility with the cyclist ; he must either ride
himself to fiddle-strings, or abandon the pastime
altogether. There is no necessity for this latter al-
ternative, and if the lean youths who now scud along
at break-neck pace would look upon the matter in
this light, they would derive vastly more benefit from
the exercise, and also spare their fellow-creatures
many shocks and scares, and not a few broken bones
and untimely exits from this sphere.— yI/o(/t';-« Society.

Mrs. Yost, wife of Jos. L. Yost, of the Lozier & Yost
Company, does much of her shopping about Toledo
awheel.

THE ROCHESTER MEET.

We have received a copy of the programme for this
meet, which is to be held on Wednesday and Thurs-
day of next week under the auspices of the Roches-
ter Wheelmen's League. The programme is a most
ambitious pamphlet, and is quite up to any State Di-
vision programme we have ever seen.

PKOGRAMMa, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 79.

6.45 a. m. leave headquarters, Powers' Hotel, for
ride to South Park, etc.; 9 a. m. street parade, form-
ing at Washington Square, South Clinton Slreet; 11
a. m. photograph at Lower Falls; 1.30 p. m. races at
Rochester Driving Park; 8 p. m. consolidated min-
strels, Lyceum Theatre.

PROGRAMME, THURSDAY, AUGUS'l' 20.

7.45 a. m. leave headquarters. Powers' Hotel, for
Lake Ontario Beach, returning to Seneca Park and
viewing the Lower Genesee Falls from the new bridge,
also viewing the Upp r (jenesee Falls

; 9.30 a. m. busi-
ness meeting of New York Stale Division at Powers'
Hotel ; 1.30 p. m. races at Rochester Driving Park

;

7.30 p. 111., the evening will be spent at Ontario Beach,
which is called the Coney Island of the western part
of the State.
On the first day there will be twelve events, many

of them of a very interesting nature. There will be
a one mile scratch safety ; a two mile safety, handi-
cap

;
a five mile scratch safety ; a one mile ordinary,

handicap, and a one mile professional ordinary.
On the second day there will be a one mile safety,

handicap; a two mile ordinary, handicap
; a two mile

scratch safety, and a number of other interesting
events.

THE ROCHESTER WHEELMEN'S LEAGUE.
The Rochester Wheelmen's League is formed of

the following clubs: Rochester B. C, the oldest or-
ganization

; Genesee B. C.j West End, B. C; Flower
City Wheelmen; Lake View Weeelmen; Business
Men's Cycling Association; Crescent Cycle Club;
Ramblers B. C; Y. M. C. A. B. C; Rochester Athletic
Bicycle Club

; Asbury Church Bicycle Club; Ladies'
National Bicycle Club; Lake View Ladies' Auxiliary
Club.
The Flower City Wheelmen were organized iniS88,

with Frank P. Weeks as president. Its membership
is TOO, and the present President is James H. Brown.
The Genesee Club was organized in 1883 with 25
charter members. The President is Gordon S.
Montgomery,whotakesa prominent part in Rochester
cycling. The West End Club, the third to form in
the city, was organized in 1887. At present they have
180 wheelmen. The President is C. B. Braman. The
Lake View Club have a membership of 150. The
President is Dr. F. H. Sawers. The Crescent Cycle
Club was organized on May 22, i8qo. This club is a
very moral club. The President is Mr. J. N. Williams.
The Ramblers' Club was organized on July 20, 1890.
The President is J. S. Groh.
Rochester has a fine track, and its meet last August

was one of the most memorable of the year. The
committee having the meet in charge are as follows:
G. S. Montgomery, Chairman

;
James H. Brown,

Vice-Chairman
; Marsden B. Fox, Secretary; Fred.

D. Morgan, Treasurer.
The wheelmen should report at once at the Powers

House, which will be the headquarters during the
meet.

TRANSPORTATION.

The railroads have a special rate of a fare and a
third. When purchasing ticket, ask the ticket agent
for a certificate to show that you propose attending
the L. A. W. Meet. Have the certificate sent to E. W.
Lane, n East Main Street, Rochester, and upon your
return you can purchase a ticket at one-third of the
regular rate. The roads making the concession are :

Addison and Pennsylvania, Allegheny Valley,
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, Central of New
Jersey, Delaware & Hudson Canal Co., Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western, Elmira, Cortland & North-
ern, Fall Brook Coal Co., Grand Trunk, Lehigh
Valley, New York Central & Hudson River, New
York, Lake Erie & Western (east of Salamanca and
Buffalo), New York, Ontario and Western, Northern
Central, Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg (except
on Phoenix Line—stations between Syracuse and
Oswego), Western New York & Pennsylvania, West
Shore.
The officers of the meet are as follows: Referee, W.

S. Bull; Judges, W. S. Jenkins, Buffalo; M. F. Schafer,
Rochester; C. H. Luscomb, New York; Charles W.
Wood, Syracuse; James R. Dunn, New York ; Timers,
James H. Brown, Rochester; F. P. Prial, New York;
Robert Neanley, Rochester ; Starter, G. S. Mont-
gomery, Rochester; Announcer, W. C. Marion,
Hartford.
A large party of New Yorkers will attend the

meet, going up on the Tuesday morning train.
Among those who will attend the meet are James R.
Dunn, Major Burdett, (i. Carleton Brown, Charles
H. Luscomb, H. E. Raymond, George M. Nisbett, 1.

B. Potter, W. H. DeGraaf, W. W. Share, Dr. Gilfillan,
Dr. Geo. 15. Blackham, A. B. Barkman, and a number
of other prominent local cyclists.

Tlie Latest Records Conii)ared 'With the Horse.

The new English cycle records are attracting a
great deal of attention among horsemen in this
country. Osmond's times are considered iihcnom-
enal. The sporting man of the Minneapolis Tri/uiiie
writes: "Osmond, the English wheelman who ran
a mile on a safety in 2:16, within eight seconds of Maud
S's. trotting record, is tlie wonder of the age, but his
performance of 24 miles in one hour, 40 and four-
fifths seconds is unapproachable by any horse. A
mile on a bicycle in 2:35 is pretty fast, but when it

comes to doing 24 consecutive miles at an average
pace of 2:31 and a fraction, it seems almost incrc<lit-
able. The record of 63 miles in three hours is also a
facer, when it is taken into consideration that the
50-mile record for a horse is three hours 5.^ minutes,
being made by Ginger on the Bath road in England,
July 10, 1887."
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FIXTURES.

16.

18.

ig-2o.-

ig-20.

22.

22.

29-30.

3°-

22-23.

24

AUGUST.
-Race Meet at Alton, 111.

-Road Race at Waukesha, Wis.
-Race Meet at Lynn, Mass.
-Five Mile Road Race of the Riverside Wheel-

men.
-Race Meet at Belleville, 111.

-Races at th« Hamilton County (Ohio) Fair.
-New York State Division Meet at Rochester.

Entries close August 12 and 15.

-Race Meet at Shelbina, Missouri.

-Philadelphia Outing Club's Race Meet.
-Five Mile Road Race of the Riverside Wheel-

men.
-Race meet of the Columbia Bicycle Club, North

Attleboro, Mass.
-Championship Races at the Games of the Long

Island Athletic League.
-Races of the Saugerties, N. Y. Y. M. C. A.
-Annual Meet of the Montreal Bicycle Club.

Address A. Harris, Hon. Sec, P. O. Box 958,
Montreal, Canada.

-Race Meet of the Quaker City Wheelmen,
Philadelphia. Address E. B. Chapman, Capt,
1400 Oxford St., Phila., Pa.

-Race Meet of the Cook County Wheelmen,
Chicago.

-Race Meet of'the Norristown Wheelmen. Ad-
dress Walter Derr, Secretary, Norristown,
Pa.

-Fall Meet of the Missouri Division at Louisiana.
-Twenty-five Road Race of the Zigzag Bicvcle

Club, Buffalo.

SEPTEMBER. *
.—Race Meet at Birmingham, Conn.
.—Rhode Island Wheelmen's Tournament at Nar-

ragansett Park, Providence.
.—Race Meet at Englewood-on-the-Hill, Ills.
.—Races of the Southside Driving Club, Bald

wins, L. I. Address Paul Ayres, 217 Fifth
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

.—Races at Minneapolis.
—Race Meet of the Union Co. Roadsters, at

Elizabeth, N. J. Address Geo. J. Ames, 408
Jefferson Ave., Elizabeth, N. J,

—Races of the Manhattan Bicycle Club, Kings-
bridge Course.

—Races at the Games of the Acorn Athletic
Association, at Washington Park, Brooklyn.
Address Geo. C. Griffith, 116 Fifty-fifth
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

—Tournament at Hartford, Conn. Address J. J.
Grace, Secretary, Hartford, Conn.

—Meeting of the National Assembly at Hart-
ford, Conn.

—Third Annual Tournament of the Fort Dayton
Wheelmen, at Herkimer, N. Y.

—Tournament at Freeport, 111. Address R. C.
Lennie, Freeport, 111.

-Springfield Bicycle Club's Tournament, Hamp-
den Park, Springfield, Mass. Address D. J.
Canary, Box 107.

—Chicago Cricket Club's Annual Meet. Address
J. G. Davis, Park Side, Chicago.

—ManhaLtan A. C. Ten Mile Club Road Race.
—Second Fifteen Mile Team Road Race of the

Wheelmen's Racing League.
—Race Meet of the Park Avenue Wheelmen,

Philadelphia.
— Lantern Parade and Entertainment at Passaic,
—Two Mile Ordinary at the Games of the Metro-

politan Division A. A. U. , at Manhattan Field.
—Third Annual Race Jleet of the Lowville Cycle

Club. Address Chas. E. Pelton, Lowville,
N. Y.

—Third Annual Tournament of the Peoria Bi-
cycle Club. Address Fred Patee, Peoria,
111.

—Race Meet of the Time Wheelmen, Phila-
delphia.

—Races at the Games of the Atlantic Division of
the A. A. U. at Baltimore.

-Rockland Co Wheelmen's Race Meet at Spring
Valley, N. Y. Entries close September 15,
with Irving D. Cole, Spring Valley, Rock-
land Co., N. Y.

—Bicycle Races at the Goshen, Ind., Fair.
—Poughkeepsie Fair Race Meet. Entries close

with J. Van Benschoten, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
—Tournament of the Valley Point Bicvcle Club,

Cuba, N. Y. Address J. F. Coad, Secretary,
Cuba, N. Y.

24.—Second Annual Road and Track Races of the
Penn Wheelmen. Address H. Y. Yost, Secre-
tary, Reading, Pa.

26 —Race Meet of the Elizabeth, (N.J.,) Wheelmen.
26.—Wilmington Wheel Club's Third Annual 25

Mile Road Race.
26.—Manhattan Athletic Club's Tournament, Man-

hattan Field.

OCTOBER.
3.—Riverside Wheelmen's Race Meet, Manhattan

Field.

3.—Annual Twenty-five Mile Road Race of the
Boston Athletic Associction.

7-—Twenty-five Mile Handicap Road Race, from
Shelbyville to Murfreesboro, Tenn.

lO-I I

^2,

One hundred dollars in prizes will be offered at the
races under the auspices of the Valley Point Bicycle
Club, of Cuba, N. Y., during the county fair on Sep-
tember 24. The events are announced to be : One
mile professional, one mile amateur, one-half mile
ladies. The latter event should be withdrawn, and
whether the other event is for safeties or ordinaries
we are unable to say. The promoters are evidently
ignorant of the L. A. W. and its rules.

q^HE RHODE ISLAND WHEELMEN'S
-^ Third Annual Tournament will be held

SEPTEMBER 5th,
At Narragansett Park, Providence, R. I.

For a valuable compilation of

BICYCLE RECORDS.
Send stamp to J. L. Speir, 13 Asia St., Providence, R. I.

TIis Lfiwville Cycle Clubs Third Annual Race Meet

WILL BE HELD AT

Forest Park, Lowville, N. Y., September 17,

In connection with the County Fair. W. S. Maltby
will give an exhibition of trick riding. Prizes of un-
usual value and beauty. Entries close Sept. lo. L. A.
W. rules to govern. Address, Charles E. Pelton,
Lowville, N. Y. g_,j

BICYCLE RACES AT THE GOSHEN, IND., FAIR

September 32.

HANDSOME PRIZES.
An Ariel High Grade Safety, Gold and Silver

Watches and Medals.

Entries close September 15, with T. A. Starr, Sec-
retary, Goshen, Ind. g-,8

MEETIIG OF THE CHAMPIONS.
«> ^ «»

EIGHTH ANNUKl TOtlRNAMENT

HARTFORD
WHEEL CiUB

SECOND ANNUAL RACE MEET
OF THE

PAl ATME WlELMffl,
OK I»HII,A»EI.PHIA,

Will be held on the grounds of the Tioga
Athletic Association on

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1891.

Prizes to the amount of $2,500.00 will be given, in-
cluding several high grade bicycles, gold watches.
Kodaks, diamond studs, medals, fine pieces of fur-
niture, etc. The track has a record of 2.32. Three
prizes for every track event. Don't fail to come.

I^ISX OK EVENTS.
25 Mile Road Race, last mile to be ridden on track-
I Mile Safety, Novice (pneumatics barred).
I " " 3.10 class, " "
I " " 2.50 '*

K " " open.

Ordinary, open.

AND MEET OF THE

CONN. DIYI5I0N, L /I. W.,

CHARXER. OAK KAKK,

Monday and Tuesday Sept. 7 and 8, 1891.

The Record Track of America.

Handsome, Costly and TJseful Prizes.

Twenty Short and Exciting Eaces.

Eutertainmeiits Eacb Day.
Xlie Racing Events of X891.

ie^EXtURSION KATES ON ALL KA1L1{0ADS.^.^S3!

Entries close September ist. Entry Blanks mailed
on application to J. J. Grace, Sec'y. P. O. Box 365,
Hartford, Conn. g.28

BICYCLE TOURNflnENT

Springfield Bicycle Club,

On Hampden Park, Springfield, Mass.

1 " Safety, handicap.
2 t' " u

1 " Ordinary, handicap.
2 " " *'

1 " TANDEM NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP.
2 " Tandem Handicap.

THIS List is Subject to Change.
For further information and entry blanks

address W. W. TAXIS, Secretary of Race Com-
mittee, 1832 Park Avenue, or

Capt. H. D. SIMMONS, 1832 Park Ave.

September 7, 1.30 p.m.

BICYCLE RACES
At the Annual Fall Trotting and Athletic Gamrs of the

SOUTH 5IDE bRIVINQ CLUB,
At the Club Gmunds, Baldwins, L.I.,

A very attractive programme of Trotting and Ath-
letic events, including
Oue Mile Safety Uicycle Race Handicap ami

Two Mile Oidinary Bicycle Kace Handicap.
Handsome Medals in each event, on exhibition at 126
Nassau Street. Entrance Fee, soc for each event.
Entries close with P.^UL Ayres, 217 Fifth Avenue,
Brooklyn, N. Y., on Saturday, August 29.How TO Reach the Grounds.—Take Long Is-
land R.R. from Long Island City at 11:05 am.; or
Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn, at 10:55 a.m., one hour's ride
to grounds. 8-21

rj.A.BOR. ID_A.'Y",
Sept. 7, 1891, 1:30 p.m.

BICYCLE RACES,
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE

UNION COUNTY ROADSTERS,
ON THE GROUNDS OF THE

New Ji rsey Jockey Club, Elizabeth, N.J.

1 , 2 and 5 Mile Safety Races, Handicap.
1, 2 and 5 Mile Ordinary Races, Handicap.

HANDSOME PRIZES.
Gold and Silver Watches. Gold and Silver Medals.
Address Geo. J. Ames, 408 Jefferson Ave., Eliza

beth, N.J., for entry blanks. Entries close Aug. 29.

Ouc Mile Track. No Corners. Grand Stand scats 4,000.

SEPT. \o t^ n.

Track built for Bicycle Races only at a cost

of Fifteen Hundred Dollars.

To entertain wheelmen, Boat and Canoe
Races on a grand scale will take place both
mornings, and a large display of flre-works on
evening of September lO, by Master & Wells,
of Boston. 100,000 people witnessed the last
Tournament. Excursion rates on all railroads.
Entry Blanks mailed on application Club
Address, Box 107. g.^

At Frseprt, 111., SeptmilKir 10.

PRia^ES VAI^UED AX OVER
A XHOVSAIMD DOX.X.ARS.

High Grade Wheels, Gold and Silver

"Watches, and Medals.

Entries close September 3, with R. C.
Lennie, Freeport, 111.

The Century Wheelmen intend holding a five mile
team road race between four teams, made up as fol-
lows : I. G. Schell, Dalsen, Wiltberger, Pratt, and A.
H. Allen. 2. C. Schell, Geyler, McCune, MauU, and
Righter. 3. Keim, Loos, Bahl, Jones, and Pavord.
4. C. P. Allen, Garrigues, Sadler, Bailey, and Brown.
A five mije handicap road race, confined to members
of the club, will also be given.
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THE TOURNAMENT AT TORONTO.

Over 2,500 spectators witnessed the races, held at
the annual tournament of the Toronto Bicycle Club
at the Rosedale track, on Tuesday o£ this week. The
track was in excellent shape and the weather perfect.
The only thing to mar the day in any way was the
absence of American cracks. As it was, all the
beautiful trophies were gathered in by club members,
who were not sorry that they had the field to them-
selves. But while it may have been agreeable to the
winners, the sport was not so interesting or exciting
for spectators who had attended the meets of the club
for the past four or five years, and had witnessed re-
markable struggles and brilliant spurts by outside
talent.
Carmen, of Woodstock, was expected up to the last

moment, and his absence seems inexplicable, he not
having missed a meet here for many years. He cer-
tainly lost a pot by not coming. While the races were
all fairly well contested there was not that "dash"
or ".^o " about them that characterize races between
first-class men, and the tournament betook the air of
a club affair rather than an open race meet. Every
first prize was won by club members, and only three
seconds went to outsiders. Riders entered the lists

who had never before been heard of, who, when the
day was done, were heroes of the hour. One or two
men gave brilliant promises, and others demonstrated
that their racing days are over. Hyslop in the safety
events rode remarkably strong and surprised every-
one by winning three 'first and two second prizes.
His dual victory over Wells was doubtless due to the
handicap sustained by the latter in riding a road
wheel after having trained on a racing machine. Mc-
Cl'-llan in the ordinary races also showed to advan-
tage, and proved himself a rider and a stayer of no
mean ability.

Following is a summary :

Two Mile Ordinary Novice—G. W. McClellan, T.
B. C , first

;
Jas. Millne, T. B. C, second

; C. W. Len-
nox, third. Time, 6m. 18 2-5S,

Two MILE Safety Novice—E. J. Smith, T. B. C,
first ; I. Bulley, T. B. C, second. Time, 7m. 5 2-5 s.

0.\'E Mile Ordinary Handicap—J. Millne, 140
yards, first; J. Baine, 140 yards, second; J. H. Palin,
125 yards, third. Time, 2m. 50 2-5S.

Half Mile Safety Dash—Hyslop, first; Wells,
second; Smith, third. Time, im. 15 2-5S.

Two Mile Club Championship-McClelland, first

;

Gullet, second. Time, 6m. 51s.

Half Mile Boys—Bendelari, first; Percy Brown,
second. Time, im. 323-5S.

One Mile Safety—Hyslop, first ; Wells, second
;

BuUey, third. Time, 2m. 44s.

Five Mile Ordinary—McClelland, first ; Palin,
second; Millne, third. Time, i6m. 33 2-5S.

Two Mile Safety Handicap—Smith, 250 yards,
first ; Hyslop, 50 yards, second ;

Bulley, 150 yards,
third. Time, 6m. 30 4-58.

Half Mile Combination—The contestants were
required to push their wheels in various positions,
vault hurdles, crawl under poles, nets, and through
barrels, and then return to their wheels and repeat
the first performances. McMahon won handily
with Hurndall second and W. Robins, third. No
time.
One Mile Safety, Club—Hyslop, first; Smith,

second ; Bulley, third. Time, 2m. 48 1-5S.

At the conclusion of the races the prizes were pre-
sented to the happy winners by Aid. Boustead, who
made a few happy and appropriate remarks. After-
wards the Torontos held a reception to visiting wheel-
men in their club rooms on Jarvis Street.
The officers of the day were : Referee, E. C. Hill,

President C. W. A.; Judges, Chas. Pearson, W. Logan,
Aid. J. B. Boustead; Clerks of the Course, W. H.
West, H. C. Pease, F. J. Whatmough ; Starter, Dr.
Doolittle ; Timekeepers, H. Ryrie, J. P. Langley, F
Foster.

ZIMMERMAN CLIPS THE HALF MILE
ORDINARY RECORD,

A special despatch from 'Springfield, Mass., says
that on Thursday evening of this week, A. A. Zim-
merman, paced by C. M. Murphy and A. B. Rich, rode
u halt mile in im. ic>;;s. The previous best time was
im. 104-5S. by Windle, at Peoria. Zimmerman feels
that he can lower this record a second, and will make
another trial on Saturday evening. W. F. Murphy,
who tried for the two mile safety record, made the
rounds in 5m. 31s. without any pacemakers. He will
try again with pacers on Saturday evening. The old
track is in excellent shape again, and some record-
breaking will result.

CENTURY ROAD CLUB'S FIFTY
MILE RACE.

September 10 has been set as the date of the Cen-
tury Road Club's (Chicago) fifty mile race. The
course will be from Lincoln Park to Wheeling, 111.,

and return, a stretch of road which, while precluding
anything like record time, is yet fair going. It will
probablv be decided to award official C. R. C. bronze
medals to all who finish within 3h. som. Entries close
.September 7 with Wm. Herrick, 81 Madison Street,
Chicago. Fee $1.

There will be "blood "on the Englewood course
to morrow afternoon. Tony Stilger will start at
scratch in the five mile club handicap, while W. S.

Campbell is penalized thirty seconds. The boys say
" record must go."

Quilla B. Rich has been lost to public view of late.
'Tis said he is carefully trained, and will burst on the
public view at Rochester. 'Tis further whispered
that both Murphy and Rich are most anxious to
dangle the Windle scalp at their belts.

THE EVENTS AT PROVIDENCE.

The race committee of the Rhode Island Wheelmen
have prepared the list of events and prizes for their
tournament, which will be held on September 9, on
Friday last.

The 3-mile team race will be open to any club in
Rhode Island, and will undoubtedly be one of the
most exciting events of the tournament. The Metro-
pole Club, the Pawtuxet Valley Wheelmen, the
Auburn Cycling Club and the Lincoln Wheelmen, of
Pawtucket, are the organizations that have already
agreed to enter a team in this race. Dan Canary, the
champion trick rider, has accepted the terms offered
by theR. I. W. for his exhibition at the tournament.
It is confidently expected that the track record of

2.39M will be lowered.
The events and prizes are as follows :

One Mile Novice (Pneumatics barred)—First
prize, gold medal ; second prize, silver medal.
One Mile Safety Novice (Pneumatics barred)—

First prize, gold medal ; second prize, silver medal.
One Mile, Open—First prize, solid gold watch

;

second prize, seal ring.
One Mile State Safety Championship—First

prize, gold medal ; second prize, silver medal.
ONE Quarter Mile Dash, National League

Championship (Postponed from Detroit)—First prize,
gold medal ; second Drize, silver medal.
One Mile Safety^ Open—First prize. No. 2 Kodak

Camera ; second prize, solid gold watch charm.
Three Mile Team, State Championship—First

prize, silver water set; second prize, French marble
clock.
One Quarter Mile Dash, Safety, Open—First

prize, gold medal set with diamonds ; second prize,
gold medal.
Two Mile Handicap—First prize, Rogers Grotip

;

second prize, gold cuff buttons ; third prize, gold ring.
One Mile Tandem, Safety, Open—First prize,

two Mackintoshes; second prize, two sweaters and
tights.
One Mile Team, Open—First prize, solid silver

cup ; second prize, steel engraving.
ONE Mile, 2.30 Class, Safety (Pneumatics barred)

—First prize, gold medal ; second prize, silver medal.
One Mile Safety, Handicap—First prize, gold

medal set with diamonds ; second prize, gold medal.
An elegant and valuable medal will be given the

man who breaks the present track record for one
mil'e—2m. 39)is.
Limit for handicap races, 150 yards for each mile.

PEORIA WANTS THE RACING MEN.

At the last meeting of the Peoria B. C., the following
resolutions were adopted :

Whereas, From an article printed in of
July 31 it would appear that certain racing men have
concluded that they, as members of athletic clubs, are
not wanted at the Peoria tournament ; and

Whereas, It is due to the Peoria Bicycle Club, in
justice to itself, and in order that the athletic, or
other race-promoting clubs may in future make no
mistake in regard to our position

; therefore be it

Resolved, By the Peoria Bicycle Club, in open meet-
ing, that we express ourselves as being heartily in
favor of a liberal amateur ruling

; we are therefore in
favor of allowing the reasonable traveling expenses
and hotel bills of racing men and their trainers to be
paid by the clubs of which they are members.

TANDEM TRICYCLE RECORDS
LOWERED.

On July 29 Beduin and Crump lowered the flying
start tandem tricycle quarter mile record from 34 3-5S.
to 33 2-5S. On July 30 the same team made new
records from six to ten miles on a tandem tricycle at
the Heme Hill race track, doing the ten miles in 28m.
35 1-5S.

At the Irish Nationalists A. A. Gaines.
The following two events were run at the games of

the Irish National Athletic Association of Boston on
August 5 :

Three Mile Ordinary—James Clark, first; E.
Clark, second.

Three Mile Safety—E. a. McDuffy, first; Geo.
E. Quinn, second. Time, iim. 2s.

The annual watermelon feast of the Hagerstown
Bicycle Club occurred on Monday evening of this
week on the lawn of D. H. Morin, at Half Way.

The Oxford wheelmen will hold a five mile handi-
cap road race on September 5, for members only.

Races that Avill be Run to Room Real E.state.

The race meet to be given on September 3d, by E.
A. Cummings & Co., real estate dealers, at Engle-
wood, on the hill, on a new quarter mile track will
receive the support of about all of Chicago's fast
riders. Entries close on August 28th with S. A. Miles,

334 Dearborn Street, Chicago. A special train will
carry contestants and spectators to the grounds.
The events are as follows: Five mile safety handi-
cap ;

one mile safety scratch ; one mile ordinary lap
;

two mile ordinary handicap ; one-half mile safety
handicap; one-half mile boys.

It is proposed to form a Racing Men's Association
in Melbourne, to control all cycle racing in the
colony. .Such an organization is very much needed
for since the introduction of the cash prize system,
racing has been looked after by everybody in gen-
eral and nobody in particular.

A. S. Beers, of Newton, Mass., has ridden a pneu-
matic tired wheel over 4,000 miles this season. It has
punctured twice but on each occasion he was able to
repair it while on the road.

NOTES OF THE ROAD AND PATH.

H. A. Lozier has a son named Harry, a strapping
youth of eighteen, who has lately been snowing some
" pace " on a cycle.

Windle will make his first appearance on the track
this season at three or four of the fall tdurnamcnts,
according to the announcements of the promoters.

The Park Avenue wheelmen of Philadelphia will
hold their annual road race on the course from H aver-
ford to Bala on August 15. Over thirty entries have
been received.

The four clubs of Providence, R. I., held a joint run
to Silver Springs on Thursday evening, August 6, in

which over 200 members took part. The clubs will
hold a century run to Boston and return on Si.plem-
ber 13.

The Orange Wheelmen will hold a series ot club
races on Saturday afternoon, August 22, on the Cen-
tral Avenue course. The events will cmisist of a one
mile novice and two, five and ten mile handii-aps.
Suitable prizes will be awarded in each event.

F. J. Osmond rode a Facile for several years, taking
up the "ordinary " in 1S86. On June igth of that year
he made his first appearance on the Crystal Palace
track, running two handicaps. A week later he
figured at scratch, which position of honor he has
since held.

An article in a Newark, N. J ,
jjaper on cycle records

states that "on the Irvington - Milburji' Course, on
July loth, Mecredy brought the one mile record to 2m.
29 4-5S.', and Osmond rode a mile on an ordinary in 2m.
28 4-ss.,"etc., and we suppose the guileless, non-cycling
public will believe it.

The Detroit Wheelmen have received a proposition
from the Detroit International Exposition to run a
series of races on their half-mile track during the
coming exposition. Messrs. Able, Holcombe, and
Watson have been appointed to make all necessary
arrangements for the events.

The " mile " on Riverside is in great shape, and the
"shadows" are going at a great pace every night.
It is rumored that the official handicapper has leased
a house opposite the "mile," and with the aid of a

,

" clock " and a pair of " operas " is booking notes fi^r

the Manhattan A. C. and Riverside tournaments.

At the games of the Acorn Athletic Association, at
Washington Park, Brooklyn, on Labor Day, a one
mile safety, novice, and a two mile safety, handicap,
will be run. The prizes are gold, silver, and bronze
medals. Entries close August 31, with Geo. C. Griffin,
116 Fifty-fifth Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. Fee, 50 cents.

Milwaukee wheelmen are waiting i.-xpectantly for
the outcome of the Waukesha roail race, on August
15. Twenty valuable prizes are oft'ertd anda number
of Chicago riders are expected to take part in tlic

event. The course measures 16=3 miles. The lime
medal, it is universally agreed, will be won by Ti. rry
Andrae.

At 4 a. m. on Saturday next, E. Levansellcr, of the
Elizabeth Wheelmen, will start from that city for
Stroudsburg, Pa., ninety-si.x miles, in an attenijit to
reach the destination before N. H. White, who will
start three hours after him. White is confident that
he can give Levanseller three hours start and reach
Stroudsburg before him.

The Penn Wheelmen, of Reading, have arranged
for road and track races to take place on September
10. The road race will start at Myerstown and termi-
nate at the Three-Mile House, near Reading. The
distance is twenty miles, the course being ihe Berks
and Dauphin turnpike. Twelve events will take place
on the track at the Three-Mile House.

A twenty-five mile bicycle race between Henry
Hathaway, of Oxford, and James Dunn, of .Millaii y,
for a $100 gold watch, under the auspices of the .Mll'l-

bury, Mass., Bicycle Club, was held at the O.sford
Driving Park August i. In the ninth mile Dunn took
a header, but came near regaining his lost distaiRe,
as Hathaway won by only a few inches.

The recent dealers race meet and parade at Pliil,

-

delphia was engineered to a fairly successful con-
clusion in the face of much opposition. The oldir
clubs refused to take part in tlie parade, cl.'iiniing it

was merely an advertising scheme ; and stories wei e
circulated tending to injure the race meet Petty
jealousy is said to be the cause of the dissension.

The Hamilton County (O.) I'air Races.

Two hundred dollars worth of prizes will be
awarded .It the cycle races to be held on Auj;ust iS

at the Hamilton County Fair, Carthage, Ohio. The
events are: Half mile ordinary; mile salcty ; halt
mile boys ; half mile safety ; half mile lap race', ordin-
ary ; one mile safety or ordinary, the " Hanauer
race," first prize, $100 safety; second, a .gold medal.
Permission to run this race has been granlcil by the
League. Gold and silver medals will be offered in

all the other events. Entries close on the day of the
races with Chas. Hanauer, 258 Walnut Street, Cincin-
nati. No fee.

The Chicago Cricket Club's Races.
F^ntries close September 3 for the Chicago Cricket

and Athletic Club's second annual tournatm nl, at the
club grounds, Parkside, III., on .Se])tembcr 11 and 12.

An attractive list of prizes is being prepared. The
events are as follows: Safety—One mile novice, (mc
mile open, quarter mile handicap, half mile handicap,
one mile handicap, two mile handicap, five mile
handicap, 400 yards limit, half mile, boys under 16,

two mile, lap. Ordinary—one mile novice, one mile
open, quarter mile handicap, half mile handicap, one
mile handicap, two mile handicap, five mile handi-
cap, 4110 yards limit, quarter mile, boys under 16, two
mile, lap.
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UNION COUNTY ROAD SYSTEM.

The map of the Union Co., N. J., road system, on
another pag-e, prepared by County Engineer F. A.
Dunham, is the first map made since these roads were
macadamized, and as the wheelmen of the New Jer-
sey Division exerted a great influence in having the
good work brought about, they naturally feel exult-

ant over the success with which their efforts have been
crowned. The roads that were macadamized by Union
Co. are designated by heavy double lines. Before they
were improved they were barely passable for wheel-
men, being soft and sandy in dry weather and a foot

dee|) with mud after a storm. Two years ago when the
roads were in this condition a wheelmen was almost
a curiosity at Rahway, Linden, Cranford, Westfield
and the other small towns. Since the roads were
furnislied with a hard surface however, wheelmen
have sprung up like mushrooms and every town now
boasts of its cycle club.
The map, however, does not do full justice to the

macadam roads in the territory which it represents.

Very nearly all the roads in the vicinity of Spring-
field and iMillnirn designated by light lines are mac-
adamized. The road passing through Milburn and
Hilton to Irvington is the famous course that bears
that name. Macadam roads extend from Scotch
Plains to Plainfield, from Fanwood to Plainfield,

Locust Grove to Westfield, and in short all towns can
now be reached over smooth highways.

A REVIEW OF THE TRADE IN
COVENTRY.

DiiUiiess— Overstocking—The Tire Question.

The anticipated crisis in the cycling trade seems to
be approaching much more rapidly than was ex-
pected. Lots of machinists out of work, aimlessly
walking the streets, or standing at corners, and the
quietude which reigns 'in the vicinity of factories
after six o'clock, bear powerful testimony to the fall-

ing off in trade experienced this season by many
firms. Several influences have been at work to bring
this about. Perhaps the most blame attaches to the
weather, which was unpropitious long after the period
when cycling usually becomes a pleasure. As a con-
sequence, many would-be purchasers changed their
minds and put up with old machines, or for some
otiier reason withheld or countermanded their order.
Slackness in the workshops has been induced, too, by
the large stock accumulated by most of the makers
last winter. The i8go season was so successful that
makers went on running the factories at full pressure
during the winter months, with the result that ma-
chines totalling up to an almost fabulous number were
packed in the store-rooms. Then, again, the season
has not produced any novelty which can be said to
have "caught on " amongst that large class of pur-
chasers who are willing to buy a new machine every
season tor the purpose of being in the fashion. The
pneumatic tire is unquestionably a luxury, but a

costly one, and its liability to become disabled for
comparatively trivial reasons has prevented it from
attaining any great degree of popularity. The cush-
ion tire was expected to effect something like a revo-
lution in the trade, but it is fast going the way of

many other novelties, and a general reversion to

thick, solid tires is to be expected, excepting amongst
riders who can stand the expense and the uncertainty
of the pneumatic.

I'he fact is, the trade seems to be settling down to a
firmer basis than has yet been reached. In the
safety, with solid tires of good rubber, something like

tile best possible machine is to be found, and the
shrewdest manufacturers will be those who devote
their attention to the production of a thoroughly re-

liable machine of the type indicated rather than the
introduction of novelties which, at the best, can only
have a season's run. The permanency of the trade is

ascertain as is that of the watch trade, and though
m mufactories are springing up all over the country,
Coventry will retain its reputation as the home and
the centre of the industry as long as " shoddy" ma-
terials and "jerry" building are eschewed by the
leading milkers.— Coventry Standard.

THE SERCOMBE & BOLT MF&, CO.'S PNEUMATIC TIRE.

"BOLTE" PNEUMATIC, Style C, Showing Outer Cever Detached.

AA, Shows where linen is lapped four thicknesses : B, Dotted lines show where outer cover-

ins is ntlached; A, Sides and bottoms of tire with only two thicknesses of linen
;

i.. Inner

conlinuous tube, vulcanized to outer layers of linen AA; D, Kim of wheel; C, Cement lor

attaching tire to rim ; F, Inner tube exposed for patching.

T he Sercombe-Bolte Manufacturing Co. is a Milwaukee concern, capitalized at $50,000. The p incipal

projectors are P. H. Sercombe, the well-known Milwaukee dealer and Mr. Bolte, whose several indentions
and improvements Mr. Sercon.be has marketed for the past two seasons.

We pul^l'sh cuts and a description of the " BOLTK INDESTRUCTIBLE PNEUMATIC TIRE." The
leading feature is the tact that there is no cloth or canvass cemented around the inside of the rim, but the

metal of the rim. is exposed the same as on any solid or cushion tire machine. The " Boltc " Pneumatic has
no inner expansible tube ; the tire is moulded the same as any cushion or solid. The linen duck which forms
the principle feature of the main tube being vulcanized in layers around the J/s inch thick inner coating of

rubber. The thickness of the tire at the tread A A (referring to the cut) is not so great as on the ordinary

The Sanspareil to he Represented in This
Coiinti'y.

Mr. I. M. Riniington, representing W. Andrews &
Co., Limited, arrived in New York this week. Mr.
Andrews, who is reported to be one of the cleverest
men in the English trade, has long occupied a premier
p isition on the otlier aide, and his wheels are rated
with the best. Mr. Rimington brings over with him
several samples, which he will show at the various
large cities. He also has with him a special crank
and pedal invention which he expects to sell in this
country. .\ card in our advertising coUimn will ena-
ble the trade to place themselves in communication
with Mr. Rimington while he is in this country.

The Charles F. Stokes Manufacturing Co. have put
prices on a toboggan slide, and their advertisement
in another part of this paper will be read with inter-
est by tliose who wish to purchase high grade wheels
at low figures. Among the wheels advertised are the
Warwick Convertible, 1890, and the Swift, models B,

C, and D. The Stokes Co. advise us, "Union cycles
were popular from the beginning," a statement
which noboby will doubt.

A special meeting of the New Jersey Division was
held at Asbury Park on Friday evening of last week.
The Board of Officers and a number of delegates were
present and considerable routine business was trans-
acted. A resolution was passed instructing the dele-
••-ates to the Constitutional Convention of the National
League at Hartford, on September 8, to favor the
adoption of a rule allowing actual and necessary
living and traveling expenses to racing men while en
routj to and from racing meetings.

pneumatic, but in place
of a thick body of rubber
the "I N D ESTRUC-
TIBLE" has five thick-
nesses of twilled linen
duck wrapped in such a
way as to bring the laps
over each other at the
tread where puncture is

most liable to occur.
In case of puncture, the

laps are pulled off'i from
the inner tube in the same
manner that they were
put on before being vul-
canized, until the last
layer of linen, which is

one continuous strip run-
ning around ne.xt to the
inner tube E, is reached.
This linen strip must not
be removed from the in-
ner tube to which it

case of puncture,
which is almost impos-
sible, a small triangular
opening is made by cut-
ting two slits one half
inch each in length at
right angles with eaclv
other, directly over the
puncture (as shown in
the cut,) care being taken
not to cut through the
inner rubber covering.
The lip can then easily
be pulled off and a patcii
of gum rubber applied to
the exposed puncture in

the usual way, and the
laps cemented back in

place again the same as
in the beginning.
The valves which are

impervious against leaks
and other troubles which
have beset pneumaticsecurely vulcanized, but """"^

K/a/s/giL.

tire machines, are so constructed that they may be deflated instantly after unscrewing the cap which is

kept screwed down against the hard rubber seat within.
Up to this date the "BOLTE INDESTRUCTIBLE PNEUMATICS" have been applied to only four

safeties. Some of them have been run over 1000 miles, and such a thing as apuncture has never been known,
although the riders have sought rough roads. Its capacity for holding air seems to be without limit as it

has never been necessary to use a pump on any of the tires in use after they were inflated for the first time.

The Sercombe & Bolte Munufacturing Co. are now making these tires in three different sizes, viz., two
inch for road use, one and three fourths for light roadsters and one and five eighths for racing machines.
The company claim that these are considerably lighter in weight than any other pneumatic tires of the

same class. Their patents cover not only the construction of their tires, but the process of manufacture
as well.

A Boston Cyclist's Queer Antic.

A Boston wheelman who had imbibed a little too
freely left his wheel and a portion of his raiment at
the Back Bay Park on Monday of last week, under
the impression that he had reached his home. He
fancied that he was in his room, and prepared to seek
his couch for the night. He afterwards wandered
away, and a policeman carried his possessions to the
station house. They were identified by the wheelman
next day.

The South End Wheelmen, of Philadelphia, will

hold another club handicap road race on August 22,

starting at the Navy yard and finishing at Penrose
Ferry bridge. It is expected that twenty-five or thir-

ty men will start.

The Union County (Ky.) Fair Association offers a

$50 prize for the fastest time for three-quarters of a
mile on a cycle to be made on the track at Uniontown,
Ky., on August 18 during the fair.
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M. L. Bridgman is in Buffalo for theG. & J. Com-
pany.

C. S. Merrill, representing the John Wilkinson Com-
pany, is in New York.

C. A. Boyle, who is touring from Minnesota to Pitts-

burgh, was in Chicago on the gth inst.

The St. Paul Cycle Club held a century run on July
26, which was completed by three riders.

General Booth has added a new branch to his army,
bearing the title of the Salvation Cycling Corps.

The Elwell European tourists are now under the
management of H. E. Higgins, as Elwell has returned
to Portland, Maine.

Jacob Bauer, the around-the-world tourist, reached
Minneapolis last week. He trained it a portion of the
way from Chicago.

The Bedford Wheelmen, of Brooklyn, rode to Port-
chester by the way of Glen Island, on Sunday last,

where dinner and a bath were enjoyed.

Among the visitors of the week is Harry G. Rouse,
who has been spending a week with the Ames Com-
pany, at Chicopee Falls, looking after the Sylphs.

The Toronto Bicycle Club has accepted the chal-
lenge of the Wanderers Bicycle Club for a fifty mile
team road race. It will be held before September 12.

The Detroit Wheelmen have become incorporated
and will be compelled to shortly hold an election for

officers. The club announce that they lost $1,000 by
the national meet.

The Quincy (111.) Cycle Club will hold a century run
on August 16 in which all the cyclists of the surround-
ing towns have been invited to participate. The
course has been laid out over the Clarksville belt.

The Yorikers Bicycle Club started on their South-
ern tour this week, training it to Philadelphia from
this. city. Then the route as planned leads through
Gettysburg, Hagerstown, Winchester, Staunton,
Natural Bridge and Old Point Comfort.

Over one hundred wheelmen took part in the run
under the auspices of the Bay State B. C , of Worces-
ter, Mass., to "Purgatory," a resort near Sutton, on
Sunday last. Among the riders were W. W. Windle,
W. G. Class, Hoyland Smith, and Dr. W. H. Emery.

It has been estimated that the force required to

propel a bicycle a mile on a level road is about four
foot ions, and that eighty miles a day is a fair amount
of work for a trained rider. The muscular exertion
in propelling a bicycle is only about one-sixth of that
used in walking.

Dr. and Mrs. H. W. Baldwin, of Norwalk, Conn.,
who have been enjoying their honeymoon since July
6 touring on their bicycles, arrived in Chicago on Au-
gust 10. They have visited St. Paul, Minneapolis, and
St. Louis, and about 900 miles of the distance has
been ridden on their wheels.

Cycling at Hopkinton, Mass., is on the increase.
Several ladies have pvirchased wheels and more in-

tend to, and nearly all of the forty riders in town be-
long to the League. C. E. Claflin, the local Consul has
worked hard to bring cycling up to its present stand-
ard, and has been very successful so far. He has
sold over a dozen wheels this season.

The wheelmen of Rochester, N. Y., who are now
compelled to buy a license tor the privilege of riding
on the sidewalks, are furnished with a large, bright
tag on which is the number under which they are
registered by the City Clerk. The figures are so
large that they can easily be read one hundred feet

away, and the tags must be attached to their wheels
~ at all times.

When a rider once acquires the scorching mania he
finds that the habit clings to him with a persistency
almost impossible to throw off. If he rides with
slow companions he feels ill at ease, and only when
he is grinding his pedals- at a lively rate, with his

head hanging over the front wheel is he contented.
Tlie scorcher presents an ungainly appearance and
covers many miles on his wheel; but what he knows
of the nature of the landscape and the true enjoy-
ment of cycling would not fill a very large book.

The Orange Wheelmen accepted the plans for their

new club-house last week, to be built on Park Avenue,
and ground will be broken at once. The house will

consist of two stories and a mansard roof. The base-
ment will be half out of ground and contain a well-
appointed bicycle room, with a sloping entrance from
the street, so that members can ride in without dis-

mounting, and also two bowling alleys eighty-five
feet long. On the first floor will be an assembly
room, reception room, a central hall, cloak and toilet

rooms. On the second floor there will be a committee
room, billiard room and cloak and toilet rooms. In
the mansard roof will be two rooms for the janitor.

Referring to a paragraph in the daily papers which
stated that the bicycle riders who infest the roads in

the park are every day becoming more and more of
an annoyance to the riding and driving public. The
Rider and Driver says :

" We have it from such an authority as A. W. Mc-
Gibbon, the high jumping record breaker, that the
horseman who cannot keep out of the way of a bicycle
ought to remain at home. Bicyclists have as much
right in the park as horsemen^ very true. But the
good fellows on bicycles are sometimes a little too
quiet and stealthy in their approach, and nervous
horses and nervous ladies are sometimes shocked.
It cannot be denied, either, that frequent accidents
results from the effects of bicycles on horses in the
park. But time will doubtless remedy this evil. The
bicyclist will learn to keep on his side of the road and
the horsemen ditto."

The fastest time in the recent fifty mile race of the
Bath Road Club was made by Nesbitt on a pneumatic
ordinary.

The cyclists of Middletown, N. Y , have organized
under the name of the Middletown Wheelmen with
twenty charter members.

The cycling members of the Euclid Athletic Associ-
ation, of Woodbury, N. J., have organized the Euclid
Wheelmen with twenty-five charter members.

The Ramblers B. C, of Buffalo, is another club that
will make an attempt to capture the furniture offered
at the State meet at Rochester to the club having the
largest delegation present.

The Central Cycle Mfg. Co., of Indianapolis, Ind.,

is a new concern that will shortly place a medium
grade wheel on the market. L. M. Wainwright is

Treasurer and A. S. Johnson, Secretary.

The cycling members of the Acme Athletic Club, of

Oakland, Cal., have formed a wheeling branch which
will be known as the A. A. C Wheelmen. About
twenty names are on the roll at present.

The cyclists of Paris have a weakness for vari-col-

ored wheels. Safeties decorated with scarlet, blue,
maroon and other colors are an everyday sight, and
full nickel wheels also delight their hearts.

The Clipper Bicycle Club has been formed at Law-
renceville. Pa., with the following officers : President,
Harry Goehring ; Vice-President, S. Brady ; Captain,
Louis Smith ; Treasurer, John T. Stebler; Secretary,
Joseph Meunch.

Forty-fivemembersof the New Haven Bicycle Club
arrived in New York on Sunday morning last. They
were met by fifty members of the Brooklyn Bicycle
Club and escorted on a run to Massapequa, L I.,

where dinner was served.

Minneapolis is a great city for lady cyclists, boast-
ing of over 200. It has ceased to be a matter of com-
ment for women to be seen on a wheel, as it is a daily
occurrence for them to ride along the streets either
to their work or for pleasure.

The Columbia Cyclers, of Philadelphia, tendered a
reception to the members of the Penn City Wheel-
men on Saturday evening last. The club's quarters
were decorated throughout for the occasion, and over
a hundred wheelmen were entertained.

The Duquesne Cyclers, of Pittsburgh, have invited
all the neighboring clubs to join with them in the
management of a race meet in Schenley Park during
the Fall. Interest in racing matters has been at a
very low ebb in Pittsburgh during the past season.

It is still the general custom in " La belle France "

to ride with the saddle vertically over the crank
bracket and with too long a reach. Messeurs are
afraid that they won't be able to get up hill if they
take to the accepted English position of the saddle.

—

Wheeling.

It is not generally known that when Bishop Coxe
was delivering his famous address on cycling for
women, a number of the girls whom he was address-
ing were in great grief, as their tricycles and bicycles
were stored out in the school yard. Many children in

Buffalo wheel to school.

The Auburn (R. I.) Cycling Club held its regular
semi-annual meeting last week and elected the fol-

lowing officers : President, Herbert A. Potter; Secre-
tary-'Treasurer, James B. Grant ; Captain, Robert
Winsor, Vice-President, L. M. Clark ; First Lieutenant,
John E. Hull ; Second Lieutenant, Joseph Turk.

N. N. Horton, M.D., of Kansas City, Mo., writes: "I
regard the bicycle as a good health factor, and am
watching its developments closely. Mechanical skill,

I think, says very clearly the bicycle has come to
stay. I believe my investment of one dollar for THE
Wheel the best I made during the year."

Two races will be run on the track at Glenmere
Park, Lynn, Mass., to-morrow, a five mile open handi-
cap and a ten mile club contest. Among those who
have entered the iirst event are G. M. Worden, Mc-
Duffy, Taylor, Porter, Conley and other fa.st Boston
riders. The races are promoted by the Rovers' Bi-
cycle Club, of West Lynn.

A "road machine " is used to improve the highways
of Northern New Jersey which does admirable work
at a cost of $8 per day. The machine plows, scrapes
and smooths down the road all in one operation, and
will do in one day the work of a score of hired men,
or of about fifty farmers "working out" their road
tax. In fact, the work of the latter has never been
apparent at all. The machine is of Western construc-
tion and seems to be a good thing. In some places
the machine is owned by the township authorities
and in others by private parties.

The race meet of the Montreal Bicycle Club, at the
grounds of the M. A. A. A., on Saturday, August 29,
is expected to be the most successful meet ever held
in Canada. The track is three laps to the mile, with
raised corners, and is in excellent condition. The
timing will be done by electricity. Entries close
August 26, with Arthur Harris, Secretary. P. O. Box
958, Montreal. The events are as follows : One mile
novice, one mile 3m. class, one-half mile dash, one
mile open, three mile open, five mile handicap open,
all ordinaries. The safety events are : One mile
handicap novice, one mile open, three mile open, two
mile open. Two prizes are offered in each event.

When One Sheep Jumps The Fence The Best
Follow.

Men are very much like sheep. They will follow a
leader and want to be with the crowd. As illustrat-
ing this point note the following : Some leading wheel-
man in Allentown, Pa., early in the season, said the
cushion tire was n. g., basing his opinion upon the
fact that one of the cushions in use in that pretty
place cut and was rendered useless. That settled it.

After that scarcely a wheelman would buy a cushion,
and of about one hundred machines sold in Allen-
town probably five per cent, are cushions and pneu-
matics, the remainder being solids.

SIDEWALK RIDING IN JAMAICA.

WHEN AND WHERE WHEELMEN MAY RIDE—THE NEW
ORDINANCE.

An Ordinance to amend an Ordinance passed July 16,

1891, amending an Ordinance passed June ii, 1855,
entitled " An Ordinance to prevent the encum-
brance of streets and for other purposes."

The Trustees of the Village of Jamaica do ordain
and enact as follows :

Section i. Section three of the ordinance passed
June II, 1855, entitled "An Ordinance to prevent the
encumbrance of streets and for other purposes," as
amended July 16, 1891, is hereby amended so as to
read as follows :

Sec. 3. No person shall lead, ride or drive any horse,
mule, pony, cow, goat or other beast upon any side-
walk in the Village of Jamaica, nor permit any such
beast to go or be upon any such sidewalk

;
nor draw,

push or propel upon any such sidewalk any carriage,
wagon, cart, sleigh, truck or barrow, except for pur-
poses of ingress or egress to and from the premises
adjoining siich sidewalk ; nor ride upon any sidewalk
in said Village any bicycle, tricycle or other wheeled
vehicle or machine ; nor place or permit to be placed
upon any sidewalk in said Village any obstruction of
any kind, under a penalty of five dollars for each
such offense.
But nothing hereby contained shall be deemed to

prohibit the wheeling by hand of baby carriages,
children's toys or invalid vehicles upon such side-
walks.
Provided, however, that any vehicle, machine or

apparatus the wheeling of which upon sidewalks is

not herein prohibited, shall at all times be so placed
or wheeled as to give pedestrians the right of way
upon and free and unobstructed passage over such
sidewalk.
Adopted August 6, 1891.

Wm. a. Warnock, President.
George L. Powell, Clerk.

Mr. A. B. Barkman, the well-known Brooklyn wheel-
man, sends us the following letter is regard to this
ordinance

:

"I beg to enclose you herewith official copy of the
amended ordinance regarding bicycle riding in the
village of Jamaica, together with a letter from Mr.
William A. Warnock, the President of the village,
and a plan which will show the boundaries of the
village, indicating by red lines the points between
which no sidewalk riding must be done. I think
there is nothing unreasonable in these ordinances,
and I am sure the letter of Mr. Warnock is very
courteous, and I trust vou will give same such notice
in your paper as will enable all wheelmen hereafter
to intelligently understand just what the ordinance
is. Also will you please make reference to the cour-
teousness of the authorities, and request wheelmen
to obey the ordinance so as to avoid any trouble in
the matter."

The map shows that the two popular wheeling routes
through Jamaica are along Broadway and Fulton
Street. There is also Hillside Avenue, which leads
to Queens and to Creedmoor. The village line, going
from Brooklyn, is just beyond the toll-gate, that is,

several blocks this side of Canal and Grand Streets,
and as soon as wheelm»n reach this point on either
Broadway, Fulton Avenue or Hillside Avenue they
should take the road. The eastern boundary of the
village is as follows; On Broadway, at Van Wyack
Avenue ; on Fulton Street, the New Town Road

; on
Hillside Avenue, just beyond Hoffman Boulevard,
so that wheelmen may again take to the path if they
wish after they have passed through all the avenues
and boulevards mentioned.

president warnock's letter.
Jamaica, August n, 1891.

Mr. A. B. Barkman, Roadmaster, L. A. W.
Dear Sir—Enclosed I hand you a copy of an ordi-

nance recently adopted by the Board of Trustees of
the village of Jamaica prohibiting the riding of bi-
cycles or tricycles upon the sidewalks of the village.
The ordinance as originally adopted prohibited the
pushing of wheels upon sidewalks, but at the request
of several resident wheelmen it was amended so as
not to prevent the wheeling by hand upon the side-
walks provided the right of way be given to pedes-
trians.
Last Sunday we posted special officers at the sev-

eral points on Fulton Street (which is the route taken
by most of the wheelmen), where riding on sidewalks
has beon the practice, to notify wheelmen of the ordi-
nance and warn them off. Many riders promptly
complied while others attempted to take the sidewalk
again as soon as they thought they were beyond the
officer's reach, but in most cases were met by a second
oificer and a second warning.
We consider that we have made most reasonable

concessions to the wheelmen and have given them
ample notice and must hereafter promptly and strictly
enforce the ordinance.
My object in writing to you is that you may notify

the members of your organization of the purpose of
the authorities here to take all proper means to com-
pel a compliance with the ordinance, and I hope that
a respectful obedience thereto may obviate the neces-
sity of taking measures that will be unpleasant to all

concerned. The enclosed diagram shows the village
lines on Fulton Street and some ether information
that may be useful to wheelmen.

Yours respectfully,
Wm. a. Warnock,

President Village of Jamaica.

The Poet Keats on Cycling.

In March, 1819, John Keats, the poet, wrote to his
brother in America: "The nothing of the day is a
machine called the velocipede. It is a wheel carriage
to ride cock-horse upon, sitting astride and pushing
it along with the toes, a rudder-wheel in hand—they
will go seven miles an hour. A handsome gelding
will come to eight guineas

;
however, they will soon

be cheaper, unless the army takes to i\\eva."—Letters
ofJohn Keats.
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NEWARK.

The Ataliinta Wheelmen held a ten mile handicap
road race on Saturday afternoon last as a preliminary
test before the annual event on Labor Day. The
Springfield-Elizabeth course was the scene of the
contest, start and finish being made near Spring
Lake. Fourteen entries had been received and twelve
men started. Of this number two dropped out. The
contestants crossed the tape as follows ; J. W. Hal-
sey, sJ^m., first, actual time 34Kin-; U. C. Jones, 5m.,
second, time 36m.; E. F. Van Arnam, sJ^m., third,

time 35j<;m.: S. R. Pridham, 3m., fourth, time 37m.;
W. E. Eldridge, 2m,, fifth, time 36Jim.; C.S.Swain,
scratch, time 35m. Two handsome medals were
awarded as prizes. Much interest is already cen-
tred in the Labor Day race, and the field of starters
will undoubtedly be much larger than in previous
years.

The Business Men's Cycle League at present charges
no initiation fee, but when one hundred members are
secured it will cost one ten dollars to become a mem-
ber. At present the club has over ninety members.
President Holmes and W. D. Peck, of this club, re-

turned from a cycling trip to Richfield Springs and
the neighboring resorts.

A day and a half trip that is a favorite with some of
the hardest road riders of this city is to Greenwood
Lake and return by either the Longwood Valley
route or the Ramapo Valley. The lake is over forty
miles from this city, over macadam and excellent
dirt roads throvigh Little Falls and Pompton. Good
country roads extend from the latter town through
Midvale, Wynockil to Coopers, at the foot of the lake,

and also to the hotels at the head of the lake, seven
miles further on. The lake can easily be reached in a
half day, or in four hours or so by scorching. The
upper end of the trip is through a mountainous re-

gion and consequently some steep inclines are en-
countered. The return trip by the Longford Valley
will give a ride of between eighty and ninety miles,
mostly over good gravel roads, although some
stretches of sand which cause unpleasant riding will

be found. The route is through West Milford, isTew

Foundland, Oak Ridge, Petersburg, Longwood, Mount
Hope, Rockaway, Denville and then either to Newark
via Morristown, Chatham, Summit and Milburn, or

by Parsippany, Pine Brook, Caldwell and Montclair.
By the Ramapo Valley route the rider will find much
better roads and a shorter run by ten or twelve miles.

Following the road from the upper end of the lake
Monroe, on the Erie Railroad, will be reached after a
ten or twelve miles' run over good country roads.

Here the smooth macadam road which follows the
railroad to Port Jervis will be found and Sufferns can
easily be reached in time for dinner, passing through
Turners and Tuxedo. The scenery is of a mountainous
nature and will suit the most fastidious. The road the
entire distance is as smooth as a floor and many ex-
hilarating coasts can be had. From Sufferns to Pater-
son, by way of Ridgewood, the roads deteriorate but
are easily ridden and sidepaths can be taken wher-
ever they prove unusually heavy. Macadam roads
extend from Paterson to Newark.
The cycling trade has held out unusually well this

season, and the dealers are still selling wheels in

numbers that surprise even themselves. The num-
ber of machines that have been bought by men for

business purposes is almost beyond estimation. In
the morning and evening the principal thoroughfares
are enlivened for several hours by a constant stream
of cyclers in regulation dress going to and from work.
Most of these riders, however, appear to steer clear

of the sport further than their own interests are con-
cerned, and racing and club matters apparently
never enter their heads. Next season, however, they
will probably become more enthused and enjoy a
greater number of the benefits that the sport supplies.

Captain Swain, of the Atalanta Wheelmen, in direct
contrast to previous years, has announced a half

dozen runs for August. This month is usually very
dull in club life, owing to the oppressive weather.
On the Tsth the club will run to Rutherford to partici-

pate in the lawn party of the Rutherford Wheelmen.
On the 20th the annual clam bake and launch party to

Bergen Point will be held. On the 26tli a run will be
taken to Hilton, where watermelons will be the at-

traction. The proprietor of the road house at that
place promises to decorate his place and extend the
freedom of the house. A run is also scheduled to
Greenwood Lake, where the night will be spent, and
to Morristown, returning by moonlight. This pro-
gramme almost entirely foregoes the short afternoon
run which has proved so unpopular of late, and it re-

mains to be seen how the new plan will work.

A small party of Atalantas rode down to Boynton
Beach, on Stateri Island Sound, on Sunday last, and
spent part of the day crabbing. They returned to the
club-house in the evening with their spoils, where
about fifty of the crabs were cooked and devoured
with greit gusto. Spark.

CHICAGO.

HARLEM WHEELMEN.

On Sunday next the Harlem Wheelmen will make
a call on "Pop" DeGraaf at his Summer mansion
near Oscawana, N. Y.
Rumor has it that "Pop" is running a farm, and

the boys want to get at the facts, so Captain Morrison
has changed the run from Pompton to Oscawana.
Osborn, Olmstead and Johnson are making the

pedals fly preparatory for the Fall races. Olmstead,
the mileage fiend is still running; the miles up, in an
alarming way. Capt. Morrison is thinking seriously
of making a contract with some one to furnish mile-
age bars by the gross.
The first Fall meeting of the club takes place on

September 11. C. W.

Among the events to be run at the championship
games of the Metropolitan Division of the A. A. Q.,

at the Manhattan Field on Saturday afternoon, Sep-
tember 12, is a two mile ordinary. Entries close Sep-
tember 2 with James E. Sullivan, P. O. Box 611, N. Y.
Fee, $2.

The roads in every direction are in excellent condi-
tion and the extremely hot weather of the week has
not stopped in the least the outflowing crowds of
tourists. There are hundreds of riders scattered
over southern Wisconsin and northern Illinois enjoy-
ing life in the true wheelman's way. An epidemic of
touring has struck the cycling population and the
Chicago road book is in universal demand.
Trade on account of the extreme warm weather has

been somewhat dull, althoiagh many of the dealers
are still selling wheels. A feeling that all is over for
this year invades the cycle stores and the very
natural query is propounded, "Have they all made
money and will they successfully pull through the
winter?" Who can say?

A telegram received in this city states that H. P.
Walden, on a pneumatic safety, recently coasted
from the top of Pikes Peak to Manitou, a distance of
twenty-two miles, in 2h. 53^m., stopping thirty-eight
minutes for rest. This perilous coast, it will be re-
membered, was done once before by two riders who
reported that the brake spoons became so hot as to
cause the rubber tires to melt and run. How the
pneumatic stood this awful wear and tear it must
have received the despatch does not state.

Cyclists of Ravenswood, and the Ravenswood
Cycling Club in particular, are raising a hue and cry
over the miserable and injudicious way in which the
streets of their pretty town are sprinkled. Every
evening a half dozen sprinkling carts start out and
drench the roads until water stands in pools and
cycling for pleasure is a clear impossibility.

F. C. Wing and George Stiles, of the Ind. Wheelmen,
passed a very pleasant vacation awheel. They left

Chicago July 6, riding westward to Mt. Carroll, near
the Mississippi River, where they explored the caves
and other natural scenery abundant in this neighbor-
hood. From there Wing rode to Lake Geneva.
Ordinary and safety events and handicap and

scratch events will be equal at the Chicago tourna-
ment.
The Semi-Century Cyclers is a unique organization

of young riders in this city. The members average
fourteen years of age and are compelled to ride fifty

miles in a day before being admitted.

This last meeting saw the Columbia Wheelmen step
over the century mark through the admittance of
seventeen members. A club of thirty active riders
is now negotiating for membership and the Colum-
bias in other ways as well are in a very prosperous
condition.

Walter Bray, C. P. Root and William Young started
Saturday, August 1, to establish a record to Elgin.
Robert Ehlert had previously ridden the cotirse,

starting at Douglas Park, in two hours and fifteen
minutes. Bray played out at ten miles from home,
and Young's tire burst ten miles from Elgin. Root
finished in three hours and fifteen minutes. This is

record.

Jim Thorne, while riding in Jackson Park recently,
had his air tire explode with such a loud report as to

cause people to run from all directions thinking he
had been shot.

Sixty odd members are now enrolled in the Cen-
tury Road Club, and applications are pouring in

from all over the country.

W. C. Thorne started Thursday last for a two
weeks' trip through the chain of lakes in Waukesha
County, Wisconsin. By boat to Milwaukee he goes,
and from there by wheel to Oconomowac. Here he
has shipped a sailing canoe, on which he will strap
his safety, and sail through Lac La Belle, Fowler
Lake, Oconomowac Lake, Nagoureka Lake, Pine
Lake, Beaver Lake and Pewaukee Lake to Pewaukee,
then by wheel to Milwaukee. His canoe he will trans-
port overland from one lake to another by means of

an upright and single wheel, pushing it before him
like a wheelbarrow. His safety he will frequently
use for short trips inland.

The track committee are hard at work on Parkside
track. The boarding has been completed and slag
for the bottom is in. The track will be done by Au-
gust 22 at the latest. After the track is finished Satur-
day afternoon races will be held weekly.

Four members of the Plzen Cycling Club rode over
the century circuit Sunday, August i, to Elgin, Au-
rora and return. Thirteen started in the rain and
tour finished in thirteen hours.

It is the intention of the Century Road Club to con-
duct its first annual century run this Fall. This will

be conducted over the Elgin-Aurora course, and all

Western or any wheelmen will be invited to partici-
pate. The riders will travel in divisions in charge of
the various club captains. The pace will be such as
to bring through the largest possible number. Five
hundred starters should be easily obtained.

An important step was taken by the Chicago Cycling
Club last week by which the club of 278 members be-
comes a League club, and takes a hand very natur-
ally in the Illinois Division politics. Thirty men
were present at the meeting and voted unanimously
to join the League as a body. While this action does
not meet with the hearty approval of the older mem-
bers none can be found who took enough interest in

the matter to attend and prevent it.

A prominent CovingLon, Ky., wheelman writes as
follows in a local paper :

" Man will stand many kicks
and cuffs without making any serious objections, but
when you meddle with bread which keeps his soul
and body together, then is when he will kick over the
traces. The recent trouble between the Tennessee
convicts and the miners is evidence of this fact. Ten-
nessee, like Kentucky, has many thousand acres of

fertile land which are rendered worthless on account
of the poor roads over which the produce must be
hauled to find a market. To put convict labor on
these roads would put bread in the farmers' mouths
and improve the value of the land many fold. This
plan would throw no workmen out of their positions,
but would open up new country, which would demand
the attention of many. '

BUFFALO.

The excitement consequent upon the great road
race in which the Press Cyclin.g Club and the Ramb-
lers were participants, has not yet died out. The
event is still a topic of conversation in wheeling
circles, but the clubs are wise enough not to indulge
in that balderdash which too often characterize
affairs of the kind. There is nothing approaching an
exchange of vehement challenge, whicli as a rule do
no good and only tend to engender a lot of bitterness.
The position the Ramblers take is this : Their team

has raced with the Pressites for the city champion-
ship and been fairly beaten, that they are willing to
acknowledge, and they askfornosimilar contest again
this year. If, however, the Press Cycling Club will
issue a challenge to Western New York, the Ramblers
will enter a team. From what I can learn there is no
probability of the Pressites doing anything of the
kind. So the matter must rest.

The Buffalo trade, with one or two exceptions, ex-
press themselves as more than satisfied with the re-
sult of the season's business. A representative of
one of the leading houses in the city told me a day or
two ago that they intended next year to go entirely
into the manufacturing business. The only complaint
made just now is that the big houses cannot or don't
supply wheels fast enough. J. B. & G. C. Sweet say
that the Overman Wheel Co. have not shipped them
wheels enough by one half. There has been an un-
usual demand for the Victor. J. F. Doll, whose pretty
store on Main Street is a sort of " rest " for wheilmon,
says that he has sold over 700 wheels this year up to
August I—indeed, has sold all he could" get. He
handles J. F. D's specials. Rovers, Ormondes, Swifts.
Psychos, and others. Mr. Doll is perfectly s tisfii d
with the outlook. The Vincent-Smith Co. has done
well, and W. G. Schack says that this has been his
best year. The Buffalo Cycling Works' wheels are
having quite a run now since their work made such a
splendid showing in the recent road race. Mr. W. S.
Bull says the company intends to extend their works
next year and augment their turn-out.

There is a rumor abroad that a local cyclist union
will shortly be formed, and that the union will under-
take the building of a track. The rumor has got a good-
sized beard now—one of three years' growth.

The Iroquois A. C. bicycle section has more than
doubled during the last three months. The section
takes three runs every week.
Michael Brunner, the Ramblers' trainer and gym-

nasium master, is beginning arrangements for a
series of winter entertainments.

Four of the Zigzag's members made a century run
last Sunday.
A bicycle track will be built on Grand Island next

year. It will be 880 yards. Oliver O. Howard, of
Sheenwater, will be the owner. AUCHESTER.

GOTHAM WHEELMEN.

Owing to the absence of many of the members in
the country at this time of year the schedule of runs
has not been rigidly adhered to, but has been slightly
varied to suit the members wishing to participate in
them.
Fifteen new members were elected at the last meet-

ing, which is a decidedly healthy increase, and brings
the membership very nearthe coveted 100 mark. The
next meeting will undoubtedly see the limit reached,
if not passed. This is due principally to the fact that
the Board of Trustees have suspended the initiation
fee for a definite period. The officers are laboring
conscientiously and incessantly with a view to plac-
ing the club on a plane of superiority where rivalry
will be a forgotten word.
The club races will take place on Labor Day, Sep-

tember 7, and if the present work of the members is

any criterion, they will be hotly contested. They
will be run over the Kingsbridge course, and hand-
some gold and silver medals will be the prizes to be
contested for. The following is a list of the races

:

One mile safety, scratch ; one mile ordinary ; three
mile championship ;

five mile mixed race, handicap.
Among the most active in training for the races are,

Gus Helmsky, Tim Powers and Garry Meade.

The craze for high-geared racing wheels has taken
us by storm. Over a dozen of them are now seen in
the wheel-room.

The club will celebrate its first anniversary the
latter part of this month in a manner befitting its

conspicuous position in the cycling fraternity. The
facilities will be large, while the accommodations
will be unequalled.

Treasurer "Billy " Lord will early next month start

on a novel and interesting trip. He will leave New
York by boat for Richmond, Va., from which latter
place he will visit all the principal battle fields, in-

cluding Bull Run, Chancellorsville and Spotsylvania
Court House. He is an enthusiastic wheelman, a
first-class mechanic, and will carry with him on his
journey the best wishes of his fellow club men. He
is also a G. A. R. man, having fought all through the
late war, and was for three years connected with a
Massachusetts regiment. He would like to hear from
any veteran or wheelman who would be willing to
accompany him on the journey. He expects to be
absent about three weeks, and will take a " Kodak "

with him. Jack.

MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB.

On Monday the Manhattans will hold their regular
monthly meeting to elect a new president, L. A. W,
representatives and a number of new members.
Lieutenants Monahan, McFarland and Washbun e

are enjoying a two weeks' tourto the Delaware Water
Gap. They will return by a circuitous route week
after next.
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RIVERSIDE WHEELMEN.

The club held its first five mile race of a series of
three Saturday afternoon last over the Englewood
course. Fifteen members started, and all made a
good bid for first honors. Messrs. Barker, Stilger and
G. C. Smith were the scratch men, while the other
contestants had from 30s. to 4m. handicap. Tom
Ward, whom nobody thought would be " in it," cap-
tured the race after a hard tussel with that young but
persistent rider, Haggerty. It was a fine race be-
tween these two members, Haggerty leading until
within a few yards of the tape. Stilger finished but a
few seconds after the winner, and made the best time
of the day, 17.15.

The all absorbing topic of the day in the club is the
race meet. Members realize that they must work
hard to make the event a success. The committees
are gradually gettTng things into proper shape, and
are hustling for all they are worth. Tickets are out,
and already large numbers sold, which looks exceed-
ingly encouraging, and there is now no doubt but
that the tournament will prove a glowing success.
Mr. William Campbell, of Banker & Campbell, is

lending valuable assistance to the prize and advertis-
ing committee, and has offered as a prize a Meteor
Safety.

The regular monthly meeting was held oii Friday
evening last, and was the best attended of any held
this year. President Macoy presided, and had his
hands full. .The committees appointed to look after
the race ifteet reported favorable progress, and made
suggestions, which the club acted upon. What
pleased the members most was the election of four-
teen new members. This is, indeed, encouraging,
and the gentlemen who secured them deserve
much credit for their hearty endeavors in the in-
terestof the club. Treasurer Johnson, in his usual good
and inimitable style, delivered one of his "regular
monthly " addresses, and called upon all members to
be prompt with their dues, inasmuch as the club is

put to a great expense on account of the race meet to
be held October 3d.

Messrs. Powers, Stilger, Judge, Menges and Geo. C.
Smith will compete in the Quaker City race meet,
and are in active training. With these flyers the club
ought to capture a few of the prizes and do itself

credit.

An informal reception was held at the club-house
on Tuesday evening, and despite the fact that the
weather was exceptionally warm those who attended
managed to squeeze enough fun out of the occasion
to make up for the uncomfortableness of the atmos-
phere. Mr. Fred Becker had charge of the arrange-
ments, and to his credit the good time enjoyed is due.
Singing, recitations, duets and dancing made up
the programme of the evening, and it was not until
after midnight that the members and guests dis-
persed.

The Cycle Invades the Advertising Field.

The Wisconsin State Fair authorities have decided
to advertise their fair this season more extensively
and thoroughly than ever before. With this object
in view they have dispatched a corps of ten cyclists
through the State armed with a large supply of
gorgeously printed bills and posters who will each
cover over 500 miles of road and distribute their bills.

They have separate routes, and contemplate about
fifty miles riding each day. In ten days they will
have finished, and by that time they will have covered
a total of more than 5,000 miles—ridden in the interest
of the State Fair. When this work is accomplished
the State will be better billed than it has ever been
before. While out, the bicycle corps will interview
country editors at every opportunity, and keep up the
interest wherever they go.

THE WHEELMEN'S RACING LEAGUE.

A meeting of the Wheelmen's Racing League was
held at the house of the Harlem Wheelmen on Wed-
nesday evening of this week. The clubs represented
were the Brooklyn Ramblers, Brooklyn B. C, K. C. W.,
N. Y. B. C, Gotham Wheelmen and Harlem Wheel-
men. The next race meet will be run on Saturday,
September 12, on the Elizabeth-Plainfield course,
which is almost a dead level. Pneumatics will be
penalized 4 min. and cushions 30 sees. Considerable
discussion took place as to the manner of scoring. It

was finally decided that if six teams start the count
will be scored by points, as in the last race. Should
there be more or less than six teams, the count will
be made by percentage.

FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
25 'Words 25 cents

Two Insertions 40 "

New Yoyk Bicycle Company, No. 955 Eighth
Avenue, N. Y. New and Second-Hand Machines.
Choice assortment. Prices reasonable. Wheels
tn rent. Cycling Accessories of all kinds. Old
mounss taken in part payment for New.

Tj^OR SALE OR TRADE—42-inch Pony Star, $25 ;

-*^ Springfield Roadster, $35; 52-inch Harvard, $20;
World Typewriter and Case, $7. Send your address
on postal tor free sample copy of the Universal Ex-
change to W. A. Beaman, Athol, Mass. 8-15

TT IS NOT "A THING OF BEAUTY NOR A JOY
' forever " (we speak of our catalogue), but it goes
right to business in a way to please people who mean
business, and " no others need apply." Latest second-
hand list is just out too, and it may save you $5 to $25
all for one postal with your legible address on it.

KNIGHT CYCLE CO,, 207 N. loth St., St. Louis, Mo.

LIJ OCOTT, attorney and solicitor in patent
• -'J-' ^ cases; especial attention to bicycles;

Newark, New Jersey; N. J. headquarters, R. P.
Scott's book, " Cycling Art, Energy and Locomotion."

SEVERAL $135 Safeties to trade on favorable terms;
no old wrecks. Large lot "rock bottom" bar-

gains. Send for list. John G. Zook, Lititz, Pa. 8-28-c

PNEUMATICS.—One Featherstone Drop Frame
-*- Pneumatic, 28-in. wheels with detachable bar

;

very little used
;
$ico; one Quadrant Pneumatic, Dia-

mond Frame, almost new, $110; other wheels in pro-
portion. White Cycle Co., Trenton, N. J. t. f. c.

FOR SALE CHEAP—53 inch Columbia Light Road-
ster. Apply to F. Thayer, with the H. B. Claflin

Co., Worth St., New York, N. Y. 8-14

TI'OR SALE—A Club Tandem, 1890 pattern, cost $200.
^ Has been used but little and is in first-class con-
dition, Price $160. W. H., Box 2225, N. Y. City.

T ADIES SAFETY FOR SALE—A bran new Ladies
J-' Swift Safety, never used, just as it came from
tha crate. Cushioned tired. Cost $140. Price only
$118. Warranted for a year. Apply to Starrett &
People, 1171 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. t. f. c.

'pANDEM PSYCHO—Cushion tires, double brake,
-*- in perfect condition, good as new, cheap for
cash. Address Julius J. Jose, care Capital Cycle Co.,
Washington, D. C. t. f. c.

Q_, EAGLE ROADSTER, B. finish, 50 inch. Ex-
1 oy 1 cellent condition. Cost $130. A bargain at
$88. Business prevents use. Address, Wm. Murray,
2763 Bainbridge Ave., New York. 8-14

r\NE COLUMBIA SAFETY, good as new, 1890 pat-
^^ tern, for sale to highest bidder. C. S. Scott,
Cadiz, O. 8-14

"DARGAINS- 10 Safeties, Pneumatic, Cushion and
-'-' Solid Tires taken in part payment for new Or-
mondes to be cleared, highest offers taken, room
wanted, call and inspect them. Ormonde Cycle Co.,
25 Murray St., New York. 8-21 c

Ct/r p^ buys a 54-inch American Champion, balls all
4)OU around ; in Ai condition. For particulars ad-
dress H. O. Todd, Dixon, HI. 8-21

X/^ANTED-A '91 Safety (Victor, Model C); in part
' * payment fine 38-100 Ballard Creedmoor rifle and

field glass, balance in cash. Address Ballard, P. O.
Box 444, N. Y. 8-14

"DARGAINS.—'91 Cushion Tire Col. Safety, $120, not
-'-' run 100 miles ; '90 Solid Tire, good condition, $85.
Either sent C. O, D. on receipt- of $5 for express
charges. C. E. Claflin, Lock-box 371, Hopkinton,
Mass. 8-14

FOR SALE.—Gentlemen's Ivel Tandem Bicycle,
perfect order. Will sacrifice for $90 cash. Ad-

dress promptly, M. D., P. O. Box 444, N. Y. 8-21

"POR SALE.—Ladies' (Swift), Safety, brand new,
-» never used, just as it came from the crate, cush-
ion-tired, this year's wheel, a bargain. E. B. Hutch-
inson, 1171 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn. 8-21

WANTED.—Two New York road books ; fair price
given. Address H. S. B., 45 William St., New

York City. 8-21

"POR SALE.—54-inch Eagle, half nickel, good as
-*- mew, I90: Columbia "Tandem Safety, used but
little, in good condition, $125. W. W. Jones, Box 62,

Parkersburg, W. Va. 8-14

~pOR SALE.—A Special Singer Safety, 1891 pattern,
J- with Dunlop pneumatic tires ; in perfect condi-
tion

; will sell cheap. R. A. Bonta, Jr., N. Y. State
Banking Co., Syracuse, N. Y. 8-14

ANTED.—Half nickeled 53-inch L. R. in Ai shape
in part pay for pneumatic safety used ten miles;

also want a high-grade ladies' safety. Address F. D.
Leinbach, Lebanon, Pa. 8-14-c

ENGLISH TANDEM TRICYCLE, in splendid con-
dition, ball bearings throughout; cost $250, will

sell for $75 cash ; this is a bargain ; lamp, bell, etc,
Mallinson, 304 W. 56th St., New York. 8-14

HUMBER SAFETY, cushion tires, ball bearings
throughout, in splendid condition, just brought

over from England ; lamp, bell, tools, etc.; will sell
;

$100 cash wanted. Lusher, 566 Tenth St., Brooklyn.
8-14

ALL MAY RIDE NOW. Note the prices : Cruiser
Safety, full ball, $45 ; Strong Safety, full ball, $45;

Crescent Safety, full ball, $50; Victor Safety, full ball,

$60; Broncho L. R. Safety, full ball, $70; Hartford
Cushion Safety, full ball, |8o; Union No. 12, used one
month, full ball, $100. All in good repair, some almost
new. Send for full description, Knight Cycle Co., 207
N. Tenth St., St. Louis, Mo.

The Cork-Celluloid Bicycle Handle.
(PATENT ALLOWED.)

The most perfect handle on the market. Will
not slip, blister the hands, and is soft as velvet
to the grasp. The most durable hand-grasp
made. Made in club colors. Sold only to the
manufacturer. Correspondence solicited.

SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE CO.,

HENBY LOFTIE, Manager,
222-245 West Onondaga Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

W^

THE GrK.KYH:OXJIsrD Sjz^FKa:^Y.
PRICE, $100.

sdND FOR X89X CATAI^OGITK No, 11.

BROiAZ:N BROS. 7V^F=G.
Jackson and Clinton Streets,

AGBVCrS "WANTED.

CO..
CHICAGO, ILL.

iadiehpeerless cycles^™™"
SOI^ID, CVSmOX OR PNEUmATIC TIRES.

ADJUSTABLE SPRING FORK. RIGID FORK.

SEND FOR CAXAK^OGUE.

HIGB GRADE. AGENTS "WANTED.

H^OOHESTEI?, airOLE ls/LFC3r. CO.,
ROCHESTER, M. Y.
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TTHIT^ TiEOOTiI>.
STRICTLY HIGH GRADE. WEIGHT 48 POUNDS.

No material usc-d in lis construction but the Very Best, and that used ma thorough
and intelligent manner. Why, therefore, pay $ 1 35 for what we offer at $ I 1 O.

In Its construction we use thetollowing—Who uses better?
The frame, entirely of cold drawn Credenda weldless steel cubing and drop steel forgings.
Ball bearings all around including head, made from best quality tool steel, hardened to

resist any pressure or wear.
Tires of best grade gray para rubber, price, $iio. With cushion tires, price, $125.

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO AGENTS. SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

ST. NICHOLAS M'F'G CO.,
792 to 794 I»IADISOX STRKEX, CHICAGO.

ThB Milmi SalEtx.
Price, - - - - SiOO.
With Cushion Tires, 105.

HARTFORD CYCLE CO.

HARXPORD, COK?(.

MANUFACTURERS.

I
Strong,

[ Durable, Easy Running,
}

Guaranteed. !

Tk HaptfoBd LafliBs' SafBlj.

Tlie Hartford

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

Cusblou Tires are maUe -witti srr>atest care and of tHe best Pa'-a Rubtoer. Tb«"y bave proved a great
succe<'S, entirely doiiis: away -svitb -viliratioii.

L. n .l/sL. SPECIPiL.^ ^=——
^
= \

All shoes stamped with this Trade Mark are of the celebrated

IVORMAIV & BBIVNEXX
make. Thej^ are the best fitting and most comfortable shoe

ever produced for wheelmen.

For sale by the leading

dealers from Maine to Cali-

fornia.

STARTED ! «'««™™ «*^^

We have an enormous stock and simply must get rid of them—even at a loss.

BBAND-NEW WARWICK, CONVERTIBLE, (1890) SAFETIES LIST $135.00 NOW $100.00
SWIFT, MODEL B, SAFETIES " 135.00 " 99.00

" SWIFT, MODEL C, SAFETIES " 120.00 " 84.00
" SWIFT, MODEL D, SAFETIES " 100.00 " 76.00

SPRINGFIELD RATIONALS, 50 INCH " 120.00 " 60.00

SLAUGHTERED SECOND HAND WHEELS STABBED !

SEND FOR LIST OF BARGAINS.—EVERY MACHl-NE IS IN PERFECT ORDER. THE PRICE ALONE BEING MUTILATED.

CHAS. F. STOKES MFC. CO.,
BRANCH HOUSES

:

293 & 295 WABASH AVENUE,
592 West Madison Street, Cliicago, 111.

Oakwood and Drexel Boulevards, Chicago, 111. r\iJi*%**%r%
337 and 339 Third St., Milwaukee, Wis. l^HIOAGO) ILL.,

"UNION" CYCLES WERE POPULAR FROM THE BEGINNING.
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Single Copies, - -

Foreign Subscriptions,
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5 Cents
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LATE COPY RECEIVED UNTIL WEDNESDAY aOKMKQ.
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give -Hs their patronage, and asfar as is convenient-,

aid in circulating the journal, and extend its in-

fluence in the cause which it so faithfully serves

Subscription price, $/. oo per year.

" I recognize THE WHKEI. as tUe best medium
I liave patronized." J. E. Poorman, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

A
REALLY splendid bit of public spirited work is

being projected by the Century Road Club of

Chicago. The Centurions propose and are ac-

tively moving to mark by a system of substantial
mile stones, similar to those so common in England,
all of; the principal improved roads leading into

Chicago. A beginning will be made on the famous
Sheridan Drive, which is in itself a monument to one
man's public spirit, and the work will progress from
time to time as circumstances permit. Most of the

bicycle clubs of Chicago will donate a stone each, as

also will a number of individual wheelmen and cycle

firms, the movement having met with considerable
favor.

It is a work that will leave a handsome monument,
or succession of monuments, rathi-r, to cycling and
the club, and worthy of emulation wherever im-
proved roads exist.

DEPARTMENT G, that of vessels, vehicles, and
railways, is the department to which the
World's Fair management has assigned the

bicycle, which will be included in the departmental
groups of " vehicles in use on common roads"—at

once a very proper, practical and common-sense
classification of thd wheel, and one against which no
objection can be urged. It was leared at one time
that bicycles were lo be classified under the feathery

head of " sporting goods," which might or might not

include anything from a base-ball bat or a faro out-

fit, up.

It is possible that the Associated Cycling Clubs, of

Chicago, will urge that some practical, well posted
wheelman, be permanently engaged, so thatlthe indus-

try may be actively and properly looked after, and a
representative exhibit worked up

;
and if the Exposi-

tion management is as far seeing as it should be, it

will not be necessary to listen to many pros and cons
as to the advisability of such an appointment.

MURPHY LOWERS THREE RECORDS.

On Monday evening of this week W. F. Murphy,
riding againt time, on the Springfield track, made
the following new records: Half mile, nn. ij )-5S-;

three-quarter, i-m. 45 3-5S. ; mile, 2m. 232-5S. He rode
the first quarter in 35s., which equals the record pre-
viously held by him. He was paced by Zimmerman,
C. M. Murphy, Haradon and Rich. The officials were :

Referee, Harry G. Rouse ; timers, E. C. Robinson,
0- N. Whipels, H. O. McGarrett ; starter, D. J. Canary.

ROCHESTER.

FAST AND FINE RACES—WINDLE
PROVES A WINNER ON THE SAFETY
—NEW YORK STATE MEET.

WEDNESDAY, August 19.—The first day of the

Rochester meet passed ofiE pleasantly. The weather
was fine, bright, sunny, breezy. The city was full of

wheelmen and wheelwomen. In the morning there

were a run and a parade. In the afternoon the races

were held at the Driving Park, and in the evening
there was a minstrel show.

The fiaces.

The races attracted nearly 3,000 people. Cars run
from the hotel centres to the gates of the Driving
Park, but the streets afford excellent riding, and
many rode out, so that a thousand people on wheels
went through the Park gate, and on the mile track were
hundreds of men and boys ; then there were a num-
ber of carriages and groups of glittering wheels stood

upon the green. The grand stands were well filled.

All this, with a translucent atmosphere and the

music, made an enjoyable afternoon.

The track was not in good shape
;
perhaps it might

even be called poor. This, with the strong wind
which swept diagonally across it, prevented record

breaking, though some fast times were clocked, and
in some cases some " last halves" and " last quarters"

were recorded.

Windle for the first time measured himself against

the others on a safety, and his friends were pleased

to note that he has the same faculty of catching the

judge's eye first which made him such a great
ordinary rider. Though not up to concert pitch, he
won the mile easily, and the five miles after a supreme
struggle with Berlo. In the mile he sprinted the last

half in im. 8 3-5S., and in the five miles the last

quarter was clipped off in 32 2-5S., and that in the face

of the wind.

Murphy did not score brilliantly, but may do
better to-morrow. Hoyland Smith rode well in the

two miles handicap, but did not shine in the other

events. Berlo showed improved form, as did Banker
and C. M. Murphy. Taxis won a brilliant handicap,

while Zimmerman won the quarter, and also rode in

the handicap, doing am. 35 4-5S. The details of the

sport are published below :

One Mile Ordinary, Novices— i, F. A. Tracy,
Rochester ; 2, G. E. Montgomery, Rochester

; 3, W. H.
Nobles, Rochester

; 4, E. A. Carpenter. Times, im.
3 3-5S., im. 51 4-5S., am. 37 1-5S., 3m. IS 1-5S. A slow and
uninteresting race.

ONE MILE OPEN SAFETY.
WINDLE DEFEATS THE FIELD.

1. W. W. Windle, Millbury, Mass.
2. P. J. Berlo, Boston, Mass.
3. W. F. Murphy, New York.
4. C. W. Dorntge, Buffalo.

5. Hoyland Smith, New Bedford, Mass.
6. W. D. Banker. Buffalo.

7. W. W. Taxis, Philadelphia.

The times were

:

Vi 54 4-5

y^ 1-38 4-5

y^ 2.12 2-5

I 2-47 2-5

Quarter
Miles.

54 4-5 I

•44 f

33 3-5
j.

•35 f

Half
Miles.

1.38 4-5

1.08 3-5

The particular interest of this race was the fact
that it was Windle's first appearance this year and
his debut on a safety wheel. Up to the present time
that grand rider, W. F. Murphy, had taken the pre-
mier position as a safety rider. He had defeated
Berlo, Barrett, Smith, Worden and, in fact, all the
best men of the day. He had won the mile champion-
ship, was credited with some brilliant handicap rid-
ing, and but a few days ago he was clocked at Spring-
field in 2m. 23 3-5S. for the mile.
In the face of this record it was doubted by many

that Windle, despite his superiority on the ordinary,
could lower Murphy's colors. But the fates willed
otherwise, and judging from his first appearance
Willie Windle is as much above other American
riders of the safety as he outclassed all American
riders of the ordinary.
At the pistol fire the men crawled to the quarter in

54 4-5S., Hoyland .Smith cutting the wind. Down the
back stretch they quickened a bit, cutting the second
quarter in 443. Then came a rattling quarter in

33 3-5S-, Smith still leading, with the field well up at
his heels. Around the turn they came like carrier
pigeons, and then, when fairly in the homestretch,
there was some demon-like pedalling for the tape. At
first Murphy came into the judges notice ; then Berlo.
But a hundred yards from home Willi^ Windle came
away and finished smiling and quite four yards clear
of Berlo. Murphy was third by a foot, Dorntge fourth
by a yard, and the others scattered. The last halt,
1111.83-58., tells the story of the killing pace. Had
the day and track been suitable, that last half would
have been under iin. 5s.

One Mile, 3.10 Class, Ordinary— i, B. R. Trena-
man, Rochester ; 2, G. E. Montgomery, Rochester;
3, P. J. Dukelow, Rochester. Times, im. 4-5, im 48s.,

am. 33 2-5S., 3m. 12S.; Montgomery's time, 3m. 14 4-63.

15m.

TWO MILE SAFETY, HANDICAP.
1, C. M. Murphy, New York, i6o yards.
2, J. A. Wiborn, Rochester, 200 yards.
3, F. H. Smith, Rochester, 250 yards.
4, W. H. Penseyres, Buffalo, 160 yards.
5, Hoyland Smith, New Bedford, scratch.
6, A. S. Noonan, Rome, N. Y., 250 yards,
7, Bert Green, Lockport, N. Y., 200 yards.
8, R. W. Conn, Buffalo, 200 yards.
o, A. E. Ladd, Rochester, 250 yards.

Times, Murphy, 5m. 19 1-5S.; Smith, quarter, 42s.;
half, im. 19 4-5S.; three-quarters, im. 57 3-5S.; one mile,
2m. 40S.; mile and a half, 4m. 6 1-5S.; two miles, 5m.
26 2-ss., or three seconds outside ot record. Murphy
won easily.

One Mile Ordinary, City Championship — i, F.
T. Servis; 2, C. J. Ivens; 3, E. E. Servis

; 4, T. A.
Tracy. Times, 51 1-5S., im. 36 4-5S., 2m. 19 4-5S.; Ivens,
time, 2m. 57 3-5.

Two Mile Tandem, Open— i, W. D. Banker and F.
M. Brinker, Buffalo ; 2, W. H. Penseyres and C. W.
Dorntge, Buffalo. Times, half, im. 37 1-5 ; mile, 3m.
92-5S.; mile and a half, 4m. 41 4-55. ; two miles, 5m.
58 2-5S. The last quarter ridden in 32s. was a neck
and neck struggle all the way.
One Quarter Mile Ordinary, Open— i, a. A.

Zimmerman, Freehold, N. J.; 2, W. W. Taxis, Phila-
delphia; 3, H. B. Arnold, New Britain, Conn.; 4, A.J.
Fuller, Rome, N. Y.; 5, F. T. Servis, Rochester. Time,
36 I-5S. Zimmerman had no difficulty in winning, and
kept plenty of daylight between himself and the field
all the way. Taxis's time, 38s.

One Mile Safety, 2.50 Class— i, F. M. Brinker,
Buffalo; 2, W.Connolly, Rochester; 3, B. R. Trena-
man, Rochester

; 4, F. T. Servis, Rochester. Times,
half, 2m. 12 2-5S.; mile, 3m. 41 3-ss.; last quarter, 35 i-ss.
Until the men reached the homestretch the race was
a disgusting crawl.

FIVE MILES safety, OPEN
L W. W. Windle.
2. P. J. Berlo.
3. W. D. Banker.
4. W. F. Murphy.
5. C. M. Murphy,
o. C. W. Dorntge.
0. Hoyland Smith.

The leaders and times at each mJ
3m. I 2-5S.; 2, C. M. Murphy, 6m.
Murphy, gm. 3s.: 4, Smith, 12m. 28 4-5S.; 5 1

20S.; last half, im. 12 3-ss.; last quarter, 32 2-ss
The men paced the race nicely, and kept up a lively

interest throughout. Coming up to the tape it re-
solved itself into a giant's struggle between Berlo and
Windle. Berlo seemed to have the best of it, but
Windle just managed to squeeze his wheel an inch or
two over the tape, faltering as he gave the final push.
The last quarter, track and wind considered, was a
remarkable bit.

Two Mile team Race, For Rochester Clubs—
I, Rochester Athletic Club, 37 points ; 2, Flower City
Wheelmen, 29 points

; 3, Genessee B. C, 27 points.
Order of final : i, E. E. Servis, Rochester ; 2, F. 'P.

Servis, Rochester
; 3, C. J. Iven, Genessee

; 4, R. R.
Treverman, Flower City Wheelmen

; 5, F. A. Tracy,
Flower C. W.; 6, S. E. Montgomery, Genessee; 7, F.
F. Kammer, Flower C. W.; 8, C. B. Kies, Genessee

; 9,
Jamieson, Rochester. Times, 3m. 22 2-5S., 6m. 46 1-5S.

one mile ordinary, HANDICAP.
1. W. W. Taxis, Philadelphia, 40 yards.
2. A. A. Zimmerman, scratch.
3. H. B. Arnold, 50 yards.
4. W. M. Carman, Woodstock, Out., 60 yards.
5. F. T. Servis, Rochester, 130 yards.
6. A. J. Fuller, Rome, N. Y., 16 yards.
7. Burt Green, Lockport, no yards.

Time, 2m. 34 2-5S. Zimmerman's times : 39 4 5S., im.
16 2-sS., im. 55 3-5S., 2m. 35 4-5S.

ONE Mile Ordinary, Professional— i. C. J.
Appel, Rochester ; 2, Dan Canary, Springfield

; 3, W.
H. Barber, Rochester, started but did not finish.

Times, 45 i-ss., im. 27 2-5S., am. 10 3-5S., 2in. 56 3-5S.

The officials were : Referee, W. Sheldon Bull, Chief
Consul, Buffalo. Judges, W. S. Jenkins, Buffalo; M.
F. Shafer, Rochester; C. H. Luscomb, New York;
C. W. Wood, Vice-Consul, Syracuse. Timers, Jas. H.
Brown, Rochester ; F. P. Prial, New York ; Robt.
Leadley, Rochester; Henry Goodman, Hartford.
Scorers, Marsden B. Fox, Rochester; Frank M.
Crouch, Rochester ; Clerks of the Course, Robert
Thomson,' Rochester ; W. E. Williams, Rochester;
Tames Barnes, Rochester. Starter, G. S. Montgomery,
Rochester. Announcer, W. C. Marion, Hartford.
The run to the Genesee Valley Park was attended

by about sixty riders. The start was made at 7 a. m.
and the majority of the riders preferred to remain in
their beds. The parade started at 10.30 a. m., and was
witnessed by large crowds of people all along the
line of march.
All the clubs made a fine appearance, the uniforms

being attractive, and many of the bicycles were gaily
decorated. In each club the members riding ordi-
naries went first and were followed by the safeties.
A nximber of business places and residences along the
line of march were brilliant with the National colors
displayed in honor of the wheelmen.
The order of the parade was as follows : Pace

Makers, Robert Thompson and M. B. Fox; Lieutenant
McDermott and platoon of mounted police, composed
of Officers O'Grady, McBride, Yowman, Golding and
O'Loughlin ; FiftV-tourth Regiment Band in tallyho

;

Grand Marshal W. S. Bull and Staff, Vicc-Consul
C. W. Wood, chief of staff, Syracuse, N. Y.; Col. J. .S.

Graham, adjutant, Rochester, N. Y.; J. C. McNabi as-
sistant adjutant, Rochester. N. Y. Then followed
many prominent League officials and well known
cyclists. The clubs rode as follows: Genesee Hi-
cycle Club, Rochester, 6omen ; Century Bicycle Club,
Syracuse, 30 men ; Syracuse Cycling Club, st) men ;

West End Bicycle Club, Rochester, so men ; Crescent
Cycle Club, Rochester, 70 men; Ladies' Auxiliary
Crescent Club, Rochester, and visiting ladies, 25 in
all; Kanawedly Cycling Club, Elmira. 40 men ; Wan-
derer's Bicycle Club, Buffalo, 60 men ; Batavia Wheel-
men, lomen ; Rochester Bicycle Club, 50 men; Albany
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Bicycle Club, 20 men ;
Flower City Wheelmen, 75

men ; Buffalo Bicycle Club, 40 men ; Lockport Wheel-
men, 15 men; Ramblers' Bicycle Club, Buffalo, 20 men;
Binghampton Wheelmen's Club, 20 men ; Lake View
Wheelmen, Rochester, 150 men : Ramblers' Bicycle
Club, Rochester, 60 men ; Ladies Auxiliary of Ram-
blers' Club, Rochester, 6 ladies ; Utica Cycling Club,
12 men; Auburn Cyclers, 12 men ; Rovers' Bicycle
Club, Tonawanda, 8 men ; Y. M. C. A. Wheelmen,
Rochester, 50 men ; unattached wheelmen from Mon-
trea', Lyons, Cortland, Avon and other cities.
The parade terminated at the Driving Park, where

a photograph was taken.

SECOND DAYS RACES, AUGUST 20.

The weather on the second day was warm, with a

strong breeze. Not more than fifteen hundred people
were present. The sport lasted for three hours, and
was devoid of special feature. The fields were not

large, and the enthusiasm was not so marked as it

might have been.

Some excellent times were clocked, and some sen-

sational finishes were seen. In the mile safety handi-

cap, Murphy, starting from scratch, finished first in

2m. 25 4-5S., cutting the American record by 3-5 sec-

ond. Willie Windle came out and won the two mile

open safety, doing the last quarter in 30 4-5S., a world's
record for the safety flying quarter. Berlo showed
remarkably good form in the half mile safety, defeat-

ing Murphy and a good field. Summary follows :

One Mile Safety, Novices— 1, Geo. McTaggart,
Rochester; 2, A. S. Noonan, Rome; 3, W. L. Messu-
rier, Rochester; 4, F. A. Tracy, Rochester; 5, George
Griswold, Albion, N. Y. Times, 39 1-5S., im. 20 3-5S.,
2m. 7 3-5S., 2m. 47S. ; second man, 2m. 47 4-5S.

One Mile Ordinary, Open— i, a. a. Zimmerman
;

2, W. M. Carman; 3, W. W. Taxis; 4, H. B. Arnold,
New Britain, Conn.- 6, C. J. Iven, Rochester

; 7, A. |J.
Fuller, Rome, N. Y. Times, 46s., im. 29 1-5S., 2m.
13 3-5S., 2m. 50 2-5S. Zimmerman entirely outclassed
the others and won by three lengths.

Two Mile Safety, Western New York State
Championship— I, C. W. Dorntge, Buffalo

; 2, F. M.
Brinker, Buffalo

; 3, W. D. Banker, Buffalo
; 4, W. H.

Pensyres, Buffalo; 5, Bert. Green, Lockport, N. Y.

one Mile safety, handicap.
1. W. F. Murphy, scratch.
2. C. W. Dorntge, 30 yards.
3. Y. L. Prescott, Rome, N. Y., 150 yards.
4. F. H. Smith, Rochester, 160 yards.
5. J. A. Wiborn, Rochester, 160 yards.
6. Hoyland Smith, scratch.
7. C. M. Murphy, 70 yards.
8. R. R. Trenaman, Rochester, 130 yards.

Quarter Half
Mile. Mile.

X, Smith 36 .36 I

^, Smith 1. 114-5 -354-5^
'•"4-5

K, Murphy 1-503-5 •39 4-5 1

I, Murphy 2.254-5 .35 1-5
I

^^

Smith made pace from the start with Murphy trail-
ing. At the half they caught Dorntge ; then Murphy
jumped ahead, picked up man after man, took the
lead a hundred yards from home and finished by
several lengths. Dorntge's time was 2m. 28 3-5S. The
time at the three-quarters and mile are now the best
American records, and, considering the track and
wind, it was a remarkable performance.
One Mile Safety, 3.10 Class— i, W. Conolly,

Rochester; 2, J. A. Wiborn, Rochester; 3, W. S.
Schack, Buffalo

; 4, B. R. Trenaman, Rochester
; 5,

Geo. McTaggart, Rochester ; 6, F. H. Smith, Ro-
chester

; 7, S. F. Diemen, Niagara Falls ; 8, A. S.
Noonan, Rome. Times, 50s., im. 34 2-5S., 2m. 58 1-5.
Second man's time, 2m. 58 3-5S.

TWO mile ordinary, handicap.
1, A. A. Zimmerman, scratch.
2, W. W. Taxis, 60 yards.
3, H. B. Arnold, 100 yards.
4, A. I. Fuller, 200 yards.

Times, 2m. 52 2-ss., 5m. 44 4-5S. Zimmerman had no
difficulty in winning.
Two Mile Safety, Open— i, W. W. Windle ; 2, W.

F. Murphy; 3, Hoyland Smith; 4, P. J. Berlo; 5, C.
M. Murphy. Times, 2m. 54 3-5S., 5m. 48 1-5S.; last
quarter, 30 4-5S., record for flying quarter. C. M. and
W. F. Murphy divided the pacemaking. Turning into
the homestretch Windle moved forward, rushed to
the front and was not again headed.
One Mile, 2.50 Class, Ordinary— i, E. E. Servis

;

2, C.J. Iven; 3, P. T. Servis; 4, G. E. Montgomerv.
Times, 45 1-5S., im. 27 4-5S., 2m. ij 1-5S., 2m. 53s.

Half Mile Safety, Open— i, P. J. Berlo; 2, W. W.
Taxis

; 3, Hoyland Smith
; 4, C. M. Murphy

;
5. W. F.

Murphy; 6, G. S. Prescott; 7, A. E. Ladd. Timesj
4gs., im. 21 3-5S.; last quarter, 31 3-5S. Murphy made
the pace but was beaten two hundred yards from the
tape, after which he sat up. Berlo finished full of
wmning, and won easily by a length, with Taxis and
Smith within a foot of each other.

One Mile Tandem, Open— 1, Banker and Brinker
;

2, Dorntge and Penseyres. Time, 3m. 12-53.; last
quarter, 32 3-ss. The race was a rare struggle on the
last quarter and the judges were at some pains to de-
cide upon the winner.
Two Mile Safety, 6 Minute Class— i, W. Con-

nolly: 2, F. T. Servis; 3, W. H. Penseyres; 4, P. J.Dukelow
; 5, B. R. Trenaman; 6, F. M. Brinker.

Times, 3m. 14s., 5m. 66 3-5S. The men finished in a
bunch.

Sidney B. Bowman again rode ten miles on the road
against time, on Wednesday afternoon, on the Eliza-
beth-Cranford course. His time was 30m. 31s., which
s nearly a minute better than his previous best time.

RICHFIELD SPRINGS RACES.

The annual races of the Waiontha Bicycle Club
took place on Thursday of last week. These races
were set for August 4 and some of the leading racing
men of the country had entered. The prizes
amounted to about $1,000 in value. Heavy rains pre-
vented the races but the road race of fifty miles came
off in the mud on August 5, as already reported in
these columns. The track races were postponed till

Wednesday, August 18, but it had rained for days
and rain was still falling on this day, so it was
deemed best to hold the event on Thursday. It
cleared up rapidly and on the afternoon af Thursday
the track was in fairly good order. Following is a
summary :

Half Mile Novice Dash.—Hawley, first ; Coat&s,
of Edmeston, second. Time, im. 3i^s.

One Mile Ordinary.—Shimer, of Brooklyn, first
Murray, second. Time, 3m. 22s.

One Mile Tandem.—Crosby and Martin, of Utica,
first ; Kinne and Weathersbee, of Richfield, second.
Time, 3m. 36s.

One Mile Safety Handicap.—This was one of the
best races of the day and was run in 3m. 2^s. There
were nine entries, five coming to the post. Shimer,
of the K. C. W., scratch, was first ; Murray, scratch,
second; Lohman, 80 yards, third, and Coates, 90
yards, fourth. It was a close race, the leaders not
coming to the front until the last quarter.

Two Mile Ordinary, Central New York Cham-
pionship.—Murray, first; Fuller, of~Rome, second.
Time, 7m. 43s.

Three Mile Safety Lap Race.—Shimer, first;
Murray, second

; Prescott, third. Time, 10m. 21s.
There were some very good rushes for the first

three laps, but Shimer succeeded in getting first place
by 200 yards, and the remainder of the race was a
contest for second place. Though distanced the club
gave second and third prizes for plucky running.
Half Mile Ordinary.—Shimer, first; Fuller, sec-

ond; Murray, third. Time, im. 34s.

Two Mile Ordinary Handicap.—This race was
run by tired men, in 6m. 5 2-5S., the time limit being
6ra. 35s. It was contested with much courage, how-
ever, and the limit was not enforced by the referee
as the men raced well the whole distance. Murray,
so yards, rode hard for first place, but Shimer, 50
yards, would not let him in and won by a few feet,
though weary after so many races. Fuller, scratch,
closed up his gap and finished third.

The consolation race had no entries and was given
up.

President James R. Dunn acted as one of the judges.
The presence of an official of his standing in the
League very naturally gave the Waiontha Club much
satisfaction, and this was increased decidedly by the
pleasure of making his personal acquaintance.
The Wheel last week gave the lake here the name

of "Canandaigua." It should have been " Canan-
darago." The time of the fifty mile race was printed
4h. i^m. It should have been 4h. laJ^m.

Capital P.

THE WAUKESHA ROAD RACE.

The fourth annual race of the Milwaukee Wheel-
men, from Waukesha to Milwaukee, a distance of 16^
miles, was run amid much enthusiasm on Saturday
afternoon last. The winner was Chas. W. Price, a
seven-minute man. Great interest was centered in
the race between Van Sicklen and Terry Andrae,
both of whom started from scratch.
The two started even, but finished uneven, the

Chicago man coming in several seconds ahead of
Andrae. They were both badly beaten by the handi-
cap men, Van Sicklen finishing nineteenth and
Andrae twenty-second. Van Sicklen's wheel broke
down and he finished on a borrowed one. The start
was made at the court house at Waukesha, the first
men being given the word at fourteen and ahalf min-
utes before four o'clock. The finish was made at the
corner of Grand Avenue and Twenty-eighth Street,
where a large crowd congregated to witness it.

There was only one pneumatic tire in the list that
finished the race uninjured. It was discovered when
the race was over that tacks had been placed on a
bridge at a hill on the road. Nobody knew who put
the tacks in the way, but whoever did it gained his
object, as out of the eleven pneumatics ridden only
one escaped being punctured.

J. P. Stillwell, one of the racers, was sunstruck dur-
ing the run.
The time was slow and not nearly as good as that

which has been made in former road races. This was
attributed to the prevalence of a heavy east wind
which the riders had to work against. The road was
in bad condition, being very dusty.
The contestants finished in the following order: C.

W. Price, 58m. 32s.; W. M. Breckenridge, 64ni.; F. C

A. Kasten, 1

Prachthauser, 64m. sqs.; A. C. Morrison, 63m. 22S-; F." isten, 6im. 2SS.; f. P. Reitzner, 64m. 27s.; Martin
z, 63m. 34s.; W. C. Sanger, sgm. 39s.; W. C. Weg-

ner, 59m. los. ; W. C. Lieter, 66m. 7s.; F. W. Schmitz,
62m. 35s.; Ph. Nickel, 6om. 15s.; Fred Holmes, 65m. 45s.;
Wm. Larson, 70m. 54s.; C. Hermann, 71m. iis.; Wm.
Klug, 70m. i6s.; H. L. Hull, 70m. 59s.; H. J. Smith, 70m.
los.; N. H. Van Sicklen, 5710. 46s.; R. P. Stewart, 70m.
50S.; Terry Andrte, 58in.|45S.; J. C. Schmidtbauer, 72m.
24s.; W. G. Nicholson, 74m. 3s.; W. B. Young, 6im. 55.;
C. S. Cameron, 74m. 54s.; R. R. Stone, 69m. 41s.; O. R.
Barnett, 66m. 35s.; C. L. Rogers, 73m. 3ss.; N. R. Ford,
69m. 17S.; H. P. Andra^, 73m. 35s.; W. B. Hennessey,
70m. IIS.; Edw. Foley, 74m. 47s.; H. J. Warner, 76m. 4s.
In the evening the club held a jollification at their

rooms. A number of congratulatory speeches were
made. The prizes were the most valuable ever given
at a race in Milwaukee. They consisted of a Bolte
pneumatic safety, a Columbia roadster safety, a Vic-
toria lady's safety, each one valued at $135 ; a gold
stop watch, valued at $75 ;

gold medal, valued at $75

;

a suit of clothes, gold watch chain, and many other
articles,

THE BELLEVILLE, ILL., RACES.

The races of the St. Louis Cycling Club, at Belle-
ville, 111., on Sunday last, at the track on the Fair
Grounds, were largely attended. Rain fell before
and during the races, but the track dried quickly.
Following is a summary :

One Mile Ordinary, 3.30 Class—Winkler, first

;

Graham, second. Time, 3m. 2i;<3.

One Mile Safety, 3.20 Class—Borgess; first ; Tivy,
second. Time, 2m. 13s. Thirteen starters.

Quarter Mile Safety— Rule, first; Harding,
second. Time, 45s.

Two Mile Ordinary, Handicap—Harding,scratch,
first ; Rule, second. Time, 5m. 36%s.

One Mile Safety, Open — Milford, first; Path,
second. Time, 2m. 54 1-5S.

Half Mile Ordinary, Open—Harding, first; Tivy,
second. Time, im. 26 1-5S.

Three Mile Safety, Handicap—Rule, scratch,
first ; Tidd, second ; Winkler, third. Time, 6m. 58s.

The officials of the day were ; Referee, E. L. Meeh-
ler

;
Judges, J. A. Devoy, Will Cox and D. W. Robert

;

Timers, Hal Greenwood, R. H. Laing, Ed Taylor

;

Umpires, W. H. Harding, Fred Jones, A. L. Jordan
;

Starter, Percy Stone ; Clerk, W. B. Kemp.

The Races at Jackson, Mich.

W. C. Rands, of Detroit, struck it rich at the Knights
of Macabee's tournament in Jackson, Mich., on Aug.
12. He won two five mile lap races, securing for his
pains;an American Rambler and a Featherstone pneu-
matic. In the first event, G. E. Mitchell, of Lansing,
Mich., finished second, and W. L. Marr, of Saginaw,
third. In the other race Marr was second and Mitchell
third. Harry Pierce won the three miles for Jackson
riders

;
Harry Marvin, second ; and B. J. Kingston,

third.

$5,050 in Frizes.

At the Peoria Tournament the following prizes will
be awarded: One Sohmer piano, valued at $1,250;
one $600 piano, $1,000 in bicycles and $2,200 in other
prizes, making a total of $5,050.

Coming Events at Utica, N. Y.
The Utica Cycling Club will have a twenty mile

handicap road race over the club course (Plant Street,
to Sunset Avenue, to French's Road, to New Hartford
Road, to club-house, five laps), on Monday, September
7, (Labor Day). Valuable prizes are offered, and a
large list of entries is expected. Mr. A. B. Gardner
has been appointed handicapper, and fair play is
assured. Just before the road race the Saturctay
Globe Belt, for the championship of Oneida Co., will
be contested for at Reynolds' Driving Park, and all
those wishing to ride are requested to enter as soon
as convenient. Entries to both races should be made
to h. P. Hammes, Chairman of the Racing Committee.

A race meet will be held by the Meriden (Conn.)
Wheel Club on September 15 during the State fair.
Prizes to the value of $500 will be awarded.

The Wanderers Bi. Club, of Buffalo, held two club
races on a half mile track, on August 21. The first
race was won by G. G. Buse, Christian second, W.
Buse third; time, 28m. 30s. The second event was won
by Wm. Bier, Young second, Naab third; time, 20m.

The Peerless Bicycle Club, of Germantown, which
was organized July 27, is composed of twelve ladies,
some of whom were formerly associated with the
Wissahickon Wheelmen, of Germantown. "The of-
ficers are : President, Miss Laura Bachman ; Captain,
Mrs. George Reddles; First Lieutenant, Miss Minnie
Williamson ;_Second Lieutenant, Miss Laura Cam-
pion ; Secretary and Treasurer, Miss Fannie Lindley.

The Athletic Club, of Warwick, N. Y., will hold its
anniversary on August 28. Athli tic events and cycle
races will be held at the Driving Park, and a bicycle
parade, under the charge of the Orange Co. Wheel-
men and the Sussex Co. Wheelmen, will start at 5 p. m.
In the evening an entertainment will take place at
the gymnasium, in which the wheelmen willtake an
active part.

The Racing Board has suspended for thirty days
for violation of rule F, section D of the racing rules,
Messrs. Walter Gould, L. Bradley, Orrin Reynolds, j.
Brewster, William Plumb and W. Hubbell all of
Birmingham, Conn. The following riders of New
Orleans have been suspended for sixty days: W.
Fayssoux, L. J. Goodberry, R. A. Tichenor, G.
Alciatore, L. P. Delahoussaye, Jr.; E. Frederick, J.
W. Adams, Jr.; Jeff Frederick, Jr.; T. S. Allen, F.
Cook.

The Penn Wheelmen, of Reading, have arranged
the following programme for their race meet on Sep-
tember 24 ; One mile ordinary, novice ; half mile safe-
ty, open ; one mile safety, novice ; one mile ordinary,
open ; one mile safetj', 2.30 class; half mile safety,
boys under fourteen years ; two mile team, ordinary;
one mile safety, championship of Reading; quarter
mile safety, open ; half mile ordinary, championship
of Berks County; one mile safety, open. The pro-
ceeds of this meet will be used toward holding a large
tournament on July 4 next.

The Road Improvement Committee of the League
has issued a thirty page book containing "The Com-
mon Roads of Europe and America," by Isaac B.
Potter ;

" Highways and National Prosperity," by E.
P. North, C. E., and "The Importance of Good Wagon
Roads," by Professor L. M. Haupt, A. M. C. E. Dis-
tributed throughout the book are photographic re-
productions of American and English roads and
" stuck in the mud " pictures. Everyone interested
in the work of road improvements should secure a
copy. Apply to Isaac B. Potter, 278 Potter Building,
N. Y.
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THE TRADE.

A SELECTED LIST OF- PATENTS.

[List of recent bicycle patents reported especially for

The Wheel, by W. E. Aughinbaugh, Patent Law-
yer, Washington, D. C.l

457,835. Bicycle Saddle. Frank H. Bolte, Mil-
waukee, Wis., assignor of one-half to Parker H.
Sercombe, same place. Filed February 14, 1891.

Serial No. 381,444.

457,834. Saddle for Velocipedes. Frank H. Bolte,

Milwaukee, Wis., assignor of one-half to Parker H.
Sercombe, same place. Filed December 12, 1890.

Serial No. 374,447.

457.964, Velocipede Saddle. Frank H. Bolte, Mil-
waukee, Wis., assignor of one-half to Parker H.
Sercombe, same place. Filed April 22,1891. Serial
No. 389,888.

4s8,To6. Velocipede. Edwin H. Hatcher, Neodesha'
Kans. Filed March 34, 1891. Serial No. 386,271.

458,113. Seat Spring for Bicycles. John C. Rage,
Chicago, 111. Filed April 28, 1891 Serial No. 300,770.

SOME COMMON SENSE COMMENTS
ON THE RETAIL TRADE,

It does not require the use of spectacles to see that

the bicycle business, like any other business, must

be conducted on business principles and by business

men if it is to be successful. From this time forward

these cardinal points will be all the more necessary.

In these remarks I refer especially to the bicycle

business when operated separately and not as a

branch of some other line, the profits of which will

overbalance the losses incurred in the wheel trade.

We are now passing through trying times, and it

will not be surprising to read of failures among
bicycle dealers, a number of whom are heavily

stocked and heavily in debt. This is partly the re-

sult of not getting their wheels in time, while the

rush was on, and in receiving them later after the

demand had slackened.

Another cause is that machines already sold have

been disposed of in that tempting way, on "easy

terms," which, while easy for the purchaser, is not so

easy for the seller. He must pay cash for his wheels

and continue buying more. If he posseises sufficient

capital he may succeed. If his funds are limited and

his credit only moderate, he will fail or get very sick

before the season is over.

Still another cause is the multiplicity of dealers.

This results in the division of business and lessening

of profits. I think it is a mistake on the part of manu-
facturers and wholesale dealers in giving retailers

more than thirty days credit. This, of course, does

not apply to spring or advance orders, when extra

time is allowable. When a dealer is given sixty days

credit there is a great temptation to order freely and
sell freely, trusting more to luck than good judgment
in being able to meet his obligations when they

mature. If sold him on thirty days strictly he will

more likely see that he sells wisely, lest his supply of

machines be cut off just when he needs them the

most. I, therefore, think some of the dealers now on

the verge of financial ruin are not wholly to blame,

but that a part of the cause is chargeable to manu-
facturers and wholesale dealers.

And now a word as to whom the dealers are. Many
of them are young and inexperienced men. It is

not wrong to be young or inexperienced, as all of

us have been either or are both. One great trouble

with the young man is that in a little while he thinks

he knows more than his older and more experienced

competitor, and, following up this idea, goes in head-

long, and winds up at the Sheriff's door.

Or perhaps he has been a successful racing man,
and banking on that feature, engages in the bicycle

business only to find when too late that racing and
selling bicycles successfully are totally different.

Perhaps he is the favorite son of a well to do father

who has some capital to invest, and the boy tells the

governor of the immense (?) profits in the cycling

trade, with the result that the lad rents a room and

orders promiscuously from every person possible.

Later on the father says, "Well, son, how's busi-

ness?" The boy answers, "Oh, all right, only the

purchasers don't pay up as they promised. I owe
this firm and that one, and my funds are low. I must
ask you for more money or I'll have to close up the

shop."

Then, again, we find some man engaged on good
salary with some corporation or firm who tries the

cycling business as a side show, which throughout

the day is run by a wheelman and in the evening by
the proprietor. It generally takes about twelve

months to wind this man up. I know of other cases

where the dealer possesses all the necessary qualifica-

tions for success but is addicted to the drinking habit

and which will surely cause his ruin.

Other causes combine against dealers at times ren-

dering their success impossible, because they cannot

from lack of experience and knack surmount difficul-

ties which to others might appear as trifles.

When cycling failures occur, then, the business is

not to be called rotten, but rather let the inquiring

mind investigate as to the cause of this or that par-

ticular failure, and the resiilt will, doubtless, prove

the correctness of some of the observations I have

herein noted. Ralranhes.

PNEUMATIC TIRE LITIGATION.

A MOTION FOR A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION ARGUED.
On Tuesday of last week a motion made by A.

Featherstone asking for a preliminary injunction
against the Bidwell Cycle Co., on the claim that the
said company were infringing upon his patent rights
in manufacturing and placing on the market the
Thomas pneumatic tire, was argued before Judge
Lacombe, of New York. A decision has not yet been
rendered.

A NEW SAFETY BY A. L. GARFORD.

457)435- Velocipede. Arthur L. Garford, Elyria, Ohio.
Filed October 31, 1890. Serial No. 369,927.

(No miodel.)

Claitn.— I. In a velocipede, in combination, the drjv
ing-axle, a wheel having a cupped hub secured there
to, a bevel-gear secured to said axle and lying in the
recess in said hub, the crank-axle and a bevel-gear
secured thereto, a shaft, bevel-gears secured on each
end thereof, and bearings for said shaft secured to
the velocipede-frame, substantially as and for the
purpose specified.

2. In a velocipede, in combination, the driving-axle
and a bevel-gear secured thereto, the crank-axle and
a bevel-gear secured thereto, two pieces rigidly se-
cured to the velocipede-frame, one near the crank
shaft and one near the driving-shaft, each of said
bearing-pieces having transverse vertical slots, a
shaft mounted in said bearing-pieces, and two bevel-
gears-secured to the ends of said shaft and extending
through said slots and meshing with the bevel-gears
on the crank-shaft and driving-axle, respectively,
substantially as and for the purpose specified.

THE NEW BUCKINGHAM & ADAMS
CYCLE CO., LTD.

The cycle business of Buckingham & Adams, Ltd.,
of Coventry Works, Small Heath, Birmingham,
has been purchased by a syndicate, and will in the
future be known as the New Buckingham & Adams
Cycle Co., Ltd. Mr. H. P. Cook, who has been for
many years with Wm. Bown of ball bearing fame, is

the managin.g director. Mr. Cook is thoroughly prac-
tical, and with his large experience there is little

doubt but what the new concern will boom. Every
machine will be under his personal supervision, and
new designs of the best material and workmanship
are promised. The factories have a capacity of turn-
ing out 150 to 200 wheels per week, and the machinery
is all of the most modern construction. The machines
will be made on the interchangeable principle, and
only wheels first-class in every detail will be
turned out.

Rai>ld Strides of the Hartford Cycle Co.

The above company, established in 1889, has, during"
its two .seasons before the public, established a repu-
tation of which it can justly feel proud. It did not
spring into existence with the claim that the earth
was theirs and that they intended to control it, but,
on the contrary, a neat and modest catalogue, stating
their objects, intentions, etc., was issued. Their
claims were reasonable and not exagger.i.ted, and
their advertisements have always been toned with
modesty. From the start it was evident that they
were building for the future, and how well thej' have
succeeded is evidenced by the factthat their capacity
was necessarily doubled last January, and they are
at the present time adding some 20,000 square feet of
factory room and filling in machinery as rapidly as
possible.

It is a small hamlet, indeed, where the Hartford
safeties are now not only known, but most favorably
considered. The president and manager of the com-
pany is Colonel George Pope. The wheels are placed
by "Davy" Post and W. C. Marion, both of whom
travel for the Hartford Company.

AN IMPORTANT FAILURE IN THE
CYCLE TRADE.

The Banker & Campbell Co., limited.

The Banker & Campbell Co., Limited, which was
organized with a capital stock of $50,000, is at present
in the hands of the sheriff. The principal stockholder
is Mr. Durk, who advanced $27,800 in cash. The
company continued to draw upon him to pay credit-
ors until he thought it advisable to make an investi-
gation to ascertain how affairs stood. He commenced
suit and secured a judgment. Now the sheriff has
levied under Mr. Durk's judgment and is selling out
the goods.

The following statement shows the condition of
affairs at the close of business on July 21. The valu-
ation of the wheels is based upon the cost price and
under;

RESOURCES.
Inventory, 470 bicycles and wheels $28,894 55" goods and supplies 4,36349" office furniture

" lathe, forges, gas engine 500 co
" tools and implements 50000

$34,258 04
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE.

Due the company 9,751 47
Cash on hand 618 35

$44,627 86
LIABILITIES.

Bills payable, notes acceptance 54,242 74
Assets payable due from the company 5,033 57
Rent due July 21, i8gi 426 67
Gas bills, " 13767
Wages due, " 7000
Advertising due July 21, 1891 40000

$50,310 65

Among the principal creditors are Rouse, Hazard
& Co., the John Wilkinson Co., the Sweeting Cycle
Co., Gendron Iron Wheel Co., Stover Bicycle Mfg.
Co., Chas. F. Stokes Mfg. Co., and R. L. Coleman &
Co. At a meeting of the creditors on Wednesday,
Mr. Joseph N. Goldbacher, the company's lawyer, pro-
posed that the creditors take an assignment of Mr.
Durk's judgment, paying a part of it in cash and
secure the balance, and carry the stock over for next
year's market. This was met with opposition. In
this way the firm could be able to make both ends
meet. Mr. Goldbacher also pointed out that the busi-
ness could be conducted on a more economical basis.
A committee was appointed to make further inves-

tigation into the affairs of the company, and on Thurs
day they reported that the statement given on July 21

was incorrect, as the firm did not now have on hand the
number of wheels mentioned. Besides the wheels
included in the statement, the company have also an
interest in 350 Meteors in the course of construction.

On Friday while the auction sale was going on at
12 Murray Street, an injunction was obtained restrain-
ing sale. In view of the number present who were pro-
spective buyers, Mr. Goldbacher suggested that the
sale continue, and that the proceeds take the place
of the stock, which proposition was accepted. The
sale continued, and a fair price was realized, con-
sidering the lateness of the season. This afternoon
the goods at the uptown store will be sold, and on
Monday the stock in the Brooklyn store will be dis-

posed of.

The S. P. (Strauss Patent) Cushion Tire.

The New York Belting and Packing Company
(Limited), 15 Park Row, New York City, extensive
manufacturers of vulcanized rubber goods, are out
with a new cushion tire of which they send us the
following description:

" It is a superior article, and destinedjit is believed
to become //;^ cushion tire of the future. It is known
as the S. P. (Strauss Patent) cushion tire with rein-
forced hole. In the first cushion tires offered to the
bicj'cle riding public, the hole was made as large as
^ of an inch in diameter. At the present time dealers
and manufacturers are calling for a hole as small as
^ of an inch. Their desire is to obtain a stiff tire,

which will not cut from the action of the rim against
it. Stiffness obtained in this way can only be had at
the expense of the cushion, and the tire is therefore
little better than a solid tire, except in the matter of
weight."

"The S. P. cushion tire offered by the New York
Belting & Packing Company (Limited) gives the
desired stiffness while retaining the elasticity
necessary in a perfect bicycle tire. It is done by
reinforcing the hole and without reducing its
diameter. This re-inforcing also overcomes any
possibility of the tire cracking from the inside, as the
hole whii h is the weakest part in the old form cushion
tire is made the strongest in the S. P.

Solid rubber handles, says the Jris/i Cvc/is/, are a
delusion and a snare, they heat and inflame the hands
and make them dreadfully dirty. Rubber pneumatic
handles, on the contrary, were found cool and com-
fortable.
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TRADE ITEMS.

A dealer in Buffalo recently shipped fifty machines
back to the manufacturers.

The Racine Bicycle Co., of Racine Wis., has been
incorporated. Capital stock, $5,000.

P. W. Tillinghast is doing quite a business in New
England fitting his pneumatic tires.

Mr. H. DuCroSjPresident of the Pneumatic Tire Co.,
is proprietor of one of the largest paper houses in the
world.

Matlock, Coleman & Co., Market Street, Philadel-
phia, have disposed of their entire stock of imported
wheels.

The Pneumatic Tire Co. (Dunlop) will reduce the
size of their Dublin plant and establish their mam
factory at Coventry.

It is rumored that Lenbach Brothers and David
Brightbill, of Lebanon, Pa., rival agents, will pool
their interests next year.

The model of the wheel which is to be manufactured
by E. C. Sterns & Co., of Syracuse, N. Y., will shortly
be exhibited to the public.

Messrs. Luther & Co., of Peoria, 111., are about to
open a bicycle branch to their business, and will cater
to both the retail and wholesale trade.

A. M. Wood has opened a store at the northwest
corner of Thirty-first Street and Eighth Avenue, N.
y., for the sale or rent of Columbia wheels and all

kinds of repairing.

A. L. Biery, of Allentown, Pa., whose success in the
cycling business has been wonderful, has had a long
seige with 1«. grippe, but is in a fair way to conquer
that hideous monster.

The Columbus (O.) Cycle Club has become incorpo-
rated as a joint stock company with 200 shares at $10
per share. A committee has been appointed to secure
a suitable club-house.

T. Henry Sweeting, of Philadelphia, was in this city
Monday on important business. It is said that Mr.
Sweeting was a creditor of the Banker & Campbell
Co., Ltd., to the extent of $9,000.

The Dunlop Company have stopped sewing the
canvas which encloses the inner tubing. The seam
chafed the inner tube, wore out the rubber, and was
the most frequent cause of bursting.

E. E. Stoddard, formerly manager of Thomas H. B.
Varney's cycle department, San Francisco, has
opened a branch house in Oakland for E. Mohrig, the
California agent of the Stover Bicycle Co.

Mr. Henry N. Priest, of the Quadrant Tricycle Co.,
Birmingham, England, will sail for this country on
October 7. Mr. Priest has been here several times,
and has met with marked success in establishing the
Quadrants in America.

Luther R. Kelker, of Harrisburg, Pa., contemplates
engaging more extensively than ever in the cycling
business. He is one of the most experienced dealers
in Central Pennsylvania. He represents the Pope
Company, Hartford and Western Wheel Works.

The Bidwell (;;ompany enclose the inner tube of
their tire in a seamless canvas tube. A series of con-
cerns gave up the job as an impossibility, but an as-
tute " Down-Easter" was hit upon, who made a seam-
less tube by hand and then built a machine for the
purpose.

Mr. A. Lisle, nephew of Mr. Lisle, of the firm of
Scharratt & Lisle, Wolverhampton, arrived in New
York on Sunday. He will soon begin to appoint
agents for the Star Cycles of which they are the
manufacturers. In October Mr. Lisle of the firm
will come to this country.

Mr. A. L. Garford, inventor and manufacturer of
the Garford Saddle, arrived in New York on Tuesday.
He has been in England for the past month, granting
royalties on his saddles, and met with great success.
Some English firms have turned out these saddles,
the weight of which is only 2% pounds.

Geo. R. Broadbent writes that pneumatic tired
wheels are making slow progress in Australia, but
he thinks that they will boom when the racing season
opens. He has ridden one over 1200 miles and has
not experienced the joy attending a puhcture as yet.
He attributes his good luck to the fact that he keeps
the tire hard.

An English cyclist recently had a cart driver
arrested for not keeping to the right side of the road,
as prescribed by a law covering carriages, passed in

1854. The defense was that tricycles were not fore-
seen in 1854, so that the law could not have been meant
to include them. The judge, however, ruled other-
wise, and fined the cartman.

Are There No Noses In Coventry?
It is probable that the process of manufacturing

pneumatic tires will be removed entirely from Dub-
lin to Coventry. Some of the inhabitants of the
former city have taken serious objection to the
smells produced by the process, which, although per-
fectly healthy, quite eclipse the odors of the Liffey.

—

Bicycli7ig News.

Sterling Elliott Is Pleased with American
Tubing.

Sterling Elliott has tested the steel tubing made by
the Shelby Company and finds it equal to the best
Credenda tubing both as to quality and finish. He
writes that it will be used by him in preference to
English tubing, for, aside from the convenience of
getting the tube near home, he finds the Shelby Com-
pany is managed by men with whom it is a pleasure
to deal. I

THE TILLINGHAST PATENT PNEUMATIC TIRE.

Mr. Tillinghast has been experimenting on this tire more than twelve months. He has five patents and
applications in the United States, besides patents abroad. Some of the points covered by the claims of Mr.
Tillinghast's patents are protection against puncture by use of steel or canvas, a tire made expansible longi-

tudinally Jon the inner or rim side and non-expansible on the
outer or tread portion, and a valve having a detachable plug
carrying a non-return valve of the construction shown, the
features of which are its construction and the manner of attach-
ing to the rim.

In the tire as first made the air tube and outer cover were
made separate and cemented together and held to the rim by
canvas flaps, a steel and canvas protection was used in the tread
of the tire to prevent puncture, but owing to the difficulty of
procuring the steel additional thicknesses of canvas is used,
and the tire is now made in one piece, as shown in the cut.

The^air tube is first formed and wound with twilled duck,
the canvas protection is then placed in position and the whole
covered with a layer of rubber and then vulcanized. The tire
can be handled as easily as a solid or cushion, and it is attached
as follows: A coating of ordinary tire cement is placed in the
rim and the tire sprung into place ; it is then inflated.

By the above arrangement it is as easy to replace a broken
spoke as it is in a solid tired wheel.

Placed between the tire and the edge of the felloe is a thick-
ness of heavy felting, which prevents all liability to chafing
should the tire become loose or flabby. Should the tire become
flat it would still be ridable, as has been proven by actual tests.
The valve for inflating is a very ingenious device. It is made

of brass and set well down into the tire. The inside rubber
valve is attached to a hollow screw plug and is easily detached,
thus allowing the air in the tube to escape readily ; a cap is
attached covering the whole, thus excluding dust or any foreign
substance.

A very practical test was given one of these tires August
16, during the Massachusetts Division meet, at Cottage City.
Three glass bottles were broken off near the bottom and set on the
concrete with the broken, sharp, ragged edges pointing upward
fully two inches, and the pieces strewn in between,when Mr. H.E.
Rathbun, who weighs 160 pounds, rode over them without mak-

ing any serious scratches on the tire. The writer a few days ago accidentally rode off an embankment two
feet high without any bad result. In regard to repairing a punctured tire : In crating a wheel lately the boy
drove a nail through a thin slat and also through the tire

;
the air was let out, and, with the aid of the pump,

some liquid cement was injected into the hole, then sorpe string was jammed in and more cement, when the
tire was inflated and the cement allowed to become hard. This same tire is in use to-day.

The Tillinghast tire will be on exhibition at the Rhode Island Wheelmen's tournament, at Narragansett
Park, Providence, September 5. Come and try it.

THE TRADE OUTLOOK.

Why do certain cycling paper writers continue
their wild and untruthful stories as to the impossi-
bility of dealers to get wheels fast enough ? Is it be-
cause the writers do not know better, or is it for the
studied purpose of making dealers already heavily
loaded feel comfortable, nay, perhaps happy, in the
belief that while they are stocked their more unfor-
tunate competitors are not? Whatever the reason it

is a fact that the wisest manufacturers began two
months ago to curtail their output, anticipating ;3re-

cisely the glut that is now manifest. The writer
some time ago personally pleaded with a big dealer
not to throw his surplus stock into an auction room,
not only for his own credit, but for the sake of the
business.
American bicycle manufacturers are learning or

have already learned that they cannot continue an
annual doubling up of their plant and product. Should
the ratio of increase in quantity be continued in 1891

as has been witnessed this year over last, remember
ing the various new makers who will engage in the
business, it will be impossible for the trade to handle
the wheels that will be offered next year. It must be
furthermore remembered that the most strenuous
efforts will be made by English manufacturers to
market a considerable portion of their output in this
country. It will be well for our makers to face the
music and prepare for the future- This preparation,
in the opinion of the writer, should consist of figuring
upon an output not greater than of this year, and of
improving the quality. The increased experiences
of manufacturers will enable them te economize, and
with these points well in hand there should be no
fear but that all will do a satisfactory business.

Ralranhks.

An English publication computes that there is

more energy exerted in running 200 yards than in rid-

ing a bicycle four miles.

A CYCLISTS' CAMP.

Hundreds of whselmen in England look forward
annually to the great Harrowgate camp, or the en-
campment at Dorking for a week of healthy sport and
recreation, but in this country camp life has never
been very extensively indulged in by cyclists as a
body. The Asbury Park (N. J.) Athletic Association
has taken the matter up, however, and announces
that a cyclists' encampment will be established as an
annual event at their Athletic Park, opposite North
Asbury Park Station, on the shore of the picturesque
Deal iLake, from August 27 to 31. The Association
has been but recently organized, but it has met with
gratifying succesSj and has secured the patronage of
many prominent citizens. A force of men has already
been set to work to prepare the grounds for the
events. A third of a mile track will be constructed,
and a large supply of tents have been ordered. The
camp will be conducted on semi-military regulations
and the tents and cots will be furnished by the Asso-
ciation. All the cycling clubs and wheelmen of New
Jersey and adjoining states have been notified by
circulars of the proposed encampment. The capacity,
however, will necessarily be limited. Arrangements
will be made for feeding the wheelmen at the grounds.
"The programme as arranged is as follows : Thursday
and Friday mornings, assignment of quarters ; Fri-
day, 10 a. m., formal opening of the camp ; address of
welcome, firing of salute, raising of camp flag, etc.;
election of commander and other officers ; 2 p. m.,
track race ; 6 p. m., review ; 8 p. m., lantern parade.
Saturday, 2 p. m., track races ; 6 p. m , review and
band concert. Sunday, 10 a. m., special service at
Asbury Park. Prizes will be awarded in the parade
and races. Entries close August 25 with W. S.
McKean, Secretary, Asbury Park, N. J. Chief Con-
sul Brown, of the New Jersey Division, is interested
in the camp and races, and success is almost a cer-
tainty.

Cycle horns are prohibited and the use of efficient
bells made compulsory in the North Club road races.
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NOT ENOUGH.
NOTHING LESS THAN $135 will

buy a Victor Bicycle,

and the demand con-

stantly exceeds the sup-

ply, even at that seem-

ingly high figure.

Victors are cheap at

$ 1 3 5 - in comparison with

second grade machines

which are sold at from

$50 to $130, and some-

times at $135.

Prices are often deceptive. There are many inferior or

second grade wheels on the market with a list price of $135,

but which, in reality, are sold for a much less sum. Old, ex-

perienced riders understand this hollow pretense, and are

able to take advantage of such reductions when unable to

bu}^ the best, while the inexperienced buyer or beginner has

to pay full price.

If you want the best bic3^cle in the world, fitted with Victor

Cushion Tires and Victor Spring Fork, you must pay $135 to

get it, but it will be a poem in steel.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS.

BOSTON. WASHINGTON. DENVER. SAN FRANCISCO.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS., Special Agents,

CHICAGO. NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA.
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CUSHION TIRE CRKSCKNT.

e •- .J

CUSHION TIRK JUNO.
BEST MACHINES FOR THE MONEY EVER MADE.

35 Barclay Street, New York City.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. AGENTS—Eastern, Middle and Southern States.
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WHEEL GOSSIP.

The League membership is 20,808.

Auburn, Pa., has just one safety rider.

Father " Bill " Curtis has joined the League.

Tamaqua, Pa., is enjoying a small cycling boom.

A special pneumatic-tired racing wheel is being
imported for J. R. Hazleton.

Governor Peck, of Wisconsin, the author of " Peck's
Bad Boy," and his son are both fond of cycling.

The first lady safety rider in London is said to be
Mrs. Fredericks, the wife of a music hall performer.

Connecticut has a membership of 1,956. Wonder
how many proxies " Little Davy " will swing at Hart-
ford?

Beaten eggs, with a teaspoonful of lemon juice and
salt and pepper to taste, is a favorite drink of Swedish
wheelmen.

H. G. Rouse, of Peoria, who has been East for the
past few weeks, departed for his home on Thursday
of this week.

The police of Fall River, Mass., have received
orders to keep bicycles off the sidewalks. Wheelmen
should take notice.

Sydney M. Cowles, a well-known Lynn wheelman,
has located in Fall River and has become a member
of the Fall River C. C.

The Staten Island Wheelmen have joined the Staten
Island Athletic Club in a body, and will henceforth
compete in all races under the color of the S. I. A. C.

Dr. Mott Smith, of Boston, who is a large stock-
holder in the Union Cycle Co., has been appointed
minister of finances of the Sandwich Islands. He is
a native of Hawaii.

Arthur Robertson takes the trophy. Arthur is C. C.
of Massachusetts and has placed his State in the
lead, and, more than that, has put it across the 3,000
mark—to vyit, 3,027.

Maltby has 100 pupils in his school at Chautauqua,
N. Y. He frequently gives his performance of trick
riding at the ampitheatre, and never fails to amaze
the hundreds of spectators.

The Allegheny Cyclers, of Allegheny City, Pa.,
have taken possession of a fine suite of four rooms
which are being handsomely furnished. The club is
enjoying a large increase in the membership roll.

A meeting of the wheelmen of Altoona, Pa., was
held on Saturday last at which a permanent organ-
ization to be known as the Blair County Wheelmen
was formed. Temporary quarters have been secured.

Jacob Bauer, who is on a "tramp awheel" around
the world, reports the roads of Wisconsin to be exe-
crable. At Racine the local wheelmen are celebrat-
ing the making of a new local road record, ten miles
in fifty-six minutes.

Allen W. Swan reached Salt Lake City on August
8. He was forced to take a train from Glenwood to
Provo, over the desert country owing to the abomin-
ably poor roads. He was tendered a reception by
the Social Wheel Club of that city.

A paragraph has been making the rounds of the
press to the effect that " Gene " Aaron is ill with con-
sumption in a "small town in Tennessee." If any of
The Wheel's readers have more definite informa-
tion, we would be pleased to have them write us.

The Watsessing (N. J.) Wheelmen, which was organ-
ized in May last, has over twenty-five members and
is steadily growing, and arrangements will soon be
made for securing a suitable club-house. On Labor
Day the club will hold its second series of road
races.

The Missouri Bicycle and Athletic Club will hold a
mid-summer entertainment on the club's tennis
grounds on August 23. A varied musical and athlet-
ic entertainment will be provided, and an abundance
of refreshments will be served. The proceeds will
be used towards equipping the new grounds of the
club.

The proposed amalgamation of the Columbia
Cyclers and the Penn City Wheelmen still hangs fire,

principally, it is said, because both clubs want their
name retained by the new oreanization. The
Columbia Cyclers, being the older and more promin-
ent club, will not consent to this, and the outcome is
involved in doubt.

The members of the cycle clubs in towns and vil-
lages are subject to many little pleasantries that city
club men are ignorant of. As an example, the Hagers-
town (Md.) B. C. has been invited to ride to the resi-
dence of a good natured farmer, a few miles out of
town, on August 24, where as much milk as each indi-
vidual can drink will be served on the lawn.

A safety which was recently taken to Senegal,
Africa, proved an object of intense interest to the
natives. The lamp they termed "a one-eyed mon-
ster," and of the wheel, one said, 'It eats not, drinks
not, never dies, and travels faster than a horse, yet
when you let me sit upon its back it kicks me into the
road and falls on me. It must be a thing of magic."

The Louisville (Ky.) League Wheelmen have been
organized in that city with headquarters at 932 Pres-
ton Street and twenty charter mem'bers. "rhe club
intends to shortly hold a race meet. Following is a
list of the executive officers : President, F. W. Smith

;

Vice-President, W. M. Tehan ; Secretary-Treasurer,
W. C. King; Captain, W. W. Marin; First Lieuten-
ant,

J.
R. Russell ; Second Lieutenant, J. Pfeifer

;

Standard Bearer, R. C. King.

The Comrades' Bicycle Club has been organized at
Buffalo with these officers: Captain, J. Schwab; First
Lieutenant, Jacob Zillion; Second Lieutenant Charles
Morlock ;;Secretary, R. J. Peterson,

The Boston Globe approves the suggestion of The
Wheel that next year dates for race meets should be
allotted by the Racing Board in order to save the con-
fusion and ill-feeling that arises with the clashing of
dates.

A farmer living along the Reading and Perkiomen
Turnpike (between Philadelphia and Reading) says
four times as many touring cyclists pass his house
this year as last year, an evidence of the popularity
of touring.

Will Ruby and Gus and Will Castle, who are prom-
inent in Louisville cycle circles, have formed a part-
nership, and under the name of the Louisville Bicycle
Company have opened a store for the sale of a line of
high-grade wheels and repair work.

Emmett Rossman, a Minneapolis cyclist, was
recently run down by a fashionable equipage in that
city, and the Business Men's Bicycle Association has
taken up the matter, and proposes to bring suit for
damages against the owner of the vehicle.

The Columbia Cyclers, of Philadelphia, are making
extensive preparations for the observance during the
first week in October of the third anniversary of its
organization. The club is also arranging for a series
of literary and musical entertainments during the
Fall and Winter months.

The system of macadam roads which were illus-
trated on the map issued with THE WHEEL of last
week, cost Union Co., N. J., $400,000. The building of
these roads has so increased the valuation of proper-
ty throughout the county that the tax rate was low-
ered instead of increased.

Alf Du Cros has been writing letters home about
America. Some of his comments on the Detroit meet
find a resting place in the columns of the Irish Cyclist.
Says Alf ;

" I have met all the great swells here ; all
the big manufacturers : Pope, Victor, Overman, Bid-
well, etc." We have never met Mr. Victor ourselves,
but hope to sometime.

Denver wheelmen at present have a mama for long
distance riding. Several of them rode to Colorado
Springs and return, 150 miles, on Sunday last, and
runs are also taken to Greeley and return, 113 miles.
J. A. McGuire recently rode to Ogden, Utah, via Chey-
enne and Laramie. A party ot wheelmen last week
climbed Long's Peak, which had never before been
explored by wheelmen.

The Honolulu A&Wy Bulletin announces the appoint
ment by Her Majesty of Hon. J. Mott Smith to be
Minister of Finance in place of Hon. H. A. Wide-
mann, resigned. Mr. Smith is one of the three stock-
holders of the Union Cycle Mfg. Co. The Bulletin
statts that he is a member of the House of Nobles,
under the old constitution of Honolulu, and that he is

a diplomat and a financier.

The Columbia Cyclers and Penn City Wheelmen, of
Philadelphia, have opened negotiations for the amal-
gamation of the two clubs. At present the matter is
at a standstill owing to the fact that each club desired
the proposed consolidated organization to assume its

name. The Columbia, being the older club, will not
give up its name, under which several of its members
have won in well contested races.

The Press Cycling Club, of Boston, has at present
forty members. A special meeting of the club was
held at Great Head, Mass., while on a run on Sunday
of last week when it was decided to join the League,
and a constitution and by-laws were adopted. It was
also decided that one-fourth of the total membership
of the club could be composed of persons not in any
way connected with a newspaper.

A Baltimore cyclist while riding home at a rapid
pace from Buena Vista and other mountain resorts on
Sunday night last discovered a toll gate across the
road just in time to throw out his hands. He struck
the gate with such force as to break it apart, and was
thrown thirty feet or so forward, sustaining several
ugly cuts and bruises. No light was displayed to
show that the gate was down. If the cyclist had not
thrown up his hands he would in all probability have
been killed.

"Mott's Messenger" is the title of an unpretentious
little book issued by the Maryland Division to keep
those members posted who do not attend the meet-
ings. It contains a list of the officers and committees,
League hotels and clubs, local consuls, Baltimore
cycle rules and laws, " Grandpa's Advice to his Boys,"
the constitution and by-laws of the Division, and in-
formation concerning the League and its benefits. It
is handsomely printed, and a credit to Chief Consul
Albert Mott, the compiler.

The "watermelon" is almost as favorite a form of
amusement with the clubs of Baltimore and vicinity
in Summer as is the smoker in Winter. As smoke is

the one essential and always present element of the
smoker, so the gay and festive fruit itself, in greater
or less abundance, is the one thing necessary to the
"watermelon." Other things may be added to suit
the fancy ; the watermelon is the one thing necessary,
and as a Summer entertainment for wheelmen the
" watermelon " is the thing, and it has already become
an annual affair with some of the clubs.

At a meeting of the commissioners and property
owners of Asbury Park, N. J., on Monday last, the
discussion of the nuisance of sidewalk riding by
wheelmen brought up the question of road improve-
ments. A resolution, offered by Rev. Mr. Colby,
declaring that it was the sense of the meeting that
property owners on each side of a street should be
assessed one-third the cost of improving the avenues
and the borough the remaining third, was adopted.
Then Mayor Bradley was appointed to inquire as to
the best methods of fixing the streets of the Park.

NOTES ON FOREIGN PATHS.

The cash prize system is in vogue in Italy.

F. J. Osmond is again laid up with an ulcer or simi-
lar afSiction of the groin.

On August 3, at Yarmouth, H. J. Howard won the
five mile scratch race in 14m. 8 2-5S.

At Plumstead, on August i, A. C. Edwards won the
five mile scratch race; time, 14m. 19 3-5S.

On August 3, Bank Holiday, no less than forty dif-
ferent race meets were held in England.

At Long Eaton, on August 1, F. T. Fletcher, 35 yards,
won the two mile safety, handicap ; time, 5m. 9 1-5S.

Only two men—Dr. E. B. Turner and Geo. Gatehouse
—have ever covered twenty miles within the hour on
tricycles.

"Remember Lot's wife," shouted a witty onlooker
to Ede, who, in the recent English fifty-mile cham-
pionship, kept looking back to see if Osmond was
trailing him.

About fifty tents were occupied this year at the
cyclists' camp, in Harrowgate, England. The en-
campment at Dorking, in the south of England, was
also a great success.

In a recent handicap at Glasgow, Osmond figured
at scratch and allowed Laurie 120 yards in the mile
and 330 in the three miles. Owing to' illness, however,
Osmond did not start.

At Balls Bridge, Dublin, on August i, Mecredy won
the two mile scratch race in 5m. 34 2-5S., and the
twenty-five mile championship in ih. jsm. 3-5S., doing
the first twenty in 57m. 47s.

Three English watches which were held on the fifty
mile safety championship, finished on the exact fifth
of a second. The English have much better watches
than we have in this country.

Cycling is very popular in Denmark. One of the
principal organizations is the Danske Bicycle Klub,
of Copenhagen. Their fastest rider is S. Rubow, who
rode a quarter on June 28 in 35 1-5S.

Ten thousand spectators witnessed some races at
Aston, Monday, August 3. W. A. Illston made his
first appearance on a safety, and won the half mile
handicap from the thirty yard mark in im. 102-5S.;
one mile ordinary, handicap, J. H. Adams, scratch,
first, 2m. 39 3-5S.

G. Lacy Hillier writes us that a number of Ameri-
ca.; papers are crediting the records made by Osmond
and Ede to the Paddington track. All this year's
English records, except the flying quarter mile safety,
were made on the Heme Hill track, which is on the
grounds of the London County Cycling and Athletic
Club.

At Cardiff, Wales, on August 3, the two mile scratch
race was won by D. F. Granger ; time, 3m. los. ; the
one mile safety, handicap, was won by T. Relph, 25
yards; time, 2m. 26s. Relph also won the one mile
scratch race, doing 2m. 41s. The three mile safety,
handicap was won by J. E. L. Bates, 70 yards ; time,
7m. 44 3-5S.

Mecredy, the Irish champion, recently indulged in
a game of cricket, and notes the fact that running and
cycling differ in calls on a man's wind. At cricket he
found himself as much out of wind as a fat old gen-
tleman of 50 could have been, although at the time
able to ride a mile on the Ball's Bridge track in 2m.
30S. without distress.

On Wednesday, July 29, the following records were
made at Heme Hill : Flying quarter, tandem tricycle,
P. W. Scheltema-Beduin and B. W. Crump

; time,
33 2-ss.; the same team also made these records on the
tandem tricycle: six miles, 17m. 5s.; seven miles,
19m. 59KS.; eight miles, 22m. 51 1-5S.; nine miles, 25m.
49 4-5S.; ten miles, 28m. 35 1-5S.

Fast Work on Foreign Tracks.

COVENTRY, August 1.—One Mile Novice—W. H.
Ainsworth, first; time, 2m. 41 2-5S.

The Harrowgate Camp.

The fifteenth annual cyclists' meet was held at
Harrowgate the first week in August. This camp is

one of the classic events of the English cycling year.
In the annual procession 336 wheels were ridden. The
list is headed by one American Star bicycle. There
were 194 solid tired safeties, three ladies' safeties; 84
pneumatic and cushion tired .safeties, j8 solid tired
ordinaries, 2 pneumatic tired ordinaries ; 27 tricycles
and tandems, and i safety tandem. The President of
the camp, Stanley Hurd, of Swansea, led the parade
on an American Star.

WHEELMEN GAMBOL ON THE LAWN.

A large crowd of New Jersey cyclists and towns-
people assembled at the grounds of the Rutherford
Wheelmen on the afternoon and evening of Saturday
last to participate in the pleasures of the club's lawn
party. A ball game was the afternoon attraction,
when the wheelmen defeated the Rutherford Field
Club. A fair size crowd was present, but rain some-
what interfered with the attendance. In the evening
the grounds were handsomely illuminated by elec-
tricity and Chinese lanterns. A concert was given
by a military band, and dancing was indulged in on
a large platform in the open air, which was witnessed
by hundreds of people. Refreshments of all kinds
were sold on the grounds. The proceeds will be used
towards the constructing of a quarter mile cycle
track on the grounds, and as soon as it is completed a
race meet will be held.
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FIXTURES.

27-31.

29.-

29.

29.-

29.-

39-30.-

30.-

7-a.-

9'

lO-II-

18-19.—'

18-19.

19

19,

19,

19.

22-23,

24.

AUGUST.
—Philadelphia Outing Club's Race Meet.
-Five Mile Road Race o£ the Riverside Wheel-

men.
-Race meet of the Columbia Bicycle Club, North

Attleboro, Mass.
-Championship Races at the Games of the Long

Island Athletic League.
-Races of the Saugerties, N. Y. Y. M. C. A.
-Cyclists' Encampment and Races at Asbury

Park, N. J. Address W. S. McKean, Secre-
tary.

-Annual Meet of the Montreal Bicycle Club.
Address A. Harris, Hon. Sec, P. O. Box 958,
Montreal, Canada.

-Race Meet of the Quaker City Wheelmen,
Philadelphia. Address E. B. Chapman, Capt.,
1400 Oxford St., Phila., Pa.

-Race Meet of the Cook County Wheelmen,
Chicago.

-Race Meet of the Norristown Wheelmen. Ad-
dress Walter Derr, Secretary, Norristown,
Pa.

-Fall Meet of the Missouri Division at Louisiana.
-Twenty-five Road Race of the Zigzag Bicycle

Club, Buffalo.

SEPTEMBER.
—Race Meet at Birmingham, Conn.
—Rhode Island Wheelmen's 'Tournamentat Nar-

ragansett Park, Providence. Address J. H.
Taipe, 17 Tenth Street, Providence, R. I.

—Race Meet at Englewood-on-the-Hill, 111^.

—Races of the Southside Driving Club, Bald
wins, L. I. Address Paul Ayres, 217 Fifth
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

—Races at Minneapolis.
—Race Meet of the Union Co. Roadsters, at

Elizabeth, N. J. Address Geo. J. Ames, 408
Jefferson Ave., Elizabeth, N. J.—Races of the Manhattan Bicycle Club, Kings-
bridge Course.

—Races at the Games of the Acorn Athletic
Association, at Washington Park, Brooktyn.
Address Geo. C. Grififith, 116 Fifty-fifth
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

—Pall Races Maine Division, at Portland.
—Two Mile Ordinary at S. I. A. C. Games. Ad-

dress F. W. Janssen, 241-243 Broadway, N. Y.
—Races of the Passaic Falls Wheelmen.
—Annual Ten Mile Road Race Atalanta Wheel-

men.
—Road Races of the Watsessing (N. J.) Wheel

men.
—Races of the Gotham Wheelmen.
—Twenty Mile Road Race at Utica, N. Y.
Tournament at Hartford, Conn. Address J. J.

Grace, Secretary, Hartford, Conn.
—Meeting of the National Assembly at Hart-

ford, Conn.
—Third Annual Tournament of the Fort Dayton

Wheelmen, at Herkimer, 1^. Y. Address
W. I. Taber, Secretary, Herkimer, N. Y.

—Tournament at Freeport, 111. Address R. C.
Lennie, Freeport, 111.

-Springfield Bicycle Club's Tournament, Hamp-
den Park, Springfield, Mass. Address D. J.
Canary, Box 107.

—Chicago Cricket Club's Annual Meet. Address
J. G. Davis, Park Side, Chicago.

—Manhattan A. C. Ten Mile Club Road Race.
—Second Fifteen Mile "Team Road Race of the

Wheelmen's Racing League.
—Race Meet of the Park Avenue Wheelmen,

Philadelphia.
—Lantern Parade and Entertainment at Passaic.
—Two Mile Ordinary at the Games of the Metro-

politan Division A. A. U. , at Manhattan Field,
—Third Annual Race Meet of the Lowville Cycle

Club. Address Chas. E. Pelton, Lowville,
N. Y.

Third Annual Tournament of the Peoria Bi-
cycle Club. Address Fred Patee, Peoria,
111.

-Tournament at Columbus, Ga.
-Race Meet of the Time Wheelmen, Phila-

delphia.
-Races at the Games of the Atlantic Division of

the A. A. U. at Baltimore.
-Carnival of Sports of the M. A. C, at Manhat-

tan Field.
-Races of the Birmingham (Conn.) Cycle Club.
Rockland Co Wheelmen's Race Meet at Spring

Valley, N. Y. Entries close September 15,

with Irving D. Cole, Spring Valley, Rock-
land Co., N. Y.

-Bicycle Races at the Goshen, Ind., Fair.
-Poughkeepsie Fair Race Meet. Entries close

with J. Van Benschoten, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
-Tournament of the Valley Point Bicycle Club,

Cuba, N. Y. Address J. F. Coad, Secretary,
Cuba, N. Y.

-Second Annual Road and Track Races of the
Penn Wheelmen. Address H. Y. Yost, Secre-
tary, Reading, Pa.

-Race Meet of the Elizabeth, (N.T.,) Wheelmen.
-Wilmington Wheel Club's Third Annual 25

Mile Road Race.
-Manhattan Athletic Club's Tournament, Man-

hattan Field.

OCTOBER.
-Riverside Wheelmen's Race Meet, Manhattan

Field.
-Annual Twenty-five Mile Road Race of the

Boston Athletic Associction. Address A. D.
Peck, Jr., care B. A. A.

-Annual Championships Games, A. A. U., at St.
Louis.

-Twenty-five Mile Handicap Road Race, from
Shelbyville to Murfreesboro, Tenn.

IL..A.BOR. D.A."ir,
Septenaber 7, 1 .30 p. m.

BICYCLE RACES
At the AnnuaFFall Trotting and Athletic Games of the

50UTH 5IDE bRIVINQ CLUB,
At the Club Grounds, Baldwins, L.I.,

A very attractive programme of Trotting and Ath-
letic events, including
One Mile Safety Bicycle Race Handicap and

Two Mile Ordinary Bicycle Race Handicap.
Handsome Medals in each event, on exhibition at 126
Nassau Street. Entrance Fee, 50c. for each event.
Entries close with Paul Ayres, 217 Fifth Avenue^
Brooklyn, N. Y., on Saturday, August 29.

How TO Reach the Grounds.—Take Long Is-
land R.R. from Long Island City at 11:05 ^ m.; or
Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn, at 10:55 a.m., one hour's ride
to grounds. 8-21

Sept. 7, 1891, 1:30 p.m.

BICYCLE RACES,
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE

UNIOPU COUNTY ROAOSXERS,
ON THE GROUNDS OF THE

New Jt-rsey Jockey Club, Elizabeth, X.J.

1 , 2 and 5 Mile Safety Races, Handicap.
1, 2 and 5 Mile Ordinary Races, Handicap

HANDSOME PRIZES.
Gold and Silver Watches. Gold and Silver Medals.
Address Geo. J. AMES, 408 Jefferson Ave., Eliza

beth, N.J., for entry blanks. Entries close Aug. 29.

One mile Track. No Corners. Grand Stand seats 4,000.

-THE-

Freesort Bicycle Tomameit

SEPTEMBER 9th, 1891.

A FINE ONE-QUARTER MILE TRACK
First-Class attention and the best of

attention to visiting: wheelmen.

COME A.1SD SEE ITS—EVERYBODY.
Send for Entry Blanks to

R. C. LennJe, or E. H. Wilcox, Freeport, III.

BIQTQLE TOURN/inENT
OF THE

Springfield Bicycle Club,

On Hampden Park, Springfield, Mass.

SEPT. 1 dUB 11.

Track built for Bicycle Races only at a cost

of Fifteen Hundred Dollars.

To entertain wheelmen, Boat and Canoe
Races on a grand scale will talse place both
mornings, and a large display of flre-works on
evening of September 1 0, by Master & Wells,
of Boston. 100,000 people witnessed the last
Tournament. Excursion rates on all railroads.
Entry Blanks mailed on application. Club
Address, Box 107. 9-4

FIRST ANNUAL ENCAMPMENT

Astarj Pari AtUelic Associatioi,
Grounds Ot>P- N. Asbury Park Station,

The most extensive and picturesque grounds in
America. Great gathering of vjrheelmen in camp life.

August 38, 39 and 30, 1891.
Two days races for ordinaries and safeties, a full one-
third mile track—open, handicap, and novice races
for gold and silver medals.

Address, ^W. S. McKEAN, Secietary,
P. O. Box 1004, Asbury Park, N. J. 8-2r

MEETING OF THE CHAMPIONS.

EIGHTH ANNUAL TOURNAMENT
OF THE

HARTFORD
WHEEL CLUB

AND MEET OF THE

CONN. DIVISION, L A, W.,

CHARXER OAK PARK,

Monday and Tuesday Sept. 7 and 8, 1891.

The Record Track of America.

Handsome, Costly and TJseful Prizes.

Twenty Short and Exciting Races.

Entertainments Eacb Day.
Xlie R.acins Events of X89T.

^"EXCURSION RATES ON ALL RAILROADS..^

Entries close September ist. Entry Blanks mailed
on application to J. J. Grace, Sec'y, P. O. Box 365,
Hartford, Conn. 8-28

SECOND ANNUAL RACE MEET
OF THE

PARK AVENUE WHEELMEN,
OE PHItrADEI^PHIA,

Will be held on the grounds of the Tioga
Athletic Association on

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1891.

Prizes to the amount of $2,500.00 will be given, in-
cluding several high grade bicycles, gold watches,
Kodaks, diamond studs, medals, fine pieces of fur-
niture, etc. The track has a record of 2.32. Three
prizes for every track event. Don't fail to come.

I^ISX OE EVENTS.
25 Mile Road Race, last mile to be ridden on track-
I Mile Safety, Novice (pneumatics barred).
I " " 3.10 class, " "

I " " 2.50 "

J^
" " open.

% " Ordinary, open.
% "

I " " "

1
" Safety, handicap.

2 "

I " Ordinary, handicap.

1 " TAMDEM NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP.
2 " Tanoein Handicap.

THIS List is Subject to Change.
For further information and entry blanks,

address W. W. TAXIS, Secretary of Race Com-
mittee, 1832 Park Avenue, or

Capt. H. D. SIMMONS, 1832 Park Ave.

The Lowville Cycle Clubs Third Annual HaceM
will be held at

Forest Park, Lowville, N. Y., September 17,

In connection with the County Fair. W. S. Maltby
will give an exhibition of trick riding. Prizes of un-
usual value and beauty. Entries close Sept. lo. L. A.
W. rules to govern. Address, Charles E. Pelton,
Lowville, N. Y. 9-11

BICYCLE RACES AT THE GOSHEN, IND., FAIR

September 93.

HANDSOME PRIZES.
An Ariel High Grade Safety, Gold and Silver

Watches and Medals.

Entries close September 15, with T. A. Starr, Sec-
retary, Goshen, Ind. 9-18
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FAST TIME AT THE ILLINOIS C. C.'S

ROAD RACE.

The Illinois Cycling Club, of Chicago, held its an-
nual ten mile handicap road race on Saturday last.

The course was on the Humboldt Bouievard and
through Humboldt, Douglas and Garfield Parks.
Over forty men started out of eighty-two entries and
thirty-seven finished. The race was witnessed by
fully a thousand people. Tuttle started a minute be-
hind scratch but rode on the wrong course. Knisely
and Gray started together and both fought desper-
ately for the time prize, finishing within a fifth of a
second of each other, both inside the best previous
recorded time for the distance, 30m. 44s. Forty-two
prizes were awarded, consisting of everything from
medals to half a dozen watermelons. Following is

the summary :

Fin-
ish.

13

15
16

17

23
24
25
26

27
28

29
3^
31

32

33

Name.

R. A. Coleman
C. T. Kniseley....
C. U. Gray
E. P. Richardson.
W. G. Castro
C. P. Smith
E. A. Chisholm...
W. M. Mink
W. C. Gleason....
J. E. Parks
Bamberger
E. C. Case
F. C. Edington...
F. D. Skillman...
A. D. F. Simmons
S. Beach
G. W. Stadtman..
C. A. Patterson...
John Mason
A. C. Fordham...
Chenoweth
W. H. Arthur
H. W. Beyers
Dr. Barnum
N. Trevers
C. Hageman
G. W. Paterson...
William Barker..
F. E. Sparks
G. B. Peck
H. G. Chisholm...
L. C. Jaquish
Tuttle*

Handi-
cap.

M.S.
3-30
•15

•15

1.45

1.30

1.30

1-45

1.45

2.30

1.30
2,00

1.15

2-45
4.00
1,30

2-45

•45
2.00

'•45

3-30

3-15
2.15

4.30
J.30

2.45

2.45

3.15
3.00

3-3°

3-1:5

2.15

4.30
1. 00

Time.

M. S.

32-35
30.09

30.09
31.41

30-47
32-25

33.00

33-13
34.01

33-03

33-37
32.55

34-37
35-53
33-47
35-15

33-23
34-42

34-33
35-22
36.12

35-20

37-44
34.06

36.27
36.31

37-03
37-02
38.07

37-58
37-06
38.30

34-15

* One minute back.

The officials of the race were : Referee, T. L. Sloan;
judges, R. D. Garden, H. C. Kniseley and C. R. Street;
timers, W. A. Davis, J. P. Palmer and Frank Riggs

;

starter, A. J. Street.

A ROAD RACE AT SPRINGFIELD.

The Propije Wheel Club, of Springfield, Mass., held
its first annual road race over a 1^14 mile course, be-
tween Springfield and Chicopee, on Friday last.

Twenty-one men started and all but two finished. It
is estimated that at least 1,000 people lined the streets
and watched the contest at Springfield. Graves, the
winner of the last Irvington-Milburn race, started
two minutes behind scratch and won the time prize,
covering the distance in 39m. 16 4-5S. E. A. Nelson,
4^m. handicap, was the first man to cross the tape,
his time being 42m. 14 2-5S. The others arrived as
follows: A. W. Olmstead, 2j^m., 43m. 21s.; G. W.
Holden, 2]4m., 43m. 36 4-5S.; W. H. Gowdy, nY>m.; D.A.
Ross, 3j^m.; C. H. Hilton, 5>^m.; F. J. Rynn, 4m.; F. J-
Hosmer, sJ^m.; P. B. Stow, Conway, $l4m.; W. G.
Adams, sK™-! C. M. Wing, Chicopee, ^'/im. F. C.
Graves arrived twentieth.
The time prize was a gold watch, $73. The first

prize of the race was a diamond ring, $60 ; second, a
marble clock, $25; third, a silver cup, $25. There
were eight other prizes, valued at $10 each, for the
other winners.
Some objection was made by riders to the granting

of the first prize to Nelson, as it was claimed that he
rode some little distance on the sidewalk, but the
judges agreed that as there was no rule to govern
such a thing he had acted all right and did not ques-
tion his position.

Baces at the loiva State Fair.
The following bicycle events will be decided on

September 9, in connection with the Davenport, Iowa,
Fair: One mile, open, gold medal; one mile novice,
safety, silver medal ; half mile open, safety, gold
medal ; one mile novice, safety, under eighteen years,
silver medal ; one mile, county championship, safety;
one mile 3.30 class, safety, silver medal ; one mile tan-
dem, open, gold medal

; two mile ordinary, open,
seven minutes time limit, gold medal; half mile safety,
boys under twelve years, silver medal ; three mile
safety, open, silver medal ; one mile safety, handicap,
gold medal. Entries close September i.

Tlie Kace Meet of the Fort Dayton "Wheelmen.
The third annual tournament of the Fort Dayton

Wheelmen, of Herkimer, N. Y., on Septeinber 9, will
open with a fifteen mile road race over a gravel pike,
with the start and finish on the track. The first prize
is a $135 Columbia safety. The track events are as
follows : Half mile safety, novice ; one mile ordinary:
half mile safety ; one mile safety, Herkimer Co.; hall
mile ordinary; three mile safety, lap race ; one mile
safety, handicap ; half mile club. First and second
prizes in each event. Entrance fee for road race $1.50;
track events 50 cents. Entries close Thursdav,, Sep-
tember 3, with W. I. Taber, Sec'y, Herkimer, N. Y.

MASSACHUSETTS CYCLISTS HAVE
FULL SWAY AT COTTAGE CITY.

The cyclers and cyclesses of Massachusetts waked
the echoes and tripped upon the sands of Cottage
City on Thursday, Friday and Saturday of last week,
and the sad sea waves bade them welcome. The oc-
casion was the annual State Division meet. We don't
know why they are called the sad sea waves, for we
should be far from sad if so much youth and beauty
as we saw disporting among the breakers should cast
itself upon our bosom. But it is the proper thing to

say sad sea waves and so it goes.
Five hundred members of the L. A. W. registered

at headquarters and five hundred blue badges decor-
ated as many breasts.
Cottage City opened its arms to receive the visitors

but it didn't open its hotels. There was plenty of
room at the hotels but it was all taken, and there was
a general hunting for quarters and grub. The boys
played upon the feelings of the Cottagers, and at last

they were all taken in. They have become used to

being taken in by the hotels and this time they gave
the cottagers a chance. Several of the clubs kept
open house, and something else, at cottages engaged
for the meet.
We struck Cottage City in a weak place this time.

It was just in the height of the season and there was
a good deal going on—one day the island was full of

G. A. R. Posts, who came to dedicate a monument

;

another day twelve hundred people came down from
Boston on a cheap excursion, and on still another day
a Dago picnic from Taunton swarmed the island.
(Note.—The Dago leaves his organ at home and uses
the common, everyday brass band tor his picnic.)
But we had a good time.
There are no clams at Cottage City. With all its

wealth of sand it knows no clam, and the festive clam-
bake is a thing for them to aspire to but never accom-
plish.

THE FIRST DAY.

The first day a meeting of consuls was announced.
It was held but no business was done. Of course,
not. The boys were not out for business, and, be-
sides, the girls were in bathing at the time the meet-
ing was called for. There are sights on the bathing
beach more attractive than business meetings, and,
therefore, business meetings stand aside.

In the afternoon the ball farce was held. We were
going to say ball match, but the teams never came
near enough to match. The wheelmen don't know
how to play ball and the cottagers do and the wheel-
men are always covered with confusion and perspira-
tion. This year the game was rank. Even Bean, the
king of kickers, had no word to say. He has no
words to fit the situation. The wheelmen made three
runs and no one can tell how many the other side
made. The scorers counted to fifty and then got tired
and went home. Wheelmen are good all around
men but the Cottage City baseball team can play ball
all around them. Let's give up trying to beat the
Cottagers and pit two nines of wheelmen against
each other and give them three days to play it out in.

In the evening we bathed by moonlight with water
at 74°.

THE SECOND DAY.

The second day started in with a run—the wheel-
men ran, not the day—around the island. We couldn't
find anyone that went and so we can't tell if the thing
ran along happily, but we don't believe they stopped
to pick berries.
In the afternoon the coasting match was held. The

wheels slid down hill gracefully, but the wheel of
William B. D. McWilliams outslid all the rest. Tom
Tully came in second. Coasting is not a question of
avoirdupois. McWilliams and Tully are not fat men,
far from it. but they've got the drop in a coasting
match. J. B. McCuneand Carter, of Hyde Park, are
very fat but they didn't get there. We think it takes
brains and not stomach to coast a match like this.

McCune didn't win but he was oh, so happy. He
had five Union cycles in the match and they took the
first five places. The other makers stood around and
tore their hair but McCune set up the beer for the
crowd. Anyone could have a beer or an ice-cream
from McCune that night. (Note.—The reporter had a
beer.) No measurements were taken and we cannot
give the relative distances of the machines.
After the coasting match came the three mile road

race. The committee thought the course was five

miles and so announced it, But it was only three. It

was a hot race. The thermometer registered seventy.
Whizz! They are off! Ten minutes for soda ! Here
they come I Milton Deane, of Fall River, finishes
first, in lom. 25 3-5S. Robertson, of Taunton, has a
fall but comes in second. Cartwright, of Somerville,
finishes third. A swimming contest took place in the
forenoon, which C. E. Record won. A s p. m. a trick
riding exhibition took place in front of the Sea View
Hotel. D. J. Canary performed with Dick Alden and
Louis Kleh, of the Cottage City summer contingent.
A large assemblage witnessed the exhibition. That
night we danced. It was a pretty party—three hun-
dred couple. Room enough. Ladies looked be-
witching. They always do at a dance. Carl Cub-
berly and pretty little Miss Haines led the grand
march, followed by Chief Consul Robinson, Secretary
Bassett and all the rest. We danced till the electric
lights went out and went home in the dark. Those of
us who did not dance ate ice-cream and drank circus
lemonade. No single feature of the meet was carrted
off with more eclat, and it was a free ball to wheelmen
at that.

THE LAST DAY.

Saturday —This was ourgreatday. Parade, races,
torchlights All boiled down into one day. And we
live to tell it.

The parade was way up in G. 357 in line. Arthur
M. Robinson was Chief Marshal, Geo. A. Perkins,
Chief of Staff, Miss Marion D. Bassett was Marshal of
the ladies' division, Miss Sadie Stall, Chief of Staff,
Elroy N. Heath was Marshal of the unattached. We
marched, the crowd cheered. The pace was slow,
and we had to wiggle to keep our seats. But we
looked all the better for our procrastination if we did
wiggle a little bit. Secretary Bassett tried to desert

the ladies' division, and passed the command over to
his daughter, but the ladies rose up in arms and de-
clared they wouldn't ride if he didn't ride with them.
And so he rode surrounded by a bevy of the beauties,
and he was the only man on the island who was
allowed in this division.
Two prizes were offered, one for the club having the

largest number of L. A. W. men in line, and the other
for the club making the best appearance. The first

prize was taken by the New Bedford Club, which had
32 men in the procession, and the Taunton Club was
announced as the one which to the minds of the
judges made the best appearance. Special mention
was made of the ladies' division, and also of the Lynn
Club which presented only a few men. but they were
all dressed as jockeys in bright uniforms.
In the afternoon we raced. It rained till three

o'clock, and washed the track, but we didn't mind
that. A stupid reporter sent out to the press that the
races were a farce, and that they were a succession
of tumbles. Nonsense! They were good races and
there were no tumbles. The reporter was—mistaken.
Those who don't believe they were good races will
please read the schedule. Here is a summary :

Safety, Novice—L. D. Whittemore, Allston, first;

time, 2m. 56s.; G. C. Grimes, Springfield, second.

Safety, Open—J. S. Cartwright, Somerville, first
;

time, 2m. 56 3-5S.; L. D. Whittemore, Allston, second.

ORDINARY, Novice—Charles J. Keene, East Hamp-
ton, first; time, 3ra. 13s.; H. J. Wild, Holyoke, second.

Ordinary, Open—J. W. Robertson, Taunton, first;
time, 2m. 51 4-5S.; T. L. Connell, Dorchester, second.

Safety, Open—D. Connelly, Dorchester, first; time,
2m. 44 3-5S.; J. S. Cartwright, Somerville, second.

The crowning event was the torchlight parade.
Sterling Elliott was in charge, and W. W. Griffin, of
Lynn, was his lieutenant. They made a good running
pair, and success crowned their efforts. We remarked
before that it was a crowning event. Wheelmen
laughed when the committee told them they were to
have a lantern parade on foot. Now they are singing
"It is the only way." The whole town was lighted.
Red fire, brilliant torches, cottages illuminated.
Wow I It was a sight once seen, never to be forgotten.
The flies, attracted by the bright light, tried to get
on to us, but there was no flies on the procession.
Cottages were swathed in bunting and strings of
lanterns hung all about them.
There were many original and attractive features

in the procession, which was greeted everywhere with
hand-clapping and cheering. Right at the head of
the line marched C. E. Culver, of Springfield, who
was rigged up in the very latest style as a red-legged
devil. iVlr. Culver was not satisfied with staying in
the procession, but would persist in jumping to the
side ot the street and climbing up and around houses.
Once he went through the back window of a carriage,
and frightened a lot of girls. Behind him marched
C. P. Cubberly and" the Somerville Club. He was
dressed in the most striking costume. He had on a
long flowing white robe, and his face was covered
with a white gleaming skull. In his hand he carried
another skull mounted on a long stick.
The Cambridgeport Club was one of the largest

and excited a good deal of attention. The boys had
their ordinary uniforms hidden behind long white
togas which dragged on the ground. On their heads
were high comical caps. Long Spring headed the
line and his cap rubbed against the telegraph wires.
One of the best features in the line was the showing
made by the Roxbury men : T. F. Tully, of Lynn,
was with them and was observed by everybody. He
was well gotten up as the lone fisherman. A big um-
brella, a lantern and a long pole made up his rig. On
the end of his line was a brilliantly lighted Chinese
lantern in the form of a fish. With Tully were J. Fred
Cox in a siriking Chinese costume, Ed. Martin and A.
M. Jones dressed as clowns; J. M. McKim as the best
looking girl on the beach.
Next came the Taunton Club. On their torches

hung .great fishes. Towards the end of the line came
the Fitchburg Wheelers, all dressed as girls.

J.' A.
Holland was carefully wheeling a baby carriage
along.
The Judges were W. F. Young, Mr. Atwell, and

Mr. Merrill. They unanimously decided to award
the prize for the best club appearance to the Cam-
bridgeport Club.
T. F. Tully, the lone fisherman, was given the prize

for the best individual feature. The Taunton Club
was awarded the second prize. The procession halted
in the Park, and from the centre was sent up a large
number of fire balloons that sent off fireworks as they
rose in air.

Next, home and to bed. The meet is over.

THE PROVIDENCE TOURNAMENT.

Among the finest made and costliest gold medals
that will be awarded this year at the various race
meets are those which are to be competed for at the
Rhode Island Wheelmen's annual tournament at
Providence, on September 5. The club believe in of-
fering good prizes and fulfilling their promises. Some-
thing out of the usual line is the presentation of a
valuable and handsome silver water urn to the club
selling the largest number of tickets of admission.
An exciting contest is looked for as a number of new
clubs have sprung up and considerable rivalry exists.
The track is to be steam rolled. The roller will be

at work from noon of September 4 to noon of Septem-
ber 5. The quarter mile record made on this track by
Anthony last year and the mile track record by Billy
Rowe of "ye olden time" will have to take their
place as ancient history. The members of the club
are hustling not only to make the races a success but
also to make arrangements for their visitors' enter-
tainment.

The Orange Wheelmen will hold a half dozen club
raceson theCentral A venue course to-morrow. Early
in September the five mile race for the challenge ci^p

given by President T. N. Gray will occur. B. K.
Baldwin holds the trophy*at present.
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THE LINCOLN CLUB'S ANNUAL TEN
MILE RACE.

The Sheridan and Lake shore drives were the scene
of the annual ten mile handicap road race of the Lin-
coln Cycling Club, of Chicago, on Saturday last.
There were thirty entries and twenty-four starters,
and an exciting struggle took place for the time
medal. The course was over good macadam roads,
and every one rode with an eye on the prizes.
Promptly at 4.30 Starter J. M. Erwin, assisted by

Timekeepers A. J. Marrett, C. A. Servoss, A. D.
Brewster, and Referee E. M. Newman, began to call
ofif the starters, and everybody got away without a
hitch or delay, the men with the heavy handicaps
being far out of sight before the scratch men were
called upon. Everything went smoothly until the
turning point at Edgewater, with Charles Swinscoe
in the lead, followed by Harry Pound, D. B. Southern,
C. C. Walton, and Gustave Zeese in the order named.
Immediately after passing the turning point Swins-
coe's chain came oflf and he dropped out. D. B. South-
ern and Gustav Zeese, who were third and fifth
respectively at the turning point, forged ahead and
maintained their positions until the end. Southern
winning first place and second time medal, and Zeese
carrying off the second place medal. Following is

the result

:

SOME NEW RECORDS ON THE ROAD.

Name.

D. B. Southern .

G. Zeese
W.J. Bray
Fred Tilt
C. C. Walton . .

.

W. Herrick
T. H. White....
R. B. Shorb
W. F. Hochnick
Hy. Pound
C. S. Miller

J. R. Pollock ...

F. J. McMahon .

R. G. Betts
Welton Flinn. .

.

A. W. Harris. .

.

W. H. Braun ...

W. D. Morris...
A. H. Radell....
H. G. Zander...
F. J. Moese
K. F. Peterson .

J. J. Young
C. Swinscoe

M. S.

2-45
3.00

Scratch
2.4s

4 4S
4-30
3-30
2.00

3.00

5.00

4-3°
Scratch
Scratch

2.00

0-45
2.00

4.00

Scratch
4.30

1-45

3.30
2.00

M. S.

32-43

33-35
31 25

34-35
35-35

35-35
35-50
35.02

35-=9

37-50
37-32

33-03
33-05
35-08

34.01
36.10
38.21
38.20

34-08

38.45
36.37
38.30

37-31

RACING FOR PECULIAR PRIZES.

On Saturday, August 15, the cyclers of Chadwicks
Mills, N. Y., ran a ten mile handicap road race from
that place to Oneida Square, Utica. The result was
as follows :

Name.

J. Uertz
P. Dexter
J. H. Perry
P. Uertz
L. D. Dexter
H. Dewhurst
G. W. Chadwick
B. Richards
F. Adkins
G. Groff

8m.
6m.
8m.
10m.

Scratch.
6m.

Scratch.
7m.
7m.
6m.

5.S

52 m.
51 in.

54j<m.
sS^m.
47Xm.
53!4m.
48 m.
57Xm-
57^™.

No time.

The time prize, a silk umbrella, was won by L. D.
Dexter. The finish was close and exciting and the
winner rode an ordinary. The other prizes consisted
of medals, sundries and boxes of cigars, bottle of gin,
bottle of whiskey and a keg of lager.

FAST TIME ON THE LANCASTER
PIKE.

The second annual five mile handicap road race of
the Park Avenue Wheelmen of Philadelphia, was
run on the Lancaster Pike, starting at Bryn Mawr,
on Saturday last. A hot pace was made from the
start and excellent time was the result. H. Bilyeu,
the winner, covered the distance in 13m. 55s., beating
the best previous record made on the pike by nearly
two minutes, and as far as known the best American
road record. The men finished in the following
order: H. Bilyeu, 45s. start, first, actual riding time,
13m. 55s.; V. J. Kelly, 45s., 13m. 57s.; L Van Deusen,
45s., 14m.; H. Gill, im., 14m. 43s.; E. Roe, im. iss., 15m.
2S.; G. H. Freeman, im. 45s., 15m. 32"^s.; C. Persch,
3m., 17m.; H. Blair, im. 30s., jsm. 3o}^s.; H. O. Doug-
lass, im. 30S., ism. 31^5.; W. J. Devlin, im. 30s., 15m.
5314s.; J. F. Emery, 2m. 15s., i6m. 24s.; W. T. Bilyeu,
im. 15s., ism. 38s.; J. Draper, scratch, 14m. 40s.; C. H.
Thomas, 2m., i6m., 40s.

The others who finished were H. Stanford, C. S.
Bunnell, M. B. Reeves, T. F. Hatcher, F. Conway, C.
Adams, W. T. Reynolds and H. Stanert.
The officials were : Referee, H. B. Hart; Scorers,

A. L. Webster and D. R. Perkinpine
; Starters, A. G.

Powell and L. Barseylla
; Timers, H. A. Cam, J.

Artman and W. Welsch; Judges, H. Crowther and R.
French.

The firm, smooth surface of the macadamrroads of
Union County, N.

J.,
are proving to be very attrac-

tive to racing men in this vicinity. On Saturday last
a large delegation of the Kings County Wheelmen
traveled to Elizabeth and repaired to the road head-
ing to Plainfield, upon which they held a fifteen mile
handicap road race. The start was made at Cherry
Street, continuing for five miles to a point a short dis-
tance beyond Cranford. The day was perfect and
the road as smooth as a floor. The course is almost a
dead level. U. S. Paige crossed the tape first from
the six-minute mark. Three men broke the previous
fifteen mile road record as follows: McLean, time
451T1. 7S.; Phillips, 48m. 53S., and Paige, 49m. 38s. The
best time made on the Milburn course was s2m. 12s.
The starters and the times are as follows: Paige,
first, time 49m. 38s.; McLean, second, time 4sm. 7s.;
Phillips, third, time 48m. 53s.; Young, fourth, time
S4m. 21S.; Steves, fifth, time 52m. 57s.; Hawley,
sixth, time 54m. 30s. Harry J. Hall, Jr., rode over the
course for ten miles and succeeded in lowering the
ten mile record made the previous Saturday by Sid-
ney B. Bowman, his time being 29m. 41s. A corps of
competent timers and officials were present.
Bowman intends to have another go at the ten mile

record on Sunday next, and McLean will attempt
to change the figures again on August 29.

A New^ Road Record.
A record was made from Philadelphia to Reading

and return, by James Ashman, of the Quaker City
Wheelmen, on Sunday, August 16, a distance of fifty-
eight miles each way, over very stony and hilly roads.
His time was i2h. im. Actual riding time about
loh. 2om.

Fast Time on a Tandein.
Kelly and Draper, of the A. C. S. N., broke the five

mile tandem bicycle road record Monday by doing
the Park Avenue Wheelmen's course—from Bryn
Mawr to Black Horse Hotel—in 13m. los. O. S. Bun-
nell, of the P. A. W., and A. S. Powell, P. B. C, started
the men, while H. W. Schlichter, A. C. S. N., J. B.
Fontaine, Jr., C. C, and D. R. Perkenpine, Jr., O. W.,
kept the time.

Races at Milwaukee.
The three races ran at the Scotch picnic, Milwau-

kee, on August Si resulted as follows :

Two Mile Ordinary—Phil Nickel, 250 yards, first

;

Terry Andrse, scratch, second
; J. Schmidtbouer, 400

yards, third.

One Mile, Boys—Fred Holmes, first; G. Gregg,
second ; George Chapin, third.

Two Mile Safety—Terry Andrse, scratch, first;
W. Sanger, 100 yards, second ; W. C. Wegner, scratch,
third.

Racing on the Irvington-MiIl>urn;;Coiirse.
The first race of the newly-organized Hilton (N. J.)

Wheelmen was run on the Irvington-Milburn course
on Saturday last for a distance of seven miles. The
result was as follows : A. Letter, 3m,, first, time 24m.;
C. Chatwin, 6m., second, tiine 22m. 30s.; G. Nenninger,
3m., third, time 25m.; P. Becker, scratch, time 25m.;
C. Becker, scratch, time 25m. is.; F. Smith, 7m., time
27m.

Tlie Asbury Park Races.
August 28—One mile safety, novice ; two mile or-

dinary, handicap, open ; one" mile safety, handicap,
open; one mile ordinary, open; one-third mile safety,
handicap, open; one-third mile ordinary, open.
August 29—One mile ordinary, novice; one-third

mile safety, open; one mile ordinary, handicap; two
mile safety, handicap; one-third mile ordinary, open;
team race. Entries close August 26, at 9 p. m. Ad-
dress W. S. McKeon, Secretary, P. O. Box 1004,
Asbury Park, N. J.

TUe Prizes at tlie Quaker City "Wheelmen's
Races.

Among the prizes that will be awarded at the
Quaker City Wheelmen's Race Meet on August 29,

are an Eagle bicycle, a Victor safety, two gold
watches, carved wall cabinet, two crayon portraits,
two gold headed canes, three elaborate silver cups,
lawn tennis set, silk umbrella, traveling cases, and
gold and silver medals^also numerous other prizes,
such as cyclometers, lamps, tights, cigars, shoes, etc.

There will be three prizes in most of the races, and
nine in the road race.

A Two Days' Race Meet in Georgia.
A two days' tournament will be held at Columbus,

Ga., on September 18 and 19, under the management
of J. H. Palkill, Geo. W. A. Jones, and Stokes Bussey.
It is announced that the most handsome and costly
list of prizes ever offered in the South will be one of
the attractions, amounting in value to ?i,ooo. Re-
duced railroad and hotel rates have been secured
and a hearty welcome awaits all visitors. A
parade will be held on the morning of the second day,
in which it is expected 500 wheelmen will take part.
The races will be run on a mile track at Exposition
Park, and with favorable weather there will be the
largest gathering of wheelmen present ever wit-
nessed in that section of the country. The pro-
gramme is ai follows :

First Day— One mile safety, novice; one mile safety,
scratch; half mile safety, boys ; two mile ordinary,
scratch ; one mile horse vs. bicycle, mile two in three
heats ; two mile safety, handicap

;
quarter mile ordin-

ary, scratch-; second heat— horse vs. bicycle; one
mile ordinary, state championship; 100 yards foot
race, Georgia and Alabama championship; one mile
safety, handicap.
Second Day—One mile ordinary, handicap; quarter

mile safety, boys; two mile safety, handicap; one
mile horse vs. bicycle, two in three ;

half mile safety,
scratch ; 200 yards foot race, Georgia and Alabama
championship ; one mile safety. State championship

;

second heat—horse vs. bicycle ; one mile ordinary,
scratch; three mile safety, handicap ; one mile con-
solation.

NOTES OF THE ROAD AND PATH.

The Fall races of the Maine Division will be held at
Portland on September 7.

The Mercer Co. Wheelmen, of Trenton, N. J., are
arranging for a series of races on Labor Day.

The Somerville (Mass.) Cycle Club will hold a road
race, on September 26, for members only. The start
and finish will be made in front of the club-house.

The recent tournament at Green Bay, Wis., was not
a success financially, and eight prominent members
of the local club advanced funds to make good the
deficiency.

. The Williamsburg Athletic Association will run a
two mile safety handicap event at their games on the
club grounds, Saturday August 29. Pneumatic tired
wheels are debarred.

Geo. W. Hendee is trainir^g at Berkeley Oval for the
Springfield tournament. He has reduced his weight
from 195 to 180 pounds, and expects to drop five more
pounds before he appears on the track.

The races of the West Lynn Rover Bicycle Club
that were to have been held on the track at Glenmere
Park on Saturday last, were postponed on account of
rain. Another date has been set for Saturday of this
week.

There is a probability that the road race at Peoria
during the meet will be reduced in distance from
one hundred miles to fifty or twenty-five miles. Sev-
eral prominent riders refuse to contest in a hundred
mile race.

F. J. Schenck and W. D. Paul, of the Marselle Club,
Brooklyn, riders of but three months' experience,
rode a century run from that city to Patchogue and
return on August 9, riding a total distance ot 110
miles in i2h. 20m.

C. D. Buckwell, of Brighton, Mass., has ridden a
wheel since 1869, and he estimates that since that
time he has covered 85,151 miles on various machines.
He is now seventy-seven years;of age, and can ride
fifty miles a day with ease.

On Wednesday, October 7, will occur the annual
twenty-five mile road race from Shelbyville to Muf-
reesboro, Tenn., open only to Tennessee Division
members. Ten valuable prizes will be offered includ-
ing medals for the three best times. O. O. Thomas,
Jr., Murfreesboro, Tenn., is the promoter of the race.

An eighteen mile road race was held from Nash-
ville to Franklin, on July 31, with twenty-five starters.
The result was : Woodward, first ; Bates, second.
The time prize was won by Thomas, of Mufreesboro,
Tenn. A twenty-five mile race will be held on Octo-
ber 7, from Shelbyville to Mufreesboro.

The Passaic Falls (N. J.) Wheelmen will hold a
series of races on the river road on Labor Day, and a
large number of prizes in the way of sundries have
already been donated by dealers. Invitations have
been sent to all the clubs in the vicinity to attend,
and a grand reception will be accorded them.

Messrs. Klipfel and Weinig, of the Buffalo Ramb-
lers, will start on a tour from that city to Utica, a
distance of 213 miles, on August 31. They expect to
make the trip in two days, and to return in the same
time after a few days visit, thus adding four century
runs to their credit. Klipfel has already made seven
one hundred mile trips this season.

The Staten Island Athletic Club will hold its fifth

annual Labor Day celebration on September 7 at the
club's quarters on Bement Avenue, West New Bright-
on, S. I. The programme includes in its athletic

games a two mile bicycle scratch race. Entries close
August 26 with F. W. Janssen, care of A. G. Spalding
& Bros., 241 and 243 Broadway, New York.

Fast riding around Chestnut Hill reservoir and in

the parks of Boston has become such a nuisance of
late that complaint has been made, and Chief Consul
Robinson has issued a circular in which he requests
all League members to desist from the practice and
to prevail upon others to do the same. The authori-
ties have been very lenient with wheelmen so far, but
fears are entertained that unless scorching is stopped
on Sunday strong restrictions will be placed on cy-
clists.

The Bluegrass Cyclers, of Frankfort, Ky., are re-

ported in a Louisville paper to have hit upon a plan
for working up interest in the sport that is meeting
with great success. The club has provided a hand-
some medal, and a race is run each week, the winner
wearing the medal and title of champion until some
one wins it from him. The races are mile handicaps,
and are run on a good half mile track every Thursday
evening. The riders are all interested, and the pub-
lic seems to enjoy the sport.

At the first annual carnival of amateur sports of the

Manhattan Athletic Club- to be held at the Manhattan
Field, One Hundred and Fifty-fifth Street and Eighth
Avenue, New York, on September 19, two cycle events
will be run, as follows: Two mile safety, handicap,
open; two mile safety, handicap, club race. The
prizes are gold, silver and bronze medals. Entries

close September 12 with S. J. Cornell, Chairman Ath-
letic Committee, Madison Avenue and Forty-fifth

Street, New York. Fee $1.

A two mile bicycle race is among the events to be
decided at the annual games of the A. A. U. which
will be held at the Jockey Club grounds at St. Louis

on October 3. A gold medal, emblematic of the cham-
pionship of America, will be given to the winner of

the event, a silver medal to the second, and a bronze
medal to the third. Entries will be accepted from
members of recognized athletic clubs only, and the

committee reserves the right to reject any entry. An
entrance fee of two dollars per man for each event
wilLbe charged, and no entry will be accepted unless

the fee accompanies the same.
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GOOD WORK ON THE ROAD.

The main topics of conversation among local wheel-
men are the recent record-breaking feats on Mont-
gomery Avenue. On Saturday last the five mile
handicap road race of the Park Avenue Wheelmen
was run on this road, starting at Bryn Mawr and
finishing just after crossing city line, a course which
is a great improvement over the old item course, in-
asmuch as it does away with the bad turn on city line
(the cause of so many bad spills in the past), and the
subsequent rough and hilly finish on city line. This
is accomplished by starting far enough back of the
old starting point (made practicable by the extension
of the Macadam out the pike) to do away with the
city line portion of the ride. Even after taking into
consideration the superiority of this course over the
old one, the riding was remarkable and almost phe-
nomenal. The principal struggle was between the
46s. men—H. Bilyeu, Kelly and Van Deusen—and a
red hot pace was kept up from start to finish, Bilyeu
getting the best time and the race in 13m. 55s., closely
followed by Kelly (think of it, ye incredulous ones,
smiling V. J. Kelly) in 13m. 57s., and Van Deusen in
14m. The first two were on pneumatic safeties, while
Van Deusen (whose performance is, perhaps, the
most creditable of all) stuck to his wooden wheel.
J. H. Draper on a U cushion came next in point of
time, getting thirteenth place, sandwiched in between
some o-f the long start men. The 45s. men had too
long a start for him to get among them, so he had
practically to make his own pace, and his time was
only 14m. 40s. Twenty-two men finished, ten doing
under i6m.
The next day Draper and Kelly on a tandem rode

over the course to the tune of 13m. 14s., a mere practice
spin to get their bearings for a formal trial they were
to make the next day. The promise thus made was
kept, as the pair got away from Bryn Mawr at 5 p. m.
and made the run in 13m. los.—a marvelous perform-
ance. The men had to do their own pacemaking most
of the way, the pacemakers provided being left in the
rear almost as soon as caught. Hazleton was about
the only man who stuck more than a few yards, and
he did so only about a mile.

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF DRAPER AND KELLY—AN
ODD TEAM.

The tandem riding of these two men exemplifies
the value of what might be called team work, and
proves that a man can do much faster work on a
tandem than on a single. The two men, and their
tandem also, are characters. Draper, with rather a
careless and, sometimes, even slouchy air—a man
who never gets a swelled head (or if he does, conceals
it very well), who takes his victories as well as his de-
feats —except sometimes when he comes very near
beating Taxis—philosophically ; a perfect gentleman
when one once penetrates his outward shell ; a
thorough sportsman who disdains to take any ad-
vantage, and who likes to win with the least possible
exertion ; a man who races for the pure love of the
sport, and would race anywhere or anything, and yet
who dearly loves the reward of his toil—the prizes;
who rode in the thirties at Detroit, and has pushed
Taxis harder than anyone in Philadelphia except
Hazleton, and who could, perhaps, beat him were he
not so extremely anxious to do it, and who is a good
man on any kind of cycle, is a perfect contrast to his
fellow tandemite, Kelly. The latter is young, very
young, and he had the misfortune last year to come
into prominence so suddenly that further advance
was checked for a long time. He has had his ups
and downs, and has, if the truth were known, borne
them as well as could be expected. To suddenly rise
from obscurity to be the (real or apparent) "Phila-
delphia favorite ;" to run a dead heat with Hazleton,
and to have the latter hissed merely because it was
declared a dead heat instead of given to Kelly ; to
have the papers—local and otherwise—teem with
allusions to the "smiling Kelly," " Vint, the Phila-
delphia favorite," etc., and to predict his traveling
with the flyers this year. Surely this was enough to
turn the head of any bov not yet out of his teens.
And then to see these illusions fading, to find himself
out-classed and beaten in race after race, to awaken
to the fact that he was no longer " in it," either on the
race track or in the public's affection

; to have his
work on the single compared with that on the tandem,
to the decided detriment of the former. Surely this
was enough to sour him, to drive away the smile and
to wish that he, like the rocket, had not gone up quite
so fast. And I must say that he has stood the racket
pretty well. To be sure it would be better if he, even
now, thought a little less of Kelley and would some-
times omit joiningthe "picture gang." See the de-
meanor of the two men (Draper and Kelley) as they
finish their tandem ride : The former hears the time,
apparently takes it nonchalantly, and strolls away in
his usual careless manner ; the latter hears the time,
a just-think-I-did-that look passes over his face, he
looks around to see if he is the cynosure of all eyes,
prepares himself for carriage on the backs of admir-
ing and awe-struck spectators, and then goes to have
his picture taken, which act was performed by the in-
defatigable J. B. Fontaine, Jr. However, let us re-
member that Kelly is still in his " callow youth," and
that Father Time will do wonders for him. I am
heartily glad to see that he has had a streak of good
luck, and his riding Saturday should enable him to
regain some of his lost laurels, as the man who can
ride five miles with Herbert Bilyeu (a character in
his way, too, and who would be worth writing up),
and be beaten only two seconds is "no slouch." His
tandem ride also shows improved form, as even if

Draper did do most of the work, yet he couldn't do it

all by a long shot.

A HYBRID TANDEM.

The tandem these men ride is as curious as they are
themselves. It has an Ivel frame, Victor wheels, a
Columbia handle-bar, Common-Sense chain and
sprocket wheels, and, I think, pedals, saddles and
bearings of some other makes. At the last three or
four race meets the pt'ccr t/c /-esis/m/ce has been the
tandem race between Draper and Kelly and Taxis
and Hazleton, and it is a well-known fact that both

teams would just about give their heads to come out
winners. Every time they have met Draper and Kel-
ley have been easy winners, but Taxis and Hazleton
would bob up at the next meeting full of confidence
that ?z(7tw they had ridden together enough to "put it

on to" their rivals: but, alas, always with the same
result. Taxis may do Draper up on singles, and Kel-
ly may have his usual luck on ditto, but their tan-
dem victory wipes all that out and sends them into
the seventh heaven of delight. On the other hand,
Taxis and Hazleton may divide the single races be-
tween them, but there is no balm in Gilead for them
when the tandem race is lost.

ROAD RIDING.

The Ledger editorially sounds a note of warning in
regard to this record breaking on public highways
which is very apropos. It says : "Accounts are pub-
lished of a bicycle road race on the Lancaster Pike
where one of the riders ' broke the record ' by cover-
ing five miles in 13m. 55s., while thirteen others trav-
eled at the rate of about a mile in three minutes.
That is no doubt very interesting from a bicycler's
standpoint, but consider what it means from the
point of view of the general public. Here were four-
teen vehicles traveling along a public and much-
frequented road for five miles almost at the speed of
a ralroad train, endangering the lives not only of the
riders, but of drivers of horses and pedestrians.
Bicyclers claim and are accorded for their machines
the privileges of other vehicles ; they should be
subject also to the needful regulations of the
road. Horsemen are not allowed to race over
the turnpike in that fashion, and bicyclers should
be extended no greater privileges. In short, rac-
ing of all kinds on public thoroughfares should be
absolutely prohibited." That there is a great deal
of truth in these remarks goes without saying, and it

behooves wheelmen to see that they do not deal road
racing a death blow. There is no one for whom road
racing has a greater fascination than myself, and yet
I recognize, and always have done so, what tremen-
dous risks are run in every race, especially short
distance ones. Imagine a collision between Bilyeu
or Draper and Kelly on their tandem and a team at
Montgomery Avenue and City Line, where the
tandem must have been going at close to a two
minute gait, just at the foot of the hill. It is horrible
to think of, and the best thing to do is NOT to think of
it, to use all possible precautions to prevent accidents
and to avoid short distance racing as much as
possible.

QUAKER CITY QUIPS.

The second annual five mile road race of the Col-
umbia Cyclers will be run on next Saturday after-
noon, and as Gracey, Fontaine, Roe, High, Owens,
Boyer and other good men are entered some fast
tiine may be looked for.

There has been a lull in track race meets here, but
beginning with the meet of the Philadelphia Outing
Club on the 22d inst. , the sport goes on with renewed
vigor. On Saturday the 29th, the Quaker City
Wheelmen have their inning, and they promise to
make it one of the most successful meets ever given
in this city. The prize list for the 25 mile handicap
road race is headed with an Eagle bicycle as time
prize and a Victor as fi;:st prize, followed by a fine
array of watches, cups and valuable accessories. In
this race pneumatic tires will be penalized four
minutes and cushions i minute, which seems to be a
fair penalization. For the track races a really fine
list of prizes is offered, a list which will stand careful
examination. Valuable and handsome cups and
medals, furniture, traveling bags, canes, jewelry,
etc., are among them, and the best thing about them
is the fact that they are first class articles and not
pinchbeck. The course for the road race is being
laid out carefully and measured, the intention being
that if record should be made, and there is a very
good chance of it, it will hold good. The track is

being put in the finest possible condition, corners
raised, the surface brought near perfection, and, in
fact, every detail is being carefully looked after
beforehand. A. W. Porter, the holder of thelrvinjj-
ton-Milburn record,has entered on a solid tired wheel,
and much interest is manifested in the contest be-
tween him and Seeds of Wilmington, who will ride a
cushioned Eagle.

At the Time Wheelmen's race meet, September 19,

a ladies' race is announced. It is to be hoped that
this club will see how injudicious this innovation is

and cancel it.

On August 29, at the Philadelphia Ball Park, in con-
nection with the Q. C. W. races, the Pennsylvania
Bicycle Club will run three races, viz., a five mile
ordinary handicap for the challenge cup held by
Merrihew, a mile handicap safety for the "Little
Pennsy " cup and a mile safety scratch.

President O. S. Bunnell, of the Park Avenue Wheel-
men, was overcome by the heat last week on his way
to Atlantic City and lay for some time in the road un-
conscious. In the road race of his club on Saturday
last a slight recurrence of the attack compelled him
to ease up.

On August 16 ex-Captain James Artman, of the
Quaker City Wheelmen, made a record to Reading
and return, doing the distance in i2h. jm. elapsed
time. His actual riding time was only about loh. 20m.
This beats the previous record, his own, made on
June 28, by nearly four hours.

A meeting of the captains of the various bicycle
clubs was held on Tuesday evening at the Park Ave-
nue clnb-house, and it was decided to give a second
annual lantern parade on Thursday evening, October
I. J. B. Fontaine, Jr., of the Columbia Cyclers, was
made Chairman ot the committee, and R. A. French,
of the Mt. Vernon Wheelmen, Secretary and Treas-
urer. The meeting then adjourned and a new one
convened, and it was decided to hold an inter-club
road race with Taxis, Draper and Kelly barred.
There was no personal feeling in the matter, but it

was thought that with them otit other men would
have a better show. The captains of the clubs then
organized permanently for the advancement of
cyclin.g in Philadelphia. They disclaim all desire to
antagonize the Associated Cycling Clubs, and say
they will merely relieve that body of some of its

work, Telemachus.

OMAHA.

We Nebraskans are now just beginning the riding
season. The year has been very backward, and the
Spring season quite prolonged. Until lately the
weather and bad country roads have kept us confined
to the limits of the city and its paving. But now we
can enjoy a long spin over stretches of fine level
country roads, and exercise our muscles and mounts
to our hearts content. The different wheeling organ-
izations are disphiying much activity of late, and
every evening or morning of the week some club run
or pleasure spin is recorded. The Omaha Wheel
Club especially is active in this respect. The road
officers and members seem to have secured a new im-
petus, and the halcyon days bid fair to return again.
A special meeting of the active members of this
popular club was held a few evenings ago and ways
and means were discussed in the interests of cycling.
Several schemes were advanced which would create
an interest in the sport, and the earnestness with
which each inember discussed the different schemes
showed that the old time spirit was not entirely dead.
One point was clearly shown, the club to hold its
prestige as a wheel club would be compelled to make
extra inducements to its members to secure new
"blood." Captain Townsend has cause to feel en-
couraged now that every riding member has evinced
a desire to attend club runs. Twice a week now the
club's called runs are well attended. Men who have
not ridden for a year or so are answering to the bugle
promptly, and falling in line with the loyal fellows
who have been riding since the snow disappeared.
The tourist wheelmen continue to pile up club mile-

age and increase their membership at every oppor-
tunity. Club runs four times a week are well at-
tended and enjoyed immensely. One thing is notice
able about this club, perfect harmony with each
member and officer seems to prevail, and the militarj'-
like deportment of each man on club runs is com-
mendable. The usual club run scorcher is held down
by a systematic dose of fines, and after the first
offence is content to accept the club pace and assist
in making new men feel " at home " while with the
club for a day's outing. The club medal which is
given to the member making the best mileage
seems to be a bright goal for the majority, and each
man is striving to capture it. As yet the race is
about even.

The Y. M. C. A. Wheel Club, as yet an infant in
arms, is growing famously both in popularity and
strength. Once a week the club takes a short spin
along one of the many roads leading from the city,
returning in good order and in the best of spirits.

Kastman and Porterfield established a safety record
to Bellevue, a little village situated some twelve
miles away, over some pretty tough hills and gumbo
roads, one day of last week, riding the distance in
58J^m. The roads were in no condition for fast time,
as the day before a heavy rain descended and made
innumerable chuck holes and soft spots. The best
time made on the same course previously was one
hour and about fifteen minutes.

A match race between Mockett, the Lincoln
champion, and Pixley and Wertz, two of Omaha's
fastest men, is on the string, for sometime this month.
The race will take place on the Coliseum indoor track
and will attract a great deal of attention among the
local wheelmen.
Weather pleasant andlsettled, roads in elegant con-

dition. The indications for a splendid riding season
are good.

Lady riders, what few we have, are not idle in the
least, but are to be seen spinning over the roads daily.
Pleasant little trips countryward seem to be quite
popular with them. CRANK.

ST. LOUIS.

The race meet of the St. Louis Cycling Club that
was to have been held at Alton, Ills., on August 15,
was postponed on account of rain.

The Missouri Bicycle Club is booming in member-
ship. The club will give a open air concert and enter-
tainment on August 23d. The change of governing
the club by a board of directors seems to give satis-
faction.

Since the sprinkling of the streets has been lessened
riding has increased rapidly.

W. H. Harding is still wanted for taking a wheel
from the Knight Cycle Company. The other party
who tried his hand at the same thing is now doing
time for his exploits.

George H. Lucas has practically left the field as
candidate for Chief Consul, so Robert Holm will have
a walk over. However, Bob is a worker if he does
work to suit all.

FALL RIVER.

The Fall River Cycle Club, owing to its increasing
membership, has been obliged to hire anotlier room,
which will be used as the parlor and ladies' room.
The annual meeting of the club was held Monday
evening. The following officers were elected : Presi-
dent, George Sharpies ;

Vice-President, W. H. Brow;
Secretary, E. W. Brown ;

Treasurer, L. R. Darling;
Captain, D. T. Johnson; First Lieutenant, .X. Mars-
den

j
Second Lieutenant, F. M. Burgess ; Bugler,

Benj. Chace ; Club Committee, E. S. Belcher, K. W.
Brown and F. M. Burgess. Four ladies were admitted
at this meeting. The club now has ten lady mem-
bers.
Michael Clancy has recovered his wheel which was

borrowed by James E. Boyle last week. Boylt re-
turned to Fall River for his clothes and was c^'ptunil
on a side street. He was taki n to the police station
but was not prosecuted.
Anson P. Merrill has invented a cycle chain which

is altogether different from any now on the market.
He will have it on exhibition at the Cottage City
meet. Qlequechan.
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BUFFALO.

I cJon't know of any royal way to cctch bicycle
thieves, but considering the very cominon occurrence
of a rider having" his wheel stolen, I certainly think it

is high time that something was done by the cycling
papers to find a way to "scotch" the doings of the
ligiit fingered gentry who live on other people's prop-
ei'ty.

The first step towards this would be to print the
numbers and description of every wheel stolen in the
cycling papers. Buffalo has suffered as much as any
wheeling centre in the State.
From representatives of the various stores in the

city and from the police of the different precincts
which I visit daily I learn that there is on record the
complaints of at least a hundred wheels stolen in

Buffalo. This sort of thing should not be allowed to

go on. If the papers devoted to the interest of wheel-
men will join together in this particular and help us
to run the thieves to earth a more or less satisfactory
state of things might accrue. I hope THE WHEEL
will make the start. I haven't time to get the Buffalo
schedule this week, but I will promise to send it for
next issue, and the possibility is that THE WHEEL
will score one by being" the medium by which one
wheel is restored to its rightful ov\rner.

"Hawkshaw" and Tertus are working hard at a
free solution of the amateur question. Both may bet
that Buffalo is right with them. Hawkshaw's words,
"I believe that the day has come to lay aside the
' amateur mask,' to cease the farce and to boldly face
the world as we are," is laid right down to every
heart which has true sport at issue. We are all

diffident at writing what we think, but there can be
no doubt that the time is near at hand when the
amateur and the prize he contends for will be found
in figures.

W. H. Bogardus, of the local High School, returned
yesterday from Chicago. He started in company
with H. Hearne and J. N. Weig, of the Zigzag's, to
the city of pork and big feet on June 25. When the
trie reached Erie, Pa., the Zigzag men decided to go
to Chicago in the cars, but Bogardus, who is only
eighteen j-ears of age, was brave enough to face van'd
and sand and wheeled alone. He completed the
journey of 706^:4 miles in ten days, and returned to
Buffalo on Sunday. The story of his travels as told
to your correspondent are too long to write, as you
have not the space to print them, but they are highly
interesting, and show grit on part of the youth, who
has by his feat beaten everything yet attempted by
a Buffalo rider. Even Klipfel and Crooks are now at a
discount and at the mercy of an eighteen-year-old
boy.

I am always one with an enterprising club, but the
P., C. C. Club looks as though they are going just a
little too fast just now. They almost a.spire to the
world's championship since they won the road race. I

am trying to be careful of what I say of " their digna-
taries," as it is well known that they object to honest
or, indeed, any criticism. If they were newspaper
men it would be all right, but they are not. At the
same time, however, they are a congregation of hard-
working wheelmen, aiming for the success of their
club and growing in strength and ability every day.
Dr. Parkwood is doing much for his club—tha

Wanderers. He could do more locally if he did not
write such misinformed and ill-natured paragraphs
for an Eastern paper. Some day somebody will drop on
him hard. The Wanderers is one of the most enter-
prising and popular clubs in the district, and it

doesn't pay to have anybody salt their meat too
freely. Doctor remember.
The Iroquois Bievcle section will open next year's

season with a series of races at Grand Island on
Howard's new track. The club with which they are
identified will be behind them, and one other athletic
organization will throw their force into the breach.

President Klipfel, of the Ramblers, is summering
at Crystal Beach. Auchester.

NEW ORLEANS.

Captain R. W. Slusser, of the Louisiana Cycling
Club, says that there will be no match race between
Cason and himself. " I trained him for the Guiliotte
match, and we are warm personal friends, belonging
to the same club. It would hardly be right for us to
meet in such a spirit of rivalry. Neither of us is

anxious for such a race. This Fall the Louisianas
will probably give a meet, and Cason and I will then
meet in a friendly way."
Tom Anderson, of the Surrey Wheelmen, a well-

known English cycler, now first engineer on the
steamship Earling, expects to visit New Orleans
shortly.

A well attended meeting of the Louisiana C. C. was
held on August 6 at the club-house. After the trans-
action of regular business, B. W. Cason, through
President Sherouse, presented Captain Slusser with
a pair of gold cuff buttons in appreciation of his
services in training him for the recent five-mile race.
The handsome medal offered as a prize in this race
was then presented to B. W. Carson, Jr., by President

J. M. Sherouse. Mr. Cason responded appropriately,
after which refreshments were dispensed to the as-
sembled cyclers.

The Cason-Guillotte race is likely to lead to an-
other contest that will be quite as interesting. W. C.
Grivot backed Cason and C. W. Zeigler staked
Guillotle. Naturally in frequent discussion as to the
merit of their champions some rivalry sprung up as to
their own ability as cyclers. This has finally de-
veloped into another match. Zeigler and Grivot will
soon strive for the applause of the thousands who
will gather to see them push their wheels. The race
will be at one or two miles, and much betting will re-
sult. LOUISI.\N.\.

XHICAGO.

All the wheelmen in Pottstown, Pa., are pro-
granimed to parade to-morrow. As the streets are
admirably adapted to cycling the show will doubtless
bs a success.

Charles Kniseley will not be seen in another race of
the Illinois Club handicap. Charlie captured the
novice race at Peoria last Fall and was the winner of
the Pullman road race last year and his many friends
dislike to see him stop, but he thinks racing is too
hard work.

A member of the Lincoln Cycling Club while riding
in Lincoln Park recently put on his brake very sud-
denly while going at a fast rate. His tire being
loose bunched in the forks and he now lies at the
German Hospital with a dislocated shoulder, badly
cut face and a firm conviction that he will ever after
properly look over his machine instead of letting
things like a loose tire go by.

Will Griffiths, of this city, one week after learning
to ride, was timed on the road 5J< miles under twenty
minutes.

Fifty miles has been fixed on as the best distance
for the Century Road Club's first annual fifty mile
road race, which will be run during the Chicago
tournament. The course will be selected with the
idea of lowering the fifty mile record.

George K. Barrett started Saturday, August i, for
the Chicago to Milwaukee record. Sixteen miles an
hour was the gait to Racine when the heat proved
too much and he took the train.

A large C encircling the figures 100 is the official

die which Chief Centurion Herrick, of the Century
Club, has made to officially stamp all of the bars
when they are properly certified. N. H. Van Sicklen
and George K Barrett joined the club last week and
applications afe being received from all parts of the
country.

The Oak Park Cycling Club held their first meeting
in its new club-house on Thursday evening of last
week. Captain Stimpson offered a resolution, which
was unanimously accepted, requiring every member
not already a League member to join that organiza-
tion at once. The Treasurer is given authority to
collect from each member his initiation fee and dues
to the L. A. W. All members joining the club here-
after must also join the L. A. W. This is the initia-
tory step to making the club a League organization.
Furthermore it will materially aid Chicago in her
fight for fourth place in the L. A. W.
George K, Barrett has entered the employ of the

Humber Cycle Importing Company as salesman, hav-
ing left Bearings.

Bode and Tuttle are now mounted on Swift safeties.
Model E, and are in training. Harry Lennings, the
famous English trainer, has charge of them, and feels
convinced he can put them on the track in record con-
dition before the Fall circuit.

J. T. Jaffray is now riding a Parade, safety and is

much pleased with it.

Great is the Moffat! So the Illinois boys must
think, for in the club's ten mile race, Saturday, eleven
men were mounted on Moffats fitted with cushion
tires.

W. E. Weldman, of Cleveland, O., is at present in
this city getting together his outfit for a novel trip
awheel to San Francisco. He will ride a solid tire
safety. Strapped to his wheel will be some forty odd
pounds of luggage, consisting for the most part of a
magic lantern and views. By the aid of lectures and
the lantern he expects to be able to make sufficient
money to pay the expenses of the trip.

The ^olus Cycling Club will hold their annual ten
mile handicap road race over the Humboldt to Doug-
las Park and return course on September 13. Ladies'
runs are called every Friday evening by the club.

Several prominent west side cyclists are the authors
of a scheme to charter one of the large lake steamers
for the exclusive use of a large party of cyclists to
Milwaukee after the Chicago tournament. At Mil-
waukee runs can be taken to various places. All clubs
will be asked to participate in this trip.

The runs, races and cycling enthusiasm among the
members of the Farragut Cycling Club have gone to
the dogs. The Captain of the club, Mr. Fowler, is
" engaged," and the balance of the officers might as
well be for all they do to arouse interest among the
members.
Several of the cycling clubs are already talking in-

door baseball, last winter's craze Committees have
been appointed and it is the wish of many that a
cycling club league be formed. Six, eig'ht or even
ten teams could be secured.

The handicappers of the Waukesha-Milwaukee
road race of Saturday must have had a huge chunk
of favoritism in their breasts when they handicapped
our Chicago men. To show one point : On the occa-
sion of the Lincoln's run to Milwaukee Billie Young
and Morrison enji aged in a seven mile scorch to
Whitefish Bay. Young beat Morrison by but a short
distance, yetthe Milwaukee man was given ninemin-
utes over the Chicagoan. So eager were they to
crowd our Chicago men. Root, Stillwell. McDonald
and Barrett, back as to give none of them, including
Young, over four minutes on Van Sicklen and Terre
Andrae, while every Milwaukee boy except the latter
was given a liberal allowance. And yet they begged
our men to come up and race !

The Australian Wheelman, of Melbourne, has sus-
pended publication indefinitely, which leaves the
cyclists in that part of the Antipodes without a cycle
paper.

The wheelmen of Melbourne are talking of found-
ing a cyclists' club-house in order that they may
secure the manv advantages accruing therefrom,
such as the members of the clubs of this country
obtain. They look upon the possession of a house
with storage, billiard, card, smoking-rooms, etc., as
the height of lu.xury, and it is proposed to charge
members Ijis.oo per year for membership If this is all

the wheelmen are willing to pay for such privileges
it is not to be wondered that club houses are unknown
abroad. It costs $35 or $40 a year to be a member of
any of the large New York clubs.

LOUISVILLE.

Letters from Jacob Bauer, Louisville's globe girdler,
give advices of his departure from Chicago and safe
arrival at Minneapolis last week.
Tom Jefferis is, no doubt, the most popular captain

the Louisvilles have had since Chief Consul Lamb
had much time at his disposal and led them a weekly
chase.

The Kentucky Division is now within twelve of the
coveted 300, which will allow three representatives to
the State, unless President Dunn's recommendations
for one representative for each 200 " goes " at the con-
vention. The State may and probably will have 400
before the election.

A local rider was recently met at lunch by a club
man. After the club man had exchanged compli-
ments of the day with the local rider, this conversa-
tion was overheard : C. M.— '' Well, M., you haven't
joined that other 'gang,' have you.'" L. R.—"No ; but
if I join any it will be that one." Red lights, slow
music, curtain. His application is now in.

It does not require excessive executive ability to
read the constitution of the League of American
Wheelmen, and yet the fact remains that Mr. G. E.
Johnson's opponent did not understand how the State
vote was taken for Chief Consul, hence his very large
and juicy blunder in writing for proxies for himself
to be used in electing himself Chief Consul of the
"Grand Old Commonwealth."
In the Carthage (O.) Fair races Louisville will be

represented by Tom Jefferis.

Nine of the eleven guarantors who had confidence
enough in the Kentucky meet to back it with the cash
belong to the Louisville Cycle Club. This is ex-
clusive of agents.

Wonder if " A Prominent Cyclist" with an zj/, of
Louisville, has anticipated the product ot the con-
stitutional convention to be held in September. One
would judge from his acrobatic rhetoric, attempt at
eloquence, arithmetical girations and his alleged
logic such to be the case. It is certainly true that
a careful search has failed to show just what article
or section in the constitution places a traveling man
under the ban and relegates him to the common herd
away from such able and distinguished riders as " A
Prominent Cyclist " is supposed to be.

Howard Jefferis will soon go for the Kentucky
24-hour record, which he now holds at 152}^ miles.

The Willard boys are most welcome additions to
the ranks of Louisville wheelmen. Wholesouled and
affable they have at once struck a chord in the hearts
of local riders, and they are welcome, heart and hand.

When the L. A. W. gets its new constitutional out-
fit there will, no doubt, be opportunity for the organ-
ization of a "committee on the moral and financial
standing of its members." It should issue a general
handbook of ratings showing whether a man owns his
wheel, is an occasional renter, borrows a machine or
pays for his mount on the now very popular system of
30 to 47 cents per year instalments. As chairman of
this committee "A Prominent Cyclist" is recom-
mended.
That run to Jeffersontown was a model of orderly

and considerate riding, each participant trying to
make his companion just as happy as wit and apples
would jointly accomplish. The only thing to mar
the pleasure of the day was that Clark was along. So
was "Beans" Hamersly. Mr. W. O. Lynn's hospi-
tality was appreciated.

When " A Prominent Cyclist " gets the appointment
as Chairman of the League's "Moral and Financial
Standing " Committee he will find it no little work
and some little trouble to pacify members who may
be rated as ' N. G. 2," and he will, no doubt, promise
each kicker a new rating of not less than AA ij^.
After their shock nothing less would suit them.

Is not the age at which members may be admitted
to the L. A. W. eighteen years? And does it not
break into the accepted laws of the association to ad-
mit them under that age ? Then is not he who, know-
ing the fact, proposes a 16-year old going directly in
opposition to the objects of the L. A. W'? Probably
this is considered " Executive Ability," but to a man
up a tree it looks like underhand work for a selfish
motive.

If "A Prominent Cyclist'' will prove his charge
that a certain Louisville rider has ever even asked
for a reduction at hotels while on a business trip a re-
ward will be paid of 100 per cent, (there is profit for
him) of amounts saved on bicycle trips and 100 per
cent, added for the rendition of a very important
service. If, after counting his receipts, he has not a
sufficiency of the coin of the realm to arrange his
country villa in just such style as his exquisite taste
demands, a like amount will be added for information
as to that traveling man's existence for four months
in the year not at present accounted for. According
to the calculations made with the assistance of an ex-
pert accountant :

" Five months on the road and three
months at home through the kind consideration of ' A
Prominent Cyclist,' " accounts for eight months of
the year, which, according to the latest almanac, con-
tains twelve months. Where are the other four
months? Possibly used trying to collect advertising
bills after Kentucky meet. Kentucky wheelmen are
in a positi'^n to learn of any defective statements
made by a " P. C," and a "P. C." will soon learn that
"Slander and Misrepresentation " will not stand the
light of truth. WHITE BuRLEY,

The Bedford Wheelmen, of Brooklyn, have made
arrangements to take possession of handsome new
quarters on Division Avenue, near Bedford Avenue,
on September i. Sufficient money has been raised
by subscription to fit up the new rooms in a substan-
tial manner, the club having sixty members at pres-
ent, with good prospects of reaching the 100 mark in
two months or so. The new quarters will be opened
with a parade and smoker. The club has been in
existence for three years, and is sound financially and
in every other way,
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RIVERSIDE WHEELMEN.

The second club race of the series took place over
the Englewood five mile course on Saturday last at

4 p. m., with Robinson, Thomson, Ward, Powers,
Barker, Stilger, Monroe Benner, Haggerty and
Harrow as starters. The first three over the tape
were : Monroe Benner, actual time i8m. 20s.; Hag-
gerty, 17m. 30s. ; Harrow, i8m. los. Stilger again
made the best time, riding the five miles in 16m. 26s.

on a solid tired ordinary. The last race of the series
will be held Saturday August 22d.

Vice-President Fitch, Chairman of the Adertising
and Press Committee is getting all the work that is

possible out of the members of his committee, and is

succeeding admirably. Meetings are held twice a
week, but this does not seem to satisfy the energetic
chairman. He wants the members of the committee
to visit the club-house every night and report to him
the result of their efforts during the day. Mr. Jacob
King is another hustler on this committee who is

doing exceptionally good work.

KNICKERBOCKER WHEELMEN.

After four months of existence without a home
we have at last leased the building ng West
One Hundred and Twenty-fourth Street, near Lenox
Avenue, and within a few weeks hope to have a right
royal house-warming, to which all wheelmen will be
cordially invited. The club now has a membership
of thirty, five new members having been elected at
the last meeting.
The club is officered as follows : President, Mel-

ville J. Beckel ; Treasurer, Joseph E. Brenner ; Fi-
nancial Secretary, Louis S. Barnard ; Recording Sec-
retary, Henry A. Schilling ; Captain, J. L. Cohn

;

Lieutenant, Jacob Taussig ; Color Bearer, Martin
Trisdorfer.
Captain Cohn is away on a vacation to Milford, Pa.,

and is enjoying the fine roads in that section, having
taken his wheel with him.
The following named gentlemen have been elected

on the House Committee : Joseph E. Brenner, Jesse
Dreyfus, Mel. J. Beck«l, J. L. Cohn, Martin Tris-
dorfer.

MANHATTAN BICYCLE CLUB.

A most enthusiastic meeting of this organization
was held on Monday evening last, with a fairly large
attendance. Among the new members elected was
T. Mallison, who has made quite a reputation on the
path in England. He is considered a valuable acquis-
ition to the ranks of this club, and is expected to show
up well in the coming races.

The important business of the meeting was the
election of a new president to fill the place made va-
cant by J. A. Clairmonte's resignation. There was a
large number of nominations for this office, but on
counting the ballots it was disclosed that C. A. Shee-
han was elected by a majority vote. When this was
made known the enthusiasm of the members was
given vent to by loud cheers and applause. After
quieting down there were calls for a speech from Mr.
Sheehan, to which he responded in a fitting manner.
Ex-president J. A. Clairmonte, with a few well-timed
remarks, tendered the chair to Mr. Sheehan, which
he accepted modestly. Mr. Sheehan's first words as
President were those of praise for the ability shown
by the ex-President during his terra of office. This
little speech, like all the rest of Mr. Sneehan's re-
marks, were cheered to the echo.

The Treasurer's report showed the club to be in
sound condition financially, and with the new Presi-
dent, who is both an enthusiast and a hard worker,
there is no reason why the club should not soon be at
the head of the cycling organizations in the city. Al-
though it has been making very rapid progress of
late, a still greater boom is now bound to be experi-
enced.

C. A. Sheehan and William H. Halpin were nomi-
nated to represent the club at the L. A. W. conven-
tion to be held at Hartford, September 7 and 8.

The formation of a bowling club for the season of
1891-92 was started at this meeting.

The Labor Day Race Committee reported that en-
tries for the club races are coming in rapidly, and
that they had selected the Englewood-Tenafly course
as the place for the strife. The course is a level
stretch of fine macadam, and lays away over the one
on which the races have been held formerly.

The cafe which was established on moving into the
new house is proving to be a paying investment for
the club, and is greatly appreciated by the members.

GOTHAM WHEELMEN.
The run to Coney Island on Sunday last was not as

well attended as might have been expected. But the
absence of a large number of members in the country
is probably the principal reason for the non-attend-
ance of many. However, the dozen or so participants
had a most enjoyable time.
The members are hard at work preparing for the

club races, which are to be held on Labor Day,
September 7. The entry list is already quite large
and with such men entered as Mastin, Seely, "Gus"
Helinsky, and a few others, they cannot fail to be
exciting. The members are enthusiastic over the
proposed event, while no pains will be spared tomake
the arrangements as perfect as possible.
The application for admission to the club of Mr.

Seeley, together with a host of others, is now upon
the bulletin board, and will be acted upon at the next
meeting. He is a racer of no mean merit, he having
distinguished himself at Hartford recently by winning
the two mile safety. He will In future race under the
Gotham's colors, and is another member who will
win a name both for himself and his club.
The club never was in a better condition financially

or otherwise, and everything points to a season
brilliant with possibilities.
Mr. Lord, our genial and venerable treasurer, is

perfecting details about his proposed trip to the
Southern battlefields, and will shortly leave. He
will endeavor, however, to find a recruit to accompany
him, and hopes to hear from some wheelman willing
to go.
President Forrester is about to take his vacation,

and will recuperate at the sea shore for a couple of
weeks. Jack.

Mr. Henry G. Priest, of the Quadrant Cycle Co.,
Birmingham, England, expects to arrive in the United
States about the commencement of October. He will
be glad to receive communications from any substan-
tial firms desiring to represent the Quadrant Cycle
Co. in any specified territory. All letters to bead-
dressed to box 2225, general post-office, New York,
N. Y. H.**

WANT A RUBBER STAMP ? ;-.=
address, or any other reading, on Midget Self-Inker (any
color). No I, 50c ; No. 2. $1. Band Daters, $1.50 to
J3.50. Agents Wanted. Send 5c. for 16 page catalogue,
25c. for 224 page catalogue. W.H. Ellis, Hammonton, N.J.

REPAIR
FOKMERLY OF 4 EAST BOtli ST.

YOUR • BICYCLB.i^
NEIV YORK BICYCLE CO., COMPLETE REPilB SHOP.

No. 956 Bis:litli Ave., near 67ih St, Ncw Yorlc City.

THE RHODE ISlHHD HfHEElniEII'S

THIRD ANNUAL TODRNAMENT

^SZS^lll l>e held »E^I^arE)]Vr3BISI^ 5tli,

At Narragansett Park, Providence, R. I.

BIG PRIZES ! BIG TIME !

TRACK STEAM ROLLED ! EVERYBODY HUSTLING !

For a Valuable Compilation of BICYCLE RECORDS
SEND STAMP XO

J. L. Spfife, 13 Asia SlFEBt, P^nvitlEncE, R. I.
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FOR SALE, EXCHANGE, WANTS.
26 Words 35 cents
Two Insertions 40 '<

New York Bicycle Company, No. i)5G Eighth
Avenue, N. Y. New and Second-Hand Machines.
Choice aijsortniont. Prices reasonable. Wheels
to rent. Cycling Accessories ot all kinds. Old
mounts taken in ])art payment tor new.

p ACERS FOR SALE AND HIRE, 53 and 54-inch
;

-^^ weight, 25 lbs. Yon can buy either dirt cheap.
Schumacher & Sohoefer, 73 St. Marks Ave., Brooklyn.

tfc

. Q-INCH Columbia for sale
; will sell cheap on ac-

4"^ count of leaving the city. Call or address T. F.
B., 335 East 123d St., N. Y. City. 8-21

-.-INCH EAGLE LIGHT ROADSTER
; $110. It

J 4 will pay you to write for particulars to Stanton
M. Smith, 470 Washington St., New York. 8-21

pOR SALE.—Victor Safety ; solid tires, ball bear-
-*- ings, spade handles, spring fork; excellent con-
dition. A bargain. Cash or installments. Address.
Lock Box 404, Newburgh, N. Y. 8-28

Tf'OR SALE—New Eagle; 50-inch; cushion tires;
- ridden three weeks; will sell for $100; cost, $140.
C. K. Berdan, Box 815, Paterson, N. J. 8-21

TT IS NOT "A THING OF BEAUTY NOR A JOY
-•- forever " (we speak of our catalogue), but it goes
right to business in a way to please people who mean
business, and "no others need apply." Latest second-
hand list is just out too, and it may save you $5 to $25
all for one postal with your legible address on it.

KNIGHT CYCLE CO,, 207 N. loth St., St. Louis, Mo.
T "pj C2COTT, attorney and solicitor in patent
J->. d-±. O cases; especial attention to bicycles;
Newark, New Jersey; N. J. headquarters, R. P.
Scott's book, "Cycling Art, Energy and Locomotion."

C EVERAL $135 Safeties to trade on favorable terms;
*-' no old wrecks. Large lot "rock bottom" bar-
gains. Send for list. John G. Zook, Lititz, Pa. 8-28-c

PNEUMATICS.—One Featherstone Drop Frame
•- Pneumatic, 28-in. wheels with detachable bar

;

very little used; $ico; one Quadrant Pneumatic, Dia-
mond Frame, almost new, $110; other wheels in pro-
portion. White Cycle Co., Trenton, N. J. t. f. c.

"pOR SALE—A Club Tandem, 1890 pattern, cost I200.
-*- Has been used but little and is in first-class con-
dition. Price $160. W. H., Box 2225, N. Y. City.

T ADIES SAFETY FOR SALE—A bran new Ladies
-'-' Swift Safety, never used. Just as it came from
tha crate. Cushioned tired. Cost $140. Price only
$n8. Warranted for a year. Apply to Starrett &
People, 1171 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. t. f. c.

q^ANDEM PSYCHO—Cushion tires, double brake,
-L in perfect condition, good as new, cheap for
cash. Address Julius J. Jose, care Capital Cycle Co.,
Washington, D. C. t. f. c.

pARGAINS—10 Safeties, Pneumatic, Cushion and
-'-' Solid Tires taken in part i^ayment for new Or-
mondes to be cleared, highest offers taken, room
wanted, call and inspect them. Ormonde Cycle Co.,

25 Murray St., New York. 8-21 c

(t^ _ buys a 54-inch American Champion, balls all
4)0(_) around ; in Ai condition. For particulars ad-
dress H. O. Todd, Dixon, 111. 8-21

"pOR SALE.—Gentlemen's Ivel Tandem Bicycle,
-'- perfect order. Will sacrifice for $qo cash. Ad-
dress promptly, M. D., P. O. Box 444, N. Y. 8-21

FOR SALE.—Ladies' (Swift) Safety, brand new,
never used, just as it came from the crate, cush-

ion-tired, this year's wheel, a bargain. E. B. Hutch-
inson, 1171 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn. 8-21

WANTED.—Two New York road books ; fair price
given. Address H. S. B., 45 William St., New

York City. 8-21

A LL MAY RIDE NOW. Note the prices : Cruiser
J^ Safety, full ball, $45 ; Strong Safety, full ball, $45;
Crescent Safety, full ball, $50; Victor Safety, full ball,

$60; Broncho L. R. Safety, full ball, $70; Hartford
Cushion Safety, full ball, $80; Union No. 12, used one
month, full ball, $100. All in good repair, some almest
new. Send for full description, Knight Cycle Co., 207
N. Tenth St., St. Louis, Mo.

FIRST-CLASS Bicycle Machinist requires employ-
ment. Excelent references. Distance no object.

Allen, 505 Bergen St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 8-21

H. E. RAYMOND.

RAYMOND
1. D. fOTTHR.

& POTTXER,

245 FLATBUSH AVE., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

A, J. Strset Cycle Co., [SO W. Mim St., Chicago.

OUR baroai:n k^ist.
PRICE OUR

STOCK NO. NEW PRICE
1. 1891 Pattern Rover Safety, new, never

taken from original crate. $135 $"5
2.

I
Two Ladies' Rovers, new, never

3. ( ridden. 130 no
4. 1890 Convertible Rover for Lady or

Gentleman, good condition, 135 85
10. 55 inch Columbia Light Roadster, half

nickeled, 1890 pattern, excellent con-
dition. 140 85

ji. 52 inch Humber Light Roadster, excel-
lent condition, 135 75

14. 54 inch Light Champion, half nickeled,
good condition, 135 75

15. 55 inch Semi-Racer, built sufficiently
strong for road use, almost new, 140 80

17. 48 inch Eagle Roadster, half nickeled,
excellent condition, 135 85

19. 45 inch American Star, half nickeled,
excellent condition, 125 45

20. 42 inch Pony Star, tangent spokes,
roller bearings, excellent condition, 125 50

30. I Two 1891 Pattern Referee Full Road-
31. f sters, ridden three to four weeks,

good as new, 140 115

Any of above wheels will be sent C. O. D., subject to

approval, on receipt of $5.00 to cover express charges.
Order by number.

LIOTT'S STEEL PENS
ARE THE MOST
» • PERFECT.

THE t TILLmOHAST t PNEUMATIC t TIRE
Surpasses all others for Strength and Dnrability.

This tire is so constructed that the danger from puncture and bursting is entirely over-
come. Tlie tires are supplied with a new and simple valve by means of which the leakage so
common to other pneumatic tires is prevented, and they will stand weeks of constant use
without reinflating. The air can be released at any time. Manufacturers and dealers will

do well to examine this tire before placing their orders. Will be ready to quote prices and
book orders September loth. Address all communications to

114 l>orriviice Street, i*ro^^iclenice, I^. I.

C'l^ A JJ'ppJT) f BICYCLrCLMING SALE

We have an enormous stock and simx)ly must get lid of them—even at a loss.

BRAND-NEW WARWICK, CONVERTIBLE, (1890) SAFETIES LIST $135.00 NOW $100.00
" SWIFT, MODEL, B, SAFETIES " 135.00 " 99.00
" SWIFT, MODEL C, SAFETIES " 120.00 " 84.00
" SWIFT, MODEL D, SAFETIES " lOO.OO " 76.00

SPRINGFIELD RATIONALS, 50 INCH " 120.00 " 60.00

SLAUGHTERED SECOND HAND W HELLS—STABBED !

. SEND FOR LIST OF BARGAINS. EVERY MACHINE IS IN PERFECT ORDER. THE PRICE ALONE BEING MUTILATED.

CHAS. F. STOKES MFC. CO.,
BRANCH HOUSES :

592 West Madison Street, Chicago, 111.

Oabw^ood and Drexel Boulevards, Chicago, 111.

337 and 339 Third St., Milwaukee, W^is.

293 & 295 WABASH AVENUE,

CHICAGO, ILL.

UNION" CYCLES WERE POPULAR FROM THE BEGINNING.
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TO DEALERS

:

The representative of William

Andrews, Ltd., of Birmingham, Eng-

land, is in New York for next week

for the purpose of appointing agents

for "Sanspareil" and other cycles.

Address all communications to J. M.

Rimington, 15 Whitehall Street, New
York City.

The Cork-Cellnlold Bicycle Handle.
(PATENT ALLOWED.)

The most perfect handle on the market. Will
not Blip, blister the hands, and Is soft as velvet
to the grasp. The most durable hand-grasp
made. Made In club colors. Sold only to the
manufacturer. Correspondence solicited.

SYRACUSE BAMBOO FURNITURE CO.,

HENBY liOFTIE, Manager,
22'2-24a West Onondaga Street, Syracuse, N. ¥.

SAVE $25.00.
Three iSgi sample safeties, ridden less than 50 miles

each, not to be told from new. Half cushioned
Columbia; full cushioned Diamond Rambler; Par-
agon, solid tires. Choice for $110; $10 with order,
sent C. O. D. for balance.

CI^IKJXON CYCI.E CO.,
-New Giantess $60. Clinton, Ittass.^-^

We are breaklne- tlie prices on
Harrison Bells. Xire Cement, and
"Best" 'Wblstles.

CAMPBELL & CO., 33 Page St., Proifidence, R. L

JENS J<\ PEDJERSEN,
41 and 43 Maiden Lane,

New York.

MANUFACTURING

JEWELER,

REAL_ BICYCLE UN! FORMS.
Be sure to send for free sam*

pies and measure blanks. Club
^Uniforms a specialty. L. A.W.
Coats, $8. Knee Breeches, $4.

Punnetl's celebrated Jersey Cloth
Knee Breeches, only $4 a pair. Bi-

cycle Caps, Hose, Pins, Tights,

gold or silver Letters, Punnett's In-

visible Pants Holders, 25c. a pair. Be sure to write now.
R. A. PUNNETT, Tai or and Athletic Outfitter,

98 & 100 West Ave, Rochester, N. Y.
All strictly first-class work at moderate prices.

/IMaOy
THE <.^Atlas /^r^D

THE

3o and 28 inch.

Each • %\qq, oo.

/^H'li^uiH^,
H of 7lEDl*l(JmpCT(L5

PRICES

ake:

Ames aFi^ost Cojapahy
•^ -302-30-i-Vabash Ave Chicago.

• CATALOGUE UPON APPLICATION •

Handled by the Spooner-Peterson Co • Chicago-

WATCH CHAIN BAR.
Pat. April 15, i8yo.

Solid Gold, - $5.50.
I
Gold Filled, 1.25,

No. 119.

Gold Filled Watch Chann
Parts all work, $2.50.

No. 144A.

League Pin, Solid

Gold, $3.50.

No. 144B.

League Pin, Solid Gold
with top for letter-

ing, $5.00.

1^0. 144C.

Same as 1 44B, except^

top.

No. 144D. No. 144E.

Same as 144B, except top.

No. 140.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $2.00.

No. 196.

Solid Gold,

Enameled, $1.75.

No. 140B.

Solid Gold, Enameled
top for engraving,

$3.00.

Np. 199.

Solid Gold, Enameled
bottom piate for en-

graving, $1.75.

In ordering' Lea.quo Pins or Badges which all have
stone in center of wheel, state whether you want
Garnet, Rtily, Sapphire or Emerald Doublet. Use
NUMl'.lcit of article wanted (no further description

necessary). Will quote special price for 144 pins

with GENUfNt; DIAMOND or other stones.

F. K. CAMPBELI^,

243 Broadway, Room 25, New York.
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™-^PEERLESS CYCLES^ GENTLEMEN

SOI^ID, CUSHIOPi 0;W PNEUMATIC TIRES.

ADJUSTABLE SPRING FORK. RIGID FORK.

SBND KOK CA'rAL,OGi;£.

HIGH grade:. AGH?(XS WAMXEDi:

ROCHESTER, M. Y.

:m:fc3-. CO.,

•• a:"he: •• a:^oxjK^i«"r •

LIVE

AGENTS

WANTED

IN
Cushion Tires $140, weight 42 pounds. Cushion Tires $140, weight 42 pounds.

MARYLAND, 1^. VIRGINIA, VIRGINIA AND N. CAROI.IXA.
•WK,ITE3 FOK, IDISCOXJlSrTS.

Office and Salesroom, 1221 F St., N. W. WASHINGTON, D. C. Wheeleries and Cycung Rink, 921 H St., N.

BRANCH—ajl E. BAt,TO STREET, BAt,TIMORE, MB.
w.

if

m

ircOMBl'^Eb THE BEST
fi?ii^aptE5orrH£'6£:5r ,

"MoFFAf "in oi\per TrA.r j
YOli/v)^/fl/iJJ' ^F

' "'"

OVER AM#^y^CMlMS










